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INTRODUCTORY. 

The first paper included in this volume, entitled "The Mineral 
Waters of Indiana," gives the location and describes the character 
of the waters of more than 80 mineral wells and springs in different 
parts of the State. These mineral waters comprise one of the im
portant Natural Resources of the State, which, in the future, will 
be much more appreciated than in the past. Those of two or three 
localities have already become so noted as to attract many thousands 
of visitors each year from all parts of the United States. A number 
of other springs and wells of the State have water,s which are as 
valuable and worthy of increased public patronage as those of these 
better known resorts, and it is to be hoped that the present report 
will lead to their being brought more prominently to public' notice. 

The preparation of a paper on the' "Medicinal Properties and Uses 
of Indiana Mineral Waters," was entrusted to Dr. Robert Hessler, 
of Logansport. Dr. Hessler 'is well qualified for the task, both by 
education and ewerience. He was for two years Assistant in Chem
istry in the State University at Bloomington and is thoroughly ac
quainted with the chemistry of mineral waters. His intimate knowl
edge of pathology, of the science of the causation and nature of 
disease, is attested by the fact that for three years he was instructor 
of pathology 'in the Medical College of Indiana and pathologist to 
the Indianapolis City Hospital, and subsequently tO'the Central Indi
ana Hospital for Insane. 

While on a recent tour through Europe, Dr. Hessler paid especial 
attention to the subject of health resorts, visiting many to see their 
location and surroundings and to note their methods of treating' 
diseases. Ris remarks on foreign health resorts ¥,e, therefore, based 
on personal observation. 

In his paper, Dr. Hessler treats the subject of the medical prop
erties of our miner,al waters and the indications for their use in an 
original manner, one that can not fail to be useful to anyone inter
ested in the question of what mineral waters will do and what they 
will not do. As the doctor himself has said: "The amount of igno
rance displayed in regard to the requirements of the human body 
in health and in dis'ease is something remarkable." It takes a medi
cal man to occasionally show us how little we know about the body 
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in health and in disease, and his advice to employ some good physician 
when we are ill, and be guided by his advice, is no doubt correct. 

"A Geologic and '1'opographic Section Across Southern Indiana," 
is the title of an interesting and valuable paper by Prof. J. F. N ew
som, formerly Assistant Professor of Geology in Indiana University. 
The paper and accompanying maps are based upon two seasons' field 
work done by Professor Newsom and a company of students. The 
section crosses the dri£tless area of the State, where the outcrops 
of the different formations can be easily studied. The region crossed 
embodies all the different formations represented in the State, and 
the section is the more interesting on that account. 

A paper on "The Petroleum Indus,try in Indiana in 1901," gives. 
in detail the developments of that growing industry in the State 
during the year. It is accompanied by statistical tables which, had 
their value not been impaired by delayed publication, would doubt" 
less have been of much interest to a large number of citizens' who 
are financially interested in the oil wells of the State. 

The remaining papers comprise the Reports of the State Mine 
Inspector, the State Supervisor of Natural Gas, and the State Super
visor of Oil Inspection for the calendar year 1901. 



THE MINERAL WATERS OF INDIANA. 

THEIR J-,OCATION, ORIGIN AND CHARACTER. 

'By W. S. BLATCHLEY. 

WATER A MINERAL.-A mineral is any natural inorganic com
pound having a definite chemical composition. Quartz is an example 
of such a compound. It exists abundantly in nature, ,and its com

'ponents are the two elements, silicon and oxyglm, in the proportions 
of 53.3 parts of ~xygen to 46.7 of silicon. According to the same 
definition, water is a mineral. It is very widely distributed in nature 
and in a pure state is composed of the elements hydrogen and oxygen 
in the proportions of 11.11 parts of the former to 88.89 of the lattei'. 
Pure wat()r, however, is known only in the chemical laboratory, the 
purest form in nature being the vapor as it rises from ocean, stream' 
or lake. When it condenses and falls as rain or SDlOW, impurities, as 
carbon dioxide, ammonia, dust, etc., are absorbed from the atmos
phere. The water which falls near the close of a long rain, especially 
in country regions, is almost free from these impurities. Some 
springs have also nearly pure water; but to separate all foreign mat
ter from it, water must be distilled. Even then it may contain traces 
of ammonia or other substance which vaporizes at a lower tempera-
ture than the wa:ter itself. . 

ORIGIN OF MINERAL WATERs.-Water is the mOBt universal of 
solvents. Its dissolving power upon rocks, . minerals and soils is, 
however, largely increased by the carbon dioxide which it gathers 
unto itself while rising and falling through the atmosphere and by 
the humus acids which it absorbs from the soils. Carbon dioxide, or 
"carbonic acid," is given out in respiration oy all animals and is one 
of the products of animal and vege,table decay. In this way the sup
ply is constantly being renewed and it becomes -distributed through 
the air and waters. Humus acids are also formed by animal and 
vegetable decay and occur in all damp soils where such decay is in 
progress. These 'acids, when absorbed by the falling or percolating 
waters, render the latter much more effective in dissolving the rooks 
with which they come in contact. As the acidulated water penetrates 

-ll-
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deeper and deeper, it gathers soda and potash from rocks cantaining 
feldspar; lime and magnesia from limestones; iron from ,shales and 
iron ores; sulphur from gypsum and pyrites, and many other sub
stances from the component rockS with which the slowly perco1lat
ing water comes in contact. When, therefore, the underground water 
finally comes to the surface through springs or art'esian bores it con
tains many dissolved solids, gathered during its subterranean wander
ings. Among the more common of these are calcium carbonate; salts 
of iron; magnesium, sodium and potassium carbonates, sUlphates or 
chlorides; calcium chloride; and occasionally, though usually sparing
ly, aluminum sulphates and lithium' salts. It also often contains 
gases, such as carbonic acid, hydrogen sulphide and nitrogen. The 
amount and kind of these solid and gaseous ingredients in the issuing 
water depends wholly upon the kinds of rocks and minerals over 
which the underground 'stream has flowed, or through which its com
ponent pads have slowly passed. As has been truly said, "the table 
of contents of a mineral spring is but an index of the various geolog
ical strata through which its waters have passed and of the mineral 
bodies with which they have come in c'ontaet." 1Vhatever is soluble 
in the region through which the underground wa,ters flow will, of 
course, be taken up' by them, and many ingredients are soluble in 
minute proportions which are usually described as insoluble. 

DEFINITION OF "MINERAL W ATJm." -As water is in itHelf a mineral, 
the term "mineral water" is seemingly tautological or redundant. It 
is a term in common use, but its definition depends largely upon 
the point of yiew of the person using it. By the Geologist, the term 
is usually applied to a water in which the dissolved salts are unusual 
in quantity or in kind; being present generally in sufficient amount 
to affect the taste. Since calcium carbonate or "carbonate of lime" 
is, for the most part, tasteleBs, the water of a spring or well may 
contain a large quantity of this common mineral, and yet be termed 
"pure water" or "hard water," without the prefix "mi,neral." 

The physician and the general public usually give a more restricted 
definition to the term "mineral water," applying it only to those 
waters which are or may be uied in the treatment of diseases. This 
definition is:the one adopted in the present paper, and the waters 
.'of the springs arid wells mentioned have by experience been proven 

, to possess medicinal properties, or their chemical composition is such 
as to lead to the supposition that they will prove of value medicinally. 

The waters or 'the majority of the springs described would be 
chlJssed as "mineral waters" even by the Geologist, since they contain 
a high percentage or dissolved solids or gaseous materials. Ori the 
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other hand, a number whose waters have gained much reputation for 
their curative effects have been found, when analyzed, to hold but a 
small percentage of mineral matter. Their medicinal value is, how
ever recognized or believed in by the general public. They have come 
into recognition, _ probably, through the superior intelligence or 
energy of their proprietors, who call attention to them in all ways 
possible. As these owners have more or less capital invested and 
derive from the springs a revenue, the waters are treated in con
nection with those which are more highly mineraliz·ed. However, 
they are termed "neutral" or "indifferent" rather than "mineral" in 
the descriptions which follow. 

THE VALUE OF MINERAL W ATERs.-Since Dr. Hessler in his paper 
will give a full discussion of the medicinal value of our mineral 
waters, but little need be said on this subject. While the person of 
intelligence, be he physician or be he not, wh"o may visit the various 

_ springs, resorts and sanitariums of the State, is soon favorably im
pressed with their number, the variety of their waters, and, in many 
illstances, the picturesqueness of their surroundings, he at the same 
time soon comes to smile at the extravagant claims set forth by many 
of the spring owners and proprietors of sanitariums. The great ma
jority of them assert that the water of their particula.r spring or well 
"has no equal in the State," and oftentimes "none on earth." It 
will cure more diseases than are recognized by the average physician. 
It is a veritable "fountain of youth"-worthy to he classed with the 
most famous sought for in the halcyon days of Ponce de Leon. 

Such extravagant claims no doubt do much more harm than good. 
They appeal, lor the most part, only to the ignorant. They repel 
the intelligent invalid and especially the physician who is seeking 
some spring or sanitarium whose waters and surroundings are es
pecially suited to a case in hand. As Dr. Crook has well said in 
his excellent work,* "There exists among- medical practitioners in 
the United States a wide-spread skepticism regarding the medicinal 
value of mineral waters. This incredulity is no doubt based, to a 
considerable extent, upon a somewhat justifiable prejudice; but may 
it not be due, in a much greater degree, to a want of correct informa
tion? Weare all acquainted with the mineral spring advertising 
circular. It comes to us clothed in a respectable, even elegant dress; 
but it too frequently portrays the virtues of the alleged healing fluid 
which it represents in language of absurd hyperbole. When the in
telligent practitioner reads that a certain water is positively curative 
in an imposing list of diseases, as set forth in divers pages of testi-

''''The Mineral Water. of the United States and Their Therapeutic Uses," p. 34. 
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monials from renovated statesmen, restored clergymen and rejuve
nated old ladies, and then learns from the analysis that it contains 
two or three grains of lime-salts to the gallon, with the remaining 
ingredients requiring perhaps a third or fourth decimal figure to 
express, he can hardly be blamed for tossing the circular into his 
wastebasket, with an objurgation upon quacks generally and the 
mineral spring quack in paI1ticular; yet the conservative physician 
will find a safe and dignified position between that of the pretentious 
advertisement which claims everything and that of the medical skep
tic who will believe nothing." 

It is a well recognized fact among physicians that ,too little water 
is used by most persons. Pure water, when taken in quantity, is in 
it.;elf beneficial. It flushes the channels of the body, and by increas
ing the liquid portion of the blood, aids materially in bearing the food 
particles to the absorbents and in carrying away the harmful products 
of the excretory organs. Especially is hot water valuable, not only 
by acting as a tonic, but by causing an increased activity of heart, 
lungs, skin and kidneys. This stimulation of the more important 
organs brings about better nutrition, which in turn causes more and 
better blood to be sent to all the organs. The beneficial action of 
pure or "neutral" waters upon the ~ystem as a whole is thus ac
counted for, and in general it may be said that a person can drink 
ad libitum of such waters, and receiv~ only benefit therefrom. 

When the water contains chemical~ or mineral ingredients which 
are known to be remedies forcertailJl diseases, its importanc'e as a 
medicinal agent is thereby increased. i Each of the common minerals 
found in solution in such waters has a distinct effect upon some organ 
of the body when taken in quantity. i Noone of them or no com-
bination of them is a "cure all" as' ed by so many of the ad-
vertising circulars' sent out. The person knows but little 
concerning the medicinal or effects of the mineral com-
pounds found in such waters. therefore, if suffering from 
a wen-defined disease, always C'onsult a reputable physician before 
using freely any strong mineral water else the result may be in the 
highest degree harmful rather than The physician can 
judge from the chemical analysis from his general knowledge 
of medicine the curative value of any fOT the disease in hand. 
For this reason an accurate analysiH is one' of the best 
advertisements which the proprietor any mineral water resort can 
place before the public. It is far for s'llch proprietor, after 
having such analysis made, to learn a good physician the exact 
curative properties of the water, and advertise them judiciously 
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and truthfully, at the same time calling attention to the attractive
ness of the surroundings and advantages for recreation, rather than 
claim, as is so often done, that the water is a universal panacea for 
all diseases to which humanity is subject. 

It is the writer's opinion, based on personal experience, that the 
change of surroundings and diet, the increased amount 6f recreation 
and exercise, obtained by a few weeks spent at the sanitariums and 
resorts, have quite as much to do with bringing about a cure of many 
patients as doe,S the water itself. There are many ordinary springs 
of pure water, i. e., water containing only a few grains of lime or 
iron salts per gallon, located near villages in this State, which are 
claimed by the inhabitants to posses-s rema,rkable curative properties. 
Old persons who seldom get ten rods from their homes, and business 
men who are kept indoors mOist of their time, begin to visit such 
springs, and once or twice a week walk or drive quite a distance to 
bring home a jug full of the water. The increased amount of exercise 
thus obtained, as well as the change of scenery, however limited, 
and perhlj.ps the drinking of an extra amount of water each day, are 
the c3:uses of the improved health rather than any curative properties 
possessed by the warer. The psychic agency in the cure of disease 
is a powerful one and in no instance should it be neglecred. A cl}.ange 
of place, of surroundings, if possible of climate, is#for a time, to the -
person "run down" in 'general health, almost always beneficial. Fa
cilities for recreation, as bathing, fishing, bowling, etc., in connection 
with a sanitarium, lend much to its value by furnishing a means of 
exercise which will aid to keep the thoughts of the patient from 

-dwelling too much upon himself and his ailments, fancied or real. 

, 'Ourre vacuus hunc adeas locum 
ut -morborum voouus abire queas" 

was the inscription above the baths of Antoninus at Rome. "Gome 
to this place free from care that you may leave it free from disease," 
is a maxim as much to be regarded a,t present as in the palmy days 
of the Roman empire. 

CLASSIFICATION OF INDIANA MINERAL WATERs.-Many elaborate 
schemes of c'lassification of mineral waters have, in the past, been 
put forward by different writers. One of the most simple, bascd upon 
the chemical ingredients o,f the water, is that of Dr. A. O. Peale, of 
the United States Geological Survey. According to this classifica
tion, the mine:ral waters of India:na may be grouped under the fol
lowing heads: 
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I.-Alkaline. 
H.-Saline. 

IH.-Ohalybeate. 
IV.-N eutral or Indifferent. 

Class I.-The alkaline waters include those whofJe principal mineral 
ingredients are the carbonates of one or more of the foUowing ele
ments: calcium, magnesium, potassium and sodium. The majority 
of the Indiana waters of this group contain calcium carbonate (car
bonate of lime) or magnesium carbonate, as the principal salt. Often
times both are present in quantity. While frequent in the drift
covered area and along the outcrops of the limestone districts of 
southern, central and southeastern Indiana, the springs and wells 
containing the waters of this class are far less noted for their medi
cinal virtues than are those of the ne'xt group. 

Olass H.-The saline waters include the large majority of the min
eral waters of Indiana now in use. In the waters of this class the 

. sulphates or chlorides of calcium, magnesium, alu'minum, potassium 
or sodium form the principal salts in solution. Sodium chloride 
(common salt) is the most common ingredient of this class of waters, 
though magnesium sulphate (Epsom salt) or sodium sulphate (Glau
ber's salt) occur in most of the waters of the group. "Where these 
two salts occur in quantity such waters may be designated as sul
phated and purgative. The springs of Clark, Floyd and Brown coun
ties, described on subsequent pages, which issue from the New 
Providence shale at the base of the Knobstone formation, produce 
excellent examples of saline water., rich in the sulphates of mag
nesium and sodium. These wat.ers resemble closely in chemical 
composition, taste and medicinal effect the celebrated Hungarian 
water, known as the Hunyadi Janos. Their salts are derived from 
the ingredients found in the New Providence shale. It is probable 
that many additional springs producing water similar to those de
scribed, exist in the c'ounties where this shale outcrops. 

Aluminum sulphate is found in a number of the "bitter springs" 
in the coal regions of southwestern Indiana, notably ~LI U"lUlSVfl, ru .. .,. 

and Warrick counties. It is derived from the shales overlying the 
coal veins or from the pyrites accompanying them. The sulphur of 
the pyrites or iron sulphide, when exposed to air or water, takes up 
oxygen and forms sulphuric acid. This in turn combines with the 
alumina of the shale to form aluminum sulphate. A portion of the 
sulphuric acid may also combine with the iron to form iron or ferric 
SUlphate, which is also often one of the ingredients of these "bitter 
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~prings." When such sulphate is present the water may be termed 
a saline-chalybeate water. 

When the carbonates of the metals mentioned in Class I are found 
in quantity in the same water with the sulphates or chlorides of 
Class II, the water may be termed alkaline-saline. 

Class IH.-The chalybeate waters. To this group belong the waters 
of all springs and wells having salts of iron in solution. Chalybeate 
or iron springs probably occur in every c'ounty in Indiana, though 
but few of them have been developed for commercial purposes. Iron 
carbonate, like carbonate of lime, is slightly soluble in rain water or 
water containing carbonic acid in solution. Iron carbonate is found 
throughout the clay deposits of the drift-co·vered area of the State 
and in many of the shales of the driftless area of the southern por
tion. The underground waters, when they come in contact with this 
carbonate, dissolve a small portion o·f it and form an iron bi-carbon
ate. On coming to the surfac'e, either in springs or wells, this bi
carbonate gives up the carbonic acid and absorbs oxygen. It is thus 
changed into iron oxide, which precipitates o,r settles as a brownish 
yellow sediment. This is seen in and alongside the rills bearing water 
away from the springs, as well as in the springs themselves. In the 
country these are commonly called "sulphur springs," though their 
waters contain no sulphate or sulphide, nor have they the least trace 
of the odo·r of hydrogen sulphide. 

According to Dr. Crook, "These bi-carbonated chalybeate waters 
aI'S usually most valuable for internal administration. Not only does 
carbonic acid increase the solubility of the iron, but it disguises 
its otherwise astringent and ferruginous taste, and aids in its speedy 
absorption and assimilation. 1'hese waters prove of great value in 
cases of an'remia or poverty of the blood. Clinical experience has 
shown that they cause in increase in the appetite, a return to the 
normal color, a gain in weight and strength, and a general improve
ment of the bodily functions. It matters not though the iron be 
present in small quantities, and few of the c'arhonated iron waters 
contain more than five or six grains per gallon. The blood contains 
normally about forty-five grains of iron, and this quantity can not 
be permanently increased by consuming large quantities. It is prob
able that the deficiency, no matter how produced, never exceeds 
fifteen or twenty grains. A chalybeate water containing' not more 
than one grain to the gallon will speedily show its infhmnce in the re
turning color and increased tone and vigor of the system." 

While chalybeate springs are found In numbers in almost every 
county in the State, but few of them are mentioned in the present 

2-9801. 
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paper as the time at the disposal of the writer forbade him visiting 
only a few of those which are undeveloped. Their waters can he 
taken with freedom by most persons, since they are readily assimi
lated and comparatively devoid of taste. After a short use they 
are generally relished and preferred to the waters of the purer 
springs with which they are usually found associated. Many of the 
larger springs producing chalybeate waters will, in the future, doubt
less be utilized as resorts and will well repay the capital invested in 
their development. 

Class IV.-Neutral or indifferent waters have been already referred 
to. They contain such a small quantity of mineral matter as to be 
excluded from either of the above named classes, and yet have been 
utilized for medicinal purposes and are highly rec'omrnended by some 
physicians. Those so utilized and described in the present paper 
are mentioned specifically as "neutral" in the text. Many of the 

. so-called "potable water" or "pure water" springs of the State are 
as worthy of development for medicinal purposes as those described. 
Proper advertising and the expenditure of some capital in furnishing 
means of recreation is about all that is necessary to make of them 
noted health resorts. 

HYDROGEN SULPHIDE AS AN INGREDIENT OF MINERAL W ATER.

Many of the more important mineral springs and artesian wells of 
Indiana emit with their water an ill-smelling gas known as hydrogen 
sulphide or sulphuretted hydrogen. It is usually mentioned as having 
'the odor and taste of rotten eggs, since it is formed in quantity in 
such eggs during the process of decay. This gas is found in such 
quantity in some o,f the mineral waters as to destroy or disguise the 
taste of the other minerals present, and therefore to render the water 
nauseating or unpalatable. It is formed in the earth by a chemical 
process in which the· sulphur of calcium sulphide or gypsum is re
placed by the hydrogen of water according to the formuJa 

CaS + H20 = CaO+ H2S. 

As the water issues through spring or well much of the gas e,scapes, 
permeating the surrounding atmosphere with its characteristic odor. 
When brought in contact with the oxygen of the air the gas is often 
disassociated or split up into its elements. The sulphur is deposited 
as a white or whitish-yellow sediment upon surrounding objects while 
the hydrogen joins with the' oxygen to form water. The name "white
sulphur" is often given to the spring or well where such deposit is 
formed. Again, when salts of iron are pre.sent, this sulphur, when 
Bet free, may unite with the iron to form black flakes of iron sulphide) 
which settle slowly to the bottom of spring or rill. 
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Various opinions are held by physicians as to the medicinal value 
of hydrogen sulphide. It is poisonous when inhaled and when thus 
taken into the system in quantity is quickly fatal. Its medicinal 
virtues, when taken. in.to the stomach, are fully discussed. on III Su.bBe
quent page by Dr. Hessler. On account of its gaseous form and its 
(!Ongequent rapid escape when exposed to air, the quantity in any" 
mineral water is variable. Thel presence of the gas in sufficient 
quantity to make its presence known by odor or taste, usually causes 
the name "sulphur water" to be given locally to the water issuing 
from a spring or well. In the descriptions which follow the term 
"sulphuretted" is used to donate its presence. Thus "saline-sulphur
etted" indicates a water belonging to Class II, which contains hydro
gen sulphide. '1'he waters of the springs of Orange and Martin 
counties, as well as those of the artesian wells at Shelbyville, Martins
ville, Spencer, Montezuma, and many other places, are thus desig
nated as "saline-sulphuretted." 

SPRINGS IN GENERAJJ.-The mineral waters of Indiana are derived 
from both 'springs and wells. In early days that of the springs alone 
was used, but now artesian and other wells producing such water 
exceed in number the natural springs. 

What is the cause of a spring? \V11y does water issue forth from 
a certain point on a hillside, or well up from a certain place in a 
valley? These are questions which every person interested in nature 
has probably asked many times. In answer it may be said that the 
water falling as rain on any land area in a given time may be divided 
into three parts,viz.: (a) That which rushes immediately down the 
slopes and causes the floods of streams and rivers. (b) That which 
sinks slowly into the earth, where for a time it does much work in 
dissolving rocks and forming soils; and then finally reappears as 
springs and forms the regular supply of streams and rivers. (c) That 
which sinks still deeper and never appears again on the surface, but 
finds its way by underground channels into the oc'ean, or else is 
added to the permanent supply o·f water which by deep borings we 
know exists at great depths below the land tlurface. 

The amount of water which sinks below the surface to form springs 
depends largely upon the character of the surface. Where .this is 
bare of trees and other vegetation that which flows directly off is 
much great.er in quantity than where the soil is covered with vegeta
tion. The roots of trees, shrubs and herbs, the stems of moss and 
grass, dead twigs, leaves and other rubbish, all retard the flow of 
water and so give time for more of it to enter the soil and sink 
slowly until it reaches an impervious stratulll of clay or rock. It is 
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a well known fact that while the annual rainfall in Indiana has been 
almost the same for the past forty years, the size of the springs and 
streams has slowly decreased. Many of the former, in existence a 
half century ago, have wholly disappeared, while the flow from others 

has diminished fully one-half. Sinc"e the water supply 01 streams! 
especially during times of drought, is dependent wholly upon springs, 
many streams which once had a large flow in summer are now wholly 
dry for several months. The cause of this is, without doubt, the 
clearing away of the forests which, with the artificial drainage of 
the cleared land, allows the rapid TCiJ1loval of the rainfall. The water, 
which formerly sank slowly beneath the surface and more slowly 
seeped out through many springs, is now carried away in a day or 
two in floods which often lrve ruin and desolation in their wake. 

Wherever underground ater appears at the surface, on the side 
.or at the foot of a hill, or bubbles up from a natural opening in a 
valley, such an appearance is termed a spring. The surface water, 
in sinking, penetrates the soil and the porous strata, as sand, gravel, 
sandstone, etc., beneath, until it reaches an impervious layer of clay, 
shale or limestone through whic"h it can not pass. It flows along 
the surface of this impervious layer, sometimes for wiles, until it 
finds an opening on the face or at the foot of a bluff, or in the bank 
of a lake or pool, from which it issues as a spring. The largest 
springs usually issue from fissures in the rock, or bubble up through 
a cavity in a valley or bed of a stream. Their water has passed along 
a porous stratum probably for a great distance, and has been pre
vented from rising by the overlying impervious stratum and from 
sinking by a similar underlying stratum. As it reaches a fissure it 
immediately rises, being forced up by the great hydrostatic pressure 
behind it, until it wells or bubbles out above the surface. In the 
limestone regions of southern Indiana there are numbers of these 
"fissure springs," some of which are large enough to be utilized for 
water power in running mills. One of the most noted of these is 
Harrison Spring, a few miles west of Corydon. This wells up in a 
valley with sufficient flow and force to run both a grist and a saw 
mill. Another, a few miles east of Mitchell, Lawrence County, issues 
from a cave with great force and was long utilized for power in a 
grist mill and a distillery. 

As already noted, the subterranean water dissolves, during its flow, 
portions of the rocks with which it comes in contact. If these be 
of the proper character and the distance ill! underground flow be 
great enough, it will issue as "mineral water," and the spring be 
termed a "mineral spring." Since for ages the water bearing the 
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salts dissolved from the different rocks in the solid crust of the earth 
has been flowing into the ocean, the latter may be termed the great 
mineral spring of the world. About three and a quarter per cent. 
of its waters. consist of soluble salts thus derived from the rocks of 
the land. These salts are, for the most part, the same as exist in 
many of the noted "mineral springs" now in existence; namely, 
sodium chloride, magnesium SUlphate, sodium sulphate, calcium car
bonate, etc. However, many more varieties of salts exist in the ocean 
than in any other mineral spring on earth. 

If the different strata through which the slowly sinking water 
flows be principally sand, gravel, limestone or sandstone, the issuing 
water will be «pure" or "potable," since the materials mentioned 
contain little soluble matter other than carbonate of lime or salts of 
iron. The great majority of springs in the northern part of the 
State where the drift area exists are of this nature. Many of them 
contain iron bi-carbonate in sufficient quantity to be termed "chalybe
ate springs," and it is possible that analyses would show their waters 
to be similar to those of many of the "iron springs" of noted health 
resorts. 

OCCURRENCE OF MINERAL WATER IN DEEP WELLS.-But a few 
deep bores were sunk in Indiana previous to 1886, when natural gas 
in commercial quantities was first discovered in the State. Several 
of the bores put down before that datf), notably those at Reelsville, 
Putnam County; Terre Haute, Vigo County; Lodi, :Fountain County, 
and at two or three localities in Crawford County, had developed 
artesian flows of mineral water, but at only one of these wells was 
this water used to any extent for medicinal purposes, notwithstanding 
that the analyses of the water from most of the wells were made and 
published in the older reports of this Department, and were copied 
quite extensively in the medical journals and works on mineral 
waters. 

Since 1886 more than 14,000 deep bores have been sunk for oil 
and gas in different parts of the State. Of these a nmnher developed 
flowing water; while in a still larger numher the water rose within 
easy pumping distance of the surfac'e. In the different strata en
countered above the Trenton limesto:ne, especially outside of the main 
oil and gas fields as at present defined, large supplies of excellent 
potable water were often found. In most instances this occurred in 
the Niagara limestone; was cased off, and the bore sunk to the TreJ:!.
to:n limestone, where salt water was found. By plugging the well 
between the potable and the salt water the former has been made 
available as a source of water supply for many cities and towns or for 
manufacturing and other industries. . 
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The output of a number of the flowing wells in central and western 
Indiana proved to be a saline-sulphuretted mineral water of high 
value as a medicinal agent. Such water is now being utilized in 
sanitariums at Greenwood, Martinsville, Columbus, Gosport, Spencer, 
Ten-e "Haute, Montezuma and other localities; while in a number of 
places wells are producing a water as valuable, but which is being 
used only locally. In many of the deep bores, two or three different 
veins of mineral water were struck. The Niagara limestone furnishes 
most of the saline-sulphureUed water now in use. The water of 
the Trenton limestone and the underlying St. Peter's sandstone is, 
in most instances, toOl brackish, i. e., contains too large a percentage 
of common salt for medicinal use; though in a few cases a fair quality 
of "blue lick" water, containing magnesium sulphate in quantity and 
also much sulphuretted hydrogen, is found in the St. Pete·r's sand
stone .. 

In general :it may bc said that the waters of the deep wells contain 
a much larger percentage of mineral matter than those of the springs 
and shallow wells. This is due to the fact that the deeper subter
ranean waters are in direct contact with the rocks which yield them 
the salts a much longer time, since the water is not so soon renewed 
as that in springs which have a constant flow. It is probable, also, 
that more or less sea water was left in the Niagar~ and Trenton lime
stones and in the St. Peter's and Potsdam sandstones, at the time of 
the recession of the oceah, from the area now 'Occupied by these 
formations. The mineral cont~nts of this sea water have there re
mained for ages, and OIl!ly when furnished a vent by artificial boring 
does the hydrostatic pressure behind forc'e it upward as an artesian 
flow of so-called "mineral water." As impervious strata of rock, 
shale, etc., usually exisi between the surface and the source of the 
mineral water in the deep bores, it follows that the SUpp1y of water 
can Il!ot be renewed by percolation as in ordinary springs. Dr. 
Edward Orton, of Ohio, proved that the hydrostatic pressure behind 
the salt water,. gas and oil of the Trenton limestone of Indiana is 
caused by the waters of Lake Superior. The level of this lake is 
600 feet above tide level, and by !Ldding this height to the number 
of feet at which the Trenton lies below tide level and calculating 
the pressure on this basis he found that it corresp'Onded closely with 
the original rock pressure of gas, oil or salt water. The ultimate 
source of the mineral water which rises from great depths in the 
different artesian bores of the State is probably accounted for in the 
same manner, i. e., it comes from lakes which lie far distant from 
the point at which it wells forth. During its long journey it has 
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plenty of time to gain, both by solution and chemical action, the 
large percentage of mineral salts which it holds. 

CHEMICAL ANALYSES.-The means at command forbade the mak
ing of but few analyses of mineral waters especially for this paper. 
The analyses incorporated are, for the most part, those which had 
already been made for the owners of the various springs and wells. 
A number of these have already been published in former reports of 
this Department. In every case, but one or two, the name of the 
chemist making the analysis is known and given. 

The results of the analyses, as furnished, were expressed in many 
different ways. These have been reduced to a common standard, 
viz., grains per U. S. gallon of 231 cubic inehes, as that was 
to be the most intelligible to the greatest number of 
one is acquainted with the familiar gallon llle''ltI:HHe~W1rll'-'.ll 
wine pints. With the quantitative analysis before us 
of the capacity of the v~ssel from which t~fltrtient-Mnrlrn-;W!~iI1f
make,under~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
of mineral water which he is. taking. 
very strong springs, concerning which 
always be given, it is not necessary to be 
dosage of mineral waters, and if the n"j"'''T"n 

two more or less than the amount 
gases, hydrogen sulp1iide and when expressed in 
grains, have also been reduced to cubic 

The conversions from the form as 
gallon, or into cubic inches, of the gases 
cording to the following'table: 

Parts per 100,000 x .583 = Grains per U. 
Parts per 1,000,000 x .058 = Grains per U. gallon. 
Grains per Imperial gallon x .833 = Grains per U. S. gallon. 
One grain of hydrogen sulphide = 2.596 Inches. 
One grain of carbon dioxide = 2.006 cubic 

ALLEN COUNTY. 

ABBOTT MAGNETIC MINlgR.t\.L 

WATEB = AU~aUne-,~aUne-,8ulloMi,ret:ted. 

LoCATION.-Two miles southeast of the 
a city of 47,000 population, situated at the 
Maumee and St. Mary's riv,ers; 148 miles 
northeast of Indianapolis, and 94 miles sou 
railways enter the city, furnishing ample 
in all directions. 
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ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE WATER.-The well which yields 
the mineral water was sunk for gas in 1888. It is located rather 
unfortunately, being one mile distant from street car lines, and near 
railroad yards. The total depth of the well was 1,900 feet. The 
mineral water was found in the Trenton limestone and rose only 
to within 900 feet of the surface. The water was analyzed by Dr. 
Oharles R. Dryer, with the following result: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM ABBOTT WELL, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. 

, Grains per u. s. Gallon. 
Sodium chloride (N aCl). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,993.793 
Magnesium chloride (MgCl,)......................... 148.825 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO,J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143.283 
CalciuIn sulphate (CaS04)....... • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • •• •• • 20.71 
Calcium carbonate (CaC03)......................... 597.401 
Potassium bromide (KBr). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.469 
Ferrona carbonate (FeCO,)..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.119 
Silica, alumina and organic matter.................. 43.755 
Nitrates and phosphates............................ traces 

Total solids ................................. ; .. 3,974.355 

Gases. au. In. per Gal. 
Carbon dioxide (CO,).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.31 
Hydrogen sulphide (H,S). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.3677 

A sanitarium and bath house for the utilization of the water was 
erected and for a few years was well patronized, and the water 
achieved quite a renown in the cure of rheumatism, skin diseases 
and nervous troubles. In time, however, difficulties arose in pumping 
the water from so great a depth, and the place was abandoned. It 
has recently come into the possession of Louis Fox, a wealthy citizen 
of Fort Wayne, who proposes to reopen it as a sanitarium on a larger 
scale. The water is said to possess magntltie qualities to, such an 
extent that a knife held in it for a few seconds will pick up a nail 
or other article of iron or steel. Henee the name ''Magnetic Mineral 
Well." 

BARTHOLOME,W OOUNTY. 

THE COLUMBUS SANITARIUM CO. 

WATER = SaUne-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-In the environs of Oolumbus, the county seat, a city 
of 8,500 population, situated 40 miles south ·of Indianapolis, and 69 
miles north of Louisville. 

The city possesses all modern improvements and is reached by 
three branches of the Pennsylvania' Railway, and from Oincinnati 
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and points east by the Columbus and Greensburg Division of the 
"Big Four" Railway. Electric street cars pass within one block 9f 
the sanitarium.. A rich agricultural region surrounds the city, af
fording facilities for pleasant country driving. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OJ!' W ATER.-The water used in the sani
tarium of this company is from an artesian well located near the 
northern limits of the city of Columbus. This well was sunk in 1893 
to a depth of 1,700 feet. '1'he water now in use was struck, accord
ing to Dr. M. N. Elrod, in the Waldron shale at a depth of about 
180 feet. The sulphur in the water is probably derived from iron 
pyrites in this shale. '1'he water was c'ased off until after the well 
was proven barren of both gas and oil, when it was allowed to flow. 
'1'he well is in a strip of low ground' 300 feet northwest of the main 
building of the sanitarium. In November, 1901, the flow. was but 
about two gallons a minute to a height of about three feet above 
the surface. It has been demonstrated by the city engineer of Co
lumbus that the water can be forced by the artesian pressure 200 
feet above its source. For use in the sanitarium the water is pumped 
into tanks located above the boiler house near the sanitarium, and 
from these tanks flows into the bath rooms. The water has a con
stant temperature of 56° F. as it issues from the well. The odor of 
hydrogen sulphide is distinct but not strong. The water has a rather 
agreeable, sweetish-saline taste and when fresh from the well is clear 
and sparkling. 

Its analysis by Dr . .T. N. Hurty, of Indianapolis, resulted as fol
lows: 

ANALYSIS OF MINERAL WATER FROM ARTESIAN WELL, COLUMBUS, INDIANA. 

" Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCOs) •• :......................... 6.786 
Magnesium carbonate (MgGOs)......................... 8.447 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ................................ 37.947 
Oalcium sulphate (CaSO.).............................. 3.501 
Sodium sulphate (Na,.SO.)........... .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. ... 5.136 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI2)........................... 0.437 
Alumina (AI20 s)....................................... 2.203 
Silica (Si02 ) •••••••••••••••••••••• '..................... 0.443 

Total solids ........................................ 64.900 
Hydrogen sulphide (H,S) 4.031 cubic inches per gallon. 

For the depth from which the water is obtained the percentage 
of solid ingredients is not large, but the water is well suited for sani
tary baths, the use to which it is principally put. It is claimed by the 
proprietors to be especially efficacious in diseases of the skin and kid-
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neys, rheumatism, gout, neurasthenia, etc. It is bottled and sold 
on the market, but as' yet the sale has been limited. It is a mild 
saline water and may be used freely. . 

IMPROVEMENTs.-'l'he sanitarium in. whichth:e Columbus arte
sian water is principally used, was first opened in August, 1894, and. 
until 1900 was operated only as a sanitarium and bath house without 
hotel accommodations. In the latter ye'ar a twenty-room hotel was 
constructed on the same lot. The sanitarium is open during the en
tire year and is well equipped for giving mineral and vapor baths, 
there being ten bath rooms with attendants. Oompetent consulting 
physicians reside in the building and furnish advice to all patients. 

THE AZALIA MINERAL SPRING. 

WATER = Ohalybeate. 

LoCATION.-Quite a number of chalybeate or iron springs exist in 
Bartholomew Oounty. The best known is the "Azalia Mineral 
Spring," located six miles southeast of Oolumbus, on the land of 
Nathan H. Newsom, southeast quarter Section 16 (8 N., 6 E.), near 
the junction of Brush and Little Sand Oreeks. The nearest railway 
station is Elizabethtown, on the Madison Branch of the Pennsyl
vania Railway, two miles east. 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF WATER.-The water bubbles up at the 
rate of about two gallons per minute through the sand, and probably 
through a fissure in the underlying rock., The temperature is 53° F. 
The water has a very decided taste of iron which probably issues as 
the biocarbonate and·is changed to the peroxide on contact with air. 
Lime and magnesia are also present in the form of bi-carbonates, but 
not in larger quantity than in most other spring and well watel"S of 
the vicinity. The spring is surrounded by a fine growth of elm and 
other forest trees, and is a noted resort for picnic and pleasure 
parties. There is little doubt but that a successful sanitarium for 
invalids afflicted with diseases for which chalybeate water is benefi
cial, could be established at this place. 

Another chalybeate spring of more than local repute, and possess
ing a much larger flow of water, wells up through a fissure in the 
limestone just below the Anderson Falls on Fall Fork Oreek. 
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BROWN COUNTY. 

McCA.RTY'S MINERAL SPRING. 

WATER = SaUne-8uZphated (Purgative). 

Loc-uION.-The spring which yields the mineral water sold under 
the name of "Blue Mountain Laxine" is located near the postoffiC'e 
of Mount Moriah, in the northeastern part of Brown Oounty, nenr 
the Bartholomew County line. It is on the land of W. H. McCarty, 
southeast quarter Section' 5 (9 N., 4 E.), about 12. miles northwest of 
Columbus and half way betw,een Edinburg, Johnson County, and 
Nashville, Brown County. The nearest railway station is Taylors
ville, nine miles east on the Louisville Division of the Pennsylvania 
Railway, 35 miles south of Indianapolis. \ 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The spring is located at . 
the base of a hill or bluff of Knobstone about 35 rods from the post
offic:e of Mount Moriah. The water (Jomes up through a dark blue 
mud and has an estimate~ flow of about eight gallons per hour. The 
spring is walled up with sawed stone, but no o,ther improvements have 
been made. 

The water was used locally by the owner and his neighbors for 
stomach and kidney troubles for some years and about 1887 was 
placed on sale at Franklin and other towns. It gained slowly in 
reputation until 1900, when Dr. J. L. Morris, of the Columbus, Indi
ana, sanitarium leased the spring for ten years and had an analysis of 
the water made by T. W. Smith, of Indianapolis, which resulted as 
follows: 

ANALYSIS OF "BLUE MOUNTAIN LAXINE WATER" FROM MOUNT J[OBIAH, BROWN 

COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Sodium chloride (N aOl). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 15.28 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.). ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. . 8.40 
MagneSium sulphate (MgSO.).......................... 325.30 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO.) .............................. 319.92 
Silica (Si 0.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55.29 
Iron' ................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. trace 

Total solids. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 724.19 

The water is clear and sparkling and has IlJ) odor, but possesses the 
bitter taste characteristic of its two main constituents-Epsom salt 
and Glauber's salt. In composition and taste it closely resembles the 
saline waters of C1ark County, described on subsequent pages, and 
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probably gains its chemical constituents from the same source, viz., 
the New Providence shale, which forms the base of the Knobstone. 
It is an aperient or cathartic, depending on the dose. The percent
age of free silicia is surprisingly large. The water is now being 
hauled overland to the Columbus sanitarium, where it is used and 
where it is also bottled and placed on the market. About twenty 
barrels were sold in 1901 at an average price of 30 cents a gallon. 

NASHVILLE ARTESIAN WELLS. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted (?). 

LOCATION.-In the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of 
Section 19 (9 N., 3 E.), within the corporate limits of Nashville, the 
county seat, a town of 400 population, situated near the center of the 
county. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-Two wells drilled in 
1899; one on the public square, a short distance southwest of the 
court house, to a depth of 500 feet, yielded for a time a good flow of 
water, which ceased when the second well was drilled. The latter, two 
squares south of the court house, was drilled to a depth of 530 feet, 
and when turned on full-force, flows about ten gallons of mineral 
water per minute, which has a temperature of 56° F. 

The water is clear and sparkling with hydrogen sulphide and car
bonic acid gases. It has an agreeable saline-sulphur taste, and is 
much used by the citizeils 'of Nashville and vicinity. It is diuretic 
and laxative in effect and, when taken in quantity, purgative. No 
analysis has been made. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A frame hotel and bath house, known as the 
"Nashville Sanitarium," containing 24 rooms, was e'reded in 1900, 
and is open to guests from June to Nov·ember of each year. The 
water is piped into the house, and is used for botfu drinking and bath
ing, there being six well equipped bath rooms. Up to the present, 
the guests have been mostly 11'0m Brown and adjacent counties. With 
better means of transportation afforded, there is little doubt but that 
the number of guests would largely increase, as the water appears to 
be of excellent quality. 
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OARROLL OOUNTY. 

DELPHI ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted. 

LoCATION.-Two squares south of the court house at Delphi, a 
city of 2,300 inhabitants, located at the junction of the 0., 1. & L. 
(Monon) and Wabash railways, 72 miles northwest of Indianapolis 
and 112 miles southeast of Ohicago. Delphi is picturesquely located 
on the high banks of Deer Oreek, near the junction of that stream 
and the Wabash River. It is situated in a region replete with fine 
roads and romantic scenery, so that the facilities for driving and en-

.joyment of out of door exercise are excellent. 
ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE WATER.-The well which yields 

the artesian flow of mineral water was one of several put down in 
and around Delphi about 1890, in search of oil and gas. It was sunk 
on the north bank of Deer Oreek to a depth of 912 feet. It de
veloped a strong vein of mineral water, a iillight flow of gas and a trace 
of oil. It was shot with nitroglycerin in an endeavor to inGrease 
the flow of gas, but failed to do so. However, gas has continued to 
issue with the water and in August, 1901, when set on fire, would 
burn steadily with a flame reaching a foot or two from the end of the 
escape pipe. 

The water was analyzed by Dr. J. N. Hurty, of Indianapolis, who 
reported on it as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM ARTESIAN WELL AT DELPHI, INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.).. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 0.708 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI,)........................... 1.678 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ................................ 30.885 
Potassium chloride (KCl). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.023 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.004 
Iron and aluminum oxides (Fe,O.&AI,03)' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.058 

Total ........................•.................... 33.356 

Sulphuretted hydrogen (H,S), 7.76 cubic inches per gallon. 

"This water may be classed with the best known salt sulphur 
mineral waters. In rheumatism and all indigestion troubles and all 
strumous diseases, it will be found a sovereign remedy. It will be 
found best for drinking if dilui€d with an equal amount of pure 
water, but for baths it may be 'used without dilution, although III 

some instances dilution would be advantageous."-Hurty. 
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The water flows at the rate of about six gallons per minute and 
has a temperature of 57° F. It has the distinctive odor and taste of 
hydrogen sulphide, with just enough of that of common salt to make 
it palatable. 

A sanitarium and bath house was established in connection with 
the well in 1893, and ran for several years. Litigation involving the 
title of the property and poor management, finally c'aused its closing. 
The water was also shipped quite extensively for a time. At present 
it is free to everybody and is much used by the residents of Delphi. 
The Commercial Club of the city believe strongly in the medical vir
tues of the water and will encourage and lend assistance to anyone 
who will undertake the erection of a new sanitarium. 

A second well, producing a smaller flow of the same water, is 
located on the south side of Deer Creek, within a few hundred yards 
of the one above described. 

CASS COUNTY. 

LOGANSPORT AHTESIAN WELLS. 

·WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted. 

LOCAT1GN.-Two wells, one the "West End well," near the cross
ing of the Vandalia and Pennsylvania railways, one and a fourth 
miles southwest of the court house; the other, the "Water Works 
well," on the south bank of Ed RiYer near the city water works. 
Logansport is a city of 17,000 population, located 120 miles south
east of Chicago, on the Pennsylvania, Vandalia anq. Wabash railways. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-Two wells sunk for gas 
struck mineral water in the Trenton limestone at about 1,100 feet. 
The West End well produced quite a flow of water for a number of 
years, but was finally plugged. '1'he flow can be renewed at any time 
by removing the plug. An analysis of the water from this well was 
made some years ago by Floyd Davis, Iowa State Chemist, who re
ported on it as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM WEST END ARTESIAN WELL, LOGANSPORT, INDIANA. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ......... , ... '" ............... 792.716 
Magnesium. chloride (MgCl). . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. 78.570 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.)......................... 46.884 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ............................. 104.494 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO,) ........................... 107.109 
Silica (Si02).. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.460 

Total ............................................ 1134.233 
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"BelSides the above, traces of potassium chloride and alumina weTe 
present. This is a very strong saline water, its active constituents 
being sodium chloride, magnesium chloride and magnesium sul
phate." 

The sodium chloride promotes tissue changes generally and is of 
use in dyspepsia with deficient acidity; the magnesium saIts are ape
rient, in sufficient doses laxative or. cathartic, and are useful in 
eliminating waste products and in keeping the bowels regular. The 
calcium carbonate is an antacid, serviceable in excessive acidity of 
the stomach, and it also acts as a diuretic. 

This water is especially indicated in uric acid, gouty and rheu
matic conditions. 

The Water Works well, in 1901, was flowing about three gallons per 
minute of a clear water, which had the odor and taste of hydrogen. 
sulphide, combined with the bitter taste of magnesium sulphate. The 
water rises four feet above the surface and flows from a small dis
charge pipe, with a temperature of 56° F. It is used to some extent 
locally. No analysis was available. 

CLARK COUNTY. 

KING'S MINERAL SPRING. 

WATER = Saline-sulphated (Purgative). 

LOCATION.-On the southwest quarter of Section 233, Illinois 
Grant, near the northeast c'orner of Carr Township, Clark County, 
one and a haU miles north of Wilson's Switch, th~ nearest railway 
station, on the C., I. & L. (Monon) Railway, 18 miles north of Louis
ville, 305 miles south of Chicago. Postoffice, Dallas. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A spring, which in its 
natural state issued from the side of a bluff of shale, has been dug 
out to a depth of six feet and walled with stone. It has an output 
of about 15 gallons per hour, of a clear water, without odor, but with 
a very bitter taste, the water being strongly impregnated with min
eral salts derived by leaching through the New Providence shale. 
This shale is one of the lmver members of the Knobstone formation, 
which comprises a large portion of the surface of Clark, Scott, J ack
son and other counties of this portion of Indiana. It is a fine, green
ish-gray, marly shale that pulverizes when dry without difficulty. 
This shale is the source of all but one of the springs of mineral water 
described from Clark County, as well as the one from Floyd County. 

An analysis of the water from King's Spring was made by Dr. W. 
A. Noyes for this paper. He reports on it as follows: 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM KING'S MINERAL SPRING, NEAR DALLAS, CLARK 

COUNTY, INDlArrA. 

Ba,~es and Acid Radica~8. 
Parts per 

Bases and Acid Radicals. 1,000,000. 
Calcium (Ca).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 456.4 
Magnesium (Mg) ................... ·.······ 1599.3 
Potassium (K) ....................... ;.···· 76.3 
Sodium (Na) ....................... ·.· .. ··· 2177.6 
Chlorine (Cl) ............................ ··· 1740.0 
Sulphate (SO.) ............................. 9360.0 
Carbonate (CO.) ........................... , 261.6 
Silica (SiO,) ........... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.2 

,Total ................................. 15,682.4 

(}rainR, per 
U. S. Galll) , 

26.624 
93.295 

4.451 
127.000 
101.503 
546.015 

15.260 
.653 

914.831 

Besides the above there were present traces of alumina, iron, 
barium, bromine, and phosphoric acid, and small amounts of manga
nese, nickel, zinc, strontium, lithium and boric acid. 

The elementoS and acid radicals present may be considered as com-

bined as follows: 
Grains per U. S. Gallon. 

Calcium sulphate (CaSOJ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55.937 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25.434 

'Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) .............. ·.······,·· 466.475 
Potassium sulphate (K,SO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.935 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ................... , ... , ., ., .. , 167.264 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO.) ............................. 189.133 
Silica (SiO,) ............................ ·.············ 0.653 

Total ............................................ 914.831 

The analysis shows a water,strongly impregnated with Epsom and 
Glauber's salts. It is an active cathartic when taken in quantity, 
while in smaller doses it is valuable in stomach, liver and intestinal 
troubles. It is also advertised as an excellent remedy for scrofulous 
diseases and dyspepsia. Miss Jennie King, the owner of the spring, 
reports the sale of 700 gallons of the water in 1901, at a price of 10 
~ents per gallon, which did not include the cost of receptacles. 

PAYNE'S MINERAL SPRINGS,. 

WATER = Saline-8u~phated (Purgative). 

LocATION.-One mile northwest of Blue Lick Postoffice, Clark 
Oounty, on "the northwest quarter of Section 251, Clark's Grant. 
Three and one-half miles northwest of Memphis, a station on the 
Louisville Division of the Pennsylvania Railway, 17 miles north of 
Louisville; 93 miles south of Indianapolis. 
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ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.- Three springs or seeps, 
issuing on the slope of a hill which rises 30 to 40 feet above them, 
have been improved by digging wells 20 feet in depth. In these the 
water stands eight to ten feet deep and is raised with pumps or with 
rope and bucket. The springs issue from crevices in the New Provi
dence shale and the water is of .the same character as that described 
from King's Mineral Spring. It has a bitter taste, due to the large 
quantity of sulphates present, and a temperature, when drawn fresh 
from the well, of 57! 0 F. 

An analysis made hy Prof. E. 'r. Cox in 1876, resulted as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF MINERAL WATER FROM PAYNE'S SPRINGS, CLARK COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Ba.~e8. Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Lime ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 117.098 
Soda ................................................ 158.632 
Potash .............................................. 50.117 
:Magnesia ................... " " .. ... ... ... ... ... ... . 3.149 
Alumina .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2.916 

Acid Radical8. 
Chlorine .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23.353 
Carbonic acid.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32.327 
Sulphuric acid ....................................... 334.863 

Total ............................................ 722.455 

These constituents are probably combined as follows: 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium sulphate (OaSO,) ............................. 184.446 
Sodium sulphate (N a2SO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 303.008 
Potassium sulphate (K,SO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 92.672 
l\{agnesiumsulphate (l\{gSO,)......................... 9.440 
Aluminum sulphate (Al,(SO,).).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.720 
Calcium carbonate (CaOO,).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73.471 
Sodium chlorid,e (NaCl). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49.698 

Total ............................................. 722.455 

"The precipated matter which was filtered out contained silica" 
oxide· of iron, lime and alumina. The quantity of water received was 
not sufficient to admit of the determination 'Of br'Omine and i'Odine, 
but traces were detected. 

"'rhis is a strong and valuable saline sulphur water, a small quan
tity of which will act as cathl1dic and diuretic."-Cox. 

In the circular sent out by Parady Payne, the owner, the following 
claims are made for the water: "It is an excellent purgative tonic. 
It causes no pain Dr griping whatever and requires only a small quan-

3--Geol. 
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tity to keep the system in proper condition. It is not unpleasant to 
drink, emits no odor, will keep any length of time in dean vessels, 
air-tight or not, there being no loss of virtue by being exposed to the 
air. It acts on the stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels, imparts Clear
ness and beauty to the complexion, removes pimples from the skin 
and cleanses the system of all poisons and impurities. It is a go,od 
appetizer and materially aids digestion." 

Much of this stat,ement is doubtless true not only of the waters of 
Payne's S.prings, but also of those of all others in the county derived 
from the New Providence shale. They are, however, so strong in 
cathartic constituents, that they should not be used indiscriminately, 
but always upon the advice of a physician. 

The water from Payne's Springs has been sold many years in 
Louisville, Jeffersonville, New Albany and Indianapolis. It brings 
$5.00 per barrel, $3.00 per half barrel or 20 cents per gallon in jugs, 
f. o. b. at Memphis. A limited number of guests have, in the past, 
been accommodated at the farm house of Mr. Payne. It is his inten
tion to enlarge his house during the coming season so that he can 
take care of all who may apply. 

INDIANA BJ"UE LICK SPRING. 

WATER = Saline-sulphated (Purgative). 

LOCATION.-One-half mile west of Blue Lick Post office, and three 
miles northwest of Memphis, Clark County, on Section 250, Clark's 
Grant. One mile southwest of Payne's Mineral Spr;ings above de
scribed: 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A well sunk to a depth 
of 11 feet is at the fO'ot of a slope where the water formerly seeped 
forth from crevices in the shale. In this well the water stands six 
feet deep and is raised with a rope and bucket. At the residence of 
the owner, Mr .• L. D. Townsend, 30 rods from the well, on the crest 
of the slope above the latter, cistern water is used for household pur
poses. It is also used at all other residences in the vicinity, as the 
bitter mineral water is struck as soon as a well reaches the underly
ing or New Providence shale. The water of the Townsend well is 
clear alld odorless, has the bitter taste of Epsom and Glauber's salts 
and a temperature of 58° F. No analysis was available. It possesses, 
doubtless, the same mineral salts as the Payne and King'Waters above 
described and is useful for the same diseases. About 20 barrels per 
year have been shipped, chiefly to Bedford and Jeffersonville, lild. 
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SAMSON KING MINERAL WELL. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphated (Purgative). 

35 

LoCATION.-On the northwest quarter of Section 233, Clark's 
Grant, four mileH west of Memphis, on the Louisville Division of the 
Pennsylvania Railway. T:.hree miles from ,Wilson's Switch on the C., 
I. & 1-1. Railway. Postoffice, Blue Lick. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-The well which formerly 
produced the Samson King Mineral WateT, is situated on top of a 
hill which rises 40 feet above the valley of Blue Lick Creek. This 
was the first well or spring in Clark County from which water from 
the New Providence shale was sold or us-ed to any extent for medic
inal purposes. It was dug about 1870 in search of fresh water by 
Samson King. He passed through five feet of soil, 27 feet of soap
stone and 33 feet of ''blue rock" (Knobstone). At the depth of 65 
feet a fiflsUJre was struck in the rock, thl'ough which the mineral 
water entered and filled the well to a depth of 33 feet. An analysis 
of the water was made by Prof. E. T. Cox, who reported on it as 
follows: 

ANALYSIS OF MINERAL WATER FROM SAMSON KING WELL, CLARK COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Grain.s per U. S . .Gallon. 
Calcium sulphate (CaBO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59.814 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO,) ......................... 357.007 
Sodium chloride (NaC!) ............................... 238.313 
Bodjum and potassium sulphates ...... , ............... 170.265 

Total ................ ' ..................... , .. " ... 826.299 

Mr. King built a large frame hotel and hath room, advertised free
ly, 'and the wat.er had quite a patronage until his death. The place 
was then transferred to a Mrs. Mc'Cahe who carried on the business 
for some time, selling, the water as "Silver King Mineral Water." 
The well in time partially caved in and 'no use has been made of the 
water since 1898. 

In 1900 a new spring was discovered about one-eighth of a mile 
northwest, on the same tract of land, seeping from t~e side of a slope, 
40 feet lower than the surface of the old well. This was dug out to 
a depth of 12 feei, and in it, in October, 1901, the water was eight 
feet deep. The output is about ten gallons per hour, of a very clear 
water, having a temperature of 58° F. The taste is quite bitter and 
the medicinal virtues are doubtless the same as the waters of the 
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neighboring springs of the same horizon. The new spring is owned 
by Catherine King, and the water will, in the future, be sold. 

* * * 
Besidtes the above, other springs and wells producing a saline 

water of the same character, have been located in Clark County, on 
the land of Augustus Reid, Section 27 (1 N., 6 E.); on Sections 4 and 
5 (1 S., 6 E.); two miles north of Henryville, on the land of John 
Stewart, southwest quarter of Section 31 (2 N., 7' E.), and one mile 
east of the same town on the northeast quarter of Section 241, 
Clark's Grant. Wherever seeps or springs i8l8ue from the New Provi
dence shale, or where wells 'are sunk to that formation, the chanc'es 
are that the water will be found heavily charged with the mineral 
salts mentiO'ned above as occurring in the King, Payne and other 
waters. 

CHARLESTOWN "BLUE LICK SPRING." 

WATER = Saline-sulphuretted (?). 

LOCATION.-One mile northeast of the town of Charlestown, Olark 
Gounty, on the no·rthwest qua.rter of Section 97, Clark's Grant. The 
Louisville Division of the B. & O. S.-W. Railway passes through 
Charlestown, which is 17 miles northeast of Louisville. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-The spring issues from 
the side of a low bluff of Corniferous limestone, ood flows into "Lick 
Run," a small stre.am a short distance away. The flow, at the time 
of my visit, in June, 1901, was weak, not over one-haif gallon per 
minute. A white coating of sulphur covered tJhe sides of the rock 
about the outlet and a distinct but slight odor ,of hydrogen sulphide 
was present. The water was clear, cool, and had an agreeable sweet
ish saline taste, very diiie'rent from that of the bitter blue ,lick "sul
ph3Jted" waters of the northwestern part of the county. 

The spring is located in a very pretty woodland, much visited by 
picnic parties and citizens of the town. It would be an admirable spot 
for a sanitarium were the supply of water greater. No analysis of the 
water has ever been made. It is 'Said to' be laxative in effect, and is 
often used by the citizens o·f Cha.rlestown for skin diseases ~l,lld 
rheumatism. 
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ORA WFORD OOUNTY. 

WHITE SULPHUR WELL. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted. 

LOCATLON.':"-At Sulphur Postoffice, southeast quarter Section 35, 
(3 S., 1 W.), i2 miles southwest of English, the neares,t railway sta
tion, on the St. Louis Division of the Southern Railway; eight miles 
west of Leavenworth and six miles and a half north of Otis:co
steamer landings on the Ohio River. A daily stage, carrying mail, ex
press and baggage, runs betwoen English and the well. A livery 
stable and a stage line. are oIterated in, connection with the hotel at 
the well. 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The artesian well, from 
which the water at present flows at the rate of about 10 gallons per 
minute, is in a wooded grove on the banks of the west fork of the 
Little Blue River. It was started in search of oil in 1862, but at a 
depth of 284.feet near the base of the St. Louis limes,tone a heavy 
flow of mineral water was struck which stopped farther drilling. Ac
cording to Professor Oollett, the section of the bore above the vein 
of water was as follows:* 

SECTION OF EATON'S WHITE SULPHUR ,wELL, CRAWFORD COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Ft. 
Soil, level of Kaslmskia limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21 
Chester sandstone and shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 175 
Chester an~ St. Loui~ limestone with many clay partings. .. 88 

Total ................................................ 284 

When the vein of water was reached it "rushed up the well with 
tremendous force, ca,rrying with it the tools, and p~t a stop to further 
boring. An ineffectual attcmpt was made to test the h.eight to which 
the well would throw water. A wooden tube, 45 feet long, was placed 
in the mouth of the .bore, and the water flowed over the top, but the 
hydrostatic pressure was so great that it burst. the bottom 'of the 
tube, and water was forced through the earth for many feet around."t 

An analysis of the water was made in the laboratory of the state 
Geological Survey by Dr. G. M. Lovette, the chemist of the Depart
ment, and published in the report for 1878, p. 515. This showed the 
mineral ingredients to he as follows:! 

.... Geological Survey of Indiana, 1878, p. 443. 
tGeological Survey of Indiana, 1872, p. 156. 
SIn the report cited, the result of analysis was l!'iVell in grains per imperial gallon. 

This has heen reduced to grains per U. S. gallon, 
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ANALYSIS OF WHITE SULPHUR WATER, CRAWFORD COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Elements and A.cid Radical8. Grain8 per U. 8. GaZZon. 
Ferrous oxide ........................•............... , 1.233 
Lime ., ... :. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22.702 
Magnesia .~ .. _ ..... , ........... ; ................ , ..... 19.900 
Potash ... i. • . . . • . • • . • . • . • • • . • • . • . • . . • • • . . • • • • • • • . • . • •• 2.916 
Soda ..... : ........................... , ..... , ... '" .... 4.748 
Sodium ... i. . . . • . . . • • . • . . . . . • • . • . • . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . •. 49.305 
Sulphuric acid.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44.726 
Carbon di~ide ....................................•.. 41.329 
Chlorine .. : ......................................•..... 76.Q89 

Total., ........... , ............. ; .................. 262.949 

The above c~nstituents are probably combined as follows: 
. Grains per U. 8. Gallon. 

Calcium chbonate (CaeO.)............................ 47.498 
Magnesiu¢ carbonate (MgCO.) ......................... 16.793 
Calcium stillphate (CaSO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11.449 
Magnesiuqt sulphate (MgSO.) .......................... 43.962 
Sodium su~p~_ate (Na-,SO.) .............................. 10.950 
Potassium! sulphate (K2SO.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.397 
Sodium ctiloride (NaCI) ................................ 125.394 
Carbonate~f Iron (Fe2CO.) ....................... ,..... 1.989 

Total ............................................. 263.432 

The amount of hydrogen sulphide was not determined by Dr. 
Levette at the well, but in the samples taken to the laboratory he 
found 1.96 cubic inches per U. S. gallon. That much more exists is 
proven by th¢ odor and the bubbles of gas escaping. Part of the 
gas, however, .s undoubtedly c'arbon dioxide. The analysis shows the 
water to be sdline-sulphuretted in character and to possess valuable 
medicinal salt~. The circulars issued by the company contain numer
ous testimoni~ls of people who claim to have been highly benefited 
by its use, es*cially where taken for stomach diseases, rheumatism, 
eczema and sliin troubles in gene·ral. 

As it flowslfrom the well the temperature of the water is 58° F. 
and it is very Iclear and sparkling. The taste is slightly bitte'r, due to 
the sulphates! present. The water at present rises about seven feet 
above the su~fa(;e in a four-inch closed pipe from which three pipes 
lead to the b~th rooms and b{)ttling works near by. By an arrange
ment bf a wi:rje and pulley the water is taken from the well up to the 
hotel in a bubket. When this is lowered it fills itself automaticallv 
in the stone ~asin at the base of the outlet pipe in the well. . . 
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Besides its use at the hotel and in the bath rooms, large quantities 
of the water are bottled and shipped, the principal markets being the 
cities along the "Air-Line" Railway and the Ohio River. A concen
trated form produced by boiling 16 gallons down to one, is also bot
tled and sold under the name "16 to 1 White Sulphur Water." 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A three-story hotel and annex has been built on 
a natural terrace 85 feet above the well. A flight of steps leads do·wn 
to the well, while a gradual incline skirts the hill, giving an easy path 
to the infirm and leisurely inclined. The hotel is surrounded by a 
fine natural grove of beech, oak, walnut and other native forest trees. 
Wide verandas, swings, music and dancing halls and bowling alleys 
afford abundant means of recreation. 'fhe climb from well to hotel 
affords also a method of exercise which, while not compulsive, is 
highly exhilarating. The bath house is located in the valley close 
to the well and has facilities for hot and cold baths. The hotel is 
open to guests from April to November. The fresh water us-ed in it is 
piped by gravity from a spring 1,600 feet distant and Im;ated on a 
hillside 40.feet above the hotel. It is of the purest quality and the 
supply is abundant even in the driest SiCason. As a place of peaceful 
quiet, far removed from all nerve-jarring sounds of commerce and 
travel; surrounded by romantic scenery and pure air, and blessed with 
an abundance of water, both mineral and pure, the "White Sulphur" 
resort of Crawford County is highly recommended. 

Thirteen miles east of White Sulphur Well, near Great Blue River, 
the dividing line between Crawford and Harrison counties, is Wyan
dotte C'ave, one of the largest and most beautiful caverns in the 
United States, furnishing, aR it does, at least 12 miles of under
ground travel if one visits all of its passages. While Wyandotte does 
not equal Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, in size, it faIO surpasses it in the 
granilenr of its scenery. One view alone, that of "Rothrock's Cathe
dral by Moonlight," is well worthy a journey of hundreds of miles 
to see. The situation of Wyandotte among the rugged hills which 
form the breaks of the O~io River, in a country as yet primitive in 
character, where game is plentiful, and fishing in thn clear waters 01 
Blue River exceptionally good, make it a most inviting spot for a 
summer's outing. 

Around the hotel, situated close to the cave, on a commanding emi
nence in a natural wooded grove, grow numerous forms of plant life 
which are strangers to central and northern Indiana, while in the 
cave dwell many sightless animals whose habits of life are yet un
known; so that the botanist and zoologist may add t.o the study of the 
cavern itself the pursuit of their favorite subjects. 
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An electric railway could be readily constructed from Corydon, the 
county seat of Harrison County, 11 miles, to Wyandotte Cave, and 

from there by way of Leavenworth to White Sulphur Well. Blue 
River possesses the best undeveloped water power in the State of In
diana, and by the construction of a dam or two it will easily furnish 
ten times the power necessary for operating the railway and lighting 
the cave. Stone suitable in every way for building the dams and 
ballasting the road exists in inexhaustible quantities just where 

. needed. The best of railway ties can he secured at 25 oents apiece, 
or even less, as thousands are gotten out and floated down Blue River 
to the Ohio each s'cason. 

[f thought best, the railway could be constructed along the New 
Albany and Corydon Pike between New Albany and Corydon. It 
would thus furnish direct transportation by electric line to the citi-
3_ens of Louisville, J e'ffersonville and New Albany to and from the 
cave and well. The line, as proposed, would pass, for the most of the , 
way, through a good farming region, and would furnish freight facil
ities, now lacking, to one of the best fruit raising districts of south
ern Indiana. A company with the necessary capital, and with men of 
,energy in control, could, without doubt, make of such a road a paying 
investment. Its construction would make easy of access to the public 
two of the most worthy and attractive pleasure and health resorts in 
the United States which are now known only to a few, bee'ause of 
their inaccessibility. 

TAR SPRINGS. 

WATER = Alkaline-saline. 

I-AOCATION.-Three and a half miles northwest of W11ite Sulphur 
Well, on the southeast quarter Xlf Section 15 (3 S., 1 W.), and seven 
,miles southwest of English, the nearest railway station, on the St. 
Louis Division of the Southern Railway. ' 
: ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER>-These springs were not 
visited, but I was'reliably informed that the conditions are practically 
the same as in 1878, when Professor Collett wrote, of them as followR: 
"Two weak springs have outlets from beneath the Kaskaskia lime
stone, just below a bed of Conglomerate, in a dcep, wild valley. The 
west spring discharges with its waters coal tar and carburetted hydro
gen; the outlet is in a basin, trough, built up on the rocks, of earth 
cemented with the deposited asphaltum. The east spring, thirteen 
feet distant from-ihe last, discharges water and petroleum, with a 
small quantity of carburetted hydrogen gas. Both are strong flowing 
fountains during rainy weather, but are weak during dry seasons. 
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"Some instinct of nature, or reason, attracts all domestic animals 
to these springs; in malarial seasons hogs and cattle will break from 
enclosures and go miles to obtain the waier, while pure spring and 
brook water is plentiful nearer by. There is no saline taste percepti
ble, but we may infer that there if' so~e remedial effect experienced 
by the animals after drinking it. I am informed by Mr. '1'. Roberson 
that domestic animals not only drink the water greedily, but when 
foot and mouth diseases are prevalent they manifest a desire to 
bathe the diseased parts in the oily ·fluid. It is probable that this 
spring and other "oil seeps" induced the boring of the six wells 
which were put down during the "oil fever" of 1862-66.*" 

1'he analysis of the water, made by Dr. Levette and published on 
page 516 of the report cited, showed the mineral ingredients to he as 
followtl: . 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM THE "TAR SPRING," CRAWFORD COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Elements and Acid Radicals. Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Ferric oxide ................................. '.' . . . . . . . .. 2.il32 
Lime .................................................. 8.397 
:Magnesia .............................................. R649 
Potash ................................................ 0.916 
Soda ................................. ;................ 1.541 
Sulphuric acid .... ' ............................... : ..... 8.765 
Carhonic acid .......................................... 16.053 

Total ............................................. .41.653 

The above constituents arc prolJably combined as follows: 

Grains. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO,) ............................. 21.596 
Magnesium car'bonate (MgCO,) .......... : .. ~ .. : ......... 2.078 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO,) .......................... ,. 8.995 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO,) ............................ " . 3.529 
Potassium sulpbate (K,SO,) ..... , .... ~ .............. ' .... 1.696 
CarlJOuate of iron (FeCO,) ....................... , ...... iI.i58 

Total ........ , ..................................... .41.652 

"'1'his water has a slight odor of petroleum, with a few globules 
of oily matter floating on the surface. It contained ll'O hydro-sul
phuric acid or chlorine." 

';'Geological Survey of Iudiana, 1878, p. 445. 
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HAZLE,WOOD SULPHUR WELL. 

WATER = Saline-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-On the land of Dr. George R. Hazlewood, along the 
west bank of Little Blue River, south half of section 13 (2 S., 1 W.), 
one-half mile north of the sta.tion of the St. Louis Division of the 
Southern Railway, at English. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The water at present 
flows from an artesian ooring 32 feet deep, at the rate of about two 
gallons per minute. Prior to 1890 it issued from several springs in a 
basin which has been excavated and cemented close to the bank of the 
creek. In the first settlement of the country these springs were 
known as "Elk Springs" or "Elk Lick," as elk and o,ther wild b€asts 
used to frequent the place, probably for the salt which the water held 
in solution, and that which was left in the surrounding soil by evap
oratiOon. A large hotel and sanitarium, which was run under the 
name of the "Hartford Sulphur Spring," was eI'eeted in 1885, but 
burned in 1889. The water at that time had a wide reputation and 
many patients and visitors patronized the resort. When the oore' 
was sunk 10 rods northwest of the spring, so as to have the water 
nearer the dwelling erected on the site of the hOotel, the flow of the 
spring grew less and finally ceased. 

Dr. Levette, in 1878" analyzed the water, finding its mineral in
gredients. to be as follows: 

ANALYSIS,OF WATER FROM HAZLEWOOD SULPHUR WELL, CRAWFORD COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Elements and Acid Radical8. Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Ferric oxide........................................... 1.166 
Lime ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10.413 
Magnesia .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.064 
Potash ............................................... 0.708 
Soda ................................................. 3.515 
Sodium .............................................. 23.864 
Sulphuric acid.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16.786 
Carbonic acid .......................................... 19.776 
Chlorine ............................................. 36.827 

Total ..............•.............................. 120.119 

"Geological Survey of Indiana., 1878, p. 518. 



PLATE 11. 

ARTESIAN MINERAL WELL IN ENGLISH PARK, ENGLISH, 

CRAWFORD COUl\TTY, INDIAl\TA. 

ARTESIAN MINERAL WELL IN (CITY PARK, KOKOMO, INDIANA. 

(See p. M.) 
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The above constituents are probably combined as follows: 
Grains. 

Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) ............................ 20.568 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.)" ... ' ................. ,.. ... 9.459 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.866 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) ............... -. . . . . . . . . .. 12.296 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO.).............................. 8.051 
Potassium sulphate (K2SO.) .... '" .......... ,. ... ... ... 1.310 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) .......... '" ........ , .......... 60.691 

Total ............................................. 120.119 

In August, 1901, the water flowed from a pipe three feet above the 
ground. Both odor and taste of hydrogen sulphide were distinct, 
but not strong. The temperature was 65° F. The characteristic 
white sulphur deposit lined the receiving basin and coated the sides 
of the rill bearing away the overflow. Dr. Hazlewood, the owner, 
claims the water to be anti-acid and di~retiC' rather than purgative; 
and stated that when the sanitarium was in operation it was the cus
tom to secretly sink a bag of Epsom salts in one of the springs during 
the night in order to increase the purgative properties of the water. 
At present only local u8,e is made of the water, and that has decreased 
largely since the flowing wells have been developed in English Park. 

ENGLISH ARTESIAN WELLS. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted (1). 

LoCATION.-In a public park four squares northwest of the court 
house and three squares west of the railway station at English, the 
county seat, a town of 800 inhabitants, located on the St. Louis Di
vision of the Southern Railway ("Air Line"), 46 miles northwest of 
Louisville and 228 miles east of St. Louis. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-:-These weUs, two in 
number, were sunk in 1899_ to depths of 817 and 860 feet, re&pec
tively, in search of oil or gas. They lacked 1,000 feet or more, how
ever, of reaching the Trenton limestone, the main oil and gas horizon 
of the State. The wells are 100 yards apart in English Park, a rather 
low tract oUand lying in the angle between the junction of Little 
Blue River and Camp CTeek, and along the north side of the "Air
Line" Railway. 

The mineral water in both was struc'k at a depth of approximately 
700 feet. A pure water was struck at a higher level and cased off, 
but is said to now mingle with the mineral water b,efore reaching the 
surface, thereby weakening the latter. Only the northernmost of 
the two wells at present flows, tb-ough the water in the other, which 
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was the first drilled, stands eight inches above the surface in the 
protruding iron casing, and would flow were the casing removed. 
When the flow of one is stopped the other immediately hegins, and 
the pipes and levels could be so arranged as to cause a good flow from 
each. In August, 1901, the water was rushing forth from the drive
pipe o,f the flowing welI, three feet above the surface, at the rate of 
15 or more gallons per minute. It was clear and sparkling; had a 
temperature of 56° F.; a slightly bitter taste and a weak odor of 
hydrogen sulphide. This gas was, however, sufficient in quantity to 
coat with a deposit of sulphur the nearby objects. No analysis of the 
water was available. It is much used locally in bilious diseases, and 
is said to he a strong purgative. 

DAvmss COUNTY. 

CARLE & CO .. No. 4 MINER,AL WELI1. 

'VATER = Suline-8ulphuted. 

LOCATION.-About one and one-half miles south of Washington, 
the county scat, a city of 9,000 population, situated on the B. & O. 
S.-W. Railway, 173 miles west of Cincinnati and 168 miles east of St: 
Louis; and on the E. & 1. Ra.ilway, 58 miles north of Evansville, 
and 80 miles southeast of Terre Haute. J 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-This well was drilled 
800 feet deep in search of coal. It is o~ the southwest quarter of 
Section 3 (2 N., 7' W.), ncar the No.4 Mine of Cable & Co. At the 
bottom of the well; in a grayish shale, a strong vein of mineral water 
was encountered, which flowed four feet above the surface for some 
years. The well was' finally plugged, as the water ran into the mine 
in too great quantity. The plug can, however, be removed at any 
time, and the wate~ he rendered once more available. 

An analysis niade for the owners by Werner' & Simonson, of Cin
CInnati, showed the presence of the follow'ing mineral salts: . 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM CABLE & CO.'S No.4 WELL, ,~ASmNGTON, INDIANA.. 

Grain8 per D. 'S.- Ganc)fl,. 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.)' . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. ... 75.712 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) ........................•.. ' 9.256 
Magnellilum cbloride (Mgdl.) ......... : .. :............. 88.480 . 
Magnesium bromide (MgBr,)....... . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.605 
PGtassium sulphate (K2SO.) .•....•..•..... -.... •. ..... .. 7.168' 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO.) .......................... , .. 4$8.088 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) .. , ................... , ......... 1014.336 

Total ............................................ 1683.645 
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A small quantity of lithium was found. The water was wholly free 
from nitrogenous organic matter. 

When last seen by the writer, il~ 1895, the flow was about 15 gal
lons per minute. The water was without odor, but was quite salty 
in taste. Large quantities were being carried away daily in jugs and 
kegs by the citizens of Washington and vicinity. It was claimed to 
be especially valuable in skin and kidney diseases and for rheu
matism. 

DEARBORN COUNTY. 

AURORA AR'.rESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Saline-.~ulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-In the western portion of Aurora, a city of 3,700 in
habitants, located on the Ohio River, 26 miles below Cincinnati. Ac
cessible by steamers on the Ohio; by the B. & O. S.-W. and Big Four 
railways, a.nd by the Cinciimati, Lawrenceburg and Aurora Electric 
Railway. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-The artesian well at 
Aurora is Oll the bank of South Hogan Creek, within a few rods of 
the station of the B. & O. S.-W. Railway. It was sunk about 1890 in 
search of natural gas, to a depth of 366 feet; the water being found 
about 10 feet below the top of the Trenton limestone. In July, 
1901, the water was flowing from a two-inch pipe, four f·eet above the 
ground, at the rate of about seven gallons per minute. 

A partial analysis was made a number of years ago by Dr. W. 
Dickore, of Cincinnati, who reported on it as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF AURORA ARTESIAN WATER. 

Total solids, 564.16 grains to the U. S. gallon. Tj:lese are present 
in the following forms: 

Sodinm chloride (three-quarters of the whole amount). 
Magnesium sulphate or chloride. 
Calcium carbonate and sulphate. 
Potassium sulphate or chloride. 
Iron carbonate. 
Silicic acid (trace). 
Lithia (trace). 
Magnesium bromide (trace). 
Magnesium iodide "(trace); 
The free gases present are sulphurett£'d hydrogen and 

acid gas. 

The water is known locally as "Blue Lick" and has an ""JLtt",nUJLt: 

sweetish-saline taste. The amount of hydrogen sulphide is 
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not great, but sufficient to give its distinctive odor to the air a rod 
or two away from the well. It is said that the water will hold its 
gas for several days without beMming "flat." It is recommended 
by the physicians of .Aurora fnr catarrh and skin diseases, especially 
ec'zema and ivy poisoning. It is also said to be very helpful in recov
ering from the effects of intoxication, and one mUJd-covered disciple 
of Bacchus whom I found at 5 o'clock in the morning quaffing long 
and deep of the water, assured me that "it destroys an feeling of 
sickness at stomach and headache. One can drink any amount of 
it after being on a drunk and it will help him every time." Many 
citizens carry it home in jugs for use as a mild laxative and diuretic. 
Quantities are also shipped, though no person, as far as could be 
learned, controls this shipment. The well is owned by a local stock 
oompany and the water is free to all users. It offers excellent ad
vantages to a party with capital who desires to erect a sanitarium 
and bath house, as there is no similar water so readily accessible in 
southeastern Indiana. 

CHEEK'S SPlUNG. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted (1). 

LOCATION.-In the city of Aurora, one-third of a mile north of the 
artesian well above described. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The spring issues from 
the base of a low bluff a few rods north of the B. & O. S.-W. Railway 
track. The flow is small, probably not over 20 ga.llons per hour, into 
a pond lying between the railway track and the spring. 

No analysis was available. The water has a bitter ta:ste, indicating 
the presence of suJphates of magnesia and soda. It is said to smell 
strongly of sulphuretted hydrogen at times, and the water of cisterns 
near by has been so affected by the same gas as to be useless. Be
fore the drilling of the artesian well the water of Cheek's Spring was 
much used locally for rheumatNm, and as a purgative and diuretic. 

DUBOIS COUNTY. 

JASPER ARTESIAN WEI.L. 

WATER = SaUne-81~lphuretted (?). 

LOCATION.~One-third of a mile southeast of the court house at 
Jasper, the county seat, a town of 2,000 inhabitants, on the St. Louis 
Division of the Southern Railway, 82 mile.s west of Louisville and 
206 miles east of St. Louis. 
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ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-'rhe artesian well is 
. located on a terrace just west of the Patoka River, near the east line 
of Section 35 (1 S., 5 W.). It was sunk in 1889, in search of oil or gas: 
to a depth of 1,009 feet, but lacked several hundred feet of reaching 
Trenton limest,one. At 720 feet the drill pierced a soft blue lime
stone, from which issued a water strongly charged with hydrogen 
8ulphide. This was so offensive to the nostrils of the citizens that 
the well was filled up to 713 feet, at which depth the present issuing 
mineral water had been found. 

No analysis of the water was available. In 8eptember, 1901, it 
was flowing at the rate of four gallons per minute. The tempera
ture at the end of the discharge pipe, 40 feet from the well, was 
62° F. The water had an agreeable, slightly saline taste. The odor 
of hydrogen sulphide was present, but weak. Enough gas, probably 
<'arburetted hydrogen, was issuing fl'om the pipe to burn when 
:gnited, with a sn1all but constant flame. It is said that at times 
for a few days the water becomes murky, much more bitter, and 
strongly impregnated with hydrogen sulphide, after which it clears 
up and remains clea.r for several weeks. It may be that this change 
is caused by an accumulation of gas forcing some of the stronger 
mineral water up from the lo'wer v'ein and causing a mixture of the 
two waters. The water is used by many of the citizens of Jasper 
as a laxative and diuretic. In appearance and properties, as far as 
could be judged without an analysis, it is fully equal to many similar 
waters which aro used in sanitariums with excellent curative results. 

TOUSSAINT DUBOIS SPRING. 

WATER = N eutraZ. 

LOCATION.-On the farm of Fritz Mann, northeast quarter Section 
3 (1 S., 5 W.), Boono 'rownship, five miles northwest of Jasper. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-This spring bubbles up 
in an artesian flow about 50 feet from Mill Creek. According to 
Prof. Geo. R. Wilson "it flows a shong stream and its waters are 
n(}ted for their purity. An analysis of its waters by Dr. John Hurty, 
of Indianapolis, shows its ingredients to be as fo11ows: Thirty-two 
grains of chalk (carbonate of lime) and the' slightest trace of iron in 
one gallon."* 

':'" History and Art Souvenir of Dubois County," 1896,.p. 9. 
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ELKHART COUNTY. 

LAMBEH'J.' MINERAL WELL. 

WATER = Saline-carbonated. 

LOCATIOK.--In the south part of the city of Elkhart, one-half 
mile from the center, and about the same distance from the southern 
limits. Elkhart is a city of 16,000 population, located 101 miles east 
of Chicago on the. Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway, and 
157 miles north of Indianapolis, on the Michigan Division of the Big 
Four Railway. The Indiana Electric Railwa,y, operating between 
South Bend and Goshen, also runs its cars within three blocks of 
the well. 

ORIGIN AND CHAHACTEH OF THE WATER-The well which pro
duces the water in question was started some years ago in search of 
oil or gas. At a depth of 290 feet a strong vein of mineral water was 
found, which arose to within 14 feet of the surface. 

An analysis of the water by Dr. W. A. Noyes, of Terre Haute, 
resulted as' follows: 

ANALYSIS OF LAMBERT MINERAL WATER, ELKHART, INDIANA. 

Elements and Acid Radirals. Parts to 1,000,000. 
Calcium .............................................. 380.0 
l\fagnesium .............. ,............................. 132.7 
Sodium ............. ; .............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4660.0 
Potassium .................. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72.4 
Chlorine ............................... ,............. 8137.0 
Carbon dioxide .............. ,.......................... 127.0 
Silica ................................................ 7.4 
Alumina ............ : ..... ,.......................... .8 
Iron ........................ ,......................... ,3 

Total ............................................. 13517.6 

Th~ substances in the water may be considered as combined essen
tially as follows: 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium chloride (CaCl2 ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 54.520 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO,)............................ 6.300 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI2)........................... 30.643 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ...... ;.: ....... ' ................ 686.077 
Potassium chloride (KCl)'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.050 
Silica (Si02 ) ••••••••••• , ............... ,. ••••••• , • • • • • • • • .432 
Alumina '(Al,O,) ............. _ ........... '" .. .. .. .. .. . .047 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCo,)............................. .035 

Total .............................................. 786.104 

Carbon dioxide, free and as bi.cal'bonate--10,088 cu. in. per gallon. 
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Besides the above, a trac'e each of strontium chloride, lithium 
chloride, sodium bromide and sodium borate were present. The 
water is remarkable for the absence of sUlphates. 

This is a water strongly impregnated with common 'salt, and when 
pumped has a temperature of 54 0 F. It is very clear, and sparkles 
with the carbonic acid gas which it holds in solution. It is without 
odor and has a salty but not disagreeable taste. The minerals pres
ent are held in such chemical affinity that they do not precipitate 
readily. The water can thus be shipped or carried a distance and 

I still retain its natural properties. As yet it has had only a local 
use, being furnished free to all who apply. 

The well is located on high and spacious grounds. The buildings 
already in use can b~ readily converted into a sanitarium, and, as no 
IJther similar water is known to oC'cur in northern Indiana, an excel
'.;>nt location for a medieal sanitarium is presented. 

FLOYD COUNTY . 

. BRIGGS MINERAL SPRING. 

WATER = Saline-sulphated. 

LbCATION.-One mile northwest of the (wun house at New Al
bany, the county seat, a city of 21,000 population; situated on the 
Ohio River, opposite Louisville, Kentucky. Accessible by steamer 
on the Ohio and by the C.,!. & L. (Monon), Pennsylvania, Big Four, 
and the St. Louis Division of the Southern railways; also by electric 
lines from Louisville. 

ORIGIN AND CHA,ItACTEIt OF THE WATER.-The Briggs Mineral 
Spring issues from the base of a wooded bluff which slo·pes up to a 
height of 75 or more feet, just outside the city limits. This bluff 
is composed, for the most part, of NHw Providence shale, a fine 
grained, greenish-gray material, containing many nodules and bands 
of siderite or iron ca~bonate. This shale is the source of the water of 
all the mineral springs of Clark County, described on a preceding 
page. The lower slope of the bluff in the immediate vicinity of the 
Briggs Spring has been mnch eroded and cut up into gullies, and 
the weathered shale is in many places wholly devoid of vegetation. 
On account of disuse, the visible flow of water from the spring is at 
present small,_ being not over 12 gallons per hour. 

An analysis of the water by Prof. J. F. Elsom, made in 1883, when 
it was extensively used, showed its mineral ingredients to be as 
follows: 

(-Gaol. 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM BRIGGS SPRI~G, FLOYD COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 

Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.936 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) ................. , ........... 29.728 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ................................ 18.536 
Potassium sulphate (K,SO.) ........................... , 4.072 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) ....................... ·· .263.280 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1416 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) .............................. 31.896 

Total •............................................ 350.5896 

When visited, in September, 1901,the temperature of the water 
was 57° F. 'l'he taste is C]uite bitter, due to the large percentage of 
sulphates present. For a number o.f years the water was bottled 
and sold quite exteillsively in Louisville and New Albany. It was 
also delivered to customers in New Albany at 15 cents a gallon. The 
ownership changed hands and the sale was gradually abandoned. 
The water contains the same constituents as the Clark County min
eral waters and is in every way as valuable as they. 

FOUNTAIN COUNTY. 

LODI ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Saline-wulphuretted. 

LoCATION.-On the east bank of the old Wabash and Erie Canal, 
one mile northwest of Silverwood, a station on the T., St. L. & W. 
(Clover Leaf) I~ailway, 191 miles east of St. Louis and 263 miles 
southwest of Toledo, Ohio. From Cayuga, the crossing of the 
"Clover Leaf" and C. & E. 1. railways, the well is distant thre:e and 
a half miles east, the Wabash River intervening. The distance by 
rail to Cayuga from Terre Haute is 37 miles; from Chicago 141 

miles. 
ORIGIN AND CHARAOTEROF THE W ATER.-This well, whir~h fur-

nishes one of the best, if not the best, undeveloped ~tes for a mineral 
water sanitarium in the State, was drilled in 1865 to a depth of 
1,155 feet in search of oil. It is loca.ted near .the c'enter of the north
ern half of Section 35 (18 N., 9 W.), on a farm belonging to Mrs. Mary 
F. Safelv, of Rockville, Ind. Sevp.al ·veins of salt water were struck 
in the b~re and at 1,057 fee~-in;:~ magnesian limestone, a strong vein 
of mineral water was ,di"veloped, which burst forth with great 
violence. t . 

~ ... 
\ 

.'. 
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An analysis of the w~ter was made, a year or two after it was 
struck, by Dr. J. C. Pohle, of New York City, and another in 1884 
by Dr. C. F. Chandler, of the same city. These analyses are both 
given herewith: 

ANALYSES OF WATER FROU THE LOD! ARTESIAN WELL. 

POHLE. CHANDLER. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) ...... , .............. 502.464 523.058 
Calcium chloride (CaGI2) .. '" ........... '" .. 47.928 21.774 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI2).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53.540 57.895 
Calcium sulphate (CaSo.) .................... 55.553 40.240 
Potassium sulphate (K2SO.)................. .804 13.598 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.260 

_ Sodium sulphate (Na2SO.) .. :................ 2.135 1.412 
Calcium bi-carbonate (CaH2(COJ2)........... 2.904 53.593 
Magnesium bi-carbonate (MgH2(COs)2)' • . . • • •. 1.104 
Magnesium bromide ................. , . . . . . . .880 
Sodium bromide ........................... 1.409 
Silicic acid (H.SiO,). : ..... '" .. . .. . . ... .. .. . .520 .472 
Calcium phosphate (CasPO.) ..... , . . . . . . . . . .. 1.200 .065 
Lithium chloride (LlCI)..................... .749 

Totals .................................. 672.292 
Hydrogen sulphide, cu. in. per gal. ... .. .. ... 7.94 

714.265 
4.64 

It will be noted that the two analyses differ materially in the 
amounts- of calcium chloride, potassium sulphate and calcium bi
carbonate present, and to a less extent in the amounts of a number 
of the other salts. The comparison could have been much more 
exact if the percentage of each of the elements and acid radicals 
present had been shown in each instance, but ,these wel'le not fur
nished by the chemists. 

It is said that the flow has decre,ased little, if any, in the 37 years 
since the well was drilled. In August., 1901, the wa.ter was bubbling 
with great force over the top of a four-inch wooden pipe eight feet 
above t.he surface, the estimated output being 30,000 barrels per day. 
Iroi:t pipes are eaten through in a year or two, so are not used. The 
temperature 'of the water as it left. th'e well was 69° F. The odor. 
of hydrogen sulphide was very strong, and free sulphur from this 
gas had ooated a yellowish white all objects within 20 feet of the 
well. Thetas~~ the water is a bitter~saline, somewhat disagree-
able at first, but According to Dr. George 
T. DeveTter, of laxative and a most ex-
cellent remedy eczema, eruptions due 
to heat, and is much UlSed locally, 
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and to some extent is shipped, bringing $4.00 per barrel on board 
the cars at Silverwood, or 50 cents per gallon in jugs. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A large residence and hotel, erected about 1880 
by the former owner, Mr. J. J. Safely, was burned a few years later 
and has not been rebuilt. A bath house, with cement-lined pooL 
60x20 feet, -and averaging four and a half fe1et in depth, is connected 
with the well, and is open during the summer months. There are 
no facilities for heating the water. A fine grove of timber lies au
jaoent to the well and bath 1'ou&e, and is much frequented by camp
ers and picnic parties during the warm sea&on. Taking into con
sideration the quality and quantIty of the water, the railway facili
ties and the natural surroundings, this well offers a most excellent 
site for parties who wish to erect a large sanitarium and resort for 
invalids. 

ATTICA ARTESIAN WELL. 

W A"fER """ Saline-8ulphuretted. 

LoCATION.-N ear the southern limits of Attica, a city of 3,100 
population, situated on the Wabrush River in the northern portion of 
the county. 'fhe Wabash Railway and the Brazil division of the 
C. & E. I. Railway cross in the city, thus furnishing easy transpor
tation in all directions. The distanoe from Chicago is 118 miles; 
from Indianapolis, via the Big Four to Covington, 87 miles; from 

. St. Louis, 211 miles; from Lafayette, 21 mi1es. 
ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The mineral water at 

Attica does not come from a spring, as commonly advertised, but 
from an artesian well, which was sunk in 1889 to a depth of 865 
feet. A strong flow of saline-sulphur water was struck at a depth of 
600 feet, which has sin~e contiilUed unabated. 

An analysis of the water by Prof. H. A. Huston, of Purdue Uni
versity, proved the presence of the following ingredien'ts: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM ATTICA ARTESIAN WELL. 

Grams per .U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium sulphate (CaS'O.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.10 
Sodiu~ chloride (NaOI) ........ -......................... 338.82 
Potassium chloride (KCI). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. trace 
Lithium chloride (LiCI). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 1.16 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI2) •••••••••••••••••••• • •• ••••• 14.72 

. Calcium chloride (Ca0l2) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 10.13 
Calcium carbonate (CaC'O,J ........................ ······ 21.65 
Alumina and Iron oxide (AI20.&Fe20.). . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .08 

Total ' ...... ; ............... ' ............... , .. , ., ..... ; .390.66 
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The flow of wat.er is said to be about 3.20 gallons per minute. It 
has an agfeeable saline taste, a temperature of 55° F., and a distinct 
odor of hydrogen sulphide. 

hfPROVEMENTs.-'l'he "Lithia Springs Hotel," a large two-story 
building with accommodations for 80 guests, equipped with modern 
improvements, and with excellent facilities for giving mineral and 
'rurkish baths, was erected at the site of the well in 1898. Mud 
baths, for persons afflicted with rheumatism or skin diseases, are 
also given if desired. The grounds about the hotel are spacious, 
and it promises to grow in popularity as a resort as the water be
comes better known. 

WALLACE iVIINEItAL SPRING. 

\VATER = Ohalybeate. 

LOCATION.-One-fourth of a mile west of Wallace, a village situ
ated in Section 19 (18 N., 6 W.), in the southwest corner of the 
county. The nearest railway station is Yedao, seven' miles north
west on the Brazil Division of the C. & E. I. Railway. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-This is one of the 
strongest flowing chalybeate springs in western Indiana. It issues 
from a bank of glacial gmvel on the roadside, and is in part piped 
to a watering trough, where it has an extensive local usage by both 
man and beast. '['he flow varies slightly with the season, and is be
tween 2,000 and ·3,000 gallons per hour. The water contains quite 
a percentage of iron salts, probably the carbonate, as is' shown by 
the reddish-brown deposit of iron oxide on the wa,ter'ing trough and 
about the orifice of the spring. No analysis has been made. 

There are a number of similar but smaller springs south along 
Sugar Mill Creek, and one, heavily charged with iron and free car
bon dioxjde gas, is located three-quarters of a mile west of Wallace. 
It bubbles up in the bed of a small stream in the middle of the road. 

FULTON COUNTY. 

FEECE'S MINEHAL WELL. 

W ATEl\ = Ohalybeate • 

. -LOCATION.,--"On the southeast quarter. Section 24(30 N., 3 E.), four 
milessontheast of Roohester, the county seat, 1l. town of 3,500 popu
lation, situated on the L. E. ~W. and Ohicago and- Erie Railways, 
101 miles southeast of Chicago; 98 miles north of Indianapolis. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A wen 30 feet deep, 
sunk in drift (day and gravel), developed a vein of chalybeate water 
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which rose to within 12 feet of the surface. A trench was dug and 
an inch pipe put down, which conveys the water 60 or more ieet to 
the side of a bluff, where it emerges as a flowing stream. This 
passes through a sII!all building, in which a boiler and engine, now 
out of repair, was used to heat the water. The output from the 
well is about five gallons per niinute. No· analysis was available, 
but the taste and appearance suggest the presence of iron and cal
cium carbonates and calcium sulphate. 

IM.PROVEM.ENTs.-For some years this water had a local reputa
tion. A small bath house and hotel was erected, and the place had, 
from time to time,a number of guests. The patronage was not suf
ficient to pay expenses, and for several years no use has been made 
of the water or buildings .. 

GIBSON COUNTY. 

McOULLOUGH'S SPRING. 

WATER = Alkaline-saline-chalvbeate. 
--

LOCATlON.-On the land of D. C. McOullough, a mile and a quar-
ter south of Oakland City, a town of 2,000 inhabitants; situated at 
the crossing of the E. & I. and Southern Railways, 99 miles west 
of Louisville, 175 miles east of St. Louis and 28 miles northeast of 
EVaIlJSville. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-This'spring issues by 
the roadside from the base of a knoll, which rises 15 feet above the 
lower land, along which the overflow escapes. The surface of the 
knoll is of the yellow silty soil peculiar to the county.. At the bot
tom of the spring a stiff blue clay oocurs, which is probably a decom.
posed shale from which the water derives its iron and sulphates. A 
well-like :receptacle for the spring water has been dug and walled 
up with brick. In this the water stands eight feet deep. An open 
well-house has been 'erected over the spring, and a large tile put in 
above the brick wall. Several Sipring~ of similar water, though flow
ing a sll1aller quantity, exude along th'e same bank a :oow rods to 
the west. Noone of these has been improved. 

Adcording to th.e owneil', an analysis of the water was made in 
1880 or 1883, by a chemist ill! IndianapoHs, whose name has been 
forgotten. This resulted as follows: 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM M'CULLOUGH'S SPRING, OAKLAND CITY, INDIANA. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) ............................ 36.339 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCO,) ........................... " 57.92D 
Ferric sulphate (Fe2(SO.).) ............................. 00.226 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) ...... ' .................. " 87.355 
Aluminum sulphate (AI2(SO.).) ......................... 36.407 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) ......... :...................... 1.784 
Potassium chloride (KCl)............................. trace 

Total ............................... " ............. 316.()31 

The analysis shows an alum-copperas water of excellent quality. 
It is clear, has a temperature of 65° F. and a very bitter taste. It 
has be'en much used locally, and is said to have excellent results in 
stomach and kidney troubles and malaria, and especially for chronic . ~ 

diarrhea. ltis a decided purgative if taken in quantity. The owner 
ships it to whoever a.pplies, at 25 _~-a gallon, but the demand, as 
yet, is not large. 

OWENSVILL,E ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Ohalybeate. 

LoCATION.-On the land of Warrick Smith, northwest of the pub
lic squa.re and about 200 yards from the corporate limits of Owens
ville, a town of 1,100 population, situated in the southwestern part 
of Gibson Oounty, on the l\H. Vernon Branch of the E. & T. H. 
Railway, 30 miles north of Mt. Vernon and 13 miles southwest of 
Princeton. 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATEIL-This well is a prospect 
bore put down for coal on the southeast quarter Section 1 (3 N., 
12 W.), in 1872 to a depth of 217 feet. The water was struck in a bed 
of fire-clay and gray shale at the bottom of the well. It has been 
flowing steadily since. The wa'ter has a distinct taste of iron, but is 
said to contain no sulphur. No analysis has been made. It is used 
extensively by the citizens of Owensville for drinking purposes. It 
acts as a laxative when used freely. . 
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GHEENE COUNTY. 

\YOR'l'HINGTON AR'l'ESIAN WELL. 

'VATER = Saline-sl11phurettcd. 

LOCATION.-ln the south part of Worthington, a town of 1,500 
inhabitants, located one-half mile southwest of the junction of Eel 
River and the west fork of White River, at the crossing of the 1. & 
V. and E. & 1. Railways. Distance from Indianapolis, 71 miles; 
from Vincennes, 46 miles; from Evansville, 98 mile·s; from Terre 
Haute, 40 miles .. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER 01<' THE W A'£ER.-This well was drilled 
for . r gas in 1890 tD a depth of 1,670 feet. At 1,,130 feet, in a 
limestone, p ably the Niagara, a strong flow of mineral water was 
developed. A tes wed that this water would rise 65 feet above 
the surface in a two-inch pipe. It is piped to a publie fountain in 
the center of town, one-thiruof a mile north of the well. 

An incomplete analysis only was available. It was made by Albert 
H. Prescott, of the University of Michigan, who reported the pres
ence of the following: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM WORTHINGTON ARTESIAN WELL. 

Hydro-sulphuric acid sulphides. 
Chlorides. 
Sulphates (in traces). 
Bromides (in traces). 
Magnesium salts. 
Calcium salts. 
Sodium salts. 
Potassium salts (in traces\, 

These constituents are chemically united, chiefly as follow~: 

Sodium sulphide (Na,S). 
CaI"cium sulphide (CaS). 
Magnesinm chloride (MgCI). 
Calcium chloride (CaCl,). 
Potassium bromide (KBr) 
~'he total quantity of solids is 252 grains per U. S. gallon. 

In September, 1901, the flow at the fountain was probably 1,200 
gallons per hour. At the well, where but a small escape pipe was 
.open, the temperature was 71 0 F. :From this pipe gas enough was 
issuing with the water to burn steadily with a flame six inches high 
when ignited. The odor of hydrogen sulphide was strong, and the 
escaping gas was pr.obably a mixture .of this and carburetted hydro
gen. The watcr was very clear at the well, but at the f.ountain was 

s.omewhat turbid. The taste is slightly bitter and saline, but less 
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so tha.n many other sulphuretted waters. The citizens partake free
ly of it at the fountain. As a remedial agent it is used quite exten
sively for skin diseases and as a diuretic. 

The locality about Worthington, especially along the river, is 
picturesque. Excellent facilities for boating and fishing are pres
ent. A sanitarium and resort could, without doubt; be established 
which would prove successful under the proper management. 

HANCOCK COUNTY. 
/ 

HALSALL SPRING .. 

'VATER = Alkaline. 

LOCATION.-On the farm of Maggie L. Halsall, east haH of the 
southeast quarter of Section 12 (16 N., G E.), three miles northwest of 
Greenfield, the county seat, and one and a half miles from Max
well, a station on the Peoria Division of the Big Four Railway, 22 
miles east of Indianapolis. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A strong flowing spring 
wells up through the drift on a comparatively level plain. The out
put is 10 gallons per minute of a remarkably clear water, sparkling 
with numerous bubbles of carbonic acid gas. A large quantity of 
travertine or calcareous tufa has be'en deposited by this spring about 
its mouth and along the rill bearing away the overflow. This is 
formed of calcium carbona,te, which the waters of the spring have 
dissolved while ~percolating through beds of gravel and other drift 
material in the vicinity. As soon as the water charged with this 
calcium carbonat.e reaches the surface, the gaseous carbon dioxide 
is liberated and the calcium carbonate deposited as calcal'eou8 tufa. 
No analysis of the water of this spring has been made. 

SPRING I~AKE PARK MINERAL WELL. 

'W ATER = Alkaline-chalybeate. 

I ... OOATION.-In Spring Lake Park, a tract of 35 acres of wood
land, located .17 miles east of Indianapolis, on the line of the Indi
anapolis & Greenfield Rapid Transit Company, the cars of which 
run into the park. One-half mile southwest from Philadelphia, a 
station on the Columbus & Indianapolis Division of the Pennsyl
vania Railway. 

ORlGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-A well, 17 feet in depth, 
is situated on a ridge eight fe-et above the level of a large pond. The 
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bottom of the well is in a bed of gravel, and yields a large supply 
of water, which is raised by a pump. It is clear and odorless, but 
tastes strongly of iron oxide. An analysis by T. W. Smith, of Indi
anapolis, showed the mineral ingredients to be as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM SPRING LAKE PARK, HANCOCK COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 

Silica (Si02) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• 0.64 
Calcium sulphate (CaSOJ ........................ , ....... 1.75 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO,) ...................... ········ 0.40 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) ....................... ··· .12.42 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) .......................... , ....... 1.00 
l!~errous oxide (}j~~0) ............................. , ....... 16.27 

~rotal solids .................................. ······· .32.48 

The analysis shows a water strongly chalyberute in character, and 
therefore useful in anemic conditions. It is u~ed extensively by 
visitors to the park, of which thel'e are many during the summer 
months. The lake in the park is fed by a number of natural springs, 
whose waters are also of. a chalybeate nature. 

HARRISON COUNTY. 

CORYDON SULPHUR WELL. 

WATER = Saline-s1tlphuretted. 

LOCATION.-One and a fourth miles east of Oorydon, by the side 
of the New Albany and Oorydon Turnpike. Oorydon, the first cap
ital of Indiana and the present county seat of Ha;rison Oounty, is 
situated in one of the most picturesque regions of southern Indiana. 
It is a town of 1,650 popu1ation, located on the Louisville, New 
Albany & Oorydon Railway, 31 miles west of Louisville. 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-In 1871 sulphur water 
was found oozing out of the bank at the site of the present well on 
the north side of Little Indian Oreek. The owner, Mr. Amos Zenor, 
began investigations, and finally dug a well 28 feet in depth to a 
thick stratum of St. Louis limestone, through a crevice of- which 
the water welled up in a strong flow. The well was wallep with 
brick, and the water rose within five feet of the top and then found 
its way into the nearby creek. 
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An incgmplete analysis by Dr. T~ E. Jenkins, of Louisville, showed 
the presence of the following salts: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM CORYDON SULPHUR WELL. 

Sodium biocarbonate (NaHCO.). 
Magnesium biocarbonate (MgH2(CO')2). 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO.). 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.). 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.). 
Sodium chloride (NaCI). 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI2). 
Calcium chloride (CaCl,). 
Silica (Si02). 
Total solids in one U. S. gallon, 450.88. 
Gases in solUtion, carbonic acid and hydrogen sulphide. 

The underbrush and fallen timber about the well was cleared up 
a number of YEla:rs ago, leaving a beautiful grove of oak, cedar, 
beech, buckeye, butternut, sycamore, mulberry, black willow and 
other natural forest trees. This wooded tract of 11 acres still exi~ts 
in all its pristine b.eauty, furnishing a na,tural park far surpassing 
tha,t found about any other mineral well or spring of Indiana, French 
Lick excepted. At the time of my visit, in October, 1901, I walked 
in early morn from the center of Corydon, nestled among her hills 
and shaded by rows of great spreading elms, out to the sulphur well, 
and was forcibly impressed by the quiet beauty of the place. The 
old stone State House and the "legislative elm;" Indian Creek rip
pling gently over her rocky bed; the hins rising on every side, their 
slopes covered with forest trees whose foliage had been paint.ed a 
varied hue by that prince of pfl,inters, Jack Frost; the autumn sun
shine floording all with glory, combined to make a picture most en
trancing to at least one beholder's eye. 

On my way I met an old man and boy, each of whom had been to 
the well for a jug of wat.er. The former said that he was 76 years of 
age, and for 25 years he had gone three times a week for the water, 
and that he had to take no medicine as long as he drank it. It is 
said that, from April to November, 50 or more peorple a day visit the 
well with jugs. A rude sanitari~m and natatorium was at one time 
connected with the well, but it was before the railway entered Cory
don, and the facilities for reaching the place wore too poor to make 
it a permanent paying venture. The water had then a high reputa
tion for cures of dyspepsia, rheumatism, chronic neuralgia, scrofula" 
t'ore eyef: and skin diseases. 
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,At present two old frame buildings, in a bad state of decay, are 
on the grounds, one of which she1ters the well. The water has a 
distinct, though not strong, odor of hydrogen sulphide. The taste 
is a combination of bitter, saline and sulphur; the temperature, 63

0 

F. The well· is two feet eight inches in diameter, and when cleaned 
out, a short time before my visit, filled at the rate of four feet in 
twenty minutes. The grounds and well are owned by three citizens 
of Corydon, who purc'hased them a few years ago for $1,600. As 
noted on page 40, this well is so situated that it could he readily 
connected with Wyandotte Cave and the White Sulphur Well of 
Crawford County by electric railway, and a combination of health 
and pleasure resorts thus effected, which would be unexcelled by 
any in America. " 

HENDRlCKS' COUNTY. 

CARTERSBURG MINERAL SPRINGS. 

WATER = Neutral. 

LOCATION.-One mile north of Cartersburg, a town in the south
eastern part of Hendricks County, situated on the 'l'erre:'Haute and 
Indianapolis (Vandalia) Railway, 17 miles w~st of Indianapolis. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-These springs, which 
in recent years have gained quite a renown for the purity of their 
waters and the attractiveness of their surroundings, are' six innum
ber. They issue within a few yards of each other, from the base 
of a gentle slope, facing southward, and lying along the north bank 
of the West Emk of White Lick Creek. The grounds surrounding 
the springs are prettily wooded with native sycamore, elm, willow 
and maple trees, besid.es a number of cedars and other evergreens. 
Ac.cording to tradition, the springs were well known to the Indians, 
who had one of their villages on the high ground a short distance 

to the eastward. 
A qualitative analysis of the water from the principal spring has 

been made by Dr .• J. N. Hurty, of Indianapolis, who reported on it 

as follows: 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF MINERAI. WATER FROM SPRING NO. Z, 

Ba8e8. 
l\!agnesium. 
Calcium. 
Iron. 
Sodium. 

CARTERSBURG, INDIANA. 

Acid8; 
Hydrochloric. 
Sulphuric. 
Carbonic. 

Total mineral matter,29.04 grains per U. S. gallon. 



PLATE lII. 

VIEWS OF THE CARTERSBURG MINERAL SPRINGS. 



Pr,ATE IV. 

PORTION OF GROUNDS, CARTERSBURG MINERAL SPRINGS. 

-
LOOKING UP WHITE LICK CREEK FROM CARTERSBURG ~fINERAL SPRINGS. 
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"The above bases imd ~id~ a~e combined as chlorides, sulphates 
and carbonates. '1'he iron Eixists as carbonate, being rendered solu
ble by virtue of the pres~nce of a large amount of carbonic acid gas. 
This gives life and piquancy to the water, and is a valuable medici
nal agent, as it makes it grateful to the stomach, relieving nausea 
and all tenderness. '1'he iron is in very small quantity, which is a 
matter of unusual moment, because it is found that iron, when taken 
very dilute, is absorbed and .appropriated by the economy, most 
effectually." -Hurty. , 

In November, 1901, the flow from the three leading springs was 
about one gallon each per minute. The water was very clear, odor
less and tasteless, with a tempera:ture of 53i 0 F. In and about one 
of the springs was a thin deposit of the reddish-brown precipitate of 
oxide of iron. The water from this spring is probably more truly 
a chalybeate water than any of-the others. The water of a second 
spring is said to possess magnetic properties. The circular issu~d 
by the proprietors claims ,that the water is a specific for dyspepsia, 
rheumatism, nervous prostration, general debility, etc. 

IMPROVEllIENTS.-A c·ompany, composed of four prominent citi
zens of the county, has recently secured control of the springE and 
50 acres of surrounding ground. The president of the company, ' 
W. R. McClelland, of Danville, is in charge during the season, which 
is from May 1st to October 1st. About $10,000 have been invested 
in improvements. These consist of a hotel, comprising three sep
arate buildings, and containing in all 53 well-furnished rooms and 
a bath house with ten tubs, steam heat, etc. A bowling alley ·and 
billiard room furnish facilities for indoor exercise and recreation, 
while the spacious grounds and the fine roads. of the surrounding 
country afford special advantages for walking and driving; 

MARTHA HADLEY MINERAL WELL. 

WA'rER = AlkaUne-saUne. 

LOCATION.-On the Martha Hadley farm, northwest quarter Sec
tion 25 (15 N., 2 W.), three miles northeast of Amo, a station on the 
Vandalia Railway, 25 miles west of Indianapolis . 
• ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A welJ drilled in the 

fall of 1902, in search of water for domestic use, was sunk to a depth 
of 705 feet. In a bluish shale at this depth a strong vein of mineral 
water was developed, which is said to quickly rust everything ma.de 
of iron with which it comes in contact. An analysis of the water 
made by Dr.W. A. Noye~, of Terre Haute, showed its mineral con
stituents to be as follows; 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER FROl\{ THE MARTHA HADLEY WELL, NEAR AMO, INDIANA. 

Elements and Acid Radicals. Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Silica (Si02) ................ ,.......................... 0.525 
Calcium (Ga)........................................... 3.442 
Magnesium (Mg)...................................... 1.283 
Sodium (Na) .......................................... 151.788 
Potassium (K)........................................ 1.808 
Chlorine (CI) ........... :. , ............................ 230.481 
Sulphate (SO.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.52Q 
Carbonate (C02) (combined). . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. 9.042 
Carbonic acid (H2CO.) (free)........................... 1.108 
Carbonic acid (semi-combined).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.334 

Total ............................................. 409.336 

These substances in the water may be considered as being com
bined as follows: 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Silica (Si02). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.525 
Calcium bi-carbonate (CaH2(CO.),) ...................... 13.942 
Magnesium bi-carbonate (MgH,(CO.)2).... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.817 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ................................ 381.744 
Potassium chloride (KCI) .................... , . . . . . . . .. 0.992 
Potassium sulphate (K2SO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.933 
Potassiulll bi-carbonate (KHCO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.275 
Carbonic acid (H,CO.) (free)........................... 1.108 

Total ............................................. 409.336 

Besides the above, there we:re present traces of iron bi-carbonate, 
barium and strontium sulphates, calcium phosphate, bo-rax, and lith
ium chlo-ride. 

The water is seen to contain quite a large amount of common salt· 
(~odium chloride) .and smaller amounts of carbonates of magnesium 
and lime. It has a salty and somewhat bitter taste, but eontains noth
ing harmful and not much that is very beneficial as a medicinal agent. 
It is on one of the farms donated by Addison and Martha Hadley to 
the Women's Christian Temperance Union. 

HENRY COUNTY. 

SPICELAND MINERAL SPRINGS. 

WATER = Ohalybeate. 

LOGATION.-Near the-west environs of Spicela.:ri.d, a town of 600 
population, located in the south part of Henry 'County, on the Ft. 
Wayne, Cincinnati and Louisville Railway, 29 miles south of Mun
cie, and two and one-half miles north of Dunreith, a station on the 



PLATE V. 

SPICELAND SANITARIUM. 

_\T TH~; SANITARIUM, WHERE BROOK BEzoH FLOWS. 
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Pennsylvania Railway, 40 miles east of Indianapolis and 30 miles 
west of Richmond. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Three springs issue a 
few yards apart from the base of a gentle slope on the eastern side 
of the three-acre tract owned by the Spiceland Sanitarium Com
pany. A partial analysis of the water has been made by Dr~ J. N. 
Hurty, of Indianapolis, who reported on it as follows: "A qualit.a
tive analysis of water from the Mineral Springs 3Jt Spiceland, Indi
ana, shows the presence of the following bases and acids: 

Bases. 
Calcium. 
Iron. 
Magnesium. 
Sodium. 

Acids. 
Carbonic. 
Hydrochloric. 
Sulphuric. 

"'These bases and acids are combined as carbonates, sulphates and 
chlorides. This is a chalybeate water, and is very pure, being abso
lutely free from organic. matter. 

"The great virtue of the Waukesha water lies in its purity, and 
not in any mineral m3Jtter it coritains. 

"'I'he Spiceland water has the purity, and also c'ontains iron as a 
ferrous carbonate, which is considered the most desirable form. 
This water will be found valuable for all sanitarium purposes." 

In September, 1901, the springs had an aVe'l'age flow of three gal
lons per minute each. The temperature was 54 0 F. and is said to 
be the &arne the year round. The water posse~ses the characteristic 

" taste of iron carbonate water. No odor of hydrogen sulphide is 
present. The water is used principally in the sanitarium, both in
ternally and externally. It is claimed to be excellent for rheuma
tism, stomach, bowel and kidney diseases, and may be used freely. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A sanitarium was ereoted on the grounds con
nected with the springs in 1893, and has been open since. Until 
1899 the patients were obliged to secure board in private residences 
of the town, but in that year a hotel, accommodating 30 or more 
guest.s, was built, which is open t.he year round. Facilit.ies for giv
ing mineral water and mud bat.hs are excellent, t.here being 10 neatly 
equipped batli rooms. The mud used is a mixt.ure of muck and 
marl secured from a low spot. a short distance south of the sani
tarium. The grounds are spacious and well shaded, while pleasant 
walks and beaut.iful drives abound in the vicinity. 
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HOWARD COUNTY. 

KOKOMO ARTESIAN WELLS. 

WATERS = Saline-sulph·uretted, 
and 

Ohalybeate. 

LOCATION.-In the city park, one mile south of Kokomo, the 
county seat, a city of 11,000 population, 54 miles north of Indian
apolis, on the L. E. & W. Railway. The T., St. L. & W. and the 
Richmond Division of the Pennsylvania Railway also pass through 
Kokomo, so that the city is easy of acc~ss from all directions. Elec
trJc cars run direct to the park. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER O:F THE W ATER.-'l'he city park in which 
the wells are located comprises 42 acres of woodland lying on both 
sides of Kokomo Creek. I t is one of the prettiest small parks in the 
State, being handsomely laid out and plant.ed with shrubbery and 
flowers. A large number of natural forest trees and a plent.iful 
water supply add much to it.s value and bea~ty. There are said to 
be five wells in t.he park which flow under favorable circumstances. 
Two of them were dry when I was there in August. One I did not 
find. The main well is locat.ed on t.he north bank of t.he creek, near 
the northern end of. the park. A nve-inch iron casing rises four 
feet above t.he surfaee, and from near its top a flow of mineral 
water, e&timated at four gallons per minute, was escaping from a 
small pipe. Only a part of the output of the well is allowed to es
cape at this vent, a portion being piped across the stream to an
other drinking place . 

. The water has an agreeable, sweetish saline-sulphur taste, and a 
distinct odor of hydrogen sulphide. In the rill bearing the overflow 
into the nearby stream there is a large quantity of the black flakes 
of iron sulphide, which denote the pres~nce of hydrogen sulphide 
and iron. 

The well is 1)8 fe-et in depth, but the mineral water, according 
tD Dr. J. M. MOllder, was struck at 40 feet in a shale. No analysis 
was available. '['he water is said to be mildly laxative and an ex
cellent . diuretic. It is much used by the citizens of Kokomo. 

A second well, flowing about five gallons per minute, of a very 
pure chalybeate water, is located in a picturesque spot about 200 
yards southeast)f the one above described. The '!.ater bubbles up 
through an iron pipe into a basin hollowed out in a large boulder, 
and then flows Olt through a notch cut in the rIm of the basin. It 
has coated the s;one receptacle with the reddish-yellow hue of fer-
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rous oxide, thus proving its chalybeate properties, which are also 
denoted by the taste. 'fhe flow is said to be the same at .all sea.,ons. 

A third well, 36 feet in depth, located near the south end of the 
park, is said to yield a copious supply of "lithia" water, but I was 
unable to secure an analysis from the park commissioners. 

The city of Kokomo is to be highly congratulated on having such 
an excellent and varied supply of mineral waters in its public park; 
since they are free, and e~sy of access to all classes of its citizens. 

JACKS.ON COUNTY. 

SEYMOUR ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Saline-.~ulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-In the sOThthwestern portion of Seymour, a city or 
7,000 population, located on the.B. & O. S.-W.; Louisville Division 
of Pennsylvania, and Southern Indiana railways, 46 miles north of 
Louisville, 64 miles south of Indianapolis, and 88 niiles east of 
·Cincinnati. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A well sunk for gas on 
the property of the Seymour Woolen Mills Company, to a depth of 
1,140 feet, developed a vein of mineral water in the Niagara lime
stone at 395 feelt. 'fhe flow of gas found in 'l'renton limestone was 
very small, and was shut off 'with a plug. The upper. casing was 
left in the well to keep out the surface water, and the min'eral water 
rose and overflowed the top of the casing in a small stream three 
feet above the surface. A quamative analysis of it, made by C. T. 
Fennel, of Cincinnati, showed the presence of sodil!-m chloride, cal
cium chloride, potassium chloride and calcium carbonate. Hydro
gen sulphide is present, but not in such quantity as to make the odor 
or taste objectionable. The temperature of the water is 55° F. The 
supply is plentiful, never having been noticeably reduced by pump
ing. It is much used by the residents of Seymour, both as a bever
age and as a remedy for skin and stomach diseases, etc. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A small bath house, equipped with four tubs 
and with- facilities for giving Turkish, Russian and shampoo baths, 
has been erected near the well. It is open the entire year and is 
well patronized. 

5-Geol. 
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,JASPER QOUNTY. * 
RENSSELAER MINERAL ·WELLS. 

WATER = Saline~sulphuretted (?). 

LoCATION.-In or near Rensselaer, the county seat, a city of 2,700 
population, situated on the C. I. & L. (Monon) Railway, 73 miles 
south of Chicago. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Three wells sunk re
spectively to. depths of 245, 630 and 1,427 feet, have developed veins 
of mineral water which rises above the surface. 

The S. P. Thompson arte.sian well was sunk in 1868 toa depth of 
630 feet. It is located two blocks southwest of the court house. The 
output, in December, 1901, was three gallons per minute of a clear 
water, with a distinct odor of hydrogen sulphide and a temperature' 
of 52° F. A white deposit of free sulphur coats objects near the 
well. 

City Water Works Wells:-Two wells, located four blocks northwest 
of the couit house, produce the same quaHty of ~ater as does the 
1"hompson well. One of these was sunk in 1886, in search of gas, to 
a depth of 1,427 feet; the other in 1898,.to a. depth of 245 feet. The 
output of the two wells, in 'December, 1901, was· about 20 gallons 
per minute. When pumped, the supply is as large from one as from 
the ot.her .. It is very probable that the water in all t.hree wells 
comes from a depth of 180 to '210 feet. No analysis of the water 
has been made. 

Besides the above, several shallow wells have been sunk in or near 
Roosselaer) which produce flowing water containing more or less 
hydrogen sulphide. Thes'e range in depth from 30 to 45 feet, en
tering the roc]< at six to fifteen feet. The water comes from the 
Lockport limestone which underlies the drift. 
Th~ ·Wm. Washburne w.ell, eight blocks.west of the court house, 

has a depth of 36 feet and flows about 75 gallons an hour. The J. 
p. Babc:ock well, one-half mile west of the court house, is 45 feet 
in depth and flows 25 gallons per hour. Both have sufficient hydro
gen sulphide in the water to cause a deposit of free sulphur over 
surrounding obj~ts. 

Several springs in the vicinity of Rensselaer pro-duce a similar 
water. One on the J. D. Babcock farm, one-half mile west, flows' 
40 gallons per hour, of a water having a temperature of 43° F. 
Another on the ba~k of the Iroquois River, 300 feet distant, wells 

"For much of the data regardiug the mineral waters of tbis county I am indebted to 
the kindness of Prof. W. O. Hiatt, of Rensselaer. 
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up in a larger flow thro.ugh an old barrel which has been sunk abo.ut 
its orifice. Both yi€lld quite im amo.unt of hydro.gen sulphide gas, 
which is douhtless deriv·ed by percolation through the limestone 
above mentioned. 

Other springs whose 'raters are charged with hydrogen sulphide 
and possibly metallic salts occur in Jasper County illS follows: One 
at Pleasant Ridge, four miles east of Rensselaer; one near McCoys
burg, five miles east of Rensselaer; four or five, six miles south, 
and one four miles northwest. The water of none of these has been 
analyzed. All are used more o.r less locally. 

Besides hydrogen sulphide, the wa,ters of the wells and springs 
near Renss€laer doubtless contain other minerals, which only c'hem
ical analyses can determine. Such analyses will probably show them 
to possess medicinal properties of sufficient importance to justify 

- their use in sanitariums. 

JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

AUSTIN MINE,RAL WATER WELL. 

WATER = SaZine. 

LOCATION.-On the farm of Dr. F. H. Austin, near North Madi
son, a station on the Madison Branch. of the Pennsylvania Railway, 
two miles north of Madison, and 84 miles southeast of Indianapolis. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The well which yields 
the water was bored for oil or .gas in 1890 to a depth of 1,500 feet. 
At about 1,450 feet mineral water was struck, which rose to within 
200 feet of the surface. A qualitative analysis by Prof. A. H. Young, 
of Hano.ver, showed the presence of the following acids anck bases: 

ANALYSIS OF MINERAL WATER FROM NOBTII MADISo.N GAS WELL. 

Bases. 
Calcium (plentiful). 
Magnesium (cQnsiderable amQunt). 
Iro.n (small amQunt). 
Po.tassium (small amQunt). 
'Sodium (very plentiful). 
Lithium (faint traces). 
Magnesium (trace). 

Acids. 
Sulphuric acid (plentiful). 
Carbonic acid (nQt excessive, .but 

enQugh to. fo.rm bi-carbQnates Qf 
calcium, magnesium and irQn). 

Hydrochlo.ric acid (plentiful). 
PhQsphoric acid (very small 

amount). 
Silicic 'Rcid (small amount). 

The water is used locally, but not extensively. 
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JOHNSON COUNTY. 

GREENWOOD MINE,RAL WELL. 

WATER =S,f!:!:.lne-SttlphureUed (?). 

LoCATION.-N ear the eastern limits of Greenwood, a town of 
1,600 population, situated on the Louisville and Indianapolis Divi
sion of the Pennsylvania Railway, 11 miles south of Indianapolis. 
The well is located within one block of the railway station and four 
blocks east of the line of the Indianapolis, Greenwood and :Franklin 
Electric Railway. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The well produciug the 
mineral water was sunk in 1894 to a depth of 1,72'5 feet. The bore 
passed entirely through the Trenton limestone and about 25 feet 
into the St. Pe,t.er's sandstone. Here a vein of water was struck 
which arose to within 325 feet of the surface. This water resem
bles very closely that found at Shelbyville in the same formation. 
Only a qualitative analysis, by Dr .. J, N. Hurty, of Indianapolis, 
has been made. He reports the presence of the following elements: 

Bases. 
Sodium. 
Magnesium. 
Calcium. 
Iron. 
Aluminum. 

Acid Radicals. 
Hydrochloric. 
SulphuriC. 
Carbonic. 
Silicic. 
Hydro-sulphuric. 

The wat.er, as raised by steam pump, is quite black with flakes of 
iron sulphide. The odor of sulphuretted hydrogen is present, but 
weak. The taste is quite saline, but not bitter~ and when diluted 
one-half with pure water, is very agreeable. The temperature of the 
water as pumped is 56° F. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A short time aft.er the well was completed a two
story frame sanitarium and bath house was erected by t.he Green
wood Sanitarium Company, composed of citizens of the town and 
vicinity. It is located jUBt northwest of the well, on a tract of six 
acres, which has been planted to shade trees and shrubbery. The 
building is steam heated and contains, besides reception rooms and 
offices, 20 bath rooms equipped with porcelain-lined tubs, and also 
facilities for giving vapor and shower baths. The well opens into a 
brick building adjoining, in which are engines and pumps; also tanks, 
in. which the water is held and from which i,t is piped into the sani
tarum. The town of Greenwood is situated in a fine agricultural 
community, with good roads radiating in all directions. 
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BRADLEY MINERAI, SPRING. 

WATIm = Ohalybeate. 

LOCATION.-On the Forest Ridge farm, about seven miles south 
of Franklin, the county seat. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE 'WATER.-A spring emerges from 
the black Devonian shale on the south side of SugarCreek, about 
midway between the State Road and th€1 railway. It flows about 75 
gallons an hour, of a clear, cold water, which tastes strongly of iron 
oxide. The spring has built up a large mound of ferruginous, car
bonaceous material below it.s original outlet, and flows over the· t.op 
of this mound, t.hesize of which is slowly incre1asing by deposit.s 
from the water. No analysis has been made. The wat.er has quite 
a large local use. 

* * * 
In the report of this department for 1883, page 133, Rev. David 

S. McCaslin makes ·the following mention of another group of min
eraI springs which I did not find time to visit: 

«The finest and most noted mineral springs (in Johnson County) 
are found in Section 7, Nineveh Township. They are known as the 
'Vickerman Springs,' after the name of the original owner of the 
land. They are three in number, all clos,e together and issuing from 
the base of a boldly escarped bluff of bowlder drift. The springs 
flow out at t.he top of the sandstone strata at the base of the clay. 
They are quite simila.r in character, though the one farthest to the 
west exhibits the most decided mineral character. Its analysis was 
not obtained. The water is said to have medicinal properties, and 
many have testified as to its efficacy in cert.ain disorders. It has a 
pleasant taste. The rocks over which it flows are c'olored bluish 
black, as is the whole bed of the stream into which it flows, for some 
distance below. Bubbles issuing occasionally, indicate the presence 
of a free gas." 

KOSCIUSKO COUNTY. 

WINONA MINERAL SPRINGS. 

WATER = Alkaline. 

LOCATION.-In the west half of Section 15 (32 N., 6 E.), just east 
of the Winona Assembly grounds, on the eastern shore of Eagle or 
Winona Lake. Two miles east of Warsaw, the county seat, a city 
of 4,000 popUlation, situated at the crossing of the PittsbUl'g, Ft. 
Wayne and Ohicago and the Michigan Division of the Big Four rail
ways, 109 miles east of Chicago, 122 miles north of Indianapolis. 
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ORIGIN ANT> CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A number of springs 
issue along the base of a low range of wooded hills composed of 
drift material" which form the eastern rim of the basin in which 
the waters of Eagle Lake are held. The lake is in part fed by the 
waters of these springs. 

The water as it issues is clear, cold and sparkling; odorless and 
,tasteless; An analysis by Dr. R. E. Lyons, of Bloomington, Indiana, 
show~d the mineral ingredients present to be as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FRO1\{ WINONA SPRINGS. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Potassium chloride (KCI). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0495 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) ............................... , .3411 
Sodium nitrate (NaNO.)................................ .0350 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO.) ...... " ...... , ........ , .. . ... .3224 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ............................. , 3.6493 
Calcium biocarbonate (CaH,(COJ2) ........ ' ....•......... 15.5420 
Magnesium biccarbonate (MgH2(CO.)2) .................. 8.4868 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCO.)' ........... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .1294 
AlUmina (AV),,)....................................... .0524 
Silica (SiO;)........................................... .7523 

Total solids ....... ' .............. ; ......... , ........ 29.3602 

The analysis shows a very pure, slightly alkaline or neutral water. 
It has been used many years by persons living in the vicinity, and 
since the Winona Association secured control of .thegrounds, by 
thousands of summer visitors. That association has ceded for 20 
years t~e right to bottle and ship this water to a company known 
as th~ Winona Springs Company. A bottling works, with a capacity 
for bottling and charging with carbon-dioxide 26,000 gallons of water 
daily, was erected in 1901. '1'0 a part, of the water lithium oxide is 
also added, ,and the water is sold unde~ the lliame of "Winona Lithia 
Water." The purity and sparkling qualities of the water will recom
mend it highly for table use. 

LAKE COUNTY. 

HAMMOND ARTESIAN WE'LLS. 

WATER = Alkaline-saline. 

LOCATION.~ln and near the boundaries of the city of Hammond, 
located within three miles of the south shore of Lake Michigan, in 
the northwestern conier of the county, 21 miles southeast of Chi
cago. . Seven railways furnish outlet in all directions. Population 
in 1900, 12,376. 
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ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Six wells sunk to depths 
of 1,840 to' 1,8"/5 feet, have in the past furnished an artesian flow 
of mineral water at Hammond. For a time this water was used for 
dOl11estic purposes, and at several of the larger factories, but its use 
has in recent years been displaced by the public water supply from 
Lake Michigan. In October, 1901, most of the wells had ceased 
flowing, having been stopped up, it was claimed, by an accumulation 
of mineral salts; but if necessity required, they could be easily 
opened, thus renewing the flow. Two of them were located on the 
grounds of the We.stern Starch Association. A chemical analysis of 

. the water from one of these, which will probably hold good for that 
formerly flowing from the other five, showed the presence of the 
following solids: 

ANALYSIS OF ARTESIAN WATER FROM WESTERN STARCH ASSOCIATION WELL, 

HAMMOND, INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO,). '" '" .............. '" .... 10.003 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.283 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO.) .....................•. " .. '" 29.894 
Sodium chlQride (NaCI) ................................ 20.913 
Sodium carbonate (Na,CO.) ....... , '" ................ " 3.260 
calcium sulphate (CaS OJ ........................... '" 38.308 
Sillca (SiO,)........................................... 1.022 
Oxide of iron and alumina (F'e,Os+AI,O.) ........... " .. . .058 

Total solids ............. ; .......................... 112.741 

WILLOWDALE SPRINGS. 

WATER = Alkaline. 

LOCATION.-On the Willowdale Stoc~ Farm, owned by W. J. 
Davis, one-half mile north of Crown Point, the county seat, a town 
of 2,500 population, situated 36 miles southeast from Chicago on 
the Chicago and Erie and the P., C., C. & St. L. railways. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-Two springs issue a few 
rods apart from the base of a knoll, the surface of which is eight 
or ten feet higher than the surrounding land. 

An analysis made for the owner by Dr. T. C. Van Nuys, formerly 
chemist at tEe State University, showed the mineral constituents 
to be as follows: 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM WILLOWDAI,E SPRINGS, NEAR CROWN POINT, INDIANA. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Potassium sulphate (K2SO.) .......... '" ...... .......... .799 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO.). '" '" .. , ...... ........ ...•... .113 
Sodium carbonate (Na"CO.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.398 
Sodium chloride (NaCI). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .183 
Aluminum sulphate (AI.(SO.).).. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .652 
Calcium biocarbonate (CaH2(CO')2)' ...................... 19.290 
Magnesium biocarbonate (MgH,(CO.)2) ................... 11.650 
Silicic acid (Si(OH).). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 1.664 

Total oolids ..•..................................... 35.749 

The analysifl shows this to be an alkaline water of excellent qual
ity. It is clear and sparkling. The flow at the two springs com
bined is about 12 gallons per minute. It has not, as yet, been used 
to any extent for medicinal purposes. 

* * * 
At East Chicago, a city of .3,500 inhabitants, in the northern part 

of Lake County, there is an artesian well 1,830 feet in depth, which 
yields a copious supply of an excellent chalybeate water. The nat
ural pressure is sufficient to raise the water 40 feet above the sur-
face. . 

LAPORTE COUNTY. 

MICHIGAN CITY ARTESIAN WELLS. 

LoCATION.-Three wells yielding an artesian flow of mineral 
water are found in the immediate vicinity of Michigan City. One is 
located on the grounds of the Northern Penitentiary, one mile .south
west of the city; a second well is on the lake front, between the peni
tentiary and Lake Michigan, while the third is two miles southwest 
of the city, in the edge of Porter County. 

Michigan City has a population of 15,000. It is located on a good 
harbor on the southeastern border of Lake Michigan, 56 miles east 
of Chicago and 161 miles nmthwest of Indianapolis. The Michigan 
Central, Monon and L. E. ~ & W. railways furnish easy access from 
all directions. 

(a) NORTHERN PENITENTIARY WELL. 

WATER = AlkaUne-saline-8u!phuretted (1). 

ORIGIN AND CiARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The first of these flow
ing wells was put down to a depth of 541t feet within the walls of 
the penitentiary 30 years or more ago. Dr. G. M. Levette, in the re-
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port of this department for 1873, p. 470, gives the following ac
count of this well, which I quote verbatim, as no later information 
is available. "The bore terminates in a porous (Niagara) limestone 
rock, from which flows a stream of mineral water, strongly impreg
nated with sulphuretted hydrogen. The water rises twenty-two feet 
above the surface of the grou:rrd, discharges at the rate of about 30D 

gallons per minute and has a te_mperature of 57° F. 
"A qualitative analysis of the water was made, by a chemist in 

Chicago, at the request of the prison authorities, which indicated 
the presence of the following constituents: 

Carbonate of lime. 
Bi-carbonate of magnesia. 
Bi-carbonate of soda. 
Bi-carbonate of potash. 
Sulphate of soda. 
Chloride of sodium. 
Chloride of potassium. 

"The water gives an alkaline rea.ction and is strongly charged with 
sulphureUed hydrogen and carbonic acid gas. It is a decided al
terative and may prove remedial in diseases of the liver, kidneys 
and skin." , 

Since the above was in press, I have learned from Warden Reid 
that the well is now plugged, but the plug can be easily removed ano 
the flow renewed at any time. 

(b) ZoRN ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATERS = Alkaline-saline, 
and 

SaZine-8ulp1turetted. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-This well, located on 
the lake front, southwest of the city, and {)wned by ~Ir. Philip Zorn, 
was sunk in 1899 to a depth of 950 feet. At 292 feet, in a Devonian 
shale, a flow of strong "blue lick" sulphur water was encountered. 
At 387 feet, in the Niagara limestone, a second vein of so-called 
"white sulphur" water was developed, while at a depth of 630 feet 
a third vein of more strongly saline water was found. The three 
veins of water flow through separate pipes from the surface, the 
total output approximating 70 gallons per minute. 

Ail analysis of the water from the lower vein, made for the owner 
by Frank Gazz?lo, a Chicago chemist, resulted as follows: 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM ZORN ARTESIAN WELL, MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA. I 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Potassium nitrate (KNO.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16 
Potassium chloride (KC1) .............................. _ 12.31 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ................................. 356.68 
Ammonium chloride (Nil,CI) .......................•. '" 1.41 
Magnesium chloride (MgCl2) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 87.28 
Calcium chloride (CaGl,) .............................. " 82.50 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ............................... 134.71 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.)............................. 1.98 
Oxide of iron and alumina (Fe20.&AI20.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
Silica (Si02)............................................ .17 

Total solids ......................................... 677.40 

This is a true saline water, free from the odor and taste of hydro
gen sulphide. The upper two veins, or which no analyses have been 
made, both contain gaseous hydrogen sulphide in sufficient quantity 
to emit a strong odor. The flow from the uppermost (292 feet) is 
much the stronger and has a temperature of 56° F. The well is lo
cated in a beautiful natural park, one and a half miles from the center 
of the city. Pine and oak trees cover the high sand dunes, which in 
themselves are objects oLinterest to many persons from a distance. 
The site is an ideal one for a great sanitarium, the proximity of the 
lake furnishing bathing and fishing facilities not often present in 
connection with good mineral waters. 

The water from the well is free to all who apply, and is used ex
tensively by the residents of Michigan City, with beneficial results 
for kidney and liver complaints and for skin diseases. 

(c) BLAIR ARTESIAN WEJ.L. 

W Al'ER = Alkaline-saline-sulphuTetted. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-This well was sunk 
about 1875 to a depth of 858 feet. It iIS located in the extreme 
northeastern corner of Porter County, north half of Section 1 (37 
N., 5 W.), two miles southwest of Michigan City. A strong vein of 
mineral water was developed in the Niagara limestone, which has 
continued to flow with unabated force. An analysis, made by Dr. 
P. S. Hays, of the Chicago College of Pharmacy, showed the pres
enCe of the following mineral salts: 
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ANALYSIS OF ARTESIAN WATER FROM BLAIR WELL, NEAR MICHIGAN ciTY, 

INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon; 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) .. " ... '" .. , ......... ' ........ 360.4794 
Magnesium chloride (Mg.cI2 ) ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• 45.6550 
Potassium sulphate (K.SO.) ........................... 17.9968 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.)......................... 31.9730 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ................... : ......... 84.4024 
Calcium bi-carbonate (CaH.(COa).) •• • ••••• " •• , ••••••••• 147.8503 
Silica (Si02) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ;............. 1.7523 

Total solids ....................................... 600.1092 

A bath house and sanitarium were erected soon after the well 
was finished. For· a number of years the place was well patronized, 
and the majority of the guests were highly benefited by the use of 
the water. Since the death of the owner, the use of the water has 
.been practically abandoned and the improvements have fallen into 
decay. 

The water rushes forth at the rate of 180 gallons per minute. It 
has a strong odor of hydrogen sulphide and the characte-ristic white 
dep~sit of sulphur from this gas coats many objects near the orifice 
of the well. Taking into consideration the excellent qualities of the 
water and its location so near the shores of Lake Michigan, it would 
seem that under the proper management a summer resort and sani
tarium could be so combined as to make a valuable and paying pro,p
ertyof thii\ well. 

LAWRENCE COUNTY. 

AVOCA MINERAL SPRING. 

WATER = SaUne-8ulph1trettcd. 

LOCATION.-In the toWn. of Avoca, five miles northwest of Bed
ford, on the Switz City Branch of the Monon Railway. Bedford, 
the county seat, from which the spring can be easily reached by 
hack or private carriage, is a city of 6,500 inhabitants, on the Mo
non, Southern Indiana and branch of the B. & O. S.-W. railways, 134 
miles east of Cincinnati and 77 miles north of Louisville . 

.oRIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The spring which yields 
the mineral water at A vOC'a emerges from the base of a stratum of 
Harrodsburg limestone on the east branch of Goose Creek, Section 
31 (6N., 1 W.). It is located at the rear of the general merchandise 
store of D. E. Bennett, to whom it belongs. A basin 24x18 inches 
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in size and 18 inches deep has been excavated in the stoue, and then 
cemented. When emptied, this is said to fill in 30 minutes, making 
the flow about 70 gallons per hour. The water is clear and spark
ling, and has a temperature of 62° F. The flow and temperature 
are said to be the same at all seasons. The water emits a strong 
odor of hydrogen sulphide and has a slightly bitter taste. A white 
precipitate of sulphur occurs in the rill bearing away the overflow, 
and the spring is, for that reason, known locally as the "White Sul
phur" Spring. N a analysis of 'its waters has been made. It has 
quite a local reputation for diseases of the skin, sore eyes, and for 
kidney and bladder diseases. At the time of my visit the surround
ings were in bad condition. 

According to Hayden Bridwell, a prominent and intelligent citi
zen of Avoca, a number of similar springs, though with a ;;maller 
flow, emerge along Goose Creek both above and below the tOWIl. 

FE<LDUN FIELDS MINERAL WELLS. 

WATER = Alkaline-saline-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-About four miles northwest of Bedford and three
quarters of a mile west of Avoca, on the land of the Misses Fell, of 
Bedford. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-A few years ago, while 
core drilling for oolitic stone, Hon. Moses Dunn, of Bedford, devel
oped flowing mineral water in three wells on the land mentioned. 
One of th.e wells is 45 feet deep and the water rises about six feet 
above the surface. The other two are respectively 75 feet an~ 100 
feet in depth. They are located about 1,000 feet apart. The water 
was found at the base of the blue oolitic limestone, probably in the 
Harrodsburg limestone, which is the source of a similar water at 
the Avoca "White Sulphur" Spring. 

An analysis of the water from one of the Feldlill Field wells was 
made by Dr. Robert E. Lyons, Professor of Chemistry at Indiana 
Univarsity, who reported on it as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF MINERAL WATER FROM WELL No.5, FELDUN FIELDS, LAWRENCE 

COUNTY, INDIANA. 

The following is the- number of parts o,f each constituent in 10,000 
parts of water: 

Sulphur as free sulphuretted hydrogen ................. 0.0846 
Sulphur as hyposulphites ............ " ................. 0.0150 
Sulphur as sulphates ............... " ............. ' ....... 0.6361 
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Sulphur as sulphides .................................. 0.1665 
Silica (8iO.)........................................... 0.1230 
Chlorine (Cl) .......................................... 1.3647 
Potassium oxide (!C,O) ....................... 0 • 0 ••• 0 •• 0.0483 
Sodium oxide (Na20) .. " ..... 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 .,. 1.5462 
Ferric oxide (Fe.O,) ............ 0 •••• : ••••••••••• -•••• o. 0.0471 
Aluminum oxide (Al.OJ ...... 0 •••••• 0 •• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 0.0222 
Calcium oxide (CaO) .......... o ••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 0.9584 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ...... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 0.8390 
Carbon dioxide (C02) •••••••••• 0 0 •••• 0 •• o •••••••••••••• 3.9685 
Lithium oxide (Li20) ..... 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 ••••• " • • • • •• trace 

The constituents are probably in the following combinations: 

"1"1 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Potassium hyposulphite (K,S203\" ..................... . 
Potassium sulphide (K,S) ....................... ~ ..... . 
Sodium sul'pbide (Na,S) ............................... . 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) ............................... . 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.t-................. 0 •••••••• 

Magnesium chloride (MgCI.) .......................... . 
Calcium bi-carbonate (Ca(HC03)2) .... · ... · ...... · .. ·· .. 
Ferrous bi-carbonate (Fe(HCO')2)' .............. , .. , .... . 
Aluminum .silicate (AI,(SIO')3)' .. 0 •••••••••••••• , ••••••• 

Silica (SiO.). 0 •••••••••••••••••••• : •••• 0 •••••••••••••••• 

Lithium carbonate (Li.C03) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 

.266 

.170 
2.247 

12.387 
13.910 

.640 
16.160 

7.048 
.353 
.567 

trace 

Total solids ...... 0 .0 •••••••••••••••• o •••••••••• '" 53.748 

Gases. fJuo In. 
Carbon di-oxide (free) (CO,) .................. 0 •••• 0 • • •• 21.43 
Sulphuretted hydrogen (free) (H2S) ......... 0 •••••••••• , 1.56 

"The water is clear, colorless, and has a strong odo:r and taste of 
sulphuretted hydrogen gas. Its temperature is 52.10 F. 

"By standing in contact. with the air the water becomes cloudy 
and finally slightly yellow in color, owing to the separation of su~
phur and the formation of higher sulphides of the alkali metals. 

"By boiling, the wa,ter becomes turbid from the decomposition 
of the bi-carbonates of calcium and magnesium. The water after 
boiling has a bitter saline taste. This is to be explained by the fact 
that the sulphuretted hydrogen and the free and loosely combined 
carbon dioxide are separated and expelled during the process of 
boiling. This saline water will prove diuretic, laxative, alterative 
and ;resolvent."-Lyons. 

* * * 
Several other springs occur in Lawrence County whose waters are 

quite similar to those above mentioned. One on the estate of Dr. 
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Denson, one mile southwes,t of Bedford, is strongly charged with 
hydrogen sulphide, and is ,used extensively by the citizens of Bed
ford. The flow, however, is weak, probably 10 gallons an hour. 

A number of others bubble up in the bed of Indian Creek in the 
southeast quarter Section 17 (5 N., 2 W.), ne1ar the old Gray's mill. 

MARION OOUNTY. 

MT. JACKSON 8ANITrARIUM. 

WATER = Saline·sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-At Nos. 3127-3129 West Washington Street, Indian
apolis, Indiana, three miles west of the center of the city. The West 
Washington Street electric cars pass the door every ten minutes, and 
c'onnect at the Indianapolis Union Station with trains in all direc
tiorrs. 

ORIGIN. AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A six-inch bo])e sunk in 
1899 to a.depth of 1,541 feet, developed, in the St. Peter'ssandstone, 
a strong vein of mineral water, which. filled the bore to within 150 
feet of the top. The supply is inexhaustible, and is raised by a steam 
pump and piped through the adjacent sanitarium. An analysis of the 
water by T. W. Smith, of Indiana,polis, shows its mineral constituents 
to be as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM THE MT. JACKSON MINERAL WELL. 

Grains per U. S., Gallon. 
SHica (8i02) ••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0.980 

Sodium chloride (NaCl) } ......................... " 646,800 
Potassium chloride (KCI) 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.300 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO,)........................ . .. 20.000 
Calcium chloride (Cael,) .. : ........................... 102.600 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24.2(X) 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI2) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 140.000 

Total .............. " ................. , ...... , ...... 935.880 

Ou.In. 
Hydrogen sulphide gas '(H2S) .......... , ....... ' ..... ~ . 4.270 

The water has a very pleasant, sweetish-saline taste. When first 
pumped it is often dark-colored or milky, owing to the compounds of 
sulphur present, but after standilliga short time becomes clear and 
limpid. The hydrogen sulphide gas is not presElnt in sufficient quantity 
to render either the odor or the taste disagreeable. The specific grav-
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ity is, according to Smith, 1.011, and the temperature 60° F. In the 
sanitarium it is used extensively for bathing purposes and also inter
nally for stomach troubles. It is claimed to be a sovereign remedy 
for rheumatism and skin diseases, and an excellent blood purifie:r. 
Many of the leading physicians of Indianapolis. send patients to the 
sanitarium for the baths and hundreds of citizens are regular patrons 

at all seasons. 
'l'he water is bottled and shipped in small quantities, being sold at 

$1.80 per dozen quarts, or 25 cents per gallon in jugs. 
IMPROVEMENTS.-A two-story brick and stone building is used as a 

sanitarium and bath house. It is steam-heated and contains 20 neatly 
furnished rooms for guests and 17 well-equipped bath rooms. The 
location, within ten minutes' ride of the theaters and other anms€
ment centers of the city, will allow the necessary recreation for gues,tf> 
from a distance. 

NEWHA VEN WELL. 

WATER = Neutral. 

LOCATION.-One and a quarter miles no'rtheast of Lawrence, a sta- . 
tion on the lines of the Cleveland Division of the Big Four Railway 
and the Union Traction Company of Indiana, eight miles northeast 
of Indianapolis. Both lines of railway run alongside the grove in 
which the well is located. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A .well dug, in 1898, to 
a depth of 29 feet in the drift, yields a plentiful supply of clear, odor
less water, which has a slightly hitter taste and a tempemture of 
50° F .. A partial analysis of the water, made by T. W. Smith, of 
Indianapolis, developed the presence of very small amounts of cal
cium a.nd magnesium sulphateg, and traces only of potassium, iron 
and chlorine. '1'he water is, therefore, t.o be classed as neutral anrl 
pure. The well is located on the east side of a. very pretty walnut 
and hickory grove and thc water is raised to the surface by a wood'en 
pump. 

MARTIN COUNTY. 

TRINITY SPRINGS. 

WATER = Saline-sulphuretted. 

LoCATION.-On the northwest quarter Section 28 (4 N., 3 W.), 
seven miles northea&t of Shoals, the county seat, and three miles 
southeast of Indian Springs, a station on the Southern Indiana Rail
way. 'I'he property on which the springs are located, consisting of 
280 acres, has recently been acquired by John R. Walsh, of Chicago, 
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the owner of the Southern Indiana, who proposes building a branch 
to within a short distance of the springs. Postoffice, Trinity Springs. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-"Trinity Springs," SD 
called from their number, are among the oldest and best known 
"sulphur springs" 01 the State. Three springs well up from rifts 
or crevices in the Mansfield sandstone rock. A ridge, finely wODded 
with native forest trees, rises 30 or more feet above the springs to 
the east. Two of these springs are but eight feet apart; the other 
about 20 feet south. The middle spring produces about 50 gallons 
of water per minute; the one to the north about 10 gallons, while 
the output of the southern one approximates 30 gallons per minute. 
The water is clear; the ado'!.' of hydrogen sulphide strDng; the taste 
not disagreeable, being but slightly bitter and sulphuretted. In the 
'!.'ivulets bearing away the overflow there' a'!.'e heavy p'!.'ecipitates of 
black sulphide o·f iron and whitish free sulphur. The tempemture of 
the water is 56t 0 F. at all seasons. 

Three analyses haye been' made of the waters of these springs. 
One, by Mr. John F. Elsom, in 1883, was published in Dr. Peale's 
paper.* A second, made by Dr. T. C. Van Nuys, of Bloomington, 
in 1890, has since been incorporated in circulars sent out by the 
proprietors. A third was made in 1899 by Mariner & Hoskins, 
analytical chemists, at 81 South Clark Street, Chicago. Of these 
analyses, that of Dr. Van Nuys is the only one: which shows the 
percentage of the bases and acid radicals present. These, as given 
by him, were expressed in "parts of mineral matter per 1,000 parts 
of water," as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM TRINITY SPRINGS, BY DR. T. C. VAN NUYS. 

Sulphur combined a<;; sulphuretted hydrogen ......... 0.0103840 
Sulphur combined as hyposulphires ... " ........ , ... 0.0060864 
Sulphur combined as metallic sulphides ............. 0.()()()3344 
Sulphur combined as sulphates of metals ..... " " .... 0.5103008 
Carbon dioxide ................................... 0.1635000 
Chlorine .......................................... 0.1575600 
SHica ............................................. 0.0114000 
Calcium oxide...................................... 0.7057000 
~agnesiurn oxide .................................. 0.2028828 
Potassium oxide .................................. , 0.0443617 
Sodium oxide " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.1535128 

The compounds of mineral salts present, according to the views 
of each of the three chemists, are shown in the following table: 

"Bulletin 32, U. S. Geological Survey, 1886, p. 139. 
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_ ANALYSES OF WATERS FROM TRINITY SPRINGl/, INDIANA. 

Potassium hyposulphjte .......... . 
Potassium sulphide .............. . 
Sodium chloride ................. . 
Sodium silicate .................. . 
Calcium sulphate ................ . 
Magnesium sulphate ............. . 
Sodium bi-carbonate ............. . 
PotassIum bi-carbonate .......... . 
Magnesium carbonate ........... . 
Calcium carbonate ............... . 
Magnesium chloride ............. . 
Sodium sulphate .. '" ......... '" . 
Potassium sulphate .............. . 
Calcium chloride ................ . 
Silica .......................... . 

MARINER '" 
ELSOM. V AN NUYS. HOSKINS. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
1.054 

8.338 

1.26 
4.165 

.116 

.067 
4.107, 
5.58~ 

1.09~ 
.350 
.09~ 
.708 
.825 

.067 
15.140 

1.352 
99.934 
23.430 

.655 
4.273 
8.450 

71.07 
14.71 

5.84 
14.83 
32.82 

Totals ....................... 26.721 154.355 ' 139.27 

Gases. 
Hydrogen sulphide .............. . 
Carbon dioxide .................. . 

Cu. In. 
1.721 
5.78 

Cu. In. 
1.09 

81 

The analysiJ; of Mr. Elsom differs so widely from the other two 
that it is manifestly wrong. 

The percentages of bases and acid radicals as found by Messrs. 
Mariner & Hoskins probably differed but little from those found by 
Dr. Van Nuys; A difference of opinionas to the character of the 
resulting compounds accounts for the diffeJ"ence in analyses as shown 
in the table. Dr. Van Nuys added the following remarks to his 
analysis as given: "This is a saline sulp4uretted water and in the 
amount of sulphur contained in it compares favorably with many 
of the noted sulphur springs of GermanYr ,the amount of sulphur
etted hydrogen contained being above tlle average. The absence 
of aluminum, iron and the nitrates is tq be noted. The specific 
gravity of the water is 1.0019." 

IMPROVEMENTs.-Trinity Springs were first opened to the public 
about 60 years ago. A large hotel, which 'tas built for the accommo
dation of the visitors, was burned in 1863. Since then the patrons 
have found accommodations in the hoteis and 'private houses of 
Han:isonville, a small town a third of a imile west. A fine grove 
occupies a portion of the terrace or second bottom of Indian Creek, 
which lies between the springs and that stiream. This grove is used 

&-Geol. 
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as a park and as a place for tennis courts, croquet grounds, etc. 
A portion of it is also utiliz,ed by campers, many of whom visit the 
springs each year. A small bath house is located at the eastern 
edge of the grove, .where private baths can be taken in water piped 
from the spring. It is understood that M,r.Walsh, the new owner, 
will spend a large sum in improvements. The qua<ntity and quality 
of the water; the picturesqueness and quiet of the surroundings, 
will, without doubt, bring to these springs a host of visitors as soon 
as the long needed accommodations and means of access have been 
provided. 

INDIAN SPRINGS. 

WATER = Alkaline-saline-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-Eight miles .north of Shoals, the county seat, and 
one mile southeast of Indian Springs, a station on the Southern 
Indiana Railway, 66 miles southeast of Terre Haute. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Mineral water from a 
vein a few feet below the surface, wells up at four difierent, places 
within a few yards of one another on the west bank of Sulphur 
Creek, west half of Section 17 (4 N., 3 W.). In October, 1901, these 
springs were being improved by sinking sections of sewer pipe about 
their orifices. One iron pipe, 12 feet in length and four feet in 
diameter, had been sunk about the main spring and in this pipe the 
water was standing within a few inches of the surface.- In the others 
the old sycamore gums, sunk 30 years ago, were still present. 'rhere 
was no perceptible flow from any of the spring!:;, the water stallding 
lit a certain height in the pipe or gums. When dipped out, however, 
it is said to be renewed from,below at the rate of about eight gallons 
per minute in the main spring, down to two gallons in the smaller 
ones. The wat'er in each comes from the same source or vein, and 
there is no difIerence in its appearance or component mineral part,s. 
The temperature of each spring was 57° F. The odor of hydrogen 
sulphide was perceptible but not str'ong. The taste is slightly bitter 
and plainly sulphurett.ed. 

T'hre-e analyses of the water from these springs have bcen made 
in the past; one by E. T. Oox in 1870*; a second by T. C. Van Nuys 
in 1892, and a third by :Mariner & Hoskins, of Chicago, in < 1899. 
Professor Cox gave the percent.age composition of the bases and acid 
radicals present as follows: 

"GllOlogioal Survey of Indiana, 1870, p. 108. 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM INDIAN SPRINGS, BY E. T. COX. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Silicic acid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4399 
Ferrous oxide .............................. , ... , .. .. . .0035 
Lime ............................................... , 22.9279_ 
Soda ................................................ 27.5356 
Potash .......................................... ,.... 2.0658 
Magnesia ., ............. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20.0663 
Alumina ............................................ .1763 
Chlorine ....................................... :.... 18.5360 
Carbonic acid ........................................ 31.2783 
SUlphuric acid ...........................•........... , 40.5842 

Total ... , ............ '.-........... " .. , ...... " " .163.6138 

The probable compounds present, according to the views orf each 
chemist, are as follows: 

MARINRR& 

cox. HOSKINS. V AN NUYS. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO.) ........ . 11.828 18.65 
Potassium sulphate (K2SO,). . . . . .. 2.402 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO,) ..... 30.385 
Aluminum snlphate (AI2(SO,).l ... . .829 
F'errous sulphate (F'eSO.l ......... 20.230 
Calcium sulphate (OaSO,) ....... , . 
Calcium carbonate (OaOO.) ....... 33.102 
Sodium carbonate (Na.OO.)... . . . .. 3.612 
Potassium carbonate (K200.)..... 2.407 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO,).... 18.944 
Manganese carbonate (MnOO,l ... . 
Sodium chloride (NaOI) ......... -.. 39.366 
MagnesiuUl chloride (MgCI2)...... .056 
Potassium chloride (KGI) ........ . 
Lithium chloride (LiOI) .......... . 
Calcium chloride (CaGI,) ......... . 
Sodium sulphide (Na2S) ......... . 
Sodium silicate (Na,SiO,) ........ . 
Sodium phosphate (Na,PO,) ...... . 
Silica (Si02)...................... .4399 
Ferrous oxide (ll'eO). . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0035 

Total solids ................... 100.0044 

Gases. 
Carbonic acid ................... . 
Hydrogen sulphide .............. . 

Cu. In. 
9.58 
3.33 

.25.46 

24.82 
8.76 

trace 

1.40 

79.00 

Ou. In. 

1.66 

.212 
23.808 
1.195 

35.085 
12._435 

3.218 
.233 

1.364 
1.074 
1.737 

.020 
1.294 
2.555 
1.078 

.127 

.003 

85.438 

Ou.In. 

2.03 

How.Professor Oox could have only .0035 grains of rerro:Q.s oxide 
in his table of elementary substances, the same amount in his table 
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of compounds and yet have, in addition, in the latter, 20.230 grains 
of ferrous sulphate, passeth understanding. 

HISTORY AND IMPROVEMENTS.-The water of Indian Springs has, 
in the past, gained a high reputation for its medicinal virtues. These 
springs are said to have been in high repute among the Indians, and 
to have been opened to the public as a health resort in 1814. For 
a long time a large two-story frame hotel stood on the crest of the 
hill which rises 86 feet above the springs on the east. This was torn 
down in 1900 to make room for a more pretentious structure which 
Mr. Walsh, the new owner, propo-ses building. The site is a fine 
one, overlooking a wide and picturesque valley to the east and 
south. The stope which leads gradually from the hotel site down 
to the springs, is finely wooded with beech, o'ak, maple, locust, cedar 
and other trees. A railway switch in course of cOlliStructiun fro:m 
the Southern Indiana, will bring passengers right to the springs. 
Since Mr. Walsh has gained control of Trinity Springs to the south
east and the intervening wooded territory, a combined resort, unex
celled in the State, will probably be established. 

LA SALLE SPRING. 

WATER = AlkaZine-8aZine-8ulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-On the north bank of the east fo,rk of White River, 
northeast quarter Section 22 (4 N., 3 W.), two miles northeast of 
Trinity Springs. Five miles from Indian Springs and three miles 
from Mt. Olive, stations on the Southern Indiana Railway; four miles 
from Huron and 10 mi1es from Shoals on the B. & O. S.-W. Railway. 
Telephonic connection with Shoals and Bedford. postoffice, Mt. 
Olive. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A strong flowing spring 
of "white sulphur" wateT issues from the foot of the river bluff, 
about 15 feet abnve low water mark, and fl,ows over limestone rocks 
about 30 feet into the' river. At high water the river covers these 
rocks and reaches the mouth of the spring. An analysis of the water 
by Dr. Louis Schmidt, of the Cincinnati Department of Health, 
shows its composition to be as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM LASALLE SPRING, MARTIN COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium carbonate (OaCO,) ............................ 36.680 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .232 
Calcium sulphat~ (CaSO.)............................. 46.408 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.).......................... 31.472 



PLATE VIII. 

TRINITY SPRINGS, MARTIN COUNTY, INDIANA. 

LASALLE SPRING, MARTIN COUNTY, INDIANA. 
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. Qu. In. per U. S. Gallon, 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SOJ.............................. 3.512 
Potassium sulphate (K,SOJ........................... .184 
Aluminum sulphate (AI,(SO.).)......................... .056 
SOOium chloride (NaCI). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.440 
l\fagnesium chloride (MgCl.)........................... 5.616 
Silica (Si02). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .728 

Total solids ........................................ 126.328 

Qu.ln. 
Sulphuretted hydrogen.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10.32 

Free sulphur has coated white the rocks on each side of the rill, 
between the spring and the river. The water of the spring is very 
clear and sparkling with bubbles of escaping gas. It has a tempera
ture of 56° F~, and the output is about 75 gallons per minute. The 
taste is slightly bitter, but not enough so to be disagreeable. It is rec
ommended in circulars sent out by the owner, Frall.k Brassine, as espe
cially efficacious in di~eases of the kidneys, such as diabetes, chronic 
inflammation, etc., also in dyspepsia and other stomach troubles. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A two-story frame hntel of 22 rooms, stands on 
a terrace of the river bluff, 50 fe.et above the spring. A bath house 
with four tubs is loc'ated on a level Bpot just above the spring. The 
scenery about is wild and picturesque. White River furnishes facil
ities for boating and go·od fishing, bass, white perch, catfish and 
crappies being plentiful. Game is said to be abundant in the proper 
Reason. There is need of better roads between the railway stations 
and the spring. If these were provided, the amount of patronage 
would increase, for it is a place well worthy of visitation. 

ELLIOTT SPRINGS. 

WATER = Saline-chalybeate. 

LOCATION.-On the southeast quarter Section 10 (3 N., 3 W.), five 
miles east of Shoals, and three-quarters of a mile north of Willow 
Valley, the nearest station, on the B. & O. S.-W. Railway. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-FOllr springs bubble up 
through ·a win of fire-clay near the top of a high wooded slope. The 
flow from each is about two gallons peT minute of an acidulous 
chalybeate water, with a bitter astringent taste. A partial analysis 
by Dr. Adolph Gehrman, 103 State Street, Chicago, showed the pres
ence of the following: 
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Bases. 
Iron. 
Calcium. 
Magnesium. 
Sodium. 
Aluminum (trace). 

Acid Radicals. 
Sulphuric. 
Nitric. 
Hydrochloric. 
Phosphatic. 

Total solids present-241.3 grs. per U. S. gallon. 

"The solids present are such as would indicate a purgative water, 
the sulphates of sodium, calcium and magnesium predominating." 

Dr. T. B. Ritter, of Orleans, Indiana, the owner, states that the 
water is especially valuable for'diseases o,f the mucous membranes; 
also for skin diseases, ulcers, etc. It can be kept bottled for a long 
time and not lose its cathartic and diuretic properties. It is shipped 
to some extent, bringing $5.00 per barrel, or 20 cents per gallon. 
There are no improvements.· A limited number of visitors can find 
accommodations at the farm house on the land .. A well near this 
farm house, 16 feet in depth, contains eight feet of water of the same 
character. 

SHOALS ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Salinc"8ulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-Just east of Shoals, the county seat of Martin 
County, a town oJ 750 population, situated on the B. & O. S.-W. 
Railway, 150 miles west of Cincinnati, and 191 east of St. Louis. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF 'rUE WATER.-This well was sunk in 
1887 by. a local company, to a depth of 960 feet in search of oil or 
gas. It lacked about 7'00 feet of reaching Trenton limestone, the 
main reservoir of those bitumens in Indiana: At 900 feet a vein of 
mineral water was struck which filled the bore and issues in a weak 
artesian flow. The rill escaping contains a thick sediment of the 
blackish flakes of iron sulphide. The odor of hydrogen sulphide, 
while strong, is not enough so to be disagreeable. The water is veil 
saline in taste, and for use it should be diluted freely with pure 
water. 

An analysis by Karl Langenbeck, of Cincinnati, Ohio, Professor 
of Chemistry in Miami Medical College, proved the presence of the 
following tnitteralsalts: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER ]'ROM SHOAJ.S ARTESIAN WELL. 

Grains .per U. S. Gallon. 
Silica (SiD,)......................................... ,2.7184 
Alumina (AI,O.)..................................... .6352 
Sulphide of iron (FeS) ........... '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 1.3776 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) .....•........................ 1303.4400 
Potassium chloride (KCl). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47.B040 
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Grains per U. S. Gallon. 

Potassium nitrate (KNOB)' .......................... . 
Lithium chlorIde (LiCl) ............................. ~ 
Magnesium chloride (MgCl,) .............. ··········· 
Magnesium bromide (MgBr,) ............... ·.········ 
Magnesium iodide (MgI,) .......................... ' .. 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ........................... . 
Calcium chloride (CaCl,) ............................ . 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO,) .............. ············ 
Calcium sulphide (OaS) ............................. . 
Calcimp. dft;ulphide (CaS2)···························· 

Calcium hyposulphite (OaS'OB).······················ 
Ammonium chloride (NH.CI) ........................ . 

7.S64\) 
2.9352 
9.6832 
2.2376 

.0040 
203.0160 

2.6512 
32.5256 
24.4288 
18.8856 

133.0720 
8.3480 

Total solids ........................... ······· y-' .1801.~' 
/' .:J 

'.--Cu. In. per U. 1$'; Gallon. 

sulphuretted hydrogen (H2S) .................... ' .... , 32.4312 
Carbonic acid gas (C02), • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• lO.8584 

"The water is strongly sulphurous in odor, and of a salty-alkaline
bitterish taste.~ It is faintly tinged greenish-yellow, by the cOI?-tained 
bi-sulphide of calcium and has always a small black deposit of sul
phide of iron. Prot,ected from the atmosphere it keeps perfectly, 
remaining clear and unchanged in color. But if the containing 
bottle remain uncorked, the water becomes gradually' of a deep, 
greenish-yellow color, then becomes turbid, depositing white sul
phur, while the supernatant water becomes clear and colorless. ,UI-

,timately all the sulphur disappears; through oxidation, the water 
containing the equivalents in sulphates and hyposulphites. 

"I t may be doubted if the wat.er contains hyposulphite of lime as 
it issues from the ~arth. This may be purely a product of oxidation 
incident to the collection of the water in bottling. However this 
may be, this factor which is so important in the water, as analyzed, 
will always be present as an important factor, as the' patient would 
get it. The analysis is, therefore, of the bottled water, of the prod
uct which interests the physician and not that of the water collected 
with extreme precautions to exclude atmospheric influence. 

"The water instantly blues red litmus paper, showing its alkaline 
character, and turns a deep violet color on addition of sodium nitro-' 
prllsside, showing that its sulphur is largely combined as sulphid'es. 
The presence of these is, from a chernic'al point o,f view, the most 
characteristic feature of the water."-Langenbeck. 

The water from the Shoals well has been shippe.d extensively to 
customers in Louisville, Cincinnati and a number of the larger towns 
of southern Indiana. It is held in high esteem by the citizens of 
Shoals as an alterative and as a remedy in skin diseases, catarrh, etc. 
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MONROE COUNTY. 

KETCHAM'S SULPHUR SPRING. 

WATER = Saline-sulphuretted. 

I,oCATION.-:-In the northwest quarter of Section 7 (7 N., 1 W.), 
about three miles southwest of Smithville, a town on the C., I. & L. 
(Monon) Railway, 228 miles south of Chicago, 95 miles north of 
Louisville. A loop of the same railway runs within a short distance 
f the spring. The latter is distant seven and a half miles southwest 

of mington, the county seat. 
ORIGIN ANlZ CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A spring, flowing a 

. smal~ stream otwater, wells up through a rift in the Harrodsburg 
limestone in the bed of Clear Creek. A cavity has been drilled in 
the limestone about the-outlet of the spring, and a pump inserted 
which is reached by a raised platform. The water of the spring is 
heavier than that of the stream, and by means of the pump can be 
secured when the creek overflows the spring. No analysis of the 
water has been made. It has a strong odor of hydrogen sulphide 
and the bitter taste of that gas oo~bined with sulphates, probably 
magnesium or sodium. It has been used with good effect locally 
for such diseases as are benefited by the common saline sulphuretted 
waters of this region of the State. The scenery about the spring is 
varied and pic~uresque, especially that along the bluffs of Clear 
Greek. . 

ORCHARD'S SULPHUR SPRING. 

WATER = SaUne. 

LOCATION.-On the northwest quarter of Section 19 (8 N., 1 E.), 
about five miles southeast of Bloomington. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W-ATER.-A sprill:g flowing about 
20 gallons an hour, emerges from the base of a bluff of Knobstone 
shale. The water is strongly impregnated with sulphates derived 
by leaching through the shale, and for that reason has a very bitter 
taste. An analysis will probably show it to be quite like the Clark 
County mineral waters, which emerge from a similar shale. The 
water of some wells in the vicinity possless also a slight saline taste 
from the same source. 

* * * 
A third spring producing a saline-sulphuretted water, wells up in 

the bed of Salt Creek about a mile north of Guthrie and very nelar 
the Monroe-Lawrence county line. It is on the west side of the 
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creek, about five feet from the l bank and is covered during high 
water. A keg has been sunk about the orifice and the water, almost 
black with flakes o,f iron sulphide, presents a strong contraBt to the 
muddy waters of Salt Oreek, Qeing plainly visible to passe,.ngers on 
the Monon Railway, which runs along the brink of the stream. 

'. 

MONTGOMERY OOUNTY. 

VAN CLEVE'S SPRINGS. 

WATER = Alkaline-chalybeate. 

LoCATION. - Near the northern limits of Orawfordsville, the 
county seat, a city of 7,000 population, situated on the 0., I. & L. 
(Monon); the Peoria Division of the Big Four and the Michigan 
DivisiO'n of the Vandalia railways; 44 miles west of Indianapolis; 

. 148 miles south of Ohicago. 
ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A group of five springs, 

now owned and utilized by the Orawfordsville Water Oompany, issue 
from gravel at the base of a bluff 40 feet in height. Several six-inch 
driven wells, flowing water of the same character, have been sunk 
nelar the springs to a depth of 80 feet. 

An analysis of the water of these springs made by Dr. Thad. M. 
Stevens, of Indianapolis, and published in the report of this Depart
ment for 1875, is as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM VAN CLEVE'S SPRINGS, CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA. 

Potassium carbonate (K2CO.)........................... .144 
Sodium carbonate (N a,CO.). . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .168 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) .......................... 3.824 
'B'errous carbonate (FeOO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .616 
Oalcium carbonate (CaOO.) ............................. 9.800 
S<>9,ium chloride (NaC1).... .. .................... .. .. ... .7M 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO.) .. '" '" .... " ..... , ...... " .. . .200 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) ..........•................ 7.320 
Silicic acid (H.Si02).................................... .072 

Total .................... ' .... , ........ '" '" ., .. , .. 22.848 

"Oarbonic acid and oxygen gabes are held in solution, which render 
the water agreeable to the taste. The water acts as a laxative, febri
fuge and tonic invigorator." It is very feebly mineralized and may 
be used freely. 'The iron will be found of service in anemic condi
tions. The water i" coIled-ed in an impounding reservoir and from 
there pumped to a stand pipe. 
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GARLAND DE;LLS MINERAL SPRINGS. 

WATER = Neutral. 

. LOCA TION.-Among the breaks of Sugar Creek, 12 miles south
west of' Crawfordsville and five miles northwest of Waveland, a 
station on the '1'. H. & L. and C. & S. E. railways, 38 miles north
east of Terre Haute. Marshall, a station on the C., I. & W. Railway, 
56 miles west of Indianapolis, is four miles distant from Garland 
Dells. Carriages can be secured at either of thooe places for the 
springs. An electric railway from Crawfordsville to the springs is 
under contract and will probably be built in 1903. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-Three springs, about 
100 feet apart, floW" from crevices near the base of the Mansfield 
sandstone, on the southside of a deep ravine. The point of issue 
is' about 125 feet below the crest of the hill on which the hotel is 
located, and 115 feet above the level Df Sugar Creek in the valley 
below. The overflow of water from the springs finds its way into a 
stream called "Little Ranty," which, during the ages past, has eroded 
its way through the sandstone to its pre~ent level, thus forming the 
ravine; 

The water o-f No.1, the upper spring, is very clear, odorless and 
tasteless. A basin three and a half feet deep has been blasted out 
in the stone and then walled up. A gasoline engine is us-ed to pump 
the water to a 30-barrel tank at the hotel. 

Spring No.2, the middle one, has not been improved. A pDrtion 
of the water flows through an iron pipe, making it easier to obtain 
for drinking purposes. 

The lower spring, No.3, is likewise confined only in part. Its 
waters are said to be much more laxative than eithe-r of the others. 
A brownish red precipitate of iron oxide about the orifice, indicates 
a strDnger chalybeate water than in the other springs. 

Partial analyses of the waters made some years ago by Dr. J. N. 
Hurty, showed the presence of the fQllQwing mineral salts 'per U. S. 
gallon: 

ANALYSES OF WATERS FROM GARLAND DELLS, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, INDIANA. 

No.1. No.2. No.3. 
Grains. 

,Calcium carbonate (OaOOs) •••••• 12 to HI 
Magnesium carbonate (MgOO,) .. , 10 to 15 
Iron oxide (FeO)................ trace 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ..... ,. .. . trace 

. Sodium sulphate (Na.SO.). . . . . . . . trace 

Grains. 
12 to 16 
8to12 

trace , 
1 t02 
trace 

Grains. 

1l? to 16 
10 to 12 

trace 
lt02 
trace 

Sodium carbonate (N a.OO,). .. . . . trace trace trace 
Silica (Si02)..................... trace 
Carbonic acid gas-small amount in each spring. 
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"The total amount of solid ma-tter runs from 30 to 36 grains per 
gallon in each spring. The waters answer every test for purity and 
are unexceptionable as potable waters." The threB springs flow 
about 60 gallons per minute, the amount showing but littie depre
ciation in the dryest season. 

IMPDoYEMENTs.-Garland Dells, or "Shades of Death," has been 
open to the public as a resort for almost 20 years, and, has been a 
eamping ground for pionoors from the earliest settlement. In 1815 
Government surveyors noted these springs as land marks on their 
reoords. At that time Indians in great numbers weil'e using the high 
bluffs above the springs for their camping grounds. 

About 1895, a company known as the Garland DeUs Mineral 
Springs Association was organized, and secured control of 300 acres 
of land, including the springs. A 40-room frame hotel, Bight cot
tages and numerous tents with board floors were erected. These 
furnish accommodations for almost 200 persons during the season, 
which la~ts froA1 May 1st to November 1st. 

The scenery about the "Shades of Death" ranks among the most 
picturesque in the State. Professor Collett, in the report of this 
Department for 1875, thus describes some of the features of the 
place: "'Little Ranty,' flowing from the south, approaches in a 
tiume-like passway, cut 50 feet deep in heavy sandstone, and thence 
rushes in· a filmy sheet 45 feet down an almost perpendicular bank 
of dark shale, like an endless ribbon with warp of silver and woof of 
sparkling crystals. Silver Cascade is nestled away in an amphithea
tre, 200 feet in diameter, crowded with Shrubs, ferns and tenderest 
wild plants, here untrodden and unseen. Traveling ferns creep over 
and cling to the ragged masses of tufa, which guard the narrow 
entrance from the eye of the careless observcr. More than a hun
dred feet above, tall oaks and pines, encircling the rim, swing their 
branches toget.her across the cove and chasm." Here also grow the 
pine, yew, hemlock and cedar in abundance, while many rare forms 
of ferns, orohids and other herbaceous plants bring delight to the 
visiting botallist. Sugar Creek, flowing over its rocky bed, is a 
famous place for boating and bass fishing. Wherever the visitor may 
wander, among the hills and ravines along this portion of its course, 
new scenes of interest and of beauty willi be presented.· The scent 
of evergreens and all the spicy odors of the forest primeval will 
greet him, while a coolness peculiar to these shadedgHnis will, even 
in the hottest day of midsummer, invigol'ate,andplease",,:;rrhat these 
gifts of nature, together with the purit.y of the waters,aT6 a panacea 
to the ailing, many will· testify who in the past hav;e visited this 
charmi11g resort of Garland Dells. 
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MORGAN COUNTY. 

MARTINSVILLE MINERAL WELLS. 

WATER = Alkaline-saline-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-In different parts of Ma.rtinsville, the county seat, a 
city of 4,206 population, situated on the west fork of White River, 
30 miles southwest of Indianapolis. The I. & V. Branch of the 
Pennsylvania Railway and the Indianapohs and Martinsville Electric 
Railway furnish easy access from Indianapolis. From Cincinnati and 
points east the city may be reached by t.he Fairland, Franklin and 
Martinsville Branch of the Big Four Railway. 

Martinsville possesses all modern improvements of a city Gf its 
size. It lies at the foot of a ran~e of va.ried and beautiful hills on 
the east and north, with White River winding toward the west altd 
south through the valley below, thus providing most pleasing and ro
mantic scenery. The streets are broad and clean, are lined on either 
side with spre~ding shade and forest trees, and lead out into smooth 
gravel-road drives which wind away among the scenic hills and val
leys into. the beautiful country beyond. 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Nine wells, sunk to 
depths ranging from 668 to 704 feet, produce a copious supply of 
alkaline-saline-sulphurett.ed water. Seven of these wells are con
nected wit.h sanitariums which will be mentioned below; one is in 
Forest Grove Park, just west of the city, and t.he other is on the farm 
of C. 8. Cunningham, one and a half miles south. 

The first well was sunk in search for gas in 1887, to a depth of 
1,470 feet. It was in the' west part of t.he city, near the 1. & V. 
Railway, on the grounds of the present site of the Barnard Sanita
rium. In it, as in the other wells, the first vein of mineral water was 
struck at about 620 feet and a second vein at 640 to 650 feet. From 
700 feet down the bore was wholly dry. The top of Trenton was 
reached at 1,700 feet. 

After penetrating the drift, which is 90 to 117 feet in thickness~ 
the wells at Martinsville pass through a formation of Knobstone 
shale 120 to 140 feet in thickness. Below this is about the same 
thickness of limestone which overlies 150 or more feet of black 
Genesee shale. The Corniferous and Niagara limestones are then 
entered, and the latter, at about 600 feet from the surface, becomes 
water bearing. The. amount of water increases within the next 75 

, or 100 feet to its maximum flow. The rate of flow per minute, as 
determined in 18!l6 at several of the sanitariums, was as follows: 
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~: Home Lawn Sanitnrium, 40 gallons; Highland Sanitarium, 25 gal-
lons; Barnard's C::nitarium, 28 gallons; Martinsville Sanitarium, 35 
gallons. Sin<;" 0; len most of the wells have been closed in and con

- neoted with pumps, so that now onlJi the one at Barnard's flows 
naturally. -

The water at all the wells is clear and sparkling with carbonic 
acid and other gases,. The odor of hydrogen sulphide is present, but 
not strong. The taste is agreeable, being but slightly bitter; a pinch 
of salt to the glrussful renders it more palatable to many. The tem
perature, as it flows from the Barnard weH, is 54° F.; at other points; 
after passing through pipes for some distanc'e, it ranges from 56° 
to 60.° . 

Four analyses of the Martinsville water have been made, two by 
Dr, W. E,. Stone, of Lafayette; one by Dr. J. N. Hurty, of Indian
apolis, and one by Dr. T. C. Van Nuys, of Bloomington. These, 
reduced to the common standard of grains per U. S. gallon, are here
with printed side by side for comparison: 

ANALYSES OF WATERS FROM MARTINSVILLE MINERAL WELLS. 

STON". 

Mqrtf,nsville 
Sa:Mtarium 

Well. 
Sndigm chloride (NaCl) ..... :~ .... 58.580 
Potassium cl1lul'i<l;:> (KC])........... 1.775 
Magnesium chloride (MgC12) ........ . 

Calcium chloride (Ca0l2 ) •••••••••••• 

Sodium sulphate (Na2SO.). .. '" . . . ... 1.879 
Potassium sulphate (K2S04) ••••••••• 

Sodium sulphide (Na2S)., .......... . 
Calcium sulphide (CaS) ............ . 
Potassium sulphide (K2S) .......... . 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) ......... 16.902 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) ...... 15.359 
Sodium carbonate (Na,CO.). . . . .. . ... 2.482 
Alumina (AI20,)..................... .661 
Silica (Si02)........................ .556 

STONE. 

Home 
Lawn 
Well. 

55.861 
14.179 

, .... 
'l.697 , 

6.555 
5.359 
3.272 

.997 
. 8.456 

Total soIlds..................... 98.194 96.976 

Gases. Cu. In. Cu. In. 
Oarbon dioxide (C02)", ••••••••••••• 21.24 45.50 
Hydrogen sulphide (H2S). . . . . . . . . . . . .86 6.92 

In connection with the analysis furnished of 
water, Dr. Hurty made the following statement: 
be found alterative, resolvent and antacid, and 

HURTY. 

Forest 
Grove Park 

Well. 
44.429 

1.559 
8.490 

31.707 

.533 

.500 

.713 
4.245 
1.819 
2.292 

96.288 

Cu. In. 
47.980 
20.725 

VAN NUYS. 

Barnard 
Well. 
18.630 
20.485 

7.502 
10.121 

.897 
1.091 

7.327 

66.053 

Cu. In. 
23.07 

1.02 

the Forest Grove 
"This water will 

generally will be 
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found gently aperient. Its richness in carbonic acid gas will make 
it gratifying and agreeable to the stomach, whih~ the sulphuretted 
hydrogen will act as anti-ferment and eliminant. The proportion of 
sulphides of calcium, sodium and potassium in endt---pint SeeIrnl-

particularly happy, as the quantities here shown are those in which 
they are most frequently given." 

It will be seen that Drs. Stone and H;'rty agree very closely as to 
the number of grains of solid matter c'ontained in the water, but 
differ widely as to the forms of salts in which this solid matter 
occurs. This difference is, however, only the individual opinion of 
each chemist. The water of all the wells comes from the same level 
and the same vein, and the mineral constituents can, therefore, 
vary but little, if at all. 

I¥PROVEMENTs.-Soon after the water was first found at Martins
ville, a bath house fo-r utilizing it was opened up on a small scale by 
Mr. Earnard. This was just across the street from the well, and 
was burned after a year or two. A second and enlarged house was 
then erected on the present site: As the curative properties of the 
water became recognized and its fame spread, the guests increased 
largely in number and enterprising citizens began the- erection of 
new and commodious sanitarium~.for their a.ccommodation. The 
benefits to Martinsville from t,rl;;' finding of the water have been 
many. The city almost doubled in population between 1890 and 
1900. Many new dwellings and business houses were erected and the 
place is now well known, not only in Indiana, but throughout t.he 
Union. 

At present five sanitariums furnish treatment and home-like ac
commodations for thousands of patients throughout the year. These 
are as follows: 

Martinsville Sanitarium and Mineral Springs Hotel.-'l'his is a 
large two-story frame structure, located opposite the I. & V. Depot. 
The grounds and buildings occupy an entire block. The lawn be
tween the sanitarium and the railway station is spacious and well 
shaded. There are 86 r~oms for guests.; 17 well-equipped bath rooms 
with facilities for mineral, vapor and electrical baths; billiard and 
pool rooms, offices, dc. The building is steam heated, electric 
lighted and in every way fitted up in modern style. The front, 
facing the shady lawn, is a delightful promenade, and a most enjoy
able resort, its entire length being brilliantly lighted by electric 
light, and in the winter season a space of 275 feet of it is enclosed 
in glass, thus permitting the guests who congregate there to expe
rience the sensations of the warmth of summer in the midst of win
ter's inclement weather. 
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Two mineral wells furnish an inexhaustible supply of water which 
is piped to various drinking fountains and to all parts of the build
ing. A resident physician of long experience devotes his entire time 
to looking a.fter the needs of the patients. 

Horne Lawn Mineral Springs. - This sanitarium. and hotel is 
located four blocks east o·f the public square and seven blocks south
east from the I. &. V. Station, where free wagoneHes meet all trains. 
The site is ten feet higher than the level of the I. &. V. Rapway and 
the wide lawn contains many large and beautiful trees. The sani
tarium consists of three buildings, two brick and one frame, con
nected by wide enclosed, steam heated and electric' lighted corridors. 
The south building contains the offices and bath rooms, the latter 
being ten in number, equipped with solid porcelain tubs and also 
with facUities for vapor, Russian and electric baths. A deep well 
furn~shes a copious supply of the celebrated mineral water. The 
middle building of brick has been recently erected for hotel pur
poses. It and the north one contain 46 finely furnished apartments 
for ~ests, a number of them with private bath rooms attached. 
Billiard and music rooms furnish means of indoor amusement. The 
veranda in front, 130x20 feet in size, is enclos'ed completely with 
immense panels of. plate glass and .steam heated, thus forming a 
"winter sun. parlor" whic'h is much enjoyed by the patients during 
cold and damp weather. In the evening if is often used as a dancing 
pavilion or for private theatricals. The proprietors are experienced 
physicians who give the sanitarium their undivided attention. 

Highland Hotel and Sanitariurn.-Located five blocks northeast 
of the 1. &. V. Depot, on the brow of a hill 25 feet above' the railway 
level. From its broad verandas a fine view is afforded of the sur
rounding vaneys and undulating country beyond White River. The 
building is three stories in height and of modern construction and 
equipment. It contains 70 rooms for guests and ten bath rooms, all 
fin:ely furnished. There are also facilities for electric, vapor and 
shower baths. Two ,large music and amusement rooms furnish a 
place for indoor recreation. One of these is supplied with billiard 
tables and gymnasium apparatus. From a deep well an unlimited 
supply of mineral water is piped to all parts of the building. The 
resident physician in charge has had long experience with the water 
and understands fuBy its curative powers for different diseases. 

National Hotel and Sanitariurn.-Located threerSquares southeast 
of the 1. &. V. Depot and one block west of the public square. ThiEj 
is a large two-'Story frame building, with wide veranda on the second 
floor, which furnishes a delightful promenade, 180 feet in length. 
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The hotel contains 25 rooms for guests, and ten well equipped hath 
rooms, each with separate cooling room at side. The ladies' bathing 
department is on the second floor, thus securing greater privacy. 
The building is heated throughout by steam, and possesses other 
modern impovements. An attendant physician is constantly at hand" 
and an adequate supply of mineral water is piped from a deep well 
on the grounds to all parts of the building. 

Barnard Sanitariurn.-This, the oldest bath house and sanitarium 
in the city, is located one block south of the 1. & V. Depot. It is a 
two-story frame building used chiefly for bathing purposes. There 
are two deep wells on the grounds, one flowing a plentiful supply of 
mineral water. There are 28 bath rooms, well equipped for min
eral, vapor and mud baths. An experienced physician is iR regular 
attendance. The building is heated by steam, and there are sleeping 
accommodations for a limited number of guests, but most of the 
patients room and board elsewhere. 

ORANGE COUNTY. 

ORLEANS MINERAL WIDLLS. 

WATER = Saline (1). 

LOCATloN.-Near the center of Orleans, a town of 1,300 popula
tion, situated on the C., I. & L. (Monon) Railway, 62 miles north of 
Louisville. The French Lick Springs Branch of the same railway 
joins the main line at the town. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER .oF THE WATER. - Two wells, formerly 
flowing, now pumped, one being located in a .hands.ome grove one 
block north of the center of the town; the other two blocks south
west, at the northwest corner of the school house square. These 
wells were started for gas in 1889, but at a depth of 176 feet struck: 
a strong vein of mineral water, which for several years flowed out 
of a three-inch casing, three !eetabove the surface. The casing 
was in time destroyed by the sulphuric acid in the water, and the 
flow ceased. Pumps were then inserted and are now used, the supply 
of water being seemingly inexhaustible. The water is clear and 
odorless, but has quite a bitter taste, probably due to the presence of 
Epsom and Glauher's salts. No analysis has been made. The tem
perature of the water as pumPed is 55° F. It is used quite exten
sively by the citizens of Orleans as a laxative, and as a remedy in 
'kidney troubles, and is deserving of ~ore extended development 
than it has received in the past. 
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MOORE MINERAL WELL. 

WATER = Saline (Purgative). 

In the summer of 1902 a third well was sunk in ·the outskirts of 
Orle-ans, on property belonging to W. T. Moore. No data regard
ing the depth of the well is available, but a strong flow of mineral 
water resulted. An analysis of a sample of this by T. W. Smith, of 
Indianapolis, resulted as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM MOORE MINERAL WELL, ORLEANS, INDIANA. 

Bases and Acid lladicals. Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Silica (SiO,) ..................................... ·.··.·· 3.04 
Ferrous oxide (FeO), i 
Aluminum oxide (AI

2
0,) \ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.05 

Calcium (Ca) ............................ ····· .. ········ 19.18 
Magnesium (Mg) ............................. ·.··.···,· 8.70 
Sodium (Na) ................................. ·.········ 18.59 
Potassium (I() ............................ ·.·.·.·····•· 3.:72 
Sulphate (SO,) ............................... ········· .113.76 
Chlorine (CI) .................................. ',' ...... , 9.20 

Total ............... , ......•.... , .. , ............... 177.24 

The above constituents are probably combined as follows: 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 

Silica (SiOz) •• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 3.04 
Iron and aluminum oxides (Fe,O.+AI20.) ................ , 1.05 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO,) ............................... 67.13 
Magnesiuin sulphate (MgSO,) ........................... 43.50 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO,) ..................... ·.·····.·· 45.85 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ............................... " 9.50 
Potassium chloride (KCI) ..................... ·.·.· ... ·· 7.10 

Total solids ..... ; ........................ · •. ·.····· .177.17 

This water is similar to but not so strong as those described above 
from the springs issuing from the New Providence shales of Clark 
Oounty, and it may be that it comes from the same formation. Taken 
in quantity, it will act as an active cathartic. In smaller doses it will 
be found remedial in stomach and liver troubles. 

PAOLI ARTESIAN WELLS. 

LOCATION.-T'hree wells, each producing an artesian flow of min
eral water, are located within the environs of Paoli, the 'county seat, 
It town of 1,200 population, situated on the l!'rench Lick Branch of 

7-Geol. 
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the Monon Railway, 10 miles distant from French Lick, and eight 
miles from the main line of the Monon at Orleans. Five trains run 
daily each wa.y between French Lick and Paoli. 

(a) PAOLI LITHIA SPRING. 

WATER = Saline-sulphuretted. 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-'l'he water of this so
called spring comes from a well 1,000 feet in depth, which was sunk 
on the north side of Lick Creek about one-quarter of a mile west of 
the court house for gas or oil, in 1892. A vein of mineral water 
strongly charged with hydrogen sulphide, was struck at 250 feet, 
while a second vein, containing lithia, was found in a blue shale at 
1,000 feet. The two veins were allowed to mix and at present flow 
from an iron pipe into a stone hasin at the rate of about two gallons 
per minute. An analysis of the water, made by Dr. W. A. Noyes, of 
'Terre Haute, showed the presence of the following mineral ingre
dients: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM PAOLI "LITHIA SPRING." 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ... : .......................... 101.124 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI.)........................... 4.395 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSOJ .......................... 52.138 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20.430 
Lithium bi-carbonate (UHCO,) .................. ,. . . . . .. 1.630 
Sodium chloride (N uOll ................................ 120.433 
Potassium chloride (KOI) ............................ " 2.364 
Silica (Si02). •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.747 
Alumina (AI20,)....................................... 0.093 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCO,)... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.251 

Total solids ................. '.' ..................... 303.605 

Gases. 01£. In. 
Hydrogen sulphide (H.S).............................. 1.591 
Free carbon dioxide' (CO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.914 

Besides the above, a trace of calcium phosphate and small amounts 
of strontium sulphate, sod.ium bromide and sodium boraie were 
present. 

This is one of the few deep wells of the State in which the water 
is not excessively charged with common salt. It has but a slight odor 
of hydrogen sulphide, though bluish-black flakes of iron sulphide 
are abundant in the stone receptacle. The taste is a sweetish saline 
and quite agreeable. In the circulars sent out by the proprietors, 
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this water is advertised as being "unexcelled as an eliminator of 
dis'eased conditions of the system and as a blood purifier and rem
edy" fo-r 38 named diseases. It is piped to the "Mineral Springs 
Hotel" near the center of the town, and is also shipped, bringing 
$2.50 per case of 24 quart bottles. 

(b) PAOLI GAS WELL. 

WATER = Sulin.e-8ulphuretted. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATEl;L-A well sunk for gas in 
1897, developed a strong vein of mineral water in a hard limestone 
at a depth of 1,130 feet. Quite a quantity of gas issues with the 
water. 'I'he well is located in low ground, 122 yards east of the 
lithia well above described. The water rises just to the surface and 
the output is about five gallons per minute. It is quite salty in ta;ste 
but not bitter, has a temperature of 58° F. and but a slight odor of 
sulphuretted hydrogen. An analysis make by Chas. B. Stout, a stu
dent at Earlham College, showed the mineral con'8titll'ents of the 
water to be as follows: 

ANALYSIS ,OF WATER FROM TIlE PAOLI GAS WELL. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 

Magnesium sulphate (MgSO,) ................ ·.······· 127.692 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI,) .................. ·.··· ., .. 149.434 
Magnesium nitrate (Mg(NO.L) ............... · .. ······ 1.506 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.369 
Calcium chloride (CaCl,) ................. ',' ........... 185.337 
Iron chloride (FeCI,) ..................... ····.······· .231 
Iron carbonate (E'eCO.) ............ , ., ....... " ... , .. . 2.669 
Sodium silicate (Na.SiO.) ....................... , .... , 70.268 
Sodium phosphate (Na.PO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.300 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) .............................. · 614.587 
Ammonium chloride (NH.CI). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 4. 757 

Total solids ............................ ··· ........ 1171.100 

(e) PAOLI SULPHUR WELL. 

WATER = SaZine-sulphuretted. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-This well was sunk to 
a depth of 250 feet, in 1895, in search of mineral water, as two 
wells, one put down by Studebaker Brothers, one-half mile west; and 
another on the .J ohn Maris farm, one mile east, had both developed 
veins of water strongly charged with hydrogen sulphide. The at
tempt was successful, a good vein of flowing water being found at 
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the depth mentioned. The well is located on the south bank of 
Lick Creek, one-quarter of a mile east or the lithia well, and 400 
reet ,south of the public sguare. A kiosk, or open building, has been 
erected above the well. The water is quite bitter with the taste of 
Epsom salt and hydrogen sulphide, and has a temperature of 56° F. 
-It is used at the Mineral Springs Hotel, and quite extensively by 
the citizens or the town. The waters o'f both the lithia well and gas 
well could be readily piped to the sulphur well and would there flow, 
thus furnishing three waters, each possessing distinct medicinal vir
tues. 

IMPROYEMENTs.-The Paoli Mineral Spring Hotel, a three~story 
building of brick and stone, with accommodations for 100 guests, 
and a number of well-equipped bath rooms, was erected for the ex
press purpose of a resort and sanitarium, where the mineral waters 
of Paoli could be used. Billiard halls, bowling alleys and ball rooms 
afford means of indoor recreation. The scenery about Paoli is varied 
and pleasing,' and good roads diverging from the town furnish ex
cellent opportunities for driving, cycling or wal~ing. 

LAMBDEN SULPHUR SPRING. 

WATER = Saline-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-On the land of Nathan Lambden, three-rourths or a 
mile northeast of West Baden, on the south bank of Lost River. 
The French Lick Branch of the Monon Railway runs just above the 
spring. Post office, West Baden. 

ORIGIN AND CHAR.!OTER OF THE W ATER.-A strong flowing spring 
emerges from the base of the limestone bluff of Lost River, here 20 
feet in height, and flows about 30 feet into the waters of that stream. 
The output is about eight gallons per minute, of water which is dark 
with particles of iron sulphide. The, odor of sulphuretted hydrogen 
is strong; the temperature 55° F., and the taste of the water very 
similar to that of the Pluto Spring at 'French Lick. A frame build
ing stands on the top of the bluff above the· spring. It was built 
a number of years ago and fitted up for bottling the water for ship
ment, but the enterprise was short-lived. Both in quantity and 
quality the water is exc'ellent, but the surroundings are not especially 
favorable for a sanitarium. 
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RYAN AND MICKLER SPRINGS. 

WATER = Saline-Sttlphuretted. 

LoOATION.-These springs are about 100 feet apart, Ryan being 
in the southeast quarter or the northeast quarteT, and Mickler in the 
northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 10 (1 N., 2 W.), 
about one-half mile up French Lick Oreek from the village or French 

_ Lick. 
ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Ryan Spring wells up 

in the bed of French Lick Oreek, while Mickler is about 20. feet back 
from the bank of that creek. The latter is owned by Dr. J. L. How
ard, of West Baden, who proposes developing it in the near future. 
The flow from both springs is rather small, but the water is or the 
same character as found at :French Lick and West Baden. 

RHODES' MINERAL SPRINGS. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted. 

)JOOATION.-On the land of E. B. Rhodes, one-quarter of a mile 
southeast or the postoffice at West Baden. 

ORIGIN AND OHARAOTER OF THE W ATER.-A spring wells up 
through a crevice in the Ohester limestone. A wooden casing or box, 
five reet square and 12 feet deep, has been sunk above the outlet and 
is full of water. This is one of th~ oldest known springs in the val
ley of French Lick Creek, its waters being used by the early settlers 
years before the springs at West Baden, one-third of a mile north
west, were improved. '1'he water is of the same character as that of 
the leading springs at French Lick and West Baden. 

A bore wa,s sunk by Mr. Rhodes about 30 mds northwest of this 
spring to it depth of 91 feet. The bore passed through 27 feet of 
surface material (soil and clay) and then through limestone to the 
bottom, where, in a soft, shaly limestone, a vein of sulphur water was 
developed, which flows above the surface. The overflow is carried 
through a ditch into a large cistern, and from this through a public 
ditch into Lost River. The water resembles closely that produced 
by the natural springs throughout the valley. It is Mr. Rhodes' 
intention to further improve both the well and spring and to erect 
a large hotel in the near future. 
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FRENCH LICK SPRINGS. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted. 

LoOATION.-Inthe west half of Section 3 (1 N., 2 W.), French Lick 
Township, Orange County, at the terminal of ~ branch of the C., I. 
& L. (Monon) Railway, 279 miles south of Chicago, 80 miles north
west of Louisville, 18 miles southwest of Orleans, where the branch 
railway connects with the main line of the Monon. Five trains run 
daily each way between Orleans and French Lick. Four trains also 
run daily. between French Lick and Mitchell, where connection is 
ma?e with the B. & O. S.-W. Railway for passengers from Cincinnati, 
St. Louis and intermediate points, 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Three strong flowing 
mineral springs emerge from crevices in the Chester limestone at 
the point of junction of that formation with the overlying Mansfield 
sandstone. Pluto Spring-The largest and most noted of these is 
Pluto Spring, the water of which wells up from a perpcndicula.r cleft 
in the limest{)ne at the rate of about 18 gallons per minute. It has a 
constant temperature of 56! 0 F., a strong odor of sulphuretted 
hydrogen, and a bitter taste, due to the presence of large, quantiti'es 
of Epsom and Glauber's saHs and other 8ulphates. Four analyses of 
the water of this spring have treen made, one by Dr. J. G. Rogers, in 
1869; a second by Prof. E. T. Cox, in 1870; a third by Mariner & Hos
kins, of Chicago, in 1899, and the fourth at the Columbus Medical 
Laboratory, of Chicago, in 1901. TheanalyseB made by ProfeBSor 
Cox and at the Columbus 'lIIedical J.Jaboratory gave the percentage 
composition' of the bases and acid radicals present as follows: 

ANALYSES OF WATER FROM PLuro SPRING, FRENCH LICK, INDIANA. 

COLUMBUS 
MEDICAL 

cox. LABORATORY. 

Bases and Acid Radicals Parts per 1,()(}(),OOO. 
Lime ................. ...... 675.9'~ 703.60 
Soda ........................ 1140.20 1226.90 
Potash ...................... 41.72 
MagneSia •••••••••••• 0 • • 0 •••• 723.26 387.32 
.Alumina • '0' '0_ ••••••• ....... 48.10 trace 
Ohlorine .. " ... , .... '" ..... 1185.96 1Oti5.00 
Carbonic acid ........... 600.55 266.02 
Sulphuric acid .......... 845.55 1631.00 
Silicic acid ............. 9.42 24.4<> 
Oxide of iron ........... . ..... 1.90 trace 

Total • '0' .,. 00 ••••• ...... 5362.58 5304.24 

COLUMBUS 
MEDICAL 

cox. LABORATORY. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon." 
39.413 41.027 
66.485 71.541 

2.433 
42.173 22.584 

2.805 
00.153 62.100 
4<>.266 15.511 
49.304 95.104 

.549 1.423 

.111 

312.692 309.290 

';'Reduced from grains per mperial gallon by multiplying by .833. 



PLATE X. 

PLUTO SPRING, AT FRENCH LICK, INDIANA. 
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The compounds of mineral salts present, according to. the views 
of the different chemists, are as follows: 

MARINER COLUMBUS 
& MEDICAL 

ROGERS. COX. HOSKINS. LABORATORY. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 

Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ...... 60.59 13.005 72.88 99.628 

Potassium sulphate (KoSO,) .... 1.009 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO,) ...... 22.37 3.391 96.36 39.651 

Magnesium sulphate (MgSO,) ... 18.12 55.652 2O.Q70 

Aluminum sulphate (AI,(SO.).) .. trace 4.983 

Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) ..... 6.92 33.470 13.14 

Sodium carbonate (Na,CO.) ~ .... ..... 3.995 
Potassium carj;)onate (K2CO,) ... 2.769 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.). 1.59 43.907 trace 32.573 

Calcium chloride (CaCI2) •• ••••• 5.35 27.408 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) ... , ..... 140.54 118.197 33.28 116.328 

Magnesium chloride (MgCI2) •••• 4.246 56.88 

Silicic acid (Si02) ••• •••• •• ••••• 
.549 1.423 

Iron oxide (FeO) .............. trace .111 
Iodides and bromides .......... trace 
Undetermined matter .......... .54 

Total solids ................ 256.02 312.692 272.54 309.673 

Gases. Ou.In. Ou.In. Ou. In. Ou. In. 

Hydrogen sulphide (H2S) ....... 25.05 5.595 5.40 5.233 

Carbon dioxide (free) (C02), •••• 15.00 6.111 

In an article in the Western Journal of Medicine for December, 
1869, Dr. Joseph ·G. Rogers calls attention to these springs, after 
visiting them and making a careful quantitative analysis of the 
waters. The original analysis is given in the paper referred to, the 
amount.of sulphureUed hydrogen being given as 25.05 cubic inches 
of gas in a wine gallon; that of carbonic acid gas as 15.00 cubic 
inches. The doctor first suggBsted the name "Pluto's Well," which 
was favorably received, and by which it has since been generally 
known. 

It seems that in the various transcriptions which have been made 
of the analytical table orf Dr. Rogers, the figures of his analysis above 
given have suffered a decided change, often some of them not ap
pearing at all. The comparatively low figures for the amount of 
hydrogen sulphide gas in the tables given by the other chemists are 
due to the fact that their samples of water were not examined until 
some time after their arrival in the laboratory, after much of the 
gas had disappeared. Dr. Rogers' examinations were made at the 
well, and his figures regarding fue gaMs are, therefore, to be ac
cepted as c'orreet. 
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The water of. Pluto Spring has the widest reputation of any min
eral water occurring in Indiana. It has been bottled and shipped for 
many years, and thousands of people have visited its source and' 
have be€n benefited by the outing and the use of the water. It has 
been found beneficial in many cutaneous diseases and is valuable as 
a diuretic, alterative, laxatiye or saline aperient. It is especially 
adapted to persons who lead a sedentary life. 

Bowles Spring.-This 'spring issues from the base of a sloping, 
wooded hillside, 320 yards northwest of Pluto. It wells out at the 
base of a mass of Mansfield sandstone, of which the hill is mainly 
composed. The output of the spring, in September, 1901, was about 
six gallons per minute, having a temperature of 561 0 F. A white 
sulphur deposit coats objects close to the outlet; and the overflow is 
through a ditch conta,ining much black iron sulphide. The water 
is quite bitter, and smells and tastes strongly of sulphuretted hydro
gen. It is bottled and shipped, but not to a large extent. 

An analysis of the water from Bowles Spring, ma,de in the ColuID
bus Medical Laboratory, Chicago, Ill., in 1901, resulted as foUows: I 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM BOWLES SPRING, FRENCH LICK, INDIANA. 

Parts per 
Bases and Acid Radicals. 1,()()O,()()O. 

Nitrogen ................................. 2.630 
Hydrogen sulphide........................ 23.720 
Silica .................................... 12.000 
Iron and alumina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.000 
Calcium oxide ............................ 593.000 
Magnesium oxide ......................... 321.440 
Sodium oxide ............................ 989.000 
Chlorine .................................. 810.580 
Sulphuric anhydride ...................... 1421.000 
Carbonic acid........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 237.500 

Total ................................. 4411.870 

Grains per 
U. S. Gallon. 

.700 

.058 
34.578 
18.743 
57.669 
47.266 
82.859 
13.849 

255.721 

The above c'onstituents are probably combined as follows: 
Parts per 
1,OOO,()()O. 

Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) .. " " .. " " ....... 1440.14 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) ............... 316.59 
Sodium sulphate (Na.SO.) .................. 644.50 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCOa)............. 453.40 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) .................... 1518.41 
Silica (Si02)............................... 12.00 
Iron and alumina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 

Total solids .................... " .......... 4386.04 

Grains per 
U. S. 'Gallon. 

83.974 
18.460 
37.581 
26.438 
88.539 

.700 

.058 

255.750 

Ou.ln. 
Hydrogen sulphide gas (H2S).......................... 3.667 



PLATE XI. 

INTERIOR OF PAGODA AT PLUTO SPRING, FRENCH LICK, INDIANA. 
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AT FRESH WATER SPRING, }'RENCH LICK, INDIANA. 
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Proserpine Spring.-Located 100 yards east or Pluto, in rront of 
the newer portion of the hotel. The water rises just to the level or 
the floor or the large circular depression about the spring, which 
has been excavated and then cemented. The output is small, about 
five gallons per minute, or a more saline water than is afforded by 
the other two springs. The temperature is also higher, being 58! 0 

F., while the odor and taste or sulphuretted hydrogen is milder. 
Two analyses or the water or this spring have been made, one in 
1869, by Dr. J. G. Rogers, and a second in 1901, at the Oolumbus 
Medical Laboratory, Chicago. Only the latter gave a percentage 
composition or the bases and acid radicals, as follows: 

ANALYSES OF WATER FROM PROSERPINE SPRING, FRENCH LICK, INDIANA. 

. Parts per 
Bases and Acid Radicals. 1,000,000. 

Nitrogen .................................. 3.56 
Hydrogen sulphide ........ -................ , 26.98 -
Silica ..................................... 13.60 
Iron and alumina ......................... , trace 
Calcium oxide ................ · .. ·········· 679.60 
Magnesium oxide .. , ....... , ..... , ., ....... 369.28 
Sodium oxide ................. ············ .1105.95 
Chlorine ........................ -. . . . . . . . .. 958.50 
Sulphuric anhydride ........... ··········· .1573.00 
Carbonic acid .................. ············ 292.60 

Total .... , ., .. , .............. , ......... 5023.07 

Grains per 
U. S. Gallon. 

• J ••• 

.793 

39.627 
21.532 
64.488 
55.890' 
91.722 
17.062 

291.114 

According to the views or the two chemists, the mineral com
pounds present in the water of Proserpine Spring are as follows: 

COLUMBUS 
M<DICAL 

ROGERS. LABORATORY. 
Grains Per U. S. Gallon. 

Sodium carbonate (Na2CO.) ........ ········· 10.52 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.50 
Calcium carbonate (CaCOs)' ••••••••••••.•• , 20.29 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO.) ...... , ....... , ... 36.72 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) .... , .... , ., .. , 29.33 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ....... · .. ········ 141.00 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) .................... , 90.92 
Potassium chloride (KCl)..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.01 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI) ............ ···· 8.06 
Silica (SiO,) ................. ·.············ 1.69 
Iron and aluminum carbonates .... , ....... , 2.49 

Total solids ........................... · 350.52 

Gases. Cu. In. 
Carbonic acid (CO,.) ..................... ,.. 10.116 
Sulphuretted hydrogen (H,S) .......... ···· 17.000 

29.598 

35.916 
22.321 
00.235 

104.696 

.793 
trace 

289.559 

Cu. In. 
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With the analyses submitted by the Columbus Medical Laboratory 
of the waters from the three springs at Fren h Lick was .the fol
lowing statement: "These waierB were exami ed to determine the 
number ()f bacteria, the presence of disca.se-pr ducing bacteria, bac
terial evidenee of sewage contamination, etc. ere were no disease
producing bacteria, and no evidence of sewage contamination. The 
water was ex~eUent from a sanitary standpoint 

"The waters are a carbonated, sulphuretted B lution of sulphates, 
carbonates and chlorides of magnesium, sorli and calcium. In. 
addition, there are traces of iron and aluminum, but these are in 
too small quantities to add value to the waters. 

"After all, a great and perhaps the greatest advltntage of a sojourn 
at the springs is drinking large quantities of good water, without 
reference to the salts and gases. Here one drinks very freely of a 
sanitary water, free from disease-producing bacteria, and, lastly, a 
great adjunct is the good air and the opportunity for exercise. A 
course of ten days to two weeks of these waters, together with out
door exercise and moderate· eating, is highly beneficial to everyone, 
whether they are sick or not." 

HrSTORY* .AND IMPROVEMENTs.-French Lick Springs are the old
est known springs of natural mineral water in Indiana. Their his
tory long antedates the coming of the white man. The aboriginal 
inhabitants of the region were the Miamis and the Piankeshaws) but 
Indians from other tribes came here to drink the healing waters; 
the tract surrounding the springs being held as neutral ground on 
this ac'count. The French of Vincennes were the first white settlers, 
being in quest of BaIt, and a salt depot was attempted by them, but 
was bro~en up by the hostility of the Indians in the latter part of the 
eighteenth century.' The saline character of the water tempted the 
deer, buffalo and other animals of the forest, and from this fact it 
was known as a "lick;" hence the name "French Lick." 

General George Rogers Clark, in the latter part of the eighteenth 
century, mentions this region in his memoirs of his famed €.Xpedition 
to Ka,skaskia and Vincennes as a great resort for deer and buffalo. 
In 1832 the go,vernment sold a large tract of land, including both 
West Baden and French Lick Springs, to Dr. Wm. A. Bowles. About 
1836 Dr. Bowles formed a partnership with one John Hungate. 
They opened a little store in French Lick village, and also put up a 
small frame hotel, for at this time people were beginning to flock 
here to partake of the health-giving water. In 1840 John A. Lane, 

"For most of the facts relating to the History of French Lick and WesrBaden Springs, 
I am indebted to Dr. John L. Howard, of West Baden. 
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a traveling doctor, passed through; the country and drank of the 
water. He saw at onc'e the possibilities o.f the place, and secured a 
lease from Dr. Bowles for five years at $500 a year. The hotel was 
a plain frame building, standing ait the foot of the hill on which 
had been erected the old French fOl,'t many years before. For a long 
period it could only be reached by stage from Orleans, Mitchell or 
Shoals, they being the nearest railroad stations. 

In 1846 Dr. Bowles resumed the management, which he retained 
until 1864, when he rented the hotel and springs to Dr. Samuel 
Ryan for 15 years .. Under Dr. Ryan's management a new impulse 
was given to the business, and mUc'h improvement was made. In 
1880 the property was sold by the heirs of Dr. Bowles to a stock 
company, of which Dr. Ryan was the head. This company owned 
it until 1895, when it was purchased by some Louisville parties, who 
in turn sold it to the present proprietors in 1901, for $410,000. Of 
this amount $385,000 was paid for 400 acres of land surrounding the 
springs and the improvements thereon, and $25,000 for 80 acres 
adjoining, upon which several deep wens had been sunk, whioh 
threatened to diminish the flow of Pluto Spring. Four of these wells 
have been drilled within one-quarter of a mile of French Lick and 
three-quarters of a mile of West Baden, viz.: the Wells and Andrews 
well, in 1890; the Cerberus well, in 1897; the Baden-Lick and the H. 
E. Wells bores in 1901. These wells are all within a few hundred 
feet of each other, and veins of sulphur water were struck at 40, 
200 and 480 feet from the surface. Only t.he deepest vein, how
ever, f{~sembled the output of the natural springs. 

The fall of 1897 was marked by an extreme drouth, and after the 
Oerberus well had been drilled the French Lick Springs dropped 
three and one-half feet in their llIRtural level, and lost a large per
centag€ of their g&SeOUB constituents. The Pluto Spring was espe
cially affected, but as soon as the wells were plugged it regained, 
for the most part, its constant effervescence and boldness of flow. 

The improvements at French Lick Springs are those of a first:. 
dass sanitarium and resort. They consist of a large hotel and two 
annexes, furnishing accommodations for 700 guests, and equipped 
with steam heat, electric lights, etc. ! A modern bath ho~se is Con
nected with the main hotel by a heate~ vestibule, and is fitted up with 
every facility for giving mineral, Turkish, Russian, electric, mud and 
other baths. The Oasino contains t~e latest regulation bowling al
leys, with all the modern improveme~ts, new billiard and pool tables 
and gymnasium. A dancing pavilion,. enclosed in glass and sur
rounded by galleries, is one of the largest in the country. For out-
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of-door exercise there are golf, tennis, croquet and baseball grounds. 
The park in front of the hotel contains many magnificent forest 
trees, as do also the wooded slopes of the hills which border this 
park on the west. Game is plentiful in the region about the springs. 
A large addition to the hotel has brwn recently completed, making 
these famous springs a resort the equal of any in the Union as a plruce 
for recreation and health recuperation. 

WIDST BADEN SPRINGS. 

WATER = Sa.line-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-One mile northeast of French Lick Springs, above de
scribed, in the north half.of Section 34 (2 N., 2 W.), a shori distance 
from the station of West Baden, on the French Lick Branch of the 
C., L & L. (Monon) Railway. Post office, West Baden. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A number of springs 
break forth from the Chester limestone, at the junction of that 
formation and the overlying Mansfield sandstone. Of these, four 
have been improved by excavating large circular basins, six to ten 
feet in depth, about their outlets and then cementing the floor and 
walls of these basins. By this means a natural flow above the level 
of the floor of the ba.sin is obtained, as the flow of no one of the 
springs would reach the natural level of the surface of the low land 
of French Lick Creek, in which they are located. The springs are 
known respectively as Nos. 1, 3, 5 and 7. 

No. 7 Spring.-Of these No. 7 is the principal one. Its basin is 
located near one side of the bottling works, to which its waters are 
in part pumped. When first improved, its basin was excavated 17 
feet to a hard, flinty limestone or bed rock. A large curb was sunk 
about the outlet, and the regulation cement-lined basin then com
pleted. The output of the spring in September, 1901, was about 12 
gallons per minute, of clear, sparkling water, having a temperature 
of 56i 0 F., and possessing a strong odor of hydrogen sulphide and 
the characteristic bitter taste of the saline waters of this valley. 
An analysis of the water of this spring was made for this paper by 
Dr. W. A. Noyes, of Terre Haute, who reported on it as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM No.7 SPRING, WEST BADEN, INDIANA. 

Parts to 
Bases and Acid Radicals. 1,000,000. 

Silica ............................ , ..... , " . 7.6 
Calcium ................................... 577.2 

Magnesium ........ "....................... 228.2 

Sodium ............ ; ....................... 514.1 

Grains per 
U. S. Gallon. 

0.443 
33.671 
13.312 
29.990 
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ANALYSIS OF No.7 SPRING-CONTINUED. 

Parts to 
Bases and Acid Radicals. 1,000,000. 

Potassium ....... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33.9 
Chlorine .................................... 798.0 
Sulphate (ion) .................. " ........... 2046.0 
Carbonate (ion) ................. , ............ 179.9 
Hydrogen sulphide .........................• ' 32.5 

Total ............. 1 •••••••••••• " ••••• ' •••• 4417.4 
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Grains per 
U. S. Gallon. 

1.977 
46.551 

119.353 
10.494 

1.896 

257.687 

Besides the above, traces of each of the following elements were 
found: Alumina, iron, barium, strontium, lithium, bromine, iodine, 
phosphate (ion), borate (ion). 

These bases and acid radicals may be considered as combined in 
the following manner: 

Parts to 
1,000,000. 

Silica (Si02).. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7.6 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ................... 1962.5 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) ................ 781.3 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) .............. 251.9 
Potassium chloride (K01) .......... '. . . . . . . . .. 64.5 
Sodium sulphate (Na"SO.).. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .... 52.6 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) ............. , ........ 1264.5 

~rotaI solids ............................. 4384'.9 

Ou.ln. 
Hydrogen sulphide gas (HzS). . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32.5 

Grains per 
U. S. Gallon. 

0.443 
114.482 

45.577 
14.694 

3.775 
3.075 

73.745 

255.791 

Ou.ln. 
4.922 

This analysis shows the water to belong to the saline-sulphuretted 
group, and to be very similar to that of the leading springs _at Frenc'h 
Lick. The water of No.7 Spring has been the principal one served 
hot to the guests at West Baden for a number of years. It has alSO' 
been extensively bottled and shipped. A new company, called the 
West Baden Springs Water Company, has been recently formed for 
the purpose of distributing the waters of this and the other springs 
more extensively. That from No: 7 will henceforth be sold under 
the name of "Baden Sprudel." 

No. 5 S pring.-This spring is located northeast of the bicycle 
track and about 20 rodS' ea,st of No.7. The floor of the circular 
basin surrounding it is about six feet below the level of the surface. 
A handsome pavilion of modern design has been erected above this 
spring, as well as above No.3. In 1901 the output of the spring 
was about six gallons per minute, of water which bore a close re
semblance in temperature, odor and taste to that issuing from No. 
7. An analysis of the water from this spring was made in 1870 by 
Prof. E. T. Oox, with the following result: 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM No.5 SPRING, WEST BADEN, INDIANA. 

Parts per 
Bases and Acid Radicals. 1,000,000. 

Lime ..................................... 539.11 
Soda ...................................... 765.26 
Potash ................................... 19.37 
Magnesia ........... ' .......... , ........... 610.76 
Alumina .................................. 43.50 
Chlorine .................................. 779.26 
Carbonic acid.............................. 675.21 
Sulphuric acid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 601.30 

Grains per 
[J. S. Gallon. 

31.436 
44.622 

1.129 
35.613 

2.536 
45.439 
39.371 
35.002 

Silicic acid................................ 7.5O .437 
Oxide of iron. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5O .087 

Totals ................................. 4042.77 235.734 

The above constituents are probahly combined as follows: 

Grains per Parts per 
1,000,000. U. S. Gallon. 

Calcium sulphate (CaSO,) .................. , Ull.70 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO,).................. 53.28 
Potassium sulphate (K,SO,)................ 2.3.48 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO,) .............. {)19.83 
Aluminum sulphate (AI,(SO,i3)' " .......... , 77.28 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO,) ......... '.' . . . . .. 709.43 
Sodium carbonate (Na,C03) ....... ;......... 19.08 
Potassium carbonate (K,COa)............... 10.71 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCOa)............. 671.48 
Calcium chloride (CaCI,) .................... 124.78 
Sodium chloride (Nael) ..................... 1337.18 
Magnesiulll chloride (;\I~CI,) ................ 11)5.54 
Silicic acid (H,SiO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 7.50 
Oxide of iron (FeO). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50 

Totals ........ " ..... , ............... , .4042.77 

Gases. 
Carbonic acid (CO,) ........................ ',' ......... . 
Hydrogen sulphide (H,S) ...... ' ........................ . 

11.178 
3.107 
1.369 

36'.142 
4.500 

41.367 
1.113 

.625 
39.154 

7.276 
77.971 
11.402 

.437 

.087 

235.734 

Cu. In. 
5.163 
4.941 

"This water, judging from the analysis, possesses the same medki
nal properties as that of the French Lick Springs, but it contains 
less free gases and a less quantity of solid constituents in a gallon, 
being a difference in degree rather than in quality."-Cox. 

No.3 Spring.-This spring wells,up about 12 rods north of No. 
7. Its flow is about the same as that of No.5, and the water pos
sesses the same properties. The loor of the basin is seven feet 
below the surrounding level. 



Pagoda or Spring-house, No.5 Spring, West Baden Springs. 
Interior of Pagoda, Spring No.5, West Baden Springs. 
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An analysis of its water, made in 1899 by Mariner & Hoskins, of 
Chicago, showed the presence of the following minera~ compounds: 

ANALYSIS OF WA.TER FROM No.3 SPRING, WEST BADEN, INDIANA.. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) ........................•..•.• 11.68 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) ........•.......•.•.•..... trace 
Calcium sulphate (OaSO.) .........................•..... 00.88 
Magnesium ehloride (MgCl,)............................ 52.96 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ............................ " ... 20.20 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO.) .................. '" .... , ..... 61.16 

Total solids ......................................... 242.88 

au. In. 
Hydrogen sulphide gas (H,S)........................... 4.491 

It will be seen that the chemists agree closely as to the amount 
of mineral salts present in the waters of the three leading springs 
at West Baden, their results being as follows: 

Total Solids. 
Grains. 

No.7 Spring--Analyzed by Noyes .................... 255.791 
No.5 Spring-Analyzed by Cox ...................... 235.734 
No.3 Spring-Analyzed by Mariner & Hoskins ........ 242.88 

However, their individual opinions, as to the kinds of salts pres
ent and percentage of each, vary widely, as will be noted by refer
ence to the different analyses. There is little doubt but that the 
waters of the three springs have a common source and approximately 
the same chemical ingrediffilts, and their medicinal adions are es
sentially alike. 

Spring No. 1.-This spring is 10C"ated about half way between 
No. 7 ~d the hotel, beneath the opera house and club rooms, these 
buildings having been constructed above its artificial basin. The out
flow is smaller than that of any of the other three, about three gal
lons per minute in 1901. No analysis of the water has been made. 
It differs but little, if any, from that of the others, though it is 
claimed to be a stronger diuretic. 

J!ISTORY AND IMPROVEMENTS.-The tract of land now including 
West Baden Springs was a part of that bought from the United 
States by Dr. Wm. A. Bowles in 1832. He sold 770 acres, including 

- West Baden Springs, to Dr. John A. Lane in 1846. Dr. Lane erected 
a small hotel and gradually improved the surroundings. Hugh Wil
kins 'controlled the place from 1864 to 1872, during which time 
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the hotel was greatly enlarged and other substantial improvements 
made. In 18'i'3 Dr. Lane again took charge and held it for 10 years, 
when he sold 667 acres, including the springs, for $23,000 to a com
pany of Paoli and Salem citizens, two of whom, Messrs. E. B. Rhodes 
and L. W. Sinclair, in time became sale owners. By persistent ad
vertising and improving they finally made the resort famous through
out the United States, and shortly before the fire which completely 
destroyed the hotel, were offered $1,000,000 for the property. This 
fire occurred in NIay, 1901. Mr. Rhod.es so'on after sold his Bhare 
to Mr. Sinclair, who organized a stock company and contract.ed for 
a new brick and stone hotel, to cost $514,000. This was completed 
in the fall of 1902. The main portion of this hotel is six stories high 
and contains 600 rooms. ~ dome of steel and glass, 200 feet in diam
eter, covers a large rotunda in the center of the buHding. Each room 
is supplied with hot and cold water a.nd other modern equipments. 

Aside from the hotel, the improvements consist of a fine bath 
house, with facilities for giving all kinds of baths, and with a large 
natatorium attached. A gymnasium, equipped with all the para
phernalia of a modern athletic club, an opera house, billiard rooms 
and bowling alleys, furriish plenty of means for indoor exercise and 
amusement. A double-decked, covered bicycle and pony track,. one
third of a mile in length, is an unique feature, furnishing, as it does, 
a plaee fo,r cycle racing at all seasons, as well a's a popular walk dur
ing inclement weather. Enclosed within the bicycle track is a base
ball diamond, while tennis courts and croquet grounds are found 
in various places. 

The West Baden Springs occupy a natural amphitheater in the 
valley of FrenClh Lick Creek. The hills that rise above this valley 
to a height of 60 to 80 feet, form a half circle back of the springs 
and grounds about the hotel. The slopes of these hills, as well as 
a large portion of the grounds, alie wooded with magnificent speci
mens of many kinds of native forest trees. For years these grounds 
have been under the care of a landscape gardener. Rough pathways 
cut along the hillsides have given place to smooth, graveled walks, 
winding. in and out among th.e stately trees. Unsightly embank
ments have been transformed into walled-up terraces, intBrsected 
here and thlilre with stone stairways, on either side of which are 
carved pieces of strutuary and urns, from which spring variegated 
flowers. Broad driveways leading to various points of interest 
throughout the country surrounding, tell of months of patient labor 
in hauling sand, stone and gravel with which to form the roadbeds. 
The new hotel but adds lustre to the beauty of these surroundings, 
and West Baden Springs well merit the name which they have often 
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received-"The Carlshad of America," although in chemical compo
sition their waters differ widely from those of their European name
sake. 

LOST RIVER MINERAL SPRINGS. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted. 

LoCATION.-Along Lost River, between Orangeville, a village situ
ated in the northwestern part of Orange County, and West Baden. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-8everal mineral springs 
well up from the bed, or issue from the bases of the bluffs of Lost 
River. One of these, one mile south of Orangeville, on land owned 
by the Travelers' Insurance Company, south half of Section 7 (2 N., 
1 W.), is in the bed of the stream, and is covered during high water. 
A barrel has been sunk around the orifice of the spring, and a con
stant stream of water, highly charged with hydrogen sulphide, over
flows. No analysis of the water has been made, but its taste, odor, 
etc., show it to be of the same character as that of the French Lick 
Springs. 

Wilson's Spring is located about two miles southwest of the one 
above described, on the west half of the southwest quarter of Section 
14 (2 N., 2 W.). It is one and a half miles north of West Baden, and 
is owned by John H. Wilson, County Surveyor of Orange County. 
The spring eme'rges from the base of a bluff on the bank of Lost 
River, and has an output of about four gallons per minute. The 
water is very similar to that at West Baden. Another spring of the 
same nature is on the farm of John A. Stackhouse, adjoining that of 
Mr. Wilson; while a third issues a little farther down the stream on 
the land of Chambers Campbell. . 

FLAT LICK SfRffiGS. 
WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-On the land of Thomas Lane, west half of Section 26 
(1 N., 2 W.), two miles Vlest of Helix, a postoffiee six miles southwest 
of Paoli and five miles southeast of French Lick, the nearest rail
way station. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-Two springs emerge 
from crevices in a hard white limestone near the banks of Flat Lick 
Creek, a tributary of French Lick Creek. The large one flows four 
and a half gallons per minute, and the smaller about one-half as 
much, of a very clear, saline water, containing much sulphuretted 
hydrogen. No analyses of the waters have been made. They have 
been used locally for stomach and kidney troubles and are of the 

- same nature as those at French Lick. 
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mVEN COUNTY. 

SPENCER A RTESIAN WELLS. 

WATER = Saline-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-'l'wo wells yielding an artesian flow of mineral water 
have been put down in Spencer, and a third about one-haH mile 
northeast of the city. Spencer, the county seat, is a city of 2,100 
population, situated on White River, 53 miles southwest of Indian
apolis. The 1. & V. Railway passes through the city while the C., 
I. & L. (Monon) connects with the 1. & V. at Gosport, six miles 
east. 

The streets are broad, beautiful, shaded avenues, forming cool, 
delightful walks and drives, frequently terminating in shady country 
roads, winding among the hills, through some of the wildest and 
most romantic scenery of the State. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The first of .the wells 
is located three squares north of the court house, near the high 
school building. It was sunk in 1889 to a depth o·f 1,150 feet. The 
mineral water was found in the Niagara limestone. The head of the 
water was sufficient to. cause it to rise 65 feet above the well mouth, 
or 625 feet above tide:. In 1890, after the well had been drilled 100 
feet deeper, the estim~ted flow was 200 gallons per minute. 

An analysis of the water, made by Dr. J. N. Hurty, of Indianapo
lis, revealed the presence of the following mineral salts: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM SPENCER ARTESIAN WELL. 

Grltins per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium sulphide (CaS). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .393 
Potassium sulphide (K,S) ......... '" .... " ...... " .. '" 1.906 
Sodium sulphide (Na"S). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .940 
Calcium carbonate, (CaCO,) .......................... " 12.222 
Magnesium carbonllte (MgCO.) ....................... " 2.386 
Sodium carbonate (iNa,CO.)" ......................... " 4.162 
Calcium chloride (daCl,) .... '" .............. , .. " .. '" 8.110 
Potassium chloride (KCI) .............. : ............. " 18.113 
Sodium chloride (NIlCI) .............................. " B6.813 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI2)........................... 5.031 
Silica (SiD,). . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .300 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O.):. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .553 
AlUmina (AI,O.)....................................... .713 

Total solids ......................................... 121.702 

Gases. Cu. In. 
Hydrogen sulphide i(H,S) ...... , ..... , .... , .. ,. '" ... " 1.700 
Carbon dioxide (C00 ................................ " 11.294 
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In September, 1901, the water, after flowing a square und~rground 
and emerging at a fountain at the corner of the high school yard, had 
a temperature of 640 I". The taste was an agreeable saline-sulphur. 
The odor of hydrogen sulphide was not strong. 

A second well, sunk in the court house yard, at a level of 20 feet 
below that of No.1, found the same water at 1,150 feet. The pres
sure of the outflowing stream is 62 pounds per square inch, and the 
output 350 barrels per hour, having a temperature of 66° F. The 
water from this well is used for drinking purposes, at three fountains 
in the court house yard, for street sprinkling purposes, etc. It is also 
supplied to the Oentral Sanitarium- and Hotel. 

The third well, put down on the farm of Oalvin Fletcher, devel
oped a smaller flow of the same water at. a depth of 1,300 feet. It is 
not now utilized. 

IMPROYEMENTS.-A large sanitarium and bath house was erected 
near the first well, at a cost of $20,000, and was in operation from 
1890 to 1897. It was well patronized, having at times 100 or more 
patients. A change of ownership, and resulting change of parties 
in charge, caused dissatisfaction, litigation, etc., until the place was 
abandoned. It is now uninhabited and in a bad condition. If re
paired and taken in charge by a good physician, it could, without 
muc'h doubt, be made a paying institution, as the water is well 
worthy a more extended medicinal use than it is now receiving. 

The "Oentral Mineral Springs Sanitarium and Hotel" is located 
on the east side of the public square, within one block of the rail
way station. It contains 24 rooms for guests and a well-fitted bath 
house, with facilities for mineral, vapor, Russian, shower and needle 
baths. The mineral water is piped from the well in the court house 
yard. Both hotel and bath rooms are steam-heated and are open to 
guests the year around. 

GOSPORT ART'ESIAN WELL. 

W ATER=Saline-8ulphuretted (?). 

LOCATION.-Within one block of the railway station at Gosport, 
a town of 750 population, located on White River, at the crossing 
of the I. & V. and 0., I. & L. railways, 44 miles southwest 
of Indianapolis, 204 miles of Ohicago, and 119 miles north-
west of Louisville. 

ORIGIN AND OHARActER OF 

depth was,' in the autumn of 18 
pany in the valley of a small 
eastern side of the town. The 

bored by a citizens' stock com
of White River, near the 

is cased about 500 feet to shut 
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out salt water. A strong flow of "white sulphur" water was struck 
near the bottom of the bore, presumably in Niagara limestone. This 
water will flow freely at the top of a pipe 30 feet above the mouth 
of the well, or 610 feet above tide. In October, 1901, the flow was 
about 20 gallons per minute. As it issues from the discharge pipe 
it is quite clear, but becomes milky almost instantly, on account of 
the escaping bubbleb of gaseous, hydrogen sulphide and the resulting 
deposition of free sulphur. The water has the odor and taste of 
similar sulphur waters, but does not contain as much so':lium chloride 
(common salt) as many of them. Its temperature is 63i 0 F. No 
analysis of the water has been made. It is quite similar, however, to 
the mineral waters at Martinsville and Spencer, and its medicinal ef
fe,cts are practically the same. 

The stock company which sunk the well gave it to a smaller com
pany of citizens on condition that a sanitarium and bath house be 
erected. This was done at a cost· of $6,800, and was in successful 
operation until November, 1901, when it was destroyed by fire. The 
owners have not yet decided whether it will be rebuilt or not. 

PARKE OOUNTY. 

MONTEZUMA ARTESLAN WELL. 

WATER = Saline-sulpnuretted. 

LOCATION.-On the east bank of the Wabash River, in the south
ern part of Montezuma, a town of 1,200 population, situated on the 
0., 1. & W. Railway, 67 miles west of Indianapohs; and within two 
miles of Hillsdale, a station on the O. & E. I. Railway, 155 miles 
south of Ohicago and 23 miles north of Terre Haute. Also within 
one and a half miles of the 0., I. & W'o Orossing, a station on the 
Brazil Division o,f the O. &E. I. Railway. 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The hore producing the 
water was sunk in 1889, in search of gas, to a depth of 1,686 feet. It 
is located on a tract of nine and one-half acres of land abutting the 
channel of the Wabash River and about 30 feet above low water 
mark. At a depth of 298 feet in the bore a small vein of salt water 
was struck, and another at 450 feet,- both of which had sufficient 
head to rise to the surface. At 1,200 feet, in a limestone immedi
ately below the Devonian shales, the present flow of mineral water 
was developed. In a test it was shown that the water would rise in 
and overflow from a one and one-half-inch pipe 80 feet above the 
well opening, or 573 feet above tide. 
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An analysis of the water by Dr. W. A. Noyes, of Terre Haute, 
showed the mineral constituents to be as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM THE MONTEZUMA ARTESIAN WELL. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 

Calcium chloride ......................... ············· 11.655 
Calcium sulphide ............................. ·.······· 3.553 
Calcium sulphate ............................. ·.·.····· 7.117 
Calcium bi-carbonate ..................... ············· 11.183 
Magnesium chloride ..................... ·············· 9.975 
Magnesium bi-carbonate .................. ·.······.···· 17.885 
Potassium chloride ......................... ·· .. ······· 2.683 
Sodium chloride ................. , ........ , ., ..... , .. , .357.710 
Silica ................................................ 0.828 
Alumina .......................... :.................. 0.070 

Total solids....................... . ............... 422.659 

. Ou.I~. 
Hydrogen sulphide gas (H2S),. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.678 

In addition to the above, traces of strontium sulphate, calcium 
phosphate, lithium chloride, sodium bromide, sodium iodide· and 
borax were present. 

The flow of water has diminished little, if any, since the well was 
completed. In August, 1901, it was estimated at 17,000 ·barrelsper 
day, or about 472 gallons per minute. The oMr of hydrogen; sul
phide in the vicinity of the well is stro'ng, but the taste; modified by 
the sodium chloride and other salts, is rather agreeable, and becomes 
more so by use. The temperature of the issuing water is 72° F. It 
is useful for catarrh, rheumatism, skin diseases and all o.ther ail
ments for which mineral waters of a similar kind are ·used. 

IMPRovEMENTs.-In 1890 a large frame hotel and sanitarium was 
erected on the grounds. A swimming pool 132x72 feet in size,nine 
:teet deep at one end and gradually sloping to two and a half ieet at 
the other, was excavated and lined with cement. Bath houses were 
built along one side of the pool. A steam-heated bath house, with 
35 tubs, was also erected for use by invalids and when the water (!)f 
the pool was too cool. The sanitarium was run successfully for sev
eral years, but dissensions finally arose. between the proprietor and 
the citizens of Montezuma, and these, with a failure to properly ad
vertise, caused the closing of the sanitarium. It is now used as' a 
tenement house, and is in poor repair. The entire properly was 80lli 

in 1900 to the present owner, Mr. G. W. Hughes,of Hume, Illinois, 
for $3,000. 

9-Geol. 
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The pool is still much IrefJuented during the summer months. A 
charge of 25 cents is made for each bath therein, which includes the 
rental of hathing suit. During the month of July, 1901, the revenue 
from this source was $156.00. 

The water ill shipped to all who requ€st it, but the demand is not 
as great as during the time the sanitarium was open. It bring!' 
$1.00 per barrel, or 10 cents per gallon on board the cars. This does 
not include the cost of receptacle. To the citizens or Montezuma it 
is free, and a large local use is made of it. 

PIKE COUNTY. 

COATES' SPRINGS. 

WATER = Alkaline-saline-chalybeate. 

LOCATION.-On the land of S. S. Shannon, southeast quarter Sec
tion 10 (1 S., 9 W.), eight miles southwest or Petersburg, the county 
seat, on the E. & I. Railway; eight miles northwest or Oakland City, 
on the St. Louis Division of the Southern Railway; 15 miles northeast 
of Princeton. Carriages or other conveya,nce may be obtained at 
these towns at reasonable rates. Postoffice, Goates' Springs. Daily 
mill • . 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-Three springs are found 
on the grounds. The one whose waters are most noted is located a 
few rods from the hotel, on the side of a gentle slope. The water is 
in a well-like basin, which has heen excavated in sandstone rock. A 
section from the surface to the bottom of the spring is as follows: 

Ft. In. 
(1) Soil and yellow clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 
(2) Sandstone ...................................... 2 6 
(3) Black sheety bituminous shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 4 
(4) Sandstone .................................. '.' .. ? 

A cavity two and a half fBet in depth has been cut in the lower 
sandstone; which holds the water. The latter is drawn to the sur
face, as needed, in a buckBt. It probably derives most of its mineral 
constituents by leaching through the bla,ck shale, which is rich in 
pyrites of iron and alumina. 

These springs were formerly known as the West Saratoga Springs. 
The only analysis of the water available was undeT that name in 
Peale's "Mineral Waters of the United States."* It is accredited 
to E.. T. Cox, and gives only the percentage of bases and acid radicals 
present, as follows: 

*Bulletin 32, U. S. Geological Survey, 1886, p. 140. 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM COATES' SPRING. 

, BaMe8. Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium oxide.......................................... 2.024 
Sodium and potassium................................. .142 
Ferric' oxide .......... " ... , ..... " ... , ., ..... '" .. , .... 1.S74 
Alumina .............................................. .183 

Acid Radical8. 
Chlorine .............................................. 1.049 
Sulphuric acid ................... ' ..................... " 7.289 
Phosphoric acid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .533 
Insoluble matter....................................... .466 

Total solids ......... " .. " ......... , .. " " ... : ...•... 13.560 

This combination of bases and acid radicals denotes that the prin
cipal salts pres.ent are iron sulphate, aluminum sulphate and calcium 
carbonate. The. presence of the first two is clearly indicated by the 
taste, which is quite bitter and astringent. The water is clear and 
has a temperature ·of 64 0 F. It is said "to be very beneficial in ma
larial troubles; also in inflammatory rheumatism. When taken in 
quantity it usually acts as a purgative. Being especia.lly strong in 
sulphates and iron, it should be taken only on the advice of a phy
sician." It is shipped, when desired, at a rat.e of 10 cents per gallon. 
The same price is charged when taken away from the premises. 

A second spring issues from a hillside about 100 yards southeast 
of the one above described. Its water has been piped some distance 
and issues in a stone basin arranged as a receptacle. No analysis 
was available. Judging from the taste, it c'ontains only iron and 
calcium carbonates, and is, therefore, an ordinary chalybeate water. 
Its temperature is 63 0 1"., and the flow about three gallons per min
ute. 

A .third spring, a short distance north of the hotel, possesses also 
a chalybeate water of less .strength. The waters of both these minor 
springs are valuable chiefly as a diuretic, and in eases of anremia, or 
poverty of the plood. 

HISTORY AND IMPROVEMENTs.-Coates' Springs were first opened 
to the public in ,1867 by the Hon. James A. Coates, then owner. 
They were under control of the present proprietor, S. S. Shann.on, 
from 1871 to 18085, and gained quite a renown, being much fre
quented by citizens of E.vansville, Vincennes and other places in 
southwestern Indiana. The farm was then leased to other parties, 
who gave little attention tb the mineral waters. In 1900 they were 
again opened as a resort. The hotel has accommodations for 40 
guests. There are good bowling alleys, croquet gI'ounds, dancing 
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pavilions, etc., while the spacious lawns and good country roads fur
nish excellent facilities for riding and driving. Many campers and 
picnic parties visit the place and partake of the waters. The hotel 
is open from May to November, though guests will be taken at any 
season: 

SWIDIDT SULPHUR SPRINGS. 

WATER = Alkaline-saline-8ulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-Two miles north of Velpen, a station on the St .. Louis 
Divi~ion of the Southern Railway, 84 miles west of Louisville; 189 
miles east of St. Louis, and 57 miles northeast of Evansville. The 
railway makes a rate of one and one-third fare round trip for vis
itors to the springs during the season. Conveyances from the springs 
meet all day trains. They also meet night trains when notified in 
advance. 
' .. ORiGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Three springs issue 
about 100 feet apaxt fl'om the base of a gentle slope, which rises to 
the west,30 feet above their level. In Spring No. 1 the water rises 
iii. a stone basin one foot above the surface, and the flow is about 
fout gallons per minute. In Spring No.2 it does not flow, but is 
pumped.' In: No.3 it flows, but only about one and one-half gallons 
per minute. 

Analys.es of the water from each of the springs have heen made 
by L. D. Kastenbine, Professor of Chemistry, Louisville Medical 001-
lege, who reported the presence of the following mineral salts: 

ANAI.YSES OF WATERS FROM THE SWEET- SULPHUR SPRINGS, PIKE COUNTY, 

INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
No. 1. No.2. • No.3. 

Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ..... , ., 47.159 18.136 38.952 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) ..... 32.165 42.054 27.558 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) ....... 25.617 28.347 32.521 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.).... 2.821 2.154 ..... 
Ferrous carbonate (FeOO.) ....... . 

.. ; SodiUm chloride (NaCl) .......... . 
Potassium chloride (KCI) ........ . 
Silica (8i02)· ••••••••••••••••••••• 

Alumina (AI20.) ................. . 

2.498 
0.107 
0.001 

.015 

Total solids .................. 110.473 

No.1. 
in.)............ 4.843 

__ .. ".", __ (cu. In.). . . . . .. 1.386 

1.924 
1.693 
0.303 
0.876 
0.126 

95.613 

No.2. 
5.987 

2.110 
3.847 
0.971 
0.752 

.011 

106.722 

No.S. 
4.197 
1.911 
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The temperature of the waters in S.eptember, 1901, was 63 0 F., 
63i o F. and 68° P., respectively. The taste of all is quite similar, 
being a bitter sulphur. The odor of hydrogen sulphide is present in 
all, though probably a little stronger in No.3. The, water will be 
found a good remedy in excessive acidity of the stomach on account 
of the small amount of sodium chloride and fair amounts of sUlphates 
and carbonates. It is served hot, when desired, in a small building 
loc'ated near the springs. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A frame hotel, with accommodations for 80 
guests, stands on the high ground west of the springs .. The water 
is pumped by a gasoline engine intQ tanks, thence into the bath 
house, where it is heated. There are six well equipped bath rooms. 
A bowling alley, pool and billiard room, croquet grounds, dancing 
hall, etc., furnish facilities for amusement and exercise. A very 
pretty grove of native forest trees occupies a portion of the lowland 
to the east. The property belongs to the heirs of Charles Fisher, 
the former proprietO'r, whO' died a few years ago. It is now run under 
the management of Edward Fisher, 712 Twenty-third Street, Louis
ville, Kentucky. The hotei is open to guests from June 1st to Octo
ber 1st. The majority of the visitors are from Louisville, St. Louis, 
Evansville and other pO'ints on the "Air Iline" Railway. 

* * * 
Besides the springs above described, the follnwingare mentioned 

by Dr. J olhn Collett, in his paper on the "Geo10gy of Pike County."* 
The time at our disposal would not allow of their visitatiDn. 

"'Miller's Ague Spring,' Section 5 (1 S., 6 W.), is locally knO'wn 
as a 'cure' fDr that disease. The waters are a saline chalybeate, flow
ing out of ferruginous beds of sandstone. Their qualities are highly 
esteeme'a by thDse whO' have tried them. 

"'Milburn's Spring,' T. C. Milburn, proprietor,situated Dn the 
southeast quarter SediDn 35 (1 S., 7 W.), has a high reputation in that 
vicinity as a remedy for diseases of the stomach, bO'wels, kidneys and 
of the skin. It IS generally known as the 'ague cure,' but is reputed 
as still more efficacious in derangements of the liver and digestive 
organs. l\Iany certificates from reputable persons indicate especial 
virtue in cases of gravel and rheumatism. At the time of my visit, 
not less than 20 persons were drinking the water, and it was being 
hauled away so extensively as to almost exhaust the receiving cask. 
It contains salts of soda, magnesia and iron, with traces of bromine 
and arsenic. Th~ spring flows. out at about the level of coal K, the 
shales and roof steines of which are near by." 

"Geological Survey of Indiana, 1872, pp. 265, 286. 
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PORTER COUNTY. 

PORTER ARTESIAN WELr.. 

WATER = Salinc-sulphltretted. 

LOCATION.-On the grounds of the Chicago Hydraulic Press Brick 
Company at Porter, a town at the junction of the Lak'e Shore and 
Michigan Southern, Michigan Central and E., J. & 1. railways, 4:0 
miles east of Chicago and 12 miles southeast of Michigan City. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-This well was bOofed in 
search of gas to a depth of 860 feet. At present it flows about 60 
gallons per minute of water that is highly charged with hydrogen 
sulphide, as well as with the following mineral salts: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM THE PORTER ARTESIAN WELL. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) .. : ........ , ......... , .. , ....... 208.76 
Calcium chloride (CaCl,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51.93 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI,).............. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38.71 
Ammonium chloride (NH,CI). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.44 
Potassium chloride (KCI).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13.18 
Potassium sulphate (K,SO.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17.08 
Oalcium carbonate (CaCO,).......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 11.14 
Silica (Si02).......... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.10 

Total solids...................... ................. 342.34 

This analysis was made by Dr. J. H. Salisbury, Professor of Chem
istry in the Women's Medical College, Northwestern University, who 
speaks of the water as follows: "The water from Porter is very 11"ee 
from injurious organic matters. It is very useful for drinking at 
the well in cases which need alterative or laxative treatment, and is 
also useful for baths and for sanitarium purposes. Its sulphuretted 
hydrog.en will not be long retained if expo'8ed to the air." 

* * * 
The Blair artesian well is also located in the northwestern (lorner 

of Po-rter County. It is, however, so near to Michigan City that its 
waters have been described on a previous page under the head of 
Laporte County. 



PLATE XVI. 

WINAMAC ARTESIAN MINERAL WELL, WINAMAC, PUI,ASKI COUNTY, INDIANA. 
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PULASKI COUNTY. 

WINAMAC ARTESIAN WELL. 

'VATER = Saline-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-On the west bank of the Tippecanoe River, two squares 
northeast of the court house at Winamac', a town of 1,700 popula
tion, situated on the P., C., C. & St. L. Railway, 92 miles southeast 
of Chicago and 103 miles northwest of Indianapolie. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-The well producing the 
artesian flow was sunk by a citiz.ens' stock company in 1889, to a 
depth of 1,260 feet. '1'he vein of mineral water was developed in a 
limestone, 205 feet below the surface. When the bore was found to 
be devoid of gas it was plugged just below the vein of water, and the 
latter then rose about four feet above the surface of the terrace or 
second bottom of the 'rippecanoe, on whieh the well is situated. 
This terrace is about 12 feet lower than the level of the city to the 
westward. 

In Oetober, 1901, the water was flowing at the rate of 20 gallons 
per minut'e. It was very clear and had,a slight odor of hydrogen sul
phide, whieh issues in sufficient quantity to keep the stone basin into 
which the water fans from the discharge pipes coated white with free 
sulphur. 

A partial a.nalysis of the water, made in the laboratory of the 
School of Mines of the University of Missouri, resulted as follows: 

Bases. Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Iron oxide.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .082 
Alumina .............................................. 1.056 
Magnesium ............................................ 2.622 
Calcium .................................•............. .395 
Sodium ............................................... 2.339 
Potassium .................................... ,......... 3.215 

Acid Radicals. 
Sulphates-large amount. 
Chlorides-small amount. 
Carbonates-medium umount. 
Nitrates-trace. 

The total solids are said to approximate 500 parts in 1,000,000. 
The :water issues with a temperature of 53i o F. It has the slightly 
bitter taste of magnesium sulphate and kindred salts. Small quan
tities are shipped from time to time to parties in Indianapolis, Chi
cago and Crown Point, who are much pleased with its benefieial ac-
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tion in kidney and liver troubles. It is also said to be especially use
ful in dissolving uric acid crystals by diluting the urine. 

The well is situated directly opposite a wooded tract on the east 
bank of the Tippecanoe, which is utilized as a private park, but which 
could be secured' for sanitarium purposes. The river offers excep
tional advantages for boating and fishing. 

MUDGE ARTES~AN WEfLh 

WATER=Alkaline-~ulPhuretted. 
LOCATIoN.-On the land of E. T. ~udge, southeast qUILrter Sedion 

30 (31 N., 4 W.), Pulaski County, ~ndiana; two miles northwest of 
Medaryville, a station on the Michgan City Division of the C., 1. 
& L. (Monon) . Rail-way, 65 miles so theast of Chicago. The railway 
passes one mile east of the well. J 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A well sunk for oil in 
the spring of 1902, pals sed through 70 feet .of drift mat,erial, com

posed of sand, gravel and clay, then through 25 feet of black Gene
See shale, and developed in the underlying Oorniferous limestone, at 
a depth of 109 feet, a strong vein of mineral wa,te[". This water rose 
with such force above the surface tl;tat it put a stop to farther drill
ing, and the flow has c'ontinued unabated at the rate of about 40 
gallons per minute. 

An analysis of the water made by Dr. W. A. Noyes, of Terre Haute, 
resulted as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM THE MUDGE AllTESIAN WELL, PULASKI CO., INDIANA. 

Bases and Acid Radicals. Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Silica (SiQ2) ................................... · ... ····· 0.500 
,.\lumina (AlzQ,,) ..................................... ··· 0.099 
Ferrous oxide (FeQ2) ................................... ' 0.011 
Calcium (Ca) ...................•.................... ··· 2.648 
Magnesium (Mg)....................................... 1.202 
Potassium (K) ................................... : ..... 2.683 
Sodium (Na) ...............•......... · .. ··············· 3.943 
Chlorine (CI) ................................. ·· .. ····· 3.290 
Sulphate (SQ.) ............................ ············· 0.280 
Carbonate (CQ,) ................•....................... 7.688 
Hydrogen sulphide (H2S) ..................... ·· .. ······ 1.277 

Total .... ; ......................................... 23.681 
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The above constituents may be considered as combined as follows: 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Silica (SiO.) ............................................ 0.560 
Alumina (A120.)........................................ 0.099 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCO.) .............................. 0.023 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) ............................. 4.731 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) ......................... 2.526 
Potassium carbonate (K2CO \ ........................... 4.363 
Potassium sulphate (K2SO.) ........................... 0.507 
SodiumchIoride (N aCI). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 5.419 
Sodium carbonate (N a2CO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 4.176 

Total ....... ' ...................................... 22.404 
Hydrogen sulphide gas (H2S), 3.31 cu. in. per U. S. gallon . . 

Besides the above there were present in the water traces of ti
tanium oxide, strontium sulphate, lithium carbonate,. sodium phos
phate,and sodium borate. The water is alkaline and cO'!1Jtains a high 
amount of potassium in proportion to' the sodium. 

As it issThes from the well it is clear and sparkling, with a slight 
but distinct odor of .hydrogen sulphide. The well is much frequented 
by residents of the vicinity, whO' speak highly of the exhilarating or 
stimulating effects O'f its water. It will be found useful for bathing 
purpO'ses, skin diseases and as an aperient. The well is situated on 
the north edge of a natmal grove, which will furnish a delightful site 
fO'r a sanitarium. 

PUTNAM COUNTY. 

McLmAN'S SPRINGS. 

W ATEB = Alkaline-chalybeate. 

LOCATIoN.-One and a fO'urth miles southwest O'f the court house 
at Greencastle, tpe county seat, a city O'f 3~ 700 populatiO'n, situated 
39 miles west O'f Indianapolis, 178 miles south O'f Chicago, and 145 
miles north of LO'uisville, on the T. H. & I. (Vandalia), St. LO'uis Di
visiO'n of the Big FO'ur and 0., I. & L. (Monon~ railways. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Fo~r springs, flowing 
about two gallons a minute each, issue a few rods apart from crevices 
at the junction of the Mansfield sandstone and the underlying sub
carboniferous lime'stone, on the east half Section 29 (14 N., 4 W.). 
The springs are in a fine grove of native timber, which is much fre
quented by picnic parties. This grove is along the south side of the 
Vandalia Railway, one-half mile west of the city station on that line, 
and about the same distance northeast of Limedale, the junction of 
the Monon and Vandalia railways. The springs have been named the 
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"Daggy," "McLean," "Diamond" and "Dewdrop." The waters from 
the Daggy and Dewdrop springs were analyzed hy Prof. E. T. Cox, and 
the results published in the report of this department for 1870, pp. 
121-124: 

ANALYSES OF WATERS FROM "DAGGY" AND "DEWDROP" SPRINGS, NEAR 

GREENCASTLE. INDIANA. 

Daggy. 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCOs)' • • . . . • . . . • • • • • . • •• .398 
Calcium carbonate (CaCOs) •......•...•....••. 14.148 
Sodium carbonate (Na2COs).... .....••.....••• .099 
Potassium carbonate (K2COS)' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• .087 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCOcJ ............... 4.700 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO.)................ . . .. .133 
Magnesium sulphate. (MgSO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.050 
Sodium chloride (NaCl)... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .793 
Silica (Si02)................................. .087 
Alumina (Al20J ................. :............ .157 
Loss and undetermined.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .093 

Total solids.......................... . .. 22.157 

Ou. In. 
Carbonic acid gas (free) ..................... 3.00ri 

Dewdrop. 
2.381 

11.883 
.071 
.074 . 

5.335 
.099 

1.036 
.695 
.004 
.074 
.228 

21.884 

Ou. In. 
2.98 

"When fresh from the springs the water sparkles with the sur
charge of caTbonic acid gas and is cool and pleasant to the taste 
The temperature of the Daggy Spring is 56 ° F.; that of the Dewdrop, 
52° F. The water ·of the Diamond Spring partakes of the character 
of the other two. It has a temperature of 51° F. at thc fountain 
.head; is alkaline to test-paper after standing a sho·rt time, and con
tains 21.0 grains of soEd constituents in a U. S. gallon." 

For a number of years the water of these springs was bottled and 
shipped to various points. Through a lack of advertising the de
mand gradually diminished and the shipment was finally abandoned. 
The purity and the cooracter of the water and the pleasing natural 
surroundings merit a more extended use, and would justify the erec
tion of a large hotel and sanitaTium, which would doubtless soon be
come a popular resort for invalids and those who seek a healthful 
8ill.d cool retreat from the cares of bllsincs~ during the summer 
:months. 
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MAHAN'S SPRING, 

'VATER = Chalybeate. 

LOCATION.-On the northwest quarter Section 28 (14 N., 4 W.), 
about one-half mile ea:st of McLean's Springs, de&cribed above, and 
one-quarter of a mile ~outh of the Vandalia Railway station at Green· 
castle. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER of THE WATER.-'rhis spring formerly 
issued as a seep, but a basin was dug out and otherwise improved a 
few years ago, and the water was then bottled and delivered to resiJ 
dents of Greencastle at a fixed price. The water is not sold at pres
ent but the spring is much frequented by residents and students. A 
large deposit of iron oxide from the water ha,s been formed in and 
below the spring and the taste of this oxide is plainly perceptible in 
the water. The flow approximates 100 gallons per hour. 

REELSVILLE ARTE,SIAN WELL. 

W A'l'ER = Saline-sttlphuretted. 

LoCATION.-On the east side of the village of Reelsville, a station 
on the '1'. H. & 1. (Vandalia) Railway, -t7 miles wel-lt of Indianapolis, 
and 26 miles east of Terre Haute. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE VV ATER.-This well, which for a 
number of yea,rs produced a fine' artesian flow of mineral water, is 
situated on the west bank of the Walnut fork of Eel Hiver, 18 feet 
above low water mark. It was sunk for oil about 1865. At a depth 
of 1,240 feet, in a hard cherty limestone, there resulted a strong flo'w 
of white sulphur water highly charged with sulphuretted hydrogen 
gas, and containing chlorides of sodium, calcium and magnesium; 
also sulphites of the same basee with traces of bromine and iodine. 
It had a pleasant saline, sulphurous taste and pungent odor, and was 
found to have great medicinal efficacy in cases of dyspepsia, rheuma
tism and ague. 

During the historic "flood" of August, 1875, the overflow from the 
river washed sand and gravel into the bore and stopped to a large 
extent the flow. The water continued to ooze out until 1898, when 
some schoolboys placed rocks in the pipe and stopped the flow en
tirely. It could be readily opened if so desired. 
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SNOWDEN SPRINGS. 

WATERS = Alkaline-8U~huretted' and Ohalybeate. 

LOOATIoN.-On the land of Ja ,es Van Hook, northwest quarter of 
northeast quarter of Section 6 ( 5 N., 3W.), about two miles north
east of Bainbridge, a town of 450 population, situated on the C., 1. 
& L. (Monon) Railway, 170 miles southealSt of Chicago. Roachdale, a 
station at' the rcrossing of the Mooon and 0., I. & W. rajlways, 35 
miles west of Indianapolis, is six miles north of the springs. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-Pour springs issue from 
clefts in the Riverside sandstone, on the sides of a ravine. This 
ravine is 30 to 40 feet in depth and at the point where the springs 
issue only the same in width. It has been cut through the sandstone 
by a stream which has its source in these springs and others farther 
up, and which now flows in a sinuous course over the rocky bottom of 
the ravine, for a quarter of a mile or more, when it -empties into 
Big Walnut Oreek, one of the best bass fishing streams in the State. 

At the point where the springs issue the sides of the bluff are 
precipitous and bend in a curve toward the northwest. A "white 
sulphur" spring, flowing two gallons per minute of clear sparkling 
water, issues on the west side, just below the bend and ten feet above 
the bottom of the ravine. '1'he odoT and taste of hydrogen sulphide 
is noticeable but slight. Enough is present, however, to coat with 
free sulphur some of the objects near the point of issue. On Decem
ber 30, 1901, the temperature of the water was 47 0 F.; that of the 
air being 41 0 F. • 

Directly across from this spring, on the east side of the ravine, 35 
feet distant and a foot or two higher, a second spring of crystal chaly
beate water issues from another cleft. A basin has been cut out in 
the stone ledge at the point of emergence and the water overflowing 
from this falls down the side of the ravine, coating everything with 
a heavy deposit of brownish-yellow oxide of iron. The output of 
this spring, on the date mentioned, was about two gallons per minute, 
having a temperature of 48° F. 

On the north side of the ravine, at the point of the bend, and about 
40 feet distant from the springs above mentioned, the third and 
fourth springs issue from a long crevice, and flow over a ledge of 
sandstone into the stream below. These springs are but three feet 
apart, yet their waters are different in character and of a diff,erent 
temperature, that of the west spring being a ''black sulphur" water, 
with a temperature of 45 0 F., while the eastern spring produces a 
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PLAT!!: XVII. 

VCEWS IN THE VrcINITY OF SNOWDEN'S RPRINGS. 

(a) starr's Falls, one-third mile south of the springs. 
(b) The White Sulphur spring. 
(C) and (d) Two views in the ravine in which the springs are located. 
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strong chalybeate water, with a temperature of 48° F. It is probable 
that the temperature of all o,f these springs varies throe or four de
grees during the year. That of the "black sulph"ur" water, in Spring 
No.3, was the coldest water tested in the State. 

The region within a mile or two of these springs contains some of 
the wildest and most picturesque' scenery of central Indiana. Less 
than half a mile to the northeast is the "deviI's backbone," a long 
ledge of rock, in places less than three feet in width, and with pre
cipitous sides, dropping down 60 or more feet to the depths below. 
Here is one of the few spots in Indiana where the hemlock, Tsuga 
canadensis (L.), grows in its natural state, while the American yew, 
Taxus minor (Michx.), trails over the rocky sides of the gulch and 
flourishes in the deep, cool shade of its more majestic relative. 

Other scenes o,f interest abound in the vicinity; while the nearness 
of Big Walnut Oreek furnishes excellent fishing and boating facilities. 
Taking into consideration the quantity, quality and variety of the 
waters at Snowden's Springs, and the beauty of their natural sur
roundings, no better site for the erection of a large sanitarium and 
summer resort exists in Indiana. 

ROACHDAJ ... E MINERAL SPRING. 

W ATER= Ohalybeate. 

LOCATION.-On the land of Alberl Oouck, one-third of a mile 
southwest of the center of Roachdale, a town of 1,000 popul81tion, 
situated at the crossing of the 0., r. & L. (Mooon) and the C., I. & W: 
railways, 35 miles west of Indianapol.is, and 162 miles southeast of 
Chicago. . 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A spring wells up iIi a 
low spot in a blue grass pastul'e, with a flow of about two gallons per 
minute. An excavation three feet in depth and walled with brick 
contains the w,a.ter, which is clear 81lldodorless, but has the charac
teristic taste of iron carbonate, and a heavy yellowish brown deposit 
of the same about the side of the rill bearing away the overflow. No 
analysis of the water has been made. Its temperature is 50° F., and 
it is much used by a number of the citizens of the town, who claim 
for it superior medicinal virtues. 

* * * 
A number of other chalybeate springs occur throughout the 

county, the waters of which are used locally. Among the most im
portant of these are several springs just south of Brick OhapeJ., in 
Section 29 (15 N., 4 W.). Their water is similar in taste and appear: 
anc"e to that of McLean's Springs at Greencastle. 
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At Brick Chapel there is a well 2'5 feet deep, .near the store; one 
120 feet deep at the school house, and a third 140 feDt deep at the 
cemetery, all of which furnish strong chalybeate water similar to that 
in the springs just south of the village. The water is used locally 
for household purpo!'les. The two deep wells are reported to have 
penetrated 25 feet through glacial drift into and through a limestone 
and "flinty rock" into a s,oft blue rock which is probably the Knob
stone. 

RIPLEY COUNTY. 

JOHNSON MINERAL SPRING. 

'VATER = Chalybeate. 

LoCATION.~Three miles southeast of Versailles, on the land of 
Chas. Johnson, northwest quarter of the southeast quarter of Sec
tion 20 (7 N., 12 Eo). Milan, the nearest railway station, is distant 
seven miles northeast from the spring. It is on the B. & O. S.-W. 
Railway, 42 miles northwest of Cincinnati. 

ORIGIN AND ClIARACTER OF THE WATER.-This spring, the only 
one of its character in the southeastern part of the State, emerges 
from the base of a mass of glacial drift which rises 30 feet above the 
level of the surrounding region. The flow at the surface is weak, but 
this is caused, in part at least, by the soaking away of the wat.e,r in the 
loose soil. The flow could be largely increased by piping the outlet 
and conveying all the water into one receptacle. That the water is 
heavily charged with iron is shown by the large reddish-brown de
posit of iron carbonate along the stream flowing from t.he spring. 
Its waters are now used locally, but for a long time were believed t.o 
be poisonous to both man and beast. 

RUSH COUNTY. 

CLAHK ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Saline. 

LoCATION.-One mile southeast of Carthage, a town of 1,100 popu
lation, situaood on the Michigan Division of the Big Four Railway, 
37 miles east of Indianapolis. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-This well was bored for 
gas in 1888 to a depth of 860 feet. It produced quite a quantity of 
gas, and at the same time a large flow of mineral water, until 1898, 
when the gas supply became exhausbed. The water still flows and is 
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muc'h useu locally for affections of the kidneys. An analysis by 
Prof. J. W. Shepherd, of r1'erre Haute, Indiana, showed its mineral 
constituents to be as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM CLARK ARTESIAN WELL, NEAR CARTHAGE, INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) ............................. · .4101.2 
Calcium cllioride (CaCI,) .............................. 2.188.94 
Alumina (Al,O.) .............................. ··.······ 413.0' 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI,) .... , ., ... , .. , ....... , ....... 203.2 
Ferrous carbonate (FeC03). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 30.85 
Potassium chloride (KC1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19.42 
Calcium sulphate (CaBO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15.88 
Calcium carbonate (CaC03). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.89 

. Total solids ........................................ 6974.38 

This water is remarkable chiefly on account of the large amount of 
chlorines and chlorides it contains. 

* .* * 
A number of flowing wells have been sunk in the western part of 

the city of Rushville, the e'ounty seat, which yield a chalybeate water 
of good quality. The source of this water is a fine white sand. This 
is overlain with an impervious bed of blue clay called "hard pan," 14 
to 15 feet in thickness. Above the blue clay are six t() eight feet of 
soil, yellow clay and gravel. In the words of Dr. M. N. ~jlrod, "These 
artesian chalybeate wells of West Rushville are curious examples of 
subterranean streams or sheets of mineral water, held down by the 
impervious blue clay. The wells are dug in the usual manner, or 
dug a few feet and then bored through the clay. The water is found 
in the fine gravel or white sand overlying the bed rock. Pump logs 
were placed in some of the wells and tamped with clay until the water 
was fOl'ced to flow through the log. The quantity of water dis
oharged was never great, and additional wells seemed to weaken the 
flow of those previously dug, indicating that the water probably comes 
from a compact saturated bed of sand that slowly gives up its super
abundant moisture." 
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SHELBY COUNTY. 

SHIDLBYVILLE MINERAL WIDLL. 

W ATEB = Alkalifl,e-saZine-sulphuretted. 

LocATION.-Near the junction of the Big Four and Cambridge 
City branch of the P., C., C. & St. L. railways in the southeastern part 
of Shelbyville, a city of 7,500 population, situated 27 miles southeast 
of Indianapolis, and 84 miles northwest of Cincinnati. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-This well, which pro
duces the "Shelbyville Lithia Water," was sunk in June, 1901, to a 
depth of 1,450 feet. The top of Trenton limestone was reached at 
825 feet, and the bore is 'said to have penetrated the full thickness 
of tha:t formation, the bottom being found at 1,415 feet. Below the 
Trenton, according to Mr .. Jno. D. Pugh, who furnished me the data, 
a blue and more porous r<ilck was found. This was undoubtedly the 
St. Peter's sandstone, a very porous formation well adapted for trans
mitting water, and the common source of much of the water in many 
of the deep artesian borings of northern Illinois and Indiana. 

Ten' feet in this sandstone a "white sulphur" water was encoun
tered and 15 feet below this the vein of lithia water. The two veins 
mingled and aroSe in the bore to within 140 feet of the surface. An 
analysis of the water was made by Dr. J. N. Hurty, of IndiaIll\.polis, 
who reported the presence of the following ~ineral ingredients: 

ANALYSIS OF WAT~R FROM SHELBYVILLE MINERAL WELL. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) ............ , ......... , ......... 696.570 
Potassium chloride (KCI) ...................... '. . . . . . . .. 6.02.1 
Lithium chloride (LiCI) ................................ 12.060 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SPJ .............................. 48.190 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO,) ....................... . 
Calcium carbonate (CaOO,) ............................ . 
Alumina (AI20.) ....................................... . 
Iron oxide (Fe20.) ....•........................... 

45.762 
65 . .100 

0.860 
0.297 

Total solids ......................................... 874.860 

Cu. In. per Gallon 
}<'ree hydrogen sulphide. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .1.78 

"This is an antacid, anti-fermentative water, slightly laxative, and 
contains lithium and a small amount of iron. It will be found cura
tive in stomach and bowel troubles and indigestion; and will also be 
found slightly laxative, and on account of the lithium it contains and 
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also its great organic purity, it will cure rheumwtism and various 
bladder disorders. The iron, which most probably exists as ferrous 
carbonate, is an important ingredient. It will also be found excel
lent for saJt water baths."-Hurty. 

In Nov,ember, 1901, the water as it was pumped from the well to 
the bath rooms equipped by the owner, had a temperature of 51 0 F. 
As it emerges from the well it is quite dark with flakes of iron sul
phide. After standing in the receiving tank these settle and the 
water is then clear, with a sweetish and quite strong saline taste. The 
odor of hydrogen sulphide is not sufficient to render it disagreeable. 
The water is shipped to order at 25 cents per single gallon, or $5.00 
per barrel. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-At the well only a pumping station has been 
erected to lift and force the water to the bath rooms described below 
and to the sanitarium of Dr. T. C. Kennedy, where it is used. This 
sanitarium is a private institution, complete with all modern conven
iences. The rooms are large and cheerful, steam heated and well 
ventilated. Each patient is under the personal supervision of trained 
nurses at all hours. . 

The "Shelbyville Lithia Water Bath Rooms" were fitted up during 
the summer of 1901 by the owner of the well, Mrs. K F. Hamilton, 
and her manager, Mr. John D. Pugh. The bath rooms are located in 
a three-story brick building on East Washington Street, near the 
public square. On the lower floor are the reception room, office, five 
bath rooms for gentlemen, cooling room, toilet rooms, rooms for 
vapor, shower and Turkish baths, etc. On the second floor are the 
bath rooms for ladies, with accompanying parlor, cooling room, etc. 
The equipment throughout is very fine, the tubs being of solid porce
lain, the floors of tile or hard wood, with the other furnishings to 
match. In the bas'ement are boiler and engine for s,team heating, 
dynamos for electric lighting, water tanks, etc'. About $12,000 have 
been expended in fitting up the interior of the building in good style, 
and the enterprise certainly merits a good patronage, Hotel acc'om
modations at the bath house are as yet unprovided for, but excellent 
accommodations at reasonable rates can be secured at the different 
hotels and at many of the private residences of the city. 

* * * 
THERMAL WELLS. 

Two thermal wells, or wells producing water above 75 0 F., have, 
in the past, been discovered in Shelby County. The following in
formation regarding them was written by Dr. John Oollett and pub
lished in the report of this department for 1881, page 68: 

lo-Geol. 
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"It is a well known fact that at the level of perpetual spring water 
a constant temperature of 5.2° F. is maintained in this latitude; 
thence downward, the temperature becomes higher with regular in
crements, and in this State the rate of increase has been found to 
he 1°F. for each space of 79 feet of depth. By this law we may, 
without estimating the cooling effects of the stony walls of the fis£ure' 
and theinfiow of surface water, safely conclude that a change of 28° 
]'. indicates the source of supply at a depth of 2,212 feet. 

"The Shelbyville thermal well was put down in December, 1870, in 
the eastern part of the city, near Little Blue River Bridge. At a 
depth of 18 feet the water was found to be warm, and at the bottom, 
24 feet from the surface, a constant temperature, winter and sum
mer, of 76° was maintained. 

"The Barlow thennal well is near Barlow's Mills, 8ection 3 (13 N., 
6 E.), nearly four miles west of Shelbyville. An old well, twenty
three feet deep, at the residence of Henry Barlow, had been used for 
household purposes and was favorably known for furnishing c'old 
water, 52° F. Suddenly the water became wann, and was no longer 
desirable; the thermometer indi,cating 65° F. A pipe was driven in 
November, 1870, from the bottom, through fine sand and pebbles, 
resting in a bed of gravel, to a depth of 16 feet, or 39 feet from the 
surface. The wate,r was f.ound to Ihave a temperature of 80° F., and 
during the next winter attained a maximum heat of 86°. These wells 
were excavated for-potable water only, and being unfit for this us'e, 
were neglected and allowed to be filled up. If found permanent, 
these springs will invite the attention of those needing hot baths, 
and suggest that it would be cheaper (and surely more efficacious) 
to use the thermal waters of Shelby County, than the distant hot 
springs of southern regions." 

TIPPECANOE COUNTY . 

.LAF AYETT'E ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = ~aline-8ulphuretted-carbonated. 

I LoCATION.-At the nor~heast corner of the court house square in 
Lafayette, a city of 18,500 population, located 63 miles northwest of 
Indianapolis on the Chicago Division of the Big Four Railway. The 
C., I. & L. (Monon), L. E. & W., and Wabash railways also pass 
through the city. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER 0]' THE 'VATER.-The "white sulphur 
water" of the Lafayette artesian well had? for years, a reputation as 
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great as that of any other mineTal water in the State. The well was 
sunk in 1857-'58 to a depth of 230 feet. Its surface is 55 feet above 
lo'w water mark in the Wabash River, or 560 feet above tide. The 
material passed through by the bore was as follows: 

SECTION OF BORE OF LAFAYETTE ARTESIAN WELL. 

Ft. In. 
(1) Drift composed of soil, clay, gravel and sand ...... 170 0 
(2) Shales, blue and gray ........ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28 6 
(3) Limestone---Corniferolls (?) .............. '" ...... 11 6 
(4) Limestone-Niagara ............................ 20 0 

Total .............................. : ............ 230 0 

The mineral water was struck in the Niagara limestone, 13i feet 
above the bottom of the well. The flow of the water for some time 
was variable, ranging from nothing up to 275 gallons per hour. It 
finally settled down to a steady flow of about 200 gallons per hour. 
In 1895 this flow began to fail and finally stopped altogether, The 
county commissioners had the hole drilled a little deeper and then 
shot with a small quantity of nitroglycerin. This shattered the lime
stone to such an extent that the supply of ~ater was wholly stopped. 
A new bore was sunk 40 feet northwest of the old, in 1900, to a 
depth of 231 fe'et. In this the water rose only to within 25 feet of 

. the surface. It was pumped and a plentiful supply obtained as lon§ 
rus the pump was in good order, but .the sulphuric acid in the water 
destroyed the iron tubing very rapidly. In August, 1901, the water 
was not being used, on account of a lack of pumping facilities, but a 
new pump with clay or wood tubing was soon to be put in. 

An analysis of the water was made soon afteT it was fivst discov
ered, by Dr. Chas. M. Wetherill, who also pre'pared an extended re
port upon the well itself and the physical properties of the water. 
From this report I quote as follows: "The Lafayette artesian water 
is. of an e,xtreme limpidity when freshly taken from the well. The 
deposit upon the pebbles over which it flows is white, entitling it to 
the name of "white sulphur water." Standing in imperfectly closed 
vessels, a similar bluish-white' deposit take's place. Under certain 
conditions, the deposit contains black flakes of sulphuret of iron. 
The smell of the water is strongly of sulphuretted hydrogen, S'O as 
to be perceived at a distance (with the wind) of two squares from the 
mell. The taste is similar to that of the celebrated Kentucky Blue 
Lick water, though less strong. It is pleasantly brackish, resembling 
in taste the liquor from oysters freshly opened. The temperature of 
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the water when first tak,en from the well is 56° F. Its density is 

1.00523." . 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM ORIGINAL LAFAYETTE ARTESIAN WELL. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) .......... , .................. 12.024 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .400 
Calcium sulphate (GaSO.) ..... '" ........ , .... , ...... ,. 56.016 
Galcium chloride (CaCI,).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.720 
Magnesium chloride (MgC12).. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 29.656 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) ........ , .. , .. , " ............... 324.768 
Peroxide of iron with alumina, phosphate of lime, fluor-

ide of calcium and faint trace of manganese. . . . . . .496 
Silica................................................. .464 

Total ................... " .. " .' .... " ........... , .427.544 

Gallea. au. In. 
Hydrogen sulphide ......................... : .......... , 2.2960 
Carbonic acid ......................................... 12.2024 
Nitrogen ............................................. 4.9280 

By comparison Dr. Wetherill found that the water of the Lafayette 
artesian well contained "as much calcium carbonate as the water of 
the White Sulphur Springs, of Virginia; as mUlch .calciUJlli sulphate 
as the same springs, and as the Sharon Sulphur and the Avon Lower 
Springs, of New York; as much magnesium chloride as the Blue Lick 
Spring, of Kentucky, and more iron and less silica than the same 
spring. One and a half gallons of the Lafayette artesian water con
tains as much CiOmmon salt as one gallon of the Blue Lick water." 

PAPER MILL AR:TESIAN WELL. 

W ATER=Saline-sulphuretted (?). 

LoCATION.-One and one-half miles south of the court house at 
Lafayette, near the junction of the C., 1. & L. and L. E. & W. rail

ways. 
ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A well was put down for 

gas in 1888 to a depth of 1,300 feet, a few rods south of the old paper 
mill and on the grounds belongIng to the owners of that mill. A 
strong vein of "white sulphur" water was developed at a depth of 
330 feet. In August, 1901, it was flowing at the rate of 15 gallons 
per minute. The water has an agreeable sweetish-saline taste com
bined with the odor and taste of hydrogen sulphide. No analysis has 
been made. Within five feet of the top of the bore, a spring of fresh 
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water was issuing from the hase of a gravel bluff, with an output of 
eight gallons per minute. 

The sulphur water has for some time been jugged and delivered to 
many of the citizens of Lafayette. Large quantities oi' the water are 
also carried away by the nearby residents. It is regarded as a spe
cific for some skin diseases; also for certain forms of indigestion. 

The flow is sufficient and the quality of the water seemingly high 
enough to warrant the erection of a bath house and sanitarium for 
its more extended use. 

BUCK ORE'EIK ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Saline-8ulphuretted (?). 

LOCATION.-On the farm of S. T. Blood, one and one-half miles 
northwest of Buck Creek, a station eight miles northeast of Lafay
ette, on the Wabash Railway. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.--The well producing this 
water was sunk for gas to a depth of 960 feet. At 600 feet a vein of 
mineral water was developed, which has since been flowing. In 
August, 1901, the output was about two gallons per minute of water 
which gives off a strong odor of hydrogen sulphide. A heavy deposit 
of the bl3Jck flakes of sulphuret of iron is left in the stream bearing 
away the .overflow from the well. The water is used locally as a laxa
tive, for skin diseases, etc. 

BATTLE] GROUND SPRING. 

WATER = Ohalybeate. 

LOCATION.-On the bank of BUTIlett's Creek, near the Tippecanoe 
Battle Ground, seven miles north of Lafayette, on the C., 1. & L. 
(Monon) Railway. 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE WATER.-This spring has long 
been a favorite resort for the many visitors to the famous Tippe
canoe Battle Ground. It emerges from the bank of Burnett's Creek 
and the ground over which the water flows is coated with an ocheroUis 
deposit of oxide of iron. The flow is a plentiful one and the tem
perature 53°:lf. The water is of a mild chalybeate character and 
very agreeable to the palate. At a short distance up the creek there 
is a second spring of a similar character. 

It would be difficult to find a place better adapted for a sanltariUlIJOJ. 
than the region near this spring. The Battle G round itself is a 
place of much interest, which is yearly visited by many. It has 
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beautiful surrounding scenery, especially along the old Tippecanoe 
trail, on the west bank of the Wabash River between the Battle 
Ground and Lafayette. Here there are m8lny picturesque hills cov
ered with fine groves of native timber, with pleasant roadways for 
riding and driving, winding among them. Excellent opportunities 
for bathing would be afforded, not only with the mineral water, but 
also in the waters of Burnett's Creek and the Wabash River. The 
sulphur water from the paper mill well in South Lafayette could be 
easily piped to such a sanitarium, thus affording a combination of 
waters of exceeding merit. 

VANDERBURGH COUNTY. 

FRITZIJAR MINERAL WELL. 

W ATER=A lkaline-satine-chalybeate. 

LOCATION.-On the west bank of Pigeon Creek, in the western part 
of Evansville, a city of 60,000 population, situated on the Ohio River, 
122 miles by rail below Louisville. Seven railways enter the city, 
furnishing easy transportation fa.cilities in all directions. Electric 
cars run within two blocks of the well. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-Vike the great majority 
of flowing wells in the State, this one was bored for gas in 1887. The 
total depth of the bore was 1,830 feet. The vein of mineral water 
was struck at 1,030 feet, presumably in the Niagara limestone. The 
surface of the bore is 30 feet above low water mark in Pigeon Creek, 
and the water bubble'S up with great force through a five-inch easing. 
An analysis, by Wm. Fritsch, a chetnist of E.vansville, showed the 
mineral ingf{~dients of the water to b~ as follows: 

I 
ANALYSIS OF WATEll FIlOM THE FRITZLAR M~NEllAL WELL, ~:VANSVILLE, INDIANA. 

, Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) .. , ...... , .j ........... , ....... 2227.1.20 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ......... : ......... , .. .. . . ... 32.704 
Calcium caroonate (GaCO.) ........................... 220.188 . 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) ....................... 64.816 
Iron oxide (Fe,Os)' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.35 
Aluminum oxide (AI20,)............................... 6.172 
Sllica (SI02). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3.088 

,!:otal solids ....................................... 2574.438 • 
The water as it issues is very salty, too much so for internal use 

without dilution. The temperature is 72° F. It has purgative quali-
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ties when taken inwardly. Externally it is much used for skin dis-
eases, catarrh, etc. It is claimed that one gallon of the water yields /// 
a little over one-half pound of salt by evaporrution. The owne:r, Dr. 
Wm. Cluthe, of Tell City, Indiana, was, in September, 1901, making 
arrangements for putting in an evaporating plant for securing the 
salt. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A bath house with facilities for summer batbing 
only has been erected a few rods from the well. Two cement/lined 
pools are in use. The principal one is 90x45 feet in size; the water 
being eight feet in depth at one end and three feet at th(} other. The 
water passes by separate pipes into each pool, and ~~constant current 
passes from the pools into Pigeon Creek. Numerous bath houses for 
dressing surround the pools. In the bath house proper there are 
facilities for shower baths and mineral baths, there being 21 well 
equipped bath rooms. There are no means of heating the water, so 
that the place is kept open only during t.he summer months. It is 
well patronized by the citizens of Evansville; the income being 
$1,800 to $2,000 from bathing privileges and rent of suits during the 
season. 

SE>VENTH A VENUE MINERAL WELL. 

WATER =; Alkaline-chal beate-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-On Seventh Avenue,vansville, in front of the Indi
ana Stove Works, and belonging to t at co:rpomtion. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTEU Q}' THE ATER.-This well, the water of 
which is much used locally, is but 185 fect in depth and the water is 
raised by a pump. An analysis of Ithe water by Mr. Wm. Fritsch 
l;esulted as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM THE SEVENTH AVENUE WELL, EVANSVILLE, INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Carbonate of iron (FeCO.) and alumina (AI20 3) ••••••••••• 8.001 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO.) .............................. 12.96 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .123 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) ................. " ...... , 2.76 
Sodium chloride (NaC!) .......... .' ....................... 3.08 . 
Silica (Si02) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 1.235 

Total solids ......... , ................................. 28.159 

Ga8e8. Cu. In. 
Sulphnretted hydogen (H,S) ............................. 1.224 
Am.m.oni,:;t (NJJ,,) ......................................... O.10M 
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In September the water as pumped had a temperature of 63° F. 
and a distinct, though not strong, odor and taste o,f hydrogen 
sulphide. 

WILLARD MARKE~ WE'LL. 

W 4TER = Saline-chalybeate. 

LOCATION. - On the Willard or Lower Market Square, in the 
weste~ portion of E,vansville. 
ORIG~-~D CHARACTER 0]' THE W ATER.-The water of this well 

is also much used locally. The well is 187 feet deep and the water 
is raised by a pump. An analysis by Mr. Fritsch resulted as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM WILLARD lIfARKET WELL, EVANSVILLE, INDIANA. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Carbonate Qf iron (FeCD,) and alumina (Al20,) ............ 2.76 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.) ............................... 46.28 
Magnesium carbQnate (MgGO,,) ......................... 7.252 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) .............. , ............ " .... 7.88 
Silica (SiO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500 

TQtal solids ......................................... 64.672 

VIGO COUNTY. 

EXCI-IANGlll MINERAL WELL. 

WATER = Thermal ... Alkaline-saline-8ulp1ilUretted. 

LOCATION.-Thrcc blocks southeast of the Union Railway Station 
at Terre Haute, a city of 40,000 population, situated on the Wabash 
River, 73 miles west of Indianapolis, 167 miles east of St. Louis and 
178 miles south of Chicago. Nine railways make the city €My 
of acCiess from all directions. Electric lines penetrate all portions of 
the city, and pass within two squares of the well. 

ORIGIN AND GnARACTER OF THE W ATER.-This well has a depth of 
1,865 feet. The .mineral water comes from a limestone struck at 
about 1,800 feet. Gas en<mgh issues with the wat.er to heat the latter 
for bat.hing purposes, and partially heat a large bath house. The 
output of mineral water is estimated at 100 gallons per minute. A 
portion of the ,surplus water not needed in the bath house, is used on 
a water wheel to pump fresh water from a driven well. 

An analysis of the mineral water, made by Dr. W. A. Noyes) of the 
Rose Polytechnic, gave the fonowing result: 
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A:N'A!.YS1S OF 'l'IiE WATER FitciM THE EXCHANGE ARTESIAN WELL, TERRE HAUTE, 

INDIANA. 
Grains per U. S. Gallon. 

Calcium chloride (CaOl,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.941 
Oalcium sulphide (CaS). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.197 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.257 

, Calcium bi-carbonate (CaHiCO,),) .................... " 19.927 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI,) ......................... " 11.055 
Magnesium bi-carbonate (MgH,(CO.),) .................. 15.344 
P.otassium chloride (KCI).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.625 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) .. " .. , .............. , ... , ....... 301.258 
Silica (Si02) ••••• " •••• " •••••• " •••••••••••••••••••• " 0.706 
Alumina (Al,O.) .. " .... '" ...................... " .. ... 0.053 
Iron bi-carbonate ...... '" ............ " ..... " . ... .... 0.035 

Total solids ................ , ... , ... , ., .............. 366.398 

AU. In. 
Hydrogen sulphide gas (free) .. " ..... , .. , ... '" ....... 12.017 

.. 

Beside'S the abDve, traces Df strontium chloride, lithium chloride, 
borax, calcium phosphate, sDdium iDdide and sodium brDmide Dccur 
in the water. 

The water, a,s it issues from the well, has a cDnstant temperature 
O'f 80° F. It is therefO're to' be classed as a thermal water, and is Dne 
of the few examples Df such waters Dccurring in the State. The 
amount of hydrDgen sulphide present is nDt sufficient to' lessen the 
very agreeable sweetish-saline taste which the water possesses,' 
thDugh the high temperature renders it sDmewhat less palatable than 
it wDuldDtherwise be. Testimonials from many persons attest the 
value of the water for the cure of rheumatic affectiDns, skin diseases, 
indigestion, catarrh, etc. 

I:MPRovE:MENTs.-"The Exchange Artesian Mineral Springs Bath 
HDuse and Swimming PODl" is the name 'Of a cDmmDdious, finely 
equipped bath house, built Df brick and stDne, which has been con
nected with the Exchange well fDr a number of years. It cDntains 34 
bath rDoms, with all ne0e'ssary appliances; facilities fDr vapDr and 
Turkish baths; a swimming pDol 66x75 feet in sire, the water being 
10 feet deep at Dne side, and three feet at the Dther. A large laundry 
and drying rDom, engines, bDilers, etc., DCCUPY the basement. HOitel 
accommodatiDns are lacking in the building but can be readily se
cured' elsewhere in the city. The present prO'prietor, Mr. David 
Bronson, is quite DId and wishes to' dispose Df the prDperty. He has, 
it is claimed, $40,000 invested. A tract Df land adjD'ining, well suited 
fDr the IDcation of a hotel and park, can be secured fDr' a reasDnable 
sum. The bath hDuse is open the year rDund, and is well patronized 
by the citizens Df Terre Haute. 
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MAGNET'IC MINERAL WELL. 

WATER = Thermal .. . Alkaline-8aline-sulphuretted. 

LoCATION.-At the foot of Walnut Street, Terre Haute, within a 
short distance of the Waba,sh River. An electric street car line runs 
within two blocks of the well. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER. - This well was imnk 
about 1868, in s'earch of oil, to a depth of 1,912 feet. A strong flow 
of mineral water was developed at about 1,800 feet, in probably the 
same stratum as that from which the water of the Exchange Well is 
obtained, and two other veins at 1,840 and 1,912 feet, respectively. 
All three were allowed to mix, and the fio,w from them approximates 
180 gallons per minute nf a thermal water, having a constant tem
perature of 80r F. An analysis of the water by Dr. W. A. Noyes, 
showed the mineral salts present to be a,s follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM THE MAGNETIC MINERAL WELL, TERRE HAUTE, 

INDIANA. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium chloride (CaCl,) ............................... 16.297 
Calcium sulphide (CaS) ....... " '" ... , .. .. .. ....... ... 2.078 

Oalc~um s~lphate (caI04)" .,........................... 0.274 
CalCIUm bl-carbonate CaH,(('O,L) ...................... 21.942 
Magnesium chloride MgCI,)........................... 13.M5 
Magnesium bi-carbonate (MgH2(CO')2)" ................ , 16.445 
Potassium chloride (KCI). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.957 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) .................. " ........ " ... 347.734 
Silica (Si02). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.718 
'Alumina (AI,O.l....................................... 0.175 

Total solids ....................................... '.423.565 

Gu.ln. 
Hydrogen sulphide ............ , ....................... , 15.259 

In addition to the salts given above, traces nf strnntium chloride, 
calcium phosphat.e, lithium chloride, borax, sodium iodide, sodium 
bromide and methane or mal'Sh gas occur in the water. The water 
from this well is mildly aperient, alterative and tonic. It closely 
resembles, the water from the Exchange Well in taste and odor, and 
has proven very beneficial for the same diseases. It is used exten
sively in the sanitarium connected with the well, and is also sold 
quite extensively, bringing 20 c'ents a gallon in kegs, or $4.00 a 
barrel when shipped. 
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IMPROVEMENTS.-A sanitarium and bath house was erected in 
1875, and remodeled and refurnished in 1889. It is open all the year. 
It contains 35 private bath roomfl and gO'od facilities for Turkish, 
vapor and mud baths. C'0nnected with it is a natatO'rium or swim
ming pool, 40x60 feet in size, in which the water ranges from four to 
seven and a half feet in depth. This is not under rO'0f, yet the water 
never freezes, as a constant stream flows through it from the well. 
It is open four months in they,ear. Both the sanitarium and nata
torium are under the charge of A. P. Conant, a gentleman who has 
had long experience in the business. Both deserve and are receiving 
a good patronage not only from the citizens of 'l'e'lTe Haut.e, but from 
those of many other parts of the Wabash Valley. 

TERRE HAUT'E GAS COMPANY'S ARTESIAN WELL. 

W ATER= Thermal . .• Saline-8ulphuretted (?). 

LOCATION.-Within a few rods of the Wabash River, near the foot 
of Swan Street, one and one-b.aH squares below the Magnetic Min
eral Well above described. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-This well was drilled in 
1889 for gas or oil. It is the only well in and about Terre Haute 
which has been sunk to the Trenton limestone. According to Martin 
N. Diall, who superintended the boring, the total depth of the bore 
is 2,930 feet. The top of Trenton was reached at 2,680 feet and that 
formation was pierced 250 feet. Between 1,800 and 1,900 feet, a 
strong vein of sulphur water was encountered, and 50 feet in the 
Trenton limestone, a second vein of water, rich in hydrogen sul
phide gas and very black with particles of iron sulphide, was also 
developed. Wnen the casing of the well was pulled, these veins 
mixed and are now flowing from the well with a very strong pressure 
and an output of 250 gallons or more per minute. A test was made 
soon after the well was finished which showed that the water would 
rise 85 feet above the surface and ov'ertiowin a four and a half inch 
pipe. The flow has decreased littl if any, since. A large amount of 
hydrogen sulphide gas (e.stimated Mr. Diall at about 50,000 cubic 
feet per 24 hours) al&o issues with the water. This coats everything 
near by with a white coalting of sulphur. The wat.er has a tem-
perature of 81-l° :1". The taste sweetish-saline-sulphuretted, not 
disagreeable after a little No use is made of the water, 
and the site is an excellent one a large medical sanitarium, oper-
ated under the management of experienced physician. 
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ROSE ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Alkaline·8aline-8ulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-Near the northwest corner of Eighth Street and Wa
bash A venue, back of the pres~mt "Terre Haute House." 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A bore was made by 
Chauncey Rose on the ground mentioned in 1865. It reached a depth 
of 1,'193 feet, passing through three horizons of salt water in the 
carbonifer(}us f(}cb, and one or more in the sub-carboniferous. In 
the lower 100 feet of thf) well a strong flow of sulphur water was 
obtained. It is thought that the well terminated near the base of 
the sub-carboniferous limestone. The water rose to a considerable 
elevation above the surfac:e" with an irregular pulsating flow, and 
was mixed with gas emitting a strong odor of sulphuretted hydrogen, 
and leaving on the reservoir a deposit of sulphur. An analysis of 
the water made by Dr. J. G. Pohle showed its mine,ral constituents to 
be as foHows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM ROSE ARTESIAN WELL, TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Sodium chloride (NaCI) ............ , ., ................. 316.000 
Magnesium chloride (MgCI,)........................... 6.428 
Calcium chloride (CaCl,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.816 
Potassium chloride (KC1).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.232 
Sodium bi-carbonate (Na2H,(CO,),). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .520 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.325 
Magnesium bi-carbonate (MgH,(CO')2)' ................ , ·6.420 
Calcium bi-carbonate (CJI,H,(CO,),) ...................... 25.026 
Silicic acid (Si02) and alumina (AI,O.) .................. , 1.200 
Nitrogenous organic matter .................... '0........ 1.100 

Total ............................................. 365.007 

Besides the salts mentioned, traces of magnesium bromide, calcium 
sulphate and calcium phosphate were present. 

By comparison it will be seen that the analyses of the waters from 
the Rose, the Exchange and the Magnetic Mineral wells are very 
similar, and there is little doubt but that the water from all three 
had a common source in a stratum of limestone lying at approxi
mately 1,800 feet be10w the surface. 

But little use was ever made of the water from the Rose Well. It 
was finally plugged, and remains thus at the present time. 
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WABASH COUNTY. 

WHPl'E'S INSTITUTE ARTESIAN WELL. 

WATER = Oha1.ybeate. 

LOCATION.--By the side of the public road in the valley of Treaty 
Creek, three-quarters of a mile southeast of White's Institute; on 
the southeast quarter Section 31 (27 N., 7 E.). Six miles southeast 
of Wabash, the oounty seat, a city of 8,700 population, situated on 
the Wabash River, at thejundion of the Mic·higan Division of the 
Big Four and Wabash railways, 88 miles northeast of Ind~anapoHs, 
and 30 miles southwest of Fort Wayne. 

ORIGIN AND OHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A well, sunk' for gas in 
1887 to a depth of 1,000 feet, developed in the Niagara limestoI1Je at 
a depth of 240 feet a strong vein of mineral water. In November, 
1902, the water WIliS flowing from an iron pipe, four feet above the 
ground, at the rate of 40 gallons a minute. It was clear and spark
ling, and had a temperature of 56° F. No odor of hydrogen sulphide 
gas was detected. Objects about the well werB, however, coated with 
the brownish red precipitate of carbonate of iron, and the charncte'r
istic rUasie of that salt wa's present. No analysis of the water has 
been made. It is often brought into Wabash by the barrel and is 
used for stomach troubles. 

The well is located near the edge ,of a fine piece of woodland, 
which is much frequented by picnic parties, the drive from Wabash 
being in many places very picturesque. 

WARREN COUNTY. 

INDIANA MINERAL SPRINGS. 

WATER = N 61ltral. 

LoCATION.-On the northwest quarter of the southeast quarter of 
Section 23 (22 N., 8 W.), four and one-half miles northwest of Attica, 
a city of 3,100 population, situated on the Wabash River, and at the 
junction of the Wabash Railway and the Brazil Division of the O. & 
E. 1. Railway; 21 miles west of Lafayette, 118 miles south of Ohicago 
and. 87 miles northwest of Indianapolis. Conveyances from the 
springs meet all trains. Reduced rate round trip tickets on the rail
ways include transportation fees from Attica to the springs and 
return. Postoffice, Kramer. Telegraph and telephone office in the 
hotel. 
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ORIGIN AND CHARAOTER OF THE WATER.-Three springs emerge 
from the base of a prettily wooded ridge whose crest is 50 feet above 
the levd of their point of issue. 'rhe main spring is 200 yards from 
the hotel, the others 75 yards further. Wen-like pits have been sunk 
about their openings. In the pit of the main spring an iron cylinder, 
12 feet in length and eight feet in diameter, has been sunk. In the 
other two, stone cylinders of smaller size retain the water. There is 
no overflow from any of the springs. On August 6, 1901, !,he water in 
each was about three feet in depth. Iron pipes connect the springs 
with tanks in the hotel, and the supply is largely pumped to these 
tanks and from them finds its way to the bath house, and to the 
drinking fountain in the hotel office. The total output from the 
three springs is estimated at 20 gallons per minute. . 

The water when dipped up from the springs, is clear, sparkling 
with bubbles of carbonic acid gas, and tasteless. The temperature 
is 53° F. The only quantitative analysis of the water of these springs 
available was made for Wm. Cameron, the former owner, by Dr: 
Stockd,er, and published by Dr. A. C. Peale. * It shows the composi
tion of the water to be as follows: 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM INDIANA MINERAL SPRINGS. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium biocarbonate (CaH,(CO.),) ....................... 17.696 
Calcium sulphate (OaSOJ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.850 
Sodium chloride (N aOl). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .331 
Magnesium OXide (MgO) ................................ 6.005 
Silica (Si02). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• .964 

Total solids ............................•............ ~6.846 

Ou.ln. 
Carbonic acid gas ................ ' ...................... 3.836 

This analysis shows a very pure ordinary spring water which may 
be classed as &lightly alkaline nr neutral. 

A qualitative analysis made by J. B. Russell, of Detroit, Michi
gan, in 1893, ,;howed the presence of the following: 

Bases. 
Magnesium. 
Sodium. 
Calcium. 
Lithium. 
Potassium (traces). 

Acid Radicals. 
Carbonic. 
Hydrochloric. 
Sulphuric. 

Grains. 
Total solid residue from one U. S. gallon. " .. " ......... , .20.21 

"Bulietin 32, U. S. Geological Survey,1886, p. 141. The figures given by Peale are 
"parts inlOO,OOO." These have been.rednoed to grains per U. S. gallon by multiplying by .583' 
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'fhe water is sold under the name of "Magno-Lithia" water. It is 
shipped to consumers in five-gallon glass bottles, the price per bottle 
being $1.50 at the springs. It is seTVed at meals in fhe hotel and is 
an excellent table water. 

At the foot of the slope, just below the springs, is a large deposit 
of muck or black mud, formed of decayed vegetation. Into this de
posit the seepage from the springs, before they were improved, had 
found its way for an indefinite timc. This mud is excavated and used 
in the bath room connected with the hotel in giving mud baths,; 
after using, it is carted back and allowed to remain in or near its 
original resting place for a period, after which it is reused. I se~ 

cured samples of this muck from a place where the supply of the 
day before had been gotten out for the bath room, and had theun 
analyzed by Dr. W. A. Noyes, of Terre Haute. The results of this 
analysis are herewith given: 

ANALYSIS OF MUD FROM INDIANA MINERAL SPRINpS. 

Per Gent. 
Sillca (sand) (SiO~). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.76 
Carbon dioxide (CO,)................................... 0.22 
Ferrous oxide (~'eO). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.85 
Alumina (AI,O.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.95 
Lime (CaO) .............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.60 
l\fagnesia (MgO). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.-14 
Potash (K20). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.83 
Soda (NaC!)............................................ 0.27 
Hygroscopic moisture ............................. , . . . .. 9.10 
Combustible matter (decomposed vegetation) and water of 

constitution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 70.98 

Total .............................................. 1()().()() 

"In addition to the above, minute traces of phosphoric acid 
(P205)' manganese oxide (MnO), and lithia (Li20) were pres'ent. The 
amouIlli; of lithia was so small that it could only he found by a c'are
ful spectroscopic examination." -Noyes. 

The analysis shows that the deposit ~s largely muck, and in every 
way similar to thousands of others which occur in the marshes and 
about the lakes of northern Indiana. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A large three-story hOitel, with accommodations 
for 150 guests, stands just west of the springs. Connected, 'with it is 
one of the finest bath houses in the State, erected and especially 
equipped for giving the famous "mud bruths" for which the resort 
has beqome noted in recent years. If necessary 200 such b'aths can 
be given daily. In giving the bath, the mud is heated by steam until 
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it has reached a higl;t temperature. Cold mud is then mixed with the 
hot until the latter is about 98°F. This is then applied by an attend
ant to the affected parts-the whole body if required-in the form of 
a poultice. From 30 to 50 minutes is required for _the mud bath, when 
the patient passes under a shower bath and remains until all traces of 
the mud are removed. lie iE then placed in a porcelain tub filled 
with water from the springs,fnr a soaking, after which comes a re
freshing rubbing by the attendant, who often uses salt as a skin 
tonic. After this the patient goes to the cooling room where an
other rubbing with· alcohol is given if required. Wonderful cures of 
rheumatism and skin diseases are claimed to be made by these hot 
mud baths, and the claims are borne out by many testimonials pub
lished in the advertising sheets of the company. 

The grounds about the ho,tel are ample, and contain many trees 
and shrubs. Billiard rooms, bowling alleys, tennis courts, music 
rooms, dancing halls, etc., furnish plentiful means of recreation and 
amusement. 

HUNTER MINERAL SPRING,'. 

WATER = Neutral. 

LoCATION.-Five miles northwest of Attica, on the ,;outheast quar
ter of the northwest quarter of Section 23 (22 N., 8 W.), one-fourth 
mile northwest of the Indiana Mineral Springs above described. Con
veyances meet all trains at Attica. Telegraph and telephone service 
in the office of the hotel. Postoffice, Kramer. 

ORIGIN AND Cl' ARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A spring flowing about 
15 gallons per minute issues from the foot of a high, wooded bluff. 
The water is clear, <Ydorless rand tasteless. According to Dr. W. H. 
Dinsmore, the physician in eharge, it contains 10.86 grains of mineral 
matter per U. S. gallon. Of this amounrt; calcium bi-carbonate com
prises 4.5 gr&ins, calcium sulphate 1.5 grains, and potassium sulphate 
.86 of a grain. '.Dhe remajning four grains are composed of mag
nesium carbonate, sodium chLoride and silica. It is a simple alkaline 
water of great purity. Its temperature is 51 0 F. It is pumped 
through pipes to the fountain in the o·ffice of the hotel, and to tanks 
for use in the bath rooms. It also flows through a pipe to a point 
some 50 feet from the spring, where it ~slmes in a drinking fountain. 

The water is sold for shipment at $1.00 per five-gallon bottle. This 
does not include the price of receptacle, which, if desired, can be re
turned free by express. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A hotel with accommodations for 65 people oc
cupies a commanding site on the crest of the hill, 110 feet above Pine 
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Creek Valley. ']'he view from the grounds over this valley is a mag
nificent one for Indiana. 

Connected with the hotel are well equipped bath rooms, where 
mud baths are a specialty. The mud or muck is hauled from a point 
a mile or two ilistant. These baths are given under the guidance 
of an experienced physician, each case being diagnosed, and the tem
perature of the bath, length of time to be taken, etc., governed by 
the physical condition of the patient. 

There are fine roads for driving, riding and cycling about Hunter's 
Springs; also beautiful grounds for field sports and good fishing in 
adjacent streams. rrhe plaee is to be commended to those who are 
suffering from diseases which a plentiful supply of pure water or an 
application qf hot mud will benefit and who are seeking a quiet re
treat in a picturesque region. 

KICKAPOO MAGNETIC SPRING. 

WATER = Alkaline. 

LOCATlON.-On the land of J. B. Lebo, near Kickapoo, a station 
on the Brazil Division of the C. & E. 1. Railway,. three miles north
east of Attica, and 115 miles south of Chicago. Post office, Kickapo.o. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A spring of clear water 
wells up in a valley, on either side of which hills rise to a height of 
GO or more feet. Between these hills run picturesque ravines, whose 
precipitous walls, c'omposed, in some places, of soapstone, in others 
of gray or brown sandstone, show, by their transverse markings, the 
course of the ancient river as it flowed in torrents down the hillsides 
from the stranded and rapidly melting icebergs, during the glacial 
period of our world's history. Within short distances of the spring 
are to be seen severill beautiful cataracts, from 30 to 100 feet in 
height, as the purling streams of this region are hurled from the 
precipitous bluffs over 'which they flow on their way to the Wabash 
River, a mile or two distant. 

It is said that the principal spring was discovered by Kickapoo In
dians as early as June, 1750. The water was analyzed in 1885 by H. 
A. Huston, of Purdue University, Assistant State Chemist, with the 
following results: 

1'1-Geol. 
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• ! , 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM KICKAPOO MAGNETIC SP'/tINGS, WARREN COUNTY, 

INDIANA. ! 

! Grains per V. 8. Gallon. 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO,) ......... '" ..... j ....•........ 12.35 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO,) ............. j • • • . . . • • • • •• 5.38 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCO,) ................. ~ ............ , 0.05 
Silica (SiO,) ............................... ; ............. 0.68 
Sodium sulphate (Na,SO.) .................. ~ ............ , 0.99 
Sodium carbonate (Na2CO,) ................. 1 .••••••••••••• 0.36 
Organic and volatile matter ................. ! ..... , •...•.• 4.61 

I 
I 

Total solids ............................. 1 ••••••••••••• 24.42 

The flow of water from this spring is about i,500 gallons per hour, 
having a temperature of 50 0 F. I 

The water is a very good antacid and diur~tic. It is remarkable 
on account of its containing no chlorides, a fact which may render its 
use of importance in certain disturbed conditions of the stomach. 
It is sold in hottles holding five gallons at $2.~5. A limited number 
of persons can secure a.ccommodations at the i farm house near the 
spring .. There is also a bath house which is oPfn during the summer 
months. I. 

i 

WARRICK COUNTY. Ii' 

DEl GONIA SPRINGS. \ 
I 

WATER = Alkaline-8aline-chalybe~te. 

LOCATION.-On the northwest quarter of sttion 27 (6 S., 7 W.), 
one-fourth mile south of De Gonia, a stati n on the Evansville 
Branch of the St. Louis Division of the South rn Railway, 22 miles 
east of Evansville. A rate of one and one-third fare, good for 30 days, 
is made over the Southern to parties visiting! the springs. Hacks 
meet all trains during the season. Postoffice,:qe Gonia Springs. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER 01<' THE W ATER.-'l'he water at De Gonia 
Springs is very similar to that at McCullough's iSpring, near Oakland 
City, and Coats' Springs, Pike County, both of which are described 
on previous pageR. Hoccurs in a well 12 feet tn depth. In this the 
water stands between seven and eight feet dJep, the supply being 
constant at all seasons. It was reported by J. G Ford, the proprietor, 
in 1901, that with two hand pumps and a man the well to dip with 
a bucket, he finally succeeded in reducing the so'that the bot-
tom could be seen and the well thoroughly According to 
his report, the bottom of the well is in white , no rock or shale 
being found. A second spring, 200 feet west, water of the same 
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character, but is little used. A well sunk 20 feet through loess and 
clay at the back of the hotel, produc'es a very "hard water," which is 
free from the bitter taste of that at the "Spring." 

The only analysis of the mineral water available was that published 
by A. C. Peale, in] 886. * The name of the chemist is not given, but 
it was probably made by Dr. T. C. Van Nuys, formerly chemist at 
Indiana University. 

ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM SPRIN~ No.1. DE GO'NIA SPRINGS. 

Grain8 per U. S. Gallon. 
Calcium carbO'nate (CaCO.) ............................. 16.00 
FerrO'us carbO'nate (E'eCO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.00 
Sodium sulphate (Na"SO,) ............................... 25.00 
Potassium sulphate (K,SO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.00 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO,) ........................... 56.00 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.00 
Calcium phosphate (Ca,(Po,),). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00 
Calcium chloride (GaCI,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.00 
Silica (SiO,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.00 

Total solids ......................................... 121.00 

au. In. 
CarbO'nic acid gas.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.02 

The water, when pumped, has a temperature of 62° F. It is free 
from the odO'r of hydrogen sulphide or other gas. The taste is quite 
bitter and astringent. When boiled, a brownish-white sediment sinks 
to' the bottom, which remO'ves the skin from the tongue. 

The water is said to be very beneficial in diseases of the bowels and 
kidneys, d}'spep~ia, ague and skin diseases. 

IMPROVEMENTS.-A frame hotel, containing 44 furnished rooms, 
is located a short distance from the well, and is open from June 1st 
to October. The grounds are spacious and well shaded. There are 
no facilities for baths and but few for amusement, other than walking; 
O'r driving. The springs are well patronized during the season, the 
water having an excellent reputation among the citizens of Evansville 
and surrounding towns. 

ASH IRON SPRINGS. 

WATER = Alkaline-saline-chalybeate. 

LocATION.-Five miles east of Boonville, on the southwest quarter 
,Section 34 (6 S., 7 W.). Onc mile south of De Gonia Springs, a sta
tion on the "Air Line" Railway, 22 miles east of Evansville, and 98 
miles west of Louisville. 

"Bulletin 32, U. S. Geologioal Survey .1886. p. 138. 
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ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-These springs are three 
in number, situated a few rods apart on the western slope of a pret
tily wooded knoll which rises 20 or more feet above the surrounding 
plain. Formerly the waters seeped from the side of the knoll. In 
the present site of the main spring a hole was dug, into which part 
of a hollow black gum tree was sunk. At present the "springs" are 
wells, eight to twelve feet in depth, from which the water is raised 
by pumps. rl'here is a plentiful supply of the water, the temperature 
of which, when pumped, is 63° y. It is of the same general class as 
the water at De Gonia Springs, saline-acidulous, chalyheate, bitter 
and astringent. No analysis was available. Circulars, issued by the 
company formerly operating the springs, state that the principal con
stituents are iron, lime, magnesia, silica, carbonic acid, sulphuric 
acid and chloridic acid, and claim the water to be a "valuable specific 
for the cure of rheumatism, diarrhea, effects of alcoholism and chronic 
diseases." It is claimed by persons living in the vicinity that the 
waters of both Ash Iron and De Gonia springs are a certain cure for 
hog cholera. 

HISTORY AND IMPROVEMENTs.-The Ash Iron Springs are said to 
have been well known to the Indians, who visited them when suffer
ing from any ,one of many ailments .. "About fifty years ago the late 
James Ash became the owner of the farm upon which the springs are 
located. At that early day the waters had a local reputation, and 
were used by the neighboring farmers in the treatment of chronic 
cases. Mr. Ash was in time compelled to erect an addition to his 
farm house in order to accommodate the increasing. demand of those 
who desired to board at the springs and drink the water. The "ho
tel" was enlarged from time to time to meet the requirements of his 
patrons, and Mr. Ash refused many large offers from parties who de
sired to purchase his property. The buildings were poor and c'on
structed of rough boards, to which an aunual coat of whitewash was 
applied. '1'he fare was of the substantial kind that "sticks to the 
ribs." Amusements were limited, baths unknown. 

On the death of Mr. Ash the springs property was sold at com
missioners' sale. In the spring of 1897 a company was organized to 
take charge of the property and erect buildings suitable to the reputa
tion of the waters. A large three-story hotel and bath house was 
erected and handsomely equipped on the knoll above the springs. 
Separate buildings for use as bowling alleys, electric light plant, 
dancing halls, etc., were constructed. The place was opened, and for 
three seasons was well patronized, when the hotel was destroyed by' 
fire. The other buildings are still standing and the water is at pres-
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ent unused. The site is an excellent one for a large sanitarium, with 
many necessary improvements already on hand. 

FAIRVIEW SPRINGS. 

WATER = Saline-chalybeate. 

LoOATION.~One mile northeast of Boonville, the county seat, a 
town of 3,000 inhabitants, situated on the Evansville branch of the 
Southern Railway, 17 miles east of Evansville. Conveyances meet all 
trains during the season, which lasts from June 1st to October. 

ORIGIN AND CHARAOTER OF THE W ATER.-One natural spring and 
two wells furnish the water at this resort. The spring is,sues from 
the side of a ImoJl 150 yards southeast of the hotel. The :flow is 
small, the water very clear, with the bitter, astringent taste which 
characterizes the acidulous chalybeate waters of this region. At times 
a white deposit of ferrous sulphate (copperas) is found on the earth 
around the opening of the spring. The temperature of the water is 
66° F. 

The shallower of the two wells produces a water less strongly 
charged with iron sulphate and containing more magnesia. It is nine 
feet in depth, with five feet of water within, and is located a few rods 
south of the hotel. The temperature of the water is 64° F., and the 
taste that of Epsom salt (magnesium sulphate). 

The second well is 40 feet in depth and six feet in diameter. It 
was dug through fossiliferoufl limestone and black shale for about 32 
feet, then through seven feet of blue clay to another limestone. The 
water is highly charged with c'arbonate of iron, but contains little 
or no sulphur or magnesium. 
IMPROVE~fENTS.-A good hotel and bath house, with accommoda

tions for 40 guests, is run in connection with the springs. The 
grounds belonging to the property are ample, and contain many fine 
forest trees and much shrubbery. A small artificial lake furnishes 
facilities for rowing and fishing, while croquet and tennis grounds 
supply other modes of amusement. 

W ASHING'l'ON COUNTY. 

UNDERWOOD MINERAL WELL. 

W ATER=Saline. 

LOCATION.-On the land of J. W. L'nderwood, Section 26 (4N., 3 
E.), 13 miles no;th of Salem, the county seat, a Jown of 2)000 popu
lation, situated on the C., I. & L. (Monon) Railway, 282 miles south
east of Chicago, 41 miles northwe!?t of Louisville. 'J;'he nearest rai~-
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way station is Medora, s,even miles north, on the B. & O. S.-W. Rail
way. Postoffice, Vallonia, R. F. D. 

OmGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE W ATER.-A well 19 -feet in depth 
was sunk about 187'0, through clay, gravel and blue mud into a shale 
from which the water is derived. The well is located in rather low 
ground, wooded ridges rising 10 to 30 feet on each side. The water 
stands 10 feet deep in the well, and when raised by a wooden pump 
has a temperature of 58° F. While free from the odor of hydrogen 
sulphide it has a distinct but slight sulphur-saline taste. A rather 
heavy whitish efflorescence on the ground below the well, and on 
rocks removed and thrown to one side when the well was dug, was 
pronounc'ed by T. "Y. Smith, a chemist, of Indianapoli-s, to be alum
inum silicate. This ,efflorescence was noticed before the well was 
sunk, and was the principal cause of its being dug. A partial analy
sis of the water made in May, 1875, by a Cincinnati chemist, resulted 
as follows: 

QUAJ"ITATIVE ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM UNDERWOOD MINERAL WELJ", WA8HINGTON 

Bases 
Sodium. 
Potassium. 
Calcium. 
Magnesium. 
Iron. 

COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Acid Radical,~. 
SulphuriC. 
Hydrochloric. 
Carbonic. 
Phosphoric. 

"Of these, the sodium, calcium and magnesium among the metals 
and the sulphuric and hydrochloric of the acids are the most abund
ant. Th~ carbonic acid is less abundant. The iron and potassium 
are present only in very small proportion. The phosphoric ac'id was 
found only in traces.· Among the more soluble salts, the chlorides 
and phosphates of sodium and magnesilUn exist in by far the largest 
quantities. Of the less soluble salts the sulphate of calcium is the 
most abundant; next come the carbonates of sodium and magnesium. 

"The speci,fic gravity of the water is 1.0033. It affords, upon 
standing, but a very slight sediment, containing a small quantity' of 
organic matter, part of which was probably formed in the water after 
removal from the well as the salt contained but the me,rest trace. 

"This water is to be classed with that of the saline springs and 
wells such as those of Seidlitz, Pyrmont, the Ballston Spa of Sara
toga, N. Y., the St. Louis Artesian Well, etc." 

'1'hc water has quite a local reputation for kidne,x, bladder, stom
ach and rheumatic trol1bles. It is not a cathartic or purgative. On 
the day of my visit to the well, October 23, 1902, a young man had 
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driven 10 miles for a half barrel of it, to be Uised by his father, who 
was suffering from inflammation of the bladder, the water having 
been prescribe(j. by a Louisville physician. It has been shipped to a 
number of towns and cities of southern Indiana, bringing $5.00 per 
barrel on board the cars. 

BECK'S SULPHUR SPRINGS. 

WATER = Raline-sulphuretted. 

LOCATION.-On the northeast quarter of Section 10 (1 N., 3 E.), 
six miles southwest 'of Salem, the county seat, and one-half mile 
northwest of Beck's Mill, the nearest postoffice. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE ·WATER.-Three springs issue 
from limestone rock; two of them about 30 feet apart on opposite 
sides of a shallow ravine. '1'he water of the larger spring flows hori
zontally from the ledge of limestone at the rate of one gallon per 
minute, and is collected in a cavity hollowed out in the rock. In this 
cavity and in the rill bearing away the overflow there were white, 
black and purple precipitates of saIts of sulphur. The water had a 
distinct taste and odor of hydrogen sulphide, combined with a slight 
saline taste, and a temperature of 60 0 F. On the whole;it was very 
palatable. 

The water of the second spring, very similar in character, wells up 
perpendicularly from a creyice in the limestone rock, at the rate of 
one-half gallon per minute. 

The third spring is loeated one-quarter of a mile farther north, 
on the west bank of Mill Creek, a tributary of Blue River. 'rhe 
water flows about 15 feet into that stream, at the rate of about one 
gallon per minute. 'Two other springs of similar water formerly 
welled up in low ground 30 rods west ot. the firs,t two mentioned, but 
their openings are now covered with mud and decayed vegetation. If 
deemed expedient they could probabl-y be easily put into a suitable 
condition for use. 

The water of all these springs has quite a local reputation for dys
pepsia and stomach trouble. The region in which they are loc'ated 
contains several caves, and the scenery along Mill Creek is in places 
very romantic and pleasing. 
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WAYNlD COUNTY. 

GIJEN MILLER SPRINGS. 

WATER = Chaly.beate. 

LOOATION.--In Glen Miller Park, a tract of 164 acres of natural 
woodland lying on the eastern side of Richmond, a city of 18,500 
population, situated 68 miles east of Indianapolis and 75 miles north
weslt of Cincinnati. }1:our railways enter the city, viz.: The G., R. & 
I., the Cincinnati and Richmond and the Columbus and Indianapolis 
Divisions of the Pennsylvania; also the C., R. & M. 

ORIGIN AND CHARAOTER OF THE W ATER.-Glen Miller Park is one 
of the most beautiful and picturesque munic'ipal parks in Indiana. 
It is just broken enough to add variety to its topography and is 
wooded with most of the indigenous trees andshruhs of eastern In
diana. To these natural characters have been added an artificial 
lake, numerous roadways, bypaths and bridges, ornamental shrub
bery and flowering plants, until the whole has become a plaee of 
beauty, in which the citizens justly take great pride. 

Adding not a little to the value of the park is the presence of 
chalybeate "springs," or rather wells, three shallow and one deep, 
with artesinn flows, which supply an abundance of pure and whole
some drinking water to its visitors. The deep well, or "big spring," 
as it is called, is located in a ravine nelar the eastern side of the park. 
It was drilled to a depth of 282 feet, and a strong flow of chalyheate 
water rises a foot above the surface, and would rise six feet if the 

. necessary pipe were inserted. '1'he temperature of the water is 53 0 

F. It t1astes slightly of iron and deposits the brownish-red precipi
tate which characterizes a true chalybeate water. 

At three other points in the park bores have been sunk to a depth 
of 22 feet, which yield an artesian flow of excellent chalybeate water . 
.B'rom one of these the water is piped into Cook's Grotto, and has a 
temperature of 58 0 F. as it is~ues frm the discharge pipe. The tem
perature of the others is a degree or two lower. 

In addition to these springs producing chalybeate water there are 
three producing fresh water, whose temperature is 54 0 F. One of 
these has a large output, sufficient to form quite a rivulet. Bordered 
with willows and producing from its pellucid depths many matted 
masses of green watercress, this stream ripples along its sinuous bed 
into the lake, its presenc'e adding much to the beauty of the parle 

The waters of all these springs, both chalybeate and fresh, are 
much used by the citizens of Richmond, many of whom visit the park 
with jugs and convey a plentiful supply to their homes. 
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RIDID'S SPRING. 

WATER = Alkaline-chalybeate. 

LOCATION.-On the farm of David Reid, near the c'enter of Section 
29 (14 N., 1 W.), two and one-fourth miles north of Richmond. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OJ!' THE WATER.-This spring wells up on 
the side of a gentle slope in an oak and beech grove. A section of 
sewer pipe three feet in diameter has been sunk about the orifice of 
the spring, ana a square bed of cement placed around the upper end 
of the pipe. In this pipe the water stands three feet in depth and 
flows over the mouth at the rate of five gallons per minute. 

A paI·tial analysis of the water made by Dr. J. N. Hurty showed its 
constituents to be as follows: 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF WATER FROM REID'S SPRING. 

Ba8e8. 
Iron. 
Magnesium. 
Potassium. 
Sodium. 
Calcium. 

Acid Radicals. 
Carbonic. 
Sulphuric. 
Silicic. 

Total solids present, 25.~ grains per U. S. gallon. 

The water is clear and sparkling with carbonic acid gas. It has 
had a local reputation for years, chiefly as a diuretic. Large quanti
ties are sold in Richmond at six cents per gallon, delivered in jugs. 

HAWKINS' SPRING. 

WATER = Alkaline-chalybeate. 

LOCATION.-On the farm of John Hawkins, one mile northeast of 
the city of Richmond. 

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE WATER.-A lack of time forbade a 
visit to this spring while gathering data for this paper. The follow
ing ac'count is taken from the report on Wayne County by Prof. E. 
T. Cox, in the report of this department for 1878, pp. 213, et. seq.: 

"The most important springs, in a medicinal point of view in 
Wayne County, are on Mr. John Hawkins' farm, just northeast of the 
city of Richmond. The water breaks out from the junction of the 
drift and the blue argillaceous shales that form the upper part of the 
Lower Silurian beds. There are a number of springs on the plwce, 
but Mr. Hawkins has only' thought proper to enclose three with ce
ment pipes that are about two feet in diameter. They are situated 
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on the south side of the East Fork of White River, and about 20 feet 
ahove the bed of the stream and 60 feet below the crest of the hill, 
at Mr. Hawkins' residence. The springs are only a few feet apart, 
and a.rranged in tho form of a triangle. The ground around is neatly 
paved, and the overflow of water is carried off in a paved chute. This 
chute is well lined with a brownish-red gelatinous precipitate of 
ferric oxide, which tells at onc.e the chalybeate character of the water. 
There is considerable gas bubbling up from the bottom of each 
spring, which appears to be mainly carbonic anhydride and carbonic 
dioxide. No odor of sulphydric acid could be det'ected at the spring 
or in the water shipped to the laboratory for analysis. 

ANALYSIS OF WATE& FROM IIAWKINS' MINERAL SPRING, RICHMOND, INDIANA. 

Grains per U. S. Gallon. 
Silicates.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .158 
Ferrous carbonate (FeCOa). •• • • •• • • • •• • •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••• .192 
Calcium sulphate (caSO.) ............................... 11.684 
Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.) ........................... 1.599 
Calcium biocarbonate (CaH2(c03),) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 9.448 
Potassium carbonate (K,C03). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1.170 
Sodium chloride (NaOl).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .333 
Calcium chloride (CaOl,). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .323 

Total solids ......................................... 24.907 

Free carbolic acid, 4.302 cubic inches per U. S. gallon. 

"This is a sulphatic and carbonated chalybeate water; its action is 
that of a mild tonic, aperient and diuretic and decided alterative. A 
qualitative examination of the two other springs on Hawkins' farm 
showed no perceptible difference in the quality of the water." 
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THE MEDICINAL PROPERTIES AND USES OF 
INDIAN A MINERAL WATERS. 

By HOBERT HESSLER, A. :\f., 1\1. D. 

INTIWDUCTORY. 

The use of mineral waters in the treatment of diseases is an im
portant one, particularly in Europe, where special attention has long 
been given to the subject. Strictly speaking, even the use of ordi
nary water comes within the domain of medicine-the amount of 
water and the time for taking it play an important role in many 
diseases. 

Views on the uses and functions of water, either pure or holding 
other substances in solution, have been modified from time to time, 
with the advance of civilization, just as they have been changing on 
other subjects. ·Before the days of chemistry, about one hundred 
years ago, ideas about the ingredients of mineral waters w~re very 
vague, and explanations of their actions or the effects on the human 
body were equally so. 

The first book published in this country on the uses of water was 
in 1725, and it was a reprint of an English work. The first distinct
ively American work on mineral springs was by Dr. John Bell, in 
1831; since then several books relating to mineral waters have ap
peared. The most exhaustive compilation of the mineral wa,ters of 
this country is a report which appeared as Bulletin No. 32 of the U. 
S. Geological Survey, though treating the subject from a nonmedical 
standpoint. 

Water, pure and simple, is one of the essentials of life. All our 
drinks are water with varying admixtures of other substances; most 
of our fruits and vegetables are mainly water. The human body it
self is three-fourths water. 

Whether a sick man needs a water with one, or more mineral sub
stances in solution will depend on a variety of conditions .. A mineral 
water may perhaps help him, at any rate an invalid who has been in 
ill-health for a long time will, probably, at one time or a,nother con
sider the advisability of going to some health resort, to some mineral 
spring. 

-159-
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In gathering together all available data, the State Geol~gist, Mr. 
Blatchley, has certainly done something that will be fully appre
ciated by the physicians o.f the State. Such data can be used in arrtv
ing at prDper cDnclusiDns in regard to. the use of the waters Df many 
o.f our springs and wells, and it will enable them to. decide int,elIi
gently where to. send patients affiicted with difJ'·erent ailments. It is 
true tha,t the mineral water treatment Df diseases is a much neg
lected subject among our physicians, and this is due chiefly to. the 
fact that until recently there has *een co.mparatively little demand 
for such methDds of treating dise~ses, partly also. to. the fact that, 
with very few exceptio.ns, until qui~e recently, we have had scarcely 
an institutio.n worthy of the name'l of health. resDrt making use o.f 

" mineral waters, internally, or, in the! form of baths, externally .. 
It should be said that the remart· s in this paper are not intended 

fo·r the physician, but for the ordi ary layman, the average citizen 
o.f the State, informing him briefly bout the prDperties and uses o.f 
our various mineral waters. It wi~l be no.tic"ed that certain state
ments are repeated in different pla~es, as, the use o.f pure water, of 
certain salts, the relation of diet, eif. This repetitio.n is made pur
po.s>ely to emphasize their importanqe. 

The writer's thanks are due to t:r. Joseph G. Rogers, Superin
tendent of the Northern Indiana Ho pital for Insane; to Dr. Robert 
E. Lyons, Professor of Chemistry in the Indiana University, and to. 
Dr. Ernest C. Reyer, Professor of Materia Medica in the Medical CDl
lege of Indiana, for their kindness inlgoing over the manuscript. 

Logansport, Indiana, January 14,11902. 

KINDS AND USES. 

Water is cDmposed of o.xygen and chemically cDmbined. 
I 

As fDund in nature, it is a.eeompanied1with mo.re Dr less mineral mat-
ter and at times with vegetable and impurities. 
. The rainfall furnishes us all our ; it is the moisture of the 
air co.ndensed and precipitated to th earth. 

Different names are applied to the we use, according to the 
plac'c frDm which we take it after it precipitated., That which is 
caught from the roof o.f a house stored ina cistern. is called 
"cistern water;" that which flows from the bee of the earth is 
"river" or "stream water;" that has penetrated into. the soil 
and is cDllected in wells is knDwn as water;" when it flows nat-
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urally from a hillside, from an opening in a hilly country, we call it 
"spring water:" Some water gets down deep into the geological 
strata of the earth, and when tapped hy a deep bore is known as 
"underground" or "deep-well water;" if the· water flows naturally 
out at the surface or mouth of the well it is known as "artesian 
water." Any water, whether from a spring or deep well, which is 
charged with mineral matter in appreciable quantity and possesses 
a peculiar taste or odor, is commonly called "mineral water." 

The crust of the earth is built up of eertain materials, and the 
water percolating or passing through these will hold in solution cer
tain of the substances with which it has come in contact. If the 
underlying strata are of limestone, the water will be charged with 
lime; if of magnesia, with that mineral. Waters of this kind are 
known as "hard waters." Where. there is little material to go into 
solution, as in a freestone or granite country, the more shallow 
waters are apt to be almost free from mineral matter, and in this 
case the water is called "soft water." 

In the strict scientific sense, absolutely pure water is unknown in 
nature. The purest rain water contains traces of gases, of mineral 
matter and small amounts of organized matter. Water caught in the 
open country in clean receptacles may be regarded as practically 
pure. The process of contamination begins with the passage of the 
wat.er through the gas and dust-laden atmosphere and is continued 
with ~enewed vigor when the water reaches the earth. 

PURE WATER. 

A few words in regard to the meaning of the words "pure water" 
may not be amiss. The term "pure water" is capable of various 
definitions; it depends altogether on the standpoint from which con
sidered. The chemist, for instance, may say a water is pure for 
chemic'al purposes-"chemically pure"-when it contains no appre
ciable amount of gases or leaves no residue on evaporation to dry
ness .. Water used for chemical purposes might contain innumerable 
minute organisms, micro-organisms, and he not concern himself 
about their presence. The bac,teriologist will call a water bac
teriologically pure if it be free from living micro-organisms and 
their spores, although it may contain considerable chemical im
purity; in this ca.se the water would be "germ free," or ''bacterio
logically pure." A mechanical engineer would call a water pure, or 
tit for boiler purposes, if it contained only small quantities of lime 
or magnesia-these forming the boiler scale~and (excluding gases 
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from decaying vegetable matter which may cause troublisome foam-
ing or frothing) with him the term "pure water" is ,ienerally syn
onymous with "soft water." 

To the sanitarian a water is pure if it is free from disease-pro
duCing microbes or bacteria, and if the quantities~f the commonly 
occurring chemical impurities fall within certain accepted limits. * 
Certain chemical impurities may be present, as well as harmless 
bacteria, but water reasonably pure in these respects may pass as 
"potable water." The waters from many of our slightly mineral
ized springs properly come under this head. 

In ordinary daily life the use of the terms "pure" and "impure." 
varies somewhat; a water may be sufficiently pure for one purpose, 
Qut not for another. The water that we ordinarily demand for 
drinking and household purposes must be clear, odorless and with
out any marked taste .. Any turbidity, peculiar flavor or odor leads 
us to regard a water as impure. However, conformity to these three 
conditions alone must not be accepted as proof of the purity and 
wholesomeness of a water. 

Some wa.ters possess a peculiar flavor, but by constant use this is 
noticed less and less-we "get accusto.med to it," as we say. People 
corning from a sandstone country to o.ne of limestone are apt to com
plain of the water, and, on the other hand, on reversing the condi
tions, complaint will be made of the flat taste of the sand or free
sltone water. It may be added that whenever any diarrheal symp
toms occur in a person away from horne he at once ascribes it to 
the water, when, as a matter of fact, the wa,ter rarely has anything 
to do with it, and the real cause may be obscure. Slight traces of 
sulphuretted hydrogen gas or of iron compounds produc'e peculiar 
flavors, but these, in the course of time, ar·e no longer noticed. The 
same may be said of the alkali waters of the Western plains. 

The difficulty of obtaining a pure water supply for our towns and 
cities is increasing from year to year. Our streams are becoming 
more and more polluted, and water from wells is objectionable on 
account of itsha.rdness. It is only a matter of time until each city 
dependent upon a surface water supply will he compelled to erect a 
filtmtionplant, after the fashion of European cities. A properly 
filtered water does away with the danger of many water-borne dis
ea~es, such as typhoid fever and cho,lera. 

The water from streams, rich in vegetal or animal life, espe
cially in summer and fall, at times acquires a disagreeable flavor, due 
to the decay of these organisms. At times, also, the wat€r is full of 

"These standards differ with the kind of water, locality, etc. 
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mud-"mlld haths," after a fashion, can readily be had by the: use of 
some city waters following a heavy rain. With such a water we can 
never he safe from typhoid fever. 

Water performs a most important part in nature; wherever there 
is life, whether in animals or plants, water plays a part. Even in the 
mineral kingdom the formation of many crystals would be impossi
ble without the presence of water. 

MINERAL W A'l'ERS. 

SOURCE. ELEMENTS IN THEM AND HOW COMBINED. 

In any part of Indiana a variety of waters is to he found. Rain 
water is ordinarily regarded as pure water, especially if carefully 
collected. The water from our streams and la.kes mayor may not be 
pure, depending on circumstances. Well water which in its descent 
through the soil filters through a sand soil is usually a pure, soft 
water, hut in a limestone or drift-c'overed region it will contain con
siderable lime and magnesia, with more or less well-marked traees 
of sodium, iron, alumina, etc. Unless a water has filtered slowly 
through a thick stratum of earth, it is apt to contain more or less 
organic matter derived from plants and animals with which it came 
in contact on the surface. 

As .ordinarily understood, the term "mineral water" is applied to 
a water which is used in the treatment of diseases, either internally 
or externally, and which differs from ordinary water in that it holds 
in soluti.on certain solids or gases. Mineral water may come from 
springs or from wells, especially deep wells. 

A large numher of ingredients occur iIll mineral wat~rs. Primarily, 
these are chemic'al elements, as calcium, sodium, iron, sulphur, chlo~ 
rine, etc~, but only a few are to be found in an uncombined state, 
.oxygen, for instance. With few exceptions, chemical elements are 
found combined with each other, usually as bases and acids, forming 
salts. T?e element sodium-a white metal in its pure state-is, for 
instance, never found in this condition in water, nor in nature, as far 
as kn.own, hut is always combined with some other element or ele~ 
ments. When combined with chlorine, we have sodium chloride, 
common salt; wirth sulphur, sodium sulphide. Sodium in combina
tion with sulphur and oxygen forms sodium SUlphate. There are a 
large numher of sodium compounds found in different waters. 
Among them may be mentioned: Sodium arsenite, borate, bromide, 
carbonate, chloride, iodide, nitrate, phosphate, silicate, sulphide, sul
phite and sulphate. 
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The chief ingredients of the mineral waters of Indian/are, from 
a medical standpoint: Calcium, magnesium, sodium, potissium, iron, 
aluminum, silicon, chlorine, sulphur, carbon, phosphoro,rts-these lat
ter generally in combination with oxygen as sulphates, carbonates, 
bi-carbonates or phosphates. ' 

Among the minor ingredients, because occurring very rarely or 
only in minute quantities, may be mentioned: Lithium, bromine, 
iedine, boron, zinc, with perhaps a few others. 

Among the gases,may be mentioned oxygen, nitrogen and hydro
gen; also sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic>acid gas. 

It should be kept in mind that the above suhstances are not to be 
looked for in their uncombined state; they occur combined with each 
other, and usually as salts. 

Elements are usually grouped on account of some properties they 
have in common. Som~ of the metallic elements form a group 
known as the alkaline metals, the two chief ones, as far as concerns 
the purpose of this paper, being sodium and potassium. They are 
found, in combination, throughout nature, and we take variable 
amounts in almost every mouthful of food we eat. 

Sodium (tnd jJ(),t(J.~.'d,1J,rn, 

Sodium enters into the chemical COlmD,osl'tlCIll of every part of the 
human body; potassium, also, though to a less extent. These 
elements are to some extent interchangea in the body. On a 
vegetable diet, pota,ssium accumulates. In case of the herbivora 
it may gradually accumulate to such an ext that animals like the 
buffalo will go hundreds of miles to the' licks" to satisty the 
cra,ving for common saH, the sodium the accumulated po-
tassium. Animals living on flesh, the get all the sodium 
required, in fact, all the needed mineral rna in their fo,od. A cow 
will gnaw at bone to get the needed calcium phosphorous of which 
hone is compoS€d. We, as a rule, use salt, is, table salt, more as 
a seasoning than on account of the actual of it; some stomachs 
get too much salt. 

It may, perhaps, appropriately be here 
needed in largest quantity by the body of 
animals, are so-called carbon compounds, or 
element carbon being in combination with 
nitrogen mainly. These compounds are 
mostly concerned in our daily life, in the 
and they are obtained primarily from the 

d that the substances 
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are produced-manufactured, if the term may be so used-by the 
plants themselves from the inorganic materials-earth. 

Sodium, as such, does not occur in the body, but is always found 
in combination with other substances, notab~y with chlorine, and in 
this combination we take it daily as table salt, or, chemically speak
ing, sodium chloride, the older name being chloride of sodium. It 
is found in every part of the body, and some of it is decomposed by 
special cells in the stomach wall, into hydrochloric acid, also known 
underr the older name of muriatic acid; it is a combination of chlorine 
with hydrogen and is needed in the process of digesting albuminous 
foods, suc'h as meats and eggs. 

Oombined with carbonic acid, a compound of carbon and oxygen, 
sodi~ occurs in small amounts in the body, also with phosphoric 
and sulphuric acids. Besides these, there are a number of other 
combina.tions, some of them being with so-called organic acids, as 
those of bile or urine. Some 'of the sodium compounds will be again 
referred to under their medicinal properties and uses. 

In a general way, the above remarks on sodium also apply to po
tassium, but, since the latter plays a less important part, no special 
mention need he made of it at present. 

The element lithium is one of the rarer members of this group. 
Lithium plays an important role in the advertisements of mineral 
waters and health resorts-often waters with a mere trace of it are 
called "lithia waters" and extravagant claims are made for their 
curative properrties. Lithium owes its medicinal reputation to: the 
fact that it brings uric acid or deposits of uric acid in the body into 
solution, its solvent power in this respect being greater than that of 
potassium or sodium. . 

Calcium and Magnesium. 

Calcium and magnesium belong to the group of alkaline-earth 
metals; they are the chief element.s entering into the composition of 
hone-in combination with phosphoric and carbonic acids. They oc
cur more or less abundantly in our food and drink. 

Our drift soils, covering the greater portion of the State, are full 
of lime, and water in contact with such soils becomes saturated with 
it--becomes "hard." To persons using a fre·estone water, free -.from 
lime, additional quantities o·f it may be of advantage, but too much 
lime is by some authorities considered detrimental to the body, as 
it may help to produce a degeneration of the arleries---so-called cal
careous degeneration, known also as pipe-stem arteries. It is some
times said that a man is no older than his arteries, meaning that he 

12-Gllol. 
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will show his age most in the condition of the arteries; some men 
old in years are young in this respect. 

Strontium and barium are elements that occur in s6me mineral 
waters, though very sparingly. They have a great affinity for sul
phuric acid, with which they are usually combined. They may be 
dismissed with this bare mention. 

Iron. 

Iron as found in our mineral waters is combined with carbonic or 
sulphuric acids. Ohalybeate waters, which will be referred to more 
in detail later on, are iron waters. 

Iron is an important element entering into the composition ~f the 
body, or, to be more exact, into the coloring matter of the blood. 
Ordinarily, we get all the iron we need from our food, from beef
steak, especially. Where there is a deficiency, a condition which can 
be accurately determined by the use of diagnostic instruments, addi
tional iron may have to be supplied to the body. 

Among the rarer and less important members of the group to 
which iron belongs may be mentioned aluminum and manganese. 
The latter is a very rare ingredient of mineral waters, and to a cer
tain extent possesses the properties of iron, but as far as its uses 
by the body are concerned we may ne~glect it altogether in this paper. 
Aluminum is a common ingredient of nearly all mineral waters, 
though usually only in infinitesimal amounts. Alum wa;l;ers contain 
it in considerable quantity, and such waters have a peculiax astrin
gency. Aluminum plays no especial part in the nutrition or func
tions of the human body, nor does the small amount in ordinary min
eral waters' have any medicinal effects. 

Arsenic, belonging to a different group fr,om any of the preceding, 
occurs in some wa.ters, notably the poison waters of Tyrol. Arsen
ical water, or arsenic, has a peculiar effect on the bOody and is some
times used in medicine, but since our Indiana waters do not contain 
this substance, no further mention need be made of it. 

ChlO1ine, Phosphorus, S1tlphur, Carbon. 

The above elements, as found in our waters, are in combination 
with other elements, occurring usuany as acids, and these in turn 
are combined with bases, the chief ones having been enumerated 
above. The principal acids are: HydrochlOoric, phosphOoric, sulphu
ric and carbonic. As their effects on the body are dependent almost 
wholly on their combination with bases, these combinations, so~called 
"saUs," may now apprOopriately be considered. 
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Taking up the salts in the order in which their bases have been 
given above, we may now briefly enumerate the chief ones, with men
tion of their physiological and therapeutical, or medicinal, action, or 
effect, on the human body, though in a general way only. 

SODIUM CHLORIDE.-Common Table Salt.-This is the most com
mon combination of s.odium; it is found -everywhere, and all min
eral waters contain it, in quantity from a mere trace up to 10,000 
grains per gallon. This salt occurs in every part of the body, and a 
certain amount is required every day to keep the system in a healthy 
condition; the longing for salt is hence a very natural one. Sodium 
chloride regulates absorption, nutrition and secretion, and is of the 
utmost importance in these vital processes. It was for a long time 
held that if given in increased amounts it would promote tissue 
changes-proteid metabolism, as it is called in physiology. Taken 
into the stomach, it causes, or may produce, an increase of the gas
tric juice, of bile, pancreatic juice and intestinal fluid, promoting the 
appetite and assisting digestion. Part of the salt is decomposed by 
the stomach, and the acid, set free, with the secreted pepsin, brings 
albuminous foods (meats and eggs, for instance,) into solution ready 
for absorption. 0Il the bowels it has a slight aperient effect, and 
also restrains decomposition of the intestinal contents. It has some 
expectorant action on the respiratory mucous membranes .. Large 
doses are emetic and purga,tive. 

It finds its chief employment in disturbances and diseases of the 
alimentary tract, in certain affections of the stomach, liver and bow~ 
els. It is of service in certain forms of dyspepsia marked by atony 
or a deficient secretion of acid; in forms marked by an excessive se
cretion of acid it may aggravate the difficulty. Stomach disturb
ances sliould always be thoroughly investigated and diagnosed, and 
the amount of free acid determined before attempting to prescribe 
a remedy, and especially before sending a patient to any mineral 
spring. 

SODIUM SULPHATE, Glauber's Salt, is a common and abundant 
constituent. of mos,t of our mineral waters. It may be so abundant 
in a water as to exceed in its action all other constituents. This 
salt is not needed by a healthy body, and it plays no part in the 
tissue changes of daily life; any that might possibly be required is 
obtained from our food, which contains it in minute quantities. 
Taken medicinally, as by drinking a water containing it in solution, 
it acts chiefly by the process of endosmosis and exosmosis, or the 
to and fro movements of soluble substances in liquids. Small doses 
stimulate the intestinal and urinary secretions, larger doses are laxa-
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tive, and still larger doses are cathartic; in other words) the amount 
of reaction depends on the amount taken. 

This salt is useful in some disordered conditions of the digestive 
tract-gastric, hepatic and intestinal-and may be used daily in small 
doses, or in one or two large ones, as may be required. When the 
action on the bowels is gentle, it is known as aperient; when more 
active it is called laxative, and when very active, cathartic. An 
aperient is very frequently indicated, that is, it may be properly 
used, in deranged conditions of the alimentary tract, and may act 
very beneficially, while a cathartic is rarely indicated, and, given in 
improper cases under unfavorable conditions, may act injuriously. 
In their action, salts, or salines, may take much fluid from the body. 
In certain dropsical c'onditions, as that dependent on some forms of 
heart disease, it may give relief by helping to abstract the accumu-

. lated fluid. It must, of course, not be regarded as a "cure" in the 
latter condition, dropsy being simply a symptom of an underlying 
disease. It should be added that in a number of diseasBS the use of 
a water containing much of this salt must be avoided. 

SODIUM CARBONATE.-This salt is commercially represented by 
the common washing soda, and, when combined with an additional 
amount of carbonic acid, by baking soda, the laUer being sodium 
bi-carbonate. It is found in the body, in the blood and saliva, and 
these fluids are alkaline. Both these salts occur in most of our 
waters, usually only in very small amounts. They impart to water 
a greasy touch and a peculiar taste. Free acids are readily neutral
ized, the sodium combining to form a new salt, and for this reason 
these carbonates are much used in acid dyspepsia and may be of 
value in the treatment of gallstones. The bi-carbonate iE? usually 
prescribed. It is useful in certain affections marked by acid condi
tions, among which may be mentioned some of the fevers, rheuma
tism, gout and irritable bladder, particularly if the irritation be due 
to excessive acidity of the urine, the latter becoming alkaline un
der its usc. In uric acid conditions the pota8sium bi-carbonate is to 
be preferred. In conjunction with other salts, as found in some of 
our mineral waters, it is frequently of service in catarrhal conditions. 

A remedy which may produce good results in a proper case may, 
on the other hand, aggravate the difficulty in a case where it is not 
indicated; That sodium carbonate will derange digestion is at times 
shown in the case of persons 'who han for a long time eaten soda 
biscuits. The bi-carbonate originally used, under the influence of 
heat, is change.d into the simple carbonate, the excess of the gas be
ing liberated, "raising" the biscuit. The continued ingestion of an 
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alkali is certainly not conducive to increased digestive power of the 
stomach. 

SODIUM IODIDE.-This salt is found in some waters, at least the 
small amount of iodine found in a water is usually given as combined 
with sodium in the report of the chemist, but it does not matter in 
what combination the iodine may be, it will produce the same ef
fects. Where decided results are desired the salt itself, as obtained 
from the pharmacist, is usually prescribed. The effects of iodine 
and of iodides is c'onveniently expres'sed by the term alterative. In 
some way alteratives hasten the disappearance of some of the ab
normal tissues, such as are found, for instance, in scrofula, syphilis, 
goitre, etc. If too much is given or for too long a time, the vitality 
of the normal tissue may itself be affected and the system under
mined. In some parts of the world springs are found rather heavily 
charged with iodides and where their peculiar effects may be brought 
about without the action of accompanying salts, as those of the laxa
tive sulphates of sodium or magnesium. A small amount of iodine 
may have its effects increased by the presence of other salts, notably 
those of iron. 

SODIUM BRo~nDE.-Bromine is usually associated with iodine and 
occurs in very minute quantities only. Bromides have a sedative ef
fect on the nervous system, and are often given on this account. No 
reaction is to be looked for from the small amount that may be taken 
in any of our mineral waters in which it occurs. To get any effect 
from the sodium salt may require from a few grains up to several 
drams, the dose to be repeated as occasion demands. 

SODIUM BORATE.-Boron or its sodium salt occurs plentifully in 
certain countries, but is rarely mentioned as occurring in our waters. 
The double salt, bi-borate 01 sodium, is known in common language 
as borax; it has a limited use. Boric acid, separated from its combi
nation WIth sodium, is a white powder used in lotions, gargles and 
as a dusting powder. 'rhe presence of this salt in any of our mineral 
waters does not enhance their value. 

POTASSIUM CHLORIDE.-This salt is generally associated with sodi
um chloride, but usually in such small quantities that its action on 
the body may be disregarded, or simply included with that of the lat
·ter, which it resembles in its main effects. 

POTASSIUM SULPHATE.-·This occurs sparingly in some of our 
waters, but since its action or effects on the body resemble thos·e of 
the sodium sulphate and magnesium sulphate, no further mention 
need be made. 
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POTASSIUM CARBONATE, or usually the bi-carbonate, occurs in 
small amounts in some of our alkaline waters; its action resembles 
that of the sodium salt; it is an antacid and diuretic. Its solvent ac
tion on uric acid is greater than that of the other, but unless used 
in its pure form and in considerable amount, from five to fifty grains' 
in a glass of water, no decided effects are to be looked for. Its pres
ence in our mineral wat·ers, in common with that of the other potaB
sium salts, may be wholly disregarded as far as its medicinal effects 
are concerned. 

The above remarks also apply to lithium carbonate, occurring in 
small (often exceedingly minute) amounts in some waters. There 
is so little of it that it can be left out of account entirely. As men
tioned elsewhere, lithium forms a more soluble compound with uric 
acid than sodium, and for this reason it is frequently prescribed in 
the so-called uric acid diathesis; of this more will be said later on. 
lf such an action, or, rather, reaction, is desired, the salt is generally 
prescribed in from two to fifteen grain doses of the dry powder, dis
solved in a glass of water. It would be rather disagreeable to be 
compelled to drink a gallon of water for the sake of the few grains 
of lithium in it. Many of the so-called lithia waters are really very 
pure waters, with a trace of lithium, just enough of it so that the 
name can be applied, although it may require the aid of a spectro
scope to show that it is present. 

CALCIUM CARBON ATE is the chemical name for pure limestone. 
When the stone is heated, as in burning lime, the carbonic acid is 
driven off, leaving calcium oxide, and this, exposed to the air, grad
ually returns to the carbonated condition. Lime is present in nearly 
all of our common waters, and most of the mineral waters, as has 
been mentioned under calcium, and what was there said also here 
applies to its carbonic acid compound. It is only slightly solubLe in 
water (about one part in 10,000 parts of pure water), but more free
ly so in water impregnated with carbonic acid gas. Although in it
self it may have some slight medicinal properties, chiefly antacid 
and diuretic, yet as found in mineral waters, excepting, of c ours 6', 

the calcic or alkaline calcic kinds, its possible effects are wholly over
shadowed by those of accompanying salts, particularly of the laxa
tive sulphates of sodium and magnesium. 

CALCIUM SULPRATE.-The calcium in mineral waters is generally 
combined with sulphuric acid, and the resulting salt, the one just 
mentioned, is a common constituent of many waters. The amount 
present may he small, owing to its slight solubility, and no impor
tance is to be attached to it in waters rich in other sulphates. It has 
no particular medicinal properties. 
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CALCIUM PHOSPHATE.-In considering, on a previous page, the 
chemical elements to be found in mineral waters, mention was made 

.of phospholrus. In waters this is to bel looked for in c'ombination 
with calcium as a phosphate salt, and, as this is almost insoluble, 
only traces are to be found. No medicinal effects are to be looked for 
from the small amount in our mineral waters. 

MAGNESIUM SULPHATE.-This is commonly known as Epsom Salt 
and is a most important ingredient of some springs and wells. It i~ 
a very soluble salt and may occur in large amount. Its effects on the 
body are similar to those of sodium sulphate, but it is less unpleasant 
to the palate and milder in action, and may be retained by the stom
ach, where the other is rejected. It is generally preferred to the 
sodium salt. If no action results from one dose it should be repeated. 

MAGNESIUM CARBONATE.-This is given as an occasional ingredi
ent of waters, but, because of its slight solubility (one part in about 
2,500 parts of water), it may properly be excluded from the list. It 
is used chiefly as an antacid-in neutralizing acids-and for this 
purpose the dry calcined magnesia is the preparation prescribed. 

IRON CARBONATE AND BI-CARBONATE.-Iron is of frequent occur
rence in waters and is usually tabulated as a carbonate by the chem
ist. There may be only a mere trace, or, as in the c:ase of some 
chalybeate springs, well-defined quantities. The importance of 
iron to the body has already been referred to. In many affections, 
notably in alterations of the blood, "iron waters" may be of decided 
benefit. The importance of iron will be again referred to in that 
part of this paper devoted to a consideration of diseases. 

IRON SULPHATE.-Sometimes the iron is combined with sulphuric 
acid, particularly in waters of acid and sulphur springs. In this 
comb~nation the iron is more astringent and less palatable than when 
combined with carbonic acid, although- the ultimate effects of the 
iron on t~ blood may be the same. 

It may be added that nowadays physicians do not depend on inor
ganic iron compounds to get iron into the system, into the blood 
cells, of their patients. They use organic compounds, usually such 
as are obtained from blood itself, as from that of the beef. 
, ALUMINUM SULPHATE is an occasional constituent, notably of some 
so-called alum wells or springs. The astringency of alum waters re
sembles that of alum itself. No special claims can properly be made 
for such waters, and when found in saline waters its possible effects 
are outweighed by the action of other salts. At times the analyst 
dOles not separate the alumina, or oxide of aluminum, from the ac
companying iron in the process of analysis, and in that case he will 
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give the combined amount of iron and aluminum oxide. Occasion
ally the quantity of aluminum is given as aluminum silicate. 

Of the gases found in mineral waters the following two should be 
mentioned as the most important: 

CARBONIC ACID GAs.-This is a combination of carbon and oxyg;en 
and is found 'in all cold waters invariable amounts. It gives a 
sparkle to water, and if present in considerable amount may give 
a pung;ent taste, like the c'arbonated water of the soda fountain. 
Such waters are at times very soothing to an irritated stomach and 
may allay nausea. Where the effects of this gas are desired, the 
water should be either pure or only feebly mineraliz,ed. 

HYDROGEN SULPHIDE, OR SULPHURETTED HYDROGEN, is the gas 
with the rotten egg odor, and a constituent of many saline or alka
line-saline waters, usually associated with other sulphur compounds. 
Exposed to the air, such waters become milky, turbid, from a pre
cipitation of the sulphur in the dec'omposition of the gas. It is doubt
ful if this gas, especially when the amount ingested with the water 
is considered, has any influence on the body or is of any marked bene
fit in diseased conditions. Used externally it may have some influ
ence in certain skin diseases. Warm sulphur baths may be useful 
in chronic lead poisoning, as that of painters. Many of the famous 
sulphur waters are hot or thermal springs, and their virtues, aside 
from that 'of accompanying constituents, are often due to.the mall'
ner in which they are used. 

One of the anomalieis connected with the application of remedies 
for the relief of affliction from disease, is the belief that strong 
smelling or strong tasting substances are "powerful medicine." A 
tasteless medicine may have the same influence on physical condi
tions, but it may not infl.uence the mind, and this is an important 
factor with many persons who are eonstantly taking medicine for 
one thing or another .. Frequently all that is needed by a sick man 
is water, pure water, water in abundance, but unless something is 
added to it to give it some taste or odor, it is often impossible to get 
him to use it as he should. 

A few other salts might have been mentioned in the above list, 
but since they occur in exceedingly small quantities or because they 
lack any medicinal properties, it was not thought necessary even to 
mention them. 

:BTom the above list it will be seen that the number of important 
constituents of our mineral waters is rather limited. Oompared with 
the nuinbeT of medicinal agents or remedies used by a physician
and mostly of an organic or non-mineral nature-the number found 
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in mineral waters seems small indeed. The rea,son why one water 
differs from another may be chiefly that the difference is a matter 
of quantity, the same constituents may occur in both waters. Often 
one constituent predominates to such an extent 3JS to outweigh in 
its effects all others, giving the- water its character. A water is apt 
to be more powerful, more effective, when the chief ingredients have 
similar action than when the action of one set of ingredients coun
teracts that of another. As a matter of fact it is often difficult to 
say just what the action of a water will be from the published analy
sis. Some waters can readily be assigned to the class to which they 
properly befong, while others can not. 

:Brom the preceding it will be seen that the therapeutic or curative 
range of action of substances ordinarily found in mineral waters is 
quite limited. The limitations will be still more marked if we dis
tinguish sharply between palliative and curative effects. Although 
the range is limited, yet taking into consideration the prevailing af
fections of mankind, the common ailments of daily life, it will be 
found that the occasion for prescribing or for taking mineral waters 
is an extended one. As a general rule, when a person is ill, he feels 
bad all over, the whole system seems to be upset, and no one part 
of the body, no one organ, can be picked out and the difficulty defi- . 
nitely ascribed to' it. Compared with the number of cases of illness, 
the number of cases of typical diseases is small. Very frequently a 
little fasting, a brisk laxative and a good night's rest is all that is 
needed to restore the normal or healthy condition. Mineral waters 
find their chief application in chronic ailments. 

It should here be said that salts occurring in mineral waters can 
be obtained in a pure form from the pharmacist, as well as mixtures 
of salts resembling, in their chief effects, at least, those of mineral 
waters; these latter are known as "artificial mineral water salts." Als 
a matter of fact, many of the noted waters are now closely imitated 
by manufacturing chemists. These combiuations of chemical salts 
may be obtained in crystalline or in powder form or in the shape of 
tablets of definite strength. These tablets often contain such a mix
ture of acids and alkali that when they are dissolved in water, car
bonic acid gas is given off, making the solution of the salts more 
palatable, or more closely imitating the natural water. 

N ow, although we may be able to determine fairly well what will 
be the result, the effect, when a certain salt is supplied to the body, 
when we come to mineral water itself we may in many in~tances be 
wholly at a loss to know beforehand what the effect will be. The 
most active ingredient may dominate all the other salts, as whe,re a 
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large amount of sulphate of sodium or of m~gnesium very speedily 
produces a cathartic effect, or where a water containing arsenic pro
duces its peculiar, perhaps toxic, effect, outbalancing all others. 
That the effect varies with the dose is known to everybody. Where 
salts of antagonistic actions occur" their usual effects on the body 
will probably be neutralized, and, on the other hand, where their 
action is along the same line, the effects may be greatly increased. 

As a general statement, it may be said of the mineral waters of 
Indiana that the salts most abundantly present will determine the 
activity of the water, and that this activity will be modified by the 
amount of water taken. 

There are no hot mineral springs in Indiana;* all belong to the 
non-thermal or cold spring Yariety, and this fact makes some slight 
difference in their therapeutic application. The effect of hot water 
is quite different from that of cold water, irrespective of the min
eral ingredients. 

A chemical analysis of mineral water will show 'Yhat elements are 
present, but not how these different elements-usually divided into 
bases and acids---:are combined. When the chemist has completed 
his determinations of the kinds and amounts of each element found, 
he goes to work to arrange his table, combining acids with bases, 
according to certain chemical laws or rules, and in this form they ap
pear in the published analyses. Analytical chemists may all find the 
same kinds and amounts of ultimate chemieal elements and yet their 
views may differ on how these are combined with each other. The 
tendency at the present time is to greater uniformity in this respect. 

If the analysis of one water approximates closely that of another, 
then we may infer that the waters are essentially alike, and we may 
look for similar medicinal effects from each-though in practice 
there may be found slight differences, making one water more effi
cient and more valuable in the treatment of diseases than the other. 

Mineral waters occur in great numbers and variety, and for con
venience of classific'ation they may be grouped according to some 
marked constituent or some decided therapeutic or medicinal prop
erties; a spring very rarely has any marked property aside from that 
of its class. 'ro the physician it is very important to know to which 
class or group a water belongs, in order to enable him to properly 
advise his patients concerning its use. Whether a patient should be 
sent to the nearest spring of its kind or to a distant one with differ
ent surroundings, perhaps a different climate, from those to which 

"'The warm "thermal wells" with a temperature of 800 F., to which Mr. Blatchley 
calls attention, may merit investigation and be put to a ,nore extensive use. There seems 
to b. an abundant flow of water. 
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he has been long accustomed, are questions that must also be con
sidered at the proper time. It is not simply a question or going to a 
spring, or even a spring or the same class, and drinking the water, 
in limited or unlimited quantities, as we shall see later on. 

CLASSIFICATION OF MINERAL WATERS . 

• There is little uniformity among authorities on the subject or the 
classification or mineral waters, and views on the proper position or 
any water in a given classification may vary widely. 

Pliny, the old Roman naturalist, divided waters into acidulous, 
sulphurous, saline, chalybeate, nitrous, aluminous and bituminous. 
This was nearly two thousand years ago, and his classification sur
vived ror a long time, indeed, s·ome of his terms are in use today. 

A mode'rn classification, including the various waters to be found 
throughout the world, is rather elaborate. The number of kinds or 
waters in Indiana is small and the classification of them will accord
ingly be brief. Based on their chief ingredients, our waters cali be 
arranged into groups with names like the following: Carbonated, 
alkaline, alkaline-saline, saline, chalybeate. 

Alum wa.ters, although really saline, may perhaps best rorm a 
group by themselves. 

The present writer will not attempt to rerer to their respective 
classification the mineral waters or the State. All he desires to do 
in this paper is briefly to indicate, in a general way, the lines along 
which waters may be grouped and to give a few statements concern
ing indications for the use of each kind of water. Just where a min
eral water rrom any particulal' spring or well belongs can be de
termined from the analytical tables in Mr. Blatchley's report. Often 
it is a difficult matter to determine just where a water belongs on 
account of the number o,r ingredients and amounts present; some 
waters may properly be placed in mor·e than one group. 

The indications for use in diseases or ailments will be but briefly 
referred to here. A more thorough consideration will be given the 
subject under the head of "Disorders and Diseases." The effects of 
individual salts have been briefly mentioned on pages 164 to 172 

The following extract is from Crook's "Mineral Waters of the United States:" 
"In what way do mineral waters act, and how do they produce their therapeutic ef

fects? We may answer this query by the statement that in a general way their influence is 
wrought in the same manner as is that of other medicinal agents. It is easy to understand 
that a water densely impregnated with the sulphate of magnesia will cause alvine evacua
tions, and that one conta.ining iron will increa'e the a.mount of hemoglobin in the red 
blood-cells; yet it must be confessed that an element of mystery still shrou,is the action of 
ma.ny waters, and the good effects obtained from their nse are difficnlt to expla.in." 
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Where reference is made to European waters, it is done mainly on 
account of their having he en so long known and so fully studied. In 
justice to our local springs and wells we can not refer to anyone as 
typical of a class without also naming others which would answer 
equally well. 

CARBONATED WATERs.-Waters of this kind contain an excess of 
carbonic acid gas, holding in solution or acoompan:ied by the carbon
ates of calcium, magnesium, sodium, and, to a less extent, by other 
bases. Reference was made to waters of this class under carbonic 
acid gas, on page 172. It may further be said that waters of this kind 
are often very palatable, and, other things' being equal, they may be 
desirable for table use. The famous ApoIlinaris water, coming from 
near the River Rhine, in Germany, is essentially a very pure water, 
slightly alkaline, charged with this gas, eac;h pint containing about 
42 cubic inches. Some of our so-called lithia waters also come un
der this head. 

ALKALINE WATERs.-Waters of this class contain considerable 
sodium and c'alcium carbonate and small amounts of chlorides and 
sulphates, with more or less free gas. If much sodium carbonate is 
present the.water has a greasy touch. waters are regarded as 
diuretic, producing an increased flow of and so may be of serv-
ice in flushing the system and helping to rid of accumulated waste 
products. Such waters also have an effect, neutralizing the 
acid of the stomach, blood or urine, and' properly selected cases a 
favorable influence maybe expected, as hyperacidity of the stom-
ach, in continuous flow of the gastric and in pyrosis or 
heartburn. Continued use may POSSI bring about a change in 
the formation of the acid itself, that in a diminution of the 
amount produced. To simply neutralize the acid is, of course, not 
a cure. In diseases of the liver, a by disturbances of the 
biliary passages, or by gallstones, it may e of service, as well as in 
certain kidney and bladder disturbances. are often greatly 
benefited by a prolonged stay at some aU'f"LC.u:v mineral water resort. 
Theoretically, su~h waters are said to be ted in many catarrhal 
affections-to loosen and dissolve the in the case of ca-

NOTE.-Properly speaking, nearly aU the weUs and of Indian a whose waters are 
used for honsehold pnrposes, certainlY those of the ];rnAAt.,nnA regions or of the glacial drift 
areas, must be classed among the alkaline mineral account of the amount of cal-
cium they contain-held in solution chieflY by .. aid gas. If this latter is 
driven off, as by heating the water, a deposit of as that in the tea-kettle, 
The difference in the taste of iuch w,.tero from is quite marked to persons 
accustomed only to the use of the latter ,.nd they so notice some unusual effects 
from its UBe. Waters of this kind are, of course, too to be of service in 
the treatment of diseases for which waters like those mentioned are indicated. The 
possible influence of the lime where suc4 waters ar~ used has Illreadr been re-
ferr~d t9 u!lder "Calcium C"rbonatQ." 
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tarrh of the respiratory system or of the digestive tract. The waters 
of Vichy and Ems are types of this class. The former contains 26 
grains of sodium carbonate to the pint, with about 15 cubic inches of 
carbonic acid gas. For minor ingredients, present in small amounts, 
see the table at the end of this paper. In the water of Ems there is 
less carbonate and more of the chlorides; it is really an alkaline
saline of a mild type; it differs greatly from the Carlsbad water by 
the absenc'e of sodium SUlphate. 

ALKALINE-SALINE WATERs.-These differ from the last in that 
they contain greater quantities of sulphates and chlorides. The well
known Carlsbad water is a prototype; its chief constituents, with 
amounts per pint, are as follows: Sodium carbonate, grains, 9; sodi
um chloride, grains, 9; sodium sulphate, grains, 20; round numbers 
being given. 

A water of this kind in continued small doses stimulates' the se
cretion of the gastric mucous membrane, while large doses diminish 
it. It increases peristalsis of the stomach and intestines, thus tend
ing to empty the stomach and intestine'S. It reduces the irritability 
of the stomach. 

In attempting a Carlsbad cure, it is necessary beforehand to ascer
tain the condition-the amount of acid secreted should be accurately 
determined. It may be added that the diet regulations at Carlsbad 
play an important part in the treatment of alimentary tract disturb
ances and diseases. The best results are obtained in cases resulting 
from habitual overfeeding. * 

':'According to Boas' "Allgemeine Diagnostik und Therapie der Magenkrankheiten," 
Carlsbad thermal waters are indicated in the following conditions: 

1. In acnte cases of dyspepsia, particnlarly those with increased acidity and moderate 
constipation. 

2. In gastritis acida, especially if accompanied by an abnormal secretion of mncns. 
3. In many (non-nervons) forms of hyperacidity, of continnons flow of gastric juice, 

and in hydrochloric acid pyrosis. 
4. In the milder forms of atony of the gastric muscles, dependent on sedentary habits, 

limited diet (soups), habitnal constipation and increased secretion. 
5. In insufficient chemical activity and diminution of the amount of free hydrochloric 

acid. 
6. As an after-cnre following the healing of a chronic gastric or duodenal ulcer, espe

cially in the hyperacid forms. 
7. In dyspeptic disorders dependent on constipation, disturbances of-the liver and 

while still in the sub-chronic stage. 
In 1, 2,3 and 6, large doses of the thermal waters are indicated; in the others, small doses. 
Carlsbad water should not be used in the following: 
1. In advanced forms of dyspepsia, particularly if free a.cid has disappeared. 
2. In all forms of real chronic gastritis with a complete loss or disappearance of hydro

chloric acid. 
3_ In dilatation of the stomach, whether dependent on atony of the walls or on stenosis 

of the pylorus. 
4. In all forms of nervous dyspepsia. 
5. In dyspepsia accompanied by severe constipation. 
6. In suspected malignant disease of the alimentary tract. 
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SULPHURETTED WATERS. *-Most of the waters of this kind in In
diana are alkaline-salines, or salines charged with sulphuretted hy
drogen, and th~y are readily recognized by their odor. Objection is 
rarely made to this gas, or rather to its odor, and after a few days' 
use it may no longer be noticed; it does not disagree with the stom
ach. In a general way, the action of these waters is that of other 
springs or wells having the same mineral ingredients, minus the gas. 

These waters in Indiana playa prominent part in the treatment of 
disturbances of nutrition--in derangements of the stomach and kid
neys. Their therapeutic or medicinal range is a wide one. F1illl
blooded, plethoric individuals are often greatly benefited by a pro
longed stay at one or the other of these springs or wells, particularly 
persons living in cities, leading sedentary lives, eating too much, or 
too rich food, and not knowing what it means to be really hungry. 

Waters of this kind do not add anything to the body-anything 
that is needed for its nutrition-which may not be obtained from 
food. Their action is in just the opposite direction; they deplete, 
they take away products that have accumulated by the abnormal 
mode of living, by the over-eating and under-exertion. 

These waters are esteemed in many disordered conditions of the 
stomach, liver and bowels. A sallow complexion, with a coated 
tongue, is quickly cleared up by waters in which the sulphates pre
dominate. The condition following the prolonged use of alcohol is 
speedily and beneficially modified by a s·hort stay at one of these 
springs. The use of such water will again be referred to' under dis
eases of the alimentary tract and under uric acid conditions. 

SALINES,' SALINE W ATERs.-These waters contain large amounts 
of sodium chloride, with variable amounts of chlorides and sulphates 
a.nd little, if any, sodium carbonate. 

':TheI·e a.re four fairly well defined kinds of sulphur waters found iu Indiana and they 
can be characterized in a general way about as follows: 

1. Waters with very little sodium chloride and with fair amounts of the sulphates of 
sodium and magnesium. Waters of this kind are especially serviceable in caseS of hyper
acidity of the stomach and where sodium chloride is contraindicated. Some of the waters 
cont"in more or less of the carbonatee of calcium and sodium, and these aid in neutralizing 
the acidity. 

2. Waters with considerable sodium chloride and with practically no sulphates; these 
are indicated in couditions the opposite of those menth,ned above .. 

3. Waters with ruuch sodium chloride and considerable of the sodium and magnesium 
sulphates. These waters are indicated in conditions marked by sluggish bow...,l movements; 
they are chiefly apcrient in their action. 

4. Waters with variable amounts of sodium chloride but with large amounts of sul
phates and having It decided action on the intestinal tract. These are essentially purgative 
waten. 

The writer would like to mention some of the waters coming under the above heads, 
but in justice to others he can not single out a few. 
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Sodium chloride waters are said to be useful in stimulating the 
gastric mucous membrane, in increasing the appetite and in getting 
rid of excessive amounts of secreted mucus,. The hest results are 
obtained in gastritis, with diminishing amounts of hydrochloric acid, 
but the water must be used at least for many weeks. Chronic cases 
may be benefited by the continued use of such waters, as they help 
the digestive process. In cases with increased formation of hydro
chloric acid, such waters are contra-indicated, as might naturally be 
inferred from the preceding. 

Salines differ very much in their composition. The waters of 
Wiesbaden contain 52 grains Of sodium chloride to the pint, those 
of Nauheim, mostly used for bathing, contain 110 grains. When 
salines contain much of the sulphates they are termed purgative. 
Hunyadi Janos is an example of this kind. 

CHALYBEATE WATERS contain a variable amount of iron in com
bination with an acid, as carbonic. Waters of this class differ greatly 
in the amount of accompanying salts; the best waters are those in 
which these are in minimum quantity. A saline water may contain 
a large amount of iron, more than is found in a purely chalybeate 
water, yet little or no benefit may be received from the iron on ac
count of the action of purgative salts. Although iron compounds, 
if taken in sufficient amount or for a long time, may cause constipa
tion and may even derange the digestive system, the amount usually 
found in our waters is so small that their effects may he wholly dis-
regarded. • 

The springs of Schwalbach, in Germany, and Spa, in Belgium, 
are types of good chalybeate waters. 

Chalybeate springs are common everywhere, and, unless the ac
companying minerals do not disturb, they are indicated in conditions 
of under-nutrition, with blood deficienc'ies. 

In chronic anemic and chlorotic conditions, a prolonged stay at 
. some distant iron spring is often beneficial; the change in scenery 

and climate may be of value. 

OTHER 'VATERS. 

All sorts of combinations of salts occur, in kind as well as in 
amount, but, medically speaking, the above list will answer the re
quirements of classification or grouping. All the waters of the State 
may be placed under one or the other of the above heads. If be
longing to more than one group, it can be indicated by such combi
nations as saline-chalybeate, saline-carbonated, or, in still greater 
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detail, as, for instance, alkaline-calcic-carbonated-chalybeate. It 
should be distinctly understood that we have no mineral waters in 
Indiana that stand alone, or which may not also be found in other 
states of the Union, or in other countries. 

Just where to place any given' water may be a difficult matter, as 
already mentioned. Sometimes it may properly be placed under two 
groups, and allowance has to be made in this respect. With an analy
sis before us, we ought, however, to be able. to arrive at some satis
factory conclusion. 

Whether the waters of one locality should be used in preference 
to those of another locality when of practically the same composition, 
is a ques,tion that will depend on a variety of conditions-the nature 
of the disease, the condition of the patient, the distance to be trav
eled, the hotel or home accommodations, the cost, climate, season of 
the year, etc., all must he considered. In the matter of health re
sorts as elsewhere, the beat is generally the cheapest. 

ARTIFICIAL MINERAL WATERS. 

Although c'hemists can take the various chemicals or salts and add 
them to pure water in proper amounts and thus closely approximate 
the composition of mineral waters, yet the results obtained by their 
use may not be exactly the same, especially to the mind of the in
valid, as those derived fmm the use 01 the real mineral water-

• even after allowing for tl;te modifying conditions under which the 
waters are taken at the springs. When speaking of a "mineral water 
cure," we mean a journey to some certain spring and using the water 
as it issue/? from the earth. 

Some invalids prefer to use a mineral water simply because, as 
they say, it is "prepared i;n nature's own laboratory," or because it 
is "nature's own remedy." 

In many conditions physicians prefer to use pure salts, because· 
they can be accurately weighed or dosed out to meet the indications, 
as in the use of a definite amount of an alkali to neutralize an ex
cessively acid gastric juice or an acid urine. If patients prefer to 
use a natural mineral water, they can, perhaps, be accommodated 
by a water containing a sUitable alkali and without any accompany
ing deleterious mineral matter. 
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THE HUMAN BODY IN HEALTH AND DISEASE. 

Thec;human body is a complex organism. It is essentially a ma
chine for the performance of certain functions, consisting of a frame
work, t4e skeleton, with the various organs grouped around. The 
numerous functions are performed by differentiated organs. The 
real work is done by the individual cells of which the organs are 
oompOIS€d. For instance, muscle ceUs contract and expand, and thus 
we get motion; glandular cells secrete and excrete; nerve cells con
trol the other cells and bring the body in relation with the outside 
world. Of the organs, we speak of the organs of respiration, or of 
sight, or of locomotion, and the like, each set performing some spe
cial function. 

The cells of the body correspond to the bricks out of which the 
house is built. Cells are alive; they are born, live and die. Cells 
require food for the periormanceof their separate functions; they 
grow, especially in number, as the body itself grows. Food is car
ried to the cells, and, in fact, to every part of the body, by the blood 
stream.. Products of vital activity are carried off by the blood and are 
eliminated by the lungs, kidneys and skin. Unused parts of the 
food itself are directly discharged from the alimentary tract without 
having entered the body proper, for, strictly speaking, the inside of 
. the bowel is outside of the body. 

The human body, like animal bodies in general, breaks up organic 
compounds, these latter having been built up by plants from the 
inorganic materials, that is, from the earth, air and water. The 
number of ohemicalelements entering into the composition of the 
human body is quite limited, and what we need for growth and keep
ing the body going and to replace the wear and tear we obtain from 
our food. Oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon compose approxi
mately 95 per cent. of the human body; mineral matter, such as cal
cium, phosphorous, sodium, iron and several others in very small 
quantities, composing the other 5 per cent. Seventy-five per cent. 
of the body weight is water. It should be remembered in connec
tion with the use of mineral waters that the· small amounts of min
eral matter needed to replenish the wear and tear of the body are 
supplied in our daily food. 

The'chief waste p:l'Oducts of bodily activity, of metabolism, are 
carbonic acid, urea, uric acid and combinations of uric acid, creatin, 
cholesterin and several other substances in lesser amounts. In a 
general way we may say that the food consumed in the production 
of heat and force is burned up just like coal under a boiler-that is, 

13-Geol. 
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oxidized-combined with oxygen-and the resulting carbonic acid 
gas is given off by the lungs. The wear and tear of the bodily 
orgaru; themselves in the performance of this function is excreted 
by the kidneys; this is chiefly urea and uric acid, and a quantitative 
analysis of the urine will, in a measure, show the amount of this 
wear and fear. 

People living in a cold climate require more food to keep the body 
warm-to keep up the animal heat, and the body must oxidize more 
food and the lungs act more energetically to supply the air and dis
place the carbonic acid gas. In the struggle for existence, a person 
with a poor digestive apparatus has a very poor show. On the other 
hand, people living in a warm climate require little food to keep up 
the bodily heat; the same may be said of persons living in warm 
rooms, and dressing warmly on going out. With large quantities 
eaten and little actually used, the body naturally stores up material 
to be drawn upon later-the body becomes fat. 

In a general way it may be said that the materials entering into 
the production of heat and force are starches (cereals in general), 
sugars,oils and fats; they are literally burned up in the body. The 
wear and tear of the machinery itself-that of the body cells and 
tissues, is replaced from the animal food we eat-meats, milk and 
eggs. When these latter are habitually supplied in large quantities, 
the system becomes overloaded and the kidneys have to work harder 
to get rid of them. In the process of carrying off such products, 
water plays a most important part; in fact, if the amount of water 
passing through the kidneys is insufficient to properly· carry them 
off, aJl sorts of disturbances may arise. The blood itself is mainly 
water, holding some substances in solution and the oorpus:cles in 
suspension. It maysaf,ely be said that,of all the substances required 
by the body, water occupies first plaCe. Frequently, when the sys
tem is deranged, all th3lt is needed to restore the equilibrium is the 
free use of water. 

DISEASE. 

Naturalists tell us that a constant struggle for existence is going 
on in the world among all the different kinds of life, animal as well 
as vegetable. We see it in the field, where strong plants crowd out 
the weak, and in the woods, where trees take possession of the soil 
to the exclusion· of the smaller plants. Among animals, one lives 
at the expense ot another; the stronger destroy the weak, and the 
strong themselves mayfall through a combined attack of the weaker 
ones. Some animals live solely at the expense of vegetable life. Man 
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hims-elf lives at the expense of all other living things, animals as 
well as plants. 

Man, too, has his foes that threaten his existence. There are all 
sorts of living things, both animal an vegetal, that are ever ready 
to attack and destroy him. In civilized -countries the danger from 
large wild beasts ·has of course been reduced to a minimum-we are 
no longer in danger of being eaten by wolves and bears, but a host 
of small animals, parasites chiefly-worms, tapeworms and trichina, 
mites and amoeba, constantly assail us. At present our direst 
enemies are among the plants. We have all heard of the festive 
bacteria that are ever ready to attack and destroy us. Bacteria, be
longing to the vegetable kingdom, as causes of diseases, play a most 
important role. 

I When the cause of a disease or of an injury is large enough to be 
• plainly seen by the unaided eye, we readily take it for granted that 

it is the cause. For instance, a child is suffering and has a peculiat 
train of symptoms. What ails it? What rs too cause .of the illness? 
After a short time, several worms are passed and the child is well 
again, and we at once, and properly, conclude that the worms were 
the cause of the disturbance. 

As the cause, or causes, of diseases diminish in size the difficulty 
in recognizing them increases. Seeing usually means believing. The 
smaller an object the fewel1 are the people in this world who are 
able to see it. By way of illustration, the cause.of the human "itch" 
is a good example. Several hundred years ago a little mite was sus
pected to be the cause of the itch, and soon after the microscope 
came into use-about two hundred years ago-it was figured and 
described. Yet strange to relate, it was not until about seventy-five 
years ago that it was universally recognized as the cause. 

At the present time we know positively that quite a number of 
diseases are due to the growth of minute forms of life, especially 
bacteria, in and upon the human body. It is not to be understood, 
however, that all diseases are due to "germs," as this is not the case. 
Moreover, many diseased conditions may be simply the after-effects 
of former attacks of such minute organisms; the original cause of 
the disease, or the disease process, may have utterly.disappeared. 
It may be added that the number of diseases that may be inherited 
is quite small, and such inheritance occurs only exceptionally. 

N'owadays we always want something definite as a caUse for the 
production of a disease-something that can be seen, felt, weighed 
or measured, a something that appeals to the senses. 
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Disease has been defined as: "A condition of the body marked 
by inharmonious action of one or more of the various organs, owing 
to abnormal conditions or structural change." . 

The natural defenders of the body against the attacks of bacteria, 
of disease germs, are th,e white-blood (loTpuscles; they are the soldiers 
that fight .our minute foes. They do their work so perfectly that 
ordinarily we are not aware of any struggle going on within us. At 
times, however, the struggle, becomes so intense that we are led to 
realize that something is wrong, as when we have fever. The fever 
is literally the heat of the battle that is going on within our body 
after some disease-producing germ has gained an entrance and is 
trying to overrun it. 'Vhen the fever or heat producing prooess is 
localized near the surface, as in an inflammation of the finger, the 
battle may be fought within narrow limits and the white cells that 
have fallen in the battle may be discharged from the surface as pus • 
or matter-a pus corpuscle is simply a dead white-blood cOTpuscle. 

The human body reacts in a certain manner to a given cause. In 
the case of diseases due to microbes this reaction is very uniform, 
and this is what we ordinarily call the symptoms of disease. A 
critical study of the symptoms may therefore tell us what the dis
ease is, as well as its cause. 

The body in relation to disease-producing bacteria may aptly be 
compared to a bare field ready for the seed. If no seed is sown, no 
crop results; if corn is soWn, the resulting crop will be corn; if wheat, 
then wheat results.W e do not expect corn when wheat is sown, nor 
anything else than wheat. So in diseases. If, for instance, the germ 
of cholera begins to grow in the body, cholera results and nothing 
else. If a body be in a locality where there are no cholera bacilli, 
there will be no cholera. The point is this: No germs, no dis'ease-R 
given disease for a given ~erm. 

In regard to bacterial· diseases, it may be said that as long as the 
body is in good working .order, the skin unbroken and the organs, 
especially th'e digestive tract, perform their functions well, ,then we 
are in good condition to resist the attacks of .our enemies, the dis
ease-pr.oducing bacteria. Occasionally some may gain an entrance 
and flourish for a short time, but ultimately they are dispelled-and 
we are well' again. Where the body is in poor condition, enfeebled 
f.or some cause, it is less l"esistant and may Isuccumb to an attack that 
a strong person would readily overcome. 

Besides acute diseases due to infection and chronic diseases the 
result of such infecti.on, there are many diseases or . diseased condi
tions t.o which n.o .outside, no f.oreign, or in other words, no ba,cteria1, 
9f I¢..crobic! cause can be assi~nedT " 
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A sharp distinction must be drawn between acute disease processes 
-acute disease due to some inteciion-and the after-effects of such 
diseases. 'l'he latter may be due to impaired functioning of an organ 
owing to a partial destruction of its substance, or to some perverted 
action having been induced which is kept up after the subsidence of 
the acute disease-there may be some remaining chronic functional 
derangement, or, as we say, a chronic disease. 

The kinds of diseases chiefly beneiited by the use, internally or 
externally, of mineral waters, belong to the non-acute, or non-germ 
kind, mostly diseases or disorders of the alimentary tract, kidneys, 
blood and skin. Th~e will be considered in some detail later on, 
together with the benefits to be derived from the use of a proper 
mineral water. 

WHAT MINIDRAL WATERS WILL NOT DO. 

,Not to go into this question would practically defeat the object of 
this paper. It is a cardinal principle in medicine that to "know 
what not to do" is just as important as to know "what to do." It is 
just as important to know what mineral waters will no.t do as to 
know what we may reasonably expect from them. 

Confining ourselves to Indiana mineral waters, we may safely say 
that none of them add anything to the body which may not as well 
be administered at home, and perhaps in a more palatable or agree
able form. We have IIiO waters that are healthful, that is, full of 
health, and no sick person can drink-in health by drinking water. 

Our mineral waters do not contain anything that adds to the nutri
tion of the booy which may not 00 found in the daily food. 

There is nothing in mineral water that will keep the body in 
health-lliOthing except the water its.elf. Everything that is Meded 
by the body in health is supplied by our ordinary foods and when 
the body is sick it is only exceptionally that a mineral spring sup. 
plies anything that is needed to restore health, as the iron in an iron 
spring, for instance. 

Simply to go to a health resort and drink the water in prescribed, 
or perhaps in unlimited, quantities, is not all of "Going to a health 
resort," no miOl'e than to fish is all there is of "Going fishing.". Na
ture cures. This is a fact not to he forgotten. Doctors may help 
and mineral waters may help, but they help only by assisting Nature. 
If a patient depeilids on physicians or on mineral waters to make him 
well without his serious co-operation he will likely be disappointed. 
:a:~ lllUst co-operate even at a health resOTt. 
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The belief in the efficacy of mineral waters in curing disease is 
almost as widespread a,s the belief in the healing herbs that grow 
somewhere-if we only knew where to find them. "Health l!'ood" 
should also be mentioned in this connection. Health foods are ad
vertised to cure many of the ills of mankind, so easily digested you 
know, the stomach has nothing to do but just to absorb them. It 
has often seemed to the "Writer that some ,one ought to "get up" a 
food with a minimum amount of digestible substance, a food that 
fills the stomach but adds little to nutrition. Many persons have a 
strong desire to fill the stomach, and when they do this too much is 
absorbed, the system is overloaded and it has difficulty in getting rid 
of the surplus. What persons of sedentary habit need is a food That 
will satisfy the craving of the empty stomach but really add little 
to the tissue metabolism, which, with their mode of life, should be 
reduced to a minimum. 

A great amount of our mineral water lore has been inherited from 
the ancients, much of it has been found untrue; in fact ,many physi
cians question, even deny, the curative properties of mineral waters, 
The old books are entirely out of date and are not worth quoting at 
all; they contain too many general but indefinite statements about 
the curative action of certain waters. Much doubt has, for instance, 
been expressed lately as to whether saline waters influence tissue 
metabolism-changes among the cells and tissues or organs of the 
body-in the least, and yet this is a statement that has appeared 
in one treatise on mineral waters after another. According to the 
experimental researches and investigations of V. N oorden, Ludwig 
and Dappel', such a role must now be denied saline waters. With all 
the research now carried on, we will, no doubt, in the near future be 
able to arrive at better conclusions concerning the classes of patients, 
that is, the 'kinds of disorders and diseases that are most apt to be 
benefited by a longer or shorter stay at any given mineral water 
resort. 

The writer himself is much of a skeptic when it comes to the out
right curative properties of mineral waters. It may be objected that 
his ideas on the influence of mineral waters in the curing of diseases 
are too radical, too pessmistic, too iconoclastic, but if any fact is to 
be explained for the advantage of the proprietor of a mineral spring, 
he will attend to that. \Vhat some men will not claim for their 
waters is not worth claiming. 

In this connection, the following quotat.ion from the recently is
sued Cyclopedia of Medicine and Surgery, by Gould and Pyle, may 
he of interest: "An undue value is placed by the laity and inter-
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ested proprietors upon the medicinal value of mineral waters. The 
benefit in most instances from them is due to the change of climate 
and scene, freedom from business and home cares and worry, regu~ 
larity of life and diet, drinking water in quantity, and, in many in
stances, the suhstitution of water for alcoholic beverages. Those 
springs which aro farthest removed from the patient's residence, 
are, as a "rule, of the most value to him, as similar invalids whose 
homes are in the vicinity of the springs are often not benefited oy its 
water." 

If certain mineral watelrs possessed the properties ascrihed to them 
by their owners or by the residents of the vicinity, then the people 
of that community ought to be the healthiest and longest lived indi~ 
viduals in the country. As a matter or fact, the health of a people 
of a health resort, of a mineral s'pring, is not apt to be better, nor 
are they longer lived than the people of a country with no mineral 
springs-conditrons otherwise, of course, being equal. 

We must draw sharp distinctions between being benefited and 
being cured. Some invalids, especially "high livers," with an accu
mulation of waste products in th\) body, may go to a health resort, 
drink the waters freely and in a short time feel rejuvenated. They 
return to their homes elated-resume their old habits and in the 
course of time the old difficulty returns. 

We at times hear patients say: "I felt perfectly well while I was 
at the X Mineral Spring, but the moment I got home the old trouble 
returned." Some will perhaps add: "I believe I did not stay long 
enough to get cured, and I guess I will go back for another round." 
Alas for that patient. He may go again and again, and each time 
be henefited while at the spring and using the water, but may never 
be cured. The effect of the water may be simply to relieve symp, 
toms-for instance, a gastric pain due to an excessively acid stomach, 
and when this is neutralized by the alkali in the water the pain sub
sides. In this case it is a purely chemical reaction which may not 
have any influence on the underlying cause for the production of the 
acid. Sometimes the mere drinking of water, pure. water, or water 
only slightly mineralized, is all that is needed to a s'ense of well
heing. 

'1'he final outcome of a disease or of a dis,eased process may differ 
greatly in different individuals. Some may recover promptly, others 
r€cover only after an indefinite period; there may be a long convales
cence ending with ultimate recovery, or, on the other hand, function
ing may ever after be impaired-the individual may be chronically ill. 
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'r.he body can no more' replace a lost mucous lining of the stomach or 
replace a lost lung than it can replace a lost arm. 

To get decided lasting benefit from the use of mineral waters, the 
stay at a health resort should be a more or less prolonged one-weeks 
or perhaps months may be required to bring about a favorable in
fluenc~an influence that will last after returning home. That the 
waters should be carefully and properly chosen to meet the indica
tions is of course assumed. 

A story from the Fliegende BIaetter shows the faith of some men 
in the efficacy of a mineral water. 

Mrs. Brown: "Your husband seems to be a great believer in the 
waters of the Gushing Mineral Springs?" , 

Mrs. Gray: "Yes. He ought to be." 
Mrs. Brown: "Why?'" 
Mrs. Gray: "For the reason that it has cured his stomach trouble 

four times this year already." 
Although the subject,of mineral waters and their curative influence 

may not inter'est a person in health, it becomes an interesting one to 
the invalid---,andeach one of us may at any time become ill. 

Experience has demonstrated that certain mineral waters do have 
curative effects when intelligently used; this may be said particu
larly of European waters. Americ'ans, as a rule, have paid too little 
attention to the springs of their own country, and too little scientific 
study has been given the matter. Even at the present time, little 
use is made of our springs, when compared with those of European 
countries, although many of our waters are doubtless as valuable as 
those of the famous European springs. 

DISEASES AND AFFEOTIONS BENEFITED BY THE USE OF 
• MINERAL WATERS. 

Oompared with the number of known die eases and disordeTs, the 
list of those in which mineral waters are properly applicable may 
s'eem very limited, as a matter o,f fact there aIle only a few groups 
that stand out distinctly-chiefly chronic conditions. 

According to Gould and Pyle, "The principal affections in which 
mineral waters are esteemed are the following: Cirrhosis of the 
live).:, dyspepsia, gout, rheumatism, uricacidemia, lithiasis, hepatic 
diabetes, constipation, strumous diathesis disorders, obesity, plethora 
of the pelvic organs, hypochondriasis, skin-diseases, especially those 
dependent on gastric derangement, phthisis, co'nstitutional syphilis, 
metallic poisoning, etc. Aperient and pUrgative waters are useful 
when a prejudice exists against purgative medicine." 
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We shall now take up some of the chief ailments in which the use· 
'of mineral waters is indicated. This c'an of course be done only in 
a general way and without going into special details. It is not the 
intention to write a medical treatise. 

Taken in connection with what has been said heretofore on the 
properties and uses of water and mineral waters, it is hoped that the 
present consideration of conditions, of affections, in which the use 
of mineral waters is a<lYisable, will permit definite conclusions to be 
arrived at in any given case. In case of doubt, however, it is always 
advisaMe to apply to a physician and be guided by his advice. * 

The blind or indiscriminate use of mineral waters, as of any other 
supposed remedy, should be discouraged, for a water rich in solids 
may aggravate rather than alleviate conditions or certain fo'l'IllS of 
ill-health. 

CONVALESCENCE FRO~f ACUTE DISEAsEs.-Frequently after the 
acute symptoms of disease have passed away, a more or less pro
longed state of convalescence may follow. This may be marked by 
a feeling of lassitude, an inability to concentrate the mind on any 
subject and a tendency to become irritated from slight causes. Any 
mental or physical exertion is apt to increase the action of the heart 
and it may beat very actively. Ordinary medication seems to have 
lost its efi'.ects, there is little improvement. In such conditions it is . 
well for the patient to spend some time at a pleasant health resort 
in the country, with pure air, cheerful surroundings and enough 
recreation to while away the t~me. Waters only slightly mineralized 
are best in such cases. If the:re is an anemic or thin-blooded condi
tion, the use of some iron spring may be indicated, the small amount 
of iron in the water often acting very beneficially. 

ANEMIA AND GENERAL DEBILITY.-In conditions of this kind, 
without any well-defined symptoIllS of disease, and not the result of 
an acute disease but due to some chronic disorder or overwork, worry, 
sleeplessness, dissipation or deranged digestion, and marked by an 
indisposition to wertion, becoming easily exhausted on exertion
with perhaps ill-defined pains and aches which the idle mind magni
fies-is a condition often greatly benefited by a visit to sOime spring 
with a bland or slightly saline water or to some iron spring, with a 
freedom from care and the worry of home life. Where the debility 
is due to the retention of poisonous products in the body, moderate 

':'When a physician can give a decidedly favorable opinion, he is only too glad to do 80. 

The laity, as a rule, are wholly unable to judge the adaptability of a water or a resort to an 
incl.ividual case, and one should always hesitate before condemning a water because it did 
not give the expected relief, especially where the water has been chosen arbitrarily and 
independently of the advice of a physician. 
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. amounts of some of the sulphuretted waters may be found lIidvanta
geous. 

STOMACH AFFECTIONS.-This is a large field and 'One difficult to 
treat from a pDpular standpoint. It may be said that the tendency 
at present is to make finer and finer distinctions and to differentiate 
between disorders that on superficial examination seem alike, this is 
especially the case with affections of the alimentary tract. The 
words dyspepsia, constipation or diarrhcea no longer stand for dis
eases, but simply for disease symptoms Dr conditions, showing that 
something is wrong, and these may be due tD a variety of causes. 
The tendency now is to find the cause and remove it, if such be 
possible, the symptoms disappearing when the cause is removed. 

By the use of test-meals, chemical and microscopical examinations, 
test diets and by a study of the tissue changes as revealed to a great 
extent by a systematic examination of the urine, much has been, 
and can be, learned concerning the management of affections of this 
kind. Often a very definite form of treatment can be prescribed, 
replacing the old time guesses at various appetizers, bitters, tonics, 
digestive ferments, laxatives and purgatives: What to cat and drink, 
as well as what not to eat or drink, are very impo,rtant que&tions 
which can at times be answered very satisfactorily. Such an exam
ination will show more or less clearly what the conditions are and 
what the patient can or can not do. There are some cases where an 
exact diagnosis can be made but, unfortunately, little can be done 
in the way of giving relief. If, fo-r instance, the mucous lining of 
the stomaeh is destroyed, it can not be replaced. All that can be 
done in such cases is to give advice or suggestiDns how to get the 
most out of life under existing conditions and to reduce the disagree
able symptoms to a minimum. ' 

Compared with other means or resources-such as diet, exercise, 
baths, medication, etc.-mineral waters playa minor partin tho 
treatment of such affections. In some cases, however, especially 
those dependent on mental and nervous diso'rd-ers Dr overwDrk, the 
iIl,;telligent use of mineral waters will be followed by good results. 

The subject is such a vast one and so complicated that it beeomes 
highly unsatisfactory to attempt even a few brief general statements, 
as almost any general statement would have to be qualified. 

Acute dyspepsia is of course best treated at home. Regulating the 
diet and habits of the invalid, with some definitely indicated medi
cation, are among the essentials of trea:tment. 

Oatarrhal conditiDnsmay call for the 11I&e of a suitable mineral 
water, of: mild alka.line or ~lkaline-sa1ine type, especially at a resort 
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with plearsant surrorundings, simple diet, the avoidance of excesses, 
and leading an outdo'Or life as much as po,ssible. A spring with a 
!'omall amount of iron is beneficial in many cases. Nervous dyspepsia 
is greatly benefited by resorting to a distant spiring, with. perhaps a 
radical change o·f climate. The same may be said of some of the 
bowel affections. 

,At many of the old European springs careful attention has been 
given both to a proper diagnosis of the condition or disease aru:d to the 
influence of the water in varying amounts and in connection with 
certain kinds of diet. The indications for the use of Oarlshad water 
have been given on page 177. Our own health resorts have been too 
recently established and everything is yet too primitive to enable 

. us to draw proper conclusions as to what the waters will do when 
more intelligently administered. It is gratifying to know, however, 
that strong efforts are now being made in this direction. 

Crook, in his "Mineral Waters of the United States," has well 
said: "It is not an exaggeration to say that at least nineteen out of 
every twenty mineral spring waters now in use in the United s.tates 
are recommended as being useful or curative in dyspepsia. Without 
admitting the ofttimes extravagant claims o.f prD'prietors or others ~n 
intcrest, it must be admitted that a very large class of patients 
suffering from enfeebled digestion are materially benefited by the 
rational use of a proper mineral water." He then continues to say 
that the waters indicated for ordinary dyspepsia with gas formatiOlll, 
fulness after eating, etc., are those belonging to the alkaline cla&S, 
with sodium and magnesium carbonates and free carbonic acid gas. 
To overcome the acid condition they should be tak'en with the food 
or soon' after a meal. Where the gastric juice is deficient, a water 
with a small amount of sodium chloride may prove beneficial. 

INDIGES'fION is a general term covering a number of conditions 
and may refer to the stomach or to the intestines or both. In a 
general way it may be said that the digestion of animal fo·ods-meats, 
milk and eggs-is carried on in the stomach and the digestion of 
vegetable foods in the intestine. The reaction of the Qne is acid, 
that of the other is alka;line. The derangements of the digestive 
tract are many, and the treatment depends altogether on the cause 
or nature. In the stomach one form of indigestion may require the 
use of acids while in another form alkalies al'C indicated, the amount 
of acid being too great. Where the amount of pepsin ill deficient, or 
even absent, it must be supplied. The 'charader and quantity of 
food taken are of the utmost importance in some fmms of indiges-

tion. 
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The percentage of acid in the stomach juice can be accurately de
termined by laboratory methods, the juice being usually withdrawn 
from the stomach by the aid of a tube one h'ourafter a so-called test
meal. The salient features of the case and its treatment are gen
erally revealed at once. 

In cases with an excess of acid, the' use of an alkaline mine-ral 
water is often of decided benefit, a simple calcUlation based on the 
amount of free acid in the stomach and the amount of alkali in each 
glass or tumbler of the water will determine about how much should 
he used-that too much of such a water is injurious is self-evident. 
On the) other haD'd, in those fo.rms where, the ,secretion 'Of acid is 
deficient, saline waters may be of benefit. The no·rmal acid of the 
stomach is hydrochloric acid, and this acid combined with soda forms 
common salt, which is the chief ingredient of many saline waters, o'r, 
to be exact, of muriated saline waters. 

LIVER AND BIL.E DUCTs.----':The liver being an important part of 
the alimentary tract is often affected in digestive disturbances. 
Occasionally the difficulty may lie in the liver alone. Oongestion of 
the liver may occur from the free use of alcohol, from malaria, weak
ness of the heart and especially from habitual over-eating. The term 
''biliousness,'' formerly much used by medical men and still com
monly used by the laity, may- apply to a number of different condi
tions depending on a variety of causes for their production. Gen
erally such disturbances are due to metabolic changes, as mentioned 
under uric acid diathesis, and in such cases the use of mineral waters 
of the sulphated alkaline type, or sulphur waters, is especially indi
cated. Such waters are also useful in jaundice, where there is a 
tendency to the fo,rmation of gall-stones, the bile becoming thinner 
and less likely to harden, or bile salts to crystallize out. 

ABDOMINAL FULLNESS, OR THE FULL HABIT.-In this condition 
rather strong saline or sulpha-saline waters are indicated. The full 
habit is one due chiefly to excessive eating and drinking, especially 
of malt liquors. Oorpulent individuals are, of course, the chief suf
ferers. All bodily activities are usually sluggish, due chiefly to a 
sluggish alimentary tract. A discolored complexion, coated tongue, 
perverted taste, and constipation are among the chief symptoms. 
Strong active waters of the kind mentioned above are especially indi
cated. Many individuals do well on an occasional brisk purge, as by 
the use of bottled mineral waters. To reduce the condition to a 
minimum will, of course, require attention in the matter of fo,od and 
drink also. 
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OBESITY.-CaSeB coming under this head must depend mainly on 
dietetic treatment, although mineral waters of the sulphated and 
sulphated-alkaline types may be found useful. Each case must be 
studied separately and the general health must be maintained. To 
lose fat at the expense of good health otherwise is not desirable. 
Free purgation may react injuriously. 

CONSTIPATION is a very prevalent ailment and might perhaps be 
considered in some detail. Without a previous study of the subject 
it would seem that this is a very simple affection which will readily 
yield to treatment. According to some, all that is required is a little 
medicine taken for a short time and the case is cured. The patho
logical ideas of some persons are very simple. 

A person afilicted with c:on~ipation usually resorts to home rem
edies at first to get relief, after that he is apt to turn to patent medi
cines, taking various kinds in turn, until finally he comes to the 
physician at a time when, perhaps, the habit is well established. He 
may try one remedy after another and try one physician after an
other-and remain just the same. It is highly important to kno,w 
just where the difficulty lies, what are the causes and how to remedy 
them, and then live accordingly. Sometimes all that can be done is 
to reduce the condition to a minimum and to cease striving after the 
unattainable. 

It must be remembered that the stomach digests and absorbs 
mainly the animal foods, those of vegetable origin being passed on 
into the intestine where they are digested and absorbed, the residue, 
or undigestible portions, being passed on and out. 

Some persons have a movement of the bowels every other day, 
while some have two or more movements a day, yet, provided there 
is regularity and Iro distress, the formeT may he the normal number, 
and suffice. The time element, the relation between the amounts 
ingested and excreted, as well as the consistency of the excre,ted mrut
ter, must always be considered in the study of a case. 

A physician generally first inquires into the family history, then 
into the personal history of the patient, making especial inquiry into 
any circumstances that may have a causative relation to the disorder. 

In chronic constipation a large number of causes are now recog
nized and these may be grouped under different heads. 

Malformation or imperfect development of parts of the alimentary 
tract may be a cause; there may be an over or an under-development 
resulting in impaired functioning. The intestinal tract is about 
twenty-five feet long and a defect in any part may cause the condi
tion known as constipation . • 
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It may be the result of disease. This may be due to the healing of 
some inflammatory dise'ase process, the scar tissue resulting so con
tracting the intestine as to' narrow the lumen O'r bore, making the 
passage O'f the food very difficult. 

There may be a tumO'r or cancer which may tend to close the 
lumen, either by pressing on it from the outside, the tumO'r being in 
some adjoining organ or tissue, or the tumor may be in the walls of 
the intestine itself, taking up part of the channel. 

In women, the womb may at times press on the bowels in such a 
manner as to cause an arrest of their normal mo,vement. 

The secretions poured into the bowels may be aboormal, as in th'e 
case o,f liver disease where the bHe may be wholly altered or dimin
ished; or the pancreatic secretion may be altered or absent. 

The peristalsis, the wormlike mo;ements of the intestines, may be 
absent on account of some nervous disturbance, as in some brain or 
nervO'us diseases O'r ,some chronic forms of poisoning OIr afrer an attack 
of fever. There may be so-called atony, a loss of strength of the 
muscles of the intestines, and stomach as well. It may also be due 
to' a cOllg€Sted condition of the blood-vessels, as in the case of heart 
or lung diseases. 

'l'he mucous membrane of the bowel may be so altered that its 
quantities of mucus or mucous matter. 
function is greatly impaired, at times with the production of large 

Having very irregular hours for going to stool is in itself a suffi
cient cause for constipation, as it breaks up the regularity of the 
work of the bowels, by not allowing them to act when ready and 
trying to force them when not ready. 

'1'here may be some disease O'f the stomach or esophagus causing 
great pain on O'r after eating, and as a consequence little food may be 
taken, and if most of that taken is absorbed, there may be little to 
reach the lower bowel and nO' desire to pass this until a sufficiency 
has accumulated. The contents of the stomach may be' so' excessively 
acid that the bowel refuses to take it, and it may require an unusual 
amount of activity to neutrali:l!e the acid-the reaction of the bowd 
being alkaline. 

'l'he cause may be a so-called reflex one. There may be, for in
stance, some painful inflammation or disease of some organ O'r part 
of the bO'dy in contac~ with the bowel, and its movement may aggra
vate the pain, and, to lessen this, the nervous system, pe'rhaps uncon
sciously to us, lessens the movement of the intestines, and from this 
lessened movement constipation may result. 
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Improper food plays an important part, as many of us klliOw from 
expe.rience. One of the chief causes, in the writer's opinion, is in
temperance in eating, especially albuminous or animal food. The 
body is constantly eliminating waste products generated in the 
organs and tissues during activity, these products being chiefly urea 
and uric acid, which are greatly increased while taking large amounts 
of nitrogenized foods-meats, eggs, cheese and animal food in gen
eral except fats, and as a consequence the urine becomes very dense 
or heavy, entailing additional work on the kidneys in getting rid of 
these substances-urea and uric acid. Whenever the urine becomes 
very dens-e, some of its oomponents, as uric acid, tend to crystallize 
out, and this is apt to irritate the urinary tract. In o·rder to prevent 
this, the kidneys take all the fluid, all the water, they can get, to 
keep the urine diluted. Now, the great reservoir of the body is the 
alimentary tract, particularly the intestine, and when the kidneys 
draw heavily on it, it beoomes dry, and constipation is the result. 
It will readily be seen that cases of this kind are greatly benefited, 
they may be cured, by proper attention to the kind and quantity of 
food consumed and the amount and kind of fluid taken, &0 that the 
bowel has enough water to keep it moist without the kidneys being 
compelled to draw on it excessively. 

Several other causes might be mentioned, but enough have been 
cited to show, that chronic constipation is not such a simple matter 
as some seem to think, and may require considerable time and obser· 
vation to asOOJ."tain what the real cause is. 

A.fter the cause has onc'e be·en determined, then the question of 
what is best to do to overcome the difficulty should be 'taken up. 
Whether mineral waters should be used in the hope of affecting a 
cure is a question that must be considered in the light of the cause. 
It may give relief in many cases, often only as long as used,but there 
is a great difference betwe·en relief and cure, Palliative treatment 
may not be curative treatment at all. 

"The various means of treatment may be classifie1d according to 
their curative value, in the following order: Diet, massage, elec
tricity, gymnastics, hydrotherapy, medicines, mineral spring water, 
psychic or suggestive methods, mechanic methods. The manage
ment of constipation will differ according to whether it occurs in 
children, in middle age, or in senile persons. It is only by a severely 
individualizing management that constipation can be radically 
cured." 

The detection of the causes of constipation presents many diffi· 
culties, and occasionally it is entirely impossible. WheTe no definite 
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cause can be assigned, mineral waters may be given a trial, but it must 
be kept in mind that "These waters do not act curatively, but simply 

. as all other purgatives do; they produce an evacuation the day they 
are used, and do not affect the underlying calliSative condition of the 
constipation." 

DIl'. Crook, in his treatise on the mineral waters of the United 
Sta.tes,says: "In obstinate states of this kind a course of mineral 
waters is frequently a valuable adjunct to the treatment, and, with 
proper dietary rules, will usually prove successful in obtaining relief. 
One oithe sulphated saline or bitter waters, containing the sulphate 
of :soda 'Or magnesia or both of these salts, is applicable to these 
-cases. The presence of a certain amount of the chloride of sodium 
and the alkaline carbonates held in solution by carbonic acid gas 
lends additional efficacy to the water. 

"'Fortunately we have many such waters in the United States, and 
the springs from which they flow are within easy reach of almost all 
sections of the country. They need not necessarily be highly min
eralized. It is surprising how slight a proportion of saline ingre
dients will s'erve to give a natural water aperient properties. Such 
waters are usually best taken early in the morning before food, the 
quantity to be regulated in accordance with the strength of the 
water, the weight 'Of the patient, and the obstinacy of the constipa
tion. A brisk walk or other form of exercise after taking will ex
pedite th'e act~on of the water. One, two, or even three, painleSlS, 
watery evacuatio'llS of the bowels usually occurs soon after break
fast. If further action is desirable, a somewhat smaller quantity 
may be taken before each of the two following meals." 

CHRONIC DURRHCEA AND DYSENTERY may here be mentioned. In 
affections of this kind the calcic waters may be Oof some ,service in 
cases where the cause of the disturbance can not be found, or if 
found, can: not be removed or 'Overcome. A r,eson to the use of a 
limewater can be rec'Ommended only to. those persons living in a 
freestone region with little or no lime in the water. In the glacial 
drift and limestone areas the spring and well waters used for domes
tic purposes are as a rule heavily charged with lime. A purge may 
sometimes remove the offending cause in an acute condition and thus 
act curatively. 

KIDNEY OR RENAL DISEASEs.-B.right's Disease.-The kidneys 
are subject to a number of well defined disturbances, some 'Of them 
characterized by the appearance of albumin in the urine. The dis
ease process may be acute o'r chronic. Pure water is indicated in all 
cases-to wash out the impurities-but it is in chronic cases that 
mineral waters are moot frequently used. 
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Just how much benefit will he derived from the use of such waters 
is a difficult question. It will depend on so many conditions; on the 
constitution of the patient, on the nature of the disease pr.ocess, on 
the amount of alteration of the kidneys, on the diet adopted, and 
finally on the kind of water used. 

If we were to believe the circulars of some of the owners of min
eral springs we might conclude that kidney disease or Bright's Dis
ease was easily curable by the use of their waters. As a matteT of 
fact, physicians are very skeptical concerning the curative propertie,s 
of mineral waters, and, in some kidney diseases, of any ·remedy. If 
a kidney disturbanoo has been going on for a long time, and this is 
often the case before the true nature of the affeetion is recognized, 
it may have become chronic before a sick person goes to a physician 
and then it may be too late to restore a normal or healthy condition. 
Often the best that can be done. is to arre.st the destructive disease 
process; if this can be done before too much tissue has been de
stroyed, there may be little, if any, impairment of function and the 
individual may live on to old age. 

Nature produces scar tissue when she heals a wound. We see 
this particularly in the case of wounds on the surface of the body. 
Many diseas,e processes l·eave a lot of scar tissue after their subsid
ence. We may have a scarred kidney or lung as well as a scarred 
skin. In the case of the kidneys, if we can stop the disease proooss 
that results in the scarring, we may be doing well. 

If at, any time the urine is abnormal, scanty, high-colored or very 
acid in reaction, the. use of water is indicated and it should be used 
freely. Whether the water should be mineralized and, if so, whether 
alkaline or saline, will depend on existing conditions. No general 
rules can be laid down that will enable a per'Son without a sufficient 
knowledge of physiology and pathology to decide the matter for 
himself. The best that can he said, perhaps, is to eat sparingly of 
animal foods and drink pure water freely. Such a course will reduce 
the work of the kidneys to a minimum and dilute the urine passing 
through them. Kidney diseases are mOore prevalent in cold climates 
because the kidneys have more work to do. In some kidney affec-. 
tions with an accumulation of much fluid in the tissues of the body, 
strong purgative wate·rs may at times be of service in draining oil' 
the fluid. 

In kidDley disturbances the urine should be examined from time to 
time, for in no other way can reliable information be had of the in
tensity of the disease or of its progress. 

14-Geol. 
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The physician who carefully· examines into the metabolism, into 
the tissue chang~ of the body, often marvels at the great quantities 
of excretory prodlicts"----'-urea and uric acid chiefly-in those coming 
tinder his care or for advice. 

rt may he added that there are 1'e13:11y difl'erent kinds of Bright's 
Disoos'e, depending on different caUses. One of the chief causes, or 
a.t least an important factor in producing Bright's Disease, is habit· , 
ual over-eating and under-exercising, leading a sedentary life and 
the resulting accumulation of large amounts of wa,ste products. One 
of the penalties of "high living" is Bright's Disease. 

Many of the cases of kidney disturbance are properly placed among 
the uric acid diathesis, and such cases are often decidedly benefited by 
the use of mineral waters, as mentioned on page 20l. 

URINARY GRAVEL, CALCULI AND STONE IN THE BLADDER.-These 
are due to a variety of causes, and the substances composing them 
differ, perhaps the most common material being uric acid, or this 
acid in combination with some other substance. Where the urine is 
loaded with this acid or with urates or withoxalates, as in heavy 
eaters, there is a tendency to form crystals. This crystallization may 
take plac'e in either the kidneys' or the bladder. Drinking large 
amounts of water will dilute the urine and prevent the crystallizing 
out. Many of the so-called "lithia wated' are useful as pure waw'r, 
there not being a sufficient quantity of lithium in solution to be of 
service. Lithium itself, it will be recalled, has a special solvent ac
tion on uric acid. Alkaline waters may be of service in overcoming 
the excessive acidity of the urine by combining with the acid to form 
bland and soluble salts of uric acid, thus giving relief from the blad
der irritation. _ 

CYSTITIS is the medical name for inflammation of the bladder, but 
is usually qualified as to kin~. If due to the crystals of uric' acid 
mentioned above, the free use of water to prevent their formation., or 
the use of an alkaline water to bring them into solution is indicated. 
Where the cystitis is due to an infection by pus germs, less benefit is 
to be dClfived from the use ·of waters; alkaline waters may even he 
contra-indicated as they favor the growth of the infecting organisms 
by rendering the urine alkaline. 

AFFECTIONS OF THE RESPIRATORY 8YSTEM.-Our habit of living in 
close, over-heated houses, often with a spntum contaminated atmos~ 
phere, tends to enfeeble the body and to make us more snsceptible 
to diseasle. The disturbances that follow exposure to cold after hav
ing been confined to a clooo, hot atmosphere are mostly of the res
piratory system. The skin, liverr and bowels are more activ,e in hot 
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climates and more liable to derangement; while in cold climates or 
in winter lung troubles prevail. This is partly because the lungs have 
to supply more air, to keep up the bodily heat,. which oxidizes the 
food, burning it up to carbonic acid gas, which is expeHed from the 
lungs, but mainly due to the fact that. the atmQlSphere we inh'ale in 
our homes is bad. Living in clOose, illy ventilated rooms, with the 
air often contaminated by t~le ground-up spittle of persons afflioted 
with lung diseases, makes t~e task of the lungs doubly hard. 

Morbid processes affecting the respiratory system are not influ
enced by mineral waters, certainly not to.a sufficient extent that they 
need be considered at any l¢ngth. To the inhabitant of a crowded, 
smoky Oor dusty city, a chang~ to the country, to some pleasant health 
resort, with a mild mineral water, may be indicated at any time. In 

, I 

lung diseases, the chief req¥rements are pure, fI'esh air, free from 
irritating dust, especially dist containing ground-up spittle, and a 
nutritious diet, wit.h mUJch o~tdoor life and sunshine. N at.ure often 
does wonders when the bod~ is placed under favorable conditions. 
T'o bring a person sick with! a lung affection to a dusty, smoky city 
for treatment is the height qf folly. 

DISEASES AND AFFECTION~ OF THE HEART.-Affections of the cir
culatory system are so num~rous in kind and demand such diverse 
treatment that no mention clm be made of them in a paper like this. 
Where the heart disturbanc:e is due to some other disease for which 
a course of mineral water treatment is indicated, there can probably 
at least be no harm in giving the waters a trial. 

NERVOUS DISEASES AND AFFEC1'IONs.-There is a great number of 
diseases of the nervous system, but only ailments due to some func
tional derangement can properly be consideTed in connection with 
the use of mineral waters. i In cases depending on some disease 
process in t.he nervous syst.eJ(n, energetic t.reat.ment is indicated and 
mineral waters may play no !part at. all. Among the l11OO'e commoo 
functional disturbances ma}j be mentioned headaches, neuralgias, 
neurasthenia, mental depression, hysteTia, sleeplessness, general miL
laise and similar affections, ~hich make up the bulk of complaints of . 
daily life. ! 

The kind of water to be lased wi![ depend on the nat.ure of the 
disturbance or on its causes. I In. a ~neral way it may be said that 
a resort removed as far as ~ossible from the home ·of the patient, 
with perhaps a change of cli*ate and altitude, will be mos,t effective. 
If tr.e disturbance is·the res~t of oVe(r-wo'rk, almQlSt any mildly min
eralized water will be of serv~ce. In ~ases depending on an impover
ished condition of the blood; a chal}ibeate spring will be indicated. 
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In m'Ost cases of over-feeding or deranged digestion or of cDnstipatiDn 
on which the nenous phenomena may depend, a salineoT SIIlilpho'
saline watex will be indicated. The change of diet arudsurroundings 

. are p'Owerful factors in restoring nervous patients to health. 
That many of the affections mentioned abDY,e are dependent 'On 

disturbances 'Of other 'Organs, especially 'Of nutriti'On, will readily be 
understood from previous r·emarks. Part 'Of the nery'OUS system is 
set apart simply t'O tell us that s'Omething is wrong, and pain is the 
warning signal. If we neglect t'O heed the gellitle warnings at first, 
these may be followed by mOl'e str'Ong and effectiv·e ones. The trou
ble with most of us is that we do n'Ot heed the warnings, but persist 
in doing things--in eating and drinking and general habits of life
that are reacting injuriously 'On the body. A h'Oliday out in the 
woods now and th·en or a more protracted vacatiDn in the wildwoods 
or at the seashore will help us to keep well. If we are not feeling 
well, a stay 'Of a few weeks, or, if need be, months, at s'Ome mineral 
spring, with pleasant surroundings, will greatly assist nature in re
storing a healthy c'Ondition of body and mind. In Europe it is quite 
customary for th'Ose able t{) afford it to spend about six weeks each 
summer at some health resod with a suitable water. 

BLOOD DISEASES AND "IMPURE BL'O'OD."-These terms are in com
mon use and are applied to a number of conditions, perhaps 'Only 
symptoms of some disease process, and sho·uld be more exactly ex
pressed by the name 'Of the diseas,e. They are convenient terms, but 
mean little to the physician. Blood diseases prDper are not 'Of fre
quent occurrence. The term impure blood is a very vague expres
sion. An eruptiDn of pimples Dr boils on the face is often ascribed 
to the blood, when, as a matter of fact, the blood may have nothing 
to dD with it; it may be a purely local disturbance. 

In diseases attended with a change, a deterioration of the blood, 
careful tests are made nowadays by the use of delicate instruments, 
giving the results in figures, doing away with a large am'Ount 'Of guess 
work. The results of the treatment are, moreover, watched from 
time to time tD ascertain the effectiveness of the remedy. Diseas,es 
attended with a profound alteration of the blood do not get ~eil in 
a few days, nor by taking "sarsaparillas" or "blood medicine." 

In regard to the use of mineral waters, it may be said in a general 
way that chalybeate waters are indicated where the blood is below 
standard, while in some conditions that are a~cribed to "impure 
blood" a s,aline or sulpha-saline water may be of service, as outlined 
under "Abdominal Fulness" on a preceding page. 
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MALARIAL POISONING.tIn former years, when malaria was very 
common in certain parts! of the State, notably along the Wabash 
Riv'er, enlarged spl~eIlS a~d liv,ers, resulting from the accumulatiO'n 
of waste materials from *e destructive action of the malarial! para
site, were frequently seenJ but are rare at present. The free use of 
water, cO'mbined with a re~idence in a malaria-free region, will great
ly assist in the recov'ery. ! 

SKIN DISEASEs.-Somel mention should be made of skin diseases. 
There ar,e many kinds, $d most of them are difficult to diagnose 
correctly. Some are duel to disease in other parts O'f the body, in 
some organ, and where thiis is the case an appropriate mine'fal water 
may be found beneficial. !The sulphur, in some of the milky sulphur 
waters, has a curative infi~ence in some cases when used in baths. 

URIO AOID OONDITION~.-Reference was made to' this condition, 
also known under the na~e of "Uric Acid Diathesis," on previous 
pages, and a more detail~d discussion has been reserrved until now 

I 

in order that the subject ~ay be taken up a little more fully. Con-
ditions coming under thi~ head constitute the great field for the ap
plicatiO'n of our Indiana :rineral waters. 

Concerning uric acid, a~durinary waste products generally, it may 
be said that in adult man/the food taken is cvnsumed in the prvduc
tion vf heat to keep the ~ody warm, and in the production of force 
vr work. It is evident tiat a manual laborer, toiling hard all day, 
will require more food th~n the man who does not exercise his mus
cles, a brain worker, for tnstance, ann. if the laborer is wv,rking out 
vf doors on a very cold dalY, an additivnal amount o,f f,ovd is required 
to keep up the animal he~t. It will at once be seen, on the contrary, 
that a man whO' is cvnfi$d tv a warm room all day and whO' takes 
nO' exercise, requires co$paratively little food to keep the bodily 
machinery going. The fbod that is consumed in the production of 
heat and force is Dxidize~, combined with oxygen, just as we see it 
in the' case of the fuel u~der the bo,iLer of an engine, and the waste 
products are given off by Ithe lungs as carboniC' add gas, correspond
ing tv the smoke from th4 coal under the boilers. The wear and tear 
of the bvdy itself is taker away by th,e kidneys. According tv the 
amvunt O'f this wear and I tear, the urine will be mo,re vr less lvaded 
with waste products. He~t and force are obtained mainly from the 
starches, sugars, fats an<R oils we use, or, we might say, from th,e 
bread and butter we eat,! while the wear and tear of the machinery 
itself, of the bodily organ{l, is replaced by th,e animal fvods, alS meats, 
eggs and milk. -
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In a well regulated body the amount Df intake aid DutgD is equal, 
and the body remains at practically the same weight. Just enDUigh 
Df what is needed is taken Q<ut D·f the alimentary tract. Where much 
is cDnsumed, much will likely be taken Dut. This· explains why the 
labDrer has such a splendid app~tite when he returns from his lab Dr, 
and why, Dn the Dther hand, the sedentary city wDrker, hDused up 
in a warm rDom, with almDst nD bDdily exertiDn, has such a pDor 
appetite-he has nDt used up much Df the food Mten at the last 
meal. . 

N DW, here is an impD'rtant pDint: Whenev.er an individual habit
ually eats mDre fDDd, especially animal fODd, than is required to re
place the wear and tear, there is a tendency fQ<r ce:rlain products tD 
accumulate in the bDdy, which shDuld be excreted by the kidneys. 
Just what these prDducts are need nDt be discussed in detail, but 
mentiDn may be made of uric acid, as this is Dne Df the chief products 
Df tissue changes in the bDdy and which is ordinarily passed out by 
the kidneys-taken frDm the blQ<Dd. It may be formed by the bDdy 
itself Dr taken up in a sDmewhat different fDrm from the alimentary 
tract. 

Now, these waste prDducts, Dr let us say in brief, this uric acid, i~ 
a very impDrtant factDr in the welfare of the bDdy-'-with many men 
it is the dedding factDr between a life Df health and enjDymentDr 
Dne Df ill-health Dr misery. 

We all knDw that the sedentary city worker does not enjDy animal 
life-life as we see it at its best in the ~tnimals of the wODds and 
fie~ds, where it is apparent that simply tD live is a pleasure, and that 
he does not enjoy it as dQ<es his fellDwman who leads an active Q<ut
of-door, fresh-air life. LDSS of appetite is usually the first symptom 
that something is wrDng, yet, in spite Q<f this, large quantities of food 
are forced into the stDmach three times a day, in getting rid Df which 
the digestive tract hag difficulty. Instead of eatiing less and exer
CIsing more, the pDDr, misguided man resDrts tD the use Df '~ppe

tizers," Df digestives to help the stomach, Df "health fDOds," and 
then to laxatives and purgatives to help to get rid of it all. 

With the bDdy constantly over-IDaded with food, especially with 
rich animal foods, there is apt to DCCur a gradual accumulation of 
prDducts that shDuld have been eliminated by the kidneys from day 
to day. DepositiDns are apt to take place in the white tissues about 
the jDints (manifested by tenderness and rheumatic pains), then in 
that of the blood-vessels (with symptDms, perhaps,' of weak and irri
table heari and he,adaches), and later Dn deposits may occur in the 
kidneys themselve:s (with gravel, stDne, albumin and symptoms Df 
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Bright's Disease). If the process continues, there will sooner 0'1' 

later be a general breakdown. 
The ''high liver" who relishefl his three meals a day and eats 

enough for two men cOmes under the above heading, for besides ac
cumulating weight in fat, he is accumulating waste products. 

The experienoed physician can usually pick out the individual who 
is over-eating and under-exercising, or, in other words, who is living 
under abnormal conditions of nutrition and secretion or excretion. 
An examination of the urine will reveal a high specific gravity, that 
is, a dense urine, with a high acidity. In many cases there' are tell-
tale swellings alongside the finger joints, with perhaps pains ill t~ 
feet, knees or back. 

The effects on the bo,weLs have bcen refencd to under constipa
,tion, the kidneys taking all the fluid.JheY~can and leaving the bowels 
dry and constipated. 

GOUT OR GOUTY .CONDITIONs.-There are several disorders that 
seem more or less closely related, especially in rega-rd to their symp
toms, and unless a case is closely studied, it may be impossible to say 
just what it is. One man may c:all it the gout, another calls it rheu
matism or muscular rheumatism, other names that may be used are 
myalgia, arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, lithemia and perhaps sev
eral more. Lumbago and sciatica are at times placed in the same 
list.* 

The scope of this paper prevents going into the details, and no 
attempt will be made to explain even what the above names mean. 
In regard to gout, it may he said that it is essentially a disease of 
nutrition and is greatly influenced hy diet. People who-eat heavily 
and exercise little tu work off, to oxidize, the food they have eaten, 
tend to accumulate waste products, particularly uric acid, in the 
system, notably in the joints, and after a time symptoms appear, and 
if the mode of life is persisted in, may produce considerable disturb
ance. There ma,y be an attack of acut.e illnesls, marked by sharp 

"Just what the relationship of rheumatic arthritis, or rheumatic inflammation of the 
joints, is to gout or the gouty condition is not fully esta blished; indeed, there are a number 
of inflammations of the joints and the tissues about the joints that are not fully understood. 
As far as regards treatment, all of them may, according to Cohen, be divided into two groups: 

(1) A multiple affection of the joints, or about the joints, more or less active, although 
generally chronic in character and occu~ring in compa,ratively young and middle-aged 
persons. 

(2) An affection generally occurring in debilitated old persons, less active and more 
wasting in its manifestations. In older persons one of the larger joints is often singled out. 
as, for ir.stance, in senile hip-disease, especially when 80me injnry seems to have brought 
on the disease. 

Mineral waters of different kinds, bnt adapted to the general physical condition of the 
patient, may be tried, as well as hot mud-baths, hut the results obtained from treatment 
aro often very unsatisfactory. 
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pains in a joint or in the joints, with more or less fever and general 
systemic disturbance. From its acute stage it may gradually develop 
into a chronic condition . 

The oondition described under the name of "Uric Acid Boisoning," 
known also under the names of ''Uric Acidemia," "Lithemia." ''Lith· 
ic Acid Diathesis," "Uric Acid Diathesis," "Lithuria" and "Latent 
Gout," differs from gout chiefly in the absence of swellings in tihe 
small joints, and the disturbance is not localized in anyone part of 
the body. The chief symptoms may be lkielfly given as follows: 
Pains and aJChes in the back and head, sleeplessness, sluggish circu~ 
a ith cold hands and reet, deranged digestion, with uncertain 

appetite, t 'e heavy and acid, orten smarting. If the condition 
exists for some time, whole train or other symptoms may follO'w, 
jndicating profound disturbances of many of the bodily organs. 

RHEUMATISM.-This is a term that covers a multitude or affec~ 
tions as used by the laity, and even by many physicians. Any pain 
in the joints or muscles, whether acute or chronic, which C'an not be 
accounted for otherwise, or called by some other name, is likely to 
be called rheumatism. As the term is ordinarily used, it refers morre 
to a condition than to a distinct disease. 

''Rheumatism is a very vague term and is rrequently used to in~ 
clude a number of different mnrbid conditions, some of which are 
probably or microbic origin, while others are the result of metabolic 
perversions, and still others of complex ,etiology."-Oohen. 

Of acute articular rheumatism it may be said that it is now gener~ 
ally regarded as a specific infection and that certain remedies have a 
distinctly curative influence,; quiet and absolute rest in bed are de~ 
manded. As the use of mineral waters plays no part in its trea~ 
ment, we shall dismiss this disease with this bare mention. 

So,..called chronic rheumatism may be due to', or the result of, a 
variety of causes. Oases of this kind may resist very stubbornly all 
medicinal treatment. To get relier may lead both -the sufferer and 
the physician to adopt and try all and every sort of remedy or means 
of treatment, and sooner or later the question of go'ing to some min~ 
eral spring or well will probably come up. 

Although mineral waters do not act quite so favorably in anyone 
case as a person might be led to believe from reading the circulars of 
mineral water resorts, yet in many cases their influence is really mar~ 
velous. No doubt everyone knows persons who have tried every~ 
thing vo gert relief and failed, until they sojourned fOl'sevel'al weeks 
or m~nths, pel'haps, at some mineral spring and retul'DJed home cured 
of their affiiction. Just what brought abootthe good result may be 
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~ difficult question to decide, but the fact remains that many patients 
are restored to health, and for this reason the use of mineral waters 
is advisable in intractable cases where all other means have failed. 

The waters especially indicated are those of the alkaline or alka
line-carbonated class. So-called lithia waters with a mere trace of 
alkali are less apt to. exert a favorable influence than a water which 
contains a considerable amo'l1Ilt of alkaline solids. 

THE GREAT FIELD FOR INDIANA MINERAL WATERS. 

The diseases or conditions just enumerated form the field, par ex
cellence, for the use of our mineral waters. Whether they be called 
uric acid, rheumatic or gouty con.ditions, matters little so long as we 
keep the underlying causes in mind-these being chiefly the habit 
of over-elating and not getting sufficien.t bodily exercise. 

The uric acid diathesis may be, said to' be an accompaniment 0Jf 
civilizwt~oDJ; the active life of the savage precludes the 8iCcumrulation 
of waste products in the body, and even if they did form, he would 
stand a poor show to survive through the wanderings of the tribe. 
In order that civilized man may get rid of his affiiction he must for 
a time return to the simple life of hi8 ancestors, live out in the coun
try, at some health resort, perhaps, on a simple diet, with consider
able exercise and the free use of water. 

Water is the great remedy, and if it hold in solutiou certain sub
stances, like potassium, lithium or sodium, its solvent power is great
ly increas~ and the accumulated waste products are more speedily 
eliminated. 

It is sometimes said that mineral waters are not indicated in an 
acute attack, let us say of pain-racking gout, and that they are use
less. But sueh a statement should be qualified by saying, usel€lSs for 
the accompanying pain. Because mineral waters do not speedily 
ease the pain, there is no reason why they should not be used. They 
will help to remove the cause, and should be given along witb the 
anodyne to relieve the excessive pain. 

Too few of us know that pain is a good thing for the human fam
ily; if it were not for the accompanyiJ,lg pain we would do many 
things that would react very injuriously on the body. Pain is a warn
ing that something is wrong and that we should keep quiet and al
Iowa return to a normal or healthy oondition. If we disregard the 
preliminary warning, the pain soon returns more severely, compel
ling us to desist. In the case of gout,. for instance, the pain may 
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finally assume such intensity that the poor, afflicted individual is 
rendered wholly helpless. 

When pain is excessive, it should, of course, be assuaged, and if 
due to motion, the body or p3irt of the body affected should he kept 
at rest until the pain subsides. Unfortunately for themselves, too 
many persons come to the physician simply for relief from pain-in 
order that they may go about as usual. If they do not get the ano
dyne from one physician, they go to another. One of the simplest 
things in medicine is to relieve pain-if not by the use of one reme
dy, then by another. It is true the nervous system may have to be 
depressed very mUlCh to get the desired relief, but to most persons 
thd does not matter. Pain should properly he relieved by removing 
the cause that produces it, not bi depressing or benumbing the 
nervous system. To relieve pain by drugs means in many cases the 
masking of the disease process; the ahs,ence of pain deludes the pa
tient as well as the physician, and the disease process continues its 
ravages. 

The pains incident to high living should, therefore, receive proper 
attention, not by resorting to anodynes or narcotics, but by giving 
attentioOn to the diet-eating less rich fOoOd, by leading a mQre active 
life out of doors and by a mO!l'e free use of water. If deposits have 
formed in the joints, attempts shoold be made to get rid of them as 
much as possible~ We may well imitate the custom of Europeans, 
as previously mentioned, who e'very year spend about six weeks at 
some pleasant spring, drinking the waters freely, living on a simple 
diet and taking more or less lengthy foot tours. Such a life, with 
the freedom from home care and worry, adds cOllisiderable to a per
son's life, both in the amount of added time and in the degree of 
comfort in living. 
, It is, of course, not to be ~ssumed that because a man is a high 
liver all his ailments are due to such a mode of life. Each case must 
be studied separately, and only proper ea:se,s should go to the springs, 
otherwise the whole question of "mineral water cures" is apt to be 
brought intoO bad repute. They are certainly beneficial. in properly 

. selected cases. 
'I'he kinds of waters that are especially indicated in conditions 

enumerated above are: . 
(1) Pure water or waters containing only a small amount of min

eral matter. Many of the so-called lithia waters come under this 
head. Pure water used freely and at a time when the amount of 
rich food is reduced to a minimum will help to rid the body of the 
llIOxioUis material. The tendeney of the body, of nature, is constantly 
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directed to overcoming abnormalities and to correcting deficie~ces, 
and wi,th a little assistance it usually suc'ceeds. Water is a great 
diluent, it dilutes the heavily charged fluids of the body, and, like 
water flo,wing over a rock, brings back into solution substances de
posited under abnormal bodily conditions. 

(2) Alkaline Waters.-Uric acid crystals go into solution when 
brought in contact with alkalies, and urates are formed, and these 
are carried away in solution. 'rhO' urat.es of potassium and l~hium 
are very soluble, and for this reason these alkalies are preferred to 
sodium. 

(3) Salines and Sulpho-Salines.-In cases with torpor of the ali
mentary tract and where the bodily functIons generally are sluggish, 
waters of the aoove type may be especially indicated; tissue changes 
may be stimulated at the same time with the depleting action of the 
waters. 

Mud baths may be valuable adjuncts in helping t.o eliminate waste 
products from the body, the skin, especially when acting fre-ely, acts 
vicariously for the kidneys. 

The following from Cohen's "System of Physiologic Therapeu
tics" bears on this point: "Whether we hold that gout and gouty 
conditions are due to the excessive fo,rmation of uric acid and the 
so-called alloxuric bases, or of the latter substances only, or to de
ficientexcretion of some or all of these substances by the kidneys, 
or partly to excessive formation and partly to deficient excretion, we 
can easily understand that baths and various hydrotherapeutic pro~ 
cClSises may be of great use by aiding in the elimination of waste 
products from the body. In regard to internal courses of mineral 
waters, the sulphated and the sulphated-alkaline waters exercise the 
best effect in robust constitutions with a tendency to obesity and 
abdominal plethora. The sulphated~alkaline waters, the simple al
kaline waters, and the alkaline earthy waters * * * are recom
mended when there is a tendency to uric acid deposits in the urine; 
the sulphated-alkaline group particularly in the plethoric cases. In 
weaker patients the muriated, muriated-sulphufOUS, and simple ther
mal waters are of use."-Vol. IV, p. 284. 
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BATHS. 

HOT BATHS AND MUD BATHS. 

Baths play an important part in the process of getting well. Sim· 
pIe cold, warm or ho·t baths can readily be had at home, or certainly 
in any town, and without going away. 

To take mineral water baths, or moor or mud baths may require 
a long journey, and we may, thererorre, briefly rerer to these forms 
of baths. 

To a person unacquainted with the structure and function of the 
skin it might seem that to take a bath in a mineral water might, in 
some manner, produce an effect analogous to that of taking the water 
by the mouth, or, as some express it, that it will "strike in" and in 
some way drive out or cure the disease. Unfortunately mineral 
w8Jters have no such action or effect. They act, perhaps, wholly by 
the process of osmosis, dependent on the specific gravity of the fluids. 
The skin of the body is for the purpose of keeping out substances, 
and ahsorption through it is so slight that it may be disregarded al
together. It is true there are some institutions, as at N auheim, in 
Germany, where good results are obtailned, but after all the success 
depends on other means employed along with the baths; rather than 
on the mineral matter in the water used. 

Mud and peat baths, especially if hot, are of service in disorders 
dependent on over-feeding with an accumulation of waste products 
in the system, and in rheumatic affections of the joints. The pores 
of the skin are apt to be opened freely with a profuse perspiration, 
which may carry off much of the waste products. There is no special 
virtue in the mud or peat itself, even if it were char~ed with certain 
minerals, as claimed by some. Any effects to be derived from their 
use must be sought in the way the heat is applied to the body by 
means of the peat or mud. 

In ClliSeS of a kind that may be benefited by mud baths, it is always 
difficult to judge one case by another, for in two cases the symptoms 
may be almost exactly similar, yet one case may be greatly benefited 
by tb?e use of the baths and the other not at all, the symptoms being 
produced by causes radically different. Trial alone will determinE;) 
whether any benept is to Qe derived from th\l use of the baths, 
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In the preceding pages we have outlined more or less briefly the 
functions and uses of water by the body in health and disease, and 
the influence of chemical compounds, or salts, found in our mineral 
waters, with indications for the use of the different kinds of mineral 
waters to be found in Indiana. 

The subject of the proper application of mineral waters in dis
orders and diseases is a complex one, whether the application be 
made in the hope of a cure or simply for relief from pain and misery. 
It is often very difficult to distinguish between cause and effect, and 
persons habitually dealing in simple matters are likely to assume a 
simple relation in other things. Men as a rule are ignorant of the 
needs of the body when sick. Probably the best thing that a sick 
person can do after the idea of going to a mineTal water spring or 
resort has once been entertained, is to consult the nearest and best 
physician and place himself under his observation-if not treat
ment-for a time at least, to enable him to find out as much as 
possible about the normal and abnormal functions of the body; A 
diseMe proc.ess may have a local distribution, or it may affect the 
whole body. In the latter case it may be spoken of as a constitu
tional disease. After a period of observation and after deciding what 
water and which spring or resort is best suited, the patient should 
be provided with a letter to the physician of the health resort or 
spring, giving the results of the observations and the probable indi
cations for treatment. The tendency of health resorts is to group 
patients or invalids, to bunch them, and to prescribe a routine treat
ment without sufficient individualization. The patient himself 
should have some definite idea of what to expect from the waters 
used, of the influence of diet, recreation, rest and exercise, and also 
of the place itself. He should, of course, have a sufficient knowledge 
of his condition to enable him to know whether he is getting suffi
ciently individualized attention aside from group treatment. 

"To the writer it has always been an interesting psychological question why a man se
leots one spring or resort in preferenoe to another; that is, what is the final, the sufficient 
realon? The testimony of friends and acquaintanoes i. in many cases the deciding factor. 
Only exceptionally does a patient follow the advice of his physician throughout. There is 
one good reason why this is so: The non-medical friend who has an opinion favorable to a 
certain resort or water is apt to express it uuequivocally and to be very positive in bis 
statements of the benefits to be derived, the possibility of failing to be benefited heing 
scarcely considered. The physiciau, on the contrary, in the light of his greater experience 
with diseases and advising patients about going away, is apt to give, alonll' with the pros: 
many cons, and thiB may lead to indecision on the part of the patient, and in his undecided 
state of mind the opinion of the friend carriel the day, and the patient may IrO to a spring: 
and uise a w~t.f w~olly un~uit~!l tp hi~ condit\OIl, probablr to r\lt~rn a .!,qd~r b~t '" wiSIll' 
m!'tn , 
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Among the questions that are likely to come up for consideration 
in the matter of going to a mineral water health resort are the fol

. lowing: 
(1) The condition or constitution of the invalid or patient. He 

may be 80 enfeebled as to be unable to withstand a lengthy journey. 
"In sending away a patient it is not merely the disease that is to he 
considered, but also, and in even greater degree, the patient himself, 
his condition, his habits of thought and living, and his peculiarities." 

Disease is not an entity, but the reaction of the individual against 
some abnormal condition; the reaction may differr in kind as well as 
in amount. Invalids dillerr greatly in their temperament when away 
fromb.ome; in fact, temperament has been described as the reaction 
of the individual to his environment. Some react quickly, others 
slowly. The terms "sanguinous," "nervous," "phlegmatic·" and 
"lymphatic" are still in use to describe different temperaments. 

"We all of us doubtless believe that thel degTee of prudenee and 
intelligence shown by the invalid in regulating his life greatly modi
fies the result; and, further, that his general physique and his tem
perament are important elements iI). determining impnwement or 
deterioration." 

Diseases or ailments most benefited by a prolonged stay at some 
health resort, or· some mineral spring, are those due to living under -
abnormal conditions, as viewed in the light of man's development 
from the savage state. Men are now so massed together that they 
neglect to take bodily exercise, fresh air, simple food and sound sleep. 
The sedentary brain-worker is a product of our civilization. Many 
persons improve the moment they leave the large city and seek the 
retirement and fresh air of the country, or of some sanitarium where 
they can find congenial surroundings. 

In the case of the chronically ill, after the question where to go 
has once been: satisfactorily decided, the invalid may return again 
and again, and each time be benefited. 

The meIital attitude in regard to going away from home must be 
taken into account. Some persons get very homesick in a short time 
and any gain derived from a stay at the resort may be offset by wor
rying about home. To be alone in a strange place is very depressing 
to some persons, and· where the diseas-e has produced an irritable 
temper, it may be difficult to make new friends. 

The unpleasant fe.atur~ connected with a journey to a distant 
resort, such as the transPortation and accommodations, the preva
lence of irritating dust, doubtful drinking water, illy arranged and 
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unsanitary hotels where stop-.overs have to be made, are disagreeable 
features from which many shrink. 

The following may be considered unsuitable for making a long 
jo-urney: Weak, nervous or excitable persons; those who suffer from 
sea or car-sickness; the subjects of severe hemorrhages; those in the -
acute fever s'tage; the subjects of advanced organic diseases and 
where the disease is still actively extending. 

(2) The character of the mineral water itself must be considered. 
Although suoh waters may be grouped under a few heads, yet th-ere 
may bE\ minor differences that will lead to thel preference of one 

• water over another, other conditions being equal. 
Where the composition of the water, its contents in salts and gases 

is known, we can easily calculate how much of each ingredient the 
invalid is taking daily in the number of glasses drunk. 

Many mineral waters, so-called, contain such small quantities of 
mineral matter that the water may be used freely, drunk in almost 
unlimited amount, without producing any evil effects. Others should 
only be taken und'er the advice of a physician, particularly if more 
than a few glasses be taken daily, or if the waters be taken: for some 
time. If a water is a powedul one in influencing or curing a disease, 
it is evident that it.s powers for evil must also be great when used in 
the wrong disease or at the wrong time. Moreover, if the invalid's 
expectations are built Oll the advertising circulars of ,some mineral 
wells or springs, he may be disappointed. Many claim toOl much. 
Too many back their claims by testimonials of persons not qualified 
by study or experience to give valuable testimony. The simplicity 
of some persons in the matter of diseases and "cures" is something 
remarkable. 

The question of what waters will do, as well as what they will not 
do, must be carefully considered, otherwise there may be great dis
appointmenrt. Merely to drink the water or take the baths, in the 
expectation of being cured, may also lead to disappointment. Al
though the range of diseases and disorders in which mineral waters 
are useful is limited, the number o,f cases that are likely to be bene· 
fited is large. 

The truth in regard to what mineral waters will do and what they 
will not do can not hurt any established institution that aims to con
d1tct its business on ethical ana established business principles. To 
exaggerate or to promise more than can reasonably be fulfilled, will 
sooner or later inevitably produce an unfavorable reaction. An in
stitution that has been long established or aims to continue in busi
ness indefinitely has no need to adopt any questionable methods. 
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(3) The Medical Supervision. The. invalid is apt to' plaoo the 
water itself in the first place, then, perhaps, the accommodations, and 
after that the sanatorium physician, if he gives' him any thought 
whatever. 

The personality of the medical director of a health resort plays an 
impO'rtant part in the progress of the patient and his scientific 3£
quirements are considered by the family physician in determining 
where to send his patient. If a health resort is well managed in all 
other l'especis, but has at its head a physician not properly qualified 
to give needed medical attention and, supeTvisiO'n, the institution is 
apt to be avoided by the family physician. . 

One of the complaints made, of some health resorts is that the 
physician caters more to the social side of th~ patient's life than to 
the medical needs O'r to the hygienic or scientific aspects O'f the case. 
Too often the holiday nature of the sojourn is given more attention 
than the serious business of getting well. 

Sanatorium m: health resort physicians are often at a great disad
vantage in poopedy judging the cO'nstitution, the nature of the dis
ease-process and the extent of its ravages in the body, as well as the 
particular needs of the patient coming under his care. Where an 
abnormal condition has existed for some time, has beC'Ome chronic, 
it is often a difficult matter to' properly classify the case; it may re
quire continued observation and repeated examinations to arrive at 
proper conclusions. 

The consulting physician at the sanatorium, unacquainted with 
the history of the patient during the months, or perhaps years, of 

. suffering, can not readily classify him, but must depend on the fam
ily physician or regular attendant. Knowing what the past has 
been, noting the amount of exercise or apathy, worry, the appetite, 
the action of the body and mind generally, he can draw proper con
clusions as to the needs and the progress being made while under 
his care and making 1lISe of the waters. A letter from the- home or 
family physician should always accompany the invalid, and it is evi
dent that a patient who has no such leUer must be placed under ob
servation and be examined for some time ere he can be placed on 
the prO'per treatment. 

It is very irritating to the home physician who has long had a 
patient under observation and knows fairly well what is going on 
in the body-what should be done and what not, what foods can be 
eaten and which are to be avoided-to have the sanatorium physi
cian tell the patient who comes to be benefited or cured, without 
having made a particular study of the case, that he or she can eat 
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and drink all that the appetite calls for, perhaps making some arbi
trary-'~ception, as avoiding the use of coffee or tea. 

Tihe reason why some of the European resorts are so famous in 
the treatment of certain affections of the human body is not so much
in the medicinal qualities of the water as in the personality of the 
medical director, the attendants, the mode of life, the diet and the 
general regimen. The most careful and firm supervision is maintained, 
over every detail of the invalid's daily life. Some of the famous in
stitutions limit themselves to the treatment of a few affections or 
diseases and discourage everybody else from coming. Physicians, for 
instance, always associate the name of Carlsbad waters with disturb
ances of the alimentary tract and nothing else. 

(4) The Daily Life at the Springs. The question of what to do 
at the mineral springs is an important one. Where one case may 
demand quiet and rest and the patient readily adapt1:! himself or her
self to such requirements, many will require recreation and amuse
ment to while away the time. One of the banes of life away from 
home, from the dajly routine, or from business, is to while away the 
time, hence proper recreation at a health resort occupies a very im
portant place in the list of essentials. 'fo get up in the morning with 
no definite program-unless it be to take a drink of the water, eat 
breakfast, take more water, eat dinner, again'drink water, eat sup
per and drink more water before retiring-is not an ideal life to look 
fo,rward to or to lead, and a few days pf such a life may c'ause the 
invalid to long for a return home. 'I'here should he someIthing to 
occupy the patient's mind and time during the day. Indeed, in cer
tain c3lSes where a sedentary city life has induced derangements of 
the nervous system or of the alimentary tract, outdoor exercise is an 
important facioI'. "Active exercise, according to the patient's state, 
is of the greate'st use in all cases. It is quite obvious, indeed, that 
exercise in the open air is likely to be of the utmost value in a dis
ease, the symptoms of which are connected with defective processes 
of oxidation in the body." In such cases a hilly country, with shaded 
walks among the wooded hills and valleys, is preferable to a fiat, 
monotonous country. Outdoor games and amusements, music, a 
daily bath or two, perhaps in the mineral water itself, a COUI'Se of 
exercises on machines or Swedish treatment, or of massage, all help 
to fill out the time. 

To be compelled to sit about idly all day, or to' play cards, or to 
spend the time in the nearby town or village, are things not con
ducive to the selection of a resort that offers nothing else in the line 
of recreation. 

I5--Geol. 
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The kind and amount of exercise should, moreover, be under the 
personal directi():'loof the local physician. Patients left to themselves 
are apt to overdo the matter on one hand-as by tiring themselves 
trying to keep up a long walk with more healthy friends-or, on the 
other hand, to make no effort on their own part to get about. Often 
a proper mode of living adopted under the advice of a good physi
cian at a health resort will be continued on the return home, and 
will greatly aid in thoroughly getting rid of the disease or in prevent'
ing its return. 

Rest is an important factor, both at home and at a health resort. 
Often all that is needed to restore health, to restore a normal func
tioning, is rest. Nature repairs the damage, but ·she does it slowly. 
A disease process must be arrested before repair can take place, just 
as a backing train must be stopped ere it can again move forward. 
When we have an extern,al wound, as a cut in the skin, which we 
can see, we keep the part quiet and wait until nature cures, and, as 
we see the repair taking place from day to day, we naturally adjust 
our expectations according to the rate of progress. In the case of a 
sore lung or a sore kidney, where we can not see the injury and do 
not appreciate the necessity of keeping the part quiet, of resting 
the body' or th.e organ, as we do in the case of a sore arm or foot, we 
are apt to get impatient if we do not get well in a very short time. 
Pain usually i,s simply a warning that something is wrong, and if 
quiet or rest relieves it, that is conclusive evidence that the body or 
organ needs rest. 

To get the full benefit of a mineral water cure, proper attention 
must be given to the diet. This does not mean that the invalid must 
simply avoid the use of tea or coffee, which seems to be a regulation 
of some health resorts-such routinism has only one merit, sim
plicity-but it means that the diet should be adapted to the patient, 
to his physical condition and to the condition of the alimentary 
tract. Without a examination of the stomach contents after 

if necessary, little that is of value c'an be ex
chronic stomach affections or disturbances, nor 

in cases of Brigh Disease, unless repeated urinary examinations 
are made. Diet in many condiitions is all-important. The use of a 
mineral water and regulation of the diet are complementary; the 
effects of the one be enhanced or negatived by the other. Per-
haps nowhere else ,diet play such an important part as in the 
cases where the of a mineral water is properly indicated. 

The matter of air should also be looked after. Disease germs 
the air in variable numbers, abundantly in the 
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atmosphere of a large city and in close rooms,_ where many people 
are congregated, but sparingly in thinly settled regions, and are 
praciically absent in the atmosphere of the ocean, on deserts and on 
high lIIiOuntains. The air .of the open country is whwt we may call 
healthy. The dust in the air is one of the chief factors to be con
sidered in sending a patient away from home; it may in certain dis
eases, as oithe respiratory system, outweigh all other considerations. 
For a person with weak or diseased lungs to spend much time in the 
close, dust-laden air of a ballroom. in the cold season is decidedly 
iDljurious. _ • 

Other things being equal, especially the waters, as revealed by an 
analysis, a health resort with attractive, perhaps scenic, SUITO'1lD.d
ings, is always preferable to one located in a level, monotonous ooun:
try, with nothing attractive upon which the eye can rest. Only too 
often the nearby towns and villages, or the generalsUIT!)undings of 
a spring or health resort, are- in a dilapidated condition-fences 
down, houses unpainted and barns and outhouses in, & tumble-down 
condition. Even the application of a little whitewash _ maIms a re
markable differenee. To 8l person who has seen the neat and well
kept houses and gardens of the health resorts of the old world, the 
difference is all the more noticeable, and it is U'o wonder that the 
more fastidious, the delicate and refined invalids-the ones most 
desirable,and able to pay the best fees-are the ones who prefer go
ing to EUrope rather than patronize many of our home resorts, whose 
very surroundings depress them. 

Then, too, in the case of the old established resorts, there is a 
certain, almost indefinable, spirit which ne.wer or more recent insti
tutions or resorts lack. , The inhabitants, the natives, as we say, are 
accustomed to seeing strangers with apparently nothing to do-noth
ing but to get well-and they are not so apt to make remarks, which 
are very irritating to an invalid, often heard at newer resorts. A 
similar spirit is manifested in old college towns, where the people 
are accustomed to students anq student-ways, and do everything to 
make it agreeable to the young men and women coming among them. 

The situation of some of our smaller resorts is picturesque, and 
interesting excursions may be made through the neighborhood. 
Others that are situated among uninteresting or monotonous sur
roundings have been rendered attractive to visitors. Many give spe
cial attention to social matters, balls, concerts, dramatic perform
ances and the like. 

(5) The matter of climatic influence must be kept in mind, as it may 
overshadow the influence of the mineral wa-oor itself. The season 
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of the year may have a determining influence. In mid-winter a 
southern resort may be ohosen, in the hot summer weather a cooler 
northern spring may be deemed best. Sudden a,nd severe variations 
of temperature often exert a depressing effect, especially in a c'li
mate with considerable moisture. The amount of moisture in the 
air is an important factor in the degree of comforl with many inva
lids. Dry hot air or cold diy air is more agreeable than moist air. 
Moist air is usually chilly. 

Climate has an especially important relation to certain diseases. 
In cold climates, or in cold. and damp weather, affections o'f the joints, 
as rheumatism, or of the respiratory system, as cata,rrh, bronchitis 
or pneumonia, are more prevalent. In hot climates, or during hot 
weather, diseases of the abdominal organs prevail. Some invalids 
are at their best during the prevalenc'e of cold weather, others during 
hot weather; some seek to get benefit by traveling from one climate 
to another, by going south in the winter and north on the approach 
of warm weather. A health resort that may be found to exe'rcise a 
favorable influence in warm weather may not do so in cold welather, 
but the water itself should not be condemned on account of these 
modifying factors. 

The' question or living out of doors mainly or of being confined to 
close, over-heated rooms, so common in this country, and responsible 
for "colds" and catarrhal disturbances, is an important one. Pure 
air in many diseases is as important as pure water or pure food. In 
this respect the health resorts located away from communities, as cit
ies and villages, hav·EJ a decided advantage. Those of a city are least 
desirable. 

(6) The matter of expense. If an invalid requiring a certain type 
or kind of water can not go 4,000 miles to Oarlsba.d, or a thousand 
miles to Saratoga, he may perhaps derive just as much benefit from 
the use of one of our Indiana waters. Indeed, at the present time, 
in many affections, €lven the most fa,stidions can be acC'ommodated 
to suit his taste at some ()f our home resorts. Springs and health 
resorts to suit any purse can be found. 

Inva.Iids may grumble at paying a little more for attractive sur
roundings and superior aceommodations, but if the returns are satis
factory, they will pay cheerfully, and, moreo'Ver, they will recom
mend the institution to their friends. 

Some of our smaller resorts, although not so fashionable as the 
larger ones, are nevertheless well patronized by invalids who intend 
to make it a business to g{)t well. At some, the mode of life may be 
simple but wholesome and the food good. The matter of expense 
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is a serious one to many, and the one at which a man is apt to pause 
longest ere deciding to make the trip, especially when there is much 
doubt as to the Rossibl'e benefit to be derived. 

The remark of a friend may here appropriately be quoted: "If a
man can afford to spend his money in the good living which brings 
on a morbid affection, he ought to he equally willing to pay for get
ting rid of his afHictions." 

(7) For how long a time to go, and how long to stay at a health 
resort, is another question that comes 'up for considerati<m. 

So many factors enter into this question that nO' general answer 
can be made. In suitable cases, as in those coming under the uric 
acid diathesis, a short stay will do some good, while a prolonged stay 
may be of decided benefit. In a general way, it may be said that 
where a particular water is indicated, and so long as it is indicated, 
the benefit derived will he in proportion to the length of the stay. 

Invalids, as a rule, expect immediate results from treatment. 
Many simply want relief from pain and suffering, and as long as there 
is no pain they dO' not care what pathological process is going on in 
the body. Others, again, may be aware of some slight disturbance, 
so slight as not to inconven~ence them, and which may not tend to 
produce any future evil results, and yet they are continually taking 
some treatment or remedy. For instance, where the stomach has 
been alCutely inflamed, there may be some peculiar sensation fOT a 
long time afterward, after the acute disease proc,ess has disappeared, 
but this is no reason why treatment should go on indefinitely. Where 
some are too indifferent about what is going on in the body, others 
are to'o much and too easily concerned abDut their health, magnify
ing slight ailments, Dr SDme slight symptom, unduly. 

The distinc'tions made Dn a previous page between curative and 
palliative treatment, between being cured and being benefited, must 
be kept in mind. In certain affectiDns all that can be claimed fDr 
mineral waters is that they are beneficial, and expectatiDns shDuld 
be placed no higher. A remedy for a disease does not necessarily 
mean a cure, but relief from afHiction and misery is always indicated, 
even if there can be nO' cure. 

T'o go to a health resort in to'o high hDpes and then ()Dme back 
disappointed can only bring any resDrt into bad repute with an in
valid and his friends, whereas, if the hDpes are set no higher than 
may reasonably be expected to be realized, any benefit derived will 
be duly appreciated, and any failure to be even slightly benefited will 
not be so keenly felt. 
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Dr. Crook, in his "Treatise em the Mineral Waters of the United 
States," has well said: "It is a fact which few will deny that most 
persons visiting a spa during the summer months experience,. almost 
from the beginning, an improvement in their physical cOJ?dition, and 
in many instances return to their homes fully restored to health. 
This can be accounted for to a great extent by the change of air, 
food and surroundings and the escape from the worry and cares of 
business. Perhaps numerous cases would do as well at summer re
sorts where there are no springs; yet, after a liberal deduction for all 
other assignable influences, we may justly attribute a large share of 
the good results to the aid rendered by a properly selected mineral 
water .. An obstinate case of chronic' constipation or cataIThal jaun
dice is not apt to yield readily to a mere change of di~t and environ
ment, and the same may be sai~ of protracted cases of rheumatism, 
uric acid gravel, and numerous other conditions. N (} doubt these 
changes and the use 00 the water supplement each other, and this 
explains the fact that mineral waters usually act with greater efficacy 
at the springs than when taken at home. 

OONOERNING INDICATED WATERS IN CERTAIN DISEASES. 

It was suggested to the writer that he add or give under the type 
of water, as of a saline, a list of affections that may be benefited by 
its use. 

Such a list might be of value where the nature of the disease or 
the disease-process is definitely known, as well as its intensity, the 
amount of loss in function and the probable reaction of the body to 
the water, or, rather, its ingredients. It is evident that unless the 
indications for the use of any type of water a]'e distinct, the proper 
application of the water itself will be indistinct, even though the 
analysis of the water is before us. 

It is often said that the use of mineral water is wholly empirical 
and that there is little scientific basis to guide in their application. 
Such a view is too extreme, because in the case of mineral waters 
which have been properly analyzed and whose composition is known, 
a proper use can be made of the water in disordered and diseased 
conditions-assuming. that these latter themselves are fairly well 
understood. If we do not know the nature of the water and have 
no definite knowledge of the disease-process, then our whole proce
dure becomes empirical, a trial may result in good, it may have no 
influence at all, or it may do evil. 
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THE FUTURE OF INDIANA MINERAL WATER HEALTH RESORTS. 

It was a great surprise to the writer to learn on a recent tour 
through Europe to what great magnitude health resorts have risen 
and how popular they are with the people-with the masses. It is a 
common custom for the inhabitants of cities to "go to the baths" for 
four or six weeks every season, and, this is a custom to be recom
mended to our own citizens. 

The mineral springs and health resorts of Europe have long been 
appredated on account of their therapeutic or medicinal properties, 
as well as for their financial value. 

Europe has solved many problems, and as we grow older we will 
probably solve many of them in the same manner. Incre8Be of popu
lation brings about changed conditions. Judging our country by the 
(!ondition of affairs there, the cornclusion that the sanatoria with 
pleasant and cheerful surroundings will be more numerous and most 
thoroughly equipped is irresistible. 

While the United States, as a whole, abounds in all kinds of min
eral springs, rivaling those of any country, yet, taking any limited 
portion, say a State like Indiana, it may be said that the subject ()f 
their full utilization is still in ita infancy. ' 

To people not actually ill or afflicted, it matters little where they 
go, whether to the seashore, mountain, hills or plain-each accord
ing to his taste or mental or bodily requirements. 

After the worry of business or after a season of social functions, 
nothing so recuperates both body and mind as a stay at some pleasant 
resort; it certainly prevents break-downs and sickness. 

To an invalid some greater circumspection is advisable. The term 
"health resort" is a very vague one, many factors must be considered, 
as mentioned on previous pages. In the case of a mineral water re
sort, the nature o,f the water itself is not the only question involved. 

Although the distinctively curative influence o,f mineral waters is 
quite limited if confined to the use of the water alone, taken in c()n
nection with the change of scene, of diet, rest, open air exercise and 
recreation, a stay at a mineral water resort may be of great value. 
Properly conducted sanitaria or health resorts are important aids to 
the invalid in regaining lost health. 

It would be mutually beneficial if owners of mineral springs or 
wells would restrict their claims of beneficial and curative properties 
of 'their waters to diseases or affections in which! they are of un
doubted benefit. The invalid would know better where to go, and 
the resort itself would gain a better reputation on account of the 
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results .obtained. A resort that encourages any and everybody to 
come and use its waters is apt to receive many invalids who will not 

I 

be benefited, but whose condition may even be aggravated, and whose 
testimony on the return home will be decidedly unfavorabk 

If a cure is promised, invalids go in full confidence of being cured, 
and Uillless this dOles oCC'UJr, they are disappointed, and are apt to 
speak uniavorably of the institution and the treatment, while if they 
come merely in the hope of being benefited they will praise it for the 
good it has done them. 

Although the kinds of diseased conditions, of affections, in· which 
mineral waters are properly applicable are rather limited, the num
ber of individu~l cases that will be benefited by their use is large. 
Take the uric acid condition alone, chiefly induced by a sedentary 
city life, and the number of individuals to be benefited by a sojourn 
at a properly selected spring or well is a very large one indeed. 

When capitalists invest large sums of money in properly building 
up an institution for the accommodation of the afflicted, it shows 
conclusively that these men have faith in 'the properties of their 
waters and feel _certain of a ~iberal patronage, and, most important, 
a return for their outlay-~hich they deserve. The influence for 
good of such institutions is not to he minimized, although to a phys-

. ician the quackish method$ adopted by some are obnoxious-but then 
they l"eap their own reward by not getting the good will of the family 
physician. 

Sanatoria will increase in number and completenes's in the course 
of time. They are accompaniments of our civilization. With a proper 
limitation -with a knowledge of what they can do, and what they 
can not do, that the impossible should not be expected-the attend
anCie at such resorts will certainly increase in the course of time. 

SUMMARIEIS AND CONCLUSIONS. 

Water is one of the essentials of life. 
Water performs a part in every vital process of the body. 
Water with the addition of miil'eral matter may at times be useful. 
Mineral waters play an important part in the treatment of certain 

diseases. 
Mineral waters are to be taken at their true value. We now no 

longer expect impossibilities from the~r use. 
The number of kinds of mineral w::J,ter in Indiana is quite limited 

and Indiana has no mineral water not also found in other States or 
countries. 
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The term "mineral water" as commonly used applies to a water 
containing minerals in solution and used in the treatment o£ disease. 

'TIhe number of kinds of diseases or disease-processes in which the 
use of mineral water is indicated is small, but on the other hand, the 
number of cases of affections and ailments of every-day life favor
ably influenced by the use of mineral waters is large. 

The chief ingredients of Indiana mineral waters are: 
magnesium, iron, calcium, potassium, aluminum, chlorine, 
carbon, phosphorus; also oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen. 

Sodium, 
sulphur, 

Minor ingredients, as lithium, iodine, bromine, strontium, zinc, 
silicon, boron, with perhaps several others, occur in too small amounts 
to be of service in the treatment of disease. 

The above chemical elements are combined with ~ach o,ther, gen
erally in the form of salts. 

Mineral waters add nothing to the nutrition of the body which 
may not als'o be obtained from the daily food. 

Mineral wateJ.'is, except iron waters, deplete, they take away. 
Sulphur, in the form of sulphuric acid, is a common constituent 

of mineral waters; combined with sodium it forms Glauber's salt and 
with magnesium, E'psom salt. Both are aperient or purgative. 

Sulphuret.ted hydorgen is the gas with the rotten egg odor. It is 
a common ingredient of our sulphur waters; of itself and in the 
small amounts present it has no marked influence on the body. 

Strong-smelling or strong-tasting substances are not necessarily 
«powerful medicine." 

. The number of constituents of our mineral waters is quite limited 
and the action of some of the rarer constituents or those occurring 
in small amounts, is overshadowed by the action of t.he more active 
constituents or those present in greater amount. 

A1thowg'h the curative range of our mineral wateTs is quite limited, 
the numbeT of ev,eryday ailments in which they are indicated is 13lrge 
and in many 01 these mineral waters ma.y be used with good results. 

Sharp distinctions mus,t be made between curative and palliative 
treatment, and between being benefited and being cured. In many 
chronic ailments a "cure" is out of the question. 

An indic'ated mineral water may be of benefit although it may not 
influence the underlying cause, merely modifying the symptoms. 

To use water freely is in many cases equivalent to taking les'S solid 
f{lod. To' g·et the best results from the use of a mineral water, fhe 
diet should be properly regulated. 

Mineral waters are indicated chiefly in chronic affections, or the 
after-effects of acute disease processes. 
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The indications for the use of pure water and of water only slightly 
. mineralized are many, those fQr. the use of heavily mineralized waters 
are oomparatively few. 

The kinds of mineral water found in Indiana are: Carbonated, 
alkaline, alkaline-saline, saline, chalybeate. 

Sulphur waters or sulphuretted waters may be salines or alkaline
salines; they are common in Indiana and play an important part in 
the treatment of affections, especially of perverted nutrition. -

Waters of the above kinds do not add anything to the nutrition of 
the body; on the oontl"ary, they deplete. 

The conditions, par excellence, for the use of our Indiana mineral 
waters are those due to over-e'ating and under-exercising-conditions 
incident to a sedentary city life. 

People living at a mineral water health resort are no healthier 
than people who have no mineral springs or wells in their midst, 
other conditions being of course equal. 

The human body is a complex organism, a complex machine for 
the performance of cerlain functions. The machinery is kept going 
by the vegetable food we eat, which is oxidized in the process of pro
ducing heat and force. The wear and tear of the body is replaced 
by the animal food we eat. 

In disease the body is working under abnormal conditions. 
As a cause of dise~e something definite is demanded, a something 

that can be seen, felt, weighed or measured. 
Many acute diseases are now known to be due to micro-organisms, 

to bacteria, but not all diseases have such a cause. 
There may be permanent impairment after the subsidence of an 

acute disease process, with defective bodily activity, and this may be 
known as a chronic ailm~nt or disease. 
. Many chronic oonditions must be endured, they can not be cured, 

but palliative treatment may be indicated at all times. 
Too much medicine, so-called, is taken, and in conditions where 

the pathological or disease pro~ess is not known, no accurate diag
nosis having been made. "He who h~ himself for a patient has a 
fool for a physician." 

The must important ingredient of mineral water is the water itself. 
Simply to go to a mineral spring or well and drink the water is 

not all that is involved in a "mineral water cure." 
The change of scene and perhaps of climate, the fre~dom from 

business and home cares and worry, regularity of life and change of 
diet, are important factors. 
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In addition to the use of the water at the sanitarium the aid 'Of 
massage, electricity, gymnastics, and the use of certain indicated 
medicines are important elements of treatment. 

:Mineral waters are not indicated in acute diseases, these are best 
treated at home. In tedious convalescence from an acute disease, a 
stay at an indicated mineral spring may be of service. 

:Mineral waters may be of decided benefit in disturbances otf the 
alimentary tract, though the difficulty lies in propedy diagnosing the 
nature of the affection or disease and selecting the proper kind of 
water. . 

Kidney disturbances may in many cases be favorably influenced 
by the use of one kind or another of mineral water, especially where 
the difficulty is due to defective elimination of waste products. 

Nervous affections of a functional nature and dependent on de
rangement of other organs, may be favorably influenced. 

In conditions of impoverished blood, as revealed by testing the 
blood, the use of an iron water may do good. 

So-dalled uric acid conditions, are the great field for our Indiana 
mineral waters. They may be called "perverted conditions of 
nutrition." 

In mic acid conditions the relationship between the amount and 
kind of f()od and the amount of water taken are complementary. 
Lesseniug the amount of albuminous food gives the water a better 
chance to produce favorable results. 

The use of baths, either simple hot water, or o,f mineral water, or 
of peat or mud baths, helps td eliminate waste products from the 
body by causing the skin to act more freely. 

In choosing a mineral water spring, well or health resort, atten
tion should be given to certain factors, otherwise the invalid may not 
receive proper benefit and the wa,ters-good in properly selected 
. cases-may be unjustly condemned. 

Among the factors or elements that require special consideration 
are the following: . 

1. The condition or constitution of the invalid 0'1' patient: His 
condition should be one whel"e the use of mineral water is indicated, 
and he should be able to bear the journey. 

2. The character of the mineral water must be considered: What 
it will not do must be considered as well as what it may do for the 
invalid. Do not expect impoS6ibilities from the use o,f a water .. 

3. The medical supervision at the springs: A p'1'operly qualified 
physician can do much to assist the invalid in regaining lost health. 
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4. The daily life at the springs: The question how the time is to 
be spent at a resort must be considered; the recreation, amusement, 
how to while away the time, etc. Many persons away from home, 
with nothing to do, tire very readily. 

5. The climate influence: The seasons of the year, whether warm 
or cold,and the amount of sunshine or rain, have a marked influence 
in many cases, and an otherwise suitable water should not be con
demned on account of the modifying weather Conditions. A water 
that may be found beneficial in the summer with an outdoor life, 
may be held to be of. no use in the winter with a life confined to 
close and over-heated rooms-the water itself should not be con
de:mnedon ,this account. 

6. The matter of e'Xpense and the probable good results should be 
considered: If the indications for aJ favorable influence from the 
use of the water are uncertain, expectations should not be !:>et too 
high or the disappointment will be keen. 

"/. The probable duration of a stay at a resort must be considered 
before going-and how long to remain det{)rmined after having been 
at the spring at some time. How long to stay is a difficult question. 
In a general way it may be said that if the use of a water is benefi
cial, and c:ontinued use brings about improved condition!:>, the longer 
the stay the greater the improvement. 

Our mineral water health resorts are still in their infancy. Judg
ing by the experience of European countries, Indiana's mineral water 
health resorts are destined to occupy an important place in the 
future. 
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2 ~ ~ g ~ ~ f ~ g ~ ~ § ~ ~ 8 ~ f ~ ~ 2 0 Clark Well. 

-+-I-I-+-+-+-+-f--I--+-+-+-+-II-+-+-+-++-+--I Abbott Well. 
-t--t-t--t--r-t-t--t--t....,I-1--t--t-t--t--r-t-t--t--r-f Fritzler Well. 

f-+-+--+....,f-+-+-+-+~f-+-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-I Shoal. Well. 
I-+-++-+-+~-+-+-++-+-+~-+-+-+-l Cable No.4 Well 

. Logan»port Well • 

Kings Mineral Spring. 

'Shelbyville Well. 

Samsoo King Spring. 

Lambert Well 

McCarty Miaeral Spring. 
Payoe'. Mineral Spring. 

Blair Well. 

..i. 
Zorn Well • 
Lodi Well. 

Lafayette Well. 
Montezllma Well. 
Vigo Magnetic Well. 

Attica Well 

Vigo Roee Well. 
Vigo Exchange Well. 
Brigs'. Min~ral Spring 
Proserpine Spring. 
Porter Well 

McCullough (11'(10) Spring. 
Paoli Well. 

1'lnto Spring. 

White Sulphur Artesian. -l-I- West lladen No.7. -I-!- W ... t Baden No.3. 

"I-~ West Badeo Nn Ii. 

i 
-I!- Trinit)' Sprinp. -~ LaSalle Spring. -..... DeGnnia Sprirrg i

t
l 

INDIAlf. MINERAL W A'fERS. ~ Hartford Sulphur Spring. 

-- HamlUon'd Well. 

In &:1' Iccording 10 Amount of Solid •• 
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aweet Sulphur Springs. 
Spencer W.IL 
Martinsville Welle. 
Indian Springa. 

COlumbus WelL 
Feldun Well. 
Tar Spring. 
Delphi Well. 
Spring Park Spring. 
Winona Spring. 
Indiana Mineral Spr; os. 
Hawkin'. Spring. 
Kickapoo Spring. 
Van Cleve Sprinp. 
McLean Spriop. 
Coates Sprill" 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The following paper relates to the geological formations repre
sented in southern Indiana, especially where these are crossed by 
the row of townships nU:illbered 3 north. The field work, on which 
the paper is ba8'ed, was done in 1896-1897-1898.* 

During this time a "topographic map was con'struc·ted covering a 
strip of country six miles wide, and extending from the Ohio Riv·er 
in the neighborhood of Madi8'on on the east to the W.abash River 
at Vincennes on the weilt. This section passes over the various 
formations exposed in this part of the State, beginning in the Ordovi
cian rocks at the east and ending with the Merom sandstone 01 Car
boniferous (or Post-Carboniferous age) at the west. 

Some glacial deposits are also cross.ed by this section, but no 
attempt has been made to outline the glacial deposits in detail. The 
distribution of the other rocks in the area covered by the topographic 
section is shown on the geologic map accompanying it. On this 
sheet Plate II is a profile of cross-sections showing the general strud
ture and sequence of the strata. These sections are taken along the 
middle line 01 TOWIlJShip 3 north. 

The area covered by the formation generally known as the "Knob
stone Group" (Lower Carboniferous) is shown on the accompanying 
maps, Plates III and IV. This group of strata, and the area co.vered 
by it, is taken up in "more detail than the others. 

On Plate I (a small skeleton map of Indiana) are shown the mapped 
area.s on which this paper is based. 

The topographic work was done by means of aneroid barometers; 
the aneroid readings were checked by a line of elevations run through 
the territory by meaJlS of the vertical arc. The elevations thus ob
tained are as accurate as the necessities of ordinary topography and 

'"Full acknowledgment is made in this pla.ce to Messrs. J. A. Price, L. F. Bennett, A. O. 
Vea.toh, B. V. Goshorn, C. G. Daily, L. F. Hunt and L. H. Jones for their work in connection 
with the mapping of the areas treated in the following pages. 

Their field work as assistants on the Indiana University Geological Survey, under the 
writer's direotion, covered mOlt of the ground of the accompanyiag ma}>s. 

Acknowledgment is also made to Dr. T. O. Hopkins for work on the contact between the 
Knobstolle and overlying lime~tones, between townshipB 11 and 14 north, and for data in re
gard to the details of that contact between townships 15 and 17 north. 
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geologic cross-sections ~emand. The levels obtained by the vertical 
arc were checked on the J e1fersonville, Madison and Indianapolis, 
and Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern railroads where these roads 
were crossed. 

The section selected was chosen for mapping be@use the geologic 
hol'iwnS and the topography crossed by it are typical of the (lntire 
southern portion of the State. 

!Ill the following pages the different formations will be discussed 
in their order, beginning with the lowest. References to the litera
ture relating to the various formations are given under the discus.,. 
sions of those formations. No attempt is made to make the&e lists 
complete on, any subject, but the more important papers are cited in 
each case; neither is an attempt made to give lists of the species that 
have been identified from all the formations crossed by Township 3 
north, as such lists would include over 2,000 species. Under the dis
dUssion of the various formations references are given to the more 
important papers where lists of species can be found. 



---~'''''''''''"'I'''''''''' ~~ 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. 

STRATIGRAPHY. 

ORD~VIOIAN.-The oldest rocks exposed in Indiana are the cal
careous shales and limestones of the Hudson River, or Cincinnati 
group. These beds are exposed in the southeastern part of the State, 
where, in the neighborhood of Madison, on the Ohio River, they have 
an exposed ,thickness of 250 to 300 feet. 

SILURIAN.-Overlying the Hudson 'River shales and limestone is 
the Clinton limeston~, a very persistent thin bed of limeston-e, hav
ing usually a reddish-brown or salmon. color. Next overlying the 
Clinton are the limestones and shales of the Niagara group. In 
Township 3 north, 9 east, Section 13, near Hanover, the Niagara 
beds have a thickness of 68 feet. 

DEVONIAN.-The Niagara limestones and shales are overlain by 
the Corniferous limestone, above which is the Hamilton limesto'ne 
and a black shale. These three beds have an aggregate thickness of 
about 190 feet. 

LoWER CARBONIFEROUS.-'l'he top of the Devonian black shale 
(known as'the New Albany black shal'e) is marked by the Rockford 
goniatite limestone (Lower Oarboniferous), a bed of greenish mottled 
limestone, having a thickness of from eight inches to three feet. 
This limestone is the lowest bed of the Lower Carboniferous strata 
of Indiana. For so thin a bed it is an exceptionally persistent one, 
occurring along almost the entire line of contact between the Lower 
Carboniferous and Devonian rocks where this contact is exposed. 

The Lower Ca:rboniferous beds are ma,de up of three distinct 
groups of strata. Beginning with the lowest these are: 

First. A series of shales with overlying heavily bedded sand
stones. The series has a thickness of 550 feet where crossed 
by the section. This series of rocks has long been known as 
the Knobstone group, that name having been given it by 
Owen. 

Second. A series of limestones with interbedded cherts, with a 
thickness of about 375 feet. These limestones are made up 
of three different groups of strata as recognized by Hopkins 
and Siebenthal.* 

·Departmentof Geolol'Y and Natural Resources of Indiana, 21st Annual Report. "Tbe 
Bedford Oolitic Limestone." By T. O. Hopkins and O. E. Siebentbal. pp 196-199. Indianap
olis,1897. 
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Third. A series of sandstones and interbedded limestontelS. with a 
thickness of 125 feet, and recognized by Mr. E. M. Kindle as 
belonging to the Kaskaskia group. 

COAL MEASUREs.-Overlying the Ka,skaskia beds is the massive 
Mansfield sandstone of Hopkins, often having an und'erlying. bed of 
coal. This sandstone is the base of the Coal Measuresl all!d corre
sponds to the sandstone so widely known as the "Millstone Grit." 
It has a thickness .of from 100 to 150 ,f·eet where crossed by the 
section. 

Aoove the Mansfield sandstone are the shales and sandstones 01 
the Productive or Bearing Goal Measures. These beds have a to.tal 
thickness of about 800 feet where crossed by Township 3 norlh. 

PERMO-CARBONIFEROUs.-Lying unconformably upon the Produc
tive Coal Measur()s is a sandstone of Upper Carboniferous or Permo
carboniferous age. At Vincennes it has a thickness of about 45 feet. 

PLEISTOCENE GLACIAL.-Overlying the Silurian and Devonian 
and the eastern part of the Knobstone .strata at the east, and o·verlv
ing the Productive Coal Measures at' the west end of the secti~n 
under discussion, are deposits of glacial debris. This glacial materia.! 
occurs, for the m08t part, only on the hilltops through Townships 
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 east, having been entirely removed by ero·g,ion in the 
valleys. In 9 east, however, the surface is made up almost entirely 
of glacial material. The townships west of 3 north, 5 west, are 
almost entirely covel'ed by glacial debris. 

The accompanying columnar section (with sections of the New 
York and Arkansas strata for comparison) (Fig. 1) shows the thick
nesses and relations of these various formations as they occur in 
Township 3 north. Where c'rossed by the topographic section they 
have an aggregat!'J thickness of a.bout 2,500 feet. 

The 8ections bring out the fact that, as ~ompared with N·ew yo,rk, 
Indiana was a region of slight sedimentation from Ordovician to the 
end of Lower Carboniferous time. This is becau8e the Indiana 
region was far removed during that time from large land masses 
where much erosi<>n was taking pla.ce. Something of the importanoo 
of the erosion that took place after the deposition of the Lower OtT

boniferous strata: is also brought out by the thickness of the sedi
.ments deposited in the Arkansas regio'p.. during that tim~. 



Fig. 1. Columnar seotions showing the re
lations of the Indiana strata and their develop
ment as compared with the strata of New York 
and Arkansaa. (Ow;nl( to difficulty in repro
duction, the thin and thick formations are not 
shown on precilely the same scale in the sec
tions.) 

NEW YORK 
5EC-TION 
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STRUOTURE. 

The . geologic structure of southern Indiana is very simple. 
Situated as the rQlCks are, at the westfide of the 10'w dome of the 
Cincinnati Arch, the beds all have a ge tIe westward and southwest
ward dip. There are local variations n the dip, but for the most 
part where seen outcropping in ledges the strata appear to be flat. 
Where measured in Township 3 nortih, he westward dip varies from 
20 to 4p feet per mile. These dips axe sufficient, however, to exercise 
a marked control over the drainage of the region. 

In the coal regions many smalllodal faults occur.* 
The writer has observed only one fault of considerable extent in 

the State. This break has been traced more or less continuously 
from 3- nO'l'th, 2 east, Section 1, in a northwesterly direction to 9 
north, 1 east, Section 10, a distance of 36 miles. This fault is dis-. 
cussed under the subject of the Knobstone. 

The only place in the re'gion crossed by the topographic section at 
which anything approaching a'distinct fold occurs is in 3 north, 8 
east, along the line of westernmost exposure of the Hamilton lime
stone. Here the limestone and shales have a perceptible westward 
dip. . 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

The topography crossed in going from east to west across the State 
is somewhat v¢ed, owing to the succession of thick series of haxd 
and soft beds. It is made up, as would be expected, from the suc
cession of the rocks and their gentle westward dips, of three eastward
facing escarpments, and as many gentle westward sloping plateatls 
in various stages of dissection. The general character of the topo.
graphy is illustrated by the accompanying generalized section, Fig. 2. 

D::l W'!$.lern Si"jh41e ./'fiddl. Eashrn E«$t,,.n 
W I· I<'..n,." L''''I'";PI.f~U n i_If FloIHl" z.-l,m« P/IIlJetllll rr 11 to9'{ ••• O' •. ~: .. . ,' .•• ," ' __ ~~ ~I 
. :: P? >2:>>> 2' .' ." . . ~ c-- -~-::::::-~-;;: 

IDOjt.'1.. at c: & Q 

... 110ft/iles . , ' 

Fig. 2. Ideal east-west section in southern Indiana showing the' general topographic alrect 
. of the Buceession of hard and soft strata. . . 

The shales II, a, &, wellther more rapidly than the limestones b, h. The lime.tones b 
weather faster than the massive sandttone c. 

Owing to theexaggerated vertical soo.le the' westward inclination ·of the strata appears 
too great. . 

The controlling strata are: First, the thick Niagara and Corni
ferous limestones; second, the thick sandstones with' their capping 

"India))a Depr.rtment of Geology and Natural Resouroe~.·~rd A.nn'nal Report, PP. 
534;1. Indianapolis, 18119. . 
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oherly limestones at th~ top of the Knobstone group and the base of 
the Ha.rr9dsburg limestone; and third, the heavy beds of the Mans
field sandstone. The broad north-south· troughs or vaJ.leys of the 
southern portion of the State are due to the shale beds and softer 
or more easily eroded limestones that lie between these controlling 
boc1s. The best marked of these broad troughs is that lying between 
the Knobstone at the west and the limestones at the east. It is 
clearly marked from New Albany to Edinburg, nodh of which place 
the topography owes its character to glacial deposits. The Jeffer
sonville, Madison and Indiana.polis Railroad follows the bottom of 
this trough or lowland from Louisville to Edinburg. 

The topographic maps, with their a.ccompaning profile sections, 
show the relations betwecn these different topographic features.* 

THE FORMATIONS IN DETAIL. 

In the following discUISSion the oldest strata will be taken up first: 

ORDOVICIAN. 

HUDSON RIVER (OR CINCINNATI) GROUP. 

The oldest rocks exposed in Indiana are those of the Hudson. River 
grQUp. 

CHARACTER OF ROCKs.-This group is here made up of a series of 
bluish thin-bedded limestones intercalated with bluish-greell calca
reous shales, which are quite soft, while at the t!>p of the series are 
massive sandy limestone beds of· a brownish colo'l.". These massive 
beds contain but few fossils, while the calcareous Rhales below are 
very fossiliferoUB, and the bluish limestones are in places largely 
made up of fossils. 

The shales are often scarcely more than slightly indurated clays, 
and the fossils in them are well preserved. It happens, therefore, 
that large quantities of well preserved fossils weatheT out and collect 
in the beds of all the small streams flowing eastward and southward 
into the Ohio River in the neighborhood i of Madison and Hanover. 
This is generally true of the streams thiL~ cut down as much as 150 
or 200 feet into the rocks of the Huds0r' River group throughout 
southeastern .Indiana. 

*Th. topography in its relations to the structure of southern Indiana is discussed by 
Leverett, in Part IV,IS An. Rep., U. S. Geological Survey, pp. 429-431. See also Journal of 
Geology, Vol. VI, pp. 250-2116, "A Geological Section Across Southern Indiana from Hanover 
to Vincennes." By J. F. Newsom, Chicago, ]898. 
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AREAL DISTRIBUTION.-In the section under discussion the Hud
son River beds outcrop only in the bluffs along the gorge on the Ohio 
River, where they rorm a strip or country rrom one-quarter of a 
mile to one and one-quarter miles wide. 

DETAILED SEOTIONs.-In the neighborhood of Hanmer the rollow
ing- 8ec-tion is exposed, beginning with the Clinton bed at the top: 

Feet • 
. 1. Clinton ................................................ 2 
2. Thin bedded limestones at the top with underlying mas

sive impure limestones (Madison beds of Foerste) 
about ............................................. 50 

3. Calcareous shales with intercalated limestones (very fos-
siliferous) ......................................... 72 

Below three the rocks are concealed at the point where this section 
was taken, but they are made up of a succession of calcareous shales 
and intercalated limestones" similar in character to the 72 feet of 
beds shown at the base of the section. 

In 3 north, 9 e3JSt, Section 12, a total thickness of 208 reet of 
Hudson River rocks is exposed. along the Hanover Landing Road, 
from the Clinton bed near the top, to the junction o-r the Hanover 
Landing Road with the river road, nea.r the foot of the hill. This 
latter po-int is some 40 reet higher than low water in the Ohio, so 
these beds have an exposed thickness of 250 feet in 3.north, 9 east. 

The Ordovician rocks of southern Indiana have been recently. 
studied by Cummings, who gives* a number of detailed sections of 
the bed.l! in Dearborn, Ohio, Switzerland and J efferso-n counties. 

The following section taken along the railroad cut north of Madi
sont shows well the character of tbe Hudson River group: 

Ft. I ... 
65. Massive white arenaceous limestone (Niagara) .. " 2 6 
64. From a few inches to nearly a foot of pinkish or 

yellowish to salmon colored crystalline lime-
stone (Clinton) .............................. " 1 0 

63. Massive white arenaceous limestone....... ....... 4 2 
62. Thick bedded argillaceous, arenaceous li1llestone... 9 8 
61; Same as 62, but banded on weathered surface with 

pink, gray and buff ........................... 12 10 
60. One massive conspicuous arenaceous layer ...... " 3 6 
59. Thin-bedded, argillaceous, arenaceous, 'feathering 

brownish, with some calcareous laye).'s contain-
ing Bryozoa ............. , .. , ....... ,... ... . .... 7 0 

58. Nothing to four inches of coarse lime~tone with 
Ordovician fossils ................... ; ........ " 0 4 

----- ! 

"Proceedintrs of the India.na. Aca.de~y of Science,19()O. li'otes on the Ordovician rocks 
of.outhern India.na., by Edgar R. Cummings, pp. 200-215. India.napoIls, 1901. 

tIbid., p. 212-213. 
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57. Sandstone with lentlcles of limestone containing 
Bryozoa ..................................... . 

56. Argillaceous layer. FavisteUa stcllata . .........•. 
55. Shale ......................................... . 
54. Favistella .stellata .................•.............. 
53. Thin layers of limestone alternating with argillace

ous and sandy layers. Dryozoa (very abundant). 
Ratf,ncsquina, H clJcrtella ....................... . 

52. Massive soft sandstone ... , '" '" ....... " ... ,. " . 
51. Blue fossiliferous limestone shale and arenaceous 

Ft. 

3 
2 
6 
1 

7 

In. 

o 
o 
o 
2 

3 
8 

layers ....................................... 6 0 
50. Fine shale with layers of limestone, Rhynchotrcma, 

Hcbcrtclla, Montieulipora, Calymene, Ra{inesquina. 10 0 
49. Same as 50. Strophomena, Streptelasma, Plectam-

bonitcs, DalmaneUa, Platystrophia latieosta, A.m-
bonychia ..................................... 8 0 

48. Probably shale and thin layers of limestone, cov-
ered by talus .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22 0 

47. Heavy layers ·of limestone seen in the west side of 
the south cut, at the top ... , ........... " .... , 0 0 

46. Heavy layers of limestone seen in the east Side of 
the south cut, at the top. 

'£'he lowest "layers in the big cut (north cut) are 24 
feet above the top of No. 45 if the foot of the big 
cut be taken as 210 feet above the river. Part of 
the layers of No. 46 would therefore be re
peated in 45. Allowance is made for this fact. 
Nos. 46 and 47 together ................... , .... 24 0 

45. Shale. The top of No. 45 is at the culvert, just 
north of the south' cut. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 0 

44. Several layers of limestone with Cycloncma, Ra{incs-
quina, Calymcnc, etc........................... . 1 2 

43. Shaly limestone. Oyclonema.. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 8 
42. Limestone, Ambonychia, Cyclonema, Ra{incsquina, 

Monticulipora, Crinoids ....... ".. ...... .... ... 2 0 
41. Limestone and shale. Ambonychia................ 5 0 
40. Compact close-grained limestone, Ra.{inesquina... 0 3 
39. Limestone and shale. Zygospira, A mbonychia.. . . .. 2 4 
38. Limestone. Ra{inesquinaedgewise (very abundant) 0 4 
37. Argillaceous compact limestone. Ra{inesquina..... 6 9 
36. Limestone. Bryozoa.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 6 
35. Shaly limestone ................................ 5 8 

./ 34. I.Jmestone...................................... 0 8 
33. Shaly limestone ....•........................... 2 8 
32. IAmestone. Ra{inesquina., Calymene, Hebertella ('fl, 

Gastropoda, Bryozoa ......................... 0 8 
31. Shale, with occasional 2-inch to3,inch layers of 

limestone .................................... 10 8 
30. Limestone. Rafincsquina edgewise (very abundant) 0 3 
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29. Shaly llmestone. Rattne8quina (very abundant), 
ModUJlop818 (very abundant), Z1/uo8pira (very 

Fl. [ft. 

abundant) ••.........•...............•....... 6 9 
28. Similar to 26 ............ , .................... , .. 0 4 
27. Shaly limestone .........•... '.' ........•........ , 1 4 
26. Blue tine-grained limestone. Z1/goBpira (exceedingly 

abundant ) •••........•...................... ". 0 3 
25. Shaly limestone. Rattnesquina, etc ...... , .1. " ., ••• 13 0 
24. Very compact fine-grained limestone; no fossils... 0 6 
23. Shale and limestone, with excellently preserved 

specimens of Rafinesquma (very abundant).. . . . . 4 2 
22. Li·mestone with top of layer, composed of immense 

numbers of Z1/gospira modesta....... .•....•.... 0 3 
21. Rather coarse shale ........................... " 2 0 
20. Lumpy, shaly limestone. 4saphus, Rafi,nesquina •. ; 3 0 
19. Coarse to fine-grained barren limestone. ..... .. ... 0 8 
18. Lumpy, shaly limestone. Rafinesquina (very abund- / 

ant), Trilobites (abundant), ZlIUospira, StrepteZ-
asma, Bryozoa ...........•... '. . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. 12 0 

17. Limestone, with Rafinesquina, Zygospira (very 
abundant), Bryozoa, Orthoceras................ 5 10 

16. Shale, with thin layers of limestone. .. •. ..... .... 1 0 
15. Very compact, fine-grained, blue, barrell lime-

stone ................. ' .. , .' .... , ....... " .• ... 0 6 
14. Shale ........................ , ......... 1. • • •• • • •• 0 8 
13. Compact limestone. Oalymene, Zygospira, etc... ... 0 5 
12. Limestone. Oalymene (very abundant), Bryozoa, 

Ratinesquina, Orthoceras .......... .. • • • • . • . . ... 1 3 
11. Shale ·with thin layers of limestone .............. , 3 8 
10. Thin argillaceous limestone with OaZymene and 

Bryozoa (abundant) ., . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 0 
9. Massive blue limestone. Rafinesquina, Trilobites, 

Bryozoa ..................................... 0 7 
8. Limestone. Ratt,nesquina, Zygospira, Bryozoa ..... , 2 9 
7. Thin argillaceous yellow-spotted. limestone. 

PlatystropMa, H eberteHa, Rattnesquina, Bryozoa.. 1 0 
6. Limestone. HeberteZZa (very abundant), Rattnes-

quina nasuta, Platystrophia lynx . •............. , 1 2 
o. Bryozoal limestone ............................. · 0 4 
4. Covered, probably shale ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 0 
3. Limestone with Trilobites, Zygospira, etc ......... , 0 2 
2. Coarse crystalline limestone. H eberteHq,.. • • • . . . . .. 0 6 
1. Covered to river level.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62 0 

Total.: ...... '" .... , ... " ......... , ....... 315 9 

Only that portion of Cummings' section from· the Niagara beds 
down is quoted. I 
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1n his st.udy of the fauna of the various sections of the Ordovician 
rocks of southcastern Indi3Jla, Cummings recognizes the following 
faunal zones in ascending order:* 

1. Dalmanella multiseela (200-240 feet). 
2. Rafinesquina alternata (50-70 feet). 
3. Platystrophia (60-80 feet). 
4. Rafinesquina alternata var. traeta (100 feet f). 
5. DalmaneUa Meeki (20 feet f). 

6. Streptelasma. 
7.' Strophomena (10 feet f). 
8. Rhynehotrerna eapal/J (10 feet f). 

The waterfalls at the heads ()f the ravines along the gorge of the 
Ohio lliear Hanover are formed principally by the Hudson River 
beds. The pr()file of ()ne of these falls is· sh()Wll in Fig. 3, which alS() 
indicates the character of the strata f()rming it. 

Clinton 

/la.' --I Th.~ = ----
L;!.e... 1_- _- . --

'~fv~~n ~ {~-: -_. __ ~~ 
Limt
«one. • SlId. 

..., ------1000 fitt,~:::::::::=,==--:':-=-:':::~,----
Fig. 3. Profile or f .. lI. immediately southeast of Hanover, Indiana. 

The upper part of the Hudson River group has been studied in 
detail by :Foerste. t He rec'ognizes the following subdivisions, begin
ning at the top.! 

"Madis()n beds and their northern equivalents. Overlying the 
typical Madison beds are the M urchisonia hamelli beds and 
the terminal white limestone layer. 

"The richly fossiliferous shales and limestones below the Madison 
beds. The equivalents ()i the Madison beds northward pre~ 
sent the same characteristics as these lower beds. 

"Gasteropod or Marble Hill bed. 
"Section below not studied." 

"Loc. cit., p. 215. 
tIndiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources.· 21st Annual Report (1896), p 

213 et seq.; Uth Annual Report (1899), p. n at seq. (The later report coutains a synonomy 
and many referenoe •• ) 

tlndiana Department of Geology and Natural Resouroes. 21st Annual Repo~t (1896). 
p.218. 
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PALEONTOLOGy.-The Hudson River group is rich in fossils. The 
species described from thilit formation have been brought together by 
Kindle, * to whose list the student is referred. 

SILURIAN. 

CLINTON. 

CHARACTER AND AREAL DISTRIBUTION.-Lying immediately above 
the rocks of the Hudson River group is th.e Clinton limestone. In 
Township 3 north, 9 east, it is a rather close gra.ined rock with a 
salmon color. Its thickness near Hanover is about two feet. This 
bed comes to the surface along the gorrge of the Ohio in a sinuous 
line, passing out around the high po"ints and back around the heads 
01' the deep ravines that are here cut down into the underlying 
Hudson River beds. The Clinton limestone usually outcrops in the 
stream beds a short distance -above the crests of the waterfalls a.t the 
heads of the ravines just mentioned. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GENERAL REMARKs.-,--The Clinton varies in 
thickness in Indiana from a few inches to abmit seven feet. In Ohio 
it ranges from 30 to 40 feet thick, thus showing a general thinning 

, out toward the west. 
Owing to its thinness it exercises practically no control on the 

topography of the region in which it outcro'ps, neither is it of com
mercial i:(nportance. It is a very persistent bed, occurring at most 
places where its horizon is exposed. At some places, however, it is 
absent, and near Osgood and southwest of Versailles pebbles have 
been found in it. These facts ha.ve led Foerste to advance the 'opin
ion'that during Clinton time there was a land mass not far west of 
the present line of 'Clinton outcrop. t ' 

While this thin formation contains many fossils, these are usually 
imbedded firmly in the rock and are difficult to obtain. For lists of 
Clinton fossils the reader is referred to the papers by Kindle! and 

, by Foerste.§ 
In 1883, the Clinton was recognized at Parker's Mill by Elrod,~ but 

the true limits of the formation were not recognized by him else-

~Indiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 22d Annual Report (1897), 
A Catalogue of the Fossils of Indiana. by E. M. Kindle PageI407-5U. Indianapolis, 1898. 

tJourna.1 of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History. Vol. XVIII. p. 200. 
tIndian& Department of Geology and Natural ReftOUrceB. 22d Annual Report (1897). 

pp.408-5U. A Catalogue of the Fossih of Indiana, by E. M. Kindle. Indianapolis, 1898. 
~ Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio. Vol. VII. Fossils of the Clinton group in 

Ohio and Indiana. by August F. Foersto. PP. 516-601. 
1f lndiana Department of Geology and Natural History. 12th Annual Report, p.130. 
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where. Foerste first called attention to the true limits of the Indiana 
Clinton in 1896* and has later published papers in which many Clin
ton localities are mentioned, and lists of collected fossils are given. t 

NIAGARA. 

CHAR.A.OTER.-The Niagara group in southeastern Indiana is made 
up of limestones and shales. In Township 3 north, 9 mist, these 
rocks have at Hanover, in the southwest quarter of Section 12, a 
thickness of about 68 feet. 

The section of the Niagara beds shown in Fig. 4, is exposed on the 
Hanover La~.ding Road, beginning at the top of the hill at Hanover . 

•

.. n'/.? ... 

- -- -=- ))\run .. ",11<1 1Allf 

/iltl.Ja"f'Q . LII"r~/~1IC~ .. ,f,f C~I',.t C2' 

- - _ 1.1)'.lc • .,.(OIl-3 Sh.'t C' 
. (!I {!linlolf J,mclus . 

Fig. 4. Section showing the relations of the Niagara beds near Hanover. 

The Niagara strata are known locally as the "cliff rock," owing to 
the fact that the more massive and indurated beds resist the action 
of the weather, and form cliffs along the ravines where they outcrop. 

AREAL DISTRIBUTION.-On the accompanying map (Plate II) the 
narrow sinuous strip of outcropping Niagara beds is shown at the 
east side of 3 north, 9 east, and the west side of 3 north, 10 east. 
These beds form the bluffs on the high points and along the crests 
of the hills, on the west side of the Ohio gorge. They are always to 
be found also, at the sides of, and crossing, the ravines immediately 
above the numerous waterfalls of this locality. These hard beds 
frequently form low falls in the streams above the main falls of the 
region. 

In the Niagara group of this and the neighboring localities in 
Indiana, where it outcrops, the following divisions have been recog
nized by Foerste.t 

Niagara Group- Feet. 
Louisville limestone and Utica lime rock ........ , ... 4D- 55 
"Valdron shale ... ; ..................... , ....... , ... 5- 10 
Laurel limestone or cliff rock ... , ......... '" ....... 35- 45 
Osgood beds ...... , " ., ... , ... , ......... '" ....... 15- 25 

Totals ......................................... 95-135 

':'J~urnal of the Cincinnati Society of Natnral History, pp.l88-200. 
tS~e the papers by August F. Foerste in the following annual reports of the Indiana De

partm~nt of Geology and Natural Resources. 21st Annual Report (1896) pp.214-288; 22d 
Annual Report (1897), pp. 195-255; 24th Annual Report (1899), pp. 41-80. 

tIndiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 21st Annual Report (1896), 
p. 217.: Indianapolis, 1897. 

IV-Gaol. 
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TOPOGRAPHY.-Composed as it is, of shales and limestones, with 
the limestone's generally predominating, and resisting the action of 
the weather, the Niagara strata often form steep slopes, bluffs and 
waterfalls along their line of outcrop. 

ECONOMIC GEOLoGY.-In tIie region of 3 north, these beds are of 
little ee.onomic importance commercially, though some small quar
ries have been opened and some stone has been obtained for local 
building purposes. Northward, however, the Niagara rocks are in 
some localities hard and compact, of even texture and color, and oc
cur in thin, easily separated layers, usually from three to ten or 
twelve inche's thick. Under these circumstances they have proven 
valuable and have been of considerable commercial importance as 
building, curbing and paving ston~s. The largest quarries are in Rip
ley, Decatur and Franklin counties, where practically all the rock 
quarried is taken from the Laurel beds. * 

P ALEONTOLOGY.-The Niagara group is -very prolific of fossils and 
for lists of the species the reader is referred to Kindle's Oatalogue 
of Indiana Fossils, cited above, which contains, besides a list of the 
fossils, a bibliography of the writers on Indiana paleontology. The 
first important papers containing figures and descriptions of the Nia-
gara group species of Indiana are those of Hall. t -

DEVONIAN. 

The Devonian rocks of southern Indiana have an aggregate thick
ness, at Scottsburg, of 190 feet, as shown in the deep well at that 
place. They consist of more or less pure limestones and black bitu
minous and arenaceous shales. So far as the author has observed 
these are conformable one with another, and the lowest bed lies con
formably upon the Niagara limestone,! while the topmost bed (the 
black shale) is overlain by the Rockford goniatite limestone, which is 

*Indiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 22nd Annua.! Report (18~7), 
p.195 et seq. Indianapolis, 1898. 

t28th Annual Report of·the New York State Museum of Natural History. The Fauna of 
the Niagara group in Indiana, by James Hall,pp. 99-210. Plates I to XXXIV. Albany .. 1879. 

Indiana Department of Geology and Natural History. 11th Annual Report, pp. 217-345,
Plates I to XXXVI. Indianapolis, 1882. 

Also, 12th Annual Report. pp. 272-275 and accompanying plates. Indianapolis, 1883. 

tA slight unconformity exists between the Niagara and overlyiug Devonian limestona 
in southern Shelby county. See 25th Annual Report Department Geology and Natural Re
sources, p. 557'and Plate XVI. 
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also conformable with it. rfhe accompanying section, Fig. 5, indi
cates the relations of these Devonian strata. 

Ntw ALbANV 

D£.VONIAN 
. BLACK SHALE,IOO-laO 

Fig. 5. Sectipn showing the character and relations of the Devonian strata of southern 
Indiana.';' 

THE LIME,STONES. 

Of the Devonian limestones there are two distinct series of beds. 
These two series were originally grouped together as Upper Helder
berg by Hall. t 

Afterwards they were recognized as having distinct characteristics, 
and the lower beds were ~ecognized as the Corniferous limestone, 
while the upper division was correlated with the Hamilton of New 
York. These two divisions of the Devonian limestones of Indiana 
are recognized by Dana.! 

In 1899 Kindle§ suggested for the lower of the two divisions the 
name of Jeffersonville limestone, Q<wing tOI its development in the 
neighborhood of that city; while for the upper beds he has suggested 
the name of "Sellersburg beds," owing to the development and ex
posure of these rocks at the town of that name in Clark County. 

In 1900 Siebenthal subdivided the Sellersburg limestone, retaining 
the name Sellersburg for the white and gray crystalline limestone 
lying between the cement rock and the New Albany black shale, and 
naming the underlying cement rock the Silver Creek Hydraulic 
limestone. II 

':'The Pendleton sandstone, which, further north, lies between the Niagara and Cornif
erous, has not been recognized as Car south as township 3 north, and it is therefore omitted 
from the section. 

t American Journal of Science. 1843. Vol. 45, p. 158. 
!ManualofGeology. By James D. Dana. Fourth edition, pp. 580, 592. 1895. 
~Bu!letin of American Paleontology, No. 12. The Devonian and Lower CarboiJiferous 

Faunas of southern Indiana and central Kentucky. By E. M. Kindle, P. 8. Ithaca, New 
York,1899 . 

. [[Indiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 25th Annual Report (1900), pp. 
332-393. Se. pp. 339 and 345. I"dianapolis', 1901. 
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CORNIFEROUS OR JEFFERSONVILLE LIMESTONE. 

CHARACTER AND THICKNEss.-The Cornifcrous limestone varies 
in color from gray to bluish and buff. Where very pure and crystal
line it usually has a bluish gray color. In thicknees it varies from 
20 feet to about nO feet. At the Falls of t.he Ohio its thickness, 
according t.o Kindle,* is at least 20 feet. At Scottsburg, in To,wn
ship 3 north, 7 east, where the Corniferous and Hamilton limestones 
are penetrated in a deep well at a depth of 172 feet, the combined 
thickness of the two formations is reported to be 68 feet.. The total 
thickness of the Corniferou8 was not observed at anyone place in 3 
north, but the variations from 20 to 50 feet may be taken as about 
correct for it. 

AREAL DISTRIBUTION AND TOPOGRAPHY.-T'he Corniferous rocks 
olltcrop along a belt of country mnging in width from two to six 
miles in Township 3 north. The eastern margin of these roeks is 
along the bluffs at the west side of the gorge of the Ohio River; the 
;western margin is on a comparatively level tableland. Lying be
tween the J effersonyille and Niagara limestones in the extreme 
southern part of the State is a thin bed of buff or brownish colored 
magnesian limestone to which the name "Geneva limestone" was 
given by Collett in 1881. t Thin and unimportant in the region of 
the Ohio River, this limestone becomes thicker to the northward, 
reaching in Bartholomew and Shelby counties a thickness of from 
20 to 30 feet, and apparently replacing the Jeffersonville and Sellers
burg beds as recognized farther south. 

The Corniferous (wit.h the Geneva limest.one) strata lie immedi
ately above the Niagara limestonee in the region of township 3 north 
and protect those beds from erosion. The escarpment along the 
Ohio River in the region of Madison is due to the combined influence 
of bot.h the Corniferous and Niagara beds. The topographY of the 
Corniferous area is shown on Plate II. On t.hat map t.he Cornifer
ous and Hamilton areas are shown toget.her. 

THE HAMILTON LIMESTONES (SELLERSBURG AND SILVER CREEK 
LIMESTONES) . 

CHARACTER.-The Hamilton rocks of southcrn Indiana vary in 
thickness from 6 to 20 feet.! They arc made up for t.he most part of 

':'Bulletin of Amer. Pal., Loc. cit., p. 23. Ithaca, New York, 1899. 
tIndiana Department of Geology and Natural History. 11th Annual Report (1881), p. 63, 

Indianapolis, 1882. 
tBulletin of American Paleontology , No. 12. The Devonian and Lower Carboniferous 

Faunas of Southern Indiana and Central Kentucky. By E. M. Kindle, p. 8. Ithaca, New 
Yl)rk,1893. 
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a fine grained siliceous limestone, with a buff color, and conchoidal 
fracture. Overlying this impure limestone is sometimes a thin bed 
of purer limestone, which is in turn overlain by the New Albany 
black shale. 

AREAL DISTRIBUTION.-:-In township 3 north the Hamiltim beds 
outcrop along a narrow strip just east of the eastern margin of the 
New Albany black shale. They are here usually concealed by glacial 
drift, and tl;te actual line of contact between them and the Cornifer
ous beds was not traced. 

The head waters of Hog Creek and ''-IV ()IOds Fork have cut down 
through ~he black shale in township 3 north, 9 east, in sections 18, 
30 and 31, respectively, Plate II, exposing the underlying Hamilton 
and often the Corniferous limestones. The .limestones thus exposed 
extend down stream for five or six miles, being exposed all along 
Woods Fork, Hog Creek and their tributaries, and along Stucker's 
Fork in the neighborhood of Lexington and for two miles below that 
town. They finally disappear below the surface in 3 north, 8 east, 
sections 19 and 29, along a general northwest-southeast line; the 
rocks along this line have a perceptible southwestward dip. 

Silver Creek Hydra1l1ic Limestone.-The Silver Creek Hydraulic 
limestone is a fine-grained stone which has hydraulic properties. It 
is usually massive, and ranges in thickness from a few inches in 
Township 3 north, to over 15 feet in the Silver Creek region in Clark 
County. It breaks with a sub-conchoidal fracture, and in color varies 
from buff on weathered surfaces to bluish drab on freshly exposed 
surfaces. 

The following allalyses* show the compos.ition of this limestone: 

~ .; .,,; 
'" '" 

<l ., 
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Insol uble in hydrochloric acid .......•............... 25.90 18.68 12.75 13.03 21.26 

Lime (CaO) soluble in acids ...•...................... 30.41 34.55 29.40 29.08 33.99 

Magnesia (MgO) soluble in acids .................... 8.48 7.97 16.71 15.70 7.57 

Ferric oxide (Fe.O.) soluble in ~cids ...•............ .47 .43 .85 1.15 .39 

Alumina (AI.O.) soluble in acids .................... .27 .30 .25 .80 .32 

Loss on ignition ....................................... 33.46 36.65 40.47 39.29 35.16 
----------

Total .............................................. 98.99 98.58 100.43 99.05 98.69 

The insoluble portions consist principally of silica (Si02 ) and 
alumina (....112 0 3), The ratio of the alumina to silica varies in the 

. 
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different samples from 1 to 3.89 in the Ohio Valley stone, to 1 to 5.56 
in the Belknap stone. 

Just north of the center of the southeast quarter of Section 21, 
Township 3 north, 8 east, 14 inches of hydraulic limestone is ex
posed at a spring house; it is here overlain by three feet of shaly 
limestone, and underlain by blue compact limestone. To the south 
it becomes thicker, reaching a thickness of five feet one mile east of 
Lexington, and continuing to thicken further south, till it reaches its 
ma.'{imum in the region of Silver Creek. To the north it becomes 
thinner, and finally disappears altogether in Section 16, Township 3 
north, 8 east, north of which place it has not been observed. * 

For detailed information regarding the Silver Creek and' Sellers
burg limestones throughout the southern Indiana region the reader 
is referred to Mr. Siebenthal's paper on that subject, cited above. 

Sellersburg Limestone.-The Sellersburg Limestone lies between 
the c'ement rock and the black shale, and where the cement rock is 
absent in southern Indiana includes the beds from top of the Corni
ferous to the overlying New Albany black shale. 

It is not always present between the cement rock and black shale, 
but is usually to be found where its interval is exposed. In T'oWIlJship 
3 north it varies in thickness from 2-! to 5-! feet. At the Spring 
house in the southeast quarter of Section 21, Township 3 north, 8 
east, it is three feet thick and is overlain by the New Albany black 
shale. 
,Fur~her south in the Silver Creek region it reache's a thickness ac

cording to Siebentha1t of from five to ten feet, rarely reaching the 
latter thickness. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.-'The Silver Creek hydraulic limestones, of 
the Hamilton, are valuable as cement producers, and are quarried 
for that purpose at Sellersburg. North of that place the northern
most exposure of the rock which is suitabl~ for the manufacture of 
cement and thick enough to be worked is about one mile east of Lex
ington, where the bed is from five to six feet thick. A good cement 
is said to have been made from samples of this rock, but it has not 

'been quarried here for that purpose. 
TOPOGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE.-The Hamilton beds exercise no 

marked control over the topography of the country over which they 
outcrop. They have a dip from Big Spring, Township 3 north, 9 
east, Section 16, to Section 20, in 3 north, 8 east, of 231 feet, or a 
little over 33 feet per mile\ This dip is not constant, but varies from 

"Ibid., p. 359. 
tIbid., p. 341. 
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20 to 46 feet per ,mile, and is in every respect sufficient to cause the 
westward flow of the streams. 

PALEONTOLOGY OF THE DEVONIAN LIMESTONEs.-The Devonian 
limestones are prolific in fossils and many lists of them have been 
published. The completest are those of KiJl'dle. * 

Most of the lists of Hamilton limestone fossils in Indiana have .the 
species all grouped together, regardless of whether they come from 
the cement rock or overlying strata. Siehenthal, however, in his 
report upon the cement rock cited above, gives separate lists of the 
fosails he found in the Sellersburg, Silver Oreek and Jeffersonville 
limestones. Many of the Oorniferous corals were listed and figured 
by Hall in the 12th A.nnual Report of the Department of Geology 
and. Natural History of Indiana. t 

NEW ALBANY BLA:CK SHALE. t (Genesee.) 

OHARACTER.-Lying upon the Hamilton limestones is a bed of 
black bituminous and arenaceous fissile shale known as the New Al
bany black shale, and often referred to simply as "the black shale." 
After exposure to the weather it usually los.es its jet black colorr, and 
weathers to a drab. After weathering it also shows its finely lami
nated structure which is not always apparent in unweathered frag
ments. At some places it contains enough bituminous matter to 
cause it to hum when thrown into a fire. This fact, coupled with its 
jet black color in southern Indiana, has led to much misguided search 
for coal. In the northern part of the State it does not have the jet 
black color that it has in the Ohio River region. In Indiana it rests 
conformably upon the underlying limestones; in Kentucky there is 
an unconfnrmity between the black shale and the underlying-lime
stone.§ 

The thickness of the New Albany black shale is 120 feet at Scotts
burg, where its top lies 52 feet below the surfac'e; at Salem, where it 
occurs at a depth of 627 feet, it has a thickness of 103 feet; at New 
Albany its thickness is 104 feet; at Lafayette it is 120 feet thick, 

':'Bulletius of American Paleontology, Vol. 3, No. 12. The Devonian and Lower Car
honiferous faunas of southern Indiana and Kentucky. (Ithaca, 1899.) Also, Indiana 
'Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 22nd Annual Report, pp. 407-488. (Indian
apolis, 1898.) 

tPages 275.318, Plates XV-XXIV. Indianapolis, 1883. See also the 35th Annual Report 
of the New York State Museum of Natural History, pp. 421-464, Plates XXIII-XXX. Al
bany, 1884. 

tThe New Albany blaok shale is generally referred to in this paper simply as the black 
.hale. . 

eBulletin of American Paleontology, No. 12. The Devonian and Lower Carboniferous 
Fannas of sonthern Indiana. By E. M. Rindle, p. 8. Ihaoa, New York, 1899. 
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while its thicknes,s at Bloomington, where its top is 755 feet below 
the surface, is 155 feet. Eleven miles northwest of Columbus at the 
well of J. W. Johnson, in Section 11, 10 north, 3 east, it is 110 feet 
below the surface and has a thickness of 195 feet. These thicknesses 
at widely separated points in the State show a remarkably even dis
trihution for this formation. 

STRATIGRAPHIC POSITION.-The stratigraphic position of this shale 
has long been a matter of discussion among geologists who have 
worked in Indiana. In 1837 it was classed by Owen as a member of 
the Sub-Carboniferous group, which included those beds lying below 
the Carboniferous or coal-bearing formation.* Later, in 1843, 1844, 
it was regarded by Owen as the equivalBllt of the Marcellus shale of 
the New York section.t This view was held also by Dr. A. Clapp! 
in 1841.· Hall and Rogers also concurred in· this conelation. In 
1848 Edward de Verneuil correlated the black shale of Indiana, 
Ohio and Kentucky with the Genesee shale of New York.§ This 
correlation was accepted by Meek and Worthen in 1861.11 This c·on
clusion was reached also by Whitfield from a study of the black shale 
fossils in 1874.~ In 1879 Hall came to regard it as the equivalent 
of the "shales succeeding the Hamilton group of New York."** This 
view has been generally accepted since 1874. 

The only local name that has been applied to this formation is that 
given in 1873 hy K T. Cox, State Geologist of Indiana, where, in 
speakin~ of the black Bhale of Ohio and Indiana, he says, "I have 
thought best to speak of it in this State as the New Albany hlack 
slate."t t In the same volume§§ W. W. Borden, in his report on 
Clark and Floyd counties uses this name, and says, "The black slate is 
largely exposed at New Albany, and on that account I propose to 
designa,te it in this report as the "New Albany black slate." 

Sinoe that time the name New Albany "black slate," or blaek 
shale, has been continuously applied to this formation, and in strati-

"Report of a Geological Reconnaissance of the State ~f Indiana made in the year 18.37 in 
conformity to an order of the Lellislature, ,:>y D. D. Owen, M.D., State Geologist. American 
Journal of Science, Vol. XXXIV, 1838, pp. 193, 194. 

tAmerican Journal of Science. Vol. XLV, 1843. p.152. 
tProceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of Science. Vol. I, 1841. pp. 18, 19. 
~American Journal of Science. Vol. V. 2d series. 1848. p.370. 
IIRemarks on the age of the Goniatite limestone at Rockford, Indiana, and its relations 

to the "Black Slate" of the Western States, and to some of the succeeding rocks above the 
latter; byF. B. Meek and A. H. Worthen. American Journal of Science. Vol. XXXII. 
2d series. pp. 167-177. 

llSixth Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, made during the year 1874. 
p.181. Indianapolis, 1875. 

"*Natural History of New York. Paleontology. Vol. V, Plate II, p.152. Albany, 1879, 
ttFifth Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, made during the year 1873. 

p.102. Indianapolis. 1874. 
eeIbid., p. 158. 
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graphic position, it is regarded as the equivalent of the Genesee shale 
of the New York section. 

The Devonian stratigraphy is discussed, many detailed sections are 
given and the fossils are described and figured by Kindle in an ex
cellent paper in 1900,* t@ which the reader is referred for more de
tailed information regarding the various localities where the Devon
ian rocks outcrop in Indiana. 

AREAL DISTRiBUTION.-The black shale c'omes to the surface in 
southern Indiana in the low north-south trough immediately east of 
the high eastward facing escarpment formed hy the Knobstone 
group and the limestones overlying it. South of an east-west line 
drawn through Edinburg its western margin is near the bottom of 
this trough, while its eastern margin is from 10 to 25 miles further 
east, at a higher altitude and usually in a country that is somewhat 
rolling. 

North of the east-west line above referred to the black shale area 
widens out, but is generally deeply buried under glacial debris. From 
Edinburg to New Albany the Jeffersonville, Madison and Indian
apolis Railroad runs parallel to the upper contact of this shale a.nd 
not far from it. 

In township 3 north the black shale outcrops over a strip of country 
about fourteen miles wide. The easternmost point at which it oc

. curs is in 3 north, 9 east near the center of the east half of Section 
27. The contact between the black shale and the underlying lime
stone is not often seen in the south half of 3 north, 9 eas.t because 
this township is for the most part covered by several feet of glacial 
clay. The line of contact can be seen, however, just south of Bi:g 
Spring near the center of the north half of Section 16. From this 
place it can be traced to the point where it crosses the north line 
of the township, a half mile west of Kent Postoffice, near the north
west corner of Section 6. This lower contact crosses Township 3 
north in a general northwest-southeast direction, almost at right 
angles to the dip of the strata. 

Passing westward from its eastern edge the shale is carried suc
cessively lower by its westward dip. Notwithstanding the westward 
dip of the strata the creeks in 3 north, 8 east, viz.: Stucker's Fork, 
near Lexington, and Woods Fork and Hog Creek, farther north, have 
cut down through the shale, exposing the underlying limestones .. 
The bottoms of the valleys of these creeks are therefore limestone, 
while the adjacent hillsides and hilltops are of black shale, of which 
a thickness of from 50 to 60 feet is often exposed. 

'"Indiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 25th Annual Report (1900), 
pp.529-758. Plates I-XXXI. Indianapolis, 1901. 
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The westernmost exposures of these isolated limestone areas, which 
are surrounded by the black shale, are in Sections 29 and 18 along 
a line almost parallel with the eastern edge of the black shale. 

The western edge of the black shale, i. e., its upper contact with 
the rocks of the overlying Knobstone gro-gp, crosses the south line 
of 7 east a little east of the center of the south line of Section 34. 
The line of contact from here northwestward is marked by the over
lying goniatite limestone, and can be seen occasionally in gullies and 
on the hillsides, until a point is reached about one mile east of Scotts
burg near the west line of Section 20 where the limestop.e and shale 
outcrop. Northwest of Scottsburg the contact passes through a low 
flat country and is usually overlain by from 40 to 50 feet of clay. By 
means of well sections the line of contact was approximately deter
mined; it passes just east from Scottsburg, and thence in a north
westerly direction, to the west line of Section 7, crossing the north 
line of Township G east immediately west of the northwest corner of 
Section 1. 

'rOPOGRAPHY.-Most of the country underla~n by the black shale 
is quite rolling. The topography through Townships 3 north, 6, 7, 
8, and 9 east may be taken as generally typical of this formation, 
with the exception that to the northward the eastern margin of the 
formation occurs in a country usually more broken than that shown 
on the map, because the streams that cut across it are larger in that 
region, and have cut out deeper valleys. 

The western margin of the black shale where not c'overed by glacial 
debris, is in a region of low hills. 

In 3 north, 9 east the extreme eastern edge of the black shale is 
quite thin. On Plate II it will he observed that a number of west
ward flowing streams h'ave their sources from a mile to two miles 
west of this eastern contact. This is a region in which dissection has 
scarcely begun. 

Fir. 6. North-south section from the center of southwest quarter of flection 21, to the 
center of the west half of Section 16, Township 3 north, 7 east, showing silted up vaHey. The 
soil of the si.lted up vaHeys is for the most part a light colored clay. 

Further west in Township 8 east and the eastern part of Township 
7 east, the streams have cut valleys from 60 to 100 feet deep. In 7 
east, Stucker's Fork and its tributaries flow through flat silted up 
vallliYs. These valleys haTe been filled at least 45 feet in some cases. 
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At Scottsburg the valley has been filled to a depth of 48i feet, which 
probably represents about the aplOunt the valleys of this general re
gion have been filled. 

Owing to this silting up of the valleys, the hills at the west side of 
the black shale area, formerly full as high, or higher than those at 
the center of that area, are now much lower and have gentler slopes 
than do those further east. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.-The blaC!k shale is of small economic im
portance. It is used locally as a road metal, when nothing better 
can be had. It has been tried as a roofing material, being ground, 
mixed with: tar and spread upon felt. It was Mund to crack upon 
long exposure and was thus worthless for this purpose and its u:se 
was discontinued.* 

The character of the black shale and the results of experiments in 
distilling oil and gas from it are discussed by Mr. Hans Duden in the 
21st Annual Report of the Department of Geology and Natural Re-

sources·t 

LOWER CARBONIFEROUS. 

The Lower Carboniferous rocks of Indiana consist of shales, sand
stones, limestones and some cherts, and aggregate 1,050 feet where 
crossed by Township 3 north. 

At the base of this series of strata lies the Rockford goniatite lime
stone, resting conformably upon the Genesee shale. The Lower Car
boniferous strata are overlain unconformably by the massive Mans
field sandstone, which lies at the base of the Productive Coal 
Measures. 

'rhe different strata making up the Lower Carboniferous group lie ' 
conformably one with another. The following s.ection (Fig. 7) shows 
the relations between these strata. 

THE ROCKFORD GONIATITE LIMESTONE. 

CHARACTER AND DISTRIBUTION.-The Rockford goniatite lime
stone, which is the lowest of the Lower Carboniferous strata recog
nized in Indiana, is a thin but remarkably persistent bed. It is a 
close grained rock with a conchoidal fracture. Upon a freshly broken 

"Fifth Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, made during the year 1873, 
p.159. Indianapolis, 1874. 

tIndiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 21st Annual Report (18961, 

pp.108-119. Some not.es on the black slate or Genesee shale, of New Albany, Indiana. By 
Hans Duden. Indianapolis, 1897. 
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surface it usually shows a mottled greenish color; upon weathering it 
turns brown. 

Below it is the black shale:, and immediately: above is the light 
greenish argilla.ceous shale, forming the base of the Knobstone shales. 
While this limestone is usually less than two feet thick, it is rarely 
entirely wanting in southern Indiana where its horizon is exposed. 
At New Albany it outcrops along the creek at the north and west 
edges of the town, and has a thickness of two feet. In Lot 62 of the 

~~r.~~~~B."Jl'ord Oolitic L.s. 3S' 

)A!rol1'''o~!~ Crollp ~SO' 

IJevonian. 

Fig. 7. Section showing the relations of the Lower Carboniferous strata, along the 
middle line of Township 3 north. 

Illinois Grant, Clark County, about a quarter of a mile west of the 
center of the east line, the goniatite limestone is 18 inches thick, and 
in a space of 100 feet it thins down to a feather edge. At this place 
the contact between the upper and lower beds is well exposed and thc 

w £ 

Fig. 8. Profile showing the occurrence ofthe Rockford goniatite limestone a quarter of 
a mile west of the center of the east line of Lot 62 of the Illinois Grant. (1) 20 feet of green
ish argillaceous shale, typical of the base of the Knobstone group. (2) 18 inches goniatite 
Iimesione. (3) 6 inches of soft shale, resembling that overlying the limestone. (4) New 
Alba.ny black shale. 

occ'urrence is shown in the accompanying profile section (Fig. 8). 
The OCCUl'rence shown in Fig. 8 is typical of this limestone, so far as 
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the writer's observations have gone, except that the underlying thin 
greenish shale is not always present. N ear the west side of Town
ship 3 north, 'I east, Section 21, near Mr. Munden's hou'se, one mile 
east of Scottsburg, the limestone has a thickness of 18 inche~. 

The northernmost exposure of the Rockford limestone, known to' 
the writer, is in the bed Qf White River at the village of RockfQrd. 
It is reported to' have been exposed in a cut on the Jeffersonville, 
Madison and Indianapolis Railroad about Qne and one-half miles 
nQrth of RQckford on the west side O'f White River. 

N O'rth of this locality the RockfQrd limestone horizon is covered 
Qver by glacial drift. It occurs about 11 miles northwest of Colum
bus, where it is struck in the well of Mr. J. W. Johnson, 10 north, 4 
east, in the southwest quarter Section 11. At this place it lies 106 
feet below the surface and is reported to be four feet thick. The 
following section (beginning at the surface) is reported from this 
well; it shows that the stratigraphic relations of the beds in 10 north, 
4 east are precisely the same as at e1..llosed localities further south: 

Feet. 
Yellow clay (glacial) ................... ·.················· 56 
Clay shale (Knobstone) ............. : ... ·················· 50 
Limestone (goniatite) ..................................... 4 
Black shale (Genesee) ................. ··················· .195 
Limestone (Hamilton and Corniferous) ............... ····· 50 

FQur miles southeast Qf this place, in 10 nQrth, 5 east, the SQuth
west quarter S.ectiou 20, Mr. W. S. Bevis has· a well in which the 
gO'niatite limestone is 79 feet belO'w the surface, and has a thickness 
O'f twO' feet. Its relations to' the O'verlying and underlying beds at 
this place are identical with those given in the abO've section. 

STRATIGRAPHIC POSITION. - The stratigraphicPQsitiQn Qf the 
gO'niatite limestQne has long been a questiQn of CQntrQVersy among 
American geQlQgists. Occurring as it does at the top of the DevQnian 
it has been regarded as belQnging to' the Devonian by SQme writers, 
nQtably by Hall, while Qthers place it with the Lower CarboniferQus. 
'l'he latter view is the Qne generally accepted at the present time. 

In 1861 the HockfQrd limestone was cO'rrelated by Hall with the 
Marcellus beds Qf the New YQrk sectiQn.* 

In 1862 Hall regarded this limestone as "parallel with the Che
mung group,"t which view he did not change. In 1861 Meek and 

*Thirteenth Annual Report of the Regents of the University of the State of New York. 
p.95. Albany, 1860. 

tFifteenth Annual Report of the Regents of the University of the State of New York. 
p.81. Albany, 1861 •. 
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Worthen correlated the Rockford limestone with the Chouteau of 
Missouri.* In 1898, Kindle summed up the discussions relative to 
the age of this limestone and arrived at the conclusion that it is the 
equivalent of the Lithographic or Louisiana limestone of Missouri. t 
Kindle bases this correlation on stratigraphic evidence, and points 
out that the stratigraphic position of the Rockford limestone rela
tive to the black shale, as well as its lithologic character, agrees 
almost exactly with that of the Lithographic limestone of Missouri, 
while the paleontologic evidence on which Meek and Worthen made 
their correlation with the Chouteau is not sufficient to justify that 
correlation. 

In the writer's opinion Kindle's views are correct. There is cer
tainly no member of the Lower Carboniferous group in Indiana that 
is lower than the Hockford limestone, while there is a very close 
correspondence between the Missouri section from the Hamilton up 
to the Burlington limestone, and the southern Indiana section from 
the Hamilton up to the Harrodsburg limestones of Hopkins and Sie
benthal's section of the Lower Carboniferous limestones. Kindle, 
however, omits the Rockford limestone from his generalized section,! 
in which section that limestone falls between the "black shale" and 
the "argillaceous blue and green shales,'; thus holding a position 
identical with the Lithographic limestone of the Missouri section. 
This stratigraphic correlation is much strengthened by the fact that 
Prodromites gorbY'i occurs both in the Rockford limestone, at Rock
ford, and in the Louisiana (Lithographic) limestone at Sedalia, Mis
souri. This species is found also in the Kinderhook at Burlington, 
Iowa.§ 

PALEONTOLOGY.-The following species have been identified from 
the Rockford limestone in Indiana: 

PROTOZOA. 

Palreacis enormis Meek and Worthen. 
C<ELENTERATA. 

Amplexus? roclffordensis Miller and Gurley. 
Zaphrentis ida Winchell. 

ECHINODERMATA. 

Synbathocrinus oweni Hall. 

"American Journal of Science. 2d series. Vol. XXXII, p.16j. 
tBulletins of American Paleontology, No. 12. The Devonian and Lower C.,rboniferous 

Faunas of Southern Indiana and Kentucky. By Edward M. Kindle. pp. 91,92, 93. Ithaca, 
New.Y ork, 18R9. 

tBulletins of American Paleontology, No. 12. The Devonian and Lower Carboniferous 
Faunas of Southern Indiana and Kentucky. ,By Edward M. Kindle. p.92. Ithaca, New 
York, 1899. I 

eProdromites, A New Ammonite Genus from the Lower Carboniferous, by J. P. Smith 
and Stuart Weller, Journal of Geology, Vol. I~, No.3 (1901), p. 255. 
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BRACHIOPODA. 

Ambocrelia gregaria Hall. 
Clwnetes geniculatus White? 
Cryptonella? inconstans Herrick. 
Reticularia cooperensis Swallow. 
Rhipidomella ocassus Hall. 
RhynchoneUa obsolescens Hall. 
Spirifer maroonen8is Shumard. 
Spirifer rostellatus Hall ? 
Spirif~rina solidiro8tris White. 

LAlIIELLIBRANCHU., 

Aviculopecten tenuicostis Winchell 
Anatina leda Hall. 
Cardiopsis radiata Meek and Worthen. 
Cypricardia' ventricosa Hall. 
Nucula hians Hall. 

GASTEROPODA. 

Belleroplwn cyrtolites Hall. 
Bellerophon lineolatus Hall. 
Euomphalus lens Hall. 
Murchisonia limitaris Hall. 
Platyceras haliotoides Meek and Worthen. 
Pleurotomaria mitigata Hall. 
Pleurotomaria vados" Hall. 
Straparollus lens Hall. 
Straparollus spirorbis Hall. 

PTEROPODA. 

Hyolithes aculeatus Hall. 
CEPHALOPODA. 

Brancocerail ixion Hall. 
Cyrtocerail rockfordense Winchell. 
Goniatites lyoni Meek and Worthen. 
Gyroceras gracile Hall. 
Gyroceras ? rockfordense Meek and Worthen. 
Mu.nsterocera6 oweni Hall. 
Munsteroceras parallelum Hall. 
Nautilus roekfordensis Meek and Worthen. 
Nautilus trisulcatus Meek and 'V orthen. 
Orthocerail heterocinctum Winchell. 
Ortlwceras icaT'/.U Beecher. 
Ortlwceras indianensc Hall. 
Orthoceras marcellense Vanuxem. 
Orthoceraa whitei Winchell. 
Prodromites gorbyi Miller. 
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Prodromite.s prrematurus Smith and Weller. 
Soleniscus rockfordensis Miller. 
Solenochilus rockfordensis Miller. 
Trematodiscus trisulcatus Meek and Worthen. 

ARTHROPODA.. 
Phillip8ia rockfordensis Winchell. 
Prretus doris Hall. 

PISCES. 

OrodU8 multiearinatus Norwood and Worthen. 
" 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY AND TOPOGRAPHy.-Owing to its thinness the 
Roc'kford goniatite limestone has no economic value, and neither do,es 
it exercise any control upon the topography of the region in which it 
outcrops, It outcrops for the most part in a gently rolling region, 
the relief of which is determined entirely by the overlying and under
lying beds. 

THE KNOBSTONE GROUP OF INDIANA. 

INTRODUC']'ORY. 

Overlying the goniatite limestone, and where that formation is 
absent, lying upon the black shale, is a series of clay shales, and 
friable, arenaceous shales and sandstones, containing in some places 
thin limstone beds. 

This ~eries of strata ranges in thickness fWill 440 to 650 fect.* 
In 1859 Owen gave it the name K nobstone Group, because "these 
siliceous strata weather into peculiar conical knobs or hills."t This 
grouping was based on lithological evidence, and the name was sug
gested by a topographic characteristic. This name has become so 
well established in the literature of Indiana geology, however, and 
the series of rocks to which it applies is so well known that, though 
other names have been sugge,sted, their adoption would result only in 
multiplying names, and in confusing rather than simplifying the sub
ject. The name "Knobstone" .is therefore retained as applying to 
the same strata to which this name was applied by Owen, Owing to 
the importance of the Knobstone group in Indiana, and also to the 
fact that the strata composing it have never been treated as a whole 
this group of rocks will be taken up somewhat in detail and the area 
covered hy it in the State will be discussed. 

*It is 650 feet thick at Bloomington, as shown by the deep well drilled at that place. 
tReport of a geologica,l reconnaissance of the State of Indiana, made in the year 1837, 

p. 21, by D. D. Owen. Indianapolis, 1859. 
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CHARACTER AND THICKNESS OF THE ROCKS. . 

'fhe Knobstone group in southern Indiana is made up of three 
terranes of somewhat distinct lithologic characteristics. 

'fHE NEW PROVIDENCE SHALE. - Overlying the goniatite lime
stones is a series of soft clay shales, usually of a greenish or bluish 
color, with a thickness of from 50 to 120 feet. This shale has been 
designated by Borden * as the New Providence shale. I t attains its 
greatest thickness in the neighborhood of New Albany, and thins out 
to 50 feet or less at the south side of Scott County. In Township 3 
north, and northward from that township, this basal knob shale, or 
New Providence shale, can not be easily distinguished from the over
lying shales, and, if it occurs at all, is of small importance. 

THE UPPER KNOBSTONE SHALE.-Overlying the basal knob shale 
is a series of soft light-gray or greenish shales. This second series 
of shales varies in composition from soft clay shale toward the bot
tom to an impure fine grained sandstone at the top. This series of 
beds which may be called the upper knob shales grades upward into 
the more or leBs massive knob sandstone. Owing to this gradation, 
the line of demarkation between the shales and the overlying sand
stones is not easily distinguished, and the line of contact is therefore 
a more or less arbitrary one. The upper knob shale has a thickness 
of 200 feet in 2 south, G cast, Section 10. Its thickness in Township 
3 north, is about 250 feet. To the northward in .T ackson, Brown and 
Bartholomew counties the upper knob shale contains a larger propor
tion of sand than at thc extremc southern portion of the State. 

THE KNOBSTONE SANDSTON E.-The Knobstone group is capped by 
the Km)bstone sandstone which is not a single sandstone bed, but is 
rather a series of more or less pure, and usually soft, sandstones 
intercalated with which arc sandy shales. In the southern portion of 
the State these uppermost beds of sandstone and intercalated shales 
have a thickness of from 75 to 100 feet, which represents approxi
mately their thickness in Township 3 north. Further north, in .Tack
son, Brown, Bartholomew and :Monroe counties, the sandstones be
come of more importance and are from 350 to 450 feet thick. Owing 
to the slight dip, and the wide area covered by the sandstone beds in 
this latter region, it is not possible to accurately measure their total 
thickness. 

To the northward from Brown County the whole Knobstone group 
is more or less covered by glacial m~terial, and where exposed at all 
only the uppermost heds are to be seen. 

'"Fifth Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, made during the-year 1873, 
p.161. Indianapolis, 1874. 

18-Geol. 

.. 
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One of the northernmost exposures of this group of rocks is at 
Riverside, in Warren County, where i~ has been quarried for building 
purposes. Owing to its occurrence at this village, it has been called 
"Riverside Sandstone" by Hopkins. * 

TRANSITION BEDS.-A t the top of the Knobstone strata and below 
the overlying limestones, are transition beds varying in thickness 
from 5 to 30 feet. These beds are sandy, impure limestones, usually 
containing intercalated chert bands and geodes. These transition 
heds are grouped with the overlying limestones .. They occur, there
fore, immediately west of the western limits of the Knobstone strata 
as outlined on the accompanying maps (Plates III, IV). 

The three divisions of the Knobstone group, as outlined above, can 
be best recognized in the extreme southern part of the State, where 
the shales predominate, and where the entire group has its least de
velopment. 

Further north, however, in Jackson, Brown and Bartholomew COUIl

ties, the entire group is ma,de up of alternating impure sandstones 
and clay shales in which the sandstones predominate. 

Where the Knobstone strata outcrop along STIgar Creek, near 
Crawfordsville, the bluish massive sandy shales predominate. 

The type sections (Fig. 9) show the general character and relations 
of·the beds composing the Knobstone group in different parts of the 
8rca covered by that formation. 
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Fig. 9. Three type sections of the Knobstone gronp. 

A. Section in Floyd County, just west of St. Joseph postoffice. 
B. Section on the middle line of Township 3 north. 

RnobstonfJ 
Crolljl 

C. Section on the north line of Township 8 north, adapted from Bennett's cross section. 

THICKNESS OF THE KNOBSTONE GRoup.-Section A., Fig. 9, shows 
the entire group to have a thickness, as determined by aneroid barom-

"Indiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 20th Annual Report, p.317. 
Indianapolis, 1896. 
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etcr, of 550 feet. At St. Joseph postoffice, where this section is 
taken, the Knobstone outcrops over a strip of country three and one
half miles wide. 

At Section R, along; the middle line of Township 3 north, the 
thickness is 550 feet, as determined by the vertical are, allowing 26 
feet per mile as the average dip. Along this line the strip covered by 
these strata, from the upper contact to the lower, is 12 miles wide. 

. At Section 0., along the north line of Township 8 north, the thick
ness (as shown in the deep well at Bloomington) is 650 feet. The 
strip of country covered by these strata is here 28 miles wide. 

At Rockville, Parke County, the Knobstone was shown by a deep 
well drilled there to have a thickness of 530 feet. Just west of New 
Albany its thickness is 471 feet. From the foregoing it is seen that 
the thickness of this series of strata varies from 471 feet near New 
Albany, to 650 feet at Bloomington, while at Rockville, in Parke 
County, it has a thickness of 530 feet. These variations in thick-

. ness are remarkably slight when the distances between the points at 
which the measurements are made are taken into consideration. 

AREAL DISTRIBUTION. 

The Knobstone strata outcrop over a strip of country extending 
in a general northwest-southeast direction, from south of New Al
bany, in Floyd County, to the neighborhood of Crawfordsville, in 
Montgomery County. They crop out also along the Wabash River in 
Warren County, and probably underly the western part of Tippecanoe 
County, but in this region they are deeply covered by glacial drift 
and little is known of their distribution. rrhe areal distribution from 
the north side of Township 19 north,. Montgomery County, south
ward to where the group is cut across by the Ohio River is shown on 
the accompanying maps (Plates III and IV). From these maps it 
will be seen that the area covered by these strata narrows down to 
a 'strip less than four miles wide in some places at the south, while to 
the northward it rapidly widens out until in Jackson, Monroe, Brown 
and Bartholomew counties, the strip covered ranges from 25 miles 
to over 38 miles in width. 

This narrowing down of the Knobstone area to the south, and 
widening out to the north has been generally ascribed to a corre
sponding thinning and thickening of the strata themselves. 

This, however, can not be the cause, for, with other c"onditions 
remaining the same, the difference of 100 feet in thickness wojuld not 
account for a difference of about 25 miles in the width of the strip 
covered, as displayed in the profile section at St. Joseph, in Floyd 
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County, and along the north line of Township 8 north, from Colum
bus to Bloomington. 

This increased width is considered to be due to two causes as 
follows: 

1. In Jackson, Brown, western Bartholomew and eastern Monroe 
counties, almost the entire group is made up of alternating 
sandstones and shales, with the sandstones predominating. 
These alternating sandstones and shales have not succumbed 
to erosion as readily as have the strata further south, where 
the shales predominate, !lnd where the sandstones occur only 
at the top of the group, thus allowing soft shales below to be 
worn away as rapidly u.s exposed by the removal of the over
capping sandstones. 

- 2. Near the western margin of the Knobstone area, parallel to it, 
and extending at least from Unionville, in 9 north, 1 east, Sec
tion 10, in Monroe County, to 3 north, 2 east, Section 1, in 
Washington County, a distance of 36 miles, is a fault with the 
upthrust on the east side. The displacement of the rQICks 
along this fault has not been measured throughout its extent 
but it is more than 100 feet in several places, and it is proba
ble that, in so long a fracture the displacement may reach 200 
to! 300 feet or more. 

iWhether this displacement be large or small, its effect is to 
re~uce the we"tward dip of the beds lying east of it. This 
ledsening of the dip of the Knobstone strata, c'ombined with 
th~ alternating sandstone and shale beds which occur in the 
ar¢a of greatest width would be sufficient to account for this 
inireased width. 

The foRlowing sections, partially after Bennett* (Fig. 10) taken 
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Fig. 10. AA.I St. Joseph section. (Bennett after Newsom.) 
BB.! Section along the center line of3 north. (Bennett after Newsom.) 
.CCt; Generalized section along the north line of 8 north. (Adapted from Bennett.) 

____ :-' The overlying limestone and underlying black shales ere shown in each case. 

"'Proceedings Indiana Academy of Science, 1897, pp. 258-262. 
tThe fau1t shown in section C is not shown on Bennett's section. 
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near St. Joseph, along the middle line of Township 3 north, and 
along the north line of Township 8 north, illustrate the variations in 
distribution of these strata. 

The accompanying map sheets show the location of the fracture 
here referred to, and also the location of the cross-sections shown in 
Fig. 11. On the maps these cross-sections are designated A-A, B-B 
and C-C, respectively. 

It might be remarked that the fracture here mentioned is at the 
west side of the Cincinnati Arch, and that the line of fracture is at 
right angles to the prevailing dips of the rocks of this region. 

It occurs, therefore, in the exact position that would relieve the 
tension produced in the strata in this locality by the gradual uplift
ing of the rocks to the east and it probably griginated in this manner. 
This fault is further discussed under the subject of "StructuNl," 
p. 274. . 

Details of the areal distribution will be seen on the accompanying 
map sheets and need not be referred to in this connection. 

In tracing out the upper coJltact of the Knobstone group, the 
transition beds, especially the chert layers, and residual c'hert masses, 
even when' not occurring in the original unweathered beds, were 
classed with the overlying limestones. Thus, the line Ishowing the 
eastern margin of the overlying limestone on the map will often be 
east of the real line of undecomposed limestones as they occur in the 
field. . 

Attention should be called to the fact, also l, that north of Monroe, 
Brown and Bartholomew counties (Plate IV), the Knobstone strata 
are more or less covered by glacial debris, the thickness of this cover
ing increasing generally to the northward. 

From the northwest corner of Bartholomew County, southward to 
the Silver Hills at the south side of Scott County, the glacial debris 
laps up against the foothills of the "knobs" or Knobstone escarp
ment to the west, showing that the ice sheet encroached upon this 
area, and that it was crowded close up against the eastern slope of the 
Knobstone hills. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

In the r.egion north of rrownship 3 north, sa.ndstones are the pre
dominating strata as shown in Section C., Fig. 9. In the region 
south of Township 3 north, the shales predominate. In both of these 
districts, however, the shales are more abundant at the bottom of the 
group than they are at the top, and throughout the area, where un
affected by the glaeialdrift, the conditions (i. e., resisting strata over-
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lying softer and more easily eroded beds) are therefore favorable for 
the formation of steep hillsides and narrow ravines. 

The hills resulting from the erosion of the Knobstone strata pre
sent the most important topographic feature of southern Indiana. 
They usually stand from 250 to 500 feet above the lowlands lying 
east of them, and above the drainage level of the surrounding 
country. . 

Topographically the Knobstone area may well be divided into three 
parts: 

First, the southern district, embracing the country lying between 
Township 3 north, and the Ohio River; second, the centraZ district, 
extending from Township 3 north, to the northern edges of Monroe, 
Brown and western Bartholomew counties; third, the northern 
district, embracing that portion of th.e area lying north of Monroe, 
Brown and western Bartholomew c'ounties, in which the topography 
is greatly modified, and for the most part controlled, by thick de
posits of glacial debris. 

THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT.-As is indicated on the map (Plate 
III), the outcropping Knobstone strata between the Ohio River and 
rrownship 3 north, present a bold, continuous eastward facing escarp
ment, with occasional more or less detached outlying points or 
"knobs" a short distance east of the main escarpment. From 5 south, 
to 3 narth, this escarpment is cut through at only one place, viz.: In 
1 south, and one north, 5 east, where it makes a sharp detour to the 
west and where the head waters of Muddy Fork of Silver Creek, and 
small tributary of Blue River have cut down through it, forming the 
narrow pass through which the Monon Railroad runs. South of 
Muddy Fork there are practic'ally no foothills east of the main 
escarpment. North of this creek the foothills extend from one to 
four miles east of the main escarpment and finally merge into the 
lowlands of the black shale area to the easlward. 

Fig. 11. Profile section from the northwest corner of Section 5, Township 2 south, 6 eas t 
eastward to the base of the Knobstone strata, showing the relations of the strata and the re
suItil;g topography. The knob shales of this region contain nodules of limonite and lenses 
of iron carbonate. 

The profile (Fig. 11) in 2 south, 5 east, extending:£rom the north
west corner of Section 5 eastward across the entire Knobstone area 
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at that locality, shows the topographic and struct~~al relations of 

this general region. 
The Knobstone escarpment is trenched by numerous small east

ward flowing streams, forming deep~ narrow V-shaped valleys, vary
ing in length from one-half mile to four or five miles. Seen fro e 
low country to the east the high points between these s present 
the appearance of knobs, similar to the few oJillyTng hills. 

The divide between the short eastward flowing streams, and those 
flowing westward is usually at the very crest of the escarpment. The 
country westward from this crest is a comparatively level or gently 
rolling plateau, over which the streams flow with a grade which, ex
cept in their upperr courses, is somewhat less than the dip of the 
strata. These features are well seen in the eastward and westward 
flowing streams south of Muddy Fork of Silver Creek. 

Where the Lower Carboniferous limestones, which are really the 
protecting cap rocks of the Knogstone group, have been cut through, 
as by the headwaters of Indian Creek in 1 and 2 south, 5 and 6 east, 
the country is quite rolling, because, when once the limestones are 
worn through the underlying sandstones are readily attacked by me 
streams, with the result that considerable valleys are soon cut out. 
Streams of corresponding size flowing over the limestones only, have 
much shallower valleys. 

The differences 'in the gradients of the eastward· and the westward 
flowing streams of this extreme southern portion of the Knobstone 
area, where the overlying limestones more nearly approach the eastern 
face of the escarpment than anywhere else in the entire area, are 
shown in the accompanying profile (Fig. 12). This profile is taken 
along the cours-e of a small tributary of Indian Creek, from George
town up to Edwardsville, at the south side of 2 south, 5 east. Thence 

Fig. 12. Section from Georgetown to New Albany showing the plateau characber of the 
country west of the Knobstone escarpment; and the differences in gradients of streams 
flowing eastward acroSS the dip, and westward with the dip of the strata. The limestone 
which is barely cut through by the stream dips westward at the rate of 33 feet per mile. At 
a the stream, whose gradient is shown from b to a, turns aside; the section is prolonged 
slightly to show the general plateau character of the region. A=Lower Carboniferous 
limestone, B=Knobstone group, C=New Albany shILle. 

it extends eastward over the divide and down the eastward flowing 
.stream that reaches the alluvial bottoms of the OhiQ just west of 
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New Albany. It shows very well the differences in the topography 
produced by these eastward and westward flowing streams. 

The above remarks apply more particularly to the region south of 
,~~- Muddy Fork of Silver Creek. They apply also to the region between 

Muddy Fork and Township 3 north, with the exception that in this 
latter region the .overlying limestones have been entirely worn away 

, several miles west of the escarpment face; because of this denuda
tion the valleys west of tb-2 escarpment are somewhat deeper than 
are those further south which-are similarly situated. 

In Township 3 north, the Knobstone area is drained by streams 
leading northward into Whit.e River. The Knobstone platea~ has 
been very perfectly d~ssected by thcse streams, which with their small 
tributaries from intricate dendritic systcms of vallcys, as is shown on 
the topographic sheet (PlateII) in 3 north, 2, 3, 4 and 5 east. 

It will be noticed that these streams, after having cut through t.he 
overlying limestones, have in all case.s quickly cut down to their pres
cnt base levcls of crosion, and that the main st.rcams, cspecially Rush 
and Delaney creeks, flow through flat bottomed valleys. As their 
topography indicates, these are silted up valleys in which the alluvial 
filling is from 20 to 40 feet thick. 

This silting up has been brought about by a depression of the land 
from a former higher elevation, when the valleys were eroded more 
deeply than at present. With the depression of the surface the 
streams gradually became checked and the valleys filled. All of the 
main tributaries of East ,''bite River in southern Indiana flow 
through valleys that have been filled in this manner from 20 to 60 or 
75 feet.. The accompanying section (Fig. 13) shows t.his feature. 

I 1~1IIi ) 

14o'f~ ~ 
s ~%'@@'~~)I 

Fig. 13. N orth-8outh section across Rush Creek Valley in 3 north, 3 east, Sections 5 Itnd 8. 

THE CENTRAL DISTRICT (north of Township 3 north).-In the area 

north of 3 nort.h, or more properly speaking, nort.h of the Muscata
tuck and East White rivers, the topography developed in the Knob
stone area is quite different from that south of those streams. 

As pointed out, south of Township 3 north, the region immediately 
west of the Knobstone escarpment, which is continuous and abrupt, 
is a gently wElstward 810ping plateau which is but slightly dissected 
by the westward flowing streams. In 3 north, this plateau is COlJll

pletely dissected owing to the nearness of "\\-'bite River (the master 
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stream of this section) combined with the fact that the streams flow 
partially across the dip of the beds. 

North of East White River dissection has advanced much further 
than in the southern region. In Jackson, Brown and western Bar
tholomew counties the Knobstone plateau is perfectly dissected by 
the tributaries of East "White River, Salt Creek and Bean Blossom 
Creek. In these counties the area of the Knobstone is made up of 
high ridges and steep sided V-shaped valleys. These valleys are 
unproductive, except where bottom lands have been formed in them 
by the silting up process. In this region the descent from the high
est Knobstone hills to the lowlands to the east is gradual, and across 
rolling foothills which merge into low glacial hills, and finally into 
the low bottom lands of East White River. 

The complete dissection of the Knobstone plateau north of East 
White River has he en made possible by the early removal of the over
lying limestones. Whether the early removal of these protecting 
limestones was due to their having been originally quite thin or to 
their having been more eleva-bed and exposed in this locality than 
further south is not known; either of these causes, or the two com
bined would acc'ount for the present topographic conditions. 

The preponderance of sandstone strata, in conjunction with the 
fault mentioned on p. 265, and the probable decreased westward dip 
caused thereby have kept the westward retreat of the eastward facing 
escarpment from keeping pace with the retreat of the overlying lime-

stones. 
THE NORTHERN DISTRICT.-North of the northern edges of Mon-

roe, Brown and western Bartholomew counties the Knobstone area 
is usually covered by glacial debris, and the strata are exposed only in 
the stream valleys. Where the strata are cut through by the larger 
streams, bluffs are often formed. Such bluffs are to be seen along 
West White River about Martinsville, and along Sugar Creek above 
and below Crawfordsville; at both of these localities are excellent 
exposures of the Knobstone strata. This northern portion of the 
area presents a glacial topography almost entirely and will not be 
discussed in this paper. 

TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES COMMON TO BOTH CENTRAL A~D 
SOUTHERN DISTRIC'l'S. 

The effect of the gentle westward dip of the Knobstone and over
lying limestone strata is not noticeable as affecting the tOPSlgraphy, 
further than has been suggested in relation to the escarpment south .. 
of Township 3 north. 
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This westward dip has been sufficient to' control the initial drain
age of the country, however, and it is thus indirectly responsible for 
the topography of both the southern and central areas. It is also 
responsible for the arrangement of the main drainage lines that cross 
it, with the exception of the lower course of the MU$catatuck and the 
middle course of East White River. . 

The g~nerally narrow V-shaped valleys cutting tille country in all 
directions, apparently without systematic arrang~ment, form the 
most noticeable and important topographic charilCteristic of the 
Knobstone area. In the central area particularly, the valleys are well 
developed. Here they have the tangled dendritic arrangement com
mon to flat plateau countries, where folds and faults; are absent. 

DIFFERENTIAL WEATHERING QF THE KNOBSTONE STRATA.-It is a 
noticeable fact that throughout the whole Knohston~ area where un
affected by glacial material, and where the valley systems are well 
developed, the south hillsides have gentler slopes t~an those facing 
northward, i. e., that erosion is further advanced on the south-sloping 
hills than on those sloping nO'rthward. , 

This feature is most noticeable along the east-west valleys. In 
north-south valleys the gentler slope, when one is ~ent1er than the 
other, is usually on the east side of the valley, i. e., lonthe westward 
sloping hillside. The difference in the angle of slope between east 
and west hillsides is not so noticeable as that between north and south 
slopes. 

Fig. 14 is a profile taken across a typical east-west valley showing 
this feature of differential weathering. 

Fig. 14. North-south section across a typical east-west Knobstone valley, showing the 
difference between north and south slopes. 

Fig. 15. East-west section acrORS a typical north-south valley in the Knobstone area 
from west half-mile corner to center of east half of Section 23, Township 3 north, 3 east. 

Fig, 15 is a profile across a typical north-south valley. 
'Fig. 16 shows the topography of a main east-west valley, with small 

tributaries. It will be noticed that the north side of the valley has a 
very gentle slope, while the south side is quite steep. There is no 
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marked difference in the angle of slope of the sides of the small 
valleys entering the main valley from the south. 

This differential weathering of the slopes is attributed to the effect 
of temperature changes, especially of freezing and thawing, upon the 
rocks. Changes in temperature probably have a more potent effect 
in breaking up these rocks than has any other agent. 

, S'c,ale,lin.:almi 
Gon{our in{e 

Fig, 16. Topography of the upper portion of Delaney's Creek valley, 3 north, 4 and 5 east 
showing the variation in north and south slopes. 

rfhe Knobstonei strata, being SQlft, absorb water easily, although 
they do not permit the free passage of water through them. Owing 
to their property of absorbing much moisture, they are easily disin
tegrated by frost action. * 

'1'he south hillsides are exposed to many more changes of tempera
ture in the course of a year, and especially in the winter time, than 
are the hillsides facing northward. During the winter months in this 
region the nights are cold, often for weeks at a time, freezing a crust 
over the ground, which next day is thawed out {)n the south-sloping 
hillsideiS. The north slopes, however, being sheltered from the sun's 
rays, are frozen, or covered with snow, 'and remain so almost the 
whole winter long. Thus while the rocks of the s{)uth slopes will be 
successively frozen and thawed out many time's during the winter, the 

"It is owing to this fact that the sandstones of the Knobstone group have been failures 
as' building stones wherever theY have been tried. ' 
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corresponding north slopes may be frozen and thawed only two or 
three times. 

One has only to cross this Dountry on a warm winter's day after a 
cold freezing night, and to see the muddy streams flowing down from 
the south hill slopes while the north slopes remain solidly frozen, to 
realize the importanee of this process in the wearing away of these 
rocks. Both the climate and the structure of the rocks are peculiarly 
favorable for this class of erosion. 

There is considerable differenc'e also in the quantity of heat that 
reaches east and west slopes, the westward slopes receiving more heat 
than those facing eastward, owing to the fact that the afternoon is 
the warmest part of the day. Because of this the westward slopes 
are sometimes more gentle than those fa.cing eastward. These slopes 
are not so noticeably different, however, as are the north and south 
hillsides. 

These differences can not be due to the gentle south-westward dip 
of the beds, because if they were so controlled, the westward slopes 
would cerrtainly be the most gentle of all, as the prevailing dip is 
westward. ' 

The effect of temperature change upon the d~sintegration of the 
Knobstone strata may be seen at the falls at the Shades of Death, in 
Montgomery County. These falls are in the typical massive sandy 
shales of the Knobstone group. The influence of protection against 
changing temperature is here most strongly brought out because th(l 
protection is afforded by running water, ordinarily the most impor
tant of all the erosive agents. Instead of having the ordinary horse
shoe-shaped brink, thesle falls belly out at the brink and the water 
passes over the protuberance. At either side of the protuberance the 
rocks are worn away more rapidly than over the protuberance itself. 
The accompanying illustrations (Plates V and VI and Fig. 17) show 
the character of one of these falls. * , 

Plate V is a view of the fall from below, looking up toward its 

brink. 
Plate VI is a view of the fall from the side. Fig. 17 is a contour 

sketch showing the plan of the fall. 
'r'he explanation of this characteristic in these falls is as follows: 

The water pours over the falls in a thin stream. is largely sup
plied by springs and does not carry much material' suspension, and 
has, therefore, but little erosive power. In the time the water 
protects the rocks from changes in temp8'l·ature. rocks at the 

"These plates are from photographs which were obtained through the kindness of Prof. 
C. R. Dryer, of Terre Haute. 





Pr,ATE VI. 

Side view of Fall shown in plate V. 
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sides are unprotected and are thered'ore subjeeted to many changes in 
temperature in the course of a winter, causing them to exfoliate more 
rapidly than the protected portion. '1'11is goes on until the stream at 
the brink of the fall is diverted to one side or the other, when the 
newly protected portion ceases to recede. In this wayan equilibrium 
is maintained, the protuberance probably always having about the 
form shown in the illustrations. 

Fig. 17. Topographic sketch of the rail shown in Plates V. VI. The brink of the fall (a) is 
about 55 reet higher than the.point (b). 

This feature of the weathering at the falls of the Shades of Death 
is dealt with in some detail at this place· because it emphasizes the 
fact that change of temperature and not running water is the agent 
of primary importance in the breaking up of the Knobstone strata. 

EXFOLIATION.-Throughout the Knobstone area, where the mas
sive clayey sandstones and sandy shales are exposed in bluffs, they 
weather largely by exfoliation, large slabs, often cutting across many 
bedding planes, becoming loosed by frost action. The tendency 
towards exfoliation is seen at the right and left sides of Fig. 17. 

It should be remarked also that the occasional drying out of the 
Knobstone strata at their exposed surfaces may play no inconsider
able part in weathering them. 

STRUCTURE. 

DIPS OF THE STRATA.-The structural features of the Knobstone 
strata are very simple: The beds have a gentle southwestward 
dip, conforming in this respect to the overlying and underlying 
strata. N ear Bloomington they have a dip, according to Kindle, of 
64 feet per mile. In 3 north, 3, 4 and 5 east, the westward dip is 26 
feet per mile. At the south side of 2 north, 5 east, the westward dip, 
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as shown by the elevations of the Louisville, Evansville and St. LO'uis 
CO'nsO'lidated Railroad is 33 feet' per mile. 

NO' fO'lds of mO're than local extent O'ccur. There are, hO'wever, 
occasi~nal IO'W undulatiO'ns in the strata. One O'f these undulatiO'ns 
is the cause in part at least, O'f the exposures of KnO'bstO'ne alO'ng 
Indian Creek in 2 SO'uth, 4 and 5 east. 

FAULT.-But one fault has been observed in the KnO'bstQne area. 
It is c'alled the "UniQnville Fault," frQm the village of that name in 
Monroe County, which is located about Qne-haH mile west of the line 
of fracture. The line of faulting has~been traced more Qr les's CQn
tinuQusly from this PQint in 9 nQdh, 1 east, SectiQn 10, to' 3 nQrth, 1 
east, SectiQn 1, in the north edge of Washington County, a distance 
of abQut 36 miles. The fracture prQbably extends hQth nQrth and 
SQuth frO'm these PQints, but its IQcation heyQnd. these limits is nQt 
knQwn. On the map sheets (Plates III, IV) the IQcatiQn of this line 
O'f fracture is indicated. 

The fQllQwing figures (Figs. 18, 19) shQW the structural relatiQns 
alQng this fault: 

Fig. IS. Section in Township 9 north, 1 east, Section 10. (Price after Newsom.) 

) 

E 

Fig. 19. Generalized east-west section across the Unionville fault, showing its effeet upon 
the areal distribution of the limestone immediately west of the line of fracture. 

It is Qboorved that the dQwnthrQw is on the west side of the frac
ture. The displacement is over 50 feet in several places, and at one 
place, in Section 26, Township 4 nQrth, 2 east, it is abQut 200 feet; 
it is prQbably greater than this at places, if nQt thrQugh mQst of its 
extent. The data by which the extent of displac'ement can be meas
ured are usually lacking. 

There is usually a strip of limestQne from Qne-half to' one and Qne
half miles wide in;tmediately west Qf the fracture. West of this 
strip the Knobs,tone strata sometimes come to' the surface in the 
highest ridges, thQugh Qften the lower layers Qf limestQnes and 
cherts are continuQus alQng the very tops Qf the ridges, cQnnecting I 
the more Qr less isolated limestQne strip with the main limestQne 
area to the west. 
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This limestone remnant (see Plates III, IV, Townships 5, 6 north, 
1 east, and 4 and 5 north, 2 east) has been called the "Heltonville 
limestone strip"* by Sieben thaI, who outlined its limits, and who 
suggested both faulting and unconformity as possible explanations 
for its occurrence east of the main mass of lower carboniferous lime
stone. 

The line of fracture of the Unionville fault may be observed when 
it crosses the creek and cuts the Knobstone strata near the town of 
Leesville, in Township 5 north, 2 east, near the southeast corner of 
Section 22. 

No fault has been observed at the west side of the Heltonville 
·limestone strip, the structure and relations of which are indicated 
by Fig. 19, 'a generalized section across the area. 

Some sections and notes on this area were published by Mr. J. A. 
Price in 1897. t 

The possible effect of this faulting upon the areal distribution of 
the Knobstone to the east of it has been mentioned above, p. 264. 

UNCONFORMITy.-No unconformity is known to exist between the 
Knobstone strata and the underlying Devonian. Neither is there 
an unconformity between the Knobstone strata and the overlying 
lower carboniferous beds. There is; however, an important denuda-. 
tion interval at the top of the lower carboniferous limestones which 
has entirely removed these beds and also part oi the Knobstone 
sandstones and shales at the north end of the Knobstone area. In 
the west edge of Montgomery County the Mansfield sandstone (or 
basal Coal Measures sandstone) rests unconformably upon the Knob
stone sandstones and shales; this unconiormity may be observed 
along Sugar Creek and at many other places, as pointed out by 

. Hopkins.! 
At the north, viz., in northern Putnam and Montgomery counties, 

and northward therefrom, this interval of erosion has been suffi
cient to remove the Lower Carboniferous limestones, which prob
ably formerly extended over this region. It probably removed also 
much of the Knobstone strata of Tippecanoe County, though 
whether these strata ever extended far north and east of their pres
ent limits in that region can not be known. To the southward the 
same unconformity exists between the Coal Measures s:!udstones 
and the Lower Carboniferous beds, but here these latter have not 

"Indiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 21st Annual Rep·ort, p.390. 
Indianapolis,1897. -

tProceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science ort897, pp. 262-266. Indianapolis, 1898. 
tIndiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 20th Annual Report, Plates 

IX, X, and accompanying text. Indianapolis, 1896. 
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been entirely removed. They become successively thicker in passing 
southward from the north side of putnam County. 

The erosion interval occurred at the end of Lower CarboniferoUIS 
time. From the amount of denudation that took place, it is evident 
that the interval was hmg and important. 

The erosion interval in Indiana between the Lower and Upper 
Carbonifero-us strata corresponds with the. erosion interval that is 
generally recognized through the northern Miss~ssippi valley between 
those formations. It corresponds also with a period of deposition in 
the southwest during which, in the Arkansas region, at least, as 
much as 18,480 feet of sediment were deposited, as shown by a Cr0\!38 
se.ction run by the writer in the Arkansas River Valley. * 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.-The strata of the Knobstone group have but 
little economic value. The shales will in many places undoubtedly 
make good vitrified bricks. They have been used for this purpose 
near New Albany, but no data are at hand regarding the character of 
the bricks produced. t 

':'In the American Journal of Science, Fourth Series, Vol. II, pp. 2~236, Dr. J. C. 
Branner discusses the thickness of the Paleozoic sediments of Arkansa., and calls attention 
to the section mentioned. 

Later attention has been called to the Arkansas sediments and their probable correla
tion with the above mentioned erosion interval by Keyes. Bnlletin of the Geological So
ciety of America, Vol. XII, pp. 173-196. 

tA large deposit of Knobstone shale, located at "Blne Lick," Jackson County, a .witch 
on the B. & O. S. W. Railway in the nortbeast quarter section 6 (5 north, 5 east), is now be-
ing utilized as tbe clay ingredient in the of Portland cement by the Lehigh 
Portland Cement Company, of Mitchell. It has highly suitable for that purpose. 
Similar deposits occur neaT Freetown, close to Indiana Railway, and on the 
land of D: M. Hughes, neltr Medora. Chemical of two of these Knobstone shales 
suitable for cement manufacture are herewith 

Silica (SiO.) ............................... . 
Titanium oxide (TiO.) .................... . 
Alumina (Al.O.) .......................... . 
CombIned water (H.O). ................... . 

Olay bo.se and sand .................... . 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O.) ...................... . 
Ferrous oxide (FeO) ...................... . 
Lime (OaO) ............................... . 
Magnesia (MgO) ........................... . 
Potash (K.O) .............................. . 
Soda (Na.O) ............................... . 

Fluxes ................................. . 
Carbou dioxide (CO.) .................... . 

Total. .............................. . 

It is probable that the Knobstone shales in 
land cement manufacture. Care must be 
the .haley sandstones of the transition beds or 
are too high in silica to make a good cement. 

COUNTY, INDIANA. 

84.19 
3.39 
4.20 
.26 

2.31 
3.53 
.80 

14.49 
.35 

99.03 

Hughe., Per Cent. 
64.59 

.30 
16.37 

3.71 

84.97 
5.37 
1.59 
.16 

1.56 
4.24 
.97 

13.89 
.43 

99.'!.9 

places will be found euitable for Port
to secure the true shales, and not 

strata of the Knobetone, as the latter 
W. S.B. 
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Many nodules of limonite of considerable ,siz'e are found in the 
knob shales, and these are sometimes found thickly strewn. over the 
surface. Their manufacture into iron has been advocated at oue 
time and another, but they do not occur in sufficient quantity at 
any place to be valuable for that purpose. When these limonite con
cretions are broken up and worn into cre<ek gravels, however, they 
make an excellent road metal, for which purpose they are used in 
the neighborhood of New Albany. 

The sandstones at the top of the series have been used for build
ing purpo<ses. They can be worked easily, but unfortunately they 
absorb much moi:;ture and invariably spall off when exposed to ex
treme atmospheric changes. Upon weathering they also become 
much stained by the oxidation of the iron contained in them. For 
these reasons they are unsuited for building purposes. 

The soHs derived from the decay of the Knobstone strata are un
produCtive sands and clays. For this reason the region lying wholly 
withi.l the Knobstoue area is one of the poorest in the entire State. 

Although the Knobstone strata absorb water easily they are prac
tically impervious as far as circulating waters are concerned, for 
which reason springs are rarely found in them. Drinking water is 
mostly obtained from wells, and this is ordinarily of a very poor 
quality. At the top of these impervious strata, however, and at the 
base of the overlying pervious limestones is a natural spring horizon, 
and along this line of contact springs are abundant.* 

STRATIGRAPHIC POSITION.-The lower shales of the Knobstone 
group were correlated with the Chemung of New York by Hall in 
1841, t while the sandstones above he regarded as Sub-Carboni
ferous.! 

De Vernecil grouped these beds with the Carhoniferous.§ 
Owen classed them as Sub-Carboniferous in 1856.11 
The final correlation of the Rockford goniatite limestone at the 

()ase of the Lower Car1?oniferous limestone, where it undoubtedly 
belongs, established the Knobstone in the Carboniferous also. The 
lower layers of the group probably correspond to the Kinderhook, 
~f~~inoi~ and the middle Waverly, of Ohio. The Kin~erhook beds 

':'A number of springs issuing from the New Providence sh"le in Clnrk,Floyd "nd Brown 
counties produce mineral water which is quite extensively used for medicinal purposes. 
The wnters of the.e springs are mentioned in detail in a preceding paper on "The Mineral 
Waters of Indiana," in the present volume. W. 8. B. 

tReports of the first, second "nd third meetings of the Association of American Geolo-
gists and Naturalists, 1840-1842, p, 280. Boston,1843. 

tlbid" Vol. I, p. 28. 

eAmerican Journal of Science, second series, Vol. 7,1'.46. 
NKentucky Geological Report, Vol. I, p. 89. 

19-Geol. 
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especiaIly are lithologically similar to the lower beds of the Knob
stone. 

The tracing outo·f the contact of Knobstone and the overlying 
limestones has established beyond a reasonable doubt that the char
acteristic Keokuk crinoid beds of Crawfordsville are in the Knob
stone strata. 'l'hese crinoid beds are in shale containing lenses of 
limestones, that resemble, lithologically, the beds that are found 
further south, from 100 to 200 feet below the top of the Knobstone 
group. The crinoid beds are certainly in the Knobstone group, 
which, therefore, must be of Keokuk age in its upper portion. * 

It should be remarked in this connection that the geodes usually 
so abundant in the Keokuk rocks occur to some extent in the upper 
Knobstone strata. 

The following species have been identified from the shales at the 
base of the Knobstone group in Indiana:t 

w 

... .. 
.:i 

.. 
0 ,; ~ 0 0 w :~ .. -e t, ... .= ., 
"" ;§ '" 0 " ::<1 

"" ~ .... ~ ;; ,; .. 0 

~ '" .. 
iii 

.. 0 
1"1 ~ ~ 0 

C<ELENTERATA. 
Zaphrentis dalei E. and H. .... .. ...... .... . ..... .. .... .. .... ...... X X 

BRACHIOPODA. 
X X 

Athydslamellos(J L'Eveille ... ............ ...... .... .... ...... .... X X 
tOhnn,tes illinoisensi8 Worthen...... ...... .......... .... ...... .... X 
t Cholletes IOllani Norwood and Pratten ...... ...... .... ...... ...... X X 

DeTblla keokuk Irall...... . ... ...... ...... . ..... .... ...... ...... .... X .... X 
t Or/hothel .. erenistri~. Phillips ......................................... L C ... . 

Produefus areu"IUB Hall. . . . . . . . . .. .. .... . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... X 
t Produetus araeilis Winchell .......... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... X 
t ProductU8 semireticulatu8 Martin.... .... .... ...... ...... . ..... .... X .... X 
t PordueteUn 8humard"n" Hall?..... . ..... .... ...... ...... .... .... X 
Rhipidomella owni Hall and Clarke.... ...... ...... ...... .... .... X 
Spirifer lateralis Hall? ...................... . .................. . 

tllpirijer mortonanus Miller............ .... .... ...... ...... .... .... X 
t SpirijeTRubMbieulaTi8 Hall. ...... ...... ...... .. .... ...... .... .... .... X 
t Syrinyothyris texta Hall. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .... .... ... . . . . . .. . . X . .. . X 

LAMEI,LIBRANCHTATA. 

X 

X •..• X 

t Palreoneilo bpdjordensis Meek ..................................... 1 .... W3 ... . 
CJCPHAI.OPODA. 

tRemeleceras clarken .. Miller and Gurley .......................... KS ... . 

*The upper portion of the Knobstone group was referred to the Keokuk by Worthen in 
1866. Geological Survey of Illinois. Vol. I (1666), pp.1l6-1l7. 

tIn the following lists names preceded by a t are of fossils that have been found both in 
the Knob.tone shales and the sandstones: L. C. = Lower Carboniferous; W = Waverly; 
WI = Lower Waverly; W 3 = Upper Waverly. 

tCited from Knobstone near Clark County, Indiana, by Miller and Gurley. Illinois 
State Museum of Natnral History, Bulletin 12, p. 49, plate IV. 
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Following is a list of species from the Knobstone sandstones: 

J<;CHINODERMATA. 

Uatilloerinu8 bradT:elli Meek and Worthen ....................... . 
BRACHIOPODA • 

.A.thllris incra88ata Hall? ........................................ .. 
Oumarotrechia sappho Conrad.. ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... ...... x 

t Ohonet •• ill.inoi81n8i8 Worthen ................................... .. 
t Ohoneteslogan; Norwood and Pratten .......................... .. 

Ohontt •• planumbonu8 Meek and Worthen ....................... . 
Oryptonella , eudora Hall. .. .... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... X 
Eumetria marc1li Shumard ....................................... . 
Lingulodi.cina newb"'rvi Hall.. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .... X 

t Ortholhete. cr.nistria Phillips ..................................... LC 
tOrthothetes umbraculum Hall and Cl"'rke ......................... LC 

r roductu. allernatus Norwood and Pratten ..................... . 
ProductU8 burlingtonensis Hall .... ............................... . 

t Productu. gracili. Winchell. .... ...... ...... .. .... ... . ...... ...... X 
Productu. newberr1Ji Hall.... .... .... .... .... .... .... . ..... .... .... X 
Prod?tcfu8 punciatu8 Martin. .... .... ...... .... . ................. . 

t Productu •• emireticulatu8 Martin. .... .... .. .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. X 
Productellap1Ixidat1ls Hall ..... ................................... X 

t Productella .humardana Hall? ............. :... .. .... .... .... .... X 
Reticularia p8eudolineata Hall ................................... . 
Reticularia tenUt8fJinata Hall.... .... ...... . ..... ...... ...... . ..... X 
.spiriter keokuk Hall ............................................. .. 

t Spiri'er mortDnan". Miller ...................................... .. 
t .'ipirifer Ruborbicularis Hall . ' ........................ '" ........ .. 

Spiriferina dep"essa Herrick? .................................... X 
Spiriferina subellil'tica McChesney (Kentucky) ................. . 

t .svrinaothllris texta Hall. .... .... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .... .. .... .. .... . .. . X 
LAMELLIBRANCHIATA. 

X 

x 
x 

X 

x 

~:ali~:~i:ok~~W~:th~:e.~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I' ~. .::: 
t PollfJon.ilo bedfordenBiB Meek ......................................... W3 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

SchizoduB chemungenR'ia Herrick. ... . .... ...... ...... .... .... .. .... X 
G A*;r:g~g'~~ia media Herrick ....................................... WI .... , ... . 

Bellerophon galericulatus Winchel! ..... .... .... .... .... .... ...... X 
Platl/ceraB her.eri Winchell (Kentucky)...... ...... .... .... ...... X 
Platllceraslodiense Meek (Kentucky) ............................ X 

PTEROPODA. . 

{;onularia micronema Meek . . -..................... " .. .... .... ... . X 
I onularia newberryi Winchell .................................... WI 

CEPHALOPODA. 

X X 

X 
X 
X 

Goniatites greenii Miller ........................................... / KS 
TriboloceraB d,gonum Meek and Worthen .......................... .. 

CRUSTACEANS. 
ProetuB mi88ourien8is Shumard .......... o •••••• eo.. •••• •••••••••• W ·~f:::::r:: 
To the lists given above should be added the names of those f08-

sils* that have been f<;Jund in the shales and 'Sandstones, with inter
calated limestones that crop out along Sugar Creek near Crawfords
ville, as the beds from whjch the typical Keokuk fauna of this place 
come are undoubtedly the equivalents of the Knobstone further 
south. 

':'For lists of the Crawfordsville fossils, See The American Geologist, Vol. I, pp. 407-412. 
The Keoknk Group at Crawfordsville, Indiana, by Charles S. Beechler. 

Also, Indiana Department of Geology and Natural History. 16th Anuual Report, pp. 
65-70; 340, et seq. 

" 
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LOWER CARBONIFEROUS STRATA EXCLUSIVE OF THE KNOB
STONE GROUP AND THE ROCKFORD GONIATITE 

LIMESTONE. 

Overlying the Knobstone group are the Lower Carboniferous lime
stones, with interstratified sandstones at the top of the series. The 
sequence of these beds is shown in the columnar section, Fig. 7. 
Their thicknesses were not measured in Township 3 north; the 
thicknesses given are those given by Siebenthal and Kindle.* 

THE HARRODSBURG LIMESTONE. 

CHARACTER AND THICKNESS.-With the Harrodsburg limestone 
are included those transitional beds of cherts and limestones that lie 
immediately above the Knobstone. 1bsses of chert fragments at 
the surface, resulting from the decay of these lowest heds are in
cluded (Plates III, IV) with the Harrodsburg limestone, and conse
·quently the line of contact as shown on the maps between these 
bE:'ds and the lower strata is often some distance east of the real 
ca13tern edge of the undecomposed limestones. 

The Harrodsburg limestone is made up of massive and thin beds, 
with occasional shales and cherts intercalated. According to Sieben
thaI, it is from 60 to 90 feet thick. t 

As already remarked, these beds lie conformably upon the Knob
done strata. 

AREAL DISTRIBUTION.-On the map sheet (Plate II) the Oolitic 
and Harrodsburg limestone areas are shown together. The area cov
ered by them has a width of from half a mile to two or three miles, 
passing in a sinuous line around the heads of the northward flowing 
~treams, and capping the high ridges in Townships 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
east. 

'1'he Harrodsburg limestone is the cap rock that protects the softer 
Knobstone below, and to its protecting influence the bold, unbroken 
escarpment presented bi the Knobstone strata south of East White 
River is largely due. In 3 north this limestone has a westward dip 
of 26 feet to the mile. 

TOPOGRAPHY.-Much of the drainage from the Harrodsburg lime
stone is underground; for this reason small sink holes are numerous 

"'Indiana Department of Geology and Natnral Resources. 20th and 21st Annual Reports. 
Indianapolis. 1896 and 1897. 

tIn diana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 21st Annual Report. pp. 
295--2I)S. Indianapolis, 1897. ' 
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in the area underlain by it. These sink holes are never as large or 
deep, however, as are those a few miles further west in the Mitchell 
limestone area, where there is a greater thickness of limestone. 

The Harrodsburg limestone outcrops, for the most part, at the tops 
of ,;te,ep-sided hills and ridges, whose lower portions are composed of 
Knobstone strata. The tops of these hills form a more or less even 
plateau, sloping gently to the west. (See Plate II, 3 north, 2, 3, 4 
and 5 east.) 

The Harrodsburg limestone is probably correlative with the upper 
or Keokuk portion of the Augusta limestone of Keyes. 

THE BEDFORD LIMESTONE. 

CHARACTER.-Lying conformably upon the HarroClsburg limestone 
is the formation known as the BeClford limestone. It has a bluish 
or buff color, and is an extremely homogeneous bed. In thickness 
it varies from 25 or 30 feet to about 100 feet. In Township 3 north 
its thickness is from 25 to 36 feei or more. 

The stone is sometimes of fine texture; sometimes it is coarse, 
depending upon the size of the shells of which it is made, and also 
upon the degree to which these have been pulverized. 

AREAL DISTRIBUTION.-The oolitic limestone outcrops in a sinu
ous band ranging usually from 100 yards to one-fourth mile wide, 
lying between the Harrodsburg and Mitchell limestones. 

TOPOGRAPIIY.-Its thickness is not sufficient to develop a topog
raphy of its own. Where the bed is thickest, however, and the strip 
covered the broadest, the slopes on which it outcrops are gentle, and 
the country, so far as it is controlled by the Bedford limestone, is 
gently rolling. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.-Next to the coal beds of Indiana the oolitic 
limestone is the most important geological formation in the State 
from a commercial standpoint. Owing to the ease with which it may 
be worked in any direction, its freedom from' bedding planes, and 
its general uniformity in c:olor, coupled with its crushing strength, 
and its power of resisting the action of the weather, it makes an 
ideal building stone, and has long been recognized as the standard 
among the limestones of the country. 

Its fauna shows that Bedford limestone belongs to the St. Louis 
group. 
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THE MITCHELL LIMESTONE. 
I 

CHARACTER.-Lying conformably upon the Bedford limestone, and 
underlying the lowest beds of the Kaskaskia group, is the Mitchell 
limestone, a series of close-grained limestones, shales and cheris. 
It varies in thickness from 150 to 250 feet, and is regarded as belong
ing tOo the upper part of the St. Louis group. Owing to its low dip 

. and the width of the area covered by it, its thickness could not be 
accurately measured in Township 3 north. 

AREAL DrsTRIBuTION.-In Township 3 north the Mitchell lime
stone outcrops Oover a strip of country about 20 miles wide. TOo the 
northward it is usually much narrower than this, while further south 
it becomes somewhat wider. 

TOPOGRAPHY.-This limestone forms for the most part a fairly 
level plateau, which is pitted with great numbers of sink holes. These 
sink holes lead to underground water channels, which form the true 
drainage lines of the country. The sinks vary in depth from a few 
feet up to 50 or 75 feet, and cover from a quarter Oof an acre and 
less tOo 200 or 300 acres. 

Where the undergrOound drainage is best developed there is scarce
ly any surface drainage. The notable absence of surface streams in 
3 north, 1 and 2 west and 1 and 2 east (see Plate II) is due to highly 
developed underground drainage systems. This underground drain .. 
age is made possible, not by the Mitchell limestone alone, but by 
these beds in conjunction with the underlying Bedfo'rd and Harrods
burg limestones, making a thick series of be<1s which are more or 
less jointed, and easily attacked by underground waters. 

This combinatiOon of strata, COouploo with the fact that the drain
age level Oof the cOountry in which the beds oecur is usually frOom 200 
to 300 feet below the general level of the plateau made by the ·Mitch
ell limestone, affords favorable cOonditiOons for the formation of un
derground caverns. 

The character of the topography Oof the Mitchell limestone area 
is shown on Plate II, Townships 1 and 2 east and 1 and 2 west. It 
is nOo,t possible on a map Oof the small scale Oof Plate II to shOoW the 
great number of small sink holes that pit the surface of the country 
in Townships 1 and 2 east. 

EcONOMIC GEOLOGY.-Except for the manufacture of lime, the 
Mitchell limestone is of small econOomic importance. It Ooften resem
bles lithographic limestone, but at no place has this stone b€en found 
free frOom veinlets and of such quality as, to be useful for litho
graphing. 
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The soil resulting from its decay is a stiff clay, which does not 
compare in fertility with the glacial and bottom lands of more fav
ored portions of the State. * 

THE KASKASKIA GROUP. 

CHARAOTER.-Overlying the Mitchell limestone is a series of lime
stones and sandstones, regarded by Kindle as belonging to the Kas
kaskia group. t This group is made up of three limestone beds and 
two beds of sandstone. The limestones are designated by Kindle 
a;s the Lower, Middle and Upper Kaskaskia limestone, and the sand
stones as the Lower and Upper Kaskaskia sandstone. The aggregate 
thickness of the Kaskaskia group in 3 north is about 125 feet. 

The Lower and Upper Kaskaskia sandstones vary in texture from 
very fine grained to coarse grained rocks. In color they are usually 
buff or gray. In some places they carry concretions of limonite and 
thin heds o.f coal. 

In all three of th~ Kaskaskia limestones occur chert lenses, which 
are usually thin and of small lateral extent. 

AREAL DISTRIBUTION.-In 3 north the Kaskaskia area extends 
from the east side of 1 west to the middle o.f 4 west. Owing to the 
gentle dip of the rocks, the different beds composing the group out
crop in successive bands, the lowest bed forming the most. easterly 
band. 

'rhe lower contact of this group, as shown on the map, Plate II, 
can be regarded a,s only approximately correct. The Lower Kaskas
kia limestone resembles the Mitchell limestone closely; outcrops in 
the region of the contact between these two formations· are not 
plentiful; these conditions, coupled with the fact that this region is 
pitted by thousands of sink holes, extending through the Kaskaskia 
beds, and down into the Mitchell limestone,make it well-nigh im
possible to correctly locate the line of contact between the two for
mations. 

TOPOGRAPHY.-The topography of the Kaskaskia beds is more rug-

ged than that of the lower limestones to the east. This is due in 
part to the beds themselves, and also to the thick Carboniferous 
sandstones that overlie them. Passing westward from the east side 
of 3 north, 1 west (i. e., from the east side of the Kaskaskia area) 

':'The Mitchell limestone is a very pure carbonate of lime, and is now being utilized by 
the Lehigh Portland Cement Company, of Mitchell, as the carbonate of lime ingredient in 
the manufacture of Portland cement, 2,000 barrels or more being the daily output of the 
factory, which was completed in August, 1902. Two other large cement factories will soon 
be erected near Mitchell, and will use the limestone for the same purpose. w: 8. B. 

tlndiana Department of Geology and Natural Resources. 20th Annual Report. The 
Whetstone and Grindstone Roeks of Indiana, by E. M. Kindle, pp. 328-368. 
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the hills become gradually higher until the rugged hills in Town
ships 2, 3 and 4 west are reached. 

Most of the drainage from the Kaskaskia area in 3 north is sub
terranean. 'l'he sink holes of this region are much larger than those 
further east, valleys sometimes three or four miles long and two or 
three hundred feet deep heing drained through underground chan
nels. This gives rise to confusing systems of hills and valleys, though 
the topographic map brings out certain well-defined drainage lines, ' 
or valleys, which are themselves usually made up of series of sink 
holes. 

ECONOMIC GEoLoGy.-The Kaskaskia limestones afford a good lime 
and are often burned for that purpose. In some localities the Kas
kaskia sandstones make excellent whetstones. They are quarried 
for this purpose in Orange County. 

UPPER CARBONIFEROUS. 

Lying unconformably above the Kaskaskia group are the rocks 
of the Upper Carboniferous, with beds of possible Permian age at 
their top. Taken as a whole, these strata may be broadly grouped 
as follows, beginning at the bottom: 

(a) Mansfield sandstone. (Basal sandstones often accompanied 
by some shale and one or two thin beds of coal.) , 

(b) The Productive Coal Measures. 
(c) ,The Merom sandstone; a sandstone of Carboniferous or Per

mo-Carboniferous age lying unconformably upon the topmost 
Ooal Measures beds. 

MANSFIELD SANDSTONE (THE BASAL SANDSTONE). 

CHARACTER.-The'Mansfield sandstone lies unconformably upon 
the Kaskaskia beds, and is overlain unconformably by the beds of the 
Productive Coal Measures. It was designated as the "Millstone grit" 
and "conglomeratle sandstone," by writers on Indiana geology until 
1896, when it wal given the name Mansfield sandstone by Hopkins. 

':Dhe Mansfield andstone has a thickness in 3 north of about 150 
feet, as exposed n the bluffs along White River above Shoals, in 
Martin County. iIt varies in texture here from a moderately fine 
grained sandstone to a coarse stone, in some places bec'DIning con
glomeritic. It is yellow to brown in color and often has distinct 
cross hedding planes. At the base of the Mansfield sandstol).e a shale 
b€d, with one or two thin beds of coal, often occurs. In places this 
shale has a thickness of 20 feet. 
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AREAL DrsTRIBuTION.-'rhe Mansfield sandstone outcrops in 3 
north over a strip of country about 22 miles wide. Its easternmost 
outcrop is near the middle of the east line of 2 west, where its base is 
near the tops of the hills. Westward from this it is the cap rock of 
the high hills through 2, 3 and 4 west, being carried gradually lower 
in the hills by its gentle westward dip. 

Its b3J8e finally passes beneath the drainage near the center of 
Township 5 west (Plate II). 

TOPOGRAPIIY.-The topography of the Mansfield sandstone area is 
quite rugged (see Plate II, Townships 3, 4 and 5 west). The valleys 
are arranged in the intricate dendritic systems. The hilltops axe pro
tected by the heavy sandstone capping them, while the streams have 
cut down through the underlying softer beds, making of the area a 
thoroughly dissected- plateau. The hills at the west edge of the 
Mansfield sandstone area are less rugged than those at the east sim
ply because in this region the beds have been brought near to their 
base level of erosion (the level of East \Yhite River) by their west
ward dip. 

ECONO}UC GEoWGY.-In some localities the Mansfield sandstone is 
an important building stone. Where it occurs with an even, sharp 
grit, as it does in some portions of Orange, Martin and Dubois coun
ties, it makes excellent grindstones and whetstones, and is used for 
these purposes. 

The coal beds found at its base are of small commercial import
ance. At its base there is often a bed of kaolin, which may prove of 
future commercial importance.* 

':'This kaolin is a very pure silicate of alumina, its chemical composition, determined by 
!loyes, being as follows: 

ANALYSIS Ol!' KAOLIN FROM NEAR HURON, LA WRENC"E COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Per Cent. 
Silica. .... . ..... .... .. .. .... ...... .... .... . ..... . ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... 44.75 
Alumina .................................................................. .. 
Water ...................................................................... .. 
Ferric oxide ................................................................ .. 
Lime .................................................................. ~, ..... .. 
Magnesia.. . .. .. .. .. .... .... .... . ... ..... ~' ......... , ...................... .. 
Potash ...................................................................... .. 
Soda ........................................................................ .. 

38.69 
15.17 

.95 

.37 

.30 

.12 

.23 

TotaL... ...... .... .. .... .... ...... ....................................... 100.58 

This kaolin waS used for years in the manufacture of alum sulphate for sizing paper. 
Lack of transportation facilities caused the abandonment of the enterprise. The principal 
beds are located four miles from Huron, a station on the B. & O. S. W. Railway. Thousands 
of tons are in sight in the folir slope shafts which have been opened. It js not plastic, but 
very refractory, and is suitable, when mixed with a small quantity of plastic clay, for mak-
ing high-grade refactory wares, ultramarine, etc. W; S. B. 

• 
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THE PRODUCTIVE COAL MEASURES. 

CHARACTER AND AREAL DISTRIBUTION.-The Productive Coal 
Measures consist for the most part of shales and sandstones, with 
beds of coa~. Fire-clays and some beds of limestone also occur in 
them. All of the important coal beds of the State occur in this 
group of strata, between which and the Mansfield sandstone is a 
slight unconformity. This division of the Upper Carboniferous is 
subdivided by Ashley* into Divisions II to VIII, inclusive. These 
divisions are more or less arbitrary and are made for convenience in 
the discussion of the geology of individual localities in the coal 
region. 

In thickness the Productive Coal Measures strata vary much in 
different parts of the State. In Township 3 north they have a thick
ness of 800 feet where penetrated by a bore hole at Vincennes. Eoc
c'ept when covered by glacial debris, these strata, with the overlying 
Merom sandstone, outcrop over a broad strip of country, extending 
from 3 north, 4 west to the Illinois line a,t Vincennes. 

TOPOGRAPHY.-The topography of the Productive Coal Measures 
of Indiana is almost always gently rolling or quite fiat. The general 
cha.racter of the topography is best seen on the accompanying map 
(Plate II), from 3 north, 4 west, on westward. 

The low relief of the Productive Coal Measures area is mainly due 
to the glacial covering over it, coupled with one o,f two causes, de
pending upon previous conditions, as follolws: 

1. The beds of the Productive Coal Measures may have been 
thicker originally than they are at the present time. If such 
conditions obtained, then th8l~e formerly thick strata wet'e 
removed by erosion prior to' glacial times until their present 
level W3JS approximately reach~d, giving the low relief of the 
present time. The strata being made up of soft and easily 
eroded sandstones and shales would have made this possible. 

2. The Productive Coal Measures may never have been elevated 
much above their base level of erosion, i. e., abo·ve their pr'es
ent level. In such event the present relief wo·uld, of course, 
be the inevitable result. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.-The Productive Coal Measures are the chief 
source of the State's cQlal, fire-clays and shale for the manufacture 
of vitrified bricks. 

"Indiana Department of Geology and Naturalltesources. 23rd Annual Report, p. 89, et 
seq. Indianapolis, 1899. 
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THE MEROM SANDSTONE. 

Lying above the Productive Coal Measures and sleparated from 
them by an unconformity is a sandstone with a thickness at Vin
cennes of from 40 to 50 feet. This sandstone has been known as 
the Merom sandstone, owing to its good exposures at the town of 
Merom. ' 

In general appearance it resembles the Mansfield sandstone, for • 
which it has sometimes been mistaken. Whether it is of Carbonifer-
ous or later age has not been satisfactorily determined. 

As indicated in Fig. 1, the MerO'm sandstone is overlain by glacial 
and alluvial deposits. 

TERTIARY AND PLEISTOCENE. 

Tertiary.-Gravels of possible Tertiary age occur in Township 3 
north, 1 west on the ridge just north of the center of the southeast 
quarter of Section 10. These gravels may O'ccur on other ridges west 
of this point, but they were not observed elsewhere by the writer. 

Pleistocene.-In 3 north, glacial gravels, sands and clays, ranging 
from one to over one hundred feet in thickness, are encountered 
from Township 6 east eastward to the Ohio River, and from Town
ship 5 west westward to the Wabash River. NO' attempt is made to 
outline the limits O'f the1se glacial deposits on the maps. In charac
ter these deposits are similar to the glacial deposits found generally 
in the Mississippi Valley near the southern limits of the glaciated 
area. 

DRAINAGE OF SOUTHERN INDIANA. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Only those features of the drainage of southern Indiana which are 
dependent upon geological structure and are not controlled primarily 
by glacial drift are here discussed. This limits the discussion to' 
that portiO'n of the State that lies south of a line running from In
dianapO'lis east to' the OhiO' State line, and from Indianapolis south
westward along the course of West White River to the mouth of that 
stream. 

While the eastern tributaries of Weist White River from Indian
apO'lis to the mouth of Bcan Blossom Creek and the tributaries of 
East White River in northerJ;!. Shelby and Johnson counties owe 
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their positions largely or entirely to the drift, * the main streams of 
the area referred to are controlled by the underlying' strata. 

The driftless region of southern Indiana is an irregularly trian
gular area, with the base of the triangle along the Ohio River, reach
ing from Mt. Vernon to a point a few miles above Jeffersonville, a 
direct distance of 135 miles, and the apex of the triangle near the 
northeast corner of Monroe County, 135 miles northeast of Mt. Ver
non and 85 miles slightly west of north from Jeffersonville. 

Over most of the region both directly ea:st and west from the un
glaciated area the covering of drift is comparatively thin. In the 
region to the east especially the drift covering is rarely as much as 
100 feet thick, and many of the streams have cut down through it 
and into the underlying rocks. In some cases thes'a streams occupy 
preglacial channels; in others the valleys have been cut out entirely 
since glacial times, leaving the drift in remnants only upon the hill
tops and uplands. 

The thin mantle of. drift that covers that portion of the State 
east of the driftless area lies on strata that dip gently to the south
west, and on an old surface whose general contour prior to the depo
sition of the drift was similar to that of the present time. 'l'here
fore, while the minor lines of drainage have been modified by the 
drift, the general south and southwest drainage of the country is 
such as would be logically developed in a country of such combina
tions of hard and soft southwestward dipping strata as southern 
Indiana possesses, and it is practic'ally the same now as it was in pre
glacial times. 

There are, in southern Indiana, three thick series of shale beds, 
between which are groups of harder and more resisting limestones 
and sandstones. In going from east to west across the State these 
groups are as follows: (1) the Hudson River shales, along the east 
side of the State; (2) the resisting Niagara limestone, and limestones 
at the base of the Devonian; (3) the New Albany and Knobstone 
shales, all soft and easily eroded beds; (4) the Knobstone sandstones 
and overlying Lower Oarboniferous limestones, which are in turn 
overlain by the sandstones at the base of the Ooal Measures;t (5) the 
soft Ooal Measures shales and sandstones of the west side of the 
State. 

''These small streams are not included in the following remarks regarding the drainage 
N either are the streams between West White and the Wabash rivers discussed, although 
those streams are shown on tbe map, Plate VII. 

tThe Lower Carboniferous limestones are eroded more easily than the beds lying both 
east and west of them (see page 282), but their denudation has not been so great as to form a 
separate drainage basin in the area underlain by them. 
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The softer groups of strata, viz., 1, 3 and 5, form drainage areas 
discussed below as the eastern, central and western drainage areas, 
that are more or less separate from ea,ch other in each case, while 
the harder groups"2 and 4, form the divides, or watersheds, be

tween those areas. 
'1'he strata that form the different drainage areas and the water

sheds between them in the southern part of the State, extend north
ward under the glacial mantle for some distance beyond the bound
ary of the accompanying map (Plate VII). Therefore, it might be 
expected that the preglacial relief of the country underlaid by those 
strata was similar to the present relief in the unglaciated area to 
the south. Well records show this to be the case as regards the 
central drainage area or trough and its eastern rim at least. In 
preglacial time this trough and its eastern rim certainly extended 
as far north as the north side of Clinton County, while the highlands 
west of it certainly extended as far north as northern Montgomery 

County. 
'This preglacial topography makes it seem quite prohable that the 

preglacial drainage of this trough was from the eastern rim down 
the dip of the underlying limestones to the southwest, along lines 
generally parallel with those of the present streams further south, 
which are in accordance with, and are controlled by, the geologic 

structure. 
The relations of the different drainage areas and the structure 

controlling them is shown by the cross sections on the drainage map, 

Plate VII. 
It will be seen, therefore, that the drainage of southern Indiana 

may he treated in accordance with the groups of strata that are the 
controlling features. 

An examination of the geology in its relation to the drainage 
shows that there are the three following general drainage areas:* 
(1) the eastern area c'overed by rocks of the Hudson River group, 
and including some short streams that rise on the Niagara strata 
and flow eastward into the Hudson River area; (2) the central area, 
covered by the strata from the base of the Niagara up to the Knob
stone sandstone; (3) the western area, covered by the rocks from 
the Knobstone sandstone to the top of the Coal Measures. This 
last area includes the entire southwestern part of the State, and in 
the eastern part of it the streams have in many places cut down 
through the limestones and Knobstone sandstones and into the 

','These areas can not be regarded as basins in the proper sense of the term, for each area 
is drained by manY different streams. 
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Knobstone shales. These shales, however, have had no part in the 
formation of the western drainage area, which, while largely under
lain by sandstones and limestones, has its eastern watershed along 
the Knobstone escarpment within a few miles of the lowest part of 
the central area. 

From each of the watersheds, viz., between the eastern and central, 
and the central and western area,s, the streams that flow east acl'O'SS 
the dip of the strata are short and have steep gradients (see Fig. 12), 
while those that flow west, with the dip of the strata are long and 
have low gradients. 

'l'he larger streams of southern Indiana, flow through filled val
leys similar to that shown in Fig. 6, p. 254. The depth to which 
the valleys have been filled varies from a few feet to over 100 feet. 

The different drainage areas will he taken up in their order, and 
the fe3itures of their drainage S,o far as these seem to depend upon 
the structure of the underlying rocks will be pointed out. The 
boundaries between these areas do not foHow exactly the outcrops 
of the strata which form the divides between them, for short streams 
which belong to the area underlaid by Hudson River beds, for ex
ample, may rise in the Niagara beds and flow westward across the 
dip of those beds for a short distance before entering the area of the 
Hudson River strata. The same is true of streams belonging to the 
central basin, which rise at the top o,f the Knobstone escarpment. 
On the other hand, the streams flowing westward sometimes cut 
down through the hard strata that formed the watershed, exposing 
the underlying softer strata. These facts must be kept in mind in 
treating the general drainage areas in accordance with the under
lying strata. 

THE EASTERN DRAINAGE AREA. 

While the highest points in the e1~stern area are almost as high 
as the watershed at its western side, the streams of this area have 
cut out valle,ys, from 100 to 40.0 feet deep in the soft Hudson River 
strata, and the average level of the country is, therefore, consider
ably lower than that of the country immediately west. 

The Hudson River strata are almost horizontal and the streams 
flow, with few exceptions, more or l~ss directly to the Ohio River. 

Attention should be called, however, to the upper courses of the 
Whitewater River, * Laughery and Indian creeks. 

The upper courses of these streams are almost in line. They flow 
nearly due south, parallel with the watershed formed by the Niagara 

':"Vhitewater River flows through a preglacial valley below Connersville. 
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strata, and only a few miles east of that watershed. * Excepting 
those of Indian Creek, the tributaries of these streams from the eas,t 
and north are comparatively long, while those from the. west, which 
rise in the Niagara strata and flow ,eastward across the dip, are short. 

The main drainage lines and their relations to the controlling 
beds to the west are shown on the drainage map (Plate VII). 

Indian Creek, which drains portions of Ripley and J efl'erson coun
ties, flows southward parallel with the watershed at the west, hut, 
owing to its shortness and its proximity to the Ohio, this is the 
course that would be expected of it, regardless of the dips of the 
rocks of the area. 

It should be noted also that when the Ohio strikes the region of 
outcropping Niagara limestone at Madison it makes an abrupt turn 
to the south, and flows south -for about 18 miles before turning to 
the southwest and cutting through the Niagara strata. . 

It is seen, then, from what has been said above, that the area of 
the Hudson River strata has its main drainage lines parallel with 
its western rim; that for the most part there are southward flowing 
streams in the area immediately east of and practically all along this 
rim; that the tributaries from the west are short, while those from 
the east are long, and that thes.e features of the erosion are probahly 
due to the gentle westward inelination of the strata at the west edge 
of the area. 

As the streams approa,ch the Ohio their relations to the watershed 
at the west are lost, as is seen by the abrupt eastward turn of the 
Whitewater in northeast Franklin County, and of the Laughery 
Creek in southeast Ripley County. 

THE CENTRAL DRAINAGE AREA. 

The central drainage area has its eastern watershed formed by the 
Niagara and Devonian limestones, while its western watershed is 
formed by the Knohstone sandstones and overlying limestones th3Jt 
form the crests of the hills known as the Knobs. 

The east-west profile of this area, and its geological relations are 
shown on that portion of the cross section and topography, Plate II 
(see also Plate VII), extending from the Niagara strata to the Knob
stone sandstones. The east side of the basin has a gentle slope to 
the west, while the west side has a steep slope to the east. 

The shape of the c'entral drainage area is shown on Plate VII, 
where its streams are shown in blue. This area is about f).5"miles 

*It seems probable that these etren,IDS have been shifted to these positions by the west
ward inclination of the beds, although this inclination i8 very slight. 
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across in its widest part at the north, and narrows down until it is less 
than a mile wide along the Ohio River at the south. 

On Platef'l II and VII this trough, the axis of which extends from 
near Edinburg (A, Plate VII) slightly east of south to the Ohio River 
near New Albany, is shown. From Edinburg to the Ohio the axis 
is followed approximately by the line of the Jeffersonville, Madison 
and Indianapolis Railroad. The central area, in which the control 
of the structure upon the drainage is more clearly marked than in 
either the eastern or western areas, is made up of two districts: A 
southern district, from which the streams flow directly into the Ohio 
River, and a northern district, drained by East White River and its 
tributaries into the Wabash. 

The Southern District.-After cutting through the Niagara and 
Devonian .limestones the Ohio River flows west and southwest across 
the southern district until it reaches the strata of the Knobstone 
group west of New Albany. Here it is deflected to the south and 
runs close under the blutIs formed by the Knobstone sandstone and 
overlying limestones for about 18 miles to Taylor Township, Harri
son County, where it turns to the west and cuts through the Knob
stone sandstones and overlying lime:siones (see Plate III). The 
southern deflection of the Ohio west of New Albany is very similar 
to its southern deflection by the Niagara and Devonian limestones 
just west of Madison. 

'rhe streams that enter the Ohio from the west below New Albany 
are short and have steep gradients. Most of these streams have 
noticeable southern deflections where they enter the Ohio bottom 
lands, their mouths having been shifted down stream by the deposi
tionof sediments on their up-stream sides. 

Above New Albany, Silver and Fourteen Mile creeks are the 
principal streams. Silver Creek rises in the Knobstone hills at the 
south side of Scott County and flows almost due south until it 
reaches the Ohio above New Albany. Muddy Fork, one of the tribu
taries of Silver Creek, rises well over in the Knobstone area near 
the west edge of Clark County a d flows eastward for 15 miles, across 
the dip of the strata, before en ering the main stream and turning 
south to the Ohio. 

Fourteen MiIe Creek rises in the southwestern part of J efl'erson 
County, flows slightly west of s uth with the dip of the strata and 
enters the Ohio three miles so theast of Charleston. In its lower 
portion Fourteen Mile Creek cut, down into the Hudson River strata. 
Other shorter streams have thei sources in the area covered by the 
Niagara limestones, or the nian strata and flow more or less 
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directly into the Ohio across Hudson River strata. While the gen
eral courses of these streams are such as might be expected from the 
structure of the underlying strata (with the exception perhaps of 
Muddy Fork of Silver Creek), the influence of that structure on 
them is by no means so clearly marked as it is on the streams in the. 
district n€xt to be considered. 

The Northern District.-It is in the northern district, drained by 
the East White and Muscatatuck rivers, that the effect of the struc-
ture upon the drainage is most clearly seen. . 

The streams that drain the northern district rise, for the most 
part near the watershed which separates this from the eastern drain
age area, within a few miles o.f the main drainage lines of the eastern 
area, and flow westward down the gentle slope that owes its inclina
tion to the dip of the underlying beds. In their upper portions most 
of the streams have gradients greater than the dip of the underly
ing beds and have consequently cut down from newer into older 
strata. In their lower courses the gradients are less than the inclina
tion of the strata, and the streams pass across successively newer 
beds. * The streams that rise on the western rim of the northern 
district and flow eastward are short and have steep gradients. 

Except for the course of East White River below Seymour (with 
which is included the lower course of the Muscatatuck) the drainage 
lines of the central area are evidently controlled by the geological 
structure of the country. The effect of the structure upon these 
streams is well shown in the case of Ramsey Creek, a tributary of 
the Muscatatuck, which rises near the northeast corner of Town
ship 3 north, 9 east, within one and one-half miles of the Ohio River, 
and 360 feet above that stream. The waters of Ramsey Creek flow 
into the Muscatatuck, then through East and West White rivers, 
and the lower Wabash, and finally empty into the Ohio at the ex
treme southwestern corner of the State, 'a direct distance of 170 
miles from the source which was within one and one-half miles of 
the Ohio. 

From Edinburg to Rockford, a distance of 27 miles, East White 
River flows southward, parallel to the Knobstone hills and but a 
few miles east of them. Its tributaries from the west are short and 
have steep gradients. Those from the east and northeast rise at 
the watershed formed by the Niagara strata and flow with the dip 

"This feature i. well shown by the tributaries of Stucker's Fork, in Townships 3 north, 
8 and 9 east. These streams rise in the Devonian shale .rea, flow westward with the dip, 
but cut down through the shale, exposing the underlying limestones for a distance of about 
six miles, and then, the raIl becoming less than the dip of the underlying beds, again pass 
ont into the shale area. See Plate II. 

2O-GeoI. 
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down the southwestward slope of the cQountry. The sources Qof some 
of the eastern tributaries of East White River are but a few miles 
west of the Whitewater River-the main drainage stream of the 
eastern ·area. 

The asymmetry of the area drained by East White River is shown 
by the accompanying drainage map (Plate VII). 

One bf the most interesting features of the drainage of the central 
area is. the course of East White River below Rockofrd (0, Plate VII). 
From Edinburg to Rockford this stream flows south along the bot
tQom Qof the trough formed east Qof the Knobstone hills. But while 
this trough extends on southward to. the Ohio River and is appar
ently the line along which White River could have most easily de
velQoped its course, that stream, instead 'of follQowing the valley (A., 
C., B., Plate VII) to the Ohio, turns to the west at Rockford and flows 
through broad bottom lands until it is joined by the Musc'atatuck, 
at the south side Qof Ja;ekson County. Just belQow the mouth of the 
Muscatatuck it enters a comparatively na,rrow valley (Plate III), 
which has been cut down through the Knobstone strata, the overly
ing Lower Carboniferous limestones and the Mans,field sandstone. 
This valley varies in depth from less than 50 to over 250 feet; its 
length is about 75 miles. In width, the bottom of the valley (which is 
filled with alluvium from 50 to 75 feet or more), varies from one~ 
half mile to over one mile. 

Thus it is seen that instead of carving out a valley along the strike 
of easily eroded strata, southward from Rockford directly to the 
Ohio, a distance of 50 miles, it turns to the west, ~ows through a 
valley cut across hard strata" and finally reaches the Ohio through 
the Wabash at a point Qover 150 miles from Rockford. 

Two hypQotheses may be a.dvanced in explanation of the course of 
East White River below Rockford. 

The first is that the present is approximately the original course 
of the river; that as this region was first elevated the drainage from 
the land at the east was deflected to the south parallel with the 
Knobstone sandstones, and behind (i. e., east of them) or else that 
it shifted itself to this position during its early history; that in the 
vicinity of the present village of Rockford the drainage turned to 
the west, cutting across the edges of the strata, and that it deepened, 
its valley in this position as the strata were elevated-gradually es
tablishing itself in approximately the position now occupied across 
the Knobstone, the Lower Carboniferous limestone, and the Mans
field sandstone. Even thQough this entire region may have been par
tialliy base-leveled since the original drainage was established, eleva-
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tion suhsequent to th~ base leveling would have reestablished the 
main drainage along its original lines. 

'1'he width of the valley throughout its length from the Muscata~ 
tuck to the Coal Measures suggests an age greater than has elapsed 
since the ice invasion and makes the above explanation seem proba
ble. The pres-ent course of the stream through its gorge below the 
mouth of the Muscatatuck can not be explained by stream capture, 
if it be supposed that East ViThite River originally entered the Ohio 
in the neighborhood of New Albany. If it originally entered the Ohio 
near New Albany its course below lrockford (C, Plate VII) would 
have been along the strike of easily eroded shales, and directly to 
the Ohio, a distance of 50 miles from Rockford. It is 150 miles 
southwest from Rockford to the mouth of the Wabash, through 
which East White River at present reaches the Ohio, and one-third 
of this distance is across the strike o·f resisting limestones and sand
stones. It is obvious, therefore, that East White River could not 
have been captured at or below Rockford by a stream which flowed to 
the southwest across those hard strata. Moreover, there is no evi
dence to show that the former course of the stream was directly into 
the Ohio at New Albany. 

Reversed drainage owing to elevation of the strata to the east and 
northeast is not regarded as a probable explanation of the lower 
course of White River, even if it be supposed that the original course 
of that stream was towards the east, north or northeast.* 

The sec'ond hypothesis is as follows: It presupposes that prior to 
the ice invasion the upper portion of East White River (viz., east 
of the present mouth of the Muscatatuck) flowed either north or 
northeastward, or possibly emptied directly into the Ohio at New 
Albany,-in any event that it flowed generally parallel with the 
Knobstone hills, east of those hills, and did not cut through them; 
that short tributaries of this main stream entered from the west, 
occupying about the courses of the East White and Muscatatuck rivers 
for 15 miles above the junction of those' streams, but flowing in the 
opposite direction; that these short eastward flowing streams formed 
the triangular cul de sac in the Knobstone hills, in the center of 
which stand the Brownstown Knobs (see Plates III and VII) with 
the Silver Hills of Scott County projecting east of the main line of 
hills; that west of the Knobstone escarpment the general drainage 
to the southwest was the same as at the present timet and that a 

':'The details of the preglacial drainage north and east from Rockford are obscured by 
the drift. The general preglacial contour of this part. of the country, however, must have 
been about the same a.s that of the present time, 

tIn Monograph XXXVIII, U. S. Geological Survey, Plate IX, Mr. Frank Leverett shows 
the preglacial westward drainage of this region. 
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low pass was formed between the westward flowing streams and those 
flowing eastward which formed the corner of the cul de sac above 
referred to. * 

During the glacial period the ice passed immediately east of the 
Knobstone hills in western Bartholomew County, through Jackson, 
and crowded up against the projecting knobs known as the Silver 
Hills in Scott Oounty (see Plate VII). If the suggested conditions 
existed at that time the triangular cul de sac in the Knobstone hills 
would have had its eastern outlet completely shut off by the ice, and 
the basin thus formed would have filled with water from the melting 
ice until it poured over the pass into the westward flowing streams; 
the pass would have been cut down, and finally the stream would 
have become established in its new course, and into this it would 
have led the waters of its entire drain basin as the ice retreated. 

The shape of the cul de sac, in which the Brownstown hills stand 
(E, Plate VII), with the eastward projecting Silver Hills (D, Plate 
VII), against which the ice was pushed to the south,makes this second 
hypothesis seem probable. The principal objection to it is found in 
the general width of the valley of East White River below the mouth 
of the Musc'atatuck. There are no na1'TOWS in the canon to corre
spond with the position of the original divide between the east and 
west flowing streams. The bottom, .or present flood plain, of the 
valley varies in wi~.th from one-half mile to over one mile, and would 
certainly seem to antedate the ice invasion, and the writer believes 
that explanation of the present conditions is to be found in the first 
hypothesis, given above. 

THE WESTERN DRAINAGE AREA.t . 
The main drainage lines of the western area are such as would be 

developed by the structure of the country, and they are practically 
the same at the present as they were in preglacial times. The Knob
stone sandstones, with their capping of limestones, rise in an east
warn. facing escarpment, unbroken except where cut through by East 
White River, from the Ohio River at the south side of Harrison 
County to the northeast corner of Brown County. This escarpment 

':'A condition of affairs quite simil&r to that hypothecated here exists at the present time 
in Townships 1 south and 1 north, 5 and 6 east, where Muddy Fork of Silver Creek forms a 
triangular valley (wening out to the east, while the divide between this stream and Blue 
River, which flows west, is quite low. 

tThe drainage of southern Indiana, in its relations to the glacial period, is discussed 
and mapped by Leverett in Monograph XXXVIII, U. S. Geological Survey, p. 97, et seq. 

See, also, Mr. Leverett's discussion in Part IV, 18th Annual Report U, S. Geological 
Survey, pp. 446-458. 
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rises from 200 to 400 feet above the lowlands of the central drainage 
basin immediately east of it, while to the west the cquntry is rolling 
and descends gradually. The streams rising near the escarpment at 
the east, flow down the gentle slope to the west and finally enter the 
Oh~o, White or Wabash rivers. 

The control of the structure upon the drainage lines of this area 
is best seen immediately west of the Knobstone escarpme}lt between 
East White and the Ohio rivers (Plate II). North of East White 
River apparently only the general course of the drainage is con
trolled by the structure; in a general way the longest tributaries of 
the streams are those coming in from the east and northeast. This 
feature is by no means clearly marked, even in the area underlain 
by the comparatively hard Lower Carboniferous limestones and 
Mansfield sandstone. It is noteworthy that the streams of the west
ern area, which flow across both the area underlain by the Lower 
Carboniferous limestones and that underlain by the (Mansfield) 
sandstone at the base of the CQal Measures, are not deflected as they 
pass from the limestO'ne intO' the sandstone area. 

The Mansfield san,dstone is often niassive, and forms a rugged 
topography in the region in which it outcrops, and it might be ex
pected that the streams would be deflected to the north or south by 
it. However, no such change in their courses occuI's; instead of being 
deflected they pass directly from the limestone area across the sand
stones, through which they have cut deep valleys (see Plate II, 
Townships 3 north, 2, 3, 4 west) until they reach the comparatively 
flat region underlain by the soft Ooal .Measures shales and sand
stones at the west side of the Mansfield sandstone. These conditions 
lead to the conclusion that the streams from the land at the east 
cut directly across the Mansfield sandstone as that sandstone was 
first being elevated above the water, and thus early established 
themselves in approximately their present courses. In the region 
underlain by the soft sandstones and shales of the Productive Ooal 
Measures the only systematic arrangement noticeable in the streams 
is that of their general southwest directions. 

Attention should be called in this connection to' the sudden south
ward deflection of the east and west forks of White River, where 
these streams after passing through the Mansfield sandstone areas, 
strike the area of the ,Productive Ooal Measures in Martin (D, Plate 
VII) and Greene (E, Plate VII) counties. 

The deflected portions of these streams are in a line with the south 
course of Anderson River between Spencer and Perry counties (F, 
Plate VII) in the extreme southern part of the ~tate. 
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The coinciding deflections of these streams are suggestive, as they 
oc'cur in a line approximately parallel with the position that must 
have been occupied by the shore line during a portion, at least, of 
Productive Goal Measures time, and the suggestion is made th3lt 
these streams had their courses turned parallel with the old shore 
line at that time, and that the streams have occupied approximately 
that positiQn ever since. In: this connection the .south deflection of 
the Wabash near Oovington and its due south course from Ooving
ton to Terre Haute parallel to the above mentioned portions of the 
two forks of White River and in a line with the southward deflection 
of West White River near northeast of Vincennes (D, Plate VII) is 
of interest, and suggests the same causes. ' 

The general absence of surfac'e drainage systems through the 
region underlain by the Lower Oarbonif.erous limestones owing to 
the cavernous nature of those limestones, and the well developed 
underground drainage has already been remarked upon (page 282). 

East White River flows from the central across the western 'area 
and forms one of the principal streams of the western area. 

North of the north line of:~Ionroe and -Brown counties the tribu
taries of West White River flow through glacial debris and are left 
out of the discussion, as are also those streams that flow across the 
Productive Ooal Measures west of West White River. 

SUMMARY. 

In summing up the discussion of the drainage systems of south
ern Indiana attention is called to the f.ollowing points.: 

1. The drainage in the region but thinly covered with drift, as 
well as in the driftless region, is controlled by the geologic 
structure. 

The drainage (except in the eastern area) is towards the 
southwest, with the dip of the' strata, a,nd is s11Ch as would 
logically develop from a gradual elevation of a land surfac'e 
beginning at the east pa.rt of the state, and a corresponding 
recession of the water towards the southwest. The evidence' 
points to the conclusion that the present drainage has de
veloped from such ancient initial drainage, and the writer 
believes this to have been the case. 

2. The writer is unacquainted with any evidence in southern In
diana that the drainage has ever been towards the north and 
east.* 

"See the Ohio State Academy of Science, special papers No.3, p. 68, et seq. Preglacial 
drainage oonditions in the vicinity of Cincinnati, by Gerard Fowke. Evidence is produced 
to show that the Ohio flowed northeastward in prel11acial time from near Madison. 
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If the preglacial drainage of southern Ohio and southeastern 
Indiana (the eastern area of the present discussion) was for-
merly towards the north and east, as is believed by so~- . 
be the case, then the watershed between such northeastwat~ / 
drainage and the southwes~ar'aarainage of Indiana was the 
highland formed by the -Niagara and Devonian limestones, 
i. e., the present watershed between the eastern and central 
drainage areas of southern Indiana. 

How far north this watershed may have extended can not 
be conjectured, but it probably extended at least as far north 
as Clinton County (see Plate I). 

3. It is belielved that that portion of the State in which the pre
glacial topography and structure were similar to. the present 
topography and structure of the driHless region, had also 
preglacial drainage systems parallel in a general way with 
the present drainage systems of the driftless region, and this 
includes most of that region which lies west of the southwest
ward dipping Niagara and Devonian limestones.* By "drift
less region" is here meant that region in which ~e drainage 
systems arc not controlled primarily by the drift. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The study of the strata of southern Indiana brings out the fol
lowing facts: 

First. Between the Hudson River epoc:h and the end of Carboni
ferous times there were the following general periods of deposition: 

1. From the Hudson River epoch to the end of the Hamilton 
was a period during which the sea was shallow or only moder

, ately deep, and the co.nditions were favorable for the deposi
tion of limestone and calcareous shales. 

2. From the Genesee to the end of the Knobstone epoch was a 
period during which, with the exception of short intervals, 
the sea carried much sediments. During this period of muddy 
Heas the New Albany shale and the Knobstone strata were 
deposited. 

3. At the end of the Knohstone epoch theTe was a general rever
sion to clear seas and conditions favorable to marine life, and 
to the deposition of limestones. During this period the Lower 
Carboniferous limestones were deposited. 

"The drainage through the north end of the central area-i. e., in the region of Clinton 
County and northwest of there-may have been towards the northwest so far as the struc
ture is concerned, but the writer knows of no reason for supposing that it was in that 
direction. 
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4. In the area of western and southwestern Indiana Upper Car
boniferous time was marked by alternating shallow sea and 
1 d basin conditions. The waters, whether salt or fresh, 
were heavi -~ed with sediments during this time, and 
sandstones, shales, and ~oal beds were deposited. 

Second. From Lower Silurian to the end of Lower Carboniferous 
time the sea that covered southern Indiana was shallow or only 
moderately deep, with the possible exception of a portion of Lower 
Carboniferous times. Shallow water conditions prevailed also dur
in! Upper. Carboniferous time. 

Third. Except for the pebbles found in the Clinton (cited on 
page 244) and the absence of that formation in certain localities, and 
the slight unconformity between the Niagara and Devonian lime
stones (cited on page 24G), there is no evidence to show that the rocks 
were raised above the surface of the sea for an important interval 
at any time between Lower Silurian and the end of Lower Carboni
ferous time; the unconformity between the New Albany shale and 
underlying limestone of Kentucky has not been recognized in 
Indiana. • 

Fourth. At the end of Lower Carboniferous time the sea floor 
was raised above the surface and following this elevation was a" long 
period of denudation. The elevation of the land was greater in the 
northern (i. e .. , in the region about Crawfordsville and Lafayette) 
than in the southern portion of the State during this period. This 
is the first denudah'on 1:nterval which is certainly known to have in
terrupted the deposition of strata in southern Indiana. 

Fifth. Follov.ring the first denudation interval was a period of 
subsidence. The depression of strata was sufficient to completely 
submerge what is now the western and "southwestea.-n part of the 
State, i. e., that portion of the State that is covered over by the 
Mansfield sandstone. As the sea encroached upon the laud during 
this period of subsidence the Mansfield (Basal Coal Measures) sand
stone was deposited along the shore lines. 

Sixth. After the deposition of the Mansfield sandstone the rocks 
were again elevated above the sea, and a period of denudation fol
lowed in which the Mansfield sandstone was in part removed. This 
is the second important denudation interval certainly known to occur 
in the southern Indiana section. 

Seventh. After the second interval of denudation there was a 
subsidence, followed by many oscillations of the strata. During this 
period that portion of Indiana which is at present covered by the 
Productive Coal Measures was alternately below the sea, and near to 
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or above the surface of inland fresh waters. The Productive Coal 
Measures were deposited during this time. 

After a pe.riod of erosion at the end of the Productive Coal Mea.s
ures time there was a submergence of the strata during which the 
Merom sandstone was deposited. Probably only the western part of 
the area covered by the Goal Measures was submerged at this time. 

Eighth. Alter the deposition of the Merom sandstone there was 
an elevation of the entire region of southern Indiana. Evidence that. 
indicates that the r~gion has been submerged since Carboniferous 
Limes is cited in the next paragraph. 

Ninth. The evidence that indicates that the area of southern 
Indiana has been submerged since Oarboniferous times consists of 
gravels of supposed 'Tertiary age that occur on some of the high hills 
in the southern part of the unglaciated area of the State. In the 
region crossed by Township 3 north, this evidence is very meager 
indeed. 

Tenth. While there-have been a number- of changes in elevfl.tion 
during the past geologic history of the region under discussion these 
changes have been of the nature of broad uplifts and depressions, as 
is shown by the fact that no sharp local folds were produced. 

Eleventh. That the soothern part of Indiana formerly stood at a 
higher elevation than at the present time, is indicated by the filled 
valleys that are the rule in that region. 

Twelfth. The Crawfordsville Crinoid beds (regarded as of 
Keokuk age) are the equivalents of strata that belong to the Knob
stone group further south. The latter must therefore be, in part at 
least, of Keokuk age, if the correlation of the Crawfordsville beds 
be correct. 

In regard to the topographic features of Indiana, the following 
facts are brought out: 

Thirteenth. In passing from east to west across southern Indiana 
three prominent topographic features are crossed. These features 
and the combinations of strata that have caused them are as follows, 
where crossed by Township 3 north: 

(1) The high eastward facing escarpment along the Ohio River 
caused by a thick series of easily eroded calcareous shales 
overlain by thick and resisting limestones. (2) The high 
eastward-facing escarpment with its outliers to the east, 
known as the "Knobs." This escarpment is the result of a 
thick series of soft clay and sandy shales, protected by sand
stone and resisting limestones. ~ Along the line under discus
sion this escarpment is 28 miles west of the escarpment along 
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the Ohio. (3) The high hills of Martin County, which ate the 
result of a series of limestones and sandstones capped by more 
resisting sandstones and which do not rise as an' escarpment 
from the east, but become gradually higher, owing to the re
sisting nature of their lowest beds. The distance from the 
Knobstone escarpment to the highest hills capped with the 
Mansfield sandstone is about 30 miles. Between these promi
nent topographic features are broad, flat trough like valleys 
worn out in the soft beds which lie between the hard and re
sisting series of strata just mentioned. 

Fourteenth. The structure of each of these topographic features 
where crossed by the section is essentially the same in different 
stages of development, i. e., that of dissected plateaus sloping gently 
to the west .. 

Fifteenth. The top of the eastern plateau where cro'ssed by the 
section through the center of Township 3 north, is 800 feet above 
the sea, that of the milld'le' is 820 feet, and that of the western 880 
feet above tide, while but a short distance to the north or south the 
topographic shee,ts show the elevations of these plateaus to corre
spond even more closely. 

Sixteenth. TheBe closely corresponding elevations suggest that 
the present topography of southern Indiana may have been developed 
.from an old base level. A former plain of deposition, or a combina
tion of a plain of deposition and a base level of erosion might, how
ever, have given rise to the p esent topographic features. 

Seventeenth. The present rainage systems of southern Indiana 
owe their general arrangem nt to the geological structure' of the 
region (with the possible exce tion of East White River below Rock
ford); they are very old, and he, modifica,tions in them caused by the 
iC'e in va.sion were of minor i portance, with the possible exception 
of East White River.* ' 

I . 

~ Owing to absence in the field the arthor was not able to read the proof of this paper. 

! 



ON THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY IN INDIANA IN t90 •• 

By W. S. BLATCHLEY. 

The year 1901 was the most active in the history of the Indiana 
PetrQleum Industry. The number of weUs sunk and barrels of oil 
produced ware far in excess of those of any previous year. Not
withstanding these facts, the area of known productive territQry was 
but little increased. NO' new pools of importance outside of the main 
field WeI'e Qpened up, and that field had added to it only a few square 
miles of territory near Marion, Grant County, and small areas in Qne 
or twO' other places, less than a dozen square miles in all. Steady 
drilling inside the limitB of productive territory was the rule during 
the year. Fewer wild cat bores were sunk, and mQst of such ventures 
proved aborlive. A good average price was obtained for the oil, bet
ter than in any other year except 1900. The fluctuations in prioe 
were less than for a number of years, the variation between the mini
mum and maximum prices being only 15 cents per barrel. The 
average initial output of producing wells was slightly higher than in 
1900, thus showing that the main Qil territory of Indiana has not as 
yet reached the zenith Qf its output. 

There is nO' doubt but that, as the gas pressure declines and the 
supply of that valuable vo,latile fuel ceases, the greater part of the 
present gas territory will produce oil. Bot.h gas and oil had a com
mon origin, viz., the destructive distillation of the plants and animals 
of the old Silurian days. N eithelr is being formed in commercial 
qUiantities beneath the surface of Indiana at the present time. The 
gas is but the volatile portion o,f' the oil which has risen into the 
higher porous portions of the Trenton limestone, the mother rock, 
prQductive Qf bQth. When gas ceases to flow, the hydrostatic pres
sure behind the oil will press the latter intO' the spaces which for
merly held the gas. As a result, many bores formerly sunk for gas, 
when cleaned out and drilled a lit.tle deeper, will produce oil. Many 
of the first wells sunk for gas were drilled only 20 to 35 feet into 
Trenton, whereas the experience of recent years has shown that 
much of the oil is secured between 40 an~d 70 feet in that formation. 
But few have found oil belQw 75 feet in Trenton. 

-303-
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Not all the present gas-producing territory will yield oil, as o~er 
much 'of it the gas doubtless occupiBs porous portiORs of the Trenton 
which lie to one side rather than above the bodies of oil which in 
the past have yielded the gas. It must always be remembered by 
persons who seek to develop both gas and oil, that gases and liquids 
possess some properties which are widely different. Every gas pos
sesses the! property of diffusion, which causes it to occupy all the 
E>pace into which it can find its way. Its partic1es move freely among 
one another and the interspaces between these particles vary greatly 
in size according to the pressure to which the gas is subjected. For 
example, a gallon of natural gas, poured into an air-tight room will, 
in a short time, permeate every portion of that room; each cubic foot 
of space in time holding a like number of molecules of the gas. In 
like manner natural gas has found its way through very minute pores 
or spaces of the Trenton limestone into areas of such limestone, 
perhaps quitc distant from the mother pool of oil. The latter, on 
account of its being a liquid with far less freedom of motion among 
its molecules, do·es not possess this power of diffusion and occupies 
only those porous portions of the Trenton in which it has been col
lected by gravity or by the hydrostatic pressure of the water behind 
it. Thus it will be seen that these reservoirs of oil may be imme
diately below the gas and often with their surface levels reaching in 
places a slope of an anticline to which bo'res may be sunk without 
penetrating the gaseous reservoir in the crest of the anticline; or 
they may be at some distance to one side of the gaseous reservoir 
to whose contents they have given origin. Wherever gas is found, 
a body of oil is likely to be found at no great distance in the same 
formation. Oil, however, may be struck in a territory and no gas be 
found; the latter product, if formed, having by its propl:lrty of diffu
sion, escaped into the atmosphere, or disseminated in small quanti
ties throughout the neighboring rocks. It may be also that the con
ditions for the volatilization of any large portion o,f the oil have been 
absent; the liquid, by strong and never ceasing pressure, ha~ing 
filled all the space in the pores of the rocks which it occupies. In 
such a case the quantity of gas would be small or wholly lacking. 

S'uRFAcE.INDIcATIONs.-One other thing I would mention in this 
connection. In Indiana there are no surface indications whatever 
which denote the presence of gas 01' oil in the underlying rocks. 
Scarcely a day passes but I am in receipt of a letter from some por
tionof the State, in 'which it is stated that bubbles of gas are con
tinually escaping from some pond, spring or stream, or that a light 
scum of oil occurs upon the surface o·f some body of water. The 
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persons writing believe that such bubbles or scum are certain indica
tions of the presence of large quantities of gas or oil in the vicinity. 
In this they are always mistaken. Gas and oil arc found in com
mercial quantities in Indiana only au depths ranging from 500 to 
1,600 feet below the surface.* Between the formations containing 
the gas and oil, namely the Trenton limestone and the Corniferous 
sandstone, there are always one or more close-grained shales 50 to 
300 feet in thickness. These shales are wholly impervious to both 
gas and oil; i. e., no particle of either of these fluids can find its way 
through them. In fad" such a shale is an absolute necessity to the 
presence of a commercial body of either gas or oil, else both these 
would have long since found their way upward into the atmosphere. 
'l"he bubbles of gas, noted as escaping from water, are, in almost 
every instance, marsh gas, which is formed by decaying organic 
matter at the bottom of the water, or in some deposit of carbona
ceous material near by. The oil has exuded in minute quantities 
from some shale, c'lay, limestone or sandstone, as all such rocks con
tain some oil. But a drop or two is necessary to form many square 
feet of film or scum over the surface of a spring or pool. 

Again, the oil-producing roc'ks in Indiana follow no definite direc
tion, as in some other States. There is no northwest-southeast, or 
northeast-southwest axis or trend which t~e intelligent operator can 
follow and sink a productive bore 99 times out of a hundred. His 
operations in Indiana have always an element of chance connected 
with them. If he keepR well within the bounds of productive terri
tory his chances of failure are much fewer than if wildcatting on the 
outside of such limits. But on the best area of productive territory 
an occasional bore will come in dry. In the early history of the In
diana field these dry holes, especially if they were a little to one side, 
were thought to condemn large tracts. However, some 'of the best 
wens of recent years have been sunk on such condemned areas. 

OIL S}'IELLERS.-A. number of letters have been recelved in recent 
months asking if there is any instrument by which oil can be located 
in paying quantities. Some of these letters are from parties who 
have employed so-c'alled "oil experts." Mr. Charles E. Wyman, 
of Martinsburg, Washington County, in writing of his experience, 
said: "The expert whom I employed came from Chicago. He would 
get out of the buggy, about every quarter of a mile and go to the 
rear in such a position that I could not see what he was doing. He 

"The Jasper County field is an exception to this, a heavy form of oil being there found 
at 100 to 120 feet below the surface. However, a shale impervious to the Qil lies between t 
and the surface, 
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would only be gone a minute or two, and I could not get a chance 
to see the instrument which he claimed to have. Both he and his 
companion assured me that they could locate oil if in paying quantI
ties within six miles of them. Do you know of any instrument or sub
stance that oil will attract or repel, or have I just been duped? It 
would be a great thing to know where oil lies in paying quantities 
before the wildcat bore is put down." 

With this last statement I fully agree. There would be no wildcat 
bores if such knowledge were possible. T:o all such inquiries I reply 
that there is one instrument, and but one, that can be used in locat
ing oil, and that is the drill. All others are and ever will be hum
bugs; and all men who claim to be able to locate oil in commercial 
quantities by instruments, hazel rods or what not, are either harm
less innocents or fakirs of high degree. They may by chance locate 
one or two productive wells, but there is no guarantee but that the 
next half dozen bores will be as barren of oil as a dried codfish is 
of water. 

FAKE On OOMPANIEs.-The discovery of oil in large quantities in 
Texas, in the spring of 1901, led to the formation of scores of "get
rich-quick" oil companies in different parts of the United States. 
These companies have filled the papers with glittering advertise
ments of shares that could be purchased for five to twenty cents on 
the dollar, but which, in a few days or weeks, would increase twenty 
to a hundred-fold in value. Prospectuses have been scattered broad
cast, which have told in glowing terms of the immense profits to be 
made in a year or two. Stock certificates by tens of thousands, rep
resenting the finest specimens of the engraver's art, with pictures 
of derricks on each corner, and tiers of barrels in the background, 
have been issued to the gul~ible. The average American citizen 
likes to be humbugged, and the fake oil company promoter has, dur
ing 1901, given such citizen the best opportunity he has had for 
years. 

The available assets of most of these companies consists of little 
more than a superb allowance of gall, and a hundred or two dollars 
invested in prospectuses and stock certificates. A number of these 
companies have bought room enough on the crest of Spindle Top 
Hill, near Beaumont, Texas, for a derrick to stand upon; have leased 
or bought a small tract of wholly undeveloped and probably barren 
territory somewhere within a hundred miles' radius of that noted 
field, have put down a single productive well on Spindle Top, and 
then have promulgated the news in all ways pos,sible that they have 

"'brought in,a gusher," and that the proceeds from the sale of the 
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200,000 or more barrels which it is daily producing, and of others 
which they will soon bore, will make millionaires of all the stock
holders in the company. No more palpable fraud was ever devised 
to separate the citizen from his hard-earned dollar than these mush
room oil companies. Not one person in ten thousand will ever geLa 
cent of dividend on the stock he has purchased. Not one in a thou
sand will ever again see the principal he has invested. The oil 
sharper finds it a great deal easier and more profitable to sell the 
highly engraved certificates of stock than to drill oil wells or develop 
any actual oil property. The Oil City Derrick, in commenting on 
the multiplic'ity of such companies, said: "There are honorable ex
ceptions, and companies are in the field, officered by gentlemen of 
the highest integrity, with no other purpose than the prosecution of 
a legitimate business upon business lines. They can be enumerated 
with ease, identified without difficulty, and indicated by the fingers 
on one hand. The square companies have no stock for sale. All 
the rest are fake organizations, or, what amounts to the same thing, 
organizations on paper, with no assets except the green goods in 
which they deal-in this instance green-tinted paper called certifi
cates--which might as well be sawdust or paper waste so far as cur
rent value is concerned." 

If such companies had confined their operations to Texas, but lit
tle would be said about them in this connection, but several of them, 
organized in Chicago and elsewhere, have bought up or leased small 
holdings in Indiana, and have been selling their worthless stock to 
the citizens of this and adjoining States. One of these, located in 
Chicago, leased 326 acres near Wilders, Indiana, and then issued an 
attractive prospectus, one of the mdin features of which was a portion 
of the report on the Jasper County oil fields made by this depart
ment in its annual report for 1900. The paper, as prepared and pub
lished by me, was, in this prospectus, garbled in every conceivable 
way to make it conform to the best interests of the Chicago Oil 
Company. Words and whole sentences were omitted or changed, as 
the interests of the said company demanded. Their prospectus stated 
that they had seven producing wells in operation, with an output of 
75 barrels daily, and that the net profits from the output of these 
wells in one year would be $100,000; and from 100 wells, which they 
expected to sink, $675,000 per year. Mr. C. K. MacFadden, of Ge
neva, Indiana, the well-known superintendent of the main Jasper 
County field, visited, without making known his identity, the offices 
of this company in December, 1901. From his letter to me regard
ing this visit, I quote as follows: - "Never in my life have I seen such 
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a brazen and deliberate steal attempted by people who put up an 
outward appearance of respectability and honesty. Their statements, 
almost without exception, were abs:olutely false, and instead of hav
ing a production of 135 barrels daily, my field superintendent in
forms me that the total production from their wells would, in his 
judgment, not fill a teacup with oil in twenty-four hours' pumping, 
and that their oil which is used for exhibition purposes must have 
been taken from either our tanks or from those of our neighbors." 

Another fake oil company, located in New York City, but incor
porated under the laws of South Dakota, also sends out an attractive 
prospectus, stating that they have secured 320 acres of land located 
in Indiana, 75 miles from Chicago; that they propose to sink four 
wells to each acre, which wells will average two barrels per day. This 
product, when sold at $2.00 per barrel, will yield a net profit of 
$967,000 annually, to be divided among the stockholders. Fifty 
thousand shares of stock at 20 cents each are offered to a gullible 
public. 

The whole Jasper County field, at the present rate of production, 
will not yield in 20 years, what a single one of these companies offers 
to produce in one year. Better it would be for the person who has 
money to invest, to buy grass seed and scatter it abroad for the 
sparrows, than to invest in the stock of these or other similar com
panies. The assurance of some kind of returns from the investment 
would be infinitely greater. 

'l'here are doubtless many legitimate oil companies in Indiana and 
elsewhere which are operating valuable holdings, and which have 
stock for sale. The remarks above made apply in no manner to such 
companies. For the most part they do not advertise their stock by 
the methods mentioned. If each person who has money to invest 
would investigate, either personally or through some reliable party 
who is known to him, the oil property of the company whose stock 
he is thinking of buying, it would lessen the profits as well as the 
number of such fake companies as we have mentioned. In investing 
in oil stock or anything else, it never pays "to buy- a pig in a poke." 

SHAI,I,OW BORES IN CENTRAL-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN INDIANA. 

-Investigations carried on during recent years in the central-south
ern and western portions of Indiana and rec'ords of many bores 
which have heim sunk in those regions, have led me to believe that 
the majority of the drill holes sunk therein in search of gas and oil 
failed to reach Trenton.limestone, the rock formation which pro
duces the most of the gas and oil in this State. This failure to sink 
the bores deep enough was due to several causes, chief among which 
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is the great difference in the strata overlying the 'rrenton limestone 
in these portions of the State from those overlying the same forma
tion in.: the main gas and oil-producing areas. In the latter areas 
the Niagara limestone of the Upper Silurian age and the Hudson 
River lin11:lstone and Utica shales of the Lower Silurian, are the only 
formations to be pierced by the drill between the drift or surface 
and the oil and gas-bearing Trenton. In the central-southern and 
western portions, especially the latter, a number of formations which 
are wholly abs,ent in the main gas and oil field, intervene between 
the surface and the top of the Niagara limestone. The drillers em
ployed during the gas and oil excitement of 1887 to 1895 to sink 
the bores in these regions were, for the, most part, from the gas 
fields. Their knowledge of geology was' small, and in many instances, 
after passing through a shale which resembled the Utica, and which 
they doubtless thought was that formation, they called the under
lying rock "Trenton limestone," and soon abandoned the bore as 
barren. The wales which they had pierced may have been anyone 
of a half dozen carboniferous shales, or, what is more likely, the 
black Genesee shale, no one of which occurs in the main gas field. 

Again, strong flowing 'veins of salt water were struck in a number 
of the bores, and the local companies, whose members were paying 
for the drilling, became alarmed at the extra cost necessary to case 
off such water, and often abandoned the bore before reaching Tren
ton. In a number of instances in the southwestern counties, the 
Corniferous limestone, which in places, as Loogootee', Terre Haute, 
etc., is oil and gas-bearing, was not even reached, though it lies 900 
to 1,200 feet above the T'renton. Wherever a bore was thus aban
doned without reaching 'rrenton, all the money spent was wholly 
wasted, there being neither negative nor positive results. Moreover, 
muc'h territory was condemned as nonproductive without being given 
a fair test. . 

The foregoing statements are not made because I believe that gas 
or oil in paying quantities will eventually be found in the Trenton 
limestone of southern. and western Indiana, for I have no reasons 
for such belief~ Neither have I reasons for believing the contrary. 
If the earlier bores had o,f a certainty reached T'renton and proven 
barren, then negative evidence would have been available. The one 
fact which I do wish to impress upon the citizens of the regions 
mentioned is that much of their territory has not been properly test
ed. Another and more important reason for the statement is to 
induce companies who sink future bores to see to it that nothing 
stops the drilling before Trenton is reached, or, rather, 

21~Geol. 
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before that formation has been pierced at least 75 feet. Beyond 
that depth there is little possibility of finding either gas or oil. A 
contracting driller of experience can easily and without gr~at ex
pense c"ase off any salt water which may give him trouble. An ac
curate record of the.thickness of each formation passed through, to
gether with a small vial of the drillings of each, will aid much in 
determining the horizon which the dri11 is piercing at any depth, and 
such record and samples should always be kept. 

THE MAIN INDIANA OIL FIELD IN 1901. 

No great strikes were made in the main Indiana oil field in 1901, 
and new developments inereased the area of that field but little. It 
extends from the Ohio-Indiana State line westward to Marion, Grant 
County, and from Warren, Huntington County, south to Hartford 
City, BIaekford County. The greatest length of the field is about 
48 miles and its extreme width about 20 miles. 'l'here are, howev:er, 
a large number of sections within the area thus bounded which have, 
as yet, not been fully tested. A map showing the exact area tested 
up to January 1, 1901, with details of the n.ew developments from 
January 1, 1897, to that date, was published in the last (1900) re
po"rt of this department. T'he details which follow relate, for the 
most part, to bores sunk during 1901 on the sections denoted as un
tested on the map mentioned. The number of barrels of oil pro
duced in the main field in 1901 was 5,307,579, or 92.7 per c"ent. of 
the total product of Indiana Trenton limestone oil. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN ADAMS COUNTY IN 1901.-In Adams County 
the year started out with the drilling in of two or three good wells 
on the Studebaker and 'l'umbleson leases, Seetion 31, BIue Creek 
Township. One of these flowed at the rate of 300 barrels daily for 
a short time, but dropped to 150 when put to pumping, and to 75 
in about two weeks. Several others almost as large were put down 
Juring the year in that seetion, while a number of bores on the same 
leases stmek less porous 'rrenton, and yielded only 10 to 25 barrels 
in the beginning. Section 30, adjoining the pool on the north, pro
dueed Qne or two small wells and one fair one during the year. 

On Section 36, Monroe Township, just west of the rieh pool in 
BIue Creek, two small producers, and one bore with an initial output 
of 150 barrels, were completed. Two test bores were sunk about 
two miles northwest, in the same towllship, in the hopes of opening 
up a new field in that direetion. One of these, on the Habegger 
lease, Section 34, was a small producer, starting at four barrels. The 
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other, on the Shug lease, Section 21, was dry. A dry hole had been 
previously sunk on the Buffenberger farm, Section 25, so that the 
results were negative, and further drilling was stopped. 

In Jefferson Township~ Section 6 produced a few light wells. The 
only other new developments in this township were in Section 30, 
just north of the New Corydon pool, where a bore on the Collins 
farm, starting at 150 barrels, was completed in November. A test 
bore on the Hauser lease, Section 33, came in dry. 

In Wabash Township bores on Sections 3, 13, 21, 25 and 26, 
shown as untested on the map of last year's report, resulted in dry 
holes; one hore alone, on Section 25, being a small producer. In the 
same township Section 20 produced some fair wells, while Section 
32, previously untested, yielded a number of good ones. The west 
half of S;ection 33, adjoining, proved fair territory, as did also a 
portion of Section 36. 

This was th-e suni total of new developments in Adams County 
during the year. Altogether 175 bores were sunk in the county, as 
against 120 in 1900. Of these, 157 were productive, the average 
initial output being 29.5 barrels, as against 25.6 in the previous 
year, a very good showing indeed. The perc'entage of dry holes was 
slightly increased, being 10.2 in 1901 and 9.8 in 1900, 

In December the holdings of the Superior Oil Company, whose 
headquarters were at Geneva, Adams County, were sold to a New 
York company. The sale was one of the largeBt in recent years, 
consisting of 5,000 acres of leases in Adams, Jay and Wells counties, 
including the noted Blue Creek pool, northeast of Geneva. On these 
leases were 152 producing wells, with a total daily output of 400 
barrels. The price paid was $300,pOO. 

DEYELOPMENTS IN JAY COUNTY! IN 1901.-The developments in 
Jay County during the year wer~ few and far between. It was 
thought for a time that new terri~ory would be opened up in Pike 
Township, about five miles south ~f Portland, as three wells were 
completed in June on the Ware a*d Lush leases, Section 9, which 
started off at 15 barrels each. One ior two bores had been previously 
sunk in this vicinity which showed a fair quantity of oil, but not 
enough to justify extensive operations. Three dry holes, located on 
Sections 8, 9 and 17, fonowed the small producers in October, while 
a fourth, on the Creamer farm, in Section 30, stopped drilling for 
the year. 

In Wabash Township, near N Corydon, a well whose initial 
production was 100 barrels, was ompleted in April on the Martin 
lease, Section 4. This resulted in a number of bores being su~k on 
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other portions of that section and on the north half of Section 5. 
Of these, three came in dry and three others were five to ten-barrel 
producers. 'l'his territory adjoins Sections 31 and 32, J efIerson 
Township, Adams County, where a number of good wens have been 

completed. 
Bores sunk on untested territory in Bear Creek Township pro

duced a dry hole on Section 3 and a five-barrel well on the Hardy 

lease, Section 19. 
In Jackson T'ownship a dry hole and a gas well were completed 

on Section 25, while Section 26, to the west, yielded three or four 
fair producing oil wells and two dry holes. 

All other bores in the county were on known productive territory, 
though a number of them c'ame in dry or as small producers. Dur
ing the year only 70 bores were sunk in Jay County, as against 105 
in 1900. Twenty of the 70 were dry. The average initial output of 
the 50 producers was 17.6 barrels, a decrease of 4.8 barrels from the 
average initial production of 1900. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN WELLS COUNTY IN 1901.-This county, which, 
in the past, hasheen the banner oil-producing county of the State, 
still led in total output, but in the number of new wells sunk, be
came second to Grant. But little new territory was opened up with
in its bounds, but on territory already tested a large number of bores 
were sunk, the operators believing that they could afford to drill for 
small wells, owing to the lessened chances of failure. In this they 
showed a wise and conservative policy and at the same time main
tained the production of the county. 

In the eastern part of Nottingham Township, the limits of the 
known productive area was extended half a mile or so northward 
by the bringing in of a good well on the Berie farm, southwest quar
ter of Section 8 (13 east). In this region the average record of the 
bores is about as follows: 

Feet. 
Drive pipe .............................................. 70 
Casing .................................................. 310 
Top of Trenton. ....... , ............................ , . . . .. 980 

In the same township several good wells were drilled in Section 
14" along the eastern boundary of productive territory; also on the 
Schooly lease, Section 9. The, southeast quarter of this section fur
nished a dry hole, as did also the Risser lease, Section 16, the Burger 
lease, Section 15, and the Slavey farm, Section 35. 

In Chester Township, the limits of productive territory were ex· 
tended a mile north to the Liberty Township line, a number of fair 
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producing wells having been sunk on Sections 3 and 4. With them, 
however, were several dry holes, so that the new area is none of the 
best. Some of the best producers of the year in Wells County were 
brought in on the Maddox lease in Section 34 and on Section 33, 
adjoining. 

The bores sunk in J ackBon Township were numerous, and for the 
most part quite productive, the best one being on the J. J. Good 
farm, northwest quarter of Section 20. This town&hip is now a close 
rival to Nottingham for production, and may even exceed the latter. 
The only new territory opened up was on the Terral lease, Section 
'7, and the Logue lease, northwest quarter of Section 6, where fair 
producers were drilled. 

In Liberty Township a few small producers were bored on the 
Huffman and other leases in Section 30, a half mile or more north 
of the known limits. 

The total number of bores drilled in Wells County during the year 
was 470, as against 579 in 1900. Of these, 40 were dry, an increase 
in percentage of 2.1. The average initial p~oduction fell from 19 
barrels in 1900 to 17.2 barrels in 1901. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN BLACKFORD COUNTY IN 1901.-The new devel
opments in this county during the year have proven that a large por
tion of the untested territory shown on last year's map as lying be
tween Hartford City and tested territory in Washington and Harri
son townships, is productive. 

In Harrison Township, on the west half of Section 31, four fair 
wells were completed on the Woodward, Walker and Stallsmith farms. 
The record of the bore on the last named farm, northwest quarter 
of the southwest quarter of Section 31 (24 N., 11 E.), was as follows: 

Feet. 

Drive pipe .............................................. 197 
Casing ....... ;, ................ , .. , .............. , ... " ... 321 
Top of Trenton ... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .958 
Toml depth ............................................ 1,058 

In Washington Township, Sections 34, 3:5 and 36 have become fair
ly productive, a number of wells starting out at 25 to 60 barrels. 
One dry hole was bored on the Sipe lease, southwest quarter of Sec
tion 34; another .on the Bugh farm, northwest quarter of Section 25, 
and a third on the E. Flower farm, Section 29, which had a tendency 
to stop furth~r operations in those sections. On the southwest quar
ter of Section 6, one or two small producing wells were also sunk .. 
The remaining bores in this township were on known productive 
territory. Sections 8 and 17 yielded the largest number of good 
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producers. One of these, on the J. Byrd lease, in Section 17, created 
quite an excitement last February by being reported in the news
papers as a 3,000-barrel gusher. It was a large salt water well, and 
never produced over 225 barrels of oil daily. In ten days the yield 
was down to 65 barrels. It was but one-half mile from the Dale 
well, which, in 1898, started at 350 barrels. 

Licking T'ownship was the seat of most of the drilling in Black
ford County during the year, 114 bores having been drilled in and 
about the edge of the Hartford City field. Of these, 36, or 31 per 
cent., were dry holes. The average initial output of the 78 produc·-. 
tive wells was 28.4 barrels. One of the best wells finished in the 
new territory was on the Maddox lease, northeast quarter of Section 
14, which started out in September at 250 barrels, and averaged 125 
barrels the first week. Four other good wells were drilled in on this 
quarter section within an area of 60 acres. j;-'our or five dry holes 
were sunk in the same section on the edges of this small pool. Two 
or three fair producers were also completed in the north half of 
Section 12. The south half of Sections 1 and 2 and the west half of 
Section 3 developed into good territory. On Section 4 dry holes 
were drilled on the northeast and southwest quarters. Three non
producers were also finished on Section 9, which had the effect of 
condemning the entire section. The majority of the bores in this 
township were sunk on Sections 3, 10 and 16. 

During the year 258 bores were drilled in Blackford County, as 
against 202 in 1900. Of these, 47, or 18.2 per cent., were dry. The 
average initial output of the productive wells was 20.9 barrels, a lit
tle more than double what it was in 1900, when more extensive wild
catting was the rule. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN HUNTINGTON COUNTY IN 1901.-There was 
much less doing in Huntington County during the year than in 1900, 
the total number of bores sunk for oil having been but 75, as against 
147 the previous year. The only really new territory opened up was 
Section 36, in Wayne Township, where several fair wells were sunk 
on the White and Spaulding leases. 

All of Section 31, in Jefferson Township, has come within produc
tive limits, a number of good wells having been completed on this 
area. One of these on the George Scearce farm was an old gas well, 
which, when cleaned out and put .to pumping without being shot, 
started off at 30 barrels. There are many such wells near the limits 
of former gas territory which have been abandoned for some time. 
They were never sunk sufficiently deep into Trenton to properly test 
the oil-bearing qualities of that rock. If cleaned out, drilled ao to 
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50 feet deeper and shot, the most of them would probably yield oil 
in paying quantities. 

Of the 75 bores sunk in Huntington County in 1901, but six, or 
8 per cent., were dry holes. '1'he average initial production was 24.7 
barrels, as against 30.8 barrels the previous year. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN GRANT COUNTY IN 1901.-To Grant County be
longs the greater part of the new developments in Indiana territory 
during the year, as well as the largest number of bores sunk in any 
county, there being 578 drilled in, of which 80 were dry or gas
producing. While the larger number of wells were sunk in Center 
and Franklin townships, near Marion, the ones with the best aver
age initial output were in the Van Buren Township field, which has 
slowly grown into one of the best, if not the best, producing terri
tories in the State. 

In this (Van Buren) township much of the territory marked as 
untested on the map of last year's report has been drilled, and, for 
the most part, proven productive. The northeast quarter of Section 
10 produced several good wells, as did the south half of 19, the 
southwest quarter of 20 and the east half of 21. These were within 
known productive limits, but untested. All of Sections 25 to 30, in 
the next to the southern tier, produced fair to good wells, with the 
exception of Section 26, on which one dry hole and one 10-barrel 
well alone were drilled. The Pully lease in the northwest quarter 
of 29 and the Lugger farm in the south half of 30 were especially 
promising. On the south line of the township tests were drilled on 
Sections 32 to 34, 31 being as yet untested, and 36 having several 
dry holes and gas wells. The Rowland lease, northwest quarter of 
Section 32, produced one small well. On the Lease farms, west half 
of 33, four bores were sunk, one of which produced gas, the others, 
5, 60 and 75 barrels initial output. A 45-barrel producer was also 
drilled on the Moriarty farm in the south half of the section. The 
southeast qua er Sect.ion 3-1 did better, as a test on the T. B. Doyle 
farm yielded 100-barrel well. 

In April, F. M. Johnson, one of the leading operators in the Van 
Buren field, so d his holdings, consisting of 1,000 acres of leases and 
53 producing ells, for $65,000. '1'he leases were on some of the 
best prospecti e lands in the township. 

Monroe To nship, just south of Van Buren, is, as yet, largely 
gas-producing. [ Previous to 1901 only the northwest quarters of Sec
tions 15 and ~8 and the south half of 25 had yielded oil, and that 
only in small quantities. During the year 20 additional bores were 
sunk in the township. Some of the .most productive of these were on 
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the Joshua Strange farm, northeast quarter of S'ection 15, one of 
which started at 100 barrels. Twelve bores were drilled on this 
lease of 160 acres, but one of which was dry. An average section of 

these was about as follows: 
Feet. 

Drive pipe .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 238 
Casing ................................................. 390 
Top of Trenton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 993 
Total depth ................... : ........................ 1,060 

The two pay streaks were found at 1,021 and 1,035 to 1,050 feet. 
Some of the wells yield quite a quantity of gas. This is used for 
fuel on the lease and also supplies in part the citizens of Arcana, a 
nearby town. 

The Hultz lease, on the southeast quarter of Section 15, had also 
two good wells sunk upon it. Several additional bores put down on 
different parts of Section 18 were light producers, while one on the 
Carter lease, southeast quarter, was dry. A test hore on the north
east quarter of Section 10 yielded gas and salt water. Another on 
the northwest quarter of 11 was a small producer, as was also one on 
the southwest quarter of Section 20. The're is little doubt but that 
most of this township will ~ecome productive of oil as soon as the 
gas supply is sufficiently exhausted. . 

In Washington Township,; west of Van Buren, almost all of Section 
1 became good productive thritory during the year. The Creviston 
lease, in the northeast quar~er, had a half dozen or more good pro
ducers to its credit, and fair wells were drilled on. each of the other 
quarter sections. The east ralf of Section 12, to the south, had two 
bores finished, which starte~ at 90 and 120 barrels. 

On the northwest quarteriof Section 27 a bore on the Turner farm 
came in as a big salt water well, but, aiter pumping about six weeks, 
hegan to yield oil in payidg quantities. Just north of Marion, in 
the west half of Section 31,: two light producers were finished on the 
Vandermeter farms. The ilimits in the remaining portion of the 
township remained about tHe same as shown on last year's map. 

The Marion field proper includes developments in Center, Frank
lin and Mill Creek townships. It was her.e that the most extensive 
work was done in Indiana in 1901, and the largest area of new terri
tory opened up. At the b~ginning of the year there were develop
ments only in four sections! southwest of :Marion in Center and Mill 
Creek townships. About 2~ wells, with a total output of 200 barrels 
daily, were in operation. Puring the year 11(1( bores were sunk in 
Center Township, 1(8 in F~anklin and 32 in Mill Creek. Of these, 
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41 in Center, 9 in Franklin and 13 in Mill Creek were dry or yielded 
gas only. The remaining 224 produced oil in paying quantities. At 
the dose of the year the Marion field proper contained about 230 
productive wells, the total output of which was close to 2,000 barrels 
daily. 

Taking up Center T'ownship in detail, by sections, we find that the 
Hays lease, southwest quarter of Section 2, produced a number of 
fair wells. 'rhe best of these was No.' 7, a record of its bore heing 
as follows: . 

Feet. 

Drive pipe .............................. ···.············ 180 
Casing ................................................. 425 
Top of Trenton ........................ · .. ·············· 960 
Total depth ............................................ 1,001 

Three pay streab were found, the first one at 25 feet producing 
gas, the second at 40 feet oil, and the third at 60 feet oil. The well 
made' 2,100 barrels the first 30 days. The southeast of Section 3 also 
developed two or three light wells, the initial output being 12 to 25 
harrels each. A bore with similar results was also sunk on the 
Brinker lease, on Section 4. 

In the next tier of sections, south, No.7, lying just east of Marion 
and partially within the city limits had a large number of bores sunk 
upon it, most of which wer.e on town lots or small tracts. Three of 
the best producers were on the northwest quarter on the Barley and 
Spencer tract of eight acres. Their No.1 well, finished in June, 
made 200 barrels the first 24 hours, and 2,200 the first 30 days. By 
December 1st the product had fallen to 30 barrels daily. The record 

of this ibore was as follows: l Feet. 

D~:e pipe ..... ' ........ ' ....... ' ....•. , ...•......•..•••..... ; 190 
Ca Ing .......... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .• . . . • . . . . . . . . . •. 410 
To of Trenton .......... ' ............................. '. . .. 910 
T 1 depth ........ ' ..................••....•............• 1000 

! 
i 

Gas t as struck in the first pay streak at 935 feet, .and gas and oil 
in the isecond at 965 feet, the thickness of this pay being 35 . .feet. 
About 1,200 barrels of salt water are pumped each day with the oil. 
Wells :r1ros. 2 and 3 were lighter, making about 20 barrels each at the 
end of ~O days. On Section 8, one gas well and several light oil wells 
were c~mpleted. Section ,9 produced gas alone, as did the northwest 
quartet of 10. The southeast quarter of 10 and all of 11 came in 
as light producing territory. Section 12 remained untested. 

I 
! 
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Section 13 produced two or three light oil wells, one gas well and 
one dry hole. On the northwest quarter of Section 14 several good 
bores were sunk, one of which flowed 50 barrels natural for several 
days. The remainder of the section was poor, yielding two gas wells 
and a dry hole. No.1, on the Voris lease, near the center of 15, 
three miles east of Marion, started at 85 barrels and produced 1,600 
barrels in 30 days. The record of its bore was: 

Feet. 
Drive pipe ... , .... ' ............... :. '" ....... " ...... 0'.. 190 
Casing ................................................. 410 
Top of Trenton .................................... ,. . . . .. 910 
Total depth ............................... " ..... ',' ... , .. 1,000 

The first oil was found 35 feet in and the second at 60 feet. Two 
other bores on the southwest quarter of the same section were light 
producers. On Section 16 one good well, a number of light ones, and 
one dry hole were drilled north and west of last year's productive 
area. Seventeen and 18 are mostly divided into town lots and small 
tracts. On these a number of productive wells, starting at 15 to 50 
barrels, were drilled, and a few better ones at 75 or thereabouts. 

Section 19, south of Marion, produced a dry hole on the Knight 
lease, northwest quarter, and two good wells on the Miller farm. On 
the Marion Brick Company's land, Section 20, four producers start
ing at 20 to 90 barrels and one dry hole were bored. Another dry 
hole was finished on the Henderson lease, and two or three light 
producers on the Kiger land. East of 21, which was developed in 
1900, Section 22 yielded a water well; 23, two big gas wells, while 
24 had a mixture of gas wells, light oil wells and water wells. These 
last three sections will doubtless produce a quantity of oil after the 
gas pressure has been sufficiently reduced. 

In Mill Creek Township 40 per cent. of the bores sunk during the 
year were either dry holes or gas wells. The Ayres and Hiatt leases, 
on the north halves of See,tions 28 and 29, produced a number of fair 
wells and two dry holes. A good well was bored on the D. E. Harris 
farm, Section 5, west of Jonesboro, and a small one on the Overman 
lease, same section. Bores in Sections 4 and 26 yielded gas only. 

The operations in Franklin Township, west and southwest of Ma
rion, were wholly new. They were started by the Marion Fruit Jar 
Company, which, about April 1st, cleaned out, drilled deeper and 
shot an old gas well on the Sohn farm, in Section 13, a mile and more 
west of any producing territory. It started off at 70 barrels, and, 
as a result, a number of rigs were immediately erected on that and 
adjoining leases. The No.2 Sohn, finished about May 1st, showed 
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a large pressure of gas, and pumped 100 barrels of oil. By June 1st 
five wells were completed, which yielded an average of 40 barrels 
each, besides several others which produced only gas or salt water. 
Bores on Sections 24 and 26, to the south and southwest of 13, came 
in dry and rtopped deve.lopment in that direction. The grea:ter part 
of Sections. 1, 2, 11 and 12, north and northwest, proved productive, 
the best well bored in the township being on the Isaac Smithson 
lease, Section 13. A record of it showed: 

Peet. 
Drive pipe.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 140 
Casing ................................................. 390 
Top of Trenton.......................................... 920 
Total depth ............................................ 1,035 

The first pay streak was found 40 feet in. This and most other 
wells in this township were bored 100 to 130 feet into Trenton. The 
well yielded 200 barrels the first day and 2,300 barrels the first 15 
days. It was finished July 'ith, and on December 1st was still pro
ducing 40 barrels daily. Besides the bores on the sections named, 
a few light producing wells were sunk on Section 14 and one or two 
on Sections 3 and 4. 

In Pleasant Township, farther north, two bores were sunk in Sec
tion 36, one of which, on the Vandermeter lease, started at 15 bar
rels daily; the other, on the Faukbonner farm, was dry. One on the 
Matter farm, Section 28, yielded gas only. Another on the Camp
bell farm, Section 4, eight miles northwest of Marion, produced salt 
water and a light showing of oil, while still another, in Section 34, 
came in dry. 'l'his showed that this township is practically outside 
the limits of productive territory. It may in places yield a few good 
wells, but they will be in isolated pools rather than in the field 
proper. 

Of the total number of bores sunk in Grant County in 1901, 14.1 
per cent. were classed as dry holes or gas producers. This was quite 
an increase over the previous year, when but 5.4 per cent. were dry. 
The average initial output of the producing wells fell off but little, 
being 21.6 barrels, as against 22.5 in 1900. 

ISOLATED AREAS OUTSIDE THE MAIN FIELD. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ALEXANDRIA FIELD IN 1901.-While the 
number of bores in the Alexandria field during the year were nearly 
double what they were in 1900, the results were far less satisfactory. 
The average initial output decreased from 39 to 21.7 barrels. Most 
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of the wells were light producers, but few starting in at over 50 bar
rels. In the latter part of the year so many dry holes and small wells 
were completed that the operators lost hope, and the number of 
bores decreased greatly. However, one or two good strikes will start 
up brisk operations again. 

In Richland Township, south of Alexandria, 10 bores were sunk, 
only four of which yielded oil. One of these, on the Meisner· lease, 
Section 6,near the operations of last year, started at 75 barrels. A 
sec'ond bore, same lease, yielded water only. 

The best well in the township was on the Fuller farm, same sec
tion. This had an initial output of 100 barrels. A dry hole was 
bored on the Jones farm, in Section 7. 

In Monroe Township 94 bores were sunk, 39 of which were dry. 
Two of these, on Section 3, resulted in a 40-barrel well and a dry 
hole. One, in Section 4, produced salt water only. In Section 7 . 
one bore on the D. Bowers lease started at 100 barrels, while s·everal 
others on this and adjoining leases were small producers. A third 
bore, sunk by J. E. Lippencott, on the Heritage lease, near his big 
producer of the year before, produced gas alone, while two on the 
Edwards tract were dry holes. The Painter lease, on Section 8, pro
duced two of the best wells of the year, their initial output being 
75 and 150 barrels. The Kelly lease, same s·ection, produced two dry 
holes and on~ light well, while on the Moreland farm a dry hole was 
bored. This shows the spotted nature of the territory. 

On Section 9 a bore on the Wisehart farm starten at only 10 bar
rels. The J. M. Hughes farm, on 10, had one well which yielded 
150 barrels the first day, and another which started at 90 barrels. 
Most of the bores on Section 17 were light; one on the N. Oarver 
farm, where, in 1897, the first big strike in the Alexandria field 
was made, producing salt water only. The Bowers and Watson 
leases on Section 19 produced some good wells; the Gilchrist farm 
some light ones; while a test on the Boyd farm came in dry. On 
Section 20, east of Alexandria, the S; H. Buck farm, on which a 
good test bore was sunk late in 1900, yielded two dry holes and two 
light wells. Several other bores on the same section were light or 
dry. Two dry holes were bored on the Innis and Nicson farms, in 
Section 23, while the Baxter farm, in Section 29, had a dry hole and 
two or three fair wells to its credit. 

It will thus be seen that little, if any, new territory was opened 
up, the one section in Richland and 10 in Monroe at present pro
ducing all the oil in the Alexandria field. The total production of 
the field in barrels by months is given in the annexed table: 
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PRODUGrION OF THE ALEXANDRIA, INDIANA, OIL FIELD BY MONTHS FOR THE YEAR 1901. 

January .............................................. 6,909 
February ............................................. 5,994 
March ............................................... 5,459 
April ................................................. 11,643 
May ................................................. 16,510 
June ................................................. 21,929 
July ................................................. 24,811 
August ............ " " .. , ....•................. "., '" 23,321 
September ............................................ 19,759 
October .............................................. 21,086 
November ............................................ 17,825 
December ............................................ 14,230 

Total ............................................. 189,476 

THE PERU FIELD IN 1901.-No new territory was opened up, either 
in Peru, or in Erie Township, three miles east of the old field. In 
the former field but two bores, one starting at 40 barrels and the 
other at five, were drilled, while many of the old wells were aban
doned. In the Erie 'fownship field five bores were sunk, three of 
which were dry, the others being small producers. A lack of fuel 
for operating was one of the main reasons why the developments 
fell off so greatly from the year before, when 49 bores were sunk in 
the two pools. At the Kellar's Station or Rich Valley pool, in the 
edge of Wabash County, a few miles east of the Erie Township field, 
but three bores were drilled in 1901. Two of these were very light 
wells, the other dry. 

The output in barrels of the Peru and Rich Valley pools by months 
for the year was as follows: 

PRODUGrION OF THE PERU AND .RICH V ALLEY OIL POOLS BY MONTHS FOR THE YEAR 1901. 

January .............................................. 13,526 
February ............................................. 14,928 
March ............................................... 18,004 
April ................... ' .... .' ......................... 16,423 
May ................................................. 18,619 
June ................................................. 14,362 
July ............................................... ' .. 13,419 
August ......... , ................. '" ..... , ........... 12,850 
September ................. , ....... , ...... ..... ... .... 9,892 
October .............................................. 11,811 
November ............................................ 9,636 
December ..............•............................. 9,518 

Total ............................................. 162.988 
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This was a decrease of 74,300 barrels, or 31.3 per cent., from the 
production of 1900. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN WABASH OOUNTY IN 1901.-Besides ~he three 
bores sunk in the Rich Valley pool, Noble Township, Wabash Ooun
tj, mentioned above in connection with the Peru field, two bores 
were sunk near Lafontaine, Liberty Township, about 12 miles north 
of Marion, Grant Oounty, and one near Treaty, in the slIJIle town
'ship, four miles farther north. The latter developed a large flow of 
salt water and a good showing of oil. 

One of the J'>31ontaine wells, on the Spa.rks farm, Section 25, made 
a fair showing of oil and a large amount of gas. The other, on the 
Green farm, same section, started at five barrels of oil and a large 
output of salt water. A well on the Logan farm, Section 35, Liberty 
Township, was also gas-producing. While some oil doubtless exists 
beneath the southern third of Wabash County, the chances are that 
it is in isolated pools and will be hard to locate. 

DEVELOP:ltn~NTS IN THE PARKER-SELMA FIELD IN 1901.-The pools 
near Parker, Randolph County, and Selma, Delaware County, which 
may be treated as one, inasmuch· as they are but three miles apart, 
were the seat of quite an amount of drilling during the past year. 
The first well of the year was opened up inside of the town limits of 
Selma, a mile or so from the nearest producing wells, and started 
at 10 barrels. An old gas well, also located near the town, which 
was cleaned out and shot, yielded 150 barrels of oil the first day. 
On the J. Meeks farm, east of Parker, several good wells were drilled, 
the largest of which had an initial output of 225 barrels, and at the 
end of 10 days was still producing 100 barrels. 

In Section 36, Liberty Township, an old gas wen on the Thorp 
farm, when cleaned out, drilled deeper and shot, produced 50 barrels 
the first day. A test bore on the Williams farm, Section 16, also 
showed up well, starting at 75 barrels. 

In Section 1, Center Township, about three miles northwest of 
Selma, three light producing wells were drilled on the McGalliard 
and adjoining farms. They started at five to fifteen barrels each. 

In Section 11, Delaware Township, a good strike was made on the 
Krohn farm, a mile southwest of the town of Albany. Trenton rock 
was struck at 925 feet and penetrated 50 feet. The bore yielded 60 
barrels of oil and a large amount of salt water the first day it was 
pumped. Two other bores in the same vicinity proved dry. 

By the close of the year 35 producing wells had been bored in the 
Parker-Selma field, while in locating them 22 dry holes and gas wells 
had been drilled. The average initial output of the producing wells 
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was 30.1 barrels. In June a pipe line was laid by the Indiana Pipe 
Line Company from this field to their main station at Montpelier. 
The total number of barrelli piped from the Parker-Selma field by 
months during the remainder of the year was as follows: 

NUMBER OF BARRELS OF OIL PIPED FROM THE PARKER-SELMA OIL FIELD BY MONTHS 

FOR THE YEAR 1901. 

June .................................................. 5,,055 
.July .................................................. 6,035 
August .......... , ............................... ' .. , .. ". 6,985 
September ......................................... , .. ". 7,188 
October ........................................... , .... 7,672 
November ...................................... : ...... 7,743 
December .................................... ',' ....... 7,715 

Total .............................................. 48,393 

DEVELOPMENTS NEAR DELPHI, CARROLL COUNTY IN 1901.---:1n 
Maya test bore put down one mile southeast of Delphi resulted in a 
small producing well, and for a time created much excitement, both 
among the residents of that city and among operators in different 
parts of the Indiana field. Major Laban Sparks, of Lafayette, had 
noted for years the escape of gas and oil in small quantities from a 
well on the banks of Deer Creek, within the limits of Delphi .. This 
well was bored in 1890 for gas or oil to a depth of 912 feet. It de
veloped a strong vein of sulphur water, which is still flowing, and a 
small quantity of gas, which, when lighted, will yet burn with a 
steady blaze a foot or so in length. Major Sparks organized a com
pany, leased a large aC'reage of land and located his first well on the 
Stansel farm nea.r the Carroll County fair grounds. A record of the 
bore, when.finished, was as follows: 

Feet. 

Drive pipe ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 
Casing ................................................... 650 
Top of Trenton ............. ' ............................. 954 
Total depth ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 960 

The casing extended through the Niagara and Hudson River lime
stones to the top of Utica shale. The Trenton limestone was pierced 
but six feet, on account of indications of a strong flow of salt water. 
Oil arose in the well to a depth of 800 feet. When put to pumping, 
it yielded 50 barrels for a day or two, but soon dropped to 10 barrels. 
The oil was a dark-colored, ill-smelling lubricating fluid. A sample 
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of it was submitted to Prof. H. A. Huston, State Ohemist, who re
ported on it as follows: 

Lafayette, Indiana, May 31, 1001. 

Indiana Oil and Asphaltum Company, Lafayette, Indiana: 

Gentlemen-The sample of oil from Delphi, Indiana, submitted by 
you has been examined and found to have a density of 0.9()4l5, equal to 
25.5° Beaume: flash point closed test 252° F.; flash'point, open test 270 0 F.; 
fire test, 290 0 

}1'. Distillation test; 2.2 per cent. by volume is removed be
low 302° F.; between 302° }j'. and 572° F. 12.9 per cent. by volume is re
moved. This is what is considered the illuminating oil fraction, but so 
little of it comes over before the temperature reaches nearly the upper 
limit that it is probalJle that the oil would not be found satisfactory for 
illuminating purf>0ses, and the quantity of it is hardly great enough to 
justify the distillation of this oil for producing illuminating oil. 

When cool, the oil still flows at 5° F., and comes very near to the 
specifications made by the C., B. & I. R. R. for the oil called "Black 
ffingine" oil, zero grade, which is used for lubricating car and engine axles 
during cold weather. The flash point of the oil is too low for the grade of 
Black Engine oil which they use in warm weath~r. 

Very respectfully, 
H. A. HUSTON, 

State Chemist. 

The well was shut down after a tank or two of oil had been 
pumped, on account of a lack of shipping facilities. As a result of 
this strike, six other bores were sunk, two in the immediate vicinity 
of. the first, both of which produced about the same amount of oil. 
The three are being pumped by one power, and the product stored 
in tanks. No record of their exact output by months is available. 
The other four were half a mile or more distant, in different direc
tions, and were dry. The pool struck by the three producing wells 
is probably of small area and wholly isolated from the ~ain field. 

THE BROAD RlI'PLE FIELD IN 1901.-N ot a bore was sunk in this 
field during the year. Several of the old wells have not been pumped 
for some time, while others are pumped only at intervals. The total 
production fell off nearly one-half from 1900, when it was 30,194 
barrels. The amount produced by months in 1901 was as follows: 

PRODUCTION OF THE BROAD RIPPLE, INDIANA, OIL FIELD BY MONTHS FOR THE YEAR i901. 

January ............................................... 1,648 
February .............................................. 1,077 
l\{arch ............. , ........................... , ...... , .. 1,447 
April ............................... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. 1,861 
May •.............................................•. , .. 2,~ 
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June .................................................. 1,176 
July ...........................................•....•. 1,227 
August ................................................ 1,900 
September .......................•.•.......•.. " .... "" 1,159 
October ..........................•..•....•............• 1,790 
November ............. 0 ••••• 0 •••••••••••• ,'0 .'0 ••• ' ••• 00 0 473 
December ........................... 0 ••••••••••• , ••••• , .848 

Total ................•................ 0 •••• 0 •••• 0 •• 17,038 

CORNII!'E!ROUS ROCK PETROLEUM. 

As noted in la.st year's r,eport, oil is found in the Corniferous rocks 
of Indiana in three widely separated localities, namely, Terre Haute, 
Vigo County; Loogootee, Martin County, and near Medarysville, Ja.s
per Comity. A detailed account of the developments in each of these 
fields up to January 1, 1901, was given in the report mentioned. 

THE TERRE HAUTE POOL IN 1901.-No bores were sunk at Terre 
Haute during the year. The A. B. MeWhinney well, drilled in the 
fall of 1900, and which showed but little oil when completed, began 
to yield in May, 1901, and, during the remainder of the year, pro
duced 2,723 barrels, an average of about 12 barrels a day. A second 
well, sunk in 1899, about 40 rods northeast of the Phamix well, wa.s 
closed down most of the year. 

The Phrenix well still remains by all odds the best oil well in the 
State. Finished in 1889, it has since averaged more than 1,000 bar
rels per month, and the yield seems to increase, the output in 1901 
being 15,174 barrels, a.s against 12,090 in 1900. The total output of 
the Terre Haute wells by months during the year 1901 was as fol
lows: 

PRODUCTION OF CORNIFEROUS ROCK OIL AT TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA, BY MONTHS FOR 

THE YEAR 1901. 

January ................. 0 ••••••••••••• 0 0 ••••••••••• 0" 1,599 
February ... 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• 0 ••• 0 0'. 0 0 •••• oJ.. 1,581 
March ................... 0 ••••••••••••••• 00 .' •••• , •• ' •• '. 0 1,778 
April ............................... 0 ••••• ' ••••••••• 0 • •• 1,481 
May ........ ' ........ ' .......... ,. .' ....• " •....•.•.•.. ' .••. 1,920 
June .0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '0 ••• ,.. 1,458 
July ......... ., ......................•.. ',' ... , ..... " .. ,.. 1,585 
August ............................ ' ........ ,. ..... [. " .. , .. 1,080' 
September ................................ " .•.... ,' " .... 1,803 
October ................ " .....• ' ...... ' ..•. ' ..• 0" .' •••• ' •••• 1,242 
November ..............................• " ......• ' .... o. 1,540 
December .. , ......... ., ..........•...................... 1,330 

Total •.••........•••.••.•••• ' ••••••••••••• ' •• ' •••••• ; .18,897 
22-Geol. 
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THE LoOGOOTEE FIELD IN 1901.-Eight bores were sunk in the vi
cinity of Loogootee during the year. Six of these were in Sections 
2, 3, 5, 34 and 35, BairTownship, Daviess County, and yielded gas 
only. Two. in Martin Co.unty, o.n leases already develo.ped, had a 
total initial output of 15 barrels. The number of barrels shipped 
from the Lo.ogootee field by months, during the year, was as fo.llo.ws: 

SHIPMENTS FROM LOOGOOTEE, INDIANA, OIL FIELD BY MONTHS DURING THE YEAR 1901. 

;ranuary ................................................ 755 
February " ..... '.' .................. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 606 
March ................................................. 449 
April ................................................... 563 
May ............ ' ...... , .... " ........ , ...... , . .. .. . . ... 586 
;rune ................................................... 554 
;ruly .............. " ........... : ....................... . 
August ., ................................................ 569 
September .......................................... , . .. 549 
october ................................................ 572 
November ............................................. . 
December ............................................... 701 

Total. " " .. , ...... , ... , ........................ ' ... 5,904 

STATISTIOS O}1' THE INDIANA PETROLEUM INDUSTRY FOR 1901. 

As already mentioned, the output of petroleum from the Trenton 
Limesto.ne fields o.f Indiana was greater in 1901 than in any previous 
year. This was due largely to the small fluctuatio.n in value, and the 
fair average price received throughout the year. . New wells were 
constantly coming in and all old ones were pumped to. their full ca
pacity. When the price of o.il falls below 70 cents the o.perator 
o.ften becomes disheartened, and stops drilling. Producing wells are 
also. often disco.nnected. When the price ranges fr·om 70 to. 90 cents 
the operato.r is making a good profit, and the amount o.f pro.duction, 
provided the field has not reached its limit, is always advanced. 

At the beginning of the. year the pric'e of Indiana oil was 82 cents. 
It continued to advance slowly until March 16th, when it reached a 
maximum of 89 cents. This price it held until April 1st, whim it 
began slowly to decline, and by the middle of May had dropped to 
the minimum price of 74 cents. On July 17th it began to. rise again, 
and September 28th reached the maxi~um of 89 cents once more. 
This was maintained until December 12th, when another decline 
began, the price ·at the close of the year being 80 cents. The average 
price for the year was 83.4 cents, as against 96.5 in 1900. 
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The total production of Trenton rock oil in Indiana in 1901 was 
5,725,474 barrels, which, at the average price of 83.4 cents, amounted 
to $4,775,045. Compared with 1900, this was an increase in produc
tion of 812,798 barrels or 16.5 per cent. Owing, however, to the 
lower average price, the amount received by the producer was but 
$34,314, or .72 of one per cent. more than in 1900. 

The first of the following tables gives a complete record of the 
monthly production of petroleum from the Trenton limestone fields 
of Indiana for the eleven years beginning January 1, 1891, and end
ing December 31, 1901. This does not include the amount used in 
the field for fuel and other purposes. The second table shows the 
annual production, the average yearly price, and the total value by 
years for the same period: 

I· 



I. TOTAL PRODUCTION OF TRENTON LIMESTONE PETROLEUM IN INDIANA FROM 1891 TO 1902, BY MONTHS. 

(Barrela.) 

MONTH. 1 189L 1 1892. 1 1893. 1894. .11895. 1896. 1897. 1898. 1899. 1900. 

~~li!.~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::: 
6,171 15,841 111,824 259,000 300,568 365,582 290,7i6 317,014 297,291 353,451 
5,981 18,946 96,025 2~2,107 230,559 241,743 309,92'2 272,780 220,440 802,493 
5,159 24,794 134,549 282,376 310,303 386,586 341,961 325,301 290,257 384,590 

Yu~:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
4,973 26,184 146,493 287,330 352,077 395,032 328,779 310,034 325,774 381,804 
5,757 31,033 186,939 321,502 397,001 417,963 !l40,023 311,208 344,831 426,363 
8,136 40,888 209,616 333,479 403,569 434,167 369,803 320,477 334,282 446,492 

~1ii~~~~:~:~~~~; ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~: ~:~; ~~:: 
10,809 49,203 2'21,666 327,349 434,376 422,968 375,249 314,861 329,086 437,087 
11,603 56,109 248,353 3'5,4131 420,132 407,238 371,921 332,777 347,621 466,127 
16,500 66,034 245,615 3111,588 409,169 415,675 362,528 326,284 332,283 418,716 
19,029 95,699 252,568 339,421 393,153 394,283 408,179 319,490 326,781 467,521 

November .............................. 20,801 129,270 245,607 304,030 S73,789 337,331 430,958 200,644 326,802 406,684 
December .............................. 21,715 144,067 236,038 337,450 361,436 362,164 423,069 300,457 332,266 441,347 ---

4,680,7321 4,353,138 3,751,3071 3,807,714~ Total ............................... 136,634 698,068 2,335,293 3,688,666 4,386,132 4,912,675 

II. PRODUCTION OF TRENTON ROCK PETROLEUM IN INDIANA FROM 1891 TO 1902, WITH VALUE. 

1 1S9L I· 1892. 1 1893. 
1894. 1895. 1896. 1897. 1898. 1899. 1900. 

Total production (barrels of 42 gal-
3,807,714 10.8) .................................. 136.634 

"""t'''''''' 
3,688,666 4,386,132 4,680,732 4,353,138 3,751,307 4,912,675 

Total value at wells of all oils pro-
S260,62O $1,050.882 81,774,260 82,807,124 82,228,276 $3,331,750 1',740,731' duced, excluding pipeage ........... $54,787 82,954,411 $1,8~8t~ Value per barrel. ...................... $040 $0 37 $0 45 $0 48 $064 $0 63 $0 59i $0 8n S096! 

1901. 

425,140 
384,735 
432,1122 
447,261 
482,118 
481,807 
506,065 
523,106 
519,087 
532,960 
510,788 
479,485 

5,725,4U 

190L 

5,725,474 

$!,775,045 
$0 83! 

"This SUm in the table on page 12, Report of this Department for 1899, was 11,000 barrels greater, that being the amount of Corniferous rock petro
leum produced at Terre Haute in that year and included in the. monthly production of Trenton rock oil. 
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From the above tables it will be seen that the largest production of 
Trenton limestone oil in anyone month was in October, 1901, when 
532,960 barrels were produced. The production of the Indiana Tren
ton rock fields for the eleven years reached the enormous total of 
38,475,833 barrels, for which was received $25,849,735, or an average 
of $2,349,976 per year. 

By adding to the foregoing table the output of the Corniferous 
rock oil at Terre Haute and Loogootee, viz., 24,301 barrels, we have 
a grand total of 5,749,975 barrels of petroleum produced in the State 
during the year, the total value of which was $4,795,312. 

In the following table there is shown the number of wells put dQWll 
in the different fields of Indiana for petroleum in each month since 
June, 1891: 

NUMBER OF WELLS COMPLETED IN THE INDIANA OIL FIELDS FROM: 
1891 TO 1902, BY MONTHS. 

.. -i ..: .;::: ~ oJ ~ oj, ... 3 YEAR. cO '" cO <I ;; " '" ..; 
cO ::;:1 «: ::;:1 " «: " " 0 .... ,.. .... .... {ll 0 Eo< 

1891. ..•.•. ...... ...... ...... ..... . ..... . ..... 6 6 15 15 15 8 65 

1892 ....... 11 13 18 13 17 19 17 30 2.5 52 33 47 295 

1893 ....... 20 30 31 36 45 47 47 65 27 72 56 76 542 

1894 •...... 90 103 103 80 110 107 84 123 100 107 WT 85 1,189 

1895 ....... 61 45 81 111 122 153 132 140 129 10& 102 85 1,~7 

1896 ..•.••. 76 90 86 136 148 150 113 121 70 58 66 66 

1897 .•..... n 35 40 47 49 52 60 45 55 89 119 54 

1898 .••.••. 41 23 29 43 38 65 53 80 72 82 92 86 

1899 ..•.... 75 48 68 64 87 99 77 104 106 . 118 106 105 

1900 .....•. 113 67 98 148 165 163 158 165 135 152 118 108 

1901.. .•••• 111 72 81 121 167 171 167 169 184 207 220 132 

, Total ... ..... ...... ...... . ..... ...... . .... . ..... ...... ...... . ..... ...... . ..... 

"This does include the wells in the Jasper County field, but includes those at 
aaute and near 
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This table shows that 222 more bores were sunk for oil in -Indiana 
in 1901 than in any preceding yea.r. Of the 1,802 bores put down, 
1,794 were in the Trenton limestone fields and eight in the Cornifer
ous limestone field in Daviess and Martin counties. The fair average 
price received for the product throughout the year; the reduction in 
the cost of iron pipe and other supplies, and the fact that the ma
jority of the oores were put down by old established companies in 
territory already known to be productive, 'were the principal causes 
for this increase of activity in drilling. 

From the table it will be learned that up to January 1, 1902, 
10,35,( bores had been sunk in Indiana for oil. On that date, there 
were 6,765 producing wells in the State as against 5,492 on January 
1, 1901, a gain of 1,273 for the year. By subtracting it will also be 
learned that since oil was first found in the State, 3,592 bores have 
proven dry or have been abandoned as nonproductive. The num
ber abandoned in 1901 was 238, or 41 more than in 1900, while the 
number of dry holes drilled during the year·.was 291, or 76 more than 
in 1900. Of the total number of bores drilled in 1901, 16.1 per cent., 
or 1.1 per cent. more than in 1900, were dry. 

The following table gives the 

TOTAL NUMBER OF DRY HOLES DRILLED IN THE INDIANA OIL FIELDS 
FROM 1891 TO 1902, BY MONTHS. 

1891. ........ ...... ...... ...... . ..... . ..... ...... . ..... 2 6 • 3 1 15 

1892 ... _ ..... 2 6 • 2 3 • 2 3 3 18 6 21 t6 
1893 ......... 7 10 10 6 14 6 11 9 5 U 10 9 It,1 

1~ ......... 19 14 U 14 13 13 9 21 15 14 8 17 1811 
, 

1895 ......... 7 4 13 16 22 20 15 23 12 12 9 13 166 

1896 ........ 10 13 6 28 26 20 14 19 4 4 6 • 158 

1897 ......... 8 9 7 12 5 16 11 9 16 11 18 8 130 

1898 ......... 14 4 2 13 9 6 7 10 1Z 8 13 16 114 

1899 ......... 5 9 14 5 5 7 12 - 9 12 13 8 4 103 

1900 ......... 11 6 16 20 27 20 32 26 15 21 26 17 237 

1901. ........ 16 10 20 14 32 24 22 27 26 36 44 20 291 
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In the following table there is shown the 

NUMBER OF PRODUCING WELl,S. NUMBER OF DRY HOLES, TOTAL BORES AND 
AVERAGE INITIAL PRODUCTION OF WELLS DRILLED IN EACH OF THE 

OIL-PRODUCING COUNTIES OF INDIANA IN 1900 AND 1901 • 

§ ,...; ... ... 
,;; o - 0';; 

!lma: '" . 
Ul ,;; '" 0> ~ "' .. !1m .... = .... .. .. ..-. S ,; ..!l .. 0 0 010 ",0 

COUNTY. 0- .~~ ~*. '0* ~<'. - ~*. -:==*. ~=*. ,,- =,...; 
3~ 

! _ ..... 

~ t-§ 1l~~ "C .. "CO> I»~ r:~ .l!~ ~~ ~~ ....... 0'" 0'" t~ ..... tA .... 
Po. Po. ~ ~ to< fit Po. Po. 

~dame·······1 120 157 13 18 133 175 9.8 10.2 

Bl .. ckford ... 166 211 36 47 202 258 17.8 18.2 

Delaware .•.. 9 23 4 19 l:l 42 fl. 45.2 

Grant ........ 227 488 13 80 240 568 5.4 14.1 

Hamilton .... 3 1 7 ...... 10 1 70. ........ 
Huntington .. 134 69 13 6 147 76 8.8 8. 

J .. y .......... 64 50 41 20 105 70 39. 28.5 

Madison ..... 18 59 38 45 56 104 68. 43.2 

Marion ...... 6 . ...... 3 ...... 9 . ...... 33.3 ........ 
Mi .. mi ....... 45 4 4 3 40 7 8.2 43. 

Randolph ... Ii 13 3 5 8 18 37.5 27.7 

Wabash ...... 2 4 3 2 5 6 60. 33.3 

Wells ........ M2 430 37 40 579 470 6.4 • 5 

Daviess ...... ....... ....... 10 6 10 6 100. 100 • 

M .. rtin ....... 
31 2 

13 ...... 16 2 81.2 ........ 

Tot .. l .... 1,344 1,511 1'238 291 I 1,582 11,802 1 tal6. 1--;i6.1 

* These columns include bores sunk for-oil which yielded gas. 
t .. = average. 

, ... ,,§ 
I "'"'.~ ~ 0 Q.:: = 0 o.::;a: 

~ ... =~1""'4 H ... = ....... 
~O". ~~.S~. CiJ_:;:.-o= =-~~= ~coOG> .. ClSoOG 
~~.;~~ :~,g~~ 
~ ~ 

25.6 29.5 

10.4 20.9 

18." 16 

22.5 21.6 

40 . 40. 

30.8 24.7 

22.4 17.6 

39. 21.7 

15.8 . .......... 
15.4 13.7 

8. 44.2 

12.5 5. 

19 • 17.2 

. ......... ......... 
20 • 7.5 

.. 21.4 1121.5 
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REPORT OF STATE INSPEfTOR OF MINES. 
I 

I 

I 
OFFICE 0, INSPECTOR OF MINES, 

INDIANAPOLIS) IND., February 10, 1902. 
i 

Ptof. W. S. Blatchley, State Geologist: I 

Dear Sir-I have the honor to submi~ to you h~rewith my third 
annual report as Inspector of Mines, coiVering the calendar year of 

I 

~901, and being the twenty-second Ijnnuhl report of this department 
and the eleventh made to the Dep~rtment of Geology and Natural 
Resources. 

I trust it will receive your approval and lie found worthy of con-
sideration by the public'. 

JAMES EPPERSON, 
Inspector of Mines. 
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REPORT. 

While following the same general lines as in former reports, it has 
been our purpose to improve on the different subjects reported herein 
and the arrangement thereof, thus making the report more compre
hensive, reliable and of greater interest to the general public. 

The production of bituminous and block coal is given separately 
and each of the products is divided so as to show the entire product 
hand mined and machined mined, the same being subdivided into 
screened, slack and nut and mine run coal and the general distribu
tion thereof. 

The table of employes shows aecurately the number of persons 
engaged in mining, being subdivided so as to show the number of 
persons employed at each class of work. The table of wages is also 
more complete, inasmuch as it shows the aggregate wages paid to 
each clas'S of labor. We also glve an average wage table, showing 
the gross earnings of miners, inside day men and outside day men, 
the average earnings per person employed in each capacity for the 
year. A comparative table is also given showing the increased gains 
in the number of tons and wages and per cent. of each over that of 
1900. 

There has been included in this report a table of lost time, showing 
the aggregate number of days lost at mines and the various causes 
thereof. Mine accidents have been handled more completely, either 
by table of by descriptive work. 

The Legislature of 1901 gave to this office an additional assistant 
inspector and a clerk. This increase has enabled us to make inspec
tions more fr.equently, to investigate accidents more thoroughly, etc., 
and has been of much value to the general work of this office. An
drew Dodds, of Oakland City, was appointed on March 11, 1901, as 
such additional assistant. His work in inspections and reports has 
been eminently satisfactory. 
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TA~LE 

Showing the Production of Coal in TO'TI8 0/2,000 Pounds in Indiana During the Year 1901 at Mine. Empleying MOTe Than Ten Men, by 
Month. and by Oountiu. 

COUNTY. 1 Jan. 1 Feb. 1 March. I April. 1 May. 1 June. 1 July. 1 August. 1 Sept. 1 Oct. 1 Nov. 1 Dec. 1 Tob.ls. 

Clay ................ · ........ 111,502 103,017 110,176 75,940 47,894 57,459 73,623 104,681 1 99,811 132,139 1 117,464 119,532 1 1,153,238 
Daviese ..................... 24,620 22,000 15,870 21,539 17,362 10,191 14,133 18,856 20,512 24,119 20,006 21,012 232,287 

Gre~~me~, ............. ~ ........ 117,118 108,081 109,890 80,262 65,973 50,586 70,796 90,733 94,925 117,994 128,109 136,003 1,170,470 

Knox ....................... 7,223. 6,587 6,519 2,579 2,770 3,093 1,594 4,554 6,825 5,229 4,727 8.482 60,162 

Martin ..................... 680 815 763 918 396 426 ........... .......... . ......... . ......... .......... .......... 3,998 

Parke ...................... 70,056 76,611 58,527 46,195 42,354 41,093 40,396 48,526 54,824 56,577 66,205 71,639 673,005 

Perry ....................... 2,763 2,148 1,748 1,783 1,437 1,287 1,192 1,228 970 1,351 - 732 1,040 17,679 

Pike ........................ 27,427 24,461 2';,942 20,455 15,599 10,766 .... 14,904 12,297 18,478 29,258 33,519 35,802 268,908 

Sullivan .................... 105,161 93,180 85,131 79,521 82,074 54,696 57,756 59,702 75,839 96,718 84,439 96,091 970,31 

Vanderburgh ............... 20,485 21,362 18,325 12,720 6,738 7,548 9,739 14,066 15,595 19,765 18,!!24 18,328 182,895 

Vermillion ................. 74,185 67,034 68,551 58,626 54,555 46,115 54,566 51,618 56,107 60,122 71,220 75,824 738,523 

Vigo-........................ 107,125 98,871 97,691 92,657 83,933 85,274 82,494 82,567 89,700 101,1187 127,455 142,566 1,192,320 

Warrick .................... 23,151 21,225 20,796 19,463 15,083 16,747 12,781 13,273 16,447 21,376 19,300 18,283 217,925 

Fountain ................... 4,233 3,043 3,684 4,519 3,161 2,153 2,712 2,416 1,895 2,435 2,508 2,274 35,033 

Gibson ..................... 7,939 7,499 8,120 2,581 5,322 6,090 8,555 8,608 9,562 12,046 12,9441 13,180 102,44 
------ -------

Grand total. ............ .................... . ................... 7,019,20 
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TABLE 
Showing the Wages Paid to Employes in indian'!" During the Year 1901, at Mines Employing More Than Ten Men, by Months and by 

Counties. 

COUNTY. Jan. F.b. 1 ",-"h 1 ."il·1 ""·1 ,.··1 '.1, 1 .~ 1 So" 1 0" 1 No<. 1 D.. 1 T."'1 

Clay .............. $109,26985 '109,283 51 $1()8,660 3S $78,4Im 86 $62,59200 $62,13170 1$90,284 51 $106,92252 $103,48215 $126,79812 $114,85181 $123,97262 $1,196,506 03 

Davies8 ...... .... 24,98198 23,62604 17,42630 19,41118 17,422 42 B,59357 18,94929 2,127 01 20,111 78 27,342 34 20,520 45 25,41165 226,92401 

Fountain... ..... 3,988 60 3,145 95 3,64013 5,36950 3,25995 2,81190 2,723 45 2,688 45 2,21115 2,80395 2,77356 2,434 87 37,850 96 

Gibson........... 5,929 61 \ 5,54979 6,15398 2,51745 2,51622 4,61371 6,49540 6,67315 7,425 77 8,95967 9,264 90 9,268 94 75,368 59 

Greene.... ....... 83,44186 74,435 78 76,063 87 61,13260 56,416 03 41,1~8 59 50,14903 61,70237 61,185 72 82,344 35 86,36194 89,73616 824,10830 

~~___----'l,ll9liJlL 5,323 5~_ ~>UH8 2,40914 2,4953t 3,164 65 1,46727 3,884 46 5,325 75 4,11729 3,03778 6,81135 51,096 62 

Morli. . •. •••• .•.. '" 00 "". ",..I '" 51 '" J ., .. , .......... 1.. . .. . . .... . .......... 1... ... . .... . .......... 1...... .... . , .. 47 

Parke .......... .. 

Perry .......... .. 

Pike ............. · 

Sullivan ....... .. 

Vanderburgh .. .. 

Vermillion .... .. 

Vigo ............ .. 

Warrick ........ .. 

85,150 48 

2,133 09 

22,86733 

67,206 26 

18,20791 

53,63128 

83,37999 

12,836 70 

91,98677 

1,87156 

20,48265 

57,990 33 

23,36377 

48,17584 

59,195 83 

12,90754 

47,807 02 37,65746 31,74252 36,U890 39,96735 

1,14991 1,31015 1,155 26 1,04019 925 05 

19,42897 16,268 28 13,784 36 9,41755 12,32056 

63,27572 45,859 72 39,58822 (0,67048 43,485 68 

15,99186 12,14168 5,15850 6,48414 9,490 39 

47,758 44 44,28813 36,389 35. 37,506 94 22,925 95 

81,077 69 71,91754 71,36224 74,81239 72,934 60 

15,565 08 12,359 20 9,507 22 13,97364 8,91842 

., ,858 42 49,937 43 

97110 754 58 

11,406 77 14,830 72 

49,31626 58,33853 

11,516 79 12,585 46 

24,584 75 34,042 23 

73,999 08 \ 73,390 34 

8,24640 11,30160 

57,48317 

1,09693 

20,636 37 

52,79080 

6,826 21 

82,903 40 

84,07974 

14,74904 

63,04008 

83644 

26,44703 

49,68526 

27,429 89 

50,254 37 

92,85944 

13,484 38 

67,607 08 

93757 

26,39397 

67,345 06 

18,69173 

55,854 80 

98,63969 

12,105 99 

656,556 62 

14,18183 

214,234 56 

635,58720 

167,888 33 

536,31643 

901,85017 

138,660 69 

Grand total. .. I ........... I ........... I ........... I .......... 1 .......... , .......... , .......... , ........... , ........... , ........... I ...... · • .. ·1 ...... • .... 1$5,680,539 86 
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REIVIEW OF COAL TRADE AND MINING CONDITIONS. 

The coal business in Indiana for the year 1901, in all its various 
branches, has been unparalleled. The total production, which 
reached 7,019,203 gross tons, shows an increase of $736,140 tons, or 
11.09 per cent., over 1900. This large increaBe may be attributed 
to several causes, the most important of which are, an increasing de
mand for Indiana coal in adjoining states, the absence of strikes of 
any consequence, the failure of the gas supply in many localities, 
necessitating the use of coal for fuel, the enlargement of mining fa
cilities in the way of mining machines, mechanical haulage, etc., in 
some of our older mines, and the large increase in the number of 
new mines opened within the past two years (very probably the most 
important factor). 

Yet, as large as was the increase in production, it would have been 
perceptibly greater had it not been for the shortage of railroad 
cars, which became a serious drawback, particularly during the 
months of October, November and December. However, in justice 
to the i different railroad companies, it should be stated that the in
creased demand for cars was brought about by the unusual increase 
in the number of new mines opened in 1900 and 1901, there having 
boon thirty-two in the former and sixteen in the latter year, an in
crease of about thirty-nine per cent. over any year. prior to 1900. 
Th-c greater number of the new mines referred to have become large 
producers, thus requiring an unusually large supply of cars at the 
mines, as well as between the mines and the various markets. 

Tile market pric'e of coal during the past year has been good, 
though varying considerably. In SOme instances, usually large con
tracts" the price paid at the mine was as low ItS eighty-three cents 
per ton mine run; while again it was sold as high as one dollar and 
twenty-five cents per ton. 

The aggregate wages paid in 1901 amounted to $5,680,539.56, an 
increase over 1900 of $837,196.60, or eleven and nine-hundredths 
(11.9) per cent., while the total number of mine employes was 12,096, 
an increase of 3,208, or thirty-two and four-tenths (32.4) per cent. 
over that of 1900. Notwithstanding this large increase in employes, 
the average wage table given in this report shows the average earn
ings to be $436.29 per miner, $544.47 per inside day man. Consider
ing the aggregate number of days lost from various causes, as shown 
by the table of lost time in this report, the above figures speak well 
for the earning capa,city of persons engaged in mining and in other 
capacities at Indiana mines. . 
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A careful review and examination of the tables and general de
scriptions in the following report will show beyond doubt that the 
year has been the best in the history of the Indiana coal business, 
and that the prospects for 1902 are equally promising. 

IMPROVEMENTS AND CHANGE'S IN OWNERSHIP OF MINING 
PIWPEIRTY. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

The Collins Coal Company installed electric chain machines in its 
Gifford No.1 Mine in October. Three machiries are in use at the 
present time. Thi~ number will be increased as soon as there is 
sufficient room. Their No. 2 Mine is equipped with the same kind 
of machines; power will be furnished from No. l. 

The Brazil Block Coal Company has added to the equipment of 
its No.8 Mine a Smith-Vail Electric Pump, it being used to pump 
out an old abandoned mine whose works are adjacent to No.8. The 
pump has a seven-inch suction and a six-inch discharge, and is situ
ated some 2,000 feet from the power plant at No.8. The only atten
tion required to keep it in operation is oiling once in twenty-four 
hours. This company has also installed a third-rail motor haulage 
in the main west entry of their No. 1 Mine. 

The Jacks·on Coal and Mining Company has put in a revolving 
small coal screen at its Cornwell mine. The screen is forty inches in 
diameter and twelve feet in length, having one-fourth and.one-inch 
mesh, and is driven by a twenty-four horse-power engine. 

The Rob Roy Mine changed hands in May, and is now owned and 
operated by the Andrew Coal and Mining Company. 

DA VIESS COUNTY. 

The Daviess County Coal Company has built a new head-frame 
and tipple at its Montgomery No.2 Mine. 

GREENE COUNTY. 

The L. T.Dickason Coal Company equipped their Wild Cat Mine 
with electric machines in June. At the present time they have in 
use four Morgan-Garqner aud two Sullivan machines of the chain 
type. . 

The Black Creek Coal Company has sunk and equipped with a 
stairway a second outlet, or manway, at its Black Cre.ek Mine. 
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The Island Coal Company has put in the Mitchell dump at its No. 
2 Mine, which has increased the capacity of the mine considerably, 
as well as assisting materially in cleaning the coal. The company 
has replaced the twelve-foot fan at No. 2 with one sixteen feet in 
diameter. 

KNOX COUNTY. 

The Prospect Hill Mine changed hands August 8th, and is now 
operated by Freeman, Buntin, Wetzel & Company. 

PIKE COUNT'£". 

The Hartwell l\-Iine, formerly owned by Cabel & Company, was 
bought by the S. H. Wulfman Ooal Company, of Huntingburg, and 
is now being operated by the -latter company. This company has 
made a new opening, and is also cleaning up and reclaiming some of 
the old workings. 

The J. Woolley Coal Company has equipped its Petersburg mine 
with rope haulage, which will greatly increase the capacity of the 

mine. 
The Alden Mine, located near Winslow on the Southern Railroad, 

formerly owned by the Alden Merc'antile Coal Company, changed 
hands last spring, and is now owned and operated by the St. Louis 
Gas Company, of St. Louis, Missouri. The coal from this mine was 
formerly hauled by mules over a tram-road a distance of one and one
half miles to the tipple, which was located on a siding of the Southern 
Railroad within the corporate limits of Winslow. rrhis mode of haul
ing the output of the mine was both slow and expensive, and the 
present company has recently constructe,l a railroad, switch to the 
mine, erected a new tipple and equipped thc m:; ,I: with a view to 
securing a large output. 

The Aberdeen Coal Company has provided a second outlet, or man-
way, in compliance with the law, at the Aberdeen mine. 

PERRY COUNTY. 

Bergenroth Brothers have replaced the furnace with fan ventila
tion at their Troy Mine. The change has greatly improved the 
sanitary condition of the mine. 

PARKE COUNTY. 

Cox No.3 Mine, formerly owned by the Brazil Block Coal Com
pany, is reported as having been sold to the Bruiletts Creek Coal 
Company, the change occurring December 1st. 
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The Otter Creek Coal Company has sunk the :Mary Mine to the 
lower block seam, i. e., Coal III, and is now mining rrom both seams. 
The second outlet was completed and equipped with a stairway dur
~ng the summer. 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

The Indiana-Chicago Coal Company has added to the equipment 
or its Dugger Mine an electric ran, which has greatly benefited the 
ventilation of the mine, It has also replaced the third rail motor 
haulage system with a 10-ton Morgan-Gardner traction motor. This 
is the largest haulage motor now in use in Indiana mines. 

The Bunker Hill Mine, formerly owned by Sexton, Crowder . & 
Company, changed hands last spring, and is now owned by the Wash
ington Fuel Oompany. The present company has bought three hun
dred acres of excellent coal land adjoining this property. 

The Green Hill Coal Company has sunk and equipped the second 
outlet at its Green Hill Mine. The work of sinking the shaft and 
building the stairway was completed about September 15th. 

The Hymera Coal Company, at the Hymera Mine, has sunk a shaft 
to the old work:ings in the top vein, which were abandoned about two 
years ago. The purpos.e of the shaft is to ·hoist out the water ac
cumulated in the old workings, which have a very heavy dip away 
from the shaft, the water being considered dangerous to lives of 
workmen in the lower seam. 

The Shelburn Mine suspended operation in April by reason of 
miners striking for pay. It remained idle until October, when it was 
leased by twenty of the former employes. They cleaned up the mine 
and commenced shipping coal Novemher 1st. At last report, twenty
three persons were employed. 

V ANDERBURGH COUNTY. 

The Crescent Coal Company has 
let at the Unity Mine (now Crescent: 
coal biDS for the purpose of coaling 
other extensive repairs on the surface 
thing over five thousand dollars. 

r.rhe machines at the Sunny Side 
Coal and Coke Company, ha.ve been 
heing worked solely as a hand or pick 

22-Geol. 

and equipped a second out
They have also erected 

engines, and have made 
to the amount of some-

owned by the Sunny Side 
out. The mine is now 
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VIGO COUNTY. 

The Bruiletts Creek Coal Company has made some very extensive 
improvements a~ iheir Klondyke Mine, located near Ehrmandale, 
having built a new tipple and lengthened the slope, thereby reducing 
the very steep grade. They have also bought a new hoisting engine. 

The Seeleyville Coal and Mining Company has lately completed 
the manways at their Rose Bud and Royal mines. 

TABLE 

Showing Amount of Money Expended on Improvements of Various Kinds of Mine 
PrOpel·ty, by Counties. 

Clay ••............................................ $6,098 00 
Daviess ......................... '., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,120 00 
Gibson ............................................ 319 50 
Greene ............................................ 16,000 00 
Knox............................................. 700 00 
Parke .............................................. 4,631 07 
Pike ••............................................. 2,127 71 
Sullivan ........................................... 19,788 23 
Vanderburgh ..... , ........... " ...... , ........ ,."~ 5,327 00 
Vermillion ....... , .•........... " ..... ,."., ... , ,'. 21,799 00 
Warrick •. " ..... , ........... , ...... , .. , ... ,.,', .. , 300 00 

~ Total .......................................... $60,210 51 

STRIKES. 

The year just ended has been productive of many local strikes, 
each of which, however, occurred at individual mines, and with but. 
seven exceptions were of so short duration that no special mention 
of them will be made. 

The exceptions referred to were strikes that occurred at the fol
lowing named mines, i, e., Knox and Prospect Hill, in Knox County; 
Cannelton, in Perry County; Shelburn, in Sullivan County; Cayuga, 
in Vermillion County, and the Star No, 1 Mine, in Warrick County, 
Following is a brief statement of the causes and adjustment of each 
strike as near as could be learned, also the number of persons affected 
and the length of time lost: 

On April 1st a strike was inaugurated at the Knox and Bicknel 
mines, brought on by a difference between operators and miners as 
to the price to be paid for lifting bottom. The former mine, employ
ing a total working force of twenty-four persons, was idle through 
April, May and until about June 20th, at which time an adjustnient 
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of the trouble was brought about by concessions on the part of each 
of the interested parties. The Bicknell Mine, employing fo.ty~seven 
persons, remained idle until some time in September, when, after 
repeated efforts on· the part of the officials of both the miners and 
operators' organizatiqns, a settlement was effected. We have been 
unable to learn: the exact terms under which the miners resumed 
work, but are informed that each of the contending parties claims a 
victory. This being true, the settlement, no doubt, was satisfactory 
to all concerned. 

The Prospect HilI Mine furnishes employment to a force of 
twenty-four persons. A strike occurred at this mine in October, 
originating from the discharge of two miners, but ultimately devel~ 
oping into a strike as to whether or not the mine should be operated 
with organized labor. The operators claimed that owing to certain 
conditions existing in the mine, they were unable to pay the sall1e 
prices for day labor, etc., as paid at mines where organized labor was 
employed. An attempt to operate the mine with non-union labor 
was made, which precipitated a riot, in which William Scott, the mine 
boss, and four other persons were roughly handled. As an outgrowth 
of this trouble, several persons were arrested, two of whom were, 
fined, each of the others proving an alibi. After twenty-one days' 
idleness, the mine resumed operation with a force of twenty persons, 
but on what' terms, we have been unable to learn. 

A strike at the Shelburn Mine was declared May 11th, by reason 
of the company's failing to pay the preceding half month's wages. 
The seventy-one persons employed in and about the mine quit work, 
and the mine remained idle until ·N ovember 1st, at. which time it 
was leased by twenty of the -former employes, who cleaned it up and 
commenced shipping coal the latter part of that month. It is re
ported that all claims were settled by the company in September. 

The Cayuga strike, in which twenty-two persons went out, w~ 
precipitated on July 8th by the company's ref\lsing to pay a miner 
for a set of tools lost by reason of his room's caving in during a week 
of idleness of the mine. The real object of the strike, however, de
veloped later on, when the miners refused to resume work until the 
mine superintendent should be discharged. They were ordered back 
to work by both the State and National Presidents of the United 
Mine Workers. Upon their refusal to resume work, the chaTtel; of 
the Cayuga Local was revoked and a letter written to the mine ~an
agement authorizing them to employ other union miners. This the 
company was unable to do, and matters remained thus until August 
20th, when the Cayuga Mine Local was reinstated and the matter 
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brought to arbitration, resulting in the mine superintendent's being 
suspended from the management of the mine for a periodef thirty 
days, and an amicable adjustment" of all other existing grievances. 

The strike at the Star No.1 Mine, in which sixty-five persons were 
thl'own idle for thirty days, originated over some trouble at the 
Star No.2 Mine, a small mine employing less than ten men and op
erated by the same company. The exact cause of the strike was not 
learned, but from information received at this office, the settlement 
made was satisfactory to all concerned. 

The causes of the strike at the Cannelton Mine, in which twenty
four persons were engaged, were much the same as those at the Pros
pect Hill Mine, the company claiming that the distance the coal had 
to be hauled (nearly four miles), and other existing conditions, that 
it was unable to pay organization prices. As a consequence, the mine 
has been idle since March 1st. It is reported that it has been aban
doned, which is not improbable, since it is a very old mine and is 
nearly worked out. Little was being done at the time of the strike 
except drawing pillars. 

Following are copies of agreements entered into by and between 
the Bituminous Miners of District No. 11 and the Block Coal Miners 
of District No. 8 and the operators of the respective districts; each 
district being a separate ~ranch of the United Mine Workers of 
America: 

TE'RRE HAUTE AGRE'E,MENT. 

APRIL 1, 1901, TO APRIL 1, 1902. 

Pursuant to an agreement made between the Coal Operators and 
United Mine Workers of America, of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsyl
vania, made at Columbus, Ohio, February 9, 1900, the price of mining for 
bituminous coal in the State of Indiana shall be 80 cents per ton of 2,000 
pounds for screened lump coal, made over a standard screen, and 49 cents 
per ton of 2,000 pounds for run-of-mine. That further details in scale of 
prices for pick and machine mining in the State of Indiana for one year, 
beginning April I, 1001, shall be as follows: 

PICK MINING. 

(Yardage.) 

In entries 7 to 9 ft. wide, $1.66. 
In entries 12 ft. wide the"priee shall be five-eighths of regular price, or 

$1.03lh. 
, Entries shall not exceed 12 ft., it being understood that this applies 
to,entry work only. 
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BREAK THROUGHS. 

Break throughs between entries shall be paid for at entry prices. 
Break throughs ~tween rooms, when sheared or blocked, shall be paId 
for at entry prices, but no break throughs shall be driven without the 
consent of the operators. Nothing: herein shall interfere with the law 
governing break throughs. 

ROOM TURNING. 

Room turning, $4.00. 
Room necks to be driven 12 ft. in and widened at an angle of 45 de

grees when so desired by the operator. Any distance in excess of above 
shall be paid for proportionately, but no room neck shaH exceed 15 feet. 
When room necks are driven 12 ft. wide, the price shall be five-eighths of 
regular price, or $2.00. 

MAcmNE MINING. 

In entries 7 to 9 ft. wide, $1.19. 
In entries 12 ft. wide, five-eighths of price for narrow entries, or 74 

cents. 
Narrow work after punching machines shaH be sheared when demand

ed by the operator. Narrow work after the chain machIne must be done 
in a workmanlike manner. 

BREAK THROUGHS. 

Break throughs between entries, same as entry prices. Break throughs 
between rooms shall be paid for at same price when simIlarly driven. 

ROOM TURNING. 

Room, turning, $3.00. 
Room necks to be driven 12 ft. in and wIdened at an angle of 45 de

grees when SQ desired by operators. Any distance in excess of above 
shall be paid for proportionately, but no room neck shaH exceed 15 ft. 
When room necks are driven 12 ft. wide, price shall be five-eIghths of 
regular price, or $1.87. 

DAY WORK FOR PUNCHING MACHINES. 

Machine work, when paId for by the day, ,shaH be for: 

Machine runner ........... " ............. " ................ $2 82 
Helper ................................................• 225 
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DAY WORK, CHAIN OR CUTTER BAR MACHINE. 

When paid for by th~ day shall be for: 

Machine runner .•.........•.........•................. $2 67% 
Helper ......•.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. 2 67% 

Day work by machines shall apply only to opening new mines and 
defective work, such as horse backs, etc. 

PRICE PER TON FOR MACHINE MINING. 

FOR PUNCHING MACHINE. 

Screened Lump-Runner, 9c; Helper, Be; Loading, Shooting and Tim
bering, 45c; Total, 62c. 

Run of Mine-Runner, 5%,c; Helper, 5*c; Loading, Shooting and Tim-' 
bering, 2Be; Total, 39c. 

FOR OHAIN MACHINE. 

Screened Lump-Runner, 5*c; Helper 5*c; Loading, Shooting and 
Timbering, 48c; Total, 581hc. 

Run-of-Mine-Runner, 3*c; Helper, 3*c; Loading, Shooting and Tim
bering, 3Oc; Total, 36lhc. 

Machine shovels shall be furnished by the operators, but when re
placed the old shovels must be returned, and, in case of careless breaking 
or destruction, the helper shall pay for the shovel so destroyed. 

BLACKSMITHING. 

Price of blacksmithing shall be 1*c on the dollar. Sharpening shall 
be done in a workmanlike manner, and men shall not have to wait for 
their tools. 

DAY LABOR. 

InS'lde day labor shall not be less than $2.25 per day of eight hours, 
when men are employed, and track men and timber men shall receive 
$2.30 per day of eight hours, and an outside day laborers working at the 
mines, excepting weighmasters, fiat trimmer and dumper, who shall be 
regarded strictly as company men, shall be recognized as members of the 
United Mine Workers of America, provided that the present scale of prices 
now paid for outside day labor shall prevail during the eXistenCE( of this 
contraot, together with present conditions and hours of labor; and pro
vided, further, that, in emergencies or in the absence of any regular em
ploye the right of the operator to employ men not members of the United 
.Mine Workers for outside day labor shall not be questioned. 
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GENERAL. 

1. When the coal is paid for mine run, it shall be mined in as good 
condition as when paid for on a screened lump basis, and, when loaded on 
the miner's car, it shall, as nearly as possible, be free from slate, bone coal, 
or other impurities, and, if it can be shown that any miner persistently· 
violates the letter or spirit of this clause, he shall be discharged. Nor 
shall he load out an undue proportiou of fine coal in anyone car, but 
shall see that the fine coal is mixed with the large coal in such a way as 
to make a fair quality of miue run coal. This provision for cleaning coal 
and penalty for failure also applies to screened lump coal. 

2. The semi-monthly pay shall continue until the constitutionality of 
the law providing for weekly pay shall have been passed upon by the 
Supreme Court of Indiana and of the United States. 

3. The time of beginning work in the morning and the length of inter
mission at noon shall be considered a local question. 

4. That the above scale is based upon an eight-hour work day; that it 
is definitely understood that this shall mean eight hours' work at the face, 
exclusive of the noon time; six days in the week, or 48 hours in the week, 
and that no local ruling shall in any way deviate from this agreement, or 
impose conditions affecting the same, but any class of day labor may be 
paid at the option of the operator for the number of hours and fraction 
thereof actually worked at the hour rate, based on one-eighth of the scale 
rate per day; provided, that when men go into the mine in the morning, 
they shall be entitled to two hours' pay, whether the mine works or not; 
providing, further, that overtime of day labor shall be paid for at the 
same rate per hour. 

5. Inside day work may be d.one upon idle days, and In case of emer 
gency, on overtime. 

6. It is agreed that if any difference arises between "the operators and 
the miners at any time, a settlement shall be arrived at without litopping 
the work. If the parties immediately affected can not reach an agreement 
themselves, the question shall be referred without delay to a Board of Ar
bitration, consisting of two operators, selected by the operator interested, 
and two miners, selected by the local union of the United Mine Workers 
of America involved. In the event of these four being unable to reach a 
deciSion, they shall select a fifth man, and the decision of the Board so 
constituted shall be final, but no miner or operator interested in the differ
ence shall be a member of such board. 

7. The duties of the Mine Committee shall be confined to the adjust
ment of disputes between the mine boss or superintendent and any of the 
members of the United Mine Workers of America, .working in and around 
the mines, except as hereinafter set forth in Articl~ No. 16. In case they 
fail to agree, they shall proceed to adjust the trouble by the selection of 
an arbitration board, as provided in Article 6 of this agreement. The 
Mine Committee shall have no other authority, nor exercise any other 
control, nor in any way interfere with the operation of the mine, and, for 
violation of this agreement, the committee, or any: member thereof, or 
mine boss or superintendent, shall be discharged. 

• 8. That under no circumstances will the operators recognize or treat 
with a Mine Committee or any representative of the United Mine Workers 
of America during the suspension of work, contrary to thIs agreement. 
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9. The operator shall have the privilege of working a night shift for 
cutting coal with machines. All men so employed shall be paid 25 cents 
extra for each eight hours' work at night, in addition to the scale price 
per ton. 

10. Work on driving entries and drawing pillars may be by double 
shift, at the option of the operator. 

11. This contract shall in no case be set aside because of any rules 
of any local union of the United Mine Workers of America, nor shall there 
be any rules made controlling or interfering with the operations of the 
mines except by the consent of the operators and miners. 

12. Coal may be dumped as slowly as the operator may find neoessary 
to thoroughly screen it, even if the car is brought to a stop, but it shall 
not be dumped in such a way as to throw the coal over the car door or 
unnecessarily break it 

13. Any miner, knowing his place to be unsaf.e, shall protect same 
without delay and shall go into the mine for that purpose outside of regu
lar hours and on idle days. 

14. No restrictions shall be placed on the amount of coal which ma
chines may mine, nor on the number of cars that any miner may load in 
any specified time. 

15. The price of powder per keg shall be $1.75. The miners agree to 
purchase the powder from their operators, provided it is furnished of 
standard grade and quality, that to be determined by the operators and 
expert miners jointly where there is a difference. 

16. It is agreed that any hOisting engineer shall not be subjected to 
the interference or dictates of the Mine Committee or the local unions, 
but all differenoes between the engineer and his employer shall be ad
justed by the ofiicers of the United Mine Workers of America and the 
employer. 

17. It is further agreed that the operators shall offer no objection to 
the check-off f1)r the check-weighmen and for dues for the Federation. 
provided that no check-off shall be made against any person until he shall 
bave first given bis consent in writing to his employer. This applies to all 
day work as well as miners . 

. INDIANA BITUMINOUS COAL OPERATORS'ASSOCIATION, 
By J. SMITH '.CALLEY, President .. 

P. H. PENNA, Secretary. 

W. D. VAN HORN, ' 
President District No. 11, U. M. W. of A. 

J. H. KENNEDY, 
Secretary-Treasurer District No. 11, U. M. W. of A. 
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CONTRAOT. 

PIOK MINING SOALE FOR 1901. 

OONTRAOT BETWEEN THE OPERATORS, l\IINERS AND DAY LABORERS 

OF THE BRAZIL BLOOK OOAL DISTRICT FROM APRIL 

1, 1901, TO APRIL 1, 1902. 

349 

1. Entered into this 16th day of April, 1901, between the Operators' 
Scale Committee of the Block Coal District and the Executive Board of 
the United Mine Workers of America, representing District No. 8. 

2. Pursuant to a contract made between the Coal Operators and the 
United Mine Workers of America, of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsyl
vania, made at Columbus, February 9, 1001. 

3. The price for mining screened block coal in the Block Coal District 
of Indiana shall be· 00 cents per ton of 2,000 Ibs. It being understood 
also that the price for digging unscreened coal shall be an equivalent of 
the price paid for screened coal. 

4. That further details in scale of prices for pick mining in the Block 
Coal District shall be as follows: 

5. The payment for low coal shall be upon the following scale: 
6. For all coal two feet ten inches and under three feet one inch, 

ninety-five (95) cents. 
7. For all coal under two feet ten inches, one dollar ($1.00). 
8. The price of yardage shall remain the same, according to the. 

agreement entered into at Columbus. Work on driving entries may be 
double shift, at the option of the operator; and 25 <!ents extra per yard 
shall be paid for all double yardage, and 121f2 cents per yard for single 
yardage where same is worked double shift. 

9. Inside day scale: 

April1.t to 
October 1.t. 

Track Layers ........................... $2 28 
Track Layers' Helpers ................... 2 10 
1.'rappers .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 00 
Bottom Cagers ..... : .................... 2 10 
Drivers ................................. 2 10 
Trip Riders ............................. 2 10 
Water Haulers .......................... 2 10 
Timber Men, where such are employed. . .. 2 28 
Pipe Men, for compressed air plants ...... 2 22 
All other inside day labor ............ ,. ... 2 10 

I • 

October ls' to 
April 1.,. 
$230 
225 
100 
2 25 
2 25 
2 25 
225 
230 
2 25 
2 25 

10. The price of Blacksmithing shall be 11f2 cents on the dollar. 
11. Semi-monthly pay shall continue until the constitutionality of the 

law providing for weekly pay shall have been passed upon by the Su
preme Courts of Indiana and of the United States. 

12. Inside day work may be done upon idle days, and, in case of emer
gency, on overtime; but 48 hours shall constitute a week's work. 

13. That the hour to begin work in the morning shall be seven (7) a. 
m., with thirty minutes' stop ior dinner, and begin shooting at 3:30o'c1ock 
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p. m., from April 1, 1001, to Octob~r 1, fOOl, and from October 1, 1901, to 
April 1, 1902, the mines shall start at 7:30 a. m., with thirty minutes' stop 
for dinner, and begin shooting at 4:00 p. m., and that no shooting shall 
be d9ne at the mine except by mutual consent between the bank boss and 
Bank Committee, and in the event that the mine is to work half a day it 
shall be the duty of the mine boss to notify the Bank Committee of the 
fact. 

14. That eight hours a day means eight hours' work in the mine at 
the usual working places for all classes of inside workmen. This shall 
be exclusive of the time required in reaching said working places in the 
morning and departing from the same at night. 

15. The miners hereby agree to do all the propping in their rooms, 
except setting of props required to break the bottom in shooting the same, 
and if any props are loosened or displaced, thereby endangering the safety 
of the workmen, the miners agree to reset the same. 

16. It is also agreed on the part of the operators not to require the 
miners to put down their own road. 

17. Also, to give each miner, as near as possible, an equal turn of 
cars, and not to allow any day hands to load coal on idle days. 

18. No miner shall be discharged or discriminated against because of 
his refusal to do work by the day when called upon by the pit boss. 

19. It is also agreed not to require the miners to load or clean falls 
unless they are caused by some fault of the miner not properly timbering 
his working place, or his having shot or otherwise caused his timbers to 
become insecure, and in which case it will be the duty of the miner to put 
his place in good order again. 

20. It is further agreed that if any differences arise between the oper
ator and miner at any pit, settlement shall be arrived at without stopping 
of work. If the parties immediately affected can not reach an adjustment 
between themselves, the question shall be referred to the Executive Board 
of the United Mine Workers of America, representing District No.8, and 
an equal number of operators, whose action shall be final, but no miner 
or operator interested in the differences shall be a member of said com
mittee. 

21. Regarding Drivers: They shall take their mules to and from the 
stables, and the time required in so doing shall not include any part of 
the day's labor, their work beginning when they reach the parting at 
which they receive the empty cars, but in no case shaY the driver's time 
be docked while he is wilting for said cars at the point named, but when 
the men go into the mine in the morning they shall be entitled to two 
hours' pay, whether or not the mine works the full two hours, but after 
the first two hours the men shall be paid for every hour thereafter by the 
hour, or for each hour's work, or fractional part thereof. 

22. If for any reason the regular routine of the work can not be fur
nished inside labor for a p~rtion of the first two hours, the operators may 
furnish other than the regular labor for the unexpired time. 

23. The Block Coal District of Indiana may continue the use of the 
Diamond Bar Screen, the screen to be seventy-two (72) feet superficial 
area, of uniform size, one and one-quarter (114) inches between the bars, 
free from obstructions, and that such screen shall rest upon a sufficient 
number of bearings to hold the bars In proper position. 
. . 
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24. This contract is entered into in good faith by both parties, and 
there is to be no deviation from it by the operators, miners or day laborers. 

Committee on behalf of operators for the Executive Committee, District 
No.8, United Mine Block Coal District Workers of America, for Block 
Coal Miners: 

WILLIAM WILSON, President. 
JOHN E. SWAIN, Vice-President. 
HARRY WRIGHT, Secretary-Treasurer. 
R. S. 'PEEL, Board Member. 
ROBERT HOUSTON, Board Member. 
W. iI. ZIMMERl\UN. 
M. H. JOHNSON. 
C. A. EASTMAN. 
W. W. RISHER. 
J. H. McCLELLAND. 

CONTRACT. 

MACHINE MINING SCALE FOR 1901. 

CONTRACT BETWEEN THE MACHINE OPERATORS OF THE BLOCK COAL DISTRICT 

AND THE EXECUTIVE BOARD DISTRICT NO. 8 UNITED MINE WORK-

ERS OF AMERICA, GOVERNING PRICES AND CONDITIONS OF 

MINING IN MACHINE MINES BLOCK COAL DISTRICT. 

1. Entered into this 16th day of April, 1901, between the Operators' 
Machine Mines of the Block Coal District and the Executive Board of the 
United Mine Workers of America, repre~enting District No.8. 

2. Pursuant to a contract made between the Coal Operators and the 
United Mine Workers of America, of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsyl
vania, made at Columbus, February 9, 1901. 

3. The price for loading, shooting, timbering, taking care of all draw 
slate that is four (4) inches and under, in rooms and entries, shall be 46 
cents per ton. 

Price for entry driving, 6 to 9 ft. wide, 46 cents per yard. 
Price for entry driving, 9 to 12 ft. wide, 29 cents per yard. 
The loader agrees to keep the bug dust and draw slate back 14 ft. from 

the working face. 
All entries more than 12 ft. in width shall be paid same as rooms. 
Machine Runners and Helpers to be paid 22% cents per ton, and, when 

working by the day, Machine Runner to be paid $2.70 per day; Helpers, 
. $2.40 per day. 

Entry driving, 6 to 9 ft. wide, Machine Runner to be paid 22% cents 
pel' yard. 

Entry driving, 9 to 12 ft. wide, Machine Runner to be paid 14 cents 
per yard. 

It is further agreed that where there is not sufficient room to gob the 
bug dust and draw slate, the loader will load it in bank cars and the com
pany will unload it. 
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It is understood that there shall 'be nothing paid for room turning or 
low coal, and there shall be nothing charged for blacksmithing. There 
shall be no discrimination against any eniploye. 

The Block Coal District of Indiana may continue the use of the Dia
mond Bar Screen, the screen to be seventy-two (72,. feet sU'perficial area, 
of uniform size, one and one-quarter (114) inches between bars, free from 
obstructions, and that such screen shall rest upon a sufficient number of 
bearings to 110ld the bars in proper position. 

This agreement to become a part of, the agreement entered into on the 
16th day of April, 1901, between the Operators' Scale Committee of the 
Block Coal District, and the Executive B.oard of the United Mine Workers 
of America. representing District No.8. 

On behalf of the Machine Operators of the Block Coal District: 
W. H. ZIMMIDRMAN. 
J. H. McCLELLAND. 

On behalf of the Executive Board, District No.8, United Mine Workers 
of America: 

WILLIAM WILSON, President. 
JOHN E. SW.AIN. Vice-President .. 
HARRY WRIGHT. Secretary-Treasurer. 

, R. S. PEEL. Board Member. 
ROBERT HOUSTON, Board Member. 
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Showing by Counties the Name of Mint, Number of Tons Screened, Slack and Nut and Mine Run Coal, Total Tons of All Grades of Coal Produced, 
and the Distribution Thereof; the Production of Block and Bituminous Coal, Each Being Shown &parately, as is the Machine and Pick or 
Hand-Mined Coal. 
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Brazil Block No.1.. ..... 61,924 12,035 Zi 73,986 ............... " ..... .... .... 12,157 61,829 $44,23728 $28,05051 $11,407 39 $83,695 18 
Brazil Block No.8....... 55,424 10,96'1 66,385 19,386 3,760 4,034 27,180 12,461 81,104 58,43254 28,70398 10,46239 97,59891 
Gart No.lO............... 11,1}'>9 2320....... 13,979 2,869 571....... 3,440 1,950 15,469 13,103 2-S 6,528 84 3,43650 23,068 59 
Brazil Block No.11...... 34,442 6,347 ....... 40,789 11,338 2,019 ....... 13,3.57 6,247 47,899 35,31689 17,35258 6,71224 59,38171 
Diamond No.3........... 16,913 3,327 23 20,263 11,616 2,022 4 13,642 541 33,364 23,13949 10,150 65 7,825 03 41,115 17 
Diamond No.5........... 24,420 4,457. ...... 28,877 14,569 2,433....... 17,002 653 45,226 33,395 35 11,157 72 7,89401 52,44708 
Briar Hill ...... .... ...... 16,013 2,480 1,524 20,017 ........................... .... 13,817 6,200 10,720 47 5,625 74 6,115 17 22,~61 38 

Total ................. 220,795 4l.927 1,574 264~296 59,778 lO,805 4,038- 74,621 47,826' 291~091 $218,34527 $107,570 ~ \ $53,852~31 $:179,7~ 0: 
PARKE COUNTY. 

Brazil Block No. 12 ...... 41,797 8,295 256 50,348 4,116 850 26 4,982 4,621 50,719 I $35,24524 $19,830 11 I $8,194 17 $63,26952 
._-- ------- ---------- ------

\ $253,590 51 $127,400 13\ $62,046 90 

----
Totals in Block Coal 

Machine Mines .... 262,592 50,222 1,830 314,1:44 63,894 11,655 4,064 79,613 52,447 341,810 ~U43,037 54 
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Columbia No.4......... ................ ............ ...... 3,912 850 ........ 4,762 2,269 2,493 
Columbia No.5 ........................................... 29,808 7,125 2,162 39,095 3O,4(),; 8,690 
Corn well ...... .. .. .. .. . . •. .. . .... . ... . .... .. . . .... .... .. .. 18,758 3,831. .. . .. . . 22,589 15,922 6,667 
Crawford No.2 ........................ ~. ...... ............ 23,364 8,195 1,345 32,904 }4,699 18,205 
Crawford No.3 ................ :........................... 39,136 9,411 48,547 32,063 16,484 
Crawford No.4.. .... ............ ...... ....... ..... .... .... 13,225 3,050 .... .... 16,275 8,610 7,665 
Crawford No.5...... ...... ...... ...... ....... ............. 28,584 9,170 3,144 40,898 18,049 22,849 
CrawfordNo.7 ......... :.......................... ........ 1,966 340 2,306 572 1,734 
Dewey.. . ... . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. ... . . ..... ...... .... 12,000 2,215. ... . . .. 14,215 10,524 3,691 
Eureka No.2.......... .......... ........ ........ .......... 23,567 3,803 106 27,476 11,042 ]6,434 
Eureka No.3............ ..... ....................... ...... 17,796 3,346 1,206 22,348 8,541 13,807 
Eureka No.4 ...................................... '.. ...... 17,054 4,013 585 21,652 7,978 13,674 
Eureka No.5-(New mine; no report)..... ......... ..... . ......................................... . 
Gart No.3....... ................... ............. .......... 11,054 2,140 192 13,386 6,435 6,951 
Gart No.5....... ................ ............ .... .......... 39,220 7,770 578 47,568 30,613 1;,055 
Gart No.7. .................. .... .... ...... ................ ......... ........ 171 171 171 
Gladstone..... ...... ...... .... .............. .... .......... 14,545 3,395 3,935 21,875 ..... ,... 21,875 
Harrison No.2 ....................... ; .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. ... . 2,630 580 3,210 1,888 ' 1,322 
Harrison No.3. ....... ................ ...... .............. 4,019 1,210 5,229 2,953 2,276 
Lawrence No.6..... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 15,851 3,650 19,501 16,492 3,009 
Markland..................... ............ .... .... .... .... 3,390 1,143.... .... 4,533 4,533 
Monarch. .. ... .... . .. . .. .. .... .... .. .. . .... . .... .. .. . .. ... ......... ........ 8,338 8,338 8,338 ....... .. 
Pratt :... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... .... 24,716 2,562 855 28,133 27,860 273 
Rob Roy.................... ............ .......... ........ 15,068 2,782 26 17,876 7,961 9,915 

Totals for Clay County ............................ ,.. 359,663 80,581 22.643/ 462,887 267,647 195,240 

$3,68613 
29,732 87 
19,662 85 
26,40152 
36,63259 
12,2U 38 
28,94025 
2,19730 

11,67362 
23,174 75 
20,024 45 
17,800 60 
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41,706 19 

23797 
17,10249 
2,41305 
3,74930 

16,37794 
3,11740 
9,71920 

23,644 00 
14,774 12 

$376,37256 

$835 67 
5,85194 
4,42295 
5,26799 
6,466 01 
2,81393 
5,733 27 
1,949 81 
2,81688 
6,84465 
5,104 50 
3,914 95 
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11,603 48 
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70140 
85045 

2,014 28 
83350 

2,485 31 
6,625 00 
2,671 44 

$90,07661 

$62376 
4,080 93 
2,35777 
3,77014 
4,71389 
1,81260 
4,11714 
1,43868 
1,665 91 
3,62645 
2,696 35 
2,226 15 
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6,066 82 

23 75 
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38320 
94730 
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65750 
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2,485 25 

$5,145 56 
39,665 74 
26.443 57 
35,43965 
47,812 49 
16,840 91 
38,790 66 
5,585 79 

16,156 41 
33,64585 
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23,94170 
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PARKE COUNTY. ... 

Brazil Block No.9 ...................................... .. 
Crawford No. I. ......................................... .. 
Mary .................................................... .. 
McIntosh No.3 ........................................... .. 
Otter Creek ............................................. .. 
Standard ................................................. . 

~~~:~ig~ Mg: ~ :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::.: :::::::::::: :::. 

155 30.... .. .. 185.. .. .. .. . 185 $109 50 $50 00 $25 00 $184 50 
3,~77 651.... .... 4,028 1,606 2,422 3,071 56 700 .53 398 51 4,170 60 

32,438 6,056. . .. . . . . 38,49t 2,032 36,462 35,429 01 8,077 55 4,536 96 48,043 52 
2t,234 5,605 8,696 36,535 4,019 32,516 32,483 91 8,277 50 3,811 78 44.~73 19 
3,147 621 869 4,637 2,330 2,307 3,797 24 572 92 794 62 5,164 78 

22,466 4,850 256 27,572 18,739 8,833 20.585 00 4,724 00 2,799 00 28,108 00 
44,827 10,890 1,418 57,135 16,607 40,528 44,66184 7,73945 4,29255 56,69384 
51,880 10,695 2,217 64,792 22,845 41,947 52,156 09 13,02359 6,929 39 72,009 07 

Totals for Parke County ........................... "ll8O,524 39,398 13;456 233~378 . 68,178 165,200 \ $192,29415 $43,165 M $23,487 81 $258,947 50 

TOTALS IN BLOCK COAL HAND MINES. 

Clay County...... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .......... 359,663 80,581 22,643 462,887 267,647 1 195,240 $376,37256 $90,076 611 $59,938 51 $526,387 68 
Parke County. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 180,524 39,398 13,456 233,378 68,178 165,200 192,29415 43,165 54 2H,487 81 258,947 50 -------

335~8251 360,440 $133,242 15\ $83,426 32 $785,335 18 Totals in Block Coal Hand Mines.-......... .......... 540,187 119,979 36,099 696,265 $568,66671 
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BITUMINOUS MACHINE MINES. 

DAVIESS COUNTY. 

. 
MACHINE MINED. PICK MINED. I DISTRIbUTION. WAGES PAID. 
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Cable No. 9 ....... · .. ·1~5351_4681-.:..,5571~11-.:'9171_ 9351.22'8761~72811_38'2881.:.:.:.:..::.:.11 
Total. ............ 1,535 468 9,5571 11.060 2,917 935 22,876 26,726 38,2881 ...... .. 
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$19,611 611 

$19,611 611 

Eo< 

$14,180 4d I 
$14,180461 

Eo< 

$3,610 04 1 

$3,61004 1 

GREENE COUNTY. 

Black Creek .......... 44,517 28,231 34,814 107,562 ! 495 309 622 1,426 81,873 27,115 $17,905 98 $14,561 6t $5,001 18 Gilmour .............. 3,411 3,411 
"30,427 "23,siB . '3:i,il4ii . '86,787 3,411 

··iO.874· 
3,58558 65335 97741 Glenburn ............ 13,391 10,337 17,267 40,995 110,908 78.05422 13,51783 8,30367 Hoosier ............... 10,360 10,360 6,679 6,679 17,039 

''is,529 
8,04564 6,73723 3,21852 Island No.1 .......... 90,213 90,213 

"ii,565' '''5,59(i 
10,321 10,321 82,005 43,09430 15.86750 6,89831 Island No.2 .......... 60,831 48,135 15,911 124,877 1,756 18,911 95,130 48,"58 66,802 94 18,n655 13,27913 Midland ............. 4,992 5,402 673 11,067 

'''i,iS!;' .... 440' "'i,625' 9,436 1,631 . 5,09371 3,172 17 1,58605 Snmmit No.2 ........ 60,815 18,907 63,\158 143.680 30.555 114,750 55,944 89 18,44370 9,21682 
Total ......... " .. 18i,546/m,012 1 236,607 

---
1'43,672 1 29,657 

----- ------
$308,527 26/ 1191,689 97 1 $48,481 09 1 

532,165 52,420 125,749 436,357 221,557 

PARKE COUNTY. 

Brazil Block No. 12 .. 41,797 ".~·~./63.~ 50,318/ 4,116/ 850 / 261 4,992 4,621 50.719 $35,245 241 $19.830 11 $8,194171 
Cox No.3 ............ 

"ii,339 63,997 ........ .... .... 14,685 14,685 17,979 60,703 35,242 24 16,921 52 13,026 25 Parke No.S .......... 11,634 39,395 65,368 3,873 ........ 10,IYI 14.064 50m8 28,514 36,994 25 14,6~1 62 7,08! 30 Total ............. 56,136 19,929/103,648 179,713/ 7.989/-a50/2i,902/33',741 m,518 139,936 $107,481 731 $51,353 25 $28,30472 1 

'" " .. .. 
l::: 
~ 
0 

Eo< 

$37,40211 

$37,40211 

$67,468 8(J 
5,216 34 

99,87572 
18,00139 
65,860 11 
98,81862 
9,85193 

83,605 41 

$l48,698 32 

$63,269 52 
65,190 01 
58,680 17 

f187,13970 
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SULLIV AN COUNTY. 

Bunker Hill .......... 136,012 13,101........ 49,113 1,706 640........ 2,346...... .... 51,459 $23,44952 $13,09230 $6,4Il2 85 $42,\144 67 
Dugger. ............ &,,714 3·1,131 688 99,533.... .... ........ ........ ........ 58,837 40,600 41,676 58 17,491 M 8,421 81 67,590 03 
Green Hill ........... 15,280 7,391 391 23.062 573 288.... .... 861 6,126 17,797 12,807 47 4,483 90 3,255 54 ' 20,546 91 
Hymera...... .... .... 40,118 55,214 43,447 138.779.... .... ........ ........ ........ 65,315 73,464 51,804 59 18.106 53 9,392 16 79,303 28 
Ingleside ............. 1.216 621 487 2,324 8,060 3,854 2.637 14,551 13,232 3.643 8,729 29 2,445 96 1,574 50 12,749 75 
Jackson Hill No.l... 14,827 8,262 9,120 32,209 2,196 1,288 1,757 5,241 22,561 14,889 17,154 76 6,736 58 2,97646 26,86780 
Jackson Hill No.2... 79,394 60,813 51,463 191,670 4,208 3,105........ 7,313 124,643 74,'l40 70,47545 21,24485 7,84873 99,!i69 03 
JaoksonHillNo.3... 329 347 164 840 ...... :. ........ ........ ........ 415 425 ............ 1,04045 94083 1,98128 
Phoonix No.1 ....................... 143,757 143,757................ 11,930 11,930 78,303 77,384 69,211 62 27,60145 15,07726 111,890 33 
Ph(Boix No.3 ........ (Repor ted wit h No.1) .......... ........ ........ ........ ....... .. ................................................................. . 

§l::ig!~n~~:~.::::: ::: (~~f92r te1.7i~t h N351) ... "4.56·! .. '3,072 .. 'i,776 .... 509 ... · . "5,357' ... "4,085' '''5,836 .. "5,98il31 .. "s,Mi' 74: .. "2,00.1' 621 .... i2',22S' 6" 
Star City.... .......... 82,456 41,220 1,423 125,099 ........ ..... r.. ........ ........ 48,233 76,866 52,072 54 27,043 94 11,97600 91,092 48 

_ Total ............. 337,838 22l,819 25l,293 8iO,950119,815 ~ 16,833 47,599 42l,75O 4a6'7~_ $353,365 13 $142,629 341 870,769 761 $566,764 23 

VANDERBURGH COUNTY. 

Sunnyside ......... '''1~111'2191~1 34'48711~7941~1~1~'09611_41'7931~790 II 
Total.. ..... ...... 17,640 11,2191 5,628 34,487 9,794. 4,447 1,855 16,%6 41,793 8,790 

VIGO COUNTY. 

Glen Oak ............. 9,617 4,755 44,492 58,8641' ........ 
'''8,430 

15,339 I 15,339 
.. "16,251 

74,203 
Lawton ............... 8,207 4,320 

"65,581' 
12,527 15,691 ........ 21,121 26.397 

Parke N Q. 10 ......... 29,519 25,824 120,930 ........ 
"i6,49(j . "8,949' "56,039 100,011 20,919 

R .. y ................... 6,88M 5,051 5,661 17,1lOO 24,600 43,252 24,387 
---------- ---------- -----

Total ............. 54,231 39,950 115,740 209,921 40,291 24,920 24,288 89,499 153,514 145,906 

W ARRICK COUNTY. 

Big Vein No.1 : ...... \ ........ 56,656 56,656 
~~i~di· :::: ::::1 .... ~~!.I .... 6~~.1 .... 5~,~:~.1:::: :::: Big Vein No.2....... (New mine; tonnag e not rep 

Tot~:::l ~~~~~·i~~~·~ I···· .... 56,656 56,656 ... .... 614 614 57,270 ........ 

Machine Mines.. .. 651,926 404,397 779,129 1,835,452 124,478 71,760 143,788 310,026 1,222,490 952,988 

$21,715 651 $7,818551 $6,878 30 I 
$21,715 65 $7,818 55 $6,878 30 

$29,07207 $13,47866 $11,795 84 
22,381 00 6.47300 3.71600 
51,330 87 18.867 45 8,62351 
29,009 43 10,49331 5,268 42 

$131,793 37 $49,312 421 $29,403 77 

$22,92030 $6,334 80 $3,63765 
............ ............ . ........... 

$22,920 30 $6,334 80 $3,63765 

$965,41505 $363,31879 $191,065 33 

$36,41250 

$36,41250 

$54,34657 
32,57000 
78,82183 
44,77116 

$210,509 56 

$32,8927E 
............. ----

$32,892 7E 

$1,519,819 Ii 
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BITUMINOUS HAND MINES. 

CLAY COUNTY. 
-_._._-- -- --- -~"-- ---~ -- - - -- -- -- ---- -- ---

PRODU~TION. 

I 
DISTRIBUTION. 

I 
WAGES PAID. 

'"d 

I I I 
" ,.,." ";"; ... = ... 
" " .... 0 .. 

NAME OF MINE. 0> ~8 = . 00. .. .. A ... 
~~ ...... "" " A 

" 00= ~ '" " 00 ~:~ ... " "" '0...: ~~ 
,-0 ,; 00 " "" ]. 0= "''''''"d = 

1 1 

= 0; ~ 

1 

"," -= 0 

I 
oO .. ~ =" ",= 

=0 "'= "'''' ce· ... Sol :; " ";;::!l 0" 00 goO g~ ,,::.:ill< = .'l 0 0::;1 ... ... ... ... ..... 0 ... ... ... 
Cloverland ................................ 43,119 16,700 17,580 77,3991 58,537 18,862 $46,75429 $7,821 34 86,70337 
Fortner ..••....•...•..................•... 6,326 2,264 78 9,068 8,119 949 6,740 41 1,87605 1,571 57 
Gifford No. 1. ............ , ................ 78,611 24,534 ..•...•... 103,145 .... "540' 103,145 67,440 61 12,46483 8,97557 
Glen ...................................... 16,729 5,185 ...... .... 21,914 21,374 16,769 00 2,74200 2,041 00 
Klondyke ...•.....•............•..•....... 22,449 15,973 3,205 41,627 35,752 5,875 21,444 48 -7,202 91 4,414 16 
Pearl. .................................... 27,845 12,733 184 40,762 37,119 

3'
643

1 

21,174 29 4,08399 4,17551 
SilverwoodNo.3 .......................... 36,312 21,207 .... ..••.. 57,519 35,724 21,795 31,418 20 8,883 45 5,65330 ------

$211,741281 Total. ................................. 231,391 98.996 21,017 • 351,434 175,791 175,643 $45,07457 $33,534 48 
--~---

DAVIESS. COUNTY. 
-- - -

1,701 j 111 1,811 I 3,62.~ 3,623 .......... II $2,352 15 $342 25\ $463 00 Black Diamond ........................... _ 
Cabel No.4 ................................ 11,874 3,642...... .... 15,516 15,516 .......... 10,188 18 2,981 48 2,823 59 
Hawkins .................................. .. .. .. .... .......... 2,495 2,495 2,495 .......... 1,222 55 480 50 747 50 
Hoosier ................................... 785 .......... 1,933 2,718 2,718 1,584 95 494 00 426 15 
Logan Grove .............................. .. .... .... .......... 2,858 2,858 2,858 .. .. .. .. .. 1,407 62 496 75 326 25 
Montgomery No.2 ....................... : 7,792 636 «,59! 53,022 41,636 , 11,386 39,188 75 12,235 38 5,078 15 
Montgomery No.3 ........................ 17 ,512 1,~69 6(',011 85,392 66,984 18,408 59,368 35 15,656 10 7,375 50 
Mutual. ................................... 14,978 1,800 6,732 2.3,510 1l,730 14,780 14,897 10 3,191 65 2,724 25 
Union ..................................... .. .. .. .... ..· .. · .... 1 4,865 4,805 1 __ 4,865 1.:..:.:.:.::.:. ~_~~..J __ 492 ~ __ 379 25 1 -----_. --------

Total. ................................. 54,642 8,058 131,299 193,999 149,425 44,574 1 $132,806 751 $36,370 :1 $20,344 24 

.. 
" .. .. 
~ 

'. :3 
0 

Eo< 

861,27900 
10,188 03 
88,88101 
21,55200 
33,061 55 
29,433 79 
45,954 95 

$290,350 33 
_.- -

$3,15740 
15,99325 
2,45055 
2,505 10 
2,230 62 

56.'i02 88 
82,399 95 
20,81300 
3,46915 

$189,521 90 
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FOUNTAIN COUNry. 

Sil.verwood ................................ I 23'9581_11'0751':":":":'':':':':':':'1_35'03311_26'9151~11 
TotaL..... ...... .................. .... 23,958 11,075.... ...... 35,033 26,915 8,118 

GIBSON COUNTY. 

Oswald ...................... ~ ........... "119,2751 28,6561~5151 102'44611~0151~11 
Total.................................. 19,275 28,6061 54,5151 102,446 . 95,015 7,431 

GREENE COUNTY. 

$24,170 80 I 19,577 ~I 
$24,170 80 $9,577 69 1 

$53,198 'ill I 
$53,19878 

$12,830 791 

$12,830 791 

Fluhart ....... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... 32,070 18,578 11,576 62,224 50,069 12,155 $35,541 96 $10,&72 35 
Island Valley No.1. ...... ........... ..... 10,893 6,600 20,271 37,764 26,357 11,407 19,676 fl3 6,51869 
Island Valley No.2. ...................... 20,647 11,933 103 32,fl83 19,mS 13,145 19,24125 4,31521 
Island Valley No.3 .......... , .. .. .. .. .... 43,103 26,909 55.612 125,624 86,150 39,474 69,003 56 11,605 34 

$4,202 471 
$4,20247 

$37,85096 

$37,85096 

$9 ,339 02 I $75,368 59 

$9,33902\$75,36859 

$5,21243 
4,024 61 
3.10390 
6,20195 
4,781 42 

$51,726 74 
30,21993 
26,660 36 
86,81085 

South Linton ........... .................. 53,fl85 34,898 31,,602 120,185 77,478 42,707 64,58181 14,277 89 
Summit No. 1..... .... ...... .... .... ...... (Repor1ted with No.~) ...... .... .................... .. .......................... \ .............. I ............ .. 
Templeton.... .......... .... .... .... ...... 17,018 8,800 I 104,639 130,457 122,231 8,226 69,659 00 13,030 00 8,414 00 91,103 00 
Victoria ............ : ...................... 1,727 595 1,297 3,619 .......... 3,619 3,17717 95937 1,111 94 5,248.s 

Total... .......... .... .... .... .... .... 179,1431 108,3131 225,100'1 512,556 -s81,823 130,733 $280,881 38 $61,678 351 $32,850 25 $375,409 98 

83,64062 

KNOX COUNTY. 

Bicknell .................................. .7,222 5,465 2,541 15,226 13,588 1,640 $7,57622 $1,814 21 $1,582 79 $10,97322 
Edwardsport ............................. 6,398 5,451 9,527 21,376 21.376 12,219 95 4,74989 3,419 07 20,388 91 
KnolL ..................................... 5,400 3,796 4,331 13,527 13,527 ......... 5,902 96 1,69700 1,81200 9,411 95 
Prospect Hill ............................. 4,327 1,983 3,701 ]0,011 10,011 5,93114 2,57559 1,81581 10,332 54 ---

Total .................................. 23,347 16,696 20,100 60,142 58,602 1,640 $31,63026 1 $10,83669 1 $8,629 67 $51,096 62 
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BITUMINOUS HAND MINES-Continued. 

MARTIN COUNTY. 

PRODUCTION. 

I 
DISTRIBUTION. 

I 
WAGES PAID. 

"" " ... -;;; C;;~ >. = .... 0 >. oj 

'" ,,0 
., 

00. .. " A NAME OF MINE. '" ,,0 = . A ... 
~~ ...... "" -2l '" -, -..., .. 

00 00" =0"' " ... '" "" .... 'oZ .... 0 o!1)~ oj rQ " "" 2· Eo<"""" " = .~ . 0_ 0= 

I 
... :g "'= ,,= .. " .. "" - =0 .. =" =0 == 

.,,, = . ..-1 ... ;; " ';~ 0" 00 0" §~ ,,:':1>< = ~ 0 o~ 
Eo< Eo< Eo< Eo< H 0 Eo< Eo< Eo< 

--- ---

Tunnel. ................................... 1 408 1 289 1 3,301 1 3,998 11 3,998 1" .... ····11 $2,590 83 1 $60924 1 $409 40 I 
Tot~l. ................................. --408 --2891--3,30l 13;998 -3,998 == ~,590 83 --$609 24 --$409 40 

PARKE COUNTY. 

Lucia .............•....................... 20,349 10,780 51,540 82,669 54,054 28,615 $46,930 78 
Lyford No.1 .............................. .... 8·,002· ····i;",i4S· 1,368 1,368 · .. ·;.;,753· 1,368 67032 
Lyford No.2 .............................. 47,388 60,628 52,875 29,596 67 
Mecca .......•........................•.... 16,088 6,776 3,314 26,178 17,550 8,628 16,000 05 

Total .................................. 44,259 22.704 103,610 170,843 79,357 91,486 $93,197 ~2 
-----

PERRY COUNTY. 

Cannelton ............................... '1 92\. '" ...... \ 2,915 3.007 3,007. .... . .. ..j $1,511 29 
Troy ...•...•• : ............................. .:.:..:..:..:...:.:.:..:..:..: ~672 14,672 14,672.:.:..:..:..:.. __ 8,364 94 

Total.... .... .... .... .... •... .•.. ••.... 921 .......... 1 17/>87 17,679 17,679 ..... ··.··1 $9,876 23 

$12,08857 
21229 

14,211 52 
6,98195 

$33,49433 

$54900 
2,098 lO 

$2,64710 

$8,84940 
286 09 

7,32145 
4,0508] 

-----
$20,50775 

$46198 
1.196 52 

$1,65850 

... 
'" '" :# 

!::: -!l 0 
Eo< 

$3,609 47 

$3,609 47 

$67,868 75 
1,16870 

51.129 64 
27,03281 -----

$147,199 90 

$2,522 27 
11,65956 

914,181 83 
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PIKE COUNTY. 

Aberdeen..... .... ........ .... .... ........ 6,808 4,923 7,529 19,260 7,978 11,282 $11,555 63 $2,627 70 $2,971 48 $17,lM 81 
Alden-(Idle; no report)..... ...... ...... .......... ........... .......... .......... ......... .......... .. .................................................... .. 
Aynhire No.2.............. ...... .... .... .......... .......... 2,527 2,527 2,392 135 1,566 79 97 75 50 00 1,714 M 
Ayrshire No.3. ..... ...... ...... .... ...... 39,808 21,370 17,008 77,986 37,747 40,239 38,37221 15,80844 11,694 68 65,87533 
Ayrshire No.4....... ..... ........ .... ... ...... .... .. .... .... 27,435 27,435 22,689 4,746 15,77204 2,655 37 1,27961 19,707 02 
Ayrshire No.5.... .... ..... ..... ...... .... 250 219 13,068' 13,537 10,689 2,848 8,980 56 1,891 M 1,27965 12,151 75 
Blackburn .... .................... ........ 1,862 1,287 6,179 8.828 7.610 1,218 4,890 93 1,687 90 314 34 6.893 17 
Carbon. .... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... . .. . .. .... .......... 6.371 6.371 6.371. ... .. .. .. 3,380 56 1,221 00 891 25 5.4.92 81 
Hartwell.......... ...... .... .... .... ...... 53 30 3.725 3.808 1.510 2.298 2.01093 931 99 738 55 3,681 47 
Littles ................ '" ... .. .... . . .. . .. . 22,335 26,473 21,855 70,663 66,558 4,105 36,312 65 9,315 60 5,535 31 51.163 56 
Petersburg...... .... ...... .... .... ........ .......... .......... 18,940 18,940 18,940 10,120 75 2,948 85 1,SOl 81 14,871 41 
Rogers .............. .. . . .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .......... .......... 19,553 1il,553 19,553 10,209 76 4,135 39 1.183 M 15,528 69 

Total.. ................................ -;;O,4i6 54,302f l 44,lOOT268,008 1202,037 66,87l1 $143,172 81 1 $43,321 531 $27,740 221 $214,234 56' 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

Briar Hill ................................. 1,547 . 9751 1,819 ~~ II···;'·;;; . 4,341 $2,427 10 $735 26 8284 241 $3.446 60 
Caledonia ................................ 28,236 31,224 30,829 73,571 33,m 47 11,12249 6,91545 51,79541 
White Ash ................................. 8,513 4,797 3,825 17,135 17.135 10,018 98 1,99398 1,56800 13,58096 

36,9961 36,473 
------- ----

$8,767 691 Total. ................................. 38,296 111,765 33,853 77,912 $46,20355 $13,85173 $68,822 97 

VANDERBURGH COUNTY. 

Diamond .................................. 8,749 4,645 1,977 15,371 15,371 .... 1;;421;' $10,005 72 $2,noo 03 $2,45619 $14,52194 
First Avenue ............................. 6,766 7,141 28,363 42,270 36,844 31,220 18 6,86820 4,430 45 42,518 83 

hnn~loe~~~~.: ::::::::::::: ::::'.:::::::::: :::: 10,813 ·· .. 3',324· 28,710 39,523 39,523 27,085 11 5,87305 5,07710 38,035 26 
6,623 6,619 16,566 16,566 .... i:4ti,,' 12,979 70 1,486 70 3,24550 17,711 90 

Unity ...................................... 18,582 18,5H2 17,115 14,29965 2,37475 2,01350 18.68790 ------------ ------
$95~90 361 $18,66273 1 $17,222 741 Total. ................................. 32,951 15,110 84,251 132,312 125,419 6,893 $131,47583 
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BITUMINOUS HAND MINES-Continued. 

VERMILLION COUNTY. 

PRODUCTION. \_ DISTRIBUTION. WAGES PAID. 

." -
~ ~~ G)!~ . ~ ~ 
Ct ()O = . 00 . rLJ ~ A ~ 
~ ~= )1~ =~] . ~ ~ <P ~ ~ 
~....: ~Z ~o ~~.; ~ 00 .~ ~ • ] • t:= 
00 ~ 1Il"g rn § ~.S 8 .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 
§o § .. §~ ~~p-< 'g .:l 0 0::;; 0::;; ~ 

Eo< Eo< !"< Eo< .... 0 Eo< Eo< Eo< Eo< 

NAME OF MINE. 

Crown Hill ............................... 380 140 \ 225 745\ 745\...... .... $372 50 $200 00 j $100 00 $672 50 
Bruilett's No 3....... .... .... .... .... .... 1,474 1,985 32,347 35,806 3,356 32,450 17,725 05 3,27760 1,80370 22,806 35 
Bruilett's No.4 .............. , .... ........ 11,415 5,970 145,756 163,141 19.408 143,733 81,144 80 16,104 55 5,735 40 102,984 75 
B!uilett'. No.5....... ..... .... .......... 44,392 27,549 28,037 99,978 16,740 83,238 48,19040 7,406 50 3,62553 59,222 43 
Buckeye .... ........ .... .... .. ............ 41,098 18,915 11,547 71,560.......... 71,560 41,181 54 14,779 06 8,519 51 64,480 11 
Cayuga.................................... .... ...... .......... 7,404 7,404 7,404.... ...... 4,47615 1,65955 1,638 70 7,77440 
Oak Hill .................... .............. 24,107 14,346 42.581 81,034 2,333 78,701 45,05718 7,64755 6,355 24 59,05997 
Prince .......................... ..... .... .......... .......... 170,935 170,93fi .... ,.... 170,935 95,925 31 25,68009 9,363 86 130,96926 
7urrey No.4.............................. ..... ..... .......... 96,725 96,725 17,428 79,297 50,71328 17,95330 10,335 18 79,00176 
Willow Grove............. ................ 777 j 68..'> 9,733\ 11,195 j" 432 10,763 j 7,16625 \ 91761 1,26109 9,34495 

Total .................................. 123,643 "69,500 545-;290 7'38,523 67,846 670,677 $39l,95246 ~~ii2581I$!8,73s21 ~4s 
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VIGO COUNTY. 

Brick Works...... ............ ..•.•....... .......... .......... 14,625 14,625 14,625.... ...... $8,430 11 $2,684 70. $1,171 65 $12,286 46 
Broadhurst..... .... ........ .... .... ... ... 6,007 2,135 5,619 ]3,851 13,159 692 5,688 86 1,323 60 771 50 7,783 96 
Chicago No.6..... ............ ... ... .. .... 5,096 7,331 16,587 29,()l4.... ...... 29,0.14 9,245 14 2,993 52 1,479 90 13,71856 
Diamond.... .... .... .... .... .... ..... ..... 66,067 30,451 19,587 116,105 83,408 32,697 70,69200 20.,671 00 9,37900 100,74200 
Ehrlich ......... _.. .... .... .... .... .. .... 31,772 23,827.... ...... 55,599 17,478 38,121 26,742 57 8,194 41 2,946 85 37,883 83 
Grant No.1. ........ ...... .... ..... ... .... 441 335 1,0.21 1,797 1,228 569 2,136 33 76496 1,39367 4,29496 
Grant No.2. ...... .... .... .... .. ......... 5,376 32,845 118,226 156,447 94,373 62,074 88,589 98 12,849 41 8,410. 0.8 109,8.9 47 
Hector...... .......... .............. ...... U,525 19,579 3,0.70. 47,174 45,378 ],796 2.~,590 28 6,675 20 5,361 54 35,627 0.2 
Rose Bud. .... ........ .... .... .... .... .... 44,863 26,228 4,35:{ 75,444 71.464 3,980 43,45953 7,740 66 5,791 83 56,992 02 
Klondyke. ...... .... ...... .... .... .... .... 8,371 6,380 2,250. 17,001 2,964 14,0.37 7,~04 05 2,733 80 1,641 50 12,17935 
Koch...... .... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... .......... .......... 1,120 1,120. 1,120.... ...... 561 90 230 00 155 00 9~6 90 
Miami.... ........ .... .... .... .... .... .... 3,572 1,70.8 476 5,756 5,756 4,147 36 1,3~1 30 453 31 5,931 97 
Nickelplate....... .... .... .... .... .... .... 17,638 5,0.20 42,449 65,](17...... .... 65,10.7 39,333 92 15,561 84 12,16256 67,058 32 
Peerless. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... 39,618 23,450 16,360 79,428 18,967 60,461 40,715 00 12,916 00 5,943 00 64,574 00 
Red Bird. ... ...... .... ........ .... .... .... 9°3 688 6,318 7,979 7,Y79.......... 4,810. 47 843 76 591 86 6,246 09 
Roy.al ....... ...... ...... ...... ...... .•.... 21,596 10.,590 25.784 57,970. 57,644 326 31,8:l6 62 4,569 70. 4,286 26 . 40,692 57 
LarImer ............... " . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .... .......... .......... 3,299 3,299 3,299.,. . . . . . . . 1,913 42 245 60 449 00 '2,608 02 
Union. .... .... ...... .... ...... .... .... .... 84,0.89 47,0.70. 2,616 13 {,775 93,360 40.,415 75.20300 18,34500 9,71400 103.26200 
Vigo ........................... '" .......... ..... ..... . ..... .... 8,212 8,212 8,212 3,971 0.3 81535 1,122 43 5,908 81 
Woodland Valley. .... .... ...... ...... .... 6« 258 2.295 3,197 2,897 300 1,893 75 366 75 293 80 2,554 30 

Total. ................................. -s00,738 237,895T294,267f892,900 529,343 363-;557 $495,76532fSl2l,75656 m-;5i873" S69iJ4Q61 

WARRICK COUNTY. 

Air Line .... .. . . . . .. .... . . . . .. .... .. .. .... 3,670. I 2,501 4,716 1 10.,887 10.,887 .......... I [ $5,785 56 1 
Big Fonr...... .. .... .... .... .... .... ...... 2,213 883 55,881 58,977 53,0.51 5'9261 27,830 15 
Caledonia............. ........ .... ........ 1,650 1,350 33,792 36,792 29.053 7,739 I 19,11344 __ 
Chandler .......................... ,....... 5,0.80 2,599 2,51~ 10.,192 7,910. 2,282 5,865 87 
DeForrest..... .... .... ........ .... .... .... 1,718 859 8,865 11,442 11,442.......... 5,632 56 
Star N 0.1................... .... ...... .... .......... .......... 32,375 32,375 32,375.......... 14,697 38 .• ------------ ------ , \-, 

TotaL... .... .... ...... .... ...... ...... 14,331 8,1921138,142 160,6651 144,7181 15,9471 $78,924 96 

Totals in Bitnminons Hand Mines .. 1,217,160 716,871 1,819,172 3,753,20.3 2,001,721 1,661,482 $2,001,703 59 

$67970. 8861 61 1 $7,32687 
4,~1 51 4,235 44 36,297 10. 
3,699 14 3,0570.8 25,86966 
1,002 19 81447 7,68253 
1,06783 78299 7,48338 
4.000 81 ~.L~ 21 21,10.840. 

--I 

$14,7V 181 1112,10.1 80 $105,76794 

$521,07~ ~~ $319,565 17 $2,932,347 97 
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TABLE 

Showing Total Production and Wages at Indiana Mines for 1901. 

MACHINE MINED. II PICK MINED. 

I ~ \ . ~. 
DISTRIBUTION. 11----.---1-WAGES. 

""'" 
"" " ... 
~ 
iii 

= . "'0 s:: 
::; "'C I: ::::I 
~ ~ oj ~ • 

.. " ... ., ,,\1 " " ~ 
~ (1) 0 C +01 

o "" ~ .- 0 1 
Eo< al 00 )l Eo< , 

oi 

" oj 

;oj 

" ..... 

'" " -:d 
W ... 
" ..c 
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'" ... 
" " ~ 

"" oe:<l 
»» 
oj-

Q,:l 
"e ""0 .~~ 
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chine Mines. ;... 262,592. 50,222 1,830 314,644, 63,894 .. 11,655 4,064 79,613 52,447 341,810 $253,590 ~1 $127,400 131 

/ 

"". 
"" oj" 

»:<1 
"'» Q-
,,-:5 

""" '00 0 
,,:<I 
0 

$62,04690 

3 
o 

Eo< 

Total Block Ma- I 'III I I I 1 
Total Block PICk , 

Mines .............. " ................... ". ......... 540,187 119,979, 36,0991 696,265 335,825 360,440 56~,666 71 133,242151 83,426321 785,335 J8 

Total Block.... 262,5921-50,222 - 1,830 314,644 604,081131,634 -40,163'r.5,878 388,272 '702,250 $822,%722 $260,642 28' $145,47322 $1,228,372 72 

Total Bituminous I I . I 
Machi.ne ~ines. 651,926 404,397 779,129 1,835,452 124,478 71,760 143,788 340,026 1,22?,490 952,988 $965,41505 $363,31879 $191,085 33 $1,519,81917 

Total Bltummous 
Pick Mines ...... ~~:..:..:..:. :..:..:..:.::..:..:..:.:..:..:..:.:..:.:..:.:. .:..:..:..:.~:..:..:.: ~7.160i~,871 ~:'17213'753'203 2,O9~,721 1,661,482 2,091,708 591~21'079 21 ~5651712.932,347 97 

Total Bltumin- I I 1 [ I I ous .......... 651,926 404,397 779,129 1,835,452 1,341,638, 788,631 1,962,960,4,093,229 3,314,211 2,614,470 $3,057,11864. $884,39800 $510,65050,$4,452,16714 

Total Machine I 
-Mineq ..... : ... " 914,518 454,619[ 780,95912,150'096

11

""",,, I ...... "I"'" · .. ·1 .. · .... "II"" .... '1"" .... ·11 .......... ·,· ........... I· .. · ... " .. I .. · .. · .... .. 
'Total PIck MIned. 1,945,719 ~0,265 2,003,123 4'869'107/.:.:..:..:.:..:.:..:.:.:..:..:..:.~:..:..:..:.:..:.:..:.:. :..:..:..:.~:..:..:.: I.:..:..:..:.:..:.:..:.:. :..:..:..:.:~ ••••.•..... -.:.:.:.:.:..:..:..:..: ~~ ~:.:...:..::..:..:..:. 

Grand total. .. 2.860.23711,374,88412,784.08217,019,203 ......... 1 ........ I ........ ·1 .. ··· .... 13,702,4831 3,316,720 $3,879,37586
1
$1,145,04020 $656.123 72;$5,~ 

NOTE.-Miners,' Machine Runners' and Helpers' and Loaders' Wages are reported together under "Miners." 
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TABLE 
Showing Per Cent. Gain in Gross Tons Produced, Gross Wages Paid and Total Number Persons Employed at Indiana Mines for Year 1901, 

Over that of 1900. 

Total tons produced ............................................................................... I 
~~~:J ~~~be~a!~pio·y~s::·.:::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 

TABLE 

1901. 

7,019,~03 1 
$5&,800,539 86 

12,096 

1900. I Tons Gained. I Per Cent. 

6,283,063 1 736,140 1 11.7+ 
114,843,34326 $837,196 60 11.09+ 

9,888 3,208 32.4+ 

OJ Idle Time, Showing Numbel' of Days Lost and the Various Causes Therejor. 

CAUSE. I Jan. I Feb., Mar. I APril.! May. I June. I JUlY.! Aug. I Sept. I Oct. I NOV'.1 Dec.! Total. 

No cars...... ......... ........................ ........ 166 67 67 114 6 56 138 329 247 368 704 593 2,765 
No orders.... ...... ............... ........ ....... .... 964 667 866 538 1,344 1,030 814 859 612 497 208 155 8,554 
Strikes....... ...... .. .... ............ ............ .... 51 101 75 126 182 167 146 128 89 73 26 38 1,202 
Suspended indefinitely........ ...................... ........ 48 151 184 266 505 486 270 81 85 52 26 2,154 
Making repairs .................... :..... ........ .... 28 43 79 77 41 6 30 69 40 39 9 12 473 
Floods in mines...... ........ ...... ...... ..... ...... 15 19 5 39 
Mine squeezes......... .... .................... ...... 26 27.... .... ........ .... .... 53 

~l~~:~Z~JiT~?:>~~·:~~:::::::~~~~:~:~:~~~~~~:~ ;;;;:~~; ;;;;;;~; ;;;;;;~; :::::;: .. · .. }ir:::~~:I:::::i~: ..... ~. :::::~~: :::::::: :;;;:~; ::::A ~ 
Miscellaneous ......................................... ~ __ 1_ ~ __ 4 ____ 17_1_~ __ 2_.:.:.:.:.:.:.::. _~ __ 12_.:.::..:..:..:. _~ __ 88_ 

Total....... ...... ...... ............ ...... .... .... 1,243 929/ 1,259/ 1,6131 1,920 1 1,8231 1,855 1,6671 1,165 J ,087 1,025 850 /16,236 
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NEW MINES. 

'I'he following new mines have been opened and equipped within 
the 'past year: 

OLAY OOUNTY. 

GIFFORD NO. 2 MINE. 

A most valuable addition to the Collins Coal Company's mining 
interests is its new No. 2 Mine, located one mile northwest of its 
No.1 Mine, on an extension of the railroad switch to the last named 
mine. The seam mined is the same as that at No.1, i. e., Coal III, 
and is opened by a shaft eight by fifteen feet in size and seventy-five 
feet deep. The first coal was shipped about December 1st. Mining 
is done by electric chain machines. The equipment of the entire 
plant is modem in every detail, the company having installed first 
motion hoisting machines, self dumping cages, shaker screens, auto
matic scales and all other conveniences incident to handling a large 
ouptut and preparing several grades of coal suitable to the various 
market demands, as well as curtailing the expense of production. 
When fully developed, the mine will rank among the largest pro
ducers in Clay County. 

ORA WFORD NO. 6 MINE. 

This mine is owned and operated by the Crawford Coal Company, 
and is located near Center Point on a coal switch from the Center 
Point Branch of the Vandalia Railroad. The sinking of the shaft, 
which is eight by twenty feet in size, 116 feet deep, was completed i.n 
July. The machinery, cars, etc'., from the No.4 Mine, which was 
abandoned in May, were used in equipping it. The seam sunk to is 
Coal III, which was here found to be two and one-half feet thick, 
although drillings made in the near viCinity show the seam to be 
much thicker. ]'or this reason but little has been done toward de
veloping the mine, except driving entry and prospecting for thicker 
coal. 

ORA WFORD NO. 7 MINE. 

This is also a new addition to the Crawford Coal Company's block 
coal properties. It is located one-half mile north of the old Crawford, 
No.4 on a switch 'off of the Center Point Branch of the Vandalia 
Railroad. The seam mined is Coal III, averaging three and one-half 
feet in thickness, opened by a. shaft eight by sixteen feet in size, 

• I 
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eighty-four feet deep. The sinking and equipment of the shaft was 
completed and coal shipped about October 1st. 

Coal IV, known as the top block seam, is here found in workable 
thickness. .A tunnel which will be about fifty feet in length is now 
being driven up to it from the bottom seam; both seams will be mined 
and hoisted from the same opening. 

An inspection of this mine was made in November. But little 
was being done at that time except driving the double partings, 
timbering the shaft, bottom, etc. There was a total working force 
of fourteen persons, working double shifts. 

LAWRENCE NO. 6 MINE. 

'rhis is a block coal hand. or pick mine, owned and operated by 
Zeller, McClellan & Company, of Brazil. It is located one mile north 
of Brazil on an extension of the Sheridan Brickworks railroad sWItch, 
one-half mile in length. 'The seam mined he1'8 is Coal III of the 
lower block seam and is found under exceptionally good conditions, 
having an average of four feet five inches in thickness, excellent 
roof and bottom. Unfortunately, however, the area of coal field to 
be mined from this opening is limited to about sixty acres. 

The-mine is operated by a shaft eight by twenty feet in si.~e, 

forty-one feet deep, the sinking of which was commenced July 4th 
and completed in sixteen days. The shaft was equipped and the 
first ship~ent of coal made September 13th. 
. An inspootion of this mine was made October 20th, by Assistant 
Inspector Long, who reported it in good condition and as employing 
ninety persons. 

NEW EUREKA MINE. 

This mine is located at the Logan Grove, near Washington; it is 
owned and operated by Wilson Brothers, supplying local trade in the 
city of Washington and surrounding country. 

The seam mined is Coal V, averaging three and one-half feet in 
thickness, opened by a slope seventy-five feet long. Coal is hoisted 
by a gin operated by horse power. 

An inspection of this mine was made October 25th, when it was 
found in good condition and employing thirteen miners. This force 
will be increased as the mine is opened out, and when. finished will 
furnish employment to about twenty-five miners and five or six day 
men. 
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GREENE COUNTY. 

MIDLAND MINE. 

This mine is owned and operated by the Midland Coal Company. 
It is located seven miles northwest of Linton on the Bouthem Rail
way. The s,eam mined here is Coal III, averaging seven feet in thick
ness, and is opened by a shaft eight by eighteen feet in size, 245 feet 
in depth. 

The opening of this mine, with one exception, i. e., the Jackson 
Hill No.3, is probably of more importance to the coal interests of 
Indiana than any other development made within the past year, or 
in fact for a number of years. It taps a new field, or, at least, one 
which has heretofore been considered of no value as mining property 
for the reason that seams IV, V and VI have been either thrown out 
or thinned so that they were unprofitable to mine. These three 
seams were considered the only .workable seams in this part of the 
State. Prior to the opening of the Midland Mine, with the excep
tion of a few local mines along the eastern horizon or outcrop of the 
coal field extending north from the Ohio River through Perry, Du
bois, Spencer, Martin and Owen counties, Coal III was mined only 
in Clay and Parke c'ounties, where it is known as the lower block 
seam, Coal' IV being the lowest known workable coal in any other 
part of the State. 

The seam tapped by the Midland Mine is workable over an area of 
several thousand acres, extending north, south and east· from that 
point. It splits, however, going southwest and west, and is divided 
into two benches by a slate or dirt band, ranging from two to three 
and one-half feet in thickness. This condition is found at the 
Hoosier Mine located four miles southwest of Midland, a description 
of which was given in the report for 1900. It is also characteristic 
of this coal field that while the seam is much thicker than that found 
in the block field (the drillings at some points show as much as eight 
feet of coal), but it contains many more impurities; and though a 
good coal fo~ steam and domestic use, the quality is inferior to that 
of the block coal. 

The company operating this mine has spared no expense in equip
ping. the mine, having installed an electric machine plant, double 
first-motion 125 horse-power hoisting engines, self-dumping cages 
and all other modern appliances required to handle a large output 
of coal. Mr. H. W. Sexton, the superintendent, makes the assertion 
that the capacity of the mine will reach 1,600 tons per day during 
the present year. 
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An inspection of the mine was made October 28th, when it was 
found to be in excellent condition. At that time, two Morgan-Gard
ner chain machines were in use, with a total working force of about 
forty-five persons. This force will be increased as rapidly as room 
is made to put on men, and when fully developed, six machines will 
be used, giving employment to about 175 persons. 

GILMOUR MINE. 

The Gilmour Mine is owned and operated by the Indiana Southern 
Coal Oompany, situated about three miles 'southwest of Jasonville 
on the Sullivan Branch of the Southern Indiana Railway. The seam 
mined. here is Coal IV, reached by a shaft eight and one-half by 
eighteen and one-half feet in size, 152 feet deep. The quality oI,the 
coal is the same as that of other Greene County mines where this 
Eeam is mined, descriptions of which have he en given in form~r 
reports. 

The mine is situated on a tract of land of 525 acree in area, owned 
by this company. The land was drilled and tested thoroughly before 
locating and commencing to sink the shaft. The shaft was sunk 
during the past summer, and the switch and equipment Qf the mine 
were completed ready to hoist coal ahout November 1st. . 

l\fining is done by electric machines. The sinking and equipment 
of the mine was done under the management of John P. Gilmour, 
who is also superintendent of the New Pittsburg Coal and Coke 
Company. Mr. Gilmour has had wide experience in such matters. In 
tl)is instance, he has spared n~ expense in the construction of mine 
buildings, arrangement of tracks and equipping it as a modern mine, 
convenience and durability being the only points considered. The 
engine and hoiler rooms, shop and all other mine buildings, except 
the tipple, have been constructed of brick and stone, with concrete 
floors and tiled roof, which renders them fire pmof (a matter that 
can not receive too serious consideration in the construction of mine 
bl1ildings). The mine will also be developed on the latest improved 
mining methods, which, with the use of modern appliances for 
handling coal, will insure not only a large output but also reduce the 
cost of production to the lowest point consistent with good mining. , 

VIOTORIA MINE. 

'fhis mine is owned and operated by the Victoria Coal and Mining 
Company. The company was organized in the spring of 1900, and 
commenced operations about four miles north of Linton on the 
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Southern Indiana Railway. After sinking a shaft, however, the coal 
seam sunk to was found in such poor condition that it was consid
ered as unprofitable to mine, and the property was abandoned, little 
having been done in the way of development. 

Some changes in the organization of the company were made later 
in the year and a tract of land two and one-half miles west of Linton 
Dn the IllinDis Oentral Railway was leased. After drilling this tract 
of land, 180 acres in area, a shaft eight by fourteen feet in size, 122 
feet deep, was sunk. The shaft was completed and the mine partially 
equipped in January, 1901. For some reason, the mine switch from 
the Illinois Central was not put in until September following, at 
which time the equipment of the mine was complete and the shipping 
of coal was commenced. . 

This is a hand or pick mine, the surface arrangement of which is 
very complete. First-motion hoisting engines, self-dumping cages 
and the latest improved s.~aker screens (which are said to be very 
effective in cleaning coal) are in use there. 

An inspection was made November 15th, at which time the first 
cross-entries were being turned on each side of the shaft. About 
thirty persons were employed, working double shift. The seam 
mined is Ooal IV, av~raging five feet ten inches thick. 

PARKE COUNTY. 

NEW CENTURY MINE. 

This mine is owned by the New O'enturyOoal and Mining Com-. 
pany and is IDeated Dn a switch one and one-fourth mile long con
nected with the Otter Oreek Ooal Company's switch from the Ohi
cagO' & Eastern Illinois Railroad. The sinking of the shaft, which 
is eight and one-half by sixteen feet in size and 175 feet deep, was 
finished early in the spring, but the first shipment of coal reported 
was in N Dvember. 

The seam mined is Ooal III, the same as that mined at the Lucia 
Mine, owned by the Same c·ompany, which has an average of five feet 
in thickness. 

PIKE CO'UNTY. 

AYRSffiRE NO'. 6 MINE. 

This mine is O'wned and operated by The David Ingle Ooal Oom
-pany and is located one-fourth mile north of Ayrshire No.4 on a 
switch from. the Southern Railway about one-half mile in length. 
The ~am mined is. the same as that at Ayrshire NO'. 3 and NO'. 4, i. e'l 
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Coal V, averaging five feet thick, and is opened by a drift. The 
quality of coal, roof, bottom and other conditions are about the same 
as found at the other Ayrshire mines.' 

An inspection was made in October, when the working force was 
less than ten persons. It ia intended to increase this number until 
the mine has a capacity of three hundred tons per day. 

, MASSEY MINE. 

This mine is owned and ope-rated by the Massey Coal and Mining 
Company and is located two and one-half miles northeast of Oakland 
City on a coal switch from the Evansville and Indianapolis Railway. 
It is operated by a shaft e}ght by sixteen feet in size and fifty feet 
deep, the sinking and equipnient of which was completed ready to 
i;lhip coal about November 1st. 

'J1le seam mined is Coal V. Where the shaft is sunk, the c'oal is 
but four and one-half feet thick, though the entries which are being 
driven north, east and west show a thickness of six and one-half 
feet. The quality of the coal is said to be excellent for steam pur
poses. The principal market for the product is found in Indian
apolis, Evansville and intermediate points. 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

JACKSON IDLL NO. 3 MINE. 

This addition to the mining interests of the Jackson Hill Coal and 
Mining Company is located on the Farmersburg Branch of the Ev
ansville and T'erre Haute Railroad, three-fourths of a mile west of 
the old abandoned No. 1 Mine. 

'The seam mined has an average thickness of six feet nine inches, 
and though containing many impurities, it is said to be an excellent 
steam coal. The roof immediately overlying the coal is a very dark 
shale from two to six feet thick, which seems indined to cut or 
shell off, especially in the entries and narrow places. 

There seems to be much difference of opinion as to the geological 
number of this seam, some claiming that it is Ooal II, while a ma
jority of persons who are acquainted with our different coal seams 
claim that it is Coal III, or the same as that found at the Midland 
Mine. Considering the different strata sunk through and the char
acteristics of coal and rool, the latter opinion is more probably cor
rect. Be that as it may, this is a new find in this part of the State 
and one which will add greatly to the value of Indiana mining in
terests. Mining at this mine will be done by compressed air pundh-
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ing machines, the company having installed the compressed air plant 
formerly used at its No.1 Mine. The balance of the equipment is 
modern in every detail, and when fully developed the mine will be 
one of the largest producers in Sullivan County. 

Sinking was commenc~d late in the spring, completed. and mine 
equipped and the first car of coal shipped on November 1st. An in
spection was made by Assistant Inspector Dodds on January 10th; 

. he reported it in good condition with the exception of a few minor 
defects in the way of equipment, which are to be expected at new 
mines. These the company are remedying as rapidly as possible. 

VERMILLION COUNTY. 

CROWN HILL MINE. 

This is a bituminous hand or pick mine owned and operated by 
the Clinton Coal Oompany, of Terre Haute. It is located two miles 
southwest of Clinton on a coal switch from the O. & E. I. R. R. 'l'he 
seam mined is Ooal VII, averaging five feet six inches in thickness, 
being about. eight inches thicker than that found at the Bruiletts 
Oreek, Oak Hill and other mines in the vicinity, where the same seam 
is min€d. It is operated by a shaft eight by fifteen feet in size, 164 
feet deep, the sinking of which was commenced August 8th. Ooal 
was reached about Octooor 20th. Little has been done since that 
time, however, except the driving of the double partings, completing 
the equipment and shaping matters up preparatory to shipping coal 
the first of the present year. 

VIGO COUNTY. 

MIAMI MINE. 

This is a bituminous hand or pick mine, owned and operated by 
the Miami Coal Oompany, of Brazil. It is located two miles south of 
Ehrmandale on an extension of the O. & I. O. R. R. mine switch to 
the Nickelplate Mine. The mine is operated by a shaft eight by 
eighteen feet in size, thirty-two feet deep, which was sunk in May. 
The railroad switch was not laid nor the equipment of the mine com
pleted until OctoOO! 5th, when the first shipment of coal was made. 
The equipment of the mine is very complete in all details, more espe
cially so with reference to screening machinery, which, together with 
the railroad tracks, is so arranged that four different grades of coal 
may be separated and loaded on chs at the same time. The seam 
mined is Ooal VI, averaging from ~ to seven feet thick, the quality 
and other conditions of which is practically the same as found at the 
Nickelplate, Oloverland and other mines where this seam is mined. 
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• ROSE BUD MINE. 

The Rose Bud is a bituminous hand or pick mine, owned and oper
ated by the Seeleyville Coal and Mining Company, located west of 
Seeleyville on a switch from the Vandalia Railroad. It is operated 
by a shaft nine by eighteen feet in size, 110 feet deep, whicl:t was 
sunk in,November, 19'00. The tipple and other equipment was not 
completed until th~ latter part of January following and the first 
car of coal was shipped February 1, 1901. 

'I'heseam mined is Coal VI, varying hom six and one-half to seven 
and one-half feet in thickness. The roof is very poor, requiring a 
great deal of timbering. The quality of coal and other conditions 
are about the Same as found at the Hector, Ehrlic'h, Seeleyville and 
other mines in the immediate vicinity, where this seam is mined. 
The mine is exceedingly well equipped, having the Parker self-dump 
cages, and first-clas-s machinery of all kinds. 

The company has lately completed a second outlet or manway in 
the shape of a slope 175 feet long, which will alsQ be lLsed as a tim
ber chute, for sending timber into the mine.· 

WARRICK COUNTY.' 

BIG VEIN NO. 3 MINE. 

This mine, owned and operated by the J. Woolley Coal Oompany, 
is situated one mile east of Boonville on a switch three-fourths of a 
mile long from the Southern Railway. 

The seam mined here is Coal V, varying from seven to nine feet 
thick, and is of excellent quality for steam and domestic uses. It is 
opened by a shaft thirty-seven feet deep by eleven by eighteen feet 
in size, which is by far the largest hoisting sh.aft in Indiana. The 
equipment is modern in every respect. It was made on special order 
by Prox & Brinkman, of Terre Haute. The haulage roads in the 
mine are made of forty-pound steel rails fish-plated. together and laid 
on four by eight-inch croSs ties; three ton mine cars are used. The 
hoisting engines, self-dumping cages, screening machinery, steam 
plant and all other parts of the equipment have been constructed in 
accord with this large sized mine car. 

An inspection of the mine made in November showed it to be in 
excellent condition. At that time but four men were employed and 
the mining was being done by hand. Since that time, however, the 
company has installed two Norwalk air compressors of 125-horse
power each, and mining is now being done by compressed air punch
ing machines. When fully developed, this mine should be the largest 
producer in the State. 

25-Geol 



ABANDONED MINES. 

Table Showing NamtJ8 of Mines, Owners, Location and Date of Abandonment. 

NAME ali' MINK. OWNEE. COUNTY. LOCATION. DATE. 

Crawford No.1....... ...... ...... .... .... ...... Crawford Coal Co...... .... ...... Clay ..... :.... 2 miles N. E. of Carbon. .... .... .... .... March 1. 

Crawford No.2 ..............•................. <1rawford Coal Co ................ Clay .......... Near Centerpoint ........................ July 16. 

Harrison No.2 ................................. Chicago-Indiana Coal Co ........ Clay .......... 2X miles E. Clay City ................... March 1. 

Harrison No.3 ................................. Chicago-Indiana Coal Co ........ Clay .......... 2X miles E. Clay City ................... September 21. 

GartNo.3 ...................................... Brazil Block Coal Co ............ Clay ... : ...... NearBrazil .............................. June 1. 

Hawkins ....................................... Washington Coal Co ............. Daviess ...... Near Washington ....................... July 1. 

SUlllmittNo.],. .......... .... ........ ...... ... Summitt Coal Co ................ Greene ....... 2 miles W. Linton ....................... December 1.'" 

Tunnel ........................................ . 

Otter Creek ........................ , .......... . 

Ayrshire No.2 ................................ . 

F.M. WamPler .................. \' Martin ....... Tunnelswitch ........................... 1 July1.t 

Brazil Block Coal Co .... .... .... Parke........ 2 miles N. E. Carbon ........ !... .... .... March 1. . 

DavidIngleCoaICo ............. Pike .......... Ayrshire ......................... ~ ........ September1. 

Jackson Hill No. 1..... .... .... ...... ...... "'1 Jackson Hill C. and M. Co .. .... Sullivan..... Farmersburg Branch E. & T. H. Ry. .... J nne 1. 

Grant No.1.... .... ............ .... .... .... .... Grant Coal Min. Co...... .... .... Vigo.......... Gra;nt.................................... November 1. 

Koch ............. ,. ............ ................ George Koch..... .... .... .... .... Vigo ......... Coal Bluff........ .......... .......... .... February 2ll. • 

" This mine was opened in 1887 and has been one of the largest producers in Greene County. In January, 1901, the working force was reduced; since 
that time it has been operated on a very smaJl scale. 

tThis mine has been running on a small scale since July 1. 
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TABLE 

SlwwingNumber of Miners, Machine Runners and Helpel'8, Loaders, Inside Day and 
Monthly Men, and Persons Employed Outside,. Total Number of Employes at Each 
Mine,. Number of Days Worked and Number of Mule8 Used j Totals by Oounties. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

"".,; " 
<= .~ " ] ~ 

~ .. '";:i;l S~ " p:;"" . ~~ .!<I 
" filO ... 

NAME OF MINE. = \tI=C '"~ .. A:J ","" 0 :g =,"" ... ='" ;:= ',""I1J~ .. ,,= o~ '" ..., ... ~ 
"" ""0 .. " .!<I ",,'" ",0 !l '" '~;:;l ... - I» -; " GI== 0 ""' 0 '" ~ ::.i ..:l .... Po< E-< A ;:;l 

Brazil Block No. 1. .............. .... '30' 20 

I 
54 47 12 133 249 9 

Brazil Block No.8 .............. 18 51 50' 15 164 232 U 
Brazil Block No.ll. ............. 18 14 33 30 8 103 220 16 
Briar Hill ....................... 7 12 24 10 8 61 187 7 
Cloverland 124 ...... ........ 14 10 148 148 8 
Columbia N;;:4:::: ::: :::::: ::::: 30 ...... ........ 8 2 40 77 I) 
Columbia No.5 .................. 54 ...... ........ 10 5 69 207 8 
Cornwell ......................... 57 ...... ····.1 .. 8 5 70 137 3 
Ora wford No.2 ..... 60 ...... ........ 9 4 73 227 3 
Crawford No.3 ...... :::::::: .::: 95 ...... ........ 11 7 113 205 6 
Crawford No.4 ...... : .•••....... 46 ...... ........ 10 5 61 115 4 
Crawford No.5 ................... 85 ...... ........ 12 6 103 158 8 
Dewey ........................... 44 "'io' .... '26' 4 3 51 133 4 
Diamond No.3 .................. 11 19 10 76 210 7 
Diamond No.5 .................. 16 10 29 19 10 84 209 8 
EurekaNo.2 60 ...... ........ 16 6 82 186 10 
Eureka No.3:::: .::::::: :::: :::: 61 ...... ........ 12 6 79 172 7 
Eureka No.4 .................... 53 ...... ........ 9 6 67 134 5 
Fortner ...... ; ................... 26 ...... ........ 5 4 35 99 6 
Gart No.3 ...................... 55 ...... ........ 11 8 74 82 4 
GartNo.5 ....................... 93 19 8 120 199 10 
Gart No. 10 ...................... 53 .. 'iil' .... 'ii;' 

14 5 97 128 7 
Gilford ........................... 106 8 32 19 12 177 250 10 
Gladstone 38 . ..... ........ 14 5 57 162 10 
Harrison N;;::C.: ::::::::: :.':::. 27 ...... ........ 5 4 36 38 8 
Harrison No.3 ................... 22 ...... ........ 4 3 29 76 3 

~!:'rt1!~~:::::: :::: :::: ::.::::::: 85 ...... ........ 19 8 112 99 10 
20 ...... ........ 5 4 29 80 1 

Monarch ......................... 15 ...... ........ 3 2 20 268 2 
Pearl. ................... 61 ...... ........ 7 6 74 114 6 
Pratt ..................... :::: :::: 60 ...... ........ 14 6 80 178 8 
Rob Roy ......................... 30 ...... ........ 5 4 39 218 4 
Silverwood No.3 ................ 61 ...... ........ 11 10 82 245 5 
Glen ............................. 31 ...... ........ 3 4 38 178 6 
Crawford No.7 ................. 23 ...... ........ 8 5 36 63 1 
Lawrence No.6 ................. 71 ...... ........ 6 ........ 77 88 5 

1,728 pro -------- 2,790 1 5,771 
--

Total ........................ 264 470 226 233 

DAVIESS COUNTY. 

Cabel No.4. . . . .. .. . . .. .... . . . . . . 43 .... it .... . 7 6 56 154 5 
Cabel No.9.... .. .... .... .... .... 46 6 '12' 39 8 111 143 10 
Hawkins ........................ 7 3 2 12 102 2 
Hoosier. . . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 2 2 11 91 .... '5' 
Montgomery No.2.... ...... .... 66 23 9 98 197 
Montgomery No.3.... .... ...... 117 26 12 155 242 7 
Mutual. .................. , ..... 40 8 6 54 218 5 
Black Diamond. .... ......... .... 8 1 2 11 172 2 
Union ..... .... .... .... .... . . . . . . 12. . .. .. ........ 3 1 16 160 ..... . 
Logan Grove ..... v'" .......... _~.:.:.:.:.:.:..:.:.:.:.:.:..: __ 2 ____ 3_1_~ __ 78 ____ 1 

Total.... .... .... ...... ...... 360 6 12 1141 5t 543' 1,557 37 
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FOUNTAIN COUNTY. 

! i 

~ ""I'i ~ ='" .,j 
~ "::.i 

,.., 
'" S'" '" b ~~~ ~I>. ."I '" ~o ... NAME MINE. = "-

~ '" ~.,;J ","" 0 """, ;;: · .... c A .. "", '" "" o~ 3 '" ."I .<1 ... - "" ~~ '" " "",,,, 
" 

",0 
~ -;; " ""~ ~-a i:i: 0 0 " ;!;l ..::l " ~ E-< ~ ::.i 1-1 

! 

SilverwoodN~'4""""""''''I~~I.:.:.:.:.:..:.I.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.I_121_61_671_2791_6 
Tota.l ........................ 49.. .... ........ 12 6 67 279 6 

GIBSON COUNTY. 

Osw .. ld .......................... t_~.J.:.:.:..:..:.:.I.:.:..:.:..:.:..:.:.1_2_51_1_61_126 _2051_9 

Total ...................... "I 85 1 ...... I ........ I 25 1 16 126 205 1 9 

GREENE COUNTY. 

" 
BI .. ck Creek .. :........... .... .... 10 8 44\ 14 91 85 213\ 7 
~tr:~~~". ::'.::: :::::::::: :::: :::: 89. "ii' .. · .. 45· i8 1~ 1~ 1~~ 1~ 
Hoosier ....... , ....................... ·28· 6 17 9 4 64 175 2 
181 .. nd No.1 .. ,. . . .. ... ... . ... .. . . 22' 20 42 30 12 126 167 10 
Isl .. nd No.2. j... .......... .. .. .. 59 30 69 36 19 213 1~3 14 
Island V .. lIey ,No. 1. ........ " " 37 12 6 55 168 6 
Isl .. nd V .. lIey,No. 3 ............. 117 20 9 146 198 8 
Isl .. nd. V .. lley iN o. 2 .... ..... .... 51 6 7 64 153 4 
South Linton~... ...... .... ...... 130

12
" '1'4" .... '7'S" 2291 191 162 158 10 

Summitt No... .... ... ........... 142 177 14 

~i'{'lbe;~~.:::::::::::::::::::::: 1~ "'io' ...... 2&. ~ fA i~~ ft~ 1~ 
·Midl .. nd......................... ........ 6 25 7 8 46 45 ,2 
Victoria .•... ; .................... \ __ 19_.:.:.::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. __ 4_1 __ 5_ ---28-1~ _' _2 

Total .,. d..... ...... ........ 774 106 340 272 137 1,629 2,368 113 

KNOX COUNTY. 

Bicknell ..... ; ................... 32 ...... ........ 7 1 5 44 1 116 3 
Edwa.rdsport ; ................... 47 ...... ...... 11 7 85 199 6 
Knox ........ : ................... 23 ...... ........ 4 4 31 138 3 
Prospect Hill .................... 13 ..... ........ 5 x 21 231 3 
Lynn ............................ 6 ...... ........ 1 3 10 26 1 

. MARTII COUNTY. 

Tunnel ...... ~ ................... I~I.:.:.::.:.:I.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.I_a 1 __ 21_~I_S71~ 
, Total .... ~ ............... " .. 231.. .... .. .. · .. ·1 3 1 21 2S 1 S71, 2 
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PARKE COUNTY. 

\ ,; 
, 'd= :s 
= ='" '" ~ ai '" =~ s~ " ... 
P'i'd,,; >.'" .!oI 

'" r:.:1 0 ... 
NAME OF MINE. .s "'-,,"'''' ~ A:9 .,'d 0 

~ ="''' ='" i:: ~e.e ., "'>=l 0>' 3 '" .!oI ",,'" 'd 'do .,0 .. " 
" ==;l:! = 'a~ .. - >. ;; 

0 
",,,, 

0 oj p:; ~ ... H ~ E-< A ~ 

Anthony....... ...... .... .... .... 163 I .. '1'6" .... '55'" 303 132 111~ 220°1" "1'2' Brazil Block No.12 '............. v 
Cox No.3.......... .... .......... 20 26 40 16 23 125 172 15 
Crawford No.1.................. 36...... ........ 6 4 46 40 2 
Lucia.... .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 73.. . .. . .. , .... 19 6 98 237 7 
Lyford No. ] .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 ...... ........ 2 2 12 34 2 
Lyford No.2.......... ........... 73 ...... ........ 32 10 115 170 14 
Mary .............. .... .... .. .. .. 67.. .... ........ 11 7 85 255 4 
Mecca ........... . .. ... ......... 34.. .... ........ 13 6 53 191 7 
McIntosh No.3.................. 74 ...... ........ 11 5 90 174 4 

~;~'lieC:&~~i::·.:::·.::::·.:::::::::: i~ '''30' .... '27' J Ii 1~ Ig~ 1~ 
Standard ...... ................. 42.. .... ........ 6 4 52 189 7 

~~~:~i~~ ~~: t.·. : : ':. : : ':.:: ':. :'. : : 1~~:. '.' :. :.:. '.' '.: .. :. '.' '.".".".' M21 ! 1
85

3065 i33

2382 12 
New Century.................... .... 

Tot~l ........................ --mIn '122 -224 1-112 1,245 2,046 IOO 

PERRY COUNTY. 

Cannelton................. ..... 33...... ........ 6 5 44 42 ~ 
Troy.. ... .... .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. 20.. .... ........ 3 3 26 237 2 -------------- ----

Total .... .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. 53.. .... ........ 9 8 70 279 7 

PIKE COUNTY. 

Aberdeen ....................... / 
Ayrshire No. 3 ................. .. 
Ayrshire No.4 ................. .. 
Ayrshire No.5 .................. I 
Blackburn ..................... .. 
Carbon ...................... , .. . 
Hartwell ...................... .. 
Littles ... : ..................... .. 
Petersburg .................... .. 
Rogers ......................... .. 
Ayrshire No.6 ................. .. 

37 6 6 49 148 3 
99 30 20 149 209 ]6 
26 5 4 35 216 3 

• 16 ::::::::" 3 3 22 217 5 
17 3 3, 23 77 7 
18 5 

1~ I 
27 240 3 

10 ~ ~ _ ... .......... 3 15 62 2 
87 ...... ........ 20 118 173 12 
26 ...... ........ 7 4 1 37 117 5 
23 

'(R:~j, ';rt~d:';' 
4 3 30 165 2 

........ ithNo. 3.) 2 

. Total .................... , .. . 359 ............ .. 86 60 505 1,624 dO 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

Bunker Hill ..................... 4 8 48 21 9 90 195 8 
Briar Hill ....................... 33.. .... ........ 6 4 43 25 4 
Caledonia ............................ 71 ..... '1'2" .... '7',' 1367 19

5 
19377 238161 182 Dugger .................... ...... • 

Green Hill .... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .... ........ 4 30 9 8 51 198 6 
Hymera .............................. 40. 16 92 29 16 153 202 11 

}!~~~~:eHiiiN.;. i :::: :::::: :::: 17 32 .... '5[;' ~ 1~ 19~ 1~~ * 
~t~!~~~ ~~.lr~:.~ :::::::::::::: .... 'j4' ~§ ilb ~ ~~ m m }~ 
Phoenix No.3 ................... 31 2 6 4 4 47 170 5 
Phoenix No.5................... 4 10 30 5 5 54 124 7 

~t~\~!;~·:::::::::::::::::::::::: .. · .. 26· 1~ if ~ zg 1~ 1~ 2~ 
White Ash....................... 38...... ........ 5 5 48 118 8 
Jackson Hill No.3.............. ........ ...... ........ 6 5 11 48 2 

Total ........................ -m 14il--002 ~I--ml 1,508 2,271 l---"Ii 
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY. 
~ 

IJ~J 
~. 

.; 
,,§ :5:l .,,; 

~ .. :;;: ,!l 
Ol" '" ~~ ~ 

NAM.E OF M.INE. '" [ilo .... 
" ),," .. ~ A::C 0 

~ " .. ", 
"'~ ::: .., "", .~ 00 Q. '" "" o~ 
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'" I,J:I,..- ~ ~o :3 ., '" ~ I~ ~~ 

",0 

" 
.. .~:;;: .... - ~ 

-= 0 " "'~ 0 .. p:; :;;: ,.:i ..... Po< Eo< A :;;: 

Diamond ........................ 20 1 ... ........ I 4 4 1 28 191 1 4 
First Avenue ................... , 43 ...... .... 'i5' 10 11 64 259 6 
Sunnyside ....................... 23 16 17 9 80 178 12 

b':,~~e~i~~:: :::: :::::::: :::: :~:::: 46 ...... ........ 8 8 62 222 6 
21 ..... ....... 5 6 32 184 4 

Unity ............................ 22 ...... ........ 4 4 30 237 3 
--- ----~- ---,------,---

Total ...................... "I 175) 16 1 15 48 1 2961 1,271 35 

VERMILLION COUNTY. 

Bruilett. No.3........ .... ..... 23 14 6 43 54 8 
Bruiletts No.4... .............. 102 25 7 134 2M 11 
Bruiletts No.5. ....... ...... \l6 16 7 119 195 6 
Buckeye. .... ........ ............ 62 14 8 84 170 11 
Cay.ga .... .... .... .... .......... 12 3 2 17 170 2 
Crown Hill ...... .. .. ... ........ 10 3 2 15 24 1 
Oak Hill............ ........... 117 .... ... 14 8 139 166 9 
Prince. ...... . ..... .... . ..... .... 140.. .... .. ...... I 34 11 185 1 228 16 
Torrey.. .. .. . . ... .... .. .. .... .. .. 97.. . ... ........ 32 11 140 228 12 
Willow Grove....... ...... ...... 14...... ........ 2 2 18 98 4 

Total ........................ I--m3 ---~1-i57I~ 8941l.5s7)SO 
VIGO COUNTY. 

Chicago No.6 ................... 64 ...... ........ 
Brick Works .................... 13 ...... ........ 
Broadhurst ...................... 12 ...... ....... 

iamond ........................ 
, 

144 ........ 
Ehrlich ................ 61 ...... .... .... 
Grant No.I.. .......... :::: :::::: 7 ...... ........ 
Grant No.2 ...................... 151 .... S· .. · .. 35· 
Glen Oak ........................ 7 
Hector ........................... 53 ...... ........ 
Klondyke ...................... '60 ...... ........ 

~~~~c:::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 12 ...... ........ 
44 ...... ........ 

Nickelplste ..................... 74 ...... ........ 
Peerle.s ......................... 9;; "'3{;' .... '70' Parke No. 10 .... ................ 3 
Hed Bird 13 ...... .... 'i2' 
~:;e ii~'d :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 108 12 

79 ...... ........ 
Royal. ........................... 50 ...... ........ 
Union ........................... 141 ...... ........ 

r~~rll;;,~· ::::: :::::: ::::: ::::'. :::: 19 ...... ........ 
10 '''ili' .... '23' Lawton ... .... .................. 25 

15 5 
3 2 
2 2 

27 10 
12 Ii 
3 3 

21 10 
12 12 
12 7 
16 9 
2 2 
5 6 

15 9 
21 10 
34 16 
2 2 

20 11 
14 9 
7 6 

31 14 . 3 3 
2 3 
5 5 

84 
18 
16 

J77 
79 
13 

182 
74 
72 
85 
16 
55 
98 

126 
159 

17 
163 
102 

63 
186 
25 
15 
74 

21 
296 
96 

206 
213 
1M 
211 
258 
160 
80 
34 
24 

204 
206 
165 
159 
116 
169 
261 
2:ID 
108 
138 
167 

1 

3 
2 
2 
7 
7 
3 
8 

10 
6 
4 
2 
5 
6 

15 
11 
2 

11 
7 
4, 

14 
3 
2 
6 I 

Total ........................ 1,245f72140f2s4f162)l,003j---a,678150 

WARRICK COUNTY. 

~y .. -- ..[... .... ~ [ ~ ¥g ~~ ~ 
J '''j2' .... '30' 81 ~ ~ 270 g 

U ! ¥ ~~ r!~ ! 
Taial ....................... 1-204 1~1--3-0 --as1~1-a21 1,338 IM 
Grand tot&\ ......... .... .... 6,836 [ 5'26 1,525 [ 2,103 1,lQ6[12,096 25,071 1,024 

AirLine ....................... .. 

~lt~~!t::::: ::::::: :~::::::: :': 
Ch&ndler ....................... . 
DeForrest .................... .. 
Star No.1, No.2 ............... .. 
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TABLE 

Showing Numb81' of Minerd, Total Wages of Minel's and AV81'age Wages Per Mirlerj 
Number of Inside Day and Monthly Men, Total Wages of Same, and At'erflge 
Wages Per Man; Number of Outside Day and Monthly Men, 'l'otal Wages of 

Same, and Ave,age Wages Per Man, by Counties. 
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Clay ................ 2,094 $806,45911 $4~2 88 470 8242,721 20
1
$516 42 226 $147,325 72 $651 88 

Daviess ............ 378 152,418 36 40338 114 50,551 37 44352 51 23,954 28 465 77 

Fountain .......... 49 24,17080 45246 12 9,577 69 79814 6 4,202 i7 700 41 

Gibson ............. 85 53,19878 625 84 25 12,830 79 -513 23 16 9,33902 58368 

Greene ............. 1,220 589,408 611 483 12 272 ''',,," t" " 137 81,331 34 59365 

Knox .............. 121 31,630 26, 261 48 28 10,836 6 I 387 02 22 8,629 67 39225 

Martin ............. 23 2,590 83 112 64 3 609 24 20308 2 409 40 204 70 

Parke .............. 909 428,21904 471 08 224 147,843 23 660 01 112 80,494 45 71870 

Perry .............. 53 9,87623 186 34 9 2,647 18 29411 8 1,65850 20731 

Pike ............... 359 143,172 81 398 81 86 43,321 53 50373 60 27,740 22 47900 

Sullivan ........... 1,014 399 56868 39405 333 156,48~ 07 46291 161 79,537 45 49402 

Vanderburgh ...... 206 117,306 01 583 49 48 26,481 28 551 6~ 42 24,101 04 57389 

Vermillion ........ 673 391,952 46 58239 157 95,625 81 60908 64 48,738 21 76153 

Vigo ............... 1,437 627,55869 430 78 284 171,068 98. 602 39 162 102,922 50 635 26 

Warrick ............ 246 101,845 26 414 00 38 21,075 98 55463 37 15,73945 425 39 
------------------

1,1061 $656,12372 
--

Total. .......... 8,887 $3,879,370 86 $436 29 2,103 $1,145,040 20 $544 47 $59324 
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FATALITIES AND INJURIES. 

'l'he monthly reports of mine bosses made to this office for the 
year 1901 show an aggregate of two hundred and eighteen (218) 
accident& to mine employes, classified as follows: :Fatal, twenty-four 
(24); serious, seventy-seven (77); and minor, one hundred and eight
een (118), as shown by the annexed table: 

TABLE. 

CAUSE. 

Total ..................... _ ................. . 

Fatal. 

10 
2 
4 
1 
3 

'i 
1 
2 

Serious. I 
19 

I 5 
2 

iii 
1 
7 
2 
2 
'[, 
5 
2 
5 
3 

77 

Minor. Total. 

33 63 
22 29 

'2 
6 
3 

26 47 
6 7 
6 13 
1 4 
2 5 

'i 2 
6 

'2 
5 
4 

3 8 
13' I 16 

117 218 

Each of the fatalities above noted has been thoroughly investi
gated either by myself or by one of my assif!.i;ants, and except where 
persons have lived for som~ time after being injured, the investiga
tion ,was made in conjunctidn with the coroner of the county in which 
the aceident occurred. 

The list of fatalities represents not only those who were killed 
'outqght, but also those who received injuries which ultimately re
sulted in death, some of whom lived for several months. Heretofore, 
as a: rule, only persons killed outright and· on whom inquests were 
held, were reported in the list of fatalities. This fact makes it appear 
on the face of this report that this year has been productive of more 
fatal accidents, proportionately, than most fOTmer years. 

-A brief review of the facts as to the causes that give rise to the 
manlY accidents in coal mines may not be amiss here. 

It may be said that fifty per cent. of accidents in mines can be 
attributed either directly or indirectly to the use of powder, c'ausing 
windy shots, smoke explosions, props to be knocked down by flying 
coal, thus causing slate falls, etc. 

It is no uncommon sight on going through the working places of 
a mine early in the morning to find from two to fourteen props, and 
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frequently a greater number, which have been knocked out by shots 
fired at quitting time on the evening before. In many instances of 
this kind, the miner will put off resetting his props until after he has 
loaded a car or so of coal, and straightened things out for his day's • 
work; or, in other words, until he has nothing else to do. As a con
sequence, it may be days before some of the props are reset, with the 
result naturally to be expected, i. e., a fall of slate and t}l.e imperil
ment of human life. 

The complaint of not being able to get props is frequently made; 
and whi~e this may be true in some instances, yet considering the 
fact that in addition to the safety of the workmen, it is also the 
purpose of props to hold up the roof in their working places and 
make it possible to mine coal in advance of them, and that the mine 
owner does not care to lose a block of coal by reason of rooms falling 
in, is eridence of his willingness to fll.rnish props. The mine boss 
who fails to furnish props not only neglects the safety of workmen, 
but also the interests of his employer. 

I have given this matter particular attention in past years and 
have·instructed my assistants to do the same .. The fact that working 
places are advanced day by day, and that inspections can not be made 
more frequently than from three to five months apart, much must 
nedessarily depend upon the miner hiD}self for the care of his work
ing face. 

lt will be noticed that of the twenty-tour fatal accidents occurring 
within the year 1901, ten, or 431 per oent. of them were caused by 
falling slate. Six of those fatalities, as is shown in the description of 
accidents, would have been averted had the most ordinary precau
tions incumbent upon a miner been taken by the decedents for their 
own safety. In fact, three of these unfortunates met d,eath while 
working in direct violation of orders given by the mine bosses and 
against the advice of fellow-workmen. 

The following table shows that three drivers were killed. Of 
this number at least one -<Wint Marvel) would have been spared had 
he obeyed the express order of the mine boss not to ride on the front 
end of his trip while coming down a very steep grade. One other 
(McBurney) might have been spared had there been a flagman sta
tioned at the entry parting to prevent c'ollisions of mine cars. Two 
miners were killed by shots and two while tamping shots. 0f the 
former two but few circumstances were learned other than that one 
had gone back on a shot which was supposed to have squibbed (a 
very dangerous thing to do, as will be conceded by any experienced 
miner). As to the l/i).tt!'lr two ~Jac~s a;n(lsgn), the accident could have 
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been averted by a compliance with the law requiring tamping tools 
which will ~ot strike fire on coming in contact with sulphur. Of 
the two persons killed by falling coal while mining off loose shots, 
little can be said, except that such work is fraught with much dan
ger and should receive extra precautions on the part of miners. Of 
the four persons killed in mine shafts, and the one by mine cage, a 
full description of the facts and circumstances attending each case 
is given in another part of this report. 

The names of persons, occupation, dates and cause of each death, 
the name of the mine and county wherein the fatalities occurred, are 
given in the following, table: . 

• 



FATAL ACCIDENTS REPORTED AT INDIANA MINES, 1901. 

NAYK. 

Wint MarveL ............... .. 
David Jones ................. . 
George Hayes ................ : 
Charles Low ................. . 
Fred Sampson ............... . 
Rollo Watts ................ .. 
ltobert Lee .................. .. 
James Usrey ............... .. 
George Gibson .............. .. 
Robert Bradley ............. .. 
Elijs Braken ................ .. 
Geo. Dianisb: ............... .. 
Ja6. McBurney ............... . 
Elmore Terry. .. ............ . 
Wm. Unverfertb ............ .. 
Geor!!:e Rapslo .. , , ........... . 
Ja •. Jacks aud Sou .......... . 

~~~~k ~~~b;~Yi;;~:::',: ::::'.::: 
Reese Powell ................ . 
Walter Murphy .............. . 
William SmIth ............... . 
Floryan Rolontay .......... .. 

DATE. 

January 4 .. .. 
J",nuary 5.· .. . 
January 5 .. . 
January 7 .. .. 
January 29 ... 
February 3 ... 
Marcb 11. .. .. 
March 11 .... . 
March 17 .... . 
~arch 21. .. .. 
April 15 .... .. 
April 18 .... .. 
April 19 .... .. 
June 23 ..... .. 
June 27 ..... .. 
July 26 .. :: .. . 
August 6 .... : 
August 6 ... , 
August 9, .. .. 

~~t~b!~ 15::: : 
October 19 .. ,. 
Xovember 23. 

"Jones and Hayes killed at same time. 

OCCUPATION. CAUSE 0>' ACCIDENT. NAME OF MINE. COUNTY. 

Driver., .................. Crushed between cars and cross-bar .... Phoonix No.1 ............ Sullivan. 
Miner ..................... Falling cage in shaft .................. Brazil Block No. 10 ..... ':'Clay. 
Miner ........... , ........ Falling cage in sbaft .................... Brazil Block No.10 ...... *CJay. 
Miner ..................... Falling off of cage ....................... Bruilett's No.3 .......... Vermillion 
Miner ..................... Went back on shot ...................... Bruilett's No. ~ .......... Vermillion 
Timberman .............. Caught by cage .......................... Torrey No.4 ............ Vermillion 
Miner ....... '..... .... .... Falling c081 ................ ,: ........... I Island No.2 ... ' .... ...... Greene. 
Miner ..................... Fell down shaft ......................... I.land Valley N().3 ...... Greene. 
Miuer ..................... Falling slate..... . ..................... First Avenue ............ Vanderburgh. 
Miner... .... ...... .... .... Falling draw-slate.... .... .... .... ...... Templeton........ ...... Greene. 
Machine Runner.... .... Falling slale.. . . . .... .... ...... ...... Big Vein. .... .... .... .... Warrick. 
Miner... ...... ...... ...... Falling coal and slate... ...... .... ...... Buckeye,.,......... .... Vermillion. 
Driver .................... Collision of mine cars .................... Parke No. la .... : .... .. ;. Vigo. 
Driver:, .................. Run down by mine car .................. Big Vein, ................ Warrick. 
Miner ..................... I Falling slate ............................ Glenburn................ Greene. 
Miner ... , .................. Mine blast ............................... Buckeye .................. Vermillion. 
Miners .................... Explosion while charging shot .......... Hruilett's No.5 .......... tVermillion. 
Miner......... .... .... .... FallinI' slale.... ...... .... .... .... ....... Brazil Block No. 12...... Parke. 
Miner ..................... Falling slate ......... , ., .. , ............. Standard ................. Parke. 
Timberman .............. I Falling slate.... ...... . .... ..... ........ Grant No.2·..... .. ..... ,vigo. 
Timberman...... .... .... Fallinl1: slate..... ...... ...... ...... ...... Mecc .. No.1 ............ ,. Parke. 
Miner ..................... Falling slate ............................. Mon~gomery No.2 ....... Daviess. 
Mmer... .... .... .... ...... Falllllg slate .... , . . .... ...... ...... ...... BraZlI Block No. 11. ..... Clay. 

tJa3.Jacks was instantly killed; his BOil died soma time later Itt hospital in Terre Haute. 
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FATAl, ACCIDENTS. 

We submit herewith the facts and circumstances relating to each 
of the above accidents, as established by coroners' inquests, together 
with comments on same. 

The first death to oecur in the mines of this State during the 
year 1901, by reason of accident, was that of Wint Marvel, driver, 
who, on the morning of January 4th, was caught and crushed be
tween the top of a loaded car and a cross-bar, in Phoenix No. 1 
Mine.. Sullivan County, operated hy the New Pittsburg Coal and 

- Coke Company. 
The entry in which the accident occurred ris,es toward the face 

with a grade so heavy as to require two sprags in each car when 
coming out of it. Evidence given at the inquest shows that Marvel, 
on the morning above mentioned, had gone to the face of the entry 
after a loaded car; that while going up the entry, he was whipping 
his mule; that after being hooked to the car, on account of its having 
been so whipped, the mule became excited and fretful and started 
down the entry more rapialy than usual. Marvel, in direct violation 
of the order of the mine bO'ss, was riding on the front end of the car, 
standing in a stooping position with one foot on the draw-bar of the 
car and the other on the tail chain. About forty-five feet from the 
face of the entry, an air pipe lay across the roadway near the roof, 
extending into a room-neck. Attached to the end of this pipe was a 
rubber hose used to conduct air into a mining machine, which was in 
operation at the time. Just as the mule and car were passing under 
this pipe, the hose connection, in some manner, came off, allowing 
the air to escape in full force. The noise of the escaping air fright
ened the mule, which, at the- time, was going too rapidly for the 
safety of the driver, into a. run. The supposition is, that when it 
started to run, Marvel was jerked backward over the edge of the car 

- and was caught between it'and a cross-bar, crushing his breast and 
shoulders, and so injuring him that he died on the following morning. 

Marvel was very careless and reckless in attempting to ride on the 
front end of the car down the heavy grade above referred to, it hav
ing at least a seven or eight per cent. fall. Also, he should have 
known that it would be doubly hazardous to ride in such a position 
after whipping the mule,- which, it is a reasonable presumption, be
coming fretful and excited, wouid naturally trltvel faster than usual, 
probably attempt to run away. In either event, his chances to get off 
of the car without being seriously injured were very meager. A com
pliance with the order of the mine bO'ss not to ride on the front end 
of the car would have averted this accident. 
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The second fatal accident in this State, and one of the most de
plorable of the year, occurred January 5th, at the Brazil Block Coal 
Company's No. 10 Mine, in Clay County. 

At a few minutes before seven o'clock on the morning of the above 
date, David Jones and George Hayes, miners, employed, at this mine, 
entered the cage and signaled the engineer to lower them down the 
shaft.. The engineer for some r{lason, presumably absent-mindedness, 
started the cage up instead of down, and did not notice his mistake 
until he had hoisted it into the sheave wheel, thereby breaking the 
rope and safety catches and precipitating the c'age with the miners 
on it to the bottom of the shaft, a distance of one hundred and eighty 
feet, killing both men instantly. 

The engineer in charge of the engine was an old and experienced 
man and bore a reputation as a careful and competent engineer. His 
abscnt-mindedness is the only plausible reason which can be ascribed 
as the cause of the accident. It could have been prevented, however, 
had there been a top signal hell connected with the engine room with 
some person in charge of it while the miners were being lowered into 
the shaft. . 

On January 7th, Charles Low, miner, employed at the Bruiletts 
I ' Creek Coal Company's No.3 Mine, Vermillion County, was instantly 

killed by falling from an ascending cage. 
The evidence adduced at' the investigation of this case discloses 

that Low had two shots in readiness to fire at firing time on the 
above date, one of which exploded, the other failing to do so. There 
were also several other shots fired in the near vicinity of Low's work
ing place which, together with the one he had fired, made a large ' 
amount of smoke. While trying to fire his missed shot, Low worked 
some time in this powder smoke, which was very dense and hot. 

The usual effect of powder smoke on a person who has worked in 
it for any length of time is to produce dizziness when he reaches 
fresh air. The supposition is, that ,this was true in Low's case, 
since after so working in the smoke he started up the shaft, and upon 
reaching the cooler air fell off the cage. It is but a reasonable 
presumption that he became dizzy, which, together with the motion 
of the cage, caused him to fall therefrom. However, this is but an 
opinion, since no one saw him fall. There were two other persons on 
the cage at the time, but they were standing with their backs to Low, 
and did ll<lt miss him until they reached the top of the shaft. 

The cage from which Low fell was one of the Prox-Brinkman self- ,. 
dump make which on the sides had no guards or supports of any kind 
by which persons might steady themselves while going up or down 
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the shaft. Although no guards or supports are required by our stat
ute, they are nevertheless greatly needed. Had they been provided 
in this instance, it is very probable that Charles Low would not have 
come to his death as he did. 

On January 9th, a second death occurred at the last above named 
company's No.3 Mine. On that date, Fred Sampson, miner, was 
killed by a shot fired by himself. Noone was present at the time, 
and but little could be learned as to the real caUse. 

From evidence given at the inquest, it was learned that Sampson 
had two shots ready to fire in a room-neck at firing time; that Ire had 
fired one of them and had gone back to fire the other, but for some 
cause failed to get out of reach of the flying coal after lighting the 
bhot .. When found, he was lying on some of the loose coal which had 
been thrown out by the explosion of the shoi. 

n is the general opinion of those acquainted with the circum
i,tances surrounding this case, that Sampson became confused and lost 
his way mthe smoke made by his first shot. The room-neck being 
but avery short distance from the entry, and there having been a 
strong current of air passing that point, it seems that such opinion 
has no good foundation. 

The third death in Vermillion County was that of Rollo Watts, who 
was killed on February 30th, at the foot of the Torrey Coal Com
pany's No.4 hoisting shaft. 

Watts and two other miners were employed on the night shift to 
timber and clean up slate-falls. On the evening of the accident, 
after getting ready for work, they found the regular engineer absent 
from his post. Wilson Vantreaves, being present, volunteered to 
lower them down the shaft. 

At the investigation of the accident, it was learned that Van
treaves, though not a regular and licensed engineer, in the absence of 
the regular engineer had frequently lowered persons into and hoisted 
them out of the mine. It may also be stated here that the engines 
at this mine· are of the first motion pattern and run at a high rate of 
speed. This being true, none but a thor~ghly competent engineeT 
should have been allowed to handle them. On this occasion, Van
treaves lost control of the engines ~nd allowed them to travel under 
a fun head of steam until the cage was within a few feet from the 
shaft bottom, when, instead of shutting off the steam and setting the 
brake, he reversed the engine. The speed at which the cage was 
traveling at the time he so reversed the engine carried it to the bot
tom of the shaft, where it struck with such force as to throw Watts 
and his companions off their feet, Watts falling partially over the 
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edge of the cage, probably being stunned by the fall. The engine 
being reversed and the steam not shut off, the cage began to ascend 
before the unfortunate man could regain his feet, catching his head 
and shoulders against the bottom of the shaft curbing and crushing 
him to death. . 

Vantreaves was arrested and charged with manslaughter. 'l'hough 
bearing an excellent reputation in every 'particular and deplorj.ng the 
accident as much, or even more, than anyone else, an example should 
be made of his case which would tend to prevent mine bosses and 
other persons not fully qualified and competent attempting to run 
hoisting engines, a thing which only the most competent engineers 

should be allowed to perform. 
The miners, in this instance, should also be censured, inasmuch as 

they knew Vantreaves was not a competent engineer, and that by 
placing themselves under his care were thereby contributing to their 
own danger. Had they waited but a· few minutesl the rtlgular engi
neer would have been at his post, and it is fair to presume the acci
dent would not have happened .. 

On March 11th, Robert Lee, loader, employed by the Island Coal 
Oompany at its No. 2 Mine, Greene County, while working off a 
standing shot, was injured by falling coal, from the effects of which 

he died-four days later. 
On March 11th, at about eight o'clock in the evening, James 

Usrey, miner, was instantly killed by falling down the Island Valley 
Coal Company's No.3 shaft. 

Upon investigation of this accident, it was learned tha~ Usrey had' 
been in the habit of going bac,}c into the mine after working hours 

-to examine his shots, and for this purpose, on the evening he met his 
death, he had started to go down the shaft with the night watchman, 
who stopped on the way for the purpose of oiling the fan, which stood 
but a few feet from the hoisting shaft. While waiting for him, Usrey 
opened the shaft gate, and without making any examination 'what
'ever to learn whether or not the cage was at the proper -landing, 
stepped into the shaft, falling to the bottom, a distance of forty
seven feet, instant death l'esulting. 

On March 17th, George Gibson, miner (colored), was injured by 
falling slate in the First Avenue Mine, Vanderburgh County, oper
ated by the Sunny Side Coal and Coke Company, from the effects of 
which he died the fonowing day. 
• Gross 'negligence on the part of the decedent was wholly responsi
ble for this accident. On examining the room in which h~ was in
jured, I found the distance between the face of the CQal a.nd the 
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first props to be twenty-one feet, also a good supply of timber at hand 
ready for use. 

It appeared in evidence at the inq'uest, that the mine boss on the 
day preooding the accident had examined and found the roof over 
this place to be loose, and thereupon so advised Gibson and ordered 
him to properly timber it up. Miners working in adjoining rooms 
also advised Gibson to timber the place. His answer in each instance 
was to· the effect that he had ('not mined coal for twenty-one years 
for nothing, and that he guessed he knew his own business." He con
tinued working in the place without setting the props, with the result 
most likely to be expected. 

The mine boss, in this instance, I think, was also somewhat remiss 
in performing his duty. After examining the plac'eand learning of 
ita dangerous condition, he should have compelled Gibson either.to 
set the timbers or to quit the room. 

On Marm 21st, at about 11:30 o'clock a. m., in the Templeton 
Mine, Greene County, owned and operated by the Western Indiana 
Coal Company, Robert Bradley received injuries from which he died 
about three months afterward. The piece of draw-slate which felJ 
upon and injured him was nine feet in length, six feet wide and two 
inches in thickness. 

Upon investigation, the following facts and circumstances were 
established: That Bradley was mining off a loose shot; that he knew 
that the draw-slate was loo'se, as his attention had been called to that 
fact by a miner working in an adjoining working pJace; that at that 
time, Bradley pulled a part of the elate down, but failed to set props 
or in any w'ay to secure the remaining portion. He being an old and 
experienced miner knew that his safety depended upon this slate's 
being secured, especially so aftgr he had worked 011' a part of the 
loose shot. He made the statement that he had wo,rked oft' about 
three cars of coal from the shot, and that he had taken down a part 
of the draw-slate; but that he thought the remainder of the slate was 
solid. Yet, t think his examination of it could not have been very 
thorough, as I am satisfied that the loose shot referred to, which was 
four feet ten inches thick, measured at right angles from the drill 
hole, and seven feet in length, which had been fired on the solid, 
would necessarily have loosened this draw-slate from the drill hole to 
the outside edge of the fall; and his having mined 011' three cars of 
coal would give the slate a chance to draw or sag. . ' 

On April 15th, Elija Bracken (colored), machine runner,'at the J! 
Woolley' Coal Company's Big Vein Mine, Warrick County, was struck 
by a piec'e of falling slate, receiving injuries from which he died three 
days later, 
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This accident was investigated by Assistant Inspector Dodds and 
the Coroner of Warrick CX>unty, who returned a joint verdict of acci
dental death. A suit for damages was instituted by the widow of the 
decedent at the September term of court of that county. The case 
was postponed until the Dooember term following, and up to the pres-

, ent time no disposition has beC'll made of it. 
On April 18th, George Dia.nish, miner, while working off a stand

jngshot, was killed by falling coal and slate at the 'McClellan, sOns 
and' Company's Buckeye Mine, Vermillion County. No one was pres
ent at the time and but little was learned, at the investigation as to 
the exact cause of the accident. 

On "!\pril 19th, James McBurney, driver, was killed in a collision 
of mine cars at the Parke County Ooal Company's Heckland Mine, 
Vigo County. 

The cross-entry in which McBurney was driving rises with a toler-' 
ably steep grade from the parting at the main entry, which also rises 
past the same point, the grade of each entry being so steep as to re-
quire several sprags to stop a trip. ' 

On the evening of the accident, McBurney was coming out of the 
cross-entry with a loaded trip, riding on the front end 9f the car. 
He reached the parting at the same time as did another driver, who 
was coming down themajn entry. When McBurney saw the ~ars 
were bound to collide, he tried to jump and was caught between the 
side of the car and the rib of the entry, killing him instantly. . 

The accident might have been prevented had there been a flagman 
stationed at this point who dould have stopped one of the drivers in 

., time to have avoided a collision.' There should be it law enacted re
quiring coat companies to station flagmen at such places. 

On June 3d, Elmer 'rerry, driver, employed at the J. Woolley Coal 
Company's Big Vein Mine, Warrick County, was run down by a mine 
car. He died on the 22d day of June. No further facts regarding 

"this accident were reported to this office. 
On June 27th, William Unverferlh, loader, was instantly killed 

by falling slate at the L. T. Dickason Coal Company's Mine,' in 
Greene County. 

All' investigation of this accident developed some features notusu
ally found in connection with mine accidents: As my report filed 
with the Clerk of the Greene Circuit Court sets forth all the facts 
and circumstances ascertained in my investigation as to the cause of 
this accident, I give it here in full (omitting the formal parts), as 
follows: 

26-GeoI. 
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"I, .Tames Epperson, Inspe.ctor of Mines, having made investiga
tion as to the cause of the death of one William Unverferth, depose 
and say as follows: 

On June 28, 1901, at about 6 o'clock a. m., I was notified by the 
mine superintendent of the L. T. Dickason Coal Mine, located near 
Linton, Ind., that a miner by the name of William Unverferth had 
been killed in said mine by f31ling slate at about 9 :30 p. m. the day 
prior. 

On receiving the above notice, I immediately went to the mine, 
and ,in company with the ~ine superintendent, mine boss and others, 
went into it and ~aw the place where the accident had occurred. 

I found that it occurred on a siding which was being made ~n the 
main west entry between the second and third north cross entries, 
at a poirut about 70 feet outside of the third north entry. _ 

I saw the piece of slate which had fallen on deceased and caused 
his death. In dimensions, the piece of slate, which was said to have 
lain directly on him, measured three feet two inches in width, nine 
feet long and was 15 inches thick. This piece of slate, however, was 
only a part of the, slate fall proper, which extended the full length of 
the siding, a distance of 70 or 75 feet, varying in width from two to 
four and one-half feet. After lam.ining the place where the accident 
had occurred, I then notified he assistant coroner of the accident, 
and requested that he come as Don as convenient to assist in making 
investigation. .. 

The assistant coroner reach. d Linton late' in the evening of the 
28th, and I assis,ted him to exJmine the following witnesses, to wit: 
Geo. S. Payton, loader; John H. Hornbrook, boss driver; Chas. E. 
Daniels,· road-layer, and Thom~8 J. Thomas, mine bOBS. From the 
evidence given by the above named witnesses and my examination of 
the premises, we established the facts hereinafter set forth, i. e:: 

That the management of the L. T. Dickason Coal Mine had com
menced to construct a siding or double parting on the west side of 
the mine. That the siding was being made between the second and 
third north entries; that in order to secure width for the siding, there 
had to be a slab or brea8t of coal about four feet wide taken off of the 
south side of the entry. 

That the company had caused this breast of coal to be mined with 
mining machines for a distance of about 70 or 75 feet along the side 
of the entry at the point above named. . 

That in order to secure heighth for the haulage road, the company 
had shot the slate or roof down tol a height or thickness of about 15 
inches along the main west entry lktween the 'second and third north 
cross-entries. 
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That this slate had been shot down some days prior to the date on 
which the slab of coal had been mined to make the siding. 

That the mine boss ordered this breast of coal after being mined, 
to be drilled and shot down by his road-layer, which was done. 

That after the c'oal was mined and shot down, there was left a 
ledge of slate 15 inches thick the full width and length of the breast 
of coal above described. 

That on the 24th day of June, the mine boss ordered his drivers 
to load out this coal; also ordered that they load along the edge of 
the coal next to the roadway so that there could be props set under 
this ledge of slate. • 

That it was quitting time on the evening of the 24th when suffi
cient coal had been loaded to make room for props to be set. 

Tha.t the mine hoisted coal two hours on the morning of the 25th, 
and lay idle from that time until the morning of the 27th, by reason 
of a cfrivers' strike, no one being allowed to work in the mine. 

That during this idle time, the Mine Committee notified the mine 
boss not to allow any m'ore of this coal to be loaded by his drivers or 
day men, claiming that the coal should be loaded by loaders. 

That on tlie 27th, the mine boss requested the Mine Committee to 
select some one to load out the coal. 

That the Mine Committee selected William Unverferth and George 
S. Payton to come back into the mine on the evening of the 27th to 
load out this coal. 

That said "two men went back into the mine and started to work at 
about 6 o'clock p. m., and had loaded two cars of coal, drilled and 
fired a small shot at one end of the siding and were loading the third 
car, having it bedded or level full. Payton was working near the car 
leveling it off, while Unverferth was working back under the ledge 
of slate, it being at this time about 9:30 o'clock, when the slate fell 
and killed Unverferlh. 

That there were no props set under this ledge of slate although 
there was plenty of room to have set them. _ 

That there was evidence tending to show that there w~re no props 
on hand to be set, and ,equally as much evidence tending to show that 
there were props on hand. 

That William Unverferth was a coal miner, and had mined coal at 
various times during the past tw:elve or fourteen years. 

That this siding was not. William Unverferth's regular place of 
work, he and Payton having two rooms in another part of the mine 
in which they were employed as loaders. 

The facts as above stated are, I believe, the true facts in this case. 
But from surrounding circumstances, I am unable to determine who 
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was in fault, the men who were loading the coal, or the mine manage
ment." 

On July 26th, George Kapalo, miner, was killed by coming in con
tact with a shot fired by himself in the Buckeye Mine, Vermillion 
County, owned by McClellan, Sons and Company. Owing to the fact 
that no one was present at the time of the accident, very little was 
learned as to its cause, upon investigation. 

Kapalo, after lighting his shot and waiting for quite a while, 
thought it had missed fire, and started back to try it again. When / 
within a very few feet from it, the shot exploded, several pieces of 
coal striking him and inflicting injuries from which he died while 
being taken home from the mine. 

On August 6th, two lives were lost by reason of a premature blast, 
in the Bruiletts Creek Coal Company's Mine, Vermillion County. 
James Jacks was instantly killed, and his son, Jacks, was 
so badly burned and otherwise injured that he died some weeks later 
at the hospital in Terre Haute. 

No one excepting the father and son waspresent at the time of 
the accident. From the testimony of the latter, it was learned that 
they had charged a hole with several pounds of loose powder, and 
that the father was either s.ettling the powder back with a tamping 
bar, or had begun to tamp it, when the powder exploded. 

-The only plausible theory to account for the explosion ~s, that while 
starting to tamp, a piece of sulphur was struck by the iron tamper, 
causing a spark which ignited the powder. A compliance with the 
statute requiring copper tamping -tools would have prevented this 
accident. 

On the night ef August 6th, John Libertine, employed by the 
Brazil Block Coal Company for lifting bottom' at their No. 2 mine, 
Parke County, was struck by a piece of falling slate weighing about 
two tons, receiving injuries from which he died two hours later. No 
other person being present, the facts and circumstances surrounding 
this accident are unknown. 

On August 9th, Frank Barberline was killed in the Standard Block 
Coal Oompany's Standard Mine, Parke County, he being struck by 
falling rock. 

Barberline was engaged in drawing a pillar at the time he met his 
death. An examination of his working place showed it to be very 
poorly timbel"ed, although there was plenty of timber at hand with 
which it could have been made safe. 

Negligence in this case should be charged to both the decedent and 
the mine boss, the former on acco~nt of his not providing for his 
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own safety by timbering, and the latter for not either compelling 
him: to timber or to quit the place. 

On August 29th, Reese Powell, timberman, was killed by falling 
slate in the Grant Coal Company's No. 2 Mine, Vigo County. On 
investigation, the evidence showed that Powell had tried for some 
time to take down the piece of slate, but for-- some reason failed to 
do so. He then went directly beneath it for the purpose of doing 
some other work, and while so engaged, the slate gave way, falling 
upon and killing him instantly. 

On October 10th, Walter Murphy was instap.tly killed by falling 
slate in the Otter Creek Coal Company's Mecca No. 1 Mine, Parke 
County. 

Murphy was ,employed at this mine as timberman, and had worked 
in that c'apacity about three years. At the time of the accident, he 
had gone into an old air course to level down some slate falls. No 
one was with him at the time, so very little could be learned as to 
the exact cause of the accident. . 

On October 15th, William Smith, miner, was killed by falling sla.te 
at the face of his working place in the Daviess County Coal Com
pany's Montgomery No.2 Mine, Daviess County. 

This accident was investigated by Assistant Inspe,ctor Dodds and 
the Coroner of Daviess County. The following extract from the 
testimony of James McKenna, mine boss at said mine, is a fair state
ment of the facts and circumstances surrounding the accident. 

"Mr. Smith had been working for the Daviess County Ooal Com
pany for about three months, I think. He had been working at the 

, place where he was killed all the time excepting about two weeks, 
as I remember. I was in his room about 12:15 o'clock on October 
15, 1901, and examined it thoroughly. I told him it was in a dan
gerous condition, that the bottom was heaving and that the top had 
begun to cut on the gob rib. I also advised him to leave the room' 
immediately o_r he would be killed. He. answered that it was a good 
room and for that reason disliked to leave it; that he had a break
through near the face through which he could escape in case of 
accident. I told him no, that it might come all at once. I told the 
driver to leave no car there over night. I have not seen the room 
since the accident." . 

Had the mine boss performed his duty in this instanc'e, he would 
have ordereu Smith to leave the room. Also, he should have given 
orders to the driver that no more coal should be hauled out of the 
room. 
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On the evening of November 23d, Floryan Kolontay, miner, was 
instantly killed by falling rock in the Brazil Block Coal Company's 
No. 11 Mine, Clay County. 

At the time of the accident, the company WtlS driving the main 
east entry and air course on double turn. Kolontay worked on the 
night turn in the air course. On leaving his work at 3 :30 p. m., 
which is firing time, the miner who preceded Kolontay on the day 
shift fired a shot which knocked down several props. Kolontay's 
first duty on commencing work should have been to replace these 
props. This he failed to do. As a consequence, he had worked but 
a short time when tons upon tons of rock fell upon him. The ac
eident occurred at about 4:45 o'clock p. m., and four hours hard work 
by several men were required to remove the rock in order to recover 
the body. 

TABLE 

Showing Number of Tom of Ooal Produced in Each Year sin'e Janua.ry 1, 1879; al,O 
,he Number of Deaths of Mine Employes by Reason of Accident and the Tonnage to 
each Death for each Year. 

YEAR. 

1879 ............................... . 
1880 ..•.••••...•.•..•.•..•......•.•. 

.1881...... .... .... .... ... . ........ . 
1882 ............................... . 
1883 ............................. .. 
1884 .............................. .. 
1885 .............................. .. 
1888 ............................. .. 
1887 ............................. .. 
1888 .............................. .. 
1889 .............................. .. 
1890 .............................. .. 
1891. ............................. .. 
1892 .............................. .. 
1893 .............................. .. 
1894 ............................. .. 
1895 .............................. .. 
1896 .............................. .. 
1897 ............................... .. 
1898 .............................. .. 
1899 .............................. .. 
1900 .............................. .. 
11101. ............................. . 

TONS 
PRODUOED. 

l,l~6,490 
1,550,375 
1,771,536 
1,900,000 
2,560,000 
2,260,000 
2,375,000 
3,000,000 
3,m,7ll 
3,140,979 

s)?i:iii 
3,8b6OO 
4,~~,471 
.,850897 

4·:,~2Q~;684 
4, 124 
4,08 .,100 
5,1417,920 
5,864i,975 
6,28063 
7,019

1

,203 

3,459 

4);61 
5;403 
5,716 
6,502 
6,406 

6;685 
6;556 
6,975 
7,600 
7,431 

7;885 
7,112 
7,984 

7;366 
8,858 

12,096 

1. "Employes" include only those working Inside mines. 

DEATHS. 

io 
it 
9 
7 
7 

ii 
'5 
5 

19 
22 

23 
28 
16 
22 
15 
18 
24 

TONS 
PER DJUTH. 

ii7;i53 
232;-127 
228.888 
339,285 
428,571 

i8!;763 
758;242 
763,900 
232,024 
193,586 

i82;S99 
170,290 
262,630 
233,950 
390,997 
349,059 
292,466 

2. Prior to 1897 ,there was no law requirinll operators to report tonnage, accidents (except 
fatal), etc.; hence it is very probable th"t many mine employes received injuries which 
ultimately caused their deaths, but of which we have no record in thie office. 
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SEI,nous ACCIDENTS. 

The list of serious accidents as shown by 'rable No.1, includes 
those who have received broken bones, cuts, bruises and such other 
injuries as we think require special mention. A majority of such 
accidents have been investigated by this office, and the following 
pages contain brief statements of, and in some instances comments 

on, the same. 
- . 

CLAY COUNTY. 

Crawford No. 5 Mine. Qn January 14, Edward Bruer had leg 
broken by flying c'oal from a delayed shot. 

Diamond No.5 Mine. On.T anuary 18th, John Williams had hand 

badly lacerated by a saw. 
Diamond No.5 Mine: On February 21st, Frank Fisher was burn~d 

about the {ace and hands by powder explosion. 
Diamond No. 5 Mine. On April 23d, Andrew Marshall; driver, 

had his leg broken by falling off ~ mil,le car. 
Cloverland Mine. On March 19th, Alfred Harris, Ethal Harris 

and Alfred Refet were seriously bmned by a smoke explosion. As
sistant Inspector Long investigated the accidcnt; and after going 
over the matter carefully, he established bCYClnd a doubt that the 
explosion was due to an excessive amount of powder used in shots 
which hf!d been placed too heavy on the solid. . 

Cloverland Mine. On October 30th, a second smoke explosion 
occurred at this mine, in which Charles Steadman and George Mor
gan were slightly burned. This accident was investigated by myself. 
After carefully examining the three shots which had been fired, one 
of whichwas supposed to have caused the explosion, I found that all 
of them had been properly placed, and to all appearances there had 
not been an excessive amount of powder used in any of them. I also 
found an excellent current of air, 12,000 cubic feet passing the point 
where the explosion occuned. Taking the above facts into consid
eration, I ca.n ascribe but one reason to account for the acc'ident, that 
is, that the three shots had been fired simultaneously or so close 
together that the smoke from one had not had time to cool suffi
ciently when the flame· from the other two, probably fired together, 
entered this smoke and ignited it. I am led to believe this from the 
fact that it was generally admitted that little regard was paid to the 
law governing shot-firing, and that shots were fired indiscriminately, 
or rather, go-as-you-please. 

Brazil Block No. 1 Mine. On May 31st, Edward Burns received 
severe body bruises from falling slate. 
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Brazil Block No.1 Mine. On November 19th, James McGoran' 
was injured in the back and chest by falling coal from a loose shot 
which he was trying to work off; conc'ussion of the brain resulted. 

Diamond No.3 Mine. On July 19th, Fred Schrefeman was badly 
. burned about the neck, face and arms by reason of the explosion of 

a keg of powder, caused by its coming in contact with an electric 
WIre. 

Brazil Block No.1 Mine. On - day of --, William Yorke had 
finger cut off while coupling cars. 

Brazil Block No.1 Mine. James Stewart, on August 27th, machine 
runner, had foot mashed by falling slate. He was at work again 
within two weeks. 

Silverwood No.3 Mine. On August 22d, John Lord, driver, was 
injured about the legs and chest by reason of a mine car jumping 
the track and catching him against the rib or side of entry. 

Eureka No. :4. Mine. September 30th, Thomas Philips 'was struck 
.' / by falling draw slate, breaking a rib and causing slight injuries in 

his back. 
Pearl Mine. On November 12th, , driver, fell off 

of front end of loaded trip; car caught him' and seriously injured his 
back. 

Glen Mine. On December 18th, John Baird, mine boss, was seri" 
iously burned by fir,e-damp. Assistant Inspector Long, upon investi
gation, reported that Baird had gone into an old abandoned room 
which had fallen in, and had climbed up over a large fall fOor the 
purpose of locating a stream of water which he supposed was coming 
through this fall into the mine. Just before he reached the top oi 
the fall, he ignited a small pocket of gas which had accumulated in 
the top, of the fall. The fact was also established that Baird, aEf 
mine boss, knew that fire-damp was being given Ooff in small quan
tities in some parts of the mine and that he should have taken the 
prec'autiOon to examine such places befOore entering them with a 
naked light. 

Brazil Block No. 11 Mine. On December 26th, Antonetti Del
wassis was badly injured in the breast by coal from a shot fired by 
himself. Investigation showed that after lighting his shOot and start
ing to run, he dropped his lamp, and instead of continuing his way 
out of the rOoom, he stopped to replace the lamp in his cap, and while 
so engaged the shot went off, with the above result. 
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DAVIESS OOUNTY. 

Cabel No. 9 Mine. On April 22d, Frank Burkhart, a driver, was 
seriously injured by a pow~er explosion. 

GREENE COUNTY. 

Island No.2 Mine. On February 4th,~Charles Wills, a miner, had 
his leg broken by falling slate. 

Island No. 1 Mine. On February 16th, Thomas Keene, a driver, 
had his right leg broken by slipping off of the tail chain and being 
caught by the mine car. 

Island Valley No.3 Mine. On February 26th, James Angleton, a 
miner, had his leg broken by falling slate at the face of his room. 

Island Valley No. 3 Mine. On April 13th, Adam V ondersmit and 
Jacob Powell were seriously burned by an explosion of powder, 
caused by leaving a keg of powder l:ying on its side with the open ·end 
directly in range and about 24 feet distant from a very heavy shot. 
The keg contained about eight pounds of .powder. ' The men though 
painfully burned about the face and hands were not otherwise in
jured. 

Fluhart Mine. On April 24th, Jesse Ray, a driver, had ankle 
mashed by mine car jumping track; at work in a short time. Follow
ing day, James Johnson, a driver, had his foot mashed by car jump
ing track; idle two weeks. 

Island Valley No.3 Mine. On October 1st, EH Rice, miner, had 
three ribs broken by falling slate at the face of his working place. 

Wild Oat Mine. On October 6th, William Peach was injured by 
falling slate; injuries not reported. 

Fluhart Mine. On May 11th, Adam Sutton, a miner, had shoulder 
broken by falling coal from a standing shot which he was working off. 
On June 3d, at same mine, Robert O1emitt, a miner, had leg broken 
in two places by falling draw-slare within three feet of the face of 
his room. 

Templeton Mine. On March 22dL Robert Ferguson had his back 
broken by falling .slate under almost identically the same conditions 
as those when Bradley was injured. An investigation of both acci
dents was made by myself, and in each instance I found that the men 
were lying down mining off loose coal and were working under loose 
draw-slate, which they, as practical miners, knew to be unsafe. 

Hoosier Mine. On May 14th, John Starkey, a top laborer, fell into 
the shaft onto a descending cage. He fell ~about thirty feet; the 
force of the fall was broken by the descending cage and he escaped 
with but a few bruises. 

• 
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S1lIDIIlitt No.2 Mine. On January 11th, L. D. Heggerman, a 
driver, was seriously injured by being caught and squeezed between 
a mine car and a prop . 

. Island Valley No. 2 Mine. On August. 13th, Charles Wonders, a 
miner, had back severely injured by falling slate, caused by what is 
known as a pot hole in the roof. ! • 

Black Creek Mine. On August 19th, John Morgan, a driver, had 
foot mashed by falling under a moving mine car. 

Island Valley No.1 Mine. On October 3d, J. B. Small suffered a 
broken leg from a fall of coal while mining off a loose shot. 

South Linton Mine. On Decembfr 17th, James Dunham had his 
foot mashed; caused by loaded mine car jumping track and knocking 
a prop from under a loose piece of slate, which fell on him. 

GIBSON COUNTY. 

Oswald Mine. On January 18th, George Carico and John Stalings, 
miners, were burned by a windy or misplaced shot, which had been 
fired by Carico. An investigation of this accident developed the fact 
that Carico had frequently been guilty of firing shots which were not 
properly placed and containing more than eight pounds of powder 
(the maximum amount in anyone shot as prescribed by law). I am 
informed that the boss had attempted to discharge him for this 
practice a few days prior to the accident, but that the Mine Com
mittee insisted that he be allowed to remain. On the day of the 
accident, he had a shot so badly misplaced and overcharged, that 
the miners working in adjoining places advised him not to fire it. 
This, however, he persisted in doing, with the result that a fellow 
workman was badly injured and he himself made a helpless ~ripple 
for life. 

Again at this mine, on December 3d, James Stevens, head dumper, 
had his hand badly mashed while dumping a car of coal. 

Same mine, on August 23d, John McDonald was injured by a slate
fall. His injuries consisted of left hand badly lacerated and left 
ankle mashed. 

PARKE COUNTY. 

Mecca Mine. On February 7th, C. Gray, a driver, suffered a broken 
collar bone, caused by being kicked by a mule. 

Same mine, on October 9th, William Jackson and John Caruthers, 
employed as shooters, were seriously burned by' a blown-out or windy 
shot. 
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Lyford No.2 Mine. On March 28th, Prank Sclachnskie, a miner, 
suffered severe injuries in head, back, shoulders and hips by falling 
slate. Investigation showed that the accident happened at his room 
parting, and that the roof was very bad in the room and at the point 

where he was injured. 
Lucia Mine. On May 17th, Sandy Oolerie, a driver, had his leg 

broken by falling under a moving mine car. 
Same mine" on September 5th, Thomas West, Jr., received severe 

body bruises caused by falling coal while working off a loose shot. 
Mary Mine. On .May 31st, John Tresnittie, a miner, suffered a 

broken leg, caused by a premature shot. 
Same mine, On June 14th, Thomas Golden had leg broken and 

Albert Barley received injuries in back; ~aused by falling slate, which 
they were attempting to fake down preparatory to timbering. 

Same mine, on July 3d, Edward Cuttie, a miner, had leg broken 
by falling slate; has been·unable to work up to present time, and the 
probability is that he will be badly crippled for life. 

Brazil Block No. 12 Mine. On July 30th, Richard Hendren, a 
driver, had leg broken; caught by mine c'ar. 

Same mine, on December 28th, Andrew Sallits, a loader, had foot 
mashed by falling slate. 

PIKE OOUNTY. 

Ayrshire No.3 Mine. On February 28th, W . . T. Jennings had leg 
mashed by a fall of slate. 

Rogers Mine. On December 14th, John Everly, a miner, had 
thumb mashed off, caused by falling slate from under which he was 
mining off a loose shot. 

SULLlV AN OOUNTY. 

Dugger Mine. On ,January 18th, Elmer Hyatt, a driver, had small 
bone of arm broken, caused by kick by mule. 

Same mine, on November 20th, James Lawson, a miner, was in
jured in back by falling draw-slate. 

Hymera Mine. On February 2d, Ora Sparks was kicked in ab
domen by mule; injured internally. 

Caledonia Mine. On February 21st, Sid Dempsey had two ribs 
broken, caused by being squeezed between a mule and a mine car. 

Ingle Mine. On April 13th, D. Bucklew, a miner, had leg broken 
by falling slate. 
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Green Hill Mine. On May 18th, J. E. Martin had leg cut by 
mining machine. 

Jackson Hili Mine. On .Tuly 29th, Theo. Thompson was kicked 
by a mule; injury not stated. 

Same mine, on August 29th, George Sargent was badly crushed 
by falling slate. , 

Caledonia Mine. On ---, William Still had leg mashed between 
trap-door and mine car. I 

Star City Mine. On October 2$th, H. Dodd had leg broken; caused 
by being struck by a mine car. ' 

j 

I 

V AN~ERB~RGH COUNTY. 

Ingleside Mine. On Novembe~ 28th, John B. White, a driver, had 
leg broken and face badly cut; ~aused by. empty car ju~ping track 
and knocking a prop from underi a piece of loose sla:te, which fell on 
him. i 

I 

VERMIL90N COU~TY. 

, Torrey No.4 Mine. , On Mar~h 25th, Herman Clinton, a driver, 
had leg broken; caused oy falling under a mine car. 

Willow Grove Mine. On October 17th, three miners, Paul Padoska, 
Adam Konskik and John Konsk+ were seriously burned by a blown
out sh~t, cause~ by an excessive I amount of powder used in a short 
hole dnlledbehmd a very heavy ~ot. 

Buckeye Mine. On November!19th, Charles Kirkman was injured 
?y. fl~ing co~ from a delayed s~9t, which he had gone back on. His 
mJunes c'onslsted of a broken nbl and flesh wounds. 

I 

I 

VIGO pOUNTY. 

Lawton Mine. On March 25~, Edward Stewart was injured in 
hips and bowels by falling slate ajt a distance of about fifty feet from 
the face of his entry., i 

Same mine, on April 3d, Cha~les Hoffman, a eager, had bones in 
hand broken; caused by coal fallipg down shaft. 

Poorless Mine. On July 11th, /Frank Groat had left leg broken by 
falling slate. 

Grant No.2 Mine. On July th, Lee Centers was caught by fall-
ing slate, receiving injuries in and hips, together with internal 
injuries. 
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Diamond Mine. On September 24th, Richard Edwards, a driver, 
while riding on the front end of a mine car, fell off and was caught 
between the car and ties; right leg broken. 

Ehrlich Mine. On October 3d, , had legs injured by 
flying coal from a shot which had blown through a pillar. 

Rose Bud Mine. On October 15th, Thomas Sanders was burned 
by fire damp. He had gone into an old abandoned room and was 
climbing over a slate fall. A small pocket of gas was ignited. 

Union Mine. David Black, on December 13th, fell down hoisting 
shaft. The gate at top of mine blew against him while he was 
putting trap on for mule to descend in cage. He fell in four feet of 
water. Commenced work January 6, 1902. 

W ARRIOK COUNTY. 

Big Vein Mine. On March 19th, Ed. Rogers, a miner, had back 
injured by falling slate. 

Star No. 1 Mine.' On April 20th, Cisco Green, a driver, had nose 
broken; kicked by IJlule. ' 

Same mine, on December 5th, William Hadley, a driver, had Jeg 
broken; f·ell under a mine car. 

Air Line Mine. On 'Au~st 10th, William Stigall, a miner, had 
hip crushed by flying coal; caused by irregular shot firing. 

MINOR ACCIDENTS. 

The list of minor acc'idents as shown by the foregoing table in
cludes those where only slight injuries were sustained and which 
caused but little loss of time. We think no special mention need be' 
made of them. It is probable, however, that some serious accidents 
may have been classed under minor, as the mine bosses differ con
siderably as to what should be termed a serious injury. 

ACCIDENTS TO MINE PROPERTY. 

During the year 1901, there were reported to this office ten acci
dents to mine- property which are worthy of mention here. Six of 
them occurred in the surface plants, and the remainder in the ins~de 
workings of the mines. 

At the Island No.. 2 Mine, located at Linton, in March, a fire oc- . 
curred which destroyed a large frame barn, wagon sheds, granaries 
and two mules. 

A second fire occurred at this mine in October,_ when the new barn, 
which had been buil! to replace the one burned in March, together 
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with a~ut $800 worth of hay and a quantity of corn and other feed 
was destroyed. This fire occurred during the day, when all the mules 
and horses were being worked in the mine, and as a consequence, 
no animals were lost. 1'he total loss incurred by reason of the two 
fires is estimated at about $2,700. The origin of the fire, in both 
instances, is unknown. 

At about ten o'clock a. m., on April 2d, fire was discovered in the 
weigh-room at the Phoenix No.1 Mine. The mine being idle at the 
time, and there heing but few persons about the plant, the fire had . 
gained such headway when discovered, that it was found impossible 
to do anything except to save the engine, boiler and dynamo rooms, 
which was done with much difficulty. The head-frame, tipple and a 
large coal washing plant, which had been built adjoining the tipple, 
together with the screens, scre~ming machinery, ·scales,ropes, cages 
and other tipple equipment, and the machinery connected with the 
coal washing plant were totally destroyed. 

One important feature connected with the saving of the boiler, 
dynamo and eni"ine rooms in which the compressors are situate, is 
the fact that power for driving the machines at No. 3 and No. 5 
mines and also the haulage at No. 5 Mine is furnished from the No. 
1 Mine, thus enabling those mines to continue in operation. 

After about two months' idleness, during which time the tipple 
was rebuilt, work wa.s resumed at No. 1. Matters had barely been 
shaped up in good running order, however, when on August 7th, at 
about three o'clock a. m., the entire plant was destroyed by fire. The 
loss at this time was very great, as the plant was considered one of 
the most costly equipped in the State. A great deal of the machinery 
was a total loss, while that which was saved required extensive, as 
well as very expensive, repairs before being used again. 

The fact that No. 3 and No.5 were thrown idle by reason of the 
power pla:r;tt having been destroyed caused a loss of trade, which, 
added to the loss of property, etc., makes the actual loss very hard 
to compute. . . ' 

1 

On November 8th, the fifth d~structive mine fire occurred, where-
by the entire surface plant at t~e Brazil Block No. 8 Mine, with the 
exception of the engine room ~d blacksmith shop, were, destroyed. 
The origin of the fire is not kn~wn, although it is generally believed 
to have started in the boiler rlom. The total loss in property de
stroyed is estimated at $20,000.

1
• Power for driving the electric ma

chines and motors at No. 10 a;. No. 11 mines was furnished from 
the powerhouse at No.8, the . rning of which caused those mines 
to be thrown idle for some time.: Arrangemen~s were made by which 
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power CQuld be furnished from the No.. 12 Mine until No.8 was 
rebuilt, 'l'l).e lQSS in business by reasQn Qf the three mines being 

. thrown idle will increase the total loss to several thQusand do.llars. 
The sixth nQtable accident to. mine prQperty Qccurred in the Ingle, . 

Mine, at Evansville, abQut May 1st. A general squeeze~ Qr creep, 
took place, .Qn aCCQunt Gf which the mine was thrown idle d~ing 
May and the greater portiQn Qf June; and also causing a part of the 
wQ~kings to. be abandQned. The creelbegan Qn the east side Qf the 
mine and extended to. the west, abQu 1,000 feet. .A large expendi
ture of mQ~ey was required to. reQP.en e mine. 

The seco.nd acqident Qf this kind Happened at- the Oswald Mine, 
in GibsQn OQunty, during the mQnth, Qf May. A squeeze cQvering 
abo.ut 2,000 square yards came Qn thei first and secQnd south entries 
Qn the east s,ide Qf the mine, complete~y shutting Qff all the wQrkings 
Gn thQ&:! two. entries for a periQd Qf a~Qut fQur mQnths. An expense 
Qf abQut $600 was entailed to. reopetn and repair the entries and 
air course. 

Another similar accident Qccurre4 in the Hecto·r Mine, Vigo 
OQunty. On his inspectiQn made May ~9th, Mr. DQdds reports a very 
heavy squeeze as having taken place4n the nQ·rth side Qf the mine. 
Much narrQW wQrk was required in ~riving around it in order to 
secure ventilatiQn. 

But one fire of any c'Qnsequence ini the interiQr of mines was re
PQrted. This occurted at the Oaledohia Mine, Sullivan County, in 
the latter part of September. The cdal in one Qf the entries in the 
north side of the mine in some way (presumably from a shot) caught 
fire. The company has been to a very large expense in trying to 
extinguish it, but up to the present t~me has been unable to. do so. 

At the Nickelplate Mine, near Ehrniandale, Vigo Oounty, on OctQ
ber 1st, one of the cylinder boilers txplo.ded, completely wrecking 
three other boilers, hoisting machinery, engine and boiler hou&:! and 
blacksmith sho.p. Very fo.rtunately, i no persons were injured, al
though there were several at work wit~in 100 feet of the bQiler when. 
it gave way. I 

EXAMIN.A:T~ONS. 
• . i 

I • 

Examinations of applicants to. qual~fy as mine bosses, fire bQsses 
and ho.isting engineers were held at i~ree different times within the 
past year, with results as shown by th~ annexed table: 

i· 
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TABLE. , 
NUKBBR OF ApPLICANTS. PABSRI>. 

PLACE. DATE. 
I M.B. F. B. H.E. M.B. F. B. H.E. 

------------------------- ---
Terre Ha.ute •. April 3d ....... 29 0 40 23 '0 21 
Eva.nsville ..... August 6th .... 12 0 14 9 0 11 
Terre H .. ute ... November 29th 16 . 2 18 10 1 15 

------------------------
Tot .. l, ....... 57 I 2 72 42 I 1. 47 

I 

We give herewith the names and addresses of those who qualified 
and received certificates at the above examinations: 

MINE BOSSES. 

Name and Addres8. Per CfJnt. 
G. W. Knight, Terre Haute, Ind ........................... 95 
David H. Williams, Rosedale, Ind ....... " ............. '" 78 
Daniel E. Davis, Linton, Ind ........................... '" 79 
William Stjlvens, Linton, Ind .... '" .................... '" 77 

. Ira C. Dalrymple; Silverwood, Ind ......................... 81 
Joseph Barker, Cardonla; Ind ................... '" .... '" 78% 
William Green, Harmony, Ind ............................. 75% 
James W. Mason, Sullivan, Ind ............................ 75 
John Hammack, Sullivan, In.d ............................. 76 
Daniel P. Bogle, Terre Haute, Ind ........................ 94 
John A. McCallum, Clinton, Ind ......................... " 82 
H. 'G. Oonrad, Edwardsport Ind .......................... 85 
Roger Maher, St. Marys, Ind .................. ' ............ 80 
William H. Woods, Princeton, Ind ..... , ................... 77 
Charles McGuire, Burnett, Ind ........ , ................... 80 
John A. Overton, Raglesville, Ind ................. " ..... '" 75 
Emil rJhleman, Petersburg, Ind. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . ... 78 
Owen Tevlin, Cannelton, Ind ........................... '" 83 
Call. Whitman, Cannelton, Ind ....................... · ..... 80 
W. S. Risher, Linton, Ind .............. , ................... 78 
James A. Fielder, Sophia, Ind ............................ 78 
John :8{)yle, Princeton, Ind ............ , ................ '" 84 
Frank Osha, Linton, Ind .................................. 78 
Edgar Forcam, Knightsville, Ind ..... '.' ............ , ....... 80 
T. C. Hilliard~ Sullivan, Ind ............................. " 80 
Frederick George, Brazil, Inf! .. :. " .> •••• " •••••••••••••••• 79 
John Kelley, Linton, Ind ....... : ......... '" ......... , .. '" 79 
David Love, Linton, Ind .................................... 78 
Edward Newport, Clinton, Ind ............................. 89 
A. Hostemeyer, Ayrshire, Ind ... , .........•................. 80 
George C. Williams, Hllirmouy, Jnd ........................ 76 
Adolph Becker, Evansville, Ind ............................ 78 
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Name and Addre.s. Per Cent. 
Moses Yemn, Brazil, Ind.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 
Hugh Bennett, West Terre Haute, Ind ..........•......... 78 
John Davidson, Lyford, Ind .............................. 88 
Edward Dayis, Rockville, Ind ......................... , .... 80 
H. C. E. Jaensch, Burnett, Ind ......................... ·· 78 
John Jenkins, Brazil, Ind ................... ·············· 90 
E. ,B. Rouse, Burnett, Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90 
James Johnson, Clinton, Ind ............. , ................. 76 
John E. Jones, Linton, Ind ................................ 80 
James Hurley, Linton, Ind ............ , ., .. , .............. 90 
!Samuel C. 'Watts, Burnett, Ind ....................... , .... 76 

FIRE BOSSES. 

John Patton, IJyford, Ind ........... ' ...................... 80 

HOISTING ENGINEERS. 

Otis B. Lyder, Clinton, Ind ............................... 76 
James Devonald, Burnett, Ind ............................ 77 
John W. Squires, Jasonville, Ind .......................... 89 
George G. Thomas, West Terre Haute, Ind ............... 80 
John Gilmour, Cardoni a, Ind .............................. 80 
Thomas N. Walker, Bicknell, Ind .......................... 89 
A. S. Gill, Linton, Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81 
Morton Grimes, Arthur, Ind.............................. 85 
Portman Davis, Ayrshire, Inti ............................ 84 
Preston Usrey, Linton, Ind ................................ 8iJ 
Charles A. Davis, Winslow, Inti ......... , .............. '" 8:1 
Charles Arthur, Jackson Hill, Ind ... , .... , ................. 7ri 
Otto Vaughn, Linton, Ind ....... , ...... , ................. 76 
George Lyda, Clinton, Ind .. , ......................... , ... : 82 
Harry L. Miller, Clay City, Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 77 
Joseph Combs, Linton, Ind ............................ ·· .. 77 
C. E. Crowder, Burnett, Ind ..................... ' ......... 78 
Samuel McClain, Coal BIun', Ind ..... " ............... ' .... 81 
Howard Bolin, Coal Blun', Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 
L. V. Ferguson, Marco, Ind ........................... ··.·. 78 
Leo,Brush, Campbell, Ind ............................ ··.·· 82 
John McAtee, Montgomery, Ind ......... , ........ " " ..... 80 
Malcolm T. Wilson, Brazil, Ind. " .... '" .. , ............... 87 
Cassius C. Buck, Lena, Ind .... , " ............. , •.......... 79 
Arch. Cummins, Jasonville, Ind .................. , ......... 84 
William Layman, Dugger, Ind ............................. 89 
Nathan G. Squire, IJinton, Ind ............ ' ...... : ......... 87 
George Pirkle, Ayrshire, Ind .......................... , .... 79 
Joe Davis, Sophia, Ind .................................... 90 
John Smith, Oakland City, Ind ......... , ............... , ... 80 
Riley West, Oakland City, Ind ... , .............. , .......... 77 

27 Geol. 
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Name and Add".u. Per Cent. 
C. R. Wiggs, Oakland City, Ind ............................ 77 

~ George Sharitz, Lint{)n, Ind ............................... 93 
~car B. Roark, Linton, Ind .............................. 85 
He~wart, Burnett, Ind ................... : ......... 89 
Winfield E.-Dickey,Dugger, Ind .......................... 79 
J. M. Shumaker, Farmersburg, Ind ......................... 79 
Alvah Hansel, Diamond, Ind.............................. 83 
Claude E. Williams, Seeleyville, Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 
Herman Berry, Wheatland, Ind ......................... ' ... 82 
'Charles W. Decker, Washington, Ind ...................... 80 
Alvan Chaney, Linton, Ind ................................ 80 
Wllliam Lucas, Lyford, Ind ............................... 78 
W. F. Cummins, West Terre Haute, Ind ................... 84 
EJmer Herr;Cfay-City, Ind ................................ 80 
John Smith, Linton, Ind .................................. 76 
C. W. Dixon, Linton, Ind ................................. 86 

CERTIFICATES SECURED BY RIGHT OF SERVICE. 

Twenty-six service certificates were granted during the year, 
classed as follows: Mine boss, 16; fire boOss, 2; hoisting engineer, 8. 
Following are the names and addresses of pers-ons to whom such cer-
tificates were issued: . 

MINE BOSSES. 

Robert Bensinger, Chandler, Ind. Enoch Atkinson, Edwards, Ind. 
C. W. Edmonson, Jackson Hill, Ind. Richard Morgan Carbon, Ind. 
Mark Wilson, DeForrest, Ind. Ed. Davis, Ehrmandale, Ind. 
Edward Hancock, Sullivan, Ind. George Ruddock, Perth •. Ind. 
Marion W. Miller, Brazil Ind. Hansford Eller, W. Terre Haute, Ind. 
Joseph Gibson, Evansville, Ind. S. P. Douglass, W. Terre Haute, Ind. 
Chas, Chesterfield, Brazil, Ind. J. B. LiteU, Linton, Ind. 
James Morgan, Mecca, Ind. Harvey Wonder, Linton, Ind. 

HOISTING ENGINEERS. 

Daniel Buntmg, Vincennes, Ind. 
Charles Mooney, Carbon, Ind. 
Jay McKee, Clay City, Ind. 
Jesse Shannon, Clinton, Ind. 

Sylvester Winningham, Seeleyville,Ind. 
J. N. Burns, Boonville, Ind. 
Harry Burke, W. Terre Haute, Ind. 
W. D. Evans, Brazil, Ind. 

FIRE BOSSES. 

David Harrison, Clinton, Ind. I. H. Woolley, Shelburn, Ind. 

As stated in my report for 1899, my predecessor, Robert Fisher, 
held an examination at Brazil in February of that year. The result 
of that exam.ination, together with numerOus other papers, were not 
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turned over to me. As a consequence-, the results of suchexamina

tion were not repor1ed in 1899. Since that time, however, I have 

ascertained t~e names of some of those who qualified at that exam

ination, and I give herewith their names and addresses: 

MINE BOSSES. 

James Barr, Brazil, Ind. 
Allan N. Walker, Brazil, Ind. 
William Langman, Coal Bluff, Ind. 
Thos. Currie, Diamond, Ind. 
John Krickter, Brazil, Ind. 

Robert Bennie, Clay City, Ind. 
Charles Long, Brazil, Ind. 
Wm. Arkiss, Coal Bluff, Ind. 
Wm. Rosser, Diamond, Ind. 
A. McTavish, Linton, Ind. 

MINE FORIDMAN'S E,XAMINATION. 

HELD AT TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA, NOVEMBER 29, 1901. 

. The answers to these questions a~ here given appeared originally 
in the March issue of the Mines and Minerals, of Scranton, Pa., for 
which they were prepared by Prof. J'. T. Beard, Principal of the Coal 
Mining Course, of the International Oorrespondence Schools, of 
Scranton, Pa.: 

Question I.-Name the different capacities in which you have been 
employed at each class of work. 

Question 2.-Describe in detail the plan of workings, methods of ven
tilation, arrangement and construction of haulage roads at one of the 
most successfully operated mines in which you have been employed. 

tAnswer 2.-A brief description of coal mining in Indiana, including'a 
general plan of the workings of the Brazil Block Goal Company's No.8 
Mine, will be found on page 202, Mine~ and Minerals, for December, 1899, 
and page 246, January, 1900. 

Question S.-What are the laws in Indiana relative to the ventilation 
of coal mines? 

Answer.-~ection 14 ot'the Indiana Mining Law relating to the venti
lation of mines reads as follows: 

(14) That the owner, operator, agent or lessee of any coal mine, 
whether shaft, slope or drift, Shall provide and maintain hereafter for every 
such mine a sufficient amount of ventilation, affording not less than one 
hundred dOO) cubic feet per minute for each and every person employed, 
and three hundred (300) cubic feet per minute for each mule, horse or 
other animal used in said mine, measured at the foot of the downcast, 
and as much more as the circumstances may require, which .shall.be 
forced and circulated around the main entries, cross entries and working 
places throughout the mine, so that said mine shall be free from standing 
gas of whatsoever kind to such an extent that the entire mine shall be 
in a fit state at all times for men to work therein, and which will render 
harmless all noxious or dangerous gases generated therein. IDvery place 
where fire damp is known, Or supposed to exist, shall be carefully ex-
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amined with a safety lamp by a competent fire boss immediately before 
each shift, and in making said exami~tion, it shall be the duty oftlte 
fiJ,"e boss at each examination to leave at the face of every working place 
examined evidence of his presence, and it shall be unlawful for any miner 
to enter any mine or part of a mine generating fire damp until it has 
been examined by the fire boss, as aforesaid, and reported by him to be 
safe. The ventilation required by this act may be provided by any suit
able appliance, but in case a furnace be used for ventilation purposes, it 
shall be built in such a manner so as to prevent the communication of fire 
to any part of the works by lining the upcast with incombustible material 
for a sufficient distance up from the said furnace. 

= -Door 
:n:: -8roftice 
:}¢:: ·(Jyt'1T17I11 

- "" Air CVl'rel1t 
......... -HuvlugeRoo4 
= ,.I?egvlutllr 
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Question 4.-Copy sketch of mine as shown on blackboard. The rooms 
in the mine are to be driven twenty feet wIde, leaving ten-foot pillars, 
with entry pillars twenty-one feet thick. The number and length of each 
e_ntry being given, and worked6tl.t te1'l'ltol't being shown, how many per
sons can be employed in the mine, using all available space and working 
one person in each room and entry? Use the signs given on blackboard 
and indicate where mine doors, brattices, overcasts and regulators should 
be placed, in order that the mine may be ventilated in compliance with 
the law. Also indicate the number of persons .)n each current, and the 
minimum quantity of air required by law. 

Answer.-The rooms being thirty feet, center to eenter, and driven 
both ways off each pair of entries, assuming that no room is turned 
closer than twenty yards from the face of the entry, the number of per
sons employed in the entire mine under the conditions named will be 155, 
disposed of as follows: One hundred and forty-three miners and entry
men, eight drivers, two company men, one cager and one boss. Using 
the signs given, we have Indicated in the plan of the mine the respective 
location of doors, brattlces, overcasts and regul!ltors to comply with the 
mining law. The number of men and mules employed on each current 
is indicated at the mouth of the split, as also the minimum quantity of 
air required by law to be circulated in such split. The two company 
men, eager and boss are added in the third and fourth E Split (they 
could have been added to any other split) to make the total 'iuantity of 
air correspond to the total men and mules employed. 

Question 5.-The above being a one-sided shaft, you will Indicate in 
sketch the arrangement of tracks, etc., so that the greatest number of 
loads may be caged at the least expense. 

Answer.-We would adopt the plan descTibed in answer to Question 
10 of the Illinois Examination, page --, Mines and Minerals, February, 
1902. The general alTangement of the tracks at the shaft bottom are 
shown in Fig. 2. The grades suitable for such a shaft bottom are given 
on page 33, Mines and Minerals, August, 1898. 

Question {j.-'Vhat are the different causes of mine fires? 
Answer.-The most prolific source of mine fires arises from the fine 

coal and slack thrown into the gob, waste, or abandoned workings. The 
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moist heat of the strata promotes the distillation of gas from the fine 
coal, which permeates the waste and results finally in the ignition of the 
gas and coal due to the rise in temperature caused by the chemical ac
tioll that takes place. When' sulphur is present in the form of pyrites, 
chemical reaction is stronger and ignition more liable to occur. Other 
cnuses of mine fires are the explosion resulting from the ignition of a 
body of fire damp, or the accidental explosion of powder in kegs, ignition 
of gas feeders by the fiame of a blast or a naked lamp, ignition of hay 
or !'.traw in mine stables by contact with naked lamps, or the ignition 
of brattic('s, doors, overcasts, etc., by contact with flame. At times the 
ignition of the coal has arisen from the mine ventilating furnace, and 
frequently the ignition of the timbers or curbing of the shaft has 

, taken place from the same cause. , 
Question 7.-Referring to sketch on blackooard, we 

the face of the first North, off of the main west entry, is 
There being no dust or gob accumulations on the entry, 
the probable cause of the fire? You wlll also notice (b) that 
driven off at the face of the second North entry; and (c) S is 
point to the fire, ~eached by the fire boss' on the morning he 

coal at 
(a) 

(d) Explain in full how you would direct the work of "A.lJJl~U"'''lLl1Jlg 

fire with the least danger to the workmen. 
Answer.-It is probable that the gas issuing from the at the 

head of these entries was ignited by a blast fired at the time of quitting 
work the night before the discovry of the fire. The work of extinguish
ing the fire should proceed as follows: Assuming that the North 
is the intake, and the first North the return of the current 
the stopping in the cross-cut at S should first be removed, 
off much of the circulation at the head of these entries. temporary 
stopping should then be quickly erected upon the first N just inside 
of this cross-cut. When this has been done, a second TMl1nm·,j,.v stopping 
should be erected in the second North at a just in-
Side of the same cross-cut. These stoppings should be sealed in 
order to cut off the admission of all air to the fire. A of gas 
pipe should be left in each stopping, that can be closed 
plug. The purpose of these pipes is to ascertain from 
condition of the atmosphere within the stoppings. The 
kept plugged except when ascertaining such condition of 
order of erecting and sealing the stopvings is fmp'ortant, 
sion would almost ineVitably occur if rthe stopping upon tlie 
to be erected and sealed befo.re that unon the return of the <;UJf'''ll •• 

ty lamps should be used in the perfo~mance of the w~rk. 
or mine foreman should determine b~fore beginning this 
or not it is necessary to withdraW' the{ men working upon 
rent. If the flow of gas is light, thislwouId scarcely be nec!j!lSa,ry 
ciany as fresh air is conducted throu~ the cross-cut at S. 

Question 8.-(a) How should cagef bonnets or covers be al'l"'Ul!<~'" 
fitted upon cages to insure the greatest amount of safety 
other persons, from coal faIling back into the shaft? (b) 
catch worked w.ith a spring considered more reliable than 
a weight or lever? 
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Answer.-(a) The bonnets or covers to a cage should be arranged 
with a slight slope toward each end of the cage, and should be large 
enough to practically cover the entire cage. To protect the cager at the 
shaft bottom, the cage bonnets should be high enough that falling coal 
striking the bonnets would not be thrown directly into the entry. Suit
able provision should be made against this by strong hoods at the shaft 
bottom fitting under the cage covers. (b) Spring safety catches are 
more reliable than those operated by weights or levers, because the 
prompt action of the spring is not influenced by the downward move
ment of the cage, as is the case with a weight or lever. 

Question 9.-Under what conditions would it be advisable to hoist 
water from a mine by means of a tank in preference to pumps? 

Answer.-In general, at small mines, where the amount of water to 
be handled is small, and the steam power is not more than is required for 
the hoisting engine. Also, where horse-power is employed for hoisting 
lind no steam is at hand. At larger mines, where the amount of water 
is small and the output is such as can be readily hoisted in the allotted 
time, a tank swung below the cage is -often employed for hOisting the 
water, since the emptying of the tank will not materially delay the hoist
ing. Water is also often hoisted in such tanks only at night or during 
the noon hour. By this means the expense of installing, operating and 
repairing the pumping plant is obviated and the annoyance of steam in 
the hoisting shaft, incident to pumping, is avoided. Tanks are particu
larly serviceable when the water is very corrosive, and there are a num
ber of plants where the entire use of a shaft is for the purpose of hoist
ing water by means of tanks. (See Mines and Minerals, September, 1898, 
p. 49, The Gilbertson Shaft.) 

Question 10.-(a) When would you deem it advisable to replace mules 
with mechanical haulage? (b) Under what conditions could one system 
of mechanical haulage be used to better advantage than another? 

Answer.-Mule haulage should be replaced by rope haulage or motor 
haulage as early as the development of the mine will admit, for the rea
son that, excepting for very small mines, rope or motor haulage is cheaper 
and much more efficient than mules. Neither is the mine air vitiated, as 
when mules are employed. The electric companies calculate that under 
ordinary conditions a mine requiring six or seven mules can save money 
by the installation of an electric haulage system. (b) In the operation of 
a large plant, and espeCially where machines are run at the working face 
by air, air motors may often be, employed for haulage to great advan
tage. The use of air is also especially adapted to gaseous mines, where 
electricity would be objectionable owing to the danger of the gas being 
ignited by the sparking of the wires. In irregular seams, where the 
roadways are very winding, the electric system possesses an advantage 
on account of its flexibility and ease of installment. Rope haulage is par
ticularly advantageous in the smaller mines that would not warrant the 
outlay required in the establishment of the surface plants for the gen
eration of compressed air or electricity. Rope haulage is also well adapted 
to steep inclines. 
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Question n.-What quantity of air is passing through an airway six 
and one-half feet at the top, nine and one-half feet at the bottom and six 
feet high, with an anemometer reading of 300 revolutions per minute? 

Answer.-Area of airway: 

6.5t 9.5 X6=48 sq. ft. 

Assuming the reading of the anemometer to be sufficiently accurate with
out the correction that is sometimes made for the instrument, we have 
for the quantity of air circulating in the airway: 

, 48 X 300 = 14,400 cu. ft. per min. 
Question 12.-A shaft bottom 16 feet wide and 200 feet long is timbered 

with 14xl4-inch cross-bars, set two feet between centers. The roof is 
badly broken above, causing a great deal of weight on the bars, some of 
which are badly decayed. We wish to replace those with new ones of 
the same size. Describe in detail how you would direct such work to be 
done at least expense, yet insuring the safety of workmen. 

Answer.-It will be necessary, in order to avoid as much as possible 
the falling of the roof, to place each set of new timbers in position before 
taking out the old set. The timbers being fourteen inches wide and set 
two feet, center to center, the space between them is (2xI2), less 14, equals 
10 inches. Before a new set of timbers can be introduced, it will be 
necessary to remove one set of the old timbers in order to make room for 
the new set. Or if this can not be done without causing a fall, it would 
be' better to wedge two of the old sets apart a sufficient distance to permit 
a new set of timbers being placed between them. When this has been 
done, one of the old sets of tim*ers next adjoining may then be removed 
carefully, so as to cause as slight a fall of the loose material above the 
timbers as possible. It will now be possible to place another new set of 
timbers in position, after which a second set of the old timbers is carefully 
removed, as before. In this manner the work proceeds until the retimber
ing is complete. 

Question 13.-The main air course in the above mine is adjacent to 
some very extensive old workings from which large quantities of black
damp escape into the airway. Describe in full how brattices should be 
constructed to prevent this. 

Answer.-Beginning at the foot of the downcast shaft or at the mouth 
of the intake, or the nearest pOint thereto at which the difficulty occurs, 
an air-tight brattice should. be constructed by setting a line of posts, say 
from twelve to eighteen inches from the rib separating the airway from 
the old workings. The brattice is closed to the airway throughout its en
tire length, so that no gas can find its way into the intake current. The 
line. of brattice is carried along the rib at an equal distance from it as 
far as is necessary to control the escaping gas. A connection is made 
between the space behind this brattice and the return airway as near to 
the foot of the upcast shaft as possible, by constructing a box or over
cast of sufficient size to carry off the gas accumulating from the old work
ings. By this means the gas will be conducted immediately into the re
turn current. 

Question 14.-(a) What are the principal sources of expense connected 
with mining the different coal seams in Indiana? (b) What are the dif
ferent causes of accidents in mines? 
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Answer.-Some of the principal sources of ,expense in mining bitumi
nous coal may be enumerated as follows: Dead work,. such as entry driv
ing, room turning, driving break-throughs and cleanin'g up falls of roof; 
the drainage, ventilation and timbering of the mine, the movement of th~ 
coal from the face to the tipple and loading, including maintenance of 
roads and cost of repairs of rolling stock; management, office expense, 
company men, mine supplies, royalties upon coal, marketing the coal, 
strikes and other delays, interest upon investment, etc. (b) The princi
pal causes of mine accidents in all coal mining in the order of their im
portance may be classed under the following general heads: Falls of 
roof and coal, explosions of gas or powder, accidents in hoisting or haul
age, mine fires, falling down shafts, boiler explosions, caught in ma
chinery. 

Question 15.-The owner of a certain mine intends sinking a shaft 
to be used as a second outlet or manway. The shaft will b€ 6x8 ft. in size, 
and 95 feet deep; the strata to. b€ sunk through is as follows: Fifteen 
feet of hard pan, fo.rty-five feet of sandstone, thirty-five feet of gray 
slate. 'Which do. you think wo.uld be the cheaper method-to. sink it from 
the top, or drift it up from the bottom? Give reasons in full for prefer
ence, sho.wing advantages and disadvantages of each plan; also prelimi
nary work to be done before breaking ground, and method by which you 
would conduct such work. 

Answer.-The comparative cost of sinking or uprising will depend upon 
the conditions. In upraising, the material excavated must be stowed 
in abandoned workings, or be transported to the foot of the shaft and 
ho.isted to the surface. The operation of upraising, considered by itself, 
is in general cheaper than that of sinking, for the reason that the material 
is handled by gravity; pumping is done away with, lighter shots are re
quired in the work of excavation, but the disposal of the material will 
add very largely to the exp,ense of upraising if thls can not be done near 
at hand in the mine workings. The advantages in favor of sinking are 
that the disposal of the material excavated is effected at the surface; 
there is less delay in clearing the smoke when blasting than in the opera
tion of upraising and the ventilation is easier. The preliminary work 
necessary to be done in sinking before breaking ground, and the method 
of conducting such work, is fully described in answer to Question fl, page 
280, Mines and Minerals, January, 1902. 

Question 16.-:-<Again referring to sketch on blackboard, you will notice 
the mine surveyor has set his stations 200 feet apart, as marked on the 
sides of the entries. The coal seam is five feet thick, with good roof and 
a hard bottom, the mine is dry, and two-ton mine cars are used, the north 
and east entries have a fall of 11;2 per cent, grade in favor of the loaded 
cars, while the south and west entries dip with about the same per cent. 
of grade against the loads. W,e wish to install two. electric traction motors 
of eight tons each. Using the stations marked on the sides of the entries 
and the numbers of the entries, state where you would place your turn
outs or your double partings to. get best results of motor haulage; the 
number of mules used in each section of the mine; the weight of iron per 
yard; size and distance apart of ties used in constructing motor roads, and 
the Dumber of tons of mine run coal per day this mine should produce, 
worked to Its full capacity. How many mules wlll the motofE! displace? 
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What will be the amount of saving per day to the company by the use 
of motor haulage? 

Answer.-lJ'or the present development of the mine, turnouts should 
be provided, as shown in Fig. 1, on the Main N, at the mouths of the 1st 
E and the 3d E entries; and on the Main W at the mouth of the 1st S 
entry. We give below Table 1, showing the number of rooms, tonnage, 
length of haul and ton-feet of haul for mules before motors are employed, 
and Table 2, showing the length of haul and ton-feet of haul for mules 
and motors after the Jatter are introduced. Before the introduction of 
motors, mules halIled the coal to the bottom of the shaft, but later mules 
hauled the coal to the nearest Side parting or turnout, fr{)m which motors 
hauled it to the bottom of the shaft. 

TABLE I. 

~Jt[u'e Haulage. 

ENTRIES. ROOMS. TONNAGE. I 
LENGTH (ft.) I TON-FEET OF 

OF HAUL. RAUL. 

2d E...... .... .... ........ ...... 12 48 1,500 72,()(10 
3d and 4th E...... . ...... .... .. 30 ]20 1,700 204,000 
5th E. ...... .... .... .... .... .... 14 56 2,100 117,1300 
Main N..... .... .......... ...... 16 64 1,700 108,800 
]st N .... .... .... .. ..... .... .... 16 92 2,100 134,400 
2d N.... . ... .... .. .. . ... .... .. . . 23 92 I 2,000 I 184,000 
2d S .... .. .. .... .... .... .... .. .. 23 92 2,100 193,200 

Totals ...................... 1---134---1---53-6-- ................ ---1-0-1,-400--

TABLE II. 

Motor Haulage. 

MULE RAUL. MOTOR RAUL. 

ENTRIES •. 

LENGTH (ft) I TON-FEET. LENGTH (ft) I TON-FEET. 

2d E.. .... .... .......... .... ..... ... .... 600 28,800 
3d and 4th ...................... , ...... 300 36,000 
5th E. ................................ 700 39,200 
Main N.... .. . . .... . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 19,200 

~~t:'::::::::::::::::::::::"::::::::::::1 ~ I ~:~ 
2d S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 400 36,800 ----

Total. ...................................... :..... 235,200 

II 
900 43,200 

1,400 168,000 
1,400 78,400 
1,400 89,600 
1,500 96,000 
1,600 I li7,200 

..... 1 .. ~~..... ~::: 

The work of an average mine mule upon level roads will vary from 
five to six ton-miles per hour. (See answer to Prize Contest Question 652, 
page 4()8, Mines and Miner,als, April, 1901.) The maximum economic 
grade for mule haulage may also be stated as not exceeding, say 8 per 
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cent. (See above references, and answers to Question 24, page 184, Mines 
and Minerals, November, 1900.) Assuming in this case an average of four 
ton-miles per hour per mule, or, say, 21,000 ton-feet per hour per mule, we 
observe that the number of mules required to perform the above work 
before motors are used would be, adding 50 per cent. for the dead weight 

f - . '10 d 1014000 X 1.5 7 2 . ht 1 o cars, .and asSumlllg hours per ay 10 X 21000 =., say elg mu es. 

The mules required after motors have been installed in this mine will be 

2~~2~~5 '1.68, say 2 mules. Before the introduction of motors, the 

work will be distributed about as follows: 

2d E ....................................... 5 mule-hours 
3d and 4th E .... '" ....................... " .14.5 mule-hours 
5th 'E ........................................ 8.5 mule-hours 
Main N ...................................... 7.5 mule-hours 
1st N ............................ , ...•....... 9.5 mule-hours 
2d N ........................................ 13 mule-hours 
2d S ............................... '" .... " .14 mule-hours 

Total ...................................... 72 mule-hours 

After the introduction of motors, the work of the entire mine will prac
tically be divided into two sections, that upon the Main N and the East 
entries forming one section, and the Main W, with its North and South 
entries, forming the other section. One mule will be requir,ed to perform 
the district haulage in each of these sections. 

It would be hardly practicable or economical to install two motors in 
this mine, since one light motor, weighing, say 5,400 pounds, with a 700-
pound drawbar pull, and having a speed of six mUes per hour, will readily 
perform the entire work of the mine. Such a motor will haul three cars of 
the size mentioned upon these grades.' With this trip the net work of the 
motor, if running all the time at a speed of six miles per hour, would be 
6x6=36, ton-miles per hour; but reducing this to 16-ton-miles per hour to 
allow for delays, changing of cars, etc., we have, for the net work of the 
motor 16x5,280---S4,480 ton-feet per hour, or 844,800 ton-feet per day, 
which is considerably above the work required (778,800 ton-feet per day), 
as shown in Table 2. The minimum size of iron allowed for this size 
motor (5,400 pounds) is ten-pound iron, placing the ties, which should be 
five-inch oak ties, twelve inches center to center. On' account, of the 
weight of the iron cars carrying a net load of two tons each, we would 
prefer to use not less than sixteen-pound iron, with ties placed eight 
inches, center to center, as before. We have assumed an average output 
of four tons mine-run coal per day per miner, working one man In each 
room, and having one helper or loader. Since there are 134 rooms in the 
mine (Table 1), the total output upon this assumption would be 134x:4= 
536 tons mine-run coal per day. The installment of motor haulage in the 
mine w1ll replace 8-2=6 mules. / 

Cost of Mule Haulage. To ascertain the saving by the use of motor 
haulage as compared with mule haulage, we estimate as follows: In mule 
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haulage employing eight mules, it will be necessary to keep at least ten 
mules in the stable to provide against emergency. The value of these 
mules may be· assumed as approximately.10x$100=$1,OOO. It.is custom
ary to estimate a depreciation in mule stock of 25 per cent. ~r annum, 
Which must be"'l!ft!ft!d to the cost of maintaining the mnles in the pit, and 
the cost of drivers. These Items, except the last, are continuous every 
day of the year, and must be reduced to a basis of, say 200 working days 
per year; thus, 

Depreciation and Interest on Mules 25%, 

}'eed, 10 mules at .25 = $2.50 

Attendance - - - = 1.50 

$4.00 per day 

1000 X .25 ----_. - $1.25 
200 

360 
and $4.00 X 200 7.20 

40 
Harness and repairs - - - - say $40 per year, 200 .20 

8 drivers - - c - - - - - - at $1. 75 _ 14.00 
Total 'Cost of Mule Haulage - - - - - - • - • = $22.65 

Cost Qf Electric Haulage.-The estimated cost of an electric plant is, 
say $7,000. In estimating it is customary to llgure a depreciation in the 
cost of the plant of about 5 per cent., which must be added to the cost of 
operating the same, reducing as before to a basis of 200 working days; 
thus: 

Per IJall. 

Depreciation and interest 5 %1' ............... 7~. 05 = $1. 75 

Engineer of power house .... ~ .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . _ 1. 75 
Motorman .............. : ... j ~................ _ 1.75 
Helper...... .... ...... .... ...•.. ...... .... .... _ 1.60 

. : 200 
RepaIrs .................. " S1Y $200 per year, 200 

Oil and Waste ...... . . .. .. .. . .............. . 
Depreciation (2 mules), 25% .j ............... . 

360 Feed ..................... " .. . ....... 2 X 25 X 200 

Harness and repairs. . . . . . . . .. . .............. . 
2 drivers at $1. 75 ......................... , ... . 

Total cost Electric Haulage ........ , •......... 
Saving in favor of Electric H lage! 

$22.'65-$12.80 

- 1.00 

.25 

.25 

.90 

.05 
- 3.50 

$12.80 

=$9.85 

Question 17.-What changes in roof, bottom and coal seam are met 
with when approaching a fault? What other conditions may be expected? 

Answer.-This depends upon the character of the fault in question. 
Proximity to a fault of displacement is frequently indicated by thin spars 
in the coal, occurring usually in the bedding plane of the seam, and having 
II trend or inclination in the direction in which the slip has occurred. 
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Pinchouts, horsebacks, etc., are usually in4icated by the roof and floor in 
the seam gradually approaching each other. Faults of erosion are often 
indicated by the presence of stones or boulders in the coal, and a gradual 
thinning of the seam. None of these evidences, however, can be assumed 
as absolute indications of faults, since they betoken disturbances which 
mayor may not have resulted in the faulting of the strata or erosion of 
the seam. The local character of each seam must be studied by itself in 
order to be able to predict, with any accuracy, proximity to a fault. In 
approaching a fault, a change in the gaseous condition of the mine may 
often be expected; as, for example, gas or water may often be encountered 
upon the opposite side of a fault where they have not been found in the 
present working of the seam, or vice versa these may disappear after 
crossing a fault. 

Question lS.-By again referrIng to blackboard sketch, you will notice 
we have between the 2d and 3d E entries a rock roll or horseback. The 
'roll affects the coal seam and roof for about 12 feet across, and rooms 
when driven up to it must be renecked or driven through narrow. The 
price paid for such narrow work is 80 cents per foot. Explain how you 
would work the above section, securing all of the seam, yet piercing the 
roll as few times as possible. 

Answer.-The cost of hOling through this fault would be 12x.8O=$9.60 
each time that the fault was crossed. This expense should be avoided by 
cutting through the fault in No.1 Room only. This room may be driven, 
after crossing the fault, as a wide place (14 feet wide), or if the roof is 
good the room may be widened out to the 'usual width, after crossing the 
fault. The road should be carried along the straight rib and the room 
should be turned off of the entry so as to allow of being widened outbye in
stead of inbye, as is customary. Other rooms should be turned off this 
one, upon the inbye or straight rib, after crossing the fault. These rooms 
may be driven upon an angle so as to parallel the fault, or they may be 
driven square with the first room, in which case the fault will.cut off each 
room in turn. 

Question 19.-(a) What are the State laws of Indiana relative to the 
use of powder in coal mines1 (b) What steps WQuid you take to enforce, 
these laws, or detect persons who may be violating them? 

Answer.-(a) The Indiana mine law provides that blasting shall not be 
done in working hours only when opening a new mine employing not over 
20 men, and being not over 100 yards in any direction from the bottom of 
the shaft. In such cases blasting is permitted twice only, during working 
hours. The law also provides that the firing of shots shall begin inbye 
upon the entry, and that no shot shall be fired till all the persons inbye 
from such shot shall have passed out. The law also provides that no hole 
for blasting shall be drilled more than one foot past the end of a cutting 
or a loose end, and no hole for blasting shall be located more than fi've 
feet from a loose end, measured at right angles to the direction of the 
hole. It also provides that not more than eight pounds of blasting powder 
shall be placed or exploded in one hole. A fine of not over $100 nor less 
than $5, .or imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding six months nor 
less than thirty days, is provided for the violation of this act. (b) To de
tect violations of the law in reference to the use of powder is a difficult 
matter. An exact account of the number of holes fired and the powder 
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used by each man may be kept, but this would only show the average 
charge of powder used. The only certain method is to employ a man to 
inspect or load the holes. 

Question 20.-What particular points should receive the attention of 
the mine boss when making his daily rounds of the mine? 

IAnswer. - The duties of the mine boss as required by the Indiana 
mining laws are as follows: He shall (1) watch ventilating apparatus and 
airways; (2) See that loose coal and rock on the traveling and airways are 
secured against falling; (3) Measure the air at the inlet and outlet and at 
the face of the entries once a week; (4) Keep a record of such measure
ments and report monthly to the Inspector of Mines; (5) Visit and examine 
all working places each alternpte day when men are or should be at work; 
(6) S.ee that sufficient timbers are kept at working places; (7) Order and 
direct that unsafe places be made safe when notified of them, and give 
written acknowled&ment when he receives such notice; (8) Give imme
diate notice to the Ins]Aector of Mines when a serious or fatal accident 
occurs at any mine in his charge. 

In addition to the above duties as pr,escribed by law, the mine boss 
having first acquf)lnted himself with the condition of the working places 
of the mine as indicated by the report of the fire boss, should proceed to 
aSSign to the company men or shift hands. their several duties at the 
different points in the mine. If the ventilating apparatus, pumps and 
hoisting arrangements do not require his special attention at the shaft 
bottom, he proceeds to the inside workings and gives his attention first 
to the work of the drivers to see that the coal is moving properly toward 
the shaft. He inspects closely the timbering of the rooms and airways 
as he proceeds in his rounds. 

Question 21.-If a fan running 50 revolutions per minute produces 
25,000 cubic feet of air, what quantity will it produce if the speed is raised 
to 75 revolut1<ms per minute'?' 

Answer.-According to the usual method of clliculation, the quantity 

x 75 3 
ratio equals the speed ratio; thus, 25000 = 50 =2; or 

, 3 
x=2x25000=37500 cu. ft. per min. 

More accurately, however, the fifth power of the quantity ratio equals 
( x ) 5 (75) 4 

the fourth power of the speed ratio; thus, 25000 =50" =1.54 ; or 

5 

x = 25000 V l.Ii = 34580 cu. ft. per min. 



TABLE 

Showing Namu of Mines Which Were in Active Operation on January 1, 1902, Opemtors and Addresses, Mtne Bosses and Addresses, by 
Oounties. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

M,NE. OPERATOR. 

I 
ADDRESS. MINE Boss. ADDRESS. 

Brazil Block No. 1.. ..... . 
Brazil Block No.8 ....... . 
Brazil Block No. 11 ....••• 
Gart No.5 ............... . 

Brazil Block Coal Co ............................ .. 
Brozil Block Coal Co ............................ .. 
Brazil Block Coal Co ............................ .. 
Brazil Block Coal Co ............................ .. 

Brazil .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. John Bolin .................. Brazil. 
Brazil ............ .... .... Henry Payne.... .... .... .... Brazil. 
Brazil .................... James Burt .................. Brazil. 
Brazil .... .... .... .... .... Andrew Gilmour.... .... .... Cardonia. 

Gart No.7 .............. .. 
GartNo.l0 ............. .. 
Briar Hill ............... .. 
Cloverland .............. .. 
Columbia No.5 ......... .. 
Cornwell ................ . 
Crawford No.2 .......... .. 
Crawford No.3 .......... .. 
Crawford No.5 .......... .. 
Dewey .................. .. 
Diamond No.3 .......... .. 
Diamond No.5 .......... .. 
Eureka No.2 ........... .. 
Eureka No.3 ........... .. 
Eureka No.4 ........... .. 
Fortner ................. .. 

Brazil Block Coal Co ............................. . 
Brazil Block Coal Co ............................ .. 
Clay City Coal Co.... ..., ....................... .. 
Zeller, McClellan Coal Co ....................... .. 
Zellar, McClellan Coal Co ....................... .. 
Jack~on Coal Mining Co ........................ .. 
Crawford Coal Co ... '" .......................... .. 
Crawford Coal Co ................................. .. 
Crawford Coal Co .............................. . 
Jackson Coal and Mining Co. : ................... . 
Diamond Block Coal Co ......................... .. 
Diamond Block Coal Co ......................... .. 
Eureka Block Coal Co .......................... .. 
Eureka Block Coal Co ........................... .. 
Eureka Block COlLI Co ........................... .. 
C. Ehrlich ....................................... .. 

Brazil ................................................... . 
Brazil.... ......... .... William Rosser.... ...... .... Diamond. 
Chicago, Ill .............. Alex. Ferguson .............. Clay City. 
Brazil ...... ...... .... .... George Donie.... .... .... .... Cloverland. 
Brazil...... ...... .... .... Mike Huffman. .... ...... .... Asherville. 
Brazil.... ...... .... ...... Moses Marks.... .... .... .... Cardonia. 
Brazil .................... Walter Knox ................ Asherville. 
Brazil .... .... .... .... .... William Pen..... .... .... .... Asherville. 
Brazil.... .... ...... ...... Grif. Howells.... .... .... .... Center Point. 
Brazil .................... .lohn Cox .................... Bra.zil. 
Brazll .................... W. G. Spears..... ............ Braz!l. 
Bro.zll .................. , J. C. Wmn ................... BraZIl. 
Terre Haute....... ...... Thos. G. Marshall..... ...... Carbon. 
Terre Haute ............. John T. Summers ........... Carbon. 
Terre Haute ............. John A. Boling.... .......... Carbon., 
TurDer..... ........ ...... E. L. Tibbetts.... .... .... .... Turner. 

Gifford .................. .. 
Gladstone ............... .. 
Klondyke ................ . 
Monarch ................ .. 

~~:rt::: ::::::::::::::: :::: 
Glen .................... .. 
Rob Roy ................ .. 
Sil verwood No 3. .. ... .. 
Crawford No.7 ......... .. 
Lawrence No.6 ......... .. 

Co11in8 Coal Co .................................. .. 
Brazil Mining Co ................... , ............ .. 
C. Ehrlich Coal Co .............................. .. 
American Clay Manufacturing,Co .............. .. 
Cloverland Coal Mining Co ..................... .. 
Coal Bluff Mining Co ............................ .. 
Coal Bluff Mining Co ............................. . 
Andrew Coal and Mining Co .................... .. 
Indiana Bituminous Coal Co.... .... .... .. ..... .. 
Crawford Coal Co.... . .......................... .. 
Zeller, McClellan & Co .......................... .. 

Brazil .... ...... .... ...... August Norkus...... .... .... Brazil. 
Chicago, Ill.... .......... Oran Long. .......... .... .... Coal Bluff. 
Turner. .... ... ........... Jacob Ehrlich, Sr.... .... .... Staunton. 
Brazil .................... James A.King ............... Brazil.' 
Cloverland ............... M. D. West .................. Cloverland. 
Terre Haute ...... "_'" H. W. Jenkins ........ : ...... Perth. 
Terre Haute ............. H. W. Jenkins............... Perth. 
Brazil .................... James Andrews ............. Brazil. 
Terre Haute............. William Myers.... .... ...... Turner. 
Brazil .................... Samuel Lindsay ............. Ho08ierville. 
Br:1.Zil .................... Fred George ................. Harmony. 
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DAVIESS COUNTY. 

M,NE. 
ADDRESS. OPERATOR. 

(label No.4 ................. Co.bel &- Co ....................................... .. 
(lo,.bel No 9 ................ Cabel & Co ........................................ . 
Hoosier No.4........ .... Raglesville Coal Co ............................... . 
Montgomery No 2 ........ Dayiess ('ounty Coo.l Co .......................... . 
Montgomery No.3....... Daviess Couuty Coal Co .......................... . 
Mutual.. .......... .... ... Mutual Mining Co: ................................ . 
J3lack Diamond. ...... .... Black Diamond Coal Co ....................... '" 
Union ..................... J. M. Winkelpleck ............................... . 
Logan Grove....... .... .... Wilson Bros ............. '" ....................... . 

Washington ............ . 
Woshinlfton ............ . 
Raglesv"le ............ .. 
Montgomery ........... .. 
Montgomery ............ . 
Cannelburg ............ . 
Washinlfton ........... . 
RaglesvlIIe ............ . 
Washington ............ . 

FOUNTAIN COUNTY. 

:1.h~E Boss. 

Anthony Kocher ........... . 
Anthony Kocher .......... .. 
Grant ~toy .................. . 
J. H. McKenna ............. . 
Thos. Small ................. . 
Daniel Davis......... . .... . 
Henry Osha.... ..... .. .... . 
A. W. Stuckey ............. . 
Simeon Grill ............... . 

ADDRESS. 

Washington. 
Washington. 
Raglesville. 
Washington. 
Washington. 
f'nnnelburg. 
Washington. 
RaglesviIle. 
Washington. 

Silverwood No.4 .......... j Indiana Bituminous Coal Co .. : ........ ·· ........ 1 Terre Haute ............. , William Dalrymple ......... I Silverwood. 

Oswald ................... ,., Princeton Coal and Mining Co ................... , Princeton .......... : ..... , James Anderson ............ I Princeton. 

Gilmour .................. . 
Black Creek .. . ..... .. .. . 
Fluhart .................. . 
Hoosier ................. . 
Island No.1 ............. . 
Island No.2 ............. . 
Island Valley No.1. ..... . 
Island VaIJey No.2 ...... . 
Island VaIJeyNo.3 ..... .. 
;South Linton ............ . 
Summitt Nos.l and 2 ... .. 
'Templeton ............... . 
WildCat .................. . 
Midland .. : .............. . 
Victoria ................. .. 

GREENE COUNTY. 

Southern Indiana Coal Co ..................... .. 
Black Creek Semi-Block Coal Co ................ . 
Linton Coal and Mining Co ..................... .. 

~?~~i3'C~~f'c~~:: :::::'. :::: :::: :::::::'.:::::::: :::: 
Island Coal Co .................................... . 
Island Valley Coal Co ............................ . 
Island Valley Coal Co ............................ . 
Island Valley Coal Co..... .. ................. . 
/-outh Linton Coal and Miniug Co ............... . 
Summitt Coal Co ................................. . 
Western Indiana Coal Co , ....................... . 
L. I'. Dickason Coal Co ......................... .. 
Midland Coal Co ................................. .. 
Victoria Coal and Mining Co .................... . 

Chicago, III ............ .. 
Linton ................ .. 
Linton .................. . 
Bloomfield .............. . 
Indianapolis ............ . 
Indianapolis ............ . 
Linton .................. . 
Linton .................. . 
Linton ................. .. 
Linton .................. . 
Bloomfield ............. . 
Terre Haute ........... .. 
Chicago, Ill ............. . 
Jasonville .............. .. 
Linton .................. . 

James Stewart ............. .. 
Reuben Small ............. .. 
James Dunn ............... .. 
Michael King ............... . 
S. C Risher ................. . 
John Eddy ................. .. 
Joseph Fennel. ............ .. 
Geo. 1i;IlPerson .............. . 
Peter May ................... . 
William James ............ .. 
Thos. McQuade ............ .. 
John A. Templeton ......... . 
Thomas Thomas ............ . 
Wm. Davidson ............ .. 
Frank Lockhart ........... .. 

JasonVille. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Bloomfield. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Jasonville. 
Linton. 
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KNOX COUNTY. 

Bicknell .... . . .. .. .... .. .. Bicknell Coal Co .................................. 1 Bicknell .............. , .. 
Edwardsport .............. Vulcan Coal Co ................................... Indianapolis ........... .. 
Knox ...................... Knox Coal Co...... ...... ............ .... ..... Bicknell ............... .. 
Prospect Hill ............. Sugar Loaf Coal and Mining Co .................. 1 Vincennes ............. .. 

R. M. Freeman ............. . 
Harve), Conrad ............ .. 
Chas. Harting ............. .. 

Bicknell. 
Edwardsport. 
Bickuell. 
Vincennes. 
Bicknell. 

Frank Freeman ..... ; ..... .. 
Lynn.... .... .... ...... .... Lynn Coal Co.......... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... Bicknell .. : ............. . W.H.Lynn ................ .. 

PARKE COUNTY. 

Anthony ................ . 
Brazil Block No. 12 ...... . 
Cox No.3 ................. . 

George Anthony ................................. .. 
Brazil Block Coal Co ............................ .. 
Brazil Block Coal Co ...... '" .................. .. 

Fontanet ............... .. 
Brazil .................. .. 
Brazil .................. .. 

George Antbony ............. j Fontanet. 
R. F. Jenkins ................ Diamond. 
Oscar Busler..... .... .... .... Coxville. 

Lucia .................... .. 
Lyford No.2 ............ .. 
M ... ry .................... .. 
Mecca No.I. ............. . 
McIntosh No.3 .......... . 

Rock Run Coal Co ............................... . 
Wabash Valley Coal Co ......................... .. 
Otter Creek Coal Co ............................. .. 
Otter Creek Coal ( 0 ............................. .. 
1. W. McIntosh & Co .... .... .... .. ............. .. 

Montezuma ............. . 
Lyford.. .. .......... .. 
Chicago, Ill ............ .. 
Chicago, Ill ............. . 
Brazil .................. .. 

Victor Allais ................ Montezuma. 
John Mushett ............... LYford. 
John Chesterfield, Jr ....... Brazil. 
James Skene· ................ Mecca. 
Samuel Holden.... .... ...... Brazil. 

Parke No. S ............. .. 
Standard. ................. . 

Parke County Coal Co .......................... .. 
Standard Block Coal Co ......................... .. 

Rosedale ................ . 
Terre Haute........ .. . 

George Mitch .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rosedale. 
H. V. Sherburne ............. Brazil. 

Superior No.1 .......... .. 
Superior No.2 .......... .. 

Zeller, McClellan & Co .......................... .. 
Zeller, McClellan & Co ........................... . 

Brazil .................. .. 
Brazil .................. .. 

Geor,e Myers.......... ...... Brazil. 
Johu Chesterfield, Sr.... .... Br ... zil. 

PERRY COUNTY. 

'Troy ...................... 1 Bergenroth Bros. .. .. .. .. ... . ..................... \ Troy .................. " ·1 George Briggs ....... , ........ I Troy. 

Aberdeen ............... .. 
Ayrshire No.3 .......... .. 
Ayrshire No.4 ........... . 
Ayr.hire No.5 .......... .. 
lUackburn .............. .. 
Hartwell ................ .. 
::Littles .................. .. 
Woolley ................. .. 
Itogers .................. . 

PIKE COUNTY. 

Aberdeen Coal Co .................................. Littles ................... James Fielder ............. .. 
D. Ingle Coal Co..... .... ...... .. .... ...... .... .... Ayrshire................. Bart Stinson ............... .. 
D. Ingle Coal Co ................................... Ayrshire ................. W. L. Smith ................ . 
D. Ingle Co ... 1 Co............. .... .... .... .... ...... Ayrshire................. D.ln,lel Jr ................. . 
S. W. Little Coal Co ............................... Evausville ............... John WIlley ............... .. 
S. H. Wulfman Coal Co........................... Huntingburg ............. C. C. Roland ............... ,. 
S. W. Little Coal Co ............................... Evansville ............... Herman Rose ............... . 
J. Woolley Coal Co ................................ Petersburg ............... H. T. Brewis ............... .. 
S. W. Little Coal Co ................................ Evansville' ............... Jno. R. Willey ............. .. 

Ayr.hire. ' 
Ayrsbire. 
Ayrshir\). 
Ayrshire. 
Peter,burg. 
Cabel. 
Littles. 
Petersburg. 
Petersburg. 
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SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

MINE. OPERATOR. ADDRESS. 

Bunker Hill ........•..•.. Wa.shington Fuel Co ............................... I Farnsworth ............ . 
Caledonia. .... .... .... .... Rainbow Coal and Mining Co... ...... ...... ...... Sullivan ................ .. 
Dugger.. .. .... . . .. .. .. .... Indiana-Chicago Coal Co ......................... Dugger ................. .. 
Green Hill............ .... Green Hill Co .. l and Mining Co..... .... .......... Sullivan ................. . 
Hymera ................... Hymera Coal Co .................................... Hymera ................ .. 
Ingleside. . ........... Indianapoli< and Sullivan Coal Co..... .......... Dugger ................. . 
Jackson Hill No.2 ....... Jackson Hill Coal and Mining Co ................. Terre Haute ............ .. 
Phoenix No.1 ............ New Pittsburgh Coal and Coke Co ................ Chicago, Ill. ........... .. 
Phoenix No.3 ............ New Pittsburgh Coal and Coke Co ................ Chicago, Ill ............ .. 
Phoenix No.5.... .... .... New Pittsbuegh Coal .. nd Coke Co....... ......... ChiclI.go, Ill.. .......... .. 
Stll.r City.... ...... .... .... Harder-Hafer Coal Co. ... ... .. .... ...... ...... .... Chicago, Ill ............. . 
Shelburn ................. Keystone Coal Co.......... ................ ........ Shelburn .............. .. 
White Ash ................ White Aoh Coal Co ............................... Terre Haute· ............. . 
Jackson Hill No.3 ........ Jackson Hill Coal and MiningCo ................. Jackson Hill ........... .. 

VANDERBURG COUNTY. 

Di .. mond .................. Diamond Co .. l Co .................................. Ev .. nsville ............. .. 
First Avenue ............. H. A. Losier Coal Co ............................... Evansville ............ . 
SunnySide ................ Sunny Side Coal and ('oak Co ..................... E ... nsville ............. .. 
Ingleside ................... John Inllie Co .. l Co ............................... Ev .. nsville ............. .. 
Union ..................... Evansville Co .. l Mining Co ........................ Evansville ............. .. 
Unity ..................... Crescent Coal Co ................................... Ev .. nsville ............. .. 

VERMILLION COUNTY. 

MINE Boss. ADDRESS. 

William Mason .............. Sullivan. 
Henry But.ler .. .... ...... .... Farnsworth. 
Reese Griffiths....... .... .... DUgger. 
William M .. son...... .... .... Sullivan'. 
Wm.D .. vidson ............... Hymera. 
O. C. Hall .................... Dugger. 
Ed. Stewart ........... :...... Jackson Hill. 
JOB. Peters ............. : .... Alum Cave. 
Alex Faulds. .... ...... ...... Alum Cave. 
Asa Roberts ................. Alnm Cave. 
Simeon Woolley ............. Del Carbo. 
Wm. Norton ................. Shelburn. 
W m. Britton ................. I Hymera. 
William Evans.. ...... ...... Jackson Hill. 

Adolph Becker .............. . 
Frank Gnenther ........... .. 
Henry Baetz ............... .. 
John Odell .................. . 
P. Schultheis .............. .. 
Fred Sutheimer ............ .. 

Evansville. 
Evansville. 
Evansville. 
Evansville. 
Evansville. 
Evansville. 

Crown Hill .............. .. Crown Bill Co .. l Co .............................. .. Clinton ......................................................................... . 
Bruiletts No.3 ........... . Bruiletts Creek Coal Co ........................... . Clinton ................... Geo. A. D .. vis ................ Clinton. 
Bruiletts No.4 .......... .. Bruiletts Creek Coal Co .......................... .. Clinton..... .... ...... .... J. C. McInnes........ .... .... Clinton. 
Bruiletts No.5 .......... .. 
Buckeye ................ .. 

g~kuftiii :::: :::::::::::::: 
Prince ................. .. 
TorryNo.~ .............. .. 
Willow Grove ........... .. 

Bruiletta Creek Coal Co ........................... . 
McClellan, Sons & Co ............................ .. 
Cayuga Press Briek Co.. .. .... .... . ............ .. 
Oak Hill Coal Mining Co ........................ .. 
Keller Coal Co ................................... .. 
Torrey Co .. l Co ................................... .. 
Willow Grove Co ................................ .. 

Clinton .. : ................ F.P.Christy ................. Clinton. 
Clinton ................... Wm. Chesterfield ........... Clinton. 
C .. yug ..................... RobertIrving ................ C .. yuga. 
Clinton.. .. ............ Wm. Hutchinson ............ Clinton. 
Chicago, Ill .............. John Mushett ................ Clinton. 
Voorhees .................. George D .. vis ................. Clinton. 
Clinton ................... James Boskill ............... Clinton. 
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VIGO COUNTY. 

Chicago No.6 .. ., ........ . 
Rose Bud ................ . 
Brick Works ............•. 
Broadhurst ...•............ 
Diamond ............•..... 
Ehrlich .......... '" ..... . 
Grant No.2 .............. . 
GlenOak ................. . 
Hector ..........•..•...... 

i\r:~L:: :::: :::::::::.':: 

Big Vein Coal Mining Co ........................ .. 
Seelyville Coal and M.ining Co .................. .. 
Terre Haute Brick and Pipe Co ................. .. 
H. Burke & Co ................................... .. 
Coal Bluff Minin~ Co ............................. . 
J. Ehrlich Coo.l Co ............................... .. 
Grant Coal Co .................................... . 
Glen 08 k Coal and Mining Co .................. .. 
Loughner Coal Co ............................... .. 
Nevins Coal Co .................................. .. 
Miami Coal Co .. '" .............................. .. 

Chicago) Ill ............ .. 
Seeleyvllle ............. .. 
Terre Haute ............ .. 
W. Terre Haute ..... · ... . 
Terre Haute ............ .. 
Seeleyville ............. .. 
Burnett ................ .. 
Burnett ................ .. 
Seeleyville ............. .. 
Clinton ................. .. 
Brazil ................. .. 

Woodland Valley ....... . 
Nickelplate .............. . 
Peerless ................. .. 
P&rke No.IO ............. . 
RedBird ................. . 
Ray ...................... . 
Royal ................... .. 
Union ................... .. 
Vigo ..................... .. 
Larrimer ................ .. 
Lawton ................. .. 

Woodl&nd V&lley Mining Co ..................... . 
Br&zil clUning Co ................................ .. 
Coal Bluff Mining Co ............................ .. 
Parke County Coal Co ............................ '. 
Fauvre Coal Co .................................. .. 
Vigo C.al Co ..... ~ ............................... .. 
Seele}'viUe Coal and Mining Co ................. .. 
Coal Bluff Mining Co ............................ .. 
Meneely Bros .................................... .. 
Peter Krachenberger ............................. . 
Coal Bluff Mining Co ............................. . 

TerreBaute ............ .. 
Brazil .................. .. 
Terre Haute ............. . 
Rosedale ............... .. 
Indianapolis ........... .. 
Seeley ville ............. .. 
Seele;rville ............. .. 
Coal Bluff .............. .. 
Ehrmandale ........... .. 
W. Terre Haute ........ .. 
Terre Haute...... ... .. .. 

WARRICK COUNTY. 

Thos. Gregory..... .... .... .. Fontanet. 
W m. Grar.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Seeleyville. 
J. F. Irwm ................... '.rerre Haute. 
W m. L. Erwin..... .... ...... W. Terre B&ute. 

iohii P. ·.A.'C~ee.' :: :: .'.' : :: : : ::: Seeleyvllle. 
James Lewis ................. Burnett. 
Ed. Jaensch .................. Burnett. 
Thos. Maxw<lU. .... ...• •..... Seeleyville. 
Thomas Clemen(............ Burnett. 
M. McMarrow.. .. .. .. .. .. .... Brazil. 
J. A. Erwin .................. Terre Haute. 
C. E. Peck...... .... ...... .... Brazil. 
Chas. Nash..... .. .. .. .. ...... Burnett. 
Thos. Bingham.............. Heokland. 
R. F. Bieler.. . .. . . ... .... .... W. Terre Haute. 
George West. .... .... .. .. .... Seeleyville. 
John Scott ................... Seeleyville. 
Jas. Johnson..... ...... ...... Fontanet. 
Ed. Davis ..................... Ehrmandale. 
Josiah Hodges ............... W. Terre Haute. 
J",. Devon .. ld ............... Burnett. 

AirLine .................. \ T.B. Hall & March ................................ Chandler ................. \ T.n.Hal!.. .................. Chandler. 
Big Four.. .... .... .... .... Big_Four Coal Co...... ..... ...................... Boonville................ J no. E. Kelley.. . .... .... .... Boonville. 
Bill" Vein .................. \ J. Woolley Coal Co ................................ Evansville ............... 1 Louis Schultz ................ Boonville. 
Caledonia ................ Caledonia Coal and Mining Co ................... Boonville ................ L. M. Gais.er ................ Boonville. / 
Chandler .................. J. A. Bryan ........................................ Evansville ............... Win Huber ................... Evansville. 
DeForrest ................. Chas. Menden ...................................... I Evansville ............... M. Wilson .................... DeForrest. 
Star No.I. ................ Jno. ArchboJ.i Coal Co ............................ Evansville ............... G.F.Arohbold ............... Newburg. 
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TABLE 
Showing Names and Addre88es of Persons Operating Small Mines in Indiana, the Num

ber of Persons Employed Therein, the Tom of OoalMined and Wagu Paid 
at Each Mine Repol·ted, During the Year 1901. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

OPERATOR. ADDRESS. 

Anderson & Brown.. ...... ..... . .... .... Brazil .............. .. 
Whitmarsh & Price.. ...... ...... .... .... Cardonia............. 16 

(NoR eport.) 
8,800 83,940 00 

Total ............................... .. 16 3,800 83,940 00 

DAVIESS COUNTY. 

Raglesville Coal Co...... .... ...... ...... Raglesville .... · .... ·1 9 1,9331 $2,690 66 
Burke Bros .............................. Washiugton.... ...... 6 5,614 2,083 28 
A. M. McClintick ...................... ,. Washington.. . ...... (No Report.) 
Mandaback Bros ........................ Washin'ton.......... 6 550 ............ .. 
Raglesville Standard Coal Co ... " ., .. .. Ra.le'Vllle.. .. . . . . . . . 10 1,400 945 00 

Total ................................. I ........................ ~I~ -s5.6i893 

FOUNTAIN COUNTY. 

Tilley &; Son ............................. J Silverwood .......... 1 1 I 6561 8440 00' 

Total. .... ... . ....................... I ........................ 1-1 ,-&561-8440 00 

GREENE COUNTY. 

Kates & Holder...... .... .... .... .... .... Lyons................ 4 
Robertson Bros .......................... Linton ......... ...... 11 
Robertson Bros...... ...... ...... .... .... Linton............... 8 
James Dunn ............................. Linton ............. 7 

Total ................................ . 30 

GIBSON COUNTY. 

2,832 
4,000 
5,800 
5.200 

]7,832 

$2,]50 00 
],225 00 
3,400 00 
4,400 00 

$11,17500 

Ross Herbert ............................. Oakland City ...... .. 
James Johnson ...... .. .. .. .. .... .... . .. . Oakland City ....... . 

4 100 ............. . 
6 1.708 $2,000 00 ------. -----

Total ....................................................... .. ]0 1,808 $2,000 00 

OWEN COUNTY. 

Schor & Thomas ......................... I Patricksburg ........ I 81 1,508 1 $600 00 

Total ......................................................... -8-ll,508/--$6-00-00-
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KNOX COUNTY. 

OPERATOR. ADDRESS. 

Bensinger & Marty. .•.• •... .••••• .... .... Freelandsville....... '" 1,015 $625 00 
CaldwelJ & Curry............ .... .... .... Rockville............ 10 __ 2_,_200_

1 
__ 1_,9_10_00_ 

Total. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .•.• . . . . . . . . . . •. .. ........................ 14 3,215 $2,535 00 

, PIKE COUNTY. 

William Sargins ....... ...... ...... ...... Win.low............. 3 100 I $240 00 
C. J\!yers .................................. Winslow... .......... 4 500 ............ .. 
W.H.Fitenger ........................... Winslow ............. _3_~1 1,050 00. 

Total ................................ ; ............ .... ... . . . . . 10 1,800 $1,290 00 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

L. S. Eaton ......................... · .... ·1 Sulliv .. n .......... " .1-5 1.:..:.:..:..:.:1 ............ .. 
Tot .. l ................................... , .... .... .... .... .... 5 ....................... . 

VIGO COUNTY. 

$27500 Jesse Winn ...................................................... I 8 303 
Willi .. m Harkes ......................... Coal Bluff.... ........ 1 500 
Bennett Bros ............................. W. Terre Haute..... 9 4,000 ............ .. 
John Jones ............................... Terre Haute. ........ 10 4.180 3,492 00 
George Kooh ............. .... .... .... .... Coal Bluff........ .... . 6 2,200 1,600 00 

Total ................................. I ........................ -401 11,183 --$5-,36-7-00-

VERMILLION COUNTY. 

Wm. Hustowne .......... . ...... .... .... ........ ........ ........ 
9
9 2

3
,,568000 , .... ;':",;,0;''"00'" 

Thos. Williams...... .... .... ...... .. ... Cayuga............... ..... uov 

........................ 18 6;1801 $3,080 00 . Total ............................... .. 

WARRICK COUNTY. 

Sargeant Bros ............................ Newburg. ............ 91 4,950 $4,150 00 
Louis Stock.... .... .... .......... .... .... Boonville............ 6 2.711 1.355 50 

-------.:....--
Tot .. l ....... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ........................ 15 7.661 $5.505 50 

Grand tot .. l .... .... .... .......... .... .. .............. .... .... 198 67,140 $41,55143 
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REPORT OF STATE NATURAL GAS SUPERVISOR. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

OFFICE OF NATURAL GAS SUPERVISOR, 
KOKOMO, IND., January 13, 1901. 

Prof. W. S. B1,atehley, State Geologi8t: 

Sir-I herewith transmit to you the tenth annu31 report from this 
department. It is made in obedience to Section 7504 of the Revised 
Statutes of the State of Indiana, and is for the year ending Decem
ber 31, 1901. 

For reasons that are patent to every person at all acquainted with 
the present condition of the gas field, and that are made plain in the 
body of the report, it is not as c()mprehensive as former reports, or 
as I would like to have made it. As the chief interest at this time 
centers around the condition of the gas field, most space is given to 
that subject. 

In closing this, my seventh year's work, I am pleased to acknowl
edge the very cordial support that I have received from you from 
the beginning. Yours respectfully, 

J. C. LEACH, 
State Natural Gas Supervisor. 
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THE INDIANA NATURAL GAS FIELD. 

Before this report is published, sixteen years will have elapsed 
since the first gas well was drilled in what is known as the Indiana 
Natural Gas Field. For persons who are acquainted with the history 
of this neld, it is difficult to believe that people living in this section 
of the State have ever fully considered or appreciated the wealth and 
happiness that that nrst weUopened to them. To give the early 
history of this neld now would simply be to give a rehash of former 
reports, and as the chief interest now centers around present condi
tions rather than past history, most spa~e is given to the form~r 
subject. However, it may not be amiss to again state that soou after 
the first gas well was drilled and it was known that the Trenton 
limestone, over a small area of the State, at least, was a gas-produc
ing rock, numerous companies were organi:zed to seek the new fuel. 
Though the explorations for gas were not confined to anyone section 
of the State, it was only in the east central section that gas was 
found in commercially valuable quantities. The productive gas area 
was soon located. The development of the field, the location of fac
tories and the phenomenal growth of cities and towns within the gas 
urea are all common history-a history in many respects worthy of 
the intelligence and energy of those who helped to make it, and one 
of which the entire State may be proud. But, while this is true, 
there is no denying the fact that the history of this section of the 
State might have been much different; that the manufacturing and 
commercial prospects might have been brighter, if this fuel resource 
had been used from the beginning in a manner such as is warranted 
by its value. This statement win be fully understood by those man
ufacturers who have been short of gas, or who have been C'ompelled 
to seek another fuel. 

THE WASTE OF NATURAL GAS DURING THE EARLY HISTORY 
OF THE FIELD. 

The seeming indifference throughout the gas, neld regarding the 
waste of gas that prevailed for a number of years after its discovery 
is well known to most readers of this report. It is a subject that 
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ha.s been given much space in former reports, and one that has 
merited more serious consideration from all classes of consumers of 
this gaseous fuel than it has received. And, however useless it may 
be at this time to speak of the jsubject, and however humiliating it 
may be in the face of present conditions to those who encouraged 
the vandal-like waste of the past~ it is but just, I think, that it be 
held up before the public ~nce more that the responsibility for the 
present condition of the natural gas supply, in so' far as the waste of 
this fuel has contributed td it, be placed where it belongs. I do not 
intimate that the supply was sufficient for all time, provided it had 
been used as economically as other fuels are used, but I do believe 
that such use would have ·added a number of years to the life of the 
field. This statement will certainly not be questioned by people who 
are at all acquainted with the history of the field. 

That na.tural gas is one of the most valuable resources of the State 
will not admit of arguinent. That its value warrants great care in 
using it to prevent waste is equally true. That the greatest indif
ference was manifested for many years toward the way it was used 
throughout the field, on the par~ of those that should have been most 
interested in the life of the field, and that in some places the most 
inexcusable classes of wa;te were really encouraged, are matters of 
.common knowledge to those at all acquainted with the past of this 
field. At one time different localities seemed to vie with each other 
as to the amount of gas they could waste. Gas wells with a daily 
capacity of from 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 cubic feet were permitted 
to flow "full head" into the air for weeks at a time. At some places 
the burning gas from these open wells illumined the country for 
miles around. Arches of gas pipe, supporting hundreds of natural 
gas torches, were raised over the principal streets of cities and towns. 
Farm yards throughout the field were made light as day with natural 
gas, and where the use was for legitimate purposes it was most ex
travagant. At the present time, when there is a shortage of gas on 
every hand, it is indeed difficult to believe that conditions such as 
have been stated, ever existed. 

In thinking of these conditions, it is but natural that we inquire 
the cause; the purpose in permitting this natural resource that has 
brought so much wealth "to this- section of the Htate to' escape into 
the air without even a small per cent. of its value being realized. 
While most of the waste spoken of wail willful and the possible effect 
upon the supply stored in the gas res0fvoir received but little consid
eration, it if! certain that there was M thought of a final exhaustion 
of the field. Indeed, questions relating to the economic use of nat-
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ural gas and the future of the supply received scant consideration 
from anyone except geologists. While but little effort was made to 
account for the origin O'f the I}ew fuel, nearly all reached the happy 
conclusion that its life would be equal to all time. Why give any 
attention to questions involved in the generation, storage or pressure 
of natural gas when the supply is -inexhaustible? Most consumers at 
the time of which I am speaking knew but little about this fuel, 
except what they saw at the point of consumption, and to those 
within the gas area there was but little evidence for J!lany years that 
the supply was gradually being exhausted. It seems that for a num
ber of years everything conspired to create a feeling of security in 
the minds of the people regarding the supply of this fuel, and tended 
to encourage open-handedness in dispensing its privileges. I think, 
then, that the prevailing opinion during the early history of the 
field, that the supply of gas was inexhaustible, and alsO' the feeling 
of security regarding the fuel problem that was created thereby~ 
caused much of the indifference that seemingly existed toward _ the 
waste of gas. With no desire to show a spirit of "I told you so," I 
believe it to be due this office to say that from the beginning the 
annual reports of the State Natural Gas Supervisor have stated and 
restated that the stock of natural gas was practically complete; that 
when once exhausted, there was no provision in nature for its re
newal. The public has not been asked to accept these statements, 
only as logical conclusions based upon unquestionable facts. But, 
however logical a cgnclusion given out from this department might 
be, if it intimated that the supply of gas would even ever show signs 
of exhaustion, it was cast aside, and the Natural Gas Supervisor was 
branded as an enemy to the gas belt. 

LAWS ENACTED TO PREVENT WASTE. 

As early as 1889, the General Assembly of the State took cogni
zance of the great value of natural gas as a fuel and the possibility 
of a final exhaustion of the field, and enacted a law prohibiting the 
transportation of natural gas out of the Stlllte. Afterward, various 
other laws were enacted to protect the gas field. Some of these laws 
have been held to be unconstitutional by the courts, especially the 
first mentioned; but most of those enacted to prevent waste are valid, 
and a rigfd enforcement of the same from the date of enactment 
would have done much to prolong the life of the field. For a number 
of years it was most impossible to enforce the law, primarily because 
the people had decided that there was enough gas to last forever. 
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As those who chose to accept this theory were unable to give valid 
reasons for so doing, they gave as a further reason for opposing the 
enfor<;lement of the law that natural gas is property, and, as such, the 
owner has a right to use it as he desires. This was the prevailing 
opinion, and is yet of some people on whose land gas wells are 10::' 

cated; notwithstanding the fact that the courts have held that the 
enforcement of the law is but a judicious exercise of the police pow
ers of the State; that the welfare and prosperity of the public over
shadows the good of the individual. After all, the chief opposition 
to the enforcement of the law came from the erroneous idea pre
vailing regarding th~ permanency of the supply of gas. To dislodge 
this idea and create' a business-like sentiment in favor of a reason
able economy in the use of this fuel has been a difficult task. 

The one thing that has brouglrt the public to a proper realization 
of the truthfulness of the statements in the various reports from 
this office, to wit, that the supply of gas is limited, and that the best 
interests of all concerned demand a strict economy in its use, has 
been a short gas supply. That is one condition that has been very 
convincing,)ndeed, an,d I may say that it has been a condition that 
has been extremely impartial during the past year. When it comes, 
sentiment changes quickly. The cry then is to stop waste, quit ex
travagance and let the law be. enforced. 

By the waste heretofore referred to I have meant the escape of 
gas into the air at places other-than at the point of consumption or 
the uie of gas with no legitimate purpose in view. It must be plain 
now that a very large amount of gas has been wasted by these meth
ods. As to the responsibility, it must rest largely with those to whom 
I have referred, who were seemingly wholly indifferent to it when, 
had they so chosen, they could have been a power to prevent it, 

Among those to be counted directly responsible for the large and 
unreasonable waste that was permitted during the first two or three 
years of the history of the field, none were more active than land com
panies and "boomers," who desired to profit by the disc'overy of thp. 
new fuel. In 1886, when natural gas was discovered, that part of 
Indiana known as the "gas belt" was devoted almost exclusively to 
agriculture. Besides the c.!lstomary flouring and saw mills, the fac
tories were few and confined almost exclusively to woodenware. Man
ufacturers throughout the country were not slow to learn the ad
vantages of natural gas as a manufacturing fuel. Factories located 
in other gas fields, where the supply had become limited, were first 
to seek locations. In a short time glass fructories, tinplate mills, iron 
mills, and, in fact, all kinds of factories began to knock at the door 
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of the gas belt. The citizens of the gas belt were not long in. real
izing its possibilities as a manufacturing center, and began in a sys
tematic way to locate factories. It was but a short time until a 
friendly rivalry sprang up between the various gas belt cities, each 
claiming to be the center of gas production, and the amount of the 
new fuel wasted to prove it can not be estimated. To locate factories, 
liberal subsidies were given. Propositions and counter-propositions 
were made by rival cities,and in neaJ'ly every case free gas was stipu
lated. Land companies were organized in nearly every city and town, 
and through their efforts many factories were located. At times the 
excitement ran high, an.d fabulous prices were paid for real estate. 
Free gas for factories was heard on every hand, and at places it 
seemed that the ingenuity of the "boomer" had been sorely taxed to 
contrive methods to advertise the gas field, which in every case in
volved waste, that the prospective manufacturer might see the enor
mous pressure and flow of the wells. These conditions under which 
the first factories were located are responsible to a large extent for 
the manner that these institutions treated the gas field in after 
years, for every one at all acquainted with the field and the factories 
located therein knows that most manufacturers, to say the least, have 
been very negligent regarding the manner of using this fuel. In 
many cases it came "free" and has been used in the same spirit. 

WASTE OF GAS IN FACTORIES. 

So far I have referred to the willful waste of gas only; that is, 
waste having no legitimate purpose. It is fair to say that this class 
of waste did,not continue very long. There is another way in which 
an enormous amount of gas has been wasted and to which nearly 
every consumer has been a party. I refer to the gas wasted through 
extravagant consumption, and, I need not say, "has been wasted," 
for it is being wasted in that manner now. 

Natural gas has fulfilled its highest mission when it nas been used 
for the comfort and benefit of mankind. When it is burned under 
such conditions that its full heating power is not attained, there is 
waste and it has not fulfilleji its mission. Of all consumers of this 
fuel, it would seem that manufacturers have reason to be most eco
nomical. This is not true, nor never has been. In some factories I 
have found the most crude appliances in use; appliances unscientific 
in every detail, and with which it was impossible to secure perfect 
combustion. A very slight expense and a little consideration of the 
principles of combustion would have saved fifty per cerit. of the fuel. 
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In some factories these same conditions exist today, even where the 
factory is closed for lack of fuel. The presence of these conditions. 
can not be charged, I think,to a positive desire to waste gas, but 
rather to negligence or a lack of knowledge of how to use it on the 
part of the parties having these matters in charge. There being no 
law governing the consumption of this fuel, the best that I have 
been able to do has been to advise. In this way some good has been 
done. Some manufacturers have responded cheerfully to sugges
tions, and have made an honest effort to treat their fuel supply in a 
business-like manner, but in a majority of cases promised improve
ments never come. 

ENFORCEMENT OF THE FLAMBEAU LAW. 

The question of light has presented many difficulties for manu
facturers. Natural gas makes a very convenient light, but through 
lack of attention the ordinary light becomes very wasteful. For a 
number of years all factories were lighted with flambeaux. The 
average amount of gas, consumed by one of these lights is 100 cubic 
feet per hour. This is certainly a very extravagant use, if not ab
solute waste. In line with this idea, the General Assembly of 1891 
enacted a law prohibiting the use of these torches for illuminating 
purposes. This law encountered a silent, but determined, opposition 
from the first. Manufacturers, oil operators, drillers, farmers, and, 
in fact, everyone who needed an outside light or a light where glass 
globes could not be used, resorted to natural gas torches. With all 
classes of people using these lights and a strong public sentiment 
against the enforcement of the law, it was not possible to do much. 
In some cases, juries refused to convict where there was no conflict
ing evidence, and many were the schemes resorted to by all classes 
of consumers to evade the law. As with other classes of waste, it was 
only' when the diminution in the supply became noticeable that the 
law received the support of the public. At present the flambeau law 
is very generally observed, and a vigorous enforcement of the same 
is approved by nearly all. I speak of the co-operation of the public 
in the enforcement of the law, because I have found it almost im
possible to enforce it as it should be without the sympathy of the 
public. It is doubtless noticeable that manufacturers and others who 
have been most active in condemning the waste of gas have, in some 
places, been most persistent in violating the flambeau law. 

Most of the large factories in the gas belt have their own fuel sup
ply plants. They control large tracts of gas territory; have planned 
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their pipe line systems and located their wells systematically. Such 
usually employ a superintendent of fuel supply and lines and every
thing used in the distribution and consumption of their fuel is kept 
in good condition. Those manufacturers, and there are quite a num
ber, who have not planned for the future, who have drilled wells at 
the most convenient point, with no pipe line system in view, and 
only when it was absolutely necessary to have gas, usually give but 

. little attention to waste. Neither wells nor pipe lines receive any at
tention so' long as the supply of gas is sufficient, and when it fails 
the enormous waste of other people is proclaimed to the public. 

WASTE OF NATURAL GAS BY DOMESTIO CONSUMERS. 

Manufacturers are not the only class of people that have wasted 
natural gas in this field. Much has been wasted by private consum
ers. In but few furnaces, stoves or grates is the combustion perfect, 
and it must be or more gas will be used than is necessary. Univer
sally, in the past, and in most places at the present, natural gas is 
sold by the contract system, and where that system prevails, the" 
incentive to economize in the use of this fuel is small. Imperfect 
combustion, overheating of. houses and the absence of dampers in 
chimneys have been the cause of much waste. For many years 
after the discovery of natural gas, it is safe to say that 50 per cent., 
of the gas used by domestic consumers was wasted. I am sorry to say 
that practically the same conditions prevail today in localities where 
the supply of gas is sufficient, where there is .gas to waste, and fre
quently where the supply is short one-half of the gas used is wasted. 

I have devoted considerable space to the waste of gas during the 
early history of the field. And, as I have intimated, my purpose in 
so doing has been to make it plaIn, if possible, that all waste can not 
be charged to anyone industry; that manufacturer, domestic con
sumer, drillers, and, in fact, all consumers of this fuel have in some 
degree contributed to the present condition. And I also want to 
emphasize the. fact that I have no desire to excuse any industry for 
wasting this fuel. Some oil operators have been guilty of willful 
waste, and have been punished for it. While this is true, all the gas 
that has been wasted can not be charged to them. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIELD. 

So far, I have referred to the past history of the field only as it 
relates to the use of its resources. The manner of the development 
o·f the field, and the ever varying conditions that each year has 
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brought forth, have been given in the annual reports fro~ this of
fice. Though it is not what the resources of the field have been, 
but what they are now that interests us, it is necessary that slight 
reference be made to some subjects that have been reviewed very 
fully in former reports that the present condition of the field be at all 
understood. The geological conditions in this part of the State, and 
the manner in which the field has been developed must be kept in 
mind. 

The natural gas in this field is found in Trenton limestone, a uni
versal formation in Indiana, but not a universal gas-producing rock. 
The fact that this formation is gas-producing over a comparatively 
small area, though underlyinK the entire State, is due to the textural 
and structurltl formation of the roc'k in this area. The gas is held 
in a porous stratum in the upper part of the limestone. This gas rock 
seldom reaches the surface of the limestone, and in some parts of the 
field it is less than five feet thick, while in other parts the drill has 

. penetrated it 100 feet without reaching the lower surface. Both the 
lower and upper surfaces of the gas rock are very uneven, and espe
cially is this true of the top, which has numerous ridges, with corre
sponding valleys. 

The dev·elopment of the field was natural, under the conditions. 
The first wells were drilled in the vicinity of cities and towns by 
companies organized to supply gas for domestic consumption. Soon 
"farmer companies" were supplying the rural distridts, and natural 
gas was a universal domestic fuel throughout the field. Factories 
were supplied from wells nearby. 

NATURAL GAS PIPED TO CI'~IES OUTSIDE OF THE GAS FIELD. 

Natural gas is too valuable a fuel to be kept within the boundaries 
of the field. From 1888 to 1892 pipe lines were constructed from the 
gas field to Indianapolis, LebaIion, Crawfordsville, Frankfort, Lafay
ette, Logansport, Peru, Wabash, Huntington, Bluffton, Fort Wayne, 
Decatur, Union City, Connersville, Richmond, Shelbyville and Chi
cago. Later, two lines were built from the eastern part of the field 
to Ohio, there, in addition to supply'ing a number of cities and towns, 
to supplement the rapidly diminis1.!.ing supply 0.£ others that had for
merly received an adequate supply from the field in the western part 
of that State .. Prior to the const'ruction of these pipe lines, there 
had been but little systematic drilling of wells and very little effort 
to pre-empt territory. Naturally, these lines, radiating in every di
rection from the gas helt, tapped it at the nearest point. Thus, an 
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outer zone surrounding the entire gas territory was first to be sys
tematically drilled 'and to show signs of exhaustion. As the wells • 
near the edge of the gas area became exhausted, or the rock pressure 
reduced below that of the pipe lines, it was necessary for these lines 
to be extended toward the c'entero of production. As rapidly as has 
been necessary, tlle various pipe lines and lines tributary thereto 
have been extended, thus reducing the area of undeveloped terri
tory. Then, as the wells supplying factories began to show signs of 
failure, the owners awakened to the true condition, and began to 
lease territory and plan for the future. Soon the entire gas field 
was either under lease or was controlled by land that was leased. Of 
course, there is some land that is not leased, and there is probably 
some under lease that will never be drilled, for gas companies some
times lease land to keep other companies from interf,ering with their 
plans. But at this late day, the fact that a gas company has paid. 
rentals on a large per cent. of the land in any particular locality for 
years does not deter other companies from invading this territory, 
if sufficient well sites can be secured. Scant courtesy is aC'corded 
any person or company in the location of wells now. 

EFFECT OF THE SALT WATER. 

To understand the condition of this fleld, it is necessary that the 
effect of the salt water which is so universally present be understood. 
Introductory to this subject, I will quote parts of a paragraph from 
my first annual report (1895): "In order that petroleum and natural 
gas may accumulate in valuable quantities, it is not only necessary 
that a rock, the formation of which is suited to the storage of these 
products, be present, and that it be C'overed with an impervious roof, 
but it is equally necessary that the rock containing these hydrocar
bons possess a structural relief sufficiently elevated to allow the vari
ous substances occupying the reservoir to arrange themselves in the 
order, of their specific gravity, that is, the w~ter, the oil (if any) and 
the gas on top. The required elevation of the relief is relative and 
not necessarily absolute. The productiveness of the reservoir seems 
to depend upon its elevation as related to the adjoining territory. 
The Cincinnati arch meets this requirement in the Indiana field. Its 
boundaries and structural peculiarities have been practically defined 
from the records of a number of wells drilled in the territory which 
it occupies. It is a low, broad elevation that crosses the eastern 
boundary of the State between Lawrenceburg and Liberty, and ex
tends in a northwestern direction across the State. Its surface is 
very uneven in places, consisting of numerous small ridges or folds, 
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with occasional spurs extending at various angles from the main 
elevation. The presence of this arch supplies one of the very neces
sary conditions for gas yield in this State, for the reason that it acts 
as a trap in which the gas accumulat~s. In this arch or dome the 

- gas is held under an enormous pressure, due to the weight of a col
umn of water back of it. The Trenton limestone, which comes to 
the 'surface in New York and Pennsylvania on the east, Iowa and 
Wisconsin on the west, Kentucky on the south, and Michigan on 
the north, forms a large basin, in which the Oincinnati arch is lo
cated. The water entering at its outcrops flows towards its center 
and rises in the dome of the arch, driving the gas and oil before it 
until the resistance of these products is equal to the weight of the 
column of water. The cause of the pressure of the gas is plain." 

Then, as the salt water is the force back of the gas, there is a con
stant conflict between the gas and water, and when the former is 
exhausted the latter will take its place in the rock. As the supply 
of gas diminishes, the salt water horizon advances toward the high
est point in the reservoir. In some parts of the field it has seem-, 
ingly been more aggressive than in others, which can probably be 
charged to the structural condition of the rock and the unequal 
draught on the various sections. In some parts of the field it ap
peared very early and overcame wells with a rock pressure of 260 
pounds. 

As the upper surface of the gas rock is undulating, it is plain that 
the salt water advancing meets it at the lowest points first, and thus, 
different localities of the field become hermetically sealed, one from 
the other. This condition ·is becoming more marked each year, and 
if the drill strikes a valley in the gas rock, a place where it is com
pletely occupied with salt water, the certain result is known. Also, 
the per cent. of failures is becoming greater each year. " 

Generally speaking, the condition of a gas field must be judged 
from the condition of the wells; that is, the volume of flow, rock 
pressure, presence of salt water,etc., must be considered. During 
the early history of the field, and, in fact, until the salt water be
came such a prominent factor, the general conditions surrounding the 
field were easily determined. The salt water had not reached the 
top of the gas rock at any point, and the rock pressure of the entire 
field tended to equalize during periods of light draught. It was but 
necessary to test a few wells located in different parts of the field to 
ascertain the "rock pressure of the entire area. While th" volume of 
flow of the various wells was never uniform, owing to the difference 
in the textural condition of the rock, the failures were few, and most 
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wells were vigorous producers. With the changed conditions, a heavy 
draught on one section of the field may not affect localities nearby. 
Wells on adjoining farms frequently differ very materially in volume 
of flow, rock pressure, etc. It is plain, I think, that it is impossible 
to make anything like an accurate or satisfactory statement of the 
present co'ndition of the field. In fact, the conditions are so varied 
and continually changing that it is not possible ,for me, being in the 
field all the time, to keep in touch with every section. I can only 
speak of conditions in a general way. 

PRESENT OONDITION OF THE FIELD. 

In the brief review of the history of this gas field that I have 
given, it has been necessary to refer incidentally to present condi
tions, and in the special reference that I make to this subject I will 
avoid rehashing as much as is possible. In former reports I have 
referred to the "center of the field" and, to "undeveloped territory," 
that is, that territory not invaded by pipe lines. While the center 
of the field, that section where the wells are uniformly most pro
ductive, remains at about the same locality, there is, strictly speak
ing, no undeveloped territory. That is, there is no territory that ib 

not directly influenced' by pipe lines. Practic'ally the entire field is 
threaded with these lines, and there is but little room or excuse for 
further main line extensions. Of course, there are many, many 
small tracts of territory that have not been drilled in the usual sys
tematic way, but future wells can be reached by lines tributary to 
the main lines now laid. 

As the volume of the wells, has been decreasing, the number of 
wells drilled yearly has been increasing, a.nd the past year has been 
no exception. There was a time when there was but little drilling 
during the winter season; now the drill is busy in most localities the 
year around. As virgin territory has become scarcer, and wells 
drilled therein less productive, the tendency is to redrill old terri
tory. Usually, wells located in territory that has been drawn upon 
for a considerable time are small producers and comparatively short
lived, but most of them can be used with little pipe line expense. 
One of the very noticea.ble conditions at the present time is that 
wells, without regard to where they are located, are very sensitive to 
a continued heavy d:r;aught. When first drilled, they seem vigorous, 
and usually show a creditable production, but the resources of the 
gas rock are so limited that they fail to honor even a moderate con
tinuous heavy draught. They are easily overworked. 

29-0eol. 
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The decrease in the rock pressure of the field has been very marked 
during the past year. it must be understood, as has been stated 
frequently in former reports, that while a decrease in the rock pres
sure of a given area of the gas field indicates a general diminution in 
the supply of gas in that area, that rock pressure is not an index of 
the capacity of a well, and as the supply of gas becomes more nearly 
exhausted, its relation to the same usually decreases. The velocity 
of. the gas at the well mouth is the only true index of the capacity 
of a well; but, as it is not possible for me to secure this information 
from every well in the field, or even a majority, reference is made to 
the rock pressure. As I have said, this shows the general drift of 
conditions. For reasons that have been stated, it is much more diffi
cult to gain any information along this line than formerly, for it is 
necessary to ascertain the pressure of numerous wells in the various 
sections of the field to obtain any information at all. 

In taking rock pressures this year, I have not conside)."ed those 
small areas of gas territory located on the edge of the field that have 
been explored for the first time this year. Some of this territory 
has been held under lease for a number of years, and abandoned as 
worthless, and then taken up by another company and developed with 
profit, as the territory south of Middletown, Henry County, now be
ing drilled by the Richmond Natural Gas Company. Another in
stance is the territory north of Marion, Grant County. This terri
tory had been given but little consideration by anyone, and was con
sidered very light gas territory, if not worthless. During the past 
year, while being explored for oil, a number of produ!)tive gas wells 
were drilled. It is from this territory that Marion is supplying 
a large per cent. of her domestic consumers. Though some of the 
wells, on account of the large amount of salt water present, show 
sign of early decline, the rock pressure when the first well was drilled 
was 240 pounds. It is these exceptional cases of high pressure that 
have not been considered in computing the average rock pressure of 
the field. 

The initial rock pressure o·f the Indiana gas field was 325 pounds. 
January, 1896, the average of the field was 230 pounds. This had 
d-ecreased to 115 pounds in January, 1901, an annual decrease of 
23 pounds. As near as I can ascertain, the ay.erage rock pressure 
of the field now is 80 pounds. - The lowest pressure found was 30 
pounds, and the highest was 120 pounds. 
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COMPRESSING STATIONS. 

With the decrease in the rock pressure in this field came the ne
cessity for using compressors on pipe lines. Quoting from my last 
annual report, I say that the pressure required to transport natural 
gas depends primarily upon the consumption. With no consumption 
and the pipe line perlec*ly tight, the pressure at the outlet of the 
line must be the same as at the wells, and· with the line wide open 
at the point of consumption the loss of pressure is at a maximum. 
The amount of natural gas that can be transported in any pipe line 
a given distance depends upon the size of the line and the pressure 
in the same, the former governing the volume of gas and the latter 
the velocity. Thus, as the field pressure decreases, the question pre
sented to both gas companies and manufacturers is, whether to build 
compressing stations or increase their pipe line capacity. Some have 
adopted the former, others the latter, while occasionally it has been 
necessary to resort to both. 

The law prohibits the transportation of natural gas -furough pipe 
lines at a pressure exceeding 300 pounds. With the present condi
tions in the field it is doubtless impossible to maintain the maximum 
pressure allowed by law. However, I have taken the precaution to 
test the pressure in all lines where it would seem that an excessive 
pressure would be, desirable, or even possible, and have l'lot found an 
unlawful pressure in a single line: 

The following companies have stations as indicated below in this 
field: 

Number 
Oompany. of Stations. 

1. Indianapolis Gas Company, Indianapolis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
2. Consumers' Gas Trust Company, Indianapolis .......... 2 
3. Manufacturers' Natural Gas Company, Indianapolis ..... 5 
4. Indiana Natural and Illuminating Gas Company, Leb-

anon, Frankfort and Crawfordsville ........ , ..... , ... 2 
5. Lafayette Gas Company, Lafayette .................... 3 
6. Logansport and Wabash Valley Gas Company, Logans-

port, Peru, Wabash and Decatur .................... 4 
7. Fort Wayne Gas Company, Fort Wayne, Bluffton and 

, Anderson ........................................ ~ .. 4 
8. Portland Natural Gas and Oil Company, Portland .... , ... 1 
9. The Ohio and Indiana Consolidated Natural and Illu-

minating Gas Company, Lima, Ohio ................. 2 
10. The Redkey Transportation Company, Dayton, Ohio ..... 2 
11. Richmond Natural Gas Company, Richmond ............ 1 
12. Indiana Natural Gas and Oil Company, K~komo, Ind., and 

Chicago, IlL........................................ 4 
13. Muncie Glass Company, Muncie .................... , ... 1 
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Number 
Company. of Stations. 

14. Pittsburg Plate Glass Company, Elwood and Kokomo ... 1 
15. Anderson Fuel Supply Company, Anderson. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
16. Penn-American Plate Glass Company, Alexandria ....... 1 
17. The J. M. Leach Gas Company, Greentown and Kokomo. 1 
18. The American Sheet Steel Company, Muncie ............ 1 
19. Ball Brothers' Glass Company, Muncie .................. 1 
20. Muncie Pulp Company, Muncie ......................... 1 
21. Citizens Gas and Mining Company, Elwood .......... '" 1 

Total ..... '" .............. " .................... .41 

THE WASTE OF GAS DURING THE PAST YEAR. 

In a former section of this report I referred to the waste of nat
ural gas during the early history of the field. My desire is that, at 
this time, when so much is being said about the waste 'of gas, that it 
be understood by everyone that during the early history of the field 
this enormous reservoir of gas, with its 325 pounds' pressure was 
opened into the air for weeks at a time, just to show to the world 
what an inexhaustible supply of natural gas Indiana possessed, and 
that mucl:~ of this valuable fuel has been wasted through the extrava
gant use of it that has characterized this field from the beginning. 
At this time, when the evidences 'of final exhaustion are so plentiful, 
manufacturers and others who ·are experiencing a 'shortage in fuel 
for the first time, and are brought face to face wit'll a subject to which 
they have given but little attention in the past, are inclined to charge 
present conditions to the oil operator, who is encroaching upon the 
gas field. If the blame is to rest there, those who contributed so 
much during years past to bring about this condition are' not brought 
to account, nor is the extravagant consumer. . The tendency is to 
charge the responsibility to those who may be caught wasting gas 
now. Natural gas is one of the lllost valuable resources of the State, 
. and anyone who deliberately wastes it at any time is not acting in 
accord with the best interests of the commonwealth. 

The avenues througli which natural gas may be wasted from the 
well to the consumer are many, and it requires constant watchful
ne~s to prevent it. I am pleased to say that at present the necessary 

. precautions to prevent waste from these sources are generally ob
served. Under ordinary circumstances there is but little gas wasted 
at the well while it is drilling, and in most localities the pressure is 
low in the lines, and there is comparatively little waste. 

The manner of consuming natural gas, especially by the private 
consumer, has not improved much. While there has been less gas 
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used during the past year than formerly, it can be charged to a short 
supply rather than to economy in using it. -It is seldom that a fire 
is found in either private house or factory where the combustion is 
perfect, where all the gas is consumed under proper conditions, and 
the heat placed where it belongs. Incomplete combustion involves 
waste and fails to give the most satisfactory service; though the sup
ply of gas is ample. It is admitted that the prevailing method of 
selling natural gas, the "contract system," is largely responsible for 
the indifference manifested by the average consumer regarding meth
ods of consumption and the amount of gas consumed. By the terms 
of the contract, the charges are the same regardless of the amount 
of gas consumed. It is unfair to both parties. Where the supply is 
short, the consumer may pay fol' gas thai he does not use. The sys
tem is wrong, and would not be tolerated in any 'other business. The 
only just method of selling gas is the one under which I am com
pelled to pay for the gas I consume and no more. The introduction 
of meters at this late day would improve the service in most locali
ties, if it did not materially prolong the life of the field. Where the 
benefit is to the consumer, economical appliances are usually intro
duced. With perfect combustion less gas is necessary. Where the 
supply is apparently short, the trouble in most cases is with the 
manner of using gas, rather than with the service. 

'Of all classes of natural gas consumers, the manufacturer is cer
tainly the one that would be least expected to use it extravagantly, 
much less permit it to be wast,ed; yet, in many instances, I have found 
both, conditions existing. As a business proposition it would seem 
that I factory, the life of which depends upon this fuel, would prac
tice as rigid economy in its consumption as is observed in the use of 
the other constituents of the factory product. It is difficult for 
manufacturers who have been victims of a "free gas" subsidy to real
ize the necessity of a business-like economy in the use of their fuel 
until they have been brought face to face with a short gas supply, 
and then the disposition is to in~rease the supply of gas, if possible, 
rather than adopt economical appliances and change methods of con
sumption, which, in most cases, would effect the same purpose and 
be less expensive. Of course, these statements' do not apply to all 
manufacturers, but to a majority. 

Notwithstanding what has been said regarding the use of natural 
gas in factories, I am pleased to note that there has been a very 
noticeable change during the past year, partly due to the sc·arcity of 
gas and partly to the law which has been as rigidly enforced as was 
possible with the field force at my command. 
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THE WASTE OF GAS BY OIL OPERATORS. 

In what has been said about the waste of natural gas but little ref
erence has been made to the oil field, not because it does not merit 
it, but because I have thought it proper to call especial attention to 
it in the proper connection. More complaints have come to this of
fice the past year regarding the waste of gas by oil operators than 
any previous year. By many people, the oil industry is considered a 
most dangerous enemy to the natural gas field. The reason for this 
rests primarily in the fact that where gas and oil are found in the 
same rock, it is difficult to produce the oil without wasting the gas, 
inasmuch as only a limited pressure can be held in an oil well without 
materially reducing the productio¥; and, in the further fact that a 
few oil men have shown a bitter opposition to the laws enacted to 
preserve the gas, and have seemingly taxed their ingenuity to inv-ent 
ways to evade the provisions of the same. I am pleased to say, how
ever, that the class of oil operators mentioned above are greatly in 
the minority, for many are in positive sympathy with every effort 
to enforce the law, and a large majority are making an honest effort 
to obey its provisions. I could not say as much one year ago. Pre
vious to the past year, drilling for oil was principally by oil com
panies, many of which had but little respect for the natural gas in
dustry. During the past year much of the new oil territory developed 
has been by manufacturers and others interested in protecting the 
natural gas supply, and who were prepared to ca.re for any surplus 
gas. 

While it is not within the wope of this report to give a ootailed 
description of the oil territOTy in Indiana, it is proper to refer to it 
in a general way in this connection. What is generally known as the 
Indiana oil field is located on the northeastern border of the gas ter
ritory, and embraces parts of Adams, Jay, Wells, Huntington, Black
ford and Grant counties. This is distinctively oil territory, and in 
most wells there is not enough gas for fuel purposes, pipe lines from 
the main field being necessary to supply fuel for drilling and pump
ing purposes. The territory in Blackford and Grant counties re
ferred to above embraces the north one-half of the former and Van 
Buren Township in the latter. 

The past year has witnessed a great change in ,this part of the 
field. In Blackford Coun.ty the oil territory now extends south of 
Hartford Oity,and in Grant Oounty some of the ~ost profitable oil 
territory is in Monroe, Mill, Franklin and Center townships. In 
Madison Oounty comparatively few oil wells have been drilled since 
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my last report, there being fewer than 100 oil wells in the c'ounty. 
Under ordinary conditions about one-half of these are being oper
ated. A very small per cent. of these show more gas than is neces
sary to operate them. Those showing the most gas are owned and 
operated by gas companies that have never spared any trouble or 
expense to protect the gas supply. A few profitable oil wells have 
been drilled in Monroe Township, Randolph County, and Liberty 
Township, Delaware County. 

Referring to all of the new territory that has been developed for 
oil during the past year? it may be said that it has been gas terri
tory; that is, nearly all of the wells produce some gas, and a number 
gas only, and in profitable quantities. True, some of this territory 
had been condemned for gas years ago by both manufacturers and 
gas companies, but that was at a time when more productive terri
tory was available. If the large number of wells that have been 
drilled, especially in Grant County, are taken into consideration, the 
difficulties that I have experienced in protecting the natural gas in
terests . th~ past year will be plain. It is altogether probable that 
there ha~e been many violations of law in both the gas and oil field 
that have not been detected by this office. What law is there that is 
not violated? There are laws prohibiting murdeT, theft, drunken
ness, etc., and yet men are murdered, theft is not uncommon, and 
men c'ontinue to drink to excess. Of course, wherever there is natural 
gas there is danger of waste through accidents or negligence, if noth
ing else, but that part of the original gas area where there are most 
wells being drilled, where the pressure is highest and the opportunity 
to waste gas is greatest, contains about 1,000 square miles. Is it pos
sible for two men to keep in touch with all parts of this territory and 
prevent the waste of gas if there is a disposition so to do on the part 
of those operating? I have employed my time diligently, and have 
done everything possible to preserve the natural gas supply, and 
when I have done this I have done my duty. 

The fact that many factories have experienced a shortage in their 
supply of gas during the past year, and this has been true whether 
the factory was located in the oil field or not, and the further fact 
that there 1).as been considerable drilling for oil in territory upon 
which these factories were depending for their fuel supply, accounts 
in no small degree for the complaints from manufacturers regarding 
the waste of gas. It is true that in some cases there has been just 
cause for complaint, but in many cases the complaint was the off
spring of an imagination quickened by a short fuel supply. No com
plaints have come to this office that have not been thoroughly and 
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honestly investigated, and where the facts have warranted it, vigor
ous .prosecutions followed. During the year I have filed 49 affidavits 
charging a violation of the gas-waste law. A majority of the cases 
have been tried and a conviction secured in all except two. 

CONCLUSION. 

There was a time when the regulation questions in the gas field 
were: Is the gas failing?· How long will it last? But little interest 
attaches to the former question now, for there are but few consumers, 
indeed, that do not know !rom actual observation and experience 
that the supply is rapidly being exhausted. Chief interest at this 

.time centers around the latter question: How long will natural gas 
last? I can not answer this question. Who can? We c'an say posi
tively that the time when natural gas has ceased to be a universal 
domestic and manufacturing fuel within the gas field is -here. The 
end will be gradual, and the beginning is here. If, after using this 
fuel for 16 years, a change to other fuels is necessary, it is well that 
we have been forewarned, that the decline has been gradual, where 
it is possible to use other fuels, the manufacturer has had time to 
prepare for the change. A few factories have closed on account of 
the short gas supply this year. Others have been compelled to shut 
down during the extreme cold weather or have used coal to supple
ment the supply of gas. At least three of the principal factories in 
the gas belt are preparing to manufacture gas. ' 

The time is here when all classes of consumers should prepare to 
supplement the supply of natural gas during extreme cold weather 
with other fuel. To insure comfort this is a precaution that should 
not be neglected. 



REPORT OF STATE SUPERVISOR OF OIL INSPECTION. 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., January 13, 1902. 

Prof. W. S. Blatchley, State Geolog~t: 

Dear Sir-In compliance with Section 5154, R. S. 1881, I have the 
honor to submit herewith the report of this department, showing the 
inspection of petroleum oils and miners' oil for the year 1901. 

The total inspection of petroleum oils amounted to 302,122 bar
rels. Of this number 301,594 barrels were approved for illuminat
ing purposes, and 528 barrels were rejected for use in the State. 

Of miners' oil there were inspected and approved for use in the 
mines of the State 1,764 barrels. Respectfully submitted, 

W. C. ZARING, 
State Supervisor of Oil Inspection. 

r-:;:--"-- --.- ----- ---

DEPUTY S'l'A'l'E SUPERVISORS OF OIL INSPECTION. 

Andress, E. H ........ _ ..................... Lafayette, Ind. 
Bell, T. E ................................. Hammond, Ind. 
Blatchley, F. H ............................ Bainbridge, Ind. 
Bowman, M. J .............................. Madison, Ind. 
Cooper, W. V .... . . . . . . . .. . ............... Evansville, Ind. 
Crabbs, O. W ............................... Muncie, Ind. 
Davenport, J. B ............................ Elkhart, Ind. 
Den, Walter ..... .- ......................... South Bend, I lid. 
Dorsey, C. B ............................... New Albany, Ind. 
Dorsey, W. C ........................ : ...... Terre Haute, Ind. 
Johnston, J. M ............................. Logansport, Ind. 
Lane, C. R ................ ' ................. Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
Lockwood, C. W ............................ Peru, Ind. 
Markley, G. W .............. " .............. Crawfordsville, Ind. 
Schutt, M. A ............................... Michigan City, Ind. 
Weems, R. F ............................... Vincennes, Ind. 
Zehrung, P. H .............................. Cambridge City, Ind. 
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TABLE SHOWING THE TOTAL NUMBER OF BARRELS OF PETRO· 
LEUM OIL INSPECTED, AND WHERE INSPECTED, 

FOR THE YEAR 1001. 

Station. 
Anderson ............................................ . 
Angola .............................................. . 
'Argos ............................................... . 
Attica ............................................... . 
Auburn .................•................... , ....... . 
Aurora .................... ; .................. ······· . 
Batesville ........................................... . 
Bedford ...................................... ······· . 
Bloomfield ........................................... . 
Bloomington ........................................ . 
Bluffton ............................................. . 
Boonville ..... ' ....................................... . 
Bourbon ............................................. . 
Brazil ............................................... . 
Bremen ............................................. . 
Brook ........................................ ······· . 
Brookville ........................................... 0 

Butler 0" 0 •• 0.0.000.00000000 •• 0 •••• 0.0.0.0.000000.0.00 

Brownstown ..... 0 •• 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 •••••• 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 

Churubusco .0 •••• 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 • 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 

Cincinnati, Ohio ... 0 •• 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 o •••••••• 0 0 0 • 

Clay City 00 ••• 0 •• 00000000000.0.0.0 ••• 0.0 ••• 0 •• 000.0000 

Cleveland, Ohio. 0 0 • 0 0 0 o. 0 o. 00 •• 0 0 ••••• 0 0 • o. 0 o· 00 0 0 .0 0 0 • 

Clinton .. 0.00. 0.0 •••••• 00000.000000000000000 •••••• 0000 

Coal City .. 0 •• 0 •• 0000000.0 •• 0 ••• 0 •• 00000.00000000. 00 •• 

Columbia City .. 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 ••••• 0 • 0 • 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Columbus .. 00.00 ••• 0 ••••• 0.0.0000000000.00 •• 0 ••••• 000 

Connersville ..... 0 0 •• 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Corydon o. 00000000.000.0.00.000. 0 0 0000000 •• 00.0 0 00: ••• 

Ora wfordsville o •• 0 • 0 0 •• 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 ; 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 ••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Crown' Point 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 ••• 0 0 ; 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 

Danville, Ill. 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 io . 0 ••• 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 

Danville 00 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 •• 0 ••••• ~ 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 0 

Decatur 000.0 o. o. 00 00 00. : 00000 0 ! 0 '0' 0 •• 00 0000' 0000000 • 

Delphi 000000.0 •• 0 ••••••• 000000000.00000000 •••••• 0 •••• 

Elkhart 00 •• 0.0.0.0000.00000. 0.00.0.0.0.00.000000000. 0 

Elwood 00000.00000000.00 •••••• 0.0 o. 00000000 o. 0 00 ••••• 0 

Evansville 00 0 0 •• 0 0 0 ••••••• 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 

Fort Wayne ... 0.00000000000000. 0 0' •• 0.00.00.0000000.0 

Fowler .0 •• 000000000 •••••• 0.0 •• 0.0000.0.000 •• 0 ••• 00000 

Frankfort 00000000: •• 0 •• 0 •• 0000000000 •••••••• 0.0000000 

Franklin 000000 •••••••• 0.00000000000 •••••••• 0.00000000 

Fremont 00000.00000000000.000.0000000000000000.00 •• 0. 

Garrett .0000 •• 000000.00. 0 ••• 0000.0000000.0 •• 000 •• 00.00 

Goshen 00.000000000 •• 0 •••••• 000 •••• 0 ••••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 

Greencastle 0" 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 ••••••• 0 ••••• 

Bbls. 
2,044 
2,372 

282 
1,931 
1,562 
2,516 

882 
4,403 
2,164 
1,524 
2,053 

866 
1,133 
3,118 

460 
646 

1,865 
500 
835 
460 

3,892 
802 

8,085 
1,337 

41 
1,368 
2,989 
1,731 

561 
3,272 
1,304 

374 
1,862 
1,719 
1,313 
3,856 
1,150 

16,396 
9,140 
1,927 
2,922 
1,934 

21 
500 

2,085 
1,549 
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l::Jtation. • 
Greenfield .0 ••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••• 0.0. 0 ••••• 0 • 

Greensburg .. , ....................................... . 
Hammond ........................................•... 
Hartford City ....................................... . 
Hobart .............................................. . 
Huntingburg ........................................ . 
Huntington .......................................... . 
Indianapolis ......................................... . 
Jeffersonville ........................................ . 
Jasper ....... : ...................................... . 
I{endallville ......................................... . 
Knox ............................................... . 
Kokomo ............................................. . 
Lafayette ................. ·············· ............ . 
Lagrange ............................................ . 
Laporte .................... ··················.-······ . 
Lebanon .... ' ................................ , ...... : .. 
Liberty ..... , ... , ................. , .. , ............... . 
Ligonier ...............•.............................. 
Lima, Ohio .......................................... . 
Logansport .......................................... . 
Louisville, Ky ................ ························· 
Madison .......................... "., ............... . 
Mansfield, Ohio ...................................... . 
Marion ..................•............................ 
Martinsville ......................................... . 
Medaryville ......................................... . 
Michigan City ......... , ............. , ~ ...... , ....... . 
Monticello ........................................... . 
Monroeville ., ........................................ . 
Mount Vernon .............. ·························· 
Muncie .............................................. . 

Nappanee ........... ································ . 
New Albany ................. ······ , ................. . 
New Castle .......................................... . 

New Paris ......... ·································· 
Newport ............ ································· . 
North Manchester ............... , ................... . 
North Vernon ....................................... . 
Oakland City ....................................... ' .. 
Osgood ................................... , ........... . 
Paoli ................................................ . 

Peru ............... ···:····························· . 
Petersburg ................................. , ........ . 
Pierceton ............................................ . 
Plainfield ............................................ . 

Plymouth ............... ···························· . 
Porter ............................................... . 

Portland ........... ································· . 
Poseyville .......•.................................... 

Bbls . 
1,069 
1,571 
3,548 

836 
466 

1,118 
3,459 

40,247 
2,763 

212 
2,051 

587 
2,859 
9,735 
1,032 
1,997 
3,076 

670 
1,399 

6071 
3,416 
2,530 
3,049 
2,206 
1,838 
1,396 

369 
1,909 
1,056 

244 
886 

2,062 
1,103 
3,753 
1,732 

30 
823 

1,419 
1,234 

795 
845 

1,079 
2,512 

596 
.wl 

1,097 
1,071-

731 
2,034 

722 
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Station. Bbls. 
Princeton ...... ~ ... ' ............... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,091 
Remington ........................................... 787 
Rensselaer •........................................... 918 
Richmond ............................................ 5,163 
Roachdale ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280 
Rochester ............................................ 1,543, 
Rockport •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 943 
Rockville ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,991 
Rushville ...................................... '.' . . . . .. 1,G32 
Salem .......................... "..................... 1,077 
Scottsburg ...................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 981 
Seymour ........................ i .................... " 1,442 
Shelbyville ..................... ' .................... " 2,821 
South Bend .......................................... 8,003 
Spencer .............................................. 787 
St .• Toe ................................................ 632 
Sullivan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,004 
Tell City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 846 
Terre Haute ..................................... ".... 11,371 
Tipton ............................................... 1,195 
Toledo, Ohio .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,290 
Topeka ............................................... 240 
Union City ....................................•...... 2,593 
Valparaiso .......... ,. '" ..... , ................. , .. ... 2,063 
Veedersburg ..... '" ..... , ........ , ...... " ...... " '" 1,486 
Vevay ... '" ., .. , ...... , . ~ .. " ........ " ........ " .... " 187 
Vincennes .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,367 
Wabash.............................................. 2,336 
Walkerton ........................ , ...... " .. .. ... .... 1,219 
Warsaw ............ , '" ....... " ........ " ..... , .. '" 1,608 
Washington. '" ...... " ............... " " ..... , " '" 2,705 
Westfield ...... " ... , ... , .............. '.' .. .. . . .. . . . .. 1,545 
Whiting .............................................. 5,009 
Winamac ............................................ 1,221 
Williamsport ......................................... 6 

Total ............................................. 302.122 

TABLE SHOWING NUMBER OF BAHRELS OF MINEHS' OIL 
INSPECTED IWR THE YEAR 1901. 

Where Inspected. Bbls .. 
Evansville ., .............................. '" ..... " .. . 214 
Indianapolis ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Terre Haute .......................................... 1,350 
Vincennes .................. , ......... " ..... , . . . . .. . .. 1('.0 

Total .............................................. 1,764' 
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INTRODUCTORY. 

The present report is the twenty-seventh in serial order issued by 
the Department of Geology and Natural Resourc'es of the State of 
Indiana, and the eighth issued under the auspices of the present 
director of the department. 

The first paper ~f the present volume, entitled "Gold and Diac 
monds in Indiana," has been prepared with a view to bring before 
the public in an official manner what is known regarding the pres
ence of these two valuable mineral products in the State. While 
both undoubtedly occur, the paper shows that they are not native, but 
are of glacial origin, i. e., were brought in with the sand, clays, gravel, 
boulders and other drift material from some point in British Amer
ica. The gold is widely disseminated throughout the drift-covered 
area of the northern two-thirds of the State, but occurs in commer
cial quantity only in Brown, Johnson, Morgan and one or t.wo other 
counties near the southern edge of the glacial boundary. Here the 
gravel deposits, forming the base of the lowlands along the streams, 
in places yield 25 to 40 c'ents of gold per cubic yard. Under im
proved methods of hydraulic mining, these gravel deposits would, in 
places, perhaps well repay the working. The present water supply 
is, however, too limited to carryon the work for more than ,three 
months in the year. A permanent supply of water can, however, be 
obtained within a distance of 20 miles. In some of the western 
states water is piped a much greater distance for working placer de
posits less productive of gold. 

As to the diamonds, a few small ones have been found by the na
tives of the same counties while panning gold, but their discovery 
is only of scienilific interest, as they are far distant from their original 
home. It is only by chance, at long intervals, that one is happened 
upon, and a search for one would be like seeking the proverbial 
"needle in the haystack." 

Dr. George H. Ashley, the former efficient chief assistant of the 
writer, spent the last year of his work on the survey in an investiga
tion of the "IJower Carhoniferous Area of Southern Indiana." 
He was directed to pay especial attention to the outcrops and de
posits of the noted "Indiana Oolitic Limestone" in those counties 

-9-
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south of the area covered by the paper of Messrs. Hopkins and Sie
benthal on this valuable building stone, published in the report of 
this department for 1896. Dr. Ashley, assisted by' Mr. E. M. Kindle, 
made a careful survey of Washington, Harrison, Crawford and parts 
of Orange and Floyd counties, and the paper, accompanied by two 
large maps and numerous illustrations, forms the second part of the 
present volume. . 

!thas been the custom of the present director to publish from 
time to time, in the reports of the department, papers on the natural 
history of the State. These have been prepared by specialists, with 
the view of furnishing the teachers and pupils of the public schools 
of the State authoritative sources of information regarding the more 
important animals and plants which surround them. Papers on the 
fishes, batrachians and reptiles, butterflies, birds, shells, dragonflies 
and flowering plants have been heretofore published. Following this 
custom, a paper entitled "The Orthoptera of Indiana" has been pre
pared for the present volume. The order Orthoptera includes the 
insects commonly knoW!} as grasshoppers or locusts, katydids, crick
ets, cockroaches, etc., all of which are injurious to the farmer or the 
housewife. The present paper will, it is hoped, enable the student to 
·readily determine any species of this group of insects which he may 
find in the State, and thus lead to a more detailed study of its habits 
and life history. 

A paper giving the statistics of the petroleum industry in Indiana 
for the year 1902 is followed by the annual reports of the State N at
ural Gas Supervisor, the State Mine Inspector, and the State Super
vision of Oil Inspection, in the order mentioned. The Legislature 
of 1901 removed the State Supervisor of Oil Inspection from the 
jurisdiction of the Department of Geology, and the inchided report 
of Mr. Zaring is the last report of the State Supervisor of Oil In
spection which will appear in the volumes issued by this department. 

In the :report of this department for 1899 was published an exten
sive paper on "The Mollusca of Indiana," by Prof. R. K Call. Care
ful collecting by Mr. L. E. Daniels in different parts of the State dur
ing the past two years has brought to light nearly 100 species of mol
lusks not mentioned by Call. These are described, and, in part, fig
ured in the final paper of. the present volume. By combining this 
paper with that of Call's, above mentioned, the student of Indiana 
shells will have~ as nearly a complete descriptive list of the State's 
mollusca. as it is possible to make. 
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GOLD AND DIAMONDS IN INDIANA. 

By W. S. BLATCHLEY. 

For a half century or longer it has been known that free gold in 
the form of minute grains and flakes occurs in a number of Indiana 
counties. Within the past few years this gold has J:ieen the subject 
of numerous articles in the new8paper~_~ curiosity and at
tention have, therefore, beencffawil:- to it. Many letters ~nd in
quiries relative to it have been received at the office of the State 
Geologist, and a large number of persons have called there to secure 
information regarding the distribution and- quantity of gold in the 
State. 

Moreover, the natives of Brown and Morgan counties have, while 
washing gold, happened upon a half dozen or more small diamonds, 
most of which have been found in the past five years. The finding 
of these has given additional interest to the questi!Jn, and has led me 
to prepare the present paper, giving in detail what is known concern
ing the occurrence and distribution of gold and diamonds in the 
State. ·In company with Mr. R. L. Royse, of Martinsville, who has 
given the subject more careful study than any other one man, a spe
cial trip was made in May, 1902, through those portions of Brown and 
Morgan c.ounties where the most gold is thought to occUr. A second 
trip was made to Morgan County in October of the same year. From 
the information gathered on these two trips, as well as from all avail
able printed matter on the subject, the present paper has been pre
pared. 

ORIGIN OF INDIANA GOLD. 

All gold found in the State up to the present time is "free" or 
"placer" gold, the particles ranging in size from those too small to 
be seen with the naked eye up to nuggets whose value was five to six 
dollars. Occasionally, a piece of quartz or other igneous rock is found 
which contains particles of gold, but in each instance this quartz is a 
pebble or boulder of drift origin. In one or two places, horizontal 
strata of a conglomerate occur, which have been said to show gold 
upon assay. This gold, if present, has found its way into the con" 
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glomerate through interstices in the overlying strata, or was a com
ponent part of the sedimentary material which originally formed the 
conglomerate. The rocks underlying the surface of Indiana are all 
of them sedimentary iimestones, shales or sandstones. No igneous 

, dikes or vertical veins are known in the State, and no quartz, .;late, 
schist, granite, gneiss, mica or other igneous rock with which native 
gold is found associated occurs except in the form of boulder or peb
ble oi~'ial origin. Gold has, up to the present, been found in . 

. about twenty counties of the State. In almost every instance these 
counties lie within or along the border of the drift-covered area. Tn 
one or two counties which lie in the driftless area, gold has been 
found in sm~lIquantity in regions covered by the alluvium or wash
ings from the melting glaciers. Therc is little doubt but that gold 
occurs in greater or less quantity in the gravel or sand deposits of 
every county ,whose surface is wholly or partly covered with glacial 
debris. It is, however, only along or near the borders of the glaci
ated area that it has belm found or is known to occur in sufficient 
quantity to pay for the labor of its separation from the sand, gravel, 
and other rocks and· minerals with which it is found associated. 

Taking into consideration its distribution, as above given, and 
also the fact that we have in Indiana no native beds of igneous rock 
which could give o.igin to the gold, there remains but one conclusion 
as to its source, namely: it was brought in by one or more slow moving 
glaciers from some point far to the north or northeast and deposited by 
the melting of those glaciers on or near the places where it now lies. 

A number of these great glaciers or moving masses of ice invaded 
Indiana during the so-called "Glacial Period.': They hadtqeir origin 
in British America, in and about the region now occupied by James 
and Hudson bays, and their movement and the work whic·h they did 
has been made clear by the study of similar glaciers now existing in 
Greenland, Alaska and other' countries. Before the first of these 
glaciers invaded our State, thE! surface of its north em two-thirds was 
very similar to that of the pre&ent southern unglaciated portion. The 
bed or sedimentary rocks, composed of limestones, sandstones and 
shales, now buried deep beneath hundreds of feet of clay, sand and 
gravel, then formed most of the surface. Decay and erosion were 
in action then as they are today. Sunshine and rain) wind and frost, 
trickling rills and strong streams, were ever at work, softening and 
sculpturing and wearing down the exposed rocks-forming clays and 
sand and gravel and bearing them away to lower levels. At the close 
of that period this area of surfa.ce rock resembled that of today in 
the driftless area of southern Indiana, being cut up by erosion into 
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a complex network of valleys, ridges and isolated hills., Over these 
was a thin soil-formed from decaying rocks and vegetation-poorer, 
perhaps, than much of that which at present covers the surface of the 
driftless area, where the underlying limestones and shales have been 
the p;rent rock. 

During this long period of erosion and' decay, mild climatic con
ditions had prevailed. But a change in these conditions came grad
ually to pass. For some, as yet unknown, reason the mean annual 
temperature of the northern hemisphere became much lower. The 
climate of the regions to the east and south of Hudson Bay became 
similar to that of Greenland today, or even colder. The snow, ever 
falling, never melting, accumulated during hundreds of centuries in 
one vast field of enormous thickness. Near the bottom of this mass 
a plastic, porous sort of ice was gradually formed from the snow by 
the pressure from above. This ice mass or glacier took UpOl). itself 
a slow, almost imperceptible motion to the south or southwestward. 
As it moved thus onward, great masses of partly decayed rock and 
clay from hillsides and jutting cliffs rolled dowll upon it and were 
carried on ana- on until, by the melting of their icy steed, they were 
dropped hundreds 'of miles from the parent ledge. Large, irregular 
masses of rock from the region' in which the glacier was formed were 
either frozen into its nether portion or rolled along beneath it, and 
as the ice sheet moved they served as great stone drags, grinding 
down and smoothing off the hills and ridges and filling up the val
leys, until the irregular, uneven surface of the old preglacial rocks 
was planed and polished. In many places these imprisoned rocks 
cut deep scratches or grooves-the so-called "glacial striae"-in the 
surface ledges over which they passed. These, to the geologist, are 
excellent guides to the direction in which the glacier moved. 

From these sttiae, and "from other evidence which it is difficult to 
otherwise explain, it is now believed that there were several distinct 
epochs in the glacial period. The great ice sheet which was first 
formed several times advanced and as often-by an increase in the 
temperature of the region which it entered-melted and receded; its 
retreat or recession being ea,ch time as gradual as its advance had 
been. Like a great army which has attempted the invasion of a cou~~ 
try and has been compelled to withdraw, it would again assemble 
its forces and start in a slightly different direction. But perchance 
before it had reached the limit of its former invasion a force of -cir
cumstances would render a retreat necessary. Its advancing margin 
was not in a straight line, but in lobes, or long, gradual curves. 
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The first invasion of Indiana by oUE of thes'e glacial lobes was from 
the elevated districts to the east and south of Hudson Bay. It, in 
time, covered a greater area of the State than anyone of thot3e 
which followed, and by it much of the gold and most of the dia
monds of Brown, Morgan and other counties were brought where 
they now exist. When this glacier had assumed its maximum size, 
its southern or front edge extended across the northwestern corner 
of Pennsylvania and central Ohio to a point a little southeast of Cin
cinnati, where it crossed the Ohio River into Kentucky. Passing 
through Campbell, Kenton and Boone counties on a line nearly paral
lel with the Ohio River, and some five to eight miles south of that 
stream, it entered Dearborn County, Indiana, a little below Aurora, 
whence it passed in a southwesterly direction through Ohio and 
Switzerland counties and crossed into Trimble County, Kentucky. 
Here it turned more to the west, recrossed the Ohio into C'lark 
County, and reached its southernmost point in this portion of the 
State near Charl~stown. From here it bore to the north through 
Scott and eastern Jackson counties, and then followed approximately 
the line shown on the accompanying map until it entered Illinois. 
Since this first or oldest glacier covered most of the latter State, 
the name "Illinoian" has been gi~en to the drift material which it 
brought down. The terms "older glacier" and "older drift" are 
sometimes also used when referring to· it and its deposits. It is 
probable that the margin of this first ice sheet occupied only a por
tion of the glacial boundary; as shown in Indiana, at anyone time. 

Mr. B. F. Taylor has given the following graphic account of this 
first ice sheet at the time of its greatest advance into the region now 
comprising Indiana. 

"When the glacier covered most of Indiana and cro·ssed the Ohio 
River into Kentucky, the ice was at least 500 or 600 feet deep over 
the pres.ent site of Terre Haute and nearly as deep over that of In
dianapolis, and it thickened gradually northward. If an observer 
could have stbod on one of the hills in Brown County at that time, 
he would have seen to the east of him the great wall of the ice front 
extending south toward Kentucky, while toward the west it would 
have been seen in the distance stretching away toward the southwest. 
For hundreds of miles to the east and west, and for 2,000 miles or 
more to the north, the glaring, white desert of snow-cov'ered iC'e, 
like that seen in the interior of Greenland by N ansen and Peary, 
would have appeared, stretching away out of sight, with not a thing 
under the sun to relieve its cold monotony. It is hard to think of 
Indiana· and her neighboring sister states as being clothed in such 
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a shroud-like. mantle as this, But it was in large part this same ice 
sheet, coming perhaps four or five times in succession, that covered 
the State with the inexhaustible soil of the drift, and made Indiana 
the fertile agricultural State that she is today."* 

IN DIANA 
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Fig. 1. Map showing the Approximate Glacial Boundaries in Indiana. 
(From" Studies in Indiana Geogra~hY," p.28.) 

After reaching the line marked on the I;llap as the "Approximate 
Glacial Boundary," the ice of this first glapial invasion melted away 
and left its drift, composed of a motley mass of materials, exposed 

* Studies in Indiana Geography, 1897, p. 102. 
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to the agencies of water, wind and frost. What is· known as the 
"First Interglacial Interval" then ensued, during which a vegetation 
arose on the surfac'e of the Illinoian drift and· for a long period 
flourished and decayed, in the manner as does the vegetation of our 
present surface. As a result a black mold or soil was gradually 
formed, which is now 'concealed beneath deposits of silt called 
"loess" in southwestern Indiana, and beneath the drift of later gla
cial invasions in the northern part of the State. How long this 
"interval" lasted no one knows, but evidently hundreds of years, as 
shown by the thickness of the soil mentioned and by other evidence 
which the geologist can take into account. 

A "Second Glacial Epoch" or invasion then occurred, during which 
the ice brought down much thicker deposits of drift than in the first. 
At many p{)ints east of Indiana this second glacier extended much 
farther south than the first, but in this State its southern border only 
reached the. dotted line shown on the map and named by Professor 
Chamberlain, the "Wisconsin Boundary," because this glacier in
vaded the driftless area of that State farther than any other. Of 
the drift in Indiana brought down by this second glacial invasion, 
Professor Chamberlain has written in part as follows: "The border 
of the 'newer drift,' slightly ridged, may be traced diagonally across 
the northeastern part of Montgomery County, the center of Hen
dricks, the northeast corner of Morgan, the southwest portion of 
Johnson, striking the basin of the East White River near Edinburg. 
It here closely approaches the border of the' unglaciated area of 
south-central Indilna; but, if my d}scriminations are correct, it does 
not come in contact with it. There are heavy accumulations of 
drift near the northern border of Brown County, and along the 
eastern border of Morgan County, which take the form of morainic 
hills, especially in the latter region; but these, I think, belong to the 
'older drift,' since they have suffered much erosion, resulting in 
complete drainage, deep oxidation, and seeming ferrugination of the 
subsoil. The newer drift is composed of fresher clays, less dMply 
oxidized, and but feebly qodified superficially by drainage erosion. 
The aspects of the older and newer drifts are here, as elsewhere, 
quite clearly differentiated, though the border limit is not alwaYb 
clear and conspicuous. On encountering the basin of East White 
River, the newer drift border comes in association with the remarka
ble fluvial phenomena of 'Collett's Glacial River.' This was one 
of the great avenues of discharge from the ice border, and has left 
its record in broad belts of gravel gathering into a great trunk 
stream. The edge of the newer drift sheet is interrupted and ob-
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PI,ATE 1. 

(a) Large Gneissoid boulder in the valley of Gold Creek, 
Morgan County. 

Iron and hose used in sluice-box on 
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scured by these fluvial deposits, but it seems to have formed a lobe, 
reaching down the basin into Jennings Gounty, the glacial river lying 

"on it$ western border. The eastern edge of the, loop runs north 
diagonally across Decatur Gounty, the southeastern portion of Rush, 
the northwestern part of Fayette and of Wayne, in the northern por
tion of which, and the southern part of Randolph, it recurves to the 
southeast to form the Great Miami loop in Ohio."*-

Between the time when the ice sheet of this second glacier melted 
and" retreated from Indiana, and the final" disappearance of ice from 
the State, se,:eral other glaciers invaded the territory now included 
within her borders. The boundary or terminal moraines of these, 
as far as determined, are shown on the" map. Whenever a glacier 
has reached the limit of its advance and there halted a sufficient 
length of time to deposit a large amount of debris, such an accu
mulation is called a "terminal moraine." This moraine does not 
consist, as is often supposed, of numerous large boulders, which have 
been dropped on the surface in more or less regular concentric lines. 
Such boulders are only an accompaniment and constitute but a very 
small fraction of the moraine proper. The main portion usually 
consists of a thick bed of compacted tough clay in which are many 
pebbles and boulders of small size, and often pockets of gravel and 
sand. Such a moraine may be a number of miles in width and con
sist of many small parallel ridges, or it may have a number of sub. 
ordinate ridges branching off in every direction from the main one. 
These unite, interlock, separate, appear and disappear in an intricate 
and eccentric manner. Several of these subordinate ridges are often 
plainly discernible. The component ridges are themselves exceed
ingly irregular in height and bre~dth, being often much broken and 
interrupted. When very complex, the term "morainic system" is 
often given to a terminal moraine. 

I have been-thus explicit regarding the two principal glacial in
vasions of Indiana, because it is along their terminal moraines or 
boundaries,' and in the narrow strip of territory separating these 
moraines, that most of the gold and all of the diamonds of the State 
have been found. This gold and these diamonds were skimmed or 
swept up by the advancing glaciers from their original home some
where in the Hudson Bay region, and were brought down by these 
glaciers and deposited in their terminal moraines. Gold is liable to 
be found in the glacial gravel deposits of any portion of the State 
and especially in those which lie directly on the bed rock. It is, 

* "The Terminal Moraine of the Second Glacial Epoch," in Third Annual Report U. S. 
Geological Survey, 1888, p. 333. 
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however, only at the edges of these main terminal moraines, where 
the material composing the drift has been most weathered and 
washed, and where streams flowing from the moraines have deposited 
beds of gravel over the bed rock in their valleys, that the gold has 
been accumulated in greatest quantity. 

MINEIRALS ASSOCIATED WITH THE GOLD. 

The particles ot gold are always found associated with a fine, 
black magnetic iron sand. Along the border of the moraines men
tioned this sand can be seen in gullies along the roadsides and on 
bare places on th.e hills. E,very heavy rain washes it out of the clay 
and other loose material and carries it, with the associated gravel, 
pebbles, gold particles and other minerals down into the lower levels. 
This sand is composed of fine particle~ of magnetite, a very rich ore 
of iron, whose composition is oxygen 27.6 per cent., iron, 72.4 per 
cent. The ore in its native home occurs in extensive beds and also 
in crystals o.r particles, widely scattered in granite, gneiss, mica 
schist, and clay slate ledges. It is in such rocks that gold is found 
native; and it is very probable that the gold andiron sand now found 
intimately associated in Indiana were at one time constituents of the 
same ledges in the wilds of the country now known as British 
America. 

Besides the black sand, one of the most common minerals found 
in the residue of the gold seeker's pan is "menaccanite." This is an 
ore of iron and titanium, iron-black in color, and resembling hema-" 
tite in general appearance. The pieces found mingled with the black 
sand and gold vary much in size, 1\ometimes weighing several ounces, 
but usually less than that of a navy bean: in bulk. It is an axiom 
among the gold seekers that the larger the pieces of this mineral 
found in tJ:e pan, the richer the yield of gold. Menaccaniie occurs 
usually in thin plates or seams in quartz and doubtless had its origin 
in the same locality as the gold. 

In the residue of every pan, in company with the black sand and 
gold, are also numerous minute "garnets" of -various shades of red, 
ruby red, purple, greenish and black. There are none of them trans
parent enough to be termed precious garnets. Their original loca
tion was in the mica and horneblende schists, gneissoids and other 
igneous rocks of the far north. 

The above mentioned minerals are the c'ommon ones which are 
always found associated with the gold. Those of less common, Or 
even rare occurrence. are pieces of native copper, pebbles or rounded 
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pieces of sphalerite or zinc blende, pyrites, marcasite, hematite, 
limonite, corundum, quartz of many varieties, red jasper, amphibole, 
zircon and cyanite. None of these, unless it be the pyrites and limon
it'e, are native of Indiana. All others were brought in from far 
northern regions, thus furnishing additional evidence as to the orig
inal home of· the gold which they acc'ompany. 

THE. DISTRIBUTION OF GOLn IN INDIANA. 

Under this heading will be given in detail such facts as are known 
concerning the presence of gold in those counties of Indiana wh~re 
it has been noted. 

The earliest printed record of the finding of gold in Indiana which 
has come to my notice is in the Journal Of the Franklin Institute 
for June, 1850, as follows: "Professor Frazer read to the meeting 
(of the l'Tanklin Institute, May ,17,1850) a letter from Prof. T. A. 
Wylie, of the University of Indiana, announcing the discovery of 
gold in the vicinity of that place, and exhibited specimens of the 
gold, and of the black sand in which it is found. 'The gold has been 
found in the beds of the rivulets in Morgan County, about twenty 
miles northeast; in Jackson County, about twenty miles southeast; 
in Brown County, about twenty miles east, and in Greene County, 
about fourteen miles west of Bloomington, as well as at certain in
termediate points, but not in the immediate' vicinity. Where it has 
been found it is always in connection with a black sand which the 
washers call "emery." This sand is found at the bottom of the 
streams, usually at the upper end o~ the sandbars, or on the margins 
of the streams where there is a sudden turn, and in such places as 
it would be. naturally deposited on aecount of its density. The coarse 
gravel is sifted a!ld washed in the usual way until nothing remains 
but the dense black sand. On examining closely with the ~icroscope, 
there are to be perceived interspersed through it red particles of 
different shades, and some few yellow and green particles; of the 
red particles some appear to be merely colored quartz, while others 
are plainly distinguished' by their crystalline form as garnets, and 
some of the darkest probably pyrope. The black particles are readi
ly separated into two sorts by the magnet'. Those attracted by the 
magnet, which amount in some specimens to 5 per cent. of the whole, 
are evidently magnetic oxide of irOn. The remaining black grains 
agree precisely with Dr. Thomps'Op.'s description of titanate of iron <ir 

'menaccanite.' The gold is in flat I!lcales, a good deal resembling in 
its appel!l'ance that from California." 
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"Professor Frazer remarked that from the account of Professor 
Wylie, it did not appear that this new gold field was likely to. prove 
profitable in the working, but that it was o~ great interest, both in 
a geological and mineralogical point of view, and gave rise to an 
interes~ing inquiry as to the original locality of the minerals asso
ciated with the gold, since they are of a nature inconsistent with the 
rock formations of that portion of the United States." 

BROWN COUNTY. 

The northern boundary of this cDunty is about 30 miles nearly due 
south 'Of IndianapDlis. 'l'he cDunty is bDunded east by BarthDlDmew, 
sDuth by JackSDn and MDnrDe, west by MDnrDe and nDrth by MDrgan 
and J DhnsDn cDunties. It contains an area 'Of 320 square miles, the 
surface 'Of which is very brDken, except in the sDutheastern c·Drner, 
where there is a large area 'Of level tabl> land. The "KnDbs" 'Of 

sDuthern Indiana, stretching northward frDm FIDyd County, attain 
in "Weed Patch Hill," sDuth 'Of Nashville, the cDunty seat, their 
highest elevatiDn-l,147 feet above sea level.* 

Salt Creek, the principal stream 'Of BrDwn County, is cDmposed 
'Of three main branches, the "North," the "Middle," and the "South" 
fDrks, which unite near the sDuthwest CDrner 'Of the county, and flDw 
thence thrDugh MDnrDe and Lawrence intD East White River. Thus 
almDst the whole watershed 'Of the county, tDgether with a cDnsid
erable pDrtiDn 'Of J acksDn 'On the sDuth, is drained by this stream. 
Bean BlDssom Creek has its sDurce in the nDrtheastern pa.rt, its 
principal tributaries in nDrthwestern Brown being Bear and Lick 
creeks, bDth flDwing nearly sDuth. Just acrDSS the nDrthern bDund
ary in Morgan County, and in a valley nearly parallel with the 
cDunty line, is Indian Creek, flDwing in a general western direction. 
High ndges surrDund BrDwn CDuntyon all sides, while frDm east tD 

west and sDuthwest three similar ridges traverse the CDunty, all CDn

necting 'On the divide near Trafalgar, in JDhnsDn CDunty. The first 
and most nDrthern cDnstitutes the southern bluff 'Of Indian Creek, 
and is called "Indian Creek Ridge;" the second, south of Bean Blos
som is known as "Bean BIDssDm Ridge," and the third, passing near
ly thrDugh the middle 'Of the cDunty, is named "Central Ridge." All 

~Weed Patch Hill iR thought by many persons to be tbe highest point in Indiana, but it 
is exceeded by a number in Randolph County-the actual height of the most elevated one 
measured being 1,234.4 feet above tide. Thi. is what is known as the "Summit" on the 
Peoria Division of the Big Four railway, between Green's Fork and Martindale Creek. 
Several hill. south of the "Summit" are thought to be 50 feet higher. so that the highest 
point in the Sta~e is about 1.285 feet above tide. or 138 reet higher than Weed Patch Hill. 
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these ridges slope gently to. the south and west but present steep 
faces to the north and east. 

The bed rock composing the body of most of the ridges and hills 
of Brown County is a soft, bluish knobstone shale, which weathers 
readily into a plastic clay. In places beds of sandstone oc'cur; while 
the c~ests of the hills are capped with a chert-like bed of Keokuk I 

limestone with its· characteristic accompaniment of "geodes." This 
limestone forms the surface rock in the eastern part of Monroe 
County, and its presence on the tops of the hills of Brown shows 
that this county was once covered by a level surface of limestone 
continuous with that of Monroe to the westward. The valleys of the 
county, now containing its richest soil, have been eroded by flowing 
streams, leaving the strata of the hills as they were originally de
posited by sedimentat!gn in an ocean which covered this region 
ages before the dawn of the "Glacial Period." 

Only the northern third of Brown County is within the glaciated 
or drift area. The northwestern part of Hamblin Township and the 
greater portion of Jackson Township are covered with drift accu
mulations as far south as Bean Blossom Ridge, the drift being found 
on the slope of this ridge nearly 200 feet above the water in the 
stream. Boulders of granite, gneiss and jasper, three to five feet in 
diameter, occur frequently in this region. In the Salt Creek valley, 
northeast of Nashville, but little drift was seen. BeanBlossom 
Ridge, then, marks the southern limit of the first and only glacial 
invasion of Brown County, and it is only north of this ridge that 
gold in anything like paying quantities has ever been found in the 
county. Collett, in his "Report on Brown County,"* calls attention 
to this fact, and says: "Against and upon' this wall-like ridge the 
stranded ice seems to have been continually massed; and, melted by 
each recurring. summer's sun, it sent torrents of water south across 
the county, wearing slight depressions in the ridges, as at Low Gap 
and the source of Greasy Creek, bearing fine sediment, some gold 
dust and black sand, and but few or no pebbles or boulders. This 
flood was long continued-first flowing clear across the county, at a 
high level, and even across parts of Jackson-next following the 
synclinal axes of the underlying rocks, it excavated South and Mid
dle Forks of Salt Creek, and finally following another synclinal, 
adopted the direct line of dip by the North Fork. 

"During this time the underflow from the glacier was also working 
a channel in the di'sintegrating shale along. the east side of the 
county, by Bean Blossom, and finally left the interior basin of the 

,. Geological Survey of Indiana, 1874, pp. 77-110. 

31-Gaol. 
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",.""" .. J 
county subject only to the action of its own water-shed. Dowi;. th~se 
side C1;lts to White River immense bodies of water, bearing some ice 
with boulders and gravel, have flowed. The long continued melting 
of ice loaded with the most enduring debris of the Laurentian rocks, 
as greenstone, quartzite, quartz, gold and magnetite, deposited large 
quantities of these imported materials in Bean Blossom Valley. The 
rapid current of the ice water would naturally carry down stream 
the lighter sand and gravel, and sort out and leave behind the heav
ier rocks, gold and magnetite in considerable quantities. Afterwards 
a,s the ice foot withdrew toward the north, this melting, sorting, 
sifting process was carried on north of Indian Creek Ridge, for a 
longer time, as is indic'ated by the greater width and depth of that 
creek valley, where gold and the heavier minerals will only be found 
beneath the present surface, which is largely built up above the bed 
rock." . 

The earliest mention of gold in Brown County which I can find 
in print, other than that of Professor Wiley above quoted, is that of 
Richard Owen in 1862,* which is, in part, as follows: 

"The chief interest of Brown Oounty attaches to its gold region, 
which we were enabled to examine advantageously. Although some 
prospecting has been done on 'Bear Wallow Hill,' on head waters 
communicating through Lick Creek to Salt Creek, as also in what 
they terin the gravel of Greasy Creek (a deposit of disintegrated 
shales~ the main localities in which success has attended the gold 
washings in this county are on Hamblin's fork of Salt Creek, three
quarters of a mile in a direct line from the west limit of Bartholo-' 
mew near Mt. Moriah postoffice. Here we found extensive prepara
tions in the way of sluices and hose, rockers and 'long toms,' picks 
and shovels, etc. Notwithstanding the rain, we pan~ed out enough 
to convince ourselves that the black sand in many of the pockets 
contains a considerable amount of gold particles. 

Occasionally they pan out flat scales worth from a dollar to a dol
lar and a quarter. Judging from what I saw here and elsewhere in 
Indiana of the' gold localities, I should venture the opinion that the 
gold is invariably associated with drifted quaternary materials, 
derived from a matrix, which finds its mountain home at least from 
400 to 600 miles distant, and more probably double that distance, in 
a northerly direction." 

Collett, in his "Report on Brown County," treats the subject more 
in detail. In part, he says: "Gold is found in the bed or on the bars-

* Geological Reconnaisance of Indiana, p.119. 
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of all the brooks that flow into Bean Blossom from Indian Creek 
Ridge, and on the streams which flow from the foot of the "drift 
backbone" in the northeast corner of the county, as South. Bean 
Blossom, North Salt Creek, etc. Fine dust and minute scales may 
be found further within the county wherever black sand and small 
pebbles indicate former currents of ice water, even as far south as 
Elkinsville. Single individuals, at favorable points, by hard, patient' 
labor, have been able to make from $1.00 to $1.50 per day. Com
panies and careless workers have not averaged more than 25 cents 
'per day. During the excitement a few years since, several companies 
took leases, made sluiceways and prepared long toms and rockers. 
The returns were not satisfactory. It is probable that the best "pay 
dirt" lies at the deepest part of the rocky trough in which the creeks 
now have their course. By bores the line of greatest depth may be 
ascertained, and by shafting the richest dirt-possibly in paying 
quantities-may bc brought to the surface. Reasoning from the 
facts observed, this would be true of Bean Blossom, and especially, 
from its greater width and probable great depth, also ·of Indian 
Creek Valley. This is mentioned as a reasonable deduction, war
ran'ted by the facts and not for the purpose of exciting a m:ining 
fever. It is estimated that the.amount of gold found in the county 
to date (1874) will equal $10,000 in value, and the best nugget 
weighed at one dollar and ten cents."* 

During our trip in May, 1902, Mr. Royse and myself drove over 
the greater portion of Jackson and Hamblin townships, which form 
the northern third of Brown County. We conversed with a number 
of men who do little else than pan gol.d along the streams, and inci
dentally "panned" in a number of places ourselves. In the gutters 
along the roadsides, especially those on the ridges below the top 
level of the drift, the black magnetic sand could be seen in quantity. 
Our first panning was done one-half mile west of Georgetown, the 
material being taken 15 feet above the level of a fork of Bean Blos
som Creek. The residue showed a quantity of black sand and four 
"colors" of gold. Another pan taken from the creek bed showed 
11 colors. Mr. Royse has had assayed a conglomerate found in the 
hillsides and bluffs along this and neighboring streams, with a result 
of $1.40 per ton, flour gold. This conglomerate is formed of iron 
oxide, pebbles, geodes and pieces of shale cemented together with 
carbonate of lime, and lies. just above the shale composing the hills. 

The valleys of the streams in Brown County are, as a rule, much 
narrower than in Morgan County. Along each side of the stream is 

.. Loc. cit., p.l07. 
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a strip of bottom land of varying width, composed of gravel, clay 
and soil, the gravel resting upon the bed rock or blue shale. It is 
this gravel, next to the bed rock, that is richest in gold. Most of 
the surface of these strips is cultivated, and the owners will not 
allow the "gold hunters" to Pllll except in the beds of the streams. 
These beds have most of them been washed many times in succession, 
a new supply of gold being eroded during· each freshet from the 
gravel beds along the banks. These beds, which form the base of , \ 

the lowlands or cultivated bottom lands of the valleys, were formed 
during the melting of the glacier, when the streams flowing through 
the valleys were much wider and stronger than now. The gravel 
and sand composing them was then deposited, and the soil, for the 
most part has been formed since then by decaying vegetation and 
annual ove.rflow. 

After every freshet the children seek gold along the rocky bottom 
of each rill and stream and often find pieces worth 25 to 40 cents. 
Much of this is found lodged in minute crevices at the bottoms of 
small waterfalls. I was told that two boys, just east of Spearsville, 
had sold $42 worth in a single season, which they had thus gathered 
along the smaller tributaries of the north Branch of Salt Creek. 

One of the best known and most reliable gold hunters in Brown 
County is W. J. Merriman, better known as "Uncle John" Merri
man. He is 69 years of age, has panned gold more or less each year 
for 49 years, and has done little else for the past 20 years. He re
sides near a ·branch of Lick Creek, about six miles northwest of 
Georgetown, and has washed gold along every stream in northern 
Brown and part of Morgan counties. The largest "nugget" he ever 
found was taken on Bear Creek and weighed 132 grains, valued at 
$5.50. He has found a number of pieces which ran as high a!l $1.00 
to $1.25 in value; but most of what he secures is in the form of 
"colors" or minute flattish particles. He states that the coarsest 
gold in Brown County is found in what is known- as "Gosport Hol
low," a tributary of Bear Creek. He also estimates that the gravel 
beneath the soil of the lowlands will average 25 cents per cubic yard 
in gold. 

On two different occasions Mr. Merriman has kept a careful ac
count of the results of a month's work-Sundays excluded. One 
month yielded him $34; the ·other, $40. He claims that he can 
average $1.25 a day during th~ panning season, whicli runs from 
March to November, except in times o:f summer drought'. During 
his panning he has found several diamonds, which will be mentioned 
on anotner page. 



PLATE II. a b c 

(a) Uncle John Merriman, the veteran Brown County gold hunter, at his fa\'orite work, 
(In band c are seen the typical lowland deposits of gravel resting on the bed roek-here the Knohstone shale. I 
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We took dinner with Mr. Merriman and then accompanied him 
along the creek below his home. Armed with a trowel,goId pan and 
small basin, his only working outfit, he began operations by scooping 
up with his trowel a pan full of sand and gravel. After thoroughly 
mixing it with water by stirring it for a minute or two, he began the 
process of "pan~ing," or washing. In fifteen minutes he had re~ 
duced it to a tablespoonful of black sand in which were 14 c'olors, or 
fine particles of gold. The next pan yielded 24 colors, and the third 
one 16, one of which was large enough to make a noise when it fell 
against the bottom of the pan. The residue of black sand and gold 
in each pan was dumped into the small basin, to await a complete 
separation at some future time. The thought came to me while 
watching "Uncle John" at his pan, as it has many times since, "If a 
man, by working thus, ten hours a day, can secure $1.25 from gravel 
picked up in'the bed of a stream, what could be done with advanced 
machinery working on the richer virgin beds of gravel which under
lie the lowlands of all the valleys hereabouts?" 

Leaving "Uncle John" at his favorite labOi', we drove across to 
Spearsville, in the northwestern corner of Hamblin Township, noting 
on the way the black sand in many places in the roadside gullies. From 
Spearsville we went three miles in a southeasterly direction along 
one of the tributaries or sources of Salt Creek. Here we found at 
work another gold hunter, W. W. Young, who has spent many years 
in the mining regions of the west, but for the past five years has 
been washing gold in Brown and Morgan counties. On the day we 
met him, he had dug to the shale or bed rock a trench 24 feet long, 
two and a .half feet wide and six inches deep, along a bar at one side 
of the bed of the stream. From this he had taken almost $2.00 
worth of gold.. Another man who had worked alongside of him, but 
who was inexperienced, had secured but 40 cents worth. Young, as 
well as most other gold seekers of Brown and Morgan counties, 
scouts at the theory of the gold being brought in by glaciers. He 
declared that "it was born and raised right there,"-in other words 
that it was native to the roc'ks, but he has never been able to find 
a vein of it to prove his assertion. 

Mr. Young showed me a report from the United States Mint at 
Philadelphia, dated July 12, 1901, showing that the mint had re
ceived from him 14.05 ounces of gold, the fineness of which was 
909i. For this he received $250.07, aside from the charges of $1.56 
for melting and refining. Silver to the amount of 61 cents was 
found as a natural alloy of the gold, by the mint authorities. He 
stated that he had panned this gold in nine months' time, working 
probably three-fourths of the period. 
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The quality of the drift gold found in Indiana is of the. best, as it 
will average 22 or more carats, as against 16 to 18 for Oalifornia 
gold, and 14 to 16 for Klondike gold. The largest piece found at 
any time by Mr. Young, weighed sufficient to bring $2.00. 

At least 70 square miles of northern Brown Oounty lies within 
the drift-covered gold-bearing region of the ''First Glacial Invasion." 
The gold occurs in the clay, gravel and sand beneath the soil on the 
hills, and more abundantly in the gravel deposits which underlie 
the lowlands in the valleys. The latter will probably not aggregate 
more than three or four square miles of this area, for the streams are 
small and the valleys narrow. It is in this gravel of the lowlands, if 
anywhere in the county, that advanced processes of plac'er mining 
could be made profitable. The question of a permanent water sup
ply would be a serious one, as most of the streams are dry several 
months in summer. By c.onstructing permanent dams in several of 
the valleys enough water could probably be conserved to tide over 
the dry season. There is no doubt but that large quantities of gold 
exist in the county. Only a person experienced in hydraulic and 
placer mining, who is conversant with the latest improved machinery 
for that purpose, will be able to state whether the process of its 
separation can be made a profitable one. 

OASS OOUNTY. 

This county lies about 85 miles a little west of north of Indian
apolis. It contains 420 square miles, and is wholly within the drift
covered area, but the Devonian and Niagara limestones outcrop in a 
number of places along the Wabash and its large tributary, Ed 

- River, which joins it at Logansport, the county seat. In the vicinity 
of Logansport, numerous beds of gravel ranging in thickness from 
one to 32 feet, lie immediately iibove this bed rock. From one of 
these beds, near the northern part of the city, Dr. Robert Hessler 
has secured a number ,of small flakes of gold. These were picked up, 
incidentally, without panning, and go to prove that gold is widely 
distributed in the drift gravel deposits of the State. Most of these 
deposits are, however, so deeply buried beneath clay, sand, soil and 
other material that there is no way of determining the presence of 
gold and no way of securing it were it present in large quantity. 
It is only along the edges of the moraines or in places where the 
gravel deposits rest on outcrops of bed rock, that the gold-bearing 
gravel is accessible. 
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CLARK COUNTY. 

This county lies in the southern part of the State, opposite Louis
ville, Kentucky. The first glacial invasion covered its northeastern 
third as far south as Charlestown. From near Fourteen Mile Creek, 
three and a half miles northeast of tbis place, Rudolph Bastian has 
recently sent me a quantity of black magnetic sand containing large 
numbers of small garnets and a few grains of free gold. He states 
that he has opened up a shaft 15 feet in depth in a hill composed of 
soil, sand, clay and gravel, a section of the shaft be.ing as follows: 

Feet. 
Soil, yellow ...........•................................... 2 
Sand, black magnetic......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 
Clay, blue .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 
Sand, white .............................................. 2 
Clay, blackish ;........................................... 1 

In the black sand of the stratum, he states that he can find numer
ous partic'les of gold in every panfuL which he washes. The black 
sand and garnets are finer than those found farther north, and it 
may be that the deposit is but the diluvium or wash from the streams 
which flowed from the melting glacier of the Brown County region. 

DEARBORN AND Omo COUNTIES. 

These counties lie along the Ohio River in the southeastern corner 
of the State. The edge of the Great Illinoian, or first glacier which 
invaded Indiana, passed through Ohio County. Dearborn County 
is, therefore, wholly covered by the drift of that glacier, and lies 
within the interval separating its border from that of the Wisconsin 
boundary. Boulders are common in each of the counties and a p'ece 
of native copper weighin& 26 ounces was found near Tanner's Creek, 
Dearborn County, a number of years ago. Of the presence of drift 
and gold in the two counties Prof. E. T. Cox has written: "The most 
remarkable prolongation of glacial drift southward is seen in Dear
born and Ohio counties, Indiana, and Boone County, Kentucky. In 
the two first named counties the drift is found in greatest force along 
the hillsides bordering Laughery Creek, resting upon the bluish clay 
shale beds of the Hudson River group, and 150 feet above the bed of 
the stream. 'rhe entire drift deposit is fully ·50 feet thick, and is 

i made up of the usual material, stratified clays, sand and gravel, above 
I. which there are numbers of massive granitoid boulders. One of these 
I boulders I estimated to contain over 100 cubic feet. 
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"The lower bed of sarid and gravel, which rests upon the Silurian 
bluish clay shale, contains a portion of gold dust, and gold washing 
has been carried on here in a small way for some years. When I 
visited this locality, about one mile a little north of west from Hart
ford, Ohio County, there was to be seen the ruins ot' what had been 
extensive preparatjons for washing this gold sand in sluice-boxes, 
but the scheme had fallen through for want of funds and the con
fidence of those who had at best lent it but feeble financial support. 

"D,r. George Sutton, accompanied me from Aurora, and we went to 
Mr. Miller's house, close by, and had him bring his spade and a tin 
pan, and try to wash out some gold in our presence. After scraping 
off a small portion of the surface, a spade full of gravel and sand was 
thrown into an old pan with coarse holes in the bottom and the fine 
material that would pass through ~he holes was sifted out into the 
washing pan. In a few moments Mr. Miller succeeded in separating 
some particles of gold mixed with it quantity o<f black, magnetic sand. 
There is no means of getting water to this place in sufficient quantity 

. and at a reasonable cost, but if hydraulic washing could be resorted 
to it is possible that considerable gold might be washed out. It is 
not my object, ho<wever, in saying this much of the drift gold in the 
vicinity of Hartford, to incite capitalists to take hold of the property 
with a view of profitable mining, but to call attention to the fact that 
gold is found there, and as one of the evidences that the whole de
posit has been brought from ancient rock beds that are not found 
in places south of the great lakes, and that it is veritable glacial 
drift. This is not the only spot where gold has been found on this 
creek. I am told that it has been washed out of the sands on the 
opposite side of Laughery Creek, in Dearborn County, on the farm 
of Preston Conway."* 

In 1882, Dr. George Sutton, of Aurora, who had accompanied 
Professor Cox to the gold-bearing deposit described above, wrote of 
it as follows: ,. 

"Along the valley of Laughery Creek, a stream which enters the 
Ohio River a few miles below the mouth of the Miami, may be seen 
deposits of auriferous drift. They are not stratified like the terrace 
formations seen along our rivers, but lie in irregular accumulations 
along the valley. At the bottom of the small streams that have cut 
across this drift are seen deposits of black sand which principally 
consist of magnetic iron are. It is in this sand that gold is found. 
Seven miles from the mouth of Laughery may be seen a deposit of 
this drift about a mile and a half in length, nearly half a mile in 

,. Geological Survey of Indiana, 1878, p. 106. 
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width, and about 100 feet in thickness. Some portions of this 
Laughery drift are so rich in gold that it is seen with the unaided 
eye, and almost pays a fair remuneration washing for it. My atten
tion was directed a few weeks since, by the owner of the farm on 
which this drift is found, to a small excavation which had been made 
in washing for gold. It was by measurement six feet long, five feet 
broad and about two feet deep. Hi) informed me that from this 
place $8.00 worth of gold had been obtained, and that a man had 
washed from the drift on his farm gold to the value of $16.50. The 
gold is found in the form of dust, flattened scales and small nuggets. 
01).ly that which could be seen with the unaided eye was saved."* 

In a recent letter, Dr. J. B. Miller, of Laughery, Ohio County, 
one of the owners or the farm near Hartford on which the gold 
occurs, gives the following account of the attempts at washing the 
gold since the time of Dr. Sutton's visit: "In 1885 we leased the 
mine to a company, which prospected for about eight or ten days 
and took out $8.00 worth of gold, but they had not sufficient water, 
and could not raise enough money to put in pumping works and force 
the water to a reservoir on the top of the hill. The owners them
selves afterwards worked the mine for three days and took out $6.00 
worth of gold, but had not sufficient water to run it half the time. We 
used a sluice box, and if we had had water, we could have made $1.50 
a day per man, just from surface mining. This gold is on three farms 
in Ohio County, and one in Dearborn County. The soil is black, 
sandy, and consists of freestone and boulders, no limestone, but 
much conglomerate, run together by action of heat. The limestone 
is all around it but none on the gold producing land; you can see 
gold on the large stones on a sunny day. We never tried to go to 

. bed rock, but intend to sink a shaft this coming fall. The largest 
piece of gold which we found was the size of a grain of wheat. It 
is mostly in fine scales, but of a very fine quality." 

FRANKLIN COUNTY. 

This county lies northeast of Dearborn County in the southeastern 
part of the State; and wholly within the bounds of the ''First Glacial 
Invasion." Drift from the Wisconsin Glacier also covers the north
western corner, and the northeastern third, as will be seen by the 
f!,ccompanying map. Of this drift and of the presence of gold in the 
county, Dr. Rufus Haymond has written: "The superficial material 

* "The Gold-bearing Drift of Indiana," in Proceedings of the Association for tbe Ad
vancement of Science, XXX, 1881, pp. 177-185. 
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resting upon the rocks consists mostly of yellow clay, mixed more or 
less with small pieces of broken limestone, gravel from primitive 
rocks, and, in a few localities, almost pure gravel is found, in others 
sand, and frequently sand and gravel- mixed. In no instance upon 
the uplands or tops of the hills do the bed rocks penetrate through 
these materials, and We find them only where the drift has been 
worn away by the action of the streams. The drift varies from four 
or :five feet to 40 or 50 in thickness upon the uplands. The slopes 
of the valleys and side hills seem to be covered with drift similar to 
that upon the high grounds, but not of equal thickness. Boulders 
of granite, hornblende, greenstone, syenite, gneiss and, in fact,_ of 
almost every species of metamorphic rock, are found all over the 
county, upon the highest as well as the lowest grounds. They are 
always found upon the surface and never beneath, except under 
slides or where gravel in the terraces has been washed over them. 
A single piece of native copper has been found in the county, weigh~ 
ing about six pounds. It was no doubt transported with the drift 
from Lake Superior, as it was rounded, and bore other evidences of 
attrition. 

"In the northwest part of the county, in Laurel and Posey town
ships, upon Sein Oreek and its branches, gold is generally dissemin
ated in very small particles. A common panful of gravel and sand, 
when washed out, generally shows from two to three particles of 
gold in thin scales. None has ever been found larger than a grain of 
wheat. Though so generally disseminated, it is doubtful whether 
the quantity is sufficient to pay the expenses of washing it out. Gold 
has also been found upon Little Duck Oreek, and here, as elsewhere, 
is found associated with black sand."* 

GREENE COUNTY. 

This county lies west and south of the center of the State. The 
border of the first or Illinoian Glacier passed in a northeast-south
west direction through its eastern half. The only mention of gold 
within the county which I can find recorded, is that of Prof. '1'. A. 
Wylie in the Journal of the Franklin Institute where he ment.ions 
gold as occ'urring with black sand in Greene County: . 

':. "The Geology of Franklin Connty," in Geological Survey of Indial1a, 1869, pp. 185,190. 
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JACKSON COUNTY. 

I 

Lying below Brown Coun~y and south of the central portion of the 
State is Jacl>:son, a county c~mprising 520 square miles. The horder 
of the Illinoian glacier passM through its eastern hali, and alluvium 
from that glacier covers mudh of the county. Gold has been found in 
a number of localities, chi~f among which is the bed of a stream 
on the farm of George A.I Waggoner, near Freetown. Scales and 
particles to the value of abbut $5.00, which had been panned from 
the gravel and sandbars Of ~his branch, were brought to my offic'e by 
Mr. Waggoner in 1899. :from his statement I should judge that 
the gold is not present in sffficient quantity in any part of Jackson 
County to pay for working, other than by panning by parties who 
have little else to do. 

JEFFERSON CoUNTY. 

In this county, which lies in the southeastern part of the State, 
along the Ohio River and wholly within the boundary of the Illinoian 
drift, gold has been found, as far as known, only on a stream about 
six miles north of Madison, the county seat. From the gravel in this 
stream, Mr. Clement J. Raffanf, of China, sent me several small 
quartzite boulders which contained free gold. These boulders, he 
states, were found in small numbers in the gravel bars, and at
tracted his attention on account of the yellow particles in them. He 
has made no attempt to pan gold from the gravel of the stream. 

JENNINGS COUNTY. 

This county comprises 375 square miles of southeastern Indiana. 
It lies wholly in the interval separating the boundaries of the Illi
noian and Wisconsin drift areas, that of the latter just touching its 
northwestern corner. The only record of gold within its bounds 
which has c'ome to my notice is that made by W. W. Borden, who pre
pared a report on the geology of the county, and is as follows: "Some 
particles of gold have been panned from the bed of the south fork of 
the Muscatatuck. This gold was found in combination with the 
black sand washed down from the glacial drift of the uplands. The 
excitement occasioned by it~ discovery was very great at the time, and' 
some useless-labor was spent in sinking a shaft, as the drift and ac
companying gold dust was foreign to the State."* 

* Geological Survey of Indiana, 1875, p. 178. 
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY. 

This county lies in the western-c'entral part of the State, about 45 
miles northwest of Indianapolis. The main stream flowing through 
it is Sugar Oreek, which enters south of the northeast corner and 
passes diagonally across the county in a general southwesterly direc
tion. It has a number of tributaries which, with their branches, are 
fed by springs which flow out of the great masses of clay, gravel and 
other drift material which form a thick bed above the underlying 
sedimentary rock. This drift belongs mainly to the Wisconsin sheet, 
as the county lies wholly within the bounds of the second glacial in
vasion. Professor Oollett, in his report on the geology of the county, 
has given an interesting account of the effects of this glacier upon the 
surface of the county, in which he says: "The boulder drift deeply 
covers the eastern, northern and northwestern parts of the county, 
bearing internal evidence of its origin, as polished, striated and 
rounded pebbles and rocks imported from the Laurentian beds north 
of Lake Superior. When long concentrated by currents of water 
some notable deposits of gold dust and magnetite occur, associated 
on account of their approximate specific gravity, on the bars and 
riffies of the water courses."* 

Again he says that just above the .Iron Bridge ac'ross Sugar Oreek, 
about a mile west of Orawfordsville, is a great mass of boulders 
capped with lacustral silt. The violent washing process that sorted 
these huge boulders, ground and pulverized some of the crystalline 
rocks, and considerable quantities, more than fifty dollars worth of 
gold dust and magnetite have been "panned" out by amateur col
lectors, on the ford bar. 

Near the junction of Lye and Sugar creeks in the northeastern part 
of the county,he states that "on the hlnd of Mrs. J. Naylor, Section 
6 (T. 19 N., R. 3 W.), Mr. Edwin Oadwallader has collected several 
dollars worth of gold in flat scales, each pan showing 'color.'''* 

MORGAN COUNTY. 

Morgan Oounty lies just southwest of Marion Oounty, near the 
center of the State, and comprises 409 square miles. It is bounded on 
the north by Hendricks and Marion, on the east by Johnson, on the 
south by Brown and Monroe and on the west by Owen and Putnam 
counties. The West Fork of White River flows diagonally through the 
county from northeast to southwest, and, with its tributaries, drains 

•• Geological Survey of Indiana, 1875, p. 370 . 
.. Loc. cit., p. 407. 
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the entire area except the northwestern corner, from which three 
small streams pass westwardly into Eel River. The principal trihuta
ries of White River from the north, along whose beds and lowlands 
most of the gold of the county occurs, are White Lick, Sycamore Ore~k 
and its tributary, Gold Oreek, Highland Oreek, Lambs ~reek, B1!rk
hart's Oreek, Fall Greek and Butler's Oreek. Each of these streams 
has a number of smaller branches running into it, which are fed by 
springs. Most of them are dry in part of their courses during a por-
tion of each summer. . 

The northern third of Morgan Oounty, in which most of the gold 
occurs, is covered by the drift of the second or Wisconsin glacier, and 
the gold is a part of that drift. In the southern part of the county 
the drift is that of the first or Illinoian glacier, which embraced all 
the territory now included within the county. Of the Wisconsin 
drift Dr. Brown, who made a careful survey of the county, wrote as 
follows: "On the northwestern side of White River, in the north
ern tier of townships, the drift is deep and continuous, with its base
of blue clay, and its upper member of yellow clay, with water-worn 
pebbles interspersed and an occasional boulder of granite on the sur
face. Some of thes'e are very large. On Section 4 (T. 12, R. 2) I 
measured a boulder of flesh-colored granite, whose dimensions were: 
Length, 15 feet 4 inches; greatest breadth, P feet; height above 

• ground, 11 feet 9 inches. South of an irregular line from Brooklyn 
to Eminence, the boulders almost entirely disappear, and, with them~ 
the upper drift also leaving an irregular deposit of blue clay, con
stantly broken by the deep ravines which lay bare the underlying 
strata and cut the country into knobs."* 

The "Lake" or valley, ranging' from one to five miles in width, 
which extends from a little north of Eminence in a northeasterly di
rection past Hall and Monrovia, marks·the point where the southern 
margin of the Wisconsin glacier rested for a long period, and down 
this valley much of the water from its melting ice was carried. The 
Indian Creek Valley in the soutliern part of the county was like
wise the resting point of the southern edge of the Illinoian glacier. 
From each of these glaciers, whose crests doubtless towered far above 
the hills which prevented their farther movement southward, rapid 
streams flowed and bore down the gravel, clay and sand, with their 
accompanying gold, now found in beds beneath the lowlands of the 
present existing streams. 

"Thirleenth Annual Report indiana Department of Geology and Natural History, 1883, 
p.79. 
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Of the gold of Morgan County, Dr. Brown wrote:- "In the year 
1850, some returned California gold miners observed the c'haracter
istic' black sand in the ravines of northern Morgan County and im
mediately commenced "prospecting." They found gold in the tribu
taries of Sycamore and Lamb's creeks, and some of the more skillful 
miners were able to wash out $2.00 or $3.00 worth of gold per day for 
several weeKs. ~ut the excitement of an actual "placer mine" in In
diana brought together so many fortune hunters that every ravine 
was directly occupied and the sands were soon washed out, and the 
"gold fevC'r" subsided. Within the last few years the excitement has 
been revived, and gold washing, to a limited extent, has been re
sumed, paying from 50 cents to $1.00 per day. The gold is in very 
thin scales or in almost invisible grains, and is remarkably free from 
alloy of any kind. 

"The origin of this gold is a geological problem of some import
ance, as the underlying rock is of comparatively recent date and 
shows no indications of trap dykes, quartz veins, or other geological 
disturbances. The only rational solution of the problem appears to 
be that which refers the gold to the blue clay, which is the lowest 
member of the drift. Where the clay forms the summits or sides of 
the hills, it is washed into gulches by the rains. The lighter and 
finer particles are borne onward with the current, while the heavy 
black sand and gold lodge among the rocks in the bottom. Fortunes, 
however, will never be made by gold mining in Morgan County."* 

In our trip over a portion of northern Morgan County in May, 
1902, Mr. Royse and I first saw black sand in the roadside gullies 
about one-half mile northwest of White River, in Section 17 (T. 12 
N., R. 1 E.) and, washing a panful of gravel, found several colors of 
gold. From here we passed ,northwestwardly to Wilbur, stopping in 
a number of places along the west branch of Highland -Creek, to 
prospect with our pans. :From the gravel underlying-a strip of low
land along the creek, about a nii~e south of Wilbur, we washed several 
pans, one of which yielded 41 c'olors~ and all of the others from 10 
to 20 each. 

From Wilbur we passed eastward across' the ridges to the breah 
of Sycamore Creek. Here the best known of the Morgan County gold 
seekers, Wm. Stafford, or "Wild Bill" Stafford, as he is more com-

. monly known, has washed gold for 30 years. He spent one afternoon 
with us along Gold Creek, a tributary of Sycamore. One pan which 
he washed contained 64 colors, several of which were larger than 
grains of wheat. He "howed us one place on this stream where he and 

,. Loc. cit., p. 81. 
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a partner secured 272 pennyweights of gold between March 3rd and 
June 17th, by using a three and a half foot rocker. He stated that 
where one can get an average of 20 colors to the pan, it will always 
pay to run a sluic·e box or rocker. On the Thos. Staton farm along 
Gold Creek (northwest quarter and southwest quarter Section 27, 
13 N., 1 E.), now belonging to Moses Gunter, six pans of gravel 
washed on April 8, 1903, yielded $1.25 in gold. 

Like most other gold hu·nters of Brown and Morgan counties, Staf
ford washes only the bars of the streams, paying no attention to the· 
gravel deposits underlying the . lowlands, mainly because the soil 
above this gravel is cultivated and the owners forbid its disturbance. 
He says that it pays much better to work out and pan a whole bar, 
sweeping the bed rock and cleaning out all the cracks where the 
coarsest gold has lodged, than to pan a little here and there as many 
do. The tyro can make but 25 to 40 cents it day panning along the 
streams of this region; the old experienced washer, $1.50 to $1.75 per 
day. He showed us a piece of gold whose value was $4.70, which 
was the largest he had ever taken. 

During our investigations in Morgan County we gave especial at
tention to the lowlands bordering Highland, Sycamore and Gold 
Creeks and their tributaries. In most places these lowlands are 
composed of two to three feet of gravel resting upon the blue shale 
or bed rock. Above the gravel is a foot or two of clay and above this 
a sandy or alluvial soil, ranging in depth from six to 12 inches,on 
which crops of corn and other cereals are raised. The streams, when
ever full and swift, erode out a portion of the gravel, with its ac
companying gold, carry it forward and build up bars farther down 
their courses. In this manner the annual supply of gold particles in 
and along the immediate stream beds is addeCL to, or replenished, 
when lessened by the workings of the gold hunters. 

About 45 square miles of northern Morgan County are ov~rlain 
with the gold bearing drift. Mr. Royse has made practical tests of 
the material in a number of the lowlands of this area and haf't proven 
that it runs from 30 to 80 cents per cubic yard in gold. 

The most thorough of these tests was made on the land of Dr. 
Clark Cook, Section 30 (13 N., 1 E.), just north of the postoffice of 
Brey. Here 25 holes were dug through a strip of lowland to bed rock, 
the average depth being 3 feet !.l inches. From each of these holes 
75 pounds of gravel was carefully pannec1, one-third being taken from 
the top, one-third from the middle and onecthird from the bottom of 
the gravel stratum. In addition, miscellaneous gravel from the holes 
was added to bring the total up to 2,000 pounds. From this, gold to 
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the value of $1.54 was secured. Allowing 3,000 pounds as the weight 
of a cubic yard of gravel, and deducting two-thirds forsoil and clay, 
which were barren of go-ld, but must be handled, he had 77 cents 
p~ cubic yard for the matter composing the lowland. 

In the winter and spring o·f 1903, a small dam of logs and stone 
was built across the east fork of Highland Creek, which runs through 
DT. Cook's farm. The water which collected above the dam was 
guided through 550 feet of 8-inch iron pipe and 150 feet of canvas 
hose, and was used in tearing down and forcing through sluice boxes, 
a portion of the lowland clay and gravel deposits, near where the 
above mentioned tests were made~ Three sluice boxes, each 30 feet 
in length, were constructe a, with mercury at the bottom to catch the 
flour gold: The fall from dam to sluice boxes was but four to six feet, 
dependent upon the stage of water above the dam. This water sup
ply was usually sufficient to allow working only a few hours a day, 
and before the final clean-up, a great freshet washed out both dam 
and sluice boxes, so that no definite results were obtained. The cap
ital invested was too small to make a practical test of the richness of 
the deposits. It is understood that Dr. Cook will construct a more 
permanent dam, higher up the stream, and renew his efforts to de
termine just what the placer deposits will yield. 

I visited the site of this embryo hydraulic plant on March 26, 1903, 
and found a number of gentlemen from a distance ,who had been 
attracted by the newspaper articles regardiJ?g the work. Among 
them was Adam Linn, of Tucson, Arizona, a miner in California and 
Oregon since 1854. He had made for a Chicago company a careful 
investigation of the lowland deposits of the surrounding region, ana 
stated that the gold was more abundant than he expected. He 
gave it as his opinion that these deposits would yield from 25 to 40 
c'ents per cubic yard, and thought that it would well pay to pipe in 
water 20 or 30 miles, prov'ided a company could control a thousand 
or niore acres of the lowlands. Otherwise, the expense would be 
greater than the output. 

In the southern part of Morgan County, gold also occurs along all 
the streams. In what is known as "Dead Man's Hollow," in Wash
ington Township, seven miles south of Martinsville, on a tributary 
of "Little Indian Creek," George Boardman, of Martinsville, and 
three other parties, washed out $8.00 per day with It "blanket rocker" 
for a short time in February, 1903. Mr. Royse went down a week 
later, and panned in a number .of places in this and intersecting hol
lows, securing 5 to 40 "colors" in every pan. He estimates the low
lands to equal in richness those of the northern part of the county. 



PLATE III. 

VIEWS ON GOI,D CREEK, MORGAN COUNTY. 



PLATE IV. 

SLUICE-BoXES USED IN SEPARATING GOLD FROM GRAVEL, Ar,ONG 

HIGHLAND MORGAN COUNTY 
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In western Morgan County, in what is known as the "Burkhart 
Settlement," Ashland Township, four to five miles northwest of 
Paragon, the gold is equally abundant in the lowlands along the 
streams. John Merriman, the veteran Brown County gold seeker 
mentioned above, here once secured 264 colors, by actual count, in 
one pan. 

From what I could see and learn, there is little doubt but that 
these lowlands of Morgan County are richer in gold than those of 
similar tracts in Brown County. The valleys in northern Mor
gan are also wider and more extensive than in the gold bearing por
tion of Brown. The accompanying illustration~ w:ill show the man
ner in which the lowlands bordering Gold Creek are composed. If in 
the western States similar deposits which yield only 12 to 20 cents 
per cubic yard pay for working, as it is claimed they do, I see no rea
son why, with improved dredges and machinery, these gravel deposits 
of Morgan County would not also pay. While Dr. Brown was doubt
less right in saying "that fortunes will never be made by mining gold 
in Morgan County" under the m~thods in vogue when he wrote, those 
methods have materially changed, and what was considered worth
less ore or placer deposits in the West a score of years ago, are now 
yielding riches to many men. Gold is undoubtedly present in Mor
gan and Brown counties, and perchance some day a mining engineer 
with experience and up-to-date machinery will prove that it is present 
in paying quantities. 

PUTNAM OOUNTY. 

This county lies south of Montgomery, and about 40 miles due 
west of Indianapolis. It is wholly within the "Illinoian drift" area, 
and the border of the Wisconsin drift passes from northwest to south~ 
east across its center. In the valley of a small stream flowing into 
Big Walnut Creek, two miles east of Bainbridge, some prospectors 
found gold about 40 years ago, and washed out several dollars' worth. 
My boyhood days were passed near this place, and I have often seen 
the holes which they had excavated. In November, 1902, I to()k a 
gold pan to the place, and with the aid of Ami Michaels, who now 
owns the land, washed out a number of colors, one panful of gravel 
producing 11. Mr. Michaels found quite a thick bed of the black 
magnetic sand in a well which he sunk near this spot. The gold does 
not probably exist in paying quantities in this region, but its presence 
is undoubted. 

32-Geol. 
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VANDERBURGH COUNTY 

Lies in the southwestern corner of the State, on the Ohio River, and 
wholly outside of the drift area. Collett, in his report on this coun
ty, says that "very minute quantities of gold a,nd nuggets of copper 
are sometimes found. They were imported with the modified detri
tus of the glacial drift."* 

WARREN COUNTY. 

This county lies on the western border of Indiana" north of the 
c'enter of the State, and wholly within both drift areas. Of the pres
ence of gold within its bounds, nothing is known beyond what Collett 
has written as follows: "Virgin copper and gold are found in small 
quantities. These metals, with small nuggets of galena, were im
ported from the north with the rocks of the boulder drift. At Gold 
Branch of Pine Creek, N. W. quarter Section 23 (22 N., 8 W.), on a 
gravel bar formed of debris washed from the boulder drift, a quantity 
of gold, reported at $70, was collected. An energetic -Californian can 
'pan out' from $1 to $1.25 per day at this and several other gravel 
bars in the county. An equal amount of labor expended at any ordi
nary avocation will bring better returns."t 

Besides the above mentioned counties, gold has been found in 
minute quantities in tlibson and Pike, both lying- along the border of 
the drift area, and in Sullivan, which lies in the interval seBarating 
the borders of the Illinoian and Wisconsin areas. 

Enough has been said to show that gold doubtless occurs in every 
county within the drift area, but it is very improbable that it is ac
cessible in paying quantities in any exc'ept Brown and Morgan; and 
there only under improved methods of sepaJ,:ation. 

DIAMONDS IN INI'lIANA. 

While panning gold from the gravel and sand in the beds of the 
streams of Brown, and Morgan counties, a number of small diamonds 
have been found by the gold seekers. I h/l-ve seen eight of these and 
have credible information concerning several others. The earlieRt 
printed mention relating to any of them which I can find is that by 
Prof. E. T. Cox, as follows: "There have also been found in the 
drift of Brown County several diamonds, one of which weighed four 

" Geological Survey of Indiana, 1875, p. 294. 
t Geological Survey Of Indiana, 1873, pp, 224, 244 . 

.. 
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carats. On Little Indian Creek, in Morgan C'ounty, Mr. J. J. Maxwell 
found, some ten years' ago, a diamond which weighed three carats. 
rrhese are interesting facts, and point to the existence of a true dia
mond field somewhere in the beds of crystalline rock to the north."* 

A second record occurs in the Report on Morgan County, by Dr. R. . 
T. Brown, as follows: "Two diamondB have been found in the drift 
of the Indian Creek valley. One is now in possession of Mr. Harry 
Craft, a well-known jeweler of Indianapolis. It is cut and set. It 
had a weight of three carats in its rough state. It was' found near 
Morgantown. The other is somewhat larger and is uncut. It is in 
the possession of Mr. Maxwell, who resides three miles south of Mar
tinsville. It was found on his farm. Both of these stones appear to 
have had an original connection with the drift of Indian Creek 
Valley·"t 

The Maxwell diamond, mentioned by both Cox and Brown, is evi
dently the Bame, but they do not agree as to its weight. It was found 
in Washington Township, on Goss Creek, one of the tributaries of Lit
tle Indian Creek, in 1863, by Peter Davis, an old gold hunter, and by 
him sold to Mr. Maxwell. This diamond is without a flaw or blem
ish, and of a greenish hue. It is now owned by Mrs. James Ma2(:well, 
of Martinsville, Ind. 

Dr. George F. Kunz, in his work, entitled "Gems and Precious 
Stones of North America," states that "two dIamonds have been on 
exhibition for several years at the store of Frederick N. Herron, In
uianapolis, and are reported by him to have been found at some local
ity in Indiana. They are perfect elongated hexoctahedrons of two 
carats each .. The stones are genuine diamonds, but the particulars 
of their occurrence and discovery have not been obtained, and there
fore nothing definite can be stated regarding them." 
. Besides these references, I have heard of the following Indiana dia
monds which I have not seen: One George M. Tuterrow is said to 
have found two diamonds about 20 years ago while panning gold on 
Lick Creek, Brown County. One of them was sold in Indianapolis, ' 
and the other for $15 to a jeweler named Butler in Morgantown. He 
is said to have resold it for $75. 

Mr. John Merriman, the pioneer gold hunter of Brown County, be
fore mentioned, states that he sent several small diamonds which he 
had taken in Brown County to New York about 18 years ago. They 
were returned to him with the statement that they were genuine dia
monds, but were too small to cu~ He afterwards gave them to Harry 

., Geological Survey of Indiana, 1878, 116. 
tThirteenth Annual Report Indiana Department Geology and Natural .gistory, 1883, 

p.83. 
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Craft, a jeweler of Indianapolis. Mr. Merriman has since found four 
small ones, which I have seen. He also reports that a Mr. Blevin 
found a diamond on the headwaters of Salt Creek, in northeastern 
Brown County, for which he received $50. 

The diamonds which I have seen from Brown and Morgan coun
ties are as follows: 

I. The Stanley Diamond. Found in September, 1900, by Calvin 
Stanley, on a branch of Gold Creek, Morgan County, in Section 28 
(13 N., 1 E.), three miles northwest of Centerton and three miles 
west of Brooklyn. It was found in the bed of the stream at the base 
of a high cliff of blue shale, while panning gold. The stone was an 
octahedron of four and seven-eighths carats weight, with a. yellow 
tinge, and had a small black spot, not quite ·central. Mr. Stanley 
showed it to jewelers at Mooresville and Brooklyn, and in time sold 
it to Mr. 'Royse, from whom it was purchased by C. E. N qrdyke, of 
Indianapolis. The latter gentleman had it cut in Oincinnati into two 
stones. Their color is a peculiar greenish yellow and their weights 
are one and one-eighth and one and one-sixteenth carats respectively. 

As noted on a previous page, the place where this diamond was 
found is along the border of the newer or Wisconsin drift area. It 
thus corresponds to the Kettle Morai:Q.€ localities of Wisconsin, in 
which most of the drift diamonds of that State occur. 

II. The Young Diamond. The second largest diamond which I 
have seen from Indiana was found by W. W. Young, a gold hunter 
mentioned above, in 1898, on Lick Oreek, Brown Oounty, four and a 
half miles south from Morgantown. It is an oblong dodecahedron of 
the "silver ca,.pe" variety; i. e., between. a white and yellow in color, 
and weighs one and twenty-one-thirty-seconds carats. It is a very 
clear or "pure water" stone, without flaw orcarhon speck, and is still 
in possession of its finder. 

III. An almond shaped, pink hexoctahedral stone, weighing but 
one-eighth carat, was found by John Merriman on Lick Creek, Brown 
Oounty, and is now in the possession of Ohas. Nordyke. 

IV. A small yellow hexoc'tahedral stone, weighing three-sixteenths 
carats, found by Mr. Merriman on Lick Oreek, is now in th,e posses
sion of R. L. Royse. 

V. A small light brownish-yellow hexoctahedron, weighing five
thirty-seconds carats and found by Mr. Merriman on the same creek, 
is also in the possession of Royse. 

VI. A blue rhombic dodecahedron, weighing eleven-sixteenths 
carats, was found by Mr. Merriman on Gold Greek, Morgan Oounty, 
in the vicinity of the place where the Stanley diamond was found. It 
is now owned by Royse. 
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VII and VIII. Two small, pinkish diamonds, weighing one-eighth 
carat or less each, were taken near Brey, Morgan County, in May, 
1903. They were secured by Mr. Royse from the tailings below the 
sluice boxes operated on the farm of Dr. Clark Cook. 

It will thus be seen that four of the diamonds came from the 
"older" or Illinoian drift, and four from the "newer" or Wisconsin 
drift. The minerals found associated with these diamonds have been 
mentioned on a preceding page. The diamonds, like the gold, are not 
native to Indiana, but came in as glacial drift from some point in 
British America. 

-
. THE ORIGINAL HOME OF THE DIAMONDS AND GOLD. 

Not having made a special study of glacial geology, I am unable to 
give an opinion, based on personal investigation, of the approximate 
location of the original home of the gold and diamonds found in the 
drift of this State. I have, therefore, brought together under this 
last heading the views of some of the more prominent glacial geolo
gists of the United States regarding the subject. 

Sixteen or more diamonds have, within the past 20 years, been 
found in the drift-covered area of Wisconsin and one near Milford, 
Clermont County, Ohio. These range in siz·e from twenty-one car
ats down. The most of those taken in Wisconsin were found while 
washing drift gold. Their discovery has created much interest among 
people who are studying the glacial problem in this country and also 
much speCUlation as to the original source or home of the diamonds 
and gold. Prof. W. H. Hobbs of the University of Wisconsin, has 
given especial attention to the subject and has published two papers 
regarding the diamonds and their probable source. * From the first 
of these papers I quote at length as follows. After giving a short 
history and description of the different stones he says: 

"All of the Wisconsin diamonds, with the exception of those from 
Plum Creek, were obtained from the deposits of glacial drift. The 
Plum Creek diamonds were obtained from the bed of the stream in 
immediate proximity to glacial deposits. It is clear, therefore, that 
the stones must have reached their late resting places in the drift 
through the agency of the ice mantle, and we should, therefore, 
study the directions of glacial movement throughout the region to 
discover the law of their distribution and to glean any facts that may 
be within our reach regarding the ancestral home, or homes, which 

* "The Diamond Field ofthe.Great Lakes," in Joornal of Geology, VII, 1899, 375. 
"Emigrant Diamonds in America," in Popular Science Monthly, LVI, November, 1899. 

Reprinted in Annual Report Smithsonian Institution, 1901, 359-366. 
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they occupied before they were carried away by the ice. The accom
panying map of the lake region is based on the glacial map of Oham
berlin, but revised and also extended to the north so as to include 
the results of later studies. * * * 

"Within the domain of Oanada the great wilderness region has 
been covered only by reconnaisance surveys and except in the terri
tory bordering on the lakes there exist only a few scattered observa
tions from which to construct a map of glacial movement. In the 
district to the southeast of James Bay some surveys have been made, 
but the material is not yet in print. In the r{ion southwest and 
west of James Bay, which possesses also grea interest, no data 
are available. * * * By plotting the diamo d localities on the 
map it is seen that all but the Plum Oreek localit are situated on the 
moraines of the "newer" or later ice invasion, nd that the latter 
locality is quite near to the moraine, within the area of overwash. It 
is also woQrthy of note that all but one of the stones were found in 
one of the marginal moraines which marked the greatest advance of 
the ice during its later invasion. * * * 

"The material from which the diamonds were derived must clearly 
have been to the northward beyond the lakes, in the wilderness of 
Canada. To explain the occurrence of so large a proportion of the 
stones in or near the outermost moraine, it is necessary to assume 
either that at the beginning of the second great advance of the ic"e 
the diamonds were imbedded in a loose material easily transporte'tl, 
and hence largely removed before the stages of retreat, or that they 
were imbedded in their matrix, which, from its limited extent, was 
largely abraded and removed by the ice during its initial stage. 

"The first is the more reasonable assumption, by reason of the wide 
fan of distribution of the diamonds, and the number which has been 
found warrants the assumption that the number of stones at the 
source of supply must have beell very considera,ble. It is likely that 
for every diamond that has been found there are a thousand still 
undiscovered in the drift. 

"Professor T. O. Chamberlain has given his views in regard to the 
explanation of the occurrence of the diamonds" in the large moraines 
near the outer limit of the later invasion as follows: 'The diamonds 
were probably separated from their original matrix in pregalcial 
times by disintegration and accumulated in the bottoms of the valleys 
in the vicinity of their origin. The first glaciations were not suffi
ciently abrasive to remove the diamond-bearing gravels in the bot
toms of the valleys, or at least not able to do so c"ompletely. The dia
monds, therefore, do not occur frequently in the earlier drift mate-
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rial. Furthermore, the earlier drift material was less subjected to 
wash and now appears less abundantly as clean gravel, and hence a 
less proportion of the diamonds that may have been embraced in it 
have been found. The chances· of finding diamonds scattered 
throughout the till is, of course, relatively small.' " * * * 

"The problem of locating the area from which the diamonds of 
the drift have been derived is a fascinating one, and while the data 
now available are insufficient for its complete solution, they ar€ of a 
kind to indicate that, with the increase of our knowledge likely to 
("orne in the next decade, the desil1ed end may be reached. The first 
qu ion which naturally arises is whether all the diamonds that have 
been fo in the lake region have be€n derived from a common 
source. While ere is no certain evidence that they have, neverthe
less it would seem to he probable. Diamond bearing rocks are not so 
numerous that there is much likelihood of twO' unconnected areas be
ing discovered in the region in question. Moreover the occurrence 
of diamonds with somewhat similar crystal habits over so larg,e a ter
ritory would seem to be significant. * * * 

"Provided a common source is assumed for all the diamonds of the 
region, this can only be loc'ated at the apex of the fan of diamond dis
tribution on the hither side of the nev~ from which the ice moved. 
TJ:1e wider this fan of distribution is found to be, the nearer is its 
apex carried toward the ice summit. The radial sides of the fan 
must be largely determined from the direction of striae within the 
Canadian wilderness, of which an adequate number have been re
corded only from the immediate vicinity of the Great Lakes. Beyond 
these borders the tracking of the diamonds can be carried out only 
with a certain approximation to correctness. * * * The tracks 
of the lake diamonds which have been delineated show that the apex 
of the fan of diamo.nd distribution probably lie.s somewhere in the 
strip of territory bordering James Bay on the east."* 

From a recent letter from Prof. G. Frederick Wright, of Oberlin, 
Ohio, an eminent authority on glacial geology, I quote as follows re
garding the probable source of the drift gold: "Gold has also been 
found~ as you see in my r,eports, in southern Ohio, and since then I 
have learned of its creating excitemt)nt in the glacial border of west
ern Pennsylvania. We have done considerable work in Oberlin in 
tracing Canadian boulders to their probable source. The red jasper 
conglomerates found north of Lake Huron, and so far as I know 
limited to that region, are distributed all the way from the eastern 
border of this State to Keokuk, Iowa. I have seen many of these 

.. Jour» .. l pf G"olOll'y,~l\by-June.1899. pp. 883-888. 
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boulders in Boone County, Kentucky, and in Brown County, Indiana. 
We have found Lake Superior copper as far south and east as Colum
bus, Ohio; or, at any rate, copper like that. near Lake Superior. The 
evidence seems to be that the movement radiated chiefly from the 
region north of Lake Huron, extending from the 'Soo' to the Ottawa 
River. We have identified very closely 30 specimens from that region 
in our boulders in this State, and; with a fair degree of probability, 30 
more." 

Mr. F. B. Taylor, of Fort Wayne, Indiana, has for years, made a 
special study of glacial problems, especially of those pertaining to 
the glaciers which formed or modified the beds of the Great Lakes. 
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Fig. 3. Diagram illustrating possible source of Wisconsin and Indiana diamonds. 
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From him I have received a letter embodying the following views 
concerning the original home of the diamonds: "The fact seems 
pretty well established that the center of ice dispersion shifted grad
ually from west to east during the glacial period, or at the successive 
invasions. The last phase of glaciation in Indiana belongs to a time 
when the main center of dispersion ,was from a point on the Lauren
tide Mountains, far to the northeast. 
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"It is this last phase that gave the main expression to our top lay
ers of drift. It seems to me probable that the gold and diamond 
bearing drift of Brown and Morgan counties was deposited at a time 
when the main center of dispersion was directly north, or nearly so, 
from Indiana, and if that is the case, it is not unlikely that the same 
source which supplied the diamonds: of Wisconsin at a late stage of 
glaciation, supplied those of Indiana at an earlier stage. 

"The accompanying diagram is a little too definite; for we can not 
tell with much accuracy just where the centers of dispersion were or 
just what deviations the ice-travel may have taken, so that the locus 
of the probable source is more indefinite than the diagram suggests. 

"I have been led to this conclusion by the fact, as I remember it, 
that the gold-bearing gravels referred to are at the extreme margin of 
the drift and close to, if not indentified with, drift that is older than 
that designat,ed as 'Wisconsin'-this fact coupled with the shift of the 
center of dispersion. 

"Another possibility is that the Indiana diamonds came from some 
small unknown erlfptive tract in the Saginaw Valley or carboniferous 
area of Michigan. But no such are is known at the present time. 

"A fine diamond was {omid in a r,eek bed a few miles south of the 
city of Cleveland many years ago. It was taken to Boston lapidaries 
and cut and sold for $40,000. It ould seem hardly likely that that 
one came from the same source as t ose of Indiana and Wisconsin by 
glacial transportation alone, unless we are to derive the Indiana dia
monds from the Erie glacier lobe. Then the Cleveland stone might 
be attributed to the same source, but this would not include the Wis
consin stones." 

. Mr. Frank Leverett, one of the most prominent glacial geologists 
connected with the U. S. Geological Survey, has written me his views 
regarding the source of the Indiana diamonds, as follows: "It will 
be adifficult matter to determine the source of the diamonds through 
an examination of the glacial drift. There appears to be good evi
dence of movement from two widely different parts orCanada toward 
the region in central Indiana iill which diamonds have been found. 
One movement, presumably the earlier, passed through the c·opper 
region of the upper peninsula of Michigan in a course east of south, 
carrying the copper across the southern peninsula of Michigan into 
Indiana and western Ohio. Another movement passed west of south 
from the region north of Georgian Bay across the southern peninsula 
of Michigan and northern Indiana into the region where the dia
monds have been found, carrying boulders of red jasper conglomerate 
from ledges which outcrop north of Georgian Bay. I know of no 
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means at present for determining with certainty which of these ice 
movements brought in the diamonds. 

"If there is but one source for the diamonds, a study of their dis
tribution in the drift may throw them outside of the range of ' one of 
the two movements to which I have just referred. For example, 
should the diamonds in the future be found so far to the northwest 
as to be out of the reach of the ice movement from the region north 
of Georgian Bay, then they would be referable to the movement 
which passed t4rough the Lake Superior copper region. It seems im
portant, however, to make sure that the diamonds have been derived 
from but one source, and that question may remain unsettled for 
some years." 

* * * 
The above are the views of persons in every way competent to 

judge as to the original source of the diamonds and gold. With one 
accord, they pronounce them of glacial origin. 'l'hey, for the most 
part, also believe that their original home was somewhere in the 
neighborhood of James Bay, British America. The Director of the 
Geological Survey of Canada has become interested in the subject 
and has begun the mapping of the Canadian Wilderness in this re
gion, in order to determine more definitely the .direction of the ice 
movement. It is not improbable that within the next quarter cen-
tury a new El Dorado will be discovered among the igneous rocks of 
this far northern region, which will be as rich in gold and precious' 
stones as any heretofore known to man. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL . 

. 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., January 15, 1902. 

Hon. W. S. Blatchley, State Geologist of Indiana: 

Sir-I have the honor to hand you herewith my report on the ge
ology of the area of the Lower Carboniferous rocks of Bouthern 
Indiana. This work was planned, in accordanc'e with your instruc
tions, primarily as a continuation of the survey of the Bedford 
Oolitic Limestone made north of Orange County in 1896. Pursuant 
to your instructions, however, the other members of the Lower 
Carboniferous have been mapped, and examined, 'especially for any 
strata of economic value. The most valuable part ot the report 
is believed to be given on the accompanying maps, which attempt 
to show the distribution of the different formations with as much 
or greater accuracy than has hitherto been attempted in this State. 
They also show graphic'ally the character of the topography by pro
files, and the structure of the strata as a whole. In addition a 
columnar section is added. In order to complete the work in the 
time allotted it wa.s necessary to omit much work that would have 
been necessary for the mapping of the quaternary and the forma
tion herein called the "Ohio River Formation," believed to be of 
Tertia,ry age. The field work occupied the season of 190(). The 
writer was assisted by Dr. Edward M. Kindle. 'rhe writer is entirely 
responsible for the maps and reports of Washington and Harrison 
counties. Dr. Kindle made a rapid survey of the area in Scott, 
Froyd and Clark ~ounties, scrutinizing the map of the Knobstone 
recently made by the University of Indiana Geological Survey, and 
adding the outcrop of the Bedford stone and other matter of 
value. He then took up the work in Orange, Crawford and Perry 
counties, j1nd trac'ed the line of contact between the Mitchell and 
Huron formations. The upper line of the Huron was traced by him 
in this area in 1895 and 1898: He also made a study of the Mitchell 
and Huron in this area. 

Very respectfully yours, 

GEO. H. ASHLEY. 



ABSTRACT OF REPORT . • 

GEOGRAPHY OF THE AREA.-The area under study lies in the 
central part of the south end of Indiana. Topographically it consists 
of a low rolling strip on the east, then rough broken country in the 
"Knobs," then a high central, rather level plateau, then a broad belt 
of hilly broken land on the west. The drainage is north into White 
River, west into Lost and Patoka rivers, and south into the Ohio 
River, by way of Blue and Little Blue rivers, Indian, Buck, Silver 
and smaller creeks. 

STRATIGRAPHY.-Quaternary deposits of limited extent occur, as _ 
glacial drift in the northeast corner, and alluvial deposits along the 
rivers and streams. On the divides at the east exist remnants of 
a once extensive deposit of sand and gravel. Their age is not known, 
but it has been thought they are of the Tertiary age. They have 
been called the Ohio River formation. The practical necessities 
of mapping have made it necessary to draw the line between th,e main 
body of the Kaskaskia and what has been called the Mitchell, well 

-up in the Kaskaskia. The Mitchell has been continued up to thi.s 
line, and the strata above grouped as the Huron group. This group 
consists of alternating sandstones and limestones with much shale 
at the south, the whole having a thickness of from 100 to 150 feet. 
The Mitchell limestone next underlies the Huron. It is almost en
tirely limestone, with much chert, and has a thickness of from 350 to 
400 feet. Under that is a massive stratum of limestone highly suit
able for building purposes, known as the Bedford oolitic limestone. 
It ranges from a thickness of 90 feet at the north to a thickness 
of usually less than 15 feet as' the Ohio River is approached. It 
would appear that the thin bed of oolitic stone on the south repre
sented only part of what has been called the "Bedford" stone at 
the north, the rest of the bed having become so changed as to be 
classed with the Mitchell or Harrodsburg. Below the Bedford stone 
is the Harrodsburg limestone, with which is some shale. This 
has a thickness of about 60 feet. At the bottom of the Lower Car
boniferous is the Knobstone, a series of shales and shaly sandstones, 
the latter predominating at the top. 

GENERAL STRUOTURE OF THE AREA.-In structure this area is a 
westward dipping monocline, with a dip of from 30 to 40 feet to the 
mile, about westby south. 

EcONOMIC GEOLOGY,-First the soils of the area are 'briefly dis
cussed. The Ohio River formation has yielded glass sand of excel
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lent quality and contains an almost unlimited further amount. In 
the Huron are limestonls that have proved suitable for giass manu
facture, and for lime. In places the limestone has been used as 
marble with fair results. The lower sandstone has had extensive 
local use and has proved durable and especially suitable for bridge 
foundations and similar work. The Mitchell, in addition to the 
limestones that have proven suitable for rough masonry, or for road 
material, or for ballast, for which purposes much stone has been 
used and some exported, gives promise of yielding much stone of 
value for the manufacture of Portland and Roman cement. The 
stone best suited for the former is a very white, pure, coarsely 
oolitic limestone. It has a thickness of from five to 15 feet, and ex
tends all through Orange and Crawford counties. The stone suit
able for Roman cement is found nearer the bottom of the forma
tion, and is an argillac'eous limestone, that appears on analysis to 
be suitable for this purpose, and has been manufactured across the 
river in Kentucky, where it is claimed to make a high grade cement. 
Lithographic limestone occurs abundantly in this formation, but as 
yet has not been found sufficiently free from flaws to answer the 
purposes of engraving. 

·The Bedford Oolitic Limestone from the northwest corner of 
Washington County to Salem, has a thickness of about 65 feet and 
in general good quality, though tending to be a little more crystal
line and a little harder than the stone further III ~t,h. At Salem 
the stone appears to split up and in part to lose its oolitic character 
for one much more crystalline. A small thickness of truly. oolitiC' 
rock continues, sometimes attaining a thickness of 25 or 35 feet, 
but in the ;main is from 5 to 15 feet thick. Most of this oolitic 
stone to the south is partly or largely' crystalline, making it propor
tionally harder to work but correspondingly enduring and strong. 
Some of it, however, is of good oolitic grain. The use of the Bed
ford for the manufacture of lime and Portland cement calls for 
notice. 

The Harrodsburg Limestone has some local use for road mate
rial, and locally for rough structural purposes. The Knobstone 
has furnished some ;;lands tone for building, and some of the shales 
near the bottom have been successfully used for the manufacture 
of bricks. 

Attention is also called to the possibilities of large water power, 
taking advantage of the large springs and the narrow, almost un
inhabited, ravines. One hundred foot impounding dams could be 
used in places, giving large power all the year round. 



SOME HISTORICAL POINTS IN HARRISON COUNTY. 

a. The Constitution Elm, Corydon, Ind., under which much of the constitution. of In
diana was written, the legislature having adjourned there on account of the heat. 

b. The old State Capitol, at Corydon, Ind. 
c. Goshen church, Boone Township, one of the few log churches in Indiana still used 

as a church. 
d. " The Capitol Hotel," a stone house a mile east of Corydon, where many of the 

members of the Constitutional Legislature were guests. 
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GEOLOGY OF THE LOWER CARBONIFEROUS ARE~ OF 
SOUTHERN INDIANA. 

By GEORGE HALL ASHLEY. 

GEOGRAPHY OF THE AREA. 

LOCATION AND LIMITS OF AREA TREATED.-The present report 
covers an area in southern Indiana which includes all the area of 
outcrop of the rocks of Lower Carboniferous age between the 
Ohio River on the south and Lawrence County and the east fork 
of White River and Muscatatuck River on the north. As shown on 
the maps the eastern border runs through the c'enter of Scott and 
Clark- counties and the eastern edge of Floyd County to the Ohio, at 

New Albany. 
The western limit is very irregular and extends through eastern 

Dubois and Westcrn Orange counties, reaching the Ohio in the vicin
ity of Rock Island, in Perry County. The area has an extreme width 
of about 65 miles from east to west and the same extent north and 

south. 
Refer to maps for exact boundaries. 
POLITICAT~ SUBDIVISIONS OF AREA.-The area includes all of 

Washington and Harrison counties, nearly all of Floyd County, the 
western part of Scott and Clark counties, nearly all of Orange 
County, the eastern part of Crawford and Perry counties, and parts 
of the western half of the two last named counties. 

The boundaries of these counties as well as the boundaries and 
names of the townships into which they are divided are shown on 
the large maps. 

TOPOGRAPHY.-EI,EVATIONs.-The region ranges in elevation 
from about 340 to over 1,000 feet above mean sea-level. The lowest 
point is on the Ohio River where it leaves the region south of Perry 
County, and the highest is one of the high points in eastern Wash
ington County. Exact elevations are not at hand to show whether 
the highest point would come in the divide around the headwaters 
of Blue River or whether any such elevation is exceeded by one of 
the high hills near Harristown. 
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The following table contains the elevations that have been deter
mined: 

Feet Above Tide. 
Birdseye . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 711 
Borden ................................................. 553 
13oston .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 710 
Chestnut Ridge .. '" ...... '" .. " ........... " ........... 552 
Corydon Junction ........................................ 616 
Crandall ................................................ 650 
DePauw ...............................................• 642 
Edwardsville ............................................ 799 
Edwardsville, Knob at ........................... , ....... 901 
English ................................................. 503 
Fort Ritner ............................................. 522 
Fredonia, Low water ................................... " 348 
Georgetown ............................................. 710 
Harristown ............................................. 874 
Lawrenceville, Low water ................................ 425 
Leavenworth, Low water ................................. 349 
Livonia ................................................. 787 
Maukport, Low w!:ter ................................... 351 
Marengo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 574 

:~~~!~ : ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: :~~ 
New Albany, Low water ................................. 36'7 
Orangeville ............................................. 635 
Pekin ................................................... 609 
Paoli ................................................... 611 
Ramsey ................................................. 707 
Salem ................................................... 717 
Scottsburg .............................................. 569 
Sellersville .............................................. 477 
Smedley ................................................ 878 
Taswell ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 770 
Tell City, Low wuter ..................................... 337 
Vienna ................................................. 565 

TOPOGRAPHY.-An attempt has been made in the small map (Plate 
I), to give some general idea of the topography. A look at that map 
will show that there is a comparatively level strip of land extending 
from northeastern Orange County to the south end of Harrison 
County. This is from five to fifteen miles wide and will be found in 
the main to correspond to the area of outcrop of the Mitchell 
rocks. Extending around the north and east of this is a belt, known 
as the "Knobs," in which the streams cut down rapidly from the 
upland, then run off with a slight gradient through deep valleys with 
rather wide, flat bottoms and very steep almost precipitous sides. 
West of the broad flat belt mentioned rise a series of isolated knobs 
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of Mitchell Limestone capped by Kaskaskia Sandstone. These in
crease in size going westward at the expense of the intervening 
level stretches until the topography along the western part of the 
area becomes a succession of high irregular ridges and deep narrow 
ravines. 

The topography presents a series of types which may be studied 
more in detail. 

Plate 1. Sketch map showing elevations, and the topography hy loo-foot contours. 

Lower Knobstone Type.-As will be shown further on the Knob
stone with a thickness of about 400 feet is predominantly shaly in 
this region, especially toward the bottom. This characteristic dom
inates the topography in the area of its outcrop, and as a result the 
eastern edge of the area of the Lower Carboniferous rocks is a low, 
comparatively level, stretch of country, as is well displayed along 
the J., M. & I. Railroad. This area has a general descent to the 
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west of less than 50 feet to the mile. The elevations along the 
eastern edge range from about 450 to 600 feet. 

Knob Type.-Going westward, or southward from Muscatatuck 
River, the upper part of the Knobstone is approached. This has 
a larger proportion of sandstone and is capped by the hard lime
stones of the Harrodsburg. These withstand erosion much better 
than the lower members of the Knobstone and give rise to a belt 
of country of extremely broken character. The hard overlying lime
stones tend to form a high plateau sloping to the west with the dip 
of the rocks. The eastward and northward flowing streams have 
eaten through this overlying crust where it is thinning out along its 
edge, and once through that and the hard sandstones in the upper 
part of the Knobstone formation, they have cut rapidly through 
the soft underlying shales nearly to the base level of the region 
to the east. This sharp descent at their heads has allowed the 
streams to eat their way some distance from what tends to be the 
face of the plateau. The result is a series of valleys from 250 to 300 
feet deep and from one to five miles long, separated by narrow 
divides. The divides tend to be flat-topped, evidently being un
eroded prolongations of the plateau. As they extend out from the 
plateau they tend to become narrower and to have low saddles cut 
in the crest; and finally the ridge ends abruptly, making a bold head
land, to which the name "knob" has been given. The c'haracter 
of one of the intervening valleys is shown by the accompanying pro
files and half tones. (Fig. 1 and Plate II.) In the profile it will be 
noted that Twin Greek, which is taken as a type, starts from the 
fairly level plateau at an elevation of about 900 feet. Half a mile 
from the head, as indicated by the dotted line, it has descended 200 
feet and presents a narrow V-shaped valley. At a distance of a 
mile from its head it is 50 feet lower, the lower valley being U
shaped with nearly perpendicular walls to a height of 80 to 90 feet, 
then the banks slope rapidly up nearly to the 900-foot level. A 
part of the bluff at this point is shown in Plate II. The descent is 
still rapid, in the next mile amounting to about 60 feet. This brings 
the stream down into the soft knobstone rocks, and from this point 
the descent is slight and the valley rapidly widens out with a flat 
bottom, though with very steep banks still. At six miles from the 
head it will be seen that the valley has a level floor nearly a mile 
wide. The appearance of the valley at this point is shown in Fig. 
2 of Plate II. In the case of Twin Creek it crosses a fault a couple 
of miles above its mouth, beyond which point its valley is cut almost 
entirely in the hard overlying limestones, and the result is shown in 



PLATEIII. 

VIEWS ILLUSTRATING THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THE AREA. 

Fig. 1. View in branch southwest of McKinley Postoffice. Characteristic Knobstone 
valley. 

Fig. 2. In valley of Twin Creek below junction with Rush Creek, showing wide flat 
valley bottom. The headlands across the valley do not come out distinctly in the 
picture. 

Figs. 8 and 4. Views in Orange County. The valleys are cut in Mitchell limestone; 
the hills are capped with Huron sandstone. 

Fig. 5. View in upper valley of Little Indian Creek, in Harrison County. Shows broad, 
rather shallow valley. The lower valley of Indian Creek, like that of Blue River, 
becomes narrow, deep and largely unsuited to cultivation. 

Figs. 6 and 7. Views characteristic of the sinkhole area of the Mitchell limestone. 
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the lowest profile, the valley changing from a width of a mile to a 
few rods. Fig. 1 of Plate II is looking down a small branch of 
Buffalo Creek just above where it passes out from between the en
flanking ridges. In the case of such streams as Delanys Creek, that 
occupy a rather broad basin, the side branches have the same char
acters as that just given, but the sides of the main valley become 
reduced to a series of parallel headlands with nearly perpendicular 

700 

SOD' '-,uel of White riYer. 

Fig.1. Orthogram of Twin Creek. 

Vertical seale: 1 inch ~ 200 feet. 
Horizontal scale of valley profiles: 1 inch ~ :%l mile. 
Horizontal scale of stream profile: 1 inch = 4 miles. 
The view shown in Fig. 2 of Plate II shows the character of the valley floor at the pro

file at six miles from thc head, ea,t of Mt. Carme!.':' 

faces 250 to 300 feet high, standing between the entering side 
valleys. Where the valley has a flat floor a mile wide, such a series 
of headlands make a striking appearance. 

:'A word of exvlanation may be needed in regard to the orthographic drawings presented 
with this report, as it is probable that this is a new use of the word orthogram, applied to It 
new method of representing topography. In a word, this method consists in projecting a 
series of equidistant profiles upon a vertical surface. This is strictly carried out only in the 
orthogram of Little Pigeon Creek. In that are rcpresented a series of vertical profiles of one
half of the creck valley taken at points five miles apart. A modification of this may be 
necessary or desirable in some cases, where data is lacking for all the profiles, or where, on 
account of the length of the valley or topographic feature being studied, or for other reason, 
a limited num ber of profiles will best give the desired result. In such cases such profiles 
only may be given as are desired or as have been obtained. When this is done some means 
of indicating the relative distance apart of the profiles is necessary. In the cases presented, 
those of Twin Creek and Blue River, We have assumed a vertical profile of the stream bed to 
have been folded back and forth at eqnal horizontal distances, the horizontal scale in the 

. cases given having been purposely taken very sman as compared with the vertical. The 
zigzag line thus obtained is then projected on a vertical surface, and the vertical profiles are 
placed on this at the proper points. The vertical scale being stated or placed on the ortho-
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Central Plateau Type.-Standing at the head of one of the 
streams just described a most striking contrast is presented. To 
the east or north the streams have cut down so sharply that a stone 
may be rolled down 100 to 150 feet in the head of a ravine, while on 
the other side in most places is a gently sloping plain into which the 
streams have cut only shallow channels as far as can be seen. We 
may first study the valleys of this region, of which the valley of 
Blue River has been selected as a type. As shown by the profiles, 
Fig. 2, this starts on the nearly level edge of the plateau at an eleva
tion of about 900 feet. The first part of its course it occupies a 
broad valley with gentle slopes, almost entirely under cultivation, in 
striking contrast with the upper part of the streams, of which Twin 
Creek, was taken as a type. In the case of Blue River the creek cuts 
through into the soft Knobstone strata for a short distance,. giving 
a flat valley bottom a quarter of a mile wide and rather steep banks 
for 30 to 40 feet. By the time Salem is reached the dip of the rocks, 
which is greater than the gradient of the stream, has carried the 
Knobstone under and the stream is again flowing over limestone. 
The low gradient above this point where it is flowing through the 
Knobstone is shown by the figure. Figs. 2 to 4 of Plate III are 
views in this valley a little southwest of Canton where it has cut 
through into the Knobstone as described, and Fig. 1 of Plate III 
shows the character of the flow of water. From Salem to its mouth 
Blue River continues as a rapid stream with a nearly uniform de-

gram, as in the accompanying examples, may express not only the vertical vaJue of the 
profiles, but the gradient of the river between the equidistant points chosen on the horizon
tal. Thus, In Fig. 1, the original profile of the bed of the stream (.ssurned, but of COUrFe not 
separately drawn) had It. vertical scale of 200 feet to the incb, and a. horizontal seale of four 
miles to the inch. This is supposed to have been folded at each mile, or at horizontal dis
tances one-fourth inch apart. 

Interpreting Fig. I, it is seen that Twin Creek rises in a fairly level country, at an eleva
tion of 900 feet. In its first mile, represented by the line running downward from the word 
.. Head" and to the left, it descends to about 650 feet above sea level. The profile shows the 
sbape of the valley at this point. The profile at one-half mile is shown by the dotted line. 
Successive sbapes of the valley are shown at distances of2, 3, 4, 6 and 9 miles from the head 
by the successive profiles, and at the same time is shown the change from a very high gra
dient in the first mile to a moderate and finally to a low grndient in the last miles. 

In its unmodified form the orthogram, as thu. describer], is intended to give a.n outline 
view of the shape ofa valley as viewed from tbe mouth, assuming the strenm to have been 
straightened fO as to give an uninterrupted view up its valley. While it is believed that 
there will be many to whom this method of practically vertical contours gives a clearer 
mental picture than the horizontal contours usually used, it is believed that its principal 
advantage will be where. as in tbis case, it is desired to make comparison of certain general 
features of two or more stream valleys and where the data is not at hand for making a con
tour map. It has the ad,-antage over the hatchure method often used in such a case of 
giving definite and accurate information as far as it goes, and in " very condensed form. 
The relative or actual elevation of outcropping rocks can be readily sbown on the profiles, 
thus serving in many caSes to show the cause of minor topogrlt.phic features. It seemS pos
sible to apply the sallie ide& to hills of ridges of limited el(tent, associated with indicated 
~tructure, 



PLATE 111. 

Views in the upper part of"valley of Blue River, between Salem and Canton. The 
river here is flowing through a fine farming country, in a broad, shallow valley. 
The stream, as shown in Fig. 1, has a quiet flow, with few rapids and slight 

descent. 
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scent of about five feet to the mile, but its banks gradually increase 
in height and average steepness, as is indicated in the profiles. A 
few additional figures will help to make this character more real. 
Fig. 2 of Plate IV shows Blue River near Beck's Mill, at the point 
of the fifth profile. Figs. 3 and L1 of Plate IV give views at the suc
ceeding profiles, near Sharp's Mill and just above Wyandotte. Fig. 
1 of Plate IV shows the river at Fort Hill. 

Fig.2. Orthogram of Blue River. 

Vertical scale: 1 inch = 200 feet 
Horizontal scale of valley profiles: 1 inch = X mile. 
Horizontal scale of .tream profile from head to Salem: 1 inch = 8 miles; from Salem to 

mouth: 1 inch = 20 miles. 
Plates III and IV give views at points along the valley of Blue River. 

Before attempting to interpret this type of valley topography it 
will be of interest to compare it with that found 50 miles further 
west. Fig. 3 gives a series of contours across the valley of Little 
Pigeon Creek taken five miles apart. In this case it will be noticed 
that almost the total descent of the stream is in the first five miles, 
amounting to about 100 feet in the first half mile, while the stream 
along its lower half has a fall of only a foot a mile or less. In this 
respect it would seem to resemble the streams of whic'h Twin Creek 
was taken as a type, but examination shows some decided differences. 
Twin Creek has all along its course steep, precipitous banks. Pigeon 
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Creek has well rounded banks, nearly everywhere suitable for culti
vation. Twin Creek has broad bottoms, but evidently carved out 
of the rock by erosion, the creek bed being everywhere in rock. 
Pigeon Creek's broad bottoms are evidently due to the filling of 
sunken valleys. The ditl'erencc between the Pigeon Creek valley of 
erosion and the filled valley is well shown by comparing the valley 
just east of Ash Iron Springs, where the creek is at present running 
in a recently eroded channel, with the valley at other points. In 
brief, the area in whidl Pigeon Creek lies has evidently sunk below 
drainage level so that all the valleys have filled up until the streams 
have been raised so that they will run off again. At that point the 
sinking has been estimated at not less than 100 feet. 

",. oS Mid "'80'1--------_
:;. w. 05 La ke 

Fig.3. Orthogram of valley of Little Pigeon Creek. Horizontal scale: 1 inch ~ X mile. 

Turning again to the region of Blue River, it is at once evident that 
that region has not suffered the same depression as has occurred to 
the west. On the contrary the evidence is quite strong that the Blue 
River region has recently been uplifted. For those not versed in geol
ogy a few words of explanation may help to make clearer the nature 
of the evidence. As is well known, if any region of land remains at 
one level for any length of time, erosion tends gradually to lower 
the valleys, then to widen them, reducing the height and steepness 
of the intervening hills, and if allowed to continue long enough, 
the land will become a flat base level, as it is called. If at any 
stage in the process, say when the area in question has been reduced 
to a gently rolling type of country, uplift takes place in part of it, 
it is evident that the streams that rise in the uplifted area will have 
their upper courses in shallow valleys with gently sloping banks 
just as before the uplift. When, however, the stream reaches the 
edge of the uplifted portion, where it slopes down to the portion not 
elevated, or where it runs into the channel of a large stream that has 
cut down below the general level of the plateau, it will become a 
rapid stream and one that will erode and deepen its channel rapidly. 



VIEWS IN V ALLEY OF BLUE RIVER BELOW SALEM. 

Fig. 1. Blue River at Fort Hill. 
Fig. 2. Blue River at ford near Beck's Mill. 
Fig. 3. Blue River at Sharp's Mill postoffice. 
Fig. 4. Blue River at ford near Wyandotte Cave. 
BelowlSalem, Blue River becomes more rapid, and the banks finally become toward 

the mouth from 300 to!400 feet high, and steep, leaving little or no bottom land, 
and making a narrow valley. 
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A gorge will thus be started at the edge of the plateau or at the 
mouth of the stream, which will rapidly tend to eat its way back 
into the plateau. With the process only partly completed we should 
have just such conditions as we find in the valley of Blue River, 
Indian Creek, Buck Creek and the other creeks of that region,
headwaters in shallow valleys with gently sloping banks, changing 
in their lower courses into rapid streams flowing through deep gorge 
like valleys. In the case of Twin Creek and the creeks flowing north 
and east, the soft and easily eroded nature of the Knobstone has 
allowed the erosion to proceed more rapidly so that the gorge has 
in many cases sunk its bottom down to drainage level, and the point 
of rapid descent has advanced from the mouth to the head waters 
on account of the shortness of the stream. Indeed in many cases 
it is evident that, due to their shortness, these northward and east
ward flowing streams are cutting down the divides at the expense of 
the streams flowing the other way. A good illustration of this, 
"river stealing," as it is called, is seen about Borden. The valley in 
which Borden lies originally drained to the northwest, the divide 
being nearly as far east as Broom Hill. But the Muddy Fork of 
Silver Creek having cut down its side of the divide faster than the 
stream draining to the northwest, has captured all the drainage 
about Borden and it is only a question of time when it will extend 
up so as to tap the Mutton Fork of RIue River at Pekin and divert 
all the drainage above that point to Silver Creek. 

Upland Types of Eastern Plalean.-In addition to the valley types 
already described, several features of the intervening divides remain 
to be noticed. First are the remnants of an old sea bottom or pene
plane. It would appear that at somc time not long ago, geologically 
speaking, the eastern part and possibly all of this area had been re
duced to a nearly level plain and covered by the sea. Remnants 01 
this old plain are still to be seen along the crest of the divide in east
ern Harrison and Washington counties and western Floyd County. It 
is best preserved at the south, being over a mile wide east of Eliza
beth. It may be doubted if any of the original flat surface still re
mains, but its influence is still evident in the nearly level divide, often 
from a half to a mile wide at points all the way from Buena Vista 
to Martinsburg. It is always accompanied by sands or gravelly de
posits to be described lat~r. North of Martinsburg the original level 
has disappeared, but a ~umber of very high points, such as Spur
geon's Hill, must reach fery nearly to the old surface, as remnants 
of the characteristic sand~ deposits still cap them .. These hills often 
rise as sharp conical knobs some miles from the divide and frequently 

34-Geol. 
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100 feet or more above the adjacent upland. At the south this plain 
appears to be between 800 and 900 feet above tide, while to the north 
some of the hills mentioned rise to 1,000 feet above tide. Whether 
the difference in elevation is due to unequal uplift or to the original 
slope of the sea bottom is not plain, probably both. The character 
of the deposits indicate that the original slope was from the north. 

Descending to the west or southwest from the eastern edge of the 
plateau the country changes from a nearly flat to a gently rolling 
type in which the hills rise from 25 to 100 feet above the adjacent 
valleys, but with generally rather gentle slopes from hill to valley. 
A little further in the same direction finds the hills maintaining 
about their same height, while the valleys have steadily cut down, 
resulting in a much more broken type of topography. Still continu
ing westward the last type is replaced by large areas of sink-hole 
type. In these areas surface streams are wanting or as a rule are 
very short, and the surface presents the appearance of a nearly level 
plain, as viewed at a short distance; but at close range more or less 
completely dessicated by sink-holes. These may range from little 
round or oval depressions a rod or less wide and from a few feet to 
40 or 50 feet deep up to a miniature drainage system, with little val
leys often a mile or more long all converging at one point where the 
waters pass under ground. In places in this sink-hole area are to be 
found fiat, often almost drainless tracts of prairie land. The level 
upland of this central region is believed to be the fairly well pre
served remnant of gradation plains extending up the Big and Little 
Blue rivers, Indian Creek, etc. Similar gradation plains have been 
noted further east at slightly greater elevation. The plain rises from 
about 550 feet above tide, near the Ohio, to nearly or quite 900 feet 
above tide about the head waters of Big Blue River. The streams 
which are barely trenched in this gradation plain at their heads are 
150 feet or more below it toward their mouths. 

At the western edge of the sink-hole region it is everywhere en
croached upon by hills and ridges capped with sandstone. These 
usually rise 100 to 150 feet above the general level to the east. They 
are sometimes found long distances east of the main body of rocks 
to which the sandstone belongs, and range from sharp conical sugar 
loaf hills, as Pilot Knob, near Corydon, to narrow-topped, steep
sided, ridges of extremely irregular shape. In Harrison County 
many of these knobs and ridges do not show any sandstone at present, 
or sometimes only a few scattered boulders can be found, but in 
either case they were capped with sandstone formerly, though it has 
now been removed by erosion. 
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TYPES OF SPRINGS IN THIS AREA. 

Fig:l. Spring near Blue River on road east from Beck's Mill. A common type in this area. 
Fig. 2. Clifty Creek, below spring. A type of large springs assoeiated with caves. 
Fig. 3. No.3 Spring at West Baden. Type of minen1l spring not rising quite to surface. 
Fig.4. Pluto Spring. Freely flowing mineral spring. 
Filr.5. Stream from Harrison Spring. Small river rising to surface and flowing away. The 

drainage of a large area rises to the surface in such a spring. Photo taken in AUlI'ust. 
ill dry season. 
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Type of the Western U pland.-The isolated hills and ridges last 
described become more numerous to the west and occupy larger and 
larger areas until the flat intervening areas are reduced to narrow 
V-shaped valleys, often 200 to 300 feet deep and sometimes hardly 
wide enough to allow the building of a road beside the stream. 

DRAINAGE.-There is not as yet sufficient data at hand to enable 
making anything like a thorough study of the drainage of the area 
and its interpretation. It has already been stated that the present 
drainage appears to date from the elevation that followed the laying 
down of the Ohio River beds. Where this uplift had its center has 
not as yet been discovered. The difficulty is to differentiate that 
movement from those that followed in the Pleistocene. As the 
writer hopes to be able to make further studies along this line he 
will here only call attention to some of the most salient features of 
the drainage. 

In general the drainage is to the southwest. Along the northern 
edge of the area the drainage is north and northwest into Muscata
tuck and the East Fork of White River. Most of the eastern edge 
drains east and southeast into Silver Creek. From the edge of the 
central plateau the drainage is to the west and south into Blue River, 
Indian, Buck, and Mosquito creeks. Orange County drains to the 
west by Lost and Patoka rivers; Crawford County drains south in 
the main by way of Little Blue River; Perry County drains southeast 
by Oil and Poison creeks and southwest by Anderson River. 

In the sink-hole region the drainage is almost entirely subter
ranean. The result is seen in the lack of surface streams, in the 
lack of stream valleys, and in the presence of caves and large springs. 
This region contains the well known Wyandotte and Marengo caves, 
besides a large number of other caves, mostly smaller, though many 
of them are of no small interest. (See the Twenty-first Annual Re
port of this Department.) This is a notable region for springs. The 
famous French Lick and West Baden springs occur in this region, 
also the well known sulphur springs at Sulphur Well Postoffice, in 
Crawford County, and at Corydon. Fig. 3 of Plate V, shows the No.3 
Spring at West Baden, and Fig. 4 shows the Pluto Spring at French 
Lick. Turning to non-mineral springs we find the region abounding 
with them of every size. 

The top of the Knobstone is It notable spring horizon, especially 
where erosion has cut across this down the dip, in which case a suc
cession of springs marks the horizon. The larger springs are mostly 
found further west, bordering the sink-hole region. A number of 
these are used to run mills or halve been in the past. Of these may 
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be mentioned: Clifty Mill, two mills in Twin Creeks, Beck's Mill, 
Organ Springs, in Washington County, and Harrison and Boone's 
Mills in Harrison County. Fig. 1, of Plate V, gives a spring such 
as is common all over the western part of the two counties men
tioned. The spring figured is from near Beck's Mill. Fig. 2 of the 
same plate shows Clifty Creek a short distance below the springs; 
while Fig. 5 shows Harrison Spring Creek a quarter of a mile below 
the spring. This subject will be referred to again under the head 
of "Water Power." An interesting feature of the underground 
drainage of this region is the passing under ground for a greater or 
less distance of surface streams. The most notable case of this kind 
is Lost River. This stream, after rising in Washington County, flows 
a third of the distance across Orange County, then passes under
ground, in the so-called "Sink of Lost River." The River appears 
again at Orangeville at the "Rise of Lost River." It would appear 
that a large stream from the north enters Lost River in the under
ground part of its course. Parts of this channel may be explored 
from a boat. At times of high water the river occupies a channel 
upon the surface indicated by dotted lines on the map. It is of 
interest that this channel becomes filled from the lower end rather 
than from the upper end. Thus, for a short time the peculiar condi
tion exiats of the river flowing down stream through its underground 
{'hannel and upstream in its abovcground channel. Indian Creek 
has an underground channel several miles long, starting a few miles 
below Corydon, as indicated on the map. In this case, however, the 
stream occupies its surface channel except at extreme low water, 
when the surface channel is practically abandoned, the underground 
channel at such times serving to carry the full volume of the stream. 
In several cases the roofs of these underground streams have fallen 
in for short distances. In some cases there are only a few yards 
between the points of appearance and disappearance of the stream, 
while in others the stream may be exposed for a quarter of a mile. 

Many interesting problems present themselves for solution in con
nection with the drainage of this region, which will require further 
study. Thus, a c'omparison of the valley of White River along the 
north side of Washington County, or further up stream, with its 
valley a short distance above the mouth of Lost River will show a 
marked contrast, the valley being only a quarter of a mile wide in 
the latter region, as against several miles in the former region. How 
much of this difference is due to difference in the rock through which 
it flows and how much to earth movements and possible changes 
in channel? The Ohio River presents somewhat similar problems. 
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PLATE VI. 

VIEWS ALONG OHIO RIVER SOUTH OF THIS AREA. 

Fig. 1. At Louisville. 
Fig. 2. Bend at Brown's Landing. 
Fig. 3. East from Brown's Landing. 
Fig. 4. At Tobacco Landing, near Laconia. 
Figs. 5 and 6. Ohio Valley, near mouths of Blue River and Indian Creek, taken from 

high upland. 
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Plate VI gives a series of views extending from Louisville to Leaven
worth. At Leavenworth the river, ten feet above low water, is 1,920 
feet wide and the valley from bluff to bluff 3,960 feet wide. The 
river continues in this narrow gorge-like channel to Cannelton or 
beyond, but 20 miles further west it is found flowing in a valley four 
or five miles wide. In this case the difference in the width of the 
valley would seem to be mainly due to recent uplift at the east. A 
study of the course of the Ohio, as well as of the c'ourses of Blue 
River, Indian Creek and others of the region, suggests very strongly 
that their present courses are largely a survival of their courses when 
flowing at the level of the upland or gradation plain then nearly at 
base level. Thus, take the horseshoe curve at Leavenworth, the two 
arms of the curve are separated by a high divide with bluff's as 
marked and precipitous as on the outside of the curve, indicating 
that the river has sunk its channel in situ. The same thing is very 
noticeable in following down Blue River where horseshoe curves 
abound, and in most cases the arms of the curve are separated by 
high divides. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE AREA. 

STRATIGRAPHY.-General.-The area to be studied has been limited 
to the area of outcrop of the Lower Carboniferous rocks. On the 
west they are overlain by the coal measures, as described in the 
Twenty-third Annual Report of this Department. On the east they 
are underlain by the New Albany black shale of Devonian age. 
(2uaternary deposits occur in the Area in the form of alluvial deposits 
in the valleys, and glacial drift in the northeastern part of the area. 
There are also found deposits of limited extent associated with an 
old peneplane that evidently are younger than the Carboniferous 
and older than the Quaternary. They are thought to be of Tertiary 
age. 

The Lower Carboniferous strata consist at the top of alternating 
limestones and sandstones with some shale for a thickness of from 
100 to 200 feet. Below that comes from 400 to 500 feet of limestone 
with a few very thin beds of shale. One layer of this limestone 
appears to be of different origin than the most of the stone and can 
be traced more or less continuously over the course of its outcrop. 
It is, moreover, of the highest economic value. It has therefore 
been mapped by itself and will be considered under the name "Bed
ford OOlitic Limestone." It occurs from 50 to 100 feet from the 
bottom of the great limestone bed. The limestone below the Bed-
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ford has received the name of "Harrodsburg." The limestone above 
the Bedford has been called the "Mitchell." Below the Harrods
lJUrg limestone come about 400 feet of shales and shaly sandstones 
to which the name Knobstone has long been applied. The upper
most beds have been called the "Huron" group for reasons to be 
given below. 

Quaternary Stratigraphy.-Deposits of Quaternary age divide 
themselves into upland deposits, river deposits from the country 
rock, from the Illinoian ice lobe, from the Wisconsin ice lobe, glacial 
drift of Illinoian age. 

Mention has previously been made of the limited areas of prairie 
that occur in the central plateau. No detailed study of these was 
made but they had all the appearance of water deposits. It was 
judged that their origin was purely local in character, probably being 
due to the filling of some large sink-hole or area of former erosion 
with subterranean outlet, which had afterward become stopped up. 
In the eastern part of Harrison County are many stretches of flat 
country, some of which are undoubtedly due to recent deposition by 
water. Thus, Mr. Collett reports a well on the Conrad Bickell place 
in Section 1 (T. 4 S., R. 4 E.) as follows: 

Ft. In. 
Black soil ........................................... 1 6 
YeIIow clay and gravel.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 0 
Gravel and sand. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 8 0 
Plastic blue clay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 0 
Sand to limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 0 

32 6 

This occurs in what are known as the "flat woods," which occupy 
a broad area in the eastern part of Harrison County. On the theory 
that this belt was formerly a gradation plain, these deposits may be 
described as flood plain deposits. 

The deposits along the stream bottoms, except the Ohio, White 
and Muscatatuck rivers, consist of material derived from the country 
rock. The narrow valleys of the streams flowing south or west give 
little room for extensive river deposits, and the rapid character of 
the streams makes little tendency to form bottoms. The streams 
to the north and east have broad valleys, but they are in the main 
valleys of erosion and not of deposition. 

Turning to the rivers on the north and south boundary of the 
area, we find that they take their rise in drift-covered areas, and as a 
result the alluvial deposits along them contain a large percentage 
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of granitoid and other rocks derived from Canada. Along the Ohio, 
and the Muscatatuck nearly to its mouth, the alluvial matter con
sists largely of valley Illinoian, while the alluvial of White River 
across the northern border of Washington County is a mixture of 
Illinoian and Wisconsin drift. 

The unmodified drift of this area belongs to the Illinoian ice lobe. 
No attempt was made to trace the boundary of the drift with accur
acy. The western limit of the deposit in a general way may be said 
to cross the Muscatatuck River near the mouth of Elk Creek, in 
Washington County, and extends southeast to the Ohio River. A 
large boulder composed principally of hornblende and augite was 
found beside the road just south of the center of Section 1 ('I'. 2 N., 
R. 5 E.). As this is high up on the central plateau, its position 
beside a road seemed to make the chances strong that it had reached 
its present position through human agencies. At the southeast cor
ner of Section 32 (T. 3 N., R. 5 E.), a boulder of quartzite 15 inches 
long was found, but its association with some other quartz and chert 
pebbles indicated that it might belong to the Ohio River formation 
rather than the drift. 

Ohio R1'ver Formation.-Along the divide between the streams 
flowing east into the Ohio or Silver Creek and the streams flowing 
west or south are found more or less extensive deposits of sand and 
gravel, or locally, conglomerate. These sands are the ones that 
ha ve been extensively dug for the manufacture of glass at New Al
bany. At the south these deposits have a thickness of from 20 to 30 
feet or a little over; to the north they thin out. The thickness given 
is not the original thickness, which it is more than possible was 
greater at the north than at the south. In the area being studied 
these deposits reach their greatest development along the divide east 
of Buena Vista and Elizabeth. At the old DePauw bank, formerly 
worked for glass sand, it appears as a deposit of coarse-grained, 
yellow sand, in large part consolidated into a soft sandstone. On 
the surface level south and west of the quarry are to be found many 
boulders of hard brown sandstone that appear to belong to the same 
deposit. Considering the length of time since active work was carried 
on here it would appear that the sandstone when freshly exposed 
must have been much more solid than at present, for as a rule ex
posure to the atmosphere tends to make it disintegrate rapidly into 
a sand. The sandstone shows a slight degree of bedding, with false 
bedding showing abundantly. At or near the bottom of these de
posits, here and at other mines in the region, it is reported that con
siderable quantities of kaolin have been found, ranging from white 
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through yellow, red and blue to green. It was sometimes semi
crystalline. It is said that occ~sionally streaks of black magnetic 
sand carrying fine gold dust was found in the bottom layers. 

The deposits of the Ohio River formation were formerly worked 
on the flat summit of the ridge east of Martinsburg on the border 
between Washington and Clark counties. Here the deposit shows 
seven or eight feet of brown sand, then from 12 to 16 feet of sand 
that varies from white to brown, much of it being white with bands 
of brown following the lines of cross-bedding. Under the glass this 
sand, as at all places examined, shows grains of clear transparent 
quartz, often stained with iron. In the southwest quarter of Section 
11 (T. 1 N., R. 4 E.), similar deposits of sand cap the divide, but 
associated with the sand is a hard, ferruginous conglomerate. North 
of the middle fork of Blue River this formation is only found on 
the tops of the very highest points, and then usually in such a condi
tion as to suggest that none of what remains is strictly in place, being 
merely fragments of the formation not as yet c'arried away. These 
deposits show less sand and unconsolidated material, but instead, 
are largely conglomerate. In the southwest corner of Section 19 
(T. 2 N., R. 5 E.), on a high point east of the road, the deposit con
sists of scattered boulders of hard ferruginous sandstone. No gravel 
was seen here. The road between Sections 17 and 18 climbs over the 
top of a sugar-Ioaf-shaped hill, 100 feet higher than the surrounding 
land, which is capped with boulders, some of which are sandstone 
and some conglomerate. A somewhat similar high hill at the turn 
of the road at the center of Section 5 of same township, has on the 
top and slope many blocks of conglomerate up to 2! feet across. As 
in all these cases, the conglomerate consists of a matrix or coarse
grained, brown, ferruginous sandstone, like the sand mined further 
south, in which are imbedded larger masses ranging from small 
pebbles of quartzite to pieces of limestone a foot square and several 
inches thick. Some of this conglomerate is fairly soft, breaking 
readily under the hammer, while other pieces are very hard, requir
ing many blows of a light hammer to produce fracturing. 

Just north of Millport postoffice, in Washington County, the road 
cuts through a bed of water"worn gravel composed mostly of choco
late-colored chert, pieces of quartzite, and brown and yellow hard 
sandstone. The pebbles range in size from three inches down. This 
would seem to belong to the Ohio River formation, but it does not 
oc'cupy the highest part of the ridge, As it is probably 300 feet or 
over above the river it would not seem to belong with any of the 
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river deposits. Similar deposits have been found on the highest hills 
of Martin and Perry counties. 

In the bluffs of the Ohio, just "north of Enterprise, in Spencer 
County, at an elevation of 400 feet above sea level occurs a deposit 
of gravel, of quartz, quartzite and chert, strikingly similar to that 
found near Millport post office, and in general to the beds of the Ohio 
River formation, as developed in Washington County. It is overlain 
by loess and thus evidently antedates that formation. It is about 
100 feet above low water in the river. The composition of this gravel 
suggests that it likewise is a part of the Ohio River formation. But 
its position does not agree with that of the deposits farther east. 
However, recalling the abundant evidences of recent submergence 
in the Spencer County area and of elevation in the Harrison County 
region, it is evident that the possibility of their being the same must 
be admitted, if not the probability. Much field work must be done 
in the intermediate territory before satisfactory answers can be made 
to the questions that suggest themselves. In the meanwhile there 
seems to be a growing mass of evidence that the region occupied by 
the present valley of the Ohio River has been base-leveled in pre
glacial times, that sea deposits of limited thickness but of probably 
wide extent were deposited over the area, that differential elevation 
has since taken place and the present valleys of the Ohio and its 
tributaries in Indiana and Kentucky have since been carved out. 
The lack of any named geographical feature immediately associated 
with these deposits in ~he area undcr study, and the possible wide 
distribution of the formation in the Ohio River Valley led to the 
selection of the name used in this report. 

Some conglomerates along Middle Creek, in Boone County, Ken
tucky, from descriptions given by Dr. Geo. Sutton, in 1876, and Mr. 
E. T. Cox, in 1878, were for a time thought to correspond with 
the deposits here named Ohio River. However, they have recently 
been examined by Mr. Frank Leverett, who reports finding about 
one per cent. of rocks of Canadian derivation, and other evidence, 
such as their freshness, etc., that has led him to classify them as 
glacial till, possibly modified by water. * 

The suggestion has been made that these deposits correspond with 
the Irvine formation, described by Mr. M. R. Campbell. t 

Upper Carboniferous Coal Measures.-These deposits have been 
described in the Twenty-third Annual Report of this Department, 
to which the reader is referred for further information. 

':. U. S. Geological Survey, Monograph XLI, p. 266. 
t Geological Atlae ofU. S. folio 46, Richmond, Ky" 1898. 
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LOWER CARBONIFEROUS. 

THE HURON GRoup.-The strata at the top of the Lower Carbonif
erous in Indiana have hitherto been described under the names of 
Chester or Kaskaskia. The two terms were originally applied to 
practically the same group of rocks by Messrs. Hall and Worthen 
independently, one from a study of the series of rocks along the 
Kaskaskia River, and the other from the study of the same rocks at 
Chester, Illinois, at the mouth of the Kaskaskia River. The deter
mination that certain strata in Indiana were of the same age as the 
Chester, or Kaskaskia, of Illinois was, as usual, done through a study 
of the fossils. The upper limit of the group was easily determined 
as the bottom of the Coal Measures. In the valley of the east fork 
of White River the top of this group of rocks seems to be a limestone 
showing an abundance of Archimedes, and other forms of the Ches
ter group further west. North of Greene County this limestone 
runs out and finally the lower strata, as well, thin out. South of 
Orange County again great trouble has been experienced in deter
mining the line between the Coal Measures and what has been called 
the Chester, mainly on account of the unconformity between the two 
apparently becoming more marked. In Perry County the worked 
coal is in places apparently only 10 or Hi feet above a limestone 
recognized as of Chester age, while only a short distance off it is 
135 feet above any such limestone. So that while a limestone has 
been taken as the top strata of the Lower Carboniferous in that 
region, it is evident that, if there is any such unconformity as is 
indic"ated by the above figures, different limestones have been 
used in mapping. "Vhile the existence of an unconformity in that 
region is considered well proven, it has heen thought possible that 
much of the differenc"e between the worked coal and the limestone 
indicated ahove is due to faulting. Not enough work has yet been 
done to satisfactorily settle the question. It will from this be evi
dent that the top of what has been called the Kaskaskia is not a 
single recognizable stratum, but, starting in the north with the lower 
sandstones or limestones of the group, becomes successively higher 
sandstones and limestones to the south, with much uncertainty as to 
the correlation of the upper members in the Ohio Valley. No effort 
has been made in recent years to trace or even determine the lower 
limit of the Kaskaskia in Indiana until the field work of the present 
study. Considerable work was done on that line some years ago by 
Mr. Collett and others. How far from satisfactory these results were 
may be judged when it is stated that sandstones that at one point 
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Mr. Collett places only 20 feet above the bottom of the Chester, at 
other points within a few miles he placed in the Coal Measures; in 
one of the latter cases the bottom of the Chester is given as 127 
feet below the sandstone. (The sandstone can be easily traced con
tinuously from the locality of one of his sections to the others.) 

In his report on Harrison County,-Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth 
. Annual Reports, Geological Survey of Indiana, p. 303,-Mr. Collett 
gives the following generalized section of the Chester group: 

Feet. 
Kaskaskia limestone ............................... 5 to 20 
Chester sandstone .................................. 35 to 70 
Thin-bedded lithographic limestone .................. 40 to 20 
Carboniferous shale (bone coal). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 to 0 

In a general section of Crawford County, p. '125 of the same re
port, Mr. Collett gives the following section: 

Feet. 
Kaskaskia limestone, upper bed ............... , .. ... 2 to 10 
Black pyritous shale (marl 'I)........................ 1 to 25 
Kaskaskia limestone, lower bed..................... 5 to 20 
Massive sandstone, passing into shales and flagstone. 20 to 98 
Argillaceous limestone in bands..................... 10 to 26 
Coal bone ....................................... trace to 1 
Siliceous limestone and argIllite..................... ;! 

Mr. Gorby gives tho following generalized section of the Chester 
group in his report on Washington County, Fifteenth Report, p. 124: 

Ft. In. 
Chester sandstone ............................ 10 to 100 0 
Coal, semicannel ............................. ......... G 
Thinly bedded gray limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 to 20 0 
Heavy bedded lithographic limestone ....... '" 10 to 40 0 

In Orange County Messrs. Elrod and McIntire found the follow
ing general section, Seventh Annual Report, p. 207: 

Ft. In. 
Chester limestone .................................. 17 0 
Chester sandstone .................................. 105 0 
Chester limestone .................................. 25 0 
Chester sandstones. 

Hea vy bedded or shaly, red or blue. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 3 
Coal............................................ 4 
Sandstone or shale ............................ '" 30 0 

Limestone, massive and heavy bedded ................ 50 0 
Chester chert ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 0 
Limestone, locally lithographic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40 0 
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In the Washington and Harrison oounty sections only the bottom 
of the,Chester is given, the top not occurring in those counties. 
Th~~bove sections have had their limits determined by an exam-

. i,nation of the contained fossils and a. comparison with the fossils 
of the Chester in the original locality. In these sections a heavy 
bedded sandstone is recognized in each near the bottom, underlain • 
by from 20 to nearly 100 feet of limestone. An examination .of the 
sam~ sections as originally published shows that in each case the 
top of the next division below, the St. Louis group, is a limestone, 
and limestone continues on down with more or less variation for 100 
to· 200 feet or even more. Thus, the bottom of the Chester, as 
determined from the life forms, has been found to occur in· the cen
ter of Several hundred feet of limestone with no constant lithologic 
features tqmark thdine. An examination of the local sections given 
by the above geologists shows a still greater lack of constant, litho
IOgid features to mark the line between the two groups; in fact, in 
many or most of those sections little or no attempt 'was made to 

· indicate exactly where the line came. If this line can not be drawn 
at the -few places where the exposures warrant publishing sections, 
how useless to attempt to draw it over the hundreds of miles of its 
outcrop in the region involved. 

In view of these facts it. became evident. that if any lines were to 
be shown on the maps between the bottom of the Coal Measures 
and the Bedford Oolitic limestone some other hor~on would have 
to be chosen than the bottom of the Chester, as determined by the 
fossils. A study of the conditions in the field showed that the bot
tom of the lowest, heavy sandstone, could be followed with some 
approach to certainty. As this was. the nearest horizon. to the bot
tom of the Chester available it was chosen for the purpose of map
ping. Having done that, it was necessary to refer to the group of 
rocks between this line and the bottom of the Coal Measures, and 
as· this line in places appears to be half way up in the Chester group 

· it was evident that the use of the words Chester or Kaskaskia would 
not be correct, and at Mr. Hopkins' suggestion the name "Huron" 
has lleen adopted, on account of the complete and fine exposure of 
the rocks of this group at that point in Lawrence Oounty. It has 
been further agreed since the term "Mitchell" was applied to a 
lithologic group of rocks, that though the top of the Mitchell was 
originally defined as the bottom of the Kaskaskia, in view, of the 
impossibility of mapping the bottom of the Kaskaskia, for the rea
sons given above, the rocks included in the term Mitchell should 

· be continued up to this line at the bottom of the sandstone. This 

35-Geol. 
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ratIier full .exposition of our reaso-ns for adopting a new term has 
been given because of certain criticisms that have been made of the 
present sw:vey on account ot'the introduction of new names in the 
past. Itmayibe added further that in this matter we are confronted 
with a condition, not a theory, and that in meeting the condition we 
have trie«ttr fblloW'·the methods now in use in a,U'the better State 
and government surveys. 

From what has preceded it is seen that the Huron is, in the main, 
an alternating series of thick-bedded sandstones and limestones, with 
smaller amounts of shale and one or two coal horizons, in which the 
coal seldom reaches a thickness of more than four inches. At the 
top is a noticeable unconformity with the overlying Coal Measures. 
See the Twenty-third Annual Report of this Department, for a dis
cussion of this unc'onformity, with figures. As stated above, the 
Huron appears to have been laid down in a retreating sea. That is, 
when the lowest or earlier beds were being la,id down the shore 
was in northern Indiana, and as the suoceeding beds were -laid d()wn 
the shore gradually shifted south so that the upper beds were limited 
to the sc)Uth part of the field. The group has a thickness of from 100 
to 150 feet or more in the region being studied. The following sec
tions, obtained by Mr. Kindle, give some idea of the stratigraphy: 

Section at Fo-ote's Spring, southwest quarter of the southwest 
quarter 'Of Section 11 (T. 1 N., R. 2 W.): 

Ft. 
Slope with Mansfield fragments ....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 

Huron. 

In. 
o 

Upper Kaskaskia limestone .......................... 15 0 
Upper Kaskaskia sandstone ......................... 85 0 
Middle Kaskaskia limesto~e ......................... 16 0 
Lower Kaskaskia sandstone......................... 80 0 

Mitchell. 
Lower Kaskaskia limestone, etc ................ ,.... 6 0+ 

In contrast with this !'imple section may be given two sections 
from Leavenworth. The first is from the wagon road leading up 
to the State road: 

Ft. In. 
Massive buff sandstone, rather soft ...... , ........... . 4 0 
Covered, with sandstone debris ..................... . 6 0 
Light gray clay, nearly free of sand. , ...... , ....... ' .. 1 0 
Covered ................................ , ...... ···· . 2 0 
Soft, shelly sandstone .............................. . 1 4 
Bluish drab, sandy clay shale ...................... . 6 0 
Dark blue clay shale .............................. . 5 0 
Green, slightly sandy clay shale, with limonite con-

cretions ............ ' ............................ . 6 0 
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Ft. In. 
Blue clay shale ...•................................ 6 0 
Sandy blue shale .......................... ,. ... ... .. 0 6 
Coarse, brown, cross-bedded sandstone ...... , .. .. .. .. 3 6 
Blue clay shale ............ , ............... "," .. ... I) 0 
Crystalline, gray to bluish, limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 8 0 
Bluish drab to green, clay shale with dark red 

patches, iron ore toward base........... .. .. .. ... I) 0 
Shelly, gray sandstone and shale..................... 3 0 
Blue clay shale .................................... ' 6 0 
Brownisb crystalline limestone, splitting into thin 

layers ......................... ~ ....... ~ ... '. 3 to 4 0 
Brown calcareous, sandy shale and limestone ... '...... 1 0 
Blue clay shale (Level of cross roads) ... '............. 4 10 
Hard, fine-graIned,crystalline, blue limestone........ 1 4 
Blue clay shale, interbedded with coarsely crystalline 

limestone ....................................... 3 10 
Fine-grained, bluish gray, lithographic to sub-crystal-

line limestone ..................... ',' . . . . . . . . . .. I) 0 
Bluish gray clay shale.............................. 2 8 
Thin bedded and shelly sandstone................... 5 0 
Sandy, blue shale with mica and traces of plants..... 5 0 
Gray to brownish, coarsely crystalline limeston..e .. 3 to 4 0 
Gray sub-crystalline limestone, in 2 to 4-foot strata ... 16 0 
Blue clay shale..................................... 1 0 

• Very soft, buff sandstone, bedding irregular to Mit-
chell. (See page 81) ...... , ............. , . . .. . . ... 8 0 

Another section made above the reservoir gave: 

Blue and greenish clay shale ....................... . 30 0 
Hard, bluish to gray, crystalline limestone .......... . 10 0 
Covered .................................. ········· . 5 0 
Drab sandy shale ................................. . 2 0 
Covered (clay shale?) .............................. . 8 0 
Gray, coarsely crystalline. limestone ................ . 2 0 
lJovered ........................................... . 1 0 
Sub-crystalline to oolitic, gray to brown limestone, 

with some sand ............................... . 3 0 
Covered ..................................... ··.··· . 2 0 
Hard, brownish buff sandstone ..................... . 1 10 
'Shelly sandstone .................................. . 1 8 
Bluish, sandy shale ............................... . 4 0 
Covered, (clay shale?) ............................. . I) 0 

. Gray, crystalline to sub-crystalline limestone ....... . 18 0 
Buftlsh, irregularly bedded sandstone ............... . 8 0 

Mitchell. 
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The following section was obtained at Fredonia: 
Ft. In. 

Massive, thin-bedded sandstone .................... 9 0 
Covered ..........•................................. 8 0 
Gray crystalline limestone ................. ,........ 4 0 
Gray oolitic limestone .............................. 15 0 
~asslve bull sandstone ............................. 8 0 . 
Drab colored, shelly sandstone, merging into massive 

sandstone ...................................... "~ 10 0 
Dark blue' clay shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 0 
Shelly sandstone ................................... 7 0 
Blue clay shale..................................... 1 0 
Brownish crystalline limestone ...... .' ..... 15 in. to 2 0 . 
Bluish crystalline limestone ... :..................... 6 0 
Blue clay shale ................................. :... 4 0 
Shelly drab sandstone. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. 1 0 -
Covered ............................................ 3' 0 
Gray limestone .................................... 5 Q . 
Covered............................................ 3 0 
Buff sandStone ......................... ' .......... : . 3 0 
Covered ............................................ 3 0 
Blue clay shale .................... ."............... 3 ' 0 
Mitchell limestone .................................. 10 0+ 

Near the head of the middle fork of Indian Hollow, Section· 1 
(4 S., 1 E.), the following section was obtained: 

Ft. In. 
Covered from hivel of wagon road. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. G 0 
Shelly buff sandstone ..................•............ 5 0 
Blue clay shale .................................... 3 0 
Crystalline gray limestone .. :....................... 6 0 
Covered............................................ 4 0 
Bluish clay shale' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 6 
Impure drab shelly limestone ................ ."...... 1 2 
Dark blue clay shale .................... , .. .. .. .. ... 7 0 
Greenish clay shale ................................ 1 0 . 
Covere1:J. ............................................ f:i 0 
Sandy shale and· shelly sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 5 0 
Drab-colored clay shale .. , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. 2 0 
Thin-bedded to shelly sandstone..................... 4 0 
Brownish to buff, hard sandstone, in two to five foot 

strata ................... :.:..................... 15 0 
Gray sub-crystalline limestone ...................... 12 0 
Covered .:............................................ 10 O. 
Shelly gray limestone ............................... 2 0 
Buff earthy limestone .................... :......... 4 0 
Covered ......... :.................................. 20 0 
Gray limeMone ..................................... 3 0 
Covered............................................ 4 0 
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Ft. In. 
Sub-crystalline limestone ........................... 6 0 
Covered ............................................ 3 6 
Hard, brownish sandstone, with sigillaria............ 1 6 
Shelly butf sandstone .............................. 1 0 

Mitchell, light gray sub-oolitic limestone .......... 10 0 

At the east the base of the Huron is represented by a considerable 
thickness of sandstone at the bottom. Thus in Section 5 (4 S., 3 E.), 
the section from the top of the l1ill shows: 

Ft. In. 
Sandy soil ......................................... 20 0 
Red ferruginous, coarse-grained sandstone ........... 18 0 
Gray and red llmestone ................... . . . . . . . . .. 12 0 
Red and blue shales and sandstone ..... " ........... 40 0 

At the- Rothrock Ciiff in .Section 34 (3 S., 2 E.), this shale and 
sandstone shows as follows: 

Ft. In. 
Laminated clay shale ........... " ... , ........ , ..... 14 0 
Massive, gritty sandstone ....................•...... 8 0 
Soft ferruginous sandstone .......................... 11 0 

The limestone shows further ~p the hill but back from the cliff 
with no connected section between. 

In tracing the line at the bottom of the Huron it was found that 
the lowest bed of sandstone, often only a foot and a half thick, 
was quite commonly filled with sigillaria, and was conveniently re
ferred to as the sigillaria sandstone. 

The distribution of the Huron is shown on the maps. 
THE MITCHELL LIMESTONE.-A glance at the maps will show that 

the eastern and western limits of the Mitchell are generally 10 to 15 
miles apart, and in no place less than about three miles apart in 
this area; therefore, at no point was it possible to obtain a single 
complete section. Furthermore, on account of the generally level 
character of the country where the Mitchell outcrops and the ab
sence of valleys, due to the underground character of the drainage, 
extensive exposures of the Mitchell rocks are not common, in fact not 
common enough to permit saying whether certain so.mewhat similar 
beds were at the same horizon or not. And as no well records were 
found that were considered reliable in their determination of the vari
ations in the limestone the result was that no complete section of 
the Mitchell was obtained. The best exposures of Mitchell rocks 
were found along the Ohio River. Perhaps the best estimate of 
the thiokness of th~ Mitchell was made at Corydon. The top of the 
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Mitchell is found in Pilot Knob' at 265 feet above the creek, accord
ing to the barometer. The bottom of the Mitchell is last seen at 
the quarry, four miles east of Pilot Knob. The average dip of the 
sb,:ata along the Air Line Railway, a few miles north, is found to 
be approximately 33 feet to the mile. If the same dip holds between 
the foot of Pilot Knob and, the quarry, the bottom of the Mitchell 
should be 100 or 125 feet below the stream at the foot of the knob, 
allowing for the descent of the stream, or between 350 and 400 feet 
below the top of the Mitchell in the knob. In a weH at Corydon 
the Bedford stone was not recognized. It was, however, 230 feet to 
the Knobstone. Allowing 100 feet for the thickness of the Harrods
burg and Bedford, it leaves 130 feet as the depth to the Bedford. 
It may, therefore, be assumed that in the region of CQrydon at least, 
the thickness of the Mitchell is between 350 and 400 feet. 

The following sections from this region and one section from 
Lawrence County will give some idea of the stratigraphy: 

Mr. Siebenthal reports this section in Section 13 (7 N., 2 W.): 

Ft. In. 
Drab lithographic limestone ......................... 20 0 
Chert breccia, rotten, lithographic groundmass. . . . . . .. 8 0 
Bluish drab, fine-grained, fetid limestone .... , ........ 10 0 
Lithographic limestone ........................ ~ . . . . 4 0 
Drab, calcareous, clay shale ..... '................... 9 0 
Drab, rotten, magnesian limestone, with chert inclu-

sions .............•.............................. 29 0 
Bluish, vermicular, shaly limestone .................. 2 0 
Drab calcareous shale .............................. 4 0 
Rotten and shaly, lithographic limestone .... , .. .. .. .. 5 0 
Lithographic limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 2 0 
Rotten lithographic limestone ..................... :. 5 0 
Drab calcareous shale .............................. 7 0 
FIne-grained, bluIsh gray limestone, with conchoidal 

fracture ................ ' ....................... ? 5 0 
Calcareous clay shale .................. '," ...... '" 2 0 
Gray limestone, in 8-inch beds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 0 
Fossiliferous, shaly limestone ..................... ,. 14 0 
Concealed .................. .-....................... 6 0 
Fossiliferous, coarse-grained limestone .............. 2 0 

Bedford oolitic limest-One ........................ 0 0 

There is here presented a thickness of 139 feet. How near it 
reaches to the top of the Mitchell is not known. Apparently, the 
Mitchell is much thinner to the north. 
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The following section, taken at the perpendicular bluff beside the 
lailrQad, a mile north of Corydon, shows the variable tendency of 
the Mitchell: 

Ft. In. 
Buff to drab ~d pink, shaly limestone .. ; ........... . 8 0 

Outcrop of same rock, showing only clay to which the 
limestone has weathered, buff, yellow and red .... . 3 0 

Hard, light drab limestone •. , ................ ' ... : .. . 0 .:l¥.i. 
Light brown to nearly black, fissile shale ............ . 0 6-8 

Solid, dark blue limestone ......................... . ~ 0 

Light brown shale and limestone ................... . 1 0 
Light brown to blue shaly, hard limestone .......... . 2 6 

Light brown, fissile shale .......................... . 0 6 

Light drab limestone, with plates of chert ........... . 4 6 

Soft, dark drab shale ............................. . 0 6 

Drab limestone .............. " ....................... . 5 0 
Drab limestone, softer than last, to railroad track (12-15 

ft. above creek) ................................ 2 0 

The following section was obtained at the Eichol Quarry on the 
northeast side of Blue River, opposite Milltown: 

Ft. In. 

Slope, mostly hidden, appears to be mostly brown sand-
stone (Huron) ................................... 24 0 

Mitchell. 
Semi-crystalline, semi-oolitic, fossiliferous limestone 

(trilobite tails abundant) ...................... -.. 4 0 
Gray oolitic limestone, pentremite bed at top_ . . . . . ... 1 3 
YellowiSh-brown, sub-crystalline limestone .......... 3 0 
Brownish-gray, crystalline limestone ................ 1 0 
Hidden (same as last 1) ............................. 9 0 
Light drab, lithographic limestone... .. .. .. .. ..... .. ... 3 0 
Gray, crystalline limestone ... __ ..................... 20 0 . 
Hidden to top of quarry face ............ , ........... 25 0_ 
Light drab and light brown, lithographic limestone. ... 7 0 
Light bluish-drab, calcareous shale ........ , ........ ". 1 3 
Light drab, lithographic limestone, slightly cross-

bedded, with thin lines of coarse sand grains, espe-
cially toward the top .......................... ·· 12"" 0 

Light gray limestone ...... ~ ..................... , ... 90 
White to dark gray, oolitic limestone, oolitic structure 

not distinct ..................................... 1~ 0 
Hard blue, sub~crystalUne, sub-oolitic limestone (crow-

feet) ........•........................... '. .. .. ... 6 8 
Bluish-green shale ................................. 0 2 
Light gray, granular limestone, one notable crow-foot 

near the middle accompanied with some green mat-
ter ............................................. 5 0 
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Ft. In. 
Shale parting ~ ..................... ' ............... . 0 1 
Interlayered, gray crystalline and ol>Iitic limestone ... . 3 9 
Lithographic limestone, in thin layers, with shale part-

ings .......................... , ................... . 2 0 
Drab lithographic limestone with calcareous bands and 

nodules ............................... ; ........ . 3 6 
Gray ctystall1ne limestone ....................... : ... . 0 2-6 
Lithographic limestone, with numerous flint bands and 

nodules ................................... .'..... 7' 0 
To river, about ..................................... 10 0 

,Mr. Collett gives several sections covering about the same strata 
as the last section. Three of these from the southwest part of 
Harrison County are given below: . 

Section at Stockslager's Quarry, Section 21 (5 S., 3 E.). (Eighth 
Annual Report, p. 403): 

Ft. In. 
To top of. hill ........ , .... ' ................... " .. : .. 70 0 

Huron. 
Massive sandstone ...... ' ............•............ ' .. .. 6 0 

Mitchell. 
, SRI:ldy limestone .. ~ .............................. : ... . 30 0 

Cherty .shale ............................ ' ........... . 10 0 
Shaly limestone ................................ , .. :. 40 0 
Gray fossiliferous limestone ....................... . 5 0 
Snow white oolitic limestone ....................... . 8 0 
Banded limestone , ................................. . 8 0 
Massive gray limestone ..... ; ............... , ... ; .. . 10 0 
Cherty shale, ,with bands of limestone ........ , ...... . 80 0 
Flint balls ................................... '. ' .... . 10 0 
Shaly limestone ................................... :. 30 0 

Section at John Brown's Mill, Seetion 10 (4 S.,.2·E.): 

~uron. Ft. In. 
Sandstone ... " ..................................... 100 0 

Mitchell. -
Limestone, etc ................. , ....... '.,........... 22 0 
Shaly clay (marl 1) .................................. 18 0 
Shaly limestone ............... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 0 
Shaly clay ......................................... 11 0 
Shaly limestone .................................... 35 0 
Flinty limestolie ...•........................... , . . .. 30 0 
,Gray limestone ..................................... 40 0 
Hard limestone ...................................... 15 0 
White .oolitic limestone ............................. -4 0 
Cherty limestone ................................... 12 0 
Oolitic limestone, fractured ......................... 6 0 
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Section at Kendall's Landing, Section 16 (4 S., 2 E., p. 405): 
Ft. In. 

To top ot hill ........................... '. . . . . . . . . .. 33 0 
Huron. 

Shale and sanllstone ............................. : ,. 17 0 
Thin.bedded sandstone ..... ,' ....... : ............... ~ ~ 0 . 
Massive coat$e grained sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 0 
Soft Ci}atse grained ~andst()ne..... ...... ...... .. ..... I) 0 
Calcareous shale and sott sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 0 
"Kei!" •...•. ,....................................... 5 0' 

Mitchell. 
Massive crystalUne limestone ............. '. : . . • . . . .. 30 0 
Shale ."' .. , ...................... ' .................. , 15 0 
Gray and ~ed, laminated limestone .. : ................ 11 0 
FissUe, Ilhaly limestone ............................. 25 0 
l\,Jllssive (ray limestone ............................. 25 0 
F~lnty, shaly limestone. '.', ........................... ' .. 26 0 
Wbite oolitic limestone ............. ; .. .'............ 4 0 
Shaly limestone with plates of chert .. '," ......... , ... 40 0 
Cherty limestone, partly covered .................... 75 0 

A part of the section obtained at Leavenworth by Mr. Kindle was 
given in the' discussion of the Huron group. The following section 
is a continuation of that into the Mitchell. It begins where the 

other leaves off: 
Ft. In. 

Sub'crystalline to oolitic, gray limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 6 0 
Shelly Umestone and shale ........ ; .. ,· ..... ······.· 1 to 6 
Blulsh.gray to, buff, lithographic limestone... .. .. .. •.. 7 6 
Buff calcareous shale ............................... 0 10 
Gray lithographic limestone, in solid ledge ........... . 
Clay band: .: ... ;' .. : ................. ~ ..... , ........ . 
Gray lithograpbic limestone .......................... ' 
Blue and buff clay shale, interbedded ............ ' ... . 
Hard sub·crystalline limestone ...................... . 
:au1Hsh to .dr!lb colored, granular, soft limestone, with 

much chert ......... ···························· 
Bluish-gray 'sub-lithographic tosub-ooIitic limestone, 

some chert . ' ................... : ............... . 
Gray to buff lithographic limestone ........ ; .... ' .... . 
White or lIibt gray, sub-lithographic, ,sub-03Iitic lime-

stone ..••................ - ...•...•............... 
Shelly gray limesto~e ............. : •••.• ; •.•..•...... 
Bluish calcareous shale .....•...•. !;.! ....... : ...... . 
GrQ,y ollUtlc limestone ......•...•.... ,.:: ...•• ' ..•.... 
VllrY Boft. weatherell, buff. liaceharotdal. magnesian' 

If~e~tpQ.e .""", r t t ,t ".' f " ,! " t' .' •• , It f" ,.,.' ,. 
J3ul! to' drab, rlltMr soft. saccharoldal, Q:lallleaIan 

UmfSWJ:J.e .'" ,t t t t' •• ,. t, ,,' " " " ,., " •• , """ '" 

3 2 
0 0% 
1 8 
0 8 
2 0 

2 0 

4 0 
7 0 

4 0 
1 to 6 
0 1~6 

4 6 

6 0 

8 0 
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Ft. In. 
Clay band and crow-foot seam.. .............. .. .. ... 0 1-3 
Light gray to'drab, coarsely crystalline limestone ..... 3-4 0 
Bluish-gray, saccharoidal limestone.................. 1 to 8 
White oolitic limestone, very pure. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . .. 4 5 
Drab sandy limestone ...... ~ ...................... " 0 10 

For comparison with the bottom of Mr. Siebenthal's section, the 
following short section of the bottom of the Mitchell is given, taken 
from the most southern outcrop of the Mitchell in the State, in 
Section 23 (6 S., 4 E.): 

Ft. In. 
Shaly limestone (Hydraulic)......................... 3 0+ 
Coarsely fossiliferous, crystalline limestone, some 

oolitic grain .................................... 10' 0 
Light drab clay shale ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 0 
Bluish limestone, like crystalline part of Bedford. . . .. 10 0 

Bedford oolitic stone ............................ 7 0 

Notwithstanding the thickness of the Mitchell, only one layer was 
recognized as doubtfully, but possibly persistent. . Oolitic structure 
is fairly common in the formation, but at a large number of points 
there was found an oolitic bed of unusual purity and whiteneflB. It 
ranged from 13 feet in thickness down, generally being from four to 
10 feet thick. In different sections it is found from 60 to 185 feet 
below the top of the Mitchell. It was not definitely determined 
whether this very white limestone was all at one h-orizon or not. The 
recurrence of oolitic limestones of much the same structure, if not 
the same degree of purity, threw much doubt over the persistenc'e 
of the very white layer and suggests that such layers are only local 
faci~s of the oolitic limestone so common in the Mitchell. 

Another facies of the Mitchell that occurs abundantly but is not 
apparently confined to any horizon, is a fine-grained limestone em
inently suited to the purposes of lithographing, provided rock can be 
found sufficiently free of crevices filled with calcite. As yet no suc'h 
commercial stone has been found. But in its structure this lime
stone is clearly a lithographic stone. It appears to be most abun
dant near or at the very top of the Mitchell, but seems to occur at 
all horizons down almost to the bottom of the formation. 

A third facies of interest, especially from the economic side, is the 
presence in this series of a shaly limestone that from tests made ap
pears to indicate a suitable stone for the manufacture of hydraulic 
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cement. This runs from 10 to 20 feet in thickness and is found ll<)t 
far from the bottom of the Mitchell. Different sections give its dis
tance above the Bedford stone at from 15 to 70 feet. It is often 
spoken of as the ''hydraulic limestone." It was stated above that 
many layers of the Mitchell' tend to be oolitic. This oolitic limestone 
is quite distinct from the Bedford oDIitic limestone. At first sight the 
grains are larger, more closely resemb~ing fish roe than the Bedford 
stone. Closer examination reveals that this oolitic limestone is the 
result of chemical segregation of the calcite around centers resulting 
in building up the minute round grains, the grains usually befng dis
tinctly visible to the naked eye. The Bedford stone on the other 
hand has been found to consist of innumerable microscopic shells of 
the foraminifera, one of the single-celled protoza. This will be dis
cussed more fully further on. ' 

Having noted these three facies of the Mitchell the sections given 
are sufficient to show that the formation as a whole consists of a vari
able series of limestones and shales, the limestones greatly predom-

inating. 
The general geographic distribution of the Mitchell is shown on 

the maps. 
THE BEDFORD OOLITIC LIMESTONE.-This limestone has been so 

fully treated in the report of Messrs. Hopkins and Siebenthal, 21st 
Annual Report, that in this report we may concern ourselves mainly 
with its character and distribution in this.area, referring the reader to 
the report just 'mentioned for fuller information as to the physical 
and chemical properties of the stone. In general the .Bedford stone is 
a solid bed of limestone without bedding and usually without fossils 
of noticeable size. It is very uniform in grain, soft when first taken 
frolll the quarry, but rapidly hardening under the weather. It has 
been found under the microscope that the grains are composed of, the 
microscopic shells of one-celled foraminifera. This grain is easily 
seen with a magnifying glass and frequently with the naked eye. 
The grain is much smaller than the white oolitic limestone of the 
MitchelL In color the stone ranges from· a creamy white to a dark 
drab, most commonly being between a buff and a light drab. The bed 
in this region is from 90 feet in thickness down. The thickest stone 
co~es in the northwest corner of the area. A, thickness of about 
(i0 feet is maintained along the outcrop to Salem. , Then the thick
ness decreases rapidly to.lO feet or less, sometimes.ru;nnmg down to 
3 or 4 feet, or even disappearing altogether, and. on theotherha:r;td 
occasionally thickening ,uP, to 35 feet or mor~. 
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In some places the bed seems to have broken up into two or more 
strata. Thus" at the Salem Lime and Stone Quarry is found the 
following: 

Ft. In. 
Grayish buff limestone ............................. 2 6 
Grayish butf ooUtic limestone ... " ............. ~,. ... 7 0 
Grayish buff limestone ............................. 12 0 
Grayish buff oolitic limestone .............. , ........ , 30 0 

In this case, on microscopic examination, no difference was de-
tected in the two layers of oolitic stone. ' 

In the northwest quarter of Section 27 (2 $.,4 E.), occurs the fol
lowing section: 

Ft. 
Soft shale ............................... ' ......... , 10 
Oolitic limestone, grain medium fine, 5 
Limestone, dark blue, oolltic in spots. . . . 8 
Ooarse-grained, slightly crystalline, oolitic 5 
Sub-crystalline limestone, slightly oolitic 3 
Limestone, half oolitic and half crystalHne. 4 

In. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

In this case, and the same thing is pro 
parent dividing into beds seems to be due to 

true at Salem, the ap
of the bed having 

lost the oolitic character. 
The Bedford limestone in this region four marked facies. 

First, there is the characteristic oolitic In this the stone ap-
pears as a granular limestone, the grains aimost microscopic 
shells of foraminifera, with sometimes and occasionally mi-
nuteg_~, all being cement.ed by calcite'. 

In tae ~ond facies, the stone is porous, to the grains having 
all been dissolved out. Over most of the quarter of Town-
ship 2 north, 4 east, all the rock seen on the is of this" char-
acter. To what depth this" weathering was not ascertained. 

In a third facies the calcite is replaced by I crystallized qW1rtz, so 
that the rock which, when he,ld at arm appears to have the 
characteristic structure, is seen, on close to be made lip 
of minute quartz crystals. Thie facies was most abundantly 
around New Philadelphia. 

In the fourth facies the rock tends to grade over into a crystalline 
limestone, probably due "to the solution and ' , t deposition 
of the calcite In the rock. This tendency more and more 

" pronouncad In pmg southW'~~ so that in places in Harrison 
Oounty it "at not possible to recognize th& ' of the Bedford 
atone. 
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The distribution of the Bedford oolitic stone is shown on the map, 
and on account of its commercial value will be considered in some 
detail under the head of Economic Geology. 

HARRODSBURG LurnsToNE.-The Harrodsburg limestones, named 
from the excellent exposure of these rocks at Harrodsburg, in Law
rence County, consists of a series of limestones with thin beds of 
shale, with sandy limestones in places just at the bottom, where it 
meets the Knobstone. The thickness of the series is from 35 to 
100 feet or a little less, the average being about 65 feet in this area. 

Fig. 4, from the face of the qulll'ry just west of Salem, below the 
cemetery, gives an idea of the stratigraphy and of the variation to 
which the individual beds are subject. In the figure the numbers 
referring to the different strata correspond to the following section: 

Ft. In. 
1. Soil, red .............................. 2 ft. to 3 0 
2. Bedford oolitic limestone ....................... 5 0 

Harrodllburg. 
3. Light drab limestone, with crow-feet............ 5 0 
4. Yellow to light drab limestone, with crow-feet. ... 6 0 
5. Light to dark blue limestone, crow-feet, fossilifer

ous, bryo.zoa common, top layer crinoidal, 
numerous cavities with calcite crystals..... ... 6 0 

6. Gray, fine-grained limestone, composed largely of 
finely comminuted crinoid stems and shell frag
ments. One perSistent crow-foot, several smaller 
ones......................................... 6 0 

7. Soft, blue shale ................................ 0 ·0-6 
8. Gray to drab limestone, similar to No.6 ...... , ... 3 0 
9. Shale like No.7, only more perSistent .. , ..... , ... 0 6 

10. Limestone, like Nos. 6 and 8 .... , ........... ' ... 4 0 
11. Blue shale ..................................... 1 to 6 
12. Blue, shaly limestone, fuel of geodes. . . . . . . . . . .. 2 0+ 

'l'wo sections from Harrison County will show the character of the 
series in that region. 

Section of Harrodsburg at Stoner's Hill, Section 11 (5 S., 5 E.): 

Ft. In. 
Cherty limestone ................................... 45 0 
Shale, with geQdes ....................... ;......... 11 0 
Black, white and blue flint, in bands of one or two 

. feet,wlth clay partings . : ... ;:; . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. 14 0 
Red, encrlnital IllnestoJ;l.e ............................ 8 0 
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S~ction at Eversol Cliff, Section 13 (5 S., 5 E.): 
Ft. In. 

Crinoidal limestone ................................ 39 0 
Clay shale and geodes ............. ,................ 7 0 
Blue, fossiliferous limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 0 
Sandy shale, with geodes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14 0 
Flint in bands of six to twenty inches, with shale part-

ings ............................................. 12 0 

The presence of geodes in these strata is quite characteristic of 
the Harrodsburg beds. 

In plac'es there appears. to be a slight unconformity at the top of 
the Harrodsburg, as indicated in Fig. 2, of Plate VIII, showing the 
contact between the Harrodsburg and Bedford stone in the railroad 
cut at Spurgeon Hill, in Washington County. At other places the 
top of the .Harrodsburg is a limestone full of bryozoa, resembling 
closely the Bedford stone at points wh.,ere it is largely made up of 
bryozoan remains. The Harrodsburg limestones are often hard and 
well suited fOT road purposes. 

The geodes of the Harrodsburg predominate in the lower strata, 
and range from two feet in diameter down to the size of peas. Fos
sils are abundant in these strata, many o·f them being of large size. 

THE KNOBSTONE.-In the Knobstone the same difficulty is met 
with as in the case of the Mitchell, from the fact that the outcrop of 
the formation has a width of from two to fifteen miles, with no c'om
pletely connected sections across it. The Knobstone has a thickness 
of about 400 feet, as shown by drillings, for, due to the character 'Of 
the strata of which it is composed, it can be recognized with consid
erable certainty in deep drillings. In the well at Corydon the Knob
stone has a thickness of 422 feet. In the Brandenburg Well, the 
Knobstone has a thickness of 380 feet. In a well at'MiftUn, Craw
ford County, the Knobstone is reported to have a thickness of 490 
feet. Some of the exposures in the bluffs along the eastern edge of 
the knobs show exposures of up to nearly 350 feet, with the bottom 
still some distance to the east. . 

In general the Knobstone consists of shale and shaly sandstones. 
At least two thin beds of limestone occur, one at the bottom, very 
persistent; the other, near the top, does not seem to be persistent. 
The shales predominate at the bottom of the formation and at the 
south; most of the sandstone being found toward the top of the 
formation, while to the north the proportion of sandstone greatly 
increases. At the bottom 'Of the Lormation is the thin limestone 
mentioned, known as the Rockford Goniatite limestone. It runs 
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from 10 inches to two feet in thickness, with an average of about 
18 inches. It tends to be a bluish-gray on a fresh surface and a dull 
brown where ·weathered. It usually contains large quantities of 
crinoid stems. Above this limestone comes froni.. 100 to 250 feet of 
greenish-coIo-red, marly shale. The lower 100 to 125 feet of this was 
called the New Providence shale by Mr. Borden. This lower· shale 
contains many thin bands of carbonate of iron, averaging from four 
to six inches in thickness. 

The upper 200 feet of the Knobstone is composed of a variable 
deposit of shales and sandstone, the latter usually qu,ite shaly. At 
the south. shales 'predominate, w?ile to the north' these upper beds 
become almost entirely sandstone, and even the lower shales are 
largely replaced with sandstone to the north of the area under study. 
From 30 to 120 feet below the top of the Knobstone there occurs Jl,t 
many horizons a tbin limestone, as shown in the following sections: 

Section east of Mt. Carmel, Section 7 (3 N., 3 E.):' 

Ft. In. 
Buff, shaly sandstone, soft .......................... 95 0 
Hard, brown sandstone, with geodes ....... , ........ : 20 0 
Light brown limestone ." ................... : . . . . . .. 2 0 
Yellow sandstone ................................... 20 0 

.Gray, fine-grained sandstone .......... , ............. 30 0 
Gray, shaly sandsfone ................... ; .......... 30 0 

At the center of Section 19 (3 N.: 4 E.), tbe limestone is found 70 
feet from the top of the Knobstone, the rock between being a gray, 
splintery, sandy shale. In the northeast corner of Section 27 (3 N., 
3 E.), the limestone is four feet thick, ferruginous in character, and is 
70 feet below the Harrodsburg limestone, the intermediate strata 
being shale and sandstone. In the northeast quarter of Section 27 
(3 N., 4 E.), this limestone is a dark brown, crystalline li~estone, 
three feet thick. It is here only 35 feet below the Itarrodsburg lime
stone, with gray shale between. Below it comes massive light brown 
sandstone. 

At the top, t»e Knobstone in places appears to grade .over almost 
insensibly into the Harrodsburg limestone. Generally the line is. '. 
quite distinct, as shown in Fig~ 3 of Plate VII,but in other places. the 
limestone becomes more and more sandy until itha/l become a true 
sandstone. 

Mr. Kindle obtained the folloW;~g~e~ion.on·th~,r~~~p the knoQ 
from Loc'ijst f9int fostoffice, S$(lti9n l~ {4S./Q· E.); .. 

" . 



PT,ATF;' VIII. 

VIEWS SHOWING BEDFORD STONE AND CONTACTS ABOVE AND BET,oW HARRODS

BeRG LIMESTONE. 

1. muff of Bedford Stone at upper end of open stretch of underground stream, 
in Routheast 40 of Scction 10 (3 N .• 2 Kl. 

2. Railroad cut at Spurgeon Hill, showing famous locality for fossils of Bedford 
stone, and contact between Bedford stone and Harrodsburg lirne"tone. 

3. Contact between Harrodsburg limestone and Knobstone shale. 
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Ft. In. 
Gray crinoidal limestone (Harrodsburg).............. 15 0 

KnobstQne. 
Shelly sandstone ................................... 2 6 
Limestone ............................... ; ....... ;.. 2 0 
Shelly sandstone, with one or two limestone bands .. " 6 0 
Sandstone and chert ...•............................ 0 11 
Yellowish sandstone, witll geodes ....... " .... , .. '" 3 0 
Gray chert, with small geodes ..................... " 1 8 
Buff, soft, shelly sandstone ............... " .. .. .. ... 3 0 
Massive sandstone, rather shelly .................... 10 0 
Shelly, bluish sandstone ............................ 6 0 
Light gray, heavy bedded sandstone (buildln/J stQne) .. 35 {) 
Crinoidal limestone ................................ . 0 to 18 
Shelly sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 10, 0 
MassIve, drab coloreq sandstone..................... ,5' 6 
Covered ............................................. 6 0 
Buff to blue sandstone, with crinoId stems. . . . . . . . . . .. 2 0 
Shelly, buff to drab sandstone wl1ere eJCVosed, wlt:b 

fossils ................. ' ............. ; . ~ .... , .•... ; 50 '0 
Blue sandstone, contaIniill~ iron wl1ich slacl,s oj), ex-

posure, causing rock to,crptnbJe .............•... : 65 '0 

, THE NEW ALBANY BLAOK SHA:L:&.-Thiseha.le, whi.ch is here the 

highest member of the ·DevonialJ.,is a black, 'QituminouS shale about 
100 feet thick. At Scotts'Qurg this shale has a thickness of 120 feet. 
The black shale is very persistent and has been recognizedin~~p 
drillings all over Indiana. The outcrop of t}le )t~~.~~~~t~, 
eastern limit of the area to be studied j,u;~' ,,;' , " . 

, " ~0- , 

GENERAL ,§a .. ; t, OF THE 1\.REA. 

In its genetil. ~ II e'tb.is Ij.l"ea shows a uniform westward dip, 
being_far ea8tern side of the Illinois basin. The lack of an ac- ' 
curate topographic'base or of a large number of railroad levels gave 
little opportunity for determining the dip with accuracy. Between 
Harristown and Salem the Bedford ston~descends from about 900 to' 
740 feet, giving a'dip of about 40 feet to the mile. Between the Ed
wardsville Tunnel and Crandall the J3edford stone descends 300 feet, 
or 33 feet to the mile. Be'tween: New Albany arid Corydon the New 
Albany black shaledescerids from 'about 450 feet above tide to about 
200 feet bE)low tide (in Corydon Well)' or, again, about 40 feet to the 
mile. ' The~ qipil are not accul'at~ nor 1riclusive 'enough to fully de
cide the ave,rage dip, but iluggejt in a.verage between 30 and 40 feet 
to the ~ile. In, the ~l}9r !,let"U, Qf st}'uctJl:re this area. ~hares with 
other parts of the State in bavlPj ~~pb vmation. In ma.ny place. 

36-Geol, 
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dips of one or two feet in the hundred can be seen in bluffs, and fre
quently in very small exposures the rocks have Ii very noticeable dip, 
often amounting to 50 or 100 ... Though the most of these had a dip 
to the west, the dip is variable. 

The strike appears to be a little east of south. The top of the 
Knobstone is about 700 feet above tide at Salem, and reaches about 
the same elevation at Georgetown, about Section 15, east of Salem. 
But, as showing the variation to which it is subject, the top of the 
Knobstone in the Mutton Fork of Blue River on the line between 
Salem and Georgetown, instead of being about 700 feet above tide, 
is only about 600 feet above tide. Vienna, Henryville, Memphis 
and New Albany are all nearly in a north and south line, and all 
about on the edge of the bottom of the Knobstone, but the elevation 
along that line decreases from 570 feet at Vienna, to 478 and 489 
feet approximately at Itenryville and Memphis, and to about 450 
feet at New Albany. Many evidences of local disturbances were 
found, including the finding of 'one large fault and probably of 
another. 

The Mt. Oarmel Fault.-North of the East Fork of White River 
there is a prominent strip of limestone, known as the "Heltonville 
Strip," that is found some distance east of the regular outcrops of 
the limestones Of the Lower Carboniferous. This limestone strip is 
found in patches as far north as Section 10 (9 N., 1 E.), and from 
Limestone Hill, about eight miles southeast of Bloomington, it runs 
more or less continuously to White River at Fort Ritner. It has a 
width of from one-half to one and a half miles, and 'is bordered on 
each side by Knobstone. At Hilltouville, the stone shows the facies 
of the Mitchell, Bedford and Harrodsburg limestones, the Bedford 
stone being extensively quarried here. Evidently this strip is a 
portion of the overlying limestone occupying a depression in th~ 
Knobstone. Mr. Siebenthal, who first studied this strip, concludes 
that "This depression may have resulted from _a double fault or may 
be an old erosion channel. SGme things seem to point to one as the 
origin and some to the other. The facts at hand incline us to the 
latter view."* 

In the proceedingS of the In_diana Academy of Science for 1897, 
Mr. J. A. Price gives the results of his study of this strip, including 
a study of the disturbance south of White River. Unfortunately he 
was not familiar with the slight differences characterizing the differ
ent horizons of the limestone. He concludes: "It is not possible 

.. 21st Annual Report Department Geology and Natural Resources, of Indiana. p. 391. 
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from the data at hand, to s~y surely whether this limestone owes 
its existence to an unconfornUtyor a fault." . 

Due to the change in the islope of the land after crossing White 
River, coming ·from the north, the outcrop o-f the Lower Carbon
iferous limestone turns and swings some distance to the east, south of 
White River. It is evident that if the limestone strip north of White 
River is due to a fault its effects should continue to the south rather 
than turn and follow the outcrop. A glance at the map in the region 
north of Campbellsburg is al(me almost sufficient proof of the fault 
character of the disturbance. However, in the branches of Clifty 
Creek, south of Mt. Carmel" is even more conclusive evidence. In 
the ·first ravine just south of jMt. Carmel, as the fault is approached 
from below, the Bedford l~estone is noted outcropping rather 
prominently ::md almost continuously on the north bank. This out
crop ends abruptly, then in tpe bed of the ravine a few rods farther 
up, the 'Harrodsburg is seen with a dip of about 40° to the west. 
Only a few yards above this [the Knobstone is found in the bottom 
of the ravine and weH up the bank. In the next ravine to the south 
the fault shows just east of the quarter section line. The Knobstone 
here is exposed for a thickness of 20 feet on the east of the fault; 
the top of the Bedford is just above creek level on the west of the 
fault. The fault can then be· traced southward through a series of 
sink-holes that appear to follow its course. 

At Mt. Carmel the down-throw appears to he 130 feet. Where 
last seen in Section 24, of the same township, it appears to have 
a down-throw of over 100 feet. The evidence in this region does 
not indicate a double fault, but simply a down-throw on the west 
side of the fault line. West of the fault line the down-throw strata 
rise rapidly as though to gain their .normal elevation. Though 
no exposures showing this rise were found, it was shown in the 
greatly increased apparent thickness of the stone; for example, the 
Bedford stone when measured by barometer westward . from the 
fault line, has an apparent thickness of 140 feet, though the bed 
was probably less than 90 feet thiCk. It shows again in the relative 
elevation of any bed near the fault and a mile or so to the west. 
Tihus, in the center of Section 26 (4 N., 2 E.), the bottom of the 
Harrodsburg is only a few feet above Twin Creek, while a mile west 
the.same horizon is 140 feet above White River. 

A glance at the geology in Indian Creek north of Georgetown, in 
Floyd County, shows a peculiar condition, very suggestive of a fault, 
running northwest and southeast. In Section 19 (2 S., 5 'K), about 
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60 yards above where Indian: Creek turns sharply to the' east of' 
south, the Harrodsburg· outcrops in cliffs down to the le\rel of the 
flood.:phi.in of the creek, five or six feet above the creek level. Within 
a few feet of where this outcrop abruptly ends the· Koobstone ex
tends in outcrop for 60 feet up the bank. In this case the down
throw is to the east. Though less clear, there is evidence o,f acon
tinuance of this probable fault in Section 11 (2 S., 4 E.). At the 
north side of this section the rocks seem to be Mitchell down to 
creek level, while near the center of the section the Bedford stone 
outcrops 40 to 50 feet above the creek bed. The evidence here is 
negative. While no Bedford stone could be found north of the north 
line of this section, the evidence that the few exposures were' o,f 
Mitchell was not conclusive. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

MATERIUS OF VALUE IN AREA.~Although the primary object of 
this study was to continue the work of tracing the outcrop of the 
Bedford stone, with a study of its thickness and character, in ex
tending the plans to include the mapping of the other formations of 
the Lower Carboniferous, it was planned to also make a study of the 
economic materials included in those formations. . 

The economic materials, as far as observed, may be listed under 
the heading of the formation in which each is contained .. 

Quaternary.-Soils, surface clays for' brick, etc. 
Ohio River Formation;-Gravel for roads, sand for glass making. 
Huron.-Whetstones, sandstone for structural purposes, lime-

stones for building, marble. 
. Mitchell Liwestone.-Oolitic limestone for Portland cement, hy
draulic liniestone for Roman cement, lithographic limestone, road 
building material, limestone for structural purposes. 

Bedford Oolitic Limestone.-Building stone, limestone for Port-
land cement, road material. 

Harrodsblirg Limestone.-Road' material. 
Kn?bst_one.-Brick shales, sandstone for structural purposes; 
Quaternary M aterials.-U ntil a defuiled study of, the soils of the 

State is taken up, little can be said about the soils of any locality. 
-It is important to recognize that the soil at any poirit in Indiana is 
in most cases derived in one of a few ways. First, it may dome from 
the decomposition' of the indurated rock immediately underlying, 
as is the case With most of the soils of this region; second, it may 
consist of the surface of the deposits, often of ca:nsiderable thick-
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ness, laid down during the glacial period by overland glaciers; third, 
it may be material associated with stream bottoms, recently de
posited by running or standing water, and depending for its char
acter on the character of the rocks or deposits from which it was 
derived. . 

The first, or residual soils, partake of the character of the under
lying rock. If that rock be sandy, the soil will be sandy. If the 
underlying rock is a limestone, the soil above will be limy or calca
reous; if the limestone is very pure, as in the case of the Bedford 
stGna, in w.eathering the waters t1J.at weather it may, by disSGlving 
the limestone, carry it all away, leaving almost no son except such 
as may wash in from the adjacent areas. This proba?ly accounts 
for the fact that the outcrop of the Bedford stone, though that stone 
is softer than the surrounding limestones, tends tG present bare ex
posures: . In general, however, limestones tend to carry a large per 
centage of clay or shale, so that when weathered the clay is left 
behind, most of the calcite of the limestone being removed in solu
tion. Such limestones are characterized by a calcareous clay soil. 
Thus the Harrodsburg limestone in places around Salem has yielded 
a rich clay soil, often 25 feet deep. Any other insoluble substances 
in the limestone, such as sand, flint or geodes, will, of course, be 
left in the soil. Thus soil derived from the Harrodsburg limestone 
often contains large nurilbers qf geodes, and over a large part of its 
extreme eastern outcrop in Olark and Floyd counties is represented 
by fragments of chert, and geodes that originally were in the solid 
limestone. In the area of the Mitchell, <especially, this is notice
able, in large areas the ground being so strewn with chert fragments 
as to interfere with agriculture. These, of course, are the residuum 
left after the removal of the calcite of the Mitchell limestone that
formerly existed above the present surface. In the case of hillsides 
or long slopes there is always a tenden~y for formations outcropping 
high up on a hill to influence the character of the soil derived from 
some other· formation outcropping further down the hill. Other
wisEi. al.knowledge of the character of the soil deri;ed from any given 
formaFon will apply anywhere that that formation has been the 
sourc'e of a residual soil. So that a geological map, especially one 
prepared not only tG show the outcrops of the underlying indurated 
rocks, but also the glacial and other alluvial deposits of recent time, 
becomes at once the basis of a soil map or may ser~e as such a map 
itself~After such maps have been prepared it is only necessary to 
determine the character of the soil derived from each formation or 
recent deposit, and the map will show at once where soil of that kind 
L.,_. 
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may be found. Without such maps analyses and other tests qf soils 
scattered over t:q.e State may be very misleading, for the next farm 
to the one examined may have soil derived from a different forma
tion, and therefore of entirely different character and needing en
tirely different treatment. 

From what has been said it will be seen how the maps accompany
ing this report may be made of value to those living in the region, or 
planning to settle in the region. In the first place, general repute 
will in every region assign unusual richness, or unusual adaptability 
to certain crops, to some farm, or part of a farm, or it may be to a 
group of farms, or it may even 'be to certain divisions of the town
ship or county. Locate such rich or adapted area on the map and 
if it be found to overlie the outcrop of a given formation, it is highly 
probable that similar richness or adaptability will be found over 
much of the outcrop of that formation. In the same way in the ex
periments being tried with different types of fertilizers or correc
tives, a use of the map in dOnnection with a study of actual results 
obtained by different people over a region may prove of great ac
tual value. The line between, for example, the Harrodsburg lime
stone and the Knobsto;ne is seldom one that can be detected in a 
farming area; and while a partial recognition of d~erences of soil 
either side of the line might have existed there is often !l- failure to 
recognize that the two soils are inh.erently different and require en
tirely different treatment, and are capable of yielding entirely differ
ent results in the way of success with differing crops. It is hoped 
later to make a complete study of all the types of soils in Indiana, as 
to their contents, their needs, their adaptability, etc. The State map 
a.nd the series of maps upon which it is based, of which the last are 
published in this report, form the basis for an intelligent examina
tion of the soils of the State and for a profitable application of the 
results of such an examination by the farmers all over the State. 

Ohio River Formation.-From a commercial standpoint this forma
tion is chiefly of interest as having proved a satisfa<;tory source of 
sand for the making of glass. For many years these deposits sup
plied the glass factory at New ,Albany, of Mr. W. C. DePauw & Com
pany. The discovery of natural gas in the northern part o·f the 
State led tothe abandoning of these w.orks and consequently of the 
quarrying of sand. Recently, I understand, a new company has been 
organized and has reopened the plant. When previously worked the 
sand was partly obtained, from quarries near Martinsburg, whence 
it was hauled four miles to Borden (then New Providence) and 
shipped by rail to New Albany, a small amount,going to Louisville 
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and Cincinnati. Part of the sand: was obtained from quarries east 
of Elizabeth. In 1873 the quarries near BOI'den yielded 250 car
loads, of 65 barrels to the car. Weight of sand per barrel, 330 
pounds. Cost, washed and delivered at Borden, per barrel, $1.00; 
delivered in Louisville, per barrel, $1.40. The sand as seen in the 
quarry ranges from a white to a brown, the latter color due to iron. 
By washing this iron is readily removed, leaving it ina very pure 
and white condition. The elevation and position of these deposits 
has prevented the running of a railway switch to them.' However, 
their elevation would seem to make it certain that the deposits along 
the bluffs above the Ohio, especially, could be shipped by means of a 
gravity tramway, loaded cars desc'ending being used to draw up the 
empties. 

The distribution of these deposits is not fully shown on the maps; , 
In general they may be stated to be found, or rather confined, to the ' 
high divide between the streams draining direct to the Ohio River 
and those draining westward to Blue River, Indian and Little Indian 
creeks, Buck and Mosquito creeks. It is. probable that the are'as 
mapped are the most important, but it is probable that examination 
would reveal remnants of this' formation along all the least eroded 
parts of that divide. 

As stated lJllder the head of general geology, this deposit is up 
to 20 feet thick and covers several square miles, so that the deposit 
may be considered sufficient to supply a large demand for an almost 
indefinite period. 

The use of deposits of this age for road building may be consid
ered as very limited, for the reason that they are gravelly to any ex
tent only to the north, and in that region the deposits are very 
limited and often rather inaccessible. 

HURON GRoup.-As at present developed the only commercial 
stones obtained from this group are the coarse whetstones and grind
stones quarried in the valley of French Lick Creek. These have been 
described and their location shown by map in the Twenty-first Annual 
Report of this Department, pp. 329 to 368. For details the reader 
is referred to that volume of the report. Suffice to say here that 
the fine-grained whetstones manufactured around French Lick come 
from the Mansfield sandstone, the lowest division of the Coal Meas
ures. Coarse whetstones are made from thin layers in the upper 
sandstone of the Huron. While this sandstone is well developed 
along the upper course of Lost and Patoka rivers, and to the south, 
the only stone yet found suitable for whetstones has been along 
French Lick Creek. Most of the ston,e is not apt to be sufficiently 
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white and tree from. • 
is used is • white, 

to be used for whetstones. The stone th/tt 
e--grained, friable stone resembling loaf sugar. 

robable that further search would reveal oLher > 
k. In 1901 and 1902 about 100,000 pounds of 

ne was put on the market from the Indiana 

It would IJeem. q • 
areas of desirab 
this cQliree 
quarr~'s. 

Gruwstoare or have been made from the sandstone o>f this 
group for : local use and for shipment. Thirty years..ago grind-
stolles w: made quite extensively in the northwest part of Orange 
CQJln~t:"!1'hey were made by hand and shipped to points in Indiana 
aD-d),).~ent States. The introd~ction of m~c~inery in their manu
~' elsewhere led to the dechne of the mdustry here. The In-

,JiiJ]'i1. stone ranges in grit from medium coarseness to fine. The most ' 
';II!A~ is soft. It has been found well adapted to grinding carpenters', 
, :;nechanics', and ma.chinists' tools. ' 

Grindstones have been Gut from the sandstones >of this 'group frDm 
many points, and from different horizons. A number' of grindstones 
have been cut from the lower sandstone in the top Df the cliff just 
east of Blue River at St. Cloud, Harrison County. 

The use of Huron group rocks for building purposes is apt to be 
confined to a more or less strictly local use on account of the near
ness of the Bedford Oolitic limestone, one of the best blfilding stones 
in the United States. The sandstDnes have been extensively used 
for fDundatiDns of buildings and especially for 'bridge fDunda,tiDns 
fDr which latter use they are preferable to, the Bedford stone, On 
account, of the quality and quantity of the Bedford stDne there is 
not likely to, be any large commercial demand for these stDnes for 
SDme time. On the other hand, the cDmparative excellence 'of these 
stones and the ease with which they can be gotten out and wDrked ' 
into, desired dimensions will probably exclude any other stone for 
local use. The two, sandstDne beds of the HurDn appear to be very, 
similar in character. They vary frDm a white to a 'dark brown in 
color, a light brown predominating. White Dr gra,y rock of quite 
uniform color is not uncommDn, In most places therDck is sDft 
when quarried, often being wedged up the natural thickness Df the 
bed and trimmed to, shape with a' CDmmon axe. It hardens after
ward. Some stones were' seen near Central 'Postoffice, in Harrison 
County 16i feet by'three feet by one foot, These cIUlla from a 
quarry a mile southwest of Central. 'OthersWtlftl obtained from this 
outcrop 26 feet long, by three by thl'e~ feet, They were too large 
to be mov~d, A-Jl,umbel' of struotu;e. were' aDrilined in which thelia 
.tone.' from variou. parti of the ire~ l}3!l bfien l.lied, a.nd· in every 
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case the results seemed to Mcate stone of gaM d~rability. The 
old county jail at Dover Hit in Martin County, was built from the 
upper sandstone of the~:n 'ro~, over- fifty years ago, and the stone 
appears in good preserva, t " still. A number of ·bridge foundations 
were 6umined and in i ,ineral showed fairly satisfactory w,earing 
qualities. In many of,~ ,~ old houses built 70, and 80 years ago the 
stone still shows the .1/J61 marks sharply. In places the sandstone 
OCcurs i~ thin beds dtirwre or less convenient thickness for use; in 
more cases the be ,','\ h.re quite massive, often showing almost no 
bedding in a thic . ,,' , of 40 feet or more. Bold perpendicular out
crops of from five' 20 feet are not unc'ommon, and along the Ohio 

I bluffs of 40 or 5<t et are found. 
The position" the lower sandstone is well indicated on the map 

as it always cd/if!s just west or inside of the line marking the bot
tom of the n.l/f/n group. The upper sandstone will be found in gen
eral near th!f:~$ie marking the upper boundB4'Y of the Huron group. 

While nel!/! every hill that contains these sandstones may, in gen
eral, be co ared It possible quarry site, not all of the stone is suita
ble for .', ing. In places it is found that instead of becoming 
harder flil stone crumbles into sand. Such rock as a rule, however, 
will no~,fuake prominent bluff-like outcrops and thus is not likely 
to att~ the quarrymen. Again in places this massive sandstone 
in a sb6rt distance is sometimes found to grade into shale, as near 
India:iJ Hollow near Leavenworth. 

T1f6 limestones of the Huron group have been used for making 
liln(f to some extent and seemingly with success. As a rule they are 
pui~, but they tend to be hard and in view of the large quantities of 
vlflJte Bedford stone to be found lying around all of the quarries" it 
tJIi,~'s not seem probable that this use will ever extend beyond local. 
"~eds. 
" The limestones of the Huron tend to be coarsely crystalline and of 

dose grain. In many Cases they talre a good polish and would seem 
to answer the' requirements ·of marble. Many gravestones have been 
cut, out from these limestones, but as far as seen most of this lime
stone does not hold its polish well when ecXposed to the atmosphere. 
In color these marbles range from gray to a handsome mottled red. 
In places the limestone is coarsely fossiliferous, which shows up well 
in a polished face. The position of the lower limestone is shown in 
places by the use of the dotted line, above or within the line of the 
bottom of the Huron. On the whole the proportion of these lime
stones that IIlay prov; suitable for the purposes to which marble is 
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put is probably very limited, and it has yet to be proven that it will 
satisfactorily meet the exacting demands of competition. 

MITCHELL LniEsToNE.-Oolitic Limestone for Portland Cement.
Within the last few years an oolitic limestone at Milltown has at
tracted some attention as a possibly commercially valuable.. deposit. 
It is the same stone that has long been known from its exploitation 
at the Stockslager quarry in southwestern Harrison County. The 
latter has long been assumed to be the same as the Bedford oolitiC! 
limestone .. The survey of this part of the State has shown that this 
limestone occupies a more or less constant horizon near the top of 
the Mitchell, that it is widely. distributed through Orange, Crawford 
and Harrison counties, and, at its proper horizon, in Madison and 
Posey townships, in Washington County. In the first place, this 
limestone differs structurally from the Bedford stone. Instead of a 
grain composed of minute more or less globular shells, the grain of 
this limestone is composed of small spears, compos~d of concentric 
layers of calcite formed around a center. The resulting grains are 
somewhat larger than the grains in the Bedford stone; and by analy
sis this stone is somewhat pu:rer than the Bedford stone, - Arecent 
analysis of this stone by_Mr. Noyes of an average specimen, gave as 
follows: 

Calcium carbonate (CnCOs) ........................... .98.91 
Magnesium carbonate (MgCO.) ...... ;.................. . .63 
Ferric oxide and alumina (Fe,Os AI,O.). . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .15 
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid ...................... :. . . . .48 

Total .............................................. 100.17 

An analysis of the Stockslager limestone, published in 1879 by 
this survey, gave as follows. 

Water, dried at 2120 F 'j' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
Insoluble silicates ...................................... .31 
Ferric oxide ..... ;.................................... .16 
Alumina .............................................. .14 
Lime .................. ',' .............................. 54.93 
Magnesia .............. / ........ , ......... , ............ none. 
CarbOnic acid ......................................... 43.17 
Sulphuric acid ......... :............................... .25 
Chloride of alkalies ..........................•........ .40 
Combined waste and loss ................. __ .. . . . .. .. .. . .12 

.! 

100.00 
Carbonate of lime, 98.10. 
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The strength of this stone; as determined by General Gilmore, 
gave crushing strength, 10,350 pounds; a cubic foot· weighs 149.59 
pounds; rate of absorption, 1 to 27. • 

As a rule this limestone is a very pure white wherever found. As a 
building stone it has not as yet proved a distinct success, as it is found 
to be too hard to work easily and seems to show a tendency to flake 
off from the edges of squared blocks. It .can hardly be said that a 
fair test 'has been made of the stone,as all the quarrying yet done 
has been on a more or less weathered outcrop, and with the use of 
powder. However, its unusual purity has recently suggested its use 
for the manufacture of Portland cement. For this it seems eminent
ly suited. No suitable clay was noted in close proximity to the de
posits of this limestone. But it would seem quite probable that some 
of the beds of shale occurring in th~MitChen, though thin, might 
be found of suitable quality. Again, it is but a short distanc'e west 
to the Coal Measure shales. The re er is referred to the Twenty
fifth Annual Report of this Departm' nt for fuller discussion of this 
subject. In its distribution, this st .~e will usually be found very 
close to the upper limit of the Mitchell. Considered from the stan4-
point of immediate availability the ~eposits along the railroad are 
the most valuable. These outcrops. occur along the French Lick 
branch of the Monon Railway, especially a short distance west of 
Paoli. Also along the Southern Railway from Marengo to Milltown 
and in the hills east of Blue River to the tunnel east of DePauw. 
West of Paoli this stone is being used as ballast by the Monon Rail
way. A rock-crushing plant was being installed at the time this region 
was examined. Outcrops of this white stone are abundant over 
eastern Orange County, as far as to· thin a quarter of a mile of 
Millersburg. At Spring Mill the limestone shows an unusual 
thickness. The bluff at the spring the mill shows the following 
section: 

White to Iightgray ol.mtic I1mest4)l),e 
Gray oOlitic to seml-oiilitic UllJ.""'·V,,"" 

Fine textured lithographic Ulllt""LVU'I', 

................. 

............... " 

sub-oolitic or sub· 
crystalline in places •......... ••••• 0 ••••• 0 •••••• 

Drab colored calcareous shale .... 
Massive, gray, oOlitic, 
Drab colored magnesian 

White to gray oolttlc Ilmestone, ... 

in places .... '.' 
"cement rock" 

3 ft. to 

Ft. In: 
10 0 

6 0 

18 0 
4 0 

14 0 

5 0 
10 0 

In Crawford County this white 
town as described above. • It is 

limestone outcrops at Mill
from two to four feet thick 
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where it outcrops in the quarry at Marengo. A section of the face 
of the quarry at Marengo shows: 

Ft. In. 
Surface clay ................................. 1 to 5 0 
Hard, gray, sub-oolitic limestone ........ , .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 6 
Hard, light bluish-gray, sub-oolitic limestone. .. .. .. ... 5 0 
Gray, sub-oolitic to sub-lithographic limestone, in six: to 

36 inch strata ................................... 6 0 
Buff limestone, hard to rather soft ...... , .. .. .. ... ... 4 6 
Coarse, crystalline, gray limestone, oolitic In places. ... 6 0 
Dark gray, lithographic limestone .............. 3 to 5 0 
Pure white to light gray, oolitic limestone ..... , 2 to 4 0 
Buff limestone, very hard to very soft ................. 5 6 
Dark, bluish-gray lithographic limestone, irregular In 

layers and texture .............................. 5 6 

South of the railroad the white oolitic limestone outcrop is con· 
stantly noted near the top of the Mitchell, but it is seldom well 
enough exposed to reveal its thickness. Where the thickness can be 
determined it is found to run from about four to 10 feet. At Leaven
worth it is only three feet thick. In the liills two or three miles 
west of Corydon. this stone runs 10 feet thick. About KeUarsville 
it is six feet thick. At Frenchtown it is from four to eight feet 
thick. At the Stockslager Quarry in Section 21 (5 S., 3 E.), it is six 
feet thick. At Kendall's Landing it is four feet thick, and has a 
similar thickness in the valley of Potato Creek. 

As shown by many of the sections semi-oolitic limestone or oolitic 
limestone of gray color is fairly abundant in the Mitchell, and much of 
it would undoubtedly fall but little behind the white oolitic lime
stone in purity. Thus, analysis of the different limestones from the 
face of the' quarry at Milltown, gave an average of only a little over 
2. per cent. of impurity, 1.19 per cent. being magnesium carbonate. 
In like manner the most of the lithographic limestone appears to be 
very pure. The Mitchell would therefore seem to have an abun
dance of pure limestone suited for the manufacture of Portland 
cement. . 

The position of the while oolitic limestone in Harrison County is. 
in part indicated by a dotted line near, but within the upper bound
ary of the outcrop of the Mitchell. 

Hydraulic Limestone in the Mitchell.-In the. '70's and later, hy
draulic cement was made from limestone quarried at Rock Haven, 
in Meade County, Kentp.cky, just across the Ohio River from the 
south point of Harrison County.N 0 official reports of practical 
tests of this stone are at hand, but reports indicate that it was a 
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stone of good quality, holdjng its own in competition with the Louis
ville and other cements. Indeed th~ reasons usually assigned for 
the closing of the works are not unfavorable to the quality of the 
stone. However that may be, the fact remains that limestone suit
able for hydraulic cement is found at Rock Haven and presumably 
should he found on the Indiana side. 

The Rock Haven stone gave the following analysis:* 
Water expelled at 212°F............................... .75 
Insoluble silicates ..................................... 34.30 
Soluble silicates ...................................... .20 
Ferric oxide and alumina ............................. '. 1.90 
Lime ................................................... 30.80 
Magnesia ............................................. .66 
Carbonic acid ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24.20 
Sulphuric' acid .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.80 
Combined water, organic matter, traces of alkalies, etc... 5.39 

Total ................................................ 100.00 

Analysis made of. similar r<lck in Harrison C~)Unty a few miles 
north gave about 7 per cent. less of the insoluble silicates, and from 
10 to 12 per ceni,more of calcium carbonate. Stone was seen at a 
number of places that was thought to be an hydraulic limestone. 
On the south siope of Spurgeon Hill some 25 or 30 feet above the 
Bedford stone, in the railway cut, is an 9utcroP of light drab, very 
fine grained limestone, that was judged to have hydraulic properties. 
The rock has a thickness of 10 foot or over. The upper part con
tains some calcite crystals, but the lower part is very even grained 
and free from impurities. As this is but a f~_..wds from the rail
road track, it is admirably situated as r~ ~sportation facili
ties. The only other place where thia.;III'.In be found close to 
the Monon Railway is in Sections._~#~ 14 (2 N., 3 E.). Good 
looking stone :was seen at ~"'.In the heads of the streams 
north of Hitchcock, Smedley -a Campooll stations. The stone in 
the head of Clifty Creek has boon tested and is said to have shown 
an excellent quality of cement. No record of the tests could be 
found. At many of these points the large springs furnish abundant 
water power. The bed runs from 10 to 20 feet thick. A similar bed 
was noted at various' points down Blue River and at B-eck's Mill. 
These _ points are farther from the railway and so have not the im
mediate prospects of the places mentioned above. In general, this 
bed should be looked for between 2f) and 50 feet above the top of 
the Bedford stone. 

* Geological Survey of Indiana, 8-1oth Annual Report, p. 73, 1878. 
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Lithographk Limestone.-Near the top of the Mitchell, but found 
at all horizons in it, are beds of massive gray, lithographic limestone. 
These have the fine texture and even grain peculiar t() such rocks. 
These rocks are often well exposed, and have been examined at a 
great many points, but as yet no place hag been found that seemed to 
promise stone of commercial value. . Practically everywhere exam
ined it is found to be cut up 'with minute seams of calcite in such a 
way as to prevent the obtaining of sizeable blocks froo from such im
perfection. Nevertheless we can not but hope that the future may 
disclose areas of this rock that will prove suitable for lithographic 
purp()ses. 

"Glass Rock."-One of the uses to whiqh this lithographic lime
stone has been successfully put has been in the manufacture of glass. 
At Glass Rock Station, on the French Lick branch of the Monon 
Railway this stone has been quarried and shipped. It has been quar
ried for the same purpose at other points along Lick Creek. This 
rock is apt to be found wherever there is an exposure of any thick
ness of the upper part of the Mitchell. Only the lighter colored beds 
are used .. 

Lime.-The many pure limestones of the Mitchell lend themselves 
admirably for the production of lime. 

Lime is made on a commercial scale at Milltown. A section was 
given above of the quarry east of the river. As the section west of the 
river at the Speed Quarry differs somewhat from that, it may be 
given here. Section at Speed Quarry, Milltown: 

Ft. In. 
1. Buff, weathered limestone ...................... 1 8 
2. Coarsely crystalline limestone, with n~merous 

crinoi4 stem" .:.: ..... ,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 2 0 
3. Pure white, 'oolitic llmestone, with few fossils. ... 4 0 
4. Light buff to drabUthographic limestone. .. .. .... 5 0 
5. Greenish shale ................. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 4 
6. Gray, Uthographic limestone .................... 0 10 
7. ~r:eenish-gray shale, intercalated with bands of 

lithographic limestone, two to eight inches thick 
o to 1 6 

8. Gray, lithographic limestone .................... 7 0 
9. Soft, granular, buff, magneSian? limeStone .. 3 to 4 0 

10. Lead gray, 'fine-grained, crystalline limestone, 
3 to 4 0 

11. Pure white, oolitic limestone .... , .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 5 0 
12. Calcareous shale ...................... 2 in. to 0 4 
13. Gray, oolitic to sub-0611tic limestone. .. .. .. .. .. ... 4 6 
14. Limestone with black chert ............ 1 in. to 0 8 
15. Drab- colored, impure limestone. .. .. .. .... .. ..... 4 0 
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Ft. In. 
16. Bluish gray lithographic limestone ......... ,0 to 0 10 
17. Dark gray, sub-oolitic to sub-crystalline limestone. 8 0 
18. Very soft, drab colored, 'magnesium limestone .... 6 0 
19. White oolitic limestone • ••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••• 6 0 
20. Gray limestone • •••• .' •••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••• 16 0 

The beds used for lime are Nos. 3, 1i and 17 ; Nos. 3 and 11 make 
a very pure, white lime; No. 17 makes a good lime, but of a darker 
color. The other beds of the quarry except Nos. 9 and 18, which 
are thrown out, are used for crushed stone. No. 18 is at present the 
floor of the quarry. It is intended to deepen the quarry so as to 
obtain Nos. 19 and 20. No. 11 is believed to correspond to the 
oOlitic bed in the east bank of the river. The Speed, plant has a 
capacity of 1,500 bushels a day. (See a, Plate IX.) Small kilns are 
to be found all over the area of outcrop' of the Mitchell making lime 
for local purposes. 

Crushed Rock.-At least four quarries are using limestone of the 
Mitchell for the purposes of ballast or for road building on a large 
scale. The Monon Railway has a large plant on the French Lick 
Branch west .of Paoli, using the white oolitic limestone. At Mill
town the Speed Quarry h8JS a capacity of 200 cubic yards a day. The 
Eichol Quarry, on the east side of the river, ships from 14 to 20 
cars of crushed stone a day, employing 66 hands. . Another large 
quarry is situated at Marengo. The continued existence of these 
large quarries is the best of evidence of the suitability of this lime
stone for the purposes mentioned, at least as compared with com
peting materials in this general region. This part of the Mississippi 
Valley yields none of the traps and other igneous rocks that experi
ments seem to s,how have the highest resistance to abrasion, and 
the other qualities necessary in good road material. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 01<' BEDFORD OOLITIC LIMESTONE. 

As BUILDING &ro~E.-'-In view of the complete exposition of the 
properties and adaptability of this stone for the purposes of building, 
as well as of the methods of quarrying, preparing and marketing the 
ston-e, given in the Twenty-first Annual Report of this Depart
ment, it seems best to refer the reader to that report forinforma
tion on that line., Suffice to say here that due.to the facts that the 
stone has a pleasing buff color, that it has in a high degroo'the 
requisite qualities of stren.gth, endurance, resistance to weathe~g 
or heat, an even soit grain that facilitjl.tes its quarrying, preparation 
for the market, trimming or carving in place, its extensive exposure 
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near the surface facilitating quari-ying, and other desirable qualities 
have led to its having a most extenSive use in this country. It com
bines the qualities of ease of qUaITyingand consequently of cheap 
production with many of the most desirable qualities of a stone for 
building purpos'es. The report mentioned gives lists -of buildings 
built of this stone in 26 States and on,e territory, and the list could 
undoubtedly be much swelled. 1i was said at that time that 80 pax 
cent. of the buildings going up in New YorK City were of this stone. 

In the area of this stUdy there are only two commercial quarries, 
and on account of high freight rates due to lack of competition, 
neither of these is at present P!oducing stone. Both quarries show 
a good grade pf stone, equal to the best in strength and durability. 
The general tendency of the stone of this area is to be a little more 

, crystalline, and ther~fore a little harder to work than the stone 
, around Bedford. 

FOR LIME.-At the present time the most extensive use made of 
the Bedford stone of this region is for lime. The quarries at Salem 
are actively engaged in quarrying and burning this rock for lime. For 
this use the rock is quarried. by blasting. 'l'helime is said to be very 
'white and of excellent ql.18lity. 
, ]!'OR PORTLAND CmrENT.-Attention has recently been called to 
this stone as ,especially suited for the, manufacture of Portland ce
ment. Its uniformity of composition, purity, eaae of working, and 
the fact that large quantities of it ~re immediately available in the 
waste heaps at the pl.lesent quarries, are some of the advantages to 
be claimed for it. In the Twenty-fifth Annual Report of this Depart
ment are given some of the results of recent tests made with a view 
to determinulg the value of cement made of this stone. Sufficient to 
say at this point that the following results were obtained: 

Cold pat test: 7 days, sound; 28 days, sound. 
Hot test: 5 hours in steam, 19 hours in boiling water, soup.d. 

, Tensile strength, neat; 7 days, 713-740; 28 days, 870-935. 
TenSile strength with three parts standard sand: 7 days, 415-490; 

28 days, 536-585. 
"These tests show the cement to be of the highest quality and at 

least equal to any Portland cement manufactured in this country or 
. in Europe." The oolitic stone of this region undoubtedly will give as 

good results. 
FOR ROAD MATERIAL.-Thls stone has been used locally for the 

building of roads. Such use was probably induced mainly because of 
pr<>minent outc'rops in the immediate neighborhood of the road being 
built. None of the roads of this stone in this region has been: in use 



PLATE lX. 

ILT,USTRATING QUARRYING INDUSTRY AT Mn,LTOWN, INDIANA. 

(From photos by E. M. Kindle.) 

(a) Top of lime burner at J. B. Speed & Co.'s quarry. 
(b) Rock erushing plant. 
(c) Quarry on east side of Blue River; output u~ed for railway ballast. 

a 

b 



PLATE X. 

OUTCROPZOFiOOLITIC LIMESTONE ON BLUFF EAST OF TWIN CREEK, W ASmNGTON COUNTY. 

(Harrodsburg limestone in the foreground. Bedford white limestone at the top.) 
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~~,*-<'i;.'l!!.:~;;,~:",,'~ '-.. ,' ," .: ' " 
fong enough to fairly test its wearing qualities. Appearances would 
indicate, though, that it was inferior for this purpose to the harder 

stone of the Mitchell or Harrodsburg. 

DISTRIBUTIO~ AND CHARACTER OF BEDFORD OOLITIC 
LIl\mSTONE. 

IN TOWNSHIP 4 N., 2 E.-'l'he Bedford stone occupies the top of 
the ridge in S,ections 26, 27, 34 and 35. The fault cuts off the out
crop on the east. In the southeast quarter of Section 26, west of the 
fault, about 25 feet of Bedford stone tops the point of the ridge. It 
is about 120 feet above Twin Creek, the Harrodsburg here being 45 
feet thick. In the region of No. 7 school, the Bedford gave an ap
parent thickness of 1 (jO feet. This was due to the fact that tha 
measurement was made where the stone had a very decided, though 
unseen, dip to the cast, or toward the face of the fault. It is prob
.able that the stone measures 90 feet or less. It is fairly fine grained. 

IN TOWNSHIP ;3 N., 2 K-;-In this township the distribut~on of the 
different formations is much disturbed by the Mt. Carmel fault. Bed
ford stone is believed to cap the hill just north of Mt. CarmeL It 
makes the surface rock at the bend of the road southeast of Mt. 
CarmeL Small outcrops of Bedford stone occur on the east side of 
the fault in the line of sink-holes in Sections 12, 13 and 24. West 
of the fault the Bedford stOlle is founa at elevations of from 100 to 
130 feet below the same stOllC east of thc fault. It 'outcrops up 
Clifty Creek to tlw mill, and makes up the surface over a broad area 
in the west part of Section 11. Measurements here gave the bed a 
thic:kncss of 90 feet. There are scyeral bold e'xposurcs in this area 
(see Fig. 1 of Plate VIII).' The stone here is a buff, medium fine 
grain, and lies so that a large area could be worked to advantage. In 
the figure referred to just aboyc, a stream comes from the mouth of 
a cave, runs. in a narrow valley for about a quarter of a mile, then 
passes under ground again only to appear a quarter of a mile further 
down at the foot of a perpendicular face of Bedford stone 50 feet 
high. The stonc of this bluff is a light brown, very coarse and irreg
ularly grained. At a small quarry just west of Mt. Carmel the Bed-' 
ford stone is coarse grained, buff, fossiliferous, with several crow
feet showing. Some weathered stone in this vicinity showed c'alcite 
geodes. 

The Knobstone has an exposed thickness along tIle lower course of 
Clifty Creek of about 120 feet. The Harrodsburg is about 55 feet 
thick along Clifty Creek. 

37-GeoI. 
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IN TOWNSHIP 4 N., 3 E.-In this township the Bedford stone is 
con:fined to a very small area in Section 34. It is found there cap
ping the ridge, but of too slight a thickness to probably pay for 
working. 

IN TOWNSHIP 3 N., 3 E'o-Some of the best Bedford stone in the 
area occurs in this township. The stone occurs in the hills and val
leys south of Rush Creek and capping the ridge north of Rush Creek. 
On the ridge last mentioned it caps all the highest parts of the ridge 
exC'ept in two small areas, where it is overlain by thin bodies of 
Mitchell. It is thus very easy of access for quarry purposes. In the 
northeast quarter of Section 11 the bed measured 55 feet by the 
barometer. At most points examined the stone appeared to be of a 
dark color. The grain tends to be good at the top,tending to be
come coarse and fossiliferous toward the bottom. The best grained 
stone was noted at the top of the bed near, but north of the center 
of Section 11, but the bottom of the stone a short distance west is 
coarse grained and full of gasteropods one-fourth inch or less in 
diameter. In places, as in the southeast quarter of Section 12, the 
stone lacks cement, tending to crumble easily. 

In the valley of Twin Creek, the Bedford stone is in the bottom 
of the valley in Sections 31 and 32. A little stone has been taken 
out beside the road east of the center of Section 31. The stone is 
about 70 feet thick. 'The stone is of good color, medium grain as 
regards fineness and regularity. At the section line between Sec
tions 31 and 32 the Bedford stone outcrops in a bold perpendicular 
bluff 25 feet high. The grain, though irregular, is of medium fine
ness. Just south o~ the section line between Sections 31 and 30, is 
an outcrop of Bedford stone that was examined by Mr. Hopkins after 
a study of the stone about Bedford and further north, so that for 
purposes of comparison with the stone being quarried in those regions 
his description of the stone at this point will be of interest and value. 
Re says: "On Twin Creek, about two miles north of Smedley Sta
tion, on the Monon Railway, and seven or eight miles west from 
Salem is a promising outcrop of oolitic limestone. It is exposed on 
both sides of the creek in bold cliffs at or near the top of the bluff, 
in some places forming perpendicular or overhanging ledges. 'rhere 
are clean exposures of not less than 25 or 30 feet of oolitic stone, 
and the total thickness may be greater than that, as at no one place 
are both the top and .bottom of the bed clearly exposed. (The writer 
made the total thickness 55 feet, and the bottom of the stone 40 
feet above the creek.) A few small stylolite seams were observed, 
and there are a few joint seams, all of which appear to be regular. 
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The weathered surface is in most places comparatively even and 

smooth. 
"The bluff at UL place. shows 25 to 30 feet of massive oolitic 

limestone overlain by 10 to 20 feet of coarse, partly oolitic'laminated 
stone, overlain by eight to 10 feet of earthy, sandy limestone, over
lain by blue limestone. The massive ledge has a fairly uniform 
texture of medium fineness and buft colo-r. It appea.rs to be a little 
more crystalline and harder than the stone further north. 

"The Twin Creek Stone Land Co-mpany, of Salem, who own the 
greater part of this bluff on the east side of the creek, sent in sam
ples for testing, the results of which show for the crushing strength: 

Tested on natural bed, No. 1. ... 11,700 pounds per square inch. 
Tested on natural bed, No.2 .... 6,900 pounds per square inch. 
Aested on natural bed, No.3 .... 11,100 pounds per square inch. 
Tested on edge, No.4 .. , ........ 8,900 pounds per square inch. 

The average of all being 9,400; the average on the natural bed, 
9,900; but as No.2 was an imperfect sample, the SIde chipping off 
before breaking, the average for the good specimens on the natural 
bed would be 11,400, a result higher than that for any of the other 
specimens of oolitic limestone tested in the same lot, with one ex
ception. The absorption shows about equal to the average oolitic 
limestone in this respect, one in 31. Its specific gravity is a little 
higher than any of the other limestones tested. The chemical analy
sis shows it to be a very pure carbonate of lime, closely resembling 
the oolitic stone from other localities in this respect." 

The analysis given sl,lows 98.16 per cent. carbonate of lime.* 
Plates X and XI are taken from Mr. Hopkins' report, illustrating 

this exposure. 
In Section 19 the stone where noted was of a brown color, uniform 

and rather fine grained. In Section 18 the grain as noted was a buff, 
and irregular. In Section 17 in places the stone has scattered all 
through it hollow oi)lltic grains. West of Rush Greek Postofilet) the 
Bedford stone covers the top of a broad ridge in Sections 9 and 16. 
The stone is a buff, fine-grained stone, and appears to be of good 
thickness, probably over 50 fee't in the higher part of the ridge. 
On the whole this was judged to be one of the best localities noteo 
for quarrying the stone. In part of this area the grain was judged 
to be as fine as any noticed in the C'ounty and elsewhere; though 

coarser, it was quite regular. 

"21st Annual Report Department Geology'"nd Natural Resources, ". 395. 
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At a quarry for crushed stone in the northeast quarter of Section 
27, the Bedford sione is blue in color, and coarse and irregular in 
grain. Several crow-feet s·howed in the quarry face. About the 
center of the section line between Sections 26 and 27, a little quarry
ing hits been done for road use. The stone is here about 150 feet 
above the branch, and measured 60 to 70 f~et thick. It is buff in 

. color. The grain is large and slightly irregular. The stone here 
makes bold c'liffs 20 feet high along the crest of the bluff. Going 
up this branch into Section 35, the grade of the stream gradually 
brings the Bedford stone t"o creek level. Most of the stone in this 
section is blue, with coarse and irregular grain. Some of the stone 
seen on the summit of the ridge a mile southeast of Rush Creek 
Postoffice was of fair grain and a light gray in color. In Section 24 
the oolitic stone caps a large area of hill. It appears to be of good 
color but of irregular grain. 

IN TOWNSHIP 3 N., 4 E.-In this township the Bedford stone is 
confined almost entirely to the. western half. . South of Kossuth 

.Postoffice, the Mitchell occupies the top of the ridge; north of that 
postoffice the Bedford limestone caps the ridge nearly to the town
ship line. In Sedion 5 the oolitic stone is too thin to work. In 
Sections 8 and 9 it becomes thicker, its full thickness in places, the 
grain being irregular, buff at the top, blue at the bottom. 

At Kossuth Post office the stone is a fairly fine-grained, buff stone. 
It outcrops prominently just southeast of the postoffice. In Sections 
18 and 19 some fine-grained stone was noted, though it is inclined to 
be irregular. In Sections 21 and 29 the stone varies, some of it being 
of fine grain, while other stone near by is quite irregular in grain. 
The stone has a thickness of 60 feet. In general the finest stone 
is at the top in this neighborhood. In Section 28 the stone is from 
40 to 60 feet or over thick, 40 feet being measured just southwest 
of the center. of the section. At the latter point the stone is of good 
color and of fairly uniform and fine grain. Farther east, around 
No. 12 school, the grain tends to be coarse and irregular. The Bed
ford stone is well exposed in the northeast quarter of Section 32. 
The stone, which is mostly rather coarse-grained, is buff at the top 
and blue below. The 'stone here is some· 30 feet below the top of 
the ridge. 

IN TOWNSHIP 2 N., 3 E.-Practically all of this township is unde,r
lain by Bedford stone, but it is only along the very eastern edge that 
it reaches outcrop in the valleys there. A little stone has been quar
ried at the Richal'dson Quarry in the southeast quarter of Section 13. 
Ahout 10 feet of Bedford'stone is exposed here. From nothing to 
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eight feet of the dark overlying Mitchell has been removed in strip
ping. The stone can best be discussed in connection with the next 

township east. 
IN TOWNSHIP 2 N., 4 E.-The drainage divides the outcrop of the 

Bedford stone into several distinct areas here. The first is the area 
west of Brock Creek and north of Blue River. The bottom of the 
stone is only about 10 feet above Blue River where the river turns 
south. Near Salem it is between 40 and 50 feet above the river. 
In Section 5 it is only about 15 feet above Brock Creek. rfhe top of 
the bed reaches to the top of the ridge in places. '1'he stone in this 
area is, as a rule, not very cha.raeteristic, so that considerable diffi
culty .was found in drawing the lines of boundary. Tn places the 
grain is coarse and irregular. In others the grain is extremely fine, 
so much so as to leave much doubt as to its oolitic character. '1'he 
best stone seen in this area was in the west half of Section 5. The 
stone here was blue but even grai.ned. East of Brock Creek the 
country is gently rolling, and while the Bedford stone outcrops over 
a considerable area, it is weathered to such a depth as to leave almost 
no exposures ·and to make it doubtful if the stone could be profitably 
worked even if it should prove to be of desirable quality and of 
sufficient thickness. 

West of Blue River this stone outcrops along a narrow band along 
the western edge of the township. It has been worked extensively 
just where the river turns south, by the Salem Lime and Stone Com
pany. This quarry is south of the Monon Railway, with which it is 
connected with a switch. As shown under the general geology of the 
Bedford stone, the ocilitic stone hcre oecurs in two beds, the upper 
seven feet thick, the lower 2G feet thick at the north end of the, 
quarry and 30 feet thick at the ~outh. The two beds are 12 feet 
apart. '1'he stone is mainly~a bufi', of medium fine and uniform grain. 
In places cross-bedding is noticed, At present (June, 1900) no di
mension stone is being quarried,all the stone being used for lime 
and obtained by blasting. The stone has been quarried for about 
a quarter of a mile along its outcrop in the face of the hill. These 
quarries have supplied a large amount of stone, which has been used 
in many important buildings, especially in Louisville and tbe South. 
Thus in Louisville might 1)e mentioned the City Hall, Galt House, 
City Hospital, Broadway M. E. Chureh, First Christian Chureh, 
German Methodist Chureh, German Evangolical Church, rremple 
Adas Israel, Hamilton Block, J. T. Thompson & Company 'Block, 
Falls City Bank, Pend ennis Club House. The State Capitol Build
in~ of Georgia, at Atlanta, and the State Capitol Building of New 
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Jersey, at Trenton, are of this stone. Among other buildings of 
stone from these quarries may be mentioned the Cincinnati Court
house, the New Orleans Cotton Exchange, and the fine courthouse 
at Salem. This stone was among those tested by Gen. Q. A. Gil
more and gave him 11,750, 10,000 and 12,000 pounds resistance to 
the square inch. Tests made for the State House Commissioners of 
Georgia, of fresh stone, gave 8,975 pounds to the square inch'. 

Chemical analysis of this stone showed 96.04 per cent. of carbonate 
of lime. The stone withstood a temperature of 1,200° F., without 
injury. Its rate of absorption was found to be one to 42. 

Going south from the quarry the Bedford stone is exposed at 
points about 10 feet above Blue River through Section 19. Just 
south of the north section line of Section 30 is a bold cliff exposure 
of Bedford stone, 29 feet thick. The stone is blue or brown in color, 
of uniform and medium fine grain. South of this the stone appears 

• t0' decrease in thickness, and west of the center of Section 30 it 
is very coarsely fossiliferous. In Section 31 the Bedford stone is 
only 10 feet thick as far as could be found, and varies from 15 or 20 
feet to 40 feet above the river. The grain i~ fine, but the c'olor dark. 

South and east of Blue River the stone is variously developed. 
South of Salem the stone runs from a fairly typical oolitic stone to 
a semi-crystalline stone, in some places very little of the typical 
oolitic stone appearing, so that it was found difficult to draw the 
limiting lines. Just south of the center of Section 26 is a little fairly 
fine-grained stone, but grading up into a sub-crystalline, hard, blue 
stone. '.Den feet above that is a bluish-gray stone, somewhat re
sembling the Bedford in appearance, but still more crystalline than 
the last. The same conditions are found just southeast of Salem, 
most of the stone being brown, and ranging from a fairly fine grain 
to a crystalline stone. At Poynter's Hill, at the intersection of two 
roads near the center of Section 26, the Bedford stone is a brown, 
porous stone, in some cases the cement is gone, in others the grains 
are gone. In the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of 
Section 21 the Bedford appears to be only about 10 feet thick. A 
quarter of a mile east it is from 15 to 30 feet thick, of good co~or, 
fairly fine grain, but irregular. All the oolitic limestone seen in 
Section 23 was of the porous weathered type. This weathered porous 
limestone is often quite fossiliferous, notably at Poynter's Hill. Ap
proaching Harristown, the Bedford stone is well exposed in Spur-' 
geon's Hill where cut by the railway a quarter of a mile south of the 
station. See Fig. 2 of Plate VIII. It was from the rock thrown out 
or this cut that the fossils were found in such abundance and in 



PLATE XII. 

VIEWS AT SALEM QUARRY. 

1. In part of old quarry. 
2. In present quarry. a. Stripping. b. Seven-foot bed of oolitic lime

stone. c. Twelve-foot bed of buff limestone, not oolitic. d. Main 
bed (30 feet thick) oolitic limestone. 

3. Lime-kilns. 
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such perfection as to make Spurgeon's Hill known to students of 
fossils all over. The rock thrown out is no longer accessible, so that 
only a limited number of specimens can now be picked up as they 
gradually weather out of the rock. At the bottom of the cut is six 
feet of gray, sandy, calcareous shale, containing lenticular masses of 
limestone up to 10 feet 1 Jlg". The con taut of this shale with the 
limestone above is quite:. 'lar. Above the shale is 35 feet of 
oolitic limestone. It is buft "Jay in color, with very coarse grain 
at the bottom, which becomes finer toward the top. Much of the 
oolitic grain is so coarse that it can readily be dietinguished at a 
distance of several feet from the face of the bluff'. The stone here 
contains many fossils, in plac'es seeming to contain little else. Gas
teropods and pentrimites predominate. An unusual thing found here 
are numerous masses of calcite crystals, some of the masses being up 
to a foot in diameter. fn the northeast corner of Section 24 the 
oolitic stone is fairly fine in grain, a gray or buff'. -The rocks appear 
to be disturbed by faulting, or in some way, a half mile east of 
Harristown. Oolitic rock underlies the top of the hill in the center 
of Section 13 and forms a small putlier in Section 12. 

In the south part of Section 29 the Bedford stone appears to be 
only 12 or 15 feet thick. In the northwest part of Section 33 the 
stone is about 25 feet thick, of dark to light gray color, very fine
grained rock, though somewhat irregular. The grain is not as good 
at the top as below. Under this bed is a 15-foot bed of crystalline 
limestone that is partly oolitic. It is dark in color. At the center 
of Section 33 the grain is coarse, but even, a light brown, with many 
dark brown grains scattered through it. Bedford stone occupies the 
crest of the ridge in the northeast corner of Section 33. At the 
bottom of the bed it is of good grain and fair color, but gets mure 
crystalline above. 

IN TOWNSHIP 3 N., 5 E.-The Bedfo!,d stone in this township is 
confined to a small area in Sections 32 and 33. In places the weath
ered, porous facies are found, but in most cases the stone is not a 
characteristic oolitic grain. The Mitchell is exposed at one point, 
but lack of exposures made it impossible to determine the thickness 
of the oolitic rock, or its general character. 

IN TOWNSHIP 2 N., 5 E.-The Bedford stone in this township is 
confined to the ridge between the Middle Fork of Blue River and the 
headwaters of the North Fork. No outcrop of the oolitic stone was 
seen in Sections 4 and 5, though the surface is strewn in many places 
with the porous, weathered stone. Most of the stone seen in Sec
tions 7 and 8 were weathered surface fragments. Some stone seen 
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in the south part of Sections. 'I and 8 is a rather coarse-grained, 
fairly regular, blue stone. At other places the stone shows only a 
r,keleton of minute quartz crystals. In Sections 17 and 18 the most 
of the stone seen was of large concretionary grain, gray in color, 
and in places quite uniform in structure. In places in these sections 
the stone outcrops as huge blocks over the surface. Near the top 
of the high knob over which the road runs between the two sections 
is more of the stone showing only a skeleton of minute quartz grains. 
In the center of Section 19 the oolitic stone shows an outcrop of 25 
or 30 feet near the top of the hill. At the top of the bed the stone 
is very white, concretionary in structure. '1'he grain is fairly fine, 
and quite uniform, but toward the bottom is dotted with dark crys
tals of calcite. 

IN TOWNSHIl' 1 N., 3 E.-The Bedford stone underlies all of this 
township, but is exposed only in the valley of Mill Creek and Blue 
River, and there, as a rule, only at or very near the water level. 
Where BIue River enters the township the Bedford stone extends 
for 15 feet above the water. The sto~e here is very fine-grained. 
At all the outcrops seen in Sections 1 and 12 about the same condi
tions are founel, ·the stone extending from water level to about 15 
feet up the bank; fine-grained at the top, but becoming coarser be
low, and in places softer and more porous. The stone is bu'ff in 
color. 

'1'here appears to be a disturbance of some kind in the northeast 
corner of Section 11. There appears to be a sharp southward dip 
and in a short distance, what was taken to be the hydraulic lime
stone in the Mitchell, is found at the water's edge. At Beck's Mill 
the Bedford 'stone shows an exposed thickness of 36 feet. Lack 
of outcrops prevented connecting t.his point structurally with the 
stone in the rivelr bed in Section 12. On the south side of Mill 
Creek the bluff exposures seem to indicate that the oblitic stone at 
Beck's Mill is the upper of two beels, of whIch the lower bed becomes 
exposed at a six-foot fall in the creek near the mouth. Near the 
ford of the river below the mouth of l\I,ill Creek, the lower bed, which 
seems to have the more typical oolitic structure is exposed only just 
at the water's edge and for hl'o or three feet up .. The upper bed 
here, believed to be the same bed as at Beck's Mill, has been reduced 
to a thickness of six or seven feet. Between the two is first 10 feet 
of light brown shaly limestone, then Over that 10 feet of irregular 
grained limestone. Whether the two oolitic beds and their inter
mediate strata represent the single 60-foot beel in the north part of 
this county or not can not be d.efinitely stated, but many things ill-
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dicate that such is the case. If so, it is evident that the thin bed'ded 
Bedford stone mapped from Salem south to the Ohio River is in most 
cases only part of the beel mapped north of Salem, the other parts 
not being absent, but so changed in character as not to be recognized. 

Near the center of Section 14 the stone is found for about 10 feet 
above the water, with a coarse and irregular grain, and showing 
some crow-feet. At the center of Section 23 the stone outcrops for 
20 feet above the river. The grain here is not very characteristic. 
At the center of Section 26 Bedford stone is exposed in a perpen
dicular bluff to a height of 40 feet. The grain is fairly good at the 
top but becomes coarse at the bottom. At Organ Springs Mill about 
10 feet of Bedford stone of fine and uniform grain is cxposed. A 
little further south fully 20 feet are exposed in nearly perpendicular 
bluffs. 

IN TOWNSHIP 1 N., 4 E.-The Bedford stone unclerlies lllOst ot 
this township. Starting in the northwe"t corner, the stone is well 
exposed on the south side of Blue RiYer near the center of Section 
6, in a perpendicular bluff 15 feet high, starting about 15 feet above
the water. The stone ranges from buff to blue, and from medium 
fine to coarse in grain, with a tendency to 8how a large percentage of 
blue crystals. Along the l\IiclcUe Fork of Blue RiYer, between Sec
tions 5 ancl 8, the stone must he about 7;3 feet ahoye the watcT, and 
apparently only 10 to 1.-; fcet thiclc It is gray ill color j fossiliferous, 
and generally irrcgular in grain, though some fine' grain was seen. 
In Section 4 is found some stone that, is suh-pisolitic in structure, 
resembling the white oiilitic limestone found in the l\Iitchcll. rrhe 
color is gray. Some of the stone in this section is fine-grained and 
darker. The stone seen in Section 9 was of fair quality, blue in 
color, with a rather coarse, irregular grain. 

In Sections 2 and 11 the Bedford stone presented the most prolll
ising outcrop seen in the south part of the county. The'stolle ap
peared to be 30 feet thick, blue, uniform, medium fine in grain, on the 
whole, excellent stone except for color. The stone seen in Section 
14 was of buff color, and irregular grain, but with more or less quartz 
in it. Small ouic'rops in Section 15, northern half, indicated a soft 
blue stone of good grain. The stone se:en in· Section 16 was of fair 
grain. In Section 22 the stone seen was buff, coarse ancI irregular 
in grain. At the center of Section 33 the grain of the stone seen 
was coarse and irregular. Good exposures in Section 31 showed 
stone at least 12 feet thick, light brown in color, with a medium fine, 
uniform grain. Over most of this township the outcrop shows only 
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weathered fragments on the surface, these often showing the char
acteristic fossils. 

IN TOWNSHIP 1 S., 4 E.-Along the valley of Dutch Creek, the 
only outcrops of stone seen were small, giving little idea as to the 
thickness of the bed or the general character of the stone. The 
stone seen was all of fair grain. Appearanc'es indicated that the bed 
here was quite thin. Up the Bear Creek Branch of Blue River ex
tending south of Martinsburg, several exposures of the stone showed 
a thickness of uniforrmly 12 feet, at most points only a few feet 
above the water and having about the same rise to the east as the 
stream bed. At the center of Section 10 the stone is buff, coarse and 
uneven in grain. In the southeast corner of Section 10 the grain is 
more even and of medium fineness. South of Martinsburg the stone 
runs from buff to blue, and in the main is coarse and irregular in 
grain, and more or less crystalline. 
_ IN TOWNSHIP 1 S., 5 E.-(In Washington County.) The outcrop 
of Bedford stone in the county is confined to Section 6. The only 
stone seen there had a thickness of six to eight feet and a grain 
hardly recognizable as Bedford, crystalline and powdery. 

BEDFORD STONE IN FLOYD COUNTY. 

The outcrop is shown on the map. The Bedford stone has been 
quarried a little in the west edge of Greenville. The blocks seen 

I 

show a good quality of buff to gray stone, though rather hard. 'rhe 
Bedford stone is believed to cap the ridge between Indian and Rich
land creeks, though little stone was seen that could be identified as 
such. Some typical Bedford stone was seen on the west side of Rich
land Creek, with a thickness of at least eight or nine feet and prob
ably more. North of Georgetown the stone seen was irregular in 
character, earthy and with shelly bands, making it of little value. 
Just south of Edwardsville the Bedford stone is eight feet thick and 
a buff to gray close-grained stone. In Section 12, a mile south of 
Edwardsville, the Bedford stone is quite typical in appearance, uni
form though rather coarse in grain. It runs from five to 10 feet 
thick. Three miles SQuth of east of Lanesville, in the northwest 
quarter of Section 26, the Bedford stone attains a thickness of 15 or 
20 feet. It is buff or gray in color. 
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BEDFORD STONE IN HARRISON OOUNTY. 

IN TOWNSHIP 2 S., 4 E.-'-There is some evidence of a fault in the 
northeast part of Section 11. Above this, Bradford Creek appears 
to be flowing in the Mitchell, but near the middle of Section 11, the 
Bedford stone is found 40 or 50 feet above the creek bed. The stone 
here is a soft, sub-crystalline stone of medium grain and gray color 
except the crystalline part which is dark. The stone has a thickness 
of 15 or 20 feet. In the northeast quarter of Section 24 the stone is 
10 feet thick, coarse but uniform in grain. At one point it has a 
dip to the west of 5 0. In the northeast quarter of Section 27 the 
stone appears to show three oolitic strata, as given under the general 
geology of the Bedford stone. In the southeast quarter of Section 
26 the stone is 20 feet thick and lies 40 to 50 feet above Indian 
Creek. The stone is gray, irregular and varies from fine to coarse 
grained. In the southeast quarter of Section 27 the stone is a buff 
with the grain generally coarse and irregular. The upper 15 feet is 
oolitic in the main, then come several feet of rock that are only 
partly oolitic. South of the center of Section 34, the stone is light 
gray, oolitic, uniform in places, in others quite irregular. In the 
southeast corner of this section is a small quarry. The quarry face 
shows about 18 feet of stone with from one to four feet of stripping, 
the latter mostly limestone. The Bedford stone here is coarse grained, 
fossiliferous, and irregular in grain. In the southwest quarter of 
Section 33 the stone is well exposed, coming just below the level of 
the railroad bridge over Indian Creek. Further west it shows as a 
perpendicular bluff 10 to 12 feet high gradually running down to 

creek level. 
IN TOWNSHIP 3 S., 4' :K-South of Crandall the Bedford stone is 

about 15 feet thick. At the bottom it is gray, fairly oolitic, grain 
coarse, irregular, open. In the center of the bed the stone is of llle
dium fineness and uniform; at the top it is coarser though still uni
form, not close textured .. 

In the valley of Little Indian Creek, there is some excellent stone 
around Kings Cave Postoffice in Section 34. At the "Cave" there 
is a bluff of 20 feet of stone extending down to the creek bottom. 
As a whole the grain appears as good or in some places better than 
at the quarry half a mile down stream. At the bridge at the east side 
of this section the stone is quite crystalline, hardly distinguishable 
from the rock above, which is similar in color, but finer in grain, ' 
and from the rock below, which is darker, more crystalline, and 
coarser grained. The rocks here have a dip of from 5° to 10° S., 35° 
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W. From this point up to Breckenridge the stone shows a similar lack 
of characteristic oolitic structure, and appears to have a thickness of 
about 15 feet. At Breckenridge are better exposures, the stone 
showing a thickness of 11 feet. It is coarse and irregular in grain, 
largely made up of small fossils, which in places weather out very 
much in the same way as at Spurgeon's and Poynter's hills in Wash
ingtim County; the -fossils are the same as at those points. The 
underlying stone here has some resemblance to Bedford but -is darker 
and almost entirely crystalline. East of this in Section 25 there 
appear to be two beds of oolitic stone separated by about 10 feet of 
laminated crystalline limestone. The upper bcd is only three or four 
feet thick. On the south side of the creek in this section no strictly 
oolitic stone could be found. A slightly oolitic tendency in the stone 
about 20 feet above the creek was taken to indicate the horizon of 
the Bedford stone. 

IN TOWNSHIP 3 S., 5 K-At the north side of Section 30 a six
foot ledge of coarse grained blue Bedford stone outcrops from 20 to 
25 feet above the creek. No characteristic Bedford stone could be 
found in Section 19, the line being drawn at the top of a bed believed 
to correspond to thc bed just below the Bedford at Breckenridge. 
To the _south and west of Lanesville, though good exposures exist, 
the horizon of the Bedford stone could not be certainly recognized. 
As in all such cases the apparent lack of the stone is probably due 
not to its absence but to its character becoming so changed as not to 
be dlstinguishable from the over and underlying stone. North and 
especially east of Lanesville, the stone sets in with a fairly character
istic grain and runs to the county line. At the schoolhouse just 
east of town it appears to be only eigh~ feet thick, but in Section 21 
thickens up to 12 or 15 feet, and makes a series of fairly bold out
crops on the-hillside, from 10 to 15 feet above the creek. The grain 
is coarse and fossiliferous. 

IN TOWNSHIP 4 S., 4 E.-Outcrops in this township are confined 
to the point where Buck Creek enters t e township and to a smalT 
area along Little Indi\ln Creek in Sectio s 3 and 4. In Section 4, 
however, is located the only extensive qu rry south of Salem. This 
is near the northeast corner of the sectio . The stone here has been 
quarried to a depth of 27 feet. It lies at creek level, the top of the 
stone being only a,bout 15 feet above the creek, so that the stone in 
the bottom of the quarry is some 10 feet or more below creek level. 
The stripping at present amounts to 11 fe t. Of this the lower eight 
feet is gray to black limestone in beds on to two feet thick. Above 
that is clay and decomposed limestone for a thickness of three feet. 
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The color is buff at the top as usual, and blue at the bottom. The 
grain is close and runs from medium fine to coarse. Much of the 
stone tends to show dark bands, like cross-bedded lines, that on ex
amination prove to contain a iarge percentage of dark brown crystals 
9f calcite. In places fossils make the grain open and very coarse. 
No stylolites were seen. There appears to be a noticeable non-con
formity at the top of the Bedford stone. The quarry is equipped 
with single and double channelers, cranes, a single bladed saw for 
trimming, etc. 

IN TOWNSHIP 4 S., 5 E.-The outcrops of Bedford stone in this 
township are con:6ned to the valley of Buck Creek, in the northwest 
part of the township, and t.o the bluffs of the Ohio along the eaRtern 
edge of the township. A10ng Buck Creek the stone seen ran from 
fiveto 10 feet thick. The grain is uniform, fine and in places charac
teristic', though in most places it tends to be nearly half crystalline. 
The Bedford stone at Bridgeford, Locust Point Postoffice, is dark, 
full of cavities, and partly silicified. At the center of Section 24 
it is five fe'et thick, a hard, even textured, gray oolitic limestone. 
The section here shows: . 

Ft. In. 
Hard blue, close-grained limestone ........... , ....... 10 0 
Buff, magnesian to gray limestone ........ '" ...... ,. 15 0 
Bedford limestone, as aboye......................... 5 0 
Thin-bedded, blue limestone......................... 5 0 

- Massive blue to gray limestone .. , ..... '" .... , ..... ,. 8 0 
Hard gray limestone................................ 15 0 
Sandstone (Knobstone) ............................. 0 0 

At the center of Section 26 the Bedford stone shows a thickness 
of 15 feet. It is light drab or gray, the grain is close, fairly fine, 
only slightly crystalline, and the crystals fine. In places the grain is 
almost entirely oolitic. No crow-feet were seen. It has been worked 
a little for road use. The overlying stone is a shaly limestone and 
shale. The underlying stone is a dark blue limestone. 

IN TOWNSHIP 5 S., 4 E.-The outcrop of Bedford stone in this 
township is confined to the valley of a branch of Mosquito Creek, in 
Sections 25, 26 and 35. The stone here, as far as seen, is less than 
10 feet thick. The stone ranges from a true oolitic limestone to a 
crystalline limestone. Most of the grain seen was fine and regular. 

IN TOWNSHIP 5 S., 5 E.-In Section 11 the Bediord stone has a 
thickness of about 10 feet. The grain is coarse and irregular. In 
the center of Section 27 the Bedford stone is fairly well expoBed, 
and shows a coarse, oolitic structure, mostly bryozoa. The thickness 
is over 10 feet. 
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Over the Bedford stone here is the following section: 

Ft. In. 
Shale and shaly limestone......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 0 
Shale .............................................. 5 0 
Shaly limestone .................................... 6 0 
Shale .. , ........... "................................. 8 0 
Blue limestone and chert .................. " . . . . . . . .. 4 '0 
Bedford limestone .................................. 10 0 

A mile up the creek from Buena Vista (Convenience Postoffice) 
there is a five-foot bed of typi~al oolitic limestone five feet above the 
c'reek, with a three-foot, semi-oolitic bed four feet above; the two 
being separated by a shaly limestone and shale. At Buena Vista the 
Bedford stone shows a thickness of eight feet and is not very char
acteristically developed. The grain in most cases though uniform 
and fairly fine is almost entirely crystalline. 

IN TOWNSHIP 6 S., 5 E., no typical Bedford stone was found and 
the line in the main is drawn on the map from the shales and other 
rocks accompanying the Bedford: The following section, by Mr. 
Kindle, in the northwest quarter of Section 5 will give an idea of 
the stratigraphy in this region: 

Ft. In. 
Red clay ........................................... 10 0 
Hard, bluish-gray limestone ......................... 12 0 
Soft, buff, magnesian limestone ...................... 10 0 
Bluish, calcareous shale, with an abundance of bryozoa 8 0 
Blue limestone ..................................... 2 0 
Covered ........................................ "...? 0 
Bluish, shelly, magnesian limestone. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 2 0 
Massive, even-grained, gray limestone .... " . . . . . . . . .. 7 0 
Covered, limestone fragments ....................... 14 0 
Hard, blue limestone ............................... 12 0 
Shelly, buff sandstone .............................. 4 6 
Crinoidal limestone ........ ,........................ 0 10 
Blue, sandy shale .................................. 5 0 
Limestone .......................................... 0 5 
Shelly, sandstone, with small geodes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 0 
Cherty limestone ................................... 0 8 
Shelly, blue to buff sandstone ..................... " .. 6 0 
Sandy, drab colored shale ........................... 10 0 
Cherty, hard limestone ........................ 0 to 1 8 
Sandy shale and sandstone ....................... , .. 7 0 
Crlnoidal limestone ................................. 3 0 

IN TOWNSHIP 6 S., 4 E.-In Section 2 the Bedford stone is about 
eight feet thick and only slightly oolitic. It is 35 to 40 feet above 
drainage. Above it is 12 to 15 feet of gray shale, with one or two 

/ 
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thin, fossiliferous bands; over that is 20 feet or more of shaly lime
stone. On the road up from Brown's Landing in Section 14, at a 
height of 85 feet above low water in the river, is a massive outcrop of 
limestone 38 feet thick. The lower 15 feet of this is semi-oolitic 
and appears to correspond to the Bedford stone. Thcre is a marked 
crow-foot at the top of this, above which is compact fine limestone 
with thin shale partings toward the top. In Section 23 the Bedford 
stone comes just at or above the bottom land of the river. It is six 
or eight feet thick, of medium nne, sub~crystalline grain. In the 
southwest quarter of Section 4 the stone appears to be only three 
or four feet thick, dark blue, only partly oolitic. A little typically 
oolitic stone was found on .the surface. Just below Tobacco Land·
illg the Bedford stone is about 15 feet thick, and occurs about 70 
feet above low water in the river. It is about 45 feet above the nar
row river bottoms. The stone hen) is a dark gray or bluish in color, 
fairly even in grain, but coarse. The stone is in part typically oolitic, 
but principally crystalline, the crystals in places being largc-1-16 
of an inch in diameter and down. Masses as large as small houses 
have fallen down from the face of the cliff. Over the bed is a per
pendicular cliff from 50 to 100 feet high. In Section 6 the Bedford 
stone approaches the level of the bottom land. Only five feet showed 
oolitic structure here. 

ECONOMIC MATERIALS orr THE HARHODSBURG LIMESTONE. 

In the presence of the overlying ·limestoncs, which as a rule are 
rather purer and freer from chert, the limestones of the Harrodsburg 
have little to offer of economic value except in the way of road rna 
terial or for ballast, or as a rock yielding a fine deep soil by its de
composition. It has been extensively quarried for use as ballast in 
the western part of the town of Salem, and on a small scale it has 
been used for building roads at many points over the area of its 
outcrop. The quarry at Salem has not been operated in several 
years, the stripping having become quite extensive at the last. '1'here 
is apt to be a larger proportion of clay in this limestone, rendering 
it less suited to use for making lime. On the other hand, in places it 
weathers into a deep, rich soil. East of Salem in places this soil 
was found of depths up to 17 feet or more. 
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF THE KNOBSTONE. 

Considering the thickness of rocks involved the Knobstone pre
sents a very limited amount of material of commercial value. The 
upper beds in this area consist of shaly sandstones and sandy shales 
that have little value for structural or other purposes. At present, 
development is confined to a very limited usc of sandstone from a 
quarry just east of Mooresville, and to a slight use of the shales of 
the lower part of the section. 'fhe Mooresville sandstone has a 
thickness at the quarry of 12 feet; it is a massive, dove-colored stone, 
dark blue when first quarried. It is a soft stone when first obtained 
But hardens on exposure and makes a durable stone. It is used to 
some extent in New Albany. This stone has been prepared for 
market by the Acme Stone Company of New Albany. The Hoosier 
Brick Company is working the Knobstone shale two miles west of 
New Albany on the Southern Railway. The sha.le is a tough, blue 
shale, with an exposed thic'kness of 40 feet. It contains very little 
fine sand. The product is light red brick of good color and good 
quality. Some lenticular concretions of ironstone occur in the shale, 
but thcy are not numerous; 'The factory is well equipped, having a 
capacity of '25,000 brick a clay. Shale from near this point is used 
by Bannon and Company, of Louisville, in their brick .and tile plant. 

The limestone sometimes found near the top of the Knobstone has 
been used some for local road work. 'l'hus a quarry for this purpose 
has been opened in the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter 
of Section 29 (2 S., 6 Eo). It is said t() reaeh a thiekness of 11 fee-t, 
though eight feet was the greatest thickness observed. The stone 
from this quarry has been used on the New Albany and Vineennes 
Turnpike. 

'YATE'R POWER. 

With the perfecting of long distance transmission of power' by 
electricity, the question .of the utilization of the water power re
sources of this area beeomes one of great importanee. Over a large 
part of this region the underground drainage lends itself well to 
power production. Three methods of utilizing the water power of 
the interior of this region present themselves. First. The building 
of impounding dams at suitable points; seeond, the fiuming of waters 
downstream a suitable distance; third, the sealing of the mouths or 
spring caves. To take an example: ,The position for an impounding 
dam on Twin Creek would seem to be at the north side of Sect.ion 
31 (3 N., 3 E.). The valley here is very narrow, with almost perpen-

I 



PLATE XIII. 

ILLUSTRATING SOME OF THE WATER POWER RESOURCES OF THIS AREA. 

a, band c. Views in valley of Clifty Creek, north of Campbellsburg, showing 
descent and volume of water in July. 

d. Twin Creek, near north side of Section 31, aN., 3 E., showing volume ot water 
in June. The narrow part of the valley is below this. See Plate X. 
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dicular banks to a height of nearly, if not quite, 100 feet. A dam 
at this point 100 feet high would impound a fairly good-sized body 
of water, reaching at least a mile up each of the three main forks. 
The value of the land inundated would be slight, as practically none 
of it is at present under cultivation, or in fact cultivatable, and 
is almost uninhabitable. Fig. d of Plate Xln shows the flow of 
water in June above the point suggested for the impounding dam. 
The power house placed at the foot of the dam could secure a max
imum head of 100 feet. This head could be increased by carrying 
the water further down stream, but at considerable additional ex
pense. 

Clifty Creek rises in two large springs, while another large spring 
adds its waters in Section 11. As shown in Plate Xln the fall of 
Clifty Creek is quite rapid, for the first mile or two. To get the full 
benefit of the fall the dam should be in Section 2. However, there 
is no suitable place there. 

Probably the best results could be obtained by a dam a short dis
tance below the present mill, say, across from the Lover's Leap, and 
another in the side valley below the spring in Section 11. Plants 
could be established at each of thcE'c points. It is probable also tnat 
the fall is sufficient to warrant fhllning the streams after leaving the 
power houses, and from the sine ravines to some point in Sedion 2, 
where a third power plant could be established. It is possible that 
the mouths of the three caves could be successfully sealed, and at a 
much smaller expense than the building of impounding dams. 

This condition of large springs with narrow valleys below is found 
in a number of places in thc knobs, and in the valley of Blue River. 
]n such cases it would secm as though high impounding dams could 
advantageously be placed at a number of points so as to secure large 
power. In most of these cases it would probably be best to build 
impounding dams near the spring where the valley is narrow and then 
flume·the water down stream some distance to secure fall. ~I\.long 

Blue River, especially along the western bank, are a number of large 
springs, as at Beck's Mill, Organ Springs, and at many other points 
are springs that result from the drainage of large tracts of land. 
Many of these springs are at present used in a small way. In most 
cases it would seem as though they could be made to yield many 
times as much power as at present. This could be accomplished in 
many cases by leading the water a mile or two down stream. High 
impounding dams would usually accomplish the same result more 
easily and with the added advantage of securing a larger supply of 
water. Blue River itself is used at a number of places for water 

38--Geo1. 
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power, but in most cases no attempt is made to secure a fall of ~ore 
than a few feet, five to 10 at most. (See Plate IV.) Many places 
were seen where it was thought that impounding dams coulg be built 
from 20 to 40 feet high. The river has a fall of 89 feet between Mill
town and its mouth, orabout seven and one-half feet to the mile. In
dian Creek likewise, along its lower course presents many places 
where high impounding dams could be built, storing up the spring 
waters for use during summer. The streams of western Orange 
County and at Spring Mill also suggest possibilities of greatly in
creased water power. 

With the limited data at hand this paragraph can only hope to be 
suggestive of the possibilities of this subject. In almost every caSf~ 
suitable stone can be had on the spot where needed. This subject ca~l 
hardly be passed over without reference to what must have occurred 
to many, the utilization of the fall of the Ohio River at New Albany. 
The Ohio has a fall here of some"22 feet. During a large part of the 
year boats use the canal rather than descend the falls, an impossible 
feat in the summer months" It would seem, then, ~s though all the 
water not needed by the canal in summer might be utilized for power, 
while in the spring there would be water enough for the boats and 
for water power purposes as well. 
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INTRODucToRV. 

One August evening in 1901 I was seated in the lobby of the St. 
George Hotel, at Evansyille, Indiana, when a large "lubberly locust" 
-Melanoplus differentialis Thos.-attracted by the light, flew into the 
room. Several of the guests, men of intelligence, saw me pick it up, 
and immediately surrounded me and asked me what it was. I told 
them that it was a locust or grasshopper, and that fifty or more species 
of the same family of insects occur in Indiana. All seemed much 
surprised and a number of them made the statement that they 
thbught there was but one kind of grasshopper in the State. Such is 
the opinion of most persons who pay little or no attention to the 
fo;msof animal and plant life which surround them. Verily, the 
most common things about us are those of which we know the least. ' 

For eighteen years I have been more or less interested in that group 
of insects known as the Orthoptera. During that time I have collected 
them in the different parts of the State which I hav,.e visited and have 
made many notes upon their habits and their distribution. This in
formation 1 have concluded to bring together into a form suitable for 
the use of the student in the public schools of the State, or for the 
boys and girls on the farms, who daily come in contact with some of 
these interesting insects. While the information which they will 
gain from the study of such a group may not be of great monetary 
value, i. e., may not add many "almighty dollars" to the future wealth 
of the student, it will add to his powers of observation, upon which 
much of his future knowledge will depend. It may serve to bring him 
in closer contact with nature, and teach him something of the mutual 
relationships existing between all of her objects, himself included. 

The first thing which anyone asks concerning a bird, an insect 
or a stone, is "What is it?" It must have a name-a handle-to hold 
it by, while we talk of its habits, the benefits or injuries whic'h it does, 
the means for its protection or extermination. Each of the insects 
treated in this paper has a double Latin name by which it is or may be 
known to students of the Orthoptera in all parts of the world. In 
order that the student may determine this name for himself, "keys" 
or "tables of determination" have been inserted, which, if carefully 
followed and compared with the different c'haracters of the insect in 
hand, will lead up to its scientific name. The common name by which 
it is generally known is also added, bur the common name varies 
greatly in different localities. 
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While collecting has not been done in all the different counties o£ 
.the State, enough of them have been visited to make the c'ollection 
upon which the paper is based a representative one. Those localities 
in which collecting has been done are marked with small X's on the 
aC'companying outline county map of the State. 

Fig. 1. Sketch map of Indiana showing localities in which collections of Orthoptera have 
been made. 
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THE EXTERNAL ANATOMY OF A LOCUST. 

Before taking up the description and classification of the insects 
treated in this paper, it is thought best to describe briefly the ex
ternal parts of a typical member of the order Orthoptera. The be
ginner may t~us the more readily grasp the name and location of 
the parts used in classification, as well as the meaning of many of 
the technical terms which, of nec'essity, have to be used in such a 
paper. 

If we compare the body of a locust or grasshopper with that of any 
ve-rtebrate animal, as a fish, bird or squirrel, we find at once great 

Fig, 2. Body of alocust, side view, showing the thorax 3eparated from the head and ab
domen, and divided into its three segments. 

(After Packard.) 

and important differences. '1'he vertebrate is an animal with an 
inner bony skeleton, two pair:; of jointed limbs or appendages, and 
breathes by mean:; of lungs or gills, according as it dwells in air 
or water. The insect is an animal which has no inner skeleton or 
bones whatever, but only a hard crust on the surface which sur
rounds the muscles and vital organs. This crust is composed of sep
arate rings, 17 in number, placed end to end. '1'hese rings, as well as 
the legs and wings attached to them, are composed of a cuticle or 
skin hardened by a substance called "chitin," which is secreted 01' 

exuded by the cells which compose the cuticle. Chitin itself is in
soluble and is not composed of cells., but consists of fine, irregular 
plates. It hardens the cutiCle and thus aid;; the latter in protecting 
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the delicate vital organs within, and also in forming a framewO'rk
to' which the muscles of movement may be attached. Between the 
joints the cuticle is devoid of chitin and is thin, delicate, and flexi
ble, thus allowing thc necessary freedom of motion. 

The adults of insects, and in most cases, the young, haye six true 
legs, and the former usually, though not always, have wings. More
over, insects breathe by a system of tubes caned trachere, which 
branch and ramify through every portion of the body, and which open 
externally in about ten places on each side of the body, instead of at 
the front end. A locust could, therefore, be held with its head be
neath the water for an hour, without drowning it. In the true in
sects, the rings of the body are grouped in three rcgions; the head, 
the thorax, and the abdomen. ln general, it lllay be said that the 
head C'ontains or bears the organs of sense and of prehension and 
mastication Of the fooel; the thorax the orgaIJ.s of locomotion; and 
the abdomen those of reproduction. 

THE HEAD. 

The head of the locust is composed of four or more segments or 
rings, solidly fused together into a capsule or hard box of chitin, 
known as the "epicranium," which contains the brain and associated' 
ganglia, and the mouth .. It bears or gives support to the antennre, 
mouth parts, eyes and ocelli; also internally' to the muscles moving 
the mandibles or jaws. The broad basal portion of the epicranium 
back 'of the eyes is known as the "oc'ciput;" the narrower portion be-

" Fig. 3. (al Front view of the head of a loou,t 
(b) Lateral view of the head of a loeu.t. 

(After Lugger.j 

tween the eyes, the "vertex," wl1ile the long frontal portion as far 
down as the prominent transverse sutu.e is the "front" or "face." 
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The short plate (ely), below or in front of the epicranium, is the 
"elypeus." Below this and hinged to its front edge is a movable flap 
known as the "l£bbrum (lb1-) or upper lip, to which are attached a 
pair of jointed "labial palpi." This forms the roof or covering of 
the front part of the mouth, within which are the large, black-tipped, 
toothed jaws or "mandibles" (md), which are so attached to the epi
cranium as to move only in and out or to and from a median line. 
Beneath the labrum and arched over the tongue will also be found a 

Fig. 4. External anatomy of a locust, showing the head and thorax disjointed. 
(After Packard.) 

pair of accessory jaws, the "-";;~1Jlar-fmx), each of which is composed 
of three pieces, the most important, used 'in.,glassification, being the 
jointed "maxillary palpus." , 
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Above the clypeus, is a ridge extending upward along the median 
line of the face to the vertex. This is the "frontal costa;" and its 
characters are often used in classifieation. In one species it may' be 
sulcate or grooved; in another, fiat. Its edges, or "carina!" may be 
parallel the full length or may diverge or converge. Its width and 
prominence are also often mentioned. 

The region on the side of the head, behind the eye, and above the 
base of the mandibles is the cheek or "gena" (gen.). To its inner wall 
is attached the large muscle which moves the mandible. 

The eyes of a locust are five in number; two large 'compound ones, 
and three small, simple ones. The compound eyes are present in all 
Orthoptera. In the loeust they vary in shape, but for the most part 
are oval, and are located on the upper portion of the sides of the 
head. Each is made up of many thousands of six-sided facets or 
lenses, in each of which a single filament of tlie optic nerve ends. 
The simple eyes or "ocelli" (oc.) are absent in some Orthoptera, as 
the Locustida!, but are present in the locust. Two of them are situ
ated just above the base of the antenme close to the inner margins 
of the compound eyes; while the third is located near the ,middle 
of the frontal costa. Their position varies in the different families 
of Orlhoptera. These ocelli are thought to be inherited from the 
obscure eyes of the worm-like ancestry of the locust, while the many 
facetted compound eyes of insects and crustaceans have been evolved 
to satisfy the needs of the moire reeent existence of these groups. 

The antenna! (ant.) of the locust are simple, many jointed appen
dages, located on the face between the eyes and articulating with the 

Fig. 5, Showing 
fastigium, disk 
and foveola of ver-
leI. 

(After Lugger.) 

hear1 by a ball and socket joint. They are princi
pally organs of touch, but are also supposed to con
tain the nerves of smelL They vary much in length 
and form among the different families of Orthop
tera, the variation being the result of adaptation 
to their peculiar surroundings and habits. For in
stance, in those Locustidffi which dwell in caves 
they are very much longer than in those members 
of the same genus which dwell above ground. Char
ade'rs pertaining to their form, lengMl, and point of 
union with the hcad, are much used in elaBsification. 

Such tenns. as "filiform," "clavate," "setaceous':' etc., relating to 
~ , 

- their form, are defined in the accompanying glossary. 
Characters pertaining to the vertex, or that part of the epieranium 

between the eyes, are much t~sed in separating the different species of 
Orthoptera. The central portion of the vertex, known as the "disk/, 
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(dv.) or "scutellum," (sv.) is often depressed, or separated from 
the remainder. Its bounding walls are termed "lateral carina;" and 
often a "median carina" divides it into two parts. The front por
tion, or apex, often called the "fastigium," is variable in form, and 
its characters are also much used. On the outer side of, and a little 

.below the front half of each lateral carina of the vertex, there is, 
in many Orthoptera, a little space or concavity bounded by elevated 
ridges. These spaces are the "lateral foveoZw," (f.) and their varia
tions in size and form also afford characters much used in classifi
cation. 

THE THORAX AND ITs. ApPENDAGES. 

The middle region of the body is called the "thorax." To study 
its parts aright, the wings and legs attached to it should be removed; 
when it will be seen to consist of three rings or segments. These 
are known as the "pro thorax," "mesothorax" and "metathorax." With
in these rings are located the muscles for moving the wings and legs; 
as well as some of the digestive organs. 

Fig, 6. Lateral view of the prothorax of a locust. 
'(After Lugger.) 

THE PROTHORAX of the locust (Fig. 6)' has its sides and 'dorsal 
surface covered by a large, sun-bonnet shaped piece known as the 
"pronotum" (pro.). This va.ries much in shape and size in the dif
f erent families of Orthoptera. Its upper surface is called the "disk," 
Dnd its sides, the "lateral lobes." Raised lines known as "lateral 
carinlE" usually separate the disk from the sides, while a third line, -
the "median carina," runs lengthwise through the middle of the 
disk. This may be "high" or "low," "crested," "arched," "distinct," 
"aborted," etc. It is usually cut by one or !llore notches formed by 
shallow grooves or i'su7ci" which cross the disk of the pronotum and 
extend down its sides. The hindmost of these sulci, or grooves, 
divides the disk of the pronotum into two parts known as the "pro
z'ona" (pz.) and "metazona" (rnz.). The fore and hind margins of the 
disk of pronotum may be "truncate," "rounded," "angled," 
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"notched," etc. The surface of the disk is orten smooth, but some-· 
times "wrinkled" and may be "rugose" or roughened with numerous 

tubercles. 
The under or "ventral" side of the prothorax is a narrow, some-

what movable piece called the pro sternum. On its center it orten 

Fig. 7. Showing "pro
zona" and "metazona" 
of pronotum, and "seu· 
tellum" of vertex. 

(After Lugger.) 

bears a tooth or spine (pro sp.), the presence 
or absence, and shape of which form charac
ters used in classification. N ear the outer ends 
of the prosternum are shallow sockets in which 
are attached the front pair of legs. 

THE MESOTIfORAX and METATHORAX, the 
second and third segments of the thorax, are, 
in the locust, rather firmly united with the 
basal abdominal segment of the abdomen to 
form a firm walled box; though in the Blattidm 
they are distinct. The upper portion of these 
segments is, in many Orthoptera, partly or 
wholly covered by the pronotum. To the 
mesothorax are attached the first or outer pair 

of wings and the second or middle pair of legs. To the meta thorax 
are joined the fnner wings and the third or hind pair of legs. The 
under or ventral portion of these segments are called respectively 

Fig. 8. Lower or ventral view of the thorax of a locust. 
(After Lugger.) 

the "mesosternum" and "metasternum." The former, in the locust, 
is composed of a front transverse portion, with two nearly rectangu
lar lobes projecting backward. Between these lobes is dovetailed 
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a squarish tongue or forward prolongation of the metasternum. The 
latter is united with the basal abdominal segment by the dovetailing 
of a similar but narrower tongue between its lobes. 'rhe side pieces 
of the mesothorax and metathorax are called "pleurites" and bear 
the prefixes "meso" and "meta." 

THE WINGs.-These are thin, broad, more or less leaf-like folds 
of the integumC'nt or body covering, which are joined to the thorax 
and moved by powerful muscles located within the thoracic cavity. 
The first or outer pair of wings of the locust and other Orthoptera 
serve as shields or covers for the more delicate inneT pair. In the 
text which follows they are called "wing covers" or "tegmina." Each 
wing cover is a thin, more or less transparent, leathery or parchment
like plate of chitin; strengthened by a network of tubes called 
"nerves" or "veins." The spaces enclosed by the veins and their 
cross branches are called "cells." When folded and at rest upon the 
body the outer faces of the tegmina of a locust are vertical, with the 
front or costal margin below, and the posterior or sutural margin 
lying along the back; that of the left wing cover slightly overlapping 
the right. 

The principal veins of the tegmina of a locust diverge from the 
basal end and are seven in number. The one nearest the front or 
lower margin ,of the wing cover is the "sub-marginal" or "costal 

Fig. 9. Right tegm:na of a locust, showing the venation. The names of the veins desilr
nated by the letters are gi veu in the text. 

(After Sausfure.) 

yein" (C). It is undivided, and may usually be traced for a little 
more than half the length of the tegmina, tRough in some locusts it 
is lacking. The second and longer vein, also undivided, is the 
"mediastinal" (m). The third and much larger vein is the "humer
al" (h), sometimes called the "sub-costal." It gives rise to several 
large branches, the sub-divisions of which form the framework of 
the greater part of the wing cover. The larger of these brl!,nches 
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( d), is known as the "discoidal vein," its branches being designated 
as (d', d"), etc, The fourth or "media,n vein" (n) is much smaller 
and soon divides into branches of nearly equal size. Above or be
hind the median vein is sometimes present a short, undivided vein 

Fig .. 10. Right tegmina of the locust, Dis.osteira carulina (L.) Showing the venation. 
(After Sansoure.) 

( i), known as the "intercalary vein." N ext in order is the "ulnar 
vein" (u), which gives off 8everal branches (u', uf!, etc.). The 
upper division of this vein (0) is known as the "posterior ulnar" or 
the "sub-median vein." Close to and parallel with it near the upper 
or hind margin of the wing cover is the undivided anal vein (a); 
while the uppermost vein of the wing cover, also undivided, is the 
"axillary vein" (:1:). ' 

The tegmina is divided by these veins into three areas: The "cos
tal" or "marginal area" (M) forms the lower or front edge of the 
wing cover and is bounded above and behind by the humeral vein. 

Fig.n. Right tegmina of a locust, showing the "areas" designated in the text. 
(After Saussure.) 

The "median" or "disc·oidal area" (D) is much the largest and lies 
between the humera'l and posterior ulnar veins. 'l'he "anal" or "dor
sal area" (X.) is the free margin lying along the back above and be
hind the anal vein. The posterior end of the wing cover (A) is 
known as the "apical margin." 

The inner or second pair of wings are joined to the metathorax, 
and when at rest lie folded beneath the tegmina. If, in a fresh cx- • 
ample, the dark colored marginal vein be pulled outward or forward 
with a pair of forceps, it wiII be seen that the wing is a thin, parch
ment-like membrane, with a stiff front edge, which is nearly straight, 
while the rounded outer and hind margins are thin and flexible. 
When in flight, the wing is fully extended, its upper surface being 
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convex, while its front margin is rendered still more rigid by being 
overlapped by the internal margin of the upper wing or tegmina. 
The nUmerous veins radiating from the base are so arranged that 
their elasticity causes the wing to fold upon itself like a fan as soon 
as its margin is released. The principal veins correspond in position 
to those of the tegmina, and have the same names. Both tegmina 
and wings are wanting in a number of species of Orthoptera, wh,ile 
in others the tegmina aTe present [md the wings absent. 

THE LEGS of a locust are six in number, arranged in pairs, one 
pair being joined'to each of the divisions of the thorax. The first 
and second pairs are much smaller than the third, but the number 
and name of the joints is the same. They unite with the body at 
a different angle from the hind or third pair, and are therefore 
adapted to crawling and clinging to grass stems or other support, 
rather than to leaping. 

The hind pair or leaping legs of the l-ocust are composed o{ five 
parts: 

The "coxa" (c), or basal division, 
which is joined to the thorax; a 
small segment, the "trochanter," 
(tr), immovahly joined to the upper 
apical portion of the coxa; the "fe
mur" (f), a long, swollen, club
shaped segment, which, makes up 
nearly half the length of the limb. 
When the animal is at rest, it ex
tends upward and. backward, with 
its apical end above the dorsal sur
face of the hody. This joint con
tains powerful leaping muscles. The 
"tibia" (ti), is about as long as the 

fA 

Fig. 12. Hind leg of a locnst. 

(After Lugger.) 

femur, but is very slender and of uniform diameter. When 
at rest it extends downward and hackward, at an acute angle 
from the apex or knee of the femur, but in the act 0.£ jumping it is 
thrown backward and the limb becomcs straight. It bears on each 
of its lower outer margins a row of spines, and at the end, one or 
more pairs of longer spines or spurs known as '.'calcaria." The tibial 
of the fore legs of many Orthoptera are much modified for use in 
burrowing or prehending food. '1'he "tarsus" (fa) or foot of the 
locust is made up of three movable joints. The first and longest 
has upon its lower surface a soft pad (p) which, by its adhesion to 
foreign bodies, serves as a point of resistance in leaping. The second 

39-Geol. 
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joint is much shorter and carries a smaller pad. The third joint is 
long and slender, with two curved, pointed claws or "ungues" (un); 
between which is a concave sucking disk or pad, known as the "pule 
villus" (pv). In some families of Orthoptera the tarsus is made up 
of four or five joints instead of three. 

THE ABDOMEN. 

The abdomen or hind portion of the body of the locust (See 
Figs. 2 and 4) is c'omposed of ten more or less complete seg
ments, so united as to be movable in a small degree. Each segment 
is composed of two parts, a "tergum" or upper portion, and a 
"sternum" or under piece. The tergum is crested or bent in the 
median line to form a ridge, the two sides, sloping downward, being 
known as "tergite~." The sternum of the first or basal abdominal 
segment is united firmly to that of the metathorax. The tergites 
of this segment, in the locust, eac'h contain a large opening closed 
by a membrane, the "auditory organ" or ear. However, the ears Oof 

many Orthoptera are borne upon 
the basal portion of the front 
tibial. Eight of the abdominal 
segments of the locust have a 
small opening on the lower mar
gin of each "tergite." These are 
"spimcles" or external openings 
of tubes which serve as air pa.s-

Fig. 13. Auditory organs or ears-(A);of a . sages. The ninth and tenth ab-
locust; (B), of a katydid. (After Lugger.) 

dominal segments of the locust 
are more or less modified in bOoth sexes. The abdomen of the female 
ends in a double pair of short curved horny plates, known as the 
"valves of the ovipositor." In the other families Oof Orthoptera in 
which the ovipositor is visible, these plates vary greatly in form and 
size. The valves in the female locust are used in forcing the earth 
aside, thus forming a pit in which the eggs are deposited. Between 
and hidden by them is the ovipositor proper. 

The ventral portion of the last abdominal segment of the male 
locust is a large, upcurved, spoon-shaped piece known as the "sub-
genital plate." Attached to the of the next to the last seg-
ment are a pair of appendages as the "cerci." In the male 
locust these are unjointed, and in different species vary much in 
size and shape, affording val characters for classification. In 
many of the other families they jointed, and more or less hairy. 
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rfhe cerci of the female are much smaller than those of the male: 
and in other Orthoptera are often wanting. The tergum or upper 
portion of the tenth abdominal segment is a t~iangular, often thick 
solid plate, known as the "s1lpra-anal" plate. At the base of this 
plate and resting upon it, a pair of small projections, known as 
"furcula" are usually present. In certain genera of locusts the shape, 
size and relative position of these afford valuable specific characters. 

The above constitute the more important external parts of the 
locust, the characters of which are used in determining the name of 
a member of the order Orthoptera. As will be seen in the pages 
which follow, these different parts vary much in size and in form, 
but the names given to them apply as well to the members of one 
family as to another. By referring to the accompanying figures, and 
by observing. carefully the parts of the specimen in h!lnd, the begin
ner need have little hesitation in deciding as to whether the descrip
tion agrees with that specimen. 

INSIDOTS OF THE ORDER ORTHOPT:ERA. 

All true insects can be separated into two great groups, based upon 
the kind of changes or transformations 'jVhich they undergo before 
reaching the adult or winged stage. To bne group-the Metabola
belong those insects which undergo what is termed a complete meta
morphosis. In this group there are four distinct stages-the egg, 
larval, pupal and imago-in the order named. No insect is hatched 
from the egg with wings, and when an insect reaches the winged 
stage it is adult, and never grows thereafter. 'l'hus the gnats and 
midges are not the sons and daughters of the larger flies, but are 
full grown insects of themselves, which are undergoing the fourth 
or last stage of their lives. The second, the larval or wormlike stage, 
is the one in which the insect of this group is commonly the most 
injurious, for then it eats voraciously, and then is the only period 
of its life when it grows in size. The pupal, or third stage, is usually 
a quiescent one, the insect eating nothing and not increasing in size, 
but undergoing great changes of for:Ql. Thus the homely and often 
repulsive grubs, maggots and caterpillars,' which are the lanaI forms 
of the beetles, flies and butterflies, respectively, enter the third stage 
as wormlike crawling creatures, and emerge from it as beautiful 
winged forms, sometimes glistening a~d gleaming with all the colors 
of the rainbow. This change of life and form is undoubtedly of 
great advantage to the most of this group of insects, as it tends to 
prevent the extinction of the species; since, if at a given moment 
the parents were swept out of existence, the young, living in a differ
ent station, would continue to represent the species. 
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The second group, the IIeterometabola, comprises those insects in 
which the metamorphosis is incomplete; the young, when hatched 
from the egg being wholly wingless and of the same general form as 
the parent. As the insect grows it moults its skin a nuniber of times 
and wings develop gradually, there being no sharp line defining the 

Fig. 14. Partial metamorphosis of Mela"oplu8femUl~rubrum.showinll the five nymph stogeR 
and the partial growth of the wings, which are first visible externally in 3, 3b, 3c. 

(After Packard.) 
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larval and pupal stages. The young of all stages are called 
"nymphs;" they continue active and feed from the time of hatching 
until they reach the final moult and emerge therefrom mature or in 
the imago stage. 

It is to this latter group, whose members undergo an incomplete 
metamorphosis, that the Orthoptera, the order of whic'h this paper 
treats, belong. From other orders of the group, they may be known 
by their _ biting mouth parts and by the fact that the wings, when 
present, are four in number, the first pair being thick, leathery or 
parchment like, and usually overlapping when at rest. They form 
protective covers for the second pair, which are thinner;more lieli-
cate, and folded in plaits like a fan. The name Orthoptera, is de
rived from two Greek words, orthos, straight, and pteron, a wing; and 
refers to the longitudinal folding of the hind wings. The fore wings, 
or tegmina,. are not used in flight, the hind pair alone being used for 
that purpose. The wings of some species of Orthoptera are wholly 
wanting, while a few others have only the front pair present~ 

About 900 species of Orthoptera are known from the United 
States. Of these 148 have been. taken in Indiana; specimens of all 
but two being in the writer's collection. Of on~ of these, a large 
field cricket, Gryllus firmus Scudder, a single female from Franklin 
County served as one of the types and is now in the collection of 
Mr, Scudder at Cambridge, Massachusetts. Of the other, an earwig, 
Forficula auricularia L., four specimens taken at Lafayette are in 
the U. S. National Museum. 

ENEMIES OF ORTHOPTERA. 

With the exception of the Mantids, all our Orthoptera are InJu
rious, most of them being vegetable feeders. Were it not for the 
many natural enemies which prey upon them, they would abound 
each season in such vast numbers as to prove a veritable scourge. 
These enemies are many of them parasites which live only upon 
Orthopterous forms,- and when the latter are abundant the parasites 
also increase in number, and soon devastate the hordes of insects. 
Besides these parasites, many predaceous or beneficial insects feed 
upon locusts and crickets; and birds, b6th wild and domesticated, are 
exceedingly fond of them. These parasites, predaceous insects and 
birds are, therefore, of great benefit to the farmer, and he should do 
all in his power to increase their number, in order to keep within 
bounds the different species of Orthoptera. 
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'VEGETABLE PARAsrTEs.-Among the most common parasites of 
locu~".s is a vegetable fungus, which in wet seasons attacks them, 
saps their veins and in time destroys many of their tissues. One 
often finds, after a long damp spell in late summer, many dead speci
mens of our larger locusts clinging to the tops of weeds. A close ex
amination will show that their bodies are soft, and issuing from them 
in many places are the end~ of fungous tubes. This locust fungus, 
EmpWla grilli Fres, for some unexplained reason, impels the insects 

Fig. 15. Locust-Melanoplu8 bivittaluB SaY-iiIled by a fungus. 
(After Lugger.) 

1 

affected with it to climb some tall weed or 19rass stem and cling to • 
it with such tenacity that the body remains I long after death. The 
spores given off from the fungus of the dise~sed or dead locust, are 
more widely scattered by this peculiar habit which the host insect 
has of climbing tall weeds, as they can the ~ore readily be dispersed 
over wide areas. . I 

Besides this fungou~ parasite other vegetab~e bacteria attack locusts 
in favorable seasons. But this takes place o~ly in long warm, damp 
spells; during which the locust has sought sh~lter and beEm deprived 
of food. Many are then oHen congregated itogether and one indi
vidual affected by the disease may inoculate !hundreds. In dry sea
sons, th~ locusts and green grasshoppers are ~uch more healthy and 
abundant and the damage which they do is :luuch greater than in a 
wet season. . , 
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Upon the character of the winter of any year depends largely the 
number of Orthoptera and other insects which will be present the 
next summer. Most insects pass the winter in either the egg or the 
pupal stage; since these forms can readily withstand long and severe 
cold weather, in fact may be frozen solid for weeks and retain life 
and vigor, both of which are shown when warm weather and food 
appear again. Indeed, it is not an unusually cold winter, but one of 
successive thawings and freezings, which is most destructive to in~ 
sect life. A mild winter encourages the growth of mold which at· 
tacks the hibernating larVal and pUpal as soon as, from excess of rain 
or humidity, they become sickly; and it also permits the c'ontinued 
activity of insectivorous mammals and birds. Thus, moles, shrews, 
and field mice, instead of burying themselves deeply in the ground, 
run about freely during an open winter and destroy enormous num· 
bers of pUPal; while such birds a5 the woodpeckers, titmice and chick
adees are constantly on the alert, and searching in every crevice and 
cranny of fence and bark of tree for the hibernating eggs and larVal. 

ANIMAL P ARASITES.-A number of parasites belonging to the ani
mal kingdom use as their chief hosts the bodies of locusts and other 
members of the order Orthoptera. Chief among these animal para
sites is the red locust mite, Tromb"idium locustarum Riley. On the 
first warm, sunny days of spring, as soon as the surface df the earth 
is fairly dry and warm, scores of minute "red spiders" can be seen 

Fig. 16. TrGmbidium locu8larum.-a, female with her batch of eggs (after Emerton); b, 
newly hatched larva, natural size indicated by the dot within the circle; c, egg; 

d, e, vacated egg shells. (After Riley.) 

along any pa,thway in the woods and fields. They are especially 
common if locusts were abundant the year before. These red spiqers 
are in fact mature red mites, the two sexes of which are shown in 
Fig. 17. Soon after appearing in spring, the sexes mate and the fe-
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male soon deposits 300 or more small, globular eggs at a depth of a 
few inches in the soil. From 'each of these eggs there hatches, about 
the time the young locusts appear, a minute six-legged mite, which 
runs actively about in search of some host to which it may attach" 
it-self. 'When it happens upon a young locust, it fastens itself to the 
wings, wing pads or abdomen. and uses its mouth pans to suck up 
the fluid portions of its host. In a short time its body increases in 
size, the legs grow smaller, and the mite resembles a small, globular 
mass of blood attached to the locust. Sometimes as many as twenty 
mites can be counted on a single host. When thus infested, the lo
cust often becomes disabled, and drags itself about in a clumsy fash
ion, eats less anq dies early, often before the mating and egg-laying 
season has arrived.. In the swollen and almost legless condition 
which the mite soon attains, it can not move about, and so remains 
in one position until full grown, .when it drops to the ground 
and enters the pupal stage from which it emerges as the "red spider
kin" of spring. It often becomes mature in late autumn and passes 

Fig. 17. 1rombidium locu8tarum.-a, mature larva when abont to leave the wing of a 
lorust; b, pupa; c, male adult when just from the pupa; d, female-the natural sizes indi; 
cated to the right; e, pupal claw and thumb; j, pedal claws; g, one of the barbed hairs 
h, the striation. on the larval skin. (After Riley.) 

the winter in the ground where it is not idle, except when the tem-' 
perature sinks below the freezing point. It feeds upon all sorts of 
soft food, and whenever it has access to the eggs of locusts it greedily 
eats them. In soil containing eggs of locusts large numbers of these 
mites congregate. They creep into every hole in search of these eggs 
and thrive upon such rich food. The great advantage of fall plow
ing over all other remedies against locusts is seen in regard to these 
red mites, as the plowing of fields in which the eggs of locusts have 
been deposited will destroy the young locusts· hatching from them, 
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but not the mites, which can easily work their way toward the sur
face. 

Other parasitic animals besides these mites often attack the dif
ferent species of Orthoptera. On a number of occasions I have found 
protn.1ding from the aBdomens of green grasshoppers and crickets a 
slender "hair worm" or "horse-hair snake," a species of Gordius. 
If th.e body of suc'h' grasshopper or cricket be cut open the interior 
is often found to be almost filled with this parasite, which is many 
times longer than its host, and it will be seen that all the important 
organs of the laUer are pressed to one side and unable to perform 
their necessary functions. Locusts so affected are seldom able to 
propagate their kind. 

Among insect enemies. of the Orthoptera, which aid largely in 
keeping down their numbers, are "T'achina Flies," "Flesh Flies," 
"Bee Flies" and "Blister Beetles." Tachina flies are mostly of a gray 
color, and resemble large house flies. In fields where locusts are 
abundant, one of these flies may often be seen hovering over a large 
specimen, awaiting a favorable opportunity to deposit one or more 
of its eggs on the neck or beneath the wing. These eggs hat~h into 
larval or maggots which eat their way into the body of the locust. 
There they seem to avoid the most vital parts, but feed upon the 
fatty secretions stored up for future use of the reproductive organs. 
Locusts so affected have a soft, flabby body, and can often be readily 
caught by the hand. They never mate, and perish much sooner than 
the healthy, unaffected individuals. 

The flesh flies attack locusts, katydids and grasshoppers in much 
the same manner as do the tachina flies, and their maggots are often 
found existing as true parasites upon the vitals of these orthopterous 
insects. When the maggots of either of these flies become full grown, 
they burrow through the body wall of the locust and drop to the 
ground, where they enter the earth and pass through the pupal stage 
from which, they emerge as fully winged insects, ready for attack 
upon a new generation of locusts. 

The egg clusters of locusts, crickets and other Orthoptera in the 
ground are often attac'ked by the larval forms of bee flieS' and blister 
beetles. The bee flies are of a blackish gray color, densely covered 
with pale yellow hairs, and iIi ,Tune and July may often be seen 
hovering above the gr.ound, or feeding upon the honey of various 
species of wild flowers. Their eggs are laid among or close to the 
egg masses of the locust, and their larVal feed upon and destroy 
myriads of the eggs of the locusts and crickets. 
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Three or fDur species Df blister beetles or "old-fashiDned pDtato 
beetles" exist in Indiana, and in the winged or full gr(')wn stage are 
often very injurious to. pDtatDes and allied plants. The eggs of the 
blister beetle are laid in the ground in late summer, and the larvffi 
SDDn hatch and move actively abDut in search· Df animal fDDd, in the 
form Df egg masses Df other insects. They have often been fDund' 
feeding upDn the eggs Df IDcusts and other Orthoptera and are un
doubtedly of much aid in keeping within bounds these injurious 
forms. 

Many of the ground beetles Dr Carabidm feed" during both their 
larval and mature stages, upon locust eggs. About 350 species of 
this family of beetles occur in Indiana, and all are beneficial. In the 
matu;e stage they are long legged, rapid moving forms, which mostly 
hide by day beneath logs and rubbish and rUll actively about at night 
in search of some form of flesh upon which they may make a meal. 
Since insect life is the most common form which they find on or 
beneath the ground, it is but natural that most of their food is com
posed of it. The species of Amara and Calosoma, two of which are 

Fig. 18. Amara obesa Say. Twice natural Fig 19. Oalosoma scrutator Fab. Natural 
size. (After Riley.) size. 

• 7",-.~ -,.. -l" . , 
figured herewith, are among the most common and beneficial of this 
family of beetles. The larvffi of Amara may, in autumn, often be 
found feeding Dn the egg masses of the locu~t. 

Higher in the scale of animal life are many forms which are among 
the best friends the farmer possesses, yet many of them he destroys 
on sight through ignorance of their beneficial, habits. Ohief among 
these are shrews, moles, salamanders and snakes. Both shrews and 
moles are burrowing mammals whic'h feed almost wholly upon insect 
life. True, the latter sometimes destroy the seeds. of corn and vege
tables, but the good which they do in destroying the eggs and larvffi 
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of injurious insects far outweighs the bad. Salamanders, or ground 
puppies, live beneath logs and chunks and burrow into the surround
ing region in search of eggs and larvIB, while snakes feed largely 
upon the young and mature of grasshoppers and locusts, yet all are 

destroyed at sight. 
Many species of birds use as ~ood both the young and full grown 

of all kinds of Orthoptera. The Division of Ornithology at Washing
ton, and other authorities, have made investigations of the stomachs 
of many species of birds, and have found that the following species 
which occur in Indiana feed largely upon locusts, grasshoppers and 
other forms of Orthoptera. 

LIST OF INDIANA BIRDS winOH ARE KNOWN TO FEED 
UPON ORTHOPTERA. . 

Franklin's Gull. 
Black Tern. 
American Bittern. 
Least Bittern. 
King Rail. 
Sora. 
Wilson's Snipe. 
Golden Plover. 
Red-tailed Hawk. 
Red-shouldered Hawk. 
Broad-winged Hawk. 
Black Hawk. 
AmericaJ;l Sparrow Hawk. 
Yellow-billed Ouckoo. 
Black-billed Ouckoo. 
Red-headed Woodpecker. 
Night Hawk. 
Phoebe. 
Prairie Horned Lark. 
Blue Jay. 
Oommon Orow. 
Bobolink. 
Oowbird. 
Red"winged Blackbird. 
Meadow Lark. 

Killdeer. 
Quail. 
Ruffed Grouse. 
Prairie Hen. 
Wild Turkey. 
Mourning Dove. 
Marsh Hawk. 
Baltimore Oriole. 
Oommon Blackbird. 
Vesper Sparrow. 
Ohewink. 
Dickcissel. 
Scarlet Tanager. 
Butcher Bird. 
Red-eyed Vireo. 
Yellow-throated Vireo. 
Water Wagtail. 
Yellow-breasted Ohat. 
Mockingbird. 
Oatbird. 
Brown T'hrasher. 
Hermit Thrush. 
Robin. 
Bluebird. 

Of the foregoing list, those which feed mainly on Orthoptera dur
ing the summer season are the hawks, blackbirds, C'l'OWS, blue jay, 
prairie chicken, mockingbird and bluebird. All of these birds are, 
however, beneficial in the highest degree and all should, at all times, 
be protected from their enemies, chief among which is the youth 
with his shotgun, or the small boy with egg-hunting proclivities. 
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About the best remedy for Orthoptera on a farm is a large flock of 
turkeys. Under the leadership of an experienced gobbler, almost 
their entire time during the summer and fall months is spent in 
wandering over the fields and pastures in search of the fat and juicy 
nymphs of locusts, grasshoppers and crickets. Indeed, most of the 
luscious white and brown meat of our Thanksgiving and Christmas 
dinners was once grass, then grasshopper, and finally turkey. No 
better and more practical remedy can be devised, for the damage 
which the insects do is, especially in these days of "turkey trusts," 
often more than compensated by the value of the pounds of flesh 
which this domesticated fowl stores up from its favorite food of 
locusts. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND SYNONYMY. 

In the preparation of this paper, the following papers and gen
eral workS on Orthoptera have been consulted or are referred to in 
the synonymy which follows the scientific name of each species. * In 
order to save space the titles of the papers and works are not given 
in the synonymy, but each is known by a certain number, printed in 
open space figures, which, in the snyonymy, immediately follows the 
name or abbreviation of the author, and all references to that paper 
bear the same number~ For example, Scudder's "Materials for a 
Monograph of North American Orthoptera," in VoL VII of the J our
nal of the Boston Society of Natural History, bears the number 14 1 

in the Bibliography, and whenever Scudd. is followed by the open 
spac'e number 14.1, reference is made to the paper mentioned. Thus, 
on page 242, under Orphulella speciosa (Scudder), we find in "italics 
the name Stenobothrus speciosus Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 458. This 
shows that on page 458 of the "Materials for the Monograph of North 
American Orthoptera" there is, under the name Stenobothrus speci
osus, a description or importa.nt notice of the species now known as 
Orphulella speciosa (Scudder). In this particular instance the origi
nal description is referred to. When in the original description a 
species was placed by the author in a genus different from that to 
which it is now referred, the name of the author is placed in paren
thesis. In the example referred to, the locust described as speciosU8 
was placed in the genus Stenobothrus by Mr. Scudder. It is now rec
ognized as belonging to the genus Orphullela as at present limited. 
Hence Scudder's name is placed in parenthesis. 

• An asterisk (") preceding the number in the Bibliography denotes that the paper re
ferred to has not been seen by the author, the title being quoted from Scudder's "Index to 
North American Orthoptera." All papers not preceded by an asterisk are in the author's 
library. . 
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Most of the species of Orthoptera found in Indiana have been men
tioned in so many different works that it is impossible to make refer
ence to them all. I have therefore cited in the synonymy only such 
works as include descriptions or figures of the species in question 
or important information regarding its habits and life history. I 
have thus excluded most of the local lists, but have included papers 
which contain previous references to its occurrence in Indiana. I 
have also, in all instances, given th~ page of Scudder's "Catalogue 
of North American Orthoptera" on which the species is mentioned, 
as this catalogue is, in the main, used as the basis for the arrange
ment of families and genera, and for the synonymy adopted. Spe
cial students who wish a more extended synonymy are referred to 
Scudder's "Index to North American Orthoptera," which includes 
every known reference to each species up to the clos~ of the year 
1900. 
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A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE ORTHOPTERA 
KNOWN TO OCCUR IN INDIANA. 

The order Orthoptera may be subdivided into two classes or sub
orders, which in turn are subdivided into seven families. The sub
orders may be distinguished by the following table: 

KEY TO SUB-ORDERS OF ORTROPTERA. 

a. Legs of equal or nearly equal size, the hind femora not being en
larged for leaping. Organs for prbducing sound absent. Tegmina 
and wings of nymphs, when present, in a normal position. Ovi
positor concealed by the sub-gcnital plate .. NON-SALTATORIA, p. 167 

a-a. Legs of unequal size, the hind femora fitted for leaping, being much 
thickened and swollen, and usually much longer than the middle 
femora. Organs for producing sound usually present. Tegmina 
and wings of nymphs, when present, in a reversed position. Ovi-
positor usually exserted so as to be plainly visible ................ . 

SALTATORIA, p. 210 

NON-SAL T ATORIA.-

To this class or sub-order belong four of the seven recognized 
families of Orthoptera. These may be distinguished one from an
other by the following table: 

KEY TO FAMILIES OF NON-SALTATORIAL ORTHOl'TERA. 

a. Body short, narrow, more or less flattened. Head horizontal, the 
mouth in front. 'regmina leathery, very short, without veins; moot
ing in a straight line down the back. Tarsi three-jointed, without 
pulvilli or pads. Abdomen of both sexes terminating in horny 
forceps-like appendages ...................... FoRFICULIDJE, p. 168 

aa. Body either short and wide, or elongate and narrow. - The mouth at 
either lower or back portion of head (depending upon the position 
of the latter when at rest). Tegmina usually parchment like, 
thickly veined. Tarsi five-jointed. Abdomen terminating in cerci, 
but these never distinctly forceps-like. 
b. Body short, broad, oval, depressed. Head almost wholly con

cealed beneath the pronotum; the mouth posterior (at back 
portion when at rest). Ocelli generally two. Pronotum 
shield shaped, transverse. Legs compressed. Insects of 
rapid motion .... ' .................. ' ........ BLATTIDJE, p. 172 

bb. Body elongate, -narrow. Head, free, not covered by pronotum; 
the latter longer than broad. Ocelli three or wanting. Legs 
slender, not compressed. Insects of slow motion. 
c. Head oblique; mouth inferior. Ocelli three. Antenna! 

short. Pronotum generally longer than any othel' 
segment. Front pair of legs, raptorial, fitted for grasp-
ing. Cerci jointed .................... MANTIDJE, p. 198 
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ee. Head sub-horizontal; mouth sub-inferior. Ocelli often 
. wanting. Antenna? generally longer than the body. 
Pronotum but little longer than head. Front pair of 
legs simple. Cerci without joints ..... PIIASMID..E, p. 203 

Family FORFICULIDlE. 

This family of the order Orthoptera comprises those short, narrow. 
flattehed insects, with legs of equal size, commonly known as "ear
wigs." They are so different from the larger and better known Or
thoptera that many writers have placed them in a distinct order, the 
Dermaptera or EupZexoptera. 

The Forficulidce have the head flattened and horizontal with the 
mouth in front. The thorax is short and narrower than the head. 
The tegmina or wing covers are leathery or horny in texturc, meet in 
a straight line down the back, are without veins and cover only a por
tion of the abdomen. The inner wings, when present, are very large, 
and bear numerous radiating veins which act as ,the bars of a fan in 
folding and unfolding the wings. When at rest, these wings are folded 
both lengthwise and crosswise beneath the protecting tegmina. The 
abdomen ends in a pair of appendage8 which somewhat resemble for
ceps. Were it not for these, the earwigs would resemble very closely 
the Staphylinidce or rove beetles of the order Coleoptera. Those spe
cies which possess inner wings use these forceps to aid in folding and 
unfolding those organs, and they are also u8ed as clasping organs 
during the mating of the sexes. As the earwigs never leap, their 
hind femora are not enlarged. The tarsi are never more than three
jointed and have no pads between the claws. 'No organs for produc'
~ng sound are present, and, as far as known, hearing organs are also 
absent. 

The name "earwig" was given t'O these insects in Europe, where 
they are abundant and better known than in this eountry. It is a 
common belief among peasants and the uneducated masses, that these 
insects will, wnen opportunity off~rs, enter the ears of human beings 
and injure the sense of hearing. Such belief is, of course, wrong and 
nonsensical, the insects being wholly harmless. Like the members 
of the next family, the Blattidce or cockroaches, they live in cracks 
and erannies in walls and floors, beneath rubbish and the bark of logs 
and stumps.. From these retreats they come forth only by night to 
feed upon dead insects and upon small snails and other sluggish mov
~ng forms. Like other nocturnal insects they are attracted by light, 
and on the ground beneath the electric lights of cities in Florida and 
Old Mexico, I have found them in numbers. The female is said to 
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brood over the eggs, but to abandon the young a·s soon as hatched. 
In 1his she resembles some of our common myriapods of the genus 
Lithobiu8, which are often found beneath logs and rubbish curled up 
around their eggs, but which are never seen in company with the 
young. 

Earwigs are common in the cities along the seacoast, especially 
those of the Southern States and tropical and .semi-tropical countries. 
Inland, especially in temperate and cold regions, they are scarce. 
The family is not, as yet, divided into sub-families. Six genera and 
fourteen species are listed by Scudder from the United States. Of 
these, three species, representing two genera, have been taken in In
diana. They belong to that division of the family in which the sixth 
joint of antennre is as long as, or very nearly as long as, the first. 
The following key will serve to separate the two genera: 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA FORFICULID..£. 

a. Sixth joint of antennre cylindrical, many times longer than broad; 
second tarsal joint produced beneath the third ................ . 

1. FORFICULA, p. 169 
aa. Sixth joint of antennre plainly obconic, about three times as long as 

broad. Second tarsal joint minute, simple, compressed ......... . 
II. LABIA, p. 171 

I. FORFICULA Linnoous (1758). 

Size, medium; whole body more or less flattened, rather long ~nd 
slender. Antennre a little more than half as long as the body, 10 to 
l4-jointed, the joints cylindrical, more than four times as long as 
broa,d. Abdomen not expanded in the middle; all ,the dorsal .segments 
before the last, of nearly equal length in both sexes. First tarsal 
joint a little longer than the third; the second short, dilated at the 
apex and lobed, passing beneath the third joint. 

This genus is the richest in species of any of the family, and is 
more widely spread than any, being found wherever earwigs occur. 
Six species belonging to it are known from the United States, two of 
which have been taken in Indiana. These may be separated by the 
following: 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF FqRFICULA. 

a. Wings wanting; antennre 12-jointed ................ l aculeata, p. 170 
aa. Wings protruding beyond the tips of tegmina; antennre 14-15-jointed. 

2 auricularia, p. 170 

41-GeoI. 
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1. FORFICULA ACULEATA Scudder. 

Forjicula aculeata Seudd., 1 56, II, 1876, 254, 256; ld'., 1 5 7, I, 1876; 
177; ld., 158, XVIII, 1876,262,310; ld., 164,1879,41; ld., 
188, 1900, 5; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 256 . 

.Antennre 12-jointed. Pronotum longer than broad, narrower than 
the head. Tegmina nearly twice as long as the pronotum, truncate. 
Inner wings wanting. Forceps of male, three-fourths as long as the 
abdomen, slender, arcuate, b'ent downward a little at apex of basal 
third; becoming again horizontal a little before the tip; a slight 
pointed tooth present at second bend. Forceps of female shorter than 
those of male, nearly straight, the inner edges touching for most of 
their length, the tip incurved. 

Fig. 20. Forfi,cula aculeata 
Scudder. Male, two and one
half thl)es natural size. 

(OriginaL) 

within its bounds lJS its 

Color, dark chestnut brown. Palpi, legs, 
edges of pronotum and outer two-thirds of 
tegmina, yellow. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 10 
mm., female, 11 mm.; of antennre, male, 7.5 
mm. female, 7 mm.; of tegmina, male and 

3 mm.; of forceps, male, 5 mm., fe-
3.5 mm. 

earwig was taken a mile southwest of 
Vernon, Posey County, on .April 9, 

It was found to be fairly common 
th rubbish and leaves in some w-oods 
the bank of the Ohio River. It has 

noted elsewhere in the State, 
it is liable to be found anywhere 

includes the northern United States 
east 0' the Mississippi River. 
ern Dlinois and southern 

2. FOl:tFICULA AURICULARIA .ul1:jIla~us. 

Forjicula auricularia L., 8 1 
254; Id., 157, I, 
1900, 5, Beut., 3, 

Ed. X, 1,1758,423: Scudd., 155, IT, 1876, 
177; Id., 158, xvm, 1876, 311; Id., 188, 

1894, 256; Brun., 35, 1899, 133; Rehn., 
1 12", XIV, 1903, 

14-15-jointed; basal joint, sides of 
tegmina and wings dull luteous, the 

pronotum; forceps of male usually 
l:l<UllL~l,l. depressed, and dilated at the base, 
'Ul(;U(I'Le. tapering to a point, the extreme 

e, with a distinct inner tooth 
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at base of arcuate portion. Body (average), 11 mm.; forceps, male, 
4-8 m"m.; female, 3 mm." -Scudder. 

I have not seen this earwig in Indiana, but Rehn, loco cit., states 
that four males, collected by F. M. Webster, at Lafayette, Indiana, 
about May 15, 1889, are in the collection of the U. S. National Mu
seum. It is an introduced specieH, which has before been recorded in 
the United States from New York and New Jersey. 

II. LABIA Leach (1815.) 

Size, small. Body, flattened and slender, the abdomen slightly 
widened in the middle. Antennre about half as long as the body, 10 
to 13-jointed, the joints moniliform,. or of equal size throughout, 
obconic, about three times as long as broad. Both tegmina and 
wings present in our species. First and third tarsal joints equal, the 
second minute, simple, compressed. Forceps seldom more than half 
as long as the abdomen; in the male, simple, arcuate, horizontal; in 
the female, simple, straight,. inclirved at the tip, unarmed. 

This genus differs from the preceding principally in the simple 
character of its middle tarsal joint, and in the 
shorter obconic joints of the antennre. Four 
species are accredited to the United States, one' of 
which occurs in Indiana. 

3. LABIA MINOR (Linnoous.) The Little Earwig. 
ForjicUla minor L., 8 1, Ed. X, I, 1758, 423; 

Burm., 40, IT, 1838,754; Fisch., 55, 1853, 
52, 70, Plate VI, Fig. 7. 

Labia minor Glov., 62, 1872, Plate X, Fig. 3; 
Scudd., 155, IT, 1876, 257; Id., 157, I, 
1876,178; Id., 158, XVITI, 1876, 320; Id., 
188, 1900, 6; Comst., 4.1, 1888, 91; Fern., 
53, 1888, 53; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 257; 

Lugg., 84, 1898, 86, Figs. 49, 50. 

Labia minuta Scudd., 1 4 1, VIT, 1862, 415; Pack., 
104, 1869, 507; Glov., 62,1872, Plate I, 
Fig. 10. 

Antenna:! 10-12-jointed. Pronotum narrower 
than th e head, scarcely longer than bro-ad. Teg
mina nearly twice as long as the pronotum, the 
wings, when at rest, extending fully half their 

Fig.21. Labia minor 
(L.) Female. Four 
times natural size. 
Abdomen of male 
showing form of for
ceps. (After Lugger.) 

length beyond the tip of tegmina. Forceps of male about three
fourths the length of abdomen, rather heavy, minutely toothed 011 
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the inner edge. Last ventral segment of male with a slender, apical, 
compressed, upcurv,ed tubercle. The entire body is C'()vered with 
fine, soft, yellowish hairs. 

Col()f: Head and sides of abdomen nearly black; mouth parts, 
anten., thorax, tegmina, exposed parts .of wings and middle of 
upper side of abdomen, yellowish brown; last segment of abdomen 
and forceps, reddish brown; legs and last two joints of the antennro, 
honey yell()w. 

Measurements: Male, length of body, 5 mm.; of antennal, 3.2 mm.; 
of tegmina, 2 mm.; of forceps, 2 mm. 

Although the range of this little earwig is said to cover Europe and 
the United States, and Canada east of the Rocky Mountains, I failed 
to detect it in Indiana until May 12, 1903, when I to()k a single male 
from beneath the bark ahout the base of a sweet gum tree near Grand 
Chain, Posey County. It doubtless occurs throughout the State, but 
is overlooked on account of its small size. A close search about elec
tric lights in the cities and towns of the State will doubtless reveal its 
presence in numbers. 

:Family BLA T'TIDA1J. 

The members of the family Blattidm, commonly known as cock
roaches, may be known from the other families ()f Orthoptera by their 
depressed, oval form; by their nearly hO'rizontal head which is bent 
under and almost concealed by the broad pronotum, so that when at 
rest the mouth projects back between the bases of the first pair of 
legs; by their slender depressed legs of equal length and siz,e; and by 
the absence of either ovipositor or forcipate appendages at the end 
of the abdomen. The ocelli are usually but two in number and the 
tarsi are 5-jointed. 

The pronotum is generally transverse or shield-shaped, with 
rounded angles. 'I'he rings of thc abdomen overlap each other and 
are capable of great extension and depression, so that these insects 
seem to be pre-eminently fitted for living in the narrow crevices and 
cracks which they inhabit. The legs are of peculiar structure in that 
they are long and more or less flattened, thus enabling the cock
roaches to run with surprising swiftness; so that the family has been 
placed by some writers in a separate sub-order, the Cursoria., or run
ners. 'rhe wing covers, or tegmina, are leathery, translucent, and 
when well developed, overlap when at rest; while the wings never 
exceed the tegmina in length, and in some cases are rudimentary or 
even wanting. 
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From the other Orthoptera (except the },{ antidm) the Blattidm 

differ widely in the manner of oviposition, as the eggs are not laid 
one at a time, but all at once in a peculiar capsule or egg case called 
an oothec'a. These capsules vary in the different species as regards 
the size, shape, and the number of eggs they contain, but they are all 
similar in structure. Each one is divided lengthwise by a mem
branous partition into two cells. Within each of these cells is a sin
gle row of cylindrical pouches, somewhat similar in appearance to 
those of a cartridge belt, and within each pouch is an egg. 

Filf.22. Ootheca of Blatta oriontalis; a, side; b, end view. Natural size indicated by out
line figure .. From "Household Insects", published by U. S. Div. of Entomology. 

The female cockroach often runs about for several days with an 
ootheca protruding from the abdomen, but finally drops it in a suit
able place and from it the young, in time, emerge. Whi·le this 
method of oviposition is the one practic'ed by all the species of com
mon occurrence in the United States, there seem to be exceptions to 
it, as Dr. C. V. Riley has recorded the fact of an introduced tropical 
species, Panchlora poeyi Sauss., being viviparous, the young emerging 
alive from the body of the parent, and 'a careful dissection of the 
latter showing no trace of either eggs or ootheca. 

All young cockroaches resemble the parents in form but are wholly 
wingless, the wings not appearing until after the fifth or last moult. 
The young are often mistaken for the mature by persons who have 
not made a careful study of the life history of the insects; and those 
of one or two well-known and common forms have, in the past, even 
been described or figured as distinct wingless species by some of the 

,leading entomologists of the country. 
To the paleontologist, interested in tracing back the ancestry of 

insects, the Blattidm become at once a group of surpassing interest, 
for some of the oldest known insects are cockroaches from the Silu
rian and Carboniferous rocks. Between 130 and 140 fossil species 
of the family are known from the Paleozoic rocks of the United 
States, princ'ipaUy from the Carboniferous formations, but some from 
all the age.g as far back as the middle Silurian. Mr. S. H. Scudder, 
of Cambridge, Mass., the most eminent authority on insect paleon
tology, says of the c'ockroach: "Of no other type of insect can it be 
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said that it occurs at every horizon where insects have been found in 
any numbers; in no group whatever can the changes wrought by time 
be so carefully and completely studied as here; none other has fur
nished more important evidence concerning the .phylogeny of in
sects." 

The Blattidre are pre-eminently tropical insects, and though abun
dantly represented in individuals, the number of species inhabiting 
the United States is comparatively few, but 34 being listed in Scud
der's Oatalogue. These are divided among seven sub-families and 
eighteen genera. Aside from two or three sub-tropical species which 
are often introduced in banan'as and other fruit, but which soon die, 
and are not, therefore, consider.ed in the present paper, nine species 
have been taken in Indiana. These represent but two of the sub-

Fig. 23. Nymph of Nlletobora holo'8rie8a Klug. One of the more common tropical 
roache. introduced on fruit." (After Lugger.) 

families and five of the genera, belonging to that division of the fam
ily in which all the femora, or at l~ast the middle and hind pair are 
spined on the under side. These sub-families may be separated by 
the following table: 

A SYNOPSIS OF THE SUB-FAMILIES OF BLATTID.lIll KNOWN TO OOOUR IN 

INDIANA. 

a. Last ventral segment of the female abdomen plane, not compressed 
and not divided; fore femora rarely armed beneath on the inner 
margin with many distinct spines; if so armed, then the sub
genital styles are unequal, or one is wanting .. , ... BLATTINlE, p. 175 

"Nymphs of this sub-tropical roach hl>ve been taken in Indianapolis and Terre Haute 
A mature male wltlsent me from Mt. Carmel, Illinois, by Dr. J. Schneck. It was an inch 
and a fourth in length, a uniform dark brown in color, with numerous small hairs on the 
pronotum and tegmina. 
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aa. Last ventral segment of the female abdomen. compressed so as to 
form a carina or ridge on its under side, and divided so as to be 
bi-valved; fore femora armed beneath with many spines on the 
inner margin ............................. PERIPLANETINlE, p. 191 

Sub-family BLATTINAJJ. 

In this sub-family the body of the male is elongate; that of the 
female usually distinctly broader. The head is strongly depressed 
and almost wholly covered by the pronotum. The antenIJlffi in our 
species are setaceous. The posterior border of the pronotum is 
truncate or rounded. Both pronotum and tegmina are free from 
hairs. The tegmina are coriaceous o,r membranaceous, rarely corne
ous, in texture. The median vein of the wings sends but few branches 
to the apex; while the radial vein emits many parallel, simple vein
lets to the costal margin. The tarsi are without pulvilli or pads. 
The last ventral segment of the female is relatively .plane, not com
pressed or divided. The supra-anal plate of both sexes is but little 
produced, triangular, entire. The sub-genital plate of the male (ex
cept in the genus Blattella) bears a pair of minute styles. 

To this sub-family belong all the native species of roaches found 
in Indiana, and one c'ommon introduced species, Blattella germanica 
L. The native species, as far as synonymy goes, are a badly mixed lot 
-so badly mixed, in fact, that more time has bee~ spent upon them 
than upon any other group treated in this paper, and in the end the 
results are more unsatisfactory and less certain than in any other. 
This is due to the fact that the sexes differ so widely in appearance 
that they have been described as different species, and often placed 
in wholly different genera. Most of the descriptions have been made 
by foreign entomologists, who never saw a specimen in the field, and 
for that reason knew nothing of the relationship of the different indi
viduals before them. However, the two sexes are so seldom found 
mating, that even the field naturalist can not be certain as to their 
relationship. I have collected Indiana Blattidw for 15 years, and, 
as yet, am ,only positive as to the sexes of one of our native species
Temnopteryx deropeZtiformis Brunn. '1'he conclusions at which I have 
arrived regarding the others are based mainly upon finding both sexes 
at the same time beneath the same hiding places on a number of occa
sions. This, however, is not positive proof that the sexes belong 
where I have placed them. ~ 

Saussure, followed by Scudder, has stated that the tegmina in both 
sexes of the genus Temnopteryx are abbreviated, yet this is not true 
of T.· deropeltiformis Brunn., the only one of the United States spe-
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cies in which both sexes are known. Prof. Lawrence Bruner, an ac
knowledged authority on North American Orthoptera, writes me 
that, as far as he knows, "all the females of Temnopteryx are sho-rt
winged, and all the males long-winged like the majority of the spe
cies of Ischnoptera." Prof. A. P. Morse kindly examined, Mr. Scud
der's collection for me, and states that, as far as he was able to 
ascertain, it contains no short-winged males of Temnopteryx. 

Saussure and Scudder, in their "Keys to Genera of BlattinJre," also 
state that in the genus Ischnoptera the "tegmina are complet,ely de
veloped or in the female rarely abbreviate." In all my collecting, I 
have never seen a long-winged female of Ischnoptera. Bruner has 
written me that he does not po'ssess a long-winged female or a short
winged male of the genus, and Morse also states that Scudder's col
lection contains no long-winged females of Ischnoptera. From these 
facts, and from others gather~ in the field and mentioned under the 
different species, I have concluded that the species of Phyllodromia 
and Temnopteryx listed by Scudder in his Oatalogue* are but the 
females of certain species of Ischnoptera and hav~ so placed them in 
the present paper. As a result, representatives of but three genera 
of the sub-family Blattinm occur in the State. These may be sepa
rated by the following 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA BLATTINlE. 

a. Sub-genital stylet!'! present in the males. Tegmina of females abbre
viate, reaching but little, if any, beyond the middle of the broad 
abdomen.t (Native species.) 
b. Tegmina .comeous; those of female obliquely truncate at apex. 

Ulnar vein of wings of male without branches to the vena 
dividens ........................... III. TEMNOPTERYX, p. 176 

bb. Tegmina membranaceous or somewhat coriaceous; those of fe
male usually broadly rounded at apex; sometimes angulate. 
but not truncate. Ulnar vein of wings of male emitting com
plete branches to the apical margin and incomplete branches 
to the vena dividens ............. ', ... IV. ISCHNOPTERA, p. 178 

aa. Sub-genital stylets absent in the males. Tegmina of both sexes fully 
developed. Size small, body narrow. (Introduced species.) 

V. BLATTELLA, p. 187 

III. TEMNOPTERYX. Brunner (1865). 

Body oblong, that of male rather slender; that of female stouter, 
with the abdomen broader than the thorax. Head large and flat
tened; the vertex swollen. Antenme longer than the body, rather 
stout .. Ocelli wanting. Pronotum and tegmina somewhat corneous 

* He does not list 7'. deropeltiformi8 Brunn. 
tIn the females of i."enn8ylvanica they sometimes cover three-fourths of abdomen, but 

never reach it. tip. 
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in texture, quite fiat, the former nearly semi-orbicular in shape, much 
the broader in the female, the hind border a little rounded in the 
male, truncate in the female. Tegmina fully develop.ed and much 
surpassing the abdomen in the male (of our species); abbreviate and 
with the apex obliquely truncate in the female. Abdomen very flat 
above, convex beneath. Supra-anal plate of the male, transverse, 
rounded; that of the female triangular. Sub-genital plate of the 
male, narrow, bearing two stylets; the one on the left usually the 
larger. Cerci rather long and stout, 10-jointed. Last ventral seg-
ment of the female abdomen broadly rounded, entire. . 

As noted above, I consider that certain species heretofore ascribed 
to this genus are females of species ·of Ischnoptera. This eliminates 
the nominal species T. major Sauss.-Zehnt. and T. virginica Brunn. 
of Scudder's Catalogue, representatives of which occ'ur in Indiana, 
and leaves T. deropeltiformis Brunn. as·our sole representative of the 
genus. 

4. TEMNOPTERYX .DEROPELTIFORMIS Brunner. 
Temnopteryx deropeltiJormis Brunn., 37, 1865, 87; Bl., 8, 1893, 160. 

Main characters as given above. Disk of male pronotum 
with three impressions, one shallow, median and longitudinal, the 
other two deeper, semicircular and lateral. Tegmina of female cov
ering about one-third of the abdomen, their inner edges meeting; 
those of male much surpassing the abdomen. 

Color, a uniform dark mahogany brown, except the tibial and tarsi 
of all the legs, which are a light reddish brown, the contrast between 
the two colors, in . living specimens, being very striking. Wings of 
male transparent, slightly infuscated, the veins and anterior border 
light brown. 

Measurements: Length of body, ma:le, 14 
mm., female, 15 mm.; of pronotum, male, 3.5 
mm., female, 4.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 15.5 
mm., female, 5 mm.; width of pronotum, male, 
4.5 mm., female, 6 mm. 

In Indiana this handsome roach has, as yet, 
been noted ·only in Vigo and Crawford coun
ties. In the former it was found in but one 
locality, the border of a marsh in a low sandy 
woods three miles east of Terre Haute. A 
single pair were taken on May 28, 1893, and on 
June 18, probably a dozen specimens were se

Fig. 24. Temnopte~IIX de
ropeltiformi. Brunner. Fe
male One and one-third 
times natural size. 

(Original.) 

cured. They were hiding beneath sman logs ana.. sticks, and the 
males, when deprived of their shelter, flew actively away, while the 
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females could but crawl, and that rather sluggishly for a Blattid, 
toward a new hiding place. A mature male was taken in the same 
place on May 12, 1894. In June, 1902, a number were found in 
Crawford County beneath fiat stones and rubbish on the tops of high 
hills near Wyandotte Cave. A single female w~s also captured while 
:£eeding upon a species of fieshy,furigus (Agaricus) in dense woods in 
Marshall Coun,ty, Illinois, about eight miles west of Terre Haute. 
Brunner (loc. cit.) recorded it from "Amerique du Nord," and I can 
find no other note of its occurrence in the United States. 

, , 
'\ 

IV. ISCHNOPTERA Burmeister (1838). 
,.;; 

Body of male rather narrow, oblong; that of female broader, or
bicular. Antennre nearly or fully double the length of the body. 
Pronotum small, orbicular or of the form of an ellipse; in the male 
often much narrowed in front. Tegmina membranaceous, more or 
less translucent, longer than the abdomen in the males, abbreviated 
(in our species) in the females. Wings hyaline; "the discoidal (ulnar) 
vein, instead of sending longitudinal branches exclusively to the 
apical margin, sends also small oblique branches to the anal vein 
(vena dividens)." Cerci long and relatively stout, 12-jointed. Supra-

~ anal plate of the male broad, the apex either truncate or rounded; 
that of female narrower, triangular and obtuse. Sub-genital plate of 
male bearing two rather long stylets which are often defiexed. Last 
abdominal plate of female entire. 

Five species of our native roaches belong to this genus. They may 
be separated as follows: 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF ISCHNOPTERA. 

a. Size large; length of body of male, 19 or more mm.; pf body, includ~ 
ing tegmina, 25 or more mm. 
b. , General color fuscous or Chestnut' brown; the center of disk of 

pronotum dark, the sides yellow. 
c. Pronotum elliptical, nearly as wid.e in front as behind, the 

sides 1laring, but little defiexed; the center of disk 
rufous········ .................. 5 pennsylvanica, p. 179 

cc. Pronotum notably narrower in front than behind, the sides 
strongly defiexed; the center of disk black. " " .. " ... ' .. 

6 inreqnalis, p. 182 
bb. General color light reddish or yellowish brown; the sides of pro

notum not markedly different in color from the center of 
disk .•......•......................•.........• 7 rnajor, p. 183 
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aa. Size medium; length of body of male, less than 15 mm.; of body, in
cluding tegmina, less than 20 mm. 

d. General color of male, light reddish or yellowish 
brown; of female, reddish brown, the abdomen 
darker; inner edges of teg:mina of female meeting or 
slightly overlapping ..... , ., .. , ... 8 uhleriana, p. 184 

dd. General color of male, dark reddish brown or chest
nut; of female, piceous; inner edges of tegmina of 
female widely separated .. , ....... 9 intricata, p. 186 

5. ISCHNOPTERA PENNSYLVANICA (De Geer). The Pennsylvania Cockroach. 
Blatta pennsylvanica De G., 57, m, 1773, 537, Plate 44, Fig. 4; 

Thorn., 202, V. 1865, 440. (Male). 

Platamodes pennsylvanica Seudd., 141, VII, 1862, 417; Glov., 62, ]872, 
Plate I, Figs. I, 3; Riley 1 22, II, 1884, 172; Comst., 4 1, 1888, 

93. 
Ischnoptera pennsylvanica Brunn., 37, 1865, 135; Sauss., 1 32, VI, 1870, 

63, Plate II, Fig. 35; Bl., 8,1893, 158; Id., 16,1899, 202, Fig. 
43; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 259; Lugg., 84, 1898, 96, Fig. 58; 
Seudd., 188, 1900, 7. 

Blatta borealis Sause., 128, 1862, 4, (Female). 
Phyllodromia borealis Brunn., 37, 1865, 101; Seudd., 1 88, 1900, 8; Id., 

189, IX, 1900, 100. 
Ectobia flavocincta Seudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 419; Brunn., 37, 1865, 57; 

Comst., 4 1, I, 1888, 93; I:\l., 8, 1893, 161. (Female). 

Blatta flavocincta Fern., 5 3, 1888, [h. 
Ectobia lithophila Seudd., 1 4 1, VII. 1862, 418 (Immature). 

Male: Size, large. Pronotum elliptiC', the front border slightly 
the narrower, its margin straight; the hind border rounded; an ob-

Fig. 25. l.chnoptera penn8ylvanica (De Geer). 
Male. (After Lugger). 

Fig. 26. lschnoptera penn811lvanica (De 
Geer).=RhlllZodrotnia borealiB SauBs.= 

Ectobia flavocincta Scudd. 
(Female. Origina!.) 

lique depression on each side, near the base. Tegmina membranace
ous, more or less transparent, long and rather narrow, extending 
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much beyond the tip of abdomen. Wings as long as tegmina. Sub
genital styles defiexed. 

Female: Size medium, the abdomen broader than thorax, its great
est breadth contained less than twice in its total length. Pronotum 
much wider and of firmer texture than in the male; the disk a little 
convex and with no impression'S; the hind margin nearly truncate; 
the front margin narrower, rounded; the lateral margins somewhat 
flaring, their posterior third slightly upturned. Tegmina broad, over
lapping, covering from a half to three-fourths of abdomen, their 
apices rounded; the veins prominent. Inner wings narrow, about 
half the length of tegmina. 

General color, chestnut brown to fuscous, the females the darker. 
AnteIlllial dusky; face reddish brown in center, the margins yellow. 
Disk of pronotum chestnut brown, Inargined on sides, and sometimes 
nearly in front, with whitish yellow. Tegmina of male smoky brown, 
lighter in freshly moulted specimens; those of female dark reddish 
brown; the outer basal two-thirds (male) or one-half "(female) rather 
broadly margined with yellowish. Upper surfac"e of female abdomen 
very dark brown. Legs of b!lth sexes pale yellowish brown. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 21 mm., female, 16 mm.; 
of antennja>, male, 28 mm., female, 18 mm.; of pronotum; male and 
female, 5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 22 mm., female, 6-10 mm.; width of 
pronotum, male, 5.5 mm., female, 7 mm. 

While I have never taken the sexes in coitu, there is no doubt in 
my mind but that the female of pennsylvanica is the roach heretofo're 
known as Blatta or (Phyllodromia) borealis Sauss., and Ectobia flavo
cin.cta Scudd. 'I'hat these last two names are synonymous has been 
shown by Scudder.* 

As far back as May 27, 1894, I made the following entry in my field 
note book: "Platamodes pennsylvanica and Ectobia flavocincta, both 
mature and veil'y common beneath the bark of red oak stlllllps and 
dead trees. Are the latter the females and the former the males of 
the same species? I often think so, but as yet have no positive proof." 
I have since on many occasions taken the two forms together, but 
have never seen a female of pennsylvanica nor a male of flavocincta, 
unles'S the latter be the female'·of the former. I can find no mention 
or description .of the female of pennsylvanica in any work at my com
mand. All illustrations of the species which have been published are 
of the male. 

On the other hand, all mention and descriptions of P. borealis 
which note the sexes, with a single exc'eption, relate to the female . 

. ""' *Psyche, IX, 1900, 100. 
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The exception noted is that of Saussure who, in his original descrip
tion of borealis, mentions the male, stating that the elytra are short, 

1 

the supra-anal plate triangular, acuminate and sub-carinate. This 
is true of all the specimens of borealis in my collection. Several of 
them have ootheca partly protruding from the abdomen and the gen
ital organs of all are similar. Prof. Morse has compared specimens 
of what I have called fiat'ocincta with Scudder's types, and pronounces 

them the same. 
I. pennsylvanica is the most common of our native roaches, having 

been taken in the State whereve,r collections have'been made, beneath 
the loose bark of logs and old stumps. It is usually seen in the wing
less stages, the mature individuals being common only from May 5th 
to October. The half grown young, described by Scudder as Ectobia 
lithophila, are of a shining, dark brown color, the dorsal surface of 
thoracic segments often lighter. As the long-winged males are at
tracted by light, country houses are often badly infested with them; 
and where food is scarce, the wall paper is sometimes much injured 
for the sake of the paste beneath. What the ho'rdes of young which 
dwell under the bark of logs live upon is a ques;tion as yet unsettled, 
but the larVal of other insects undoubtedly form a portion of their 
food, as in two instances I have found them feeding upon the dead 
grubs of a Tenebrio beetle; while living as well as decaying vegetable 
matter probably forms the other portion. 'l'he mating of the imagoes 
probably occurs in late spring and early summer, the newly hatched 
young being most abundant from mid-August until December.Fe
males ~ith ootheca protruding have been taken as early as May 19th 
and as late as September 3d. Tbe young in various stages of growth 
survive the winter in the places mentioned, they being the most com
mon insects noted in the woods at that season. Cold has seemingly 
but little effect upon them, as they scramble away almost as hurriedly 
when their protective shelter of bark is removed on a day in mid
January with the mercury at zero, as they do in June when it regis
ters 100 0 in the shade. 

The empty ootheca of this species are very common objects beneath 
the loose ba.rk of logs and especially beneath the long flakes of the 
shellbark hickory. They are chestnut brown in color, fr~m 5 to 9 
mm. in length by 4 mm. in breadth, and are much less flattened than 
those of Blattella germanica described below. The dorsal or entire 
edge is slightly curved, or bent inward, after the fashion of a small 
bean, while the other edge is minutely s-errate. The young, after 
hatching, evidently escape in the same manner as do those of the 
Oriental c'ockroach, as no break is visible in the empty capsule. The 
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general range of pennsylvanica is given by Scudder as "Northern 
United States and Canada east of the Rocky Mountains." 

6. ISCHNOPETRA INEQUALIS Sauss.-Zehnt. 
Ischnoptera ina;qualis Sauss. -Zehnt., 1 35, 1893, 36, Plate 6, Figs. 14-

17; Scudd., 188,1900,7. 

Male: "Fuscous or fusco-ferruginous, with brownish antenme. 
Head with face testaceous; in middle and on vertex, black. Pronotum 
elliptical, with distinct impressions, the disk slightly convexed, 
smooth, wholly black or fuseous or castaneous, with lateral margins 
testaceous, t!anslucent. Tegmina fuscous or slightly rufous in color, 
basal area with anterior margin hyaline. Wings subvitreous, with 
anterio·r and apical margins rather broadly infuscated. Vena ulnaris 
with six or seven branches; besides this, with incomplete bran·ch and 
other rudimentary ones, not reaching the vena dividens. 

Female: "Pronotum horny, parabolic, with anterior and lateral 
margins semi-elliptical, and the posterior margin transverse, broad, 
sub angular, with lateral angles slightly rounded. Disk a little con
vex, with no impressions; fuscous-black in color, with yellow lateral 
margins. Tegmina abbreviate, covering nrst segment of the abdo
men, blackish-fuscous in color with distinct veins, apex widely 
rounded and costal area yellowish in color. Wings rudimentary, 
yellowish, not covering medial segment, with apex fuscous or 
spotted." 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 21 mm., female, 16 mm.; 
of pronotum, male, 5.2 mm., female, 5 rum.; of tegmina, male, 23 
mm., female, 8 mm.; width of pronotum, male, 6.3 mm., female, 6.5 
mm.; of tegmina, male, 6.8 mm., female, 5.2 mm. 

Specimens from Crawford County, Indiana, were identined for me 
as this species by Prof. L. Bruner. I have since secured a copy of the 
description of Sauss.-Zehnt.-the only one extant-quoted above, 
with which the Indiana examples fairly agree. The species is very 
close to I. pennsylvanica, and may prove only a variety. The meas
urements are very nearly the same. The general color of the pro
notum and tegmina is darker, approaching a fuscous. The pronotum 
is proportionally narro,wer in front, with the sides more distinctly 
deflexed and the sub-basal impressions more distinct. The females 
of the two are ,even more difficult to distinguish than the males. 

The Crawford County specimens were taken in late June beneath 
flat rocks and chunks on high hills near Wyandotte Cave. Sauss.
Zehnt., like many other foreign systematists, give a very general 
range to the species they describe, recording this one from "North 
America, Texas, North Mexico." 
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7. ISCHNOPTERA ilUJOR (Sauss.-Zehnt.) 
Temnopteryx major Sauss.·Zehnt., 135, !1893, 54; Scudd., 188, 1900, S. 

Male: Size, large. Pronotum broadly ielliptic, larger than in either 
of the two preceding species, membranacbous, the sides flaring, trans
lucent; two deep oblique impressions op either side near the base. 
Tegmina membranaceous, hyaline, long~r than abdomen. Wings as 
long as tegmina. I 

Female: Body, stout, broad. Pronqtum, short and wide, horn
like, with no i~pressions; the hind mar~n nearly straight, the front 
margin rounded. Tegmina, abbreviatedf covering only the basal seg
ment of abdomen; rather broad, their i*ner edges Qverlapping, their 
apices broadly rounded. "Sulcus anali~ deep, scarcely curved ante
rior to the apex, reaching to three-fourths of the sutural margin." 
Wings very small, narrow, pointed. !Supra-anal plate large, tri
angular, keeled, with apex bluntly roun~ed. 

Color: Male, a nearly uniform, ligh~ reddish brown. Two basal 
joints of antenme yellow, the remaini*g portion, as also the cerci, 
dark brown. Lateral margins of pronotum and of basal half of teg
mina translucent whitish. Abdomen a~d legs pale yellQwish brown. 
Female: Pronotum reddish brown, th~ lateral margins indistinctly 
yellowish or paler than the disk. Tegmina darker brown, their outer 
margins dull yellowish. Abdomen and cerci piceous. Antennlre as in 
male; the legs darker. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 21 mm., female, 17.5 mm.; 
of pronotum, male, 5.5 mm., female, 5.3 mm.; of tegmina, male, 21 
mm., female, 6.5 mm.; width of pronotum, male, 6.3 mm., female, 'I 
mm.; of tegmina, male, 6.2 mm., female, 5 mm. . 

This roach has been taken in Indiana only in the vicinity of Wyan
dotte, Crawford County. Immature females were first found May 9, 
1899, and mature individuals of the same sex on July 7th of that 
year~ In 1902 more persistent searching proved the females to be 

-common during the last week of June and the first one of July, sev
eral being taken with ootheca protruding. A single male, the only 
one seen, was secured Qn July 3d. There is little doubt but that it 
is one of the same species as the female, as it was found with two of 
them, and differs from any other roach taken in the State. It is of 
the exact color of 1. uhleriana Sauss., described below, and is very 
likely to be taken for an unusually large form OIf that insect. It may 
be possible that it is a light form of I. couloniana Sauss., of which the 
females are unknown, as it agrees very well, except in color, with the 
description of that species. If so, that name would have priority over 
major, of which the males have not hitherto been found. There is no 
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doubt of its being a true Ischnoptera: The female somewhat resem
bles that of the c'ommon I. pennsylvanica, but is broader bodied, with 
the front half not tapering. The yellow margin of pronotum and 
tegmina is much less distinct. The tegmina do not vary in length, 
as do those of the female pennsylvanica. 

In the region mentioned I. major occurs beneath flat rocks on the 
sides and crests of the higher hills, especially in limestone glades 
where the red cedar abounds. It has heretofore been recorded only 
from Tennessee. 

8. ISOHNOPTERA URLERIANA Saussure. 

I8chnoptera llhleriana Sauss., 1 28, III, 1862, 8; Id., 1 29, 1864, 82; Id., 
132, VI, 1870, 55; Sauss.-Zehnt., 135, 1893, 36, Plate 3, 

Figs. 21-23; Scudd., 188,1900, 7; Id., 189, IX, 1900, 100. 
(Male.) 

Platamodes llnicolor Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 417; Fern., 53, 1888, 53. 

Ischnoptera ll-;!icolor Brunn., 37. 1865, 134; Sauss., 133, VI, 1870, 56; 
Bl., 8, 1893, 160; Beut., 3, VI, 1894,259; Lugg., 84,1898,97, 
Fig. 59; Scudd., 188,1900,8. (Male). 

Temnopteryx virginica Brunn., 37, 1865, 86; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 261; 
Scudd., 188,1900,8. (Female). 

Male: Size, smaIl, body narrow. AntenlltaJ slender, tapering, 
slightly longer than the body. Pronotum, small, elliptical; the hind 

Fig. 27. 18chnoPtera 
uhl.riana Sauas. Male. 
(After Lugger.) 

margin rounded, the sides somewhat defiexed, 
translucent; the impressions neal' base of disk, 
distinct, oblique. 'r'egmina fully developed, 
longer than the abdomen, rather wide. Wings 
as long as tegmina; the ulnar vein with five or 
six apical branc'hes and several shorter ones. 
Supra-anal plate triangular. 

Female: Body broader than that of male. 
Pronotum semi-orbicular, sub-corneous, the hind 
margin nearly straight, the disk sub-convex, the 
impressions less distinct. 'l~egmina abbreviated, 

covering less than half the abdomen, their inner edges slightly over
lapping, their apices rounded; usually slightly emarginate near the 
inner 01' sutural angle. Wings short and narrow, covering only first 
abdominal segment. Supra-anal plate triangular. 

Color: Male, usually a uniform light reddish brown. Head and 
posterior margin of pronotum sometimes a little darker. Eyes, black. 
Wings, sub-vitreous, with reddish brown veins. Female, darker, the 
head, pronotum and usually the tegmina dark reddish brown, the 
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tegmina sometimes chestnut brown. Top of abdomen fuscous brown 
to piceous. Legs pale reddish brown. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 12 mm., female, 11 mm.; 
of pronotum, male, 3 mm., female, 3.3 lIlm.; of tegmina, male, 16 
mm., female, 3.7 mm.; width of pronotum, male, 4 mm., female, 
3.7mm. 

This light colored roa.ch probably occurs throughout the State, 
having been taken in numbers in Crawford, Vigo, Putnam, Marion, 
Kosciusko and Lake counties. The males are often seen about elec
tric lights in the cities; but when first reaching maturity about May 
10, they are gregarious beneath the bark of logs and under chunks 
and rubbish in open woods. The females appear fewer in numbers, 
but are probably overlooked, their tegmina being so short that they 
resemble the nymphs of their own or other species. 

The first record o,f the female in the State was made June 2, 1894, 
as follows: "In a flat woods, seven miles east of Terre Haute, I 
found a new species of cockroach quite common beneath the bark of 
oak stumps. The wings short, covering less than one-half abdomen. 
It may be the female of I. l1,nicolor Scudd., as several of the long
winged forms of the latter were beneath the same shelter." Since 
then, I have usually found this short winged form in company with 
the males of I. unicolor; and have taken them with ootheca pro-

'truding in the first week of July. Some of the first ones taken were 
sent to Scudder, who pronounced them T. virginica Brunner, !Lnd 
they agree in all respects with the original description of that spe
cies, which was made from a single female, and of which the male is 
unknown. Since no female of I. unicolor has been described except 
by Sauss.-Zehnt. under the name of I. uhleriana, I believe the T. 
virginioa to be the female of I. unicolor.Scudder, in Psyche (IX, 
100), states that he has compared the types of uhleriana and unicolor 
and that they are identical. He had previously seen Indiana speci
mens of unicolor and pronounced them that species. Prof. L. Bruner 
has recently sent me specimens of both sexes of uhleriana from N e
braska under the name of I. borealis Brunn. It is very probable that 
that species is also a synonym of uhleriana, though only a comparison 
of the different types will decide. Brunner states that I. unicolor inay 
be distinguished from I. borealis by the much lighter color and the 
disposition of the nerves, of the wings; but the color varies much with 
age; while Saussure has shown that in certain species of Ischnoptera, 
the venulation of the wings is also very variable. * 

.. Miss. Scientif. Mex., p. 64. 

42-Geol. 
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9. ISOH'/WPTERA INTRIOATA sp. nov. 

Female: Size, small; body, short a,nd broad. Antennre slender, 
about as long as body; the joints with numerous short hairs. Pro
notum sub-orbicular, smooth, shining; the disk convex, its sides slop
ing; the hind margin straight or nearly so. Tegmina abbreviate, 
reaching only to second abdominal segment, their inner edges sepa
rated by a space equal to half their breadth; and gradually tapering 
obliquely on apical third to the sub-acute apex. Wings minute, nar
row, reaching only to first abdominal ,segment. Abdomen notably 

bro~der than thorax; its width equaling two
thirds the total length. Supra-anal plate short, 
triangular, obscurely keeled; the preceding seg
ment, smaller and more distinctly keeled. Sub
genital plate broadly convex, entire. 

Color: A nearly uniform shining piceous; the 
outer margins of tegmina sometimes chestnut 
brown. Legs dark reddish brown; wings light 
brown. 

Male: Size small, body narrow. Pronotum el
liptical, sub-corneous, the lateral margins strongly 
defiexed; the hind margin but little convex; the 

disk with an irregular distinct depression on either side. Tegmina 
much longer than the abdomen, rather wide, the veins distinct. 

Fir. 28. I.chnoptera 
intricata sp. nov. Fe
male. One and one
third times natural 
size. 

(Origina!.) 

Color, dark reddish brown to piceous, the tegmina and legs lighter. 
Antennre light wood brown, the joints very hairy. Head and under 
side of thorax piceous. Pronotum reddish brown, the postBrior mar
gin darker .. Tegmina and legs dull yellowish or golden brown. Un
der side of abdomen reddish brown. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 14.5 mm., female, 12 mm.; 
of proD!otum, male, 3.5 mm., female, 4 mm.; of tegmina, male, 15.5 
mm., female, 4 mm.; width of pronotum, male, 5 mm., female, 6 mm.; 
width of tegmina, male, 5 mm., female, 3.5 mm. 

The single male which I refer to this species was taken bcneath 
a fiat rock on the slope of a high hill near Wyandotte, Crawford 
County, May 9, 1899. The females were found to be quite common 
in the same locality in the last week in June, 1902. Several females 
were also secured bClneath chunks in oak woods near Lake James, 
Steuben County, on August 7th, two of which had ootheca protrud
ing. I am by no means certain that the male belongs with the fe~ 
males; if not, the name applied will be referred to the latter sex. 
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V. BLATTELLA Caudell (1903). 

The members of this genus have the body elongate; the head 
almost completely hidden by the pronotum, which is small and sub
orbicular; the eyes large and reniform, the ocelli more or less distinct. 
Antennre setaceous, sparsely clothed with long hajrs, unicolorous and 
much longer than the body. Tegmina and wings reaching to or be
yond the tip of abdomen, membranaceous or slightly coriaceous. 
Inner wings with the ulnar vein undivided and without incomplete 
branches to the vena dividens. Supra-anal plate of male elongated, 
either triangular or broadly rounded, sometimes almost orbicular; 
sub-anal plate of the same sex with the styles rudimentary or want
ing. Last abdominal sternite of the female, large, triangular, obtuse 
but not notched. 

This genus is represented in Indiana by but one introduced species 
which is cosmopolitan in its range. 

10. BLATTELLA GERMANICA (Linmeus). The Gennan Cockroach. The 
Croton Bug. The Water Bug. 

Blatta germanica L., 81, II, 1767, 688; Sauss., 132, VI, 1870, 28; 
Comst., 41, 1888, 93, Fig. 87; Fern., 53, 1888, 50, Fig. 20; 
Kell., 78, 1892, 108, Fig. 59; Lugg., 84, 1898, 90, Fig. 53; 
Scudd., 188,1900,8. 

Ectobia germanica Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 418; Pack., 104, 1869, 576, 
Fig. 569; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate 1, Fig. 4; Id., 63, 1874, 132, 
Fig. 3; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 171, Fig. 247; Id., 125, 1,1888, 
/is, 191. 

Phyllocfromia gerroonica Brunn., 37, 1865, 90; Pack., 104, 1883, 576, 
Fig. 569; Riley, 126, II, 1890, 266, Fig. 57; Bl., 8, 1893, 162; 
Id., 16,1899,204, Fig. 44; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 258. 

Ectobia (Phyllodromia) gerrrumica Marl., 85,1896,92, Fig. 42; Id., 86, 
1902, 10, Fig. 5. 

Blattella germanica Caud., 40b, V, 1903, 234. 
Ischnoptera bivittata Thom., 210, I, 1876, 250, Plate XXXVI, Figs. 1,2. 

This is one of the smallest and, at the same time, one of the most 
common of the Blattid:,re known to occur in the State. The general 
color is yellowish brown, the females often darker; all the limbs much 
lighter than the body; the pronotum with two dark brown, longi
tudinal bands separated by a yellowish stripe. The tegmina and 
wings of the male extend to the end of abdomen, those of the female 
are a little longer. Antennre dark brown, exceeding slightly the tips 
of the closed t~gmina. The body of the male is longer and narrower 
than that of the female. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 13 mm.; of tegmina, 10 
mm.; width of body, 4 rom.; Female-Length of body, 10 mm.; of 
tegmina, 11 mm.; of antennm, 13 mm. 
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The "Croton bug," so called because it made its appearance in 
New York City in numbers about the time the Croton Aqueduct was 
completed, is a native of Central Europe, but like the Oriental roach, 
has become cosmopolitan. It seldom if eVer occurs in numbers in the 
country, but is one of the worst insect pests with which the inhab
itants of the larger cities ,of the United States have to deal, and is, 
found in every town of any size in In:diana. It is the most fecund of 
all the roaches and the seasons of mating and hatching of the young 
are, perhaps, more irregular than in any other species. Adult forms 
are evidently to be found at all seasons of the year, as I have taken 
them in December, April and October. It is not so much a lo'ver of 
filthy surroundings as is the Oriental roach, and hence frequents more 

Fig. 29. Blattella Dermanica L.; a, first stage; hi second stage; c, third stage: d, fonrth 
stage; e, adult; f. adult female with egg case; g, erg case, enlarged; h, adult, with wings 
spread. All natural size except D.-From "Househbld Insects," published by U. S. Div.ol 
Entomology. 

often than that species the dwellings of the better class of people. 
It delights in warm, moist places, and is especially abundant and de
structive in buildings which are heated by steam. 

As an evidence of its abundance under favorable conditions, I will 
mention that a single person captured for me over thirty adult speci
mens and fully half that number of young, in less than ten minutes 
in the kitchen of the leailing hotel of the city of Terre Haute. Where 
it once obtains a foothold and the surroundings of temperature and 
food supply are favorable, it is almost impossible to eradicate, as its 
small flattened form enables it to hide and breed in cracks and crev
ices which none of the other roaches can enter. 

Like many other omnivorous animals, Croton bugs find in wheaten 
flour a food substance which is rich in nutrition and easily 'digested, 
and so they prefer wheat breads and starchy materials to all other 
foods. On account of this liking they often do much harm to c'loth 
bound books by gnawing their covers in search of the paste beneath. 
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They also seem to have a peculiar liking for paints of various kinds, 
and in the office of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, at Washing
ton, have done much damage by eating off the blue and red paints 
from the drawings of important maps. Glover, loc. cit., states that in 
his office "They made a raid on a box of water colors where they d€
voured the cakes of paint, vermilion, cobalt and umber alike; and 
the only vestiges left were the excrements in the form of small pellets 
of various colors in the bottom of the box." 

The ootheca of the Croton bug is very light brown, a little over 
twice as long as broad, 7.5x3.5 mm., with the sides somewhat flat
tened and the edges parallel. Within it the eggs, thirty-six in num
ber, are arranged in the usual two rows. It is carried about by the 
mother roach for several days with from half to three-fourths. of its 
length protruding from the abdomen, and when dropped in a favor
able place the young, evidently very soon, emerge from it; for in a 
bottle in which a female with protruding ootheca was placed at 
eleven o'clock p. m. the young were found to have emerged on the 
following morning at eight. They were then wholly white, except 
the lateral edges of the abdomen, where a blackish tinge was evident. 
By five o'clock in the afternoon of the same day, having meanwhile 
eaten their fill of moistened wheaten bread, they had' become too 
large for their skins, and had moulted for the first time. They then 
measured 3 mm. in length, and the head, pronotum, abdomen, and 
apical half of antennre were black, while the oth€r two thoracic rings 
and the basal half of ant~nnre were a grayish white. The half grown 
young are very dark brown, with the first four or five segments bor
dered with yellow, and with traces of a lighter median ~tripe. 

In giving a remedy for this and other roaches I can not do better 
than to quote from Mr. Marlatt's excellent bulletin as follows: 

"Like the crows among birds, the roaches among insects are ap
parently unusually well endowed with the ability to guard themselves 
against enemies, displaying great intelligence in keeping out of 
the way of the irate housekeeper and in avoiding food or other sub
stances which have been doctored with poison for their benefit. 
Their keenness in this dir·ection is unquestionably the inheritance of 
many centuries during which the hand of man has ever been raised 
against them. 

"Fumigation.-A thoroughly effective and simple means of ridding 
one's premises of roaches has been found, however, and is in fumigat
ing with hydrocyanic-acid gas. The experience of the last year or 
two has demonstrated that this gas, formerly employed for disinfect
ing nursery stock and orchard trees (notably citrus) from scale and 
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other insects, is equally effective against household insects, and is 
particularly applicable and satisbctory against all species of house 
roaches. The gas is extremely poisonous to human beings, but by 
observing the proper precautions, may be employed with complete 
safety. A special circular (No. 46, Second Series, U. S. Div. Ent.) 
has been prepared by Dr. L. O. Howard, giving the steps of the pro
cess in detail. 

"In addition to the hydrocyanic-acid gas treatment noted above, 
two or three other forms of fumigation may be employed against 
house roaches. Wherever roaches infest small rooms or apartments 
which may be sealed up nearly air-tight, and also on shipboard, the 
roach nuisance can be greatly abated by the proper use of poisonous 
gases, notably bisulphide of carbon. This substance distributed about 
a pantry or room in open vessels, will evaporate, and, if used at the 
rate of one pound to every 1,000 cubic feet of room space, will de
stroy roaches. Unless the room can be very tightly sealed up, how
ever, the vapor dissipates so rapidly that its effect will be lost before 
the roaches are killed. The hatches of ships, especially of smaller 
coasting vessels, may be battened down, a very liberal applic'ation of 
bisulphide of carbon having been previously made throughout the in
terior. If left for twenty-four hours the roaches and all other vermin 
will unquestionably have been destroyed. In the use of this substance 
it must be always borne in mind that it is violently explosive in the 
presence of fire, and every possible precaution should be taken that 
no fire is in or about the premises during the treatment. It is also 
deadly to hig~er animals, and compartments should be thoroughly 
aired after fumigation. 

"Poisons and Repellents.-As just noted, roaches often seem to 
display a knowledge of the presence of poisons in food,and, notwith
standing their practically omnivorous habits, a v,ery little arsenic in 
baits seems to be readily detected by them. In attempting to eradi
cate roaches from the Department storerooms, where cloth-bound 
boob are k,ept, various paste mixtures containing arsenic were tried, 
but the roaches invariably refused to feed on them in the least. This 
applies particularly to the German roach, or Croton bug, and may not 

/ hold so strongly with the less wary and perhaps less intelligent larger 
roaches. 

"A common remedy suggested for roaches consists in the'liberal 
use of pyrethrum powder or buhach, and when this is persisted in 
considerable relief will be gained. It is not a perf.ect remedy, how
ever, and is at best but a temporary expedient, while it has the addi
tional disadvantage of soiling the shelves or other objects over which 
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it is dusted. When used it should be fresh and liberally applied. 
Roacht:\s are often paralyzed by it when n0't killed outright, and the 
'morning after an application the infested premises should be gone 
over and all the dead or partially paralyzed roaches swept up and 
burned.· Flour of sulphur dusted about where roaches abound has 
proven very effective as a repellent . 
. "There are many proprietary substances which claim to be fairly 

effective r0'ach poisons. The usefulness of most of these is, ~ 
very problematical, and disappointment will ordinarily, follOw their 
application. The only one o£ these that has given very satisfactory 
results is a phosphorus paste, also sold in ~rm of pills. It con
sists of sweetened flour paste containing-f to 2 per cent. of phospho
rus, and is spread on bits ofp_aper or cardboard and placed in -the 
runways of the roaches. It has been used very successfully in the 
Department to free desks from Croton bugs, numbers of the dead 
insects being found in the drawers every day during the ti 
poison was kept about. It is also a repemn . 

For no other insects have so many quack remedies been urged and 
are so many newspaper remedies published. Many of them have 
their good points, but the maj.ority are worthless. In fact, rather 
than put faith in half of those which have been published, it were 
better to rely on the recipe which T. A. Janvier gives (in his charm
ing article on "Mexican Superstitions 'and Folk-lore," published in a 
recent number of Scribner's Magazine) as current among the Mexi
cans: ! 

"To Get Rid of Cockroaches.-Catch three and put them in a bottle, 
and so carry them to where two road~ cross .. Here hold the bottle 
upside down, and as they fall out repeat aloud three credos. Then 
all the cockroaches in the house from which these three came will go 
away." 

Sub-family PERIPLANETINlE. 

The two Indiana members of this sub-family are our largest 
roaches. Both are introduced species which have become thor
oughly naturalized, and one of them i~ better known than any of our 
indigenous or native forms. The m~in distinguishing character of 
the sub-family is that pertaining to the last ventral segment of the 
female, which is keeled or boat-shaped, and divided into two valves. 
The head is large, flattened or slighHy concave and not wholly cov
ered by the pronotum. The antennre are setaceous, more or less 
pubescent, the joints abeo,nic and very short. The tegmina and wings 
are variable in the different species, being fully developed, abbre-

/ 
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viated, or wholly wanting. The sub-anal plate of the male is fur
nished with two small styles on its apical margin. In our species the 
first joint of the hind tarsi is as long as, or longer, than the other 
joints combined. 

Two genera of the sub-family, each represented by a single species, 
occur in Indiana. 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA PERIPLANETINJE. 

a. Te ina of neither sex reaching tip of abdomen, those of the female 
muc rter. Distance between the eyes greater than length of 
last joint of maxtllary palpus .................. VI. BLATTA, p. 192 

aa. Tegmina of both sexes much surpassing the abdomen. Distance be
tween the eyes less than_t.he length of last joint of maxillary 

",- pal pus .................................. VII. PERIPLANETA, p. 195 

VI. BLATTA* Lin]lreus (1758). 

In this genus the cyes are farther apart than the scrobes or pits 
in whic'h the antennre are inserted. The tegmina of the female are 
very short in both sexes and their outer border is less rounded than 
in Periplaneta. 

11. BLATTA ORIENTALIS Linmeus. The OrientalOockroach. The "Black 
Beetle." 

Blatta orientalis L., 81, I, 1758, 434; Harr., 72, 1862, 145, Fig. 66; 
Rathv., 109,1862,374, Figs. 4, 5; Oaud., 40b, V, 1903, 234. 

Periplaneta orientalis Burro., 40, II, 1838, 504; Brunn., 37, 1865,226; 
Riley, 122, II, 1884, 172, Figs. 246, 248; Id., 126, II, 1890, 
267; Oomst., 4 1, I, 1888, 93; Fern., 53, 1888, 52, Fig. 21; Hyatt 
and Arms., 77, 1890, 102, Plate IV, Figs. 54, 55; BI., 8, 1893, 
156; Id., 16,1899, 19!), Fig. 41; MatI. 85,1896,91, Fig. 41; 
Id., 86, 1902, 9, Fig. 4; Lugg., 84, 1898, 92, Figs. 51, 54. 

Kakerlac oriental is Serv., 196, 1839, 72. 
Stylopyga orientalis Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 416; Id., 1 88, 1900, 9; 

Glov., 62, 1872, Plate I, Figs. 5, 6; Plate VII, Fig. 12; Id., 63, 
1874, 132, Fig. 4; Beut., 3, VI, 1894,260, Plate V, Figs. 2, 3. 

General color Gark mahogany brown, the limbs lighter, the pro
notum without a yellow margin. Female with rudimentary tegmina 
which do no,t exceed 5 mm. in length. Male with the tegmina and 
wings well developed, the former covering three-fourths of the ab
'domen, the latter almost as long. Supra-anal plate of the male 
truncate; that of the female rounded with a shallow notch at the 
end. 

~Mr. A. N. Caudell has recently shown (Proc, Ent. Soc., Wash., V, 1903, 234), that 
orientalill L., is the type species of the genus Blatta; heuce, the generic name Blatta is here 
used instead of StllloPlIl1a of Scudder's Catalogue. 
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Measurements: Length of body, male, 22.5 mm., female, 27.5 
mm.; of tegmina, male, 14 mm., female, 4.5 mm.; of pronotum, 6 
mm.; width of pronotum, 8 mm. 

In Indiana the Oriental roach is found in all the larger towns and 
cities, and is one of the most noisome and Cdisagreeable insects with 
which certain classes of their inhabitants have to contend. It sel
dom occurs in houses in thinly settled localities, and never, as far 
as my observation goes, beneath the bark of logs and stumps. 

As its name indicates, it is a native of Asia, but has been carried 
from one country to another by shipping .. It delights in filth and· 
darkness, and henc·e in the holds of vessels, the cellars and basements 

Fig. 3O.-·Blatla orien'ali8; a, female; b, male; c, side view of fpmale; d, half grown 
specimen. All natural sizes. From "Housebol!1 Insects," published by U. S. Div. of 
Entomology. 

of tenement houses, and in all damp, dirty places it swarms by thou
sands, undoubtedly doing much good as a scavenger, but infinitely 
more harm ou account of its omnivorous and insatiable appetite. 
Like most other members of the family, it feeds mainly at night. 
appearing to detest and avoid the light, as one can readily prove by 
taking a lighted lamp suddenly into its haunts, when a hurried 
scrambling will take place toward its daylight .retreats, and but a few 
moments will elapse before the last of the busy marauders will have 
disappeared. Of this and other species Marlatt has written: 

"The damage they do is not only in the products actually con
sumed, but in the doiling and rendering nauseous of everything with 
which they come in contact. They leave: where,ver they occur in any 
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numbers, a fetid, nauseo.ue odor, well known as the 'roachy' odor, 
whic'h is persistent, and can not be removed from shelves and dishes 
without washing with soap and boiling water. Food supplies so 
tainted are beyond redemption. This odor comes p.artly from their 
e:x:crement, but chiefly from a dark colored fluid exuded from the 
mouth of the insect, with which it stains its runways, and alSo. in 
part, doubtless, from the scent glands, which occur on the bodies of 
both sexes between certain segments of the abdomen, and which se
crete an oily liquid possessing a very characteristic' and disagreeable 
odor. It frequently happens that shelves on which dishes are placed 
become impregnated with this roac'hy odor, and this is imparted to 
and retained by dishes to such an eJCtent that everything served in 
them, particularly liquids, as coffee or tea, will be noticed to have a 
peculiar, disgusting, foreign taste and odor, the source of which may 
be a puzzle and will naturally be supposed to come from the food 
rather than frO'm the dish." 

The Oriental roach is probably the most. carnivorous of all our 
Blattidre, tho.ugh, like most oth~s, it is fond of starchy food. It is 
known to feed upon meat, cheese, woolen clothes, and even old 
leather, and is said to' be especially fond of the festive "bed-bug," 
Acanthia lectularia L., which soon disappears from a house infested 
with the Oriental roach. This roach is, however, far too great a nui
sance in itself to be introduced as a means of eradicating even' the 
bed-bug. 

The eggs of the Oriental roach are sixteen in number, and the 
large, horny capsule or ootheca in which they are packed is carried 
about by the mother for a week or longer when she drops it in a warm 
and sheltered place. Along one side of the capsule, which resembles 
in form and cO'lor a diminutive seed of the papaw, Asimina triloba 
Duval, is a seam where the two edges are cemented closely togethelr. 
When the young are hatched they excrete a liquid which disso.lves 
the cement· and enables them to escape without assistance, leaving 
their infantile receptacle as entire as it was before they quitted it. 

This species is notably gregarious in habit, the individuals living 
to.gether in colonies in the most friendly way, the small ones being 
allowed by the larger ones to sit on them, run over them and nestle 
beneath them without a show of resentment. The young pass 
through a variable number, sometimes as many as seven, moults, the 
skin spl{tting along the back and the insect emerging white and soft, 
but soon hardening and assuming its normal color. -

Besides the remedies given on a previous page for roaches in gen
eral, a simple trap has been tried by Mr. Marlatt which was fairly 
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successful in lessening the- numbers of the Oriental roach. This 
"consists of any aeep vessel or jar, against which a number of sticks 
are placed, and bent over so that they project into the interior of the 
vessel for a few inches. The vessel is partially filled with stale heer 
or ale, a liquid for which roaches seem to have a special fondness. In 
the morning these vessels are found charged' with great quantities 
of dead and dying roaches which have climbed up the inclined sticks 
and slipped off into the vessel." 

Another remedy which may be used for any of the household 
species is a mixture of plaster of Paris, one part, and flour, three or 
four parts, in a saucer, and placed where the roaches abound, with 
another flat plate nearby containing pure water, both supplien with 
several bridges to give easy access, and one or two thin boards float
ing on the water touching the margin. The insects readily eat the 
mixture, . become thirsty and drink, when the plaster sets and clogs 
the intestines. The insects disappear ina few weeks; the bodies no 
doubt being eaten by the survivors. 

VII. PERIPLANETA Burmeister (1838). 

The members of this genus have the eyes closer together than the 
serobes .or pits of the antennre. The tegmina of both sexes reach 
much beyond the abdomen, and the inner wings are as long as the 
tegmina. ' 

But one species has as yet been taken in the State, though another 
may occur here, so that the following key is given for their 
separation: 

KEY TO SPEOIES OF PERIPLANETA. 

a. Tegmina much exceeding the abdomen; their outer margin of the 
same color as the remainder of the wing ...... 12 americana, p. 195 

aa. Tegmina but little exceeding the abdomen; a bright yellow stripe 
along the basal half of their outer margin. " ......... . australasia!. 

12. PERIPLANETA AMERICANA (Linnreus). The American Cockroach. 
Blatta americana L., 81, I, 1758,434; Rathv., 109,1862, 375 (in part); 

Pack., 216,1883,309, Plates XXV-XXXV. 
Periplaneta americana Burm., 40, II, 1838, 503; Scudd., 141, VII, 

1862, 416; Id., 1 88, 1900, 9; Brunn., 37, 1865, 232; Glov., 62, 
1872, Plate I, Fig. 2; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 172; Id., 125, I, 
1888,68,190; Id., 126, 11,1890,266; Fern., 53,1888,51; Bl., 
8,1893, 157; Id., 16, 1899,202, Fig. 42; Beut., 3,VI, 1894,259, 
Plate V, Fig. 4; Marl., 85, 1896, 90, Figs. 38, 39; Id., 86, 
1002, 8, Figs. 1 .. 2; Lugg., 84, 1898, 93, Fig. 55. 

Kakerlac americana Serv., 196, 1839, 68. 
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General color, light reddish brown. Pronotum broadly margined 
on the sides and narrowly in front with yellow, thus enclosing a large; 
bi-lobed brown spot. Tegmina and wings reaching much beyond the 
abdomen in both sexes. Supra-anal plate of female more pointed 
and median notch narrower and deeper than in B. orientalis. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 27 mm., female, 30 mm.; 
of pronotum, 8 mm.; of tegplina, male and female, 27.5 mm.; width 
of pronotum, 10.5 mm. 

Fig.31. Peripl'oneta americma; a, view from above; b, from beneath; bo'h enlarged 
one-third. From "Household Insects," Published by U. S. Div. Entomology. 

The American cockroach is, as its specific name indicates, a native 
of tropical and sub-tropical America; but, like B. orientalis, it has 
spread to the four co·rners of the earth. It is by far the largest spe
cies found in the State, but is much less common than orientalis, as I 
have specimens from but two counties, Putnam and Marion. It 
doubtless occurs, however, in all the larger towns of the State. It 
is found in numbers in some of the leading hotels of Indianapolis, 
but usually confines itself to the basement and first floor, and appears 
to be much more cleanly in its choice of an abiding place than does 
the closely allied Oriental roach. 

Catesby, as far back as 1748, wrote 0.£ this species in Carolina as 
follows: 
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"The Gockroach.-These are very troublesome and destructive ver
min, and are so numerous and voracious that it is impossible to keep 
victuals of any kind from being devoured by them without close cov
ering. They are fiat, and so thin that few chests or boxes can exclude 
them. They eat no,t only leather, parchment and woolen, but linen 
and paper. They disappear in winter and appear most numerous in 
the hottest days in summer. It is at night they commit their depreda
tions, and bite people in their beds, especially children's fingers that 
are greasy. They lay innumerable eggs, creeping into the holes of 
old walls and rubbish, where they lie torpid all the winter. Some 
have wings and others are without~perhaps of different sexes."* 

Cates by's wingless examples were in all probability the young, as, 
like most other insects, the wings are not acquired until the final 
moult. MarIaH says that the "domesticity of the American roach 
resulted. from ages of association with the aborigines. It has now be
come thoroughly cosmopolitan, and is unquestionably the most in
jurious and annoying of the species occurring on vessels. It is some
times numerous also, in greenhouses, causing considerable injury to 
tender plants. It is a notorious house pest, and occasionally vies with 
the German roach in its injuries to book bindings. The backs, some
times entirely, of both cloth and leather bound books, are eaten off 
to get at the starchy paste used in the binding." 

The young of the American roach require about a year to reach 
maturity. The rate of growth of it and other species depends,how
ever, largely on the food and temperature conditions, and under unfa
vorable circumstances the nymph stage is much prolonged. "The 
abundance of roaches is, therefore, apparently not accounted for so 
much by their rapidity of multiplication as by their unusual ability 
to preserve themselves from ordinary means of destruction and by 
the scarcity of natural enemies." 

PERIPLANETA AUSTRALASIJE Fab. The Australian Roach. 
, 

This species will doubtless be founa' to inhabit the State, as it has 
been recorded from Florida, Nebraska and Minnesota. It is a little 
smaller than P. americana, from which it can be separated by the 
characters given in the key. Like the last two species, it inhabits 
houses, and in the Southern States it is more abundant and trouble
some than either of them. 

* Natural History, Carolina,1748, Vol. II, p.lO. 
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Family MANTID1E. 

This family is composed of elongate, slow moving insects, the most 
noticeable character of which is the possession of a long, slender pro
thorax with the first pair of legs so modified as to be fitted for grasp
ing and holding their prey. The old name given to the group was' 
therefore Raptoria or graspers. The head is large, oblique, loosely 
joined to the prothorax in such a manner as to be freely mov
able; the antennre are slender, and rarely as long as the body. The 
ocelli are present and three in number. The pronotum is longer than 
any other segment. '1'he abdomen of the female is much broader 
than that of the male, and is without a visible ovipositor. The fore
legs are stout, raptorial and terminate in a single claw which, with 
the five-jointed tarsi, is placed in a groove on the .under side of the 
spinous tibire when at rest. The middle and hind pairs of legs are 
long, slender, and fitted for slow motion. Tegmina and wings are 
present, but in the female are often abortive. As with the other 
non-saltatorial families, ears and organs for producing sound are 
absent. 

The members of this family have numerous popular names, the 
most common of which is the "praying mantid," given them on ac
count of the position which they take when at rest or when waiting 
to grasp another insect. The knees are then bent, and the front legs 
held as though in supplication. In the Southern States they are often 
called "mule killers," from the I common belief that the brownish 
liquor which they give off from the mouth is fatal to mules. This 
name is, however, often also applied to the ('whip-scorpion," a large 
member of the order Arachnida, which inhabits the Southern States. 
The mantids are all carnivorous, feeding principally upon the differ
ent forms of other insects. They are thus in the main beneficial, in 
this respect differing widely from all other members of the order 
Orthoptera, unlesli it be the tree crickets of the genus (Ecanthu8, 
which feed upon plant lice. They capture their prey by stealth, 
crawling upon it very. slowly, and when within reaching distance, seiz
ing it with a sudden and rapid movement. Like other predatory in
sects, they have very voracious appetites. A member of 3: European 
species, Mantis religiosa, which was introduced on nursery stock in 
New York State, was observed to eat, in one day, three large grass
hoppers and a daddy-lang-legs and then tackled another mantis from 
which he was separated with difficulty. The eggs of mantids are laid 
in a curiously formed egg case or "ootheca," which is secreted by the 
female. 
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Only two of the six known sub-families are represented in the 
United States, and one of these only by a single genus and species 
along the southern border. The other is the 

Sub-family MANTINlE. 

'1'he insects belonging to this sub-family have the upper surface of 
the middle and fore femora and tibia:) rounded, instead of carinate. 
'I'he head is unarmed, whereas, in the other sub-family, the Vatinl13, 
it bears on the middle an erect process, as long as the rest of the 
head. To the M a,ntinl13 belong eleven known genera and sixteen 
species from the United States. Of these two species, belonging to 
different genera, have been taken in Indiana. 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA MANTINA3:. 

a. Broadest portion of pronotum far in advance of the middle; the sides 
in front distinctly tapering. Fore femora armed on the lower outer 
margin with large spines only ......... VIII. STAGMOMANTIS, p. 199 

aa,. Broadest portion Of pronotum but little, if any, in advance of the mid
dle; the sides in front parallel; or nearly so. Fore femora armed 
on the lower outer margin' with minute spines between the large 
ones .......... ' ................. : ........... IX. GONATISTA, p. 201 

VIII. STAGMOMANTIS Saussure .(1869). 

Body of male narrow, of female much broader. Head large, com
pressed, triangular. Antenna:) short and fine, inserted about the 
middle of the face below the center of the eyes. Vertex narrow, 
transverse, a little elevated above the eyes. Pronotum very long, in 
our species forming two-fifths the whole body; the apical third wider, 
the edges carinate and armed with minute, distant teeth. Tegmina 
of female shorter than abdomen, opaque and bearing a distinct spot 
or stigma of different texture near the center. Tegmina of male, in 
our species, longer than abdomen with stigma often indistinct or 
wanting. Wings of the female, when expanded, of the form of a 
quarter circle; those of the male longer and narrower. Abdomen of 
female, large, more or less dilated; that of male narrow, the sub
genital plate large. 

Two species occur in the United States, one of which is found in 
the southern half of Indiaua. 
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13. STAGMOMANTIS CAROLINA (Linmeus). The Oarolina Mantis. The 
Rearhorse. 

Gryllm carolinm L., 80, 1763, 13. 
Mantis carolinaL., 81, II, 1767, 691; Rathv., 109,1862,376, Figs. 8-10; 

Riley, 113, 1,1869,169, Figs. 94, 95; Id., 216, ill, 1883, 37, 
Fig's. 19ab; Id., 124, X, 1887, 44, Figs. 20ab; Glov., 62, 
1872, Plate II, Figs. 1-16. 

Stagmomantis carolina Sauss" 130, ill, 1869, 65; Id., 131, 1871, 46; 
Id., 132, VI, 1872, 247, Plate V, Fig. 5; Plate VI, Fig. 12; 
How., 74, IV, 1892,243, Figs. 29, 31; Id., 76,1901, 326, Figs. 
215, 216; Seudd., 173, XXVIII, 1895, 210; Id .• 188, 1900, 12; 
Bl., 13, XXVID, 1896, 265; Id., 16, 1899,209, Fig. 46. 

PhaBmomantis carolina Riley, 122, II, 1884, 173, 1<'ig. 249. 

Color: Male, grayish brown. Tegmina'semi-transparent, grayish, 
more or less mottled with smoky brown; sometimes almost wholly 
of the latter color. Body and feet often greenish yellow. Female, 
either wholly green or of the color of the male; the stigmatic patch 
black bordered with pale yellow, more distinct in the green form. 

Fig. 32. StaQmomanti. carolina L. Female. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 49 mm., female, 52 mm.; 
of pronotum, male, 17 mm., female, 20 mm.; of tegmina, male, 32, 
mm., female, 23 mm. 

This mantid is a species of southern range and in Indiana occurs 
only in the south half, being quite common in the counties bordering 
the Ohio River. It extends as far north as Marion and Putnam 
counties, where it is found sparingly. I have take'll it in Floyd, 
Perry and Lawrence counties, and have had a dozen or more speci
mens brought to me in Indianapolis, all of them females. Mr. S. G. 
Evans, of E,vansville, in a letter says: "The Mantids are found here 
of all sizes and colors, the eggs and young being almost as common as 
mosquitoes. I have, on several occasions, placed male and female 
together in a glass jar, and the female always devoured the male, and 
generally while in the act of copulating, the bodies remaining to
gether until the male was almost consumed." At Indianapolis the 
females. evidently reach maturity about September 1st, most speci
mens being brought in about that date or later. The green and 
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brown forms of the female are about equally numerous. In Putnam 
Oounty it has been noted by Mr. John S. Michaels near Bainbridge. 

When in the presence of its prey the Oarolina mantis moves al
most imperceptibly along, stealing toward its victim like a cat ap
proaching a mouse. When sufficiently near, the foreleg is suddenly , 
extended to its full length and the unlucky insect is immediately 
caught and impaled by the spines between the tibire and tarsi, car
ried to the mouth and delibcrately eaten piecemeal while yet alive 
and struggling to escape. When the two sexes are captured and 
placed together the female SOOTh begins to feed upon her liege lord, 
and finally devours all portions of him which are in the least degree 
digestible. 

The eggs of the Oarolina mantis are laid in tough cases about an 
inch long which are attached to the twigs of trees. The case is tough 
and horny, and the eggs are laid in parallel rows, perhaps forty in a 
row, issuing from a common longitudinal middle line. AU of the 
eggs stand on end and are inclined somewhat toward the central 
channel. A cluster of eggs has a braided appearance, but consists 
simply of a continuous ribbon of mucus folded in close flutings and 
having an egg deposited in the bight or angle of each fold .. The eggs 
are deposited simultaneously with the deposition 0.£ this ribbon by 
the mother insect, and the whole mass is at first soft and flexible, 
but rapidly hardens by exposure to the air. In this manner the spe
cies survives the winter and. in May, when insect life begins to 
abound, the young emerge and use their prominent, staring eyes to 
good advantage in seeking plant lic'e and other minute forms which 
furnish them their first of many meals. The eggs are frequently 
parasitized by' a very peculiar chalcis fiy, Podagrion mantis which 
penetrates the tough egg mass with its long ovipositor, and whose 
larvre feed upon the eggs. Thus egg masses taken by the observer 
in the winter and kept for the hatching of the young will frequently 
in the spring give out those parasites instead of the young mantids. 

IX. GONATISTA Saussure (1869). 

Body short and broad. Head short, compressed. Antennre inserted 
opposite the base of the eyes,hair-like, of considerable length. 
Eyes very large, globose, prominent. Ocelli large in the male, smaller 
in the female. The bce, in appearance, somewhat excavated on 
account of the prominence of the eyes. Orest of vertex a straight 
transverse line a little elevated above the eyes. Pronotum of medium 
length and breadth; the disk depressed, but with an elevation or 

43-Geol. 
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hump on the front and middle thirds with a depression between and 
with two smalJ tubercles on the hind margin; widest about the mid
dle; the front margin truncate; the sides of the front half parallel, 
those of posterior half a little converging. Tegmina of female broad, 

. covering three-fourths of abdomen; the reticulation dense and irreg
ular; the stigma small, narrow, often indistinct. Those of male nar
rower; surpassing the abdomen, more membranaceous. Wings ample, 
about as long as tegmina; those of the female forming a quarter of 
a circle, colored; those of male transparent or a little spotted. Fore 
limbs rather stout, the tibire with five-or six large spines on the lower 
outer border, with numerous small ones intervening; the inner border 
with twelve or more strong spines. Abdomen depressed, of medium 
width in the male; large and broad in the female, the border coarsely 
serrate or lobed. 

One species is known from the southern United States and West 
Indies. 

14. GONATISTA GRISEA (Fabricius). The Grizzled.Mantis. 
Manti~ grisea Fab., 52, It, 1793, 22. 
GonatistagriseaSauss., 131, 1871, fJ3; ld., 132, VI, 1872, 231, Plate 

5, Figs. 1, 2; Scudd., 173, XXVIII, 1896, 211, 214; ld., 188, 
1900, 13; Bl., 13, XXVIII, 1896, 265. 

Mantis phryganoides Serv., 196, 1839, 198. 
Gonatista cubensis Sauss., 130, III, 1869, 61. 

Color: Female, grayish, more or less mottled with fuscous. The 
tegminal with two ~blique fuscou& crossbars on apical half. Inner 
wings bluish black. Fore legs gray tinged with greenish and sprinkled 
with ruscous. The middle and hind legs with narrow fuscous cross
bars. 

Measurements: Female, length of body, 36 mm.; of pronotum. 
11 mm.; of tegmina; 20 mm. 

A single female of this southern mantid was taken in Vanderburgh 
County by Mr. S. G. Evans and by him sent to the Agricultural Col
lege of Michigan, from which it came into my posse&sion. Mr. Evans 
writes that he must have supposed it to be a short bodied form of . 
Stagmomantis carolina and has no recollection of the exact dat\'l, or 
the place in the county in which it was found. It may possibly, 
thererore, have been introduced on tropical fruits. It is common 
in Cuba and San Domingo and has been taken in Georgia and at Key 
West and Fernandina, Florida. 
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Family PHASMIDlE. 

To this family of non-saltatorial Orthoptera belong the insects 
commonly known as "walking-sticks." The body is long and exceed
ingly slender; the head nearly horizontal, not covered lYy the prono
tum and usually quadrate or four sided; the antennre long and 
rather coarse; the eyes small; the ocelli often wanting. The prono
tum is very short. The tegmina and wings are wanting in our species, 
though present and rudimentary in some tropical forms. The legs 
are long, slender and of equal size, the fore femora being often bowed 
and the fore tarsi terminating, like the others, in a pair of claws. 

Our species of Phasmidce are remarkable for thei.r resemblance to 
twigs of different plants; while some of the tropical spec·ics are so 
modified as to resemble leaves; frequently bearing so close a re
semblance to the-foliage as to deceive a keen observer. Their move
ments are, in general, very slow, though the males can run with some 
rapidity when in pursuit of the opposite sex. They feed during their 
entire lives upon leaves, being especally fond of those of oak and wild 
cherry. The eggs are dropped 100isely and singly upon the groun·d 
by the mother, where they remain through the winter, thus tiding 
the insect over the.. cold season. The outer case or shell of ·the egg 
is hard and often sculptured, and those of our common species re
semble small heans. The young, when hatched, trust to chance and 
their peculiar shape to escape those higher animal forms which are 
ever ready to prey upon every moving object which promises them a 
bit of sustenance. 

The family is, in the main, a tropical one, and is very feebly rep
resented in the United States, where but four of the dozen known 
sub-families are represented by seven genera and sixteen nominal spe
cies. Two of these sub-families are each represented in India.na by 
a single genus and species.* 

KEY TO SUB-FAMILIES OF PHASMIDATI OOOURRING IN INDIANA. 

a. Tibia! not furnished at apex with a short sunken space to receive the 
base of the tarsi when bent upon them. Mesothorax never less than 
four times as long as the prothorax, generally more. Hind femora 
armed beneath near the apex with one or more spines ....... . 

BACUNCULINlE, p. 204 
aa. Tibia! furnished on the under side at apex with a short, sunken space 

to receive the base of the tarsi when bent upon them. Mesothorax 
never more than three times as long as the prothorax, generally 
less. Hind femora without spines. " ., ..... ANISOMORPHINlE, p. 207 

*Mr. A. N. Caudell has recently published a monograph· of the U. S. species of Phas
midm in the Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum, XXVI, 1903, the nomenclature of 

I have followed. 
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Sub-family HACUNCULINAlJ. 

This sub-family c'omprises the longest and most slender of the 
United States walking-sticks. The mesothorax is usually five or 
more times as long as the prothorax. The antennlB, except in the 
genus Sermyle, are more than -twice as long as the front femora, 
The tibilB are without a sunken areola beneath the apex. 

Four of the United States genera belong to this sub-family. Of 
these, two are represented only in the Gulf and adjoining states; 
and a third only in the Rocky Mountain Region and California. 
The species of the other genus, Diapheromera, are widely distributed, 
Among them belongs our most common Indiana "walking-stick." . 

X. DIAPHEROJliIERA Gray (1835). 

Body long, slender and cylindrical. Head smooth, longer than 
broad; obliquely attached to the thorax; the eyes. small. Antenna> 
inserted in front of the eyes, more than twice as long as fore femora. 
furnished with 30 or more segments. Fronotum about the length of 
head. Mesonotum longer than any other segment; metanotum three
fourths the length of the mesonotrim. Median segment muc'h shorter 
than metanotum, transverse, quadrate. Legs very long and slender, 
the femora of the middle pair in the male of our speei<;s much swol~ 
len; armed, like those of hind pair, on under side nf'ar the apex with 
an acute spine, most prominent in the male. Cerci of the male long, 
terete and incurved; those of the female short, straight. 

Five species· Mcur in the United States, of which the m(lSt common 
and widespread is 

15. DUPHEROMERA FEMORATA (Say). The Thick-thighed Walking-stick. 
Spectrumjemoratum Say, 13S, II, 1824, 297; Id., 137, III, 1828, Plate 

27; Id., 139, 1859, I, 82, 197, Plate 37; Emm., 49, V, 1854, 
142, Plate 7, Figs. 1, 2; Rathv., 109, 1862, 377, Fig. 11. 

Diapheromera jemorata HalT., 71, 1841, 119; Id., 72,1862,146, Fig. 
67; Pack., 104, 1869,573, Fig. 566; Glov., 62,1872, Plate I, 
Fig. 7; Plate X, Fig. 1; Id., 63, 1874,134, Fig. 6; Scudd., 
14S, I, 1874, 379, Plate A, Fig. 3; Id., 172, XXVII, 1895, 30; 
Id., 169, LXXXVIII, 1894,456,460; Id., 17'S, VIII, 1897,30: 
Id., ISS, 1900, 14; Id., 191, IX, 1901, 187; Riley, 120,1878, 
241, Plate 3, Figs. a-c; Id., 122, II, 1884, 176, Fig. 2fi3; Comst., 
41,1888,95, Fig. 91; Id., 42,1895, 108, Fig. 118; Fern., 53, 
1888,49, Fig. 19; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 262, Plate 10, Fig. 10; 
Weed., 222, 1897, 6, Plate 5; Lugg., SIl, 1898, 100, Fig. 61; 
Bl., 16, 1899, 208, Fig. 45; How., 76, 1901, 323, Fig. 214; 
Caud., 40·, 1903, 874, Figs. 4, 6. 
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Color variable, being either gray, brown or greenish brown. The 
body of the male is usually greenish brown, sometimes almost wholly 
greeI;l; the head yellowish with three lengthwise fuscous stripes; the 
front legs and the tibim of the others usually green. The female is 
duller, generally grayish brown, of
ten with paler specks and mottlings 
on the head and back 

The male is easily distinguished 
by the shorter and more slender 
body; longer legs and antennm; the 
narrower and less dilated front fem
ora; the swollen middle femora and 
by the greater stoutness of the 
spines near the ends of the middle 
and hind femora. 

Measurements: Length of body, 
male, 70 mm., female, 77 mm.; of 
antennm, male, 65 mm., f6Jllale, 45 
mm.; of hind femora, male, 21 mm., 
female, 16 mm. 

The thick-thighed walking-stick 
is a rather common insect through
out the State, though the average 
observer will probably see but one 
or two of them a year. They reach 
maturity in August, and may often 
be found upon the leaves of oak or 
wild cherry, especially on isolated 
trees along fence rows. One of my 
students at Terre Haute once 
brought in on October 15th, 100 or 
more which he had gotten from a 

'ld h Fig. 33. Diapherorllera /erllorata (Say). 
WI C erry tree on whose leaves Male. 

they had been feeding. It moves 
very slowly and has a habit of remaining motionless and ap
parently dead for a considerable length of time. On such occasions 
it usually stretches ~tself out from a twig, with its front legs and an
tennm extended, and then can 'scarcely be distinguished from a pro
longation or branch of the twig. Many people who see them thus 
for the first time and afterwards watch them moving slowly away, 
can scarcely be persuaded that they are not real twigs, gifted in some 
mysterious manner with life and motion. 
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In feeding, they eat the edges of a leaf, preferably those of an 
oak or wild cherry, usually straddling it with their legs, and in an 
hour will deVlour a piece an inch long by a third of an inch wide. 
Riley records that on occasions they are so numerous as to do much 
damage to oak, hickory, locust and other trees. In Yates County, 
New York, in 1878, Dr. Riley found them very abundant in a wood
land of 50 acres, which they had attacked in numbers two and four 
years previously. He states that: "By the middle o,f August the 
bulk of the pests were going through their last moult, and by the end 
of autumn they had stripped most of the trees, showing, however, a 
decided preference for the black, red and rock-chestnut oaks, over 
the white oaks and hickories, which they affect but little until after 
the first mentioned trees are stripped. The underbrush was also 
very effectually cleaned of its foliage, and the i sects hung from and 
clung to the bare twigs and branches in great lusters. They s'ettle 
to roost on the witch-hazel, but do no,t defoli te it until the other 
trees mentioned are pretty bare. Sumach an thorn are also little 
affected, while peach and apple in an adjoin' g orchard were un
touched. Whenever they have entirely str pped the trees and 
shrubs they move in bodies to fresh . pasture , crowding upon one 
another and covering the ground, the fence ails, and everything 
about them so that it is impossible for a pers n to enter the woods 

- without being covered by them. The timber ffected can be recog
nized by its seared and leafless appearance f om a great distance, 
and upon entering the woods the ear is greeted y a peculiar seething 
noise, resulting from the motion of the innumerable jaws at work 
on the leaves. Their depredations first to attract attention 
soon after wheat harvest, and are :rpost noticea 
injury to the trees done in 1874 and 1876 was fll11.l.LU.''''" 

of most of the black oaks, and, according to 
trees die in three years after the first a 

The eggs, of which each female lays abou 100, are a little less 
than 3 mm. in length, long oval in shape and of polished black color 
with a whitish stripe on one side. They a small, plump 
bean or seed of other leguminous plant. are simply dropped 
loosely upon the ground from whatever the female may hap-
pen to be, and, during the latter part of where the insects 
are common, one hears a pattering, unlike drops of niin, 
which results from the dropping of these eggs, which in 
places lay so thick ~mong under the dead leav,es that they may 
be scraped up in great ties. From observations of 
specimens kept in it would that each female is 
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capable of laying upwards of 100. The eggs remain upon the ground 
all through the winter and hatch for the most part during the month 
of May. Some of them, however, continue hatching much later, so 
that all through the summer and even into the fall, young individuals 
may be found. The insect changes very little in. appearanoe from 
birth to maturity except so far as color is concerned, and moults but 
twice. Growth is rapid, averaging, under favorable circumstances, 
about six weeks from birth to matprity. With age the green color 
gives way to various shades of g~ay and brown. In this way we find 
great correspondence with its surroundings. While the vegetation is 
green, the walking sticks are green also; when the foliage turns in 
autumn, they change col-or correspondingly, and when the foliage is 
stripped they so closely resemble, in both appearance and c'olor, the 
twigs upon which they rest-the habit of stretching out the front legs 
and feelers greatly enhancing the r'esemblanc'e-that when they are 
few in number it is difficult to recognize them.' A few green speci
mens, more particularly of the males, may always be found, even 
among the mature individuals." 

This Walking-stick appears to be abundant in any certain locality 
only every other year. This is in part due to an increase of the in
sect's natural enemies on those years in which they are most abun
dant. 'I'hese enemies are several species of true bugs (Hemiptera
Heteroptera) c'rows and other birds. The main reason for the greater 
number of Walking-sticks on alternate years is, however, thought to 
be due to the fact that the larger proportion of the eggs, especially 
those laid late in the autumn, take two years in hatching. If at any 
time the insect thrcatens td become injurious in the woodlands of the 
State, it can be held in check by burning the leaves on the ground 
in the winter season, thus destroying the hibernating eggs. 

Sub-family ANISOMORPHINlE. 

In this sub-family the antennal are mOl'e than twice as long as the 
anterior femora. The tibire ttre furnished with a sunken areola be
neath the apex, which receives the base of the tarsi when bent; COXal . 
visible from above; tarsi distinctly five-jointed. Mesothorax not 
more than three times as long as the prothorax. Intermediary seg
ment invisible. 

A single genus of this sub-family is represented in the United 
States. 
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XI. ANISOMORPHA Gray (1835). 

Body of male elongate, slender; that of the female much larger 
and more robust. Head short, quadrate, horizontally attached to the 
thorax; and eyes larger than in Diapheromera. Antennm shorter and 
stouter than there, though longer' than the f01'e femora; the basal 
joint but little longer and little stouter than the second. Pronotum 
the length of the head. Mesonotum twice as long as pronotum and a 
third longer than metanotum. Front segments of abdomen but little 
longer than broad. Legs of nearly equal length, stout and thick, 
shorter than in the preceding genus, unarmed. Cerci 'Of both sexes 
short, stout, cylindrical, projecting a little from beneath the large 
supra-anal plate. 

Two species ODCur in the southern United States, one of which 
extends northward into Indiana. 

16. ANISO)IORPHA FERRUGINEA (Palis'Ot de Beauv'Ois). The Lesser Tw'O
striped Walking-stick. 

Phas111AJJferrugineum Pal. de Beauv., 108, 1805-1821, 167, Plate XIV, 
Figs. 6-7. 

Anisomorphaferruginea Gray., 64, 1835, 18; Burm., 40, II, 1838, 570; 
Bcudd., 172, XXVII, 1895, 30; Id., 188,1900,15; Caudell 40', 
XXVI, 1903, 880, 882. Plate LIT, Fig. 2. 

Color: Fuscous 'Or ferruginous, inconspicuously striped with nar
row dusky dorHal and lateral stripes; these in the female less distinct, 
and 'Often 'Obsolete on a portion of the abdomen. Antennm dull red
dish brown. Under side of body dull clay yellow, brownish when 
dried. Legs brownish red. ' 

Head but little longer than broad. Body of female six to six and a 
half times longer than broad; of male, about twelve times as long as 
broad. 

Measurements: Length of head, male, 3 mm., female, 5.5 mm.; 
of body, male, 30 rom., female, 56 rom.; of antennm, male, 22 mm., 
female, 34 rom.; of hind f'emora, male, Iil mm., female, 12 mm. 

This southern Walking-stick has been taken in Indiana only near 
Wyandotte, Crawford County, and Grand Chain, POHey County, be
ing found in large numbers in both localities. The first ones taken 
were in Crawford County, 'On June 28, 1902, when the young about 
an inch and a half l'Ong were f'Ound beneath 10'Ose flakes 'Of bark 'On 
'Oak and 'Other trees. In the first week in September I again visited 
the locality and found sc'Ores 'Of pairs of them, all mating, beneath 
the loose bark of old ''Oak snags and stumps. A half-dozen or more 
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pairs were often found within an area of a foot or two'square, the 
large, heavy bodied female bearing her diminutive liege lord upon 

her back. i; ~ i: 7'.1 :"t~, 
When picked up by the fingers, there is exuded from glands on the 

sides of the thorax a vapor from the male and a white milky fluid, 
from the female. This possesses a peculiar, though somewhat pleas
ing odor, which has been likened to that 0·£ the common Everlasting, 
Gnaphalium obtusifolium L. The secretion is doubtless used as a de o 

• 

Fig, 34. AniBomorpha ferruoinea (Pal de Beauy). Female. 
Natural size. (After Caudell.) 

fense against certain enemies, being probably very distasteful, and 
perhaps harmful, to birds and rapacious insects. Scudder (Psyche I) 
has noted this secretion, and concludes that the Phasmidm with their 
slender form and sluggish movements have especial need of su{)h a 
weapon as these glands furnish. 

N one of the specimens of ferruginea noted were feeding, though 
they probably live upon the leaves of oak and other trees. The spe o 

cies was later found in numbers in Posey County, and probably occurs 
in most of the counties bordering the Ohio River. It is but one of 

'many forms of insect and plant life which have their most northern 
habitat in the southern third of Indiana. Specimens in the U. S. 
National Museum are from Florida, Louisiana, Kentucky and Penn
sylvania. * 

':' Since the above was in type a/erruginea has been taken as far north as Medora, 
Jackson County. 
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SALT ATORIA. 

Belonging to this class or sub-order, are thrHe families which com
prise the great majority of our best known Orthoptera. They are the 
true "hoppers" or leapers of the order; their hind limbs, in the course 
of ages, having become so modified as to be adapted in the highest 
degree to the life which they lead. Possessing, also, in many in
stances, ample organs of flight, which enable them, when disturbed, 
to move rapidly to a distance, the males have evolved in connection 
therewith organs .of sound, by which they may call the members of 
the opposite sex to them. Were it not for these calling ~rgans the 
two sexes would, during their varied movements, often be widely 
separated, and perhaps be unable to locate one another after settling 
in a new position. The males alone possess these organs of sound, 
and they only when wings are present. AU the wingless forms lack 
also "auditory organs" or ears, since these would be useless unless 
some means of producing sound were present. The families belong
ing to this group may be separated by the follDwing table: 

KEY TO FAMILIES OF SALTATORIAL ORTHOPTERA. 

u. Antennre much shorter than the body, variable in form. Ocelli three. 
Tarsi three-jointed. Calling organs of male, when. present, situ
ated on the hind femora and lower border of tegmina. ~rgans of 
hearing, when present, located on the basal segment of the abdo
men. Ovipositor composed of two pairs of short, horny, more or 
less curved plates, whose tips diverge ............ ACRIDIDJE, p. 211 

aa. Antennre much longer than the body, bristle shaped, delicately taper
ing. Ocelli .often wanting. Tarsi four or three-jointed. Calling 
organs of male, when present, situated on the d.orsal fi·eld of the 
tegmina:. Organs of hearing, when present, located near the bas'e 
of the fore tibire (ral'ely .on the prosternum). OvipOSitor (except in 
certain crickets) an elong&ted blade or needle; its parts compact. 
b. Ocelli genwally wanting. Tarsi four-jointed. Tegmina with 

the sides sloping. Calling organ of male, when present, lo
cated on basal half of tegmina and limited to the anal area. 
OVIpositor, when exserted, forming a strongly compressed, 
generally sword-shaped blade, the tip not expanded ......... . 

LoCUSTIDJE, p. 340 
bb. Ocelli variable: Tarsi three-jointed. Tegmina fiat above, the 

sides bent abruptly downward. Calling organ of male, when 
present, extending across both anal and median areas of the 
tegmina. Ovipositor, when exserted, forming a nearly cylin-
drical straight or upcurved needle, the tip often enlarged ..... . 

(j:RYLLIDJE, p. 407 
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Family ACRIDID.LE. 

To this family of saltatorial Orthoptera belong those short-horned 
grasshoppers or locusts which are so common in our meadows and 
pastures and along our roadsides from mid-April until after the heavy 
frosts of late autumn. Their antenn::e are, with few exceptions, m";'ch 
shorter than the body, filiform, clubbed or ensiform in shape, the 
jqints distinct, and often, especially toward the base, depressed. The 
head is usually short, and in the leading sub-families is extended 
horizontally. Ocelli ar,e always present, and foveola usually so, the 
variations in form and size of the latter affording characters much 
used in classification. 

The pronotum is variable in form and size, but in most species 
forms a buckler or saddle-~aped shield covering the three segments 
of the thorax. In one sub-family, the Tettigince, it extends back over 
the abdomen. The tegmina and wings, when present and in repose, 
rest partly horizontal on the dorsal surface of the abdomen and partly 
reflexed against its sides. The auditory or hearing organ, when pres
ent, is located on the side of the basal ring of the abdomen. The aI?-
terior and middle legs are equal or nearly so in size, and much smaller 
and shorter than the hind legs; the femora of the latter being, as in 
the other Saltatoria, very much enlarged in their basal halves. The 
tarsi are three-jointed and similar in structure on all the legs; the 
first joint, usually the longest, has the under side marked with two 
cross impressions which, when seen from below, give the impression 
that it is composed of three segments. The third or apical segment 
of the tarsus ends in a pair of curved claws which enable the insect 
to catch and cling to blades of grass and other objects on which it 
may alight. Between these claws there is in the species of all the 
sub-families except those of the Tettigince a circular pad or cushion, 
called the pulvillus or arolium. The ovipositor consists of four short; 
horny pieces, the so-called valves, 'projecting from the tip of the' ab
domen, two of which curve upward and two downward. 

The call notes made by the males of the Acrididce are produced in 
two ways. In one group, whose m,embers call only when at rest, the 
sound is produCled by rubbing the inner surface of the hind femur 
against the outer surface of the tegmina. Landois has shown that 
in this group, the inner surface of the femur is furnished along the 
lower margin with a longitudinal row of minute, lancet-shaped, elastic 
teeth, ranging in number from 85 to 93, which are scraped across the 
veins of the tegmina, thus producing a low, buzzing sound. Those 
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which stridulate in this manner mostly belong to the sub-families 
Tryxalinm and Acridinm. 

The members of the sub-family CEdipodinm usually sound their 
call during flight by rubbing together the upper surface of the front 
edge of the wings and the under surface of the tegmina, thus pro-

Fig. 35. Inside of hind femora of a locust. 8, ridge with teeth. Ridge and teeth greatly 
enlarged. (After Landois.\ 

ducing a sharp, crackling sound which has been likened to that of 
burning stubble. By paying close attention the observer can soon 
learn to know each species by its peculiar call. Like the othcr fami
lies of Orthoptera, the males alone of thc Acrididm have musical 
organs, which is quite the reverse among some animals higher in the 
scale of life, where the females make most of the music and often
times much of the noise. 

The great majority of Indiana Acrididm pass the winter in the 
egg stage, the eggs being deposited by the mother insect in'early 

Fig. 36. Locust in the act of laying eggs. (After Riley.) 

autumn. When ready to oviposit, she forms a hole in the ground or 
other nidus to a depth corresponding to the length of her abdomen. 
The eggs are then deposited one at a time to the number of 30 to 60, 
being placed in regular order in this hole. During the process a 
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glutinous fluid is emitted around them which at length hardens and 
binds them together, thus forming a bean-shaped mass. The hole 
above the mass is then closed with dirt intermixed with this fluid 
which, when it hardens, renders it partially impervious to water. 
However, if the winter is an open one with many changes of tempera
ture, many of the eggs are apt to be destroyed. By far the larger 
number of eggs are deposited in the earth in the manner shown in the 
accompanying cut. A few species, however, oviposit in rotten or 

Fig. 37. Egg mass of locust. a, from the side, within burrow; b. from beneath; 
c, from above; enlarged. (After Riley.) 

decaying wood. About mid-April the eggs begin to hatch and the 
sprightly little insects, devoid of wings but otherwise like their par
ents, are soon seen on every hand. 

Born with one earthly desire-a voracious appetite-and with one 
valuable possession-a pail' of strong, broad jaws, which move in and 
out like the blades of a pair of scissors-the little hopper soon begins 
to use the latter to appease the former, and for twenty-four hours a 
day and seven days in a week, he gnaws away at the soIt, green, succu
lent grass which surrounds hi.m on every side. Such a procedure can 
have but one result. His body soon becomes too big for its surround-

Fig. 38. Molting of a locust. a, nymph ready to change: b, the skin split along the back 
and the adult emerging; c, continues the process; d, the adult insect drying out; 

" perfect adult. (After Riley.) 
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ings. Something must give waY,-and that something is his skin. He 
casts it aside, however, with but little reluctance, for a new one is 
rtady to take its place, and immediately begins to satiate his appetite 
onc'e more. Five successive times his skin gets too small for his body 
and is c'ast aside. Between each of these moults the wings are grow
ing, and when the fifth skin is shed he emerges a mature and full 
fledged insect. 

However, all locusts do not pass the winter in the egg state. Three 
or four species hatch in early autumn and the young in various stages 
can, in suitable localities, be seen jumping vigorously about on any 
warm sunny day in mid-winter. If their presence at such a season 
comes to the attention of it newspaper reporter, the press of the en
tire State is apt to teem with warnings of a coming i(grasshopper 
plague," of which the youngsters are thought t(} be the advance 
guard. These hibernating young are the first to reach maturity the 
next spring, usually becoming full grown about the 20th of April. 

A number of species of Acrididm, especially of those belonging to 
the genus lIfelanoplus, possess, in the adult stage, only rudimentary 
tegmina and wings, and resemble immature insects or nymphs in 
appearance. A close examination will show, however, that these 
adults have the tegmina in the proper position, while in the immature 
stages of these alid other forms, the tegmina and wings are inverte~, 
being twisted about so that the faces and margins are just the oppo
site of what they are in the perfect insect. 

About 540 species of Acrididl13 are known from the United States. 
These are divided among four sub-families, all of which are repre
sented in the Indiana fauna, 63 species having been taken in this 
State. These sub-families may be separated by the following table: 

A SYNOPSIS OF THE SUB-FAMILIES OF ACRIDIDAJ: KNOWN TO OCCUR IN 

INDIANA. 

a. Size, very small; pronoium extending to or beyond the end of ab
domen; tegmina represented by small scales or loues on the sides 
of the body; claws of tarsi without a pad or cushion between 
them .. ' .................... ', .... ,., ............ TETTIGINlE, p. 215 

aa. Size, larger; pronotum never extending over the abdomen; tegmina 
usually well developed, but sometimes abbreviated or even want
ing; claws of tarsi furnished with a small cushion or pad between 
them. 
b, No spine or tubercle on the prosternum between the front pair 

of legs. 
'c. Face or front head very oblique, usually meeting the ver

tex at an acute angle; the fastigium horizontal or a little 
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ascending; foveolre usually present and well developed; 
. median carina of the pronotum never raised in the form 
of a crest, or cut by more than one sulcus ......... . 

TRYXALIN..E, p. 232 
ce. l!'ace or front of head nearly or quite vertical and rounded 

where it meets the vertex; the fastigium almost always 
sloping sharply downward; foveolre generally obscure; 
median carina of pronotum often crested and usually cut 
by more than one suI cds ............ <EDIPODIN..E, p. 251 

bb. A distinct conical or cylindrical spine present on the front mar-
gin of the prosternum ...... , ... , ~ .. , ....... tACRIDIN..E, p. 285 

Sub-family TE~TTIGIN1E. 

The members of this ·sub-family, known as the "grouse locusts," 
are our smallest Acridians. They are readily known from all other 
locusts by having the pronotum prolonged and tapering backward to 
such an extent that it reaches to or beyond the tip of the abdomen. 
The tegmina are rudimentary, being represented only by small oval 
lobes or scales, placed on the sides of the body and usually covering a 
small portion of the base of the wings. The wings are usually pres
ent and well developed, especially in their anal area, though both 
they and the tegmina are, in a few instances, wanting. The proster
num is prolonged in front by a half circular "chin piece" which en
velops the maxillre and other mouth parts like a muffler; no arolia 
or pads are present between the terminal claws of the tarsi. The 
males of most of the species are much narrower bodied than the fe
males; their sub-anal plate, viewed from the side, is conical or tri
angular; the supra-anal plate lanceolate or triangular. The valves 
of the ovipositor are armed with small rounded teeth on their outer 
edges, and their extremities sharply diverge. 

'rhese little grouse locusts are the only members of our Indiana 
Acrididre which pass the winter in the imago or mature stage. On 
the approach of winter they hide beneath chunks, chips, rubbish, the 
loose bark of logs, or beneath the bottom rails of old fences. Some
times a warm sunny day in mid-winter tempts them forth in numbers, 
and on such occasions, the earth seems to swarm with them as they 
leap before the intruder, their hard bodies striking the dead leaves 
with a sound similar to that produced by falling hail. If the winter 
is an open one, with alternate periods of thawing and freezing, many 
of them doubtless perish. On the first warm days of spring they can 
be c'ollected by hundreds frbm any grass-covered hillside having a 
sunny southern exposure, or from the boggy places along the margins 
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of lakes and s.treams. Hancock has writt.en entertainingly of their 
habits as follows: 

"The jump of the grouse locust is peculiar in that it is quick and 
inconspicuous and in this that it alights almost invariably on the 
ground. The yeung of the larger Orthoptera usually alight on grass 
or stems of plants, dodging behind them for protection. The re
markable color of these little Acridians, hannonizing in every in
stance with the soil, makes it sometimes difficult to locate them. 
'Ehis protective resemblance is carried out to perfection, the little 
insects living on the soil scattered with debris faded out by the hot 
sun, and the lights and shadows, in whatever way they play, are 
copied exactly. N a shade, color or arrangement of markings seems 
impossible of simulation, and every individual is a study in color 
harmony. 

"The grouse locusts feed upon the vegetable mold or decomposing 
soil sometimes mixed with algm, or on the lichens, mosses, tender 
sprouting grasses, sedges, germinating seeds of plants and debris 
found in such situation~. Particularly sought-after morsels are the 
various colored surface clays and the black muck, consisting of rich 
vegetable mold. They are ravenous eaters, as· one might infer from 
the dietary list just mentioned, and the fecal excrement, on reaching 
the end of the abdominal appendages, is thrust away from the body 
by a rapid kick of the hind tibia. 

"In the middle of May (Illinois) the nrst eggs are laid in the 
ground, the female accomplishing this act by making a shallow bur
row with her ovipositor. '1'he young larvm, hatched from this brood, 
mature by fan, passing the fonowing winter in the adult state. The 
broods hatched in late June and early July are often immature by 
the time winter arrives, and we find them hibernating in the pupa 
state. Thus it is that the Tettiginm are about the earliest ins,ects to 
be found in the spring, appearing as early as March. The time of 
incubation varies with the temperature, the early broods of Tettix , 
hatching in twenty-three days, but as the days become warmer this 
period is shortened to sixteen days. The number of eggs of Tettia; 
and Paratettix vary considerably, but there are more often 10, 13 or 
16 in each burrow; in Tettigidert varying from 12 to 26. 

"During the life of these little Tettigians they are more or less 
constantly in danger of enemies among the arachnida, insecta, and 
some of the vertebrata. The larva of a red mite (Trombidian) is 
one of the most frcquent sources of annoyanc·e. Acting as a parasite 
the Trombidian larva clings on the body'and attaches itself out of the 
reach of the victi.m. There it remains to sap the juices of the host's 
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body. It is found on many species. Among insect pests, ants and 
bugs are sometimes deadly to them. In a wet ditch in June the 
writer found a number of small dark-brown ants dragging along the 
ground a female Tettix ~rnatus which had Just been killed by them. 
When endeavoring to capture some Tettix at the same place my at
tention was drawn to a colony of these ants acting in a panicky state 
of excitement, the cause of this being that they had darted upon the 
insect the author was pursuing, tumbling it over and biting it sav
agely about the neck. The little locust finally escaped by a vigorous 
jump. 

«According to P. R. Uhler, Galgulus oculatus, a true bug, is a seri
ous enemy. 'This insect may often be seen,' says Uhler, 'in the month 
of May walking about between the stones on the low banks of brooks 
and streams, where Tettix and Paratettix abound, watching an oppor
tunity to seize one of these insects, and when the favorable moment 
arrives, leaping suddenly upon one of them, clasping it with tight 
embrace between the front femora and ti~iffi and then sucking out its 
vital juices.' " 

Toads, fishes and birds also feed upon them when opportunity 
offers. 

Nine genera, 45 species and numetous varieties of these grouse 
locusts are. described from the United States in the latest monograph 
of the group. * Of these 12 species, representing five genera, have 
been taken in Indiana. The genera found in the State may be sepa
rated by the following table: 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA TETTIGINlE. 

a. Antennre with 12 to 14 joints; front femora more or less compressed, 
carinate above. 
b. Vertex of head extending beyond the front of eyes, wider than 

one of them; its front angulate or rounded, not truncate. 
c. Front dorsal margin of pronotum when truncate not ad

vanced upon the head to the eyes; facial ridges not 
forI~ed; front of vertex, when viewed from the side, an
gulate or sub-rounded. 
d. Pronotum with its median carina raised in the form 

of a crest and more or less arched lengthwise; the 
front margin produced in an angle over the back 
of the head. Upper notch or sinus on the hind 
margin of lateral lobe of pronotum shallow, about 
one-half as deep as the lower ............ ' ........ . 

XII. N OMOTETTIX, p. 218 

""'The Tettigidoo of North America," ~YDr. J. L. Hancock, Chicago, 1902. 

44-Geo!. 
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dd. Pronotum with its median carina low, not arched; 
its front not produced forward. Upper notch or 

~ sinus on hind margin of lateral lobe of pronotum 
nearly as deep as the lower .... XIII. TETTIX, p. 219 

'cc. Front dorsal margin of pronotum truncate and advanced 
upon the head to the eyes; facial ridges with their lower 
halves strongly forked; front of vertex, when viewed 
from the side, distinctly rounded .................... . 

XIV. NEOTETTIX, p. 226 
bb. Vertex of head not extending beyond front of eyes, usually 

narrower than one of them; its front usually truncate ....... . 
XV. PARATETTIX, p. 227 

aa. Antennre with 21 or 22 joints; front femora distinctly and broadly 
grooved or sulcate above ................. XVI. TETTIGIDEA, p. 228 

XII. NOMOTETTIX Morse (1894). 

The members of this genus can be easily distinguished from the 
other Tettigians by the characters given in the key. The high arched 
crest of the pronotum, and (in our spec'ies) its projection forward in 
an angle over the back of the head, a,re especially notable. Between 
the posterior portion of the eyes and the median line of the pronotum 
a pair of nipple-like tubercles are usually present. The antennre are 
short and filiform with 12, rarely 13, joints. The pronotuin in most 
specimens reaches only to end of abdomen, the inner wings then 
being rudimentary. An occasional example of some of the species 
is found in which the pronotum is prolonged and the wings well de
veloped. These, according to Morse, are examples of a reversion to 
the earlier long-winged type of females. The hind femora are wider 
and stouter proportionally than in the other genera. 

Seven nominal species of N omotettix have been described from 
the United States. Of these, but one has, as yet, been taken in 
Indiana. 

17. NOMOTETTIX COMPRESSUS Morse. The Crested Grouse Locust. 
Nomotettix compres.sU8 Morse, 96, TIr, 1895, 15; Scudd., 188, 1900, 15; 

Hanc., 69, 1902, 55, 58. 
Batrachidea cristata Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 100 (not Harris). 
Batrachidea carinata Bl., 6, XXIV, 1892,33 (not Scudd.). 

Body small, compressed, granulate; grayish or fuscous hrown in 
color, the sides of pronotum often ornamented with one or two ir
regular shaped velvety black or black and white spots. Vertex nearly 
twiee as wide as one of the eyes, a little higher than the eyes and ex
tending in front of them, its front border sub-rounded. Pronotum 
strongly compressed, its front dorsal margin advanced in an angle 
civer the head to the posterior third of the eyes. Median carina of 
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pronotum strongly crested and arcuate; so compressed and thin in 
section that the punc!tulations of its surface appear translucent when· 
held against the light. In the shorter and more common form the 
pronotum exceeds but slightly the tip of abdomen and the wings do 
not reach its apex; in the long form the pronotum extends 3 mm. and 
the wings 4 mm., beyond the tip of abdomen. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 7.5 mm., female, S mm.; 
of antennre, 3 mm.; of pronotum, male, 7.3 mm., female, 8 mm.; of 
hind femora, male,. 4.3 mm., female, 5 mm. Length of pronotum, 
long form, 10 mm. 

This crested grouse locust probably occurs in most portions of 
Indiana, having been taken by the writer in Perry, Monroe, Vigo and 
Lake counties, while Dr. Hancock has found it abundant at Dune 
Park, Porier County. In the southern portion of the State it makes 
its home on the sides of dry sunny banks in pastures where the grass 
is scant or has been cropped short, and where the species of "Ever
lasting," Antennaria and AnaphaZis, delight to grow. In such places 
it may be taken by the scare in late autumn or early spring. I~ the 
northern counties it lives, says Hancock, "on dry, sandy soil, lightly 
covered by fragments of twigs, leaves., and various fine debris accumu
lated from past seasons. Jt frequently se~ks retreat among prickly 
pear cactus on mossy covered ground,- slightly sheltered by trees, 
among sand dunes. It is a curious little species, and though some
times quite common locally, it requires the exercise of tact on hands 
and knees to c·apture the sprightly little insects. In the cool October 
morning they did not appear to jump far, but as the sunlight warmed 
the ground they became more active. Some were in the last pupa 
stage, but the majority were adult." 

But two specimens of the long-winged form have been taken 
among the hundreds of short-winged ones collected in this State, a 
male in Vigo County and a female in Perry County. On account of 
the greater length of the pronotum, its median crest does not appear 
so prominent nor so strongly arched in the long-winged form as in 
the more common one. Dr. Hancock, in a recent letter, has given 
the varietal name atavus to this long-winged form. 

XIII. TETTIX Charpentier (1841). 

In. this genus the :rnedijm carina.of the pronotum is distinct but 
not arched or raised in the form of a crest. The vertex is wider than 
one of the eyes, and its front projects beyond them. Antennre short, 
stout or slender, usually composed of 14 joints. Pronotum with its 
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front margin truncate, or scarcely angulate, but little produced for
ward upon the head, reaching to end of abdomen in short-winged 
forms and much beyond it in long-winged forms of the same species; 
the upper lateral notch or sinus nearly as deep as the lower. Eleven 
species of the genus have been described from the United States, five 
of which are known to occur in Indiana. These may be distinguished 
by the following 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES of TETTIX. 

a. Median carina of pronotum more or less distinctly elevated along its 
entire- length; dorsal surface of pronotum higher in the middle, 
sloping on the sides; its surface rugose or wrinkled, as well as 
granulated. 
b. Body slender, the posterior portion of pronotum long drawn out; 

vertex viewed from above, obtus'ely angulate, its median 
carina not projecting beyond the sides .... 18 granulatu8, p. 220 

bb. Body less slender; pronotum less prolonged posteriorly; front of 
vertex rounded, its median carina distinctly projecting .... 
c. }j'r6nt half of pronotum with its median carina but little 

rais'ed; middle femora of male but slightly enlarged, the 
expanded portion but one-third as long as broad ....... . 

19 ornatus, p. 222 
oe. Front half of pronotum with its median carina compressed 

and more elevated, more or less arcuate; middle femora 
of male enlarged, their expanded portion nearly or quite 
one-half as long as broad ........... , .20 hanooeki, p.-223 

aa. Median carina of pronotum indistinct, being not at ,all or very little 
elevated; dorsal surface of pronotum fiat, or nearly so, the surface 
granulated, rarely if at all rugos'e. -
d.. Body rather slender, the posterior portion of pronotum pro

longed, acute: vertex distinctly depressed in front; eyes promi-
nent; frontal costa straight and narrowly sulcate .... ' ........ . 

21 aren08US, p. 224 
dd. Body more robust, the pronotum less prolonged posteriorly; ver

tex but little depressed in front; eyes of medium size; frontal 
costa, when viewed from the side, distinctly sinuate ......... . 

22 obseurus, p. 225 

18. TETTIX GRANULATUS (Kirby). 
Acrydium granulat1lm Kirby, 79, 1837, 251. 
Tettix granulatv8 Seudd., 14 1, VII, 1862, 474; Id., 188, 1900, 16; 

Thos., 206, V, 1873, 182; Riley, 117, VIII, 1876, 150, Fig. 
47; Id., 119,1877,230, Fig. 42; Id., 214,1.1878,256, Fig. 11; 
Id., 122, II, 1884, 192, Fig. 268; Lint, 82, II, 1885, 197, Fig. 
59; Bol., 19,1887,91; Fern., 53, 1888,46,Fig.18; Morse, 94, 
VII, 1894, 154, 163, Plate 6, Figs. 3, 3a; Bl., 11, XXVI, 1894, 
220; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 309; Hane., 67, XXIII, 1896, 237, 
Plate VI, Figs. 3, 3a; Plate IX, Fig. 28; Id., 68, X, 1899, 279; 
Id., 69, 1902, 69, Plate IV, Figs. 2, 2a; Lugg:, 84,1898,107, 
Fig. 63. 

Tettix morsei Hane., 68, X, 1899, 280. 
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Oolor variable, usually wholly grayish or reddish brown, sometimes 
blackish, often with a whitish median band along the full length of 
the pronotum. Surface of pronotum and legs finely granulated; the 
dorsal surface of pronotum also rugose with numerous short ridges or 

Fig. 39. Tettix gr(}nulatu8 (Kirby). (After Lugger.) 

wrinkles. Anterior border of vertex considerably advanced in front 
of eyes, obtusely angulate or very slightly rounded, the mid-carina 
projecting but little if any beyond the sides. Face very oblique, eyes 
small. Body, especially that of male, very slender. Pronotum with 
front margin truncate, its posterior portion long drawn out, the apex 
acute, passing the hind femora; its median carina prominent through
out but not crested. Inner wings reaching to or slightly beyond tip 
of pronotull1; in life bluish or bottle green in color. A form with the 
pronotum and 'wings more or less abbreviated is occasionally found 
with the common form. To it Hancock has given the varietal name 
variegatus. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 8.5 mm., female, 11 mm.; 
of"pronotum, male,11 mm., female, 13.5 mm.; of hind femora, male, 
6 mm., female, 7 mm. 

This slender grouse locust doubtless occurs throughout the State, 
having been taken in Lake, Porter, :Fulton, Marshall, Marion and 
'Franklin counties. It is probably much more abundant in north
ern than in southern Indiana, as its general range is northerly, ex
tending from ocean to ocean and northward through British America. 
n has an especial liking for marshy and boggy tracts about the 
margins of lakes and tamarack swamps, though it is likely to occur 
anywhere in low wet woods. In Vigo County I found it hibernating 
beneath logs along the sandy border of a large river bottom pond. 
The light band along the middle line of pronotum is in a high degree 
protective when the locust dwells among the grasses and sedges of 
marshy tracts, as it harmonizes with the dried blades of these plants. 
Hancock has found granulaius in Wisconsin on the ground "about 
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prostrate tree trunks, which were molding in decay and covered with 
greenish lichens and moss. The yellowish and brownish fallen leaves 
were everywhere scattered over the bed of the forest. Occasionally, 
when the wind was not blowing, the author was able to mark 'the pres
ence of Tettigids by the sound made as they jumped upon the dried 
leaves." Morse says that "in New England this species prefers sedgy 
meadow lands and swales on sandy soil occasionally flooded by rains 
or freshets and perpetually 'moist. The bulk of my specimens were 
taken on a boggy swamp which had been fill~d in with sand, and on 
which water stood more or less of the time." 

19. TETTIX ORNATUS (Say). The Ornate Grouse Locust. 
Acrydiwn ornatwn Say, 1 37, I, 1824, Plate V. 
Acridium ornatum Say, 139, I, 1859, 10, Plate 5, Fig. 1. 
Tetrix ornatus Harr., 70, 1835, 577; Id., 72,1862,186. 
TettixornatusSeudd., 141, VII,'1862, 474; Id., 188,1900,17; Glov., 

62,1872, Plate V, Figs. 1, 2; Plate XII, Fig 10; Thos., 206, V, 
1873, 183; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 192; Lint., 82, II, 1885, 197; 
Bolo, 19, 1887,"90; Fern., 53,1888,46; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 
100; Id., 11, XXVI, 1894, 220; Id., 16, 1899, 236, Fig. 62; 
Morse, 94, VII, 1894,152, Plate 6, Figs. 2, 2a-e; Bent., 3, VI, 
1894,310; Hane., 67, XXIII, 1896, plate VI, Figs. 1, 2; Plate VIII 
Fig. 20; Plate IX, Fig. 29; Id., 69, 1902, 78, Plate III, Fig. 4; 
Plate XI, Fig. 3; Lngg., 84, 1898, 108, Fig. 64. 

Tettix triangularis Sendd., 141, VII, 1862, 475; Thos., 206, V, 1873, 
185; Bolo, 19,1887,91; Fern., 53, 1888,47; Bent., 3, VI, 
1894,310; Lngg., 84, 1898, 109; Hane., 69, 1902, 80. 

Body of moderate size; color extremely variable; usually dark 
grayish, sometimes rusty brown or fuscous; often ornamented with 
two or four irregular velvety brown spots on dorsal surface of pro
notnm, more rarely a large whitish spot in front of these; the hind 

Fig. 40. 

Tett'''' arnatu8 
(S&y). (After 

Lugger.) 

femora often with one or two white blotches on its outer 
fac'e. Surface of pronotum and legs everywhere finely 
granulate; the posterior half of the pronotum usually 
rugose, with numerous short,oblique wrinkles or ridges. 
Vertex extending in front of eyes, somewhat rounded 
in front, its median carina projecting forward beyond 
the sides. Pronotum variable in length, in the long 
form less prolonged backward than in granulatu8, its 
dorsal front margin truncate; the median carina dis
tinct but not as high as in granulatus. Inner wings 
fully developed, extending a little beyond the apex of 

pronotum. The form with pronotum and wings shorter is, as shown 
by the synonymy, the one formerly known as T. triangularis Scndd. 
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The two forms have been proven by Hancock to interbreed and the 
measurements intergrade, the following table showing the extremes: 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 8.5-12.5 mm.; female, 9-
13.5 mm; of pronotum, male, 7.5-10.5 mm., female, 8-12 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 4.5-5.5 mm., female, 5-7 mm. ~ 

The ornate grouse locust seems to be rather common in Indiana, 
having been taken in Crawford, Posey, Marion, Putnam, Lake, Por
ter and Laporte counties. It may be taken any month in the year 
but in late autumn and early sp~ most abundant, being then 
usually found along the edges of dry open woods and on gravelly 
hillsides, while in summer it is occasionally found in company with 
Paratettix cuCUllatU8 about the borders of streams and ponds. It 
sometimes makes its home in grassy plots and lawns, especially those 
which are wooded, in· the outskirts of cities, and is then often seen 
sunning on the cement and other sidewalks along tlieir margins. The 
form triangulari8 more often occurs in sandy localities,. ann in some 
places far outnumbers the typical form. 

On a bright sunny afternoon in late November, lance found both 
forms of ornatu8 very common on a sloping hillside two miles north 
of Indianapolis. A clover field was here adjoining an open woods 
pasture, and the second crop had been cut in October for the seed. 
Many of the dead stalks had fallen close along the fence row sepa
rating the fields, and here the Tettix were in abundance, their bodies 
all grayish brown, and corresponding very closely to the dead clover 
stems; so closely, indeed, that they were not visible until they hopped, 
and then had to be "marked down" before they were captured. Be
neath the bottom rails of the old fence they had found a comfortable 
abiding place and winter retreat, and on this bright afternoon had 
been tempted forth to bask in the sunlight and perchance to feed 
upon the green dover leaves which were yet abundant in places 
among the dead and fallen stems. 

20. TETTIX HANCOCKI Morse. Hancock's Grouse Locust. 
Tettix hancocki Morse, 101, VII, 1899, 200; Scudd., 188, 1900. 16; 

Hanc., 69, 1902, 81, Plate IV, Fig. 4; Plate XI, Figs. 5, 5a. 

'l'his species is allied to T. ornatu8 Say, with which it agrees in 
color, granulation and rugosity of surface, but differs in its more 
robust form with wider and generally more projecting vertex, slightly 
more prominent mid-carina; in the generally more abruptly forked 
and wider facial costa, and notably in the enlarged middle femora; 
the expanded portion of the latter in the male being nearly or quite 
one~half as broad as long (in ornatu8 seldom more than one-third); 

/ 
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in the female the difference is less noticeable. The humeral angles 
of the pronoium are more pronounced and the mid-carina is a Iitt.le 
more elevated in its anterior portion. 

Forms with both long and short pronotum occur, the varietal name 
abbreviatus having been given to the shorter one. In the long ex

les the pronotum and wings pass the hind femora about 3.5 mm. 
Meas nts: Length of body, male, 8.3-12 mm., female, 9-13 

mm.; of pronotum, Ie, 8.5-11 mm., female, 8-12 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 5 mm., femaJe, 5.5-6 mm. 

This species has been taken only in Marion and Vigo counties. 
Fro~ the latter locality some of Morse's type specimens were secured. 
It frequents the same loc'alities as T. ornatu8, the species to which it 
is most closely allied. In the localities where it has been found, short, 
forms have, up to the present, proven more abundant than the long 
ones. It will probably be found to occur more commonly in the 
northern nalf of the State, as its range is northerly, being given by 
Scudder as "Montreal to S. Dakota and Nebraska." 

21. TETTIX ARENOSUS Burmeister. The Granulated Grouse Locust. 
Tettrix arenusa Burm., 40, II, 1838, 659. 
Tettix arenosU8, Bol., 19,1887,95; Bl., 11, XXVI, 1894,219 (in part); 

Scudd., 188, 1900, 16; Hanc., 69, 1902, 68, 85, Plate ITI, Fig. 
3; Plate IV, Figs. 5, 5b. 

Tettix ornata Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 184 (in part). 

Body rather slender; the pronotum everywhere minutely granulate 
but little rugose or wrinkled. Color grayish or blackish, often with a 
large squarish white spot on the dOTsal surface between the humeral 
angles; this spot usually with traces of black on its hind margin. 
Vertex, viewed from above, nearly twice the width of one of the eyes, 
depressed in front; extending but little beyond the front of the eyes, 
its front margin sub truncate, the median carina indistinct, scarcely 
if at all projecting. Eyes, when viewed from above, prominent. 
AntenmB slender, the joints elongate. Pronotum with its front mar
gin truncate, its posterior portion prolonged, and extending much be
yond the hind femora, its dorsal surface fiat, the mf'c1ian carina indis
tinct, scarcely or nor/; at all elevated. Inner wings fully developed, a 
little surpassing the pronotum. 

Measurements: .Length of body, male, 8 mm., female, 9 mm.; of 
pronotum, male, 10.5 mm., female, 13 mm.; of hind femora, male, 5 
mm., female, 5.5 mm. 

This is a common insect in, Indiana, especially in the southern half. 
Specimens in my collection are from Posey, Orange, Crawford, Mon
roe, Vigo, Putnam and Kosciusko counties. From ornatus it may be 
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readily .known by its more slender form, fiatter pronotum with leils 
prominent median carina, and by its evenly and finely granulated sur
face. The annulations Oof antennre and legs are much less distinct 
than in ornatus and the general color is not so variable. It frequents 
upland woods ~'hich are dry and open, being seldom found in the 
vicinity of water. It was originally described from South Carolina, 
and its general range is southern. 

22. TETTIX OBSOURUS Hancock. The Obscure Grouse Locust. 
Tettix obscurus Harre., 67, XXIII, 1896, 239, Plate VII, Figs. 9, 9a, 10, 

lOa; Plate IX, Figs. 23,25; Id., 69,1902, 87; Scudd., 188, 
1900, 17. 

Tettix inflatus Harre., 67, XXIII, 1896,238; Scudd., 188,1900,17. 
Tettix angustus Hane., 67, XXIII, 1896, 238; Seudd., 1 88, 1900, 16. 

Allied to areno.sus, with which it agrees in color; body more robust. 
Vertex, viewed from above, twiee the width of one of the eyes, but 
little depressed in front; extending beyond the front of eyes tOo a dis
tance equal to one-fourth the diameter of one of them; its median 
carina but little distinct, not advanced beyond the sides. Frontal 
costa distinctly sinuate between the lower portions of the eyes, form
ing a small protuberance at the junctiOli' with the median carina of 
the vertex. Eyes of medium size. Pronotum truncate in front, 
strongly constricted before the shoulders, less prolonged backward 
than in arenosus; the median carina indistinct through most of its 
length, a little raised on anterior third. Inner wings cxtending 
slightly beyond tip of pronotum. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 11 mm., female, 13 mm.; of 
pronotum, male, 10.5 mm., female, 12 mm.; of hind femora, male, 5 
mm., female, 5.5 mm. 

Among a number of grouse locusts sent to Dr. Hancock were nu
merous examples from Vigo, Marion and Lake counties which he re
ferred to this species. They were taken in company with T. arenosus 
and were by me considered that species. In my opinion time will 
show that obscurus is but a form of arenosus, as Dr. Hancock wrote 
me, when returning the specimens, that some of those labeled by him 
as obscurus "shade off into forms approaching arenosus." 

Hancock's T. gibboS1lS, representatives of which he also found 
am0!lg the "lot of arenosus" I sent him from Vigo and Marion 
counties, I consider only a shorter and wider form of arenosus, having 
the pronotum a little mOore c'onstricted than usual in front of the 
shoulders. The other characters given by him in his key to the spe
cies of Tettix are not distinctive. 
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XIV. NEOTETTIX Hancock (1898). 

The members of this genus have the body short and thick set. 
Vertex wider than one of the eyes, the front margin convex or 
rounded; viewed from the side, a little advanced in front of the eyes. 
Frontal costa convex, their lower halves, viewed in front, strongly 
divergent or forked. A1tenme rather stout, short, composed of 
twelve or, rarely, thirteen

1 

jegments. Pronotum with its front dorsal 
margin truncate, advanced over the head to the eyes, the sides of dor
sal surface sloping a little downward between the shoulders; the 
median carina distinct, usually a little elevated between the shoul
ders. Hind femora enlarged, rather short. Hind tarsus with the 
first segment distinctly longer than the second and third together, 
the pad between the claws of last segment acute but more or less flat 
below. 

Five species of this genus are known from the United States. One 
of these occurs in Indiana. 

23. NEOTETTIX HANCOCKI sp. nov. 

Body short, robust; color. dark gray, the tibiffi and tarsi annulate 
with light and dark, the ovipositor brown. Vertex n~arly twice as 
wide as one of the eyes; its median carina visible only on front half; 
its front border rounded. Frontal costa, viewed from the side, 
strongly convex between the bases of antennffi,the lower halves, as in 
other species of the genus, w:idely, divergent. Eyes prominent, sub
globose. Pronotum with its dorsal front margin truncate, reaching 
the eyes; the lateral carinffi on the portion in front of shoulders high 
and distinct; the posterior portion with the sides converging gradually 
to a' rather sharp apex, which terminates just above the base of- ovi
positor; the median carina distinct throughout, more or less undu
late, highest between the shoulders; the posterior lateral carina prom
inent throughout; the dorsal surface with a number of prominent 
oblong tubercles on its front half; those on posterior half shorter and 
more rounded; tegmina oblong, the apical half rounded. Wings ab
breviated, three-fourths the length of posterior portion of pronotum. 

Measurements: Length of body, female, 10 mm.; of pronotum, 
8.5 mm.; of hind femora, mm. 

From N. bolivari, its ally, t.his species is easily recognized 
by its more bulky form, the more convex and. prominent frontal 
costre, the larger eyes, higher lateral carinffi of pronotum behind 
the eyes, and especially the prominent tubercles on the surface 
of the front dorsal half pronotum. The, tegmina are shorter and 
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broader, the upper posterior notch of lateral lobe of pronotum is 
deeper and the median lobule more rounded than in bolivari. 

A single female, now in the collection of Dr. Hancock, was taken 
from the border of a large cypress swamp in Knox Oounty, on July 
6, 1902. It was not recognized until Dr. Hancock made a careful 
examination of the Indiana material of the sub-family. A sec'ond 
visit was made to the place on April 23, 1903, but ,a careful search 
resulted only in the finding of four half-grown nymphs. The whole 
swamp was covered with water sevf?ral feet in depth, and the young 
of hancoclci were found in company with the young and adults of 
other Tettigids on the higher ground bordering the_ w~:ter, within 
ten feet of its margin, and only a few rods from the nearest cypress 
trees. All other known members of the genus are from the southern 
states, and it is interesting to note that this single northern species 
makes its home among the isolated cypress swamps of Indiana-the 
cypress being a tree whose main distribution is far to the south. * 

XV. PARATETTIX Bolivar (1887). 

From the other grouse locusts' the members of this genus may be 
readily known by the short and narrow vertex which does not extend 
beyond the eyes, its front margin being truncate. Front.al costa 
more or less prominent bet.ween the antenme, declined, toward their 
base, rarely a little sinuate. Eyes prominent, sub-globose. Antennre 
of 14 segments. Pronotum with its dorsal surface fiat, its front mar
gin truncate, and, in our species, advanced forward upon the head to 
the eyes; its posterior portion moderately prolonged; the median 
carina low. Tegmina oval or elongate, punctate. Inner wings usu
ally fully developed, rarely abbreviated. Hind tibire with their 
apical third gradually enlarged, the pads between the' spurs of last 
joint of hind tarsi covered with numerous fine points or spicules. 
1<lve species of the genus are known from the United States, one of 
which occurs in Indiana. 

24. PARATETTIX CUCULLATUS (Burmeister). The Hooded Grouse Locust. 
Tetrix cucullata Burm., 40, II, 1838, 658. 
Tettix cucnllata Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 475; Thom.,206, V, 1873, 

185. 
Tettix cucnilatm Bol., 19, 1887, 259, 266; Fern., 53, 1$88,47; Bl., 6, 

XXIV, 1892, 33; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 309. , 
Paratettix cncullatm Morse, 94, VII, 1894, 163, Plate 6, Figs. 4, 4a; 

Hanc., 67, XXIII, 1896,241, Plate VIT, Figs. 11, lla; Id., 69; 
1902, 111, Plate Vill, Figs. 6, 7; Lugg., 84, )898, 110, Fig. 
65; Bl., 16,1899,236, Fig. 62; Scudd., 188,1900,17. 

-----
* Two additional females of N. hancocki were taken in the cypress swaimp on July 1, 1903, 

by one of my assistants. The male has, however, not yet been discovere.).. 
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Color usually a uniform yellowish gray; sometimes a russet red or 
dull black, the tibire annulate with light and dark. Body rather 
long, depressed, smoothly and evenly granulate. Vertex viewed from 
above, but little wider than one of the large and prominent eyes; 
not advanced in front of them, its Iront margin slightly hollowed. 
Pronotum truncate in front, advanced upon the head to the eyes 
(whence the specific name), the medina carina wa,nting or indistinct 
on the front portion; low on the elongated posterior portion, which 

Fig.41. Bara
t.tti" cucu.lla
tUB (Burm.l. 

(After Lugger.) 

extends about 3 mm. beyond the apex of hind femora. 
Inner wings exceeding the pronotum by 2 mm. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 9 mm., fe
male, 12 mm.; of pronotum, male, 10.5 mm., female, 13 
mm.; of hind femora, male, 5.5 mm., female, 7 mm. 

The "hooded grouse locust" doubtless occurs through
out the State, having been noted in Spencer, Knox, 
Monroe, Vigo, Putnam, Marion and Marshall counties. 
It is most always found along the damp sandy or muddy 
banks of ponds, lakes and streams, usually in company 
with Galgulus oculatus and other semi-aquatic insects. 
Its modest hues agree admirably with such surround
ings, thus furnishing the insect valuable protection 
against its foes. When disturbed it more often flies 

than leaps, its flight being more prolonged than any other of our In
diana Tettigians. It often alights upon the water, where it swims 
with ease, its dilated hind tibire being then of much aid to its onward 
progress. 

XVI. 'rETTIGIDEA S.cudder (1862). 

The grouse locusts belonging to this genus are more robust and 
clumsy in form than those we have previously treated, and possess a 
larger head and less oblique face. They may also be readily distin
guished by their 22-jointed antennre and by the fore femora being 
sulcate or grooved along their upper margin. rrhe crown of the head 
has a small lobe on each side which encroaches upon the upper inner 
border of the eye. The vertex is wider than one of the eyes and has 
its front DOifder more or less rounded. Pronotum with its dorsal sur
face finely granulate and usually mme or less rugos€ or wrinkled; its 
sides sloping downward between the shoulders, the posterior portion 
flat and either long drawn out or abbreviate; the anterior margin 
rounded, angulate or acute and more or less projected forwarg. upon 
the head; the median carina distinct. As in the previous genera, the 
males are much more slender than the females and both the prono-
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tum and inner wings vary much in length in the same species, much 
confusion of synonymy having therefore resulted. Eight nominal 
species have been described from the United State~. Of these four 
occur in Indiana. 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF TETTIGIDEA. 

a. Front margin of the pronotum produced on the head and between the 
eyes nearly to their front in the form of an acute angle or sharp 
CUsp. 
b. Body rather stout; v'ertex but little projecting beyond the eyes; 

the pronotum broad across the shoulders, its dorsal surface 
strongly rugose or wrinkled, its median and la'teral carinre 
well developed ............................. 25 armata, p. 229 

bb. Body slender; vertex more projecting, the pronotum narrow 
across the shoulders, its dorsal surface finely wrinkled, its 
carin!e but slightly developed .............. 26 spieata, p. 230 

aa. Front margin of pronotum obtuse angulate or rounded, produced on 
the head only to front of posterior third of eyes. 

e. Vertex of head rather strongly advanced in front of eyes, 
the union of its medil!n carina and frontal costa, prom
inent; front margin of pronotum obtuse angulate; eyes oj' 
average size; antennre stout .... , " .27 parvipennis, p. 230 

ce. Vertex of head but little produced in front of eyes; the 
union of its median carina and frontal costa less prom
inent; front margin of pronotum broadly rounded; eyes 
prominent, antenna! more slender ..... 28 latera,lis, p. 231 

25. TETTIGIDEA ARMATA. Morse. 
Tettigidea arrnata Morse, 96, ill, 1875, 107; Bl., 1 5, XXX, 1898, 60; 

Seudd., 188,1900,18; Hane., 69,1902,142, Plate X, Fig. 6. 
Tettigidea armata depre.lsa Morse, 96, III, 1895, 107; Bl., 1 5, XXX, 

1898,60; Hane., 69, 1902, 142. 

Uolor dark gray or brown above, blackish on the sides, the tegmina 
with a white spot on their a'pical third; the hind femora usually more 
or less mottled with whitish on their outer face. Body rather robust; 
vertex but little projecting beyond the front of the eyes; the frontal 
costa, when viewed from the side, prominent. Pronotum with its 
front dorsal margin projecting forward between the eyes in the form 
of an acute tooth or cusp; its median carina distinct, sharp, nearly 
horizontal, itR dorsal surface distinctly roughened with rather long 
wrinkles, the sides in front of the shoulders a little excavated. In 
the long form the wings and pronotum pass the hind femora. In the 
short form, .T. armata aepressa, the pronotum is abbreviated and the 
wings more or less abortive. 

Measurements: Length of body, long form, male, 11 mm., female, 
15 mm.; of pronotum, male, 11.5 mm., female, 14 mm.; of hind fe-
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mora, male, 6 mm., female, 7.5 mm. Short form, length of 'body, 
male, 8.5 mm., female, 11.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 7.5 mm., female, 
11.5 mm.; of hind femora, male, 5.5 mm., female, 7.5 mm. 

Morse's type specimens of this species were in part secured by me 
in Vigo County, where it occurred in small numbers along the wooded 
margins of a large lowland pond. It has also been taken in Monroe 
County, along the margins of a lake near Waterloo, Dekalb County, 
and by Dr. Hanc'ock near Dune Park, Porter County, so that it prob
ably occurs throughout the State in low, damp, wooded localities. 
Outside of Indiana it has been recorded from Louisiana, Texas, Flor
ida and Illinois. In my experience the short winged form is much 
less common than the long winged. 

26. TETTIGIDEA SPICATA Morse. 
Tettigidea spicata Morse, 96, III, 1895, 108; Seudd., 188, 1900, 18; 

a:ane., 69, 1902, 144, Plate X, Fig. 5 

BOl1y small, slender; vertex more projecting than in armata,' 
the body narrower between the shoulders; the lateral carinm of pro
notum but slightly developed; the median carina less distinct; the 
dorsal surface more finely rugulose. 

Measurements: Length of body, female, 14.5 mm.; of pronotum, 
14 mm.; of hind femora, 7.5 mm. 

Among the specimens of this genus submitted to Dr. Hancock for 
examination he found a Singlepfemale of this species, taken near 
Grand Chain, Posey County, pril 26, 1901. Several additional 
specimens were taken along the argin of the Cypress Swamp, Knox 
County, April 23, 1903. Spicat is a form of southern range, having 
hitherto been recorded only from Georgia and Florida. Its presence 
in Posey and Knox counties is but another link in the chain of proof 
that the southern third of Indiana is a portion of the territory in 
which the sub-tropical and boreal forms of the eastern United States 
overlap and merge. 

27. TETTIGIDEA :e,A.RVIPENNIS (Harris). 
Tetrix parvipennis Harris 70, 1833, 583; Id., 7 2, 1862, 187, Fig. 82. 
Tettigidea parvipennis Morse, 96, III, 1895, 108; Hane., 67, XXIII, 

1896,242, Plate VII, Figs. 12, 12a; Id., 69, 1902, 148; Walk., 
217, XXX, 1898, 124; Seudd., 188, 1900, 18, 

Tettigidea pa,rvip~nni~ pennata Morse, 96, Ill, Hi95, 109; Hane., 69, 
1902, 146, Plate X, Fig. 7. 

Tettigidea polymorpha Seudd., 141, VII, 1862, 477; Fern., 53, 1888, 
48; Bl., 4, XXIll, 1891, 100 (in part); Morse, 94, Vll, 1894, 
164 (nee. Bunn.); and doubtless many other. authors under the 
same name. 

!1'ettigidea lateralis Seudd., 141, VII, 1862, 477; F~rn., 53,1888,48;, 
Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 100 (in part); Morse, 94, VII, 1894, 164, 
Fig. 5 (nee. Say); and other authors under the same name. 
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Color, gr:ayish, light brown or fuscous above; the sides blackish, 
the tip of pronotum with a small white ~pot; the male with the lower 
part of fac'e, mouth parts, and the lower sides of pronotum in front 
o,f legs, ivory white; the female with the last two joints of palpi, and 
often a spot on the upper outer half of hind femora, white. Body 
robust; vertex about twice the width of one of the eyes, 'projecting 
rather strongly in front or eyes. Frontal costa straight, the upper 
half, when viewed from the side, prominent; the lower half sloping 
gradually. Antennre slightly flattened, the joints of the middle third 
not over two and a half times as long as broad. Pronotum with its 
front dorsal margin terminating in an obtuse angle which reaches 
opposite the posterior third of eyes; its dorsal surface rugose with 
distinct, branching vein-like wrinkles; its median carina distinct, but 
little elevated; its posterior portion slightly surpassing the tip of 
abdomen; or, in the long form, T. parvipennis pen1l4ta, passing the 
tip of hind femora. Inner wings either aborted or in the form 
pennata equaling or slightly exc.eeding the prdrrotum in length. 

,Measurements: Long form, length of body, male, 12.5 mm., fe
male, 15 mm.; of pronotum, male, 10.5 mm., female, 14 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 5.7 mm., female, 7.2 mm. Short form, length of 
body, male, 9.5 mm., female, 13 mm.; of pronotum, male, 8.5 mm., 
female;12.5 mm.; of hind femora, male, 5.4 mm., female, 7 mm. 

This is a very common grouse locust throughout Indiana, fre
quenting both dry upland woods, fence rows, and low marshy tracts. 
Its mating season appears to be the whole year round, as I have taken 
specimens in copulation in neaTly every month, even on sunny days 
in mid-winter. It hibernates usually in small colonies or groups
as many as eleven having been found huddled together within the 
space of a few square inches on the under side of a log or chunk. 
E. M. Walker has found it hibernating in a beetle .. boring in a log, 
the hole being completely hidden by the bark. The general color of 
the pronotum varies greatly in different examples, each insect seem
ingly seeking that local habitat which corresponds closely to its hue. 

28. TETTIGIDEA LATERALIS (Say). . 
Acrydium laterale Say, 137, 1,1824,10, Plate 5; Id., 139, 1,1859, 

10, Plate 5. 
Tettigidea lateralis Seudd., 141, VII, 1862, 477 (in part); Id., 188, 

1900, 18; Thos., 206, V, 1873, 187 (in part); Bl., 4, XXIII, 
1891, 100 (in part); Id., 16, 1899, 236, Fig. 62; Hane., 66, 
XXVIII,1894, 483, Plate XIIT; Id., 69, 1902, 149, Plate X, Fig. 
9; Morse, 96, III, 1895, 108; Lugg., 84, 1898, III, Fig. 66 (in 
part). 
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Color as in T. parvipennis>' ver ex less projecting in front of eyes 
than in that species. Fronta1 cost , viewed from the side, less prom
inent. Eyes larger. Antennre liforro, the joints of the middle 
third, three to four times as long s broad. Pronotum with its front 
dorsal margin more or less rounde , but little produced forward upon 
the head; its dGrsal surface rugo e as in parvipennis >' its posterior 
portion surpassing the tip of hind femora in the long form; reaching 

the end of abdom n in the short form, T. polymorpha 
Burm. (?). Deve opment of inner wings, as in other 

I 
species, dependin upon the length of pronotum. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 12 mm., 
female, 14.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 9.5 mm., fe
male, 12 mm.; hind femora, male, 5.5 mm., female, 
"/ mm. 

This is a species of southern range which in Indi
ana has been taken so far only in Vigo) Putnam, 
Monroe, Crawford, Floyd, Knox and Posey coun
ti'es~all in the southern half of the State. It fre-

Fig. 42. Tetlil/i
dea laterali. (Say). 

(After Lugger.) 
quents the same localities and has the same habits 

as T. parvipennis. Hancock has described a form as variety medialis 
to which he referred many of the specimens submitted to' him from 
Indiana. This appears to- be, in part, a connecting link between 
pa1'vipennis and lateralis, and an examination of a large series .of 
specimens from all parts of the ,Eastern United States will probably 
show that the two species are the same. In that case lateralis would 
have the priority in name. 

Sub-family TRYXALIN.2E. 

In the members of this sub-family the vertex is horizontal or a 
little ascending; the face is decidedly oblique and usually meets the 
vertex at an acute angle; the lateral foveolfB are usually present and 
well developed, though in a few genera they are absent or invisible 
from above. The eyes are usually longer than that portion of the 
cheeks lying below th'eir orbits. The antennfB are variable, being 
often depressed, acuminate or clavate, and inserted between the mid
dle or belowthe middle of the eyes. The dorsal field of the pronotum 
has its front and hind margins of nearly equal width; the lateral 
carinm usually distinct; the median carina cut by but one sulcus and 
never crested, and the surface smooth. The tegmina and wings are 
often short and imperfectly developed. Long anushort winged forms 
of the same species are not uncommon. The wings are generally 
transparent, never bright colored or with a black band. 
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Our members of this sub-fami.ly for the most part frequent the 
borders of marshes and damp prairie mea.dows, making their homes 
among the tall rank grasses and .sedges which there abound. They 
usuallY""move by flying, making no noise while on thel wing. One 
or two species, however, delight' in sandy or clayey places, where 
clumps of bunch and wire grass furnish them protection and food. 
Their inner wings are never bright colored and showy as in the next 
sub-family, and their tegmina have remained a green or straw color 
in order to harmonize with their chosen abiding places. The males 
stridulate, or call the opposite sex to them, only when at rest by rub
ing the inner surface of the hind thighs against the outer surface of 
the wing covers. No one of our spccies occurs in sufficient numbers 
to do much damage to vegetation, and some of them are among 
the least common of the Acrididre. The winter of all is passed in 
the egg stage. 

TIiirty-eight genera and gO species of Tryxalince are listed by Scud
der from the United States, mostly from the region west of the Mis
sissippi River, and one or two additional species have been described 
since his catalogue was issued. Of these, but nine species, repre
s.enting eight genera, have as yet been taken in Indiana, though 
several others may in time be found to inhabit limited areas of the 
State. Our genera may be separated by the following table: 

KEY 'fO INDIANA GENERA OF 'fRYXALTNlE. 

u. Foyeol!C of the vertex wanting or invisible from above; face very 
obl!que. 
b. Sides of the fastigium strongly rounded, so that the apex is in 

no way acuminate: antenn!C strongly flattened at the base; 
pronotum with the lateral lobes vertical and straight and the 
lateral carinm parallel; median carina of the pronotum cut 
much behind the middle; tegmina fully developed, acuminate 
or angulate at apex ................... xvt!. TRYXALIS, p. 234 

1Jb. Sides of the fastigium straight or gently rounded so that the 
apex is more or less acuminate; antennre variable; pronotum 
with the lateral lobes less distinctly vertical; the lateral 
carinm gently or strongly sinuate I).ear the middle (exce];}t in 
Dicromorpha); median carina of the pronotum cut in or but 
little behind the middle; tegmina rounded at apex. 
c. Hind tibia armed with 18 to 21 spines on the outer mar-

gin ............................ XVIII. SYRBULA, p. 23H 
ce. Hind titlia armed with not over 15 spines on outer margin. 

d. Antennm relatively short, at Illost but little longer 
than head and pronotum together; fastigium of ver
tex with no distinct median carina. 
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e. Pronotum with the sides elongate, the lEiigth 011 
dorsal margin greater than the depth; the 
disk of one color; lateral carlnre parallel 
throughout ....... XIX. DICROMORPHA, p. 238 

ee. Pronotum with the sides not elongate; the disk 
particolored; the lateral carinre diverging both 
before and behind the middle ............... . 

XX. ORPHULELLA, p. 239 
dd. Antennre long, abou~ or more than half as long again 

as head and pronotum together; fastigium of ver
tex with a -median carina .. XXI. CHL<EALTIS, p. 243 

aa. Foveola of the vertex always present; visible from above; face less 
oblique than in the preceding genera. 

f. Tegmina without well developed elevated 
intercalary vein. Median carina of Pl'o
notum not high and sharp, never cut 
plainly in front of middle by the princi-
pal sulcus " ............. -............. . 
g. Apical spurs on inner side of hind 

tibire equal in length; lateral carinre 
of pronotum distinct throughout 
their full length; broadest part of 
male tegmina lying beyond the mid
die .... XXII. STENOBOTHRUS, p. 246 

fl!!. Apical spurs on inner side of hind 
tibire very unequal in length, the 
inferior twice, or nearly twice as 
long as the superior; lateral carinre 
of pronotum distinct only on meta
zona; broadest part of male tegmina 
lying at the middle .............. . 

XXIII. AGENEOTETTIX, p. 248 
ft. Tegmina with strongly developed, ele

vated, intercalary vein. Median carina 
of pronotum rather high and sharp, cut 
plainly in front of middle by principal 
sulcus ...... XXIV. MEcosTETHus, p. 249 

XVII. TRYXALIS Fabricius (1775). 

Vertex horizontal, semi-elliptical, projecting in front oJ the eyes 
to a distance about equal to that between the eyes; furnished with a 
delicate median carina. Lateral foveola wholly wanting. Face, 
viewed from the side, sloping strongly backward. Antennre flattened 
at the base, acuminate, about as long as the head and prono-tum. 
Disk of pronotum plain, the three carinm parallel, distinct, the me
dian cut by one sulcus much behind the middle. Lateral lobes of the 

• pronotum perpendicular and parallel, a little longer than high, with 
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both the front and hind margins oblique; the former straight, the 
latter sinuate. 'l'egmina much longer than the abdomen; acuminate 
or angulate at apex. Hind femora slender, the apex reaching 
(female) or exceeding by nearly half their length (male) the abdo
men. But one species belongs to the genus as at present restricted. 

29. TRYXALIS BREVICORNIS (Linmeus). The Short-horned Locust. 
Gryllus (Acrida) brevicornis L., 81, II, 1767, 692. 
Truxalis brevicomis Fabr., 50, 1775, 279; Thorn., 211, 1880, 97; 

MeN., 88, VI, 1891, 66; Id., 89, VI, 1897, 211, Plate I, Fig. 
5; Bl., 4., XXIII, 1891, 75; Id" t 1, XXVl,1894, 221; Id., 15, 
XXX, 1898, 61; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 29], Plate VIII, Figs. 1, 2. 

Tryxalis brevicornis, Burrn., 40, II, 1838, 607; Morse, 98, VII. 1896, 
325, 382,-Plate 7, Figs. A, Aa; Scudd., 188, 1900, 19. 

Pyrgomorpha brevicornis Glov., 62, 1872, Plate IV, Fig. 14; Thorn., 
206, V., 1873, 67 .• 

Opsomala punctipennu Serv., 196, 1838, 590; Thorn., 202, V, 1865, 
447. 

Pyrgomorpha punctipennu Thorn., 206, V. 1873, 68. 
Opomala punctipennu Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 196. 

The females of this species are dimorphic as regards color, being 
either a pale green more or less dotted with brown on the tegmina, 
or a uniform rusty brown. The green form has the lateral carina 
of pronotum, antennoo and edges of vertex brown. The males, which 

Fig. 43. 'l'ry",ali. br."icorni. '(L.) Female, natural size. (After BeutenmUlJer.) 

are much smaller, usually have the dorsal surface, face and tibioo 
of fore and middle legs, bright green, the remainder of the body dark 
brown. Inner wings transparent, with the veins greenish. The 
structural characters are given ,above under the generic heading. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 20 mm., female, 33 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 10 mm., female, 11 mm.; of pronotum, male, 4.5 
mm., female, 6.5 min.; of tegmina, male, 20 mm., female, 31 mm.; 
of hind femora, male, 14 mm., female, 20 mm, 
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'l'his CUrlOUS long headed locust occurs in suitable localities 
throughout Indiana, though Scudder in his catalogue gives its range 
as the "southern United States." It has been taken both in Steuben 
and Lake counties, in the extreme northeastern and northwestern 
corners of the State, as well as in nearly every other county where 
collections have been made. Walker has recently taken a few speci
mens near Point Pelee, Ontario. It is found only in the tall grasses 
and sedges along the margins of lakes, ponds, streams and swales, 
and in such localities is usually locally abundant. It reaches ma
turity in central Indiana about July 20, and in the northern part 
of the State a fortnight later .. The hind legs are very slEmdcr as 
the insect seldom leaps when disturbed, but uses the wings in strong, 
zig-zag, noiseless flight, usually alighting on a stem of grass or sedge 
a dozen rods away. Frank Hay, living on the north shore of Bass 
Lake, Starke County, reports a flight of this species after dark on 
the evening of August 13, 1901. Large numbers flew onto the porch 
and against the house and many were captured and used for fish 

bait. 

XVIII. SYRBULA Stal (1873). 

Head nearly as long as the pronotum, the occiput moderately 
rounded and distinctly ascending. Vertex sub-triangular, the front 
margin sub-acuminate, the sides rather prominent, the median carina 
distinct. Lateral foveolre very small or wanting; when present, in
visible from above. Antennre flattened at the base and a,cuminate 
in both flexes; expanded apically in the male. Pronotum with the 
three carinre distinct; the lateral gently or strongly sinuate, so that 
the disk is plainly narrowet in the micldle; an thc carinre cut by one 
sulcus a little behind the middle. The lateral lobes of pronotum 
about as high as long, their front and hind margins modera,tely ob
lique, the latter a little sinuate; the lower margin more or less un
dulate. Tegmina and wings well developed, exceeding the abdomen 
in both sexes. Hind femora unusually 'long and slender, surpaBsing 
the tips of the tegmina in our species. Hind tibire armed on the 
outer margin with 19 to 21 rather small spines. Last ventral seg
ment of male acutely conical. Three s.pecies are known from the 
United States. Of these, one occurs in Indiana. 

30. SYRBULA ADMIRABILIS (Uhler). The Handsome Locust. 
Stenobothru8 admirabilis Uhl., 212, II, 1864, 553; Glov., 62, 187l!, 

Plate IV, Fig. 13; Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 84. 
Syrbula admirabilis Thorn., 211, IX, 1880, 100; Bl., 4, xxm, 1891, 

76; MoN., 89, VI, 1897, 222; Scudd., 188,1900,19. 
8yrbula leucocerca Stal., 200, I, 1873, 102. 

/ 
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Male much smaller and morc slender than the female; its general 
color olive brown and yellowish. Face yellowish, the corners of the 
mouth pitch brown. Antennre with basal two-thirds yellowish, the 
apical club-shap8d portion black on one side and pale on the other. 
A narrow line running obliquely backward from each eye to the 
pronDtum and the lower, third of lateral lobe of pronbtum, yellowish. 
rfegmina brownish, the disk more or less dusky near the base. Hind 
femora yellowish wrth two or three oblique dusky bars on the upper 
outer face, apex black; hind tibire pale, the spin~s tipped with black. 

Female: Face and sides of the head gre€n; antennre pale at bas,e, 
the apical half dusky, A pale reddish brown stripe extends from the 
tip of vertex backward to the hind margin of the pronotum; this 
bordered on each side by a, black stripe which is much narrower on 
the head. Sides of the pronotum green with a fuscous bar across the 
middle. Tegmina smoky brown, t.he dorsal and anal fields each with 
a bright green stripe; the latter notched above by the serrations of 
a fuscous stripe, which lies between the two green areas; the wings, 
smoky brown, tinged with greenish yellow at the base. Hind femo,ra 
with the upper lateral carina whitish; the upper outer face green, 
the lower, reddish brown; hind tibire as in male. The ground color 
of the female is rarely brown, and that. of the male rarely green. 
The structural characters are given above under .the genus heading. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 22 mm., female, 35 mm.; 
antennre,male, 9.5 mm., female, 10 mm.; of pronotum, male, 4.5 mm., 
female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 18 mm., female, 27 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 17.5 mm., female, 24 mm. 

This prettily colored locust is nowhere common in Indiana, and as 
yet has been taken only in the southern half of the State, in Vigo, 
Putnam, ~farion, Monroe, Crawford, Floyd, Knox and Posey coun
ties. It frequents, for the most part, high, open uplands, where the 
soil is poor and covered with scant vegetation, though it. is sometimes 
found in timothy meadows and along roadsides where the grass has 
been cropped short. But. few individuals have been not.ed in any 
one locality. It reaches maturity about August 1. The males differ 
80 much in size and color from the other sex that they are very apt 
to be considered a distinct. species. As the slender legs indicate, the 
movements are made mostly by the wings, the flight being rapid and 
noiseless. The range of admirabilis is given by McNeill a.s "United 
States easf of the Rocky Mountains, extending as far north as Ne
braska and northern Illinois, and on the Atlantic coast to Maryland." 
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XIX. DWROMORPHA Morse (1896). 

Vertex much shorter than broad; the lateral carinre distinct, ele
vated, and meeting in front in a blunt point; median carina and 
lateral foveolre wholly wanting. Antennre about the length of the 
head and pronotum together, the joints moderately flattened. Disk 
of the- pronotum flat, the carinre distinct; straight and parallel, all 
cut behind the middle by the principal sulcus. "Lateral lobes of the 
pronotum perpendicular, longer than deep, the front and hind mar
gins strongly oblique; the latter plainly sinuate; the lower margin 
more strongly sinuate. Tegmina usually more or less aborted, rarely 
reaching the end of abdomen. Hind femora stout and not banded. 
Two species are know:p: from the United States, one of which occurs 
in Indiana. 

31. DIOROMORPHA vmmlS (Scudder). The Short-winged Green Locust. 
Ghlrealti8 viridis Scudd., 141j VII, 1862, 455; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate 

VI, Fig 11; Plate X, . ig.:5; Thorn., 2 11, IX, 1880, 92, 99; 
Fern., 53. 1888, 36; eN., 88, VI, 1891, 64; Beut., 3, VI, 
1894, 292, Plate VII, F g. 10. 

Chrysochraon viridis Thorn., 2 6, V, 1873,75; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 75;' 
Id., 1 1, XXVI, 1894, l. 

Dicromorpha viridis Morse 9 , VII, 1896, 326, 383, Plate 7, Figs. 7, 
7a; MeN., 89, VI, 18 7, 231; Lugg., 84, 1898, 124, Fig. 71; 
Bl., 16,1899,241, Fi 67; Scudd., 188,1900,25. 

Chlrealtis punctulata Scudd., 141 , VII,I862, 455; Fern., 53, 1888, 36. 
Ghrysochraon punctulata Tho~., 206, V, 1873, 76. 
Opsomala brevipennis Thorn'., 202, V, 1865, 451. 
Truxalis angusticornis Stal., 200, I, 1873, 105. 

Color of male dull brown, the top of head, disk of pronotum and 
dorsal field of tegmina usually bright green, rarely brown; fac'e pale 
yellowish brown. Female, either bright green or dirty brown; often 
with a narrow dark line beginning behind the eye and running along 
the upper portion of lateral lobe of pronotum. Tegmina ovate 
lanceolate, about half the length of abdomen in the female, three
fourths its length in the ~ale. Hind femora reaching tip of abdo
men in the female, exceeding abdomen one-third their length in male. 
Very rarely the tegmina reach to or beyond the tip of abdomen; this 
form having been described as punctulata. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 16 mm., female 27; of an
tennre, male and female, 8.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 4 mm., female, 
6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 8.5 mm., female, 9 mm . .,; of hind femora, 

,mal,e, 11.5,mm., female, 15 mm. 
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· , locust thJ"(}Jlgjlwut the State, frequenting the 
ThIs IS Ii common fence rO~ii, roadsides, and especially the 

borders of open woods, , which grow along the margins of lakes, 
vicinity of the coarse grasseb "'lJ.ere as lOong as ma- -
ponds and other wet pbces. '1. ":re they flourish 
tionless, they are invisible, and th '0uthern Indi-
ill: peace and countless numbers. In b 0 'l.,t and the 
Ma D. 2,iridis reaches maturity by July h "-'1 after 
sexes may be fOUll'd mating from, then unt" . the 
heavy frost. The brown female far outnumbers ., 
green one in this 8tate, especially during the autu1l1L. 
days, when their hues correspond so closely to the 
dead leaves which cover their haunts of the summer 
months. The green backed males are, however, the 
prevailing form of that sex at all seasons. The long 
winged form has not, as yet, been taken in Indiana. 
The wings of the other fO>rm are too short for flight, 
and it tries to escape when disturbed only by leap-
ing clumsily. 

When the late spring and early summer have 
been mOore than usually damp, hundreds of dead 
and dying specimens of this species and of J-I elan
oplus bivittatus Say, are often to be seen in late 
July in the tops of iron weeds. They are princi-

Fig. 44. Dicromor
ph-a viridis \Scudd.). 
Female, one 0 and 
one-half times n at-
ural size. pally females, and their death is probably due to (After Lugger.) 

the insect fungus, Entomophthora calopteni Bessey; 
an interesting account of which appeared in Bull. 22, U. So Dept. 
Agr., 1890, 104. The disease is, perhaps, more abundant on account 
of the young being exposed to so much dampness in May and June. 
In two instances females of the lubberly locust, M elanoplus differ
entialis Thos., have been discovered feeding upon the dead bodies 
.of D. viridis, the abdomen and soft portions of thorax having been 
wholly devoured. 

XX. ORPHULELLA Giglio-Tos. (1894). 

Vertex nearly horizontal, never extending in front of the eyes a 
distance greater than its own width. Median carina, if present, very 
faint. Lateral foveola usually present on side margins of vertex, but 
small and not visible from above. Antennal filiform, sometimes de
pressed and acuminate. Pronotum with the median carina sharp; 
cut in or behind the middle; the lateral carinal generally diverging 
both before and behind the middle, so that the center of disk is 
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noticeably narrower than the front and hind margins. Lateral lobes 
of pronotum no longer than broad, the front border decidedly ob
lique, and nearly straight; the hind border less oblique and more or 
less sinuate; 'the lower margin plainly a,ngulate near the middle. 
Tegmina and wings well developed, a little shorter or much longer 
than the abdomen; the former very narrow, the intercalary vein 
wanting. Hind femora of medium size. 

Twelve species are known from the United States, two of whl!'h 
have been taken in Indiana. 'I'hese may be separated as follows: 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF ORPHULELLA. 

a. Vertex of head rectangular in female; a little acute in the male. Fo
veolm distinct, narrowly triangular. Lateral carinm of pronotum 
strongly incurved, the distance between them at hind margin much 
greater than at froilt margin. Prozona and metazona about equal. 
Tegmina passing hind femora ......... " ......... 30 pelidna, p.240 

aa. Vertex of head blunt, rounded, obtu~ in female, rectangular in male; 
foveolm indistinct. Lateral carinm of pl'onotum less incurved, the 
distance between them at hind margin being but little greater tllan 
at front margin. Pl'ozona longer than metazona. Tegmina rarely 
exceeding the rubdomen ......................... 31 .~peciosa, p. 242 

32. ORPHULELLA. PELIDNA. (Burmeister). The Smaller Spotted-winged 
Locust. 

Gomphocerus pelidnus Burm., 40, II, 1838, 650. 
Stenobothrus pelidnus Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 95; Morse, 98, VII, 1894, 

104. 
Orphula pelidna MeN., 89, VI, 1897, 234, 235; Bl., IS, XXX, 

1898, 54; Lugg., 84, 1898, 125, Fig. 72. 
Orphulella pelidna Seudd., 185, XXXI, 1899, 179, 187; Id., 188, 1900, 

24. . 
Stenobothrus macul'ipennis Seudd., 141, VII, 1852, 458; Glov., 62, 

1872, Plate V, Fig. 14; Thorn., 206, V,1873, 87; Id., 211, IX, 
1880, 88, 102, Figs. 12, 16; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 202, Fig. 282; 
Lint., 82, II, 1885, 196, Fig. 58; Fern., 53, 1888, 37, Fig, 14; 
Morse, 92, VI, 1893, 478, Figs. 3, 4; Beut., 3, VI, 1894,293, 
Fig. 7, Plate VIII, Fig. 4 

Orphula maculipennis Morse, 98. VII, 1896, 326, 408, Plate 7, Figs. 
8;8a. 

Stenobothrus propinquan.q Seudd, 141 VII, 1862, 461; Thorn., 206, V, 
1873,90. 

Vertex with the margin distinctly raised above the disk; the me~ 
dian carina absent; its central depression removed from the apex 
one-third to one-fourth the width of the vertex. Antennre but little 
depressed, slightly longer than head and pronotum, the middle joints 
three to four times as long as wide. Median carina of pronotum cut 
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very near the middle by the principal sulcus. In the male the hind 
femora extcnd about 2 mm. beyond thc end of the abdomen, and 
are slightly exceeded by the tegmina. In the female, both hind 
femora and tegmina are about equal, and exceed the abdomen less 
than in the male. Other structural characters are given in the key. 

Color: Head and disk of pronotum either brown or green. A 
broad reddish brown or black band behind the cye r,eaches back to 
hind margin of prouotum; this limited above by the lateral cariuffi 
of pronotum, which are whitish, hut partially crossing the carinffi onto 
the posterior third of disk. Sides of pronotum below the band 
brownish. Tegmina either brown or green, with 
a median band of equidistant square black spots 
along their full length; in addition a few hla,ek 
spots below the median band. Abdomen red
dish brown, the sides spotted with black. Hind 
femora brownish red, with traces of fuscous cross 
bars; hind tibiffi pale brown, annulate with whitish 
near the base. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 17 mm., 
female, 21 mm.; of antennffi, male and female, 7.5 
mm.; of tegmina, male, 16 mm., female, 18 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 10 mm., female, 12 mm. 

Although this small spotted locust is said to occur 
in abundance in the United States east o'f the Rocky 
Mountains, I have met with it but once in Indiana Fig.45. Orph"lella 

during 15 years' collecting. This was July 27, 1897, pelidna (Burm.). 

I 1 b d b t h . . f Female, one and 
when founc it in a un anc'e a ou t e margms 0 one-half times 

a small lake in one of the valleys among the sand natural size. 

dunes near Millers, L~ke County. (After Lugger.) 

It uses both the wings and legs in flight, and when elosepressed 
often burrows into the fallen grass in an attempt to escape detec
tion. Of 21 specimens taken, but three were females, and they were 
of the green variety. Five of the males were also partly green, the 
remainder being brown and fuscous. Morse states that in New Eng
land this species "'begins to appear about the middle of July, being 
a week or two later than speciosa, and may be found during the re
mainder of the season. It is an active and alert species, leaping well 
and also flying freely and well, sometimes for two or three rods. It 
is found on the drier portions of the la,nd adjoining salt marshes, 
on the more densely grassed portions of grol!nd just inshore of the 
sandy heaches, and on sandy or loamy soil farther inland." It will 
probably be found to occu.r ilJ jsolated lo~.alities throughout northern 
Indiana. 
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33. ORPHULELLA sP'ECiOSA (,Scudder). 
Sterwbothrus speciosU8 Scttdd:,' 1-41",- W, 1862~ 458'~, Thom. 206, V, 

1873, 87. ~ ~~", !, " -. -
Orphula speciosa MeN., 89; vI;' !o9't, 235, 240; Plate' 4,. FIg. 17c.;: 

Lugg, 84, 1898, 126, Figs. 73,'74:_ . 
Orphulella speciosa Scudd., 185, XXXI, -1899, 178, 183; Ill:,. 18i8~. 

1900, 24." " -;>, - -

Stenobothrus requalis Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862,' 4'59'; Thorn., 201:),' V, ' 
1873, 89; Lint., 82, II, 1885, 196; M6~,' 9'2, VI,1893,478,', 
Figs. 5,6; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 294, Fig. 9: . 

Orphula requalis Morse, 98, VII, 1896, 326, 409, pi~~'7; 'Figs. 9, 9a; ; 
Brun., 34, 1897, 128, Fig. 28. 

Sterwbothrus bilineatus Seudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 460; Tho~ ,f ::t.o-6, V" 
1~~~ . 

Stenobothrus gracilis Scudd" 147, 1872, 250; Thom.~ 206, if" 1~!73.· 
94. 

Veriex broader and blunter than in pelidna; the margins scarcely' 
taised abCYV'e the disk; a faint median carina on its front half; the 
eenttal dep:re~jion close to apex. Antennre about as long as the head 
IIlnd pronotum, plainly flattened, the middle segments about twice as 
long as broad. Median carina. of pronotum c'ut a little behind the' . 
middle by the principal sulcus. Tegmina reaching tip of abdomen 
fu the f'emale and tip of hind femora in the male; often shorter. 

C~lot:· E1ther green or brown, much as in pelidna, but the me-dian 
tow of spots on tegmina-smaller and fewer in number, and sbmetiul'es\ 
wanting. The dark bar behind the eye is more faint tha1i in that: 
species, and seldom crosses onto the basal third of pronotaI disk> 
Hind femo-ra greenish ot brownish, not banded. Hind tibite, QuIll 
brown or yellowish, without paler ring near their base. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 14 mm., :female, 18 mm.; 
of antennre, male and female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 12 mm., 
female, 13 rom.; of hind femora, male, 9 mm., female 11 mm. 

This species is also known in lndiana only from Lake County, a 
single pair having been taken July 24, 1902, from the side of a rail
way a mile southeast of Hammond. It is liable to be found anywhere 
in the State as its range is given as "Nova Scotia to Texas." In 
northern Illinois McNeill found it confined to the tops and sides of 
hills. Morse has written of it as reaching maturity in New England 
the first week in July, and being "one of the most plentiful and wide;-. 
spread of our locusts, but owing to its small size and non-migrnt0lry 
habits it does not attract the attention given to the larger and con
sequently more destructive species. While somewhat local, it is found] 
nearly everywhere on dry, sandy or soils. It moves chiefly by' 
leaping, but readily takes wing on flying, however, but a 
few feet, 'Active and alert in the sunnl ~eather of midsummer, 
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it can best be secured by sweeping the net rapidly over the ground, 
a dozen or more specimens being the result of a few minutes' work." 

XXI. CHL<EALTIS Harris (1841). 

Vertex triangular, the lateral carina but little elevated; the me
dian carina more or less distinct; the foveolm wholly wanting. An
tenlllE long, thoBe of male twice, and of female one and a half times 
the length of head and pronotum together; the joints of basal haif 
strongly flattened. Pronotum with the three carilllE equally distinct, 
and cut much behind the middle by the princip8J. sulcus; the lateral 
carinm more or less curved, especially in the female, so that the 
middle of disk is plaillly narrowed. Lateral lobes of pronotum a 
little longer than high, the fore and hind margins straight and 
strongly and equally oblique, the lower margin with its posterior haJf 
nearly horizontal, its anterior half strongly ascending. Tegmina of 
female abortive (rarely fully developed), those of male well devel
oped, the costal area being dilated and strongly reticulate. Hind 
femora of medium size; banded on the upper outer face. Ovipositor 
short, little exserted, the upper valves enlarged and strongly toothed 
at base. Two species represent the genus in the United States. Of 
these, one occurs in Indiana. 

34. CHL<EALTIS CONSPERSA HalTis. The Sprinkled Locust. 
Locusta (Chlcealtis) consper,~a HalT" 71, 1841,149; Id., 72,1862, 184. 
Chlcealtis conspersa Smith, 198, I, 1868, 145; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate 

VI, Fig. 10, Plate X, Fig. 12; Scudd., 148, I, 187*,370, Figs., 
55,56; Id., 168, XXill, 1893,75, Figs. 50,51; Id., 180, Vill, 
1897,99; Id., 188,1900,25; Thom., 211,-rx, 1880, 99; Fern .• 
53, 1888, 36; MeN., 88, VI, 1891, 65; Id., 89, VI, 1897, 228, 
Plate ill, Figs. 14, 14a; Bl., 11, XXVI, 1894, 222; Beut., 3, 
VI, 1894, 293, Plate VII, Fig. 9; Morse, 98, VII,1896, 327, 419, 
Plate 7, Figs. 11, 11a; Lugg., 84,1898,121, Figs. 69, 70; Walk, 
2 1 7, XXX, 1898, 124. 

Chrysochraon conspersum Thom., 206, V, 1873, 76; Coms., 41, 1888, 
102,-Fig. 92; Id., 42, 1895, 111, Fig. 122; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 
75. 

Locusta (Chlcealtis) abortiva HalT., 71,1841,149; Id., 72,1862,184. 
Stenobothrus melanopleurus Scudd., 14 1, VII, 1862, 456. (Male.) 

Color of male usually light-brown above with always a broad shin
ing black bar covering the entire lateral lobe of pronotum; the teg
mina without spots or with a few faint dusky ones; the hind tibim 
red or yellowish, the knees black. 'l'he female varies from dull clay 
yellow to dark brown, with the tegmina usually more or less sprinkled 
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with small black spots, and with only traces of the dark bar on sides 
of pronotum. 

Tegmina of female covering half of the abdomen, those of male 
reaching nearly to its tip; inner wings shorter. The ovipositor is 

Fig. 46. Oklrealtis conspersu Harr. Male and female. One and one-half times natura!' size. 
. (After Lugger.) 

of peculiar structure, being fitted for boring in wood, its upper valves 
being short, broad and toothed like a saw on the posterior edge, 
while the lower ones bear a strong hooked tooth at the tip. For other 
structural characters see above under the genus heading. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 20 mm., female, 24 mm.; 
of antennle, male and female, 11.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 11 mm., 
female, 9 mm~; of hind femora, male, 13.5 mm., female, 16 mm. 

This handsome wood brown locust oC'curs throughout Indiana, but 
nowhere in numbers. It makes its home in thickets, in the borders 
of open woods, in grassy plots alongside old rail fences, and often
times along the borders of streams in woodland pastures, but is 
seldom seen in damp localities. In such places its hues correspond. 
so closely with those of the dead leaves, fallen grass stems and other 
surroundings that it is seldom the insect is noted until it leaps 
clumsily to one side. Mature males have been taken in Vigo County 
on June 19th, an early date-for locusts which have hatched from the 
egg in spring. A single female with tegmina reaching slightly be
yond tip of abdomen is in my collection from Vigo County. The 
ordinary short winged femllIe is apt to be confused with the brown 
females of Dicromorpha viridis, but can be readily distinguished by 
the presence of the median carina of vertex, and the curved lateral 
carinre of pronotum. 

Interesting accounts oj the egg-laying habits of the female of con
spersa have been given by both Smith and Scudder. I have, on a 
mimberof occasions, noted the females with the abdomen inserted 

. in soft or dccaying wood, and on August 11, 1893, I discovered a 
female in the act of boring a hole in the upper edge of the topmost 
board of a six-plank fence. The abdomen was curved downward, 
and the toothed forcipate valves of the ovipositor used as pinchers 
with which small pieces of the wood were broken off. When dis-
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covered, the abdomen was ins'erted nearly one-half an inch in the 
pine board~ and the upper edge of the opening about the sides of the 
abdomen was covered with small pieces of wood, just as the dust 
or borings will accumulate about the edge of a hole which a carpen

ter is boring. 
I stood by and watched her work for ten or more minutes, when 

she suddenly stopped, withdrew her ovipositor and hopped away. 
Along the fence, within a distance of 30 feet, I found 15 other ho,les, 
11 of which were fresh, while the others had evidently been bored 
the previous year. Most of these holes were on the upper edge of 
the top board, which was in all case's of pine and perfectly sound. 
None of the holes contained eggs, most of them being less than half 
an inch in depth. 

On July 21st, and September 21st, I have found them with the 
abdomen inserted full length in stumps or logs, and when removed, 
eggs were found in the lower horizontal portion of each cavity. On 
the former date the female was ovipositing after dark in an oak 
log which served as part of a bridge across a stream. Smith has sug
gested that the reason for so few holes being finished is, that the 
wood proves too hard, and the insect tries for a softer place, Dr, many 
of them may be disturbed during the process of oviposition. Scud
der says that "the wood must be firm enough to retain the eggs well 
in place, and soft enough to abso'rb much moisture in the spring. 
Upright pieces of timber are nevcr chosen, but rather short sticks 
of decaying, charred or pithy wood, which can not easily be broken 
or blown against the rocks. Holes arc frequentlY: made three-qua,r
ters of an inch deep, and abandoned because the spot proves unsuit
able. In a stick about a foot and a half long, and two or three inches 
wide, I c'ounted ,/'5 borings, only three or four of which had been 
used as nests. The number of imperfect tD perfect holes must be' as 
25 to one. When a good piece of wood is discovered, the n.ests are 
crowded thickly together; and a stick less than two inches in diam
eter and five inches in length contained 13 completed nests. The 
holes are pierced at 'u slighl angle to the perpendicular, away from 
the insect; they are straight for about a quarter of an inch, then turn 
abruptly and run horizontally along the grain for about an inch.' 
The eggs (from 10 to 14 in number) are almost always laid in the hor
iZontal portion of the nest; they are cylindrical, tapering toward the 
ends, but not at all pointed, and measure from five to five and a half 
millimeters in length, by one and one-eighth in breadth; the ends 
are equally and regularly rounded. They vary in tint, some being 
almost colorless, and others 'Of a faint yellow. After the eggs have 
been carefully packed away in the sawdust made by the abrasion of 
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the sides of the hole, they are covered above with a whitis.h froth, 
and the hole is sealed up just below the surface of the wood with a 
black glutinous secretion, excessively hard, smooth and shiny, and 
the upper surface slightly concave. In the spring the moisture doubt
less softens these coverings so that the young grasshoppers can easily 
escape. Many old nests may be found uncovered and :filled with the 
shells of the eggs, but none in which the cover is still retained." 

XXII. STENOBOTHRUS Fischer (1843). 

Vertex triangular, obtuse in female, acute in male; the foveolre 
visible fflom above, as narrow, oblong, or linear impressions; the me
dian carina absent, or at most a colored line. Antennre :filiform; 
much longer than head and pronotum in the male. Pronotum with 
the median carina distinct, cut a little behind the middle by the 
principal sulcus; the lateral carinre sinua.te or curved, so that the 
middle of disk is narrower than the fore and hind margins. Lateral 
lobes of pflonotum about as long as deep, the front margin straight, 
the hind and lower margins sinuate. Tegmina variable in length, 
usually fully developed in male. Wings a little shorter than tegmina. 
Hind femora rather slender; not transversely barred. Valves of ovi
positor short, but plainly exserted. 

This European genus formerly included a number of United States 
species, Thomas having described no less than 16 species (a number 
of them synonymous) under it in his Acrididre of North Americ:a. 
As at present limited, but two are listed from the United States, 
one of which occurs in Indiana. 

35. STENOBOTHRUS CURTIPENNIS (Harris). The Short·winged Brown 
Locust. 

Locusta (Chlrealtis) curtipennis Harr., 71, 1841,49; Id.,. 72,1862,184, 
Plate ill, Fig. 1; Rathv. 1 09, 1862, 386, Fig. 28. 

Stenobothrus curtipennis Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 456; Id. , 1 4 2, II, 
1868, 118; Id., 148, I, 1874, 372, Fig. 57; Id., 16$, XXIII, 
1893, 76, Fig. 52; Id., 180, VIII, 1897,99; Id .• 186, XXXV, 
1899, 50; Id .• 188, 1900, 26; Smith, 198, I, 1868, 147; Glov., 
62, ·1872, Plate VI, Fig. 15; Plate VII, Fig. 10; Plate:/(, Fig. 4; 
Plate XII, Fig. 18; Thom., 206, V, 1873,91 (in part), Id., 211, 
IX, 1880. 104; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 202; Lint., 82; II, 1885, 
196; Oomst., 41, 1888, 102;/ Fern., 53, 1888,37; MeN., 88, 
VI, 1891, 65; Id., 89, VI, 1897, 260; Beut., 3,VI, 1894, 294; 
Morse, 98, VII, 1896, 327, 420 Plate 7, Fig. 12; Lugg., 84, 
1898, 128, Figs. 75, 76. 

Chlrealtis curtipennis Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 76; Id., 11, XXVI, 1894, 
222. 

Stenobothrus longipennis Scudd., 141, VII, 1862,457; Glov., 62, 1872, 
Plate V, Fig. 15. 
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Color exceedingly variable, but in Indiana specimens usually a 
light brown above, with a black bar extending back from the eye 
along the upper half of the lateral lobe of pronotum; beneath yel
lowish, the sides of abdomen spotted with black and the hind knees 
of the same color. Sometimes the face and lower sides of pronotum 
are gray, or even green. Antennre brownish yellow at base, the 
apical halves brown or black. 

The tegmina of curtipennis are, in most females, about three
fourths the length of the abdomen, while in the males they usually 
reach to the· tip of the abdomen; though they may be longer or 
shorter in either sex. The males are apt to be mistaken for thos~ of 
Chlcealtis conspersa, but may be distinguished by the presence of the 
foveolre, by the narrower black bar on sides of pronotum and by the 
smaller and more slender body. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 14.5 mm., female, 21 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 9.5 mm., female, 7.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 11 
mm., female, 10 mm.; of hind femora, male, 11 mm., female, 13 mm. 

This is a very common locus,t throughout northern Indiana, but as 
yet has not been taken sOl1th of Putnam and Vigo counties. It abides 
in low, wet prairies, swales, damp meadows, and especially in the 
vicinity of tamarack swamps. 'fhese conditions of local habitat are 
common in the northern half of the State, but scarce or wanting in 
the southern half, except in the extensive lowlands al<mg the Wabash 
River in Knox and Gibson counties, but there the locust seems to be 
wanting. In Putnam County it occurs in blue-grass pastures along 
the banks of streams in open woodland. I t begins to reach maturity 
about June 20th. By July 1st, it has become fairly common, and it 
may he taken until mid-October or even later, if the frosts are not 
too severe. The males seem everywhere less abundant than the fe
males. The former is an active and noiseless flier, but the female, 
being usually sho-rter winged, endeavors to escape by leaping and 
tumbling, and, says McNeill, "its astonishing facility as a tumbler 
and contortioniSot generally discourages all but the most determined 
efforts for its capture." Scudder has given a description of the song 
habits of curtipennis as follows: "\Vhen a.bout to stridulate, these 
insects place themselves In a nearly horizontal position, with the hew 
a little elevated;> they then raise both hind legs togerther, the hind 
tibire bent back snugly against the femora during the movement, 
and grate the thighs against the outer surface of the tegmina.- The 
first one or two movements are frequently noiseless or faint. In 
sunny weather the notes are produced at the rate of about six a 
second, are continued from one and a half to two and a half seconds, 
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and when undisturbed are repeated with intermissions of from five 
to six seconds. When the sky is ovcrcast the movements are less 
rapid." 

XXIII. AGENEOTIITT1X :McNcill (1897). 

Vertex, somewhat deciivent, the sides sharp and meeting in front 
almost at a right angle; the median c:uina wanting; lateral foveolm 
rectangular or four sided, about twice as long as broad, very distinct. 
Face moderately oblique. Antennm filiform, longer than head and 
pronotum together. Pronotum with the median carina distinct, cut 
oncc behind the middle by the principal sulcus; the lateral carime 
indistinct; strongly sinuate or curved inward; the hind margin of 
disk broadly rounded. Lateral lobes of pronotum higher than long, 
their front and hind margins nearly straight and vertical, the lower 
margin with its front half inclined strongly upward. Tegmina and 
wings well developed, equaling the abdomen in the female, usually 
slightly surpassing its tip in the male. Hind femora rather stout, 
surpassing the tip of abdomen in the male, equaling it in the female . 

• Hind tibim with the sEnrs on the inner side at apex, much elongated 
and very unequal. Valves of ovipositor but little exserted, the tip 
only being visible. Two species are known from the United Sta,tes, 
one of which has been taken in Indiana. 

36. AGENEOTETTIX SCUDDERI (Bruner). 
Aulocara 8cudderi Brun., 24, XII, 1890, 63; Bl., 11, XXVI, 1894, 217. 
Eremnus 8cudderi MeN., 89, VI, 1897,268; Lugg., 84,1898,132, Fig. 

77. 
Ageneotettix scudderi Seudd., 188, 1900, 28. 
Philobostroma parva MeN., 88, VI, 1891, 64. 

General color, dull brown, the tegmina with numerous small darkffi' 
brown, quadrate spots, sometimes almost c'onfined to a median band. 

In most specimens a dull yellowish band 
reaches from the vertex backward across 
the middle of occiput and pronotum 
to the tips of the tegmina. An in
distinct blackish bar extends from eye 

Fig. 47. Aueneotettix 8cudderi back across the upper haH of lateral lobes 
(Bruner). Ma!e. (After Lugger.) 

of pronotum; and a triangular spot of 
black on each side of basal third of pranotal disk, plainest in the 
male. Hind femora dull reddish brown with three blackish c'ross
bars on the upper outer face. Hind tibim bright coral red, with a 
whitish basal ring; the knees· deep black. Antenna) dull reddish, 
sometimes lighter. Lower surface, dirty yellowish white. 
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Measurements: Length of body, male, 15 mm." female, 20 mm.; 
of antennre, male 10 mm., female, 7.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 9 mm., 
female, 13 mm.; of hind femora, male, 10.5 mm., female, 11.5 mm. 

'1'his small dull coLored loc'ust has been taken in Indiana only from 
the sandy bed of the old Wabash and Erie Canal, five miles north of 
Terre Haute, Vigo County. Here it was first taken on .July 6, 1892, 
and afterward in September and October, 1893. On one side of the 
canal, at the point mentioned, is a large pond, occupying perhaps 
50 acres of the Wabash River bottoms, and on the other side is a 
sandy hill or bluff of the river, which is covered with typical prairie 
grasses and plants. The locust has been found only in an area of 
about five acres, on the side of the hill, and in the bed of tJle cana1. 
When disturbed it leaps vigorously, and without noise, fo'r several 
times in succession; then settling down on a sandy spot, it will allow 
a close a,pproach, evidently relying upon the similarity of color be
tween its body and the sand to shield it from observation. Accord
ing to Bruner, lac. cd., it is a very c'ommon species west of the Mis
sissippi; but cast" of that stream has been taken only at Moline and 
Cordova, Illinois; and in Vigo County, this State. It will probably 
be found to occur over the sand-covered portions of southwestern 
Indiana. 

XXIV. MEcosTETHus Fieber (1853). 

Vertex horizontal; the lateral carinre distinct, straight, the apex 
truncate or slightly rounded; median carina distinct; lateral foveolre 
small, shallow, triangular. Antennre filiform, longer in the male 
than the head and pronotum together. Pronotum with all the carinre 
distinct, the median rather sharp, and cut in front of the' middle 
by the principal sulcus; the lateral (in our species) with their pos
terior halves distinctly divergent; the disk rugose, the metazona 
longer than the prozona; the hind margin of the fmmer obtusely 
angled. Lateral lobes of pronotum about as high as long, their front 
margins perpendicular, the hind ones a little oblique, the lower mar
gin with its front half oblique. Tegmina and wings well developed, 
surpassing the abdomen in both sexes, the discoidal area furnish,ed 
with a very prominent intercalary vein, which in the male is provided 
with a ra.sp for stridulating. Hind femora, rather long and slender, 
exc'eeding the abdomen in the male. The sub-anal plate of male is 
acutely produced, being at least twice as long as its greatest depth. 
Valves of ovipositor strongly cxserted, the upper pair, with minute 
teeth along their upper margins. ' 

46-Geol. 
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Three species are known from the United States, one of which 
- occurs in Indiana. 

37. MECOSTETHUS LINEATUS (Scudder). 
Arcyptera lineata Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 462; Id., 142, II, 1868, 118 

(song of); Id., i43, XI, 1868, 313 (note of, set to music); 
Smith, 119, 1872, 381; MeN., 88, VI, 1891, 66. 

Stetheophyma lineata ThoBl., 206, V, i873, 98; Id., 211, 1880, 104; 
Glov., 62,1874, Plate JtVIlI, Fig. 9; Fern., 53, 1888, 38. 

Mecostethus lineatus Morse, 98, VII, 1896, 327, 444, Figs. 1S-ISb; MeN., 
89, 1897, 254, Figs. 22a, 22b; Bl., 15, XXX, 1898, 55; Seudd., 
188, 1900, 29. 

General color, dark brown. A narrow yellowish line extends from 
the upper border of the eye to the pro no tum, bordered below by an 
indistinct dark band which extends along the upper half of lateral 

Fig. 48. Meco8telhu8 lineat ... (Scudd.). (After McNeill.) 

lobes of the pronotum. The tegmina with a distinct pale or yellow
ish streak two-thirds their length, a~ong the scapular area. Hind 
femora with the outer face yellowish or reddish brown, darker above, 
the lO'wer face either yellowish or bright coral red, the knees black. 
Hind tibire yellowish, annulate with paler near their base, the spines 
black. The females usually much darker than the males with the 
yellow line on head and tegmina O'ften obscure. The structural 
characters are given above under the genus heading. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 26 mm., female, 35 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 11.5 mm., female, 10.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 25 
mm., female, 30 mID.; of hind femora, male, 17 mID., female, 20 mm. 

This large and nandsome locust occurs in isO'lated areas in the 
northern third of the State, having been taken in Fulton, IJake,. 
Starke, Marshall, Kosciusko and Steuben counties. It is found only 
in low boggy meadows bordering lakes or tamarack swamps. The 
males seem to' far outnumber the females, and are much more wild 
and active, taking to flight when a person is a dozen yards distant. 
They use the wings only in escaping, flying swiftly and noiselessly for 
50 to 100 feet and alighting 0'n the' stems of the tall grasses and 
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sedg~s among which they have their homes. The only way in which 
I have been able to effect their capture was by running after them 
and swooping them with the net as they arose or before they had 
time to arrange their legs for the upward impetus at the beginning 
of a new :flight. The females are more bulky and lubberly than the 
males, and are usually seen in more open places, where the grass is 
shorter, and hence are mo:re easily 'taken. The earliest date at which 
mature specimens have been seen was July 13th, in: Fulton County, 
and the latest, October 25th, near Bass Lake, Starke County, though 
they may occur both before and aiteT these dates. In the United 
States lineatus has been recorded only from Maine, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, northern Illinois and eastern Nebraska. 

Sulrfamily (EDIPODINJE. 

This sub-family includes those genera of Indiana locusts which 
hav60the pro sternum unanned with tubercle or spine, the face nearly 
vertical, instead of oblique, and the head rounded at the point of 
union with the vertex and face. The fastigium or front of vertex 
slopes sharply downward.; the foveolm are present but are usually 
small and shallow. The antennm are lineajr or sub-linear and are us
ually inserted above the middle of the ey~s, sometimes almost above 
the eyes themselves. The eyes are shorter than in the sub-family 
Tryxalince, being rarely longer than that portion of the cheeks be
low their orbits. The dorsal field of the pronotum has its hind mar
gin much wider than the front margin; the lateral carinm usually 
wanting; the median carina (except in the genus Arphia) cut by one 
or two sulci, and often raised in a sharp ridge or crest, and the sur
face generally wrinkled or covered with small tubercles. The teg
mina and wings are always fully developed 'and the latter, in most 
species, are brightly colored. All of our genera belong to the divi
sion or tribe (Edipodini of Saussure, in which the ocelli are placed 
near the eyes and in whic'h the outer margin of hind tibim lacks an 
apical spine next the spurs. 

Our members of this sub-family are, when at rest with the tegmina 
closed, dull brown or grayish in color, and hence dwell, for the mOBt 
part on bare clayey slopes, or stretches of sand; along rOllidsides and 
railways, or in closely cropped timothy meadows. Twelve of our 
16 species have the inner wings black, yellow or red and hence are 
very conspicuous objects when in flight, being often taken for butter
flies by persons who have given little attention to nature. These 
bright colors, are, says Morse, "in no sense protective and bear no 
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relation to the environment pf the insects, but are probably of value 
in the mating of the sexes." The color of the inner wings often 

. varies much in the same species, shading from dull white, through 
yellow and orange to vermilion red. The greater intensity of color 
is in part due to age, and perhaps in patt to higlier temperature, 
though other factors doubtless enter into its cause. 

The members of this sub-family are peculia.r in that the males of 
most of them and the females of a few stridulate while on the wing; 
a rather harsh, crackling or rattling note being produoed by rubbing 
the under surface of the tegmina against certain veins on the upper 
surface of the inner wings. The sound seems to be under control of 
the insect, for they often make it when suddenly alarmed, or cease 
making it if -too greatly frightened. Some of them produce a uni
form rattling note during the entire period of flight, which is gen
erally in a straight course. Others make the call only during certain 
intervals of flight. These change the direction of flight at will, and 
at every turn emit two or three short, rattling sounds. A number 
of species also sound a different call when at rest, in the same manner 
as do the Tryxalinte, by rubbing the hind femora against the inter
calary vein of the tegmina, which is toothed or roughened to aid as 
a sounding organ. 

This sub-family is also notable among our Indiana Acridid::e by 
having three or four species which pass the wint,er as nymphs or half 
grown young. These nymphs reach ma.turity about mid-April and 
are the first Acridians of large size to be seen in the spring. The 
majority of our species, however, pass the winter, as do most other 
locusts, in the egg stage. 

Twenty-six genera and 154 species were listed by Scudder in his 
"Catalogue," and about 10 species have since been described. Of 
these, ten genera and sixteen species have been takeI?- in Indiana. 
TheSe genera may be separated by the following table in which, how
ever, I have made use of many characters not of generic importance, 
in order that the beginner may the more readily determine the speci
mens in hand. 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA <EDIPODINrE. 

a. Median carina of pronotum raised in a distinct crest, which is entire, 
or not cut by the prinCipal sulcus; tegmina sub-coriaceous, or leath
ery, in texture, densely and irregularly reticulate; inner wings 
brightly colored, red or yellow at base ....... XXV. ARPHIA, p. 254 

aa. Median carina of pronotum less prominent and in female always cut 
by one or more sulci; tegmina with the apical half membranaceous 
and regularly reticulate. 
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• b. Median carina of pronotum cut by but one sulcus. 
c. Disk of inner wings pellucid or transparent, not distinctly 

bOunded by a blackish bOrder. 
d. Pronotum with its disk roof shaped, the sides sloping 

downward; its dorsal front margin plainly angu-
late. Hind femora without dark cross bars ...... , 

XXVI. OHORTOPHAGA, p. 257 
dd. Pronotum with its disk flat; its dorsal front margin 

truncate. Hind femora with dusky cross bars 'on 
their outer face. 
e. Frontal costa of maJe strongly sulcate through

out their full length; m-edian carina of pro
notum distinct, higher on prozona than on 
metazona, distinctly cut by the principaJ sul-
eus ........... XX VII. ENCOPTOLOPHUS, p. 260 

ce. Frontal costa of male but slightly sulcate just 
below the ocellus; median carina of pronotum 
low, of equal height throughout, faintly cut by 
principaJ sulcus .... XX VIII. CAMNULA, p. 261 

cc. Disk of inner wings opaque, red, orange, black or yellow in 
color; when not black, distinctly bounded with. a black
ish border . 

. f. Body, especially that of female, robust. 
Pronotum with the lateral carinre ex
tending in front of the principal sulcus 
and not cut by that su1cus; its disk often 
with numerous tubercles; inner wings 
red or yellow; tegmina usually with a 
number of large dark colored spots ..... . 

XXIX. HIPPISCUS, p. 263 
ft. Body more slender, often compressed. Pro

notum with the lateral carinre extending 
only to the principaJ sulcus and cut by 
it; its disk with but few if any tubercles; 
inner wings black or pale yellow; teg
mina with numerous smaJl dark spots 
which are sometimes united into cross 
bars. 
g. Inner wings black with a yellow bor-

del' ...... XXX. DISSOSTEIRA, p. 272 
fig. Inner wings yellow, with a fuscous 

curved median band .... ' ......... . 
XXXI. SPHARAGEMON, p. 275 

bb. Median carina of pronotum cut by two sulci, the front notch 
often less distinct than the hind one ................... . 
h. Antennre of maJe shorter than hind femora, the basal 

joints not strongly fiattelled. ]'rontal costa at all pOints 
above the ocellus, wider than the basal jOints of an
tennre. 
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i. Lower margin of lateral lobe of pronotum stralght, 
its front half not curved upward. Median carina 
of pronotum about ,as high on metazona as on pro
zona; its hind notch but little in front of the mid
dle of pronotum ..... XXXII. MESTOBREGMA, p. 279 

U. Lower margin of lateral lobe of pronotum with its 
front half curved upward. Median carina of pro
notum very faint on metazona; its hind notch 
much in front of the middle, the metazona at least 
one and a half times as' long as the prozona ....... . 

XXXIII. TRIMEBOTROl'IS, p. 280 
hh. Antennre of male longer than hind femora, the basal joints 

strongly flattened. E'rontal costa at its widest point 
above the ocellus narrower, and at the vertex much nar-
rower, than the basal joints of antennre .... , ....... , .. . 

XXXIV. PSINJDIA, p. 283 

XXV. ARPHIA Stal (18"/'3). 

Vertex horizontal, either SUb-pentagonal or triangular, its disk 
with a distinct, usually deep, transverse curv{ld impression a little 
behind the middle; lateral carinre distinct; the median carina present, 
but terminating at the impression; the foveolre present, rather large, 
but shallow and more or less 'rhomboidal. Frontal costa rather 
broad, strongly sulcate in the region of and below the ocellus. An
tennre about as long as head and pronotum togeth·er. Pronotum 
with its front margin bluntly angulate, produced forward upon the 
posterior third of occiput; the median carina compresGed, and higher 
than usual, not notched by the transverse sulcus; the lateral carinre 
rounded, distinct Qnly on the metazona. Lateral lobe of pronotum 
deeper than long, the front margin a little sinuate, the hind margin 
more or less oblique, the lower margin with its front half curved 
upward, the posterior angle rather broadly rounded. Tegmina some
what leathery in texture, densely and irregularly reticulate, the 
apical third only with the cells, or spaces between the venules, dis
tinct; the intercalary vein closer to the median than to the ulnar 
vein. Inner wings brightly colored, yellow or red at base. Hind 
femora stout, their basal halves depressed and dilated. Ovipositor 
with its valves moderately exserted; the upper ones with their apic'al 
halves a little inturned and narrowly spoon-shaped. 

Sixteen species are accredited by Scudder to the United States. 
Of these but two have, as yet, been taken in Indiana. Tllese may 
be separated by the following: 
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KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF ARPHIA. 

a. Upper third of frontal costa with the sides converging, meeting at the 
point of union with the front of vertex; median carinO) (!d pronotum 
lower and less curved; hind'margin of pronotuu{ ending'in a right 
aIi$Ie, or ()ibtllse angle ......................... 38 8uZpkurea, p\ 25Q 

aa. Upper third of :ftOJirtal Nsta with the sides scarcely converging; dliB;- / 
tinct at! the -potnt of meeting with the front of ... ~tex; mediam 
carina of t:ronotnm, viewed from the side, hi e , erest-· 
like; hind mar.gin of pronotum endin an acute angle. ,~ .. " .... ' 

39 iJ)anthopte'Ul,.. lJ. 256i 

38: ARPHIA SULPHUREA (FauricinsJ. The Sulphur-winged Locust. 
GryllU8 sulphureU8 Fab .• 5 11 I, 1781, 369. 
LocU8ta 8ulphurea Harr., 70, 1833. 583; Id., 72, 1862, 177, Plate I;. 

Fig. 6; Emm., 49, V, 185~, 146; Rathv., 109,1862, 386, Fig,. 
27. 

CEdipoda 8Vlphurea Burro., 40, TI, 1838, 643; Scudd., 141, VII, 1862;. 
470; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate V, Fig. 6. 

TomonotU8 su1phureU8 Thom., 206, V, 1873, 105; !d., 211, IX, 1880,. 
89,107. 

Arphia su1phurea Stal., 200, I, 1873, 119; Sauss., 134, 1884, 71; 
Fern., 53, 1888, 39; Bl., 4, XXTII, 1891, 77; Beut., 3, VI, 
1894,296, Plate VilI, Fig. 10; Morse, 99, VIII, 1897, 36, ~1"Plate 
2, Fig. 17; Lugg., 84, 1898, 136, Figs. 78, 79; Scud&.v 1:s..s" 
1900, 30. 

Color, varying from dark brown, almost blackish in some males;' 
to pale yellowish brown. The tegmina of males often with a pale 
yellowish band along the dorsal or hind margin; those of the lighter 
colored females often thickly sprinkled with small fuscous spots. In
ner wings with their basal two-thirds a bright sulphur yellow. A 
dusky curved band covers the outer third; from which a distinct dark 
ray runs nearly to the base of the wing, near the fflOnt or costal mar
gin. Hind femora with the outer face either uniform dark brown. 
with a pale ring near the knee, or with alternating bands of black 
and white, which are more plainly visible on the inner face. Hind 
tibire dusky black,or blue black, with a pale ring near the base. 
Abdomen reddish brown or yellowish. Many of the young and a few 
of the adults which appear in spring, or those which live on high, 
rocky woodland slopes where lichens are abundant, often have the 
pronotum and hind femora prettily marked or spotted with grayisih 
and greenish in imitation of those lowly plants. 

Measurements: Length of body, male 22 mm., f,e:male 32 mm.; of 
antennre, male and female, 7 mm.; of tegmina, male 23 mm., female 
,26 mm.; of hind femora, male 14.5 mm.; female, 18 mm. 
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The yellow winged locust is a common insect throughout Indiana, 
making its home in dry upland pastures and meadows, along roadsides 
and on gravelly and rocky slopes. It passes the winter in the nymph 
stage sheltered beneath logs, chunks and rubbish and begins to reach 
maturity in central Indiana about May 1st (May 3d being the earliest 
date it has come to my notice), being preceded only by Gkortopkaga 

~ifasciata. It is most abundant in June, and about July 15th 
begms to be replacefl by its congener, A. xanthoptera. However, ex
amples have been taken in.Marion County as late a,s September 10th. 
The male, when disturbed, moves in short, jerky flights, sounding its 
cymbals while in the air, at every turn. The sound is a sharp crack
ling note, and is seemingly under the control of the insect. 

39. ARPHIA XANTHOPTERA (Germar.) 
fEdipoda xanthoptera Germ., 58, II, 1838, 643; Seudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 

469; Smith, 199, 1872, 372, 381, Fig. 10. 
Tomonotu8 xanthopterus Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 105. 
Tomonotu;; 8ulphureUs xanthopterm Thorn., 2 1 I, IX, 1880, 107. 
Arphia xanthoptera Sauss., 1 34, 1884, 67; Fern., 53, 1888, 39; Bl., 4, 

XXIII, 1891, 77; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 297, Plate VIII, Fig. 11; 
Morse, 99, VIII, 1897, 36, 50, Plate 2, Figs. 16, 16a; Lugg., 84, 
1898, 138, Fig. 80; Seudd., 188, 1900, 31. 

Arphia xanthoptera carinata Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 78 (not A. cannata 
Seudd.) 

Color varying from a very dark to a bright reddish brown, the head 
and pronotum usually light€r than the tegmina; the la.tter in the 
female often sprinkled with numerous darker brown spots. Inner 
wings with the basal two-thirds either deep yellow or orange red, the 

Fig. 49. Arphia ;:canfhoptera (Germar). Male. Natural Size. 
(After Beuteumiiller). 

outer third with the curved fuscous bar as in sulpkurea, but the dark 
ray near eostal margin not much longer than the width of the fuscous 
band, and always extending less than one-half the distance to base 
of wing. Hind femora dull grayish brown, the upper outer face with 
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two or three oblique blackish bars; a pale ring near the knee. Hind 
tibiffi dusky, the spines black. 

This species differs from sulphurea by having the disk of the vertex 
truncate in front, its lateral carinffi not meeting, but continuous with 
the frontal costa; the latter with the sides not converging to an 
acuminate apex. The median carina of pronotum is higher and more 
disti:rictly arched and the posterior margin of pronotum is more acute. 
rt is usually larger than sulphurea. 

Measurements: Length of body, male 27 mm;, female 34 mm.; of 
antennffi, male and female, 10.5; of tegmina, male, 26 mm., female, 
30 mm.; of hind femora, male, 18 mm., female, 19 mm. 

This is also a common locust throughout Indiana, beginning to 
reach maturity in tlie central part of the State, from eggs hatched in 
the spring, about July 2.0th, and 'existing until November 1st, or 
later. It frequents the stubble of wheat, clover and timothy fields, 
the banks along railways and the borders of high, dry, open wood
lands and roadsides. One-third or more of the males have the inner 
wings a deep orange yellow, but not more than one-sixth of the 
fema1es have the wings so colored. The orange winged males are 
usually darker in color, and their stridulation is seemingly louder and 
more prolonged than in the yellow winged forms. The sound is made 
a.s the insect rises from the ground, and at times at the points ,of 
turning in its zigzag flight. Xanthoptera is a stronger and more active 
flier than sulphurea and its note is louder and readily distinguished 
from that of the latter. 

XXVI. CHOHTOPHAGA Saussure (1884). 

Body rather slim, compressed, punctate or fine wrinkled, green or 
brown in color. Vertex horizontal, triangular; the apex truncate; the 
lateral carinffi not prominent, the median carina wanting; the 
foveolffi very shallow, elongate, trian'gular. Frontal c'osta prominent, 
rather narrow, punctate, sulca:te below the ocellus, the margins of 
upper fourth slightly converging to meet those of the vertex. An
tennffi no longer than head and pronotum together, the joints short 
and somewhat flattened. Pronotum with its disk roof shaped, its 
f~ont margin bluntly angulate, projected slightly forward on the 
occiput, the hind margin acute angled; the· median carina not promi
nent, straight and but faintly notched a little before the middle by 
the principal sulcus; the lateral carinffi visible only on the metazona, 
rounded and indistinct in the female, plainly visible in the male. 
Lateral lobes of the pronotum as in A rphia, the posterior angle less 
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rounded. TegmIna narrw~ extending heyond the a:ful'om:en:; the 
apical half membranaceons, the intercalary vein running midway 
between the media:n ailld l!dmit veins. Inner wings pellucid7 the veins 
but slightly swollen_ Hind femora of medium size, surpassing the 
abdomen in the male, a little sborter in the female. Ovipositor as 
in Arphia. 

Two species of the genus occur in the United States, one of which 
inhabits Indiana. 

40. CHORTOPHAGA VIRIDIFASCIATA (DeGeer). The Green-striped Locust. 
Acrydium l)iridif(J)3ciatum DeG., 57, ill, 1773, 498, Plate 42, Fig. 6. 
Locusta (Tragocephala) viridijasciata Harr., 71, 1841, 147; Id., 72, 

1862, 182, Plate ill, Fig. 2. 
Tragocephala viridifasciata Scudd., 14 1, VII, 1862, 461; Id., 1 50, 

XVII, 1875, 481; Id., 15'3, IV, 1875, 80; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate 
V, Fig. 9; Thoro., 206, V, 1873,103, Plate I, Fig. 3; Id., 211, 
1X,188O, 105, Figs. 13, 17; Stal., 200, I, 1873, 119; Riley, 
117, VIII, 1876, 149, Fig. 46; Id., 214, I, 1878, 255, Fig. 94; 

Jd., 122, IT, 1884, 203, Fig. 285. 
Chorto:pbo,ga viridij(J)3ciata Sauss., 134, 1884, 72, Plate I, Figs. 7, 12; 

:F.tnl., 53, 1888, 40, Fig. 15; Bl., 4, xxm, 1891, 76; MeN., 
88, VI, 1891, 62; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 295, Plate VIII, Fig. 9; 
Morse, VIII, 99, "1897, 35, 64, Plate 2, Fig. 18; Lugg., 84, 
1898, 144, 147, Figs. 83-85; Scudd., 188, 1900, 31. 

LocWJta (Tragocephala) infuscata Harr., 72, 1862, 181. 
Tragoe.ephala infuscata Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 461; G lov., 62, 1872, 

Plate X, Fig. 10; Thoro., 206, V, 1873, 102, Plate I, Fig. 7. 
Tragocephala viridij(J)3ciata infuscata Scudd., 1 SO, XVIII, 1875, 481; 

. Thoro., 211, IX, 1880, 106. 
Chortophaga viridij(J)3ciata infuscata Bl., 4, xxm, 1891, 76. 
Loc!l1Jta (Tragocephala) radiata HalT., 72, 1862, 183. 
Tomonotus zimmermanni Sauss., ,128, IT, 1861, 23. 

Color dimorphic, either largely green with a small amount of 
brown upon the tegmina (viridifasciata) or wholly brown (infuscata). 
SpeciIIlens are common, however, which can be referred to either 

;Fig.51I, fJhortOf)haga viridi/aBciata (DeGeer). Nymph and adult female. 
(After Riley). 

,'form, tne c610r heing a mixture. In the more pronounced green ex. 
:amples, the head, pronotum, outer face of hind femora and the basal 
iwo thirds of the median field of the tegmina are grass green; the 
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upper dorsal field, and apical third of tegmina, as well as a narrow 
stripe along their lower or costal margin are ash brown; the abdomen 
reddish brown. .Rarely the head, pronotum and hind femora are red
dish purple instead of green. In the brown fo,rm the apical halves 
of the tegmina are darker and their sides often contain a few light 
spots. The inner wings of both forms are transparent and yellow at 
base, the apical two-thirds fuliginous or smoky, the apex paler; an 
opaque dark bar is present along the middle of front margin. Hind 
tibim brown or pale blue with a white ring near the base. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 20 mm., female, 26 mm.; 
of antenme, male, 8 mm., female, "I mm.; of tegmina, male, 18.5 mm., 
female, 23 mm.; of hind femo'ra, male, 13 mm., female, 15 mm. 

This is the first locust to reach maturity in spring from hibernat
jng nymphs, specimens having been taken in Vigo Oounty as early 
as April 15th. It is a common species throughout the State, making 
its home in blue-grass pastures, and especially in the grassy tracts 
along rail fences between upland woods and cultivated fields and 
meadows. It also occurs on sunny sloping hillsides and railway em
bankments. In fact, mature individuals may occur anywhere in dry 
grassy places from mid-April till November 1st. In such localities 
the young, in company with those of Arphia sulphurea, may be! seen 
on all sunny winter days when the mercury is above the freezing 
point. At such times they often climb or leap upon the lower rails 
of fen?es or sides of stumps, there resting in and apparently enjoy
ing the sunshine. The species is said to be double brooded in.some 
localities, but in Indiana, as far as known, it is single brooded, the 
young hatching in August and September and undergoing three or 
four moults before 'winter. 

In this State, as elsewhere throughout its range, which includes tlie 
United States and Oanada east of the Rocky Mountains, green fe
males and brown males are the predominating forms, not more than 
20 per cent. of the females in Indiana being brown, and a much 
smaller proportion of the males being green. The male of viridifas
ciata, when disturbed, usually flies but a few rods, moving in a circling 
or zigzag 'course, and producing a low but distinct shuffiing or rat
tlingnoise during the whole of its flight. The female moves noise
lessly and more directly toa greater distance. 
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XXVII. ENCOPTOLOPHUS SC'udder (1875). 

Body a little shorter and stouter than in Chortophaga, but com
pressed as there; the head more swollen. Vertex broadly triangular, 
the apical half sloping a little downward, the' disk noticeably lower 
than the occiput, the lateral carinm low; the median present but ter
minating at middle of disk; the foveolm.distinct, elongate triangular. 
Prontal c·osta narrow, strongly sulcate throughouein the male, but 
only above ocellus in the female. Antennm equaling the head and 
pronotum toge'ther in thc fcmalc, a third longer in the male; the 
joints of apical half moderately flattened. Pronotum with its disk 
nearly flat, the front margin truncate, the hind margin forming a 
rather sharply marked right angle; the median carina distinct, a little 
higher on the prozona, cut into two nearly equal halves, by a distinct 
notch; the lateral carinm plainly visible only on the metazona. Lat
eral lobes of pronotum deeper than long, their disks concave and 
much wrinkled, their front and hind margins nearly vertical, the 
lower margin with its posterior. half rounded, the anterior oblique, 
ascending.' Tegmina rather broad and short, the apex broadly 
rounded, slightly surpassing the abdomen in both sexes; the inter
calary ve'in distinctly nearer the ulnar than the median vein. Inner 
wings short and broad, pellucid or nearly so, the veins next the costal 
margin distinctly swollen. Hind femora a little shorter than the 
abdomen in the female; slightly surpassing it in the male. 

Four species of Encoptolophl1S are known from the United States. 
Of these, one occurs in Indiana. 

41. ENCOPTOLOPHUS SORDIDUS (Burmeister'. The Clouded Locust., 
fEdipoda sordida Burm., 40, II, 1838, 643; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate X, 

Fig. 11; Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 116; Pack., 215, II, 1880, 179, 
Plate I, Fig. 4. 

Tragocephala 80rdida Stal, 200, I, 1873, 119; Thorn., 211, IX, 1880, 
107. , 

Encoptolophu8 sordidus Scudd., 150, XVII, 1875,479; Id., 153, IV, 
1875, 78; Id., 1 88, 1900, 32; Sauss., 1 34, 1884, 77; Cornst., 
41,1888,103, Fig. 93; Id., 42, 1895, 110, Fig. 121; Fern., 53, 
1888, 41, Fig. 16; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891,77; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 
296, Plate X, Fig. 2; Morse, 99, VIII, 1897, 35, 66, Plate 2, 
Fig. 19; Lugg., 84,1898,147, Fig. 86. 

Locusta nebulosa Harr., 71,1841,146; Id., 72,1862,181; Ernrn., 49, 
V, 1854, 146, Plate 9,Fig. 7. 

Color, dull rusty, yellowish or smoky brown, varied with small 
mottlings of the darker and lighter shades .. Pronotum in living 
specimens often with a distinct pinkish buff X-shaped mark on its 
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disk. Antenn:E pale brown at base, the apical half darker. Tegmina 
with two pale transverse bars on the middle of sides, whieh contrast 
plainly with the larger dark patches between and on either side of 
them. Inner wings transparent yellowish at base; the apical half 
smoky brown, the apex darker. Hind femora indistinctly banded 
with dull yellowish and dark brown. Hind tioi:E dusky brown with 
a pale ring near the base. 

Fig.51. Encoptolophu88ordidu8 (Burm.). Male. (After Lugger.) 

. Measurements: Length of body, male, 22 mm., female, 29 mm.; of 
/ antenn:E, male, 10 mm., female, 9 mm.; of tegmina, male, 19 mm., 
female, 24 mm.; of hind femora, male, 13.5 mm., female, 16 mm. 

The clouded locust is common throughout the State, maturing in 
the central portion about August 1st, from eggs hatched in the 
spring, and existing till December 1st, provided the autumn is a 
favorable one. It frequents only dry upland timothy and clover 
meadows, blue-grass pastures, roadsides, etc. When living in wood
land pastures it frequents the sunny spots, seldom alighting in the 
shade when flushed. rrhe male stridulates on the wing during short 
flights, seldom, if ever, in the more prolonged ones, whieh it makes 
when frightened. The note is a harsh droning or buzzing sound, 
somewhat resembling that of a bumblebee, but louder. It is begun 
after the insect has risen three or four feet above the ground, and is 
continued until it begins to descend; being kept up continuously 
while it is flying horizontally. The females usually leap for the first 
two or threc times they are disturbed, but if flushed a number of 
times they use the wings in endeavoring to escape. 

XXVIII. CAMNULA Stal (1873). 

Body short, the si~e below the average for the Oedipodince, the 
head compressed. Vertex with its disk ovate-oblong in male, broader 
in female, its front half sloping downward, the apex rounded, the 
lateral carinm distinct, the median carina very faint in the female, 
absent in the male; the foveol:E indistinct, narrowly triangular. 
Frontal costa, not prominent, flat or nearly so, a little sulcate just 

. below the ocellus. Antenn:E short, filiform. Pronotum with its disk 
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flat, not rugose, the front margin truncate, the hind margin obtuse 
angled, the median carina low, of equal height throughout, cut with 
a sm:all notch a little in front of the middle; the lateral carinre dis
tinct on both prozona a:Q.d metazona. Lateral lobes of pronotum, 
deeper than long, the front margin nearly vertical, the hind margin 
oblique, the lower-·margin as in Encoptolophus. Tegmina narrow, 
surpassing the abdomen; the apic'al third remotely reticulate, the cells 
quadrate. InneT wings pellucid with dusky venules. Hind femora 
equaling or slightly exceeding the abdomen; their upper margin sharp 
and somewhat crested. Valves of 9vipoSitor strongly exserted. One 
species is found throughout the northernmost United States and 
Canada from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It occurs rarely in northern 
Indiana. 

42. CAMNULA PELLUCIDA (Scudder). The Clear-winged Locust. 

CEdipoda pellucida Scudd., 141, VIT, 1862, 472; Glov., 60, 1870; 78; 
Id., 62, 1872, Plate XII, Fig. 20; Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 137. 

Camnula pellucida Scudd., 1 48, I, 1874, 378; Id., 188, 1900, 32; 
Thorn., 211, IX, 18SO, 118; Id., 215, II, 1880, 242, Fig. 10; 
Riley, 127, XXV, 1891,32, Fig. 10; Sauss., 134,1884, 81; 
Fern, 53, 1888, 41, Fig. 17; Brun., 26, XXVIT, 1892, 12; Id., 
28, XXVIII, 1893,34, Fig. 18; Id., 30,1893, 463, Fig. 107; Id., 
34, ]896, 123, Figs. 25, 26; Morse, VIII, 99, 1897, 35, SO, Plate 
2, Fig. 20; Lugg., 84, 1898, 148, Figs. 87, 88. 

CEdipoda atroxScudd., 147, 1872, 253; Glov., 60, 1871, 77, Fig. 
10; Id., 62,1872, Plate VIII, Fig. 3; Id., 63,1874,137, Fig. 10; 
Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 136; Riley, 214, I, 1878,454, Fig. 109. 

GeDieral color, light brown; face, reddish brown. Antennre yellow
ish at b!l.'le, the apical half dusky., A dark triangular spot behind eye, 
and an oblong vertical black spot on the front half of lateral lobe 
of pronotum. Tegmina smoky brown, with several darker rounded 
spots on sides; these separated by lighter yellowish blotches; the 
dorsal surface dark brown, with a yellowish brown stripe along each 
Jlumeral angle. Inner wings transparent, with dark nervules. Hind 
femora yellowish brown, with two or three blackish bars on the outer 
face; the knees fusc·ous. Hind tibire yellowish brown; the basal fourth 
lighter. Abdomen yellowish beneath, the sides darker. 

"In the markings of the tegmina, forui and color, pellucida looks 
like a diminutive H ippiscus. It varies much in size and tegminal 
markings." 

Measurements: Length of body, :m.aJe, 19 mm., female, 22 mm.; of 
antennre,male and female, 7 rum.; of tegmina, male, 17 mm., female, 

..20 mm.; of hind femora~ male~ 12 mm.~ female, 13 mID, 
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As noted ahove, this is a species of northern fang'~, tt has been 
taken in Indiana but once, near Bass Lake, Starke Oounty, on Au
gust 21, 1902. Here a half 
dozen specimens, all that could 
be found during a two-hours' 
search, were secured from a 
low, marshy tract, on wqich 
the grass had been cropped 
short. When flushed, .the males 
flew noiselessly 30 to 50 feet, 
then dropped down and squat
ted low between the grass 
blades. The single female was 
more clumsy and did not take 
to wing; all were found within 
an area of 100 square feet. 
It is probable that the species 
occurs in isolated localities 
throughout the northern third 
of the State. In New Eng
land Morse says that it be
gins to mature about July 
1st, and may be found during 

a 

b 

e 

Fig. 52. Camnulapellueida (Scudd.). a, adult 
male; b, female; c, nymph; slightly enlarged. 

(After Simpson.) 

the rest of the season. "It is extremely common, even abundant 
locally, throughout the northern part of New England, being prob
ably the most numerous in point of individuals of any of our Oedi
podin(ll.. It is found in dry grassy pastures and other untilled lands, 
preferably on high ground. Its flight is silent or slightly rustling, 
usually low, short and direct, resembling .that of a large Melanoplus; 
'when with the wind,.however, it is occasionally prolonged for several 
rods in a straight line." 

XXIX. HIPPISCUS Saussure (1861). 

Species of large size and robWlt form. Head large, sub-globose, 
the cheeks swollen. Vertex with the disk usually broadly triangular, 
the apex rounded or obtusely angulate and sloping more or less down
ward; the lateral carinre distinct, but not sharp; the median carina 
present, at least on posterior half, and continued back over the occi
put in the form of a small central ridge; the. foveolre present, but 
not prominent, usually triangular in form. Antennre but little, if 
any, longer than head and pronotum together, filiform, the joints of 
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apical halves a little flattened. Pronotum with its disk flat, usualiy 
rugose and bearing a number of rounded or oblong tubercles; the 
front margin truncate, the hind margin usually obtuse, or right an
gled; the median carina rather prominent, and cut once by the prin
cipal sulcus; the lateral carinre extending a short distance in front of 
this sulcus, but not cut by it. La,teral lobes of the pronotum about 
as long as deep, constricted near the middle; the front margin a little 
sinuate, the hind margin oblique; the lower'margin with its posterior 
half rounded, the anterior half oblique, directed upward, the posterior 
angle usually broadly rounded. rregmina considerably exceeding the 
abdomen; their side;; usually with a number of large rounded' or 
squarish dark spots. Inner wings with their basal halves red or 
yellow, the apical halves with a broad fuscous arcuate band, narrow
ing toward the anal angle. Hind femora stout, depressed, dilated. 

Thirty-seven of these' heavy bodied locusts are catalogued by Scud
der as occurring in the United States, most of them being found only 
west of the Mississippi River. Four are known from Indiana, and 
probably one or two others will, in time, be found to inhabit the 
State. 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF HIPPISCUS. 

a. Hind margin of pronotum acutely angled; the prozona much shorter 
than the metazona; vertex with the front half of disk prolonged, 
llarrowing gradually; the ulnar area of tegmina dark, but without 
distinct spots; inner wings pinkish red at base ................... . 

43 tulJCrClllahl8, p. 2G5 
aa. Hind margin of pronotum right angled 01' obtuse angled; the prozona 

nearly as long as the metazona; vertex with the front half of disk 
not pr()longed, narrowing rapidly; the ulnar area of tegmina dis
tinctly spotted; the inner wings (except rarely in haldemanii) yellow 
or orange red at base. 
b. Frontal costal strongly sulcate below the ocellus, and distinctly 

narrowed at its upper extremity; vertex with the disk, not or 
but faintly divided by cross carinre into four sub-equal parts; 
spurs at opposite sides of apex of hind tibire nearly equal. 
c. Tubercles on disk of metazona rounded or oblong, not 

forming ridges parallel to the hind margins; inner face 
of hind femora "banded .with black, blue at base. " ... , .. 

44 phwnicopter'u8, p. 207 
ce. Tubercles on disk of met~zona more or less united to form 

oblique ridges parallel to the hind margin; inner face of 
hind femora uuiform yellowish ..... 45 hnldema-nii, p. 2G9 

bb. Frontal costa but little sulcat~ below- the ocellus and not nar
rowed at the upper extremity; vertex with the disk divided 
by transverse and lengthwise carinre into four sub-equal 
parts; spurs at OPPOSite sides of the apex of hind tibire very 
unequal in length. A distinct broad, buff X-shaped mark 

on disk of pronotum ....... .46 rngo8u8, p. 270 
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43. HIPPISCUS TUBERCULATUS (Palisot de Beauvois). The Coral-winged 
Locust. 

Acrydiurn tuberculaturn Pal. de Beauv., 108, 1805, 200, Plate 4, Fig. 1. 
Hippiscus tuberculatus Sauss., 134, 1884, 87; Fern., 53, 1888, 42; 

Scudd., 1 67, VI, 1892, 269, 303; Id., 1 88, 1900, 33; Beut., 3, 
VI, 1894, 297, Plate X, Fig. 3; Morse, 99, VIII, 1897, 36, 81, 
Plate 2, Fig. 21; Brun., 34,1897,131, Fig. 31; Bl., 15, XXX, 
1898, 61 j Id., 16, 1899, 235, Fig. 61 j Lugg., 84, 1898, 153, 
Figs., 89-91. 

Locusta corallina Harr., 71,1841,142; Id., 72, 1862,176; Emm., 49, 
V, 1854, 146. 

<Edipoda phmnicoptera. Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 468; Glov., 62, 1872, 
Plate V, Fig. 4; Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 135; Riley, 117, VIII, 
1876. 104, Fig. 41; Id. 214, I, 1877, 228, Fig. 7. 

Hippiscus phmnicopterus Scudd., 148, 1874, 377; Thorn., 211, 1880, 
95,117, Fig. 18; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891,79. 

<Edipoda obliterata Burm., 4'0, II, 1838, 643. 

Vertex prominent, its front half prolonged, the lateral carinre dis
tinct, not uniting, but continuous with those,of the frontal costa; the 
median carina reaching center of disk; the foveolre triangular, very 
small. Frontal costa sulcate below the ocellus; the upper third a 
little narrowed. Antennre short, equaling the length of head and pro
notum.,; the joints a little flattened. Pronotum with its disk flat, but 
little wrinkled; granulate and bearing a few small :r:ounded black 
tubercles; the hind margin acute angled, sometimes right angled in 
the male; the median carina low, but distinct, cut much in front of 
the middle by the principal sulcus; lateral carinoo distinct. Hind 
femora very broad, the upper and lower carinoo prominent and 
arcuate. 

Fig. 53. HipP'BeuB tuberculatUB (Pal. de Beauv). Female. (After Lugger). 

General color, ash brown, darker above; the cheeks paler. An
tennre yellowish at base, the apical two~thirds gradually darkening to 
fuscous. Pronotum with a short, dark brown, lengthwise bar on mid
dle of lateral lobes, below which the lobe is usually lighter than 
above. Tegmina blotched with fuscous and black, the humeral angle 
light brown; the dark color of discoidal and ulnar areas usually un
broken; some scattered dark blotches on apic'al third. Wings bright 

47-Geol. 
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coral red (rarely yellow) at base, bordered without by an arcuate fus
COllS band which reaches the anal angle; a broad marginal ray of 
fuscous extends long the front or costal margin, nearly to base. Hind 
femora with the basal half of inner face black (prussian blue in life), 
the apic·al half yellow with a median black bar; the outer face with 
indistinct bars of black. Hind tibioo dull yenow, sometimes with an 
orange tint. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 30 mm., female, 43 mm.; 
of antennoo, male, 13 mm., female, 14 mm.; of pronotum, male, 8 mm., 
female, 11 mm.; of tegmina, male, 31 mm., female, 41 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 18 mm., female, 23 mm. 

The female of the co-ral-winged locust is the largest and most 
bulky of our Indiana Oedipodinm. The males, as the measurements 
show, are much smaller. This loc'ust probably occurs throughout 
the State, but is most abundant in the southern or driftless portion, 
where the soil is poor and the hills high; and in the northwest por
tion, where the sand-covered area is extensive. It lias not been noted 

Fig. 54. Hippi8CUR tuberculatus. Young. (After Lugger). 

by me in the richer and more level regions of the central and eastern 
portions of the State. The winter is passed in the nymph stage, the 
young being "curious little dep~essed, toad-like objects" of a dull 
leaden color. Mature examples . have been taken in Monroe County 
as early as April 20th, and in Crawford County as late as July 10th. 
The northern examples are smaller, darker color~d, and may prob
ably be found a month later. 

This locust frequents, for the most part, timothy meadows, upland 
pastures, roadsides, and especially bare or scantily vegetated slopes 
and sandy plains. When in flight it is very conspicuous, owing to its 
large size and bright-colored inner wings. The males are ready and 
active flyers, moving rapidly for quite a distance, making, meanwhile; 
a loud rattling note which can be heard at a distance of several rods. 
The females seldom take to wing, but leap clumsily when approached, 
and are more readily captured. The general range of tuberculatus 
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is given by Scudder as "North America, east of the Rocky Moun
tains, rare southwardly." 

44. HIPPISCUS PHCENICOPTERUS (Gerrnar). The Orange-winged Locust. 
(Edipoda phamicoptera Germ., 58, Ii, 1838, 643. 
HippU3CUS phamicopterus Sauss., 134, 1884, 87; MeN., 88, VI, 1891,63; 

Scudd., 167, VI, 1892, 267, 274, 285; Id., 188,1900,33; Beut., 
3, VII, 1894, 298, Plate IX, Fig. 4. -

(Edipoda di8coidea Serv., 196, 1839,724; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate ill, 
Figs. 3, 7; Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 133. 

HippU3CUIJ dU3coideus Stal, 200, I, 1873, 121; Thorn., 211, IX, 1880, 
89,116; Cornst., 41,1888,104. 

Vertex prominent, the basal two-thirds broad, the lateral carinre 
distinct, suddenly converging opposite the front half of eyes, but :q,ot 
uniting in front; the median carina low, reaching center of disk; 
traces of a cross carina on posterior half of disk in female; foveolre 
small, elongate U-shaped. Frontal costa rather narrow, sulcate from 
a little above the ocellus to the base; the upper third narrower, punc
tate. Antennre a little shorter than head and pronotum in the fe
male; equaling their length in the male; filiform, the joints a little 
flattened. Pronotum with its disk flat, a little wrinkled on the pro
zona, covered somewhat regularly with small rounded tubercles, these 
more prominent in the female; the hind margin right-angled in the 
male, obtuse-angled in the female; the median cama low but dis
tinct, cut in front of middle by the principal sulcus, the lateral 
cariure distinct only on metazona. Tegmina of both sexes surpassing 
the abdomen; the basal lobe of lower ma,rgin noticeably expanded, 
especially in the female. Hind femora broadly dilated; the upper 
and lower carinre much elevated and sharp. 

General color, ash or reddish brown; the males darker. ]!""'ace ash 
brown or clay yellow. Occiput and disk of pronotum dark brown. 
All of these parts, as well as the upper and lower outer faces of the 
hind femora are often prettily tinged with greenish. Tegmin~, ash 
brown, with numerous large dark brown or blackish spots; those of 
the female more distinct, the light interspaces being wider; the 
largest of these spots on the lower third being just behind the ex
pansion noted above. Wings deep orange (rarely yellow) at base; 
outside of this and just beyond the middle a curved black band 
crosses from the costal margin to the anal angle; the apical fourth 
transparent and smoky, the extreme tip with one or two fuscouB 
blotches in the male; a humeral bar or stripe of black reaches nearly 
to the base of the front por.tion. Inner faee of hind femora deep 
blue, with an orange bar near the apex; outer face reddish or yellow-
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ish brown, with three black bars on the upper half. Hind tibim 
yellowish, orten tinged with orange, the spines tipped with black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 31 mm., female 44 mm.; of 
antennre, male, 12.5 mm., female, 13.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 8.5 
mm., female, 11 mm.; of tegmina, male, 31 mm., female, 40 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 18 mm., female, 23 mm. 

This is a locust of southern range which has been taken in Indiana 
only in Crawford, Lawrence and Jennings counties. In the vicinity 
of Wyandotte Cave, Crawford County, it is, in the latter half of 
June and first part of July, one of the most common of the Oedi
podinr.e. It occurs only on the uplands, where it frequents grain 
fields, open bare plac'es in the woods, roadsides and timothy mead
ows. The male, when flushed, flies rapidly for a long distance, mak
ing a low rattling note while in the air; the female, as in kindred 
species, is too heavy bodied to take to wing gracefully, and therefore 
more oHen moves by leaping. In the vicinity of North Vernon and 
Mitchell, males only were seen. This locust probably occurs through
out the southern third of the State, and perhaps winters in the 
nymph stage. Its general range includes the southern United States 
east of the Great Plains. 

45. HIPPISCUS HALDEMANII (Scudder). Haldeman's Locust. 
(Edipoda haldemanii Seudd., 147,1872, 251; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate 

XIII, Fig. 3; Thom., 206, V, 1873, 130. 
HippiscU8 haldemanii Scudd., 156, II, 1876, 264; Id., 167, VI, 1892, 

267,286; Id., 188,1900,32; Lugg., 84,1898,156, Fig. 93. 
HippicWl nanWl Sauss., 134, 1884, 86. 

Vertex broad, its disk sub-quadrate, often containing several mi
nute tubercles, the lateral carinm low, distinctly rounded; the median 
carina reaching the center, with sometimes traces of a' cross carina; 
the foveolre small but distinct, triangular. Face nearly vertical, the 
front,al costa broad, sulcate from a little above the ocellus downward, 
less so in the female, the upper third distinctly narrowed. Antennre 
slender, about the length of head and pronotum together~ Pronotum 
short; the prozona sub-cylindrical, constricted; the disk much wrin
kled and rugose, bearing numerous elongate tubercles which lie ob
liquely and more or less parallel to the hind margin; the latter right
angled in the male, obtuse-angled in the female; the median carina 
low, indistinct on the prozona" cut a little in front of the middle by 
the principal sulcus; lateral carinre distinct on hind part of prozona 
and front half of metazona. Tegmina surpassing the abdomen about 
one-fourth their length. ' Hind femora relatively slender, much nar
rower proportionally than in any other of our species of Hippiscus; 
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reaching the tip of the abdomen in the female, slightly passing it in 
the male. 

General color, grayish brown varied with numerous dark spots. 
Face, ash gray, the cheeks and a spot back of the eye, lighter; the 
vertex, occiput and disk of pronotum darker. A ,black bar on mid
dle of lateral lobe of proMtum. Tegmina with a narrow yellowish line 
along each humeral angle, the dorsal area, brownish, unbroken; the 
sides with a number of oblong dark brown spots, separated by irregu-

. 

Fig. 55. Bippi8CU8 haldem~nii (Scudder). Female. (After Luggerl. 

lar grayish bars; those on apical third smaller and rounded. Wings 
with the basal half lemon yellow, orange red, or, rarely, pinkish; the 
remaining portion as in phmnicopteru8. Hind femora with the inner 
face bright yellow;* the outer face brownish yellow with traces of 
three very oblique cross bars. Hind tibire light yellow, tinged with 
orange in the male . 

.. ThomM says: "Inside of posterior femora and the posterior tibire a bright coral red," 
but this does not hold good of Indiana specimens. 
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Measurements: Length of body, male, 27 mm., female, 44 mm.; of 
antennro, male, 12 Inm., female, 14 mm.; of pronotum, male, 7 Inm., 

female, 10 mm.; of tegmina, male, 27 mm., female, 38 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 16 mm., female, 22 mm. 

This species has been taken in Indiana only near Pine, Lake Coun
ty, where my assistant, Mr. L. E. Daniels,took eight specimens on 
June 20, 1902. They were found on open, sparsely vegetated sandy 
tracts, about a fourth of a mIle ba,ck from the shore of Lake Michi
gan. Nothing distinctive of their habits was noted. One of the 
females taken has the inner wings pinkish or coral red, as in tuber
cul~tu8 J' two have them orange red, the others, yellow. Of the four 
males, two have yellow and two orange colored wings. This is the 
most eastern record for the species, its range, according to Scudder, 
being from Moline, Illinois, westward to the Rocky Mountains. It 
probably occurs in this State only in the sand-covered area of the 
northwestern portion. 

46. HIPPISQUS RUGOSUS (Scudder). The Lubberly Locust. 
CEdipoda rugosa Seudd., 141, VII, 1862,469; Glov., 62,1872, Plate 

XII, Fig. 8; Thom., 206, V, 1873, 132. 
HippillcWJ rugosWJ Seudd., 148, I, 1874, 377; Id., 167, VI, 1892, 268, 

287; ld., 188, 1900, 33; Sauss., 134,1884,85; Fern., 53, 
1888,42; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891,78; Morse, 99, VIII, 1897,36,81, 
Plate 2, Fig. 22.; Lugg., 84, 1898, 149. 

HippiscWJ corallipes rug08WJ Thom., 2 1 1, IX, 1880, 89, 115. 
HippillcWJ variegatWJ Seudd., 1 67, VI, 1892, 268, 301; ld., 1 88, 1900, 

33; Brun., 34, 1896, 131; ld., 36, 1899, 271; Lugg., 84, 1898, 
157, Fig. 94. 

A rather bulky and short-bodied form. Vertex convex, the disk 
indistinct, and sloping downward, broader than long in both sexes, 
the lateral carinro dull, low; the median carina extending to front bor
der, and with a cross carina dividing the disk into four sub-equal 
portions, the front pair being the more distinct; lateral foveolro, shal
low, elongate triangular. Frontal costa broad, fiat, punctate, slight
ly sulcate just below the ocellus. Antennro about as long as head and 
pronotum in the female, a third longer in the male. Pronotum with 
the disk fiat or nearly so, the metazonal portion not greatly widened, 
the hind margin obtuse-angled, the surface bearing numerous low, 
oblong or longitudinal, glistening tubercles; the median carina low, 
cut very near the middle by the principal sulcus; the lateral carinro 
distinct on the metazona; the lateral lobes of metazona densely punc
tate. Tegmina relatively broad, exceeding the abdomen in both 
sexes. Hind femora moderately slender, equaling or surpassing the 
abdomen by one-fourth their length, the basal half depressed, dilated. 
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General color, light to dark brown, the face and abdomen brown
ish yellow; the disk of pronotum with a pale, X-shaped stripe, not 
always present in the female. Antennm yellow at base, the apical 
half reddish fuscous. Tegmina ash gray, often darker in the male, 
the sides and dorsal area with numerous dark brown or fuscous ob
long or rounded spots, those on center of sides larger; the apical third 
often semi-transparent, with the spots much smaller and more irreg
ular in shape. Wings with the basal half varying from a pallid tint 
through pale lemon yellow to deep orange; the outer half with the 
curved black band and transparent apex as in phcenicopterus. Hind 
femora bright yellow within, with three transverse bars of black; dull 
clay yellow without, with: three more or less distinct, very oblique 
fuscous bars. Hind tibim yellow, with a paler ring near the base. 

Fig. 56. Hippi8CU' rU/lOBUB \Scudder). Male. (After Lugger.) 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 28 mm., female, 37 mm.; of 
antennm, male, 13 mm., female, 12 mm.; of pronotutn, male, 7 mm., 
female, 9 mm.; of tegmina, male, 27 mm., female, 34 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 18 mm., female, 22 mm. ' 

This is the most common species of Hippiscus in the State, being 
especially abundant in the central and southern portions, but scarce 
in the north, where it has been collected only in Fulton and Marshall 
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counties. In central Indiana it begins to reach maturity about July 
20th, from eggs hatched in the spring. Like others of its kind, it 
frequents only dry, upland localities, being especially abundant in 
open woodland pastures, timothy and clover meadows, along road
sides and rail fences. The males are shy, usually taking to flight 
when an intruder is a rod away and moving in a straight line in the 
direction they happen to be headed, without noise, save the rustling 
of their wings. The females are very clumsy, being readily picked 
up with the fingers. I have often placed one of them on the palm 
of one hand and with the other stroked gently its back and antennm 
without having it attempt to escape. 

Mating takes place in late August and September, and the males 
then mostly perish, while the females are to be found much longer, 
sometimes as late as November 5th. Orange-winged females of 
rugosus are more common than males; probably one third of them 
having the wings of that hue. It ranges over the eastern United 
States east of the Rocky Mountains. 

From the study of type specimens of Scudder's so-called H. varie
gatus and of a large number of examples taken in the field, I have 
concluded that it is but a little stouter bodied, lighter colored form 
of rugosus, and have therefore combined the two species under the 
latter name. Intermediate specimens, varying in length of tegmina 
and size and position of tegminal spots are common. With numerous 
examples at hand it is impossible to separate the two forms. 

XXX. DrSSOSTEIRA Scudder (1876). 

Body slender, compressed. Vertex with the disk SUb-pentagonal or 
ovate; the front half a little downward sloping, its front margin an
gulate; the lateral carinm low; the median carina present but indis
tinct; the foveolm short, triangular. Frontal costa sulcate, a little 
narrowed below the ocellus. PronotuIil with disk of prozona sloping, 
that of metazona flat; the front margin truncate, the hind margin 
obtuse-angled; the median carina high and sharp, and on the meta
zona strongly arched, cut in front of the middle by a deep but nar
row notch; lateral carinm rounded, cut by the principal sulcus and 
obsolete in fronl of it. Lateral lobes of pronotum deeper than long, 
the front margin vertical, the hind margin oblique, the lower margin 
with its posterior half ;rounded, the anterior half oblique. Tegmina 
broad, much exceeding the abdomen; the whole of apical third mem
branaceous; the intercalary vein very distinct and nearly intermediate 
between the median and ulnar veins. Inner wings long and wide, 
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black, with a narrow yellowish outer border; the apex fuscous. Hind 
remora slender, a little shorter than abdomen in both sexes. 

Four species of the genus are accredited to the United States. Of 
these, one occurs in Indiana. 

47. DISSOSTEffiA. OAROLINA. (Linnreus). The Oarolina Locust. The Black
winged Locust. 

Gryllus (Locusta) carolinus L., 81, I, 1758, 433. 
Locusta carolina Harr., 70, 1833, 583; Id., 72, 1862, 176, Plate 3, Fig. 

3; Emm., 49, V, 1854, 145, Plate 9, Fig. 9; Rathv., 109,1862, 
386, Figs. 26, 26a. 

CEdipoda carolina Burm., 40, II, 1838, 643; Serv., 196, 1839, 722; 
Glov., 62, 1872, Plate V, Fig. 3; Thom., 206, V, 1873, 117; 
Id., 2 1 1, IX, 1880, 88, 111. 

Dissosteira carolina Scudd., 159, 1876, 511; Id., 180, VIII, 1897, 100; 
Id., 188,1900,36; Sanss., 134, 18R4, 137; McNeill, 87, XIX, 
1887,58; Fern., 53,1888,43; Bl. 4, XXIII, 1891,78; Id., 16, 
1899, 242, Fig. 69; Smith, 197, XC, 1892, 6, 12, 34, Plate 1, 
Fig. 4k; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 298, Plate X, Fig. 6; Morse 99, 
VIII, 1897, 35, 87; Lugg., 84, 1898, 158, Fig. 9[i. 

General color varying from light grayish yellow through bright 
reddish brown to dark fusc'ous; usually dull ashy brown, sprinkled 
with numerous small dusky spots; these most numerous on the pro
notum and tegmina, on the latter sometimes forming three more or 
less distinct cross bands. Wings deep black except the outer border, 

• Fig. 57. m.808t''ra qarolina (Linn.). Female. (After Lugger.) 

which is pale greenish yellow; the apex smoky gray with a few darker 
spots. .Hind femora with three broad black bands on the inner face. 
Hind tibire yellowish or dusky. 
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Measurements: Length of body, male, 30 mm., female, 35 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 11 mm., female, 13 mm.; of pronotum, male, 7 
mm., female, 10 mm.; of tegmina, male, 34 mm., female, 41 mm.; 
of hind femora, male, 16 mm., female, 18 mm. 

The black winged locust occurs everywhere throughout the State 
and to the casual observer appears to be our most common species, 
but there are a dozen which are more abundant. Its numbers appear 
multiplied because it fr,equents the highways and by-ways of man 
rather than the pastures and meadows where other grasshoppers are 
wont to congregate. Moreover, when disturbed, it more often be
takes itself to the bare earth than to the green grass. Why this ab
surd taste? asks the person uninitiated in th·e doings of nature's 
objects. For the simple reason that the dust of the roadside and the 
gravel ballast of .the railway correspond so closely with the color of 
its back that its best friends and worst enemies will overlook it if it 
will only remain quiet. Yea, even .that sharp-eyed connoisseur of 
grasshopper tid-bits, the turkey gobbler, oftentimes walks right over 
it, mistaking it for a .wayside pebble. 

Mature specimens of this "carolina locust," hatched from eggs in 
- spring, have been taken in Vigo County as early as June 14th and as 

late as November 22d. It is usually common and mating by July 5th. 
Either there are two broods each year, or else the eggs hatch at 
irregular intervals, as freshly moulted individuals have been observed 
on a number of dates in September, and as late as October 14th. On 
one occasion, while passing through a wheat field in late September, 
I observed clinging to tIie stems of weeds, several specimens of what 
appeared to be the bodies of grasshoppers with the wings of the com
mon sulphur-yellow butterfly attached to them. Such a combination 
aroused my curiosity, but a closer examination proved them to be 
specimens of this common black-winged locust which had just 
moulted fOF the last time, and spread out their soft wings to dry. 
The inner wings, instead of being black, were light yellow, but in 
three or four hours thereafter had changed to their usual color. 

This locust is often seen along the walks and in the yards of our 
larger cities and I have seen specimens about the base of the Soldiers' 
Monument in the very center of the city of Indianapolis. Both sexes 
use the wings almost wholly in their travels, and fly in a noiseless 
zigzag manner for quite a distance when flushed. Their hind legs 
are used only in giving themselv!'ls an upward impetus from the 
ground, and hence are much smaller proportionally than are those 
of such locusts as leap rather than fly, while their wings are much 
longer and stronger. . 
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The range of D. carolina is a most extensive one, embracing the 
United States and Canada from ocean to ocean. 

XXXI. SPHARAGElIION Scudder (18'15). 

Body slender, more or less compressed. Head rather swollen 
above, the vertex shaped much as in Dissosteira, but the lateral 
carinre converging more rapidly; the median carina and angled front 
margin abs'ent, the foveolre> wider and more distinct. Frontal costa 
narrow, sulcate, at least below the ocellus. Antennre in both sexes 
about as long as hind femora; filiform, the joints of basal third a 
little flattened. Pronotum with the disk of metazona flat, that of 
prozona with the sides sloping; the median carina high and strongly 
compressed, cut a little in front of the middle by a deep but narrow 
notch; the lateral lobes as in Dissosteira. Tegmina relatively shorter 
than in Dissosteira, the interc'alary vein less distinct and nearer the 
median than the uhiar vein. Inner wings yellow, with a dark cUrY,ed 
median band. Hind femora rather stout and short, equaling, or a 
little exceeding, the tip of abdomen. Hind tibire, in our species, 
with at lea.st the apical half red. Valves of ovipositor short; but 
little exserted. 

This genus is closely related to Dissosteira, and Saussure, in his 
Prodromus, has placed it as a sub-genus under tIiat one. Eight 
species are known from the United States. Of these, two have been 
taken in Indiana. 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF SPHARAGEMON. 

a. Size, large; the notch of median carina of pronotum vertical. Hind 
tibire with a distinct pale ring on basal third, followed by a black 
one of equal width, the apieal half coral red ....... .48 bolli, p. 275 

aa. Size, small; notch of median carina of pronotum distinctly oblique. 
Hind tibire coral red, sometimes paler at base, but without distinct 
white and black rings ................. ' .... 49 wyomingianum, p. 277 

48. SPHARAGEMON BOLLI Scudder. Boll's Locust. 
Spharagemon bolli Scudd., 149, XVII, 1875, 469; Id., 153, IV, 1875, 

68; Id" 168, xxm, 1893, 77; Id., 188,1900,37; MeN., 88, 
VI, 1891,64; Bl., 6, XXIV, 1892,30; Morse, 95, XXVI, 1894, 
227, 236, Figs. 6, 7; Id., 97, VII, 1895, 290; Id., 99, VIII, 
1897, 37, 88, Plate 2, Fig. 26; Beut., 3, VI. 1894, 300, Plate X, 
Fig. 1; Lugg., 84,1898,163, Fig. 98. 

Dissosteira (Spharagemon) bolli Sauss., 134, 1884, 140. 
Dissosteira boUi Fern., 53, 1888, 43. 
Spharagemon balteatum Scudd., 149, XVII, 1875, 469; Id., 153, IV, 

1875, 68; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 78. 
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Ground color variable, that of the male being usually grayish or 
fuscous, that of the female rusty brown or pale buff; the face grayish 
or yellowish. Antennm brownish or grayish at base, fuscous at apex. 
Tegmina sprinkled throughout with minute blackish spots. In the 
males these spots are aggregated into three more or less distinct dark 
cross bars; in the female only faint traces of these bars are visible. 
Inner wings light greenish yellow at the base, with a broad median 
curved band of blackish or piceous which stops a little short of the 
anal angle; from this band near the front margin a blac'k bar reaches 

Fig. 58. Spharug.lJtuJt uuoii Scudder. Male. 

(After Lugger.) 

back half way through the yellow. Apical third of wing transparent 
smoky; the extreme tip in the male being ·often of the same hue as 
the median band. Hind femora with alternating bars of black and 
yellow, three each, on the inner face; the outer face dull yellowish 
or grayish brown with three or four oblique indistinct dark brown 
bands. 

The median carina of pron9tum in the male is higher than in the 
female, that portion on the metazona being more elevated in front 
than behind. Other structural characters are given under the generic 
heading. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 25 mm., female, 33 mm.; 
of antennm, male, 14 mm., female, 16 mm.; of pronotum, male, 7 
mm., female, 9 mm.; of tegmina, male, 27 mm., female, 32 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 16 mm., female, 19 mm. 
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This is a common locust throughout the central and southern thirds 
of the State, but is less numerous northward, where it seems to be 
replaced in part by the next species, though it has been taken in 
Starke and Lake counties. It frequents paths and bare places in dry 
upland woodland pastures, especially those which include the slopes 
of high hills, roadsides and stubble fields. In the northern counties 
it is found most abundantly along the sandy edges of woodlands and 
in old fields. In Crawford County mature specimens from eggs 
hatched in spring, have been taken on June 25th; in Vigo County, 
on June 30th. The males fly much farther than the females and on 
arising from the ground emit a short and rather low rattling note. 
The females are clumsy in their movements, and prefer, after being 
flushed once or twice, to lie still when approached, as close to the 
ground as possible, relying upon their protective coloration to prevent 
discovery. 

Individuals of both this species and D. carolina have, in late gum
mer, a peculiar habit of sustaining themselves in the air, about three 
feet above the ground, for several minutes. While poising in this 
manner above one spot, they make a dry, rustling note, which is poJr
haps a call to some nearby member of the opposite sex. S. bolli 
ranges from New England to Georgia, Texa·s and Nebraska. 

49. SPHARAGEMON WYOMINGIANUM (Thomas). The Mottled Sand Locust. 
aJdipoda wyominiJiana Thom., 205,1872,462; Id., 206, V. 1873, 113; 

Glov., 62, 1874, Plate XIV, Fig. 1-; Plate XV, l!'ig. 2. 
Spharagemon wyomingianum Scudd., 149, XVII, 1875, 468; Id., 153, 

IV, 1875, 67, 69; Id., 188,1900,38; Bl., 15, XXX, 1898, 61. 
Spharagemon collare wyomingianum Morse, 97, VII, 1895, 298. 
Spharagemon collare MeN., 88, VI, 1891, 64. 
Spharagemon oculatum Morse, 95, XXVI, 1894,232,239, Fig. 8; Bl., 

11, XXVI, 1894, 218; Scudd., 188, 1900, 37. 

General color, pale yellowish or pinkish brown, everywhere sprink
led and spotted with darker brown or fuscous. Face ash gray or yel
lowish, sprinkled with minute darker spots. Antennre fusc'ous at tip, 
lighter toward base. Sides of pronotum with two indistinct dusky 
bands, the upper in the place of the lateral carinre on the prozona. 
Tegmina with three transverse bars of fuscous spots; the dorsal field 
often brownish red. Inner wings similar to those of bolli, the median 
blackband narrower toward the anal angle which it reaches. Hind 
femora pale brown or gray on outer face with traces of four fuscous 
cross bars; within sulphur yellow, with fo11l' more or less complete 
black bars.' Hind tibire coral red or pinkish, paler at base; spines 
with extreme tips black. 
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The eyes of male of this species are larger and more prominent 
than usual. The vertex, v~ewed from above, is about as broad as the . 
eye, with a faint trace of median c'arina on the posterior half. Pro
notum with the disk flat on metazona, somewhat sloping on prozona, 
slightly angulate in front, acute angled behind; median carina high, 
compressed, arched, especially on metazona, the prozona in the male 
with crest of carina distinctly sloping toward the head; the notch 
plainly oblique and very narrow. Tegmina surpassing the femora 
by about one-third their own length. In most specimens the legs 
and the ventral portion of hody are very pubescent, with rather long, 
grayish hairs. 

Measurements: Length of hody, male, 19 mm., female, 24 mm.; 
of antennoo, male, 12 mm., female, 11.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5 
mm., female, 6.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 19 mm., female, 23 mm.; 
of hind femora, male, llmm., female, 13 mm. 

This small but handsome locust is quite common in the sand cov
ered areas of the northern third of the State, having been taken in 
Fulton, Marshall, Lake, Porter, LaPorte, Starke, Kosciusko' and 
Steuben counties. The earliest date at which it has been taken is 
July 14th, in Fulton County, when it was found in numbers and had 
probably been mature for a week or longer. It oC'curs most abun
dantly along the thinly vegetated sandy tracts twenty rods or more 
back from the water ~argin of lakes, in old sandy cultivated fields 
and along railways and rO,adsides. In such localities it is often found 
in company with Psinidia fenestralis and less frequently with S. bolli. 
It seldom leaps when disturbed, but uses the wings to propel itself 
in a flight of about 30 yards; the males making a faint crackling noise 
as theyelear themselves from the earth, while the females are noise
less. In a corn field near Lake Maxinkuckee, I found wyomingianum 
very common on August 17, 1893, over about two acres of the most 
sandy portion. Resting on the soil between the rows, they were very 
difficult of detection, and eight times out of ten were not seen until 
flushed, unless they had previously been "marked down" as they 
alighted. A few were also taken from the sandy margin of the lake, 
but careful search over a wide e·xtent of territory failed Jo reveal 
them elsewhere. It will probably be found in the vicinity of most 
of the lake'S of the State. It is more frequent northward and west
ward, but has been taken in Maryland and New York, and may possi
bly occur in the sand covered area of southwestern Indiana. 
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XXXII. MESTOBREGMA Scudder (1876). 

Size small. Body slender, compressed. Disk of vertex with its 
posterior portion short and broad, the front portion narrowing rap
idly and sloping strongly downward to form the sides of the frontal 
costa; the lateral carinre high and sharp, the median carina wanting; 
the foveolre, in our species, rather prominent, triangular. Frontal 
costa narrow, sulcate throughout, a little constricted above the 
ocellus. Antennre about as long 3JS hind femora, the basal joints so 
depressed as to form one sharp edge. Pronotum moderately con
stricted in the middle, the front margin truncate, the hind margin 
right-angled, the disk wrinkled, and bearing a number of small, ob
oblique tubercles; the niedian carina sharp, slightly higher on the 
prozona, notched twioe in front of the middle; the lateral carinre 
rounded, visible only on the metazona. Latera~ lobes of pronotum 
deeper than long, the front margin almost vertical, the hind one a 
little concave, the lower margin oblique but straight, the posterior 
angle thereby enlarged. Tegmina I;l.arrQW, the apical half membra
naceous and transparent. Inner wings with the basal half yellow. 
Hind femora slender, reaching tip of abdomen in female, much sur
passing it in male. 

Nine species of the genus occur in the United States, one of which 
has been taken in Indiana. 

50. MES~OBREG~~ CINCTUM (Thomas). I The Ash-brown Locust. 
fEdtpoda cmcUJ, Thorn., 203, 1870,' 80; Id., 204, II, 1871,275; Id., 

205, 1872, 464; ld, 206, V, 1873, 122; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate 
XII, Fig. 13. 

Mestobregma cinctum Thorn., 211, IX, 1880,90, 113; Lugg., 84, 1898, 
164, Fig. 99; Scudd., 188, 1900, 39. . 

General color ash gray, or yellowish brown, spotted with fuscous. 
Face ash gray, with minute dark spots. Oc'ciput and disk of pro
notum darker, with often a yellowish line extending back from eye 
along the sides of the disk. Lateral lobes of pronotum with traces 
of alternate lengthwise bars 'of pale and fuscous, the former the 
narrower. Tegmina yellowish brown or grayish, often "darker in the 
male, the lower field with two squarish dark spots separated by an 
oblong whitish spot; the apical half transparent, often with a few 
small dark spots along the costal margin. Inner wings with the basal 
third greenish or lemon yeHow; a narrow curved fuscous band on 
middle third; the apical third smoky transparent, with a few fuscous 
<lots near the tip. Outer face of hind femora ash gray or yellowish 
with thrM more or less distinct black spots on the upper margin. 
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Inner face black with two narrow yellow crossbars. Hind tibire pale 
blue, sometimes dusky, with a whitish ring near the base, tlie spines 
black except at extreme base. Lower side of body yellow. 

Fig.59. M .. tobreg
ma cinetum (Thos.). 
Male. 

(After Lugger). 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 18 mm., 
female, 25 mm.; of antennre, male, 11.5, female, 12 
mm.; of pronotum, male, 4.5 m., female, 6 mm.; of 
tegmina, male, 19 mm., female, 25 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 11.5 mm., female" 14 mm. 

This locust inhabits, as far as known, only the 
southern third of the State, having been taken in 
Crawford, :Floyd, Lawrence and Jennings counties. 
It frequents old, abandoned fields, roadsides and bare 
places, especially those on high wooded slopes. On 
the hills about Wyandotte Cave, and the Knobs back 
of New Albany, it is especially common. The earli
est date on which it has been taken was July 7, 
when it was found in numbers, and had doubtless 
been mature for some time. Both sexes fly actively 

when flushed, the males making a low, whirring noise as they rise 
from the ground. The general range of M. cinctum is given as "Up
per Mississippi Valley and Colorado." Thomas has recorded it frolIl 
s'Outhern Illinois, a~ld Garman from Bowling Green and Glasgow 
Junction, Kentucky. 

XXXIII. TRIMEROTROPIS Stal (1873). 

Body of medium size; compressed. Head slightly exceeding the 
prozona in width, but always narrower than the metazona, which is 
considerably expanded. Vertex longer than broad, the lateral carinre 
distinct, gradually oonverging, and continuous with the sides of the 
frontal costa; the median carina, if present, faint; the foveolre small, 
but distinct and triangular. Frontal costa a little narrower just be
low the ocellus and at the point of union with the vert~x; in oUI' 
species with at least the lower two-thirds strongly sulcate. Antennre, 
filiform. Pr<fliotum with the disk noarly flat, either smooth or with 
minute tubercles on the metazona; the front margin truncate, the 
hind margin either acute, right or obtuse angled; the median carina, 
low, especially on the metazona; cut by two notches, the hindmost of 
which is much in advance of the middle; the lateral carinm, rounded, 

. indistinct. Lateral lobes of pronotum, with the front and hind mar
gins nearly vertical, the lower margin with its front half directed 
upward, the posterior haH arcuate, the angle well rounded. Teg-
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mina much exceeding th'e abdomen in both sexes, in our species 
grayish or light brown in color, sprinkled with many small dark spots. 
Inner wings with the basal half light yellow; the apical third trans
parent; a narrow curved black band· intervening. Hind femora of 
average width, reaching or exceeding the tip of abdomen in both 
sexes. 

McN eill, in the latest monograph of this genus, describes and gives 
keys to 54 nominal species belonging to it. Of these, 49 are from the 
United States, 16 of which are confined to California; while but three 
occur east of the ~fississippi River. Of these, two have bee'll ta.ken 
in Indiana. 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF TRIMEROTROPIS. 

a. Hind tibire yellow or greenish yellow; width of dark band of inner 
wing seldom more than one-sixth the length of wing ............. . 

51 maritima, p. 281 
aa. Hind tibire red; width of dark band of inner wing, broader, about 

one-fourth the length of wing ........ " ...... " ... 52 citrina, p. 282 

51. TRIMEROTROPIS MARITIMA (Harris). The Maritime Locust. 
Locusta maritima Harr., 71,1841,143; Id., 72,1862,178. 
(Edipoda maritima Uh!., 213, 1862, 178; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate XII, 

Fig. 17; Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 124. 
Trimerotropis maritima Stal, 200, I, 1873, 135; Seudd., 148, 1874, 

378; Id., 188, 1900,42; Thorn., 211, 1880, 113; Sauss., 134., 
1884, 172; Fern., 53, 1888, 45; Bl., 11, XXVI, 1894, 218; Id., 
1 5, XXX, 1898, 61; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 299, Plate X, Fig. 5; 
Morse, 99, VIII, 1897, 37, 112, Plate 2, Fig. 29; Lugg., 84, 
1898, 168, Figs. 101, 102; MeN., 91, XXIII, 1901, 399, 410; 
Walk., 218, XXXIV, 1902, 2. 

Size, medium. Pronotum with the median carina low throughout; 
the metazona about twic'e as long as the 'prozona, its disk fiat, with 
a number of scattered minute rounded tubercles, the hind margin 
obtuse angulate. Inner wings twice as long as wide. 

General color, light to dark gray or reddish brown mottled with 
brown or fuscous; the sides of head, lower parts of thorax and ab
domen and the legs, often nearly white. Tegmina brownish yellow, 
sprinkled with fuscous dots, which are sometimes, especially in the 
darker male, arranged so as to form three irregular but distinct trans
verse bands; more often the spots are scattered along the sides, being 
most abundant on the basal third. Inner wings with disk light yel
low; the width of curved black band rarely more than one-sixth the 
length of wing; the apex transparent. Inner face of hind femora 
pale yellow with three black bands; the lower sulcus pale with a black 

(S-Geol. 
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spot near the apex; the outer face without distinct spots or bands. 
Hind tibire obscure yellowish. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 21 mm., female, 28 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 10 mm., female, 11 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5 
IllID., female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 24 mm., remale, 28 mm.; of 
hind remora, male, 11.5 mm., remale, 15 mm. 

This species has been taken in Indiana only along the south shore 
of Lake Michigan, in Lake, Porter and Laporte counties, where it is 
common. It flies rapidly and noiselessly for long distances and, un
less carefully marked down, is very difficult to detect. The darker 
specimens are always found at some distance rrom the lake, where 
there is a scattering vegetation; the light colored ones on the pure 
sand of the immediate shore. It has been seen nowhere more than 
a half mile back from the water margin, and then only on the bare 
crests of the highest sana ridges and dunes. The earliest date on 
which mature specimens have been taken was July 25th, and the 
latest October 15th, tholigh they are doubtless to be round both be
fore and after those dates. Its general range is given by McN e.ill 
as "Atlantic States from Virginia northward and a:long the shores 
of the Great Lakes west to Illinois." . 

52. TRIMEROTROPIS OITRINA Scudder. 
Trimerotropis citrina Scudd., 1 4 7, II, 1876, 265; Id. , 1 68, XXIII,-

1893,77; Id., 188, 1900,41; Sauss., 134, 1884, 169; MeN., 
IX, 1900, 31,35; Id., 91, XXIII, 1901,401,426; Walk., 218, 
XXXIV, 1902, 1, 4. 

Size, medium or larg\'l. Pronotum with the median carina very 
low; the meta zona but little more than one and a half times as long: 
as prozona; the disk flat, except on the prozona, where the sides are 
raised moderate~y, and smooth or nearly so; the hind margin decided
ly obtuse angled, the tip rounded. Wings one and three-rourths 
times as long as broad. 

General color ash gray or yellowish brown, sprinkled more or less 
with fuscous. The race usually light gray; the tegmina yellowish 
brown, the dark spots aggregated into three dark crossbars, indis
tinct in the female, plainly visible in the male. Wings pale lemon 
yellow at base, the fuscous band broad, the width being from one
fourth to one-fifth the length of wing; the sub-marginal ray short, 
extending less than half way to base. Inner face of hind femora 
yellow, with three fuscous bands; the lower sulcus yellow with a dis
tinct sub-apical fuscous spot and traces of two others; the outer face 
plain yellowish brown or gray. Hind tibire pinkish red, paler at base. 
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Measurements: Length of body, male, 22 mm., female, 30 mrn.; 
of antennre, male, 11 mm., female, 12 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5 
mm., female, 6.5 mrn.; of tegmina, male, 27 mm., female, 34 mrn.; 
of hind 'femora, male, 13 mm., female, 15.5 mm. 

This is a somewhat larger and more bulky insect than Indiana 
examples of T. maritima, the male being nearly as large as the female 
of the latter. In general appearance the two closely resemble one 
another and are apt to be confounded when they occur together. 

I have taken this species in but one locality in Indiana. This was 
on a long sand and gravel bar, along the north shore of the OIiio 
River, a l1alf mile below Vevay, SWitzerland County. Here it was 
common on September 23, 1898, but having no net, I was able to 
capture but three specimens. Its flight along this gravelly bank was 
much less prolonged than that of maritima on the more extensive 
sand beach of Lake Michigan. When approached it would rise' 
straight upward a few feet, and then move lazily and without noise 
eight to 15 feet, and alight again, always on the bare sand or gravel. 
The gravel bar was at the foot of a terrace 30 feet or more in height 
and a quarter of a mile wide, the surface of which was cultivated. No 
trace of citrina was found on this area, though other locusts were 
abundant. It has been recorded heretofore from Maryland, Arkan
sas, Texas, Colorado and Nebraska, and therefore is to be regarded 
as a southern form, which may be found all along the gravelly banks 
of the Ohio River. 

XXXIV. PSINIDIA Stal (18'1'3). 

This genus is closely allied to M estobregma, the general appearance 
of our species being very similar. Head with the occiput much ele
vated, the vertex much as in Mestobregma, but the lateral carilllB more 
nearly converging in front; the foveolre smaller, sub-circular. 
Frontal costa sulcate throughout, the upper half very narrow, the 
lower half gradually expanding. Antennre, especially those of the 
male, long; the joints of basal half strongly flattened, the edges 
higher than the center. Pronoturn strongly constricted in the mid
dle, the disk nearly smooth, the ·front margin truncate, the hind mar
gin acute angled..; the median carina sharp, straight and of equal 
height throughout, cut by two notches in front of the middle; the 
lateral carinre rather sharp and distinct on the metazona; sub-distinct 
on the pro-zona. Lateral lob8ls of pronotum with the front and hind 
margins as in Mestobregma, the lower margin with its front half 
arcuate, strongly directed upward. Tegmina narrowed, exceeding 
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the abdomen about one-fourth their length; their basal half densely 
coriaceous; many of the cells in the front half of the middle third 
two to four times as long as wide. Inner wings with the basal third 
usually orange red; otherwise as in Mestobregma, 'except that the black 
curved median band is broader. Hind femora reaching tip of ab
domen in female, slightly exceeding it in male. Hind tibial ringed 
with dusky and yellowish white .. 

One species of Psinidia occurs in the United States and Canada 
east of the Mississippi River. 

53. PSINIDIA FENESTRALIS (Serville). The Long-horned Locust. 
CEdipoda jenestralis Serv., 196; 1839, 726; Thom., 206, V; 1873, 118. 
Psinidiajenestralis Stal, 200, I, 1873, 133; Sauss., 134,1884,161; 

Fern., 53, 1888, 44; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 303, Plate VIII, Fig. 
3: Morse, 99, VIII ... 1897, 37, 111, Plate 2, Fig. 28; Bl., 15, 
XXX, 1898, 56; Lugg., 84, 1898, 166, Fig. 100; Scudd., 188, 
1900, 40. 

Locusta eucerata Harr., 70, 1833, 583; Id., 72, 1862, ISO. 
CEdipoda eucerata Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 472; Glov., 62. 1872, 

Plate ill, Figs. 1, 2; Plate V, Fig. 13; Plate VI. Fig. 23; 
Thom., 206. V, 1873, 119. 

General color varying widely according to environment, from pale 
clay yellow to bright reddish brown or even blackish. Face yellowish 
brown, the cheeks grayish, the occiput and disk of pronotum darker. 
A narrow yellowish stripe extends back from eye on to disk of pro
notum; the sides of latter with a fuscous bar near the middle. Teg-

Fig. 60. P8inidia lene8traliB (Serv.). Male. One and one-haft times natural size. 
(After Lugger.) 

min a yellowish or reddish brown, the lower half of sides with numer
ous small alternating light and dark spots; the upper half unspotted. 
Wings with the basal third usually orange or vermilion red, some-
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times yellow; the middle third with a broad curved black band which 
reaches nearly to the anal angle; the :front margin with a dusky bar 
reaching nearly to the base; the apical third pellucid. Outer lace o:f 
hind femora reddish brown, with three dark, oblique bars on the 
upper hali; inner :face with alternating bands o:f black and yellow. 
Hind tibire whitish, with a dark ring at each end, and a broad one 
o:f the same color just above the middle; the apical halves o:f spines 
black. 

Measurements: L~ngth o:f body, male, 17 mm., :female, 22 mm.; 
o:f antennre, male, 12.3 mm., :female, 11 mm.; o:f pronotum, male, 
4.5 mm., :female, 5.5 mm.; o:f tegmina, male, 19 mm., :female, 21 mm.; 
o:f hind :femora, male, 11.5 mm., :female, 12.5 mm. 

In Indiana the "long-horned locust" has been noted only in Lake, 
Porter and Laporte counties in the sandy area bordering ~ake Mich
igan, where it was first taken July 27,1897. It is most common along 
the beach within one-hali mile o:f the lake, in company with Tri
merotropis maritima (Harris) and Spharagemon wyomingianum 
(Thom.), though a :few specimens were taken on sandy ridges five 
miles :from the lake sh9re. It has a quick, short flight, and always 
chooses a bare, sandy spot on which to alight. Unless it is care:fully 
"marked down" it is then very difficult to distinguish, sinc'e its colors 
harmonize so periectly with its surroundings. By keeping an eye on 
it, and stealthily approaching it can readily be taken by throwing 
the net quickly over it just as it is in the act o:f rising. The male 
makes a slight rattling sound as it flies, but the movement o:f the 
:female is noiseless. The majority o:f the specimens taken had the 
inner wings a bright red at base, though variations in color, :from 
light yellow to deep red, were :frequent. It may possibly be :found 
to occur on the sand covered areas throughout the northern third 
o:f Indiana, though it is probable that it is limited to the area imme
diately adjoining Lake Michigan. 

Sub-family ACRTDINJE. 

The Indiana species of this sub-family may be easily recognized by 
the presence of a distinct spine or tubercle on the pro sternum be
tween the front pair of legs. They vary much in size and general 
appearance, and among them are :found our most injurious insects 
of the order Orthoptera. 

The head is, in general, smaller and less swollen than in the two 
preceding sub-families. The face (except in Leptysma) is rarely very 
oblique, often nearly perpendicular. The disk o:f vertex is never 
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sunken or concave, the lateral carinre being low and rounded, or often 
obsolete. The foveolre are often wanting or indistinct. The disk of 
pronotum is always free from tubercles and prominent wrinkles; has 
its hind margin usually broadly rQunded, and never acute angled; 
the median carina always low and of nearly equal height throughout; 
and the lateral carinre, with few exceptions rQunded Qr Qbsolete. The 
tegmina are usually well developed, but in a number of species are 
very shQrt, and in some extra-limital forms wholly wanting. The 
inner wings are never brightly cQlored as in the Oedipodinw, but are 
usually transparent. 

The prevailing color Qf most species of the sub-family is dull oliva
ceQUS brown; thQugh a number Qf them are so. striped Qr mQttled with 
yellow, green Qr fusc'QUS as to. be decidedly handsome. AmQng the 
members of the principal genus (M elanoplus) there is cQnsiderable 
variatiQn in colQr IQcally, "accQrding to. the character Qf the statiQn 
where found, and also. seasonably, whether cQllected early or late in 
the fall. As a rule specimens collected after a number of hard frQsts 
are duller, darker and mote suffused than summer examples, the 
colQratiQn Qf the individual being apparently considerably mQdified 
by such exposure." , 

With Qne 0.1" two. exceptions, all Qf our species pass the winter in 
the egg stage, and begin to. reach maturity abQut June 1st, though 
most of them are not commQn until July. The Kentucky blue-grass 
and the different kinds of meadow grasses are then a darker green 
and, when rank, turn brQwn ea~ly in the autumn. The different 
species of M elanoplus and Qther locusts whose hues are olive green 
or brown, find in the fallen clumps of these grasses places of hiding 
well suiting their color, as well as an abundance Qf food well suiting 
their taste. I 

The males of Acridinm rarelysiridulate, and then Qnly when at 
rest, by rubbing the inner surface Qf the hind femQra against the 
Quter surface of the tegmina. 

Scudder, in his recent CatalQgu~ Qf United States OrthQptera, lists 
32 genera and 241 species as belQnging to. this sub-family. Of these, 
six genera and 26 species have been taken in Indiana. The genera 
may be distinguish~d by the fQllQwing key: 

KEY TO. GENERA OF INDIANA ACRIDIN.iE. 

a. Face very oblique. Head as long as or longer than the pronotum; the 
vertex being prolonged and more or less acuminate. Antennre acu-
minate, the joints flattened .............. XXXV. LEPTYSMA, p. 287 

aa. Face nearly vertical: Head shorter than the pronotum, the vertex 
advanced but llttle in front of the eyes. Antennre filiform, the 
joints cylindrical. 
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b. Size large, the length of tegmina of female 27 or more mm. 
Lobes of mesosternum longer than broad, the inner margin 
straight. Sub-genital plate of male with a distinct U or V
shaped notch on its upper side .. XXXVI. SCHISTOCERCA, p. 289 

bb. Size small or mcdiurp, the tegmina never over 25 mm. in length. 
Lobes of mesosternum transverse or equally long and broad, 
the inner margin usually rounded. Apex of sub-genital plate 
of male without a notch on its upper side. 
c. General colOir when living, a bright, pale green, with a 

conspicuous purple line along the top of pronotum and 
dorsal part of closed tegmina. Vertex at its narrowest 
point between the eyes less than one and one-half times 
the width of second joint of antennre. Sub-genital plate 
of the male with a more or less distinct sub-apical 
tubercle .............. XXXVII. HESPEROTETTIX, p. 297 

cc. Color usually dull, chiefly brownish or olivaceous. Vertex 
at its narrowest point between the eyes more than twice 
the width of second joint of antennre. Sub-genital plate 
of male without a sub-apical tubercle. 
d. Dorsal surface of pronotum never twice as long as 

the average breadth, generally only half as long 
again; the sides more or less constricted in the mid
dle. Antennre of male, less than twice the length 
of pronotum. Sub-genital plate of male with the 
apex rounded. 
e. Head not large in proportion to pronotum, but 

little longer than the prozona. Pronotum not 
enlarged in front to receive the head. Cerci 
of male exceedingly variable, but very rarely 
styliform ..... XXXVIII. MELANOPLUS, p. 298 

ee. Head swollen; large in proportion to the pro
notum, nearly half as long again as thc long 
prozona. Pronotum feebly flaring in front to 
receive the head. Cerci of male styliform .... 

XXXIX. PHCETALIOTES, p. 334 
dd. Dorsal surface of pronotum twice as long as a v'erage 

breadth; the sides parallel. Antennre of male twice 
01' more times as long as pronotum. Sub-genital 
plate of male broad, the apex truncate ........... . 

XL. PAROXYA, p. 335 

XXXV. LEPTYSMA Stal (1873). 

Body slender, sub-cylitfdrkal. Head as long as pronotum; the 
vertex prominent, projected in front of the eyes in the form o,f an 
equilateral triangle; the lateral carinre low, the median carina want
ing. Face very oblique, the frontal costa low, a little narrowed be
low the ocellus, shallowly sulcate throughout; eyes longer than wide, 
set very obliquely on the head. Antennre shorter than head and 
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pronotum, tapering; the joints flatten~d. Pronotum almost cylin
drical, the metazona a little the wider, the front margin truncate, 
the hind margin broadly rounded; the median carina very low; dis
tinct only on the metazona; lateral carinre obsolete. Lateral lobes 
of pronotum longer than wide; the front margin oblique, the hind 
margin concave, the lower margin sinuate. Prosternal spine short 
and rounded. Tegmina fully developed, the apical third gradually 
narrowed. Hind femora very slender, a little shorter than abdomen 
in both sexes. Oerci of male slender, tapering and bent abruptly 
upward and forward near the base. Sub-gen~tal plate narrow, up
turned and tapering to a point. Upper valves of ovipositor much 
longer than lower ones, their upper margins with a row of prominent 
teeth. 

But one species of the genus occurs in the United States. 

54. LEPTYSMA MARGINICOLLIS (Serville). The Slender-bodied Locust. 
Opsomala marginicollis Serv., 1 96, 1839, 591. 
Opomala marginicollis Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 66, 196. 
Leptysma marginicollis Stal, 200, 1873, 86; Comst., 41, 1888,111, 

Fig. 102; Id., 42, 1895, 111, Fig. 123; Bl., 6, XXIV, 1892, 28: 
Id., 11, XXVI, 1894, 221; Id., 16, 1899, 241, Fig. 68; Scudd., 
188, 1900,47; Id., 190, IX, 1900, 116. 

Ground color of living specimens light yellowish brown or fawn; 
unbroken except by a narrow, yellowish stripe, extending from tIle 
hind border of eye along the lower edge of pronotum to coxa of hind 
leg. In living specimens this line is bordered above by one of dark 
brown. When the insect is dried the brown and the tips of tegmina 
become darker. 

Face, vertex, occiput and pronotum, densely punctured. Tegmina 
exceeding the abdomen by 3 to 5 mms. Wings transparent, equal to. 
tegmina in male, slighSly shorter in the female. 

Fig. 61. Leptllsma maroinicolli. (Serv.). (After Comstock). 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 28 mm., female, 32· mm.; 
of antennre, male, 8 mm., female 6 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5 PIm., 
female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 20 mm., female, 26; of hind femora, 
male, 14 mm., female, 17.5 mm. 

This slender bodied, graceful species, has as yet been taken only in 
Vigo County, where, in October, 1892, it was found to be common on 
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the tall sedges and rushes which grew near the margin of a large 
pond in the Wabash River bottoms, nine miles below Terre Haute. 
Its range before that time had been supposed to be a strictly south
ern one, it having been recorded only from Florida and North Caro
lina. Since then it has been found to efCtend across the southern 
United States from the Atlantir to the Pacific. Its occurrence in 
numbers as far north as central Indiana is, theref.ore, of especial in
terest, and can only be accounted for by the presence of the broad 
and sheltering valley of the Wabash, within the confines of which 
it finds a climate and a vegetation congenial to its taste. 

In 1893 and 1894 the insect was still present, though in rapidly 
decreasing numbers as the pond was partially drained. I was much 
surprised to find, on May 21, 1893, a fully developed male with soft 
flabby wings, as though just moulted, though no others of any age 
were seen on that date. In October, 1902, I again visited the former 
site of the pond, but found only a vast cornfield, with no signs of 
this or other rare 01·thoptera, which formerly dwelt in numbers in 
that locality. If still a member of the Indiana fauna, marginicollis 
will probably be found only about the margins of the larger ponds 
in the lower Wabash Valley. 

At the locality mentioned, ma1·ginicollis was never seen on the 
grass or ground and never hopped when disturbed, but moved with a 
quick and noiseless flight for 20 or more feet to a. stem of sedge or 
rush, on which it alighted. The instant it grasped the stem, it dodged 
quickly around to the side opposite the intruder. Then holding the 
stem firmly with its short front and middle legs, it drew its slender 
hind femora close up against the body, and folding the tibiffi into 
position, hugged its support as closely as possible, and remained per
fectly motionless. Its body is almost cylindrical, and being of the 
same general color as the stalk of the plant on which it rested, it 
was almost impossible to detect it, unless one saw exactly where it 
alighted. Eight times out of ten a person, by approaching quietly, 
could reach his hand about the plant stem and grasp the insect. Its 
habits excellently illustrated the so-called "protective mimicry" of 
form and coloring, as it always seemed to choose a cylindrical object, 
and one similar to its own color before alighting. 

XXXVI. SCHISTOCERCA Stal (1873); 

Locusts of large size. Vertex with the front sloping downward 
and passing insensibly into the frontal costa; the lateral carinffi low 
and indistinct, the median carina wanting, the foveolffi very small, 
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often obsolete. Face nearly vertical. Eyes oblong, oval, prominent. 
Antennre of medium length, filiform. Disk of pronotum with the 
sides sloping on the prozona, the metazona usually flat or nearly so; 
the front margin truncate, the hind margin either broadly rounded 
or, in some males, obtuse angled; the median carina low but distinct, 
cut three times by the transverse sulci; the lateral carinre wanting. 
Lobes of mesosternum longer than broad. Tegmina always fully de
veloped. Inner wings of large expanse, transparent or nearly so. 
Rind femora slender, usually equaling or exceeding tip of abdomen. 
Hind tibire with smooth margins, and with numerous spines in regu
lar rows on each side, but with no apical spine on the outer margin. 
Second tarsal joint only half as long as the first. Male with cerci 
oblong and of nearly equal breadth throughout; the sub-genital plate 
strongly upcurved, its apex deeply notched. Valves of ovipositor 
strongly exserted. 

Eleven species of the genus occur in the United States. Of these, 
four have been taken in Indiana. 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF SCHISTOCEROA." 

a. Antennre of male not more than one-fourth longer than head and pro
notum togethe-r. 
b. Size very large. Tegmina of female much exceeding the ab

domen: Disk of pronotum fiat or nearly so, the median stripe 
broad .................................. 55 americana, p. 290 

bb. Size small. Tegmina of female but little if any exceeding the 
abdomen. Disk of pronotum with sides distinctly sloping, the 
median stripe confined to the carina ....... 56 damnif/,ca, p. 293 

aa. Size, medium. Antennre of "male one-third or more longer than the 
head and pronotum together. 

c. General color yellowish brown or olive green; a distinct 
pale yellow mid-dorsal stripe on head, pronotum and 
closed tegmina ....................... 57 alutacea, p. 294 

cc. General color rusty brown. No yellow stripe on dorsal sur-
face .............................. 58 rubiginosa. p. 296 

55. SomSTOOEROA AMERICANA (Drury). The American Locust. 
Gryllu~ americanm (Drury), 48, I, 1770, 128, Plate 49, Fig. 2. 
Acridium americanum Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 466; Rathv., \ 09,1862, 

385, Fig. 25; Thom., 202, V, 1865, 448, 452; Id., 206, V, 
1873, 172, Fig. 8; Id., 211, IX, 1880, 91, 129, Fig. 10; Glov., 
62, 1872, Plate I, Fig. 15; Riley, 117, VIII, 1876, 103, Fig. 40; 
Id., 118, IX, 1877, 84, Fig. 17; Id., 214, I, 1878, 236, 448, 
Fig. 6; Id., 122, II, 1884, 194, Fig. 269; Comst., 41, 1888, 
106, Fig. 96; Bent., 3, VI. 1894, 304, Plate IX, Fig. 3. 

AC1'idium (Schistocerca) americanum Stal, 200 I, 1873, 66. 
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Schfstocerca americana Brun., 22, I, 1885, 136; Id., 28, XXVIII, 1893, 
10, Fig. 1; Id., 30, 1893, 462, Fig. 106; Id., 31, 1894, 163, 204, 
Fig. 66; Id., 34, 1896, 122, Fig. 24; Id., 35,1899,133, Fig. 75; 
Id., 36, 1899,270, Fig. 63; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 79; Id., 9, VI, 
1893,465; Id., 16, 1899, 238, Fig. 63; How., 75, VII, 1895, 
220, 429, Figs. 19-22; Weed, 222, 1897,67, Figs. 21-25; Lugg., 

. 84,1898,174, Figs. 105, 106; Morse, 100, VIII, 1898, 255, 271; 
Scudd., 184, XXXIV, 1899, .447, 474; Id., 188, 1900, 47. 

Size large, the female often two inches or more in length. Vertex 
hexagonal, the disk a little depressed. Frontal costa prominent, sul
cate in the middle below the ocellus; a little narrowed below point 

Fig. 62. SchiBiocerca americana (Drury). Male. (After Lugger). 

of union with the vertex. Antennre but little, if any, longer than 
head and pronotum together. Disk of pronotum flat on metazona, 
the sides rounded and sloping on prozona, the surface marked with 
minute shallow cells, or densely punctate, the hind margin broadly 
rounded. Tegmina exceeding the abdomen one-fourth or more their 
length in both sexes. Hind femora slender, reaching tip of abdomen. 
Spine of prosternum large, curved somewhat backwa.rd. Notch of 
sub-genital plate of male narrow but deep. 

Color, re~dish brown, often with a slight vermilion tint. A yellow 
stripe extends from the vertex along the mid~le ·of head, pronotum 
and closed tegmina as far as the tip of the abdomen. A dark brown 
line runs from the lower side of eye down the cheek. Sides of pro
notum with' a broad yellowish stripe on upper third and a short and 
narrow yellow dash near the center; the lower margin yellowish. 
Tegmina with numerous large dark brown spots, separated. by light 
interspaces; the costal or lower margin whitish yellow, mottled with 
darker. Wings transparent, the nerves of basal portion yellowish. 
Outer face of hind femora reddish brown, with one or two dark 
streaks along the upper third. Hind tibire vermilion red, duller in 
dried specimens; the spines yellow, tipped with black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 42 mm., female,' 50 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 13 mm., female, 14 mm.; of pronotum, male, 9 
mm., female, 11 mm.; of tegmina, male, 43 mm., female, 53 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 24 mm., female, 30 mm. 
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This is the largest locust found in the State, and when freshly 
moulted, one of the most handsome. .It probably occurs in all the 
counties but is much less c.ommon in the northern half, though I 
have taken it in Fulton, Starke, Lake and Porter. Freshly moulted, 
mature specimens, from eggs hatched in spring, have been taken in 
Vigo County on June 18th, and on three different occasions'numerou~ 
specimens have been seen as late as November 22d. On this date, 
in Marion County, when the government thermometer registered 17° 
in the morning, several were flushed in the afternoon, though a cold 
raw wind was blowing. In central and southern Indiana it is more 
abunda,nt in mid-autumn than in summer. There occasionally may 
be two broods in one season, as I have found the nymphs common in 
Vigo County on October 15th and 21st. 

This species is noted for its extended migra.tions and when a 
second brood appears, they are doubtless from eggs laid by ma
ture specimens which have entered the State in early spring. About 
3 o'clock in the morning of April 11, 1893, the city of Terre Haute, 
Indiana, was visited with a severe storm of rain and wind from the 
southwest. A number of buildings were unroofed and many shade 
and forest trees twisted and broken off. While on my way to the 
High School building several persons informed me that they had, 
that morning, seen specimens of "gigantic grasshoppers" on the 
street, but were unable to capture them. About 10 o'clock one of my 
former pupils brought me two living specimens of S. americana which 
she had picked up from the sidewalk near her home. They had c'ome 
sailing in on the wings of the wind from some distant point in the 
southwest, where they had passed the winter in the mature state or 
as an advanc'ed form of the young. Mature individuals which had 
doubtless migrated have also been taken in Lake County on May 
13th.* 

In the southern portion of Indiana, americana is always found in 
dry, upland localities, such as the borders of roads, old meadows, 
weed and stubble fields, prairies, and especially in old abandoned 
fields which have grown up to oak and other shrubs. In the northern 
portion it occurs in damper localities, being found in the tall grasses 
and sedges along the borders of sloughs and marshes and in the 
meadows bordering lakes and tamarack marshes. When flushed it 
rises quickly and with a fluttering noise, makes a long, wavering, 
jerky flight, and alights upon the bole or branch of tree or shrub, a 
fence, or some other object some distance above the earth; seldom, 

"At Ormond. Florida. this locust was abundant and mature in early Maroh. 1899. and it 
may paIS tile winter in tb,e mature sta~e in some of tht) States muon farther north. 
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if ever, settling on the ground. If then approached, it dodges around 
the object upon which it rests, much as does a squirrel under the 
same circumstances. 

Of the distribution of the American locust Scudder has written: 
"Excepting S. peregrina, which has crossed the ocean and colonized 
another world, S. americana is the most widely distributed member 
of the genus, and merits its name, ranging as it does from North 
America east of the Great Plains and south to about latitude 40°; 
through the West Indies, Mexico and Central America to South 
America, where it occurs as far as Columbia in the west and Argen
tina in the east, though the records of its occurrence in South Amer
ica are few. North of north latitude 40° or thereabouts, sporadic 
cases of its appearance are recorded, notably in Massachusetts and 
southern Ontario; these are doubtless accidental visitants, flying 
from their proper horne farther south." 

56. ScmsTocERCA DAMNIFICA (Saussure). 
Acridium damnijicum Sauss., 128, II, 1861, 14. 
Schistocerca damnijica Scudd., 184, XXXIV, 447, 475; Id., 188, 1900, 

47; Bl., 18,1902,48,222. 
OyrtacanthacriB unilineata Walk., 219, IV, 1870, 611. 
Acridium unilineatum Thorn., 188, V, 1873, 170. 
Acridium appendiculatum Scudd., 1 62, XIX, 1877, 86; Id., 1 6 1, VI, 

1878,27. 
Acridium rubigino8um Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 170; Id., 2 1 1, IX, 1880, 

91, 128 (not Harris). 

Size of male small; of the females medium and more bulky. Head 
small; the disk of vertex hexagonal. Frontal costa sulcate, and with 
the sides parallel below the ocellus, a little expanded and flat just 
above, then narrowed at point of union with vertex. Antennre of 
male stout, but little, if any, longer than head and pronotum to
gether. Disk of pronotum with the surface very rough with small 
pits and impressions, the sides strongly sloping, the median carina 
relatively high, and a little arched, the hind margin right angled in 
the male, obtuse angled in the female. Tegmina of male usually 
equaling or slightly exc'eeding the abdomen; those of female a little 
shorter; broader than in al1ltacea. ;Hind femora of female shorter 
than abdomen. Notch of sub-genital plate of male deep and nar
rowly V-shaped. 

Color, a nearly lmiform dark rust red. A narrow bro,wnish yellow 
line ,on occiput and carina of pronotum. Tegmina often with small, 
dim dusky spots. Outer face of hind femora sometimes whitish, with 
dark narrow oblique lines arranged herring-bone fashion. 
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Measurements: Length of body, male, 25 mm., female, 42 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 10 mm., female, 11 mm.; of pronotum, male, 7 
mm., female, 9.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 22 mm., female, 27 mm.; 
of hind femora, male, 16 mm., female, 19 mm. 

This is a locust of southern range, which in Indiana has been taken 
only in Crawford County. A single female was secured May 10, 
1899. This was probably a migrant, as this is a very early date for 
eggs hatched in spring to mature, and it is not known that the species 
winters in the nymph stage. Other specimens were taken in June 
and July, 1902. It frequents old fields and roadsides on the crests 
of the higher hills near Wyandotte, and is probably to be found in 
similar localities in the southern third of the State. When flushed 
they fly long distances and often alight on the limbs of trees or fence 
posts, around which they dodge, and from which they may often be 
taken with the hand. 

Thomas has taken darnnifica in southern Illinois, and Scudder says 
that it "is a common southern species, occurring in the United 
States east of the Great Plains, from Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois 
and Arkansas to the Gulf." He gives no Indiana locality. In 1899 I 
found it abundant at Ormond, Florida, on March 11th and later. 

67. SOHISTOOEROA ALUTAOEA (Harris). The Leather-colored Locust. 
Acridium alutaceum Harr." 71,1841, 139; Id., 72, 1862,173; Scudd., 

141, VII, 1862, 466; Rathv., 109,1862,384, Fig. 25; Glov., 
62, 1872, Plate VIII, Fig. 13; Plate X, Fig. 13; Thorn., 206, 
V, 1873, 171; Comst., 41, I, 1888, 106; Fern., 53, 1888, 30; 
Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 79; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 304, Plate IX, 
Fig; 2. 

Schistocerca alutacea Brun., 29, ill, 1893, 26; Lugg., 84, 1898, 172; 
Morse, 100, VIII, 1898, 265, 270, Plate 7, Fig. 32; - Scudd., 
184, XXXIV, 1899, 445, 464; Id., 188, 1900, 47. 

Acridiu:m emarginatum Dodge, 44, IV, 1872, 15; Scudd., 147, 1872, 
250; Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 172; Id., 211, IX, 1880, 91, 128. 

Schistocerca ama,rginata Brun., 29, ill, 1893, 26; Id., 33, II, 1895, 7, 
Fig. 46; Lugg., 84, 1898, 173, Fig. 104. 

Size medium, the female much the larger, with more robust body. 
Vertex rather prominent, narrow, the disk sub-rhomboidal, but little 
depressed, the lateral carinre low, distinct only on front half. 
Frontal costa narrow, sulcate below the ocellus. Antennre of male 
one and a, half times as long as h~ad and pronotum together, 
the joints a little flattened. Disk of pronotum flat on metazona, 
the sides higher and slopin,g on prozona, the hind margin broadly 
obtuse angled; the surface densely punctate; the median carina low 
but distinct. Prosternal spine large, cylindrical, the apex rounded. 
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Tegmina exceeding the abdomen about one-fourth their length in 
both sexes. Hind femora slender, reaching the tip of abdomen in 
female, exceeding it slightly in male. Cerci of male short oblong, 
the uppeT edge c:oncave or broadly notched; the notch of sub-genital 
plate U-shaped, about as broad as deep. 

Fig. 63. Schi8tocerca alutacea Harris. Female. (After Lugger.) 

Color, yellowish brown to olive green, darker in old or dried speci
mens. A narrow bright yellow line runs from the front of vertex 
back over head, pronotum and middle' of closed tegmina. Sides of 
tegmina with often a few minute fuscous spots. Wings transparent 
yellowish, the veins darker. Sides of abdomen with a row of black 
dots on the hind margin of each segment. Outer face of hind femora 
Teddish brown or yellowish with a row of black dots along the upper 
and loweT maTgins. Hind tibire Teddish; the spines yellowish, tipped 
with black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 30 mm., female, 45 mm.; 
of antennre, male and female, 16 mm.; of pronotum, male, 7 mm., 
female, 10 mm.; of tegmina, male, 26 mm., female, 38 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 18 mm., female, 25 mm. 

This species has been taken only in the western half of the State 
from Monroe County northward. It is abundant about the marshy 
meadows and sloughs in Fulton, Lake and Starke counties, where it 

\ 
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has been taken on August 15th in numbers. There it makes its home 
in the rank grasses, weeds and rushes which grow in such places. 
The males are everywhere much more abundant and more active than 
the females, though they usually fly a shorter distance. In Vigo 
County it is frequent in patches of raw prairie and along the edges of 
thickets bordering them; also in many places along the railways, 
especially where they pass through prairie regions. Both sexes, when 
flushed, arise with a whirring noise which, however, is not a true 
stridulation. The males usually fly about 50 feet and settle down 
on the grass or on a low shrub. 'l'his locust will doubtless be found 
to inhabit suitable localities throughout the State, as it has been 
taken from New England to California. 

58. ScmSTOCERCA RUBIGINOSA (Harris-Scudder). The Rusty Locust. 
Acridium rubiginosum Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 467; Glov., 62, 1872, 

Plate V, Fig. 5; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 194; Comst., 41,1888, 
106; Fern., 53, 1888, 30; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 304, Plate IX, 
Fig. ~. 

Schistocerca rubiginosa ~orse, 93, VII, 1894, 105; Id., 100, VIII, 255, 
269, Plate 7, Fig. 31; Scudd., 184, XXXIV, 1899, 445, 462; Id., 
188, 1900, 48. 

Schistocerca alutacea Rehn., 1 1 1, XIII, 1902, 89; Id., 1 1 2, 312. 

Size, medium; the body of the female especially bulky. Head and 
pronotum wider than in aZutacea, but the vertex less prominent. 
Frontal costa wider and flatter than, in aZutacea, sulcate below the 
ocellus.· Antennre of male a third longer than head and pronotum 
together. Pronotum with the sides sloping on both prozona and 
metazonllJ; the median carina more prominent than in alutacea, other
wise the same. Tegmina exceeding the abdomen in both sexes. 
Notch at apex of cerci of male less evident than in preceding spe
cies; that of sub-genital plate narrower, more V-shaped. 

Color a nearly uniform rusty brown, without median yellow stripe 
on head and pronotum; thetegminl} usually with numerous dim, 
rounded fuscous spots on the sides. Wings transparent and glassy, 
slightly reddish toward the tip. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 30 mm., female, 43 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 13 mm., female, 15 mm.; of pronotum, male, 7 
mm., female, 10 mm.; of tegmina, male, 27 mm., female, 37 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 17 mm., female, 22 mm. 

This seems to be a scarce locust in Indiana, having been taken only 
in Porter County. It prefers dry upland pastures and woodland, es
pecially those with a soil of sand, where scrub oaks abound. Its 
habits are the same as those of alutacea. R€hn, loco cit. has placed 
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it as a synonym of that species; but; aside from the color, the shorter 
ithtimnre, lesS prominent tertex arid frontal costa, and melre sloping 
'disk of pronotuin are sufficient to show its distinctness. The mere 
fact that bn one or two occasions, opposite sexes df it and alutacea 
were found in copulatidn is no prdof of theit identity in species, for 
such widely diversified forms as ]felanoplus bivittat.us and Melanoplus 
differentialis have been noted thus. Rubiginosa ranges over the 
United States east of the Great Plains and 1Vill doubtless be found 
to inhabit dry sandy localities in many portions of the State. 

XXXVII. HESPEROTETTIX Scudder (lB76). 

Size small; the sides nearly parallel; not greatly compressed. Head 
small, the vertex opposite the middle of eyes but little wider than 
second joint of antennre; the portion in front with a slight median 
furrow or depression. Face but little oblique, the frontal costa nar
row, sulcate throughout, punctate. Antennre of female equaling the 
head and pro no tum together; a fourth longer in the male. Pronotum 
longer than in allied genera except Paroxya, the prozona half as long 
again as metazona, the sides of disk broadly sloping; the median 
carina low, not cut by the first and second sulci; the hind margin 
very obtusely angulate. Lateral lobes of pronotum with the front 
and hind margins nearly straight, oblique; the lower margin with its 
front half directed upward. Tegmina usually equaling or slightly 
exceeding the tip of abdomen. Fore and middle femora of male 
swollen; hind femora slender, much surpassing the abdomen. Sub
genital plate of male entire, but with a more or less distinct sub
apical tubercle. 

Seven nominal species are known from the United States, mostly 
from west of the Mississippi River. One has been taken sparingly 
in northern Indiana. 

59. HESPEROTETTIX PRATENSIS Soudder. 
HesperoteUix pvatensis Soudd., 181, 1897, 57, 64, Plate V, Fig. 3; Id., 

188,1900,50; Lugg., 84, 1898, 177,Fig. 107; Brun., 36, 1899, 
247,271. 

Ommatolampis viridis Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 156 (in part). 

,- Ptonotum slightly increasing in size from in front backward. Teg
-mina equaling or slightly exceeding the abdomen in both sexes. 
Supra-anal plate of male triangular, the middle of either half with a 
distinct ridge, which converge and enclose a basal groove, in which 
lie the minute, rounded furcula. Cerci, shorter than supra-anal 

49-Geol. 
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. plate, conical, tapering to a rather sharp point. Tubercle on sub
genital plate indistinct. (See Fig. 1, Plate I.) 

Color, bright pale green. A short ruscous bar below each eye and 
on middle or sides or pronotum; also one along middle or occiput. 

Antennm pinkish. Disk of pr()no~ 
tum with a pinkish or purplish 
stripe along its middle, extending 
back along median line of closed 
tegmina, and fading insensibly into 

Fig. 64. HesperotettiilJ praten.is Scudd. 
Female. Natural size. (After Lugger). the green of their sides. Hind 

femora green, more or less tinged 
with purplish. Hind tibim, pale bluish green; the spines whitish, 
tipped with black. Abdomen greenish yellow. 

Measurements: Length or body, male, 17 mm., female, 24 mm.; of 
antennm, male, 8 mm., female, 9 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5 mm., fe
male, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 12 mm., female, 17 rum.; of hind 
femora, male, 11 mm.; female, 13.5 mm. 

This dainty and prettily colored species has been noted only in 
Lake County, where it has been taken in two localities. On Septem
ber 19, 1898, a single pair were secured from the long grasses border
ing the margin of a swale north of Millers. Though careful search 
was made there and elsewhere in the northern counties, no others 
were secured until July 24,1902, when I found them rather common 
in a long, low, marshy tract, a mile southeast of Hammond. Here the 
males 'were especially active, leaping from one grass stem to another 
several times in succession, and dodging around the stem the instant 
they clasped it with their legs. The females were oftentimes easily 
picked up by the fingers from their resting places. No attempt was 
made by either sex to use the wings in escaping. 

Pratensis ranges, according to Scudder, -Ir,om the "Mississippi River 
westward to California;" though he also names southern Illinois as 
one of its localities. It sh~uld be looked for along the edges of 
prairies and marshes throughout the western half of Indiana. 

I 

XXXVIII. MELANOPLUS Stal (1873). 

Body moderately stout; generally feebly compressed. Head not 
prominent, * but ,little if any longer than the prozona. Face almost 
vertical. Vertex between the eyes but little wider than the frontal 
costa; the front half sloping downward, and always more or less sul
cate, especially in the male. Frontal costa of average width and 

" Except in fJunctulatu •• 
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prominence, usually _sulcate below the ocellus. Antennre slender, 
filiform, never more than twice as long as the pronotum. Disk of 
pronotum usually only half as long again as the average breadth; the 
prozona distinctly longer than the metazona, its edges parallel, its 
surface a little convex and faintly punctate; metazona with its edges 
more or less diverging backward, its surface flat and densely punc
tate; front margin truncate, hind margin obtuse angulate; the me
dian carina low but distinct on the metazona, often faint or obso
lete on the prozona; the lateral carinre obsolete. Lateral lobes of 
pronotum vertic'al or nearly so, and usually marked on their upper 
half with a' blackish band. Tegmina always present, in some species 
being mere oval or lanceolate scales, but little, if any, longer than 
the pronotum; in others fully developed and then attaining or a little 
surpassing the tips of the hind femora. * Wings either represented 
by minute scales or fully developed, transparent, colorless. Hind 
femora moderately long and slender, usually equaling the tip of ab
domen in the female and surpassing it in the male. Cerci of male 
exceedingly variaQle in form, often enlarged at apex, never styliform, 
and usually about the length of the sub-genital plate. Furcula usual
ly developed and to a variable extent and also variable in form; so 
that they and the cerci furnish characters much used in separating 
the species one from another. 

This genus comprises more species than does any other of the 
North American Orthoptera, no less than 146 being listed by Scud
der from the United States and Canada. Of these 17 have ooen taken 
in Indiana. Some of these, to the c'asual observer, may seem very 
similar in size, color and general appearance, but a close examination 
of the abdominal appendages of the male will at once prove their 
distinctness. The tyro will probably have much difficulty in sep
arating the females of the diffeTent species; in fact, he can only do 
so by taking the two sexes in the field, where they are usually to be 
found associated together. While dull colored and uninteresting to 
most people, the members of this genus form the most characteristic 
group of our Acrididre. To it belong our most common locusts and 
the ones which do the most injury. From mid-May until late No
vember they leap from our pathway in numbers, whether we stroll 
through open woodland, sunny meadow, or along the roadside; while 
in the back yards and on the lawns of city homes they swarm in 
great profusion. 

';<None of our species, unless it be !asciatus, 
have seen only the short winged form of fa8ciatus, 
~IlQWn. 

dimorphic as regards ~ing length. I 
Indiana, thongh. a long winged OM is 
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The Kansas or Rocky Mountain grasshopper, M elanoplus spretus 
(Uhler), belongs to this genus, but does not <3ccur in Indiana. Con
trary to the general belief, it is not a large, robust species, being but 
about the same size as our red-legged grasshopper, M. femur-rubrum 
(DeG.), and bearing to the latter a close general resemblance; so 

close, in fact, 'that 'only specialists can 
readily tell them apart.. Millions of 
dollars of damage was done in the 
Western States by these small in

Fig.64%. Melanoplu88pretu. (Uhler). sects in the summers of 1873 and 
Male. Natural aize. 1875. Migrating in vast c4>uds from 

one part of the country to another they would fall upon a corn
field and convert, in a few hours, the green and promising acres into 
a desolate stretch of bare, spindling stalks and stubs. In the words 
of the prophet Joel: "The land was as the garden of Eden before 
them, and behind them a desolate wilderness; yea, and nothing did 
escape them." 

The following key will aid in the separation of the 17 Indiana 
species of the genus: 

KEY TO THE INDIANA SPECIES OF MELANOPLUS. 

a. Tegmina much shorter than the abdomen; often no longer than the 
pronotum. Furcula of male almost always feebly developed, usu
ally no longer than the last dorsal segment t() which they are 
joined. 
b. Cerci o~ male either equal or tapering beyond the middle, no 

broader at apex than at the middle, usually laminate. Teg
mina ovate, about the length of the pronotum. 
c. Lateral lobe of pronotum a uniform wood brown in the 

female; with a faint dusky bar on upper half in male. 
Hind femora of male not barred with blackish. Hind 
tibia! red ............................ 60 scudderi, p. 302 

cc. Lateral lobe of pronotum in both sexes with a broad shin
ing black bar along the upper half; the lower half yel
lowish white. Hind femora of male with two distinct 
oblique blackish bars. Hind tibia! pale green .......... . 

61 viridipes, p. 305 
bb. Cerci of male with the apex more or less expanded, broader at 

obovate or narrowly oblong, or longer than pronotum and 
lanceolate. 

d. Tegmina shorter than pronotum, and with a wide 
interval between their inner edges. 
e. Hind margin of pronotum without a trace of 

median notch. Cerci of male truncate at tip_ 
:Furcula cylindrical, tapering _ .............. . 

62 QbQvatipennis, p. 300 
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ceo Hind margin of pronotum with a minute but 
distinct notch In th-e middle. Cerci of male 
round'ed at tip. Furcula not cylindrical or 
tapering. 
f. Tegmina narrowly oblong. All the femora 

green. Furcula minute, rounded ....... . 
63 gracilis, p. 308 

ft. Tegmina broadly ovate. All the femora 
brown. Furcula well developed. very 
broad at base, more or less angled or 
bifid at middle ......... 64 morsei, p. 309 

dd. Tegmina lanceolate, longer than pronotum, their 
inner edges overlapping. 

g. Subgenital plate of male distinctly 
narrower than long, its extremity 
strongly elevated. Middle of male 
cerci but little narrower than base. 
Tegmina covering two-thirds or 
more of abdomen ................ . 

65 fasci{ltu8, p. 311 
gg. Sub-genital plate of male short and 

broad, its extremity but lltile ele
vated. Middle of male cerci dis
tinctly narrower than the base. 
Tegmina covering but one-half the 
abdomen ....... 66 blatchleyi, p. 313 

(fa. Tegmina (except in the female of extremus) as long as or longer than 
the abdomen. Furcula usually either well developed or obsolete. 
h. Cerci of male either equal or tapering beyond the middle, the 

tip usually slender or acuminate, never forked. 
i. Apex of sufi-genital plate of male with a median notch. 

Cerci short and nearly equally broad throughout, their 
length not more than twice as much as the middle 
breadth .............. , ................ 67 atlanis, p. 314 

ii. Apex of sub-genital plate of male entire. Cerci at least 
three times as long as the iniddle breadth, generally 
slender, the apical half sometimes much narrower than 
the basal. 
j. Sub-genital plate of the male nearly as broad at apex 

as at base; the apex elevated above the lateral mar
gins, and terminating in a tubercle. Cerci of male 
narrowing but little in apical half ................ . 

68 impudicus, p. 316 
jj. Sub-genital plate of maIc distinctly narrower at apex 

than at base, the apex not elevated above the lateral 
margins. Apical half of cerci distinctly nal'rower 
than the basal half. 

k. Tegmina much surpassing the hind - femora; 
hind tibire bright l'ed. Apical half of male 
cerci much less than half as broad as the ex-
treme base ........... 69 fcmur-rubrum, p. 317 
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kk. Tegmina shorter than hind femora; those of 
female shorter than abdomen. Hind tiblre 
pale red or yellowish. Apical half of male 
cerci distinctly more than half as broad as the 
extreme bas·e ............. 70 extremus, p. 319 

hh. Cerci of male with the apex more 01' less expanded so as to be 
broader at some point beyond the middle than at the middle; 
the tip spatulate 01' sub-spatulate or forked. 
l. Cerci of ~ale not forked, the tip no broader than the base. 

Furcula well developed, at least a third as long as supra-
anal plate ..... , ....... , ......... 71 angustipennis, p. 321 

ll. Cerci of male elth,r distinctly forked or with a sub-median 
process or anglef or else expanded so as to be very much 
broader at the tjP than at the base. Furcula wanting 01' 

minute. i 
m. Size small, I the male being less than 20 mm. in 

lengtn. Carci always forked or with a sub-median 
angulation. 
n. Lower fork of cerci merely an angle or median 

process. Furcula consisting of slender spines. 
Bases of lateral margins of sub-genital plate 
incurved .................... 72 minor, Po 322 

nn. Forks of cerci nearly equal, distinct. Furcula 
conSisting of short triangular lobes. Lateral 
margins of sub-genital plate nowhere in-
curved ., ................... 73 luridu8, p. 324 

mm. Size larger, the length of male being more than 20 
mm. Cerci with the apical half much enlarged, 
but never distinctly forked. 
o. Tegmina without distinct roundish fuscous 

spots. Length of body of male more than 25 
mm. Front margin of pronotum not flaring 
to receive the head. 
p. Pronotum without light colored lateral 

stripes. Hind tlbire yellow. Furcula of 
male wholly absent ................... . 

74 differentialis, p. 326 
pp. Pronotum with light colored lateral stripes 

along the margin of the disk. Hind 
tibire red or purplish. Furcula present 
but small ........ , ... 75 bi'vitattu8, p. 329 

00. Tegmil1a with distinct roundish fuscous spots. 
Length of body of male less than 23 mm. 
Front margin of pronotum slightly jiaring to 
receive the prominent head ................ . 

76 punctulatus, p. 331 

60. MELANOPLUS SCUDDERI (Uhler). Scudder's Short-winged Locust. 
Pezotettix8cudderiUhl., 212, II, 1864,555; Thom., 206, V, 1873, 152; 

Id., 211, IX, 1880, 95, 121; Comst., 41, 1888, 107; Bl., 4, 
XXIII, 1891, 80;~Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 309, Plate VIII, Fig. 6. 
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Melanoplus ~cudderi Scudd., 179, XXXVI, 1897, pp. S. 33; Id., 181, 
1897, 125,212, Plate 14, Figs. 5, 6; Id., 188, 1900, 63; Lugg., 
84, 1898, 184, Fig., 108; Morse, 100, VIII, 1898, 256, 280, 
Plate 7, Fig. 37. 

Pezotettix unicolor Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 151; Id., 208, V, 1875, 888, 
Plate XLV, Fig. 4; Id., 211, IX, 1880, 95, 118; Glov., 62, 
1873, Plate XIII, Fig. 9. 

Size medium or small. Vertex but little elevated above the pro
notum, the interspace between the eyes of the female, about as broad 
as frontal costa, narrower in the male; its front half strongly sloping 
downward; the median sulcus shallow. Frontal costa feebly sulcate 
at and below the ocellus. Antennre about three-fourths (male) or 
less than two-thirds (female) as long as hind femora. Pronotum with 
the disk broadly convex; the prozona from a fourth to a half longer 
than the densely punctate metazona, the median carina distinct, 
but low and equal throughout; front margin truncate or nearly so, 
and often faintly notched in the middle; hind margin obtuse-angled. 
Tegmina about as long as the pronotum, broad ovate in shape, their 
inner edges a little separated or just touching -in the male, often OVel"

lapping in the female. Wings not half the length of the tegmina. 
Oerci of male sub-falcate, about twice as long as their basal breadth; 
the rounded apex about half as broad as the base. Furcula minute, 
triangular. (See Fig. 2, Plate 1.) 

Color: Dull reddish or wood brown, nearly uniform in the female. 
The male, and sometimes the female, with an indistinct dusky bar 
reaching from the eye back along the upper half of each lateral lobe 
of pronotum as far as the metazona. Hind femora with two faint 
dark bars on their upper face, the knees blackish. Hind tibire bright 
red, often paler at base, the spines black. 

Measurements: - Length -of body, male, 19 mm., female, 24 mm.; 
of antennre, male and female, 8 mm.; of pronotum, male, 6 mm., 
female, 7 mm.; of tegmina, male, 6 mm., female 7 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 11 mm., female, 13 mm. 

This short-winged, dull colored locust occurs throughout the State, 
but is more common southward. On account of its short tegmina, 
persons who are interested in Orthoptera are very apt at first to re
gard it as a nymph of some other species. In the central counties it 
begins to reach maturity about August 5th, and has been taken as 
late as November 22d. It is one of the most common of the late au
tumn locusts, frequenting the borders of open woods, fence rows and 
roadsides, especially in dry situations where blue-grass abounds. On 
warm sunny afternoons in November, it may often be seen resting 
quietly on the sides of logs, or the lower part of rail or board fences, 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES I AND II. 

PLATE I. 

Fig. 1. Hesperotettix pratensis Scudder. 

2. Melanoplu.s scudderi (Uhler). 

3. Melanoplus viridipes (Walsh). 

4. Melanoplus obovatipennis (Bl.). 

5. Melanoplus gracilis (Brun.). 
I 

6. Melanoplus morsei Bl. 

7. Melanoplus fasciatus (Walker). 

8. o Melanoplus blatrhleyi Scudd. 

9. Melanoplus atlanis (Riley). 

10. Melanoplus impudicus Scudder. 

PLATE II. 

Fig. 11. Melanoplus femur-rubrum (DeG.). 

12. Mela.noplus extremus (Walker). 

13. Melanoplus angustipennis (Dodge). 

14. Melanoplus minor (Scudder). 

15. Melanoplus luridus (Dodge). 

16. Melanoplus differentialis (Uhler). 

17. Melanoplus bivittatus (Say). 

18. Melanoplus punctulatus (Uhler). 

19. Phr£taliotes nebrascensis (Thorn.). 

20. Paroxya hoosieri (Bl.). 
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MALE ABDOMINAL ApPENDAGES OF HESPEROTETTIX AND MELANOPLUS. 
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:\fALE ABDOMINAL ApPENDAGES OF MELANOPLUS, PH(ETAI,IOTES AND PAROXYA. 
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and apparently enjoying the sunshine. It is able to withstand quite 
severe frosts and has been seen in copulation as late as November 
15th. The general range of scudderi is over the United States east 
of the Great Plains. 

61. MELANO'E'LUI! VffilDIPES (Walsh·Scudder). The Green-legged Locust. 
Pezotettix viridipes Walsh, MS, 1865; Bl., 4, xxm, 1891, 80; Id., 

6, XXIV, 1892, 34. 
Melanoplus viridipes Scudd., 179, XXXVI, 1897, 13, 33; Id., 181, 

1897, 128, 255, Plate 17, Fig. 4; Id., 188, 1900, 65. 
Pezotettix viridulus MeN., 88, VI, 1891, 75; Bl., 6, XXN, 1892,34; 

Id., 11, XXVI, 1894, 245. 

Size, medium. Vertex moderately swollen, but little elevated 
above the pronotum, the portion between the eyes, half as broad 
again (male) 01' twice as broad (female) as the basal joint of antennre; 
the front haH sloping downward and distinctly sulcate, especially in 
the male. Frontal costa narrowed slightly above the ooellus, shal
lowly sulcate in the male. Antennre of male equaling -or slightly 
exceeding the hind femora in length; those of female relatively 
shorter. Pronotum with the disk faintly expanding on posterior half, 
the median c'arina distinct on metazona, less so on 
proz'ona; the hind maI'gin broadly rounded; pro
zona about haH as long again as the densely punc
tate metazona. Tegmina equaling (female) or a 
little longer (male) than the pronotum,ellipti
cal, the apex rounded, the inner edges slightly 
overlapping in the male, often a little separated 
in the female. Extremity of male abdomen much 
recurved; the cerci long and rather slender, erect 
and a little incurved, tapering gradually from 
base to apex. Furcula consis.ting of a pair of 
minute, widely separated, triangular lobes. Apex 
of sub-genital plate elevated and terminating in a 
conical tubercle. (See Fig. 3, Plate I.) 

Color, brownish fuscous above, .yellowish brown 
below. Occiput of male darker. A broad, 
shining black band extends backward from 

Fig. 65. Melanovlu. nir
idip •• (Walsh). Male' 
One and one-third 
times natural size. 
(Original) . 

the eye along the upper half of lateral lobe of pronoturn, and is 
bordered below by an ivory white or yellowish band. Disk of pro
notum and tegmina wood brown. Fore and middle femora greenish; 
hind femora yellowish brown, with two oblique dark bars on outer 
face, more distinct in male. Hind tibire pale green, the spines black. 

Measurements: . Length of body, male,-18 mm., female, 23 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 9.5 mm., female, 8.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 
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5 mm., female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male and female, 6 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 9.5 mm., female, 12 mm. 

?,his handsome, short-winged form seems to he rather limited in 
distrihution, having been noted only at two or three points in Illi
nois and in Posey, Monroe, Vigo, Marion and Lake counties, Indiana. 
With us, it is the first locust to reach maturity from eggs hatched in 
spring, a mature male having been taken in Vigo County on May 
11th, and a number of both sexes in Posey County on May 12th. 
By June 1st ~t is c'ommon locally, and by August' 1st has mostly 
disappeared. It frequents rather low, fiat woods and clearings, being 
found about the margin,? of burned or bare places. 

On June 3, 1900, I happened upon a large colony of viridipes in 
the upland woods just west of the State Fair Grounds, in Marion 
County. They were in an open, rather bare tract near the center 
of the woods, which was surrounded by beech and black maple trees. 
I took with the fingers, 40 of t~em in 20 minutes, and could have 
secured as many more. The mal~s, when first disturbed, would leap 
two o~ three feet, almost perpen~icularly, for several times in rapid 
succession, then give one or two 'sidewise leaps, and if still pursued, 
endeavor to hide the head beneath a dead leaf. The females were 
more clumsy, and after giving oine or two short leaps would squat 
close to the ground, when they were readily taken. One pair were 
mating and a number were yet in the nymph stage. On June 1, 1902, 
I found the species abundant in the same place. In Lake County it 
was taken in a similar woods just back of the hotel on the west side 
of Cedar Lake. McNeill says that in Illinois "it shows a decided 
preference for open grassy ravines." It probably occurs in suitable 
localities over the greater portion of Indiana. 

62. MELANOPLUS OBOVATIPENNIS (Blatchley). The Obovate-winged Lo
cust. 

Pezotettix obovatipennis BI., 1 I, XXVI, 1894, 241. 
Melanoplus obovatipennis Scudd., 179, XXXVI, 1897,14, 34; Id .• 181, 

1897,129,264, Plate 17, Fig. 10; Id., 188,1900,61; Bl., 15, 
XXX, 1898, 62. 

Pezotettix rotundipennis BI., 4, xxm, 1891, 80 (nee. Scudder). 

Male below the medium in size; female much larger and more ro
bust. Head prominent, the occiput and vertex elevated a little 
above the pronotum, the interspace between the eyes nearly twice 
(male) or more than twice (female) the breadth of basal joint of 
antenme; the front half strongly sloping downward, narrowly and 
shallowly sulcate in the male, broadly depressed with distinct raised 
margins in the female. costa about the 'width of the inter-
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space between the eyes; distinctly sulcate in the male; a little de
pressed about the ocellus in the female. Eyes, large, prominent .• 
AnteIime as long (male) or three-fourths as 
long (female) as hind femora. Prop.otum 
rather long, faintly (male) or distinctly (fe
male) widening on the posterior half; median 
carina distinct and equal throughout; front 
and hind margins truncate in the female, the 
latter a little rounded in the male; pmzona 
twice as long as the densely punctate metazona. 
Tegmina shorter than the pronotum, 0 bovate 
or broadly ovate in outline, a little longer than 
their greatest breadth, their inner edges widely 
separated in the female, less widely but never 
touching in the male. Wings represented by a 
slender oblong SlCale. Male abdomen well re
curved; the cerci rather slender, the middle 
third but little more than half the width of 
base, the apical third again somewhat widened 
!;Lnd slightly excavated on the outer face, the 
apex truncate. Furcula, consisting of a pair 
of tapering, cylindrical, diverging lobes, about 
one-third the length of s:upra-a-nal plate. Sub
genital plate almost as broad as long, the apex not 
Fig. 4, Plate 1.) 

Color: Above, dull grayish brown or tan. A dark 
starts from the middle of hind margin of each eye, and passes back, 
covering the upper half of lateral lobe of prollotum, then narroWs 
and curves downward to coxa of middle leg. Below, this is bordered 
by an ivory white band which extends back from the cheek and covers 
the lower half of the lateral lobe, and then curves down between the 
front ani! middle coxa. Metapleurite ivory-white. Below, the gen
er~l color is a dirty yellowish brown, with the lower fac'e 'of the 
femora orange yellow. The hind femora with their knees black, 
and with two indistinct blackish bars on the upper and outer faces. 
Rind tibial olive green, annulate with whitish near the base, the 
spines black. Antennal with the basal half reddish-brown, the apical 
half fuscous. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 16 mm., female, 24 mm.; 
of aniennal, male, 10 mm., female, 9.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 4.5 
mm., female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 3 mm., female, 4 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 10 mm., female, 12.5 mm. 
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This olive brown, short-winged locust probably occurs throughout 
• the southern two-thirds of the State, but has been taken only in 

Crawford, Washington, Monroe, Franklin, Wells, Marion and Vigo 
counties. In central Indiana it reaches maturity about September 
1st, and fr~quents, for the most part, high, dry, open woods, espe
cially those in which beech and oak trees predominate. On the tops 
of the hills, in the coal district of Vigo County, where the soil is a 
day, and the herbaceous vegetation: somewhat limited, it is the pre
vailing, and often only, representative of the family. In late Octo
ber, if the season is dry, it is often found in company with Dicro
morpha viridis and-Truxalis brevicornis among the reeds and tall rank 
grasses near the borders of marshes, and as late as November 22d, 
has been noted enjoying the afternoon sunshine from a perch on the 
bottom plank or rail of a fence. The females are always much more 
numerous than the males, the ratio being about eight to one. Their 
larger, robust form renders them more clumsy, and hence more 
readily caught by the hand, the males being active leapers, and re
quiring quick movement on the part of the collector to effect their 
captur'e. The range of the species is given by Scudder as "Indiana 
to' Arkansas and Texas." 

6&. MELANOPLUS GRACILIS (Bruner). The Graceful Locust. 
Pezotettix gracilis Brun., 20, VIll, 1876, 124; Scudd., 165, ro, 1880, 

75; Bl., 4 XXIII, 1891, 81; Id., 11, XXVI, 1894,223._ 
Melanoplus gracilis Scudd., 179, XXXVI, 1897, 16,35; Id., 181,1897, 

130, 327, Plate 22, Fig. 3; Id., 188, 1900, 59; Lugg., 84, 1898, 
188. 

Pezotettix minutipennis Thorn., 209, I, 1876, 66; Id., 211, IX, 1880 
90,119 .. 

Size below the medium. Vertex not swollen nor elevated above 
the pronotum; the interspace between the eyes very narrow, about 
equaling the width of first antennal joint (male) or nearly twice as 
broad (female); the front half strongly sloping downward and nar
rowly but distinctly sulcate (male) or broadly and shallowly sulcate 
(female). Frontal costa prominent, slightly wider than the inter
space between the eyes; feebly or not at all sulcate. Antennre about 
three-fourths the length of hind femora. - Pronotum, sub-cylindrical, 
faintly expanding on posterior half; the disk with the sides sloping; 
the median carina low but distincf and equal throughout; front mar
gin truncate, hind margin broadly rounded, with a median shallow 
notch; prozona twice the length of metazona. Tegmina about the 
length of the prozona, narrowly oblong, their inner edges widely 
separated. Hind femora very slender. Extremity of male abdomen 
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moderately recurved; the cerci long, narrow, the middle third but 
hali as broad as the base, the apical third a little expanded and flat- . 
tened. Furcula consisting of a pair of minute rounded lobes. (See 
Fig. 5, Plate 1.) 

Color: Dull ash or wood brown above; greenish yellow beneath. 
Head greenish yellow except on oeciput, where it is brownish. A 
dull blac'kish bar extends backward from eye along-
the upper hali of lateral lobe of pronotum; the 
lower hali of the lateral lobe greenish yellow. Hind 
femora bright green (becoming dark in drying) ex
cept the knees, which are black. Hind libire green, 
the spines black. . 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 16 mm., 
female, 20 mm.; of antennal, male, 9 mm., female, 8 
mID.; of pronotum, male, 4.5 mm., female, 5 mID.; 
of tegmina, male, 3 mID., female, 4 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 9.5 mID., female, 11 mm. 

This is, next to M. scudderi, our most common of 
the short-winged members of the genus. It prob
ably occurs throughout the State, but has not been 
noted in the counties.. south of Monroe and Knox. 
It frequents rather low, wooded blue-grass pastures 
and is especially fond of resting and mating upon 
the foliage of the iron weeds (Vernonia) which 
grow abundantly in such places. It is also partial 

Fig.67. MelaMplu8 
gracilis (Brunerl. 
Male. One and 
one-half times 
natural size. 
(Original.) 

to the tall grasses growing in ravines and along the borders of sloughs 
and marshes. In central Indiana the males begin to reach maturity 
by June 15th, the females about a week later. By July 5th they are 
mating in numbers. They have also been noted mating as late as 
November 10th, and it may be possible that in favorable seasons, 
a second brood matures. Like most other wingless species, they are 
active leapers, the males, especially, being noted for their somer- ' 
saults while endeavoring to escape capture. The range of gracilis 
is given by Scudder as "Indiana and Kentucky to Nebraska and 
Dakota." 

64. MELANOPLUS MORSEl sp. nov. 
Male below the medium in size; female larger and more robust. 

Head not prominent, the vertex but little swollen, and not at all 
(male) or a little (female) elevated above the pronotum; the inter
space between the eyes very narrow, about as wide (male) or less 
than one and one-half times as wide (female) as the basal joint of 
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antennre; the front haH gently sloping and distinctly angulate on -the 
middle of each side, sulcate in the male, plane in the female. Frontal 
costa a little wider than basal joint of th~ antenme, very feebly sul
cate below the ocellus in male. Eyes of male very prominent. An- f 

tennre as long (male) or two-thirds as long (female) as hind femora. 
ProllOtum faintly expanding on posterior half in male, or distinctly 
throughout in the female; the median carina low but distinct except 
on posterior third of prozona, where it is sub-obsolete; the sides of 
disk distinctly sloping downward; the front margin truncate, the 
hind margin sub-truncate with a broad but shallow median notch or 
emargination; th~ prozonao twicB the length of the rather coar~ely 
punctate metazona. Tegmina broadly ovate or sub-rounded, as broad 
as long, Ii. little shorter than pronotum, their inner edges separated 

Fig. 68. M.lanoplu. mar ••• sp. nov. 
Male. One and one-half times 

natural size. (OriginaL), 

by a space equal to two-thirds their 
breadth. Extremity of male abdomen 
strongly recurved; the cerci rather 
broad, sub-falcate, the middle third 
more than half the width of base, the 
apical third expanded and curved up
ward or forward, excavated on the 
outer face, the apex obliquely rounded. 

Furcula consisting basally of a pair of broad, flat lobes, whose inner 
edges meet and overlie the median sulcus of supra-anal plate; about 
the middle they suddenly nartow and become slightly bifid, the outer 
fingers, slender, a little divrrgent, reaching nearly to middle of 
supra-anal plate, the inner ones forming a very short process or an
gulation. Sub-genital plate longer than broad; distinctly narrowing 
from below upward. (See Fig. 6, Plate I.) 

Oolor grayish or purplisli brown above, greenish yellow below. 
Face greenish yellow more or less sprinkled with fuscous. A broad 
shining black bar extends back from eye along the upper half of 
pronotal lobe; this bordered below with greenish yellow. 'I'egmina 
wood brown. Hind femora reddish brown, or with a fuscous tinge in 
female, the knees shining black. Hind tibia pale green, the spines 
black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 18 mm., female, 24 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 11 mm., female, 8 mm.; of pronotum, male, 4.5 
mm., female, 5.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 4 mm., female, 5 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 11 mm., female, 12 mm. 

In color and general appearance this locust bears a close. resem
blance to M. obovatipennis and it was not until I came to study them 
critically that I found them distinct. On comparing the two, morsei 
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is easily distinguished by its less prominent head, larger eyes, nar
rower interspace between the eyes, more feebly sulcate frontal costa, 
longer antenmB of male, more coarsely punctate metazona, broader 
tegmina and especially by the form of the male cerci and furcula. 
So far it has been nDted only along roadsides and in hare limestone 
glades on the crests of high wooded hills near Wyandotte, Crawford 
County. It probably occurs in similar situations throughout the 
southern third of the State. It reaches maturity some time in June, 
the first specimens having been taken on the 24th. Nothing dis
tinctive of its habits is known, as when in the field it was thought 
to be obovatipennis; which, however, i:s a much later maturing insect. 

Since the above was in type I found (July 15, 1903) morsei to be 
rather common among the underbrush of high wooded slopes on the 
State University farm, three miles southeast of Mitchell, Lawrence 
County. Here the soil was very sparsely vegetated, sedges and wild 
asters being the prevailing herbs. '1"he ground was covered with the 
dead leaves of last season, with whose colors the hues of the locusts 
so blended that they were invisible while motionless. The males 
leap briskly when approached, but only for a short distance. The 
heavier bodied females are more e'lumsy, and are easily caught with 

the hand. 
I take pleasure in naming this locust in honor of Prof. A. P. Morse, 

of Wellesley, Massachusetts, a special student and collector of Or
thoptera, who has kindly shown me many favors during the prepara

tion of the present paper. 

65. MELANOPLUS FASCIATUS (Barnston-Walker). 
Acridiumfasciatum Barn., MS.; 1870. 
Caloptenus fasciatus Walk., 21~, IV, 1870, 680; Thorn., 206, V, 1873, 

224. I· 
Melanoplusfasciatus Soudd., 1J9, XXXv,:r, 1897, 14, 23, 34; Id., 181, 

1897, 129, 134, 267, Plate 18, Flgs. 2-4; Id., 188, 190 ,57; 
Lugg., 84,1898,210, Fig. 186z; Morse, 100, vm, 1898, 257; 
260. 281, Plate 7, Fig. 89. 

Pezotettix borealis Soudd., 141 vn, 1862, 464; Thorn., 206, V, 1878. 
Melanoplus borealis Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 808. 
Melanoplus rectus Soudd., 163, XIX, 1878, 284; Id., 

Id., 1 64, 1879, 60; Fern., 53, 1888, 31. 
Melanopltul curtus Soudd., 164, 1879, 59. 

Size, medium. Head not prominent, the vertex distinctly ele 
above the pronotu~, the interspace between the eyes as broad (male) 
or nearly twice as broad (female) as the basal joint of antennre; the 
front half strongly sloping downward,shallowly sulcate, the lateral 
margins distinct. Frontal costa as broad as the interspace between 
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the eyes, feebly or not at all sulcate. Eyes relatively small, not prom
inent. Antennre about as long (male) or two-thirds as long (female) 
as hind femora. Pronotum feebly expanding on its posterior half; 
the disk rounded on prozona, flat {)n metazona; th~ front margin 
truncate, the hind margin broadly rounded or obtuse angled; the 
median carina distinct only on metazona, faintly visible on portions 
of the prozona; the latter about one-fourth longer than the meta
zona. Tegmina covering half (female) or three-fourths or more 
(male) of the abdomen, * sub-lanceolate, their inner edges over
lapping. Extremity of male abdomen well upturned; the cer~i 
straight, about four times as long as broad, the middle third but 
slightly narrowed, the apical third concave or sulcate, the tip 
rounded. Furcula consisting of a pair of minute, widely separated 
tubercular teeth. ·Sub-genital plate longer than broad, the apical 
margin somewhat elevated. (See Fig. "I, Plate I.) 

Color: Dull grayish brown above, clay yellow below; the male the 
darker. Occiput fuscous. The usual black band behind the eye, ex
tending along the upper half of lateral lobe of prozona. Tegmina, 
dull reddish brown, with often a few small fuscous spots on the dis
coidal area. Hind femora dull brownish yellow, with two broad ob
lique blackish bars on the upper and outer faces; the lower face dull 
red; the knees black. Hind tibire either red or pale green, with a 
lighter ring near the base; the spines black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 1"1 mm., female, 21 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 9.5 mm., female, 8 mm.; of pronotum, male, 4.5 
mm., female, 5 mm.; of tegmina, male, "1.5 mm., female, 8 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 10 mm., female, 15 mm. 

This much described locust is a species of northern range, which 
has been taken in Indiana only in Marshall and Lake counties. In 
the former it has been noted only in a low sandy oak woods, border
ing Lost Lake, and just west of the station of Arlington at Lake 
Maxinkuckee. Here among low huckleberry and other bushes it is 
common from July 15th on, the females, however, far outnumbering 
the males. Both sexes leap vigorously when disturbed, but often 
squat close to the ground after being flushed once or twice. in Lake 
County a few specimens have been taken in the Band dune region 
near Millers. 

• A form (M.I. volaticusl occurs in which the tegmina, a,re broa,d, sub.equal, and rar Sur
pass the hind femora. It has been taken in Michigan, but is not, as yet. known in Indiana. 
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66. MELANOPLUS BL.A:'l'GJirnYI Scudder. 
Melarwplus blatchk$i.8cudd., 179, XXXVI, 1897, 15, 34: Id., 181, 

1897, l~; 322, Plate 21, Fig. 10; Id., 188,1900,55; Bl., 15, 
XXX~ 1898, 62; Lugg., 84, 1898, 186, Figs. 112-114. 

PezoUttis occidentalis Brun.. 20, VIII, 1876, 124; Bl., 1 1, XXVI, 1894, 
243: 

Tpezotettix viola Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 81. 

'Size, above the medium. Vertex scarcely elevated above the pro
notum, the interspace between the eyes nearly (male) or fully 
(female) twice as broad as the first joint of antennre; the front half 
moderately sloping, broadly sulcate in the male, faintly in the female. 
Frontal costa short, not reaching clypeus, sulcate at and below 
the ocellus. _ Antennre scarcely shorter than (male) or two-thirds as 
long as (female) the hind femora. Pronotum feebly expanding on 
the metazona; the disk flat or .nearly so; the median carina distinct 

Fig. 69. M.lannplu8 blatckl'lIi Scudder. Male. Twice natural size. (After Lugger.) 

only on the metazona; the front margin truncate, the hind margin 
broadly obtuse angled; the prozona about one-third longer than the 
closely punctate metazona. Tegmina about one-fourth longer than 
the pronotum, sub-lanceolate, their inner edges slightly overlapping. 
Fore and middle femora much swollen in the male. E,xtremity of 

5O-Geol. 
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male abdomen strongly recurved; the cerci coarse and heavy, the 
middle third, two-thirds as broad as base, the apical third slightly 
enlarged, curved abruptly inward, compressed, the tip broadly 
rounded. Furcula c'onsisting of a pair of short, rather broad and flat 
triangular teeth whose bases almost touch. Sub-genital plate broader 
than long, the apex a little elevated. (See Fig. 8, Plate 1.) 

Color: Dark grayish brown above, yellowish below. Face dull 
brown, the occiput darker. A rather narrow black bar runs back 
from each eye along the upper third of lateral lobes of prozona, often 
indistinct or wanting, especially in the female. Disk and lower half 
of lateral lobes of pronotum and tegmina grayish brown, oft~n more 
or less flecked with fuscous. Hind femora reddish or yellowish 
brown, with two crossbars of black on upper and outer faces, these 
sometimes indistinct in female; the lower face pale or vermilion red, 
the knees black. Hind tibim red, with a pale ring on basal third, the 
spines black. 

Measurements: L~ngth of body, male, 21 mm., female; 24 mm.; 
of antennm, male, 12 mm., female,' 9.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5 
mm., female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 8 mm., female, 9 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 13 mm., female, 14 mm. 

This clumsy bodied insect is among the least common of our In
diana .Melanopli, having been taken only in Orawford, Knox, Mon
roe, Vigo, Putnam and Marion counties. Seldom more than a dozen 
or two are seen each season. It frequents, for the most part, upland 
woods and thickets, though it is sometimes 'found along the borders of 
marshes and swamps, but never closeto the water. It is more arboreal 
than many of our locusts, having been taken in autumn on prickly 
ash and buttonbush shrubs, several feet above the ground, and also 
from the boles of hackberry and oak trees, where it was probably 
sunning. Lugger states that in Minnesota "it is very common, pre
ferring the edges of forests or places overgrown with bushes and 
vines. The grapevine, especially, is preferred by these locusts, and 
they soon destroy its foliage by eating big holes in the leaves." 

In central Indiana blatchleyi begins to reach maturity by June 
14th, and ragged, forlorn looking specimens have been seen as late 
as November 3d. Its general range is west of the Mississippi, Marion 
County, Indiana, being the most easterly point from which it has 
been recorded. 

67. MELANOPLUS ATLANIS (Riley). The Lesser-Locust. 
Caloptenu8 atlanis Riley, 116, VII, 1875, 169; Id., 117, VIII, 1876, 

113, 153; Id., 121, VI, 1881, 89, 90; Id., 122, II, 1884, 194; Id., 
127, XXV, 1891, 26, Figs. 4a-c; Pack., 216, III, 1883, 273, 
Plates XX, XXI. 
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Caloptenus atlantis Thorn., 209, I, 1876,68; Id., 211, IX, 1880, 92, 
96, 124. 

Melanoplus atlantis Scudd., 163, XIX, 1878, 286; Id., 161, VI, 1878, 45. 
Melanoplus atlanis Scudd., 215, II, 1880, 24, Plate XVII, Fig. 6; Id., 

179, XXXVI, 1897, 20, 32; Id., 181,1897,132,178, Plate 12, 
Fig. 7; Id., 188, 1900, 54; Fern., 53, 1883, 31, 33; Bl., 4, 
xxm, 1891, 98; Brun., 26, XXVII, 1892, 12; Id., 28, XXVIII, 
1893, 29, Figs. 14a-c; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 306; Morse, 100, 
VIII, 1898, 256, 259,-279, Plate 7, Fig. 36; Lugg., 84,1898,190, 
Figs., 116-118. 

Size, medium. Vertex somewhat elevated above the pronotum, 
the interspace between the eyes nearly (male) or fully (female) twice 
as broad as the basal joint of antennm; the front half strongly slop
ing, distinctly sulcate in the male, shallowly in the female. Frontal 
costa short, not reaching clypeus; feebly or not at all sulcate below 
the ocellus, the upper third a little Antennm three-fourths 

t
' 

Fig. 70. Melanoplu8atlani8Ri ey. Male. Natural size. 

(male) or two-thirds (female) as I ng ~s hind femora_ Pronotum 
rather short, distinctly expanding thje metazona, the disk flat or 
nearly so, the hind margin obtuse angled, the median carina dis
tinct only on the metazona; the latter densely punctate and -equal
ing the prozona in length. Tegmina fully developed, surpassing the 
hind femora. Extremity of male abdorrien but little recurved; cerci 
about twiee as long as broad, the apical half slightly upturned and 
somewhat inbent;the apex well l'oundfjd. Furcula consisting of a 
pair of moderately diverging slender, tapering spines, about one
third the length of the supra-anal plate~ Sub-genital plate narrow
ing regularly from below upward, the apex somewhat thickened and 
elevated, and with a distinct median notch. (See Fig. 9,Plate 1.) 

Color, either dark grayish or reddish brown. Head olive brown 
mottled with darker. The usual black band behind eye is confined 
to the prozona and in the reddish brown specimens and the females 
is often indistinct or broken into smaller spots. Tegmina grayish 
brown, flecked distinctly with fuscous along the discoidal area. Hind 
femora reddish yellow, with two oblique dark bars across the upper 
and outer faces; the lower face usually pinkish, the knBes blackish. 
side of abdomen yellow. 
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MeasuremenU!: Length of body, male, 20 mm., female, 24 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 9 mm., female, 8 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5 mm., 
female, 5.5 mm.; of tegmina, male and female, 20 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 12 mm., female, 13 mm. 

This is a very common locust throughout the State, having been 
taken in every county in which collections haye been made. It be
gins to reach, maturity the latter part of May-May 27th and 30th, 
Vigo County; May 31st, Marion County-and from then until late 
November may be noted almost anywhere in open blue-grass pastures 
and woods, borders of roadsides and cultivated fields, meadows and 
lawns. Numerous examples have been found pairing as late as N 0-

vember 22d, and it may be that there are two broods each season. 
In late spring and early summer they are often seen resting on iron
weeds and thistles in company with M. gracilis, M. luridus and other 
species. The cast off skin 0'1' their final moult is often noted on such 
weeds, showing 'that the nymph climbs thereon to change its gar
ment of youth for one of maturity. 

Atlanis is very often found associated with the mOl"e common M. 
femur-rubrum and is considered that species by most persons who 
deign to' notice such a thing as a locust. The male, however, may be 
readily distinguished from that of femur-rubrum by the notched apex 
of sub-genital plate, the shorter and less tapering cerci, and by the 
greater relative length of the tegmina, which extend one-fourth or 
more their length beyond the tip of abdomen. The dark spots on 
tegmina are also larger and more distinct in atlanis. The female of 
atlanis may be known by the yellow color of the under side of ab
domen which in femur-rubrum is reddish brown; and also by the more 
distinctly banded hind femora. The earlier specimens of atlanis are, 
in general, lighter colored and have relatively longer tegmina than 
those of late autumn, which are very dark gray in hue. The specie'S 
ranges over most 9f the United States and Canada. 

68. MELANOPLUS IMPUDICUS Scudder. 
Melanoplus impudicus Scudd., 1 79, XXXVI, 1897, 22, 32; Id., 18 1, 

1897,134,204, Plate 14, Fig. 1; Id., 188,1900,60. 

Size, medium. Vertex slightly swollen, distinctly elevated above 
the pronotum; the interspace betwe:en the eyes as broad (male) or 
one and a half times as broad (female) as the first joint of antennre; 
the front half strongly sloping, feebly sulcate in both sexes. Frontal 
costa short, not reaching clypeus, narrow, feebly or not at all sulcate. 
AIl-tennre short, two-thirds as long as hind femora. Pronotum ex
panding but little (male) or more distinctly ( female) on metazona, 
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the disk feebly convex; median carina visible throughout, distinct on 
metazona; hind margin obtuse angled; the prozona but little, if any 
longer than the finely punctate metazona. Tegmina* reaching the 
tip of hind f,emora in both sexes, moderately broad and tapering. 
Extremity of male abdomen but little recurved; the cerci narrow, 
compressed, straight, the middle third about half as broad as the 
extreme base, the apical third but little expanded, the tip rounded . 
. Furcula consisting of a pair of short, triangular spines which lie upon 
the bases of the ridges of the supra-anal plate. Sub-genital plate 
scarcely longer than broad, sub-conical, terminating in a blunt 
tubercle. (See Fig. 10, Plate I.) 

Color: Reddish brown above, yellowish below. Face yellowish 
brown, dotted with fuscous; occiput and disk of pronotum "darker. 
Antennoo reddish, the apical fourth fuscous. An indistinct black 
band extends from eye back across the upper half of the lateral lobe 
of prozona; this often nearly obsolete in the female. Tegmina grayish 
or reddish brown, with a number of dark spots along the discoidal 
area. Hind femora reddish brown, with two more or less distinct 
oblique black bars on upper and outer faces; the lower face orange 
red; the knees dusky. Hind tibioo bright red, the spines black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 18 mm., female, 22 mm.; 
of antennoo, mal€' and female, 8 mm.; of pronotum, inale, 5 mm., 
female, 5.5 mm.; of tegmina, male and female, 15 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 11 mm., female, 12.5. 

This is a southern species, heretofore recorded only from Georgia, 
Mississippi and Arkansas. On July 10, 1902, I found it plentiful on 
a sandy wooded slope in Gibson County, Indiana, about 10 miles 
southeast of Mt. Carmel, Illinois, and at a point where the terrace on 
the Indiana side of the Wabash River meets the sandy uplands. Here, 
among the scant grass and weeds the insect had found a suitable 
abiding place. The males take to wing readily when disturbed, but 
the females seem to depend only on their short hind legs to take them 
out .of sight of their pursuer. Specimens were sent Professor Morse, 
who kindly verified my determination by comparing them with Scud
der's types. It is probable that the species will be found over most 
of the sand-covered area of the lower Wabash River. 

69. MELANOPLUS FEMUR-RUBRUM (De Geer). Oommon Red-legged Locust. 
Acridium femur-rubrum DeG., 57, m, 1773, 498, Plate XLII, Fig. 5; 

Harr.,7.o, 1833, 583; Id., 71,1841,141; Id., 72,1862,174. 
Caloptenus femur-rubrurn Burm., 40, II, 1838, 638; Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 

1862,464; Id., 147,1872,250,253; Glov., 60.1870,76, Fig. 
-----

~ Scudder, in his original description, gives them as "eurpassipg a little (male) or con. 
siderably (female) the hind femora," but this is n'lt true of Indiana specimens. 
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32; Id.; 62, 1872, Plate V, Fig. 11, Plate VIII, Fig. 2; Thom., 
206, V, 1873, 163; Id., 2 1 1, IX, 1880, 91, 95, 124, Figs. 22, 
23; Riley, 1 1 6, VII, 1875, 126, Figs. 26, 29; Id., 1 1 7, VIII, 
1876, 114-118, 153; Id., 119, 1877, 14-17, 27, Figs. 1, 4; Id., 
127, XXV, 1891, 27, Fig. 5. 

,Pezotettix (Melanoplus) femur-rubrum Stal, 200, I, 1873, 79. 
Melanoplus femur-rubrum Scudd., 148, I, 1874, 375; Id., 163, XIX 

1878, 285, 287; Id., 16 1, VI, 1878, 44, 46; Id., 18 1, 1897, 134, 
278. Plate XIX, Figs. 1-4; Id., 188, 1900, 58; Oomst., 41, 
1888, 108, 110, Figs. 83, 98; Id., 42, 1895, 110, Fig. 120; Fern., 
53, 1888, 31, 33; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 98; Id., 16, 1899, 239, 
Fig. 65; Brun., 30, 1893, 458, Fig. 98; Id., 28, xxvm, 1893, 
30-32, Fig. 15; Id., 3 1; 1894, 163, 205, Fig. 68; Id., 35, 1899, 133, 
Fig. 77; Beut., 3,VI, 1894, 306, Plate VIII, Fig. 7; Lugg., 
84,1898,195, Figs. 121,122; Morse, 100, VIII, 257, ?81, Plate 
7, Fig. 40. 

Size, medium. Vertex hut l~ttle elevated above the pronotum, the 
interspace between the eyes a fourth wider than (male) or fully twice 
as wide (female) as the first antennal joint; the front half strongly 
sloping, distinctly sulcate in the male, feebly in the female. Frontal 

Fig.71. Melanoplu8femur-rubrum (DeGeer). Male. Natural size. 

costa as broad as the interspace between the eyes, deeply sulcate be
low the ocellus in the male. Antennre about three-fourths (male) 
or two-thirds (female) as long as hind femora. Pronotum feebly ex
panding on posterior half, the disk flat or nearly so; the hind margin 
obtuse angled, more so in the female; the median carina visible 
throughout, more distinct on the metazona; the prozona about equal 
to the latter in length. Tegmina slightly s~rpaSsing the tip of hind 
femora, distinctly though very gradually tapering. Extremity of 
male abdomen well recurved; the Cierci sub-falcate, tapering rapidly 
from base to middle, the apical third but little expanded, the apex 
very obliquely truncate and somewhat incurved. Furcula consisting 
of a pair of tapering cylindrical spines, about half as long as the 
supra-anal plate, their apical two-thirds well separated and lying just 
outside the ridges forming its median sulcus. Sub-genital plate with 
its apex less than half the breadth of the base, not elevated, truncate, 
and distinctly rounded. (See Fig. 11, Plate II.) 
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Color: Reddish brown, or brownish fuscous. Head olive to brown
ish yellow, the occiput darker with usually a pair of widening fuscous 
stripes on its sides. Disk of pronotum generally darker than the 
lower half of lateral lobes; the upper half of these lobes with a broad 
black bar on the prozona, often sub-obsolete in the female. Tegmina 
brownish fuscous, sometimes without spots, but mor~ often with 
fuseous dots of varying size along the basal half of discoidal area. 
Hind femora reddish brown, the upper half of outer face usually 
more or less clouded with fuscous which often forms two oblique 
crossbars on the upper £ace; lower and inner faces dull yellow or 
orange. Hind tibire deep red, rarely pale yellowish green, the spines 
black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 23 mm., female, 25 mm.; 
of anten!lre, male, 10 mm., female, 8.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 4.5 
mm., female, 5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 20 mm., female, 21 mm.; 
of hind femora, male, 12.5 mm., female, 14.5 mm. / 

This is the most common and the most injurious of our Indiana ~ 

. locusts. It occurs everywhere in blue-grass pastures and meadows, . 
along roadsides and borders of cultivated fields. In central Indian~ 
it begins to reach maturity about June 5th, and has been seen in 
numbers and mating as late as November 22d. Those which occur 
in low damp places are usually darker tha~ those in dry upland locali
ties. The second crop of clover is, in dry season, often almost 
wholly destroyed by these insects. When disturbed they either hop 
vigorously to one side, or fly swiftly and l noiselessly straight ahead 
for 30 or more feet and then suddenly drop to the ground. The 
species ranges over most all of North .CUU'i"'H"". 

70. MELANoPLus EXTREMUS (Walker). 
Caloptenus extremus Walk., 219, IV, 

225. 
Melanoplus extremus Seudd., 179, 

1897, 135, 287, Plate 18, Fig. 
XXX, 1898, 57; Morse, 100, 
Fig. 41. 

Pezotettix junius Dodge, 45, VIII, 1876, 

1897, 24, 34; Id., 181, 
,188,1900, 57;Bl., 15, 
1898, 257, 259, 292, Plate 7, 

Melanoplus junius Scudd., 163, XIX, 286; Id., 161, VI, 1878, 45. 
Caloptenus junius Scudd., 165, XII, 1880, 75. 

Size, small to medium. Vertex 
notum; the interspace between the eyes 
(female) twice as wide as the basal joint 
steeply sloping, distinctly (male) or 
sulcate. Frontal costa not reaching 
above downward; feebly sulcate at and 

elevated above the pro
ly (male) or more than 

antennre; the front half 
and shallowly (female) 
faintly widening from 
the ocellus. Antennre 
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four-fifths (male) or two-thirds (female) as long as the hind femora. 
Pronotum widening on the metazona, especially in the female; the 
median carina visible thrtll1ghtll1t; more distinc't on II1etazona; the 
hind margin stttlngly dbtlise angled, the angie rdunded. in the female; 
the prozona one-third (male) or one-sixth (female) longer than 
the closely punctate metazona. Tegmirut (in Indiana specimens) 
reaching nearly to tip of abdomen in the male, covering one
half to three-fourths of abdomen in female, rather broad at base, 
but rapidly tapering to a sub-acuminate apex. Extremity of male 
abdomen but little recurved; the cerci short and broad, slightly fal
cate, the basal third feebly tapering, the apical third but little, if 
any, wider than the middle; the apex obliquely rounded. Furcula 
consisting of a pair of parallel, tapering, cylindrical spines, about half 
as long as supra-anal plate, and resting upon the ridges bordering its 
median sulcus. Sub-genital plate half as broad at apex as at base, 
the apical margin well rounded, and not elevated. (See Fig. 12, 

~Plate II.) 
Color: Dark greenish yellow, tinged with fuscous. Head, green

ish yellow, darker above. The usual black bar behind eye extends 
alo e upper half of lateral lobe of prozona; below which the lobe 
is greenish y Disk of pronotum and tegmina dull olive brown, 

. the latter sometimes with a few small fuscous spots along the dis
coidal area. Hind femora dull yellow, tinged with reddish brown, 
usually without traces of dark crossbars; the lower face generally 
pale orange; knees feebly infuscated. Hind tibire pale red, or dull 
yellow, the spines black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 18 mm., female, 22 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 9 mm., female, 7 mm.; of pronotum, male, 4 mm., 
female, 5 mm.; of tegmina, lUale, 10 mm., female, 9.5 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 10 mm., female, 11.5 mm. 

This species first came to ~y notice in the State on August 6, 1897, 
when it was found near Del,ong, Fulton County, in an open peat 
bog which was surrounded on all sides by a heavy growth of tamarack, 
Larix americana Michx. But about a dozen specimens were secured, 
all of which were of the short winged form M. e. junius. When dis
turbed they gave several short, quick leaps, and then burrowed as 
far as they could into the de~se mass of sphagnum moss which every
where covered the bog. It qas since been taken several times in the 
same place; also in a marsh Il!ear the south end of Lake Maxinkuckee; 
and probably occurs about the most of the peat bogs and marshes 
of the northern third of the State. Mr. C. H. Bollman evidently 
found it near Bloomington, Monroe County, since Scudder mentions 
a specimen so labeled. as oc6urring in the U. S. National Museum. 
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Extremus is an insect of northern range, Walker's type being re
eorded from Arctic America. According to Scudder "it probably 
occurs throughout the larger part of Canada and the northernmost 
United States. It has also been recorded from several points in 
Alaska." 

71. MELANOPLUS ANGUSTIPENNIS (Dodge). The Narrow-winged Locust. 
Caloptenu8 angustipennis Dodge, 46, IX, 1877, 111. 
Melanoplus angll,Stipennis Brun., 22, I, 1885, 138; Id., 28, xxvm, 

1893, 24, Fig. 12; Id., 34, 1896, 121, Fig. 23; Id., 36, 1899, 
270, Fig. 58; Scudd., 179, XXXVI, 1897, 26, 34; Id., 181, 
1897, 136, 305, Plate 20, Fig. 6; Id., 188, 1900,53; Bl. 15. 
XXX, 1898, 58; Lugg., 84, 1898, 198, Fig. 123. 

Melanoplus coccineipes Scudd., 1 79, XXXVI, 1897, 26, 34; Id.. 1 8 1 , 
1897,136,303, Plate 20, Figs, 3-5; Id., 188,1900,56. 

Size, medium. Vertex feebly swollen, slightly elevated above the 
pronotum; the interspace between the eyes one and a half times 
(male) or twice (female) as broad as the basal joint of antennffi; the 
front half strongly sloping, distinctly and broadly (male) or feebly 
(female) sulcate throughout. Frontal costa rather wide and equal 
throughout, faintly sulcate at and below the ocellus. Antennffi about 
five-sixths (male) or two-thirds (female) as long as the hind femora. 
Pronotum with the disk feebly enlarging on posterior half, the me
dian carina distinct only on the metazona; the hind margin broadly 
obtuse angled; prozona distinctly (male) or scarcely (female) longer 
than the closely punctate metazona. Tegmina reaching or slightly 
surpassing the tips of hind femora, slender, tapering. Extremity of 
male abdomen scarc'ely recurved, the cerci rather short, spatulate, 
incurved, the middle third narrowest, the apex broadly rounded and 
hollowed on the outer fac·e. Furcula consisting of a pair of diverg
ing, tapering, cylindrical spines, about a third as long as the plate on 
which they rest. Sub-genital plate longer than broad, the apex a 
third narrower than base, and with a slight notch or emargination 
in the middle. (See Fig. 13, Plate II.) 

Color: Dark grayish brown or fuscous; often with a reddish brown 
tinge. The occiput and disk of pronotum fuscous; the lower halves 
of lateral lobes lighter. The usual dark bar behind the eye covers 
the upper half of the sides of prozona. Tegmina brownish fuscous, 
either without spots Dr with small, indistinct fUBCOUS ones along the 
middle area. Hind femora dull yellowish brown, obscurely and Db
liquely bande<i with f11&co11&; the lower face dull yellow; the knees 
blackish. Hind tibiffi either pale greenish blue Dr bright red, the 
spines black. 
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Measurements: Length of body, male, 20 mm., female, 22 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 9.5 mm., female, 8 mm.; of pronotum, male and 
female, 5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 17 mm., female, 16 mm.; of hind 
femora, male and female, 12 mm. 

This is one of the most common locusts about the south shore of 
Lake Michigan occurring in company with M. atlanis (Riley), 
Spharagemon wyomingianurn (Thos.), and others over a'large part of 
the sandy area within five miles oi the lake. It seems to prefer 
such barren localities to those more promising in plant food, since 
Bruner mentions its partiality for "old breakings and well-fed pas
tures of many years' use." It probably begins to reach maturity 
some time in June, as numerous specimens have been found mating 

in late July. 
The hind tibire of at least a third of the specimens noted were red 

instead of blue. Scudder* has based his separation 'of his nominal 
species coccineipes on the color of the tibireand degree of maculation 
of the tegmina, two extremely variable characters. The cerci and 
furcula of the red-legged male are the same in form as of the blue
legged one, and I have therefore combined the two species. In this 
view.I am supported by Prof. A. P. Morse, who has kindly compared 
specimens from northern Indiana with Scudder's types. 

Angustipennis is a ,western species, and has not been noted east of 
Kansas and Iowa, except in the sand dune region of northwestern 
Indiana. According to Bruner, it ranges from N ortb. Dakota to 
Texas, and west to Yellowstone, Montana. He also states. that it 
is increasing rapidly in numbers, and is likely in places to become a 
serious pest. '1'1,e vegetation of the area which it at present inhabits 
in Indiana is not sufficient in quantity and value to enable it to dj) 
much damage. Several successive favorable seasons might, however, 
enable it to so increase in numbers as to cause it to migrate into -the 
richer agricultural regions to tIie south and east. 

72. MELANOPLUS MINOR (Scudder). 
Caloptenus minQ1' Scudd., 152, xvn, 1875, 478; Id., 153, IV, 1875, 

77; Id., 1"64, 1879, 22. 
Melanoplus minor Scudd., 1 64, 1879, 84; Id., 1 79, XXXVI, 1897, 29, 

35; Id., 181,1897,137,337, Plate 22, Fig. 9; Id., 188,1900, 
61; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 81; MeN., 88, VI, 1891,74; Beut., 3, 
VI, 1894, 307; Lugg. , 84, 1898, 201, Fig. 127; Morse, 1 00, 
VilI, 1898, 256, 259, 293, Plate 7. Fig. 42. 

Size, medium. Vertex but little eievated above the pronotum; .the 
interspace between the eres nearly twice (male) or three times' 

':' "Revision of the .MelanopJi," p.l36. 
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(female) as wide as the first joint of antennoo; the front half but 
little sloping downward, distinctly and widely sulcate in the male, 
depressed but scarcely sulcate in the female, the lateral margins 
sharp. Frontal costa faintly narrowed between the antennoo, feebly 
sulcate at and below the ocellus. Antennoo about two-thirds the 
length of hind femora in both sexes. Pronotum short, distinctly 
widening on the metazona; the" disk broadly c'onvex; the hind margin 
obtuse angled; the median carina low, but visible throughout, a little 
less distinct on the prozorra; the latter a fourth longer than the 
finely punctate metazona. Tegmina reaching the tips of hind femora 
in the female, slightly surpassing them in the male; of nearly equal 
width throughout. Extremity of male abdomen but little recurved; 
the cerci with the basal portion stout, four-sided, the apical portion 
nearly as long, but narrower, bent upward and inward; an inferior 
angle or process at point of bend; the apex broadly rounded. Fur-

" cula consisting of a pair of well separated parallel cylindrical spines, 
about a fourth the length of the supra-anal plate and overlying the 
ridges of its median sulcus. Sub-genital plate very short, the apex 
rounded, the lateral margins incurved near the base. (See Fig. 14, 
Plate II.) • 

Color: Above, dark brownish or fuscous, often with a reddish 
brown tinge, below yellowish. Occiput and disk of prozona darker 
than the meiazona. A shining blac"k bar behind eye extends back 
along the upper third of lateral lobes of prozona; this bordered below 
with brownish yellow. Tegmina brownish fuscous, more or less dis
tinctly spotted with darker along the median area. Hind femora 
brownish yellow, indistinctly and obliquely barred with fuscous on 
the upper and outer faces; the lower face reddish orange; the knees 
black above. Hind tibioo usually pale blue, pinkish at tip, but some
times red or dull yellow; the spines black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 18 mm", female, 24 mm.; of 
antennre, male, 8 mm., female, 9 mm.; of pronotum, male, 4.5 mm., 
female, 5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 15 mm., female, 16 mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 11.5 mm., female, 13.5. 

This seems to be one of the rarest of our Melanopli, but a half 
dozen or so specimens having been taken in the State during my 
collecting, and they only in Vigo, Monroe and Marion counties. It 
frequents blue-graBB pastures, roadsideB, and borders of cultivated 
fields ip. upland or sandy regions, and when disturbed, flies noise
lessly for a short distance. A mature male was taken in Marion 
County on June 1, 1902. The species resembles M. femur-rubrum 
and atlanis in general appearance and is very likely to be confounded 
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with them. It is probably, therefore, more numerous than my ob
servations would denote, and is to be looked for throughout the State, 
its general range covering "the northern half of the United States 
and bordering parts of Canada." 

73. MELANoPLus LURIDUS (Dodge). 
Caloptenus luridus Dodge, 45, Vill, 1876, 11; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 195. 
Melanoplu8 luridus Brun., 216, ill, 1883, 60; Id., 22, I, 1885,138; 

Sendd., 179, XXXVI, 1897, 29, 35; Id., 181, 1897, 137, 344, 
Plate XXIII, Fig. 7; Id. 188,1900,61; Lngg., 84, 1898, 203, 
Figs. 128, 129. 

Melanoplus collinus Sendd., 1 63, XIX, 1878, 285; Id., 1 6 1, VI, 1878, 
44; Id., 179, XXXVI, 1897,28,35; Id.,-181, 1897, 138, 346, 
Plate XXIII, Fig. 6; Id .• 188,1900, 56; Fern., 53, 1888, 31; 
Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 99; Id., 11, XXVI, 1894, 244; MeN., 88, 
VI, 1891, 74; Bent., 3, VI, 1894, 306; Morse, 100, vrn, 1898, 
256, 259, 294, Plate 7, Fig. 43. 

Size, medium. Vertex somewhat swollen, distinctly elevated above 
the/pronotum; the interspace between the eyes slightly wider than 
(male) or fully haH as wide again (female) as the first antennal joint; 
the front half moderately sloping, shallowly and broadly sulcate in 
the male, plane in the female. Frontal costa of Marly equal width' 
throughout, faintly sulcate at and below the ocellus in the male. An
tenrue about three-fourths (male) or two-thirds (female) as long as 
the hind femora. Pro no tum feebly and regularly widening on pos
terior half; the disk flat or nearly so; the median carina distinct only 
on the metazona; the hi:qd margin feebly obtuse angulate, the angle 
rounded; the prozona onel-third (male) or but slightly (female) longer 
than the distinctly punctate metazona. Tegmina reaching tips of 
hind femora in the male, often a little shorter in the female, moder
ately broad, distinctly tapering. Extremity of male abdomen but 
little recurved; the basal half of cerci gently tapering, about twice 
as long as the greatest breadth; the apical half distinctly forked, the 
lower branch a little shorter and much narrower than the upper. 
]'urcula consisting of a pair of well sepa,rated minute triangular 
denticulations. Sub-genital plate as broad as long, the apex broadly 
rounded. (See Fig. 15, Plate II.) 

Color: Dark grayish brown varied with fuscous. Faee dull bluish 
gray, with mottlings of brownish purple. Occiput and disk of pro
zona fuscous. A broad blackish bar extends from eye back along the 
upper half of lateral lobe of prozona; this often sub-obsolete, espe
cially in the female. Tegmina brownish fuscous, often grayish in 
the' female, with usually a row of fuscaus spots along the discoidal 
area; though sometimes immaculate. Hind femora brownish yellow, 
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indistinctly and obliquely barred with fuscous on the upper face, the 
lower face dull orange or yellowish; the knees black. Hind tibire 
bright coral red, the spines black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 19 mm., female, 23 mm.; 
of antenrue, male, 9 mm., female, 8 mm.; of pronqtum, male, 5 mm., 
female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male; 14 mm., femaIe, 16 mm.; of hind 
~emora, male, 12 mm., female, 14 mm. 

This is the species which, in: my former papers I have called M. 
·collinus Scudd. In his "Revision of the Melanopli;' Scudder has said 
that collinus "is very closely allied to M. luridu8, but differs in its 
lack of any projecting part of the furcula, the less divergent forks 
of the cerci, less elevated apical margin of the sub-genital plate and 
greater maculation: of the tegmina." In all Indiana specimens the 
furcula are visible, and I therefore sent representatives to Prof. A. 
P. Morse to compare with Scudder's types of both species. This he 
kindly did and answered as follows: "From an examination of the 
material in Mr. Scudder's collection and in mine, I believe :A-f. col
linus Scudd. and J.lI. luridus Dodge to be one species. My reasons 
for so thinking are these: First. The furcula of the male is equally 
as well developed in collinu8 as in luridus. It is as pronounced in 
one of the type specim~ns of collinus from Vermont as in typical 
luridus, and it occurs very frequently in other New 'England ex
amples of collinus. Second. The other differences stated (Rev. 
Mel., p. 348) as distinguishing these species, viz., divergence of 
forks of cerci and degree of maculation of tegmina, are quite as 
inconstant and valueless as the degree ·of development of the fur
cula. Third. The geographical range of each species naturally and 
adequately supplements that of the other." I have, therefore, com
bined the two species under Dodge's name, which has priority. 

M. luridus probably oceurs in all parts of Indiana, though it has 
been taken only in Crawford, Monroe, Vigo, Putnam, Marion, Wells, 
Marshall, Laporte and Porter counties. It frequents open, blue-grass 
pastures and the borders of gravelly and sandy terraces and prairies; 
and like M. gracilis and :A-f. bivittatus, delights to carryon its court
ship among tne' leaves and branches of the iron weeds. They begin 
to reach maturity about July 20th, and may be taken until late 
November. While of about the same length, the females of luridu8 
are much more robust than those' of either M. femur-t·ubrum or M. 
atlanis, and the tegmina just reach the tip of or are a little shorter 
than the abdomen, instead of exceeding it as in those species. 
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74. MELANOPLUS DIFFERENTIALIS (Uhler). The Lubberly Locust. 
('oloptenus differentialis Uhl., MS., 1863; Thom., 206, V, 1873, 166; Id., 

2 1 1, 1880, 91, 96, 127, Fig. 24; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate VIII, 
Fig. 12; Palte IX, Fig. 4; Plate XI, Fig. 6; Riley, 119, 1877, 
89, 194, 198, Fig. 34; Id" 2 14, I, 1878, 220, 223, 225, 298, Figs. 
32, 110, Plate IV, Fig. 1; Id., 122, IT, 1884, 194, Fig. 271; Id., 
127, XXV, 1891, 30, Fig. 8. 

Acridium differentiale Thom.:202, V, 1865, 450. 
Melanoplus differentialis Brun., 22, I, 1885, 139; Id., 23, 1888, 88, Fig. 

4; Id., 26, XXVIT, 1892, 32; Id., 28, XXVIII, i893, 15, Fig. 
5; Id., 30, 1893, 461, ]1'ig. 103; Id., 3 1, 1894, 163, 204, Fig. 67; 
Id., 35, 1899, 133, Fig; 76; Id., 36, 1899, 247, 270, Fig. 53; 
Comst., 41,1888,108, Fig. 100; Bl., 4, XXITI, 1891, 99; Id., 
15, XXX, 1898, 62; Id., 16,1899,238, Fig. 64; Scudd., 179, 
XXXVI, 1897, 30, 35; Id., 181, 1897, 138, 349, Plate XXIII, 
Figs. 3, 4; Id., 188, 1900, 57; Lugg., 84, 1898, 204, Figs. 
130-132. 

Size, large. Vertex gently arched, but little elevated above the 
pronotum; the interval between the eyes three times or more as 
broad as the first antennal joint; the front half gently sloping, broad
ly but not deeply impressed. Frontal costa broad, but narrower 
than the interspace between the eyes, broadly and shallowly sulcate 
at and below the ocellus. Antennre more than twice as long (male) 

Fig. 72. MeZanopZu. diffel'entiali8 (Uhler). Male. One and one-half times natural size. 
(After Lugger.) 

or fully half as long again (female) as the pronotum. Disk of pro
notum expanding feebly on the metazona, flat or nearly so; the front 
margin slightly convex, the hind margin obtusely and roundly angu
late; the median carina distinct and sharp on the metazona, less dis
tinct but visible on the front half of prozona; the metazona a little 
shorter than the pI'ozona and finely rugulos·e. Tegmina exceeding 
the tips of hind femora in both sexes, the narrowest apical portion 
about half as wide as the broadest basal portion. Hind femora stout 
and rather short, slightly exceeding the abdomen in the male. Ex
tremity of male abdomen but little recurved, the cerci boot-shaped, 
the basal half oblong; the apic'al half expanding and feebly forked, 
the strongly up curved upper prong being as long and more than 
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half as wide as the basal half; the lower prong (heel of the boot) 
being only a rounded, downward projecting lobe. Furcula absent. 
Sub-genital plate short and broad, the apical margin thickened. 
(See Fig. 16, Plate II.) 

Color: A nearly uniform dark brownish green, or olive brown 
above, yellow beneath. The transverse sulci of pronotum and pleural 
incisions black, as are also one or two small patches on the upper 
half of lateral lobes of pronotum. Tegmina olive brown, immacu
late. Hind femora, either dull or bright yellow, the outer face with 
narroW black marks arranged herring-bone fashion, the upper, inner 
face with three oblique black bars. Hind tibial yellow, with a narrow 
black basal ring, the spines black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 30 mm., female, 44 mm.; 
of antennal, male, 17 mm., female, 15 mm.; of prollotum, male, 7 
mm., female, 10 mm.; of tegmina, male, 29 mm., female, 32 mm.; 
of hind femora, male, 18.5 mm., female, 22 mm. 

This is the largest and at the same time one of the most common 
and destructive of our Melanopli. It occurs throughout the State, 
having been taken in every county in which collections have been 
made. In central Indiana it begins to reach maturity about July 
25th, and may be found in favorable seasons until December 1st. 
In late autumn the females are always worn and bedraggled, while 
many of the males are bright colored and evidently freshly moulted. 
The species becomes darker with age and those which mature in 
autumn are darker than those of midsummer. 

In Indiana, the lubberly locust delights in low, damp waste placefl, 
such as the margins of lakes and ponds, the borders of streams, fence 
rows and the margins of low-land cultivated fields. It is especially 
fond of the greater rag weed, Ambrosia trifida L., of the river bot
toms, and is often seen by scores feeding upon its leaves, or mating 
among its foliage. The various species of smartweed, Polygonum, 
which grow in shallow water, are also much frequented by it in early 
autumn. On October 2, 1894, vast numbers were seen along the 
edge of a field of low-land corn, the leaves of the marginal rows of 
which they had almost wholly destroyed. When a stalk was ap
proached they did not desert it but dodged quickly around to the 
opposite side, much as does a squirrel around the trunk of a tree 
when pursued. If, however, one took alarm and jumped, all the 
others in the immediate vicinity did likewise. 

On- one occasion a specimen of differentialis was found feeding 
upon a dead example of Dicromorpha viridis, half or tllore of the 
abdomen of the latter having been devoured. The Logger-head 
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shrike; Lanius lUdovicianus L., catches many of these and Qthe'! 
loctlsts and often impales them Qli tlie barbs Qf wire fences. On 
one OctQber day I gathered fully a pint O£ such impaled insects £:rom 
a fence rQW haH a mile long, and fQund that they represented six
teen species; eight Qf grasshQPpers, two of katydids, and six Qf 
beetles, all injuriQus, so that this bird, although savage and blQQd
thirsty, is Qf great benefit to' the farmer and fruit grQwer. 

M. differentialis, accQrding to' Scudder, "inhabits the Mississippi 
Valley from as £ar north as latitude 43 0 to' the Gulf, and the regiQn 
to' the west as far as the Pacific, frQm a SQmewhat lower latitude to 
central MexicO'. I dO' nQt think it occurs abQve 6,000 feet. It cer
tainly is QccasiQnally ane Qf the most destructive pests in the west, 
particularly in Kansas, Missouri and Illinais', and it has been nated 
as injuring grass, alfalfa, Indian corn, beets, archard trees, mulberry, 
poplar and catalpa trees, and even grape vines; alsO' dahlias, hally
hQcks and Qther garden flawers have been specified as its fOQd, nQt 
to mentiQn the rag-weed, Ambrosia trifida." Riley states that "in 
the vicinity of St. Louis, Missouri, the first specimens of this IQcust 
were Qbserved to bec'ome winged July 19th. Eggs were laid Septem
ber 9th. As a deviatiQn frQm the usual egg-laying habits of the 
genus * * * the eggs are SQmetimes very numerQusly placed un
der bark of IQgs that have been felled Qn' IQW lands. The eggs of 
this species, unlike thQse Qf spretus, atlanis and femur-rubrum, are 
nQt quadrilinearly but irregularly arranged. * * * The head ends . 
Qf the eggs in the PQd PQint mQstly Qutward. One hundred and 
seventy-five eggs have been CQunted in a single mass." Bruner gives 
the fQllQwing summary Qf. its destructiveness and habits: "This in
sect has very frequently multiplied in such numbers in limited areas 
Qver its range as to' dO' cQnsiderable injury to cultivated crQPs grQw
ing uPQn lQw, mQist grQund; and has even been knQwn very frequent
ly to spread over higher and drier lands adjoining these, its cus
tomary haunts. It is Qne of the few species Qf locusts that has thus 
far shown a tendency toward civilization. This it has dQne readily, 
since its habits are in unisQn with the cultivation of the SQil. It is 
only since the settlement Qf the cQuntry where it Qriginally Qccurred 
that it has multiplied so as to' become sufficiently numerQUS as to' 
become a serious pest. * * * 

"The eggs are laid in cultivated grQunds that are more Qr less CQm
pact, preferably old roads, deserted fields, the edges Qf weed patches 
and well grazed pastures adjQining weedy ravines. Egg laying be
gins about the middle Qf August and continues into October, vary
ing, of course, accarding to latitude and climatic conditions. Us-
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ually, but not always, only a single cluster of eggs is deposited by 
each feinale. Frequently there are two, and in extreme cases per
haps even three, of these clusters deposited by a single female." 

75. MELANOPLUS BJVITTATUS (Say). The Yellow-striped Locust. 
Gryllus bivittatus Say, 138, IV, 1825, 308; Id., 139, II, 1859, 237. 
Caloptenu8 bivittatus UhI., in Say, 1 39, II, 1859, 238; Pack., 1 04, 

1869,570; Glov., 62,1872, Plate I, Fig. 16; Thorn., 206, V, 
1873, 166; Id., 211, IX; 1880, 91, 96, 126; Riley, 1 19, 1877,89, 
194, Fig. 38; Id., 214, 1,1878,220,226,327,459, Fig. 111; Id., 
122, 11,1884,194, Fig. 272; Id., 127, XXV, 1891,31, Fig. 9. 

Melanoplus bivittatus Scudd., ~ 148, I, 1874, 376; Id., 179, XXXVI, 
1897,31,35; Id., 181,1897,138,363, Plate XXIV, Fig. 5; Id., 
188,1900,54; Bl., 4, XXIII, 1891, 99; Id., 11, XXVI, 1894, 
244; Id., 16,1899,244, Fig. 70; Brun., 28, xxvrn, 1893, 19, 
Fig. 8; Id., 30,1893,461, Figs. 104-105; Id., 31,1894,163, 
205, Fig. 71; Id. 35,1899,133, Fig. 80; Id., 36,1899,247,270, 
Fig. 50; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 308, Plate VIII, Fig. 8; Lugg., 84, 
1898, 206, Figs. 133-135. 

CaloptenU8jemoratus Burrn., 40, II, 1838,638. 
Melanoplus femoratus Scudd., 1 63, XIX, 1878, 284, 288; Id., 1 6 1, VI, 

1878,43,47; Id., 179,1897, XXXVI, 3i, 35; Id., 181,1897, 
138,360, Plate XXIV, Fig. 4; Id., 188,1900,58; Cornst., 41, 
1888, lOS, 110, Fig. 99; Fern., 53, 1888, 31, Fig. 13; Morse, 
100, VIII, 1898, 257, 258, 294, Plate 7, Fig. 45. 

AcridiumflavovittatumHarr., 71,1841,140; Id., 72,1862,173; Emm., 
49, V, 1854, 147; Rathv., 109,1862,384. 

Size, large. Vertex gently swollen, but little elevated above the 
pronotlUll; the interspace between the eyes about three times the 
width of first antennal joint; the front half feebly sloping, broadly 
and shallowly sulcate. Frontal costar broad, sub-equal, feebly. sul
cate at and below the ocellus. Antennre about as long (male) or 
two-thirds as long (female) as the hind femora. PronotlUll enlarging 
feebly on posterior half, more distinctly in female, the disk, nearly 
fiat, the hind margin broadly rounded; the median carina low but 
visible thl"oughout; the prozona fully a half (male) or about one
third (female) longer than the closely and delIcately punctate met{L
zona. Tegmina reaching or a little surpassing the hind femora, 
sometimes a little shorter in the female, tapering regularly and grad

,ually from base to tip. Hind femora rather long and moderately 
stout. ExtIlemity of male abdomen but little upcurved; the cerci very 
stout, large and broad, the basal half narrowing gently, and beyond 
the middle expanding into two lobes; an upper, ovate, compressed 
one, nearly as long as the basal half, directed upward and backward; 
and a lower, short triangular one, broader ,than long, directed down
ward. Furcula consisting of a pair of short, much swollen, triangu-

51-Geol. 
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lar, widely separated lobes. Sub-genital plate narrow, the apex It 
little elevated and ending in an obtuse tuberc~e. (See Fig. 17, 
Plate II.) 

Fig. 73. Melanoplu. 

above, yellowish beneath. Face either 
yellow or olive green. . Occiput and disk of pronotum reddish or olive 
brown. A narrow stripe extends back from the upper 
angle of each eye the lateral carinre of pronotum nearly to the 
tips of the tegmina; usually bordered below with blackish on 
head and lateral 10 of prono\um. Tegmina with often a few fus-
cous dots along the Ul1j;UU1UUl area, but sometimes imm.aculate. Hind 
femora dull yellow, or less infuscated along the upper half of 
outer face; the lower yellow; the knees partly infuscated. Hind • 
tibire usually bright red, with black spines; sometimes purplish 
or greenish yellow. 

Measurements: 'Of body, male,28 mm., f.emale, 37 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 16 mm., female, 14 mm.; of pronotum, male, 7 
mm.; female, 9 mm.; tegmfua'imale, 22 mm., female, 24 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 1 mm., fema~, 21 mm. 

This is also a very .. locust throughout the State. It begins 
to reach maturity June 15th, perhaps earlier in the southern 
counties, and has dill appeared by mid-September. It fre-
quents clover fields, blue-grass pastures, prairies and roadsides, 
and is to be found in both moist and dry localities. When flushed, 
it usually leaps . ; seldom flying; and then noiselessly and 
for a shoTt distance. -delights to rest on the branches and- foliage 

hidium locustarum 
·County, a large male 
stages, attached to 

othei' Compositre, and is often found after 
and to tall grasses, where it has fallen a 

More than any other of our Melanopli 
to the attacks of the red locust mite, Trom

In August I once noted, in Pu~nam 
a dozen or more of the mites in different 

membrane of the inner wings. A female near 
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by, with both tegmina and wings aboont, had more than 20 of the 
mite's clinging to the thin membrane beneath the metathorax. Old 
and worn examples of thi~ locust usually have the wings badly 
damaged. 

I have combined the red-legged form femorattts with Say's older 
yellow-legged bivittatm, as I have taken the two forms in copulation, 
and have seen numerous specimens in which the tibire were brown 
at base, greenish or glaucous i:q the middle and red on the apical 
third. Specimens from New England labeled femoratus by A. P. 
Morse, difi·er in nowise from those from Indiana, called bivittatus by 
Prof. Lawrence Bruner. 

The yellow striped l~ust ranges from Hudson Bay to North Oaro
lina, and from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It sometimes occurs i~ 
such numbers as to be highly injurious. Bruner, in one of his ac
counts of this species says it is a "lover of rank and succulent vegeta
tion, such as is found upon bottom lands, along the edges of culti
vated fields, at the margins of woodlands and on the shaded moun
tain slopes.~' When "it develops in large numbers, then these 

~ haunts are forsaken, to a greater or less extent, and it spreads over 
cultivated fields, eating the ch<>icest of everything." 

76. MELANoPLus PUNCTULATUS (Uhler). The Grizzly Locnst. 
Galoptenus punctulatus UhI. ,MS., 1862; Scndd, 14 1, vn, 1862, 465; 

Thom., 206, V, 1873, 163. 
Melanoplus aunctulatu.q Sendel., 148, I, 1874, 376; Id., 163, XIX, 

1878, 285; Id., 1 6 1 ,VI, 1878, 44; Id., 1 79, XXXVI, 1897, 32, 
35; Id., 181,1897, l39, 374, Plate XXV, Fig. 4; Id., 188, 
1900,63; Fern., 53,1888,31; Bent., 3, VI, 1894,252, 307; Bl., 
15, XXX, 1898, 62; Id., 16, 1899, 187; Lngg., 84, 1898, 208, 

Fig. 136; Morse, 10q, VIII, 1898, 257, 258, 295, Plate 7, Fig. 
45. 

Caloptenus gmeus Thom., ~05, V, 1872, 454; Id., 206, 1873, 165; 
Glov. 62, 1872, P1atq XTI, Fig. 14. 

Melanoplus gmeus Bl., 6, XXIv, 1892; 30; Id., 1 1, XXVI, 1894, 245. 
Caloptenus heUuo Sendd., 1 $2, XVTI, '1875, 476; Id., 153, IV, 1875, 

75; Id., 164., 1879, 2<il. 
Melanoplus helluo Scudd., 1 Iii 3, XIX, 187~ 285; Id. 1 6 1 , VI, 1878, 44. 

Size, medium. Head prominent; the vertex swollen and distinctly 
elevated above the pronotum; the fastigium or front half rapidly 
sloping and sulcate througho~t, the margins much raised between 
-the eyes which are separated py a space twice as wide as the baRal 
joint of antennre. Frontal cqsta prominent above, of equal width 
throughout, sulcate below the .ocellus. Eyes large and, in the male, 
very prominent. Antennre about as long as (male) or a fourth 
shorter than (female) the hind femora. Pronotum with its front 
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border slightly flaring to receive the head; the posterior half widen
ing but little; the median carina usually visible thr,oughout but more 
distinct on the metazona; the hind margin broadly obtuse angled; 
the prozona about a third (male) or scarcely (female) longer than 
the finely rugulose metazona. Tegmina slightly surpassing the hind 
femora in both sexes; very gradually tapering to a well rounded 
apex. Extremity of male abdomen moderately recurved; the cerci 
large, broad; the basal half oblong; the apical half expanded to 
double the width of the basal, the upward expansion being twice or 
more as large as the downward. Furcula wholly wanting. Sub
genital plate of moderate width, the apex rather abruptly elevated 
and thickened. (See Fig. 18, Plate II.) 

Color: Dark gray, much mottled with blackish. Head and face 
greenish gray mottled with fuscous; the occiput and disk of prozona 
darker. The usual black bar behind eye on upper half of lateral 
lobes is broken and somewhat indistinct. The disk and sides of meta
zona and the tegmina are thickly sprinkled with numerous ro'unded 
or quadrate fuscous spots, which give to the insect a grizzly appear
ance, quite distinct from any other of our Melanopli. Hind femora 
alternately and plainly barred with blackish and dull yellow on the 
upper and outer faces; the lower face and basal third of inner face 
cO'.l'al red. Hind tibire either dull red or gra,y, or a mixture of both; 
the spines black. Abdomen clay yellow beneath. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 24 mm., female, 27 mm.; 
of a~tennre, male, 14 mm., female, 12 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5.5 
mm., female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 20 00., female, 22 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 13 mm., female, 15 mm. 

This prettily mottled locust hasbel:m taken in Orawford, Monroe, 
Vigo, Putnam, Montgomery, Marion, Marshall and Fulton counties, 
but is nowhere common, seldom more than half a dozen being seen 
each season. It is preeminently an autumn insect; the first mature 
specimen having been taken on August 20th; while most of those 
seen were in October and N ovemoor after heavy frosts. In central 
Indiana it frequents fo~ the most part low wooded tracts along 
streams, where it may often be noted resting on the trunks of trees, 
two or three feet above the ground. In the northern part of the 
State it has been found only in the depths of the tamarack swamps 
of Fulton and Marshall counties. While other Acrididre are common 
up to the very border of the tamarack growth, this and two spe
cies of grouse locusts were the only ones found within this border. 
Several pairs of punctulatus were taken in coitu on September 24th. 
It is not an active insect; usually after one or two short leaps, 
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squatting close to the earth, and seemingly depending upon the close 
similarity of its hues to the grayish lichens about it to avoid detec
tion. The general range of punctulatus is given by Scudder as Maine 
to Virginia and westward to Texas and Nebraska. In most places it 
frequent.s t.he vicinit.y of pine or coniferous trees, and Walker has 
recently given an interesting account of it.s habits as follows: "I 
found t.hem most numerous on dead stumps and logs, in a wood of 
second growth white pine, at De Grassi Point, Ontario. They were 
sometimes seen on the trunks and branche'S of living t.rees, but most 
often on t.he stumps and fallen trunks of t]:le oId forest, and on the 
pine rails of a snake fence enclosing the wood. They were found 
only on the borders and more open parts of the woods, where they 
were to be seen upon almost every stump. I have seen ten females 
on a single stump. It is in these, dead stumps and logs that the 
females deposit their eggs, in which operation I have observed them 
repeatedly. The female chooses a cr~ck in the wood or an old beetle 
boring of suitable size and lowers heT abdomen down this, sometimes 
nearly as much as an inch. Sometimes when the hole is of a large 
size, only the head and legs of the insect. can be seen above it .. Un
like Chlmaltis conspersa, the female of M. punctulatus apparently 
never bores herself, unless merely to make her way through any 
loose rubbish that might be obstructing the hole. She generally 
chooses sound or only partly decayed wood. 

"I managed to obtain several fragments and one complete pa.cket 
of eggs. The latter was fixed by t.he cement substance at its lower 
end to the wall of the beetle-boring three-eighths of an inch in diam
eter. It was attached at a distance of about three-quarters of an 
inch down the hole, and except at the lower end, which was imbedded 
in a depression in the wall, the packet was quite free. It was cov
ered with a rather thick coating of a porous or vesicular cement 
substance, which' also fined all the spaces between the closely packed 
eggs. The latter were twenty-three in number, and their arrange
ment was in general in a longitudinal direction, the anterior ends 
pointing toward the free end of the packet, but was otherwise irreg
ular. The eggs are 4 to 4.8 mm. long, elongate-elliptical in form, 
finely and densely punetate, reddish. brown."* 

., CaD. Ent., XXXIII,l901, 22. 
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XXXIX. PIHETALIO'fES Scudder (1897). 

Body elongate, rather slender,1 a little compressed. Head large, 
prominent, nearly half as long again- as the prozona. Vertex prom
inent; the narrowest portion one and one-half times as wide as the 
frontal costa, the rront half sloping downward, with a broad, median 
furrow or depression. -Frontal costa with the lower halr much wider 
than the upper; the region just below the ocellus concave. Antennre 
about three-fourths the length of hind remora. Pronotum enlarged 
a little in: front to receive the head; the disk with the sides a little 
sloping, the hind margin broadly obtuse angled; the median carina 
rather sharp, of equal height throughout, cut by all three of the 
transverse sulci. Lateral lobes of pronotum with the lower margin 
obtuse angled near the middle. . Tegmina either abbreviate or fully 
developed. When the former, a little longer than the pronotum, 
broadly lanceolate, the inner margins touching about the middle. 
When developed, surpassing the hind femora in both sexes. Hind 
femora slender, surpassing the tip of abdomen in male, a little 
shorter in female. Abdomen compressed, carinate above, its apical 
fourth thickened and curved upward in the male. Cerci depressed, 
styliform. Furcula minute, triangular. (See Fig. 19, Plate II.) 

One species is known from the United States; the short-winged 
form of which occurs in northern Indiana. 

77. PH<ETALIOTES NEBRASCENSIS (Thomas). 
Pezotettix neVra8cemis Thorn., 205, V,1872, 400; Id., 206, V, 1873, 

151; Glov., 62,1872, Plate XIII, Fig. 2. 
Phrellliiotes nebrascensis Seudd., 1 77, xxxn, 1897, 205; Id., 1 8 1, XX, 

1897,377, Plate I, Fig. 9, Plate 25, Figs. 6, 7; Id., 188,1900,65. 
PezoteUix autumnalis Dodge, 45, VIII, 1876, 10; MeN., 88, VI, 189\, 

76. 
Caloptenus volucris Dodge, 46? IX, 1877, 112. 

Oolor: Olive green, more or less marked with fuscous. Face olive 
green, darker above. A broad blackish band back of eye extends 
along side of pronotum to posterior transverse sulcus. Disk of pro>
notum and tegmina wood brown. Abdomen of male with the sides 
greenish, the posterior third of eadh segment fuscous; in the female 
the fuscous predominates. Hind femora greenish tinged with red
dish brown; the lower face reddish yenow; the knees black. Hind 
tibire dull green, the spines black. The structural characters are 
given above under the generic heading. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 22 mm., female, 26 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 9.5 rom., female, -7 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5 rom., 
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female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 6 mm., female, 'i mm.; of hind 
femora, male, 13 mm., female, 14 mm. 

Only the short-winged form of this dull colored 
locust has been tak'en in Indiana, and those only in 
Lake and Porter c(mnties on October 11 and 12, 
1898. Just east of Hammond, they were found in a 
long, low, marshy tract among the leaves of blue 
flag. The next day they were more abundant about 
some marshes northwest of Dune Park. The males 

.were strong and active leapers, oftentimes giving 
several great jumps to a tuft of bunch graSs or weeds 
and gliding down' it to the ground, where they squat
ted close until picked up with the fingers. The fe
males were more sluggish and several were taken 
from between the stems of grass where they were 
standing on their heads, after endeavoring to· escape 
by diving downward. This is the most eastern point 
from which the species has been recorded, its range, 
as given by Scudder, being from the Rocky Moun

Fig. 74. Ph<£ta
UOtC8 nebra8cen8iB 
(Thos.). Male. 

(After Lugger.) 

tains to the Mississippi River, though McNeill has taken it in Rock 
Island and Henry counties, Illinois. 

XL. PAROXYA Scudder (1877). 

Size, medium. Body straight, sub-cylindrical. Head of average 
size, the eyes very large and prominent. Vertex narrowed between 
the eyes, but less so than in H esperotettix, the narrowest portion, in 
the male, being about as broad as the frontal costa, broadet in the 
female; the widened portion in front with a broad lengthwise furrow. 
Frontal costa prominent above the ocellus, flattened below, scarcely 
sulcate in the male, more strongly in the female. Antenrue of male 
usually more than half as long again as head and pronotum together. 
Disk of pronotum twice as long as average breadth, its edges. nearly 
parallel, the surface flat or nearly so; the prozona half as long again 
as the metazona, .the surface of the latter finely and densely punctate; 
the hind margin obtusely and bluntly angulate; the median carina 
low, of equal height throughout, cut only by the last transverse 
sulcus. Lateral lobes of pronotum vertical, longer than deep, the 
lower margin with its front half strongly directed upward .. Tegmina 
and wings variable in length, but in our species always much longer 
than the prQnotum. Hind femora of average stoutness, equaling 
or more usually surpassing the tip of abdomen. Sub-genital plate 
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{)f male short, the apex more or less truncate; the cerci long, spoon
shaped, the apex incurved. 

Four species are known from the United States, two of which have 
been described from Indiana. 

i 
KEY TO INDIANA ~PECIES OF PAROXYA. 

a. Length of body of male, 20 or! more mm. Antennre of male longer 
than hind femora. Tegminal reaching middle of abdomen in both 
sexes ······· .. ··· .......... · ................... 78 hoosieri, p. 336 

aa. Length of body of male not over 17.5 mm. Antennre of male but 
three-fourths the length of hind femora. Tegmina nearly as long 
as abdomen in female, slightly surpassing abdomen in male ...... . 

79 scudderi, p. 338 

78. PAROXYA HOO!!IERI (Blatchley). The Hoosier Locust. 
Pezotettix hoosieri Bl., 6, XXIV, 1892, 31. 
Paroxya hoosieri Scudd., 177, XXXII, 1897, 205; Id., 181, XX, 1897, 

381, 382, Plate 25, Fig. 9; Id., 188, 1900, 66; Bl., 15, XXX, 
1898,63. 

Paroxya, atlantica, Bl., 1 1, XXVI, 1894, 244. 

Antennre of male very long, exceeding the length of posterior 

Fig. 7·5. ParoxllG 
hoo8ieri (Bl.). Male. 
One and one-third 
times natural size. 

(Original.) 

femora: Foveolre present, almost twice as long 
as wide, more distinct in the female. Pronotum 
broadeningl slightly on p08terior half (more no
ticea'ble in the female); median carina distinct 
and equal throughout, the transverse sulci 
scarcely noticeable in the femal.e, distinct but 
shallow in the male; the lateral carinre present 
but rounded obtusely off; the disk and sides of 
posterior lobe densely and rather coarsely punc
tate. Tegmina oblong, two and a half times as 
long as broad, reaching to middle of abdomen and 
slightly overlapping on the'median dorsal line, 
the wings but little shorter. Sub-genital plate of 
maJ.e broader than high, the lateral edges higher 
and flaring slightly outward. Cerci long and 
slender, gently incurved, narrowed at the middle, 
with the apical third flattened and slightly hol
lowed on the exterior face. Furcula consisting of 
a pair of oblong, parallel, flatt'ened plates, whose 
inner edges touch; their apical third somewhat 
tapering and blunt. (See Fig. 20, Plate II.) 

Color of living specimens: Male, antennre, light reddish brown, 
infuscated at tip, and with the apical sixth of each segment yellow-
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ish. Face, green; elypeus and mouth parts yellow. Vertex, disk of 
pronotum and tegmina, plain olive, immaculate. Lateral lobes of 
pronotum greenish-yellow below; above with a broad, shining black 
line reaching from the eye to their posterior edge. The under side 
of abdomen pale yellow, and the metapleura with an oblique yellow 
line. Femora, green; knees, black; hind tibire, greenish, yellowish 
brown at base, with black spines. 

Female: Duller; the disk of pronotum and tegmina sometimes 
with minute fuscous spots; a black stripe on the sides of abdomen, 
above which are numerous small black blotches. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 22 mm., female, 31 mm.; 
of antennre, male, 15 mm., female, 11 mm.; of pronotum, male, 5 
mm., female, 6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 10 mm., female, 13 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 14 mm., female, 17.5 mm. 

This species was first noted in Indiana about the margins of the 
"Goose Pond," Vigo County, on October 11, 1901. It at once at
tracted attention on account of the length of the male antennre, and 
the black stripes on the sides of the abdomen of the female. The 
pond was then almost dry, and the dense growth of sedges and rushes 
\yhich had filled its shallow margins, were, in some places, burned 
away. Over the burned spots had sprung up a dense green vegeta
tion, and here thi~ Paroxya flourished in company with Truxalis 
brevicornis and Dicromorpha viridis, while a few feet away Leptysma 
marginicollis found a suitable home among the rushes and sedges 
still standing. Both sexes of P. hoosieri were very active, leaping 
vigorously when approached, and difficult. to capture except by 
throwing the net over them as they rested on the ground. The fe
males were exceedingly difficult to kill in the cyanide bottle, "com
ing to" aiter having been kept in it for several hours, although the 
males were killed in a few minutes. On O'ctober 27th, the spot was 
again visited, and, although several heavy frosts had occurred, yet 
the species was still fairly common. At this time, however, they were 
all found in the small patches of grass which grew among the fallen 
leaves a few yards from the edges of the pond proper. 

Since then the species has been found to be rather common in 
the western and northern portions of the State, having been taken 
in Gibson, Fulton, Starke, Lake, Kosciusko, Steuben, Whitley and 
Wells counties, and also by Mr. Lynds Jones near Oberlin, Ohio. 
In all these localities it occurs about the borders of 'marshes, espe
cially those bordering the lakes and tamarack bogs of the north. 
In Gibson County it was found mature on July 10th. 
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On one occasion I found a female of this species and also one of 
Ohlwaltis conspersa Harr., a few inches apart on the stump of a 
downy poplar, Populus hetel'ophylla L., each with the abdomen buried 
to the full length in the soft wood, but no eggs could be discovered . 

. Nothing has been recorded concerning the habits of oviposition of 
the members of the genus Paroxya, and it would be surprising if 
they, like the Ohlwaltis mentioned, should seek wood rather than 
earth as the receptive matrix for the eggs; 

I at one time considered hoosieri a short winged form of P. 
atlantica, but, on account of distinctive characters pertaining to the 
abdominal appendages of the male, Scudder regards' it as a valid 
species. 

79. PA.ROXYA. SOUDDER! Blatchley. Scudder's Paroxya. 
Paroxya 8IJUdderi Bl., 15, XXX, 1898, 59 j Scudd., 188, 1900, 66. 

The smallest known member of the genus, the body of the male 
averaging but 17 mm. in length. Antennre relatively short, being 
but 9 mm. in length in both sexes. Tegmina reaching slightly be-

a. 

Fig. 76. ParOOJlla BCudderi BI. a, Male. b, Female. One and oDe-third timeR natural 
size. (Original.) 

yond tip of abdomen in male, a little shorter than abdomen in fe
male. Supra-anal plate of male very short, triangular, with a short, 
basal, triangular sulcus, in which rest the f1lrcula. These consist of 
a pair of fiattish, oblong, sub-equal plates' with their inner edges 
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touching except at the apices, where they slightly diverge. Cerci 
strongly incurved, narrowed at the middle, the basal half stouter 
than in P. hoosieri, the apical third flattened and rounded at ~he end. 

Oolor: Metazona, tegmina, and upper and outer faces of all the 
femora of male a uniform light wood brown; occiput and prozona 
darker. A broad black stripe extends from the eye along the upper 
half of the lateral lobes of pronotum as far. as the posterior trans
verse sulcus, where it ends abruptly, the posterior lateral lobe being 
uniform in color with the disk. Below this black stripe is one of 
ivory white, brightest on the head. Metapleura also ivory white. 
Face grayish olive, flecked or tinged with yellowish. Basal two
thirds of antenme the color of the tegmina; apical third darker. 
Palpi and prosternal spine yellow. 8ternites of thorax olive brown; 
those of abdomen yellow as also the lower faces of all the femora. 
Hind tibire dull, pale green (basal third sometimes light brown), with 
a black spot it knee; the spines eleven in number in the outer series, 
with their apical thirds black. 

Female darker; the tegmina someti~es obscurely and sparingly 
. flecked with fuscous; the yellow of under side dull or wanting. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 17 mm., female, 24 mID.; 
of antennre, male and female, 9 mm.; .of proIl1ot~, male, 5 mm., 
female, 5.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 13 mm., female, 14;5 mm.; hind 
femora, male, 11.5 mm., female, 13.5 mm. 

This gracefuJ-bodied species was first found in small numbers on 
July 27, 1897, about the grassy margins of a pond in the sand dune 
region north of Millers, Lake County, and within one-half a mile of 
the shore of Lake Michigan. On the following day a single pair were 
taken from a similar locality near Tolleston, in the same county, and 
about four miles from the litke, but still within the sand covered 
area. It was usually found clinging to the stems of the tall rushes 
and grasses common in'such locations, and when disturbed the males 
used the wings in a noiseless flight, while the females depended upon 
their leaping powers to escape. When closely followed, they would 
attempt to hide by burrowing in the fallen grass. 

No others were secured until July 24, 1902, when a single male 
w~s taken from low ground along a railway southeast of Hammond. 
On August 20th it was found in numbers in the tall grasses along a 
lobe of Bass Lake, Starke County. . . 

P. scudderi is more closely allied to P. atlantica than to either of 
the other two known species of the genus, but its smaller size, shorter 
antennre of male, longer cerci, and the different shape of the male 
furcula at once distinguish it. It wiH probably be found to occur 
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about low moist places iu many of the counties of the northern third 
of the State. 

Family LOCUSTIDiE. 

As already :hoted the sub-order, Saltatoria or Jumpers, includes 
three families of Orthoptera, one of them being the Locustidm. This 
family comprises those insects c'ommonly called katydids, green or 
long-horned grasshoppers and stone or camel crickets. 

The distinguishing characters of the members of the family 
Locustidm, as given in the key, p. 210, are the long, slender, tapering, 
many-jointed antennal; the almos,t universal absence of ocelli or sim
ple eyes; the four-jointed* tarsi or feet; and the sword-shaped or 
falcate ovipositor of the females, which is made of four flattened 
plates. The head in many of the species is wedge-shaped and the 
mouth parts are well developed, the mandibles, especiany, being long 
and sharp pointed. This enables the insect to dig into plant tissue 
or to eat ~he seeds of grasses, as many of them do. The males have, 
in many instances, abdominal appendages corresponding to the parts 
of the oviposjtor, which are used as clasping organs. The tegmina or 
wing covers, when present, slope obliquely downwards, instead of 
being bent abruptly, as in the Gryllidm or true crickets; and in most 
cases, the wings are longer than the tegmina. 

The stridulating or musical organ of the males is quite similar in 
structure to that of the male cricket, being found at the base of the 
overlapping dorsal area of the tegmina and usually consisting of 
a transparent membrane, of a more or less rounded form, which is 
crossed by a prominent curved vein, which, on the under side, bears 
a single row of minute file-like teeth. In stridulating, the wing 
covers are moved apart and then shuffled together again, when these 
t,eeth are rubbed over a vein on the upper stlITace of the other wing 
~QVer, producing the familiar, so-called "katydid" sound. Each of 
th~ . di~erent species makes a distinct can or note of its own, and 
many of them have two calls, one which they use by night and the 
,other by day. Anyone who will pay close attention to these different 

:,S~lls can soon learn to distinguish each species by its note as readily 
~s the ornithologist can recognize different species of birds in the 

. same manner. The ear of these insects, when present, is also similar 
in structure and position to that of the cricket's, being an oblong or 
oval cavity covered with a transparent or whitish membrane and 
situated on the front leg, near the basal end of the tibial. 

"The members of the "en us Daihinia, no one of which occurs in Indiana, have the fore 
and hind tarsi three jointed. 
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The young of Locustidce, like those of the other families of the Or
thoptera,when hatched from the egg resemble the adults in form but 
are wholly wingless. As they increase in size they moult or shed the 
skin five times, the wings each time becoming more apparent, until 
after the fifth moult, when they appear fnlly developed, and the 
insect is mature or full grown, never increasing in size thereafter. 
Throughout their entire lives they are active, greedy feeders, mostLy 
herbivorous in habit; and where present in numbers necessarily do 
much harm to growing vegetation. 

In the number of species in any given locality, the Locustidce 
outrank the Gryllidce, being excelled in this respect among the 
Orthopteran families only by the Acrididce or Locusts. 
to Scudder, 194 species of the family are known from the 
States. Of these, 40 have been taken in Indiana and are UIJi'I.:a:1U"'"" 

in the present paper, specimens of all being in my private 
This is seven more than are known in any other State from 
lists have been published except Nebraska, where Bruner ... ,"", .... -id 

the presence of 58 species. McNeill has listed 27 from 
Smith 33 from New Jersey; Osborne 24 from Iowa, and Scudder 
from all New England. 

Six sub-families of Locustidce occur in the United States and 
are represented in the Indiana fauna. They may be separated by 
following table: 

A SYNOPSIS OF THE SUB-FAMILIES OF LOCUSTIDlE KNOWN TO OCCUB IN 
INDIANA. 

a. Tegmina and wings prest!nt. 
b. Prosternal spines absent; vertex rounded or defiexed ...,.it·hn1"t 

spine, tubercle or cone; tegmina always shorter than 
hind tibire with an apical spine on each side ...•.......... 

PHANEROPTERINlE, p. 
bb. Prosternal spines present; vertex either terminatIng in a 

fiat spine or produced upward and forward in a 
tubercle or prominent cone; hind tlbire with an apical 
on outer side only or on neither. 
c. Wing covers leaf-like, broadly expanded in the 

concave within, longer than ,the wings; vertex 
nating in a sharp, fiat spine; pronotum crossed by 
distinct transverst! sulci. .•.•... PSEUDOPHYLLINlE, p. 

cc. Wing covers narrow, expanded but little, if any, in 
middle, often shorter than the wings; vertex 
nating in a rounded tubercle or prominent cone; 
notum without, or with only one, transverse sulcus ... 

CoNOCEPHALINlE, p. 
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aa. Tegmina and wings absent, or the former rudimentary. 
d. Pronotum extending back to the abdomen; prosternal spines 

present; fore tibire with a hearing organ near the base; 
tegmina rudimentary ..................... DECTICINlE, p. 392 

dd. Pronotum short, not covering the whole top of thorax; pro
sternal spines -absent; fore tibire without a hearing organ 
near the base; wholly wingless. 
e. Eyes ovate, vertical, situated on the side of the basal 

joint of antennre; ovipositor ensiform, curved strongly 
upward .......................... GRYLLACRINlE, p. 395 

ce. Eyes sub-rotund, situated partly above the basal joint of 
the antenna~; ovipositor nearly straight. .... " .... " .... 

STENOPELMATINlE, p. 396 

Sub-family PHANEROPTlJjRINJE . 
. 

The species of this sub-family are among the largest of our Locus-
tidre, and, with those of the Pseudophyllinre, are commonly known as 
"Katydids." The apex. of the head is obtuse or .rounded, without 
cone or spine, and the pro sternum is unarmed .. The wing covers are 
shorter- than the wings, usually expanded in the middle, and of a 
bright uniform green color. The wings are folded like a fan and are 
long and strong, the insects being flyers rather than leapers. The 
hind limbs, being seldom used except to give themselves an upward 
i-mpetus at the beginning of flight, while long and slender, are pro
portionally much smaller in diam'eter than: in the sub~family Oonoce
pluilin6IJ, whose members leap rather than fly. 

The "katydids". are the most arboreal of all of the Locustidm, the 
great majority of them passing their entire lives on shrubs and trees, 
where they feed upon the leaves and tender twigs, and, when present 
in numbers, often do excessive injury. The color and form of their 
wings serve admirably to protect them against their worst foes, the 
birds; and as they live a solitary life, i. e., do not flock together in 
numbers as do the gl'een grasshoppers, they are but seldom noticed 
by man. Their love calls,or songs, however, make the welkin ring 
at night from mid-August until after heavy frost, and though but 
one or two of the eight species found in the State make a note in 
any way resembling the syllables "Katy did, she did," yet all are 
accredited with this sound by the casual observer, and hence the 
common name usually given to the members of this' sub-family. 
Their call is seldom made by day for the obvious reason that it might 
attract the' attention of the birds and so lead to the destruction of 
the songster. As twilight approaches, however, the male of each 
species begins his peculiar note, which is kept up with little or no 
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intermission until the approach" of day warns him that his feathered 
enemies will soon he on the alert, and that silence will be, for a time, 
the best policy to pursue. 

From the other Locustidre, the katydids differ widely in their 
habits of oviposition. The eggs are not deposited in the earth or in 
twigs, but are usually glued fast in double rows to the outer surface 
of slender twigs, or are inserted in the edges of leaves. The eggs of 
the most common species appear like small flattened hemp seeds, 
and usually overlap one another in the row in which they are placed. 
On account of this method of oviposition, the ovipositors of the katy
dids are broader, more curved, and more obtuse at the end than in 
the other sub-families whose members oviposit in the earth, in rot
ten wood or in stems of grass. This sub-family is represented in In
diana, so-far as known, by three genera, which may be separated by 
the following table: 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA PHANEBOPTERINlE. 

a. Wing covers of nearly equal breadth throughout; fastigium ofver
tex no broader than the first antennal joint; supra-anal plate of 
male with a long decurved spine which is notched at the end ..... . 

XU. ScUDDERIA, p. 343 
aa. Wing covers widest. in the middle; fastigium of vertex much broader 

than the first antennal joint; supra-anal plate of male not as above. 
b. Hind femora but little, if any, shorter than wing covers; ovi-

positor well developed, curved gradually upward ......... " .. 
XLII. AMBLYCORYPHA, p. 350 

bb. Hind femora much shorter than wing covers; ovipositor very 
short, turned abruptly upward. " .................... " .... . 

XLIII. MICROCENTRUM, p. 353 

XLI. SCUDDERIA Stal (1873). 

This genus includes katydids of medium size, with wing covers 
long, narrow, of nearly equal width throughout, and rounded at the 
ends. The fastigium of vertex is acuminate, BC'arcely deflexed and 
very narrow, while the vertex itself is compressed, and hollowed out 
on either side for the better accommodation of the eyes, which are 
nearly hemispherical. The fore and middle femora are unarmed 
beneath, whIle the hind femoTa are long and slender, almost equal
ing the length of the wing covers in some of the species. The ovi
positor is short, broad, curved sharply upward, and has the apical 
third finely crenate on both margins. The ma;les are readily ms
tinguished from those of the other genera by having both anal plates 
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projected into long curved processes; the one from the supra-anal 
plate curving downward and notched or forked at the end, that from 
the sub-anal curving upward, and likewise notched. The form of 
these processes, together with that of the notches, serve as valuable 
characters in distinguishing the species. Eight species have been 
described from the United States, four of which are known to occur 
in Indiana. 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF SCUDDERIA. 

a. Length of posterior femora 28 or more mm. 
b. Notch of supra-anal spine of male square with a minute median 

tooth, the notch as wide as the middle of the upturned sub. 
anal spine, and embracing the latter when in natural posi-
tion; the lateral processes slender and compressed .. , ........ . 

SO tcmcnsis, p. 344 
bb. Notch of supra-anal spine of male acute, without median tooth, 

and much, narrower than the middle of the upcu.r,ed sub
anal spine; the lateral processes (at side of notch) broadly 
rounded with the lower margin thinner, touching only and not 
embracing the upturned sub-anal spine ..................... . 

81 curvicauda, p. 345 
aa. Length of posterior femora less than 25 mm. 

c. Notch of supra-anal spine of male very similar to that of 
curvioattda; tegmina much broader than depth of body ...... . 

82 pistillata, p. 347 
co. Notch of supra-anal spine of male deep and rounded, forming 

a curious fork-like appendage, the lateral processes of which 
. are much swollen; tegmina no broader than depth of 'body .... 

83 turcata, p. 348 

SO. SOUDDERIA TEXENSIS Saussnre-Pietet. The Texas Katydid. 
Scudderia texen.~is Sauss-Piet., 136, 1897, 328, Plate 15, Figs. 18-19; 

Seudd., 182,1898,273,277, Fig. 1; Id., 188,1900,69. . 
Scudderia curvicauda Bl., 7, 1893, 99; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 275, Plate VII, 

Figs. 5, 6; Lugger, 84, 1898, 216, Fig. 138.* 

Tegmina, wings and legs bright grass green; body and face some
what paler, approaching a whitish in dried specimens. Pronotum 
much longer than broad, narrower in front than behind, and with a 
yellowish line along the lateral carina). Posterior femora very slen
der, armed beneath on inner carina with three or four minute spines. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 22 mm., female, 25 mm.; 
of pronotum, male, 6.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 37.5 mm.; of wings 

• The synonymy of the species of Scudderia has, in the past, been so badly mixed, that 
it is difficult to say just what speoies was referred to by any writer. Mr. Scudder, in his 
monograph entitled, "The Orthopteran Group Scudderire" (Proceedings Americau Acad
emy ,Arts and Science, XX~III; 1898,) finally brought order out of chaos, and fixed the 
present standing of each species. 
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beyond tegmina, 6 mm.; of hind femora, male, 30 mm., female, 32 
mm.; of ovipositor, 7 mm. Width of tegmina, 6.5 mm. 

Texensis is, in Indiana, one of the most common of the katydids. 
It has been taken in Crawford, Vigo, Putnam, Henry, Wells, Fulton, 
Marshall, Porter, Starke and Lake counties. According to Scudder, 
it ranges over the United States east of the Great Plains. In south
ern Indiana it. probably reaches maturity about July 15th. The 
earliest date on which I have taken it was July 22d, in Putnam 
County. 

The eggs o{ texensis are laid in the edges of leaves between the 
upper and lower epidermis, and at first are so thin that they are not 

a b 

Fig. 77. a. Extremity of male abdomen of Scudderia texemi. Saus8.-Pict. b. Doraal view 
of anal segment o(s8,me. (After Scudder.) 

noticeable exoept when the leaf is held between one's self and the 
light. They are loosely inserted in these pockets made by the ovi
positor of the mother, and as they swell in coming in contact with 
the ruptured tissues of the plant, they are held tightly in place. The 
winter of this, as well as of the other species of the genus, is passed 
in the egg stage, the young appearing about the last of April. 

This insect is probably less arboreal than any othe1r species of 
katydid, as it is often found clinging to the tall, coarse grasses and 
sedges which grow near the borders of lakes, ponds and in damp 
ravines, and to the coarse weeds along the margins of prairies and 
meadows. When approached, it flies rapidly in a zigzag, no,iseless 
manner for a long distance to another clump of grass or weeds, or 
to the lower branches of an oak, a tree in which it delights to dwell. 

81. SCUDDERIA CURVICAUDA (De Geer). The Ourve-tailed Katydid. 
Scudderia curvicauda De G., 57, ill, 1773, 446, Plate 38, Fig. 3; 

Brunn., 38, 1878, 240; Sauss.-Pict., 136, 1897; 331, Plate 15, 
Fig. 20; Scudd., 182, 1898, 274-278, Fig. 3; Id., 188, 1900, 
68 . 

. Phaneroptera angustijolia Harr., 71, 1841, 129. 
8cudderia angustifolia Scudd., 168, 1892, 67 (note of set to music). 
Scudderiajurculata Bl., 7,1893,100; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 275; Lugger, 

84, 1898, 217, Figs. 139-140. 

52-Geo!' 
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This species closely resembles S. teJ;ensis in size and general ap
pearance, and the females of the two are difficult to distinguish; the 
males, however, are readily separated by the different form of the 
notch of the supra-anal spine. The general color of the two species 
is the same, but the yellow carinal lines of the pronotum are less dis-

a b 

Fig. 78. (a) Extremity of male abdomen o"f Scudderia curvicauda (De Geer). 
(b) Dorsal view of anal regment of same. (After Scudder.) 

tinct or wholly wanting in curvicauda. The wing covers vary in 
width, but are usually broader than in texensis; and longer and much 
less broad, proportionally, than in the next species, S. pistillata. 
The females of cUl'vicauda are more robust, and have the serrations 
on the margins of ovipositor less prominent than those of texensis. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 23 mm.; of tegmina, 35-37 
mm.; of posterior femora, 28-30 mm.; of pronotum, 6 mm. Width 
of tegmina, 7-8 mm. Female-Length of body, 25 mm.; of tegmina, 
38 mm.; of posterior femora, 32 mm.; of ovipositor, 7 mm. Width 
of tegmina, 8.5 mm. 

Curvicauda probably occurs in al~ portions of the State, but is less 
common than texensis. It has beeb taken in Lake, Starke, Fulton, 
Marshall, Kosciusko, Putnam, VigQ and Posey counties and is espe
cially common about the marshy ,meadows bordering some o·f the 
lakes and tamarack swamps of northern Indiana. The earliest date 
on which a mature specimen was' taken was July 10th, in Knox 
County. The general range of curvicauda is the same as, that of 
texensis. The habits of flight, as far as noted, are also essentially 
the same as in that species. 

In New Jersey, according to J. B. Smith, both curvicauda and 
texensis are very common on cranberry bogs, and destroy many of 
the berries. They eat into the fruit to get at the seed, which they 
devour, and leave the berry to dry up. A flock of turkeys which 
will destroy the young of these katydids and drive off those that are 
winged is probably the most effective remedy. 

Mr. S. H. Scudder, who has studied carefully the songs of many 
species of Orthoptera and has even set a number of them, including 
that" of curvicauda, to music, has given a pleasing account of its 
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song, from which I take the following extract: "It is" more noisy 
by night than by day; and the songs differ considerably at these two 
times. The day song is given only during sunshine, the "other by 
night and in cloudy weather. I first noticed this while watc'hing one 
of the little creatures close beside me; as a cloud passed over the sun 
he suddenly changed his note to one" with which I was already famil
iar, but without knowing to what insect ~t belonged. At the same 
time all the individuals around me, who~e similar day song I had 
heal'd, began to respond with the night dy; the cloud passed away, 
and the original note was resumed on all: sides. Judging that they 
preferred the night song to that of the !day, from their increased 
stridulation during the former period, ~ imitated the night song dur
ing the sunshine, and obtained an immedjiate response in the same 
language. The experiment proved. that the insects could hear as 
well as sing. * * * '1'he note by day is bzrwi and lasts for one
third of a second. The night song consists of a repetition, ordinarily 
eight times, of a note which sounds like t~hw. "It is repeated at the 
rate of five times in three-quarters of a second, making each note 
half the length of the day note." 

82. SOUDDERIA PISTILLATA Brunner. 
&udderiapistillata Brunn., 38,1878,240; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 276; Sauss. 

Pict., 136, 1897, 328, 332; Lugg~, 84, 1898, 220, Figs. 144, 
145; Scudd., 182,1898,273,277; id., 188,1900,69. 

i 

This species is closely allied to S. curvic~uda but is shorter bodied, 
broader winged and shorter legged. Thel notch of supra-anal spine 
of male is very similar to that of the male :curvicauda, but the lateral 
processes are sub-triangular and distinctljy tapering instead of well 
rounded and of sub-equal breadth as in the latter species. The sub-

Fig. 79. ScudderilJ p'dillata Brunn. 
Male. (After Lugger). 

r 
Fir. SO. (,,) Extremity of male abdomen of 

Scudderiapiotillata Brunn. (b) Dorsal view 
of anal $egment of Bame. (After Soudder). 

anal spine is also shorter than in curvicauda. The short, broad 
tegmina and the short hind femora of pistillata are the characters 
which most readily distinguish the two. 
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Measurements: Male-Length of body, 19 mm.; of tegmina, 32 
mID.; of hind femora, 21 mm.; of pronotum, 5.5 mm.; width of 
tegmina, 10 mm. Female-Length of body, 19 mm.; of tegmina, 
27 mm.; of hind femora, 20 mm.; of pronotum, 5.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 
6.5 mm.; width of tegmina, 9 mm. 

Pistillata is a species of northern range, its general distribution 
being "Northern United States and Canada east of the Great Plaius." 
It is a scarce insect in Indiana, having, up to the present, been taken 
in small numbers only about the peat bogs and borders of lakes in 
Fulton and Kosciusko counties. Mr. Scudder, in his revision of the 
group, was mistaken in referring the species described in my former 
paper under the name of furCltlata to pistillata,' as the measurements 
in my paper will prove. They belonged to curvicauda as at present 
limited, and are so placed in this paper. 

83. SOUDDERIA. FUROATA Brunner. The Fork·tailed Katydid. 
ScudderW furcata Brunn .• 38. 1878. 239, Fig. 72; BI., 7, 1893, 101; 

Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 275; Sauss.·Pict., 136, 1897. 328, 331. 
Plate 15, Figs. 16, 17; Scudd., 1 82, 1898, 275·284. Fig. 8; Id., 
188, 1900, 68. 

&udderia angustifolia Bl., 7, 1893, 102. 
Pooneroptera curvicauda Riley, 1 15, 1874, 164. Figs., 50, 51. (Text in 

part.) 

This is the smallest, and at the same time, our most common 
species of the genus. The general c'olor is a dark leaf green, the 
head and pronotum paler; the latter without trace of yellow on its 
carinre. The anterior margin of the pronotum is but slightly nar
rower than the posterior, whereas in the three preceding species the 
difference in width is plainly perceptible. The notch of the supra
anal spine of the male is deep and rounded, forming a curious fork
like appendage, the lateral processes of which are much swollen. 

Fig.81. 8cudderia furcQta Brunn. Male. 
(After Lugger.) 

a b 

Fig. 82. (a) Extremity of male abdomen 
of Scudderia furcata Brunn. (b) Donal 
view of anal segment of same. (Aftor 

_ Scudder.) / 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 14-16 mm.; of tegmina, 
26-31 mm.; of posterior femora, 19-22 mm.; of pronotum, 5 mm. 
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Width of tegmina, 6 mm. Female-Length of body, 18 to 20 mm.; 
of tegmina, 26-30 mm.; of posterior femora, 22 mm.; of ovipositor, 
5mm. 

Furcata occurs in all portions of the State, having been taken in 
every county where collections have been made. Its general range 
includes the United States and southern Canada east of the Great 
Plains. In c'entral and southern Indiana the first mature specimens 
appear about July 15th, but they do not become plentiful before the 
first of August, and I have seen the nymphs in Vigo County as 
late as September 18th. It is most frequently seen on the low 
bushes and trees about the margin of thickets and along fence rows, 
but in the prairie country north it frequents coarse grasses and weeds 
in company with the preceding species. Its flight is noiseless and 
seemingly without direction, and is not so prolonged as that of S. 
texensis. I have seen the adult of this species captured and borne 
away by the sand wasp. 

Dr. C. V. Riley (lac. cit.), gives the following account of the egg 
laying habits of furcata; "The female stations herself firmly by the 
middle and hind legs on twigs or leaves contiguous to the one selected 
to receive the eggs. This leaf is then grasped by the front feet and 
held in a vertical position, while the edge is slightly gnawed or pared 
off by the jaws to facilitate the entrance of the point of the ovil)osi
tor. When this is done the abdomen is curved under and brought 
forwara, and the ovipositor is seized on its convex edge by the mandi-

. bles and maxillre, which, with the aid of the palpi, guide the point to 
that portion of the leaf prepared to receive it. Afte,r gentle, but 
repeated efforts, the point of the instrument is finally inserted be
tween the tissues of the leaf, and gradually pushed in to more than 
half its length. As soon as the cavity is formed, the egg is extruded, 
and passed slowly between the semi-transparent blades of the ovi
positor. As the egg leaves the ovipositor the latter is gradually with
drawn, while the egg remains in the leaf, retained in place, probably, 
by a viscid fluid that is exuded with it. As many as five of the eggs 
are sometimes deposited in one row in the same leaf, but more often 
they are single. 

Of the call note of furcata Riley also states: "The shrill of the 
male is by no means so loud as that of the oblong-winged katydid, 
Amblycorypka oblongifolia DeGeer, in which its sound is always 
drowned in the woods. It consists of a softer zeep, zeep, some,times 
uttered singly, but generallythrice in succession. The call is occa
sionally responded to by a faint chirp from the females, produced by 
stretching out their wings as if for flight, and is as often heard in 
the day as at night." 
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XLII. AMBLYCORYPHA Stal (1874). 

Head with the vertex flat and without spines; its fastigium de
flexed, much broader than the first 'antennal joint; eyes elliptical or 
oblong oval. Wing covers broad and rounded at the tip. Stridulat
ing organ of the male, brownish, opaque, traversed by a strong green 
cross-vein. Supra-anal plate of male short, tronc'ate; sub-anal plate 
short and broad at base, narrower at apex, with a broad triangular 
notch, the tips at side of which end in a short, blunt, spine-like 
process. Ovipositor, broad, of medium length, curved gradually up
ward from the middle; obtuse or rounded at the end, and with the 
apical half sharply and strongly serrate on both edges. Six species 
are listed by Scudder from the United States. Of these, three are 
known to occur in Indiana. 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF AMBLYCORYPHA. 

a. Size, large; tegmina, 34 to 37 mm. in length; those- of the male ex-
ceeding the tip of posterior -femora ........... 84 oblongifolia, p. 350 

aa. Tegmina not more than 30 mm. in length; those of the male some
times reaching but not exceeding the tip of the posterior femora. 
b. Size, medium; greatest breadth of tegmina contained less than 

three times in their length; OVipositor strongly curved ....... . 
85 rotundifolia, p. -352 

bb. Size, small; greatest breadth of wing covers contained from 
three and one-fourth to three and one-half times in their 
length; ovipositor but moderately <:urved ..... 86 uhleri, p. 353 

84. AMBLYOORYPHA OBLONGIFOLIA (DeGeer). The Oblong Leaf·winged 
Katydid. 

Locusta oblongifolia DeG., 57, ill, 1773, 445, Plate 38, Fig. 2. 
Phylloptera oblangifoli<L Harris, 72, 1002, 159 (Text only); Scudd., 14 I, 

VII, 1862, 444. 
Am~lyco1'!fPha oblongifolia Brunner, 38, 1878, 266; Bl., 7, 1893, 104; 

Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 278; Lugger, 84, 1898, 222, Fig. 147; 
Scudd., 188, 1900, 70. 

This is the largest of the three species occurring in the State, 
measuring about 45 mm. to the end of the wing covers, which are 3.3 
times as long as wide. The wings exceed the wing covers by 51;'0 6.5 
nun. Anterior margin of pronotum much narrower than the pos
terior, the lateral carinre sharply defined; the hind margin of deflexed 
lateral lobes broadly rounded. The inner, lower carina of posterior 
femora armed with six to 12 rather strong teeth. General color a 
bright pea-green, the shrilling organ of the male brownish, with a 
heavy green cross-vein. The abdomen yellowish or brownish green. 
Specimens sometimes occur which are wholly pink or rose coior. 
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Measurements: Male-Length of body, 21 mm.; of tegmina, 38 
mm.; of posterior femora, 30 mm.; of pronotum, 6.5 mm. ]'emale
Length of body, 23 mm.; of tegmina, 36 mm.; of posterior femora, 
31 mm.; of ovipositor, 11.5 mm. Width of tegmina of male, 11.5. 

Fig. 83. Amblyco1"flpka oblonDi/olia (DeG.l Female. (After Lugger). 

The oblong-winged katydid is a common species throughout the 
State, its general range including the northern Unite!,! States and 
Canada, east of the Great Plains. In southern Indiana it becomes 
mature about July 20th, and in ,the northern coUnties probably a 
fortnight later. A. number of pink specimens have been taken from 
low meadows near Bass Lake, Starke County, by Mr. Frank Hay .. 
Two of these are in my private collection. They were taken in a 
large marshy meadow in the lowlands bordering Yellow River. The 
causes which produce this curious "sport," by which a grass green 
is changed to a delicate pink, are, as yet, unkno,wn. Scudder has 
said th/tt "One thinks at onoe of autumn ves and their change 
from green to red and notices that these katydids all occur in . 
the autumn." In Indiana the pink have been taken in 
early August, long befo're frost and noticeable change 
in the surrounding vegetation. 

Oblongifolia frequents the shrubbery and of the golden-rod 
and other Compositre along fence rows and edges of thickets and 
woods, especially in damp localities; and flushed, flies with a 
kind of whirring noise, alighting on fence or the lower branch of 
tree. I have often located the male by i note, which to me is a 
creaking squawk-like the noise made by drawing a fine-toothed 
comb over a taut string. It is usually , once repeated, though 
sometimes three times. On several it has been made after 
the insect was in my fingers. McN eill says t it is a "quick, shuffi-
ing noise which resembles 'katy' or 'katydid' very slightly." 
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85. AMBLYCORYPHA ROTUNDIFOLIA (Scudder). The Round-winged Katy-
. did. 
~tera rotundifolia Scudder, 14 1, VII, 1862, 445. 

A~bly~a- ,·tJtu1JLlijolia Brunner, 38, 1878, 268; Bl., 7, 1893, 105; 
Beut., 3, VI, 1894,277, Plate VI, Fig. 2; Lugger 84, 1898, 
222, Fig. 146; Scudd., 188,1900,70. 

Phyllcptera oblongifolia Harris, 72, 1862, Fig. 75 (Not text); Riley, 115, 
1874, 169, Fig. 55 (Text in part). 

The length of A. rotundifolia is about 32 mm. to the end of 
tegmina, which are proportionally much broader than those of oblong
ifolia. '1'he posterior femora reach the tip of tegmina in the male, 
a little longer in the female; armed on the lower, inner <:!arina with 
four or five minute teeth. Anterior margin of pronotum, especially 

Fig.8{. Amhiycorypha rOlundi/olia (Scudd.) Female. b Enlarged end of ovipositor. 
(After Riley.) 

in the female, but little narrower than posterior; the hind margin of 
deflexed lateral lobes oblique and less broadly rounded than in oblong
ifolia. The ovipositor is more curved and more strongly serrate than 
in either the preceding or the following species. The color is essen
tially the same as that of oblongifolia. Pink specimens have been 
recorded from Pennsylvania, but they appear much more rarely 
than in the preceding species. 

Measurements: Male-Len h of body, 19 mm.; of tegmina, 27 
mm.; of posterior femora, 25 m.; of pronotum, 5 mm.; width of 
tegmina, 10 mm. Female-Legth of body, 20 mm.; of tegmina, 27 
mm.; of pronotum, 6 mm.; of vipositor, 10 mm.; width of tegmina, 
10 mm. . 

The round-winged katydid is also a common insect throughout In
diana, though more abundant 'n the southern half of the State. It 
is more of a terrestrial species han oblongifolia, being often seen on 
the ground, or on the clumps f tall grass and weeds, which grow in 
damp ravines. Its flight is com aratively noiseless and less prolonged 
than that of the preceding species. In southern Indiana the males 
become mature about the fifth 0·£ July; the females a week later. 
Of its note, Mr. Scudder says: "This insect stridulates both by day 
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and by night, and without variation. The song consists of from two 
to four notes-sounding like chic-a-chee-repeated rapidly so as to 
be almost confounded, and when three requiring just one-third of a 
second; the song is repeated at will, generally once in about five 
seconds, for an indefinite length of time." 

86, AMBLYCORYPHA UHLERI Brlmner. Uhler's Katydid. 
Amhlycorypha uhleri Brunn., 38,1878, 267; Bl., 7, 1893, 106; Lugg., 

84,1898,223; Scudd., 188,1900,70. . 

Uhler's katydid is our smallest species of the genus, measuring but 
about 27 mm. to end of tegmina. The posterior femora are armed as 
in rotundifolia, and slightly exceed the tegmina in both sexes. Pro
no,tumnarrower in front, the anterior half of lateral carinre rounded, 
the posterior rather sharp; the hind margin of lateral lobes as in 
rotundifolia. The male has longer wings and narrower tegmina than 
the female. Ovipositor less curved than in either of the other spe
cies, the apical half with comparatively strong serrations on both 
margins. General color a light grass green. 

Measurements: Male-Length of bOody, 14 mm.; of ,tegmina, 23 
mm.; of hind femora, 20 mm.; of wings beyond tegmina, 5 mm. 
Female-Length of body, 17.5 mm.; of tegmina, 22 mm.; of hind 
femora, 23 mm.; of wings beyond tegmina, 3 mm.; of ovipositor, 
8.5 mm. 

This species is much les6 common than either of the preceding, 
having been taken only in Vigo County: where it frequents the tall 
sedges and willows bordering the large ponds in the Wabash River 
bottoms; and in Crawford County near Wyandotte Cave, where a 
number were secured, on grass and herbs. '1'he young feed upon the 
leaves of the bla,ck and scarlet oaks, Quercus velutina Lam. and 
Q. coc~inea Wang, and the perfect insect is often found on or beneath 
these trees. It has been recorded before from New Jersey, Mary
land and the District of Columbia, and ranges southwest to Texas. 

XLIII. MICROCENTRUM Scudder (1862). 

Size, large. Wing covers moderately' expanded in the middle, much 
longer than the posteri(}r femora, and with the 'outer border sloping 
off quite sharply, thus causing the tip to 'be more. pointed than in 
Amblycorypha. Vertex much as in that genus, slightly furrowed. 
Eyes broadly oval, very prominent. Hind legs slender and very 
short, the femora but little more than half as long as the tegmina. 
Anal plates of male not prolonged; the supra-anal bluntly rounded; 
the sub-anal forked at the tip as in Amblycorypha. Ovipositor very 
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short, bent abruptly upward, bluntly pointed, and with· the apical 
third finely serrate above. 

Two species occur in the United States, but one of which has, as 
yet, been taken in Indiana. Since the other, M. retinerve Burro., 
may in time be found in the southern half of the State, the follow
ing key will enable the.student to separate the two: 

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF MICROCENTRUM. 

a. General color bright green; front !lorder of pronotum sinuate, with a 
slight rounded median projection; hind femora one-half the length 
of tegmina ................................. 8.7 laurifQUum, p. 354 

aa. General color yellowish green; front border of pronotum trunc~te. 
without median tooth;· hind femora more than one-half the length 
of tegmina ............................................. retinerve 

87. MIOROCENTRUM LAURIFOLIUM (L.) The Larger Angular-winged Katy-
did. . The Oblique-winged Katydid. 

Gryllus laurifolius L., 81, II, 1767, 695,17. 
Phyllopte1'U laltrifolia Burro., 40, II, 1838, 693; Serv., 196, 1839, 404. 
Microcentrum laurifolium Brunn., 38, 1878, 334, 339; Bl., 7, 1893, 107; Id., 

15, 1899, 215, Figs. 47, 4!); Beut., 3, VI, 1894,278, Phite VI, 
Fig. 3; Lugg., 84, 1898, 224, Figs. 148, 149, 150; Scudd., 188, 
1900.70. 

llficrocent1'um affiliatum Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 447, Fig. 5. 
Microcentrus retiner-m<3 Riley, 115, 1874, 155, Figs. 43-47. 

This is the largest species of "katydid" found in the State, both 
sexes measuring two inches and more to the tip of the wings. The 
general colmis light, grass green, the body yellowish green, lighter 
beneath. The vertex is quite broild, with its center hollowed out so 
as to form a shallow pit, which is more prominent in the male.. The 
pronotum is about as broad as long, its anterior Inargin a little 
sinuate and usually possessing a slight median tooth, though this is 

Fig. 85. Microc.ntum laurifolium (L.1 Male. (After Riley). 

sometimes obsolete, or is replaced with a shallo:w notch. The over
lapping dorsal surface of the wing covers form a sharp and prominent 
angle with the lateral portions, whence the common name. 
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Measurements: Male-Length of body, 25 mm.; of tegmina, 42 
mm.; of posterior femora, 22.5 mm.; of pronotum, 6 rum.; width of 
tegmina} 13 mm.. Female-Length of body, 30 mm.; of tegmina, 
46 mm.; of posterior femora, 24 rum.; of ovipositor, 5 mm.; width of 
tegmina, 14 mm. 

In the country it is this insect which is most cOIllllIonly called 
"the katydid," and the note of Cyrtophyllus perspicillatus L. is usually 
attributed to it, but its true note may be represented "by the syllable 
'tic,' repeated from eight to twenty times at the rate of about four 
to the second." However, M. laurifolium is probably less common in 
Indiana than the broad-winged katydid, with which it is confused. 
I have taken it in but three counties, viz., Putnam, Vigo and Marion. 
It is evidently attracted by light, being occasionally found in the 
gutters beneath electric lights. It, perhaps, occurs throughout the 
State, as its general range is given as the "United States east of the 
Rocky Mountains," but it is nowhere in Indiana so common as to be 
injurious. 

The eggs of M. laurifolium are usually glued in double rows on 
the sides of slender twigs, which have been 
previously roughened with the jaws and other
wise prepared for a place of deposit. The 
two rows are contiguous and the eggs of one 
alternate with thOSe! of the other. 'l'h~e of 
the same row overlap about one-f<1llrth the'ir 
length. . They are of a grayish brown color, 
long oval in shape, very fiat, and measure 
5.5x3 rum. They are usually deposited in Sep
tember, hatch the :following May, and thH 

young, in central Indiana, reach maturity dur
ing the first half of August. These eggs have, 
tember, hatch the following May, and the 
by persons who found them on their fruit 
trees, and thought they were the San Jose 
scale or some other injurious scale insect. 

Prof. C. V. Riley has written (loc. cit.) a 
pleasing description. of the egg laying habits 
and call note pi th'e angular-winged katydid, 
from which I quote at length a:s follows: 

"The females commence to oviposit early in September, and 
tinue to lay at intervals until the first severe frost. The eggs 
occasionally deposited during the day, but the operation usually 
place at night. Selecting a twig of about the size of a common 
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quill, this provident mother prepares it for the reception of the eggs 
by biting and roughening the bark with her jaws for a distance of 
two or three inches. This bite is not gradual like that made when 
feeding, but is sudden and vigorous, the insect chewing and pressing 
the twig each side so as to form an edge. This operation is a-ccom
panied by a sudden nervous shake of the body from side to side, and 
lasts sometimes but two or three minutes, sometimes more than ten. 
When the operation is accomplished to her satisfaction, she clutches 
with her front feet the stem to be used, and anchors the middle and 
hindmost feet for the most part upon contiguous leaves or branches, 
and often quite wide apart. Then, if she has her head in an upward 
direction (for it seems to be immaterial to her whether the eggs are 
placed from below up or vice vM'sa), she begins at the lower end of 
the roughened portion of the twig, and, after fretting it anew with 
her jaws and measuring and feeling it over again and again with her 
palpi, as if to assure herself that all is as it should be, she slowly
with much apparent effort, and not without letting it partly fall 
several times-curls the abdomen under until the lower edge of the 
curved ovipositor is brought between the jaws and palpi, by which it 
is grasped and guided to the right position. It is then worked slight
ly up and down for from four to six minutes-all the time guided by 
the jaws-while a shiny viscid fluid is given out apparently from' the 
ovipositor. Finally; after a few seconds rest o-r suspension of this 
work, the egg gradually rises, and, as it passes between the oviposi
tor, turns so that the one end appears almost simultaneously, from 
between the convex edge, with the other from the lower tip, of the 
hlades. The egg adheres to the roughened bark in an oblique posi
tion. It is at first almost black and highly varnished, but it acquires 
its normal gray color within eight or ten hours. After the egg is 
placed, the abdomen is straightened out and the insect rests for a 
few moments, soon, however, to resume her efforts and repeat the 
like performance, in every particular, except that the second egg is 
placed on the opposite side of the twig and a little above the first 
one. The third egg is pushed in between the top of the first one and 
the twig, the fourth between the top of the sec-ond, and so on, one 
on each side, alternately. Thus these eggs are not laid, as we might 
naturally imply, one over the other, but rather, one under the other; 
i. e., each succeeding pair having their ends thrust in between the 
tops of the preceding pair, the teeth at the end of the ovipositor 
helping to crowd the end into place. 

"The length of time required from the commencement of the 
fretting of the twig to the proper placing of the egg varies all the 
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way from five to 20 minutes. Sometimes, as for instance where a 
bud comes in the way, the preparation of the twig will require a 
comparatively long time, and after the ovipositor is brought up and 
a futile attempt made to place the egg, it will be let down again and 
the work of preparing the twig more vigorously. prosecuted a second 
time. 

"The number of eggs laid at one time varies from two to 30, the 
first batches containing more than those deposited later in the season. 
Each female produces from 150 to 200, or perhaps more, and I have 
known them to lay on the edge of a leaf, or of a piano-cover, or along 
a piece of cord. 

"These eggs, as already remarked, are rather flat when laid, but 
become more swollen, so that they have a narrower look as they 
approach the hatching period in spring. During the early part of 
May, the embryo larva-which lies straight in its egg, completely 
filling it, with the legs bent up as in a pupa, and the. long antennre 
curling around them-attains its full development, and after hours 
of tedious contracting and expanding movements, ~anages to burst 
the egg open at its top or exposed end, along the narrow edge, and 
generally about half way down. Through this opening young Katy 
slowly emerges" undergoing a moult during the process, and leav
ing its first skin, in a crumpled white mass, attached to the empty 

• bivalvular egg shell. Including hind legs and antennre it measures 
at this time, rather more than an inch in length, the body alone 
being one-eighth of an inch long; and in contemplating it, one can 
not but wonder how the long, stiff legs and great length of antennre, 
together with the plump body, could so recently have been com
pressed into the comparatively small shell to which we see it clinging. 

"In from ten to twenty minutes after hatching, these little beings 
essay their first leaps, and soon begin to eat with avidity. They feed 
with almost equal relish upon a great variety of foliage, but I have 
found that when reared upon very succulent leaves, such as lettuce, 
cabbage, purslain and the like, they are less hardy, and do not attain 
so great an age as when nourished upon more ligneous food, as the 
leaves of oak, apple or cherry. 

"The first notes of this katydid are heard about the middle of July, 
and the species is in full song by the first of August. The wing 
covers are partially opened by a sudden jerk, and the notes produced 
by the gradual closing of the same. The. song consists of a series 
of from 25 to 30 raspings, as of a stiff quill drawn across a coarse 
file. There are about five of these raspings or trills per second, all 
alike, and with equa~ intervals, except the last two .or three, which, 
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with the closing of the wing covers, run into each other. The whole 
strongly recalls the slow turning of a child's wooden rattle, ending 
with a sudden jerk of the same; and this prolonged rattling, which is 
peculiar to the male, is invariably and instantly answered by a single 
sharp 'chirp' or 'tschick' from one or more females, who produce the 
sound by a sudden upward jerk of the wings. 

"Both sexes are for the most part silent during the day, but during 
the period of their greatest activity their stridulations are never for 
an hour remitted, from the time the great setting sun hides behind 
the purple curtains of the west till he begins to shed his s<!arlet rays 
in the east-the species being so numerous that the sound as it comes 
from the woods is one continuous rattling, not unlike the croaking 
of frogs, 'but set to a higher key." 

Sub-family PSEUDOPHYLLINlE. 

This sub-family is represented in Indiana by only one genus
characterized as follows: 

XLIV. CYRTOPHYLLUS Burmeister (1838). 

Tegmina broad and leaf-like, longer than the wings, obtuse and 
rounded at the ends, and concave or hollowed within. The vertex 
extends forward between the eyes in the form of a small triangular 
spine which is grooved above and crowded by the basal joints of the 
antennre. Eyes small, globose. Prosternum armed with two short 
spines. Pronotum crossed by two transverse sulci; its surface rugose; 
its posterior third highest. Anterior pair of legs long and rather 
s0ut and well adapted for climbing. The "shrilling" organ of the 
male is brown in color, with the central portion as transparent as 
glass, and is set in a strong half-oval frame~. Sub-anal, plate of male 
produced into a long padd'le-shaped appendage which is grooved on 
the upper side. Ovipositor of female broad, with the apical half 
up-curved and denticulate below; apex rather sharply pointed. One 
species which occurs throughout the eastern United States is com
mon in Indiana. 

88. CYRTOPHYLLUS PERSPICILLATUS (L.) The True Katydid. The Broad
winged Katydid. 

GryUus perwpieillatus L., 80, 1763, 15. 
OyrtophyUu8 pertpicillatus Burro., 40, TI, 1838, 61)7; Brnnn., 39", 181)5, 

239; Scudd., 188, 1900, 71. 
PlU,typhyUumconcavum Harris, 72,1862,158, Fig. 74; Rile], 115,1874, 

167, Figs. 52-54. . 
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OyrtuphyUus CImCQ/V!l.'l Scudder, 14 1, VII, 1862, 444; Bl., 7, 1893,. 109; 
Id., 16, 1899, 214, Fig. 48; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 279, Plate VI, 
Fig. 1; Lugger 84,1898,2261 Figs. 151-152. 

The broad-winged katydid is readily known by the characters of 
the genus given above. The wing covers and wings of living speci
mens are dark green; the body, pronotum and head lighter, with a 
tendency to turn yellowish when dried. The main veins of the wing 

]'jg.87. Cllrtopnllllu8 p.r"piciilla~1t8 

covet are very prominent with reticulating branches, ,giving 
that-.organ much the appearance. a leaf. Posterior femora short, -
slen4er, and armed on apical half of lower outer carina with about 
six s~an spines. The ovipositor almost as -long as the abdomen, 
cimeter-shaped, sharp pointed, with but slight serrations on the 
lowet edge of apical third. The i anal cerci of the male are broadly 
fork~d, and when ill natural position the lower branch curves ~ 
neatlidhe projecting sub-anal plate. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 30 mm.; of tegmina, 37 
mm..; of posterior femora, 21 mm.; of sub-anal spine, 11 mm.. Width 
of te~ina, 18 mm. Female-Length of body, 29 mm.; of tegmina, 
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36 mm.; oi posterior femora, 22 mm.; of ovipositor, 14 mm .. Width 
of tegmina, 16 mm. 

The broa·d-winged katydid is found in considerable numbers 
throughout the State, but is much more commonly heard than seen, 
as it dwells in small colonies in the deneest foliage which it can find, 
such as the tops of shade trees and the entwining vines of the grape 
arbor. It is more domestic in its habits than any other species of 
the "katydid" group, frequenting, for the most part, the shrubbery 
of yards and orchards and the trees along fence rows, being seldom, 
if ever, heard in extensive wooded tracts. Its note is the loudest 
made by any member of the family, the male having the musical 
organ larger and beUer developed than in any other. The call is 
almost always begun soon after dusk with a single note uttered at 
intervals of about five seconds for a half dozen or more times. This 
preliminary note gives the listener the impression that the musician 
is tuning his instrument, preparatory to the well-known double call 
which is soon begun and kept up almost continuously from dark till 
dawn. Occasionally, in warm cloudy weather, this call is made by 
daYi and if the musician is located he will sometimes be found resting 
on the topmost leaf of a shrub; swinging to and fro as the breezes 
blow, and sounding his cymbals in seeming unison with the move
ment. This katydid probably reaches maturity in southern Indiana 
by mid-July. The song has been heard in Putnam Oounty as early 
as July 22d, and a single female was c·aptured in Laporte Oounty 
as late as October 15th. 

In a Putnam Oounty farmyard I listened for hours, one August 
night, to the serenade of a band of katydids. They seemingly tried 
to outdo themselves for my benefit. But to them I was a nonentity 
-an unknown being. No thought o,f me or of my attentive ear 
lurked in or passed through their brains, as they clashed their cym
bals in every shrub and tree around the old farm house. One idea 
alone possessed the minds of the male musicians. That idea was 

. love-passion-"that greatest thing in the universe." Long and 
loud the cymbals sounded, each shuffle, each note, doubtless accom
panied by the wish that the next would call from the skies, from the 
branches above or about them-from anywhere, it mattered not
one of their form and kind. One to whom they could "whisper sweet 
nothings"-one whom they could caress tenderly with long antennre 
-one whom, in time, they could clasp lovingly with their slender 
limITS and forget cymbals, calls, skies, food, earth, everything in that 
long embrace which to them is the acme, the one, the highest object 
of their mature existence. 
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The serenade continued thus,almost unbroken, from dusk till 
dawn. A serenade it was in truth - a song of love - O'f passion,. 
poured out to the listening ears of the other sex. At times a single
player dropped out of the chorus. His work, his love-calls had not: 
been in vain. From some leafy retreat, where she had been hidden 
by day, a lady katydid slowly emerged, and, entranced by the song
by, to her ears, the tender wooing notes-drew nearer and nearer 
untO' the charmed circle whence the cymbals clanged and shuffled. 
~heir notes became less vigorous. More suitly they fell upon her 
ear, until finaIly, as she coyly advanced they ceased and the caress of" 
the antennre took their place. The other musicians noted the ab
sence of one of {heir chorus, and sounded their drums the louder .. 
but for most of them their labor was in vain. Many of them doubt
less go through life unblessed by tihe presence of the gentler sex ... 
danging their nightly calls from mid-July to the coming of the hoar
frost, and to its biting nips finally succumbing, possessed by the 
thought~if a katydid can think-that this earth is a desolate and, 
cruel abiding place for such as they. So have the most of bachelors 
-human and otherwise-doubtless thought, as in the past they 
yielded up the ghost. 

Of the call of this species Mr. Scudder has written: "The note',. 
which sounds like xr, has a shocking lack of melody; the poets who 
have sung its praises must have heard it at the distance that lends 
enchantment. In close proximity the sound is excessively ~asping: 
and grating, louder and hoarser than I have heard from any other 
of the Locustarians in America or in Europe, and the Loeustarians; 
are the noisest of all Orthoptera. Since these ereatl\res are abundanl 
wherever they occur, the noise produced by them, on an evening spe:- . 
cially favorable to their song, is most discordant. Usually the notes. 
are two in number, rapidly repeated at short intervals. Perhaps: 
nine out of ten will ordinarily give this number; but occasionally III 

stubborn iJ?sect persists in sounding the triple note-('Katy-she:
did'); and as katydids appear desirous of defiantly answering their 
neighbors in the same measure, the proximity of a treble-voiced 
songster demoralizes a whole neighborhood, and a curious medley re
sults; notes from some individuals may then be heard all the while, 
scarcely a moment's time intervening between their stridulations, 
some nearer, others at a greater distance; so that the air is filled 
by these noisy troubadours with an indescribably confused and grat-, 
ing clatter." 

According to Riley the eggs are thrust, by means of the sharp ovi
positor, into crevices and soft substances, and probably, in a state of 

53-Geol. 
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nature, into the crevices of loose bark, or into the soft stems of 
woody plants. They are of a dark slate color, about 6.5x2 mm. in 
siz1e, very ilat, pointed at each end, and with the edges beveled off 
or emarginate. -

Sub-family CONOCEPHALINJE. 

Vertex projecting forward and upward in the form of a tuberc'le 
or cone, sometimes blunt, sometimes much prolonged. Prosternum 
toothed or with two slender spines. Fore tibire without apical spines. 
Front coxre (in our genera) with a spine on the outside. Wing covers 
seldom expanded in the middle, often shorter than the abdomen, and 
in color either green or brown. Shrilling organ of male well devel
oped, the cross-vein prominent, the color light ~rown, with the cen
tral portion transparent (except in the genus 0 onocephalus). Hear
ing organs present near the base of fore tibire. Hind legs usually 
stout and much thickened at the base, as the ins,eds seldom fly, but 
are active leapers, and very difficult to capture. 

The eggs are deposited between the stems and root leaves of grass, 
in the pith of twigs, or sometimes in the turnip-shaped galls so com
mon on -certain species of willow. The ovipositor, being thus used 
as a piercer, has in time developed into a slender and sharp-pointed 
instrument which is but little curved and is frequently of excessive 
length, in some species being over twice as long as the remainder of 
the body. 

To this sub-family belong those slender-bodied green grasshoppers, 
with long, tapering antennre which are so common in summer and 
early autumn in damp meadows and prairies and along the margins 
of streams, ditches and ponds. They are mostly terrestrial in their 
habits, but one or two of the larger ones ever being found in trees. 

The color of their bodies corresponds closely with that of the 
stems and leaves of the sedges and grasses among which they dwell, 
and so protects them from the sight of the few birds which frequent 
a liKe locality. Their songs, produced in the same manner as those 
of their larger cousins, the katydids, are as frequent by day as by 
night, but are usually soft and low in comparison with those of the 
former. Their day song differs from that of the night, and, says 
Scudder, "It is curious to observe these little creatures suddenly 
changing from the day to the night song at the mere passing of a 
cloud and returning to the old note when the sky is clear. By 
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imitating the two songs in the daytime the grasshoppers can be made 
to represent either at will; at night they have but Olle note."* 

This sub-family is represented in Indiana by three genera which 
may be separated by the following key: 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA CONOCEPHALIN.!E. 

a. Fore and middle femora spined beneath; vertex produced forward 
into a long sharp cone; stridulating organ of male green and 
opaque .............................. XLV. CONOCEPHALUS, p. 363 

aa. J!'ore and middle femora unarmed beneath; vertex terminating in a 
rounded tubercle which is hollowed out on the sides; stridulating 
organ of male light brown and partly transparent. 
b. Prosternal spines very short; ovipositor slender, straight Qr 

nearly so; insect small ............. XLVI. XIPHIDIUM, p. 371 
bb. Prosternal spines longer and more slender; ovipositor stout, 

usually upcurved; insect of medium Size .......... ; ........ . 
XLVII. ORCHELIMUM, p. 381 

XLV. CONOCEPHALUS Thunbergh (1815). 

THE CONE-HEADED GRASSHQPPERS. 

'The members of this genus are readily known by having the vertex 
prolonged forward and upward into a cone which munh exceeds in 
length the nrst segment of the antennre, and bears a pointed tooth 
beneath. Face very oblique. Eyes sub-rotund, rather prominent. 
Spines of prosternum long and slender. Wing covers long, narrow, 
rounded at the end, much exceeding the abdomen and slightly ex
ceeding the wing~ in all our species. The stridulating organ of the 
male is opaque and of a coarse texture in the left wing cover, but 
transparent at the center of the right. Hind femora of moderate 
length, rather slender, the insects often using the wings as locomo
ters. Ovipositor rather narrow, nearly straight, oftentimes of ex
cessive length; the eggs of those species in which the oviposition has 
been noted, being deposited between the stem and the root leaves 
of plants. Anal plates of male not produced; the cerci much swollen, 
recurved and toothed. 

Although these insects are said to be rather common by those 
writers who have prepared lists of Orthoptera from other states, yet 
in Indiana they are thE;l least abundant of all the winged Locustidai, 
ten years' collecting having yielded less than twenty specimens. 
They appear to be more cominon in the northern than in the south
ern half of the State. 

>:< American N atnralist, II, 1868, 116. 
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Of the habits of the species found in Illinois, McNeill has written: 
~'All the species of Oonocephalus seem to possess more intelligence 
than ~s usual among the Orthoptera, and they are about the most 
difficult of the order to approach. In escaping they usually slip or 
fall into the grass instead of jumping or flying; but they seem to 
fully understand that they are very well protected by their color and 
f().rm. If approached very cautiously they often remain quite still 
upon the stem of grass upon which you have surprised them with 
the usually well founded expectation that you will not be able to 
distinguish them from the green herbage around. If they think it 
worth while to make some active movement to escape they will fre
quently slip around on the other side of the stem and walk down the 
stem to the ground or off upon another plant .. Unlike most Orthop
tera they do not use their front legs in holding to the mouth the 
thing upon which they feed. Instead of biting they seem to wrench 
()r tear away pieces from the stems or leaves."* 

The genus is a large one, 101 species being included by Redten
bacher in his monograph. Only sixteen, however, .are listed by Scud
der as occurring in the United States, and but five have', up to the 
present, been taken in Indiana. These may be distinguished by the 
following table: 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF CONOCEPHALUS. 

o. Cone of vertex slender, extending 3 mm. or more in front of eyes, 
and with either the margin 0 lower face black. 
:/). Each margin of con~ wi a black line extending from the 

apex half way or more to base; inner, lower carina of pos-
terior femora with four r five minute spines ............... . 

! 89 ensiger, p. 365 
.fib. Lower face of cone wholl black from apex to inferior basal 

tooth; posterior femo, ra Ei med on both the lower carinre with 
iii number of plainly vis Ie spines. 
c. Length of body of f ale less than 36 mm.; of cone of 

vertex not over 4.5 mm ........... 90 nebrasoensis, p. 366 
co. Length of body of female' more than 45 mm.; of cone of 

vertex more than 7 mm ............... 91 IJrnneri, p. 367 
aa. Cone of vertex rather stout, extending less than 3 mm. in front of 

eyes, devoid of black markings. 
d. Lateral carinre of pronotum with a yellow line; wing' covers 

with irregularly distributed black dots; ovipositor exceeding 
25 mm. in length ... , ...................... 92 robustus, p. 368 

dd. Lateral carinre of pronotum without trace of yellow; wing cov
ers a bright grass green, immaculate; ovipOSitor less than 20 
mm. in length .... , ....................... 93 palustris, p. 369 

"P8yohe, VI, 23. " 
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89. CONOCEPHALUS ENSIGER . Harris. The Sword-bearer. 
Crmocephalus ensiger Harris, 72 1862, 163, Fig. 79; Riley, 1 22, II, 

1884,187, Fig. 263; Comstock, 41,1,1888,115; Redttmb., 110, 
1891, 67, 89; Scudd., 168, XXIII, 1892, 72 (note of "to music); 
Id., 188,1900,72; Bl., 7,1893, 114; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 281, 
Plate VI, Fig. 8; Lugger, 84, 1898,230, Figs. 153, 154. 

A slender bodied species, the general color of which is grass green 
(rarely brown), the body and face paler; the posterior tibire and tip 
of ovipositor infuscated. Lateral carinre jof pronotum sometimes with 
a faint yellow line, more plainly visihle in the dried specimens. 
Tegmina very long and slender. 

Fig. 88. ConotJe1lhalu8 en.iger Harris. Male. (After Lugger.) 

Measurements: Male":":"'Length of bodr, 26 mm.; tegmina, 42 mm.; 
of posterior femora, 21 mm. 1!'emale-Length of body, 28-30 mm.; 
of tegmina, 47 mm.; of posterior femora, 23 mm.; of cone of vertex, 
3.25 mm.; of pronotum, 7.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 28-31 mm. 
I 

Fig. 89. Conocellhal ... en.iger Harris. Female. (After Lugger.) 

Ensiger is probably the most widely ~istributed species of Cono
cephalus occurring in the- eastern United States, having been re
corded from Maine to the Rocky Mountaiins. It is the most c'ommon 
one occurring in northern Indiana, where it frequents the tall grasses 
along ditches and the borders of damp prairies. In the central and 
southern counties it is scarce, being rep1/iced by the next species. 
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The female of ensiger has been recorded as depositing her eggs 
between the stem and the root leaves of Andropogon, a genus of tall, 
coarse grasses which grow in dry, sandy localities. The young, 
hatched in May, reach maturity in central Indiana about July 20th. 
Mr. Scudder, who has set the note of the male to music~ says of the 
song: "This insect has but a single song and stridUlates only by 
night, or during cloudy weather. It begins its song as so.on as the 
sky is obscured or the sun is near the horizon. It commences with a 
note like brw, then pauses an instant and immediately emits a rapid 
succession of sounds like chwi at the rate of about five per sec~)lld, 
and continues them for an unlimited time. Another writer likens 
its note to the syllable 'ik-ik-ik,' as if sharpening a 8aw, enlivening 
the low bushes, and particularly' the cornpatch, as it seems to es
pecially delrght in perching near the top of a cornstalk and there 
giving forth its rather impulsive song." 

90. CONOCEPHALUS NEBRASCENSIS Bruner. The Nebraska Cone-head. 
ConocephaZus nebrascensis Bruner, 25, xxm, 1891, 72; Scudder, 168, 

xxm, 1892, 72; Id., 188, 1900,72; BL, .7, 1893, 115; Lugg., 
84, 1898, 231. 

This is a heavier bodied and shorter ~'inged species than the pre
ceding .. The cone of the vertex projects upward more strongly and 
has the apical half more tapering than in ensiger " the basal tooth is 
also more prominent. The anal cerci of male are stout, with strong 
internal hooks.' Ovipositor long and slender, lanceolate, a little 
curved upward and extending about one-fourth of an inch beyond 
the closed tegmina. 

General color either bright grass green or a yello.wish brown 0.1' tan 
with narrow, yellowish lines along the lateral carinre of the pro
notum. Posterior tibire together with all the' feet more or less in
fuscated. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 28 mm.; of tegmina, 37 
mm.; of pronotum, 8 rom.; of cone of vertex, 3.5 rom.; of posterior 
femora., 21 mm, Females-Length of body, 33 mm.; of tegmina, 42 
mm.; of posterior femora, 23 mm.; of ovipositor, 29 mm. 

The, above measurements are very nearly the same as th'ose given 
by Mr. Bruner in the original description of the species, and are the 
average of a half dozen specimens in my collection. I have one fe
male, however, which is so much larger that at first I was inclined to 
think it a different species, but the color and structure, except the 
measurements, agree in e.very particular with those given above of 
nebrascensis. The following are the measurements of the specimen 
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in question: Length or body, 36 mm.; or cone, 4.5 mm.; or tegmina, 
49 mm.; or posterior remora, 30 mm.; or ovipositor, 39 mm. 

In central Indiana this is the most common or the three species or 
Conocephalus there occurring. A number of specimens have been 
taken in Putnam County by Mr. W. A. Riley, and in Vigo, Fulton 
and Starke counties by myself. When approached it orten attempts 
to escape by burrowing beneath the fallen grass. It rrequents the 
same localities as O. e1isiger and is very liable to' be mistaken for that 
species by the casual observer, but may at once be distinguished by 
the characters given in the key. 

91. CONOCEPHALUS BRUNERI sp. nov. Bruner's Cone-head. 

A large but comparatively slender bodied species, having the cone 
or vertex excessively long, flat rather than convex above, 'and with 
its under side a shining black as rar back as the basal tooth. 

General color: A light pea green tinged with yellowish on the 
head, pronotum and rore femora. A narrow yellowish line along the 
lateral carime of pronotum, absent all the head but present rm the 

U+noceJl,hal:u.bruneri ap. nov. Female. Natural size. (Original.) 

lateral of cone of vertex. A very, narrow and oblique yel-
extends a short distance back rrom each eye. Mandi

and apical joints of palpi more or less inruscated. 
very prominent, extending 7.5 mm. in rront or 

eyes, flattened above, with a slight median furrow in its basal half, 
gradually from the base rorward, its apical half curved 
slightly the apex rounded and ratller blunt; the lower basal 
tooth small blunt. Pronotum the same length as the rore remora, 

breadth, the lateral carinm evident but dull, the 
rounded; the sides flaring noticeably outward, 

angles to the dorsal field as in most species, their 
rugose. Tegmina reaching a little beyond the middle 

basal ,third rather broad, the apical two-thirds 
to the rounded apex. Wings equaling the 
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tegmina in length. Fore and middle femora short and stout, un
armed beneath, the former one-third the length of hind femora, tpe 
latter a little longer. Hind femora short but slender, armed on both 
margins of lower carinre with about nine small but sharp teeth, those 
on inner carina a little longer and more distant, one from another, 
than those on outer. Hind ,tibial a little shorter than the femora. 
Ovipositor slender, of more than average length, of equal width to 
within 5 mm. of the apex, from whence it tapers gradually to a rather 
dull point. 

Measurements: Female-Length of body, 44 mm.; of pronotum, 
9.5 rum.;. of tegmina, 50 mm.; of fOlie femora, 9.5 mm.; of hind 
femora, 30 mm.; of hind tibial, 29 nun.; of ovipositor, 45 mm. 

This large and odd appearing Locustid is represented in my collec
tion by a single female, taken in September, 1900, by Mr. Arthur 
Dransfield in the campus of the "Working Men's Institute," at New 
Harmony, Posey County, and kindly presented to me. It is quite 
distinct from any other species in this country, approaching most 
closely the Brazilian species C. truncatirostn:s described by Redten
bacher. The fastigium of the veTtfx is, however, even longer than 
in that species. Professor Lawtence Bruner, to whom the specimen 
was sent for examination, writes that he has a single female of the 
same insect taken from the Potoma:c bottoms, D. C., some years ago. 
The male is, as. yet, unknown. Th~ species is evidently southern in 
its range, and should be looked for :throughout southern Indiana. 

I take pleasure in naming this! large Locustid in honor of Prof. 
Lawrence Bruner, of Lincoln, Nebraska, an authority on North 
American Orthoptera, who has shown me many courtesies during 
the preparation of this paper. 

92. CONOOEPH.A.LUS ROBUSTUS Scudder. The Robust Cone-head. 
OonocephaJus robustus Scudd., 14 1, VII, 1862, 449; Id., 168, XXIII, 

1892, 72 (song of); Id., 188, 1000, 72; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 
187; Comstock, 41, 1,1888, 115; Redtenb., 110, 1891, 89, Plate 
m, Fig. 36; Bl., 7, 1893, 116; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 280, Plate VI, 
Fig. 9; Lugg., 84, 1898, 232 . 

Gen·eral color bright green or pale brown; sometimes a mixture of 
both; the wing covers usually speckled with black. Cone of vertex 
much like that of C. ensiger but shorter, with the· apex more obtuse; 
rarely with a black spot at apex, its sides often with a narrow yel
lowish line; the frontal basal tooth distinct but blunt. Posterior 
femora armed beneath on both carirue with a number of rather weak 
spines. Wings of male equaling the tegmina in length, in the fe
male a little shorter. Ovipositor shorter than in any of the preced-
ing species. 
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:Measurements: :Male-Length of body, 30 mm.; of tegmina, 44 
mm.; of hind femora~ 23 mm.; of pronotum, 8 mm.; of cone, 2 mm. 
Female-Length of body, 31 mm.; of tegmina, 48 mm.; of hind 
femora, 26 mm.; of ovipositor, 26 mm. 

:Fig.91. Conocephalu. robustu. Scudd. Female. Natural size. (After Beutenmii1l8l'). 

This species seems to be an inhabitant of sandy districts and oc
<curs only along the Atlantic seacoast and the shores o£ the Great 
Lakes. In Indiana it has been noted only in Laporte County, where 
Prof. E. E. Slick found it quite frequently along the shore of Lake 
Michigan during September and October. Of the specimens sent to 
me-a half dozen males-he wrote: "They were caughtofI the trees, 
in the dusk of the evening, as they were singing. They sang 
('whetted') continuously for ten minutes or longer while I watched 
them." 

Mr. Scudder thus describes the note as heard in New England: 
"'Robustus is exceedingly noisy and sings equally, and I believe simi
larly, oy day and night. The song resembles that of the harvest 
:fly, Cicadacanicularis. It often lasts for many minutes, and seems, 
at a distance, to be quite uniform. On a nearer approach one can 
hear it swelling and decreasing in volume * * * and it is~ccom
panied by a buzzing sound, quite audible near at hand, which re
~embles the humming of a bee. or the droning of a bag-pipe." 
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93. CONOCEPHALUS PALUSTRIS Blatchley. The Marsh Cone-head. 
ConoCephalU8 palmtris Bl., 10, XXV, 1893, 89; Id., 7, 1893, 118; Scudd., 

188, 1900, 72. 

A small but comparatively heavy-bodied species, having the cone 
of the vertex devoid of black markings and without a basal tooth; 
ovipositor very short and more than usually broad; posterior femora 
armed beneath on both carimB. Cone of vertex short and stout, the 
tip round, the deflexed front with a dull median carina. PronotulU 
short, broad, the posterior margin regularly rounded, the lateral 

a 
Fig. 92. Oonocephalu8 palu8tri8 BI. 

(a) Female. One and one-third times natural size. 
(b) Head of same from above. (Original). 

b 

carinal well defined, the entire surface thickly and rather deeply 
punctate. Tegmina long and rather narrow, regularly rounded to 
the apex; of a more delicate texture than in either C. ensiger Harris 
or C. rabustus Scudder. Fore and middle femora with two short 
spines on the apical third of the lower outer carina. Hind legs short, 
the tibire but little more than half as long as the closed tegmina; 
the femora with plainly visible spines on both of the inferior carinre, 
eight on the outer and six on the inner. Ovipositor a little shorter 
than the hind tibire, broadest at a point about two-thirds the distance 
from the base, thence tapering regularly to a sharp apex. 

qeneral color a very bright grass green. Fastigium tipped with 
dull yellow, which extends half way down the sides. Labrum and 
apical'segments of all the palpi a rose red tinged with violet. Tarsi 
somewhat infuscated. Antennre and apical third of ovipositor red
dish-brown. 

Measurements: Female-Length of body, 27 mm.; cone of vertex, 
2.75 mm.; of pronotum, 7 mm.; of tegmina, 37 mm.; of hind femora, 
20 mm.; of hind tibire, 19.5 mm;. of ovipositor, 19 mm. 

This handsome species of Canacephalus belongs to the same group 
as O. rabustus and C. crepitans Scudder, but is smaller and of a more 
uniform and brighter green than either of those species, besides hav
ing shorter legs, ovipositor, etc. It is described from a single female 
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taken October 24, 1891,. from the fallen grasses on the margins of a 
large lowland pond in Vigo Gounty. This pond, now extinct, was 
surrounded on all sides by heavy timber, and its margins yielded a 
number of interesting Orthoptera found nowhere else in the county. 
Among them were Leptysma marginicollis Serv., Paroxya hoosieri 
Bl., Ana~ipha exigua Say, Phylloscirtus pulchellus Uhler, and 
Xiphidium nigropleura Bruner. The first four mentioned are in
sects of a southern. range, and perhaps O. palustris will, in time, be 

• found to be more common southward. 

XLVI. XIPHlDIUM Serville (1831). 

This genus includes our smallest winged Locustidre. The vertex 
projects forward and slightly upward in the form of a rounded tuber
cle which is hollowed out on the sides for the reception of the basal 
joint of the antennre. Face rounded, somewhat oblique. Eyes rather 
large, sub-globose. Spines of prosternum very short and weak; often 
mere cone-shaped protuberances. Wing c'overs narrow, straight, 
rounded at the end, often varying much in length in the same spe
cies, but for the most part shorter than the abdomen. Wings usually 
a little shorter than the wing covers. Stridulating organ of male 
well developed, the veins prominent, light brown in color, and with 
the middle transparent. Hind femora of medium length, stout at 
base; mostly unarmed beneath. Ovipositor narrow, straight or but 
slightly curved, oftentimes of excessive length. Anal plates of male 
not prolonged; the cerci usually much swollen, and toothed at base 
on the inn'er margin. Eight species are known to occur in Indiana. 

These insects are more variable in color and in the length of wings 
than those of any other genus of Orthoptera known to me. The 
variations, however, seem to be abrupt with no intervening forms. 
There are long-winged and short-wing ed- forms of the same species 
but none with the wings of medium length; and when a brown form 
is tinged with green, or vice versa, the amount of the different color 
varies but little. Four of our eight species are thus dimorphic' as 
regards the length of the wings, the short-winged individuals, as far 
as my observation go'es, far-outnumbering those with the wings fully 
developed; and at least three of the eight are variable with respect 
to color. 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF XIPHIDIUM. 

a. Ovipositor shorter than the body. 
ll. Ovipositor straight. 

c. Body very slender; wings a little longer than the tegmina; 
the latter always fully developed and longer than ab-
domen ............................. 94 fasciatum, p. 372 
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ee. Body. st'Outer; wings in the common form shorter than 
the tegmina; the latter usually abbreviated" n):>t reach-
ing tip 'Of abdomen. " .............. 95 brevipenne, p. 373 

bb. Oviposit'Or a little CUl'ved; tegmina c'Onstant In length, covering 
ab'Out two-thirds of the abdomen in the male; sh'Orter in the 
female ..... : ...................•........ 96 nemorale, p. 374 

aa. Oviposit'Or equal to 'Or l{)nger than the body. 
d. Length of posterior femora almost equal t'O that of the ovi

posit'Or. 
e. Body rather stout; the tegmina always covering more 

than half the abd'Omen. 
f. Abdomen with dorsal surface light brown, the sides 

green, or yellowish green; ovipositor n'O longer 
than body .··· ................ 97 ensiferum. p. 375 

ff. Abdomen with the dorsal surface a fuscous br'Own, 
the sides shining black; ovip'Ositor plainly longer 
than body ............ , ....... 98 nigropleura, p. 376 

ee. Body very !!lender; the tegmina exceedingly short, pad
like. covering only one-third of abdomen. the sides 'Of 
latter dull reddish brown .............. 99 saUa,ns, p. 377 

dd. Posterior fem'Ora much' shorter than the ovipositor. the latter 
of excessive length. 
g. Under side of hind femora unarmed; the sides 'Of the 

body. green .......................... 100 strictum, p. 378 
gg. Under side of hind femora armed on the outer carina 

with several short black spines; the sides of the body 
dull reddish brown ............... 101 attenuatum. p. 379 

94. XIPmDlUM FA.SOIATUM (DeGeer). The Slender. Meadow Grasshopper. 
~fasciata DeG., 57, m, 1778, 458, Plate XL, Fig. 4. 
X,iphidium fasciatum BurIn., 40, II" 1839, 708; Pack., 1 04, 1883, 567; 

Riley, 122, II, 1884, 186; Comst., 41, I, 1888, 114; Redtenb., 
110, 1891, 192, Plate IV, Fig. 82; Scndd., 168, XXIII, 1892, 

75 (song of); Id., 183, XXX, 1898,184; Id., 188,1900,74; 
. Brun., 27, m, 1892,265; Bl., 7,1893,119; Bent., 3, VI, 1894, 

283, Plate VI, Fig.7; Lngg., 84, 1898, 238, Figs. 157, 158. 

Fasciatum is 'One 'Of the most slender b'Odied L'Ocustids bel'Onging 
t'O 'Our fauna. It is the 'Only species of Indiana X iphidium wh'Ose 
wings are nev~r shorter than the body. Posteri'Or fem'Ora reaching 
to 'Or slightly bey'O~d the tip 'Of tegmina in the female, distinctly 
sh'Orter in the male. Face,. sides of pr'On'Otum and abd'Omen, and 
basal p'Orti'On 'Of 'Ovipositor green; t~gmina and apical third 'Of 'Ovi
positor light reddish br'Own; upper ~ide 'Of abd'Omen, and stripe 'On 
'Occiput and disk 'Of pr'On'Otum darkerbr'OWll; legs green, br'Ownish 'On 
the knees and tarsi. ' 

Measurements; . Male~Length Qtbody, 13.5 mm.; 'Of tegmina, 
17.5 mm.; ~f,·hind femora; 11.5 mm.; 'Of pr'On'Otum; 3.5 mm. Female 
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-Length of body, 14 mm.; of tegmina, 16 mm.; of hind femora, 13 
mm.; of ovipositor, 8 mm. 

This handsome meadow grasshopper is abundant throughout the 
State in timothy and clover meadows and especially s()- about < small 
streamS! in low ground, blue~grass pastures. It is one of the first of 
the Locustidre to reach maturity, specimens having been taken in 
Vigo County as early as July 5th, and it may be found until mid
October. The note of the male is very faint-a kind of zr-r-r-r long 
drawn out. 

Fasciatum has, perhaps, the widest distribution or any or our 
American Loc'ustidre, its range, according to Redtenbacher, being 
from British America to Buenos Ayres, S. A. 

The Orchelirnurn gracile of Harris, usually quoted as <a synonym o·f 
X. fasciaturn, has been shown by Bruner (loc. cit.) to be a distinct 
and valid species. 
95. XIPHIDIUM BREVIPENNE Soudder. The Short-winged Meadow Grass

hopper. 
Xiphidium brempennis Soudd., 141, VII, 1862, 451; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 

283, Plate VI, Fig. 6. 
Xiphidium brempenne Soudd., 148, 1874, 368; Id., 183, XXX, 1898, 

184; Id., 188,1900,74; Riley, 122, 11,1884,186; Comst.,41' 
I, 1888, 114; Redtenb., 110, 1891, 206, Plate IV, Fig. 91; BI., 
7,1893,121; Lugg., 84,1898,239. 

A little shorter and thicker bodied species than X. fasciatum. 
Posterior femora rather short and stout, unarmed beneath, or rarely 
with one to four minute spines. Cerci or male swollen, the apex 
strongly compressed and obtuse, armed below the middle with a 
rather fiat,sharp pointed tooth. 

General color: Light reddish brown; the race and sides of pro
notum usually green; stripe on occiput and disk of pronotum a very 
dark brown, margined on each side < 
with a narrow yellow line; tegmina 
and wings a light reddish brown; ovi
positor reddish brown throughout, 
darker toward the apex. 

Measurements: Male-Length of 
body, 11 mm.; of tegmina, 7 mm.; of 
posterior femora, 10 mm.; of prono

Fig. 93. Xiphidium brt,npenne Scudd 
Female. Natural size. (AfterBe~

tenmiiller.) 

tum, 3 mm. Female-Length of body, 11-13 mm.; of tegmina, short 
winged form, 7 mm.; or posterior femora, 11 mm.; of pronotum, 3 
mm.; of ovipositor, Ie) mm. 

This is also an abundant species throughout the State, frequentIng 
the same localities as fasciat~trn and reaching maturity .about a fort-
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night later. Long winged forms of brevipenne occ'asionally occur, but 
in Indiana they are very scarce, but one or two having come under 
my notice. Of the variations in the length of the wing covers of it 
and allied species, Professor Bruner has well said: "That in the 
genera X iphidium and Orchelimum wing length is a character not to 
be relied upon as specific or even varietal difference;" yet Redten
bacher, in his ":Monographie der Oonocephaliden," has separated a 
number of his species by this character alone, and I can find no men-
tion in his work of the fact that such a variation exists. 

96. XIPHIDIUM NEMORALE Scudder. 
Xiphidium nemomle Scudd., 151, XVTI, 1875, 462; ld., 153, IV, 1875, 

65; ld., 164, 1879, 15; ld., 168, XXIII, 1892,76 (song of); 
ld., 183, XXX, 1898, 184; ld., 188,1900,75; Bl., 7, 1893, 122; 
Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 284; Lugg., 84,1898,240. 

Xiphidium curtipenne Redtenb., 1 10, 1891, 208. 

A rather robust species with the general color a dark, greenish 
brown; tegmina light reddish brown with the front or lower area 
fuscous. Dorsal stripe of occiput and pronotum a lighter grayish 
brown margined with a narrow yellowish line on each side. All the 
femora punctate with, reddish dots, the tarsi and tip of hind femora 
dusky. Tegmina with the veins and cross-veins unusually prominent, 
giving them a coarse and scabrous look; the tympanum of male stout 
and elevated. Cerci c'onical, the apex obtuse, but little compressed. 
Ovipositor as long as the abdomen, the apical half with a gentle but 
evident upward curve. 

Measurements: Male--Length of body, 14 mm.; of tegmina, 8 
mm.; of hind femora, 12 mm.; of pronotum, 3.5 mm.· Female
Length of body, 15 mm.; of tegmina, 5.5 mm.; of hind femora, 13 
mm.; of ovipositor, 9 mm. 

N emorale is a common insect in central and southern Indiana, but 
has not as yet been taken north of Marion and Wells counties. It 
reaches maturity about August 1st, and from then until after heavy 
frosts may be found in numbers along the borders of dry, uplana 
woods, fence rows, and roadsides, where it delights to rest on. the 
low shrubs, blackberry bushes, or coarse weeds usually growing in 

-such localities. On sunny afternoons of mid-autumn it is especially 
abundant on the lower parts of the rail and board fences, the male 
uttering his faint and monotonous love call-a sort of ch-e-e-e-e
ch-e-t-e-e, continUIOusly repeated-the female but a short distance 
away, a motionless, patient, and apparently attentive listener. 

,When in. coitu the male' does not mount the back of the female, but, 
with his body reversed, is dragged about by her, this being the com-
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mon practic:e of all the species of X iphidium and Orchelimum. The 
females at times evidently oviposit in decaying wood, as on several 
occasions I have found them on old fence posts and rails with their 
ovipositors inserted the full length in the wood. 

N emorale has been recorded from Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois and New 
York, and seems to be confined to the northern half of the middle 
United States. 

97. XIPIDDIUM ENSIFERUM Scudder. 
Xiphidium ensifer Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 451. 
Xiphidiumensiferum Scudd., 166, 1880,Appen., II, 23; Id., 183, XXX, 

1898, 183; Id., 188, 1900, 74; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 186; Comst., 
41, I, 1888, 114; Wheel., 223, II, 1890, 222 (oviposition of); 
Redtenb., 110, 1891,209; Bl., 7,1893,123; Lugg., 84,1898, 
240. 

Very similar in general appearance to X. brevipenne Scudder, and 
may be only a large variety of that species. Typical examples are 
larger, with a longer ovipositor, which is equal in length to the body 
and equals or slightly exceeds the length of hind femora. Tegmina 
of the common short-winged form covering about two-thirds of the 
abdomen in the female; usually reaching its tip in the male. Hind 
femora usually unarmed, though sometimes bearing one to four small 
teeth on their lower outer carina. Cerci of male rather stout, with 
the apical half curved slightly outward and depressed. Ovipositor 
slender, straight. 

The general color is more of a green than in brevipenne " the face, 
sides of pronotum and abdomen, and usually the four anterior 
femora, being of that hue. The tegmina and wings are light reddish 
brown, as are also the tibire and ovipositor. 

Measurements: Male--Length of body, 12.5 mm.; of tegmina, 10 
mm.; of hind femora, 13 mID.; of pronotum, 3.5 mm. Female
Length of body, 12-14 mm.; of tegmina, short winged, 8.5 mm.; long 
winged, 14 mm.; of hind femora, 13.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 12-14 mm. 

Although found in Indiana wherever collections have been made, 
this species appears to be less common than either fasciatum or 
brevipenne. It differs from them occa,sionally in the manner of ovi
position, as, instead of always depositing its eggs in the stems of 
grass~, it sometimes seeks the turnip-shaped galls so common on 
certain species of Salix (willow), and oviposits between their scales. 
The gall is not formed by the Locustid, but by a Dipterous insect 
belonging to the family of Cecidomyidce. Although I have never 
seen the eggs deposited I have on a number of occasions found tliem 
within the galls, but did not know to what insect they belonged until 
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Mr. Wheeler published (lac. cit.) his excellent ac:count of the oviposi
tion of this species. From that I quote as follows: "On September 
8th I observed a female in th~ act of oviposition. She was perched 
with her head turned toward the apex of the gall. Slowly and se
dately she thrust her, sword-like ovipo,sitor down between the leaves, 
:and, after depositing an egg, as slowly withdrew the organ in order 
to recommence the same operation, after taking a few steps to one 
:side of where she had been at work. She soon ,observed me and 
:slipped .away without completing her task. The llumber of eggs 
]found in a gall varies considerably. Sometimes but two or thl'lee will 
be found, more frequently from 50 to 100. In one small gall I 
coup.ted 170." The egg is cream-colored, very thin, elongate oval in 
lI()uiline, and measures 4.x1 mm.* The young 'emerge about the mid
oille of 1\>lay and reach maturity about August 10th. Long winged 
forms of this species are occasionally met with. ' 

Ensiferum was first described from Illinois, and, as yet, has not 
lJeen reco,rded east of the Alleghany Mountains. One which was 
,gtilil 3m t1l.e nymph stage on October 21st, was found to have a white 
hairworID (Gordius sp?) eight and a half inches long in its ab
<domen. The-development of the nymph had probably been retarded 
'by the presence of the parasite. 

~8. XIPHIDIuM NIGROPLEURA Bruner. The Black-sided Grasshopper. 
Xiphidiumrligropleurum Bruner, 25, XXIII, 1891,58; Bl., 7,1893,125; 

Lugg., 84, 1898, 241. 
Xiphidium nigropleura Scudd., 1 83, XXX, 1898, 184; Id., 1 88, 1900, 75. 

A medium sized, rather robust species, easily distinguished from 
:all others of the genus by its peculiar coloration. In Indiana di
:m.orphic forms occur; one h~ving the pronotum, tegmina and legs 
bright grass green, the other with these parts brownish yellow, the 
~een wholly absent. Both forms have the stripe on the oc&iput and 
the sides of the abdomen shining black; the former narrowing in 
',front to the width of the tubercle, and bordered on each side with 
:yellowfl'h :white. In the green forms the' usual brown stripe on the 
·disk of pronotum is but faintly defined, in the other it is very evi
(dent. 

The tegmina are usually abbreviated, reaching only four-fifths of 
the length of the abdomen, but an occ'asional specimen is to be found 
in which they are fully dev'eloped and then reach beyond the middle 

"Mr_ B. D. Walslo.in the Proc. Ent. SC).c. Phil., III, 1864, 232. recorded the finding, on 
IIlUlBerOUS occasion., 'Of the eggs of an Orch.Umum in the turnip-shaped galls of Sali:c COT

-data_ Their shape ·alld proportional dimension8. as given by him. differ muoh from thOle 
~f x ...... iferum, as-they were cylindrical •• 16 to .17 of an inch long, a.nd seven times as. long 
_ wide. ' 
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·of the ovipositor in the female. Ovipositor straight, quite broad and 
-heavy. Male cerci of medium length, rathel'o stout, tapering gently 
toward the apex, and with a strong sub-basaJ tooth. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 14 mm.; of tegmina, 9 
mm.; of hind femora, 13.5; of prollotum, 3.5. Female--Length of 
body, 15 mm.; of tegmina, shori-winged form, 8.5 mm.; of tegmina, 
long-winged form, 17 mm.; of hind femora, 14 mm.; of ovipositor, 
16 mm. . 
, In Indiana this handsome insect has been taken in Gibson, Vigo, 
Fulton, Marshall, Starke, Lake, Kosciusko, Wells and Steuben coun
ties, and probably occurs in suitable localities throughout the State. 
It appears to be a semi-aquatic species, inhabiting only the margins 
of ditches, large ponds and lakes, whel'e it abides in the tall, rank 
grasses and sedges growing in the shade. It reaches the perfect 
stage about July 1st in southern Indiana, and in Fulton County has 
been taken as late as October 24th. The males leap actively when 
'approached. The females are more clumsy and usually dive head
long into a bunch of fallen grass. '1'hey can. then be'most readily 
captured by clasping the hand about a bunch of grass stems or 
branches of shrubs, on the under side of which the insects have 
taken refuge. 

N igropleura has been recorded only from Iowa, Nebraska and 
Ithaca, New York, specimens having been sent me from the latter 
locality by one of my correspondents, thus extending eastward its 
'known habitat by more than '700 miles. 

Of its habits in Nebraska, Bruner (loc. cit.), has written as follows: 
"It is quite plentiful among the rank vegetation on low moist ground, 
.and is especially common in wet plac'es where the "cut grass" 
(Leersia oryzoides Swartz) grows. The supposition is that this grass 
,offers a better place than usual for the deposition of its eggs, which 
are deposited between the leaves and stems of grass. Grapevines 
and other creeping plants which form matted clusters that afford 
shelter from the noonday sun and the bright light of day are 
favorite haunts of this and other species of our nocturnal grass
hoppers and a few of the arboreal crickets." 

'99. XIPHlDIUM SALTANS Scudder. 
Xiphidium saltans Scudd., I 47, 1872, 249; Id., I 83, XXX, 1898, 184; 

Id., 188, 1900, 75. 
Xiphidium modestum Brun., 25, XXIII, 1891, 56; Bl., 7, 1893, 126. 

This is the small-est and most slender-bodied Locustid found in the 
~tate. It is a dull, reddish brown in color, except the stripe on the 

54-Geol. 
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occiput and disk of pronotum, 
two colors heing separated by a 
living specimens is very, distinct.! 

is a dark, chocolate-brown, the 
er wide yellowish line which in 

b 

The cone of the vertex is and rather narrow. Tegmina, 
especially those of the female, short and obtusely rounded. 
The shrilling organ of the mal is narrower and farther removed 
from the base of the wing cover in the male of X. strictum, its 
nearest ally. The tip of male, is but slightly enlarged, 
cerci elongate, tapering, a little outward and armed with a 
rather long sub-basal tooth. equaling the body in length, 
very slender and tapering, with apical half slightly upcurved. 

Measurements: of body, 10 mm.; of tegmirut, 3 
mm.; of hind femora, 9 mm.; of 3 rom. Female-Length 
of body, 11 mm.; of tegmina, 2.5 mm.; of hind femora, 9.5 nun.; of 
ovipositor, 11 mm. 

Saltans as yet has been noted 
ly, the border of a raw prairie 
it was found in small numbers 
ber, 1894. It appears to be less 
leaping a shorter distanc·e when 
face of the ground rather than 
among which it makes its 
close search, to inhabit most of 
prairie in the western part of 
noted elsewhere than in Vigo 
although it is said by Bruner to 
and Kansas. 

100. XIPIDDIUM STRICTUM Scudder. 
Xiphidium strictum, Scudd., 1 5 1 

63; Id., 164, 1879, 13; 
1900,75; Redtenb" 11 
84, 1898, 242. 

at one point in the State, name
Heckland, Vigo County, where 

October 21, 1893, and in Septem
than any other X iphidium, 

and frequenting the sur-
stems of the tall prairie grasses 
It will probably be found, by 
few remaining patches of raw 

State. However, it has not been 
,east of the Mississippi River, 

very plentiful in Nebraska, Iowa 

XVII, 1875, 460; Id., 153, IV, 1875, 
, 183, XXX, 1898, 183; Id., 188, 

1891, 205; Bl., 7, 1893, 127; Lugg., 
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In this species the body is rather slender and of more than aver
age length; constant in color but dimorphic as respects the length 
of wings, the long-winged forms, however, being very scarce. Sides 
of head and body, together with all the femora, green. The usual 
reddish brQwn stripe on occiput and pronotum narrowly edged with 
whitish, especially on the fastigium of the vertex. Tegmina reddish 
brown; in the females exceedingly short and pad-like, or well de
veloped and reaching almost to knees; when the former, a little 
longer than the wings, when the latter, 5 mm. shorter than the wings. 
In the short-winged males (the only ones I have seen) the tegmina 
are somewhat less than half the length of the abdomen. There is a 
reddish brown band on dorsal surfac'e of abdomen, darker where it 
meets the green on sides. Ovipositor pale red, straight, one and a 
half times the length of the posterior femora. Cerci of male, long, 
the apical half acuminate, curved slightly inward near the tip. 

Measurements:' Male-Length of body, 14 mm.; of tegmina, 5.5 
mm.; of pronotum, 3.5 mm.; of hind femora, 13.5 mm. Female
Length of body, 17 mm.; of tegmina, short-winged form, 3.5 mm.; 
long-winged form, 16 m:m.; of hind femora, 15.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 
23 mm. 

Strictum is a common species in the western and northern parts of 
the State, where it frequents, for the most part, dry upland meadows, 
open pastures and prairies, and reaches maturity about August 1st. 
The mature females are usually much more abundant than the males 
and vary much in size. It is an active leaper and tumbler and like 
several of its allies, often strives to esca;)e det.ection by burrowing 
beneath fallen weeds and grasses. The general range of strictum 
is to the west and s:outhwest, it having been first described from 
Texas, and not heretofore recorded east of Illinois, except in my 
former papeion Indiana Locustidre. 

101. X~H~D~ M ATTENUATUM Scudder. The Lance-tailed Grasshopper. 
Xzphzdzu attenuaturn Scudd., 1 46, IT, 1869, 305; Id., 1 83, XXX, 

1898,183; rd., 188,1900,74; Brun., 25, XXIII, 1891, 57; Id., 
27, ITr, 1892, 265; Redtenb., 1 10, 1891, 191; Bl., 7, 1893, 128; 
Id., 16, 1899, 219, Fig. 51. (Long winged form). 

Xiphidium 8cudderi Bl., 5", XXIV, 1892, 26; Scudd., 183, XXX, 1898, 
18~; Id., 188,1900,75. (Short-winged form). 

General color a dull testaceous or reddish brown, in some speci
mens tinged with greenish. Antennre with the basal third reddish, 
the remainder ruscous, longer than in any other member of the 
genus l;>elonging to our fauna, measurittg 73 mm. in one specimen at 
hand. Tegmina and wings either abblleviated or fully developed; 
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Wht;Il the former covering about three-fourths of the abdomen in the
female and reaching or slightly surpassing its tip in the male; when 
developed, fully twice the length 'O'f abdomen; the wings extending-
4 mm. beyond the tegmina. Femora greenish brown, very rarely 
bright green, the tibim and t:1rsi darker. Abdomen tapering but 
slightly posteriorly, with the base of ovipositor but little enlarged. 
Posterior femora heavy on; their basal two-fifths, slender oeyond, 
armed on their lower outer carina with two to four minute blackish: 

Fig. 95. .xiphidi .. ,.. ,dtenu8tum Scudd. Female. (After Lugger.) 

spines. Cerci of male long, broad, with the apical third gently taper
ing, the basal tooth minute, slender. Ovipositor excessively long> 
slender, straight or but gently eurved, the apex very acuminate. 

Measurements: 'Male~Length of body, 12-15 mm.; o·f antennm> 
73 mm.; of pronotum, 2.6 mm.; of tegmina, short winged form, 8.5 
mm.; of. long winged form, 19 mm.; of hind femora, 14 mm. Fe
male-Length of body, 13-16 mm.; of pronotum, 3 mm.; of tegmina, 
short winged form, 10 mm.; long winged form, 19 mm.; of hind fe
mora, 14 mm.; of ovipositor, 26-3Q mm. 

The short winged form of this species has prov~n much more 
abundant locally in Indiana than the long winged form. In Vigo 
County it was, ten years ago, very plentiful about the borders of two 
large ponds in the Wabash River bottoms. In Knox County a few 
specimens were secured in 1901 from the margin of a similar pond 
bordering a large cypress swamp, while in Kosciusko County it was 
found to be quite com'mon in some marshes near Tippecanoe and 
Turkey lakes. In all these places the insects dwell among the tall 
rank grasses and rushes growing in shallow water. The males are, 
as far as my experience goes, the: most active leapers among the 
winged Locustidm, jumping a half or more times without pause 
when flushed, and, in the net so rapidly from side to side 
as to prevent capture with the The females are evidently 
handicapped in their leaping the excessive length of the 
ovipositor, and so more often to escape by burrowing be-
neath the dense, masses of fallen and reed stems which. are al-
ways found in their ac·customed haun 
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The long winged form was first taken in Indiana in August, 1902, 
when it was found in some extensive low ground meadows in Kos
ciusko County. Here the long and short winged forms weTe about 
equally abundant. The fOTffieT flew Teadily when approached, but 
to no great distance. A few of the long winged ones were also taken 
near Bass Lake, Starke County. The specimens from these northern 
counties are more slender bodied than those from the south, where 
only the short· winged form has been found. Attenuatum was first 
described from Illinois, though it is not mentioned in McNeill's 
"List of Orthoptera of Illinois." Outside of Indiana it has been 
recorded from Nebraska, Iowa and Minnesota. 

I find that the length of the ovipositor among the different species 
of Xiphidium is not at all dependent upon the age of the insect. In 
both attenuatum and scudderi it is almost as long after the third, and 
fully as long after the fourth moult as it is in the adult; while a 
female of strictum has been taken, with no vestige of tegmina, in 
which the ovipositor measured 18 mm. The eggs of attenuatum, as 
the 'length of the ovipositor indicates, are laid between the stems 
and leaves of tall rank grasses among which the insects live. 

XLVII. ORCHELIMUM Serville (1831). 

Locustidre of medium size, but with a short and stout body. Ver
tex, face and eyes much as in X iphidium. Spines of the pro sternum 
well developed, cylindrical and slender. Antennre slender and taper
ing, usually of excessive length. Wing c'overs narTOW, the apical half 
often much less in width than the basal, exceeding the abdomen in 
all our species; almost always shorter than the wings. Stridulating 
organ of the male as in Xiphidium, but 'proporlionally larger. Ovi
positor stout, broad, with the rupical half usually upcurved; when 
straight the apical third tapers rather abruptly on the under side 
to a fine point. Anal plates and cel'ci of males as in Xiphidium. 

This genus is very close. to Xiphidi1lm, and is, by some writers, 
united with it. Redtenbacher places it as a sub-genus of Xiphidium, 
separating its members from those of Xiphidium pToper by the same 
characters as did S'erville. As scientists differ in opinion as to what 
characters are necessary to constitute a genus, and as, at best, it is 
but an artificial and arbitrary grouping of species for the sake of 
convenience, I follow Serville, Scudder and Bruner in separating 
the two, believing that the prime idea of convenience can· thus be 
better subserved: 
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As noted in the Key to the Genera of Conocephalinm, the larger, 
heavier body, longer prosternal spines, and shorter and broader fal
cate ovipositor are the chief distinguishing characters of Orcheli
mum. The wing covers are more uniform in length, and the color, 
while of slightly different shades of brown or green in the same 
species, 8Jccording to season and habitat, does not run to the ex
tremes of variation as in X iphidium. 

The generic name, Orchelimum, the literal meaning of which is 
"I dance in the meadows," is a most appropriate one, for low, IIloist 
meadows everywhere swarm with these insects from July to Novem
ber; and though waltzes and quadrilles are probably not indulged in, 
yet the music and song, the wooing and love-making which are the 
natural accompaniments of those amusements, are ever present, and 
make the short season of mature life of the participants a seemingly 
happy one. 

Eight species of the genus have been taken by the writer within 
the State. These may be separated by means of the following key: 

KEY TO THE INDIANA SPECIES OF ORCHELIMUM. 

a. Ovipositor with a very evident curve, its length less than 10 mm. 
b. Face without a median brown stripe. 

c. Hind femora not armed with small spines on the under 
side. 
d. Tegmina broadest at base; the apical third narrower; 

body robust. 
e. Tegmina and wings sub-equal in length; not 

much exeeeding the hind femora; size, niedium. 
, 102 vulgare, p. 383 

eo. Tegmina distinctly shorter than wings; plainly 
exceeding the hind femora; size, large .... ' .. , .. 

103 glaberrimum, p. 385 
dd. Tegmina of nearly equal width throughout; body 

slender; size, smalL .......... 104 campestre, p. 386 
ee. Apical half of posterior femora armed beneath with sev

eral small spines; all the tibire and tarsi black or dark 
brown ....... , ... ' .... , .... , ......... 105 nigripes, p. 387 

bb. lj'ace with a dark reddish brown stripe down .the center ........ . 
106 indianense, p. 388 

aa. Ovipositor straight or nearly so; its length 10 or more mm. 
f. Posterior femora unarmed beneath. 

g. Body slender; pronotum short, not more than 4 mm. in 
length; tegmina narrow, shorter than the wings ..... " .. 

107 deticatum, p. 389 
gg. Body stout; pronotum 5 or more mm. in length; tegmina 

and wings sub-equal in length. " .... 108 gladiator, p. 390 
ft. Posterior femora armed on the outer lower carina with several 

small spines ............................ 109 volantum, p. 390 
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102. ORCHELIMUM VULGARE Harris. The Common Meadow Grasshopper. 
Orchelimum vulgare Harris, 72, 1862, 162, Fig. 77; Bcudd., 1 42, II, 

1868, 117 (note of set to music); Id., 168, XXIII, 1892, 73 
(note of set to music); Pack., 104, 1883, 567; Riley, 122, II, 
1884,187; Comst., 41, I, 1888, 114; Bl. 7,1893,130; Id., 16, 
1899, 220, Fig. 52; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 282, Plate VI, Figs. 4 
and 5; Lugg., 84, 1898, 234, Figs. 155, 156; McNeill, 90, 
XXXII, 1900, 78, 81. 

Xiphidium agile Redtenb., 110,1891,186. (In part.) 
Orchelimum agile Bcudd., 188, 1900, 73. 

A medium sized, robust species, with the general color green or 
light reddish brown. Face -light green or light browll without fus
cous marks. The occiput and disk of pronotum with a reddish brown 
band, widening 011 the latter, where it is often, especially in the male, 
bordered on each side with a darker line. The male (as in most of 
our species) with two short, black dashes on each wing cover, the 
four forming the angles of an assumed square, enclosing the tym
panum. The legs usually pale brown, the tarsi dusky. Pronotum 

Fig. 96. Orchelimum vulgare Harris. Male. (After Lugger.) 

long, its posterior lobe but slightly, if at all, upturned above the 
plane of the anterior, its, hind margin broadly rounded. Tegmina 
reaching to or very slightly beyond the apex of hind femora, and 
equaling or very little shorter than the wings. Cerci of male rather 
long, the apex bluntly rounded, a little depressed; sub-basal tooth 
somewhat flattened, with the tip sharp and decurved. 

Measurements: Male~Length of body, 18 mm.; of pronotum, 6 
mm.; of tegmina, 21 m:rn.; of hind femora, 17 mm. Female-Length 
of body, 19 mm.; of pronotum, 6.2 mm.; of tegmina, 21 mm.; of hind 
femora, 18 mm.; of ovipositor, 7.5 IDID. 

This meadow grasshopper is probably the most abundant member 
of the family Locustidre found in Indiana. It begins to reach ma
turity in the ceutral part of the State about July 10th, and more 
frequently than any other of our species of Orchelimum it is found in 
upland localities, along fence rows, and in clover and timothy 
meadows. In early autumn it seems to be very fond of resting on 
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"~ . the leaves and stems of the ironweed; Vernonia fasciculata Michx., so 
'~'-- common in many blue-grass pastures. 

~~~ "The p'oetry of earth is never dead: 
~ When all the birds are faint with the hot sun, 

~':And hide in cooling trees, a voice will run 
From ~.lledge to hedge about the new mown mead; 
That is the grasshopper's--he takes the lead 
In summer luxury, he has never done 
With his delights; for when tired Qut with fun 
He rests at ease beneath some pleasant weed." 

Vulgare seems to be somewhat carnivorous in habit, as, on two 
()ccasions, I have· discovered it feeding upon the bodies of small 
moths which in some way it had man:aged to capture; while on an
other date I surprised a female on the flowers of a golden-rod, feast
ing upon a soldier beetle, Chauliognathtls pennsylvanicus DeG. 

Of the call note of the male vulgare Scudder has written: "When 
about to sing on a hot, sunny day, the male mounts a stalk of grass 
to about a foot from the ground where it clings with its four front 
legs, allowing its hind legs to dangle on either side of the stalk that 
they may not interfere with the movements of the tegmina. Be
ginning with ts it changes almost instantly to a trill of zr; at first 
there is a crescendo movement which reaches its volume in half a 
second; the trill is then s.ustained for a period varying from one to 
twenty seconds (generally from six to eight seconds), and closes ab
ruptly with p. This strain is followed by a series of very short 
staccato notes sounding like jip, jip, jip, repeated at half second in
tervals; the staccato notes and the trill alternate ad libitum. The 
:staccato notes may be continued almost indefinitely, but are very 
rarely heard more than ten times in direct succession; it o,rdinarily 
,occurs three or four times before the repetition of the phrase, but 
not more than two or three times when the phrase is not repeated. 
The night song differs from tha,t of the day in the rarer occurrence 
of the intermediate notes and the less'rapid trill of the phrase; the 
pitch of both is at B flat." . 

Redtenbacher places vulgare as a synonym of DeGeer's X iphidium 
agile, stating as his reason for so doing that Harris and Scudder have 
separated the two "on account of small differences in the color and 
size of the' wing covers, as well as in the length of the ovipositor." 
He may be right in thus combining them, but his relative measure
ments of X. agile as given, do not agree with the specimens of un
doubted vulgare in my possession. Scudder, who has had ample op
portunity to compare the two, says (Bast. dourn. Nat. Hist. VII 
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453) that the pronotum is shorter in agile than in vulgare. Redten
bacher's measurements of this organ, as well as those of the hind 
femora, are much less than the average measurements given above. 
Harris, as well as Burmeister, states that the tegmina of agile are 
2.5 mm. shorter than the wings, while McNeill (loc. cit.) says that 
agile has the hind femora armed beneath. Taking all these facts 
into consideration, though having no typical examples of agile for 
comparison, I have concluded not to follow Redtenbacher but to re
tain for the' species at hand the name vulgare, by which it is best 
known to the entomologists of the United States. 

103. ORCHELIMUM GLABERRIMUM (Burmeister). 
Xiphidium glaberrimum Burm., 40, II, 1838,707; Redtenb., 110,1891, 

187. 
Orchelimum glaberrimum Scudd., 141, VII, 1862,453; Id., 188,1900, 

73; Riley,< 122, II, 1884, 186; Oomst., 41, I, 1888,114; Bl., 7, 
1893, 133; Lugg., 84, 1898, 235; McNeill, 90, XXXII, 1900, 
78,81. 

Very close to and perhaps only a larger form of o. vulgare. The 
general color is the same, but the brown line on the disk of pro
notum is, in the female, more plainly margined with black, while in 
the male the black dashes at ends of tympanum are larger and more 
completely enclose that organ. The tegmina of the male exceed the 
hind femora by about 4 mm., and are exceeded by the wings about 
the same distance; those of the female are proportionally a little 
shorter. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 22 mm.; of pronotum, 6 
mm.; of tegmina, 26 mm.; of hind femora, 19 rom. Female-Length 
of body, 23 rom.; of pronotum, 6.5 rom.; of tegmina, 24-27 mm.; of 
hind femora, 20 mm.; of ovipositor, 8.5 rom. 

Burmeister's original description of this specie's is very short and 
not distinctive. It is as follows: uVeriicis et pronoti medio fulvo, 
nigro-marginato; elytris ab alis diInidia linea superatis. Long. corp., 
11"'." Burmeister knew but two species from the United 8tates, 
and this short description was sufficient for him to distinguish these, 
but of the twenty or more species now known it is difficult to say 
just which one he had in mind when he wrote the above. 

Glaberrimum is not a common species in Indiana. I have taken it 
in Vigo, Fulton, Marshall and Starke counties, but only one or two 
examples from each locality. All were secured from tall grass grow
ing near the margins of ponds or lakes. It is evidently attracted by 
electric and other lights, as Dr. Robert Hessler took one from his 
office window near the center of the city of Logansport on the night 
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of August 3, 1900. Its general range is given by Scudder as "United 
States from Rocky Mountains eastward." 

104. ORCHELIMUM CAMPESTRE Blatchley. 
Orchelimum campestre Bl., 1 0, XXV, 1893, 91; Id., 7, 1893, 133; Lugg., 

84, 1898, 236; Scudd., 188, 1900, 73; McNeill, 90, XXXII, 
1900, 78, 81. 

A species of less than medium size, with wing covers narrow and 
of almost equal width throughout; the posterior femora unarmed 
beneath, and the ovipositor short, narrow, moderateIy upcurved, and 
tapering to a delicate point. 

Cone of the vertex prominent, narrow, rounded at the apex; the 
sides of the frontal, deflexed portion rapidly converging to form a 
very acute wedge. Wing-covers long, slender, not narrowed in the 
middle as in O. vulgare, tapering slightly on the apical third to a 
rounded end; their length a little shorter than the wings in both 
sexes. Posterior femora with the basal half quite stout, the length 
less than that of the tegmina. Cerci of male slender, cylindrical, 
somewhat pointed, the apical half curved slightly outward, the basal 
tooth short and weak. . 

Color: Tegmina and wings almost uniform transparent olivaceous 
brown. The usual dark reddish brown band upon the occiput and 
disk of pronotum is margined on the latter with two very narrow 
and darker brown stripes, which extend back to the middle of the 
posterior lobe of the pronotum. Face, and usually the hind femora, 
a dirty olive brown; the latter, when dry, with a blackish longitu
dinal band on the exterior face. In the female the only green on 
the body is on the lower part of the sides of theJ pronotum and on 
the anterior femora. The males usually have the outer fac'e of the 
posterior femora green, but otherwise are colored like the females. 
Ovipositor light reddish brown. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 17.5 mm., female, 19 rom.; 
of pronotum, male, 4.5 mm., female, 5 rom.; of tegmina, male, 20.5 
mm., female, 24.5 mm.;of antennlB, male, 46 mm.; of posterior 
femora, male, 17 mm., female, 17.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 7 mm. 

This modestly colored grasshopper is very common in the northern 
half of the Sitate, where it abides in the tall grasses of the low prairie 
meadows. It has not, as yet, been taken south of Marion and Vigo 
counties. It is a smaller and more slender bodied insect than the 
common O. vulgare Harris, and has a shorter and narrower pronotum 
and a much smaller ovipositor than that species. • 
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105. ORCHELIMUM NIGRIPES Scudder. The Black-legged Grasshopper. 
Orchelimum nigl·ipes Scudd., 151, XVII, 1875,459; Id., 153, IV, 1875, 

62; Id., 164, 1879,12; Id., 168, XXIII, 1892,73; Id., 188, 
1900, 74; McNeill, 88, VI, 1891, 25; Id., 90, XXXII, 1900, 
79, 83; Bl., 7, 1893, 135; Lugg., 84, 1898, 236. 

Xiphidium nigripes Redtenb., 110, 1891, 188. 

Somewhat smaller than O. vulgare; the body moderately robust. 
Pronotum short, the posterior lobe, especially in the male, rather 
strongly upturned. Tegmina equaling the wings in male, a little 
shorter in the female, surpassing slightly the hind femora. The 
shrilling organ of the male is unusually large and prominent with 
strong crossveins" and behind it the tegmina taper rapidly on both 
margins, their shape and the size of the tympanum causing the male 
to appear somewhat peculiar and much more robust than it really is. 
Hind femora armed on apical half of lower outer carina with one to 
four small spines. Cerci of male slender, tapering, the apex a little 
obtuse; the sub-basal tooth lQng, slenderanil a little cill'ved. Ovi
positor rather long, broadest in the middle, tapering to a delicate 
point. The males vary muc'h in size. 

General color green or reddish brown, the former prevailing in the 
male, the latter in the female. Occiput and disk of pronotum with 
the usual brown markings. Front and sides ·of head, and four front 
femora, reddish yellow. All the tibial and tarsi, together with the 
apical third of hind femora, black or dark brown at least on the 
upper side; in orre specimen at hand the whole body, except the wing 
covers and femora, black. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 18 mm.; of antennre, 66 
. IlllU.; of pronotum, 5 mm.; of t,egmina, 21 mm.; of hind femora, 16 

mm. Female-Length of body, 19 mm.; of tegmina, 22 mm.; of 
hind femora, 17 mm.; of ovipositor, 9 IlllU. 

The "black-legged grasshopper" is a lowland species, which has 
been taken in numbers in Vigo, Putnam, Posey, Starke, Fulton, Lake 
and Wells counties, and probably occurs in suitable, localities 
throughout the State. It reaches maturity about July 20th, and is 
usually abundant about the margins of the larger ponds and lakes, 
where it frequents the tall grasses and especially the stems and 
leaves of the different species of Polygonum, or smartweed, growing 
in the shallow water. Examples of the parasitic hairworm (Gordius 
sp?) have been taken from the abdomens of a number of specimens. 

N igripes was described from Texas and was first recorded east of 
Illinois in my former paper. It has been taken by myself at Celina, 
Ohio, though Scudder gives its ra-nge as "Rocky Mountains to the 
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Mississippi River." Its song is much more faint than that of vulgare, 
th~ z-e-e-e-e being much less prolonged. 

106. ORCHELIMUM INDIANENSE Blatchley. 
Orchelimum indianense Hl., 10, XXV, 1893, 90; Id.,7, 1893, 137; 

Scudd., 188, 1900, 73; McNeill, 90, XXXII, 1900, 79, 82. 

A slender bodied insect, with a dark median streak down the face, 
and having the posterior femora unarmed beneath. The cone of the 
vertex is short, rather narrow, with a rounded apex. The tegmina, 
narrow, tapering, a little shorter than the wings, and of a delicate, 
almost gauze-like texture. Posterior femora slender, shorter than 
the closed tegmina. Anal cerci of male of medium size, longer than 

Fig. 97. Orchelimum iwiianeme Bl. Fem&le. One &nd one-h&lftimcs natur&! size. 
(Origin&l.) 

the sub-genital plate, tapering to a dull point; the basal tooth short, 
with a broad base and a very sharp point. The ovipositor of female 
of less than average width and length, the apical half with a gentle 
upward curve. 

Color: Tegmina and wings a transparent whitish tinged with 
green on the front or lower longitudinal nerves; the cross-nervules 
of the latter darker. Sides of pr<onotum and abdomen, and all the 
femora, light green; the tibial and tarsi of a brownish hue. Face 
yellowish white, with a dark reddish brown stripe the width of the 
labrum, starting with the mout:p. and passing upward to the vertex, 
where it narrows to the width of that o,rgan; then, broadening on the 
occiput, it passes back to the front border of the pronotum, where 
it divides into two narrow streaks, which enclose a whitish area and 
extend a little beyond the posterior transverse suture, where they 
taper to an end. Sub-genital plate of male yellow. Basal third of 
ovipositor dark brown, the remainder light reddish brown. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 17 mm., female, 17.5 mm.; 
of pronotum, male and female, 4 mm.; of tegmina, male, 21 mm., 
female, 19 mm.; of hind femora, maIe, 14 mm., female, 15.5 mm.; 
of ovipositor, 7.5 mm. 
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This graceful and prettily marked species is quite common among 
the rank grasses and sedges growing about the margins of tamarack 
:swamps and lakes' in Fulton, Marshall, Starke, 'Lake, Kosciusko and 
Steuhen counties, where it reaches maturity about July 20th. It is 
probably a species of northern range which does not occur in south
ern Indiana. It is the smallest and most slender of the eight species 
of the genus so far known to occur in the State, and its markings are 
very distinct fr,om those of any of the others. 

107. ORCHELIMUM DELIOATUM Bruner. 
Orchelimum flI'aeile Brun., 25, XXIIT, 1891, 70. 
Orchelimum delicatum Brun" 27, ill, 1892,264; Scudd., 188, 1900, 73; 

McNeill, 90, xxxn, 1900, 77, 80. 

"A slenderer and somewhat smaller insect than O. vulgare, from 
which it differs in the form of its pronotum and of the ovipositor. 
The tubercle of the vertex is short, broad, and has the apex rounded. 
The tegmina and wings are of moderate length, very delicate in tex
ture, and in the rnalefurnished with an inconspicuous musical ap
paratus. Legs slender, the posterior femora not quite reaching the 
tips of the closed tegmina. Terminal segment of the male abdomen 
quite broad; the anal cerci stout and acuminate, with the internal 
tooth minute; sub-genital plate broad and long, reaching beyond the 
tips of the cerci. The ovipositor unusually long, broad, neady 
straight and fine pointed. 

"In color it is a pale transparent green with a broad reddish brown 
band upon the head and pronotum, continuous from the tip of the 
vert.ex to the posteri6r transverse indentation of the pronoturn, some
what paler in the middle; upon the latter, rather broadly bordered 
by yellowish white throughout. Face and mouth parts together with 
the genital armature of the male ochreous; ovipositor light reddish 
brown. Tarsi and sometimes also the tibial a trifle infuscafed." 

"Length of body, male, 16 mm., female, 17.5 mm.; of aniennal, 
male and female, about 50 mm.; of pronotum, male, 3.8 mm., female, 
4 mm.; of t.egmina, male, 19 mm., female, 20 mm.; of hind femora, 
male, 14 mm., female, 15 mm.; of ovipositor, 11-12 mm." 

'rhis s.pecies was described from West Point and Lincoln, N e
braska, where Bruner found it common about the margins of ponds 
and a.long the edges of streams, also at electric lights. In Indiana 
it has been noted only in Marshall and Starke counties, where a half 
dozen specimens were secured in lowland meadows near large lakes 
on JUly 30th and August 20, 1902. It probably occurs throughout 
the lake region of the northern third of the State. It has not before 
been recorded east of Nebraska. 
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108. ORCHELIMUM GLADIATOR Bruner. 
Orchelimum gladiator Brun., 25, XXll, 1891, 71; Bl., 7, 1893, 138; 

Scudd., 188, 1900, 73; McNeill, 90, XXXII, 1900, 77, 81. 

In its general structure this species resembles the more robust 
forms like O. glaberrimum and O. nigripes. It differs from these, 
however, in having shorter legs and antennm, and in the shape of 
the ovipositor. The posterior femora are rather slender and un
armed beneath; the cone of the vertex is short and obtuse, with the 
extreme tip shallowly sulcate; the inner wings are the same length 
as the tegmina in the male, a little longer in the female, where they 
do not quite reach the tip of the ovipositor. The latter organ is 
broad, nearly straight and of more than ordinary length. Cerci ()£ 
male stout, the basal tooth long, tapering gradually to a sharp point, 
its apical third a little curved. 

Color: Pale transparent grass-green throughout, save the usual 
ma.rkings upon the occiput and disk ,of pronotum, which are dark 
brown; on the latter composed of two well defined, narrow, slightly 
diverging lines. Antennm rufous, feet and extreme tip of the ovi
positor tinged with rufous. 

Measurements: Length ,of body, male, 17 mm., female, 18-20 
mm.; of antennm, male, 43 mm., female, 35 mm.; of pronotum, 
male, 5 mm., female, 4.75 mm.; of tegmina, male and female, 19 
mm.; of hind femora., male, 14 mm., female, 15.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 

10 mm. 
This species has been found to be quite common in some of the 

northern counties, having been tak(;)n in low,. damp meadows and 
marshes in Fult,on, Starke, Marshall, Kosciusko· and Steuben. It 
probably inhabits low damp prairies and meadows throughout the 
northern half of the State. It evidently begins to reach maturity 
about July 25th, perhaps a week sooner. A pair in coitu were se
cured in Marshall County on July 29th. It was described from 
Nebraska and has been recorded only from that State and Indiana. 

109. ORCHELIMUM VOLANTUM McNeill. 
Orchelimum volant.tm McNeill, 88, VI, 1891, 26; Id., 90, XXXII. 1900, 

80, 83; Scudd., 188, 1900, 74. 
Orchelimum brune1·i Bl., 10, XXV, 1893,92; Id., 7,1893,139; Scudd., 

188, 1900,73; McNeill, 90, XXXII, 1900,80,83. 

A species of medium size and rather slender body with the pos
terior femora armed beneath, and the oviposit,or very broad, nearly 
straight and of more than average length. 

Cone of the vertex narrow, moderately elevated, rounded at apex. 
Tegmina long and narrow, a little shorter than the wings; strongly 
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reticulate in the female. Posterior femora rather stout, the apex, 
when" appressed, just reaching the tip of ovipositor; armed beneath 
on the apical half with three or four small spines. Cerci of male 
stout, tapering to a point, with the internal to'oth, rather broad and 
fiat at base. Ovipositor very similar to that of O. gladiator Bruner, 
being very long and stout, nearly straight above, and with the under 
side of ap'ical third sloping rapidly to the ~cute apex. 

Color: With the exception of the ovipositor, which is a light red
dish brown, and the usual stripe on occiput and disk of pronotum, 
the whole body is a pale, transparent brownish green, the green 
showing plainly only on the lower half of the side of the pronotum 
and on the meso- and meta-pleura. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 18 mm., female, 20.5 mm.; 
of tegmina, male, 21 mm., female, 25-28 mm.; of pronotum, male 
and female, 4.75 mm.; of hind femora, male, 16 mm., female, 19 
mm.; of ovipositor, 10.5 mm. 

As shown by the synonymy, this is the O. bruneri of my former 
paper, a c'omparison of type specimens of volantum, kindly loaned me 
by Professor McNeill, having proved the two to be identica1. The 
Indiana specimens, however, do not show the character to which Mc
Neill calls especial attention, namely, "the distinct angle formed by 
the anal area with the lateral field in the female tegmina." 

In Indiana volantum has been taken in Vigo, Fulton, Marshall and 
Starke counties. It is found most abunda,ntly during; August and 
September on the leaves and stems of a tall, broad~leaved knot-weed, 
Polygonum amphibium L., which grows luxuriantly in the shallow 
waters about the margins of the larger ponds and lakes. Several 
other "green grasshoppers," notably among which are Xiphidium 
attenuatum Scudd. and Orchelimum n1~gripes Scudd., frequent this 
plant in large numbers. Keeping company with them an occasional 
specimen of O. bruneri is seen, but, being an active leaper, it often 
escapes amidst the dense foliage of the knot-weed before its capture 
can be effected. 

Its less robust body, longer armed posterior femora and long 
tegmina will readily distinguish this species from O. gladiator, the 
only other one which, to my knowledge, has an ovipositor shaped 
like that of volanhlm. 

Outside of Indiana, volantum has been taken only near Cleveland, 
Henry County, Illinois, where McNeill found it in small numbers 
on the semi.:aquatie plant, Sagitta ria variabilis Engelm, one of the 
arrow-heads. "Their song," says MeN eill, "has a new note in it. It 
may be represented as follows: zip-zip 7cr-ze-e-e, 7cr-ze-e-e, the last part 
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of the song not lasting more than half to three-quarters of a second 
and is always preceded by the sound which I represent imperfectly 
by kr." 

Sub-family DECTICINJE. 

All known North American representatives of this sub-family are
apterous or sub-apterous, their tegmina never extending over more 
than two ahdominal segments. The antennre are inserted between 
the eyes, nearer the summit of the occiput than the upper margin ot 
the labrum. Slit-like foramina (hearing organs) are present near 
the base of the for.e tibire, a.nd these tibire bear an apical spine on 
their outer upper side. The tarsi are all more or less depressed; and 
their first two joints are sulcate lengthwise on the sides; while the 
first joint of those of the hind legs bears a free plantula beneath its 
base. 

The sub-family is represented in the Western States by n~merous 
genera and a large number of species, but east of the Mississippi 
River but two genera and four species belonging to it have as yet 
been found. In Indiana but one of these genera, Atlanticus Scudder, 
represented by two species, is known to occur. However, members 
of the other eastern genus, Orchesticus Saml,sure, may in time be
found within the State, since one of its species is known from '1'en
nessee and another from Missouri. From other Decticince the species. 
of Orchesticus may be distinguished by the armed proste:rnull1, the 
presence of four terminal spines on the lower side of hind femora, 
and an ovipositor which curves upward. This last charader is the' 
principal one separating them from Atlanticus, whosc members have 
the ovipositor straight. 

XLVIII. ATLANTIOUS Scudder (1894). 

The members of this genus are Locustidre of large size, in which 
the pronotum extends back over the first joint of the abdomen, thus. 
forming a buckler or shield for the back. Face broad, rounded, but 
slightly oblique. Eyes small, sub-globose. Vertex with a blunt de
curved projection between the antennre. Pronotum truncatc in 
front, rounded behind, flattened above, bent abruptly downward 0]); 

the sides. Pro sternum armed with two slender, sub-acute spines. 
Tegmina of the females rudimentary, wholly covered by the pro
notum; those of the males fairly well developed, extending in our 
most CO:!llmon species five or more mm. back of the pronotulll. The 
shrilling organ, which is covered by the pronotum, is circular, and 
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rather large for the size of the tegmina. Wings very rudimentary 
or wanting. Hind femora long and rather slender, extending, in our 
species, beyond the abdomen in both sexes, notably so in the males. 
Ovipositor as long as the body, verry stout at the base, straight. 

The "Shield-back Grasshoppers," so called on account of the large 
protective pronotum, are often quite numerous from April 1st to 
September 15th in dry upland woods and on sloping hillsides with 
a southern exposure, but are seldom, if ever, found in damp localities. 

On the first warm days of early spring the young begin to emerge 
and in suitable plac'es for a month or more are among the most com
mon Orthopterans seen. They are much more active during early 
life than in the mature state when they crawl rather than leap. In 
captivity they feed as readily upon animal as upon vegetable food, 
and in the natural sta.te probably feed upon the dead bodies of such 
small animals as they can find. The ~rliest hatched reach maturity 
in central Indiana about the first of June, and may then often be 
found resting on the leaves and stems of low shrubs and weeds, but 
seldom climb over two or three feet from the ground. The adults 
are far less numerous than the young, the vast majority of the latter 
probably falling a prey to the many ground-frequenting sparrows 
and other birds, a:s they do not hide by day as do the members of the 
genus Ceuthophilus. The two Indiana species may be separated by 
the following key: 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF ATLANTICUS. 

a. Pronotum more than half as long as hind femora, its front margin 
in the female much narrowed, but little more than half as wide 
as hind margin; exposed portion of male tegmina almost as ample 
as the pronotum .......................... 110 paahymerus, p. 393 

aa. Pronotum not more than half as long as hind femora, its front mar
gin in the female but little narrowed, about three-fourths the 
width of the hind margin; exposed portion of male tegmina less 
than one-third as ample as. the pronotum ........ 111 dorsalis, p. 394 

110. ATLANTICUS PACHYMERUS (Burmeister). 
Dectieuspachymerus Burm., 40, n, 1838, 712. 
Thyreonotus pachymerus Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 453; Coms., 4 1 , I, 1888, 

118, Fig. 106; Davis, 43, XXV, 1893, 108 (song of); Bl., 7, 
1893, 150. 

AtlanticuspachymerwScudd., 170, XXVI, 1894, 179; Id., 188,1900,76; 
Lugg., 84, 1898, 245, Fig. 160. 

Color: Male-Grayish or fuscous brown; the sides of pronotum 
and tegmina black, the former often shining, especially in the young; 
a narrow, curved yellowish· line above the poste1rior lateral angle of 

55-Geol. 
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pronotum; the exposed dorsal field of tegmina light brown; the 
femora with numerous minute pale spots. Female-Usually grayish 
or reddish brown throughout, except the yellow line on side of pro
notum, which is bordered above with a dash of black. 

Fig. 98. Atlanticus pachymer-us (Burm.). Male. (After Lugger.) 

The lateral carinm of the pronotum are sharper in this species than 
in the next; the pronotum itself is proportionally a little longer, and 
!lPpears more so than it really is on account of the broadly rounded 
posterior lobe. The hind femora, as well as the ovipositor, are a 
little shorter than in dorsalis, and the apex of the ovipositor is more 
bluntly rounded from above. . 

NIeasurements: Male-Length of body, 19 mm.; of pronotum, 9.5 
mm.; of hind femora, 16.5 mm. Female--Length of body, 21 mm.; 
of proll'otum, 9.5 mm.; of hind femora, 18 mm.; of ovipositor, 18 mm. 

Pachymerus is, in Indiana, by far the more common of the two 
species. It qas been taken in Lake, Marshall, Marion, Putnam, Vigo 
and Crawford counties, and doubtless occurs throughout the State, 
frequenting the localities mentioned above under the generic de
scription. The earliest date on which a mature specimen has been 
noted was June 6th, in Vigo County. 

In a pleasing account of the notes and habits of the species, Mr. 
W. T. Davis, loco cit., has written as follows: "Its song much re
sembles that of Orchelimum vulgare, with the preliminary zip, zip, 
omitted. It is a continuous z-e-e-e, with an occasional short ik, caused 
by. the insect getting its wing covers ready for action after a period 
of silence. * * * Starting with raspberries, one kept in captivity 
had the rest of the fruits in their season, including watermelon, of 
which he showed a marked appreciation. If I offered him a raspberry 
and then gradually drew it away, he would follow in the direction 
of the departing fruit, and would finally eat it from my hand." 

111. ATLANTICUS DORSALIS (Burmeister). 
Dectieus dorsalis Burm., 40, II, 1838, 713. 
'l'hyreonotus dorsalis Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 454; Id., 148, 1874, 370; 

Comst., 1 22, I, 1888, 118; Bl., 7, 1893, 15l. 
Atlanticus dorsalis Scudd., 170, XXVI" 1894, 179; Id., 188, 1900,75. 
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Color: Male-Usually a dark sooty brown flecked everywhere with 
grayish; the apical third of hind femora lighter; the yellow line on 
lower border of pronotum indistinct or wanting. Female-Dull, yel
lowish brown; the posterior lobe of pronotum, dorsum of abdomen 
and oyipositor dark brown. A blackish spot on the bce below each 
eye; the sides of the pronotum with obsolete fnscous markings. 

The chief struGtural distinctions between this insect and pachy
merus are given above in the key and under the latter species. It 
may be add.ed that the hind lobe of the pronotum in dorsalis is quite 
short and has its posterior margin nearly truncate; whereas in 
pachymerus it is much longer with the hind margin broadly rounded. 

Measurements: Male-Lea:tgth of body, 19 mm.; of pronotum, 9 
mm.; of hind femora, 19 mm. Female~Length of body, 24 mm.; 
of pronotum, 9.5 mm.; of hind femora, 20.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 
23 mm. 

Dorsalis has been taken in the State -in Putnam, Vigo, Knox and 
Crawford counties. In the two last named counties it is more com
mon than the other species. Its general range is more southern and 
it will probably be found to inhabit only the southern half of In
diana. 

Sub-family GRYLLACRINlE. 

This sub-family is represented in the State by the single genus, 

XLIX. CAMPTONOTUS Uhler (1864). 

Form similar to Ceuthophilus Scudd. Head large, oval, much 
broader than the prothorax and not deeply sunken into it. Eyes 
ovate, vertical, situated on the sides but little behind the basal joint 
of the antennre, and exceeding it a little in length. Maxillary palpi 
long, the last joint as long as the preceding one, a very little inflated 
at the tip. Antenme at least five times the length of the .body with
out the ovipositor. Pronotum trapezoidal, the sides not carried 
downwards as far as the lower li:r).e of the eyes, the lateral margins 
somewhat broadly recurved; meso-+ and meta-notum very small, con
fined to the dorsum and not prolbnged downward upon their sides. 
Ovipositor ensiform, curved upwqrds, its valves ,compressed, acute. 
Legs v~ry short, moderately stout; the anterior and middle tibire 
slightly incurved near the base, having a row of four long spines 
each side beneath; posterior femora armed beneath with a few short 
teeth. Tarsi stout, four-jointed" with split cushions beneath, the 
first joint equal in length to the tivo following ones conjoined. 

A single species is known from the eastern United States. 
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112. CAMPTONOTUS CAROLINENSIS (Gerstacker). 
Gryllacris carolinensis Gers., 59, XXVI, 1860, 276. 
Neortus carolineusis Brunn., 39, 1888, 381. 
Camptanotus carolinensis Scudd., 188, 1900, 79. 
Campto'l1,otus 8/mdderi Uhler, 2 12, IT, 1864, 549; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate 

VIIT, Fig. 15; Riley, 122, IT, 1884, 186. 

A medium sized wingless Locustid, reddish brown above, yellowish, 
white beneath. Face and all the tibire and tarsi yellowish, the 
femora, especially the two hind pair, mottled with dark brown, and a 
transverse har of the" same color on the three posterior dorsal seg
ments of abdomen. 

Fig. 99. Camptonotu8 carolinen8i8 (Gerstacker). Female. Twioe natural .ize. (Original.) 

Measurements: Female-Length of body, 12 mm.; of posterior 
femora, 7.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 8 mm. 

A single female of this curious Locustid was taken October 11, 
1902, near Millersville, Marion County, by Philip Baker, of Indian
apolis, who kindly presented it to me. I had seen one in Vigo 
County ten years before but had failed to effect its capture. It has 
been her·eto,fore taken only in Maryland, Delaware and the Caro
linas. N ear Baltimore, according to Uhler, it appears in the larval 
state as early as the first of August and reaches maturity the latter 
part of September. It is there found upon oak trees, where it is said 
to spend the day time curled up in the leaves. It will probably be 
found tooc'cur in small numbers on oaks throughout the southern 
half of In·diana. 

Since the above was in type, two pa.irs of the half grown young of 
O. carolinensis have been taken, one pair from near Mitchell, Law
rence County, on July 15th; the other from near Montezuma, Parke 
County, on July 22d. Both pairs were beaten from oak bushes while 
collecting beetles. 

Sub-family STENOPELMATINlE. 

The Indiana members of this sub-family comprise those insects 
which are commonly c'alled "stone" or "camel crickets," and, so lar 
as known, belong to the single genus Oeuthophilus, which is 'charac
terized below. 
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L. OEUTHOPHILUS Scudder (1862). 

Wingless Locustidre of medium or large size with a thick body and 
arched back. Head large and oval, bent downward and backward 
between the front legs. Antennre long, slender, cylindrical and 
tapering to a fine point. Eyes sub-pyriform, the narrow end down
ward, placed a little above and close to the basal joint of the 
antennre. Maxillary palpi long and slender; the apical joint longest, 
somewhat curved, split on the under side three-fourths of its length, 
which is nearly equal to that of the two preoeding taken togetheT. 
Pronotum short, not extending over the meso and meta-notum. Pro
sternum unarmed. Hind femora thick and heavy, turned inward at 
the base, channeled beneath, with tlie margins of the channel either 
serrate or spined in the males, seldom armed in the females. Ovi
positor well developed, nearly straight, a little upturned at the tip, 
the inner valves usually strongly serrate on the under side of the 
apical fourth. Cerci of males long, slender, usually very hairy. 

These insects are seldom seen except by the professional collector. 
Th,ey are nocturnal in their habits, and during the day hide beneath 
stones along the margins of small woodland streams, or beneath logs 
and chunks in damp woods, in which places seldom less than two, 
nor more than three or four, are found associated together. Being 
wingless they make no noise, and, like most other silent creatures, 
are supposed to be deaf, as no trace of an eardrum is visible. 

That they are well-nigh omnivo,rous in their choic'e of food, I have 
determined by keeping them in confinement, when they fed upon 
meat as weH as upon pieces of fruit and vegetables, seemingly pre
ferring the latter. The majority of the species evidently reach ma
turity and deposit their eggs in the lat.e summer or early autumn, as 
the full grown insects are more common then, but. have been taken 
as lat.e as De,cember 1st. The eggs, which are supposed to be laid in 
the earth, usually hatch in April, but some are hatched in autumn 
and the young live over winter, an anomaly among t.he Locustidre, as 
I have taken t.hem on a numb,er of occasions throughout the winter. 
Several of the species inhabit caves and are usually of larger size, 
with longer antenrue and smaller compound eyes than those found 
above ground. 

The adult males of these insects are quite readily separated by 
the size, number and relative posit.ion of the spines on the under 
side of the hind femora, as well as by the degree of curvature of the 
corresponding tibire. The females, having neither the spined pos
terior femora nor the curved tibire, are less readily distinguished by 
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the color and the relative measurements of the different organs. As 
- the two sexes are colored alike and are usually found in close prox

imity there will be little difficulty in placing the female after deter
mining the male by the key given below, which mainly pertains to 
that sex alone. 

Seven species have, up to the present, been taken by the writer in 
Indiana. 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF CEUTHOPHILUS. 

a. Fore femora but little, if any, longer than the pronotum. 
b. Hind tibire of male arcuate or sinuate in basal half; the hind 

femora of male with about 13 small, unequal spines on the 
outer lower carina ...•............. ',' ... 113 maeulatus, p. 399 

bb. Hind tibire of male straight; hind femora of adult male with 
8 to 11 rather large, unequal spines on the lower outer carina; 
a broad, dark brown or blackish stripe on either side of dor-
sal surface of body ......................... 114 latens, p. 400 

aa. Fore femora one-third or more longer than the pronotum. 
C. Hind femora distinctly shorter than the corresponding tibire; 

cave inhabiting species .... , ........... , ... 115 stygiU8, p. 401 
ce. Hind femora but little, if any, shorter than the corresponding 

tibire; sPecies living above ground. 
d. Lower outer carina of hind femora of male conspicuously 

spined. 
e. Inferior sulcus of hind femora of male quite deep 

and of uniform width; the outer carina with seven 
to nine spines of unequal length and not equi-
distant ............ " ., ..... , .116 blatehleyi, p. 403 

ee. Inferior sulcus of hind femora of male shallow and 
broad; wider at base than at distal end; the spines 
of the outer, lower carina sub-equal in size and 
equi-distant .... " ................ 117 uhleri, p. 404 

dd. Lower outer cllrina of hind femora of male never con
spicuously spined. 
f. General color clear reddish brown, mottled with 

paler; hind femora of male more than twice as 
long as the fore femora; each of the lower carinre 
with about 25 crowded minute teeth .............. . 

118 terrestris, p. 406 
ft. General color dull sooty brown with numerous paler 

spots; hind femora of male about twice as long as 
the fore femora, with seven to 15 small but dis-
tinct teeth on each of the carinre .......... , ...... . 

119 brevipes, p. 406 
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113. CEUTHOPIDLUS MACULATUS (Say). The Spotted Camel Cricket. 
Raphidophom maculata (Say MS.), Harris, 71 1841, 126; Scudd., 140, 

VIll, 1861, 7, 11, 14. 
Phalangopl5is maculata Harris, 72, 1862, 155, Fig. 73. 
Ceuthophilus maculatus Scudd., 1 41, VII, 1862, 434; Id., 1 7 1, XXX, 

1894, 27, 68; Id., 188, 1900, 82; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate ill, 
Fig. 5; Pack., 104, 1883, 565; Riley, 1 22, II, 1884, 184, Fig. 
259; Brunn., 39, 1888, 307; Bl., 7, 1893, 142; Id., 16, 1899, 
222, Fig. 53; Lugg., 84, 1898, 249, Fig. 163 . 

• 
General color: Above, dark sooty brown, with often a median 

stripe of lighter brown on the thoracic segments; below a yellowish 
brown. The abdominal segments bear on their dorsal surface a num
ber of small yellow dots, often confluent and sometimes in regular 
transverse rows. Antennre and legs light reddish brown, the hind 
femora cross-barred with narrow darker brown bars arranged in 
parallel rows. 

Anterior femora a little longer than pronotum, the inner carina 
with one or two rather long sub-apical spines. Hind femora about 
the length of the body;, the lower sulcus narrow and of medium 
depth, its outer carina in the male with twelve to fifteen unequal, 
rather coarse spines; the inner carina with about the same number 

Fig.lOO. C.uthophilv .• maculat ... (Say). Female. (Afer Lugger). 

of smaller and sub-equal spines; the female with a number of small, 
inconspicuous spinules on each carina. Hind tibire a little longer 
than the femora, the basal third distinctly arcuate or bowed in the 
male. Cerci with the basal half stout, tapering beyond. Ovipositor 
two-thirds as long as the hind femora, gently tapering to the tip, 
which is slightly upturned, the teeth of the inner valve sharp. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 14 mm.; of pronotum, 5 
mm.; of front femora, 6 mm.; of hind femora, 15 mm.; of hind tibire, 
17 mm. Female-Length of body, 16 mm.; of pronotum, 5 mm.; 
of front femora, 6 mm.; of hind femora, 16 mm.; of ovipositor, 
10 mm. 

This "spotted wingless grasshopper" has the widest range of any 
of the 56 species of Ceuthophihls listed by Scudder, having been 
recorded from nearly every State east of the Great Plains. In In-
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diana it is, as far as my observation goes, much less common than 
some of the other species of the genus, having so far been taken only 
,in Crawford and Putnam counties. In the former county a number 
of specimens were secured in June a:nd July from beneath logs and 
chunks in dry upland woods. In Putnam County it was found on 
August 1st beneath a log in a damp ravine. It probably occurs 
sparingly in like situations-throughout the State. 

114. CEUTHOPHILUS LATENS Scudder. The Black-sided Camel Cricket. 
CeuthophiZ,us latens Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 437; ld., 1 7 1, XXX, 1894, 

29,64; ld., 188,1900,82; Bl. 7,1893,143. 

General color: Light reddish brown; two broad bands of dark 
fuscous or blackish along the thorax and one or more of the basal 
segmeru.ts of abdomen, extending half way down the sides and sepa
rated from one another by a median stripe of light reddish brown. 
~elow the black stripes the sides are pale yellowish brown; while the 
greater part of the abdomen, as well as the outer face of the hind 
femora, is dotted with brownish yellow, the dots sometimes con
fiuent, sometimes in apparently regular rows. The legs are light 
brown, the tips of the hind femora inruscated. 

The fore femora a little stouter than the middle pair, nearly a 
third longer than the pronotuID in the male; but little longer in the 
female, the inner carina with two or three spines. Middle femora 
with two to four spines on each c'arina beneath. Hind femora thick 
and stout, the inferior sulcus of average width and depth, the mar
gins with several minute spines in the females; the outer carina of 
adult males with eight or nine spines, the four or five middle ones 
of which are quite strong and prominent, the inner carina with 11 ' 
to 14 small and sub-equal spines. 

Hind tibire straight, very little, if any, longer than the femora; 
the inner calcaria much longer than the outer, and as long as the 
fir8/; tarsal joint. Cerci slender, gently tapering throughout, longer 
than the greatest width of hind femora. Ovipositor nearly twice as 
long as fore femora, straight, the tip a little upturned and acute. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 22 rom., female, 24 .rom.; of 
P,ronotum, male and female, 6.5 .rom.; of front femora, male, 8.5 mm., 
female, 7 .rom.; hind femora, male and female, 19 .rom.; of hind tibire, 
male, 21 mIll., female, 20 mm; of ovipositor, 11 mm. 

Mr. Scudder has evidently described this species from immature 
specimens of both sexes. As a consequence, -his measurements are 
much less than those given above. The spines on lower outer 
carinre of males are more numerous and more prominent in the 
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adults than in the two-thirds grown young, where they are sub-equal 
in size. The black markings at pase of tibial spines, used by Scudder 
in his key, are seldom present in the adults and are therefore of no 
value as a distinguishing character. I have, in recent years, taken 
numerous specimens of the large form mentioned in my former 
paper, and described herewith, in company with the immature forms 
described by Scudder, ~nd there is no doubt but that the two are the 
same. 

C. latens has proven to be a rather common species in Indiana, 
having been taken in Vigo, Putnam, Crawford, Kosciusko and Steu
ben counties. It is most commonly found beneath sm~ll chunks or 
flat stones in rather dry sandy loc'alities. Sometimes a half dozen 
will be found in company beneath the same shelter. It reaches ma
turity about July 20th, probably from specimens hatched in spring, 
though I have taken the young on two different occasions in Febru
ary. The species is sometimes affected by the parasitic hairworm, 
Gordius sp.? According to Scudder, it ranges from "New York to 
Texas." 

115. CEUTHOPHILUS STYGIUS (Scudder). The Cave Camel Cricket. 
Raphidophora stygia Scudd., 140, VIII, 1861,9. 
Ceuthophilus stygius Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 438; Id., 1 7 1, XXX, 1894, 

24, 33; Id., 188, 1900, 84; Pack., 104, 1869, 565; Id., 106, 
IV, 1888, 70, 83; Riley, 1 22, II, 1884, 184; Brunn., 39, 1888, 
309; Bl., 7,1893,148; Id., 14,1897,198; Id., 16,1899,175. 

Ceuthophilussloanii:Pack., 105, V, 1873, 93; Id., 106, IV, 1888,71,83. 

Pale, reddish brown, the hind border of each segment with a dark 
brown band, the pronotum with a similar band on the front margin, 
and an indistinct, dark median band connecting the two. Face pale 
with usually a black dash below each eye, and a shorter median one. 
Antenme brownish yellow, paler toward the tip, of excessive length, 
averaging four times the length of body. Legs all very long and 
slender. Front femora, in the specimens at hand, double the length of 
the pronotum, with two to five spines on the lower front carina. Mid
dle femora shorter than the anterior with both of the lower carinre 
armed with three or four distinct spines. Hind fem:0'ra rather slender, 
nearly as long as the body, the lo·wer, outer carina prominent; the 

-...... 
inferior sulcus narrow and of average depth; both margins armea. 
with numerous small spines, those on the outer carina of male double 
the size of those on the inner. Hind tibire straight, longer than the 
corresponding femora. Hind tarsi two-fifths the length of the tibire. 
Cerci slender and tapering, nearly half as long as hind femora. Ovi-
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positor straight, the apical two-thirds of nearly the same diameter, 
the tip scarcely upturned; the te'eth of inner valve feebly crenate. -

Measurements: Length of body, male, 30 mm., female, 26 mm.; of 
pronotum, male,7.5 mm., female, 6.5 mm.; of front femora., male, 
15 mm., female, 12.5 mm.; of hind femora, male, 26 mm., female, 
24 mm.; hind tibim, male, 27.5 mm., female, 25 mm.; of antennm, 
male, 103 mm., female, 96 mm.; of oviposit~r, 16 mm. 

Fig.IOl. eeulhOfJhilu. strg'''' (Scudder). Female. One and one-fourth times natural size. 
The antennoo are half as long again as shown in the cut. (Original.) 

This "cave cricket" occurs abundantly in crevices in the walls 
and roof near the mouths of Wyandotte, Little Wyandotte, Sibert's 
Well Cave and Saltpetre Cave, Crawford County, and a few imma
ture specimens, pronounced by Mr. S. H. Scudder to be the same 
species, have boon taken in Porler's Cave, Owen County and Truett's 
and Strong's caves, Monroe County, 8.0 miles farther north. In the 
Crawford County caves no specimens were found further bock than 
250 feet from the mout , except in Wyandotte, where a few have 
been taken on "Monu ent Mountain," one-half mile from the 
mouth. In the other ca es they were found back beyond the reach 
of any rays of light. 

The adults of this species are the largest "stone" '01' "Camel 
crickets" occurring in the State and seem to be more or less gregar
ious. In one instance, in Sibert's Well Cave, more than 20 were 
found in a small cranny in the wall. They were grouped in a circle, 
in a spaoe about six inches square, with their antennm pointing 
toward the center of the circle, and appeared to be holding a con
ference or cricket convention. 

In regard to the life history of this insect, but little is known. I 
found a numher of specimens of half grown young in Sibert's Cave 
on May 16, 1895. The adults were common in July, 1896; and in 
N ovemher, the young about one~third the size of mature specimens 
were frequent in Saltpetre Cave, but could not be found elsewhere. 
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The species may be represented in winter by the eggs as well as by 
the young, as is the case among some other members of the genus. 

In Saltpetre Cave, where in July stygius 'was very plentiful, all 
were found within 100 feet of the entrance. They were never seen 
on the floor, unless they leaped ther·e when disturbed, but were found 
resting on the sides of small projections and in small cavities of the 
walls or roof, with their antennre spread out before them. If a 
lighted candle was held close to them they paid no attention to it, 
but were very sensitive to its heat and to touch. When disturbed 
they leap with agility, sometimes to a distance of six feet, but with a 
little care can usually be readily picked up with the fingers before 
they become frightened. 

The immature specimens from caves in Monroe and Owen counties 
were darker than typical stygius, and were found on the floors of the 
caves-in one or two instances beneath loose rocks. From their 

, habits I am somewhat inclined to doubt their being stygius, since it 
is quite difficult to name correctly the young of any species of Ceu
thophilus. 

116. OEUTHOPHILUS BLATOHLEYI Scudder. 
CeuthophilU8 blatchleyi Scudd., 17 1-, XXX, 1894, 26, 57; Id., 

81; Lugg~, 84,1888,249. 
CeuthophilU8 uhleri Bl., 7, 1893, 144. (Not C. uhleri Scudd.) 

. . 
. , 

188, 1900, 

General color: Light reddish brown, the meso and meta-notum 
usually darker. The pronotum rather thickly and irregularly mot
tled with paler spots; the other segments with the pale spots for the 
most part in a transverse row near the hind margin. The legs ye1-

Fig. 102. Oeuthophilu8 blatchleui Seudd. Male. One and one-fourth times natural size. 
(OriginaI.) 

lowish brown, the hind femora with the apex a little dusky above and 
with numerous oblique transverse dusky bars on the outer face. In 
a few specimens the general color is much darker and the outer face 
of the hind femora is a fuscous brown almost black in hue. 
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The anterior femora are but little longer than the pro no tum; the 
lower front margin armed with from one to four spines. Hind 
femora of the male of average width but rather slender and taper
ing; the inner surface, 'of the upper portion of the apical half with 
numerous raised points; the lower outer carina prominent, with the 
inferior sulcus rather narrow and very deep, the sides meeting at an 
angle above. The spines of the outer carina are usually arranged 
in three sets, the basal set containing two' to four equidistant grad
uated spines; the distal one largest; the middle set c'ontains but a 
single strong spine equal in size to the one before it and separated 
from it as well as from the :first one of the apical set, by a space 
almost twice.as great as between the members of the basal set; the 
apical set of four small, sub-equal spines. The inner carina is armed 
with about 16 sIDlall sub-equal spines. The female has the iD.Iller 
carina also armed in like manner with still smaller spine~. Hind 
tibire of male straight, a little longer than the femora; distinctly 
longer in the female. Cerci gradually tapering from a rather stout 
base, about as long as the breadth of the hind femora. Ovipositor 
about two-thirds the length of hind femora. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 14 mm., of female, 16 mm.; 
of pronotum, male and female, 5 mm.; of fore femora, male, 6.5 mm., 
female, 6 mm.; of hind femora, male, 15 mm., of female, 13.5 mm.; 
of hind tibire, male and female, 16 mm.; of ovipositor, 9 mm. 

This species may be readily known from the next, its closest ally, 
by the more slender hind femora of the male, the narrower inferio·r 
sulcus of these femora, and by the different armature of their lower 
outer carina. 

fn central Indiana, blatchleyi is the most common species of Ceu
thophilus. It is usually found from July to November in small col
onies 'Of three to. six or more~ beneath rails and logs in rather dry 
situations. It is especially fO*d of low, open second bottom woods, 
with a loamy or sandy soil. The young have boon taken in similar 
places in Dec'ember and Febr~ary, but evidently the larger number 
of eggs do not hatch until spring. It has not, as yet, been taken in 
either the northern ,or southerr third of the State, but probably oc
curs through!out as it has been, recorded from New York,' Minnesota 
and Iowa. i 

117. 
: ~ 

OEUTHOPHlLUS UHLERJ Soud~er. Uhler'S Oamel Cricket. 
Oeuthophuus uhleri Soudd., 1 4 '~, VII, 1862, 435; Id., 1 7 1, XXX, 1894, 

26, 56; Id., 188, 19QO, 84; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate VIII, Fig. 
S; Riley, 122, II, 18$, 184; Brunn., 39, 1888, 64, Fig. 33b. 

OeuthophilUB latisulcus Bl., 7, 1893, 146. 
I 
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General color: Light brownish or clay yellow, irregularly flecked 
with fuscous, especially on the pronotum and abdomen; the female 
somewhat darker. Legs light brown, more or less infuscated on the 
apical portions of the femora. The anterior femora more than a 
third longer than the pronotum in the male, shorter in the female, 
with two sub-equal spines near the apex of the lower front carina. 
The intermediate femora with three spines on each of the lower 
carinre. The hind femora shorter and not so broad as in the pre
ceding, the outer lower carina much less prominent; the upper half 
or the exterior race very scabrous, with small projections. The in
ferior sulcus exceptionally broad and shallow, about twice the 
breadth and one-half the depth or that of O. blatchleyi,' the sides not 
meeting in an angle as there, but the top of the sulcus flat. '1'he 
outer carina with seven or eight sub-equal spines borne at equal 
distances apart on the apical half; the middle two slightly the larger 
but much less strong than the corresponding one of O. blatchleyi. 
The inner carina armed with 16 to 20 very small teeth. In the re
male the inferior sulcus is much less broad and the carinre bear only 

. a few small teeth on their apical half. The hind tibire of male with 
a very slight curve just below the base; a little longer than the cor
responding femora in both sexes. Cerci rather stout, shorter than 
the femoral breadth. Ovipositor but little more than half as long 
as hind remora, the tip considerably upturned and finely acuminate. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 15 mm., remale, 16 mm.; 
o'r pronotum, male and female, 5 mm.; or rront remora, male, 7.5 
mm., female, 6 mm.; or hind femora, male, 17.5 mm., female, 13.5 
mm.; of hind tibire, mal~, 18.5 mm., female, 15.5 mm.; .ovipositor, 
8 mm. 

From O. blatchleyi, which it most resembles, this species may at 
once be known by the longer anterior femora, the much broader and 
shallower sulcus or the hind remora, as well as by the difference in 
size and arrangement or the teeth upon the latter. The adult male 
is larger, with shorter and broader hind limbs than those of blatchleyi, 
though the males or both these species are much more robust when 
mature than those or O. maculaius and O. terrestris which have come 
under my notice. 

In Indiana, uhleri is much less common than the preceding species, 
having been taken in small numbers only in Vigo and Marion coun
ties, where it occurs mature in August beneath logs and rubbish in 
dry sandy localities. It has been recorded from the Middle States, 
Maryland and Georgia. 
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118. OEUTHOPillLUS TERRESTRIS Scudder. 
Ceuthophilus ter-restris Scudd., 171,1894,26,46; Id., 188,1900,84. 
Raphidophom lapidicola Scudd., 140, VIII, 1861, 7. 
Ceuthophilus lapidicolu~ Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 435; Glov., 62, 1872, 

Plate VIT, Figs. 4, 5; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 184; Bl., 7, 1893, 
147. 

Clear reddish brown, mottled with small pale spots, especially on 
the abdomen, where the spots have a tendency to arrange themselves 
in longitudinal rows. Often, but not always, a median light stripe 
on the dorsal portion of the pronotum, bordered by darker fuscous 
blotches. The legs paler, the exterior face of the hind femora with 
the usual darker transverse bars, but not so prominelllt as in O. 
maculatus. 

Anterior femora a little longer than pronotum, unarmed beneiath. 
Intermediate femora also unarmed or with a single apical spine on 
front margin. Hind femora about equaling the body, rather stout, 
the inierior sulcus of average width, ril-ther deep; both carinre of 
male bearing numerous small serrations, like the fine teeth of a saw, 
about 25 in number and crowded on the apical two-thirds of the 
segment; those of the female unarmed or with a few very fine teeth 
on the apical third. Hind tibire straight, a little shorter than the 
femora. Ovipositor less than three-fifths the length of hind femora, 
the tip upturned a little and pointed. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 13 mm.; of pronotum, 5 
mm.; of front femora, 6 mm.; of hind femora, 14 mm.; of hind tibire, 
15 mm. Female-Length of body, 16 mm.; of fore femora, 6.5 mm.; 
of hind femora, 15 mm.; of ovipositor, 8 mm. 

O. terrestris is in Indiana less common than any other species of 
the genus, having been taken only in Putnam and Vigo counties. 
The most of those secured were in April and the specimens were 
proba@y only about half grown. Its general range includes the 
northern United States and Canada, east of the Mississippi River. 

119. OEUTHOPillLUS BREVlPES Scudder. 
Ceuthophilus brevipes Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 434; Id., 1 7 1, XXX, 1894, 

26, 49; Id., 1 88, 1900, 81; Bl., 7, 1893, 148. 

Dull sooty brown, a little darker on the dorsum of the thorax 
where there is usually a narrow median line of clay yellow. Very 
profusely spotted with dull yellow spots, especially on the posterior 
margins of the abdominal segments. N ear the apex of the hind 
femora, these spots nearly form an annulation of yellow, more 
noticeable on account of the more or less dark band beyond. 

/ 
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Body robust; front femora a third or more longei' than the pro
no tum, with a single spine on lowei' front carina. Hind femora short 
and stout; the inferior sulcus of average width and depth; both 
carinm of male armed on apical half with seven to' 15 small saw-like 
teeth; those of female with similar but smaller serrulations. Hind 
tibim straight, distinctly longer than the femora, the inner calcaria 
considerably longer than the outer, but shorter than the first tarsal 
joint. Cerci tapering from a rather stout base, a little longer than 
the femoral breadth. Ovipositor rather slender, two-thirds the 
length of hind femora, its apical third very slightly arcuate, the tip 
hut little upturned; teeth of the inner valve small and distant from 
one another. 

Measurements: Male-Length of body, 16.5 mm.; of pronotum, 
5.5 mm.; of front femora, 8.5 mm.; of hind femora, 16 mm.; of hind 
tibim, 18.5 mm. .Female'::'-Length of hody, 16 mm.; of pronotum, 
5.5 mm.; of fore femora, 6.5 mm.; of hind femora, 15.5 mm.; of hind 
tibim, 17 mm.; of ovipositor, 10.5 mm. 

This is another species where the measurements of Indiana speci
mens greatly exceed those given by Mr Scudder in his Monograph. 
It is not common in the State, being represented in my collection 
only by specimens from Vigo and Orange counties; those from the 
former county, taken in September and October, being full grown, 
while those from Orange County, taken in May, are but little mOore 
than half as large. 

,Aside from these Indiana localities, the .species has been recorded 
only from Maine and New Brunswick. 

Family GRYLLIDiE. 

The third family of Oithoptera helonging to the sub-order Salta
toria comprises the Gryllidce or crickets. From the other Orthopter
ous insects they may be distinguished by having the wing covers 
flat above and bent abruptly downward at the sides; the tarsi or 
feet, three jointed, without pads between the claws; the fore coxm 
longer than broad. Ocelli or simple eyes are present in the majority 
of species; while the antennm, like those of the Locustidce, are long, 
slender and many jointed. The hearing organ, when present, is, as 
the'l'e, situated on the base of the fO'l'e tibim. 

The tympanum or calling o'l'gan of the male is also, as in the 
Locustidce, located near the base of the dorsal surface of the tegmina, 
but is wider and b'l'oader than in the preceding family, extending 
across both anal and median areas of the tegmina. The chirps or 
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love calls of .the different species of crickets make up the greater 
part of that ceaseless thrill which fills the air, usually at night, from 
mid-August until after frost. These sounds aTe made only by the 
males, and are not vocal, as most persons suppose; but are produced 
by the tympanum, the insect Tubbing the veins in the middle of one 
wing cover over those of the other. It is often difficult to locate one 
of these chirp8ll"s by its song. The distance and even the direction 
are often most deceiving; the crickets being exceedingly shy, much 
more so than katydids and grasshoppers. Those which live in the 
ground generally chirp near the entrance to their burrows, andre
treat thereto at every approaching footstep. Those which live upon 

trees or shrubs resemble closely the hues of bark 
or foliage, and are therefore difficult to find even 
when close at hand; while the majority, dwelling as 
they do, among grasses and be~eath logs and chips, 
find also a safe protection in their color, which is 
usually closely like that of the objects beneath 
which they rest while sounding their cymbals. 

The inner wings of the crickets are, for the most 
.# part, short, weak, and comparatively useless a·s fly

ing organs, though sometimes they are nearly 
twice as long as the outer pair. Like their nearest 
relatives, the grasshoppers and katydids, these in
sects, therefore, travel mostly by leaps and, in the 
course of time, their hind femora have thus be
come greatly enlarged. 

Fig.103. Stridulat-
ing ridges in a 
house-cricket; B, 

stridulating 
ridge; 8t, stridu
lating teeth. 
(After Landois.) 

The ovipositor 'of the female, when. exposed, is usually a long, 
cylindric'a! spear-shaped organ, consisting apparently of two pieces. 
Each of these halves, however, when closely examined, is seen to be 
made up of two pieces so united as to form a groove on the inner 
side, so that when the two halves are fitted together, a tube is pro
duced, down which the eggs pass to the repository in the f,mrth or 
twig, fitted to receive them. 

The eggs of most crickets are laid singly in the ground. A few of 
the burrowing species deposit them in irregular masses in under
ground cavities. The tree crickets place them uniformily in a single 
row in the pith 9f twigs. Most species are represented in winter by 
the eggs alone. A few, however, pass the cold season as nymphs, or 

- as adults. The mole crickets are said to exist for several years. 
Among the families of Orthoptera the Gryllidce and Locustidce take 

a rank superior to all others. The high spec'ialization of the oviposi
tor of the female and th~ perfection of structure of the stridulating 

I 
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organ of the male place these two families above all others in the 
scale of Orthopteran life. That the two are very closely related can 
be readily seen by anyone who will car-efuUy compare them, organ 
with organ. The Gryllidm are placed first, however, by most ento
mologists, as the great variety of form of almost any given organ 
among them, when compared with its relative uniformity of struc
ture among the Locustidm, seems to indicate the higher rank of the 
former. 

About 67 species of Gryllidre are known from the United States. 
These are divided among six sub-families and 17 genera. All of the 
sub-families and 12 of the genera are represented among the species 
known to occur in Indiana. The sub-families may be distinguished 
by the following table: 

A SYNOPSIS OF 'l'HE SUB-FAMILIES OF GRYLLID.IE KNOWN TO OCCUR IN 
INDIANA. 

a. Tarsi compressed, the second joint minute, compressed. 
b. Fore tibile enlarged, fitted for digging; female without exposed 

ovipositor (Mole and sand crickets) .... GRYLLOTALPIN.IE, p. 410 
bb. Fore tibi~ not enlarged; female with well developed external 

ovipositor. 
c. Hind tibi~ bearing two rows of minute teeth and a few 

movable spines. Body very small, sub-spherical; hind 
femora short, much swollen. (Our species living in ants' 
nests) ....................... '. ,MYRMECOPHILIN.IE, p. 415 

cc. Hind tibi~ bearing two rows of spines; body of larger 
size, sub-elongate, with longer and more slender hind 
femora. 
d. Hind tibi~ rather stout, armed with stout spines 

without teeth between them. (Ground and field 
crickets) ....................... GRYLLIN.IE, p. 418 

dd. Hind tibi~ slender, armed with delicate spines (ex
cept in the genus Xabea) , with minute teeth be-
tween them. (White tree crickets) ............... . 

(ECANTHIN.IE, p. 443 
aa. Second tarsal joint distinct, depressed, cordiform. 

e. Hind tibi~ bearing two rows of spines without teeth between 
them. Ovipositor in our species compressed and curved up-
ward. (Small black or brown tr~e crickets) ................. . 

TRIGONIDIIN..'E, p. 454 
ee. Hind tibi~ bearing two rows of spines with small teeth be

tween them. Ovipositor in our species cylindrical, but little 
up curved. (Larger brown tree crickets) .................... . 

E:NEOPTERIN.IE, p. 457 

56-Geol. 
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Sub-family GRYLLOTALPINLE. 

This sub-famiiy includes the burrowers among our crickets. The 
species have the fore limbs so modified that they can make their way 
readily beneath the surface. The antennre are much shorter and 
less tapering than in the species living above ground. The oviposi
tor of the female is not visible externally. 

Three genera are represented in Indiana which may be separated 
. by the following key: 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA GRYLLOTALPINlE. 

a. Species of large size; fore tibire broadly expanded, the claws prom
inent; two large ocelli present; hind femora slender; tarsi three-
jointed ......................... : ...... LI. GRYLLOTALPA, p. 410 

aa. Species of small size; fore tibire not broadly expanded but bearing 
three or four spines at the apex; three small ocelli present; hind 
femora much swollen; tarsi one-jointed or wanting. 
b. Species more than 5.5 mm. in length; pronotum with a weak 

transverse sulcus; hind tibire with four pairs of long slender 
plates used in swimming; hind tarsi one-jointed ............ .. 

LII. 'rRlDACTYLUS, p. 413 
bb. Species less than 5.5 mm. in length; pronotum with no trans

verse sulculii; hind tibire with a single palt of short plates 
used in swimming; hind tarsi wholly' wanting ......... , .... . 

LUI. ELLIPES, p. 415 

LI. GRYLLOTALPA Linnreus (1767). 

Among all the Gryllidre found in Indiana the mole crickets rank 
first in size and singularity of structur(l. When fun grown they 
measure from an inch and a fourth to an inch and a half in length; 
are light brown in color and have the body covered with very short 
hairs, giving it a soft, velvety appearance. The females have no 
visible ovipositor, and, externally, may be separated from the males 
only by the difference in the veining of the uppermost of the wing 
covers, due to the presenc'e of a tympanum in the latter sex. By 
their habit of burrowing beneath the soil in search of such food as 
the tender roots of plants, earthworms and the larvre of various 
insects, the anterior tibire of these crickets have, in the course of 
ages, become so modified in structure as to closely resemble the front 
feet of the common mole, whence the generic name, Gryllotalpa, 
from "gryllus," a cricket, and "talpa," a mole. The dactyls or claws 
of these tibire are fnur in number, the upper two, the larger, being 
movable; the others immovable. The compound eyes have, on ac
count of the underground life, become much aborted, being not more 
than one-fourth the size of those of the common field crickets, of 
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the genus Gryllus. As the mole crickets crawl rather than leap, the 
hind femora are but little enlarged, and are always shorter than the 
pronotum. The hind tarsi are short, seldom exc:eeding haH the 
width of the pronotum. But one species occurs in Indiana. 

120. GRYLLOTALPA BOREALIS Burmeister. The Northern Mole Cricket. 
GrlJUotaipa borea/;i1J Burro., 40, II,1838, 740; Scudd., 145, I, 1869, 25, 

Plate I, Figs. 9, 34, 35; Id., 148, 1874,363, Plate A, Fig. 7; 
Id., 154, X, 1876, 97 (note of to music); Id., 168, XXIII, 
1893, 63 (note of to music); Id., 188, 1900, 86; GIQv., 62, 1872, 
Plate VII, Fig. 13; Id., 63, 1874, 143, Fig. 17; Pack., 104, 
1883, 563; Comst. , 4 1, I, 1888, 120, Fig. 121; Fletch., 54, 
XXIV, 1892, 23, Fig. 1; Doran, 47, XXIV, 1892, 270; Bl., 5, 
1892, 130; Id., 16,1899, 223, Fig. 54; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 264; 
Lugg., 84,1898,257, Fig. 167b. 

Gryllotalpa brevipennis Serv., 196, 1839,368; Harris, 62,1862, 149, Fig. 
68; Rathv., 109,1862,378, Fig. 12. . 

Gryllotalpa longipennis Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 426. 
GryUotalpa columbia Scudd., 1 45, I, 1869, 26, Plate I, Figs. 15, 86 j 

Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 264, Plate V, Fig. 5; Lugg., 84,1898,267, 
Fig. 167. 

Gryllotalpa columbiana Bl., 5, 1892, 131. 

Color: Cinnamon brown, covered with sbron, fine 
same hue; claws and veins of tegmina darker. 

hairs of the 

Tegmina covering one-haH to three-fourths of ab
domen. Inner wings slightly exceeding tegmina in 
short winged form, extending beyond tip 'of abdomen 
in long winged form (colnmbia Scudd.). 

Measurements: Length of body, 30 mm.; of pro
notum, 9 mm.; of tegmina, 9-12 mm.; of hind 
femora, 7.5 mm.; of cerci, 11 mm. 

The northern mole cricket }las been taken by the 
writer in Marshall, Starke, Kosciusko, Putnam, Clin
ton, Vigo, Tippecanoe, Marion and Monroe counties, 
and doubtless occurs throughout the Sta:te, as it is 
found over the United States and Canada east of the 
Rocky Mountains. About one-third of those noted 
in the State are of the long winged form. On' one 
occasion a log deeply buried in the sand on the 
southern shore of Lake Maxinkuckee was overturned 

Fig. 104. Grvllo
talpa bor.ali. 
Burm. Long
winged Male. 

and nine specimens were secured. Of these, however, six were long 
winged and three short winged. 

In the moist mud and sand along the margins of the smaller 
streams and ponds the runs or hurrows of this cricket, exactly like 
those of a mole though much smaller, can in late summer and early 
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autumn be seen by those interested enough tD search f'or them. The 
burrows are, in the main, very superficial, lying just beneath the 
surface and running in very irregular directions. They frequently 
fork, and often end beneath a stone Dr small stick. The insects 
themselves are seldom seen, as they are nocturnal, forming their 
burrows by night, and scarcely ever emerging from beneath the 
groun:d. Moreover, like a mole, they move backward as readily as 
forward, and so easily esc'ape their enemies. Apparently one insect, 
or a single pair occupy these burrows; the males, though several are 
often heard at th~ same time, being usually at quite a distance apart. 

The burrows occasionally enlarge into side cavities large enough 
for the insect to turn around, and in su:ch lateral chambers the eggs 
are sometimes found in masses of 60 to 100, adhering to the rootlets 
of various plants. These eggs are spherical, white or almost color
less, and have a diameter of 0.7 mm. The young are active leapers, 
and are said to be about three years in reaching maturity. On July 
19, 1894, a hundred or more of the half-grown young were captured 
in a small meshed seine while collecting fishes in a small stream in 
Montgomery County. They were evidently burrowing in the soft 
mud close to shore or perhaps in the mud beneath the shallow water. 
Just a year later a number of young were also taken in a seine from 
the waters of the outlet of Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko County. Sinc'e 
they feed, during their lives, mainly upon the tender mots of various 
plants, they are necessarily very injurious and it is fortunate that 
with 1;I:S they are not more common than they are. 

The note of the male mole cricket is a sharp di-syllabic chirp, con
tinuously repeated and loud enough to be heard several rods away. 
It is usually attributed, by those who have given little attention to 
insect sounds, to the field cricket or to some of the smaller frogs. 
The cricket is very difficult to locate by this note, and the writer has 
on several occasions approached c'autiously, on hands Ilnd knees, a' 
certain spot, and has remained silent for several minutes while the 
chirping went on apparently beneath his very eyes; yet, when the 
supposed exact position of the chirper was determined and a quick 
movement was made to unearth him, he could not be found. Indeed, 
it is only by chance, as by the sudden turning over of a log in a 
soft mucky place, that a person can happen upon one of them un
awares. Even then quick motion is necessary to capture him before 
he scrambles into the open mouth of one of the burrows which he 
has ever in readiness. I have heard their note in the forenoon of 
cloudy days, but it is much more (lommon in the afternoon, and Mr. 
Scudder, who has given especial attention to the sounds of insects, 
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has written of it as foUows: "Our common mole cricket usually be
gins its daily chirp at about four o'clock in the afternoon, but stridu
lates most actively at about dusk. On a cloudy day, however, it may 
be heard as early as two or three o'clock; this recognition of the 
weather is rather remarkable in a burrowing insect, and the more so 
as it does not appear to come to the surface to stridulate, but re
mains in its burrow, usually an inch below the surface of the ground. 
Its chirp is a guttural sort of sound, like gru or greeu, repeated in a 
trill indefinitely, but seldom for more than two or three minutes, 
and often for less time. It is pitched at two octaves aborve middle 
C, and the notes are usually repeated at the rate of about 130 or 135 
per minute; sometimes, when many are singing, as rapidly as 150 
per minute. Often, when it first begins to chirp, it gives a single 
prolonged trill of more slowly repeated notes, when the composite 
character of the chirp is much more readily detected, and afterward 
is quiet for a long time. When most actively chirping, however, the 
beginning of a strain is less vigorous than its full swell, and the 
notes are then repeated at the rate of about 120 per minute; it 
steadily gains its normal velocity. It sounds not unlike a feeble 
distinct croak of toads at spawning season." 

LII. TRlDACTYLUS Olivier (1789). 

To this genus and the next belong the "sand crickets" which are 
among the smallest of the Gryllidre, no one of the three species found 
in the United States being mare than 10 mm., or two-fifths af an 
inch in length. The principal distinguishing characters of the genus 
are given in the key to' the genera af GryllotalpinOJ. 

The fore tibia of the mal€s of Tridactylus has been shown by 
Morse to vary much in struct1J.re. It is usually more "ar less irregu
larly 'Ovate in outline and terminating apically in four prominent 
equidistant teeth, with the canvex outer face thickly set with hairs, 
* * * the tarsus being inserted b€tween the first and second teeth 
and lying on the anterior face." From this narmal farm it varies in 
progressive degree to a remarkably bifurcate organ in which the 
inner limb is elongated and devoid af hairs, the innermast tooth 
nearly disappears, the secand is greatly 
argan, while. the femur acquires tooth-like """'''Dr.''-, 
inner ventral angle and becomes greatly toll.l£U""" 

or tegmina are horny and opaque and dO' 
the abdomen, while the inner wings are 
wise like a fan. The hind femora are much 
are active leapers. 
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"These sand crickets," says Scudder, "are in general appearance, 
miniature Gryllotalpas, though, not being heavy bodied, they can 
leap vigorously, bounding high in the air. Nothing is more curious 
than these lively and pigmy mole-crickets; they live in similar places, 
and make burrows like the mole-crickets, but their forelegs, though 
constructed for burrowing, are very different in detail. They are 
not, however, found in quiter such wet spots as the mole-cricket 
haunts, preferring the sandy margins of ponds rather than muddy 
ones. Their burrows are at first vertical, but immediately turn, run
ning not more than an inch below the surface of the ground, and are 
very narrow, as would be expeded of such little creatures; one meas
ured was hardly a twentieth of an inch in diameter. The males are 

, not provided with any tambourine upon the wings, and therefore can 
not sing." 

But one species of Tt'idactylus is known from Indiana. 

121. TRIDACTYLUS APICALIS Say. The Larger Sand Cricket. 
Tridactylus apicalis Say, 138, lV, 1825, 310; Id., 139, II, 1859, 239; 

Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, 425; Id., 188,1900,86; Id., 195. IX, 
1902, 309; Pack., 1 04, 1883, 563; Riley, 1 22, II, 1884, 180; BI., 
5,1892,129; Lugg., 84,1898,259, Fig. 168. 

Xya mixtus HaId., 65, VI, 1853, 364. 

This is the largest of the three species of sand crickets occurring 

Fig. lOj. J'ridactv
IUB apicali. Say. 
(After Lugger.) 

in the United States, its length being 8 or 9 mm. 
The body is black or dark brown, the head and 
thorax with some white markings, and the tegmina 
with their outer edge and a spot behind the middle 
white. The hind femora are whitish with the upper 
half of outer face brownish or with three dark cross
bars. The wings of the male extend 3 mm. beyond 
the tip of the abdomen. The fore tibire o'f the males 
of Indiana specimens I find to vary in like manner 
as those of T. ierminalis mentioned by Morse. 

Measurements: Length of body, 9 mm.; of teg
mina, 3 mm.; of inner wings, 7.5 mm.; of posterior 
femora, 5 

Apicalis has been noted in l.LllU'",ll<t only in Putnam and Vigo coun-
ties. In the former it was in numbers in August, 1893, and 
again in June, 1894, from a sandbar along Walnut Creek, two 

'miles east of Bainbridge. here and in Vigo County it was in 
company with the next sp It occupied small pits or burrows 
in the sand, and would be seen resting with the head and 
half the body outside the of the pit, into which it backed as 
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one drew near. Usually, however, it was at a distance from any 
visible pit and would then leap vigorously when approached, often 
to a height of five feet and a distance twice as great. By dose search 
it will probably be found to occur along damp sandbars in all por
tions of the State, as its general range includes the United States 
east of the Great Plains. 

LUI. ELLIPES Scudder (1902). 

This genus was but recently separated from TridaGtylus. The 
main distinguishing characters are given in the key. But one spe
cies, E. minuta (Scudder), ranging from Minnesota to Cuba and 
Mexico, and from Indiana to California, is known from the United 
States. 

122. ELLIPES MIN UTA (Scudder). The Smaller Sand Cricket. 
Tridactylus minutus Scudd., 141, VIT, 1862,425; Id., 188,1900,87; 

Lugg., 84, 1898,259. 
Ellipes minuta Scudd., 195, IX, 1902, 309; Bl., 18,1902,129,223. 

General color a dark brown or black; middle femora and tibial and 
posterior femora with narrow white crossbars. Pronotum and seg
ments of abdomen with their hind margins whitish. The wings 
cover about three-fourths of the abdomen; the tegmina, half of . the 
wings. 

Measurements: Length of body, 5 mm.; of hind femora, 3.5 mm. 
In Indiana this small sand cricket has been taken in Spencer, 

Vigo, Putnam and Lake counties. It frequents damp sandy places 
which are sparsely covered with grass or other vegetation, where it 
is often found in company with the grouse locusts or with the larger 
sand cricket, Tridactylus apicalis Say. While more active in its 
movements it does not leap as high nor as far as that species. The 
best way to capture them, after discovering a colony, is to sweep 
rapidly just above the ground with a net of cheese cloth or other 
close meshed material. 

Sub-family MYRMECOPHILINlE. 

The Indiana members of this sub-family are very small, sub
spherical crickets, which bear a general resemblance to the young 
of cockroaches but leap actively whell disturbed. They live with 
colonies of ants in or berneath rotten stumps and logs and under 
stones. They belong to the single genus, Myrmecophila, character
ized as follows: 
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LIV. MYRMECOPHILA Latreille (1807). 

Body sub-spherical or ovate, greatly convex above, wingless. Eyes 
very small, resembling ocelli. Antennre rather stout, as long as the 
oody. Occiput almost hidden by the pronotum, which is large, wider 
behind than in front, the anterior and posterior margins straight; 
meso and metanotum, similar to the segments of the abdomen, some
times a little wider. Anterior tibire without hearing organ, un
armed. Hind femo,ra, ovate, greatly enlarged. Hind tibire stout, 
shorter than femora, compressed, the upper margin ciliate; the inner 
carina with four movable spines, the outer with two; the apex with 
three or four rather long, terminal spurs. Cerci as long as or longer 

Fig. too. Myrmecophila nebraBcen8i1l Brun. (After Lugger.) 

than the abdomen. Ovipositor short and stout. The male is more 
slender and smaller in size than the female. 

A very interesting account of the habits of these little cric'kets has 
been published* by W. M. 'Wheeler, of Austin, Texas, from which I 
quote at length as follows: "My observations on the habits of 
Myrmecophila began early in the March of the present year. The 
little crickets were taken from the Formica or red ants' nests and 
placed in artificial nests of the agricultural ant, an insect of much 
larger size, slower movements and in many other respects more satis
fa.ctory for purposes of observation than the Formica. 

"On April 3d I placed in the artificial nest twenty Myrmecophilas, 
eight or ten of which had been squeezed or had lost one or both 
saltatory legs during capture. 'All the disabled individuals were at 
once seized and dispatched in so vindictive a manner, that I eould 
not doubt that the ants were irritated by the pungent red ant nest
odor still clinging to the crickets. In an instant all the ants in the 
compartment of the nest had gathered in little groups, eac~ devour
ing a Myrmecophila. The uninjured crickets made not the slightest 
attempt to escape, but felt themselves perfectly at home as soon as 

• '" Psyche, IX, 1900, p. t11, et seq. 
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they set foot on the floor of the nest. Their adaptation to a new 
nest and to an ant of a larger size and belonging to an entirely dif
ferent sub-family from their former host, was immediate and com
plete. With constantly vibrating antennre they began dodging in 
and out among the little groups of assembled ants. From time to 
time one of them would be seen cautiously approaching an ant, that 
was busy with its dinner of Myrmecophila, and fall to nibbling at its 
legs or the tip of its abdomen. There could be DiO doubt that the 
cricket derived some benefit from the oily secretion covering the sur
face of the ant's body. At first the ant disregarded this nibbling, 
which probably resembles the attentions of the toilet habitually re
ceived from sister ants, but the cricket's scraping mandibles and 
maxillre soon grew annoying and the ant would either move away 
or turn its head, open its mandibles and make a lunge at the Myrme
cophila like a large dog annoyed by a puppy. But before the huge 
mandibles had closed, the cricket was far away, already nibbling at 
the abdomen of some other ant. The cricket can get at only the 
legs and abdomen of its host, since the spreading legs prevent it 
from reaching the thora,."'>:. It often stands on its hind legs, and 
places its forelegs on the ant's leg, in order to reach the femur or 
tibia. For very obvious reasons, it avoids nibbling at or even ap
proaching the ant's head. It is always alert, as if perpetually aware 
of danger and ready to dodge at the slightest movement made by 
the ant. 

"Occasionally in the narrow confines of artificial nest the ants 
do succeed- in capturing and devouring one of their vigilant little 
guests, but the fact that of the eleven crickets len after the 
above observation was made, eight were still live June 22d, when I 
had to discontinue iny observations for the . , shows that the 
crickets are extremely expert in keeping of danger. The atti-
tude of the ants during all this time und no change as far as 
I c·ould observe, for they would still make lunges at the 
crickets. 

"The crickets do not derive all their from cleansing 
their hosts. In earthen nests they are often haunting even the 
galleries that have been abandoned by the ants, scrutinizing the 
walls and nibbling at them from time to There can be no 
doubt that they find here the same substance which covers the ants, 
for the walls of the galleries of a populous soon become greasy 
from the attrition of the constantly ants. Sometimes the 
crickets may be seen nibbling at dead ants have been tempor-
arily abandoned in the galleries or placed on kitchen-midden of 
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the nest. The intestine of a Myrmecophila which I dissected was 
found to contain oil-globules and a granular whitish .substance." 

Five species of Myrmecophila are known from the United States. 
Of these but one occurs east of the Mississippi River, and it was 
known only from Maryland, Georgia and the District of Columbia 
until 1901, when it was found in numbers in southern Indiana. 

123. MYRMECOPffiLA PERGANDE! Bruner. 
Myrrnecophila pergandei Brun., 2 1, XVI, 1884, 42, Fig. 4; Riley, 122, 

II, 1884, 181; Sendd., 1 87, VIII, 1899, 424, 425; ld., 1 88, 
1900,87. 

Color: Dark reddish brown, the front and hind margins of pro
notum, the hind margins of the other dorsal segments as well as the 
apex of ovipositor, a darker piceous brown; the legs, cerci and base 
of antennre and ovipositor a paler brown. The young are generally 
paler than the adults. 

Body broad oval, depressed; nearly twice as long as broad; hind 
femora pyriform, more arcuate below than above. Ovipositor rather 
stout, straight, the inner valves a little shorter than the outer. 

Measurements: Length of body, male 3-4· mm., of female, 4-5 
mm.; of hind femora, female, 3 inm.; of ovipositor, 2.5 mm. 

This small ant-loving gryllid was first taken in Indiana near New 
Harmony, Posey County, on April 26, 1901. It was afterward found 
to be rather common in the region thereabouts as well as in Knox, 
Perry, Dubois, Crawford, Orange and Lawrence counties; the north
ernmost point at which it has been observed being near Mitchell, 
Lawrence County. Sinc'e its known general range is southern it 
probably does not occur in the northern half of the State. With us 
it is found in company with a ha1£ dozen species of ants, the most 
common of which is a rather large yellowish-red form, probably 
Camponotus melleus Say. The cricket seems to be always on the 
move, and when disturbed leaps with great agility. Those taken in 
Crawford County in September were almost double the size of those 
noted in the spring and probably more accurately represent the ma
ture insect. But little is as yet known of the life habits of these 
interesting insects and the subject is well worthy of prolonged ob
servation. .. 

Sub-family GRYLLINlE. 

This sub-family comprises the ground and field crickets. They 
are among the most common m€tlllbers of the order Orthoptera; 
abounding everywhere in temperate and torrid climates. The main 
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distinguishing characters of the sub-family are given in the key. 
Many of the species are dimorphic as regards the length of the 
wings, and on this account much confusion in synonymy has resulted 
in the past. But three genera of the sub-family occur in the United 
States, all of which. are represented in Indiana. These genera may 
be distinguished by the following key: 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA GRYLLINlE. 

a. Species of small size; last joint of the maxillary palpi double the 
length of the one preceding; hind tibire furnished with long, mov
able, pilose spines; first jOint of hind tarsi unarmed above or with 
one row of small teeth ...................... LV. NEMOBIUS, p. 419 

aa. Species of medium or large size; last joint of maxillary palpi but 
little, if any, longer than the one preceding; hind tibire armed 
with stout, immovable ~pines; first jOint of !>tind tarsi sulcate 
above, with a row of teeth on each side. 
b. Species of large size; fore tibire provided with a hearing organ 

on both faces. " ., ..................... LVI. GRYLLUS, p. 429 
bb. Species of medium size; fore tibire with hearing organ on outer 

face only .......................... LVII. MIOGRYLL us, p. 442 

LV. NEMOBIUS Serville (1839). 

Of all the Gryllidre which occur with us, the little brown ground 
crickets of the genus Nemobius are the most numerous and the most 
social. Unlike their larger cousins, the field crickets, they do not 
wait for darkness before seeking their fooel, but wherever the grass 
has been cropped short, whether on shaeleel hillside or in the full 
glare of the noonday sun along the beaten roadway, mature speci
mens may be seen by hundreds during the days of early autumn. 
Even the tangled masses of sphagnum mosses and other semi-aquatic 
growth of fen' and marsh furnish shelter and food to certain species 
which, in the ages of the past, have become adapted to a life of such 
surroundings. 

These ground crickets are all of small size, being never_more than 
half an inch in length. The color is usually a dark brow~ or pitch 
black, and the bodies and legs are sparsely clothed with brown bairs .. 
The head and thorax are of nearly equal breadth. The last segment 
of the maxillary palpus is twice the length of the one preceding it, 
and enlarged at the outer end~ The anterior--iibire bear near their 
base a small oval hearing organ on the outer face. The veins of the 
wing covers of the female run lengthwise, while in the females of the 
larger field crickets they run oblique~y from both sides. 
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While the individuals of N emobius are so plentiful, their size is so 
small that they have received but little attention from the average 
collector. Moreover, so similar in general appearance are they that 
very close observation by the student is necessary to separate the 
species one from another. As a consequence but 15 have hitherto 
been described from the~ whole United States. Up to May, 1900: 
when the writer described three new species from Indiana* but 
three had been accredited to the States north of Plorida and east of 
the Rocky Mountains. McNeill listed but one from Illinois. Bruner 
mentions three, two without names, from Nebraska, while Scudder, 
in his most recent paper on the group, accredits three, viz.: N. 
fasciatu8, N. cuben81~8 and N. carolinu8 to the central and eastern 
States. 

Within the past ten years many specimens have been collected in 
different parts o} Indiana. A careful study of these reveals the pres
ence of at least eight species. There is little doubt but that the right 
kind of investigation will show the presence of as many or more in 
almost any State east of the Roc·ky Mountains. Those known to 
occur in Indiana may be separated by the following key: 

KEY TO INDIANA SPECIES OF NEMOBJUS. 

a. Ovipositor as long as or barely shorter than the hind femora; straight 
or nearly SQ. 

b. Ovipositor distinctly longer than hind femora; cross.-veinlets of 
tegmina of female very prominent; black of body arranged 
in lengthwise bars. 
c. Color blackish or fuscous; the dark stripes on occiput al

. ways visible, though sometimes indistinct in very dark 
specimens .......................... 124 fa8ciatu8. p. 421 

cc. Color light reddish brown or grayish; without dark stripes 
on occiput ........................... 125 canU8, p. 423 

bb. Ovipositor no longer than hind femora; cross-veinlets of female 
tegmina not prominent; black of body scattered in blotches 
and dashes ... , ..... , ........ " ....... , .126 maculatu8, p. 424 

aa. Ovipositor Ills1in~tl.v shorter than hind femora; usually more or less 
arcnl!re: . 
d. _ Tegmina of femaIe nearly or quite as long as abdomen; wings 

~/ generally twice as long as tegmina ....... 127 cubensis, p. 425 
~ dd. Tegmina of female shorter than abdomen, wings wanting. 
. e. Tegmina of males reaching tip of abdomen, their ground 

color yello",i§h brown. 
f. Dorsal field of pronotum ana all the legs a uniform 

brownish yellow; tegmina of males wider tban ab-
domen ........................ 128 exiguus, p. 426 

"P~yche, IX, 1900, p. ~1, et seq. 
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ff. Dorsal field of proDotum and all the legs more or 
less mottled with black; tegmina of males no 
wider than abdomen ....... " .129 carolinus, p. 427 

ee. Tegmina of males covering only two-thirds to three
fourths of 'abdomen, their color wholly black or very 
dark brown. 
g. Length of body of female less than 6.5 mm.; last 

two joints of maxillary palpi of female dark 
brown; inner face of hind femora of male 'hot 
barred with black ............ 130 palustris, p. 427 

go. Length of body of female more than 7 mm.; last two 
joints of maxillary palpi of female white; inner 
face of hind femora of male barred with black .... 

131 contu8us, p. 428 

124. NEMOBIUS FASCIATUS (DeGeer). The Striped Ground Cricket. 
GryUusfaseialus DeG., 57, ill, 1773, 522, Plate 43, Fig. 5. 

Ne:mobius jasetatus Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 430; Id., 1 75, IV, 1896, 100, 
102; Id., 176, VII, 1896, 432; Id., 188, 1900, 88; Glov., 62, 
1872, Plate VI, Fig. 13; Sauss., 132, VI, 1874,389; Id., 133, 
II, 1877, 242; Bl., 5, 1892, 136; Id., 16,1899, 227, Fig. 56; Id., 
17, IX, 1900, 51; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 266, Plate V, Fig. 9; Lugg., 
84, 1898, 261. 

Acheta mttata Harr., 72, 1862, 152, Fig. 70; Rathv., 109, 1862, 380, 
Fig. 16. 

Nerrwbius vitialns Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 430; Id., 1 42, II, 1868, 115, 
120 (song of tomusic); Id., 148,1874,364 (chirp set to music); 
Glov., 62, 1872, Plate ill, Figs. 9, 10; Sauss., 132, VI, 1874, 
389; Pack., 104,1883,564; Comst., 41, I, 1888, 121; Bl., 5, 
1892, 135. 

Nemobius jasciatns viltatus Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 267, Plate V, Fig. 10; 
Lugg., 84,1898,262, Fig. 170; Bl., 17, IX, 1900, 52. 

Ne:mobius exignus Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 429. 

Two forms of this, our largest and most common N emobius, occur 
in Indiana. In one (fasciatus) the tegmina reach 'to the end of the 
abdomen while the inner wings extend to the tip of ovipositor. In 
the other (vittatus) the tegmina of .the female cover a little more 
than half the abdomen and their cross-veinlets are coarser and much 
more prominent than in N. mawlatus. Those of the male cover 
three-fourths of the abdomen. In this form the inner wings are 
wholly wanting in both sexes. As in mo.st of the other species the 
head and thorax bear many eoarse, stiff black hairs. The ovipositor 
is longer than in any other Indiana species, being about one-eighth 
longer than the hind femora. 

The short winged form varies in eolor from a dusky brown to a 
rusty black. When of the latter hue the black stripes on the head, to 
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which it owes its varietal· name, are very dim or wholly invisible. 
The long winged form is always black. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 10 mm., female, 11 mm.; 
of pronotum, male and female, 3 mm.; of tegmina, male, 5.5 mm., fe
male, 4 mm.; of wings, long-winged form, 13 mm.; of hind femora, 
male and female, 7.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 8.5 mm. 

Fig.107. Nemobiu. fa.
ciatu. (DeG.). Fe
male. Short~winged 
form. (After Lug
ger.) 

No intermediate short winged forms connecting 
fasciatus with vittatus have been seen by me, nor 
have any been recorded to my knowledge. The 
two are, however, regarded as dimorphic forms of 
the same species by the leading authorities, Saus
sure and Scudder. 

During hundreds of days spent in field collect
ing not a single specimen of the long winged form 
was taken until August 1, 1902, when it was found 
in numbers on tne stems of long grass in a marsh 
bordering Round Lake, Whitley County. Many, 
however, have been taken from the walks and 
streets of Indianapolis, Fort Wayne and other 
cities and towns in the northern part of the State, 
but none, as yet, in the southern half, not even in 
Terre Haute, where I resided for seven years. 
Where the insect breeds, and feeds by day is to 
me unknown. It appears to reach maturity about 
July 15th and, at times, as in the first week in 
August, 1899, swarms composed of myriads have 

appeared about the lights of some of the cities. The newspapers the 
next day had a column or mote devoted to the insects but nothing, 
except wild guesses, as to whence they came. 

The short winged form vittatu8 begins to reach maturity in cen
tral Indiana about July 15th. Living specimens have been seen as 
late as December 1st. Although present in vast numbers, but little 
is known of its life habits. When disturbed they are very difficult 
to capture, making enormous leaps with their stout hind legs, no 
sooner striking the ground than they are up again, even if not pur
sued, until they find a leaf or other shelter beneath which to take 
refuge. 

They appear to be omnivorous, feeding upon carrion, cow dung 
and grasses with equal avidity. Though small in size, their enormous 
numbers as well as the fact that they are constant, greedy feeders 
from the time the eggs hatch in spring until laid low by the hoar 
frost of autumn, renders them particularly injurious. The aggregate 
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damage which they c'ause to grass and kindred plants in the course 
of a single season must be great, and there is little doubt but that 
this, as well as the other species of the geuns, should be classed 
among those insects highly destructive to forage plants.* 

Mr. S. H. Scudder has given the following pleasing account of the 
sounds made by this species: "The chirping of the striped cricket 
is very similar to that of the black field cricket; and may be expressed 
by r-r-r-u, pronounced as though it were a French word. The note 
is trilled forcibly, and lasts a variable length of time. One of these 
insects was once observed while singing to its mate. At first the 
song was mild and frequently broken; afterwards it grew impetuous, 
forcible and more prolonged; then it decreased in volume and ex
tent until it became quite soft and feeble. At this point the male 
began to approach the female, uttering a series of twittering chirps; 
the female ran away, and the male, after a short chase, returned to 
his old haunt, singing with the same vigor but with more frequent 
pauses. At length, finding all persuasions unavailing, he brought 
his serenade to a close." 

125. NEMOBIUS CANUS Scudder. 
Nemobius canus Scudd., 1 75, IV, 1896, 100, 1(\3; Id., 1 76, VII, 1896, 

432; Id., 188,1900,88. 

Size, large; the head prominent, both it and the thorax sparingly 
beset with black bristles. Head reddish or yellowish brown in color; 
sparingly or not at all marked with fuseous and without trace of 
black bars on occiput. Eyes shorter, smaller and more globose than 
in N. fasciatus. Antennffi and palpi yellowish brown. Pronotum 
broader than long, the sides a little convex; yellowish brown in fe
male, darker in male,the sides in latter with a fusoous bar 
on their posterior half. Tegmina of male covering three-fourths 
of abdomen, yellowish brown above, darker on basal third, the 
sides with a shining piceous bar along their upper third; those 
of female covering half or a little more of abdomen, the stripe 
on sides narrower and less shining than in male, sometimes 
with an additional one on dorsal field. Abdomen reddish brown 
with a median dark stripe on dorsal surface, and a similar one 
along each side. Hind femora short and very stout, a uniform red
dish brown, sometimes darker in the male. Ovipositor distinctly 
longer than hind femora, straight or nearly so, the tip acute, the 
serrated portion short, the teeth sharp, not crowded. 

~For other accounts ofth. destruction wrought by the species of Nemobiu8 see Rathvon, 
U. S. Agricultural Report,1862, p. 380, and Osborne's Bulletin, 23, U. S. Division Ento
mology, p. 59. 
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Measurements: Length of body, male, 8.5 mm., female, 12 mm.; 
of pronotum, male, 2.5 mm., female, 3 mm.; of tegmina, male, 6.5 
mm., female, 5 mm.; of hind femora, male, 7.5 mm., female, 8.5 
mm.; of o,vipositor, 9.5 mm. 

This is a southern species heretofore known only from Texas, 
which occurs sparingly throughout southern Indiana, being most 
abundant in the counties bordering the Ohio, River. Our specimens 
differ from types from Texas in having smaller eyes, and in being 
yellowish brown rather than grayish in hue. Specimens were sent 
to Professor Morse for comparison with Scudder's type, and by him 
pronounc'ed the same:. In Crawford Gounty the species frequents 
roadsides and high dry open fields and meadows. From the short 
winged form of fasciatus it may at once be separated by the lighter 
color, unstriped occiput, smaller, more globose eyes and shorter hind 
femora. 

126. NEMOBIUS MACULATUS Blatchley. The Spotted Ground Oricket. 
Nemobius maeulutus Bl., 1 7, IX, 1900, 52. 

Size, medium; head rather prominent, dark reddish brown, more 
or less dotted with pitch black, especially on forehead and cheeks; 
eyes rather large, prominent. Antennre dull yellowish brown, the 
basal third lighter; maxillary palpi of the same color, the apical half 
of terminal joint darker. Pronotum broader than 10llg, faintly taper
ing anteriorly; the dorsal field chestnut brown with numerous dark 
pofilts; the front margin and lateral field sparingly beset with stiff 
black bristles. A black stripe starts back of the eye and covers the 
upper two-thirds of lateral field of both pronotum and tegmina. The 
latter with a yellowish vein separating the dorsal and lateral fields, 
more prominent in the male. The dorsal field brownish yellow, 
sometimes with blackish dots; in female covering one-third of ab
domen, in male, two-thirds; wings absent .. Legs and dorsal surface of 
abdOIp.en brownish yellow sprinkled with fuscaus, which on dorsal 
surface of hind femora is sometimes in crossbars. Ovipositor al
most straight, equaling in length or very slightly shorter than hind 
femora; the apical blades rather long, tapering evenly to a fine 
point; above, evenly and sharply serrulate. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 7 mm., female, 8 mm.; of 
pronotum, 2.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 4 mm., female, 2.8 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 5.5 mm., female, 6.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 6.5 mm. 
Width of pronotum, 3 mm. 

N. maculatus is readily distinguished from the short winged form 
of N. fasciatus by its average smaller size, shorter tegmina of female, 
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shorter and straighter ovipositor, fewer hairs on head and pfOI1otum 
and finer cross-veinlets of female tegmina. The sertulations of the 
ovipositor are sharper than in fasciatus. The two also differ in color, 
the ground of rnaculatus being lighter and the piceous more gen
erally sprinkled where in fasciatu~ it is in lengthwise bars. Macu
latus has, as yet, been taken in small numbers only in Marion and 
Vigo counties. It is found in low open woods, usually in the vicinity 
of or beneath logs. 

127. NEMOBIUS CUBENSIS Saussure. 
Nemobius cubensis Sauss., 132, VI, 1874, 384, Plate 7, Fig. 5; Scudd., 

175, IV, 1896, 100, 105; Id., 176, VIT, 1896, 432; Id., 188, 
1900, 88; BI., 17, IX, 1900, 54. 

Nemobi$ volat:Ums Scudd., 160, XIX, 1877, 36; Id., 161, VI, 1878, 14. 

Head rather full and convex, projecting above the surfac'e of the 
pronotum, black, with bristly hairs; antennal dark brown, the mar
gins of its segments paler; palpi varying irregularly from pallid to 
dusky, the terminal joint nearly twice as long as the third, and about 
three times longer than the fourth. Pronotum black, broader than 
long, slightly broader behind than in front, the anterior- half 01" morA 
with a distinct median furrow, the whole surface with scattered black 
bristles. Tegmina narrow, nearly as long as the abdomen, pitch black 
in color; wings very long, the tip of the closed tegmina lying midway 
between the tip of the wings and the frort of the, head. Legs brown
ish yellow, more or less infuscated, espeqiaHy above, the hind femora 
rather slender, the tibial spines slightly paler at tip. Cerci slender, 
dusky, about as long as the hind tibial; ovipositm very much as in 
N. carolinus,' dark brown, similarly armed at tip. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 6.5 mm., female, 6.75 mm.; 
of antennm, male, 13 mm., female, 14 mm.; of tegmina, male, 4 rom., 
female, 4.4 mm.; of hind femora, ma.ieJi5 mm.; of hind tibial, male, 
3.75 mm., female, 3 rom.; of ovipositor,i3 mm. 

I have not seen the females from In~iana and the above descrip
tion is therefore c'opied in part from ~cudder. Two males distinct 
from any others found in the Sta,te werel taken October 9, 1893, from 
the sandy bed of the old canal north of rene Haute, Indiana. They 
were sent to Mr. Scudder, who pronouj:lCed them the short winged 
form of N. cubensis. In life they werelshining black with a bright 
yellow line separating the dorsal and llateral fields of the tegmina. 
The general range of cubensis is southwjard; it having been recorded 
from a number of the Gulf States as wdll as Cuba and Brazil, South 
America. Scudder records two femal~s as having been taken in 
Illinois. . 

57-Geol. 
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128. NEMOBIUS EXIGUUS Blatchley. 
Nemobim exigum Bl., 5, 1892, 136; Id., 1 7, IX, 1900, 53. 

Size, medium; body, slender; head rather large, but slightly tUIl).id. 
Eyes small but prominent. AntenmB, head, pronohun and femora 
brownish yellow. Maxillary palpi light yellow. throughout .or with 
the apical third of tenninal joint infuscated. Tegmina of male 
reaching tip of abdomen; the dorsal field expanded so that they ex
tend beyond the sides of abdomen; brownish yellow in color with a 
narrow pice'ous bar on upper third of lateral field and with basal 
thir~. of. dO.rsal field often inore. or less pitch black. Tegmina of 
female covering one-half or more of abdomen, the dorsal field usually 
heavily shaded with blackish; wings absent in both sexes. Upper 
surfac'e of abdomen blackish, lower surface brownish yellow or lute
ous. Ovipo,gitor a third or more shorter than hind femora, distinctly 
arcuate, the apical blade not enlarged at the base, anned above with 
very small and rather dull teeth, which are irregularly distant one 
from another. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 7 mm., o.f female, 7.5 mm.; 
of tegmina, male, 5 mm., of female, 4 mm.; of hind femora, male, 
5.2 mm., of female, 6.3 mm.; of ovipositor, 3.5 mm. 

This is the "N. exiguus Scudder" of my paper on. the "Gryllidre 
of Indiana.," loco cit. It appears, however, that Scudder had not 
described a species as exiguus but had merely mentioned a fonn of 
N. fasciatus under the name. Beutenmuller afterwards* described 
N. affinis from New York, which he stated was the insect mentioned 
by me, but which, according to Scudd~r, t is N. carolinus. 

Exiguus is longer and proportionally more' slender than the next 
species, N. carolinus Scudd:, though the tegmina. of. the male are 
broader. '1'he pronotum and femora are not mottled or marked with 
fusc'ous as in that species. The senations of the ovipositor of caro
linus are smaller, sharper and more evenly separated than in exiguus. 
The latter species occurs in all parts of the State and is. fully one
half as common as the short winged form of N. fasciatus. Its habits, 
time> of. appearance and local habitat are also essentially the same. 
However, the smaller size, short ovipositor, yellowish maxillary 
palpi, and other differences in color, readily distinguish it from that 
insect. 

" Bulletin American Museum Natural History, VI, 1894, pp.250, 267, Plate V, Fig, 11. 
t Journal New York Entomological Society. IV, 1896, 107. 
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129. NEMOBIUS CAROLINUS Scudder. 
Nemobius cal'olinU8 Scudd, 1 60, XIX, 1877, 36; Id., 1 6 1, VI, 1878; 14; 

Id., 175, IV, 1896, 100, 107; Id., 176, VII, 1896,433; Id., 
188,1900,88; Bl., 17, IX, 1900, 53. 

CYl'toxiphus val'iegatus Brn):!., 29, III, 1893, 32. 
Nenwbius ajfinis Beut,.,' 2, VI, 1894, 249; Id., 3, 267, Plate V, Fig. 11. 

Head and anteIinre varying ,from dulL yellow to dusky brown, fur
nished with rather long, curving, distant, black, bristly hairs. Pro
notum of the color of the head, but more or less mottled with black
ish, a little broader than long; supplied with long bristly black hairs, 
its anterior two-thirds with a distinctly impressed median line. 
Tegmina brownish yellow, the upper third of lateral field with a 
blackish bar; the dorsal field often with black fleckings; the moUled 
appearanc'e sometimes due, however, to the black of dorsal ,surface 
of abdomen shining through them; those of the male rallier'ample 
and reaching the tip of the abdomen, those of the female covering 
but half of the abdomen; wings wanting. All the legs dull bl'ownish 
yellow, more or less mottled with blackish; the tibial spines pale near 
the tip .. Dorsal surface of abdomen of female with its basal two
thirds black; the last two or three segments brownish yellow with a 
sprinkling of small black spots. Cerci brownish, very slender, as 
long as the ab~omen; ovipositor dark brown" a little upcurved, mod
erately stout, shorter than the hind tibial, the apical denticular field 
longer than usual and nearly equaling one}ourth the entire length 
of the ovipositor. 

Measur'ements: Length of body, male, 7 mm., female, 8.5 mm.; of 
tegmina, male, 4.2 mm., female, 3,5 mm.; of hind femora, male, 5.3 
mm., female, 6.2 mm.; of ovipositor, 3.8 mm. 

This prettily marked little species has been found to be rather 
common on .the gmss covered banks of streams and along the fence 
rows of open woods in Vigo, Putnam and Monroe counties, and it 
probably occurs in like situations throughout the State. In general 
appearance it is a diminutive fo'rm of N. maculatus above described, 
but its small size and short arcuate ovipositor at once distinguish it. 
According to Scudder, carol'inus ranges from New England to N e
braska and Texas. 

130. NEMOBIUS PALUSTRIS Blatchley. The Marsh Ground Cricket. 
Nemobius palustris Bl., 1 7, IX, 1900, 53. 

Size, small; the body of male espedally short and broad. Head 
tumid; eyes large, but not prominent. Pronotum one-third broader 
than lon,g, the sides sub-equal, rather thickly beset with stiff black 
bristles, as are also the forehead and dorsal surface of the two front 
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femora. Head, tegmina and body of most specimens a uniform dark 
piceous; disk of pronotum piceous or fuscous sprinkled with piceous. 
Antennre, legs and ovipositor fuscous. Maxillary palpi yellowish ex
cept the apical joint which is wholly piceous. Tegmina of female 
covering a little more than half the abdomen; those of the male 
hardly reaching its tip. Ovipositor almost a third shorter than hind 

Fig. lOS. Nemobiu8 pa
lu.tris BL Female. 
Three times natural 
size. (OriginaL) 

femora, distinctly though feebly arcuate, the api
cal blades but little enlarged at the baiSe, very 
finely serrulate with dull, rasp-like teeth. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 5.8 mm., 
female, 6.2 mm.; tegmina, male, 4 mm., of female, 
3 mm.; of hind femora, male 4.5 mm., of female, 
5 mm.; of oYipositor, 3.5 mm. 

This handsome little' pitch brown N emobid has 
been found only among the tamarack swamps and 
cranberry bogs of the n{)fthern pari of the State, 
where it finds a congenial home in the midst of 
the dense, damp 'sphagnum mosses. Sometimes 
they are so plentiful that a half dozen or more arJ 
seen in an area a foot square. Like the other 
members of the genus they are very active, when 
disturbed leaping vigorously, a few inches at a 
time, and finally seeking safety by burrowing in 

- the masses of mosses. It has been taken in Marshall, Fulton and 
Starke counties and probably occurs whereveT peat bogs and sphag
num mosses are present. 

131. NEMOBJUS CONFUSUS sp. nov. 

Body broad and rather stout; the, head but -little prominent; the 
face and antennre fuseous in e'olor; tb.e vertex, disk of pronotum and 
two front pairs of femora with scatte:red, black, stiff hairs. Last two 
joints of maxillary palpi of the female white, very noticeable in liv
ing specimens; the same segments in the males whitish to fuscous, 
the apical half of terminal joint darker. Pronotum broader than 
long, with a median impressed line on its front half, more prominent 
in the female; the disk usually a da~k smoky brown in color except 
along the front half of each lateral carina, where there are some 
light brown spots; the sides darker. Tegmina of female covering 
half, those of male, three-fourths of abdomen, piceous throughout 
(~xcept the carina separating the dors:al from the lateral field, which 
is fuscous or smoky brown. Dorsal surface of abdomen black, with 
often It few small dots of yellowish brown on the last three segments. 
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All the femora of female and the fore and middle pair of male rus
cous, sometimes with a few lighter dots on their upper surface; the 
hind femora of male blackish on outer race, the dark color passing 
OiVer the upper side and half way down the inner face where it is 
broken, thus forming bars or blotches plainly visible on the lig~ter 
color. The tibim usually reddish brown, more or less mottled with 
fuscous. The hasal joint of front tarsus whitish in the female. Ovi
positor hut little more than half as long as the hind femora, dark 
brown in color, its apical third wider and a little upturned; the armed -
portion -longer than in any other Indiana species; the teeth fine, 
sharp, and more than usually distant one from another. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 7.2 mm., female, 7.5 mm.; 
of tegmina, male, 4 mm., female, 3 mm.; of hind femora, male and 
female, 6 rom.; of ovipositor, 3.3 mm. 

This is a larger and broader insect than N. palustris. The main 
-differenc'es between the two species are set out in the key. The 
armed portion of the ovipositor is wider and longer and the teeth 
more distant and sharper in confusus than in palustris. 

N. confusus has been taken in Kosciusko and Posey counties. In 
the former it was found on August 26, 1902, to be quite common in 
some low, damp woods bordering Tippecanoe Lake. Here it had its 
home among the fallen leaves and benfath small chunks and chips. 
From Posey County a single specimen as secured also from a tract 
of low woods. 

It seems that the different species of I_this genus noted above have 
each a special abiding place. Fasciatus rnd exiguus are the only ones 
which may be looked for anywhere in: open fields and along road
ways. Maculatus occurs in open woods in dry situations; cubensis in 
sandy districts; carolinus along the ban s of streams and on gravelly 
hillsides; palustris nowhere exe-ept amng the sphagnum mosses of 
dense swamps and bogs, while confus likes "best the shadows of 
dense woods which are low and moist. Each species has, therefore, 
its special habitat where the food on hich it thrives is most abun
dant, and where, during the ages past, it has become so modified in 
organ and hue as to receive from man a distinctive specific name. 

LVI. GRYLLUS Lin us (1758). 

To this genus belong those dark ~colored thick-bodied insects 
known as house and field crickets. T~e latter are the best known 
examples of the family Gryllidm and ar~ abundant from June 1st till 
after heavy frosts, beneath logs, boar~s, stones, and especially be-
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neath rails ill the corners of the old-faRhioned and rapidly disappear
ing Virginia rail fences. 

All members of the genus Gryllus ha.ve the head large and globose; 
the eyes large and rounded; the antennre thread-like and longer than 
the body; the pronotum broader than long and about the width of 
the head; the hind femora of medium length but much enlarged and 
well~fitted for leaping; the hind tibire with two rows of strong :fixed 
spines, those nearest the apex being the longer; and the hind tarsi 
with its first joint sulcate above with a row .of minute teeth along 
each carina. The OVipositor is, in all the species, as long as or longer 
than the hind femora, and in the same species varies but little in 
length. Most of the species are, however, dimorphic as regards wing 
length, though among our Indiana species the short· winged forms 
greatly outnumber the long winged ones. The inner wings vary 
much more than the outer and sometimes are wholly lacking. 

Regarding the general habits of the field crickets Prof. Lawrence 
Bruner has written: "U sually most of our North American Grylli 
live singly or in pairs in burrows which they dig for themselves. 
These are used as retrea.ts during the day time and serve as shelter 
from ordinary inclemencies of weather. These burrows are generally 
f.orsaken about midsummer for some sort of above-ground shelter. 
:From this time on, until fall, they appear to be more social and live 
in colonies under various sorts of rubbish. Grain shocks are a favor
ite haun't for them, and since twine has been used for binding, the 
crickets have been quite troublesome by cutting the bands. During 
late summer and fall the females commence preparations for the con
tinuance of their kind, by thrusting their long, slender ovipositors 
into the loo.se soil and dropping their eggs. These sometimes hatch 
the same year, but, as a rule, lie over until the following spring. 
The young generally live above ground, where they hide among 
fallen leaves, grasses and other debris, though sometimes they also 
creep into chinks and crevices in the earth." 

The remarks of Mr. Bruner apply mostly to G. abbreviatus, one of 
our largest and only social species. The young of G. pennsylvanicus 
and G. americanus are,. for the most part, hatched in autumn and 
survive the winter in the nymph stages, while G. domesticus, the 
house cricket, passes the winter either as adult or nymph. 

The synonymy of the American species of this genus has become 
greatly confused, due largely to the fact that foreign writers have 
attempted to monograph the genus with but a limited number of 
specimens at hand; and again to the fact that the species, especially 
the males., are very difficult to separate. 
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Mr. Scudder, in two recent papers,* has in part straightened out 
• this difficulty. However, he, as well as the European writers, has 

written mainly of specimens colleoted by others, and has no-t studied 
the insects in the field. For this reason Mr. Scudder has stated that but 
three species occur in the northern and central United States, east 
of the Mississippi River. A long series of observations in the field, 
coupled with a careful examination of a large number of individuals, 
has cO!I1vinced me that at least six species occur in Indiana. t Of 
these, two are believed to be undescribed. The following key, based 
largely on the females, may be used in their separation: 

KEY TO IND'tANA SPECIES OF GRYLLUS. 

a. Black species, the tegmina and parts of the body sometimes dull 
reddish brown; first joint of antennre not projecting beyond front 
of head. (Field crickets.) 
b. Very large species, about 25 mm. long; the hind margin of pro

notum convex; hind tibire with seven to eight spines on each 
side ....... '.' ............................. 132 tf,rmus, p. 432 

bb. Medium or small-sized species, the body seldom exceeding 20 
mm. in length; hind margin of pronotum truncate; hind tiblre 
with five to six spines on each side. 
e. Ovipositor but little, If any, longer than hind femora, 

never more than 12 mm. in length; tegmina of female 
with only their basal halves overlapping orattingent, 
the apical halves spread apart so as to leave a wide V-
shaped notch between them ...... 133 americanu8, p. 433 

ee. Ovipositor plainly longer than the hind femora, always 
13 or more mm. in length; tegmina of female with their 
inner edges either overlapping or attingent their full 
length. 
d. Body slender; the pronotum never more than 5 mm. 

in width; the tegmina, cerci, ovlposibOlr and legs 
reddish brown in color ....... 134 arenaceus, p. 434 

dd. Heavy bodied species; the pronotum always more 
than 6 mm. in width; the tegmina, cerci, ovipositor 
and tiblre black; the hind femora often with the 
basal half of the under side reddish brown. 
e. Ovipositor nearly or fully half as long again as 

hind femora, always exceeding 18 mm. in 
length; the male stout, with large and broad 
head ................. 135 abbreviatu8, p. 435 

''''The Species of GryUus on the Pacific Coast,"-Psyche, IX, 1901, '1137, et-,eq., and "The 
Species of Gryllus found in the United §tates East of the Sierra Nev&das,"-Psyche, IX, 
1902, 291, et seq. 

t Including G. firmus Scudder, of which, however, I have seen no Ipeoimen from this 
State. 
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ee. Ovipositor seldom, if ever, more than 14 mm. or 
less than 13 mm. in length, rarely more than 
one-fourth as long again as hind femora; the 
male more slender, with narrower and less 
swollen head ...... 136 pennsylvanicus, p. 437 

aa. Straw-colored species, with some dark brown or blackish markings 
on head and thorax; first joint of antennre projecting slightly be-
yond front of head. (House crickets) ........ 137 domesticus, p. 439 

132. GRYLLUS FlRMUS Scudder. 
Gryllus firmus Scudd., 1 94, IX, Hl02, 295. 

Large and stout, with piceous body. Head large, tumid, with 
prominent vertex, scarcely broader than the pronotum, wholly black. 
Pronotum stout, blac·k, most delicately margined anteriorly with red
dish brown, broadest in advance of the middle, the sides being slight
ly and not quite uniformly convex, half as broad again as long, the 
front margin with scarcely perceptible concavity, the hind margin 
slightly but distinctly and broadly convex, with a mediau impressed 
line scarcely or not visible on posterior third, the lower margin of 
the lateral lobes oblique and nearly straiglrt. Tegmina nearly or 
quite covering the abdomen, testaceous, more or less infuscated, often 
in t~e female with a clear testaceous humeral stripe, the mediastinal 
vein with three or four branches; wings generally no longer than the 
body, but sometimes caudate in the female. Legs reddish or ·yel
lowish brown, often more or less infuscated, the hind femora. stout, 
the hind tibial with generally six or sf1ven rather long spines on the 
outer side, the upper inner calcar very long and almost as long as 
the intermediate calcar. Ovipositor fully a third longer than the 
hind femora. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 27 mm., female, 26 IDID.; of 
pronotum, male, 5 mm., fcmale, 5.5 mI)1.; breadth of pronotum, male 
and female, 7.5 mm.; length of tegmina, male and female, 14.5 mm.; 
of nind femora, male, 16 mm., fema~e, 16.75 mm.; of ovipositor, 
23.5 IDID. 

I 

This is a species of southern rang~, specimens in Scudder's col-
}edion having come from N orth Ca~olina, Georgia, Florida and 
Texas. He also records one specim~n from Brookville, Franklin 
County, Indiana, collected a number 0:6 years ago by Dr. Rufus Hay
mond. I have seen no specimens fromlthis State, but have one from 
Agricultural College, Mississippi, col~ected in December by Mr. 
H. E. Weed. Nothing distinctive of its habits has be-en noted. It 
should be looked for throughout the southern third of the State. 
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133. GRYLLUS AMERIOANUS sp. nov. 
Gryllus neglectus, Bl., 12, VII, 1895, 250. (Nee. Seudd.) . 

. A shining black species, the female short-bodied and thick set, 
the male mO'l'e slender.' lIea.d no broader than the pronotum, the 
vertex prominent; but sloping rapidly downward. Pronotum a little 
narrower in front than behind, its length. contained in its greatest 
breadth 1.3 times; the median impressed line more than usually 
prominent, except upon its posterior fourth; the front margin trun
cate or a very little c'oncave, the hind margin slightly sinuate and 
ciliate with black hairs. Tegmina of female covering two-thirds of . 
abdomen, shining black, sometimes with a reddish bro.wn tinge at 
base and along the humeral angle; their inner margins straight and 
overlapping orattingent only on their basal halves; the apical halves 
with the inner margin oblique or "bias" and' 
when at rest therefore widely separated. Teg
mina of male usually covering three-fourths of 
abdomen, rarely reaching its tip, the medi
astinal vein with four branches. Wings repre
sented by narrow thin scales. Hind femora 
short and stout, their lower and irmer sides 
sometimes tinged with reddish brown on the 

. basal third but never with the large reddish 
brown spot on lower side, so common in G. 
abbreviatus and G. pennsylvanieus, Hind tibim 
dark chestnut brown, with five or six rather 
stout spines on the outer side, Ovipositor 
short, just equaling, or rarely exceeding by 1 
mm. the length of hind femora, dark reddish 
brown in color, the apeoc paler. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 14 
mill., female, 16.5 mm.; of pronotum, male, 3.5 
mm., female, 4.2 mm.; of tegmina, male, 7.5 
mm., female, 8 mm.; of hind femora, male, 10 

Fig. 109. G1"!iUU8 ameri
canU8 sp. nov. Female. 
One and one· fourth 
times natural size. 
(Original.) 

mm., female, 11 mm.; of ovipositor, 11 mm. Width orfpronotum, 
male, 5 mm., female, 5.6 mm. 

This is the species which I formerly thought to be G. n~leetus 
Scudder, but that authority states in his latest paper on the genus 
that negleetus is a synonym of pennsylvanieus. Moreover, I find that 
in his original description the average measurements of the oviposi
tor of negleetus are given as .28 of an inch, or 7 mm., whereas in 
amerieanus they are never less than 10 or more than 12 mm. in 
length. From pennsylv,anieus, with which species it has been hereto

arner1Pg,,,,,U8 may be readily separated by its smaller 
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size, narrower pronotum, more uniform shining black color, shorter 
ovipositor, and the shape, and position when at rest, of the female 
tegmina. The reticulation of the dorsal field of these tegmina- is 
more noticeable in arnericanus than in pennsylvanicus, the main di
agonal nerves being closer together and the cross-nervules more ele
vated and prominent. Americanus reaches maturity in the spring 
about a fortnight the sooner. 

Americanus has been taken in Crawford, Posey, Vigo, Putnam, Ma
rion, Marshall, Wells and Lake counties, and probably occurs through
out the State. It is here the first species of Gryllus to become ma
ture in the spring, the note of the male-the f]nt Orthopteran song 
of the season-having been heard on a number of occasions in the 
central counties as early as May 5th. The young of this species, as 
well as of G. pennsylvanicus, survive the winter as nymphs. In Sep
tember and' October, after passing the second or third moult, they 
seek the shelter of loose bark on log or stump, or crawl beneath 
chunk or rail where they form for themselves small, inverted cone
shaped burrows in the earth, in which they abide until spring. Thost 
which attempt to pass the winter with only a shelter of bark aUOVL 
them almost always succumb to the changing temperatures of that 
season, but those which choose more wisely a burrowing place be
neath some half buried log or chunk fo·r the most part survive. Tht. 
temperature of their hibernaculum is much more equahle, and the 
insects becoming sluggish in late autumn remain so until called into 
new activity by the sunshine of spring, unless, meanwhile, they fall 
a prey to some shrew mouse or other active winter insectivorous 
mammal. They emerge from their hiding places about April 1st, 
and after changing their garb two or three times, reach the mating 
stage in early May, when the males begin to greet the passer-by with 
their merry chirp. 

Neither this species nor pennsylvanicus are social crickets. Some
times two or three of the young have adjacent burrows beneath the 
same chunk, but more often ho·th they and the adults are solitary. 
The eggs are laid in June and July, and the newly hatched young 
are to be found in numbers during July and August. 

134. GRYLLUS ARENAOEUS sp. nov. The Sand-Loving Oricket. 

Body very slender, of medium length. Head, black, but little, if 
any, wider than pronotum, the vertex prominent; the che·eks Bind 
palpi reddish brown. Pronotum bla;ck; its length contained in its 
width 1.43 times, the fore and hind margins truncate, very narrowly 
edged with reddish broWlli the median impressed line visible only 
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on anterior half. Tegmina reddish brown, lighter along the humeral 
angle, covering a little more 'than half the abdomen in the female, 
three-fourths or more o·f abdomen in the male. Wings present but· 
very narrow and shorter than the tegmina; abdomen shining black. 
All the legs reddish brown throughout, except the hind femora which 
sometimes have the apical half of outer and inner faces blackish. 
These femora are short and rather slender. Hind tibire with six or 
seven rather long spines on their outer c·arina. Ovipositor nearly 
one and a half times longer than hind femora, the average ratio 
being 1.43:1, dark reddish brown in color. 

Measurements: Length of body, male and female, 15 mm.; of pro
notum, male, 3.2 mm., female, 3.5 mm.; of tegmina, male, 9 mm., 
female, 'I' mm.; of hind femora, male, 10 mm., female, 11.5 mm.; of 
ovipositor, 16.5 mm. Width of pronotum, male, 4.7 mm., female, 
5 rom. 

This species has been taken only in the sand dune region of Lake 
County, Indiana, where it is rather plentiful in September and Octo
ber beneath logs and chunks in bare sandy places. It is ~ore slender 
bodied than any of our species except the house cricket, G. domesti
CUS, which it resembles in form. 'rhe reddish brown color of teg
mina, legs and cerci, contrasts strongly with the deep black of pro
notum and abdomen. It will probably be found in sandy localities 
in the northern half of the State, especially in those c'~unties bor
dering Lake Michigan. 

135. GRYLLUS ABBREVIATUS Serville. The Oommon Field Oricket. 
Gryllusahbreviatus Serv., 196,1839.336; Scudd .• 141. VII, 1862, 427; 

Id., 188,1900,89; Id., 194, IX, 1902,291; Glov., 62,1872, 
Plate VII, Fig. 17; Sauss., 132, VI, 1874, 400,518; rd., 133, 
II, 1877, 317; Pack., 1 04, 1883, 564; Riley, 1 22, II, 1884, 181; 
Fern., 53, 1888,15; McNeill, 88, VI, 1891, 5; Bl., 5, 1892, 132 
(in part); Id., 12, VII, 1895,250; rd., 16,1899,226, Fig. 55; 
Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 265; Lugg., 84,1898,264, Fig. 172. 

Acheta ahbret>iata Harr., 72, 1862, 152, Fig. 69; Rathv., 109, 1862, 380, 
Fig. 15. 

Gryllus luctuOBUS Serv., 1 96, 1839, 335; Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 427;. 
rd., 148,1874,363: rd., 188,1900,89; Thomas, 205,1872, 
433, Plate r, Figs. 10, 11; Glov., 6.2, 1872, Plate IX, Fig. 10; 
Sauss., 132, VI, 1874,396; Id., 133, II, 1877,317; Pack, 104, 
1883, 564; Fern., 53, 1888, 15; Oomst., 4 1, 1888, 121. 

Gryllus angustus Scudd., 1 4 1, VII, 1862, 427. 

Body large and especially wide. Head of male shining black, much 
swollen, and broader than pronotum; of female less prominent. Pro
notum black, broad, its length contained in its width nearly 1.5 times, 
the median impressed line rather faint; the hind margin truncate or 

.. 
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very slightly convex. Tegmina usually a very dark reddish brown or 
black; sometimes dull yellowish brown, covering three-fourths or 
more of abdomen in female and all of abdomen in male. Wings 
much shorter than tegmina in the common form (abbreviatus) or 
nearly as long again in the long winged form (luctuosus). Hind 
femora very stout, black or dark reddish brown, the basal third of 
the under and inner sides almost always brick red. Ovipnsitor very 
long, equaling or excee~ing the body in length, and nearly or fully 
half as long again as the hind femora. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 18-20 mm., female, 18-22 
mm.; of pronotum, male and female, 4.75 mm.; of tegmina, male and 
female, 12 mm.; nf hind femora, male, 13 mm., female, 13.5 mm.; of 
ovipositor, 18-21 mill. Width of tegmina, male and female, 7 mm. 

This is, in late summer and early autumn, the most common field 
cricket nccurring in Indiana. In a former paper I stated that the 
young lived over winter, but more careful observation has proven 
that the young found in winter are those of americanus and pennsyl
vanicus. Professor McNeill, lOG. G'it., has given an excellent account 
of the life history nf this specics asfollnws: "The eggs of abbrevia
tus hatch in this latitude (northern Illinois) in July, and the first 
adults appear as early as the second week in August. During every 
stage of life they are social, feeding together, seeking shelter in com
pany and when egg laying time comes, in October, the females coI
led by hundreds in some suitable locality, an abandoned 01' little 
used roadway suits them well, and each lays several hundred eggs in 
an irregular mass. After this duty is performed their business on 
this planet seems to be finished and they succumb to the cold, none 
surviving the winter. The eggs do not hatch ,until the following 
July, or ifin rare cases they do they probably perish 'with cold." 

In southern Indiana the eggs hatch in late May oready June and 
the mature males appear about July 1st, but in the central and north
ern parts of the State the first males appear about a month later. 

G.ryllu8 abbreviatus is, in habits, nocturnal, omnivorous, and a can
llihal. Avoiding the light of day, it ventures forth, as soon as dark
ness has fallen, in search of food, and all appears to be fish which 
comes to its nE)t. Of fruit, vegetables, grass and carrion, it seems 
equally fond and does not hesitate to prey upon a weaker brother 
when opportunity offers. r have often surprised them feasting on 
the bodies of their companions, and oJ about 40 imprisoned together 

. in a box, at the end of a week but six were living. The heads, wings 
and legs of their dead companions were all that remained to show 
that the weaker had succumbed to the stronger-that the fittest, and 
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in this case the £attest, had survived in the deadly struggle for ex
istence. 

The long winged form of abbreviatus is seemingly very scarce in 
this State, but one or two having been taken. There is little doubt 
but that Scudder is right in referring this form to Serville's luctuosus 
and placing it as a synonym of abbreviatus, as Serville states that the 
ovipositor of luctuosus is 9 to 10 lines in length, which is too great 
for pennsylvanicus of which McNeill thought luctuosus might be the 
long winged form. 4-ccording to strict rules of nomenclature the 
name luctuosus rather than abbreviatus should belong to the insect 
since the former was described first in Serville's work. However, the 
short winged form seems to be everywhere the more common and 
better known, henc'e I follow Scudder in retaining the name abbre
viatus. The range of the species covers the United States east of 
the Rocky Mountains. 

136. GRYLLUS PENNSYLVANICUS Burmeister. The Pennsylvania Field 
Cricket. 

Gryllus pennsylvanicus Burro , 40,' II, 1838, 734; Scndd., 14 1.- VIT, 1862; 
429; Id., 188,1900,90; Id., 193, IX, ]901,268,269; Id.,1 194, 
IX, 1902, 291; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate I, Figs. 13,14; Sanss., 
132, VI, 1874,401; McNeill, 88, VI, 1891, 4, 6; Bl., 12, VII, 
1895,250; Bent., 3, VI, 1894, 265, Plate V, Figs. 6,7; Lngg., 
84,1898,264, Fig. 173. I 

Gryllusluctuo8U8 McNeill, 88, VI, 1891, 4; Bl., 5, 1892, 133. 
Acheta niger HalT., 72, 1862, 152. 
GryllusnegiectusScndd., 141,Vn, 1862, 428; Id., 188,1900,89. 

A medium sized but raiher broad species; the head of male not so 
swollen as in abbreviatus, a little wider than the pronotum, shining 
black in color. Pronotum proportionally a little wider and shorter 
than in abbreviatus, the length contained in the breadth nearly 1.6 
times; the hind margin a little sinuate, the median impressed line 
plainly visible on anterior half. The tegmina vary in color from a 
deep hlack to a smoky or grayish brown, rarely a dull reddish 
brown, 'often with a yellowish brown line along the humeral angle; 
the inner ~dges straight and overlapping or attingent their full 
length; those of female reaching nearly to tip of abdomen in short 
winged form, or slightly exceeding the tip in the long winged form; 
th'ose of male reaching t~e tip of abdomen in both forms. Wings 
either narrow and shorter than tegmina or extending considerably 
beyond tegmina in the form of tail-like projections. Pronotum, legs, 
and under side of body in freshly matured specimens often with a 
minute grayish pubescence which becomes abraded with age, leaving 
these parts shining black. Hind femora short and stout, its average 
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length contained in that of ovipositor 1.1 times. Ovipositor always 
shorter than the body, its average length being 13.5 mm. 

Fig.no. Gryl/u8 p ... n8ylvani
cu. (Burm.) Short-winged 
fem"ale. (After Lugger.) 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 
17.5mm., female, 17.1 mm.; of prono;tum, 
male, 3.Hmm., female, 4.2 mm.; of tegmina, 
male, 11.5 mm., female, short winged form, 
10 mm., long winged form,12.4 mm.; of 
hind femora, male, 12.2 mm., female, 12.4 . 
mm.; of ovipositcrr, 13,5 mm.; width of pro
notum, male and female, 6.3 mm. 

From abbreviatus this species may be dis
tinguished by the shorter body, the less 
swollen head of male and especially by the 
short ovipositor, which in Indiana speci
mens ranges between 13 and 14 mm. in 
length. The main distinguishing charac
ters between pennsylvanicus and americanus 
have been set out under the latter species. 
Another, very noticeable in the .field in the 
spring, is the dull grayish tinge of pennsyl
vanicus,especially on the legs and prono
tum, the whole body of americanus being 
shining black. 

The description of pennsylvanicus by Burmeister is as follows: 
"Eine ahnliche Art (Gr. pennsylvanicus) findet sich in N ord-ameri
ka; sie ist etwas kleiner, die Flugeldecken kurzer als der Leib, ohne 
gelbe Basis, aber mit braunlicher Hauptlangsader." This descrip
tion is so short and vague that it is impossible to ascertain from it 
just what species .he had at hand. Neither Saussure nor Scudder 
seem to have seen Burmeister's type. If so, they have made. no 
record of the fact. Saussure in his latest paper, followed by Mc
Neill, has asserted his belief that pennsylvanicus is a short winged 
form of luctuosus.· However, the measurements of body and oviposi
tor of luctuosus as given by Serville agree so closely with those (J,f 
abbreviatus that there can be no doubt of the two being the same. 
The existence of the long winged forms of both abbreviatus anq the 
species I call pennsylvanicus. has done much to add to the confusion. 
I have therefore followed Scudder, Beutenmiiller and others in ap
plying the name pennsylvanicus to the form at hand, though I have 
no definite means of knowing that it is the same insect as that to 
which Burmeister gave the name. Certain it is, however, that it is 
distinct from both americanus and abbreviatus described above. 
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In Indiana pennsylvanicus, ror the most part, survives the winter 
in the nymph stage, the young, on the approach or cold weather, 
making for themselves cone-shaped cavities an inch or two across 
the top and about as deep, in the mold beneath decaying logs and 
rubbish. Sometimes the margins of these burrows are surrounded 
by fragments of grass stems and pieces of decaying leaves. In warm, 
sheltered localities, some'individuals evidently reach maturity in late 
autumn or early winter; a rull grown, freshly moulted female having 
been taken in a greenhouse in Marion County, on December 14th. 
The males begin to pass their final moult in central Indiana about 
May 15th, and from then on through June and July the open woods 
pastures and the angles of old rail fenc'es echo with the music of 
their song. The young hatch in July and August, and after the 
second or third moult form their winter abiding places, while the 
adults perish with the coming of the hoar frost. 

Pennsylvanicus occurs throughout the State and is said by Scudder 
to raDge across the continent The long winged form IS much less 
common than the short winged and is seldom met with in the field; 
but may 'often be found about electric and other lights during the 
summer nights. However, on two o.ccasions in June, I have taken a· 
long winged male in company wibh two short winged females be
neath logs. 

137. GRYLLUS POMESTIOUS Linnffius. The House 
Cricket. 

GryUU8 (Acheta) domesticJus L., 8 1, I, 1758, 428. 
Gryllus domesticus Glov., 62, 1872, Plate VI, 

Fig. 14; Sauss., 132, VI, 1874, 400; 
Riley, 122, II, 1884, 181; Beut., 3, 
VI, 1894, 266, Plate V, Fig.8; Marlatt, 
85,1896, 52, Fig. 20; Lugg., 84,1898, 
266, Fig. 176; Scudd., 188, 1900, 89; 
Id., 194, IX, 1902, 291, 294. 

Pale yellowish bro.wn or straw color; the 
he3;d with a dark reddish brown bar on occiput 
just in front o.f pronotum; another betWeen 
the upper po.rtions of eyes; a third between the 
bases of the anten.n.m and a fourth across the 
labrum, the lower two sometimes united. Pro
no.tum with four or five irregular shaped spots 
of reddish brown on its dorsal surface, and a 
narrow bar of the same colo.r on each side; the 

Fig.lll. Gr'IJllU8 domesti
eus L. Female. (After 
LUgger.) 

posterior margin a little convex. Tegmina reaching nearly or quite 
to the end of i3,'Qq.owen; sometimes with a reddish brown spotO'll 
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their basal third. Inner win '8 either short and covered by, or ex
tending considerably beyond, he tegmina. Hind femora short and 
rather slender. Oviposit'or 0 e-fifth longer than hind femora, pale 
brown e~c'ept the tip, which i darker. 

M-easUli'ements: Length of ody, male, 16.5 mm., female, 15 mm.; 
of pronotum, male and femal , 3.5 mm.; of tegmina, male and fe
male, 11 mm.; of hind femora, male and female, 10 mm.; of oviposi
tor, 12 mm. Width of pronotum, 4.5 mm.· 

The "house cricket," or "cricket o,f the hearth," is scarce in In
diana. Uintil January 1, 1903, I had in my collection but three speci
mens, two long winged males and a short winged female, taken by.H. 
McIlroy from beneath rubbish in a gravel pit near West Terre Haute, 
Vigo County, in October, 1894. On the date mentioned I secured a 
dozen or ~ore adults and nymphs in a greenhouse belonging to W. J. 
Hasselmal)., situated just north of the city of Indianapolis. The pro
prietor informs me that the males utter their call note throughout the 
winter, and that the insect is seemingly most abundant at that season. 
It is an Ol«l World insect which has been introduc'ed into this country, 
and occurS! sparingly in most of the States east of the Rocky Moun
tains. Sc~dder states that he has seen no short winged specimens 
from the United States though they are common in Europe. The in
sect is pro~a,bly less abundant in Indiana than it was a half century 
ago, when Tpg houses and old fashioned brick and stone fireplaces were 
most in vogue. Domesticus has also been noted in Putnam County 
by J. S. Mi~haels. It is probable that in many instances the so-called 
"house crickets" of the present country homes are field crickets, es
pecially G. abbreviatus, which have striven to prolong their existence 
by seeking ~helter within the domiciles of man. 

Marlatt, lac. cit., has given the following pleasing account of the 
habits of thjis house cricket: "In Europe, and in &ome parts of the 
United States, no insect inhabitants of dwellings are better known 
than these domestic or ho'use crickets, not so much from observation 
of the insJts themselves as 'from familiarity with their vibrant, 
shrilling so:qg notes. These notes, while thoroughly inharmonious 
in themselve~, are, partly from the difficulty in locating the songster, 
often given ~ superstitious significance and taken, accOTding to the 
mood of the listener, to be either a harbinger of good and indicative 
of cheerfulness and plenty, or to give rise to melancholy and to be
token misfortune. The former idea prevails, however, and Cowper 
expresses the common belief that the-

l' 'Sounds inharmonious in themselves and harsh. 
¥et heard in scenes where peace forever reigns, 
~nd only there, please highly tor their sake.' 
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"The house cricket usually occurs on the ground floor of dwell
ings and evinces its liking for warmth by often occurring in the 
vicinity of fireplaces, concealing itself between the bricks of chim
neys or behind baseboard;;, frequently burrowing into the mortar 
of walls. It is particularly apt to abound in bakehouses. It is rarely 
very abundant but at times multiplies excessively and becomes a 
very serious nuisance. During cold weather or in cold rooms in win
ter, it remains torpid, but under the influence of warmth it becomes 
active and musical. It is easily kept in c'aptivity as a pet, and will 
reward the possessor by furnishing an abundance of its peculiar 
melody, and in Spain it is often kept, it is reported, in cages, as we 
do singing birds. It is in the main nocturnal in its habits, coming 
out in the dusk of the evening and roaming about the house for 
whatever food materials it may discover. It feeds readily on bread 
crumbs or almost any fnod product to which it can get access, and is 
particularly attracted tn liquids, in its eagerness to get at which it 
often meets death by drowning. It is a very pugnacious insect and 
will bite vigorously if captured, and is often predaceous or carnivor
ous, like most of its outdoor allies. It is supposed to feed on various 
other house insects, such as the cockmach and is also probably canni
balistic. A pair of native species kept in a cage by the writer, for a 
short period manifested the gl'catest friendliness, but the male short
ly afterwards made a very substantial meal of his companion. 

"These Crickets, in common with most other Orthoptera, will occa
sionally in pure wantonness seemingly, cut and injure fabrics, and 
are particularly apt to cut into wet cl()thing, evidently from their 
liking for moisture. Any of the common field grasshoppers or crick
ets, entering houses, are apt to try their sharp jaws on curtains, gar
ments, etc., and Dr. J. A. Lintner records the case of a suit of cloth
ing just from the tailor which was completely ruined in a night by 
common black field crickets (Gryllus luctuosus), which had entered 
an open window in some numbers. There is. a popular superstition 
also to the effect that if a cricket be killed its relatives will promptly 
cut the garments of the offender. 

"The house cricket may be readily destroyed by taking advantage of 
its liking for liquids, ana any vessel containing beer or other liquid 
placed about will usually result in crickets being collected and 
drowned in numbers. It may also be destroyed by the distribution of 
uncooked vegetables, such as ground up carrots or potatoes, strongly 
poisoned with arsenic. In the us'e of poisoned baits in dwellings 
great care, however, should always be exercised." 

"'8-Geol. 

• 
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LVII. MIOGRYLLUS Saussure (1877). 

According to Scudder, this genus is distinguished from Gryllus by 
the much smaller size of its representatives, which approximate those 
of N emobius in length; in the absence or extremely inc'O'Uspicu?us 
nature of the hearing organ on the inner side of the fore tibim; in 
the unbranched or one-branched mediastinal nerve of the t'egmina; 
in the strictly longitudinal course of the veins on the dorsal field of 
the female tegmina; in the shortness of the hind tibire which are only 
two-thirds as long as the hind femora and armed on each side with 
only four or five spines, and in the striped or banded summit of the 
head. 

Five species of the genus are known to occur in the United States. 
Of these, one has been found in southern Indiana. 

138. MIOGRYLLUS SAUSSUREI (Scudder). 
Gryllus sau88urei Scudd" 1 6 0, XIX, 1877, 35; ld., 1 6 1, VI, 1878, 13; 

ld., 188, 1900, 90. 
Miogryllus saus8urei Scudd., 192, IX, 1901, 257. 

Head rather large, shining black except a yellowish white line on 
each side of the eyes, extending back to the pronotum; that on the 

Fig. 112. Miogrllllu8 
.au88ure' (Scudd.) 
Female. One and 
one-third times nat. 
uraisize. (Original.) 

outer side double the width of the other; in most 
specimens two short whitish lines between these 
on the occiput. Palpi yellowish, the apical joint 
sometimes darker. Antennre dark bro'Wll, paler at 
base. Pronotum broader than long, slightly nar
rower behind than in front, the anterior border 
slightly concave, the poste.rim straight; blackish, 
faintly mottled with yellowish brown, the front 
margin sometimes faintly edged with the same; 
the lower half of the deflected lobes pale yeIlo'w 
edged very narrowly below with black, the upper 
half of the lobes darker than the upper surface 
and uniform; front and hind margins with a few 
curved black bristles. Tegmina of the female but 
little longer than the pronotum, covering about 
one-third !of the abdomen; those of the mal'e co,v
ering two~thirds of the abdomen; reddish bro'wn 
or blacki~h in color, the humeral angle black; 
the longi~udinal veins and marginal area often 
paler. Wfngs almost wanting. Legs either yel

lowish brown or blackish. Rearing organ on the fore tibire fuliy 
one-third the length of the tibire on its outer fft,ce; wanting on its 
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inner '.face. Abdomen black, with a lighter brown lengthwise band 
on each side of its dorsal surface. Ovipositor equaling the hind 
femora in length, yellowish brown in color, the apex darker. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 11.5 mm., female, 14 mm.; 
of pro not urn, male and female, 3 mm.; of tegmina, male, 4.5 mm., 
female, 3.5 rum.; of hind femora, male and female, 9.5 mm.; of hind 
tibire, male and female, 6 mm.; of ovipositor, 9.5 mm. 

This species, resembling in general appearance a large N emobius, 
has been taken o:qly in Knox, Gibson and Crawford counties, where 
it occurs on dry wooded hillsides beneath flat stones and logs. It 
seems to like best places devoid of grass and other vegetatioll. In 
southern Indiana it probably reaches maturity about the middle of 
June, as it seems to be mOISt abundant by the last of that month. 
Quite a number of specimens were taken in the vicinity of Wyan
dotte Cave in 1902. It is a southern species which has heretofore 
been recorded only from Georgia and Florida, and it will therefore 
probably be found only in the sonthern, third of Indiana. 

Sub-family (ECANTHIN lE. 

This sub-family comprises the slender bodied ivory or greenish 
white tree crickets. Our Indiana species have the pronotum elon
gated and narrow, its sides deflexed, the posterior margin somewhat 
broader than· the anterior. The wing covers of the male are flat· 
tened, semi-transparent, rather firm in texture and much broader 
than the body. Those of the female are wrapped close about the 
body, causing such a difference of appearance between the two sexes 
that collectors often take them for widely different species. The 
hind femora are weak and slender. The tibire, in our most common 
species, are armed with delicate spines between which are minute 
teeth, visible only under a lens. The tarsi are four-jointed, elon
gated and compr,essed, the second joint being very small and com
pressed. The ovipositor is straight and shorter than the hind 
femora; its apex a little enlarged and rather blunt. 

All our species are strictly arboreal, living mainly on vines, shrub
bery and the taller herbaceous plants. They especially frequent the 
various species of golden-rod and wild sunflowers, and often three or 
four can be found on a single one 'Of these plants. For the most part 
they remain quiescent during the day, but are quite active at night. 

Scudder recognizes but one genus, rEcanthu8, as belonging to our 
fauna. One species, however, has no spiues on the hind tibire, and 
since the presence or absence of these spines is deemed of sufficieut 
importanc'e to be used as one of the principal characters in separat-

, 
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ing the sub-families, it is surely of generic value. I th~refore sepa
rate our species into two genera, which may be distinguished as 
follows: 

KEY TO GENERA OF INDIANA CECANTHINA!:. 

a. Hind tibia: armed with weak spines, and small teeth between the 
spines; first joint of antenna: smooth; inner wings but little, if any 
longer than the tegmina ................ LVIII. (ECANTHUS, p. 444 

aa. Hind tibia: unarmed; first joint of the antenna: armed with a stout, 
blunt tooth in front; inner wings nearly twice as long as the teg· 
mina ......... , .......................... -... LIX. XABEA, p. 453 

LVIII. (ECANTHUS Serville (1831). 

The main characters of this genus have be,en given under the sub
family heading and in the above key. The tegmina of the female 
are regularly reticulated, with the oblique longitudinal veins plainly 
visible. The mediastinal vein of the male tegmina is not strongly 
bowed, and the humeral angle is distinct. The tarsi are imPeT
fectly four-jointed, the division between the third and fourth 
joints being visible, but the fourtl). joint is seldom movable 'by itself. 
The name (Ecanthus, signifying "I dwell in the flowers," is not al
ways true as the insects are as often found upon the foliage of plants 
as in the flowers proper. Five species occur in Indiana and may be 
separated by the following table: 

KEY TO INDIANA stEelES OF CECANTHUS. 
, 

a. Antenna: without black markS on the under side of the fil'st two 
joints; tegmina of male more than half as broa.d as long; front of 
head and basal joints of antennre usually pinkish ............... . 

139 latipennis, p. 445 
aa. Antennre with one or more black marks or spots on the under side of 

the first two joints; tegmina of male less than half as broad as long; 
front of head and bas'al antennal jOints never pinkish. 
b. Antennre with but one black mark on each of the two basal 

joints. 
c. Black marks on antenna: in the form of small rounded 

dots ................................. 140 niveus, p. 446 
CC. Mark on first joint of antennre, long and hooked at base, 

that on the second joint oblong; wing covers of male 
na.t;rower and tibial spines weaker than in niveus . ...... . 

141 angustipennis, p. 450 
bb. Antenna: either wholly black or with two black marks on each 

of the two basal jOints. 
d. Head and thorax, either black or trifasciate with black; 

antennre usually black; when pale, the marks on fivst 
joint generally connected at apex .... " ............... . 

142 fasciatus, p. 450 
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dd. Wholly pale greenish or yellowish, translucent; marks on 
untennre elongate, parallel, distinct .................... . 

143 quadripurwtatus, p. 452 

139. CECANTHUS LATIPENNIS Riley. The Broad-winged Tree Cricket. 
(]i}anthu8 latipennis Riley, 1 2 1, 1881, 61; Id., 1 22, n, 1884, 182; Brun., 

23, 1888, 120, Fig. 39; Id., 32, 1895,69, 113, Fig. 40; McNeill, 
88, VI, 1891,6; Hart, 73, III, 1892,33, Fig. i\; Beut., 3, VI, 
1894, 272; Lugg., 84, 1898, 273, Fig. 184; Scudd., 188, 1900, 
90. 

Size, large. Color of male greenish white; of female, pale yel
lowish green. Antennre with basal joints destitute of black mark
ings; these joints and top of head usually roseate Qr 
pinkish. , Tip of ovipositor dark. Tegmina of male, 
when unfolded, four-fifths as wide as long, much 
wider than in any other species. Inner wings of 
male shorter than tegmina; those of female equaling 
cr slightly exceeding the tegmina. 

Measurements: Length of body, male a.nd female, 
12.5 mm.; of pronotum, male and female, 3.1 mm.; 
ilf tegmina, male, 15 mm., femaIe, 14.5 mm.; of inner 
wings, male, 12 mm., female, 15 mm.; of hind 
femora, male and female, 10 mm.; of ovipositor, 6.5 

Fig.113. Four ba
sal joints of an
tennre of (Eean
t h U 8 latipenni. 
Riley. (After 
Lugger). 

mm. Width of dorsal surface of tegmina of male, 7.5 mm. 
This species has been taken only in Vigo and Putnam counties, 

but probably OClCurs in all parts of the State, as its range covers ·the 
United States east of the Great Plains. It lives mainly on shrubs 
and vines along the borders of thickets and fence rows, and with us 
is most abunda,nt from August 10th to October 1st. 

The eggs of the broad-winged tree cricket are laid in the pith of 
the smaller twigs of shrubs and vines, preferably in the slender twigs 
of the wild and cultivated grapes. Dr. Riley has described the 
method of oviposition as follows: "The jaws are first used to slight
ly tear the outer barIc With the antennre stretched straight for
ward and the abdomen bent up so as to bring the ovipositor at right 
angle~ with the c'ane, the female then commences drilling, working 
the abdomen convulsively up and down about twice each second. 
The eggs arelaid lengthwise in the pith, but always in two sets, one 
on each side of the hole. The number varies .according to the size of 
the ca.ne, and the distance between the holes is also variable. The 
hole is usually filled up with a white mucous secretion" though there 
is very little of it about the eggs. This secretion also doubtless serves 
to facilitate the drilling. 'rhe same female will layover 200 eggs, 
and will sometimes puncture the same cane at intervals of 'One-third 
of an inch for one and a half feet or more." 
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The day note of the male of latipennis is louder than that of any 
other species. I have heard it when 60 feet distant; have traced it 
up; and found the'musician beneath a leaf or on a post in the angle 
of a rail fence, industriously sounding his cymbals. The note is 
kept up for 20 to 30 seconds, and is then succeeded by a pause of 
about five seconds, when it is begun once more. Dr. Riley has writ
ten of it, probably of the night song: "The shrill of latipennis is 
continuous and recalls the trilling of a high-pitched dog-whistle in 
the distance. The key varies, however, and is sometimes much ~ss 
high and more musical than at others. The commingled shrill of 
this species recalls also the distant croaking of frogs in spring.· The 
broad wings are thoroughly elevated during the act, or even bent 
forward; and the vibration is so rapid that there appears to be no 
motion."- " . 

140. (EOANTHUS NIVEUS (De Geer). The Snowy Tree Cricket. 
GryUus niveus De G., 57, ill, 1773, 522, Plate 43, Fig. 6. 
®ALnthus niveus Fitch., 56, XVI, 1856,404; Harr., 72, 1862, 154, Figs. 

71,72; Scudd., 141, VII, 1862, Mil; Id., 148,1874,365 (note 
of sel to music) ; !d., 1 68, XXIII, 1893, Figs. 65, 66; Id., 1 88, 
1900, 91; Rathv., 109, 1862, 381, Figs. 17, 18; Walsh., 220, I, 
1866,126; Id., 221, II, 1867,54,94; Riley, 113, I, 1869, 188, 
Figs. 77, 78; Id., 114, V, 1873, 120, Fig. 49;' Id., 121. VI, 
1881,60; Id., 122, II, 1884,182, Figs. 256,257; Glov., 62,1872, 
Plate IV, Figs. 1,2; Id., 63, 1874, 143, Fig. 16; Pack., 104, 
1883, 564, Figs. 561, 562; Id., 107, V, 1890, 230, 591, Figs. 75, 

·76; Fern:, 53,1888, 17, Figs. 7, 8, 9; Comst., 41, I; 1888,122, 
Figs. 109,110; Murtf., 103, II, 1889, 130; McNeill, 88, VI, 
1891, 6; Bl., 5, 1892,141; Id., 16, 1!;99, 229, Figs. 57,58; Hart, 
73, ill, 1892, 33, Fig. 4; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 269, Plate V, Figs. 
12, 13; Brun., 32, 1895, 110, Figs. 37-39; Id., 35, 1899, ~33, 
Figs. 48, 49; Lugg.; 84, 1898, 269, Figs. 177, 178. 

Bo'th sexes of 'this spedes are in color ivory white, more or less 
ti~g~d ·with a delic:ate green, especially in the f~male. The top of 

Fig. f14. Basal 
joints of anton
n;" of(E.anthuB 
ni".us (DoG.)· 

head and ba~al joint of antennre a,re s~Inetimes sm
fused with ochre yello~, while 0ll.the low;er fac'e of 
each of the two basal joints of the ant en nre is a small 
round biack spot. The 'tegmJu,ll' ~:r~ almost twice as 
long !\!S the abdomen and th~'i¥er·wingsequal or 
slightly exceed them in length. The OVip0!1#:9T of tht:l. 
female is short, perfectly straight and usv,aJly tipped 
with black. The maxillary palpi are longer inthi~ 

than in any other species of the genus, and the wing coveTs'oi the 
male are broader in proportion to their length than in any.othe,iex
cept O. latipennis, when unfolded being two-thirds as wid~.M lo,ng: ' 
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Measureihents: Male-Length of body, 12 mm.; of wing covers, 
12.5 mm.; of hind femora, 8.7 mm.; width of wing cov·ers, 5.5 mm. 
Female-Length of body, 14.5 mm.; of wing covers, 14 mm.; of hind 
femora, 10 mm.; of ovipositor, 5.5 mm. 

Fig. 115. (Eca1lthu. nivel,' (DeG.) Male and female. (AfterjBeutenmiiller). 

While the snowy tree cricket occurs in all parts, pf Indiana, it ap
pears to be less common in the State than either !p. tasciatus or O. 
quadripunctatus, and much of the published literature relating to it 
has doubtless heen of these two species, especially I the fatter. Like 
the other memhers of its genus niveus reaches ma~urity 'in southern 
Indiana about July 1st, and in the central part a fqrtnight later, and 
exists in that stage unti1 after heavy frosts. Ip t~e writer's experi
ence, the females are more plentiful than the male~, the latter being 
more often heard tha.rr seen. During the day they keep t?~mselve8 
hidden among the foliage and flowers of various p~ants, but as. night 
approaches they come forth and the male begins h18 incessant, 'shrill, 
chirping note, which he continues with little or ~ointer~ssion till 
the approach of morning warns him to desist. . frofessor McNeill, 
loco cit" has given an excellent description of the srngs of the differ
ent species of CEcanthus. "That of niveus," he. ~ays, "is. the well
known t-r-r-r-e-e, t-r-r-r-e-e, rcpeated without nause or variation r· . 

about seventy times in a minute. It is heard only!at night and occa
sionally on cloudy days, but in the latter case it ~s qnly an isolated 
song, and never the full chorus of the night song 'produced hy many 
wings whose vibrations in exact unison produces ithat characteristic 
'rhythmic beat,' as Burroughs has happily phrased it." 

Fitch, writing of the note of the same insect in New York, has 
said: "In the southern part of our State the song of the snowy tree 
cricket begins to he heard as early as the first of August. Perc'hed 
among the thick foliage bf a grapevine or other shrubbery, some feet, 
up from the ground, and remaining in the same r;pot day after day, 
its song hegins soon after sunset and hefore the duskiness of twilight, 
arrives. It is distinctly heal'd at a distance of se~eral rods, and the 
songster is always farther off thaI} is supposed. . Though dozens of 
other crickets and katydids are shrilling on every side at the same 
time, the peculiar note of this cricket is at once distinguished from 
all the rest, GQll:s~st~ne of repetitions of a single syllable, slowly ut-
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a monotonous, melancholy tone, with a slight pause be~ 
tween. The c 1 r rd Qte cricket as no votary of the temper
ance cause; they understand its sung to c'onsist of the words treat, 
-treat-treat-treat, which words, slowly uttered, do so closely re
semble its notes that they will at once recall them to the recollectiO'll 
of almost every reader. And the song is thus continued without the 
slightest variation and without any cessation, I think, the whole 
night through. I, however, have sometimes heard it a,t the first 
commencement of its evening serenade uttering three syllables 1'e
sembliiIg the words treat, treat, two>· treat, treat, two-as though the 
songster was supplicating a libation for his voiceless mate as well 

Fig. 116. Egg, of Tree Cricket 
in raspberry cane. 

(a) Cane. showing puncture. 
(b) Cane split to show eggs. 
(e) Egg enlarged. 
(d) Cap of egg enlarged. 

(After Riley.) 

as himse:lf-a longer pause following each 
third note. This prelude is probably per
formed in limbering or otherwise adjusting 
his organs, preparatory to performing the 
regular carol, which is struck into ina few 
moments." 

The females do much harm by ovipositing 
in the tender canes or shoots of various cul
tivated fruits, as the raspberry, blackberry, 
grape, plum, peach, etc-.; no le,ss than 321 
eggs, by actual count, having been found in 
a raspberry cane 22 inches in length. So 
partial is it to the stems of raspberry and 
blackberry as receptacles for its eggs that in 
some localities scarcely a cane escapes with
out being more or less damaged. The eggs 
are laid in autumn, and at first the injury is 
shown only by a slight roughness of the 
bark, but afterwards the cane or branch fre
quently dies a,bove the puncture, or is so 
much injured as to be brofuen off by the first 
high wind. If the injured and broken canes 
containing the eggs be collected and burned 
in early spring the number of insects for 
that season will be materially lessened. 

Professor Bruner, loco cit., has written of its habits of oviposition 
in other plants as follows: "In addition to cultivated fruits the 
snowy tree cricket also deposits its eggs in the stems of a large va
riety of other plants and trees-the main requirements being a soft 
fibre and pithy interior to the twigs selected. Among the trees the 
white willow sufi'ersmost. I have Seen hedges of this. tree 60 <:Qm.~ 
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pletely utilized that scarcely a twig escaped wing deposited into. 
Other species of willow, cottonwood, elm, maple, box elder, cherry, 
dog-wood, black locust, sycamore, ash, honey-locust, and in fact al
most all kinds of trees, are sometimes attacked. Elder is a great 
favorite, too. After these come weeds, as the- artichoke, sunflower, 
golden-rod, ambrosia, and many others. All of these latter being 
annuals, or dying to the ground each year, whether attacked by the 
cricket or not, the conclusion is plain. All the cricket-requires is a 
receptacle for her eggs. It matters but little whether a dead or a 
liviug plant furnishes that condition. 

"In the case of the honey locust, the thorns as a rule receive the 
eggs instead of the twigs, and no apparent damage is done. The 
mature crickets are also said to be met with abundantly upon oaks, 
hickories, and elms during the egg-laying season, and evidently use 
these also occasionally for the deposition of their eggs, although I 
have never obtained or noticed the eggs in the twigs of these trees. 

"While woody plants are known to be very commonly used as re
ceptacles for the eggs of this cricket, it is by far the most nUmerous 
upon such weeds as those mentioned above during its entire career; 
but more particularly so during its latter days when looking after 
the perpetuation of its kind." 

Niveus, however, in part, if not wholly, offsets its injurious habit 
by its carnivorous propensities, as the young which hatch in Mayor 
early June, feed, until they reach maturity, upon the various species 
of aphids or plant lice which infest the shrubbery they frequent. 
Mr. B. D. Walsh, lac. cit., was the first entomologist to call attention 
to this carnivorous habit, but it seems little attention was given to 
the matter. Recently, however, it has again attracted notice, and in 
Insect Life ~or November, 1891, Miss Mary E. Murtfeldt, of St. 
Louis, Missouri, gave an interesting account of some experim<C!llts 
and observations concerning this habit from which the following 
extract is taken: "Some leaves of plum infested with a delicate 
species of yellow aphis were put into a jar with the young of (Ecan
thus niveus, but attracted no immediate attention. As twilight deep
ened, however, the crickets awakened to greater activity. By hold
ing the jar against the light of the window, or bringing it suddenly 
into the lampiight, the little nocturnal hunters might be seen hurry
ing with a furtive, darting movement, over the leaves and stems, 
the head bent down, the antennal stretched forward, and every sense 
apparently on the alert. Then the aphids provided for their food 
would be caught up one after another with eagerness and devoured 
with violent action of the mouth parts, the antennre meanwhile play- -
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ing up and down in evident expression of satisfaction. Unless I had 
provided very liherally not an aphis would be found in the jar the 
next morning and the sluggish crickets would have every appearance 
of plethora." 

141. <ECANTHUS ANGUSTIPENNIS Fitch. The Narrow-winged Tree Cricket. 
rEcanthus angustipennis Fitch, 56, XVI, 1856, 404; McNeill, 88, VI, 

1891, 8; Bl., 5, 1892, 143 (in part); Hart, 73, m, 1892, 33, 
F~. 5; Scudd., 168, xxm, 1893, 67; Id., 188, 1900, 90; 
Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 251, 270, Fig. 3; Brun., 32, 1895, 113; 
Lugg., 84,1898,271, Fig., 179. 

Pale greenish white, each of the first two basal joints of the an
t~nnre with a black mark, that on the first joint being elongate and 
hooked inwards at the base; the mark on second joint oblong, slight-

Fig. 117. Basal 
joints of anten
nae of meanthuB 
anDu8tip ennis 
Fitch. 

ly curved. Head smaller and pronotum narrower 
anteriorly than in niveus. Tegmina narrower than 
in any other species except quadripunctatus. Inner 
wings slightly surpassing the tegmina in length. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 12 mID., fe
male, 11.5 mm.; of pronotum, IDaJe and female, 2.75 
mm.; of tegmina, male and female, 12' mm.; of inner 
wings, male and female, 13.5 mm.; of hind femora, 
male and female, 8.5 mm.; of ovipositor, 5.5 mm. 

The narrow winged tree cricket is not a common insect in Indiana, 
having so far been taken only in Vigo,Putnam and Orawford coun
ties. It frequents the borders of groves and especially ironweeds in 
open woods pastures and reaches maturity about July 15th. Scud-

. der gives its range as "New York to Kentucky and Nebral>ka." 
The note of angus tip ennis is fainter than that of niveus and may 

be represented by reeeeeee, lasting about five seconds, anC\ terminat
ing abruptly, with an equal interval of rest. It usually 'sings at night 
only, but sometimes also late in the afternoon in shady places, and 
on cloudy days. 

142. (ECANTHUS FASOIATUS Fitch. The Striped Tree Cricket. 
fEcanthus fasciatus Fitch. 56, XVI, 1856, 414; McNeill. 88, VI, 1891, 

6; Bl., 5, 1892, 143; Hart, 73, m, 1892, 33, Fig. 1; Scudd., 
168, XXIII, 1893,66; Id. 188, 1900, 90; Brun., 32, 1895,69, 

113; Lugg., 84, 1898, 271, Figs., 180-182. 
fEcanthus nigricornis Walk., 219, I, 1869,93; Sauss., 132, VI,1874, 

461; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 250, 270, Fig. 4; Scudd., 188,1900,90. 

Greenish yellow; the head and pronotum either wholly black or 
with three more or less distinct lengthwise black bars. Legs yellow-
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ish with a blackish tinge or wholly black. Body black beneath, yel
lowish green above. AntenmB longer than in other species, often two 

Male. 

Fig. 119. Basal joints of an
tennre of {Ecanthus 

(asciatus Fitch. 

Female. 

Fig.U8. {Ecanth ... fasciatus Fitch. (After Lugger). 

and a half times the length of body, either wholly black or with two 
black marks on 'each of the two basal joints; the innermost mark on 
the first joint twice the length of the other, the two often united 
at the upper ends. Tegmina slightly narrower than those of niveus. 
Inner wings equaling or extending a little beyond the tegmina. 
Spines at apex of posterior tibiro stronger and more acute than in 
allied species. Ovipositor with its apical third slightly but distinctly 
upcurved. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 12.5 mID., female, 12 mm.; 
of pronotum, male and female, 3 mm.; of tegmina, male !\nd female, 
12 mm.; of inner wings, male and female, 13.2.; of hind femora, 
male, 10 mm., female, .9.2 mm.; of ovipositor, 5.7 mm. Width, of 
tegmina, male, 5 mm. 

The striped tree cricket is the most common member of its kind 
in Indiana. In August and September, nearly every stalk of golden
rod and wild sunflower along roadsides, in open fields or }n fence 
corners, will have from one to a half dozen of these insects upon its 
flowers or branches. It is also especially abundant upon the tall 
weeds and bushes along the borders of lakes and ponds, and in 
sloughs and damp ravines. 

The note of fasciatus is a shrill continuous whi-r-r-r-r which is 
kept up for several minutes with the intervals of irregular length. 
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It is continued for most of the night and on cloudy days. When the 
sun is shining brightly it usually begins about mid-afternoon and 
continues with but little pause until the dawn of the next day, unless 
the caller is, in the meantime, successful in wooing wIth his music 
one of the opposite sex within reaching distance. 

On September 18, 1898, I was in late afternoon in a wet prairie 
near Hammond, Indiana, where O. fasciatus was more than usually 
abundant on clumps of wild ~unflower. A half dozen or more pairs 
were seen in copulation. In this act it seems that the female mounts 
the body of the male, the latter first raising the tegmina until they 
stand at an angle of about 45 degrees, so a,s to give the female access 
to a pair of glands which lie immediately beneath the base of wings. 
The female worked at these glands with her mandibles, the male 
meantime moving the inner wings gently sideways, in and out. After 
working over the glands for ten or fifteen minutes, the female would 
usually leave the body of the male and crawl onto an adjacent head 
of the sunflowers. '],he male meantime kept the tegmina raised, 
seemingly in waiting for her return, which was always at the end of 
five or six minutes. During the process, no intromittent organ of 
the male was noticeable, nor was any union of the parts at the end 
of the abdomen seen. Is it possible that in the mating of these 
fEcanthids the female removes the semen from the glands whos·e 
openings are beneath the tegmina of the male, and then fertilizes 
her ova? 

143. <EOANTHUS QUADRIPUNOT.A.TUS Beutenmiiller. The Four-spotted Tree 
Cricket. 

CEcanthus quadripunetatus Beut., 2, VI, 1994, 250; Id., 3, 271, Fig. 5; 
Bcudd., 188, 1900, 91. 

CEcanthus jlJ)Jciatus Hart., 73,m, 1892, 33 (text in part), Fig. 2; Lugg., 
84, 1898, 272, Fig. 183 (text in part) . . 

Males, greenish white, females yellowish green, in color. Anten-
nre light brown, the basal joints pale green with two black ntarks on 
each; those on the second joint oblong, parallel, the inner about 
double the length of the outer; the inner mark O'n lower O'r basal 
joint, two-thirds the length of the joint, its upper end curved out
ward, but not united with the outer mark, which is short and almost 
round. Wing covers a little narrower than in fasciatus, the inner 
wings protruding slightly beyond their tips. 

Measurements: Length of body, male and female, 11.5 mm.; of 
pronotum, 2.6 mm.; of tegmina, male, 12 mm., female, 10.5 mm.; of 
inner wings, male, 13.5 mm., female, 12.5·mm.; of hind femora, male 
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and female, 8.2 mm.; of ovipositor, 5.5 illill. Width of tegmina., male, 
4.7 mm. 

This is, next to fasciatus, the most common (Eoanthus in central 
and southern Indiana. Specimens are hefore me from Vigo, Putnam, 
Marion, Floyd, Crawford and Posey counties. It 
frequents shruhbery and weeds in fence rows and 
gardens, and along roadsides; and while often found 
in company with fasciatus, has never heen seen mat
ing with that species. A female 'was taken in Craw
ford County on .Tune 28th, an early date for a ma
ture tree cricket. Scudder gives its range as "New 
York to Indiana." I have specimens from Agricul
tural College, Mississippi, ana from Sherborn, Mas

Fig. 120. Basal 
joints of ant en
noo of CEcanthus 
quad"ipunctatua 
Beut. 

sachusetts, and have also :l5ound it abundant on the north shore of 
the Niagara River, opposite Buffalo, New York, wheTe it was the 
only species present on September 4th.. 

LIX. XABEA Walker (1869). 

The members of this genus may be known from those of (Eoanthus 
by the following characters: The first joint of antennre is armed on 
its under side with a stout blunt tooth. The tegmina of female are 
irregularly reticulated, the oblique longitudinal veins not being con
spicuous; male tegmina with the mediastinal vein strongly arcuated; 
the humeral angle wanting. Inner wings nearly twice as long as the 
tegmina. Hind tibire with neither spines nor serrations, armed with 
only four apical spurs, two within and two without. First joint of 
posterior tarsi unarmed, ·the tarsi clearly hut three-jointed, the 
sec'ond joint very short. 

But one species of Xabea is known from the United States, occur
ring over most of the region ,east of the Great Plains. 

144. XABEA BIPUNCTATA (De Geer). The Two-Spotted Tree Oricket. 
GryUusbipunctatUilDe G., 57,1773,523, Plate 43, Fig. 7; BurIn., 40, 

II, 1838, 732. 
fEcanthus bVpunctatulJ Serv., 197, XXII, 1831,135; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate 

IV, Figs. 5, 6; Sauss., 132, VI, 1874,458,462; McNeill, 88, VI, 
1891,9; Hart, 73, ill, 1892,33, Fig. 3; Scudd., 188,1900,90. 

Xahea bipunctata Riley, 121, VI, 1881, 61; Beut., 3, VI, 1894, 272, 
Plate V, Fig. 14. 

fEcanthus punctulatus Fitch, 56, XVI, 1856, 415. 

Pale pinkish hrown, the tegmina of female with two rather large 
blackish spots, one near the base, the other at the center. Basal 
joints of antennl1l without black marks, but with the scape of the 
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first joint prolonged beneath, forming an acute blackish tooth. Inner 
wings mUlch produced beyond the tegmina. Legs pale with a pink-
ish hue. • 

Measurements: Length of body, male and female, 13 mm.; of pro
no tum, 3.3 mm.; of tegmina, 11 mm.; of inner wings, 20 mm.; of 
hind femora, 9 mm.; of ovipositor, 6 mm. 

This tree cricket is readily recognized by its unarmed hind tibire, 
pinkish brown color, long inner wings and dark spots on female 
tegmina. It is scarce in Indiana, having as yet been taken only in 
Vigo Oounty, though it will doubtless be found to occur throughout 
the State. So far as known, its habits are the same as those of the 
more common species of (Ecanthus. 

Sub-family TRIGONIDTINJE. 

The Indiana members of this sub-family are amon~ the smallest 
of our native Gryllidre. They are distinguished mainly by the differ
ent character of the second tarsal joint, which is depressed and heart
shaped, instead of compressed, as in the preceding sub-families. The 
tympanum or shrilling organ of the male is more simple than in other 
species, being divided by a single oblique vein. The hind tibire have 
no serrations between the spines and bear but two apical spurs on 
the inner side. The ovipositor resembles that o,f some' of the Locus
tidal in being sho,rt, compressed and saber-like. 

Three genera represent the sub-family in the United States. Of 
these two occ'llr in Indiana. 

KEY TO GENERA OI!' INDIANA TRIGONIDIINlE. 

a. Last joint of maxillary palpus club shaped; basal joint of antennre 
sub-depressed, rather large ................ LX. ANAXIPHA, p. 454 

aa. Last joint of maxillary palpus very broad, spoon-like; bas,al joint of 
antenJ!.re narrow, minute ....... , .. " . LXI. .PHYLLOSCIRTUS, p. 456 

LX. ANAXIPHA Saussure (1874). 

The members of this genus resemble those of N emobius in form of 
body, breadth of head, etc., but the females are readily distinguished 
by the compressed and strongly upcurved ovipositor. The antenn.re 
are very long and setaceous, the first joint being rather large and a 
little flattened. Ocelli present, but small and arranged in a triangle. 
Maxillary palpi rather long; the last joint dilated ilf the form of a 
funnel. Tegmina of male almost encasing the abdomen, the specu
lum or round glassy spot on their apical half prominent and undi-
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vided by a cross nerve; inner wings absent. ' Hind tibire armed with 
three pairs of slender spines, of equal length. One species occurs in 
the United States, ranging from New York to Texas. 

145. ANAXIPHA EXIGUA (iJay). 
Acheta exigua Say, 138, ,IV, '1825, 309; Id., 139, 

II, 1859, 238. 
Nemobiu8 exiguus Sauss., 132, VI, 1874, 391. 
Anaxipha exigua Soudd., 162, XIX, 1877, 82; Id., 

168, XXIII, 1893, 67; Id., 188,1900,91; 
Beut., 3, VI, 1894" 268. 

GryUus pulicarius Burm., 40, II, 1838, 732. 
Anaxipha pulicaria Sauss., 132, VI, 1874, 371, 

Plate 7, Fig. 1; Id.. 1 33, II, 1878, 615. 
Anaxiphus pulicarius Bl., 5, 1892, 137; Lugg., 84, 

1898, 274, Fig. 185. 

Head and pronotum dark reddish brown, 
sparsely covered with long hairs. Tegmina and 
legs light brown, the flQrmer reaching the end of 
the abdomen in the male, shorter in the female. 
Abdomen of male blackish; of female pale brown, 
darker 'On the sides. Ovipositor dark brown, 
paler at tip. Oerci very long and slender, clothed 
with long yellow hairs. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 6 mm., 
.female, 7 mm.; of antennre, male, 32 mm.; of 
tegmina, male, 4.5 mm., of female, 3.5 mm.; of 
hind femora, male and female, 6 mm.; of ovi
positor, 3.5 mm. 

rrhis handsome little cricket has been taken in 
Vigo, Putnam, Fulton and Kosciusko counties. At 
Kewanna and De Long, Fulton County, it occill's 
in small numbers among the sphagnum mosses 

Fig. 121. Ana:l:ipha 
e:l:igua (Say). Fe
male. Much en
larged. (After Lug
,ar). 

growing in dense tamarack swamps. In Vigo County it occurs about 
the borders of a large pond, and in Kosci~sko County in a marsh 
bordering Tippecanoe Lake. In both these localities it was abun
dant on the leaves and stems of the arrow alum,cat-tail flags, button
bush and other semi-aquatic plants. It is very active and difficult 
to capture, and, on account of its small size, is doubtless overlooked 
in many localities where it occurs in abundance. In central Indiana 
it reaches maturity about August 1st, and exists until after heavy 
frosts. Unlike the Nemobids, which it most closely resembles, it is 
never fO'1llld on the ground, but clings to the stems of bushes and 
grass·eg a few feet above_ the surface. 
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LXI. PHYLLOSCIRTUS Guerin (1840). 

In this genus the head is noticeably wider than the pronotum, the 
eyes prominent and protruding; the ocelli indistinct or wanting. 
The basal joints of antenme are rather small and narrow, and are 
proportionally farther apart than in most~rickets. The apical joint 
of the maxillary palpus is dilated and spoon-shaped and much longer 
than the preceding j-oint, which is triangular. Pronotu11l sub-cylin
drical, narrower in front. Tegmina as long or longer than the body, 
rather leather-like in texture. Inner wings nearly as long as the 
tegmina. Ovipositor short, compressed, curved strongly upward. 

The genus is exclusively A.merican. But one species is known in 
the United States, occurring only east of the Mississippi and south 
of the latitude of central Indiana. 

146 .. PHYLLOSdIRTUS PULCHELLUS (Uhler). The Handsome Tree Cricket. 
PhyUopalpus pulchellus Uhl., 212, II, 1864, 544; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate 

. VI, Fig. 22. 
Phylloseirtus pulehellus Sanss., 132; VI, 1874, 368; Id., 133, II, 1878, 

637; Riley, 1 22, II, 1884, 183; Bl., 5, 1892, 137; Beut., 3, VI, 
1894,268, Plate V, Fig. 16; Scudd., 188, 1900, 91. 

Head and pronotum bright crimson red, punctured; antennre twice 
the length of the body, blackish at bas-e and at tip, the middle por
tion yellowish; palpi black. Abdomen shining black; tegmina chest
nut brown, the sides darker, with paler nervures. Cerci and legs 
pale yellow. Ovipositor brown, paler at base. 

Measurements: Length of body, female, 7.5 mm.; of tegmina, 5 
mm.; of hind femora, 5.5 mrn.; of ovipositor, 3.5 mm. 

But three sp.ecimens, all females, of this little bright colored 
cricket are in my coUection from Indiana. One of these was taken 
on September 6th, from a leaf of the button-bush, OephaZanthus 
occidentalis L., near the border of a large pond in Vigo County. 
'When discovered it was motionless, but was vibrating its large max
'illary palp! in a very rapid and curious manner. A second specimen 
was taken by Mr. Hans Duden from the roadside near Edwardsville, 
Floyd County, on August 16th. It attempted to bite when picked . 
up. The third was taken from the border of a marsh near Grand 
Chain, Posey County, on September 17th. It probably' occurs in 
low wet woods throughout the southern half of the State. Accord
ing to Uhler it is found in Maryland most frequently "amongst the 
grass and low bushes near ditches where jumps about with great 
rapidity." 
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Sub-family ENEOPTERIN.lE. 

Medium sized Gryllidre, having the second tarsal joint flattened 
and bi-Iobed, as in the preceding sub-family. The hind tibial, how
ever, have serrations between the spines and bear three apical spurs 
on each side. The tegmina of male in our genera are provided with a 
sounding organ or tympanum, and the ovipositor is cylindrical and 
straight or but little curved. Four genera occur in the United States, 
two of which are represented in Indiana. 

KEY TO INDIANA GENERA OF ENEOPTERINA!:. 

a. Body short and broad; fore tibial with hearing organ on the inner 
face only; apical segment of the maxillary palpus nearly as long as 
the two preceding taken together; tegmina in both sexes not reach-
ing the tip of abdomen .................... LXII. APITHES, p. 457 

aa. Body rather long and slender; fore tibia::' with hearing organ on both 
faces; apical segment of maxillary palpus but little longer than the 
one preceding; tegmina extending much beyond the abdomen in 
both sexes ............................. LXIII. OROCHARIS, p. 459 

LXII. APITHES Uhler (1864). 

The main distinguishing characters of this genus have been given 
in the above key. In addition it may be stated that the head is al
most globular and narrower than the pronotum; ocelli present; an
tennal about thJ;ee times the length of the body, their basal joints 
much thickened and cylindrical. Maxillary palpi with the last seg
ment enlarged at tip; obliquely truncated. Pronotum short, nar
rower in front than behind, the lateral angles rounded, the anterior 
and posterior margins truncate. Tegmina with the humeral vein 
prominent, forming a carina along the humeral angle. Inner wings 
very short. Hind femora quite broad, though but little thickened. 
Hind tibial armed with two rows of spines which are curved at the 
tip, eight on the inner and five or six on the outer side. 

Two species are known from the eastern United States, one of 
which occurs in Indiana. 

147. APITHES AGITATOR Uhler. 
Hapithus agitator Uhl., 212, II, 1864, 546; Glov., 62, 1874, Plate XVI, 

Fig. 16; Riley, 122, II, 1884, 183, Fig. 23. 
Apithis agitatrix Sauss., 132, VI, 1874, 490. 
Apithes agitator Bl., 5, 1892, 139; Id.. 1 6, 1899, 227; Scudd., 1 88, 

1900, 91. 
Hapithus quadratus Scudd., 144, XII, 1868, 140; Id, 164, 1879, 4. 
Apithis quadrata Sauss., 132, VI, 1874, 488. 

A short, heavy bodied cricket; dull reddish brown in color. Teg
mina covering about three-fourths of abdomen, the vein separating 

59-Geo!. 
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the dorsal field from the marginal, a yellowish white. The top of 
head and pronotum, and the surface O'f all the femora densely covered 
with brownish yellow hairs. Ovipositor a little shorter than hind 
femora, pale brown, the apical third darker, a little upcurved. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 10 mm., female, 11 mm.; 
of pronotum, male and female, 2.5 mm.; of tegmina, female, 7.5 mm.; 
of hind femora, male, 8 mm., female, 9 mm.; of ovipositor, 8 mm. 
Width of pronotum, 3.2 mm. 

In Indiana this cricket has as yet been taken only in Vigo County, 
and during the month of September. The first ones discovered were 
on. the slender twigs of some prickly-ash shrubs which grew in a 
damp upland woods. The place was visited a number of times and 
the crickets were always found, perfectly motionless, and immediate
ly above or below one of the thorns or prickles jutting forth from the 
twigs. The tips of the hind femora were raised so as to project above 
the body, thus causing them to resemble the thorns; and the color 
of the insect, c'orresponding closely to that of the bark, made them 
very difficult to discover even when in especial search of them. On 
every clump of prickly-ash in the woods mentioned a number of 
specimens were secured, but they could be found nowhere else there
abouts. A second locality was about the roots of a scarlet oak, 
Quercus coccinea Wang, which grew on a sandy hillside. Here they 
were plentiful, and resting motionless in the depres-sions of the bark 
or beneath the leaves in the cavities formed by the roots of the tree. 
A pair were also noted in another place on the flowers of golden-rod. 

Of all the males taken, over thirty in number, there was not one 
with perfect wing covers, and, in almost every instance, the wing cov
ers as well as the rudimentary wings were wholly absent; while every 
female had both pairs unarmed. I at first ascribed this wing mu
tilation to the males fighting among themselves, but finally discov
ered a female in the act of devouring the wings of a male. Why this 
curious habit on the part of one sex? Possibly the females require 
a wing diet to requite them for their bestowed affections, or, per
chance, they are a jealous set, and, having once gained the affections 
of a male, devour his wing covers to keep him from calling other 
females about him. Quien saber 

It is more than probable, however, that the mating of the sexes 
takes place in a similar manner to that of the striped tree cricket 
(Ecanthus fasciatus Fitch, desc'ribed above; the females gnawing away 
the tegmina of the males in 'Order to more readily reach some seminal 
glands which lie beneath. The openings of these glands, located on 
the dorsum of the mesothorax, are visible in dried specimens at hand. 
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Agitator is said to be common in the middle and southeastern 
States, where it inhabits grapevines and dense shrubbery. The eggs 
of the female are there depO'sited in twigs of the white elm, Ulmus 
americana L., and the insects are very active at night, running and 
jumping about on the trunks of various trees. 

LXIII. OROCHARIS Uhler (1864). 

The members of this genus have the body flattened and rather 
slender; the head short, slightly narrower than the; pronotum, the 
front depressed and prolonged between the eyes in the fonn of a 
short beak; ocelli present, arranged in a triangle on the short frontal 
beak; the maxillary palpi with the third segment longest, cylindrical; 
the apical one a little longer than the one preceding, enlarged grad
ually from the base, obliquely truncate. Pronotum wider than long, 
though narrower than the tegmina, the front and hind margins trun
cate and ciliate. Tegmina longer than the abdomen, their texture 
more membranous than in the preceding genus; strongly reticulated 
and tapering 'posteriorly; inner wings a little longer than the teg
mina. Hind femora rather short and slender. 

Three nominal species occur in the United States; of these one 
has been taken in Indiana. 

148. OROOHARIS SALTATOR Uhler. The Jumping Tree Cri~ket. 
Orochar;JJ saltatOJ' Uhl., 212, II, 1864, 545; Riley, 113, I, 1869, 138; 

Id., 114, V, 1873,119, Figs. 47,48; Id., 121, VI, 1881, 62; 
Id., 122, II, 1884, 182, Fig. 258; Glov., 62, 1872, Plate III, 
Figs. 11, 12; Bl., 5, 1892, 138; Lugg., 84, 1898, 275, Fig. 186; 
Scudd., 188,1900,92. 

OrocharU saltatl'ix Sauss., 132, VI, 1874, 494; Scudd., 174, XCIII, 
1896,694. 

Apithes mcneilli Bl., 5", XXIV, 1892, 27. 

Pale brownish yellow. A dark brown stripe reach.es from the eye 
along the side of head and pronotllm, and sometimes an irregular 
fuscous line -on middle of pronotum. The tegmina each with a dark 
brown or fuscous spot at base, sometimes covering most of the wing; 
those of the female with many cross-veinlets which are darker than 
those running lengthwise, giving the dorsal field a checkered appear
ance; those of the male with the vein separating the dorsal field from 
the marginal, yellow. Inner wings extending 2 to 3 mm. beyond the 
tegmina. All the femora rather thickly marked with small, dark 
spots; those on the posterior pair being arranged in regular rows. 
Ovipositor a third longer than the hind femora, nearly straight. 

Measurements: Length of body, male, 14 mm., female, 16 mm.; 
of pronotum, male and female, 2.5 mm.; of tegmina, male; 12.5 mm., 
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female, 14 mm.; of hind femora, male, 8 lllIn., female, 10 mm.; of 
ovipositor, 12 mm. 

This is a southern species, which in Indiana has so far been taken 
in small numbers only in Vigo, Putnam a,nd Marion counties; though 
it doubtless occurs throughout the southern half of the State. In 
Vigo County it was found in October on the leaves of a golden-rod, 
Solidago latifolia L., and on those of prickly-ash, Xantho,,~ylum ameri.
canum Mill., both in dense upland woods. In Marion County, Philip 

1 

Fig. 122. 
Orochuri8 8altator 

Uhler. Female. (After 
Lugger). 

Baker brought me several specimens which he 
found on August 22d, beneath an old coat hang
ing on a grape arbor, in the back Yllird of his 
father's residence near the center of the city of 
Indianapolis. When disturbed it often seeks 
safety in flight, and when it alights flattens out 
its body close against its resting place. Professor 
Hiley has given an interesting account of the egg
laying and song habits of the jumping tree 
cricket, from which I quote at length as follows: 

"In December, 1877, I watched a female of O. 
saltator ovipositing in the end of a dead and 
rather soft twig of the soft maple at Kirkwood, 
Missouri. The twig had been pruned and the 
bark was somewhat gnawed by the cricket and the 
eggs thrust in irregularly from the end and from 
the sides. Both wood and pith were crammed 
with eggs, but all longitudinally inserted. The 
favorite nidus of the species is, however, the soft 

and somewhat corky, rough bark of the trunk and older branches of 
the American elm, the eggs being thrust in singly or in small batches, 
either longitudinally with, or very slightlyobliquing from, the axis 
of trunk or branch. The female is very intent in the aet, working 
her abdomen deliberately from side to side during the perforation. 

"The stridulation of this cricket is a rather soft and musical piping 
of not quite half a second's duration, with from four to six trills, 
but so rapid that they are lost in the distanc'e. The key is very high, 
but varies in different individuals and according to moisture and 
temperature. It most resembles the vibrating touch of the finger on 
the rim of an ordinary tumbler when three-fourths filled with water 
-repeated at intervals of from two to four per second, and it may 
be very well likened to the piping of a young chick and of some tree 
frogs. As the species is very common in the southwest its chirp is 
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everywhere heard and is sO' distinctive that when Dnce studied it is 
never lost amid the louder racket of the katydids and other night 
choristers. It is frequently heard during the day time in cloudy 
or damp weather, and I have heard it at St. Louis the first days of 
N ovemher after a sl-ight frost. 

"The courting of the sexes is amusing: They face each other and 
play with their antennm for the best part of an hour or more than an 
hour. The female is, otherwise, pretty quiet, but the male contin
ually mouths the twig or the bark upon which the cDurting is being 
done, and plays his palpi at a great rate, very stealthily approaching 
nearer to his mat~ meanw~ile. At last the antennal fencing ceases 
and those of the female bend back and then the male apprDaches 
until their heads touch. He then deliherately turns round, elevates 
the elytra and slips his a,bdomen under the female, who virtually 
mounts and assists him, his elytra overshadowing her head." 

THE LIFE ZONES OF' INDIANA, AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE DIS
TRIBUTION OF ORTHOPTERA WITHIN THE STATE. 

The detailed study of the distribution of the Orthoptera of Indi
ana, made necessary in preparing the foregoing descriptive catalogue, 
has developed certain facts regarding the life zones of the State 
which are of especial interest. Dr. C. H. Merriam, in his "Life 
Zones and Crop Zones of the United States,"* has made the "Upper, 
Austral" life zone cover the entire State, with the ,exception of a very 
small area of "Lower Austral" in the extreme southwes,tern corner. 
The facts brought out regarding the distribution of Orthoptera iy. 
Indiana, which are supplemented by numerous field notes on other 
groups of insect and animal life, and on the flowering plants, prove 
conclusively that the "Transition Zone," represented by the Alle
ghanian fauna and flora, overlaps the northern fourth of the State, 
while the "Lower Austral Zonc," represented by the Austroriparian 
fauna and flora, covers the greater part of the southern third. The 
Carolinian fauna and flora of the Upper Austral embraces, of course, 
the prevailing forms of life in the State, 93 of the 148 species of the 
preceding catalogue helonging to it. The majority of these range 
over the entire State mingling with the representatives of the Alle
ghanian fauna in the north and with those of the Austroriparian 
fauna in the southern third. To the Carolinian fauna belongs also 
the great majority of the other forms of animal life in the State . 

. ,. Bulletin No. 10, Division BiQlogical Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1898 
pp. 1-79, map. 
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THE TRANSITION ZONE.-The three northern tiers of counties in 
Indiana embrace several hundred fresh water lakes within their 
bounds. These lakes range in size from an area of haH an acre up 
to five and a half square miles. About their margins are often ex
tensive areas of low, boggy land, covered with numerous forms of 
plant life whose main distribution is far to the north, and which 
have here their southern limit. Among the more characteristic 
plants of the Alleghanian flora, which are found only in the northern 
fourth of Indiana, are the following: Larch or tamarack, Larix lari
cina (Du Roi); arbor vitre or white cedar, 'J;.hufa occidentalis L.; false 
lily of the valley, Unifolium canadense (Desf.); moccasin flower, 
Oypripedium acaule Ait.; showy lady's slipper, Oypripedium reginm 
Walt.; bog orchis, Arethusa bulbosa L.; f·en orchis, Leptorckis lmselii 
(L.); sweet fern, Oomptonia peregrina (L.); paper or canoe birch, 
Betula papyrifera- Marsh; speckled or hoary alder, Alnus incana 
(L.); gold-thread, Ooptis trifolia (L.); round-leaved sundew, Drosera 
rotundifolia L.; black chokeberry,' Aronia nigra (Willd.); round
leaved wintergreen, Pyrola rotundifolia L.; shin-leaf, Pyrola elliptica 
Nutt.; trailing arbutus, Epigma repens L.; creeping wintergreen, 
Gaultheria procumbens L.; large cranberry, Oxycoccus macrocarpus 
(Air.); chick-weed wintergreen, Trientalis americana Pursh.; purple 
bladderwort, Utricularia purpurea Walt., and the twin-flower, Lin
nme borealis L. 

Among mammals and reptiles, the following representatives of the 
Alleghanian fauna occur in th~ northern fourth of the State: Can
ada porcupine, Erethizon dorsatus (L.); red squirrel or chickaree, 
Sciurus kudsonim.ls Erxleben; star-nosed mole, Oondylura cristata 
(L.); hoary bat, Atalapha cinerea (Beauvais); American badger, Tax
idea amet·icana (Boddrert); speckled tortois.e, Olemmys . guttata 
(Schneider), and Blanding's tortoise, Emys meleagris Shaw. 

Of the Orthoptera described in the foregoing catalogue, 23 species, 
. or 15.5 per cent. of the total, may be classed as belonging to the Alle
ghanian fauna, and as occupying 1he southern limits of the Transi
tion Zone, which lies between the Boreal and Upper Austral zones. 
These truly northern members of our Orthopteran fauna ar~ as 
follows: 

INDIANA ORTHOPTERA BELONGING TO THE ALLEGHANIAN FAUNA. 

1. Orphulella pelidna (Burrn.). 6. Hippi.~CUR haldemanni (Seudd.). 
2. Orphulella speciosa (Sendd.). 7. Spha1'U!Jemon 11'yomingianum 
3. Stenobothrus cUl'tipenm:s Harris. (Thorn. ). 
4. Mecostethu8 lineatus (Seudd.). 8. Trimerotropis maritima (Harris). 
5. Camnulapellucida (Seudd.). 9. 8chistocercarubiginosa (Harris). 
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10. Hesperotettix pratensUJ Scudd. 17. Conoeephalus robusl:u8 Scudd. 
11. Mektnoplus fasciatus (Walker). 18. Orchelimum indianense Bl. 
12. Melanoplus extremu.~ (Walker). 19. Orchelimum delicat~,m Brun. 
13. 111elanoplus angustipennUJ (Dodge). 20. Orchelimum gladl:atrtr Brun. 
14. Phretaliotes nebrascensis (Thorn.) 21. Nemobius palustris BI. 
15. Paroxya sC1ldderi Bl. 22. Nemobiu8 confusus Bl. 
16. Scudderia pistillata Brunn. 23. Gryllu.~ arenace'us Bl. 

THE LOWER AUSTRAL ZONE.-The extreme northern boundary of 
the "Lower Austral" life zone passes in a northwest southeast direc
tion through the following counties of Indiana: Vigo, Clay, Owen, 
Monroe, Jackson, Jennings, Jefferson and Switzerland. In the terri
tory south of this line the Austroriparian fauna of that sub-zone over
laps and merges with the Carolinian fauna of the Upper Austral 
zone. The extension northward on the western line of the State is, 
without doubt, due to the presence of the broad and sheltering valley 
of the Wabash River, within the confines of which certain southern 
forms have found a climate mild and suitable to their habits. Within 
this valley the following members of the Austroriparian flora grow 
indigenously, a number of them as far north as Terre Haute: Bala 
cypress, Taxodium distichum (L.); upright burhead, Echinodorus cor
difolius (L.); showy amaryllis, Hymenocallis occidentalis (Le Conte); 
pecan, H icoria pecan (Marsh.); swamp or downy poplar, Populus 
heterophylla L.; chinquapin, Castanea pumila (L.); Texan red oak, 
Quercus' texana Buckley; pipe vine, Aristolochia tomentosa Sims; 
American lotus, Nelumbo lutea (Willd.); Carolina moonseed, Cebatha 
carolina (L.); great burnet, S anguisorba canadensis L.; water or 
swamp locust, Gleditsia aquatica Marsh; water ash, Fraxinus carolini
ana Mill, and crossvine, Bignonia crucigera L. 

Among other'characteris'tic .southern plant forms occurring in Indiana 
south of the northern boundary of the Lower Austral zone are: The yel
low pine, Pinus echinata Mill.; mud plantain, Heteranthera reniformis 
R. & P.; false aloe, Agave virginica L.; Spanish oak, Quercus digitata 
(Marsh); southern hackberry, Celtis mississippiensis Bose.; American 
mistletoe,Phoradendron fiavescens (Pursh.); cucumber tree, Magnolia 
acuminata L.; pencil flower, Stylosanthes bifiora (L.); Carolina buck
thorn, Rhamnus caroliniana Walt.; yellow passion flower, Passifiora 
lutea L.; Hercules club, Aralia spinosa L.; persimmon, Diospyros 
v,irginiana L.; unicorn plant, Martynia louisiana Mill.; catalpa, Ca
talpa catalpa (L.), and the rough button-weed, Diodia teres Walt. 

The southern mockingbird, Mimus polyglottos (L.), nests in num
'bers as far north as Terre Haute; while' among the batrachians and 
reptiles the hellbender, Cryptobranchus alleghaniensis (Daud.); the 
southern cricket frog, Acris gryllus Le Conte; the corn snake, 
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Ophibolus doliatus (L.); Say's chain snake, Ophibolus calligaster (Say); 
the bead snake, Elaps fulvius (L.); the ground lizard, Oligosoma 
laterale (Say); the alligator snapper, M acrochelys lacertina (Schweig
ger), and the yellow-bellied terrapin, Pseudemys troosti (Holbrook), 
aU forms whose main distribution is far to the south, find in south
ern Indiana a c'ongenial abiding place. 

It is not strange, therefore, that we find, living with these plants 
and animals, a number of Orthoptera whose range has heretofore 
been thought to be confined to the region mapped by Merriam a,s the 
"Lower Austral." Thirty-two of the species listed in the preceding 
catalogue, or 21.6 per cent. of the to,tal, may be classed as southern 
forms. They are as follows: 

INDIANA O'RTHO'PTERA BELO'NGING TO' THE AUSTRO'RIPARIAN FAUNA. 

1. Temnopteryx deropeltiformis Brunn. 17. Melwnoplus morsei B1. 
2. Ischnopterainrequalu. Sauss. -Zehnt. 18. Melanoplus impudicus Scudd. 
3. Ischnoptera major (Sauss.-Zehnt.) 19. Amblycorypha uhleri (Brunn.). 
4. Stagmomantis carolina (L.). 20. Conocephalus bruneri BI. 
5. Gonatista gri.~ea (Fab.). 2l. Atlanticus dorsalu. (Burm.). 
6. Anu.omorpha ferruginea (Pal. de 22. Camptonotus carolinensis (Gers.). 

Beauv.). 23. Ceuthophilus stygius (Scudd.). 
7. Tell-ix arenosu.~ Burm. 24. Ccuthophilus uhlcri Scudd. 
8. Neotettix hancocki BI. 25. }}[yrmecophila pergandei Brun. 
9. Tcttigidea spicata Morse. 26. NCllwbius canus Scudd. 

Iv. 'l'ettigidea laterali$ (Say). 27. Nemobius cubensu. Sauss. 
11. . Syrbula admirabilu. (Uhl.). 28. GJ")Jllus ji.l'mUS Scudd. 
12. Hippu.cus phrenicoptm;s (Germar). 29. Miogl")Jllus saussurei (Scudd.). 
13. Mestobregma cinctum (Thom.). 30. Phyll08cirtWl pulchellWl (UhI.). 
14. Trimerotropis citl'ina Scudd. 31. Apitkes agitator UhI. 
15. Lcptys1na marginicollu. (Serv.). 32. Orocharu. saltator UhI. 
16. Schu.tocerca damnijica (Sauss.). 

Of the species listed, Stagmomantis carolina (L.), Oamptonotus 
carolinensis (Gers.), Syrbula admirabilis (Uhl.) and Orocharis salta tor 
Uhl. have been taken in small numbers as far north as Marion 
County; all the others only south of the line mentioned as forming 
the northern border of the Lower Austral. It will he noted that this 
line corresponds approximately with the southern border of the gla
cial invasion of Indiana, and it is more than probable that the an
cestors of many of these southern forms existed in southern Indiana 
in preglacial times, when the climate was much warmer than now. 
As Webster has recently pointed out*, it is also probable that some of 
these Orthoptera, as well as a number of those species inhabiting the 
entire State, advanced into the State from the south a's fast as it was 
uncovered by the receding ice. 

~ "The Diffusion of Insects in North " Psyche, X, 1901, pp. 47-58, 
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The members of the Alleghanian fauna entered the State, for the 
most part, from the north or northeast. A number of those which I 
have not classed as Alleghanian or Austroriparian, and which, there
fore, are to! be eo'nBidered Carolinian, evidently came in from the 
west. Ohief among these are Ageneotettix scudderi (Brun.), Melan
oplus blatchleyi Bcudd., a onocephalus palustris Bl., X iphidium saltans 
Scudd., Xiphidium strictum Seudd., and Orchelimum volantum MeN}, 
all of which appear to be confined to the western half of the State. 

GLOSSARY OF' TERMS USED IN TEXT. 

Abbreviated.-Shortened-not reaching the tip of abdomen when ap-
plied to tegmina and wings. 

Abdomen.-Posterior part of body. 
Aborted.-Imperfectly developed. 
Acuminate.-Becoming gradually narrower; tapering to a point. 
Acutely.-Sharp; sharply pointed. 
Adult.-The imago or winged stage of an insect. 
Anal.-Situated at or near the anus. 
Annulus, annulation, annulate. - Ringed; furnished with ring-like 

bands. 
Antenni13.-The jointed organs of touch and smell, attached to the 

upper part of the face. 
Anterior, anteriorly.-Near the head; situated more to the front. 
Anus.-The posterior opening of the alimentary canal. 
Apex.-The terminal portion of any organ or part of the body. 
Apical, apically.-That part of any organ farthest from the body. 
Appressed.-Pressed closely against; fitting closely to. 
Approximate.-N ear to; near together. 
A pterou.~.~ Wingless. 
Arboreal.-Living on or among trees. 
Arcuate.-Arched; bowed. 
Area, areola, areolate. - Wing cells; cellules; the membranaceous 

spaces between the nervules. 
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Articulated.-Divided into distinct joints. 
Auditory organ.-Ear; hearing organ. 
Attingent.-Touching; coming in contact with. 

Basal.-N ext to the body. 
Bijid.-Cleft; cloven in two. 

Oalcaria.-The spines or spur"s at the apex of the tibia. 
Oarina, carinre (pl.).-A keel or ridge. 
Oastaneous.-Chestnut brown; bright reddish brown. 
Oerci.-The appendages issuing from the sides of the last abdominal 

segment. 
Ohitine.-The corneous substance of the skin of an insect. 
Cimeter-shaped.-Like a short, curved oriental sword. 
Oinereous.-Ash-c'olored; gray tinged with blackish. 
Clavate.-Having a thickened, club-like extremity. 
Clypeus.-A part of the head. 
Concave.-When the surface gradually declines toward the center, 

which thus becomes the deepest. 
Convex.-When the surface gradually rises toward the center, which· 

. thus becomes the highelst. 
Cordiform, cordate.-Heart-shaped. 
Coriaceous.-Leather-like, tough and somewhat rigid. 
Corneous.-A horny substance, resembling horn. 
Costa.-Median carina of the face. 
Costal.-The front margin of tegmina or wing. 
Coxa.-The globular or oblong basal piece of the leg. 
Crest.-A sharp ridge. 
Cristate.-With a prominent longitudinal c.arina on its upper surface. 

Declivent.-Sloping downward. 
Decurved.-Bent downward. 
Depressed.-Pressed downward; more or less fiattelled vertically. 
Dentate.-Furnished with a tooth or teeth. 
Denticulations.-With fine tooth-like notches. 
Dilated.-Broadened; expanded. 
Dimorphic.-Existing in two forms. 
Disk.-The middle of a surface; the surface within the margins. 
Distal.-Farthest distant, opposite of proximal. 
Diurnal.-Active during the day. 
Dorsal.-Pertaining to the upper surface. 
Dorsum.-The upper surface or hack of thorax, abdomen, etc. 
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Elongate.-More lengthened than usual. 
Elytra.-The wing covers; the tegmina. 
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Emarginate, emargination.-Edged; notched; terminating in an acute 
notch at tip. 

Ensiform.-Sword-shaped; sharp on both edges and tapering to a 
point. 

Exserted.-Protruding so as to be visible. 

Falcate.-Sickle-shaped; curved like a sickle. 
Fastigium.-The extreme point of the front or vertex of the head. 
Fauna.-The animals or a locality. 
Femur, femora (pl.),-:The thigh or thighs. 
Ferruginous.-Rusty brown; brownish red with some ydlow. 
Filiform.-Slender, thread-like. 
Fossorial.-Fit or used for digging or burrowing. 
Foveola.-A cavity or small depression. 
Front, frons-The upper forward part of the head. 
Frontal.-Relating to the front or face. 
Fuliginous.-S.ooty; dark brown. 
Fulvous.-Tawny or light yellowish brown. 
Furcula.-The processes of the last abdominal segment of the male. 
Fuscous.-Dark brown. 
Fusiform.-Spindle-shaped. 

Gena.-Oheek. 
Gibbous.-Protuberant; swollen. 
Glabrous.-Smooth or poHshed, not hairy. 
Glaucous.-Whitish-blue, inclining to gray. 
Globose.-Like a ball. 
Granulated.-Furnished with minute prominences like grains of sand. 
Griseous.-Light gray (white and black). 
Gula.-Throat, concave portion below the head. 

Habitat.~The place or region which an insect inhabits. 
H emisphercial.-Shaped like half a ball. 
H exagonal.-Six sided. 
Hibernate.-T"o pass the winteT in seclusion or sleep. 
Host.-The individual furnishing food to' a parasite. 
Humeral.-Situated on or near a humerus or front corner of the 

thOTax or wing coveT. 
Hyaline.-Transparent, with a greenish tinge. 
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Imago.-An adult or winged insect. 
Immaculate.-Not marked; unspotted. 
I ntegument.-Outer covering, skin. 
Intercala~y vein.- See p. 136. 
I nterspace.-Space between. 
Interrupted.-Suddenly stopped or broken. 

Labial palpus.-See p. 131. 
Labium.-Lower lip. 
Labrum.-Upper lip. 
Lanceolate.-Lance-shaped. 
Larva.-The second or worm-lie stage of an insect. 
Lateral lobes of the pronotum.-The deftexed portions that cover the 

sides of thorax. 
Linear.-Very slender. 
Longitudinal.-Lengthwise. 
Luteous.-Unmixed yellow; color of clay. 

Maculate.-Spotted, marked with spot». 
Mandibles.-Hard and horny jaws. 
Marginal.-Situated on or near the margin. 
M edian.-Occupying the middle. 
Membrane, membraneous.-A thin tissue; cons~sting of a thin tissue. 
M esonotum.-The upper or dorsal surface of the mesothorax. 
Mesosternum.-The under surface of the mesothorax. 
M ~othorax.-The middle part of the thorax, to which the wing cov

ers and middle pair of legs are attached. 
M etamorphosis.-Changes an insect undergoes before reaching ma

tl1l'ity. 
Metanotum.-The upper or dorsal surface of the metathorax. 
Metathorax.-The posterior part of the thorax to which the wings and 

hind pair of legs are attached. 
M etazona.-The posterior part of the pronotum. 
Millimeter (mm.).-The thousandth part of a meter, equal to 0.03937 

inch, or nearly I-25th inch. 

Nebulous.-Clouded; with uneven, cloudy markings. 
N erves.-The large ribS or veins of wing and wing-covers, extending 

fr<>m the base toward the apex. 
N ervules. - The smaller connecting veins of the wings and wing 

covers. 
N octurnal.-Active at night. 
Nymph.-An immature insect, active and feeding in the larval and 

pupal stages. 
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Obconic.~OonicaI, with the vertex pointing downward. 
Oblique.-Slanting; when applied to the face, denotes that it slo·pes 

under. and backward toward the breast. 
Oblong.-With the transverse diameter much shorter than the longi-

• tudinal. 
Obsolete.-Wanting or nearly so; indistinct. 
Obtuse.-Blunt. 
Ocellus, ocelli.-The three simple eyes. 
Occiput.-The back part of the head. 
Omnivorous.-Eating everything eatable. 
Ootheoa.-A case enc10sing eggs: 
Opaque.-Without any lustre; impenetrable by light rays. 
Ovipositor.-The organ for depositing eggs. 
Oviposition.-The act of laying eggs. 

Pallid.-Pale or whitish yellow .. 
Palpus, paZpi. - Articulated and movable organs attached to the 

maxilloo and mandibles. 
Parasite.-An animal which grows and lives upon another. 
Pellucid.-'l'ransparent; translucent, but not necessarily colorless 
Pentagonal.-Five-sided. 
Percurrent.-Running through the entire length. 
Piceous.-Pitchy, the color of pitch. 
Pilosll.-Having long, sparse hairs. 
Plantula.-A cushion-like pad between the tarsal hooks or ungues; 

same as pulvillus. 
Plumbeous.-Pale, blue gray, like lead. • 
Pronotum.-The shield which covers the front part of the thorax. 
Prosternum.-The under surface of the thorax. 
Prosternal spine.-A spine projecting from the under side of the pro

thorax. 
Prothorax.-The anterior divi'sion of the thorax to which the head 

is joined. 
Proximal.-N earest; opposite of distal. 
Prozona.-The front dorsal part of the prorrotum. 
Pubescent.-Covered with soft, short and not crowded hair, wool or 

down. 
Punctate, punctured.-Oontaining numerous small, point-like depres

sions or punctures. 
Pupa, pupal.-The third stage of an insect; the stage before the 

imago. 
Pulvillus, pulvilli.-The little pads between the claws of the tarsi. 
Pyriform.-Pea'1·~shaped. 
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Reticulate.-With net-like veins or markings. 
Rudimentary.-N ot sufficiently developed to be of use. 
Rugose.-Rough, wrinkled; furnished with numerous small eleva-

tions. 
Rufous.-Dark reddish brown. 

Saltatorial.-Fitted for leaping. 
Scabrous.-Covered with small, slight elevations; rough like a file. 
Scrobes.-Pits or deprese,ions in which are placed the bases of the 

antennre. 
Segment.-Ring-like division or joint; as of the antennre. 
Serrate.-Saw-toothed. 
Serrations.~Teeth like a saw. 
Serrulate.-Finely serrate; having minute serrations. 
Setaceous.-Bristle-shaped. 
Sinuate.-Winding in and out; twice or more curved. 
Sinus.-An excavation as if scooped out. 
Smooth.-Without elevations or wrinkles. 
S olitary.-Single. 
Spatulate.-Paddle or spoon-shaped; flattened and broader at the 

apex than at the bas·e. 
Spinose.-Armed with spines. 
Spinulose.-Furnished with spinules or diminutive spines. 
Spiracle.-An external opening of the respiratory system. 
Spurs.-The strong spines at the apex of the tibire. 
Sternite.-The ventral part of each abdominal segment. 
Sternum.-The ventral part of a body segment. 
Str[dulate.-To make a shrill sound; to grate, scrape or creak with 

the stridulating organs. 
Styliform.-Shaped like a style. 
Sub.-A prefix meaning nearly; almost; somewhat; under, etc. 
Sub-costal vein. See p. 135. 
Sub-median vein. See p. 136. 
Sulcate.-Grooved, furrowed. 
Sulcus, sulci (pL).-A linear groove or channel; a groove-like exca

vation. 
SutU're.-A seam or impressed line; generally used in reference to the 

junction of two pieces or plates. 

Tarsus, tarsi (tarsal}.-The jointed foot. 
Tectiform.-Ridged in the middle and sloping down on each side. 
Tegmina.-The fore wings, upper wings or wing covers. 
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Terete.-Sub-cylindrical; straight, without enlargements. 
Tergite (tergum).-The dorsal part of a body segment. 
Testaceous.-Dull yellowish brown; tile or brick colored. 
Thorax.-The part of the body of an insect to which are fastened 

wings and legs. 
Translucent.-Transmitting very little light. 
Transparent.-Transmitting light. 
Transverse.-Orosswise; signifies that the part or area is broader than 

it is long. 
Tri-carinate.-Having three keels or carinre. 
Trochanter.-The second joint of the leg. 
Truncate.-Out off squarely at the tip. 
Tubercle.-A little solid pimple or exc'I'elscence. 
Tuberculate.-Oovered with tubercles. 
Tympanum.-The membrane closing the ear. 

Unarmed.-Without a spine. 
Ungues.-The curved hooks terminating the tarsus. 
Ulnar vein. See p. 136. 

Valves.-Four horny appendages forming the ovipositor. 
Veins-Nerves; ribs of a wing. 

• Veinlets.-Nervules; very small cross-veins of the wings. 
Venation.-Method of distribution of veins. 
Ventral.-Pertaining to the under surface of the abdomen. 
Vertex.-The front portion of the upper surface of the head between 

and in front of the eyes. 

Wing-covers.-Front wings; tegmina. 
Wing-pads.-Undeveloped wings, as in the pupa or nymph. 



REPORT OF STATE SUPERVISOR OF OIL INSPECTION. 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., December 31, 1902. • 

Prof. W. S. Blatchley, State Geologist of Indiana: 

Dear Sir-I have the honor to submit to you my Fourth Annual 
Report, the same being for the calendar year, 1902. 

The total number of barrels of coal oil inspected were 343,482, of 
this number 920 were rejected for illuminating purposes. Of miners' 
oil, 1984 barrels were inspected, 45 of which were rejected for use 
in the mines. 

With this report our official relationship is ended. I beg to assure 
you, however, my sincere appreciation of your many kind acts, and 
loyal support during th~ many years we have been together. 

I am, dear sir, your obedient servant, 
W. C. ZARING. 

DEPUTY SUPERVISORS OF OIL INSPECTION. 

Andress, E. H ............................... Lafayette. 
Bell, T. E ................................... Hammond. 
Blatchley, F. H ............................. Bainbridge. 
Boltz, J. H .................................. Winchester. 
Bowman, M. J .............................. Madison. 
Cooper, W. V ............................... Evansville. 
Orabbs, O. W .............................. Muncie. 
Davenport, J. B ............................. Elkhart. 
Derr, Walter ........................... ·.·· . South Bend. 
Dorsey, C. B .............................. · .New Albany. 
Dorsey, W. 0 ................................ Terre Haute. 
Johnston, J. M ............................. . Logansport. 
Lane, O. R .............................. · ... Ft. Wayne. 
Lockwood, W. W ........................... Peru. 
Markley, G. W .............................. Orawfordsville. 
Schutt, M. A ................................ Michigan Oity. 
Weems, R. F ................................ Vincennes. 
Zehrung, P. HOo ............................. Oambridge Oity. 
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TABLE SHOWING THE TOTAL NUMBER OF BARRELS OF PE
TROLEUM OIL INSPECTED AT EACH STA:TION FOR 

THE YEIAR 1902. 

Bbls. 
Anderson . ' ......•........ '.' ..................... ", . " 2,869 
Angola ..................•....••...... ,................ 2,733 
Argos ........ 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••• ", ••••••••••• '. ',' • 34Q 
Attica ........................................ '. . • . . . . . . 1,697 
Auburn ~ ............................................ _. 2,275 
Aurora ......................... ,. ....•.........•..• '," 2,844 
Batesville ....•...•........•.... ,. .. '................... 842 
Bedford ............................. ' ..•.•......... ,. . . 4,000 
Bloomfield ........... , ..............•.. ,. ... '..... ...... 2,229 
BloomIngton .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,448 
Bluffton ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,425 
Boonville ..........................•.................. 
Bourbon ......................... : .•.....•....•...•... 
Brazil ......... : ............................ ',' ....... . 
Bremen .............................................. . 
Brook ... 1 ........................•.................... 
Brookville ........................................... . 
Brownstown .... , .......................•...........•. 
Butler .. ,." .......... ; .............................. . 
Cherubus(lo ......................................... . 
CinCinnati', ,0 .............................•...•....... 
Clay City' ................................... ", ...... . 
Cleveland,' 0 .......................................•. 
Clinton .. ~ ...... ' ........................ ; .. ' ....•..•..• 
Columbia City .................. ~ ..•.....•.....•....• 
Columbus I ....... , .................................... . 

Connersville ......................................... . 
Corydon .1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Cra wfordswille ..•........ ~ .............•............. 
CrOWD PofiUt .•.•...•..•.•••••.•••••..••••.••.••.••••• 
Danville, 111. •..••....•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• 
Danville ..........................•.................• 
Decatur ............................................. . 
Delphi ...................•.•...........•...•..•.•..•. 
Elkhart ....... " ..................................•.. 
Elwood .............................................. . 
Evansville ....•...•.................................. 
Ft. Wayne ... ", ..................................... . 
Fowler ....... ' ....................................... . 
Frankfort ...........................................• 
Franklin ............................................ . 
Garrett ............................................. . 
Goshen ........................................... , •.•. 
Greencastle, .......................................... . 
Greenfield ........................................... . 

1,066 
1,077 
3,176 

524 
528 

1,447 
872 
597 
744 

3,726 
571 

17,991 
1,479 
1,345 
3,028 
2,197 

580 
3,378 
1,127 

405 
1,518 
1,614 

815 
3,917 
1,699 

19,230 
9,582 
1,861 
2,815 
1,771 

197 
1,841 
1,341 

891 
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Greensburg .....................................•.... 
Hammond .......................................... . 
Hartford City ................................ " ....•.. 
Hobart ...........................................•... 
Huntingburg .....................................•••. 
Huntington ................................•......... 
Indianapolis ........... , ..... , ........•. " •.••.••••.... 
Jeffersonville ........................................ . 
Jasper ............................................... . 
Kendallville ........ , ........... , .................... . 
Knox ............................................... . 
Kokomo ............................................. . 
Lafayette ............................................ . 
Lagrange ........................................... . 
Daporte ............................................. . 
Lebanon ....................................... ····· • 
Liberty ............................................. . 
Ligonier ............................................ . 
Lima, o.hio .......................................... . 
Lima ................................................ . 
Logansport .......................................... . 
Loogootee ........................................... . 
Louisville, Ky ....................................... . 
Madison .................................... · .. · .. ·· . 
Mansfield, 0. ........................................ . 
Marlon .............. , ............................... . 
Martinsville .......................................... . 
Medaryville' ......................................... . 
Michigan City ............................ ' .... ' ....... . 
MiddIebury .......................................... . 
Mishaw.aka .......................... " ... " ..... , .... . 
Monroeville ........................................•. 
Monticello .......•.................................... 
Mt. Vernon ..........................................• 
Muncie ............................................. . 
Nappanee ............................................ . 
New Albany ................................... · .. ··. 
New Haven ......................................... . 
New Castle ................................. ··.······ 
Newport .......................................... · .. 
North Manchester ........... '" ...................... . 
North Vernon ....•.............•............. ' ....... . 
o.akland City ....................................... . 
Osgood ......................•........................ 
Paoli ................................................ . 
Peru ................................................. . 
Petersburg· .......................................... . 
Pierceton •...•....................................... 
Plainfield ••..... " ...•.. , ..... , .....•....• , ..... , ....• 

Bbls. 

1,245 
3,993 
1,389 

619 
1,159 
3,620 

49.204 
2,387 

158 
2,358 

484 
2.796 

10.522 
1.088 
1,853 
2.529 

861 
1.636 
2.056 

606 
3.210 

686 
2,445 
3.298 
3.877 
2.950 
1.011 

706 
2.315 

5 
460 
386 
886 
875 

3.606 
1,177 
4,291 

53 
2.092 

620 
1.376 
1,528. 

740 
1,188 
1,133 
2,924 

556 
585 

1.275 
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Bbls. 
Plymouth ............................................ 1,544 
Porter ............................................... • 731 
Portland ............................................. 2,326 
Poseyville ............................................ 813 
Princeton ................ ,........................... 1,755 
Remington ........................................... 905 
Rensselaer ........................................... 795 
Richmond ............................................ 5,428 
Roachdal~ ................................... " ., "'" . 346 
Rochester ............................ , .......... , .. ... 1,400 
Rockport ................ "'" .. .. .. .. ..•. .. .... .... .. . 906 
Rockville ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,451 
Rushville ............................................ 1,730 
Salem ...................................•.....•••.... 1,207 
Scottsburg .............. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 979 
Seymour .....................................•.•..... 1,873 
Shelbyville ............... ~ ......... , ...... " .. .. . . ... 2,786 
South Bend .......................................... 8,083 
Spencer ............................ ' ............... ; " 1,071 
St. Joe............................................... 560 
Sullivan ............................................. . 
Tell City ....................... : ................... . 
Terre Haute ........................................ . 
Tipton .............................................. . 
Toledo, 0 ........................................... . 
Topeka ....... ~ ................. " ................... . 
Union City .......................... ' ................. . 
Valparaiso .......................................... . 
Veedersburg ......................................... . 
Vevay .............................................. . 
Vincennes ..•......................................... 
Wabash ........................................... '" 
Walkerton .......................................... . 
Warsaw ...................... '" ...................• 
Washington ......................................... . 
W,estfield ............................................ . 
Whiting ... , ...................... ' ..................•.. 
Winam'llC ....•............... ' ................. ' ...... . 

1,800 
1,019 

13,049 
1,228 
2,076 

240 
3,059 
1,622 
1,675 

59 
6,931 
2,421 
1,157 
1,564 
2,049 
1,629 
8,475 
1,270 

Total. ............................................ 343,482 

TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBE<R OF BARRELS OF MINERS' OIL 
INSPECTED. 

Evansville ................•.......................... 
Bbls. 

340 
Terre H'aute ..................... <'. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,424 
VinceJllles ...............................•.... ,. . . . . . . • 212 
Indianapolis ............................... ".......... 8 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . .. 1,984 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE NATURAL GAS 
SUPERVISOR. 

OFFICE OF STATE NATURAL GAS SUPERVISOR, 

KOKOlfO, IND., January 12, 1903. 

Prof. W. S. Blatchley, State Geologist: 

Sir-In obedience to Section 7504 of the Revis,ed Statutes of the 
State of Indiana, I submit to you herewith my Eighth Annual Re-
port and the eleventh annual report from this department. . 

In closing this, my eighth year of service in this office, I desire to 
acknowledge the very cordial support that I have at all times re
ceived from you. It has been my constant endeavor to perform the 
duties of the office in accordance with the law and in so doing I have 
been very materially aided by your instructions, helpful suggestions 
and encouragement. 

I respectfully submit this report and remain, 
Yours sincerely, 

J. C. LEACH, 
State Natural Gas Supervisor. 

-477-
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE NATURAL GAS 
SUPERVISOR. 

The law creating the office of State Natural Gas Supervisor makes 
it the duty of that officer to make a report to th-e State Geologist 
annually, which is incorporated in the annual reports of the Geolo
gist and published. In these annual reports is to be given certain 
statistical information regarding the geological formation of the gas 
field, the rock, pressure and production of gas wells, pipe lines used 
for the transportation of natural gas and such other data regarding 
the gas rock and the production of natural gas as will tend to make 
the reader familiar with the conditions in the gas territory. In other 
words, it is one of the lawful duties of the Natural Gas Supervisor to 
make public annually the true conditions in the gas field. The pur
pose of this provision of the law is plain. The law-makers thought 
it wise that not only the resources of the field be advertised to the 
world, but that the limitations surrounding the same be made knowP. 
It is hardly possible for the average consumer to know much of the 
progress and conditions in the field from actual observation, and it 
is certainly due him, and especially the large consumer, the manu
facturer whose business prosperity depends largely on the life of 
this fuel, that the actual conditions in the field be made known at 
least once each year, if not oftener. 

From the beginning the annual reports from this office have said, 
in substance, that the natural gas in this field, as in all other known 
fields, is a stored product, that 'has accumulated in rocks of a suitahle 
structure to serve as a reservoir; or, in other words, we are drawing 
upon a :fixed stock of this fuel from which a given number of millions 
of cubic feet can be used for a certain number of years, and when 
this stock is exhausted there is no more possibility of its renewal in 
the reservoir than there is of the growth of coal in the mines that 
have been worked. This statement is not the result of mere guess
work nor has it been deduced from false data. There are some facts 
regarding a natural gas reservoir, the generation and storage of nat
ural gas that can be accurately ascertained by any onle who will give 
the subject attention. The exact location of the gas rock, as well as 
the composition and texture of the same can be known. The compo-
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sition of the gas contained in the gas rock is equally well known. 
At this time no one doubts the prevailing theory advanced regarding 
the origin O'f natural gas. In none of the deep well!'! that have been 
drilled in the various sections of the field has any material been 
found, aside from petroleum, from which natural gas could be gener
ated. Then, considering the history of other gas fields, and the posi
tively known conditions surrO'unding this gas territory, it has not re
quired much of the prophetic instinct to foretell the future, except 
that no one knows when the gas reservoir will cease to honor the 
draught. How long will gas last? is a question often asked, and it 
is but natural that it should be,especially by thpse who have not 
given the subject much thought. There have' always been a few 
"knowing ones" throughout the field. who have given the public the 
benefit of their superior knowledge of the subject, but unfortunately 
they have had to revise their guesses every few months. I have al
ways been frank to conless my ignorance. I dO' not know how long 
it will last. The life of this field, as of all other fields, must be de
termined by the ilxtent of the reservoir' (supply of gas) and the con
sumption. Regarding the former, its capacity has not been deter
mined, nor can it be; nor is the latter known. The two principal 
facto·rs in the case being unknown, the third mUist remain a matter 
of speculation until the last. And again I desire to say, and empha
size it, that year after year for the past eight years, I have said on 
all occasions, and especially in my annual reports, that the stoc'k O'f 
natural gas was fixed, and that the near future could not bring any
thing but absolute exhaustion of the gas reservoir. In making this 
statement I have not claimed any superior knowledge of the subject, 
for this is the only rational conclusion to which anyone can arrive 
who knows the conditions and considers them unprejudiced. During 
the early history of the field the statements that I made regarding 
the diminution of the supply of gas and the final exhaustiO'n of the 
reservoir were very freely criticised by land agents, professional 
"boomers," a few citizens and newspapers who· were more interested 
in booming the gas field regardless of cO'nsequences than they were 
in the real donditions of the field; but evidence in proof of my state
ments has increased with the years, and at present there is but little 
discussion or disagreement. I think that I know and fully appreciate 
the value of natural gas as a ,domestic and manufacturing fuel, and 
I understand what the lO'SS of it means to the citizens of the gas 
bert and the State; yet, for anyone or class of citizens to say that nat
ural gas will last forever, that the geolO'gists of the country know 
nothing about the subject, and that the reports of the Natural Gas 
Supervisor are false, has not changed the history of the field. 
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The Indiana natural gas field has been the most productive ever 
known. With thousands of others, I regret that its product was not 
from the beginning used as it should have been. If it had been 
sold as other fuels aTe, by measurement, and none permitted to be 
wasted, the end, in my opinion, would not be near. Pity it is that 
it has not been within the power of the State under existing laws to 
regulate the consumption of this fuel;. for, through crude appliances 
and unscientific methods of use, a large per c'ent. of the gas con
SlUmed has been wasted. '1'0 an observer it seems that everything 
has conspired from the beginning to impress the consumer of nat
ural gas that the supply is abundant for all time, regardless of how 
it is used. Under such conditions it has been difficult indeed to 
enforce the law regarding willful waste. 

Let it be understood that what has been said regarding the annual 
reports from this office and the relation that the statements con
tained therein regarding. the condition of the gas field bears to the 
present condition of the field has not been written in a spirit of "I 
told you so," but somewhat in self-defense. I would be glad if those 
who have been so willing to enlighten the public regarding the con
dition of the field and discredit the reports from this office would 
spend a little time in the field now. By a careful examination they 
might find some little evidence of a decline in the natural gas supply. 

THE PAST AND THE PRE}SENT. 

That period in the history of the Indiana natural gas field has ar
rived when the compilation of a report giving the true condition of < 

the field is a difficult task. This has not always been so. During 
the early history of the field, and, in fact, until the last three or four 
years, very similar conditions were found throughout the entire gas 
area. Of course, there were some localities in which salt water ap
peared early, influencing both the rock pressure and the flow of 
wells, but these were confined to a narrow outer zone, and on account 
of the large area of productive territory, received but little consider
ation. At that time the rock pressure tended to equalize during 
periods of light draught, and was c'omparatively uniform throughout 
the field. But few failures were recorded, and the difference in the 
volume of flow was not marked. Exceptions to this general state
ment might be found in wells located in widely separated sections of 
the field, in which the texture of the gas rock varied. During the 
time under consideration it was but necessary to test a few wells 
in different localities to ascertain the field pressure. The progress 
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of the field seemed to be regular and uniform. As I have said, this 
condition continued for a number of years. But now, how different! 
What at one time seemed to be one immense gas-holder or reservoir 
is apparently a number of small pools or reservoirs of gas of very 
limited production. A little investigation and consideration will con
vince the most skeptical that this is the real C'ondition of the gas 
rock at present. 

What is known as gas rock in this field is that part of the Trenton 
limestone that serves as a reservoir for the natural gas. This lime
stone is not always a gas rock; neither is it the only rock in which 
natural gas is found, for it is found more frequently in sandstone. 
In Indiana the gas rock is located in the upper part of the Trenton 
limestone. It is not equally porous throughout, and not of uniform 
thickness, as every driller in the field can testify. This gas rock 
seldom if ever comes to the surface of the Trenton limestone, from 
one to fifteen feet of the uppermost portions usually being hard and 
nonporous. It must be known, also, that not only the lower but the 
upper surface of the gas reservoir is very uneven, as the records of 
numerous wells throughout the territory will testify. A relief map 
of the upper surface of the gas rock would show many ridges, val
leys, elevations and depressions. Then, it must he plain that as the 
supply of gas diminishes, the salt water will advance and finally meet 
the lower portions of the overlying strata of hard limestone first, 
completely occupying the gas rock at the lowest points. Thus, vari
ous localities in the field which differ only in the elevation of the 
gas rock become hermetically sealed, one from the other. And, in
stead of there being one gas re'servoir, there are numerous sman 
res.ervoirs, each completely sealed in by the salt water. At points 
near the border of these small gas-holders both gas and salt water 
seem to be present, waging an unequal warfare for possession of the 
rock. . 

THE CONDITIONS IN THIS FIELD. 

The conditions described above are the conditions in this field at 
present. When the drill strikes a valley in the gas rock where the 
salt water c'ompletely occupies it, the result is evident. It is but 
rea'sonable that as the total supply of gas diminishes and the salt 
water advances that what seems to be small reservoirs at present 
will be divided and subdivided and the per cent. of absolute failures 
will become greater each year. And also, in the light of the above 
facts, the reason for the great difference in the life, rock pressure and 
volume of wells located in the same section of the field is plain. 
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And it is from the condition of these wells that the field must be 
judged. The average consumer whO' seldom sees a gas well, much 
less tests one, is indeed very poorly equipped to pass judgment on 
the condition of the gas field. 

The history of this fieM during the past year is in many respects 
very much unlike that of former years. Everyone at all acquainted 
with the early history of the field understands something of the 
manner of development from year to year. It followed natural and 
practical lines. For a c'onsiderable time after the field was dis
covered, systematic drilling was unknown. In locating wells, con
venience to the distributing plant or consumer was given first con
sideration. Cities were supplied from wells within their limits, or 
the immediate vicinity, and factories seldom went beyond their own 
yard for fuel. This condition did not continu,e long. The transpor
tation of natural gas long distances was practical, and 'cities outside 
of the gas belt coveted the new fuel. The fifth year after gas was 
disc'overed had not passed until pipe lines from six to twelve inches 
in diameter were conveying gas to cities and towns in every direction. 
These lines tapped the field at the nearest point, and thus an outer 
zone around the entire gas field was the first to be systematically 
drillen, and consequently the first to show signs of exhaustion. Pipe 
line companies very early saw the necessity for planning their field 
of operation; of leasing territory for future drilling. When the 
larger companies began to plan for future operations and to lease 
available territory, cities in the gas helt and manufacturers were 
compelled to do the same. Some of the larger gas companie's have 
for years been paying rentals on a very large acreage, probably much 
larger than they will be able to drill. The result is that there is 
but little land in the gas territory that is not now or has been at some 
time under lease for gas or oil, or both. 

As the territory near the edge of the gas area began to show signs 
of exhaustion, the pipe lines were extended toward what was thought 
to be the center of the field. As the pipe lines were extended year 
after year, new wells were drilled, sometimes one-fourth of a mile 
apart, but usually not nearer tha'n one-half mile. At the beginning 
of this year it seemed to all who were at all acquainted with the field 
that it was completely developed, that is, that enough wells were 
drilled to drain the reservoir. Pipe lines from the west crossed and 
recrossed and headed neal'.lines from the east, and so with lines from 
other directio?s. An o~casion-arsmaJra:rea ai~rrito~y could 1fe~ 
found not drIlled, but It was usually so located thaflt was under 
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the influence of one or more pipe lines or had been tested and found 
unproductive. 

With these conditions, and others that have been not<ed, the future 
of the gas industry at the beginning of 1902 was anything but bright, 
notwithstanding the fact that a few "expert" gas men, who probably 
had never seen a gas well, were telling· the consumers throughout 
the field that there was plenty of gas; that the reports to the con
trary were false. 

Most gas companies have made an effort to obtain an adequate 
supply for the present cold season. How well thBY have succeeded 
to the present time is well known. But few main line extensions ., 
were necessary the past year, service and lateral lines being suffi
cient.Many of the wells drilled in 1902 were in territory once 
drilled, and where this was not the caSB the wells were drilled un
usually close together. The per cent. of failures has been large, and 
the per cent. of really good wells yery small. The average well has 
been small, and the gas found has been compelled to wage an unequal 
warfare with the salt water from the beginning. '1'he wells drilled 
now are very short-lived, as must be expected from the condition of 
the gas rock. Most gas companies are keeping the drill busy during 
the cold weather in order to supply their consumers as long as pos-
sible. At this time many consumers in the gas belt that used gas 
last winter are using coal or wood. 

ROCK PRESSURE IN THE FIELD. 

As has been said in another part of this report, the rock pressure 
of the field varies greatly at this time, and while it is never an index 
of the capacity of a given well, the relation that it bears to the vol
ume of flow becomes less as the supply diminishes. In what has 
been known as the main gas field, that is, the territory that is sup
plying the gas that is consumed by the principal factories and trans
ported by the principal pipe lines, the average rock pressure is not 
above 40 pounds, and many new wells show even a lower pressure. 

RE - DRILLING ABANDONEU TERRITORY. 

The sC'arcity of gas has caused a number of wells to be drilled in 
territory that has been entirely unproductive for a number of years. 
Th~results have been anything but encouraging to those who un
derstand anything of -the production, piping and consumption of 
Datural gas. In one city in the gas belt, nine wells have been drilled 
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the past year within the city limits in territory overrun with salt 
water and abandoned ten years ago. Five were absolute failures, 
and of the remaining five, the largest does not produce# to exceed 
150,000 cubic feet daily. From present indications all will meet an 
early salt water death. Notwithstanding failures in old territory, it 
is altogether probable that much of the field will be redrilled. After 
using this fuel for 15 years the people in the gas belt dislike very 
much to give it up, and will risk considerable in an effort to prolong 
the life of the supply. In many of the wells drilled in old abandoned 
territory the rock pressure is high, regardless of the small flow of 
gas, for, as I have said many times, the rock pressure is not an index 
of the volume of flow. A majority of the people, however, estimate 
a well by the rock pressure, and therein is found the reason for so 
many wells being drilled in territory that does not contain enough 
gas to pay for the fuel used in drilling the wells. 

NEW TERRITORY. 

Considerable drilling has been done the past year around the edge 
of the field, with the hope of finding some projection of the gas rock 
that had been missed in the early location and development of the 
field. As a result, on the northern boundary of the field in Wabash, 
Grant and Huntington counties, a number of productive wells have 
been drilledo Much of the gas used in Wabash, Converse, Hunt
ington and Marion, this winter, is from this territory. The gas rock 
is not uniform in texture, and a number of "dusters" have been 
found, but the rock pressure is comparatively high, and enough gas 
has been found to warrant further development of the territory. It 
must be remembered, also, that the price of natural gas h8!S ad
vanced during the past two or three years, and that wells once un
profitable can be operated with profit now. 

NATURAL GAS AS A MANUF AOTURING FUEL. 

In former reports I have said that natural gas would be used as 
a domestic fuel in the gas belt long after ito is abandoned as a manu
facturing fuel and by pipe line cities. At this time the truthfulness 
of the above statement is admitted by all. But few factories in the 
most favored localities are depending entirely upon gas now, and 
those that do are compelled to shut down occasionally. Some facto
ries run at night time only, and thus take advantage of the light 
draught on the gas supply. It is probably not necessary for me to 
say here that the conditions of the gas field are such at this time that 
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natural gas can no longer be depended upon as a universal fuel for 
any purpose. 

Of course, residents of the gas belt are anxious now, as they have 
always been, regarding the manufacturing industries-that located in 
this section of the State on account of the natural gas. I feel war
ranted in saying with increased emphasis, as I have said many times 
before, that when the supply of gas is exhausted that a large ma
jority of the factories will successfully adopt other fuels and remain 
here. This is especially true of those factnries that have proven to 
be successful business enterprises. Some of the largest factories in 
this part of the State have been erected the past year. These are 
equipped with the most modern appliances to use coal, and are in 
successful operation at this time. O~der factories are either supple
menting their gas supply with coal or are equipping their factories 
for coal with the purpose of abandoning natural gas as fuel. 

OIL IN NATURAL GAS TERRITORY. 

Natural gas and oil are usually spoken of as associated products 
of the earth's crust, and the Indiana natural gas field and the Indiana 
oil field are accordingly thought of as one and the same territory 
by those not engaged in either business. Unquestionably, these 
products have the same origin and were generated under similar 
conditions, and it is also true that natural gas and oil are frequently 
found in the same rock, but, nevertheless, that oil always follows 
gas, as is heard so frequently in the Indiana field, is not true. In In
diana there is an area that is distinctly oil territory. It never has 
been gas territory, although in some cases enough gas has been found 
to operate the oil wells. There is an area that is distinctively gas 
territory, showing no signs of oil. _ There is also considerable terri
tory that produces both gas and oil. What is known as the Indiana 
oil field is located on the northeastern border of the gas field, and 
occupies a portion of six counties, viz.: Jay, Adams, Huntington, 
Wells, Blackford and Grant. This is distinctively oil territory, though 
that part of it lying in Blackford and Grant counties and part of that 
portion in Jay County was formerly gas territory. Van Buren Town
ship, in Grant County, and Washington and Harrison townships, in 
Blackford County, are wholly in this territory. The territory to the 
south and we-st of this is gas territory, though the oil industry is 
rapidly invading it. 

In June, 1899, a "wildcat''-well was drilled on the B. F. Van Vactor 
farm, about three miles southeast of Marion, Grant County. It 
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showed both gas and oil in large quantities, and was promptly closed 
by the State to prevent the waste Df gas, which diS'couraged and 
stopped the progress of the oil industry for the time. Early in 1900, 
the gas pressu:re had so decreased in that section of the field that 
oil wells could be operated in localities near large pipe lines or where 
the gas could be consumed near tl1e wells. Since that time the oil 
industry has had a steady growth in that pM't of the original gas 
field. The per cent. of failures is small, and though the operator is 
compelled to pump much salt water, some of the leases have been 
quite profitable. Much of the developing for oil in this locality is 
done by manufacturers or oil companies prepared to care for the gas. 
From the hundreds of wells drilled for oil, much of the gas consumed 
in the factories in Marion c'omes. Operations in this particular 10-

I 

cality hM'e to date been confined to Center, Franklin, Mill, Monroe 
and Washington townships. This part of the gas field has exhausted 
very rapidly the past year, and at present there is but little gas, as 
is evidenced by the fact that many dr.illers are compelled to use coal. 
From this small field the oir' operators are pushing toward the north
east, and it will only be a short time, from present indications, until 
this territory can be classed as a part of the Indiana oil field. 

Oil has been found in a number of wens in the vicinity of Fair
mount, Grant County, and the indications are decidedly favorable 
for a productive field as soon as the gas pressllre has decreased to a 
point where the oil can be produced without wasting the gas. 

In former reports considerable space has been given to the oil in
dustry in the v.icinity of Alexandria, Madison County. From the 
beginning this has been very productive gas territory and the deter
mined effort made in former years to develop the oil industry has 
very seriously interfered with the gas production. A number of very 
productive 'oil wells were drilled in this locality in 1898.. There was 
considerable delay in closing them and an enormous amount of gas 
was wasted. They were finally closed by the State. After this noth
ing was done toward developing this section of the field for oil until 
1901, when a second effort was made, mostly by manufacturers this' 
time, to develop the oil industry. About seventy-five wells were 
,drilled for oil during the year mentioned. Large pipe lines were laid 
to the wells and most of the gas was consumed by factories in Alex
andria. While but few absolute failures were reported and some of 
the wells were large producers when drilled, the history of the field 
is disappointing to the oil industry. With the exception of two or 
three leases the production has decreased rapidly from the beginning. 
At present a very small per cent. of the wells once productive are 
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being operated and that part of the field can hardly be classed-as 
oil territory. 

During the latter part of the year 1900, what seemed to be a very 
productive "oil pool" was found near Hartford City, and in fact 1 
might say in Hartford City, for many wells were drilled within the 
city limits. It was not possible to. ascertain the normal production of 
the wells at first on account of the gas pressure. It was not long, 
however, until pipe lines from the city gas plants and factories were 
prepared to care for the surplus gas. Most of the wells drilled in 
this poo[ have been abandoned, but the drill is pushing north and 
west and from present indications this part of Blackford County 
will soon be a part of the main oil field. 

Delaware County has comparatively few oil wells. In the eastern 
part of the county a few profitable wells have been drilled this year. 
There is but little surplus gas and there is no incentive whatever to 
waste it, as it can be disposed of at a profit near by. 

Washington, the northwest township of the county, has produced 
a little oil since1898, but the high gas pressure has disC'ouraged the 
oil operator who was not prepared to care for the gas. 

A few productive oil wells have been drilled the past yea,r in the 
vicinity of Parker, Randolph County. But little gas is found with 
the oil, scarcely ~nough to operate the wells. 

THE WAs'rE OF NATURAL GAS. 

This is certainly not a new subject. Of all subjects kindred to the 
natural gas industry, it has probably been most discussed. Especially 
has it been a fertile field for the local correspondents of newspapers. 
As with most subjects in which the public are interested, some things 
have been said that were true and much that was not. To persons 
acquainted with the real c'onditions in the gas field and the produc
tion and consumption of natural gas it seems that most of the articles 
published in two or three of the local papef'S and the "specialB" sent 
out from the gas field have been written without any knowledge of 
the conditions in the gas field or else with no regard for the facts. 
Probably many of the misrepresentations regarding the conditions in 
the gas field that are circulated can be charged to a lack of knowledge 
of the real conditions on the part of those who pretend to know. A 
man spends one day in the gas field and poses as an "expert." And 
again, those who have criticised this office most severely for failing, 
as they aver, to stop the waste of gas, utterly fail to distinguish be
tween waste that is prohibited by law and that that is not, and to 
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consider the area of the gas field, the many avenues of waste and the 
help at my command to enforce the law. 

I have referred to the different classes of waste in former reports 
and will refer to ~hem very briefly here, that the reader may dis
tinguish between that wUlste that is prohibited by law and that that· 
is not. Fully oneihalf of the questions coming to this office pertain 
to this subject. : 

That natural gals has been wasted and is being wasted no one will 
deny who is at all acquainted with the field; and more, it will be 
wasted as long as there is any to waste. That is to say, the time will 
not come when al~ consumers of natural gas will use such appliances 
as will burn all ~he gas and put the heat where it belongs. It is 
generally underst~od even by those interested in the natural gas in
dustry that the l~ws of thc State prohibit the waste of natural gas. 
This is true in part only. Some of the greatest avenues of waste do 
not come under the inhibitions of the law. 

HOWiNATURAI~ GAS HAS BEiEN WASTED. 

In the consumption of natural gas both by domestic and manu
facturing consum~rs it is wasted. A majority of the domestic con
sumers use it in $uch a manner as to waste fully 50 per cent. of its 
heating power. Xn how many residences in the gas belt and pipe 
line cities, too, if:! the gas all burned and the heat applied where it 
belongs? Incom~lete combustion is the rule rather than the excep
tion, and that always means waste. What has been said about waste
ful methods of consumption by domestic consumers will apply with 
equal force to mapufacturera. In the days of plenty, when a shortage 
I)f gas was not knpwn, the very crudest of appliances imaginable were 
lIsed in a majori1Y of factories. Consumers have not been ignorant 
of these conditiqns and the certain result. Year after year in my 
annual reports a~tention has been called to the wasteful methods of 
using it practic'e~ by all classes of consumers. What the result would 
have been if the ~ame degree of economy had have been practiced in 
the use of natura~ gas from the beginning by all classes of consumers 
liS is practiced i* the use of other fuels I can not say. One thing 
is certain, we wquld not be at the end yet. The class of waste just 
referred to is not iprohibited by law. 

GAS USED TO PUMP WATER. 

Gas is used t~ pump water throughout the enHre gas field by 
farmers and drillers. In some cases these pumps are allowed to run 

61-Geol. 
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day and night. The amount of gas used is governed entirely by th~ 
condition of the pump and the pressure of the gas. These pumps 
are a great convenience to fa,rmers who have a large amount of stock 
to water as they are to drillers who have to pump water a long dis
tance. rfhe best that c'an be said is that it is a very extravagant use 
of gas and in some cases it is positively wasteful. There is no statute 
that directly prohibits the use of gas in pumps or engines. In a few 
cases where the engine was out of repair and was wasting the gas 
in large quantities I have, following the advice of the Attoruey
General, tried to apply the general law prohibiting the waste of gas, 
but have failed to make a case in eV,ery instance. If it could be 
proven that the purpose of using the gas in the pump or engine was 
to get rid ()if the gas or waste it, as is sometimes asserted, the law 
would doubtless apply. That would be difficult to prove in any case. 

NATURAL GAS FLAMBEAUX. 

A State law prohibits the use of natural gas for illuminating pur
poses in flambeau lights (Acts 1891, page 55). The early history of 
the field on this subject is familiar to everyone. Flambeaux were 
the universal out-door light for farmers, drillers, oil operators, and 
but few manufacturers used any other light. :For many years after 
the enactment of the law, public opinion was bitterly opposed to its 
enforcement. Even manufacturers, who of all others should have 
been interested in every effort to protect the natural gas supply, 
most bitterly opposed the enforcement of the law. During my tenn 
of office I have given my best efforts to the enforcement of this law, 
though it has been a difficult {lnd usually a thankless task. It has 
not been an unusual thing for those parties who have made the most 
noise about the waste of gas in general to be 1he first to cry out 
against'the injustice of the law. I do not say that no flambeaux are 
used. The gas and oil fields cover a large territory and it is im
poss,ible fOT me to see all parts of the field at once. It should be 
understood, also, that many times flambeaux reported by people 
traveling in the night time through the gas or oil fields are not flam
beaux, though the light seen appears to be such. An open boiler 
door, a cluster of jumbo tips, all open fire for heating purposes, or 
even a single jumbo tip, seen at a distance can not be distinguished 
from ~ flambeau. The flambeau law is well observed througnout the 
gas field. 

" 
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THE WASiTE OF GAS I<'ROM OIL AND GAS WELLS. 

A State law makes it unlawful for "any person, firm or corpora
tion having possession or control of any natural gas or oil well, 
whether as contractor, owner, lessee, agent or manager, to allow or 
permit the flow of gaB or oil from any such well to esc'ape into the 
open air, without being confined within such well or proper pipes, 
or· other safe receptacle for a longer pcriod than two (2) days next 
after gas or Gil shall have been struck in such well:" The law further 
provides as follows: "and thereafter all such gas or oil shall be safely 
and securely coooned in such well, pipes or other safe 'and proper 
receptacles." To enforce thc letter of this law would mean the ab
solute .annihilation of the oil industry in. this State. There have 
been but few oil wells drilled in this State that did not show a little 
gas soon after the Trenton limestone was struck. Though the 
amount of gas is probably riot enough for a common flambeau, yet 
under a literal interpretation of the law it is a violation. To com
plete an oil well within two days next after gas is struck is in most 
c'ases impossible. Then, must a well such as the class referred to 
above be closed when the two days have expired regardless of 
whether it has been finished or not, in order that a very small amount 
of gas without value where it is, may be shut in the ground; or can 
the well be completed and the gas utilized to. operate it? It is hardly 
necessary for me to say here that there are a very few manufacturers 
in the gas belt that have openly proclaimed their opposition to the 
0il industry. During the past two years they have in some cases 
fought it with relentless energy, but with little avai1. They were 
unreasonable in their demands and sought to persecute those inter
ested in one of the most valuable industries in the State rather than 
prosecute those who violated the law. They were not content with 
the way this office enforced the law. They sought to take matters 
into their own hands for a while, but failed. It is but fair to say 
that most of these parties are now in the oil business. 

In December, 1901, I addressed a letter through Prof. W. S. 
Blatchley, the State Geologist, to Hon. W. L. Taylor, Attorney-Gen
eral of Indiana, asking a construction of the law. Dec'ember 17th 
I received an opinion from that officer covering the subject quite 
fully. In concluding his opinion, Mr. Taylor says: "That the well 
must be closed and the gas confined within two days after the first 
forcible flow of· gas has been struck." And then again to the ques
tion, When shall the supervisor begin to count the tw~ days? the 
Attorney-General answers, "At the time the first profitable flow of 
gas appears from the well." This is certainly a reasonable construc-
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tion of the law and I am endeavoring with the limited amount of 
help at my command to enforce a strict observance of the same. 

While during the past year sixty-four affidavits were filed against 
oil operators and manufacturers for violating the law, in but two 
cases did I find what seemed to be a manifest disposition to violate 
the law. In many cases the perBon responsible for the violation of 
the law had been but a short time in the field and had not acquainted 
himself with the provisions of the law. In but one instance has it 
been necessary to file the s,econd affidavit. 

WASTE OF GAS FROM PIPE' LINES. 

Natural gas escaping from the many pipe lines that line nearly 
every road in the gas belt attracts the attention of the public more 
than any other class of waste. A very small amount of gas whistling 
from a pipe line near the highway usually attracts more notice than 
100,000 cubic feet of gas esc'aping from a gas or oil well. I do not 
underestimate the amount of gas wasted from pipe lines and am giv
ing much of my time to the enforcement of the law relating to the 
same. There is much misunderstanding regarding the provisions of 
the statute relating to pipe line waste. Previous to 1899, there was no 
law prohibiting pipe line, waste, and The General Assembly that met 
that year enacted a law making it the duty of the Natural Gas Su
pervisor upon the discovery: of any leak in any pipe line to notify the 
owner or superintendent of the same to repair the line, and in case 
he does not do so within two days after receiving the said notice it 
then becomes the duty of the supervisor to make such repairs as may 
be necessary to stop the le!1k and collect all costs of the same from, 
the owner of the line. I am frequently requested to have persons 
arrested for permitting gas to escape from a pipe line. To those 
who read the law the reason that I do not is certainly plain. Giving 
the two days' notic'e as is provided by law has been· sufficient to date. 

THE PLUGGING OF ABANDONED GAS AND OIL WELLS. 

Though this subject has been referred to in former reports, I de
sire to call attention to it again. It is well known by all interested 
in the subject that the law is defective. It stipUlates the manner of 
plugging wells and provides a penalty for its violation which is en
tirely inadequate. 'l''his is not the worst. The law provides no way 
by which the supervisor can ascertain when a well is to be plugged, 
and if plugged, it is next to impossible to prove that it has not been 
plugged properly. Complaint is made to me that a well has been 
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abandoned and not properly plugged. The person making tbe com
plaint was not present when the tubing and casi~g were taken from 
the well and, in all probability, can not cite any person that was. 
The only evidence that the well is not properly plugged is the con
dition of the oil and gas rock in the vicinity of the well. A large 
number of wells have been abandoned the past year~ and the annual 
number will increase. There is little doubt but that many of these 
have been left pradic'ally open, thus allowing the water to rush in 
and occupy the surrounding rock. I have brought two suits under 
the law during the past year. In each case the party was ±ineu a 
small amount and the well remains open. The damage was done 
long before the suit was brought. 

A bill was submitted to the last Legislature that sought to remeuy 
the defects in the present law. It was indorsed by the principal gas 
companies and oil operators of the State. It was passed by both 
branches of the LegiRlatnre without a dissenting voice. The Governor 
vetoed it. 

.. 
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR OF MINES, 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., February 10, 1903. 

Prof. W. S. Blatchley, State Geologist: 

Dear Sir-I have the honor to suhmit to you herewith my fourth 
annual report as Inspector of Mines, covering the calendar year of 
1902, and being the twenty-third annual report of this department 
and the twelfth made to the Department of Geology and Natural 
Resources. 

I trust it will receive your approval and will he found worthy of 
the consideration of the public. 

-495-

J AMES EPPERSON, 
Inspector of Mines. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

It is almost impossible and certainly undesirable to make exten
sive changes in either the form, or the substance of each annual 
report. When a good form of report has been arrived at, covering the 
subjects and including the information of general interest, it would 
be unwise to depart largely therefrom. It would depreciate the 
value of the report to pad it with useless and uncalled for matter, 
for the sole only purpose of enlarging the report. For this reason 
the report is, in general, along the same lines as my last report. We 
have, we think, however, in this report given some interesting and 
important additional information. 

The production of coal has been treated in a manner similar to 
our former report, but it has been subdivided much more. The ma
chine mined block coal has been separated from the machine.d bitu
minous c'oal, and the hand mined block and bituminous have been 
treated in the same way. The production of pick and machine mined 
coal are likewise separated. The nu~ber of mules used, the number 
of miners employed, the average production per miner, the general 
distribution, and other matters usually included. 

Of course, the totals are given in each case, in fact, more totals are 
given than ever before. A general summary of totals will be found 
at the end of the report, thus facilitating the finding of these sta
tistics, and making an addition to the report. 

The table of machine mined coal is a new feature of the report. 
It gives this production by inines and by counties, and subdivides the 
same, giving the number of machine.s, the kind of machines, the pro
duction and the average tons produced per miner. 

An estimate is given in the general review and in a note under the 
table of machine mines of the number of pick or hand miners dis
placed by the introduction of mining ma.chines. 'rhe computation is 
made upon last year's production, and varying conditions may cause 
this estimate to lack absolute accmacy, but it is believed that the 
same is practically correct. 

-497-
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A table has been added to the report, showing the purchase of 
coal land during the year, giving the name of the owner, the number 
of acres of surface and of coal, the geological number of coal seams, 
the thickness thereof, the average thickness of the same, the location 
of the land and the facilities for transporting the coal. 

It is hoped that the effort will be rewarded by its usefulness and 
the interest taken therein by the public. 



CONDITION OF COAL TRADE FOR t902. 

A review of the coal trade and mining conditions for the year just' 
ended discloses a gratifying state of affairs· in all their various 
branches. Never in the history of the State have more. satis.£actory 
conditions existed. 1'here was a strong healthy market during the 
spring and summer months at good prices for all grades of coal and 
a demand during the fall and winter greater by far than the supply, 
comparatively steady employment for labor at higher wages, with 
one exception, than ever paid in previous years, almost a total ab-, 
sence of strikes and a reasonably good car supply at the niines. Con
sidering the unusual increased demand for coal, transportation, with 
the exception of one or two short periods of time during a heavy 
snow fall or excessively cold weather was all that could be expected. 
In this respect, the Southern Indiana railroad management deserves 
great credit notwithstanding the fact that the road has been built 
only a little over two years and traverses one of the most extensive 
coal fields in the State, and that mOore new mines have been opened 
on this road within this period of time than on any other road in 
the State, yet the mines have lost comparatively little time on ac
c·ount of either the car supply or transportation. And it may be said 
that the greater part of the time lost was due to the inability of other 
roads to handle the coal delivered to them by the Southern Indiana. 

Whenever the other roads became congested with business, they 
laid an embargo on the Southern Indiana coal, and refused to accept 
the business and thus made it impossible for this road to transport 
its coal with dispatch. 

COAL FAMINE. 

During the time of making this report the insufficiency of the coal 
supply amounted to almost a coal famine, in Indianapolis and 
throughout the grea.ter part of the gas belt the result being much 
suffering muong the domestic consumers, and loss and inconvenience 
to manufacturers who, in many instances, were closed down for want 
of fuel. The mine operators a.nd railroads were both subject to severe 
criticism by the general public for this state of affairs; and, in jus-

-(99-
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tice to them, it may be said that neither of these parties were to 
blame. 

The real cause of the shortage in the coal supply is attributable to 
the following conditions: The prolonged strike in Pennsylvania, 
causing thousands of tons Df soft coal to be shipped to supply the 
anthracite market, the almDst cDmplete failure Df gas throughout 
the greater part of the gas belt o'f Indiana, thus causing an increased 
<iemand for Indiana coal, and the unprecedented activity in manu
facturing of every kind, and thereby causing a larger consumption Df 
coal. Another fadar in the inability of CDnsumer to get c'oal was the 
lack of foresight on the part 0.£ the people in not ordering coal until 
the supply had been entirely exhausted. This caused an excessive 
demand for a short time. 

80 great was the demand for coal, that, in ordinary weather, the 
coal-carrying roads were worked nearly to their limit. The above 
conditions coupled with the fact that in excessive cold weather, or 
during a heavy snow fall, the carrying capacity of a railroad is re
duced considerably, explains clearly the coal shortage. 

NEW AND ABANDONED MINER 

Twenty new mines were opened during the year, Dne in the 
block field and nineteen in the bituminous; while four blDck mines, 
and seven bituminous mines were abandoned. 

Nearly all of the new mines, especially those in the bituminous 
field, are equipped with up-to-date mining machinery, such as ma
chines, self-dumping cages, shakers, screens and other modern ap
pliance,s for handling and preparing a large output of coal, which will 
increase the' producing capacity of Indiana mines to a very consid
erable extent. 

COAL PRODUCTION. 

There was mined in Indiana during the year 1902, 8,763,197 tons 
of coal, which shows a net gain over 1901, of 1,743,994 tons, being 
an increase of nearly 25 per cent. (See comparative tablers.) 

For the coal mined in 1902, there was paid $7,078,913.12, showing 
a total increase over 1901 of $1,398,373.26, being an increase of 
nearly 20 per cent. (See- comparative table.) The increase in the 
production of coal for the past year is due, to. a large extent, to. im
proved machinery and appliances, especially to mining machines. 
Their use is increasing rapidly, more particularly in the newly de-
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velo.ped c'oal fields, and this has resulted in the displacement o.f a 
large number o.f hand o.r pick miners. 

It is sho.wn in the summary and no.te at the end of the table, 
relative to. the pro.ductio.n o.f coal in machine mines, that 923 pick 
miners have been displaced liy mining machines, that is to. say, 923 
mo.re men Wo.uld have been required to. mine the amount of co.al'pro
duced last year, if no. mining machines had been in use. 

Ther(l was a decrease in the productio.n o.f block coal during the 
year OT 72,242 tons. This was due almo.st entirely to the fact that a 
greater number of the good producing mines were worked out and 
abandoned than new ones opened. 

There were 13,139 mine workers employed during the year, mak
ing the greatest number ever employed in anyone year, as will be 
seen by comparing the years 1895 to 1901. Of the coal mined in 
1902, 4,581,964 tons were consumed in Indiana, and 4,181,233 tons 
were shipped out of the State, Chicago being the principal foreign 
market. 

NNW INVESTMENTS. 

N ever in the history of the State was capital so eager for invest
ment in coal lands as at the present time. Greene and Sullivan coun
ties being comparatively new fields and having a large amount of 
undeveloped coal pro.perty, received most attention from purchasers 
and large sums of money have been invested in these counties. An 
effort was made by this department to find out the number of tracts 
purchased and the average amount in each tract; but while we have 
been fairly successful, yet we were unable to. gather full data in 
each case. We give in another part of the report a table showing 
the names of companies, the number of acres purchased by each, 
and total area of coal underlying the surface of each tract. As shown 
by this table, there has been purchased 34,066 acres o.f land. In 
most instances the purchase includeS only the mineral, with proper 
surface rights to mine the coal. By referring to· the table,., it will be 
noticed that a co.nsiderable portion OT the land is underlaid with two 
or three seams, a compilation of which shows a total area of 56,224 
acres of coal, averaging 5 feet 4 inches thick; or calculating each 
cubic yard of coal to weigh a ton and allowing 20 per c'ent. for coal 
lost by being left in the mines for pillars and on account of falls, 
bad top and other causes, the field of coal purchased in 1902 will last 
fo.r over 50 years, basing the estimate on the output and sales of 
1901. 
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TERRE HAUTE AGREEMENT. 

APRIL 1, 1902, TO APRIL 1, 1903. 

Pursuant to an agreement made between the coal operators and United 
Mine Workers of America of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, 
made at Indianapolis, Indiana, February 8, 1002, the price of mining for 
bituminous coal in the State of Indiana shall be 80 cents per ton of 2,000 
pounds for screened lump coal, made over a standard screen, and 49 cents 
per ton of 2,()(){) pounds for run-of-mine. That further details in scale of 
prices for pick and machine mining in the State of Indiana for one year, 
beginning April 1, 1002, shall be as follows: 

The standard height of coal in Indiana shall be 3 ft. 6 in., excepting 
in mines already opened, where the standard height shall be 3 ft. 3 in. 
All coal less than 3 ft. 3 in. in thickness and over 2 ft. 9 in., the price 
shall be 88 cents per ton for mine-run coal. All co.al less than 2 ft. 9 in. 
and down to 2 ft. 6 in., the price shall be 96 cents per ton for screened 
lump coal and 59 cents per ton for mine-run coal. 

Narrow entries 7 to 9 ft. wide, $1.66 per yard. 
Wide entries 12 ft. wide, $1.03% per yard. 
Wide entries shall not be more than 13 ft. nor less than 11 ft. In the 

event of a 10 or 11 ft. entry being demanded by the operator, narrow 
entry prices shall be paid; if 14, 15, 16 or 17 ft. entries are demanded the 
wide price shall be paid. 

The right of the operators to driYe an 18 ft. room when necessary shall 
not be questioned. 

BREAK THROUGHS. 

• Break throughs between entries shall be paid for at entry prices. 
Break throughs between rooms, when sheared or blocked, shall be paid 
for at entry prices, but no break throughs shaH be driven without con
sent of the operators. Nothing herein shall interfere with the law govern
ing break throughs. 

ROOM TURNING. 

Room turning, $4.00. 

Room necks to be driven 12 ft. in and widened at an angle of 45 
degrees when so desired by the operator. Any distance in excess of 
above shall be paid for proportionately, but no room neck shall exceed 
15 ft. When room necks are driven 12 ft. wIde, the price shall be five
eighths of regular price, or $2.00. 

MACHINE; MINING. 

In entries 7 to 9 ft. wide, $1.19. 

In entries 12 ft. wide five-eighths of price for narrow entries, or 74 
cents. 

Narrow work aft,er punching machines shall be sheared when de
manded by the operator. Narrow work after the Chain machine must 
be done in a workmanlike manner. 
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BREAK THROUGHS. 

Break throughs between entries, same as entry prices. Break 
throughs between rooms shall be paid for at same price when similarly 

driven. 

ROOM TuRNING. 

Room necks to be driven 12 ft. in and widened at an angle of 45 
degrees when so desired by operators. Any distance in excess of above 
shall be paid for proportionately, but no room neck shall exceed 15 ft. 
When room necks are driven 12 ft. wide,price shall be five-eighths of 

regular price, or $1.87. 

DAY WORK FOR PUNCHING MACHINES. 

Machine work, when paid for by the day, shall be for machine run

ner, $2.82. 
Helper, $2.25. 

DAY WORK, CHAIN OR CUTTER BAR MACHINE. 

When paid for by the day shall be for machine runner, $2.67%. 

Helper, $2.671h. 
Day work by machines shall apply only to opening new mines and 

defective work, such as horse backs, etc. 

PRICE PER TON FOR MACHINE MINING. 

FOR PUNCHING MACHINE. 

Vandalia Track and north thereof:' 
Scr~enedImmp.-Runner, 10c; Helper, 9c; Loading, Shooting and Tim-

bering, 43c. Total, 62c. 
Run of Mine.-Runner, 6%c; Helper, 6c; Loading, Shooting and Tim-

bering, 261/2c. Total, 39c. 

SOUTH OF VANDALIA TRACK. 

Screened Lump;~Runner,· 9c; Helper, 8c; Loading, Shooting and Tim· 

bering, 45c. Total, 62c. 
Run of Mine.-Runner, 5%,c; Helper, 514q; Loading, Shooting and Tim-

. bering, 28c. T'otal, 39c. 

FOR OHAIN MACHINE. 

Screened Lump.-Runner, 514c; Helper, 5lAc; Loading, Shooting and 

Timbering; 48c. Total, 58lhc. 
Run Of Mine.-Runner, 314c; Helper, 3lAc;Loading, Shooting and Tim-

bering, 30c. Total, 361hc. 
Machine shovels shall be furnished by the operators, but when re

placed the old shovels must be returned, and in case of careless breaking 
or destruction, the helper shall pay for the shovel flO destroyed. 
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BLACKSMITHING. 

Price of blacksmithing shall be l%c on the dollar. Sharpening shall 
. be done in a workmanlike manner and men shall not have to wait for 
their tools. 

DAY LABOR. 

Inside day labor shall not be less than $2.25 per day of eight hours, 
when men are employed, and track men and timber men shall receive 
$2.00 per day of eight hours. 

And for outside day labor on and north of the B. & O. S. W., the 
minimum price shall be $1.80 per day. South of the B. & O. S. W., the 
price shall be 18c. per hour. 

All outside day laborers working at the mines, excepting welghmas
ters, flat trimmer and dumper, who shall be regarded strictly as company 
men, shall be recognized as members of the United Mine Workers of 
America, and present conditions and hours of labor shall prevail during 
the existence of this contract: And provided further, That in emer
gencies or in the absence of any regular employe the right of the operator 
to employ men not members of the United Mine Workers of America 
for outside day labor shall not be questioned. Any and all flat trimmers 
shall dock for dirty coal. ' 

DEAD WORK. 

1. It is agreed that the companies shall have the working places as 
dryas local conditions will permit, and said working places shall be in 
working condition at time of starting work in the morning. If any com
pany shall fail to have said working place's dry or reasonably so one hour 
after starting time two successive days, the company shall, if said failure 
is traceable to neglect or carelessness of the company's agent, give miner 
or miners so affected other work or pay him or them for time so lost. 

2. The question of slate in or over the coal shall be and is regarded 
a local question to be taken up and adjusted by the methods provided In 
the annual Terre Haute agreement for the settlement of disputes: Pro
vided, however, That established usages and prevailing conditions shall 

. not be changed except in new mines where they have not been considered 
and adjusted. 

3. Where bottom coal is. excessively hard to take up the operator Shall 
have the option. If he demands that it be taken up he shall pay extra 
therefor: Provided, That where coal so left shall exceed four inches In 
thickness it shall be taken up by the loaders and paid for by the machine 
men, but this shall not apply when caused by sulphur, boulders, rock, or 
any unusual condition. 

GENERAL. 

1. When the coal is paid for mine run, it shall be mined In as good 
condition as when paid for on the miner's car. It shall, as nearly as possi-
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ble, be free from slate, bone coal, or other impurities, and, if it can be 
shown that any miner persistently violates the letter or spirit of this 
clause, he shall be discharged. Persistently, as used in this clause, means 
three cars the first wcek and two cars in any succeeding week. Nor shall 
he load an undue proportion of fine coal in anyone car, but shall see that 
the fine coal is mixed with the large coal in such a way as to make a fair 
quality of mine run coal. This provision for cleaning coal and penalty 
for failUre also applies to screened lump coal. 

2. The semi-monthly pay shall continue until the constitutionality of 
the law providing for weekly pay shall have been passed upon by the 
Supreme Courts of Indiana and of the United States. 

3. The time of beginning work in the morning and the length. of in
termission at noon shall be considered a local question. 

4. That the above scale is bas,ed upon an eight-hour work day; that 
It is definitely understood that this shall mean eight hours' work at the 
face, exclusiv'e of the noon time, six days in the week or 48 hours in the 
week, and that no local ruling shall in any way deviate from this agree
ment, or impose conditions affecting the same, but any class of day labor 
may be paid at the option of the operator for the number of hours and 
fraction thereof actually worked at the hour rate, based on one-eighth 
of the scale rate per day; provided, that, when men go into the mine in 
the morning, they shall be entitled to two hours' pay whether the mine 
works or not; excepting in event of a mine being closed down by action 
of any member or members of the United Mine Workers of America, 
the two hours' pay shall be forfeited. 

REGARDING DRIVERS. 

They shall take their mules to and from the stables, and the time 
required in so doing shall not include any part of the day's labor, their 
work beginning when they readl the change at which they receive empty 
cars, but in no case shall a driver's time be docked while he is waiting for 
such cars at the point named. 

5. Inside day work may be done upon idle days, and in case of emer
gency on overtime. 

6. It is agreed that if any difference arises between the operators 
and miners at any time, a settlement shall be arrived at without stopping 
work. If the parties immediately affected can not reach an agreement 
themselves the question shall be referred without delay to a board of 
arbitration consisting of two operators, selected by the operator interested, 
and two miners, selected by the local union of the United Mine Workers 
of America involved. In the event of these four being unable to reach 
a deciSion, they shall select II fifth man, and the deciSion of the board 
so constituted shall be final, but no miner or operator directly interested 
in the differences shall be a member of such board. 

7. The duties of the Mine Committee shall be confined to the adjust
ment of disputes between the mine boss or superintendent and any of the 
members of the United Mine Workers of America, working in and around 
the mines, except as hereinafter set forth in Article No. 16. In case they 
fail to agree, they shall proceed to adjust the trouble 'by the selection 

62-Geol. 
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of an arbitration board as provided in Article 6 of this agreement. The 
Mine Committee shall have no other control, nor in any way interfere 
with the operation of the mitle, and, for violation of this agreement, the 
committee or any member thereof or mine boss or superintendent shall 
be discharged. 

8. That under no circumstances will the operators recognize or treat 
with a Mine Committee or any representative of the United Mine Workers 
of America, during the suspension of work, contrary to this agreement. 

9. The operator shall have the privilege of working a night shift for 
cutting coal with machines. All men so employed shall be paid 25 cents 
extra for each eight hours' work at night, in addition to the scale price 
per ton. 

10. Work on driving entries and drawing pillars may be by double 
shift at the option of the operator. 

11. This contract shall in no case be set aside because of any rules 
of any local union of the United Mine Workers of America. Nor shall 
there be any rules made controlling or affecting the O'perations of the 
mines, nor shall any change be made in accepted rules without the opera
tors and miners first consulting and agreeing thereto. 

12. Coal may be dumped as slowly as the operator may find necessary 
to thoruughly screen it, even if the car is brought to a stop, but it shall 
not be dumped in such a way as to throw the coal over the car. door O'r 
unnecessarily 'break it. 

13. Any miner knowing his place to be unsafe, shall prutect same 
without delay and shall go intO' tlJ.e mine fur that purpose outside of 
regular hours and on idle days. . 

14. No restrictions shall be placec;l on the amount of coal which ma
chines may mine, nur on the number of cars that any miner may load 
in any specified time. 

Men shall wurk duuble in wide entries at option of operator in develop
ing the mine or for running entries for purpose of increasing production. 

Enough extra loaders shall be employed in each mine so that the full 
complement of loaders agreed upon to follow each machine shall be at 
work every day that the mine huists coal. 

Where three places are nuw given to two loaders the custom shall con
tinue. 

No more than three places for two men nor two places for one man 
ruoms 30 feet wide or over equipped with two tracks shall be considered 
double places; and twO' loaders may be limited to two such places. 

In Sullivan Cuunty, where men work double in two rooms 25 to 30 
ft. wide with track up the center, the custom shall continue. 

'Vhenever a new mine is opened it shall be governed by the same 
rules existing in other contiguous mines in the same vein of coal. 

15. The price of powder per keg shall be $1.75. The miners agree to 
purchase the powder from their operator, provided, it is furnished of 
standard grade and quality, that to be determined by the operators and 
expert miners jointly where there is a difference. 

16. Engineers shall be paid the present rate of wages. Eight hours 
shall constitute a day's work. But the engineers shall, outside of regu
lar hours, huist and lower the men, and in addition shall perform all the 
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duties which necessarily and usually pertain and belong to an engineer's 
position, and shall not receive any extra pay therefor. 

It is agreed further that no hOisting engineer shall ,be subjected to the 
interference or dictates of the Mine Committee n~r the local ul1ions, but 
all the dilIerences between tlie engineer and his employer shall' be ad
justed by the officers of the United Mine Workers of America and em
ployer interested. 

17. The prices now paid firemen and blacksmiths. together with pres
ent condition of employment and hours of labor, shall continue during 
the existence of this contract. 

18. It is further agreed that the operators shall olIer no objection to 
the check-oII for the check-weighmen and for dues for the United Mine 
Workers of America, provided that no check-oII shall be made against 
any person until he shall have. first given his consent in writing to his 
employer. 

This applies to all day work as well as miners. 

INDIANA BITUMINOUS COAT" OPERATORS' ASSOCIATION. 

By J. SMITH TALLEY, 
President. 

P. H. PENNA, 
Secretary. 

UNITED MINE WORKERS OJ)' AMERICA. DISTRICT No. 11. 

By W. D. VAN HORN, 
President. 

J. II. KENNEDY, 
Secretary-Treasurer. 
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BRAZIL AGREEMENT.-OONTRAOT. 
PICK MINING SCALE FOR 1902. 

Contract between the Operators. Miners and Day Laborers of the 
Brazil Block Coal District from April 1, 1902, to April 1, 1903. 

1. Entered into this first day of April, 1902, between the Operators' 
Scale Oommittee of the Block Ooal District, and the Executive Board of 
the United Mine Workers of America, representing District No.8. 

2. Pursuant to a contract made between the Coal Operators and 
United Mine Workers of America, of Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and Pennsyl
vania, made at Indianapolis, Ind., Fe,bruary 8, 1902. 

3. The price for mining screened block eoal in the Block Coal Dis
trict of Indiana shall be 90 cents per ton of 2,000 Ibs., it being understood 
also that the price for digging unscreeneu coal shall be an equivalent of 
the price paid for screened coal. 

4. That fUrther details in scale of prices for pick mining in the Block 
Coal District shall be as follows: 

5. The payment for low coal shall he upon the following scale: 
6. For all coal two feet ten illches and under three feet one inch, 

ninety-fi ve (95) cents. 
7. For all coal under two feet ten inches, one dollar ($1.00). 
8. The price of yardage shall be as follows: 

Single yardage in coal 3 ft. 1 in. or over ......................... $0 90 
Double yardage in coal 3 ft. 1 in. or over ........................ , 1 80 
Gob entries in coal 3 ft. 1 in. or over ........................... , 1 35 
Gob entries in coal 3 ft. 1 in. or over, without brushing. . . . . . . . . . 45 
Single yardage in coal 2 ft. 10 in. and under 3 ft. 1 in.. . . . . . . . . . . . 95 
Double yardage in coal 2 ft. 10 in. and under 3 ft. 1 in .... , ....... 1 90 
Gob entries in coal 2 ft. 10 in. and under 3 ft. 1 in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 42% 
Gob entries in coal 2 ft. 10 in. and under 3 ft. 1 in., without brush-

ing ......................................................... . 
Single yardage in coal below 2 ft. 10 in ......................... . 
Double yardage in coal below 2 ft. 10 in ........................ . 
Gob entries in coal below 2 ft. 10 in ........................... . 
Gob entries in coal below 2 ft. 10 in., without brushing .......... . 

47% 
1 00 
200 
1 50 

50 

All entries to be driven when r,equired by the operator, 5% feet in the 
clear in height, and the miners agree to gob the dirt, wh.en he is not re
quired to take it more than the distance of six rooms back from the last 
break-through, and when the dirt is hauled liy a mule, then the miners 
agree to unload the same at a distance of not more than eight rooms 
back from the last break-through from the face of the entry. This agree
ment shall apply to all the block coal mines in the Block Coal District, 
with the exceptiQn of the present No.1 and No.2 Superior mines of the 
Zeller & McClellan Company, and in these two mines the same condi
tions shaH continue as were in force during the year just ended, viz.: 
The miners shall continue to gob the break-throughs. Twenty-five cents 
per yard shall be paid extra for all double yardage when the same Is 
worked double shift, and 12lh cents per yard for all single yardage when 
same is worked double shift. Work on arivingentries and drawing pillars 
may be by dOUble shift at the option of the operator. 
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It is further agreed that in the McIntosh & Company Mine, and the 
Eureka Block Coal Company Mine No.4, the respective companies will 
submit to an investigation relative to the time that the cQmpanies com
menced gob bing the dirt, and that said companies will abide by the de
cision of the joint board relative to the operators' right to have the dirt 
gob bed at these mines. 

9. Inside day scale: 

Track Layers .................. " .. '" ........................... $2 30 
Track Layers' Helpers ........................................... 2 25 
Trappers ........................................................ 1 00 
Bottom Oagers .................................................. 2 25 
Drivers ........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 25 
Trip Riders ..................................................... 2 25 
Water Haulers .............. : ................................... 2 25 
Timber Men, where such are EmplOYEd ........... " ................ 2 30 
Pipe Men for compressed air plants ... " .................... " ..... 2 25 
All other inside day labor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 25 
Blacksmiths ..................................................... 2 50 

10; Where a miner is worJdng a deficient place, and is being paid by 
the day, his pay shall be $2.25 per day, and if he uses his own tools dur
Ing such time, he shall be paid 10 cents per day for the use of same. 
The operator shall have the option of furnishing tools for any such work. 

11. The price for blacksmithing shall be 1'\12 cents on the dollar. 
12. Semi-monthly pay shall continue until the constitutionality of the 

law providing for weekly pay shall have been passed upon by the Supreme 
Court of Indiana, and of the United Slates. 

13. The miner shall not be compelled to load his coal more than six 
feet from the face at beginning time. 

14. Inside day work may be done upon idle days, and in case of emer
gency on overtime; but 48 hours shall constitute a week's work. 

15. The hour to begin work in the morning shall be seven (7) a. m., 
with thirty minutes stop for dinner, and begin shooting at 3:30 o'clock 
p. m., from April I, 1902, to October I, 1902, and from October I, 1902, 
to April 1, 1903, the mines shall start at 7:30 a. m., with thirty miimtes 
stop for dinner, and begin shooting at 4:00 p. m., and that no s~ooting 
shall be done at the mine except by mutual consent between the bank 
boss and the Bank Committee, and in the event that the mine is to work 
a half day it shall be the duty of the mine boss to notify the Bank Com
mittee of the fact. 

16. That eight hours a day means eight hours' work in the mine at 
the usual working places for all classes of inside workmen. This shall 
be exclusive of the time required in reaching said working places in the 
morning and departing from the same at night. 

17. The miner>! hereby agree to do all the prOjJping in their rooms, 
except setting props required to break the bottom in shooting the same, 
and if any props are loosened or displaced, thereby endangering the safety 
of the workmen, the miners agree to reset the same. 

18. It is also agreed on the part of the operators ·not to require the 
miners to put down their own road, and bottom shooters may lay the 
road in the rooms when required. 
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19. Also to give each miner as near as possible an equal turn of cars, 
and not to allow any day hands to load coal on idle days. 

20. No miner shall be discharged or discriminated against because of 
his refusal to do w'ork by the day when called upon by the pit boss. 

21. It is also agreed not to require miners to load or clean falls unless 
they are caused by some fault of the miner not properly timbering his 
working place, or his having shot or otherwise caused his timbers to be
come insecure, 1n which case it will be the duty of the miner to put his 
place in good order again. 

:?2. It is further agreed that if any differences arise between the 
operator and miner at any pit, settlement shall be arrived at without 
stopping of work. If the parties immediately affected can not reach an 
adjustment between themselves, the question shall be referred to the 
Executive Board of the United Mine Workers of America, representing 
District No.8, and an equal number of operators, whose action shall be 
final, but no miner or operator interested in the differences shall be a 
member of said committee. 

23. The duties of the Mine (J()mmittee shall be confined to the ad
justment of disputes between the mine boss or superintendent and any of 
the members of the Uriited Mine Workers of America, working in and 
around the mines. 

24. Regarding Dri vers: They shall take their mules to and from the 
stables, and the time required in so doing shall not include any part of 
the da~'s labor. Their work beginning when they reach the parting at 
Which they receive empty cars, and in no case shall the driver's time be 
docked while he is waiting for said cars at the point named, but when 
the men go into the mine in the morning, they shall be entitled to two 
hours' pay, whether or not the mine works the full two hours, but ,after 
the first two hours. the men shall be paid for every hour thereafter by 
the hour, or for each hour's work, 'or fractional part thereof. If for any 
reason the regular routine of work can not be furnished ins,ide labor for 
a portion of the first two hours, the operators may furnish other than the 
regular labor for the unexpired time. 

25. That under no circumstances will the operators recognize or 
treat with a Mine Oommittee or any representative of the Unite'd Mine 
Workers of America, during the suspension of work, contrary to this 
agreement. 

25. '1'he Block Ooal District of Indiana may continue the use of the 
Diamond Bar Screen, tile screen to be seventy-two (72) feet superficial 
area, of uniform size, one and one-quarter (l~J inches between the bars, 
free from obstructions, and that such screen shall rest upon a sufficient 
number of bearings to hold the bars in proper position. 

27. It is hereby agreed that tracl~ layers may begin work on top before 
the usual time of hoisting coal in getting track material ready to send 
down on the cage, and that the time required in doing so shall be a part 
of the eight'hours work. 

28. The Orawford Ooal Oompany, in their mines at Oenter Point, may 
continue to do the brushing in the entries where tile coal is 3 ft. 1 in. 
Ilnd nnder in thicknCRR, 
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29. This contract is entered into in good faith by both parties, and 
there is to be no deYiation from it by the operators, miners, laborers or 
any local union. 

Committee on behalf of the Operators for the Block Coal District: 
JAS. H. McCLELLAND, 
W. W. RISHER, 
WM. M. ZELLE:R, 
W. E. EPPERT, 
M. H. JOHNSON. 

Executive Committee District No.8, United Mine Workers of America, 
for Block Coal Miners: 

CONTRACT. 

JAMES' CANTWELL, 
WM. HOUS.TON, 
WM. TREAGER, 
JOHN GARDNER, 
JOHN HART. 

MACHINE MINING SCALE FOR 1902. 
Contract between the Machine Operators of the Block Coal District 

and the E'xecutive Board District No.8 United Mine Workers of America, 
governing prices and conditions of mining in Machine Mines Block Coal 
District: 

1. Entered into this 1st day of April, 1900, between the operators Ma
chine Mines of the ·Block Coal District, and the Executive Board of the 
United Mine Workers of America representing District No.8. 

2. Pursuant to a contract made between the Coal Operators and the 
United Mine Workers of America of IllinOiS, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsyl
vania, made at Indianapolis, Indiana, February 8, 1902. 

3. The price for loading, shooting, timbering, taking care of all draw 
slate that is four (4) inches and under in thickness, in rooms and entries, 
shall be 46 cents per ton. 

Price for entry driVing, 6 to 9 ft. wide, 46 cents per yard. 
Price for entry driving, 9 to 12 ft. wide, 29 cents _per yard. 
The loader agrees to keep the bug dust and draw slate back 14 ft. from 

the working face. 
All entries more than 12 ft. in width shall be paid same as rooms. 
Machine Runners and Helpers to be paid 22lh cents per ton, and when 

working by the day, machine runner to be paid $2.70 per <lay. Helpers. 
$2.40 per day. 

Entry driving, 6 to 9 ft. wide, Machhle Runner to be paid 14 cents 
per yard. 

It is further agreed that where there is not sufficient room to gob 
the bug dust and draw slate, the loader will load it in the bank cars and 
the company will unload it. 

It is understood that t)1ere shall be nothing paid for room turning or 
low coal, and there shall be nothing charged for blacksmithing. 

There shall be no discrimination against any employes. 
That the system of loading coal in machine mines be on the following 

bMhl, to wit; 
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1. 'l'hat one man shall have 
take care of same. 

2. That two men shall have 
take care of same. 

S. All others one place. 
When a man is off work 

the right to put a man in his 
leaves the places in the same 
them. 

The Block Coal District of 

area, of uniform size, one and 
from obstructions, and that such 
bel' of bearings to hold the bars 

GEOLOGIST. 

two places where he can 

right to three places where they can 

than one day, the mine boss shall have 
if it is necessary, providing the man 

as near as possible as he found 

may continue the use of the 
seventy-two (72) feet superficial 

uarter (1%) inche:;; between bars, free 
shall rest upon a sufficient num

proper position. 
This agreement to become 

the 1st day of April, 1902, 
the Block Coal District, and 

of the agreement entered into on 
the Operators' Scale Committee of 

Elxecutive Board of the United Mine 
n)lDrE~Sentiin2 District No.8. 

UIlerat()rs of the Block Coal District: 
~U,=L~~~ BLOCK COAL COMPANY, 

On behalf of the E·xecutive 
of America: 

.JAs' H. McCLELLAND, President. 
BLOCK GOAL COMPANY, 

District No.8, United Mine Workers 

JAMES' CANTWELL, 
WM. HOUSTON, 
WM. TREAGER, 
JOHN GARDNER, 
JOHN HART. 

BETWEEN THE NATIONAL BE:01:Hl~RIEIOOD OF COAL HOISTING ENGINEERS AND 

8, SIGNED APRIL 18, 1902. 

Contract between the Brotherhood of Coal Hoisting Engi-
neers and Operators of District 8, signed April 18, 1902. 

1. On and after April 1, 1902, until April 1, 1903, the scale for hoist-
ing engineers throughout the Coal District, or District No.8, shall 
be as follows: 

Where one engineer is 
month; the second, $65 per 
$70 per month. 

time to lower the men and 
regular working hour to hoist 

the compensation shall be $75 per 
and when they change week about, 

the engineers to be at their work in 
and remain a sufficient time after the 

to keep up all repairs on the U"''-U'lmcL 

Also 
, including pumps in the mine. 

3. It is also mutually agreed 
ployed at all times when steam 
however, That in all cases 
machines are not operated, then, 

that a licensed engineer shall be em
required at the throttle: Provided, 

the mine is not hoisting coal, or the 
in all such cases, the engineers are 
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required to do their own firing, it being understood that this proVlSlon 
does not apply in any case where the work of the mine- n:;~y be~_ 
in the midst of anyone shift. Nor does it cover any case where the 
fir.eman is required to assist in the washing or cleaning out of the boilers 
on Sunday. 

4. It is also fully understood and agreed upon the part of the Brother
hood of Hoisting Engineers that they will not under any circumstances 
allow affiliation with any other labor organization to interfere with or 
prevent their being on duty at any and all times required by the operators, 
and that they will not suspend work in sympathy with any other organiza
tion; and further that they will, during the continuance of this contract, 
at all times fully protect all the company's property under their care, 
and that they will operate fans and pumps, and lower and hoist such 
men or supplies as may be required to protect the company's property, 
and any and all coal that may be required to keep up the steam at the 
company's plant. But it is understood that the operators will not ask 
them during this period to hoist any coal produced by non-union labor 
for sale on the market 

5. It is also agreed that only members of the National Brotherhood 
of Coal Hoisting IDngineers shall be employed in the capacity of hoisting 
engineers during the continuance of this agreement, when such members. 
competent to fill the position, can be obtained. 

6." No engineer shall layoff or exchange shifts without the consent 
of the operators. 

7. It is also agreed that in case of sickness or unexpected absence of 
the engineer any other engineer or engineers shall perform his duty, and 
if desired by them his wages for time so absent shall revert to the engi
neer performing such duty. 

&. It is also agreed that in case of any dispute or trouble arising be
tween any engineer and the operator by whom he is employed, work shall 
not be suspended, but the grievance shall be taken up by the proper 
officials. 

9. It is also agreed upon the part of the operators that they will 
enforce a rule forbidding the entering of the engine room by loafers and 
disinterested parties and that they will have cards printed and placed in 
conspicuous places to this effect. 

Signed and agreed to by Operators' Committee: 
W. W. RISHER, 
.JAS. H. McCLELLAND, 
M. H . .JOHNSON, 
W. E. EPPERT, 
WM. M. ZE'LLER 

~lIgineers' Committee: 
DAVID COLLIER, 
ROBERT BIGGINS, 
THOS. ALDERSON, 
AARON MARTIN, 
MACK TAYLOR, 
T. E . .JENKINS. 

-~~~--
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33,417 6,430 39,847 4,212 829....... 5,041 1.0,759 34,129 
34,743 6,565 41,308 15,264 3,005....... 18,269 2,937 56,64.0 

$29,092 09 $22,606 20 $8,470 13 $60,168 42 
40,073 69 26,403 64 8,357 58 74,834 91 
26,534 39 16,223 59 5,939 61 48,697 59 
12,518 03 5,773 57 3,126 16 21,,417 76 

675 17 605 5.0 462 79 1,74346 
42,610 02 19,683 83 8,652 .06 7.0,945 91 
28,441 7.0 11,329 29 5,732 31 45,503 30 

26,194 5,712 31,906 8,931 1,775....... 10,706 3,629 38,983 
13,718 1,515 15,233 ............................... 9,466 5,767 

563 124.. .. . . . 687 224 46.. .. .. . 27.0.. .. .. .. 957 
44,992 8,641 21 53,654 7,809 1,489 2 9,300 2,464 60,490 
12,678 2,489 15,167 20,043 3,980 ..... " 24,023 3,569 35,621 

Totals ................ \ 166,305 3l,476 21- 197,802 56,483 11,124 --2- 67,609 32,824 232,587 $179,945 09 $102,62562 $4.0,74.0 64 $323,311 35 

PARKE COUNTY. 

Brazil Block No. 12 ...... 57,380 11,470 I ....... 68,850 9,665 1,900 ....... 11,565 6,168 74,247 I $49,761 47 $33,44914 $10,48510 $1)3,675 71 

-:'9461~ 
'--

I $229,706 56 
Totals in Block Coal 

Machine Mines .... 223,685 266,652 66,148 13,024 2 79,174 38,992 3.06,834 $136,07476 $51,205 7:4 U16,987: 06: 
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BLOCK COAL-HAND OR PICK MINES. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

+' 

~ " \ DISTRIBUTION. \ WAGES PAID. ~ 

~ ., ~ OS'; ~ 0 "'" 'g g -~ I I I ~ 
Q.) ..!:tf (I,) r- 0 ~ II! P:I 

NAME OF MINE e " ,,00 '" '" A ~ >-3 
• 0 c3 -.-I lID""'" ..s t-t Q) ~ 
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Columbia No.5.. ..... .......... .............. .•.. .... .... 2,982 600 739 4,321 2,724 1,597 $3,22496 $68500 $433 40 $4,34336 
Cornwell...... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... 26,981 6,763.... .... 33,744 31,776 1,968 27,039 03 11,002 99 3,784 79 41,826 81 Z 
Crawford No.2............... ..... ........ ....... .... .... 41,431 13,180 1,904 56,')15 19,134 37,381 40,38764 6,89375 5,25660 52,53799 00 
Crawford No.3 ........................................... 31,893 7,777 ........ 39,670 23,869 15,801 29,80356 5,68988 4,62690 40,120 34 "d 
Crawford No.5 ................. " .... .... .... ...... . ..... 28,526 9,003 2,491 40,020 16,296 23,724 31,305 76 6,448 93 4,630 65 42,385 34 t;j 
Crawford No.6....... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... .... .... 1,909 840 2,749 650 2,099 1,614 84 3,284 6Q 1,317 06 6,216 50 ~ 
Crawford No.7. ....•. ...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... .... 28,817 7,947 36,764 19,757. 17,007 30,906 31 8,171 75 5,509 88 44,587 94 0 
Dewey.. .... .. .... ...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... .... .... 3,273 620 3,R93 3,893.... ...... 3,507 04 613 60 447 19 4,567 83 ;,:i 
Rob Roy.......... ............ ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... 15,682 3,512.... .... 19,194 5,759 13,435 16,267 12 4,885 23 2,579 55 23,731 90 
Eureka 1~ 0.2 ..... ...... ...... ................ ...... ...... 21,367 3,779 97 25,243 5,443 19,800 20,517 85 8,366 35 3,783 45 32,667 65 0 
Eureka No.3 .................................. .'.... ...... 19,094 3,913 731 23,738 I 6,8;4 16,884 20,227 95 6,405 50 2,906 30 29,539 75 ( "J 
Eureka No.4..... .... .... ...... .... .... ........ ......... 7,479 1,855 112 9,446 2,495 6,951 7,267 35 2,033 65 1,288 30 10,589 30 is: 
Gart No.5 ...•............................................. 36,172 7,185 ........ 43,357 27,943 15,414 35,59234 (),734 31 5,63278 47,95943 H 

Gart No.7... ...... ................ .............. .......... 809 809.. .... ... 809 57378 67 82 13875 78035 Z 
Gladstone. .... ...... ...... ...... ...... . . .... .... .... ...... ... .... 3,425 3,425 ...... .... 3,425 2,589 271 991 09 906 55 4,486 91 t;j 
Lawrence No.6......... ...... ......... ............ ...... 63,009 15,150 ........ 78,158 54,518 23,641 61,96724 9,21649 6,47911 77,662 Ilt 00 
Lawrence No.7 ........................................... 20,952 4,900 1,244 27,096 17,477 9,619 25,34008

1 

7,611 86 4,64517 37,597' . 
Monarch .............. " .. . ..... .... .... .... ...... .... .... ........ ......... 8,850 8,850 8,850.. .... .... ............ 12,866 62 1,027 84 13,894 
Pratt.... ...... .... ...... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... ...... 19,509 2,085 577 22,171 20,527 1,644 18,535 00. 6,547 00 4,266 00 29,348 

Totals. .... ...... .... ...... ...... .... .... .... .. ....... 369,076 89,109 20,979 479,164 267,965 I 211,192 $376,667 12 $108,516 42 $59,660 27 $544,843 
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BLOCK COAL-HAND OR PICK MIN ES.-Continued. 

PARKE COUNTY • 
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Brazil Block No.9.... ........ . .... .... .... .... ..... ..... 11,246 2,230 13,476 5,184 8,292 $12,69583 $7,59265 $4,776 93 $25,065 41 
Mary.... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... ...... .... .... 42,660 9,910.... .... 52,570 938 51,632 46,986 67 8,906 58 5,949 55 61,842 80 
McIntosh No.3 ........................................... 29,895 6,610 6,703 43,208 1,381 41,827 33,80741 8,89461 4,03959 46,7H 61 
Pan American.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .. .. .... .... .. .. .. 30,294 4,988 311 35,593 10,342 25,251 32,329 25 8,682 75 4,892 05 45,904 05 
Standard.... .... .... ...... ........ .... .... ...... ...... .... 3,663 690 30 4,383 4,383 3,267 00 802 00 573 00 4,642 00 
Superior No.!................... ........................ 81,597 19.730 1,201 102,528 35,986 66,542 79,166 02 16,53780 11,025 26 106,72908 
Superior No.2...... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .... 60,846 14,550 1,587 76,983 27,648 49,335 59,036 47 17;654.00 12,366 27 89,056 74 
Superior No.3.... .... .... ...... .... ...... .......... ...... 7,283 1,750 9,033 4,183 4,850 9,938 4.5 2,535 80 1,811 64 14,285 89 

Totals ................................................. 267,484 60,458 9,832 337,774 I 90,045 247,729 8277,227 10 $71,606 19 $45,434 29 11394,26758 

TOTALS IN BLOCK COAL HAND MINES. 

Clay County.... .... .. .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... 369,076 89,1091 20,979 479,164 267,965 211,1991 8376,667 12 $108,516 42 $59,660 27 $IH4,843 81 
Parke County ........................................... 267,484 60,458 9,832 337,774 90,045 247,7291 277,227 10 71,606 19 45,434 29 394,267 58 

_ Totals ..... =.~ .. ~_ ....... ~ ................. 636,560 149,567 [ 30,811 816,938 -s58,010 458,9281 $653,894 22 $180,122 61_ $105,094 56 $D39,111 39 
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BITUMINOUS MACHINE MINES. 

CLAY COUNTY. 
-~-

I 

I M-!.CHINE MINED. PICK MINED. DISTRIBUTION. WAGES PAID. 
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" A 0" ,,0 0" '" NAME OF MINE. '" ,,0 ""': 00"" '" ,,0 .9"; 00"" A ... 
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Gifford No.1 ......... 43,416 14,520 ........ 57,936 I 23,648 7,201 I........ 30,849 8,747180,02811 $41,201 21 I $21,849 64 $12,150 66 
Gifford No.2 ......... 17,408 5,028 22,436 121,043 5,975.... ..... 27,018 . . . . . . . . . . 49,454 29,898 71 7,364 77 3,08766 

Totals ............ 60,824 19,548 80,372 44,691 13,1761~ 57,867 ~1129,48211 $71,09992 I $29,21441 $15,23832 

GREENE COUNTY. 

Black Creek ..... ' .... 47,973 \ 25,368 32,525 \ 105,866 
\. ~~.'~~~. .1~.'~~ .1. ~4.'390. 7~.'~~~.\ 121,006 \ 60,944 $86,87541 830,950 3B 1 $11,166 73 

Gilmour .............................. 120,727 120,727 106,953 13,774 59,455 65 19,331 42 10,191 37 
Island No. I... ....... ........ ........ 87,661 B7,661 .... ........ 27,120 27,120 57,390 57,391 51,75852 17,89308 7,70747 
Island No.2.......... 55,78B 26,204 25,770 107,762 19,071 8,375 10,231 37,677 72,719 72,720 6B,B81 87 21,907 53 13,146 50 
Atlas.. .. .. .. .. . •. .... ........ ........ 5,194 5,194 .. 4','757' . 1',312 .. 1',454' .. 7',523' 33 5,161 3,90894 1,400 08 1,069 36 
Midland .............. 40,267 17,449 12,745 70,461 56,526 21,458 34,925 69 14,014 16 7,890 77 
Vulcan No.I......... 2,508 1,554 1,126 5,188 2,862 1,249 1,465 5,576 3,379 7,385 5,917 50 1,295 69 2,217 99 
Summit No.2.... .... 29,257 7.514 95,926 132,697 1,423 572 766 2,761 24,475 110,983 55,536 91 19,684 76 11,140 (\5 
Glenburn............ 51,351 32,668 45,254 129,273 25,005 16,414 26,440 67,859 172,832 24,300 101,316 31 27,977 64 9,356 86 
Tower Hill ........... 7,371 2,678 252 10,301 797 271 50 1,118 11,419 ........ 6,044 06 4,738 62 2,418 40 
Green Valley......... 1,958 1,093 8,811 11,862 :::::::T:::::::::::::f:::::: 7,711 4,151 7,226 75 5,354 95 2,577 38 
Antioch .............................. I 3,907 3,907 1 1 3,907 ........ 1 3,00910 1,000 00 11,337 63 
Lattaa Creek No. 1... ........ ........ 6,956 6,956 6,926 30 13,562 25 1,581 61 1,509 51 

Totals ............ 236,4731114,5281446,854 797,855 86,563 47,239 1 91,916 225,718 645,276 1 378,297 
--~-

$498,41896 $167,129 32 $91,730 02 
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BITUMINOUS MACHINE MINES-Continued. 

PARKE COUNTY. 

MACHINE MINED. 

I 
PICK MINED. DISTRIBUTION. 

I 
WAGES PAID. 
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Parke No.8 .......... 131'°42127'479111,660 1 70,181 11 20,700 1~6151~~1 30,899 11 81'574119'50611 $47,438371 S17,lm 09 1 
Totals............ 31,042 27,479111,660 1 70,181 20,700 3,6151 6,5841 30,89911 81,574 '1.9,506 $47,43837 $17,191 09 

$7,086 151 $71,715 61 -------
$7,086 15 $71,715 61 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

Bunker Hill .......... \39,297 13,764 6,121 59,182 6,797 3,051 1,308 11,156 
"i04;iii' 

70,338 $33,332 30 $16,32699 $6,738 26 $56,39755 
Dugger. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 79,412 34,912 5,186 119,510 90 29 119 15,458 52,429 31 24,656 65 9,797 12 86,88308 
Green Hill ..... .. .... 35,146 16,843 827 52,816 ........ ........ 7,533 45,283 21,975 76 12,20429 4,74403 38,92408 
Hymera. . . . . .. . .. .. .. 35,699 55,768 52,178 143.645 65,211 78,434 54,88791 25,511 78 11,504 94 91,904 63 
Hymera No.2 ................ · .... iii' 4,931 4,931 .. 2,789' "i',ooo' "4',933' "8',722' ····6;685· 4,931 2,26237 1,480 99 75763 4,500 99 
West Linton. .... .... 161 7(9 971 3,008 4,600 41 3,918 99 2,597 75 11,117 15 
Jackson Hill No.2 ... 109,374 84,397 38,558 232,329 "2',463' "i',65i' .. i·,9..~4· "6',068' 70,661 161,668 92,178 03 34,103 41 10,635 17 136,91661 
Jackson Hill No.3... ........ ........ 9,459 9,459 15,527 . 8i,7M; 2,85847 1,349 26 8,419 81 12,62754 
Phoonix No.3. . ................... 165,495 165,495 'i'I',lii5' "8',445' .... 217· . 2ii,577' 82,750 72,769 35 23,24440 21,50343 117,517 18 
Shelburn. ...... ...... 6,769 3,582 744 11,095 17,920 13,752 9,199 50 8,684 47 4,13205 22,01602 
Star City .............. 110,599 56,6181 5,316 172,533 32 32 17,931 154,634 67,05951 32,511 21 14,85375 114,424 47 
Sunflower...... ...... 44,119 13,393 ........ 57,512 15,067 42,445 25,754 04 3,631 97 5,20357 34,48958 
Willfred... ....... .... 925 385 5,600 6,910 265 6,645 3,44637 1,47428 2,728 23 7,64888 

Totals...... ...... 461,501 1279,7231295,16411,036,388 
-----------------

2-1,054 14,176 8,444 46,674 403,721 679,341 $442,75333 $188,998 69 $103,61574 8735,36776 
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VIGO COUNTY. 

Glen Oak ............. 133,224 133,224 ........ ........ I 523 523 
Parke No. 10 ......... . 2ii,784' . 2ii;i59' IM,703 154,246 . 25",i7i' 'i5;462' '53;23~' '93',872' f:~;in::·.:::: :::: :::: 320 87 396 803 

28,335 15,040 43,375 28,749 15,984 44,733 ------
Totals ............ 55,439 37,886 238,323 331,648 53,920 31,446 53,762 139,128 

WARRICK COUNTY. 

Big Four ............ ........ ........ 21,455 [ 21,455 2,186 1,457 51,321 I 54,964 
Big Vein No.2 ....... 52,095 52,095 18,602 18,602 

73,550 I 73,550 69,9231 73,566 Totals ... ' ........ 2,188 1,457 

.......... 133,747 $52,873 03 $22,167 02 
110,496 43,750 65,188 04 24,760 81 

37,092 57,583 47,811 66 11,706 73 
88,108 47,762 00 13,73000 

235,696 235,080 $213,634 73 $72,364 56 

57,165 .~~:~4·1 $35,135 52 $5,789 82 
70,697 27,94900 7,30840 --------

127,862 19,254 I $63,084 52 $13,09822 

$12,830 15 
10,41397 
5,88896 
6,432 00. 

$35,56508 

$4,76~ 07 
8,69895 ----

$13,467 02 

$87,870 2~· 
100,36282 
.65,40735 
67,924 00 

----
$321,564 37 

$45,69341 
43,956 35 

-----
$89,64976 
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BITUMINOUS HAND MINES. 

CLAY COUNTY. 
-

I il PRODUOTION.· _ I DISTRIBUTION. I W A.GES. 

il 1.,.';0 "I.::~ I I.. ~ I Cl) 0 0 00 00 0:: A rn 
NAME OF MINE. ~!!:; .~-;; 00",,"'; .s . 00 A ., ~ 

00 I 00" ~o "o~ . I oJ ... ~ ;:J " ~ . ~Z ~O ~~ = ~ 00 ~ .~ . ~ • is . 0,,; o~ 0 ~ ...... I=l"g ce J..I .~ ~ ~ = ~ _~ ~ 0 I ~" I ~ '" .s'~'" I;;; "I ~ H~ I O~ !l" 0 0 o· d o~ o~p-! ):l 0:9 0 o~ o~ o Po-! 
... .... ... ... H I 0 ... Eo< ... ... 

Cloverland...... ...... ................... 75,854 26,140 I 25,734 127,728\1 89,397\ 38,331 i $78,45723 $15,81223 \ $9,54265 $103,81211 
Fortner....... ............ ...... ...... .... 15,752 7,384.... ...... 23,136 17,413 5,723 16,173 32 3,881 65 2,342 77 22,397 74 
Klondyke .............................. ;.. 34,31g 21,040 27,664 ~3,022 61,269 21,753 42,23213 10,02395 4,24292 56,49900 
Glen ...................................... 40,450 12,900.. .. ...... 53,350 9,018 44,332 39,423 00 5,628 00 :\,600 00 48,651 00 
P~arl. ..... ....................... ........ 55,002 37,137 5,922 98,061 66,035 32,026 52,03442 9,78992 5,46192 67,286 26 
SIlverwood No.3.. ..... ...... ...... ...... 45,870 26,887.......... 72,757 41,917 30,840 35,588 84 9,919 46· 5,773 25 51,281 55 

---. ------ ---- --- ----- -----.-------
Totals. ...... ...... ...... .... .... ...... 267,246 131,488 59,320 \ 458,054 .. \ 285,049 173,005 \ $263,908 94 I $55,055 21 $30,963 51 $3J9,927 66 

DAVIESS COUNTY. 

Cabel No.4 ............................... I 11,856 3,954 1.... .. 15,810 I 15,810 1 .......... 1 
Cabal No.9................ ............... 3,918 2,223 4,973 11,114 7,999 3,115 
Hoosier No.4. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 2,450 1,0051 ]50 3,605 3,605 ......... . 
MontgomerY No.2........................ 44,238 7,934 8,033 60,205 47,244 12,961 
Logan Grove.. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .... ..... .... .......... 3,880 3,880 3,880 ........ .. 
Montgomery No.3.......... .............. 62,023 9,647

1 

8,742 80,412 62,912 17,500 
Mutual..... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... 16,390 1,950 14,030 32,370 16,950 15,420 

Totals............. ....................140,8751-z6.713 -s9,8081 207,396 I 158,400 ~99611 

$11,073031 $3,663 07 $2,07696 1 $16,81306 
5,165 79 2,619 30 1,174 80 8,959 89 
1,520 00 48600 24800 2,25400 

34,409 95 13,385 7(' 4,554 50 52,35015 
1,981 24 41065 263 ]0 2,654 99 

52,215 75 18,13293 6,356 20 76,884 88 
22,86280 4,19500 2,425 50 29,483 30 

$129,22856 $42,89265 $17,279 06 $189,40027 
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FOUNTAIN COUNTY. 

r Silverwood No.4 ······· .......... ·· .. ·· .. 1~1_4,1~31~1~3,74411_10,0961~11~88 40 1~:~1_$1,876551_$15,789 83 
~ Totals.... ................. ...... ...... U,591 4,153 .......... 13,744 10,096 3,618 $8,48840 $5,42488 $1,87655 $15,78983 
~ 

GIBSON COUNTY. 

Oswald .................................... 1~,6951. 24,0541 29,2451~99i 11_~255I~11 $45,31516.1 $14,356 861~43 21 1_$69,91523 
Tot .. I!....... ...... ...... ...... .... .... 28,695 24,054 29,245 81,994 77,255 4,739 $45,315 16 $14,356 86 $10,243 21 $69,915 23 

GREENE COUNTY. 

Hoosier....... ...... ...................... 1,127 64l 1 616 2,384 1 2'384 1 .......... , $892 04 1 
Island No.3.............. .... ............ 8,652 5,555 49,293 63,500 I 58,165 5,335 35,290 07 
Island Valley No.1.. ..... ................ 5,581 2,998 13,785 22,364 13,685 8,679 12,14554 
Island Valley No.2................... .... 29,220 19,016 .......... 48,236 I 30,008 18,228 26,02323 
Island Valley No.3............. .......... 56,092 28,847 69,262 154,201 93,549 60,652 84,65217 
South Lintou ............... "" .... ...... 48,562 28,427 54,553 131,54~ 87,317 44,225 73,629 43 
Templeton.... .... ........................ 13,465 7,030 100,859 121,354 I 120,598 756 63,589 00 
Fry.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . .. .... .. ........ , ..... " .. . 2,205, 2,2051 2,205 ........ "I" ............ 
Victoria.... ........... ............ ........ i3,822 5,789 42,012 61,623 26,819 34,804 36,364 71 

------------ -------
Totals.... .......... .................. 176,521 98,303 332,585 607,409 434,730 172,679 $332,586 19 

KNOX COUNTY. 

Bicknell .................................. 9,667 8,147 17,152 34,966 29,236 5,730 $17.027 53 
Ed wardsport ............................. 533 532 10,836 11,901 11,776 125 7,692 90 
Knox ...................................... 10,582 8~592 13,571 32,745 32,745 ....... 15,117 91 
Lynn ...................................... 6,252 6,252 6,002 250 4,036 58 
Prospect Hill ............................. .... 5',:iii;' .... s·,ii,2· 3,481 12,409 12,409 8,25466 

------------ ------ -----
Totals ................................. 25,998 20,983 51,292 98,273 92,168 6,105 $52,129 58 

$783 84 
13,068 09 
4,64062 
6,15614 

18,63964 
21,799 88 
14,820 00 
1,756 00 \ 5,60596 

11&7,270 17 

$3,868 30 
2,334 71 
6,39667 

609 43 
3,83984 ----

$17,048 95 

$39191 I 5,63422 
3,861 39 
3,885 39 
6,985141 8,071 76 
7,751 00 
1,199 17 
4,38864 I 

$42,168 62 I, 

$3,05520 
2,29654 
3,73797 

93818 
2,28207 

----
$12,30996 

$2,067 
53,992 
20,647 
36,064 

110,276 
103,501 
86,160 
2,955 

46,359 

$462,024 
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BITUMINOUS HAND MINES-Continued. 

PARKE COUNTY. 

PRODuc'rION. DISTRIBUTION. WAGES. 

1 oj ~~ I ... ~ ~8 ~ . ~8 . rQ ~ ~ 
t ~+:> ..... ~ OOC!-4""d .s 00 ~ 0 

00 OOp ~o §o~ . ~ ~ ~ :'S 
~.....: ~Z ~O 8~'; ~ rn = .~ . ~ . 
rn ~ oo~ W § d.e ~ .~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ <5 ; 
§o § d §~ ~~Il; 11 :e 0 0::::0: 0::::0: 

Eo< Eo< Eo< Eo< HOI Eo< Eo< Eo< 

NAME OF MINE. .. 
~ 

~~ 
~.~ 
~p., 
Eo< 

Cox No.3, ............................... ·1 .... ·· .... ".,'" ,··1 119,628 119,628 1 77,602 1 42,026 1 $63,625391 $23,80387 $10,205 031 $97,63429 
Lucia .... , , .. , ........... "... ............ 24,438 10,430 45,094 79,962 48,862 31,100 47,440 98 12,078 48 8,313 96 67,833 42 
Lyford No.1.............................. ...... .... 37,174 37,174 I .......... 37,1741 18,69205 7,427 34 3,89690 30,01629 
Lyford No.2 ............................................ ,...... 12,256 12,256 ,[I .......... 12,256. 4,111 15 1,72558 98863 6,82536 

New Century .......... "................. 5,400 2,471 382 8,253.......... 8,253 5,552 31 1,814 88 1,157 39 8,524 58 
Mecca No. 1. ....................... "..... 21,061 8,319 5,727 35,107 16,727 18,380 I 21,568 04 9,960 88 4,718 57 36,247 49 

Minshall No. 1.... .... .... .... ............ 32,180 7,800 8,899 48,879 48,879.... ...... 37,239 85 7,466 36 5,181 92 49,888 13 

Totals .......... "... .... .... .......... 83,079\ 29.020 229.160 I 341,2591 192,070 149,18911 $198,229 77 $64,277 391 $34,462 40 $296,969 56 

PERRY COUNTY. 

Troy ....................................... I.:..:.:..:..:..:...:..:..:I.:..:.:...:...:I_ll,7911~11~7911~.:..:.:..:.11~70 591~3 291~01411~O,675 29 
Totals ............................................ ,......... 11,791 11,791 11,791.... ...... $7,270 59 $1,903 29 $1,501 41 $10,675 29 
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Aberdeen ..................... '" ........ 1,550 1,450 
Ayrshire No.3 ....................•....... 47,046 24,758 
Ayrshire No.4 .•...................... '" . 4,017 1,954 
Ayrshire No.5 ............................ 
Ayrshire No.6 ......... , .................. ... i4;827' ... i6;30i' Blackburn ................................ 
Hartwell .................................. 285 150 
Littles ..................................... 34,015 41,167 

k~~::~~:.~ :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :'.:: :::: 
Carbon .................................... 736 736 
Massey .................................... 2,629 1,204 

Totals ................................. 105,16i I 87,720 

Caledonia ................................ '1 37,122 1 12,699 
Freeman.... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... 5,771 2,649 
Glendora ..................................................... . 
White Ash ............. , .... .... .... ...... 4,450 1,900 

Totals ........................... . 

Diamond ................................. . 
Sunnyside ................................ . 
Union .................................... . 

47,343 

12,895 
20,916 
8,078 

17,248 

PIKE COUNTY. 

15,975 18,975 7,316 11,659 $9,996 86 $3,00971 $2,22685 $15,233 42 
8,389 80,193 46,451 33,742 39,45973 15,434 98 11,331 57 66,Wi 28 

38,957 44,928 34,060 10,868 24,73751 5,821 41 4,55402 35,11294 
3,394 3,394 1,244 2,150 2,123 65 535 93 66702 3,326 60 
3,2.59 3,259 2,269 990 2,190 09 172 86 27081 2,633 76 

10,339 41,467 17,048 24,419 22,713 03 5,598 12 4,409 40 32,72055 
37,898 38,333 25,986 12,347 22,250 09 6,70811 5,190 75 34,14895 
18,032 93,274 83,793 9,481 49,34326 16,45050 5,699 28 71,49304 
44,072 44,072 44,072 20,281 65 6,77249 6,079 45 33,133 59 
29,092 29,092 29,092 .... ~i,i67' 15,282 73 4,597 52 3,09785 22,~77 60 
1,367 2,839 672 1,618 84 1,20283 38050 3,202 17 

12,560 16,393 12,200 4,193 9,291 41 1,34500 1,655 00 12,79141 ------- --._--- ....--, 
223,334 416,219 304,203 112,016 $219,288 85 I $68,14946 $45,56200 $333,000 31 

-- ---- -

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

13,040 I 62,861 1 5,448 57'413 11 $34,994 78 $14,741 45 $7,157 83 
.......... 1 8.420. ..... .... 8,420 5,087 23 1,547 59 1,253 10 

5,610 5,610 4,470 1,140...... .... ... 9,859 20 5,208 44 
15,595 i~945 ~829 __ 8,116 _10,811 31 _~39 73 _ 3,231~ __ 

34,245 1 98,836 1 23,747 I 75,089 II $50,893 32 , $31,087 97 816,85117 [ 

VANDERBURGH COUNTY. 

20,291 ........ . 
Unity ..................................... . ~656 1 ___ 1_----1 

7,762 
6,251 
4,075 

8,725 
33,706 
8.138 

54.059 

29,382 
60,873 
20,291 
64,715 

2~ :~~~ I'" 53',034' 
63,874 841 

$17,849 69 
33,906 76 
15,514 85 
39,677 60 

$3,31055 
10,31098 
3,08495 
5,83895 
---1-----

Totals ................................ . 52,545 18,088 104,628 I 175,261 121,B86 fiB,875 $106,94890 $22,54543 
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BITUMINOUS HAND MINES-Continued. 

VERMILLION COUNTY. 

WAGES. PRODUCTION. DISTRIBUTION. 1-----
]...: ~~ ! II >. 
:,) ,.!t~ Q;) ~ 0 2 c:$ f 0 0 ~ . oQ . a3 A A 
W rJj~ ~~ ~~~ . ~ ~ II 0> ~ 

NAME OF MINE. "' 0> 
OJ) 

.,.- 0 ~ Q) '"d ..... """ ~Z c.-.Q ~ 00 ::: coe w :::: ..... 00 " ts:.-d 
~ 0 ~ s::I ~ ~ ~ ..... ~ ;0 <l) ~ ~~ o~ 
0--;; 0.-0 0 = _ "g"g ; ~ ..... I ~ ~ ~;::i 

~u ~ = E=..~ ~~~ ~ g ~ ~ ~~ 
r;';; 
'Oil< 
Eo< 

Bruillett's No.3.......................... 6,950 4,870 15,112 26,932 7,825 19,107 $12,78980 
Bruillett'. No.4.................... ...... 1,532 905 106,024 108,461 19,797 88,664 53,21692 
Bruillett's No.5.......................... 53,874 33,981 45,974 133,829 14,082 119,747 72,335 19 
Buckeye....... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 20,225 9,811 16,277 46,313...... .... 46,313 26,618 35 
Cayuga.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....... .. .......... 13,982 13,982 13,982.... _. 8,480 28 
Crown Hill.... ......... ................... 17,811 8,711 22,460 48,988 17,052 31,936 29,28190 
Oak Hill......... .... .... .......... ........ 48,250 29,910 84,467 162.627 14,829 147,798 88,898 44 
Prince......................... ........ .... 149,775 149,775.......... 149,775 86,16377 
Torrey.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .......... .......... 18,853 18,853 18,853...... .... 9,237 72 
Willow Grove....... ...................... 24,040 14,827 44,302 83,169115,850 67,319 44,93882 
Keeler ................................. :... 2,129 1,318 222 3,669 119 3,550 3,18819 

Totals ................................. 174.8lllO4.333 517;454 700;598 122,389 674,209 $435,149 381 , , 

$4,698 35 $1,810 55 $19,298 70 
12,548 85 4,780 00 70,545 77 
11,529 05 6,349 10 90,213 34 
11,069 18 6,741 36 44,428 89 
2,464 76 1,622 47 12,507 51 
4,967 85 3,242 98 37,492 73 

15,305 23 9,866 59 114,OiO 26 
22,754 57 8,469 05 117,387 39 
3,352 04 2,421 71 15,011 47 
7,338 05 4,783 65 57,060 52 
1,633 37 1,938 75 6,760 31 

$97,661 30 $52,026 21 $584,836 89 
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VIGO COUNTY. 

Brick Works .............................. .......... .......... 14,720 14,720 14,720 .......... 
gr~:~~l.~·.~:::· ... :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: 10,644 5,742 43,129 59,515 .. i27:S59' 59,515 

61,600 29,435 36,824 127,859 
Ehrlich ............................ ...... 23,168 17,471 .. i07:757' 40,639 31,306 8,833 GrantNo.2 ............................... 16,887 19,680 144,324 57,487 86,837 
Hector .................................... 36,870 17,795 29,029 83,694 72,663 11,031 

i)\~~t~.~: :::::'.::'.::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: 19,333 ]5,360 48,646 83,339 27,764 55,575 
71,347 35,052 

"'40:696' 106,399 . ......... 106,399 
Nickelplate ............................... 23,460 11,547 75,703 .. .. 2:387' 75,703 Peerless ................................... 17,976 9,105 17,247 44,~28 41,941 RedBird .................................. 5,214 5,350 13,481 24,045 24,045 ... i7',9i4' Rosebud ................................... 61,279 37,917 23,228 122,424 104,510 
Royal ..................................... 12,741 8,378 58,947 80,066 80,066 .......... Larimer ................................... 19,640 19,640 19,640 . ......... Union ..................................... 89,541 44,870 4,307 138,718 138,718 . .. ii;i43' Eagle .'. . ~ ............................. .......... . . . . .. .... 46,692 46,692 35,.49 

------ ------Totals ................................. 450,060 257,702 504,343 1,212,105 737,214 474,891 

WARRICK COUNTY. 

2,230 I 8,260 I 7,120 I 1,140 I 
26,590 26,590 26,590 .......... 
13,373 20,581 15,661 4,920 I 

5'9541 14'1581 14'
158

1" , ..... "I 44,206 44,206 44,206 .......... 
3,853 3,853 I 3,853 .......... ----- --------

96,206 117,648 111,588 6,060 

Air Line.... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... 4,040 I 1,990 
Caledonia .................................................... . 
Chan dl er .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. 4,940 2,268 
DeForrest ................ :.... .... .... .... 5,0041 3,200 
St .. rNo.1 ................................................... .. 
Star No. 2 ................................ . 

Totals ................................. I 13,984 7,458 

$8,474 37 $2,74262 
31,712 23 11,628 53 
76,33700 26,902 00 
19,099 28 7,645 13 
86,840 06 18,159 53 
42,531 37 9,753 50 
39,457 35 12,36350 
62,517 19 10,740 08 
41,209 67 18,152 19 
27,364 00 8,738 00 
10,89249 1,871 60 
62,167 32 12,775 63 
36,378 52 7,580 02 
11,543 94 1,569 98 
78,051 00 21,08700 
13,601 99 12,863 18 --------

$648,177 88 $174,572 49 

$4,72540 $62235/ 14,145 82 3,85896 
11,43345 1,94535 
6,279 31 

1'204251 20,777 00 5,124 04 
1,735 69 37218 

$59,096 67 $13,107 13 

$1,44908 
4,430 75 
8,31900 
2,912 82 

10,62457 
6,77044 
4,641 80 
6,365 80 
7.75521 
4,99600 
1,279 91 
6,454 22 
4,96661 
3,015 20 
9,61600 
2,87233 

$86,46974 

$5

7045

1 
1,740 79 
1,25980 

80992 
3,37348 

514 90 I 
$8,26934 

$12,666 OJ 
47,771 5] 

111,558 OC 
29,65731 

115,624 IE 
59,055 31 
5B,462 65 
79,623 07 
67,117 07 
41,098 DC 
14,044 00 
81,397 17 
48,925 15 
16,129 12 

108,754 00 
19,337 50 

$909,220 11 

$5,898 
19,745 
14,638 
8,293 

29,274 
2,622 

$80,473 
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RECAPITULATION. 

Showing Total Production and Wages at Indiana Mines for 1902. 

----

MA.CHINE MINBD. 

I 
PICK MINED. 

I 
DISTRIBUTION. 

I 
WA.GES. 

"".; "". .., -;; "" "" "", " .; 

I 
"::S I>.::S Z Z 

..e "" 
.; ..e "" .; $ ~.e: "I>. 

" " " " oi !l A..d A~ 

" -'" ~ 
.. 

'" ~ en w ..- ",..c: 

I 
" 

I 
" " 

I 
.... "''' ""..-

" .!d " '" .!d '" ";i " .... 
" ""0 .~ " 

'" " " !l " " " ;s .. 
" .~::s 

000 ... " ... " 
.., 

c5 -;;::s 
" 00 ~ 0 " 00 :g 0 " ~ en Eo< en Eo< H 0 H 0 

Total Block Ma-
chine Mines .... 223,685 42,946 21 266,652 66,148 13,024 2 79,174 38,992 306,834 $229,70656 $136,07476 $51,205 74 

Total Block Pick 
Mines ........... ......... ..... ... . ........ ......... 636,560 149,567 30,811 816,938 358,010 458,928 653,894 22 180,12261 105,09456 ------------ ------------- ------

Total Block ... 223,685 42,946 21 266,652 702,708 162,591 30,813 896,112 397,002 765,762 $883,60078 8316,19737 $156,30030 

Total Bituminous 
I 'Machine Mines. 845,279 479,164 1,065,551 2,389,994 232,114 111,109 230,629 573,852 1,502,876 1,460,970 $1,336,429 83 $487,99629 $266,70233 
Total Bituminous 

Pick Mines ..... . . . . . . . . . ......... ......... ......... 1,575,913 827,263i 2,233,411 4,636,587 2,682,086 1,954,501 2,556,712 19 695,35318 379,62085 

Total Bitumi-
nous ........ 845,279 479,164 1,065,551 2,389,994 1,808,027 938,372 2,464,040 5,210,439 4,184,962 3,415,471 $3,893,14202.$1,183,34947 8646,32318 

Total Machi ne 
Mined .......... 1,068,964 522,110 1,065,572 2,656,646 ......... ........ ........ . ........ . ........ ......... . ........... ............ . .......... 

Total Pick Mined. 2,510,735 1,~,963 2,494,853 6,106,551 ......... ......... . ........... ............ ........... 
------------ ---==1== --- ------

$4,776,742 80:$1,4W,546 84 Grand total. .. 3,579,699 1,623,073 3,560,425 8,763,197 $802,62348 

NOTE.-Miners', Machine Runners' and Helpers', and Loaders' wages are reported together under "Miners." 

-
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$416,98706 

939,11139 

$1,356,09845 

$2,091,12845 

3,631,686 22 

$5,722,81467 
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$7,078,91312 
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TABLE 

Showing by Months and by Oounties the Number of Tons Mined and Wages Paid to 
Employes for the Year 1902 at Mines Employing More Than Ten Men. 

MONTHS. 

January ..... , .... , ... , ............ , .. . 
}<'ebruary ............................. . 
March .... -............. , .... " ......... .. 
April. ................................ .. 
May ........................ " ....... .. 
June ................................. .. 
July ................................. .. 
August .. '" .......................... .. 
September .......... : ................ . 
October .............................. .. 
November ............................ . 
December ............................ .. 

Totals ............................ .. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

Tonnage. I 
143.564 
129.142 
127.759 
63.713 
70.771 
87.094 

107.617 
84,442 

126,811 
142.973 
126.911 
130.071 

Wages. 

$138.72872 
128.731 11 
113.067 80 
57,66977 
74,690 31 
89,60206 

110,346 03 
98,081 04 

127,177 77 
142,002 12 
122,00315 
131.535 59 

] ,340,868 $1,333.635 47 

DAVIESS COUNTY. 

Tonnage. I 
24,084 
20,343 
18,971 
13,105 
10,913 
10,470 
16,605 
7,800 

18,285 
21,100 
22,979 
22,741 

207,396 

Wages. 

$21.13543-
17,646 65 
16,50385 
12,338 23 
10,491 17 
10,374 97 
15,64685 
8,86652 

16,586 80 
20.70180 
18,316 40 
20.791 60 

8189.400 27 

FOUNTAIN COUNTY. II GREENE COUNTY. 

January .................... '" .. .. ... . 2.919 $2.892 441 
February.... ...... ...... .... .... ..... 2,255 2.395 14 
March.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . . .. ... .... ... . 2,408 2.562 451 
April.. .. . .. .... .... .. .. .. .... ...... .. .. 1,964 2,265 35 
May ........... , .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .... .. .. .. 1.978 2,219 40 
June.................................... 1,311 1,97060 
July.......... .......... ............... 909 1,48445 
August ................ , .............................. , ............. . 
September ...................................................... .. 
October .......................................................... .. 
November ........................................................ .. 
Decem ber .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .... .. .... .............. .. ........... . 

157,153 
130,889 
133,133 
·78,673 
103,340 
123,965 
145,521 
103,479 
136,640 
178,808 
164,603 
174,778 

$115,645 03 
90,424 85 
98,486 48 
60.240 53 
73.783 35 
87,631 98 

103,120 30 
85,26280 

105,13603 
136,20876 
130,16535 
133,197 82 

---------·--11------ -.-----
Totals ............................ .. 13,744 $15,789 83 1,630,982 $\,219,303 28 

GIBSON COUNrY. KNOX COUNTY. 

~~~~:~~i :::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::: }5:~~~ ~:i5~ ~g 
March.. . ..... ...... ...... .... ...... .... 9,630 7,340 40 

~~~::: ':.:: ':.:: ':.:: ':.:: ':.:: ':.:: ':.:: ':. ':. ~:~g~ ~;~lg ~* 
June...... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... 5.265 : 4.630 16 I 
July................ .................... 6,950 i 5,71692 
August..... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... 1,955 3,043 08 
September. ... ...... ...... ............ 7,280 5,85259 
October.... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... 9,450 7,761 97 
November. .... .... .. .... ...... .... .... 6,914 6,747 19 
Dlcember...... ...... .... .... ...... .... 5,945 5,694 69 

Totals .............................. 1---8-1.:....99-4-1--.-69-,9-1-5 -23-

9,764 $8.022 96 
8,949' 7,444 77 
8.024 6.423 72 
5,868 5,245 56 
4.594 3,925 62 
5,973 4,693 42 
6.947 5,403 03 
6,022 5,345 88 
7,242 5,868 05 

12.350 10.035 93 
10.727 9,127 68 
11.813 9.951 87 -----------
98,278 $81.488 49 
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PARKE COUNTY. PIKE COUNTY. 
MONTHS. 

Tonnage. I Wages. Tonnage. I Wages. 
------------------------~ 

January.. ..... ...... .... ...... .... .... 87,896 $80,50143 
February...... ...... ...... .... .... .... 72,631 69,852 68 
March .......... '" .... .... .... .... .... 71,570 66,915 44 
Avril ...... .... .... .. . ..... .... .... .... 41,366 38,600 58 
May.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .... 69,938 52,002 21 
June.. ........................... ..... 57.098 58,151 39 
July.......... ..... ...... .. .. .. .... .... 70,656 70,720 49 
August.. .. .... .... .... .. .... ...... .... 64,635 65,760 29 
September. .... .... ...... .... .... ..... 60,683 82,152 72 
October.... .... .. .... .... ... .. ....... 99,598 100,181 57 
November .......................... .. 80,879 84,76022 
December. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 83,578 87,029 44 

46,341 
43,828 
35,237 
22,253 
32,880 
31,897 
28,056 
31,425 
32,436 
43,197 
41,982 
44,687 

416,219 

$34,731 28 
33,71708 
27,243 48 
18,939 53 
19,663 47 
26,016 50 
23.14136 
18,710 75 
24,749 54 
36,068 40 
33,642 80 
36,376 12 

$333,00031 Totals ............................. -800,528 $856,62846 I 
--------~--------

SULLIVAN COUNTY. IIVANDERB'GH COUNTY. 

t~li~:::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::: : 123,789 $83,613 42 16,930 $14,025 57 
93,544 66,64396 17,938 14,738 59 

108,745 71,126 76 13,477 10,664 61 

Yua1
I

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

89,924 59,918 32 9,339 8,495 68 
84,559 56,032 44 7,711 7,25692 
82,958 56,70643 10,497 8,946 15 

July ................................... 87,998 56,84059 10,509 9,159 56 
August ............................... 76,793 57,678 46 9,519 9,05359 
September ............................. 93,320 66,030 65 17,951 15,739 72 
October ................................ 112,442 80,584 65 21,778 19,217 49 
November ............................. 107,297 85,708 14 18,421 14,538 74 
December ............................. 120,529 95,316 40 21,191 17,295 38 

Totals ............................. 1,181,898 $834,200 22 175,261 $149,132 00 

IVERMILLION COUNTy·11 VIGO COUNTY. 

January............................... 87.579 $62,273 94 
February.... .... .... .... .... .... ...... 71,203 53,555 43 
March ....... .... .... ...... .... .... .... 56,737 43,071 73 
April ...... .... .. .. .... ............... 41,464 32,234 34 
May.. .. .. .... .. .. .... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. 53,003 38,905 78 
June. .... .. .... .... .. .... ...... .... .... 59,892 43,355 88 
July....... .... ...... .. .... ...... ...... 61,302 44,891 72 
August.... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... 38,966 30,802 60 

~~r~b~~~~::.':::::.' :::: :::::::::: :::::: ~~;~~j ~~;~~~ ~~ 
November..... .... .... .... .... .... .... 84,324 62,790 35 
December. ...... .... .... .... .... ...... 92,160 68,761 96 

Totals ............................. ---7-9-6,-59-8-1--:$-58-4-,8-36-8-9-1 

149,751 
146,533 
150,682 
97,241 

120,122 
154,696 
140,809 
112,119 
133,790 
158,576 
163,880 
154,682 

1,682,881 

$113,605 08 
106,160 97 
110,665 88 
81,926 79 
88,505 52 

107,815 31 
101,898 21 
84,583 18 
97,347 13 

110,505 86 
110,96361 
116,80694 

$1,230,784 48 

WARRICK COUNTY. 

t~~~i!~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~:~~~ 
April .... .... .... ...... ..... ........................................ 17,680 
May..... ...... ...................................................... 19,383 
J uue ................................... , .... _... .... .... .... .... .... 18,919 
July....................................... .......................... 21,178 

te~~~be~:::::::::: ::::::.':: :::.':::::.':::: :::'.:::::: :::::::: :::: :::: }~;ig! 
-~~~~;~tb"'~: :::: :::::: ::: ::::. :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::: :::::. :::.:: :::: ~~:m 

December ......... : ......................... _ ...................... 32,178 
1-----1 

Totals.......................................................... 264,764 

$14,313 34 
14,117 00 
12,804 41 
12,198 66 
11,62084 
13,077 03 
13,787 21 
10,93789 
12,219 02 
18,284 22 
17,119 69 
19,64359 

$170,122 90 
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TABLE OF MACHINE MINES. 

Showing Name of ]rfine, Number and Kind of Machines, Tons of Coal Mined, Number 
of Miners Employed, and .1verage Tons Per Miner. 

BLOCK COAL MINES. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

00 

" 
KINDS. 

" :a 
" .. " MINE. ~ '," .... "" 0 Q 

11 
Brazil Block No.1. . . .... ...... .... 11 I 11 R9,847 44 905 
Brazil Block No.8................. 10 10 41,303 37 1,116 

Brazil Block No. 11...... .... ..... 7 7 31,906 29 1,100 
Diamond No.5 and No.3.. .... .... 10 10 54,341 56 958 
Briar Hill.. .. ...... .... ...... . ..... 6. 6 15,233 28 544 

BrazilBlockNo.10................ 51 5 15,167 12 1,264 

Average and totals ............ 491~1~ =1--6-1197,802 -206 -900 

PARKE COUNTY. 

Bra;i~t~~:~:c:O;nli2n~~::::::::::::: I~II"'~~'I :::: :: I: ::: '.: I'" '~'II 2::::~ 1-2~ 1-:~ 
I 

BITUMrNOUS MACHINE MINES. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

Gifford No. 1. .... " .... . ..... .. .... 6[ 6 .............. · ... 1 57,936 56 1,035 
Gifford No.2. ...... .... .... .... .... 3 3...... .... . ...... 22,436 24 934 

Average and totals ............ --9-1--9 = ==I----so.m- -SO -105 

GREENE COUNTY. 

I .... ~. Black Creek.. .... ...... ...... ...... 5 
leland No.1.................... .... 10 
Island No.2.. .... .... .... .... ...... 15 
Tower Hill. .. .. ................... 2 2 
Lattes Creek..... .... .... .... .... .. 2 2 
Antioch........................ ... 2 2 
Gilmour.......... .................. 8 8 
Midland.. . .... ... ... ..... ..... .... 6 6 

'''io' 
15 

Summit No.2...................... 8 8\..... . 
Glenburn.... ...... .... .... .... .... 8 8 ..... . 
Green Valley...... .... . ..... ...... 2 21 

~~l~~~:· ... ::·.·.::·.·.::·.·.::·.·.::·.·.:::::: ~ .... ~. ~ ~~ 
Average and totals.. .... ...... 71 I 45...... 25 

105,866 65 1,628 
87,661 61 1,437 

107,762 96 1,122 
10,301 21 491 
6,956 30 232 
3,907 18 217 

120,727 73 1,653 
70,461 61 1,155 

132,697 104 1,275 
129,273 85 1,521 
11,862 41 296 
5,194 22 236 
5,188 16 324 

797,855 ~11.i5i 
I 
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BITUMINOUS MACHINE MINES-Continued. 

PARKE COUNTY. 

I 

00 

I 
KISDa. 

I I 
0) 

<= '" ... :.c ... 
... ... .. 0) 

" ... ..e <= Po< .. <= :;;:: :;;:: :;;:: 
~ ';0 .: I 0) ~..e ~ " MINE. ... -" '" "' .. "'. " .... 0) 0 
0 0 :;; :;;pq 0) ... '" 0.., Eo< w" 0 ... 

,I 

.:: ~ci 
u, ... 

~~ 

I 

... ... 0 

I 

0)': ., 0)0) ,,- bO" 
.b h'~ h ... P< -,,'" -" A" ", ... "'" "" 01 " 01-" 01" S" '" SOl .... ~ 
" " ~~ " ~ 

0 0 0 0 o Po< 0 ,,~ 

~ 0 0 0 Eo< Z < 

Parke No.8 ........................ [ 14 1[ ..... [ .... ·1···· . ·1 u II 70,l8l [ 521 1,349 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

Bunker Hill.. .... .... .... .... . ..... 4 
Green Hill......... .. .. . . . . .... .. . . 5 
Ingleside..... ..... ........ .... .. . ... 1 
Phoonix 1-3-5....... .... .. .... ...... 16 
Star City..... ........ .............. 8 
Wilfred.......... .... .............. 2 
Dugger.. ........................ ... 5 
Hymera No. I. ........ .... .... ...... 8 
Hymera No.2.... .. .. .... .. .. ...... 2 
Jackson Hill No.2 and No.3.. .... 10 
Shelburn..... .... ............... ... 2 

4 
I) 
1 

.... s· 
2 
5 
8 
2 

10 

Sun Flower.... .... .. .... .... ...... 5 5 

Average and totals ............ ---;;s 50 --1- --1-116 

Glen O .. k .......................... . 
Ray ................................ . 
Parke No.10 ...................... . 
Lawton ............................ . 

Average and totals ........... . 

Big Four .......................... . 
Big Vein .......................... . 

VIGO COUNTY. 

6 
I 

18 
8 

33 

6 ...••....... 1 ..... . 

...... .... . .... 1 

................ "1 18 
8 .............. . 

--------
14 .... . . ..... 19 

WARRICK COUNTY. 

4 
5 

4 
5 

Average and totals.... .... .... 9 9 
Total Bituminous Mines.. .... 204 118 --1- --1--s3 

Grand totals ................... 2611-161--1- -i- 89 

Total mltchine mined block ........................................ . 
Total machine mined bituminous .................................. . 
Total hand mined block ............................................. . 
Total hand mined bituminous ...................................... . 
Grand total. .... __ ................................................... . 
Total hand mined coal. ............................................ . 
Total machine mined coal. ......................................... . 
Grand total. ......................................................... . 

59,182 
52,816 

971 
165,495 
172,533 

6,910 
119,510 
143,645 

4,930 
241,788 
11,095 
67 ,5]2 

---
1,036,387 

133,224 
803 

154,246 
43,375 

---
331,648 

21,455 
52,095 

55 
42 
30 

121 
110 
79 
85 

117 
24 

138 
15 
38 --

854 

75 
5 

99 
48 

-.--
227 

46 
40 

1,021 
1,257 

32 
1,367 
1,568 

87 
1,406 
1,228 

205 
1,80-1 

740 
1,513 --
1,226 

1,776 
161 

1,65~ 
903 

----
1,461 

466 
1,302 

73,550 86 1,768 
2,389,993 1,992 1,199 

2,656,646 2,269 1,171 

266,652 
2,389,994 

8l6,ll38 
4,636,587 
8,763,197 
6,106,551 
2,656,646 
8,763,197 

297 
1,992 
1,395 
5,942 
9,606 
7,337 
2,269 
9,606 

962 
1,199 

585 
780 
912 
832 

1,177 
912 

NOTE.-If the average production by hand mining is 832 tons per miner, then it would 
have reqnired 3,192 hand miners to produce the 2,656,646 tons of coal mined with machines. 
As it only reqnired 2,269 miners, together with mining machines, to produce 2,656,646 tons of 
coal, it is obvious that about 923 miner. have been displaced in this State by mining ma
chines. 
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TABLE 

Showing Per Cent. in Gross Tom Produced, Gross Wages Paid, and Total Number of 
Persons Employed at Indiana lJfines for Year 1902 Over 1901. 

Tot .. l tonnage prodnced ............... ······1 7.019.203 1 8.763.197 1 1,743,994 1 24 Total wages paid ......... , .................. $5,680,53986 $7,078,91312 $1,398,37326 24 
Total employes.. .... . ..... .... . ..... .... .... 12,096 13,139 1,043 8 

TABLE 

Showing Number of Miner., Machine Runners and Helpers, Loaders, Inside Day and 
Monthly 1Jlen, and Persons Employed Outside j Total Number of Employes at 
Each Mine, Number of Days Worketi and Number of Mules Used, and Totals by 
Counties. 

OOUNTY AND NAME OF 
MINE. w ... 

'" "" " o 
H 

Brazil Block ~~~1~:.... .... ...... 15
1 

]2 32
1 

30 11 I 100 260 1 8 4 
Brazil Block No.8. ..... .... ...... 31 12 25 34 10 112 264 10 4 
Brazil Blook No. 11. .... .. .... .... 11 8 2] ]8 7 65 259 8 8 
Briar Hill..................... .... 8 10 18 9 8 53 194 6 .... 
Clover/and. ..... ...... .... .... .... 132 ...... ...... 25 11 168 241 l1']i 
Columbia No.5................... 31 ...... ...... 4 2 27 18 2 ..... . 
Cornwall...... ...... .... ...... .... 70............ 9 7 86 197 5 3 
Crawford No.2. .. ... . .... .... .... 83....... . .... 14 6 103 227 5 2 
Orawford No.3. ...... ............ 74............ 11 6 91 216 5 1 
Crawford No.5..... ...... .... .... 63............ III 6 80 216 5 2 

Br:~~n'i"N~:5·::·.:::::: :::: :::::: ~ '''i2' "'44' 30 15 1U 2~~ Ii .... 5· 
EurekaNo.2 .................... 41 ............ 13 6 60 213 6 2 
Eureka No.3. . ..... ...... .... .... 50. ..... ...... 10 6 66 ]93 6 1 
Eureka No. 4. . ..... .... .... ...... 29....... ..... 7 4 40 70 3 1 
Fortner. .... . ..... .... .... .... .... 30. ..... ...... 6 4 40 210 3 ..... . 
Gart No.5 ................... , .... 65. ..... ...... 11 7 83 240 6 ..... . 
GartNo.7 ........................ Idle greater part of the year. Noreport. 
Gart No. 10 ............. .... ...... 22 4 8 10 6 50 254 5 3 
Gifford No. 1. .................. ,.. 45 12 44 23 12 136 233 ]0 3 
Gladstone...... .... .... .... ...... 79

3
5 ............ '. " .... .... 2126 128 11°179 25152 151" "2" Klondyke ....................... .. 

Glen..... ...... ...... .... .... .... 73............ 8 6 87 193 4 4 
Lawrence No.6................... 106 ...... ...... 9 7 122 243 6 2 
Monarch...... ...... .... .... ...... 15............ 3 2 20 295 2 1 

~~:iL::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ :::::: :::::: l~ ~ 1~~ ~g + '''T 
Rob Roy.... .... ...... ...... ...... 367o ...... '.:: .......... : 1b 97 5812 225446 37 " "2" Silverwood No.3 ............... .. 
Crawford No.7 ....... ·....... ..... 71............ 10 6 87 235 3 4 

~r;;reJ'~o~t.~:::::::·.::::::::::: II .... S· '''is' l~ ? ~ ft~ ~ :::::: 
Orawford No.6 (See note No.1).. 18 ......... ,.. 6 4 28 84 2 ...... --------------------

Totals......... .... ...... ...... 1,659 76 210 429 221 2,595 6,341 187 66 
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Table Showing Number of Miners, Machine Runners and Helpers, Etc.-Continued. 

LI ~~ I ci 00 

I I 
" " ':;" ::::: " .,; 

~ ,:;'" "';': 0 ,," " 'Z. " "" .,;.e "" " ...: COUNTY AND NAME OF " ... " 00 ,:; ,," "- A S 0 ~ " MINE. :g 00 A.,; ,,;:I; ... I ,,~ " ~ ~ :r::"" " ] 
I I 

00 '" ..!<i ~ ~o :3 "' '" "" ,," " ]~ " ;; '8 <> "'" 0 " 0 '" -< p:; ;.: ... 0 Eo< A ;.: 

DAVIESS. 

I I I 
2t I 1~ I·· "i' 

Hoosier No.4 .................... 13 ........... 2 29/ 91 Montgomery No.2 .............. 62 ............ 9 91 218 
Montgomery No.3 .............. 100 ...... ...... 3~ I 12 146 216 14

1 ...... Mntna\. ........................... 50 ...... ...... 6 64 266 7 ...... Cabel No.4 ....................... 24 ...... ..... 7 6 37 187 5 ...... 

I 
I. 

Cabel No.9. .... .... .... .... .. .... 41 I······ ...... /12 61 59 101 I 6 I······ Logan Grove. ........ .... .... .... 13 ....... :.... 2 3 18 100 1 ..... . 

Totals ........................ 303==83~-430l,m59I--1 

Silverwoo:~:~~~.~~.· ......... 'II~I=II~/I~ 1_511_~1_15311_5 t 1 

Totals. .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .... 40 I····· ..... 10 1 5 55 I 153 5 1 1 

Oswald .... ~.~~~~N ............... I~I~i_ ..... jl~/_~1_1221_~I~I_3 
Totals .... ·· .. ···· .. ·· ........ ·1 76 I· .... ·1·· .. · 27 I 19 1 122 I 190 I 12 I 3 

Brazil BlOCk

P ::~2~:... . ..... .... 18 22/ 59 11 15 1251 202 13 4 
Cox No.3. .. .. ................ .... 93..... 25 17 135 269 12 6 
Lucia. ........ .... .... ............ 66 ...... 1 17 5 88 187 10 ' .. 
Lyford No. 1...................... 3')............ 9 6 50 204 3 8 
Lyford No.2...................... 65 I...... ...... 25 10 100 37 18 1 
Mary.. .. .. .. .... .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . 90.. . ... ...... 12 8 110 231 5 3 
Mecca No. 1. .... .... ...... .... .... !II; 15 5 55 250 9 ... '1" 

'McIntosh No.3. ............ .... ~b"""""" 1521 ~ ~41 255 5 
~::k~el'n~3:.:.::::::::::·.:::·.:::: 34 · .. 26····26 34 11 131 2~1 H 
Standard.... .. .... .. .... .. .... ... 18 1 3 22 65 4 
Superior No.1.... .... ...... .. .... 110 17 10 137 247 10· .. · 4' 
Superior No.2...... ... ....... .... 122 24 9 155 256 11 3 
Minshall No.I.......... .......... 77 12 6 95 174 5 3 
Pan American.... ...... .. .. ...... 60 7 5 72 21'6 3 1 
Snperior No.3.................... 34 5 4 43 147 2 1 
Brazil Block No.9... ...... .. .... 35........ .... 18 11 64 147 11 

--------------------Totals ................. . 989 48 85 249 136 ] ,507 3,191 146 35 

Troy ........ ~~~.~.~: ............ ~11~1~II_J_21_231_~11_21_1 
Total.... .... ...... ...... .. .... 18 ..... ·1 .... ·· 31 2 I 23 1 2]6 21 1 
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Table Showing Number of Miner8, Machine Runner8 and Helpm's, Etc.-Continued. 

COUNTY AND'NAME OF 
MINE. 

PIKE. 

. 

I 00 

... 
'" . :0", 

. ,,'" ., :0'" 

~ ~~ 
.~ "'::ti 00 

~. ~~ I ... 
'" ~ .,. ,," OJ 

" OJ OJ 0 
~ ~ ...:l 

.i 
I~= '" '" '" "'" ~ >. 

~~ >. 0 

OJ 0. I OJ>> A S A:<:i 

I]~ I '" ><1 :s -tl ~ 

" 0 
0 Eo< 

I 

~:::~~~~".' ... ::::'.'.::' ... ::' ... :::'.:::: IDl ~ ~ ~~ 
Ayrshire No.3... ................. 98 18 15 131 
Ayrshire No.4............ ........ 41 9 8 58 
Ayrshire No.5 (see Note No.2). .. 9 3 3 15 
B1ackhurn .... _... .... .... .... .. .. 44 9 8 61 
Hartwell.... ...... .. .... .... ...... 55 11 11 77 
Littl e. .. ........ ~ .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 97 27 11 135 
Petersburg.. .... ...... . . .... ...... 41 13 7 61 
Rogers. _ . _.. . ..... .... .... .... .... 28 . . . ..... 7 5 40 

.,,; 
'" ~ 
0 

~ 
~ 
OJ 
A 

230 
190 
230 
168 
87 

191 
220 
216 
245 
234 

.,,; 
'" 
~ 
'" '" " ~ 

2 
4 

30 
5 

'" 
<= 
'" ~ 
'" " <l 

2 

~ .... 4· 
7 1 

14 
6 
4 

Carbon...... .... ...... .. .... ...... 15............ 6 3 24 65 S 
Ayrshire No.6 ................... Mine redu oed to le.8 than Iten me n. 

Totals ......................... 483 = =~ 113 801-676f2.076 8211 

SULLIVAN. I 
2 
5 
3 

~~l~~~~~il.l.:::: ... :::::: :::: :::::. ~~ .. i~' ... ~~. i~ Ig il 199 g2 i5 
8~::~\iiii :::: :::: :::: :::: . ::: :::: 8 34 ~ is l~g ~~ i~ 
~~~eLrnt~;;'::::::::::::::::::::: '''is 1~ 19~ 4~ 2J l~g m 1~ ''''i' 
Jackson Hill No.2 ..................... I 18 120 48 15 201 239 21'" 'i' 
Phoenix No.1..................... 5116 45 27 19 112 187 9 8 
Phoenix No.3.... ................. 15 2 6 5 4 32 160 2 2 
Phoenix No.5 ..................... I 11 12 30 10 8 71 170 5 5 
Shelburn ......................... 20 4 11 8 8 51 206 6 .... . 
Star City.... .... .... .... .... ...... 2 16 94 47 27 186 223 12 1 
White Ash.... .... .... .... .... .... 49

1

...... "3'2" 9 6 64 100 4 1 
Sunflower ................... _ .... _ ..... 6 10 5 53 203 3 
Glendora. ....................... 50 -_.. . '2'0" 15 12 77 92 2 
Hymera No.2..................... ..... 4 5 7 32 23 2 
Wilfred..... .. .... .. .... .... .. .... ...... 12 67 2 15 96 51 2 

Totals ......................... 25iflli 702f'S19194fl,60sI2,879T139 ~ 

VANDERBURGH. 

Diamond. _ ... _ .... .... .... .... .... 29 5 5 39 257 3 
First Avenue (see Note No.3) .. . 

~~~l~~~~de(~~~ .~~~~ .~.~ .. ~::::::::: .. '76' . "22' . "io' .... ios' .... iS9' . "iz' :::::: 
Union.. ...... ..... .......... ...... 24...... ...... 6 6 36 237 4 ...... 
Unity......... ..................... 59............ 8 8 75 264 5 4 

Totals· .. ··· .. · .......... ·· .. ··18s==I4129~~24-5-
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Table Showing Number of Miners, ~JJ[achine Runners and Helperl, etc.-Continued. 

COUNTY AND NAME OF 
MINE. 

GREENE. 

Black Creek...... ...... .... ...... 51 10 55 24 8 148 213 13 2 
Fluhart . .... .... ... ............. 75 ...... 25 10 110 109 13 1 
Gilmour.... .... .... .... .... ...... l4 12 61 24 13 124 264 12 
Hoosier. .... .... ...... .... .... .... 21 .. '2'0' '[" . '4'1" 9 5 35 212 
Island City No. 1. ...... .... ...... 22 33 14 130 185 H 
Island City No.2..... ............ 42 30, 66 41 19 198 190 l4 
Island Valley No.1........ ...... 30 9 6 45 138 9 .... 
Island Valley No.2. ............. 74 9 8 91 164 4 4' 
!~lar~~X~:I.~~.~~:~.:::::::::::::: 1~ '''53' ~r 1~ m ~~~ 1§ ~ 
~"ul~~;i.nt~~.::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: lr¥ ····2· "'k 2~ ~ 11~ }~~ It 6 
SummitNo.2..................... 6 16 88 53 8 171 182 17 .... i· 
~icl~;f~~~:: :::: :::::: :::'.:::::::: ~S .. '1'2" .. '7'3" 2~ 1~ Il~ i~~ l~ ~ 
Glenburn. .... .... .... .... .... .... 65 48 16 214 245 20 17 
Tower Hill........ ...... .... ...... 2 6 15 3 6 32 157 1 
Green Valley. .... ........ .... .... 7 6 35 8 9 65 90 5 
Lattas Creek No.l...... .... ...... 6 24 18 15 63 132 4 
Atlas.... .... .... .... .... .... .. .... 6 16 6 8 36 80 3 
Antioch............. .............. 4 14 7 10 35 91 1 1 
Fry ............... , .. . . . . .. .... . . . . 15 8 5 28 50 2 

Totals ......................... 878l38I555' 436"121412;2213,619185 54 

KNOX. 

Bicknell ........................ .. 
Edwardsport ..................... . 
Knox ............................ .. 
Lynn .............. : ............. .. 
Prospect Hill .................... . 

32 . ..... ...... 8 7 47 194 8 2 
32 . ..... ...... 9 7 48 123 3 2 
37 . ..... ...... 7 6 50 183 3 
10 ...... ...... 1 3 l4 125 2 
27 ...... ...... 6 4 37 243 3 -------------------Totals ........................ . 138 ...... ...... 32 27 196 868 19 4 

VERMILLION. I I I I I 
Bruillett's Creek No.3....... .... 44........... 5 6 55 127 6 ..... . 
Bruillett's Creek No.4..... ...... 72............ 18 8 98 163 11 ..... . 
Bruillett's Creek No.5.... ....... 13.3 17 8 158 152 10 ... '6" 
Buckeye.... ...... ... ............ 47 11 6 64 175 7 
Cayuga. ...... . ..... .... ...... .... 14 3 2 19 281 2 1 
Crown Hill...... ............ ...... 58 . ..... 7 6 71 246 4 1 
Oak Hill ...... .. .... ...... .... .... 156 ...... 1 26 10 192 211 13 
Prince...... .... ...... .... .... .... 134........ .... 20 8 162 233 11 .... .. 
Torrey No.4...... ................ 37............ 14 4 55' 40 6 ..... . 
Willow Grove....... .............. 60 I ........ ·· .. 1 8 6 1 74 2111 4 2 
Keller ............................. ~ :..:.:.:.:.:. ~ _5 ___ 6 ____ 23 ___ ~ __ 2_ :.:..:..:.:..:. 

Totals.. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .... . .. . 767 ...... ;..... 134 70 971 1 1,900 76 10 
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Table Showing Number of Miners, Machine Runnel's and Helpers, etc.-Continued. 

'" o:i ,.. "". .; 
" " <I • ~~ :s " .,; <I~ oj" ~ 

'" "'" "':s ~ 
0 " .-d ... P. .-'I 

COUNTY AND NAME OF " ~..e 
oj 

" i ~ 
oj~ A S 

,.. 
~ "" .; A;d 0 

MINE. ::g " I"l ~ 
<I ,,;I1 ... 

~~ '" " :;:: '" ;;;"" "" 3 '" " "" ."i .~~ !l '8 " ,," oj ., :; 
p:; "'oj 0 " 0 oj :s :s ;.:< H 0 r-< A ...; 

VIGO. 

BrickWorks ...................... 12 3 2 17 257 2 ..... . 
Chicago No.6 ........... , . .... .... 79 16 5 100 255 10 2. 
Diamond...... ...... .. .... .... .... 155 52 13 220 227 18 2 
Ehrlich . ......................... 47 10 6 63 237 5 .. "2' 
~r:~b~~' .2.::::::::: :'.:::::::::::: 15~. "i2' .. '63' ~i U rg~ ~~6 l~ 2 
Hector ... " ................... , . . 70 13 7 90 242 7 

~l~~r~::::: ::::: ::::: :::::::::: Ib~ li ~ 1~§ ~~~ ~""i" 
~~~~e~p,!.ai3::::::::::::::::::::::: 7~ '''34' '''65' §~ U }g~ m 1~ .... 3· 
Peerless.. ..... .................... 90 ... '2" 22 10 122 200 15 
Ray ........... '" ... ...... .... .... 90 3 16 8 119 179 8 

~~~e~~r.tN.;:ii:::::::::::::::·.:::: In 21 ~ 1~~ i~~ ~ ····4· 
Roysl No.1......... .......... .... 65 11 7 83 251 6 

t:~to~r::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ "'is' '''30' ~ 1~ 1~~ ~!~ ~ 
Union. .... ........ .... .... .... .... 129 ...... ...... 31 13 173 256 20 5 
Eagle ... . ..................... ~ ~I':':':':':': __ 4 __ 4 ___ ~~ __ 2 ___ 5_ 

Totals.. ...................... 1,358 66 161 369 166 2,120 4,501 180 26 

WARRICK. I 

Air Line .......................... 18 .. 'io' '''36' 3 3 24 93 2 
Big Four .......................... 48 10 9 113 266 5 
Big Vein No.2 .................... 14 10 30 8 6 68 216 6 '''T Caledoni'a ......................... 36 6 6 48 207 5 
Chandler .......................... 12 3 3 18 151 5 ..··2· DeForrest ......................... 18 3 3 24 187 2 
StarN?1. ........................ 43 10 9 62 229 6 2 ._----- -------------

Totals .... ..... .............. 189 20 66 43 39 357 1,349! 31 5 -- --------------
Grand total ................... 7,337 490 1,779 2,287 1,246 13,139 29,409 1,147 251 

NOTE No.1. This mine waS closed down in the fall of 1901, and remained closed until 
June, 1902. It was then started, but, owing to scarcity of miners, the company was com
pelled to close down again in September. 

NOTE No.2. The working force in this mine was reduced to less than ten men during 
the summer, owing to scarcity of miners. 

N OTE No.3. Worked less than ten men on account of works being closed off by a squeeze. 
Non No.4. The works in this mine were closed off by a squeeze about the first of the 

y .. ar. The company is now making arrangement to mine coal under the Ohio River. 

• 
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Clay ..................................... " ........ " . . . . 1,945 $820,521 15 $421 86 429 $266,187 25 $620 48 221 $131,364 42 $594 40 
Daviess ......... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... 303 129,228 56 426 49 83 42,892 65 516 77 44 17,279 06 390 43 
Fountain....... .... .... .... .... .... .................... 40 8,488 40 212 21 10 5,424 88 542 88 5 1,876 .55 375 31 
Gibson........ ...... .... .... ............ .... .... .... .... 76 45,315 16 596 25 27 14,356 86 531 73 19 10,243 21 539 11 
Greene.... .... .... .... .... .... .. .. .......... .... .... .. .. 1,571 831,005 15 529 22 436 254,399 49 583 48 2U 133,898 64 625 68 
Knox................ ......... .......... ................ 138 52,129 58 37774 31 17,04895 54896 27 12,30996 45592 
Parke..... ................ .............. ......... ....... 1,122 572,65671 510 39 249 186,523 81 74909 J36 \17,44894 71653 
Perry......... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... 18 7,270 59 403 92 3 1,903 29 634 43 2 1,501 41 750 70 
Pike.. ..... .. .... .... .... .... .......... .... .... .... ...... 483 219,288 85 454 01 113 68,149 46 603 09 80 45,562 00 569 52 
Sullivan.. .... .. .... .... .... .... .......... .... .... ...... 1,095 493,646 65 450 82 319 220,086 66 689 92 194 120,466 91 620 96 
Vanderburgh . .. .... .. .. .... .... .... .... .. .... .... ...... 188 106,948 90 568 87 41 22,545 43 549 89 29 19,637 67 677 16 
Vermillion..... .... .... .... ............ .......... ...... 767 435,149 38 567 28 134 97,861 30 728 81 ' 70 52,026 21 743 23 
Vigo .................................................... 1,585 861,812 61 543 09 369 246,937 05 669 20 166 122,034 82 735 14 
Warrick.. ..... ...... ...................... ........ ...... 275 122,18119 44429 43 26,19535 60919 39 21,73636 55734 

------------ ---------------
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TABLE OF IDLE TIME. 

Showing Number of Days Lost in Indiana Mines in the Year 1902 and the Different Causes Thereof. 

I Jan. I Feb. I Mar. I April. I May. I Jnne·1 July. I Aug. I Sept. I Oct. I Nov. I Dec. I Total. 

No orders ...... .............. .... .... ........ .... .... 40 1 40 217 621 I 562 289 381 335 91 54 35 14 2,679 
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Strikes. .... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... .... ... ...... 4 2 11 72 25 4 40 30 4 6 2 200 
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Other causes. .... .... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... .... ........ 16 51 85 26 38 44 52 70 52 45' 85 564 

Totals ............................................. 483 446 779'fl,l50T967 860!"Slzf935!693f523 ~ -----rn-~ 
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CHANGE'S IN OWNERSHIP. 

The Diamond No.5 Mine, in Olay Oounty, owned by the Diamond 
Block Ooal Oompany, was sold to the Brazil Block Ooal Oompany, 

. January 31st. 
The Buckeye Mine; in Greene County, owned by the Linton Ooal 

and Mining Oompany, passed into the hands of the Island Coal Oom
pany, in July, and is nnw known as the Island No. 3 Mine. The 
latter company owns a very large coal field adjacent to this property, 
which will be mined from .this opening. The company intends 
equipping the mine with a veiw to making it one of the largest pro
ducers in the county. 

The Mecca No. 1 Mine, in Parke Oounty, formerly owned by the 
Otter Oreek Goal Oompany, changed owners September 1st, and is 
now owned and operated by the Rock Run Ooal Oompany. 

The Genoa Ooal Oompany dosed down and abandoned the Oarbon 
Mine, Pike Oounty, in March. Later the property was s,old to the 
Aberdeen Qoal Oompany, which reopened it and began operations in 
September. At last inspection there were twenty miners employed. 
The mine now bids fair to become a good producer. 

The Alden Mining and Mercantile Oompany's property in Pike 
County, changed hands in July, being bought by the Winslow Coal 
and Gas Oompany, which is now operating four drift openings, the 
coal from all of which is handled over the same dump. 

The management of the Shelburn Mine, in Sullivan Oounty, 
changed hands the first of the year, being leased by a company com
posed of twenty miners, known as the Keystone Ooal Oompany, who 
have very successfully operated it since that time. 

The Briar Hill Mine, located near Dugger, Sullivan Oounty, was 
bought February 4th by the Olark and Weaver Ooal Oompany, which 
spent considerable money in remodeling the tipple and making re
pairs generally. 'l'his company operated the mine until November, 
when it sold out to the Sullivan Ooal Oompany. 

The Ingleside Mine, in Sullivan County, owned by the Whitsett 
Brothers, was leased to the West Linton Ooal Oompany, in July, 
which has spent considerable money making necessary repairs. The 
mine is now in fair condition to produce coal at a price which will 
compare favorably with other mines in that locality. 

The Ohicago No.6 Mine, in Vigo Oounty, formerly owned by the 
Big Vein Ooal and Mining Oompany, was bought by the Weaver Ooal 
and Ooke Oompany, in October. 
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ABANDONED MINES. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

The Columbia No.5 Mine, located on the Center Point Branch of 
the Vandalia Railroad, and owned and operated by Zeller, McClellan 
& Company, was worked out and abandoned March 13th. This mine 
was opened in 1898, and has been one of the largest producers in 
the block coal field. 

The Dewey Mine, located north of Cardonia, on a switch from the 
north branch of the Vandalia Railroad, owned and operatea. by the 
Jackson Coal and Mining Company, was worked out and abandoned 
March 31st. This mine was also opened in 1898, the first coal being 
hoisted in August of that year. The bottom block seam, or Coal 
III, was mined here, and was found in exceptionally good condition, 
making the mine a very profitable one. 

The Diamond No.3 Mine, located five miles west of Brazil, on the 
C. & 1. C. R R, owned and operated by the Diamond Block Ooal 
Company, was worked out and abandoned January 9th. Coals III 
and IV top and bottom bloc'k seams, were mined here. The bottom 
seam was opened in 1897. This mine was classed as an a.verage one 
among the block coal mines. 

The Gladstone Mine, located one mile east of Coal Bluff, on the 
Coal Bluff Branch of the C. & I. C. R R, owned and operated by the 
Brazil Mining Company, was worked out and abandoned March 15th. 
The date 01 opening of this mine does not appear of record in this 
office. 

DAVIESS COUNTY. 

The Black Diamond Mine, located near Washington, owned and 
operated by Osha Brothers, was worked out and abandoned about 
January 1st. This was a small local mine operated for wagon trade 
only. , 

The Logan's Grove Mine, located near Washington, owned and 
operated by Wilson Brothers, was workefl out and abandoned in 
June. This mine was opened in 1901, and was operated for local 
trade only. 

GREENE COUNTY. 

The Island Valley No. 1 Mine, located two miles southwest of 
Linton, on the I. & V. Branch Railroad, owned and operated by the 
Island Valley Coal and Mining Company, was worked out and aban-
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doned December 13th. This mine was opened in 1893 by a joint 
stock company principally composed of miners. Up until the last 
year, the mine has had a daily capacity of about 400 tons. 

PARKE OOUNTY. 

The Lyford No.2 Mine, owned and operated by the Wabash Val
ley Coal Company, located at Lyford, on a switch of the C. & E. I. 
R. R., was abandoned February 28th. This mine was operated by 
several companies within the P1st four years, none of which seemed 
to make a success of it. The cioal seam has not been exhausted, as 
the area owned by the compa,n}1 has scarcely been tapped. 

The Parke No.8 Mine, owned and operated by the Parke County 
Coal Company, and located one mile northwest of Rosedale on the 
Terre Haute and Logansport Branch olf the Vandalia Railroad, was 
burned down November Hth. rrhe mine was so nearly worked out 
that it was not deemed advisable .to rebuild. (See accidents to mine 
property.) 

SULLIVAN OOUNTY. 

The Jackson Hill No. 3 Mine, owned and operated by the Jackson 
Hill Coal and Coke Company, and located at Jackson Hill, was aban
doned in May. The mine was opened in 1901 to Coal III. The roof 
over this seam was found in such condition as to preclude prontable 
mining. 

VEUMILLION OOUNTY. 

The Torrey No. 4 Mine, owned and operated by the Torrey Coal 
Company, and located three and one-half miles northeast of Clinton, 
was abandoned in April. Coals VI and VIII were mined here, the 
lower seam being opened in 1897. 'While comparing favorably i:p. 
producing capacity with other bituminous mines, it was not a profit
able mine, on account of squeezes, water, etc. 'rhe coal seam has not 
been worked out. 

NEW MINES. 

Twenty new mines have been reported to this office within the 
year, situated as follows: One in Clay County, seven in Gre€ne 
County, six in Parke County, four in Sullivan County, one in Ver
million County and one in Vigo County. Eleven of these, as shown 
by the following table, are electric machine mines, all of which are 
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located in the bituminous field. In addition, the other parts of the 
equipment of each mine are very complete, nearly all of them having 
first-motion hoisting engines, self-dumping cages, shaker screens and 
other modern appliances. 

The mines so equipped are capable of producing and handling a 
large output at the lowest cost consistent with good mining. They 
should rank among the largest machine-mine producers within the 
next year. \ 

.Five of the pick mines have been opened in the bloc'k coal field 
and the other four in the bituminous. With two exceptions, i. e., the 
Harris,on Mine, in Parke County, these mines have been opened and 
equipped in a modern manner. Some of them now have, a.nd others, 
within a short time, will have a producing capacity classing with the 
best pick mines of the State. rrogether with several mines now al
most ready to ship coal, these mines will materially increase the total 
producing capacity of Indiana mines. 

The following table shows names of companies of these new mines, 
the name and location of mines, the railroads on which the mines 
are located, the geological number and thickness o·f coal seams, the 
depth and size of shafts, the kind of mines, the kind of machines 
used, if any, when mines were opened and the date of the first ship
ment of coal: 

.. 
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Green Valley. ..... S. I. ........ IV 
Vulcan ............. L C ......... V 
Atlas ..... '" ...... L & V ...... IV 
Tower Hill ......... S. I. ...... III 
Antioch ............ S. L Branch IV 
Fry ................. S. I. ........ IV 
Harrison ... , ..... " Vandalia ... ........ 
Brazil Block No.9. C.&I.C .... IV 
Superior No.3 ..... C.&LC .. { III 

IV 
Minshall No.1 ..... T.H.&L ... III 
Pan-American ..... Big Four ... III 
Harrison ..... ,_ .... T.H.&L ... IV 
Hymera No.2 ...... E.&T.H.B'hj V 
Willfred ........... E.&T.H.B'h VI 
Glendora .......... t 6·B~a~.~h VI 
Sun Flower. '. VI 

Keller Coal Company: ... : ... ····1 Atherton···········1 C. & E. I . "1 VI 
Home Coal Company ............. Eagle ... '" ........ Vandalia... VI 

,', Machines abandoned at this mine in October. 
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7' ...... 7,,10 Both.. .. El. chajn ... 
5' 6" 132 9,,13 Mach... EL cham ... 
7' 132 9x13 Mach ... EL chain ... 
4' 6" 176 9x13 Mach. . . EL chain ... 
3' 7" 87 8x16 Pick .................. 
3' 6" . . . . ., ........ Pick .................. 
4' 6" 120 8x16 Mach ... El. chain ... 
3' 8" 40} 8x21 Pick ... 4' 64 .............. 
4' 6" 150 8x18 Pick .... . ............. 
4' 70 8x18 Pick .... .............. 

"7; .... 'i05" '9"':21:'-' 
Pick .... . ............. 
Mach ... EL chain ... 

5' 6" 103 9x18 Mach ... El. chain ... 
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. ................. Parke.i1 
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9; '021 Vermillion. 
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tOpened in 1901 by Coal Bluff Mining Company. After completion it was Bold to present owners, who built railroad switch and equipped. 
t A breaker has been installed suitable for the preparation of coal for the various markets. 
II Opened by local capital. Sold by them to present owners. 
e This mine does only a local business, supplying a wagon trade. 
'if Operated as a small mine for several years. 
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IMPRO VFJMENTS. 

Ninety-two thousand, eight hundred and twenty-six dollars and 
thirty-six cents have been expended on improvements of various 
kinds at Indiana mines within. the year. The following, while not 
representing the total amount of money expended, shows some of 
the most important changes made: 

GREENE COUNTY. 

The Midland Coal Company has recently completed its second out
let, or manway, which will also be used as the intake air shaft, and 
the mine will be ventilated from this point. The shaft is 240 feet 
deep, a depth which permits. equipment 'of the second outlet with 
either a stairway or a hoisting apparatus. In this instance the latter 
has been decided upon. At last inspection, made December 6th, the 
foundation for the hoisting engine "had been laid, and other arrange
ments were being made for permanent equipment. 

This company has also, within the past year, equipped the mine 
with machinery for .rescreening the small coal. The apparatus con
sists of a bin into which the small coal is run after being screened 
through the, first screen, from which it is elevated and run over 
gravity screens, so arranged as to be very effective in removing all 
small particles of dirt and sulphur. The elevating is done by means 
of buckets attached to a sprocket chain, whic'h is drive~ by a 15 H. 
P. Direct Motion Engin~. 

The Indiana Southern Coal Company has completed the man way 
at their Gilmour Mine. 

The Island Coal Company has 'equipped its No.2 mine with a 
Mitchell dump, which has considerably reduced the cost of loabor in 
the dumping of coal, as well as screening it more perfectly. 

PERRY COUNTY. 

Bergenroth Brothers have equipped their Troy Mine with a 10-
foot fan. Heretofore the mine has been ventilated with a furnace, 
and the above change has effected a great improvement in the venti
lation. 

PIKE COUNTY. 

The David Ingle Coal Company has equipped its No. 4 Mine with 
a tail rope haulage of about one-quarter mi,le in length, which will 
greatly increase the capacity of the miqe. It has also installed a 
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new ~£ord,McOrimmon ventilating fan, shaker screens 
and a coal crushe~~j3QO tons' capacity. This and some other 
minor improvements will place No.4 among the bes,t producers in 
the southern part of the State. 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

The Ohicago-Indiana Ooal Oompany has sunk a new air shaft on 
the south side of their Dugger Mine, and has equipped it with an 
electric fan. This now places the ventilation of this mine in ex
cellent condition. 

This company has also replaced the electric third-rail motor haul
age with traction motors weighing 11 tons each, which give much 
better satisfaction. 

The White Ash Coal Oompany has equipped one side of the White 
Ash Mine with a high-speed elect~ic fan. 

V ANDERBURGH COUNTY. 

The Orescent Ooal Oompany has spent a large amvunt of money 
in building wagon chutes, and in the improvement of its surface 
plants at the Unity Mine. 

WARRICK COUNTY. 

The Big Four Ooal Oompany has equipped its Big Four Mine with 
four compressed air machines. It is the intention, however, to l in
crease this number and to do their mining entirely with machines. 
This company has also put in a 12-foot fan, the mine herctofore hav
ing been ventilated by a furnace. 

The balance of the money was spent upon mine buildings, increase 
in number of mining machines, and the improvement of the mines 
generally. 



TABLE OF COAL LAND. 

Showing Name of Owner, Acres of Surface, Acres of Ooal, Geol09ical Number of Seam, Thickn~'8 of Seams, Total Acres of Ooal Owned, 
Average Thickness of Seams, Location of Land and Means of Transportation. 
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VII ...... 1 
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IV V VI 0 6' 1,000 5' ...... ...... 2,000 5' 6" Greene ... Wright .. S. I. ";i 

6' 720 5' 1,440 5' 6" Clay ...... Lewis .... S. I. 
6' 720 4' 6" ·"soo· '(V'" "soii 'r;;'" 740 5' 3" Clay ...... Lewis .... S. I. m 

800 4' 6" 2,400 5' 2" Greene ... ............ Penn. or S. I. "3 
'(V'" 1,200 4' 2" 900 5' 9" 350 5' 3,650 5' 11" Hreene ... Wright ... Penn. or S. 1. P> 

"3 
'(V'" 750 5' 2" 750 5' 1,500 5' Sullivan. Cass ..... I. C. to;j 

500 5' 2" "i,ooij 'tV 6;; 'i,ooo '5'''' 1,000 5' 7" Greene ... Wright ... S.1. 
2,000 5' 3" Sullivan. ............ E.&T.H. ..... 

950 5'2" 950 5' 2/1 Sullivan. Cass and Z 
Jefferson. I. C. m 

~:. 
...... 1 

'tI Richmond Coal Co .......... 700 ....... ...... 700 5' 6" 700 5' 6" Sullivan. Cass ...... 1. C. t;j 
Central Coal Co .............. 750 • :< ....... ...... 750 5' 750 5' Sullivan. Cass ...... 1. C. a 
Collins Coal Co .. . .......... 1,200 ,;:, 1,200 n' 1,200 5' Sullivan. Jefferson'. ,., 
Little Giant Coal Co ......... 1,554 ':( ':. 1,554 5' 1,500 5' Sullivan. Jefferson. 0 
Manufacturers Fuel Co ...... 2,660 ';: "2,660' '5"8;" 2,660 5' 6/1 2,660 'S/6;; 5,320 5' 4" Sullivan, ............ S. I., E. & T. H. ~ 

Johnson Bros ................ 1,000 ':' 1,000 5'-6;'- 1,000 4' 6" 1,000 5' 6" Greene., . ........... ' 1. &V. 0 Antioch Coal Co ............. 1,200 ,:~ 1,200 4' 6" '''izo' '(V'" 1,320 5' 3/1 Greene,. , Wright ... S. I. '-.1 
Hoosier Coal Co ............. 180 ...... 180 6' 'r;;'" 180 6' Greene ... . ........... S. I. 
Coal Bluff Mininij Co ........ 1,200 1,200 5' 6" 1,200 4' 4" 900 5' 6" 350 3,650 5' I" Greene, " Wright ... S.1. is: 
Tower Hill Coal 0 .......... 1,500 1,500 7' ....... ...... 1,500 7' Greene ... Wright ... S.1. ..... 
Green Valley Coal Co . , ..... 800 800 6' 800 'f/'" ....... ...... 1,600 5' 6" Greene ... Wright, .. S. I. Z 
Ledsinger Coal Co , ...... : ... 600 600 7' 300 5' 900 6' Greene., , Wright ... S.1. t;j 

Zeller-McClellan Coal Co ... 2,100 2,100 7' 100 5' 2" '''500' '5/2;; "500' '6/' .. 5,200 5' 10" Sullivan. Jefferson, S. I., E. & T. H. ~J 

Wilfred Coal Co ............. 650 
"i,49i '5,'6;; 650 5' 650 5' Sullivan. ....... , .... E.&T.H. 

W. S. Bogle Coal Co , ........ 1,492 1,492 5' 2,984 5' 3" Sullivau . Hamilton. S.1. 
Keeler Coal Co .............. 750 ...... ...... ...... ...... 750 5' 8" 750 5' 1,500 5' 4" Sullivan. Hamilton • S. I., E. & T. H. 
Zeller, McClellan & Co ...... 65 65 3' 6" 50 4' t 'i" .. 115 3' 9" Parke .... ............ 
HYmera C. and M. Co ........ 675 675 5' 675 5' 675 2,025 6' Sullivan. Jackson .. S. I. 
J. Smith Talley ...... " ...... 1,050 1,050 4' 6" "4,000 '5" .. ...... . ..... 1,050 4' 6" Greene .. Wright ... S.l . 
J. Smith Talley .............. 4,000 'i,500' '6,'l;i; '4'''' 

...... ...... 4,000 5' Sullivan. Cass ...... E. & T. H., I.C. 
H. Laughlin ................. 1,500 600 200 6' ...... ...... 'ri ... 2,300 5' 6" Sullivan. ............ Ol 
Cummins Coal Co ..... " .... 1,100 ....... ...... . ..... . ..... 1,100 1,100 5' Sullivan. ............ f!:----- Ol 

Tot .. ls .................... 8,390 8,440 8.975 11,477 6,402 4,760 10,590 

*Not drilled. t Both block seams. 
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FATAL ACCIDENTS. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

January 21st-Isaac Caddie, a driver, employed at the Glen Mine, 
was fatally injured. The accident occurred while coming out of a 
slight down-grade entry on his way to the bottom of the shaft with a 
loaded trip. 'rhe mule he wa~ driving stopped suddenly, crushing 
the dec'edent betweeen the car and mule, causing internal injuries, 
from which he died the next day. 

February 3d-Domineck Savant, a miner, working in the Pratt 
Mine, was instantly killed by falling slate; estimated weight, 20 tons. 
He was loading his first car of coal in the morning. An examination 
of his working place showed that it was badly in need of props. 
Evidence at the inquest tended to show that Mr. Savant had knowl
edge of this f:wt, and that he was trying to get his loose coal loaded 
out before commencing to set props. 

February 27th-David Haskins, a miner, was killed by falling 
slate at the Oornwell Mine, while loading a car. An inspection of 
his working place showed a slip running across the face of the room, 
which was but partially widened out, and that he had set three props 
under the slate, which must have loosened as soon as the slip was 
exposed. A few more prO'ps might have prevented this accident. 

March 17th-August Johnson, a miner, was instantly killed in the 
Brazil Block No. 10 Mine by a premature blast. Noone was present 
at the time of the accident, but at the investigation it was learned 
that Mr. Johnson was charging a shot with loose powder. It is 
thought that he was using a scraper to push the powder to the back 
of the hole when it ignited by a spark from his lamp, or from a spark 
occasioned by contact of the scraper and a piece of sulphur. The 
latter is most probably the correct theory. 

GREENE COUNTY. 

February 20th-Howard Sexton, a loade:r, was killed by falling 
slate in the Midland Mine. 'rhe accident was caused by the falling 
of a slate band of about 14 inches thickness, which lies between 
two benches of coal in some parts of this mine. Mr. Sexton was 
mining off some loose coal at the face of the entry beneath a ledge 
of this slate band about five feet in width, when it fell upon him, 
killing him instantly. 

June 10th-R. A. Dow, a flat trimmer, employed at the Island 
No. 2 Mine, was crushed to death betw.e'en the frame timbers of the 
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car shed and a railroad car. With a pinch-bar he had just started 
a loaded car from the dump and stepped aside to allow an empty 
car to stop under the dump. The space into whic'h he stepped, be
tween the track and car shed, was so narrow that the car could not 
pass without crushing him. 

October 8th-Peter Burns, a miner, was injured by falling draw
slate, at the Templeton Mine. At the time his injuries were thought 
to be not serious. Death resulted a few days later, presumably from 
internal injuries. 

PARKE OOUNTY. 

February 13th-Ed Gibbons, a driver, was killed in Lyford No. 
2 Mine. As no one else was present, it is not known just how the 
accident occurred. The presumption is, however, that he fell under 
and was run over by a mine car. When found he was lying on the 
roadway, life being extinct. 

February 22d-Milton Croft, a miner, was' burned by a smoke ex
plosion at Lyford No. 1 Mine, sustaining injuries from which he 
died March 4th. 

The accident was due to gross carelessness. There were twelve 
shots tamped on fuse and all fired simultaneously. It is estimated 
that not less than seventy-five pounds of powder were burned in 
said twelve shots; also a few sticks of dynamite. Investigation showed 
that a number of the shots were misplaced. In one instance a drill
hole measured four feet past the cutting, or loose end. 

October 31st-Robert Simpson, a miner, working in the Columbia 
No.2 Mine, was killed by falling slate. At the time of the accident 
he was drawing an entry pillar and was mining off some loose coal 
from beneath a horseback. The piec'e of slate which fell upon him 
was of from six to eight tons in weight. 

Mr. Simpson is reported as having been a very careful workman. 
An inspection of his working place showed it to be well timbered. 
On the investigation, testimony was given to the elffect that the roof 
had been examined and spunded by his son, who pronounced it safe 
a few minutes before the accident. It seems, however, that both 
father and son failed to notice a slip which ran up into the roll, and 
which caused the slate to fall without warning. 

December 29th-Charles Everhart, a miner, was instantly killed· 
in the Superio·r No.1 Mine, owned an operated by Zeller, McClellan 
& Company. At the time of the accident he was loading out a car 
of dirt from a shot which had been fired in the bottom, when a large 
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piece of draw-slate fell upon him. An examination of his working 
place showed it to be well timbered and a good roof above the draw
slate. 

PIKE OOUNTY. 

July 10th-William Oox, a miner, was fatally injured by falling 
slate in the Ayrshire No. 3 Mine. He was working off a standing 
shot at the end of a pillar which he was drawing, when a piece of 
slate eleven feet long, three feet wide, and ranging from one to nine 
inches in thickness, fell upon him. When found, he was unconscious, 
and he remained so until his death, a few hours later. 

July 17th-Elmer Kellams, employed as rope rider at the Peters
burg Mine, was killed while attempting to cross the cage seat at the 
bottom of the hoisting shaft. He was caught by a descending cage. 
His skull and one of his jaws were fractured. From the effec.ts of 
this ac:cident he died seven days afterward. 

August 15th-Ed Hays, a miner, was killed at the Blackburn Mine. 
On this date Mr. Hays and two other miners, who were working in 
an adjoining room, had thre'e shots to fire, one in Room 7, Hays's 
working place, and two in Room 8. One of the shots in Room 8 had 
been tamped on fuse. At firing time both shots were lighted, 
one with a fuse, the other with a squib. The latter exploded. Hays, 
thinking hoth shots had been fired, started back into his room to fire 
his shot. When within a few feet of the face of his room, the shot 
which had been tamped on fuse, as above described, exploded, blow
ing through the pillar and killing him. 

December 31st-William Janes (colored), a miner employed at the 
Winslow Gas Coal Oompany Mine, was fatally injured by a fall of 
slate. There were dependent and are surviving him, his wife and 
two children. At the time of the accident Mr .• T anes was turning 
a room-neck. When he went into the mine in the morning there 
was some slate down in his working place and some hanging loose. 
Upon calling the attention of the management to the condition of the 
place, Mr. Janes was instructed to take down the loose slate and 
clean up the plac'e, which he agreed to do. He was advised by a 
miner in an adjoining room not to go under the loose slate to fire a 
shot which was ready to be fired, but it seems that he attempted to 
fire the shot, and while so doing a piece of slate, eight feet long, 
three feet wide and six to seven inc'hes thick, fell upon him, inflicting 
injuries from which he died within ~hree hours afterward. 
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SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

July 7th-John Batey, assistant mine bOl8s at the Dugger Mine, 
was fatally injured by falling slate. On the morning of above date, 
Batey, in company with three timbermen, went into a room which 
had been reported unsafe, for the purpose of timbering and securing 
it. While sounding and examining it, the roof gave way, falling on 
Batey and injuring him internally, from the effects of which he died 
within two hours: 

September 18th-George Goodman, a timberman, was killed by 
falling slate in the Farnsworth Mine. This accident was very similar 
to that in the Dugger Mine, inasmuch as Goodman's duties were to 
take down or make safe any loose sla,te in the mine. On the after
noon of the above date, he and another miner, David Bushnell, had 

- gone to a room which had been reported in bad condition, for the 
purpose of making it safe, and had just commenced sounding the 
roof, when it gave way, falling upon and covering both of them com
pletely, seriously injuring Bushnell and killing Goodman almost in
stantly. 

December 12th-Ferdinand Cochran, a driver, was instantly killed 
in the Dugger Mine. Investigation of the accident was made by the 
Coroner of Sullivan Gounty and the Inspector of Mines. The fol
lowing facts, in brief, were established: That the body was found 
under a mine car about 300 feet from the top of the hill down which 
he had just driven. That his lamp was found near the top of the 
hill. That at that point the slate had fallen to a height of about 
seven feet for a distance of 40 feet. The natural presumption is 
that when Cochran was driving through this seven-foot space he was 
standing straight up on the front end of his car, and that when he 
came to the set-off, or where the entry was but five feet high, he did 
not get low enough to pass under the same, and that his lamp was 
knocked from his cap, and he then attempted to continue his run in 
the darkness to the double parting, the point to which he had started. 
When nearly at the foot of the hill the mule turned round to the 
side of the car, throwing Cochran off the tail-c-hain and under the 
car. There were no spraggs in the cars, although it seems that 
Cochran had been ordered to use them. 

, 
" 
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VERMILLION COUNTY. 

January 30th-Andrew JacDbson, a miner, was fatally injured at 
the Buckeye Mine by falling draw-slate. At the time of the acci
dent, he was mining off a loose shDt under a ledge of draw-slate five 
or six inches thick, this ledge extending in over the shot or loo!e 
coal which he was mining down. InvestigatiDn shows that he set 
one prop under this slate, but that he shDuld have set at least three. 
After having mined off some of the standing coal, it is presumed 
he uncovered a break in the draw-slate, which suddenly gave way 
and fell upDn him, inflicting injuries from which he died three days 
later. 

September 9th-William Hannis and John Bonner, shot firers, 
employed by the miners of the Willow Grove Mine, were fatally in
jured by a smoke explDsion, the fDrmer dying Dn the 14th, and the 
latter Dn the 26th fDllowing. The immediate cause of the accident 
was a windy o.r misplaced shot fired into. a dense bDdy Df smoke 
created by shDts which had been fired a few minutes before. On in
vestigation it was learned that the men were firing th'me shots in 
the last rODm, co.mpleting their work for that day, also., that the 
three shots, each of which was tamped Dn fuse, were lighted at the 
.'lame time, and the probability is that they explDded at the same 
time. This, cDnsidering the fact that each shot was heavily charged 
with powder, might of itself cause an explosion. 

VIGO COUNTY. 

December 20th-James Farr was crushed to. death by an ascend
ing cage at the botto.m' of the ho.isting shaft at the RDsebud Mine, 
owned and operated by the 8eeleyville Coal and Mining Company. 
At the time of his death, Farr was employed as a eager. A few min
utes prior'to the accident a car of cDal had been placed on the nDrth 
.cage and the signal given the engineer to. hDist. Farr, by some mis
take, in attempting to cage anDther car, pushed it into. the sump o.r 
cage seat of the sDuth cage which at the time was at Dr near the tDP 
of the shaft. At about the time he pushed the car into the sump, 
the engineer started to hoist the north cage, and some one gave the 
signal to stop and lower it back to the bDttDm, so that the car c'ould 
be taken off, this being necessary before the car could be gotten 
out of the sump and hoisting could be resumed. Witho.ut giving the 
engineer any warning of the conditiDns or of their intentiDns, Farr 
and two. o.ther persons, a Mr. McDo.nald and Mr. Hughes, attempted 
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to remove the car from the north cage. The engineer after lower
ing the cage to the bottom did not entirely close off the steam from 
the engine but stood with it partially turned on ready to hoist when 
the signal should be given. When the car was pushed off the cage, 
it lessening the load by about three-quarters against which the steam 
pressure was then almost equal, the engine took motion and hoisted 
the empty cage up the shaft some six or seven feet, causing Farr to 
fall down on the bottom of the cage where he lay with his head ex
tending out over the edge, where he was caught again~t the face 
plate at the bottom of the curbing, instantly crushing him to de'ath. 
A few words spoken through the speaking tube, or a danger signal 
given the engineer would ha,ve prevented this most distressing acci
dent. 

WARRICK OOUNTY. 

January 21st-Benjamin Shelton, a miner, was killed in the Star 
No. 1 Mine. On investigation it was learned that Mr. Shelton had 
two shots ready to fire at firing time, and that another miner was to 
assist him; that when the former applied his lamp to the squib the 
shot exploded, instantly killing him. (See following accident.) 

June 27th - John 'l'remper, a miner, was fatally injured by a 
premature blast in the last above mentioned mine. The cause of 
this accident was a defective squib. It was learned at the investiga
tion that the shot exploded instantly on his applying a light to the 
squib. Death resulted twenty-four hours afterward. 



DATB. NAME. 

TABLE OF FATAL OASUALTIES. 

RIl>SIDESCE. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

OCCUPATION. CAUSE OF ACCI
DENT. MISE. COMPA"Y. 

Jannary 21 ........ , Isaac Caddie ........... , Coal Bluff ........ I Driver ............ I Mine car and mUle'l Gien .............. , Coal Bluff Mining Company. 
February 23 ....... Domineck Savant ..... Perth ............ Miner ............ Falling slate ....... Pratt ............. Coal Bluff Mining Company. 
February 27 ..... :. David Haskins.... .... Cardonia......... Miner............ Falling slate. ...... Cornwell......... Jackson Coltl Mining Company. 
March 17 .......... August Johnson ....... Diamond ......... Miner ............ Premature blast ... B. B.No.10 ....... Brazil Block Coal Company. 

GREENE COUNTY. 

June 10 ........... R. A. Dow ............. Linton ........... Flat trimmer ... Railroad car ....... Island No.2 ...... Island Coal Company. 
February 20 ....... 1 Howard Sexton ........ I Midland ........ ·1 Loader· .......... 1 Falling sl"te·······1 Midland· .... · .. ·1 Midland Coal Company. 

OctoberS .......... I Peter Burns ........... Linton ........... Miner ............ Falling sJate ....... Templeton ....... We.tern Indiana Coal Company. 

PARKE COUNTY. 

February 13 ...... ·1 Ed Gibbons.: .......... \ Lyford ........... \ Driver ........... , Mine car ........... I Lyford No.2 ... "I Wabash Valley Coal Company. 
Februarr 22 ....... Milton Croft ........... Lyford ........... Miner ............ Smoke explosion .. Lyford No.1 ..... Wabash Valley Coal Company. 
October 31......... Robert Simpson....... .................... Miner............ Falling slate....... Columbia No.2. Zeller, McClellan & Co. 
December 29 ...... Charies Everhart .......................... Miner ............ Falling slate ....... Superior No.1 ... Zeller, McClellan & Co. 

PIKE COUNTY. 

July 10 ............ I William J. Cox.... 1 Ayrshire· ........ 1 Miner .......... . 
July 17 ............ Elmer Kellams ........ Petersburg ....... Rope rider .... .. 
August 15 ..... .... Ed Hays..... .... ...... Blackburn....... Miner ........... . 

December 31 ...... William Jones ........ Winslow ......... Miner .......... .. 

Falling slate ....... Ayrshire No.3 ... S. W. Little Coal Company. 
Desceuding cage ... Petersburg ....... J. Woolley Coal Company. 
S hot b I o·w i n g 

through pillar ... Blackburn ....... S. W. Little Coal Company. 
Falling slate. , .... , Alden .... , .. ,.... Winslow Gas and Coal Company. 
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SUI,LIVAN COUNTY. 

July 7 ............. 1 J ohu Batey ............ I Dugger ......... , Driver boss ...... I Falling slate ....... 1 Dugger .......... . 

September 18······1 Geor!!e Goodman ...... 1 Farmworth······1 Ti'!'berman ...... 1 F~lIing slate ....... 1 Farn,worth ... .. 
December 12 ...... FerdlDand Cochran... Dugger........... Dnver.......... MlDe car....... .... Dugger ......... .. 

Chieago-Eastern Indiana Coal 
Company. 

'Vashington Fuel Company. 
Chicago-Eastern Indiana Coal 

Company. 

VERMILLION COUNTY. 

January 30 ........ f Andrew Jacobson ..... I Clinton 
September 9 ...... John Bonner .......... Clinton 
September !I ....... Will. Hannis .. : ........ Clinton 

.......... 1 .......... 
Miner .......... 1 Falling slate ....... \ Ruckeye ......... j McClellan, Rons & Co. 
Shot firer ........ W!ndy shot ........ '~!lJow Grove .... W!lIow Grove Coal Company . 
Shot firer ........ WIndy shot ........ "'Il/OW Grove .... WIllow Grove Co,,1 Company. 
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V IGU CUUNTY. to! 

December 20 ...... \ James Farr ............ ,\1 Cloverland ....... \ Cager ............ 1 Caught by cage .... \ Rose Bud ........ I SeeJeyville Coal and Mining 
Company. 

I 

W ARRICK COUNTY. 

January 21. ....... \ Ben,iamin SheltOn ..... \ Newburgh ....... \ 
June 27 ........... John Tremper ......... Newburgh ..... .. 

Miner ........... \ Premature blast·.·1 
Miner...... ...... Premature blast .. 

Star No.1 ....... 1 John Arch'old Coal Company. 
Star No.1 ........ John Archbold Coal Company. 
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DATE. 

Jan. 3.: .. 
Jan. 3 ... . 
Jan. 3 ... . 
Jan. 3 ... . 
Jan. 3 ... . 
Jan. 4 ... . 
Jan. 4 ... . 
Jan. 6 ... . 
Jan. 9 ... . 
Jan. 17 .. . 
Jan. 18 ... . 
Jan. 30 ... . 
Feb. 1.. .. 
Feb. 3 ... . 
Feb. 5 ... . 
Feb. 6 ... . 
Feb. 7 ... . 
Feb. 17 ... . 
Feb. 18 ... . 
F.b. 19 ... . 
Feb. 20 ... . 
Feb. 22 ... . 
J!'eb. 22 ... . 
Feb. 22 ... . 
Feb. 22 ... . 
Feb. 22 ... . 
Feb. 22 ... . 
Feb. 24 ... . 
Feb. 25 ... . 
Feb. 26 ... . 
Feb. 21.. .. 
Feb. 12 ... . 
Feb. 12 ... . 
Feb 13 ... . 
Mar. 1. .. . 
Mar. 4 ... . 
Mar. 4 ... . 
Mar. 4 ... . 
Mar. 4 .••. 
Mar. 6 ... . 
Mar. 6 ... . 

NAlIE. 

W m. Bailey ............ 1 
Chas. Daniels ......... . 
Henry Brown ......... . 
Walter Manary ....... . 
Robert Hunter ........ . 
Samuel Jones ........ . 
David Carlin •.......... 
Jel'.Booth •............ 
S. W.RolI ............. . 
Ed. Fisher ............. . 
John Southard ........ . 
A. Jacobson ........... . 
Ralph Cummix ....... . 
Sid. Johnson .......... . 
Michael Hockman .... . 
Wm.Bidwell. ......... . 
Charles Fox ........... . 
HomerDrew .......... . 
A. J. Sanders ......... . 
James Lewis .......... . 
Harris White ......... . 
Fred Davis ............ . 
C. H. Little ........... . 
Daniel' Bau@er ......... . 
John Colman ......... . 
Joseph Lovel ......... . 
Milton Croft .......... . 
John Eddy ............ . 
Ed.HaiRes ............ . 
W. Van Cannon ...... . 
J ames Easter ......... . 
Marsh Moore ......... . 
J eFse Shon k ........... . 
Georlle Kammerer .... . 
Charles Roby ......... . 
Albert Ward .......... . 
William Ward ........ . 
Michael Ward ........ . 
James White ......... . 
Linsey Day ........... . 
Charles Taylor ........ . 

SERIOUS ACCIDENTS TABLE. 

OCCUPATION. 

Miner ........... . 
Mltchine runner. 
Driver ......... '" 
Miner ........... . 

~f~:~ :: : : : : ~: ::: : 
Miner ........... . 
Miner ........... . 
Miner ........... . 
Miner ........... . 
Miner ........... . 
Miner ........... . 
Driver ........... . 
DriYer ........... . 
Loader .......... . 
Driver ........... . 
Trapper mine ... . 
Driver ........... . 
Miner ............ . 
Driver ....... , ... . 
Miner ............ . 
Miner ............ . 
Miner ............ . 
Miner ............ . 
Miner ............ . 
Miner ............ . 
Miner ............ . 
Loader .......... . 
Miner ............ . 
Cager ............ . 
Cager ........... . 
Miner ............ . 
Miner ............ . 
Miner ............ . 
Driver ........... . 
Miner ............ . 
Miner.~ .......... . 
Miner ........... . 
Miner ........... . 
Loader. 
Driver 

CAUSE. 

Fall of slate ......... . 
Machine ............ . 
Kicked by mule .... . 
Fall of coal ......... . 
Fall of coal ......... . 
Fall of slate ......... . 
Fall of slate ......... . 
Fall of slate ......... . 
Fall of coal ......... . 
Fall of slate ......... . 
Falling coal ......... . 
Fall of slate ......... . 
Mine cars ........... . 
Mine car ............ . 
Railroad car ........ . 
Mine car ............. . 
Car .................. . 
Car and mule ....... . 
Fall of coal ......... . 
Kicked by mule .... . 
Fall of slate ......... . 
Smoke explosion ... . 
~moke explosion ... . 
Smoke explosion ... . 
Smoke explosion ... . 
Smoke explosion ... . 
Smoke explosion ... . 
Mine car ..........•... 
Mine ca.rs ........... . 
Coal fall down shaft. 
FAiling coal ......... . 
8hot through pillar .. 
Shot through pillar .. 
Went back on shot .. 
Mine car ............ . 
Win<J.y shot ......... . 
Windy shot ......... . 
Windy shot ........ . 
Windy shot ......... . 
Falling slate ........ . 
Mine car ............ . 

INJURY. 

Back and hips bruised ............. . 
Leg fraotured ....................... . 
Face lacerated ...... , ............... . 
Collar bone fractured ............... . 
Collar bone fractured ............... . 
Legs and body bruised ............. . 
Body bruised ........................ . 
Collar bone broken ................. . 
Leg fractured ....................... . 
Body bruised ........................ . 
CoUar bone fractured .............. . 
Crushed about hips ................. . 
Leg fractured ....................... . 
Finger cut off ....................... . 
Face cut ............................. . 
Hips dislocated ..................... . 
Not reported ........................ . 
Ribs fractured ...................... , 
Leg fractured ......... , ............. . 
Not reported ........................ . 
Leg fractured ....................... . 
Body burned ........................ . 
Body burned ........................ . 
Body burned ........................ . 
Body burned ........................ . 
Body burned ........................ . 
Body burned ........................ . 
Hand mashed ....................... . 
Leg fractured ....................... . 
Hand mashed ....................... . 
Arm fractured ...................... . 
Head and face cut .................. . 
Head and face cut .. : ............... . 
Face and eyes ....................... . 
Fractured rib ....................... . 
Body burned ........................ . 
Body burned ........................ . 
Body burned ..............•.......... 
Body burned ....•.................... 
Body bruised ...................... . 
Breast and ribs crushed ............ . 

MINE. 

Wild Cat ............ .. 
Wild Cat ............ . 
Wild Cat ............ . 
B.B.No.to ......... . 
Eureka No.2 ........ . 
B.B.No.l .......... . 
Glen Oak ............ . 
Crawford No.7 ...... . 
Oswald .............. . 
Island Valley No.3 .. 
South Linton ....... . 
Buckeye ............. . 
Cornwell ..... ,"" ... . 
B. B. No. 12 ......... . 
B.B.No.12 ......... . 
Jackson Hill No.2 .. . 
Buckeye ............ . 
Ayrshire No.3 ....... . 
B. B. No.10 ......... . 
Gifford ............. . 
Eureka No.3 •........ 
Wabash Valley No.1 
Wabash Valley No.1 
Wabash Valley No.1 
Wabash Valley No. 1 
Wabash Valley No. 1 
Wabash Valley No.1 
IslandNo.2 ......... . 
Union ............... . 
Buckeye ............ . 
Hymera ............ . 
Jackson Hill No.2 .. . 
Jackson Hill No.2 •.. 
Littles ............... . 
Island No.I. ........ . 
Broad Hurst ........ . 
Broad Hurst ........ . 
Broad Hurst ........ . 
Broad Hurst ........ . 
Parke No. 10 ........ . 
Island No.2 ........ . 

COUNTY. 

Greene. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Clay. 
Clay. 
Clay. 
Vigo. 
Clay. 
Gibson. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Vermillion. 
Clay. 
Parke. 
Parke. 
Sullivan. 
Vermillion. 
Pike. 
Clay. 
Clay. 
Clay. 
Greene::' 
Greene.*' 
Greene.":' 
Greene." 
Greene ':' 
Greene." 
Greene. 
Vigo. 
Vermillion. 
Sullivan. 
Sullivan.t 
Sullivan.t 
Pike. 
Greene. 
Vigo.e 
Vigo.e 
Vigo.g 
Vigo.g 
Vigo. 
Greene. 
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'Mar. 8 .... 
Mar. 10., .. 
Mar.IL .. 
Mar, 20 ... , 
Mar, 21.. .. 
Mar, 22 .. .. 
Mar. 28 .. .. 
Apr, 1 .. .. 
Apr, 2 .. .. 
Apr, 18 .. .. 
Apr. 21.. .. 
Apr. 2[, .. . 
Apr. 2.3 ... . 
Apr. 2[, .. . 
Apr. 26 .. .. 
Ma.y L .. 
May 4 ... . 
May 4 ... , 
May 7 .... , 
May 9 .... ' 
May 10 ... . 
May 23 ... . 
May 29 .. .. 
May 24 .. .. 
May 2~ ... . 
May 29 .. .. 
May 29 .. ,. 
June 2 .. .. 
June 3 .. .. 
June 9 .. .. 
June 13 .. .. 
June 25 .. .. 
June 28 .. .. 
July 2 .. .. 
July 3 ... , 
July 14 ... . 
July 1.3 .. .. 
July 23 ... . 
July 28 .. .. 
July 7 .. .. 
July 12 .. .. 
July 21.. .. 
July 10 .. .. 
July 2.3 .. .. 
July 12 .. .. 
July 9 .. .. 
Aug. 2 .. .. 
Aug. 2 .. .. 

Sherman Robling ... .. 
John Willey ......... .. 
Onton Mlinch ........ .. 
L. Duchaney ......... .. 
William Reep ....... .. 
Wm. Buckhultz ..... .. 
William Frost ....... .. 
-G. W. Steadman, .. .. 
Leslie Ogden "'''''''' 
Theo, MeN eeley ....... 
Michael McFadden.". 
John Pascoe ......... .. 
M orton Cal vert ...... .. 
Ch .. rles Neal. ........ .. 
H, Hanchins ......... .. 
Robert Moore ......... . 
John Crimes ......... .. 
U. Pa.ytnn ........... .. 
W al ter Carter ....... .. 
James Hick2 ....... '''' 
Archie McTavish ..... . 
Harry Cleghorn ...... . 
.James Mitchell ....... . 
Fred Morgan ........ .. 
Robert Highfield "'''' 
J. L. Mitchell ......... . 
~~--~-.. ~" ... . 
John K~ller ..... '''''' 
G. Gott. . ........... . 
Thomas Nou" .. , .. , ... . 
Ed, Oliver, 
Fred Basler ........ , .. 
Benjamin Willin.ms '" 
John Lynch ...... " .. . 
John Campbell ...... .. 
Allen Rebemaster ... .. 
William Stone .... , "" 
Thomas Lark ........ .. 
Wilson Tribble .. : .... . 
Alex, Rose. . .. , .... .. 
Wm, Merrifield ...... .. 
Reott Willis .... , .... .. 
William Cox ...... " ... 
. J obn Custer ......... .. 
E. Purcel ............ .. 
Charles Fettinger ... .. 
Perry Smith ......... .. 
• John Hoffman ....... .. 

Miner .......... .. Fall of coal ........ .. 
Mine boss ...... .. Fall of stone ........ . 
Miner .......... .. 1<'811 of slate ....... .. 
Driver .... " .... . Mine cotr ........... .. 
Mach. runner ... . Machine ........... .. 
Miner .......... . Fall of slate ........ . 
Driver ......... .. Mine ca.r ............ . 
Miner .......... .. Mine car ............ . 
Loader ......... .. Mine car ............ . 
Miner ........... . Fall of slate ....... .. 
Miner ........... . Pall of coal ......... . 
Miner ........... . Fall of slate ........ . 
Loader ......... .. 
Driver .......... . 

Falling rock ....... .. 
Mine car ............ . 

Miner .......... .. F.1l of slate ....... .. 
Miner .......... . Fall of coal ......... . 
nrlver .......... . Fall of slate ....... .. 
Driver ......... .. Kicked by mule .... . 
Miner .......... .. Missed shot ....... .. 
Miner ........... . Del ayed shot ...... .. 
Timberman ..... . Falling rock ....... .. 
Loader ......... .. Mine car. . ,_ ...... . 
Miner ........... . Fall of' slate ....... .. 
Driver .......... . Mine car ........... .. 
Miner ........... . Fell in shaft ........ . 
Miner .......... .. Fall of slate. .. .. .. 

~~::::::~::::·I 
Miner ........... . 

J{ ic ked by III ule -0 ._ ••• 

K,cke,l by mule .... . 
Fall of coal ........ .. 

Miner .......... .. Fall of coal ....... : .. 
\liner ......... .. Fall ot slate ........ . 
Cager .......... .. 
Miner .......... . 

Gas explosion ...... . 
Fall of slate ....... .. 

Driver ......... ,. Mine car ............ . 
Miner .......... . Fall of slate ....... .. 
Miner .......... .. Fan of coal ........ .. 
Miner ........... . Fall of slate ....... .. 
Driver ......... .. Mine car ............ . 
Miner ........... . Fall of slate ....... .. 
Miner .......... .. Fan of coal ...... ' .. .. 
Driver .......... . Mine car ............ . 
Miner ........... . Fall of slate ........ . 
Miner ........... . Fall of slate ...... .. 
Miner ..... .. .. Fall of slate ....... .. 
Ma.ch. runner .. .. Machine ............ . 
Miner .......... . Fall of slate ....... .. 

~H~:~ :::::::: :::: I Fall of slate ....... .. 
Fall of coal. ....... .. 

Ribs fractured. .... .... ...... .... .... Blackburn ......... .. 
Legs fractured ...................... Blackburn .......... . 
Back iniured ............ .... .... .... Superior No.2 ..... .. 
Leg and fingers crushed............. Wild Cat. ........... . 
Leg bruised .......................... Bra~il Block No.8 ... 
Head and fllce cut ....... , ........ :.. Br .zil Block No.1. .. 
Arm fractured. .... .... .... .... ...... Brazil Block No.1. .. 
Co1l8.r bone fra-ctured ............... Cloverland .......... . 
Leg fractured.... .... .... .... .... .... Lawton ............ . 

X~\l~ 'i~~~tu~'~d: :::::: :::'.:::: :::::: ~.:J.~:dW~::i: .::: :::: 
Leg fractured.... ...... .... .... ...... Buckeye ........... .. 
Cut on head ......................... Summit No.2 ...... .. 
Leg fra-ctured. .................... Wild Cat. .......... .. 
Injured internally .................. Ayrshire No.3 ..... .. 
Collar bone fractured .............. Superior No.1 ..... .. 
Back an.d shoulder bruised. .... .... Caledonia .......... .. 
Arm fractured....................... Glen Oak .......... .. 
Body bruised ........................ Turner No.3 ....... .. 
Injured internally (fatal) ........... Grant No.2 ......... . 
Back brui'ed .... ...... .... ...... .... Wild Cat ........... .. 
Toe fractured.... .... .... .... .... .... Union .............. .. 
Head and body bruised ............. Island No.2 ....... .. 
Leg fractured.. ..................... Cloverland ........ .. 
Face and body bruised.... .... . ..... Caledonia ........... . 
Head and body bruised ............. bland No.2 ....... .. 
Arm fractured..... ...... .... .... .... Hlen Oak .......... .. 
Lost a thumb ........................ Cox No.3 .......... .. 
Leg and face bruised ................ Wild Cat .......... : .. 
Back injured .... '" ................. I Phmnix No.5 ...... .. 
Leg and side bruised.... .... .... .... Mecca .............. .. 
Body burned....... ...... ...... ...... Diamond ......... .. 
Shoulders bruised... ............... SUl'erior No.1 ...... . 
Leg. bruised and cut.... ............ Gifford No. 1. ...... .. 
Skull fractured ...................... Union .............. .. 
Le ~ fractured. . . .. . .. . ... .... .... .... Seeleyville No.2 ... .. 
Back and hips bruised .............. Island Valley NQ. 2 .. 
Leg fractured.... .... ...... ...... .... Chicago No.6 ........ 

~~U!~t~~:f~actii;ed': :::: :::: :::::: ~;~~~t~~i~~:::::::: 
Leg fract.ured ........................ South Linton ...... .. 
Spine injured ........................ Ayrshire No.4 ...... . 
Body bruised ....................... Ayrshire No.3 .... .. 
Leg fractured ........................ Island Valley No.3 .. 
Hand moshed ..... .... .... .... ...... Wild Cat ............ . 
Leg fractured.... .... .... .... .... .... Winslow ........... .. 
Leg fractured.... .... .... .... .... .... Seeleyville No.2 ... . 
Toe fractured.... .... . ..... .... ...... Brazil Block No. 11 .. 

Pike. 
Pike. 
Parke. 
Greene. 
Clay. 
Clay. 
Clay. 
Clay. 
Vigo. 
Warrick. 
Greene. 
Vermillion. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Pike. 
Parke. 
Sullivan. 
Vigo. 
Clay. 
Vigo. 
Greene. 
Vigo. 
Greene. 
Clay. 
Sullivan. 
Greene. 
Vigo. 
Parke. 
Greene. 
Sullivan. 
Parke. 
Vanderburgh. 
Parke. 
Clay. 
Vigo. 
Vigo. 
Greene. 
Vigo. 
Clay. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Pike. 
Pike. 
Greene . 
Greene. 
Pike. 
Vigo. 
Clay. 
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DATE. NAME. 

Aug. 4 ... . 
Aug. 7 .. .. 
Aug. 19 .. .. 

Henry Blevens ..... .. 
Benjamin Dodson .... . 
John Moore ......... .. 

Aug. 19 .. .. 
Aug. 19 .. .. 
Aug. 22 .. .. 
Aug. 25 .. .. 
Aug. 25 .. .. 
Aug. 13 .. .. 
Aug. 14 .. .. 
Aug. 14 .. .. 
Aug. 4 .. .. 
Sept. 1 .. .. 
Sept. IS .. .. 
Sept. IS .. .. 
Sept. 19 .. .. 
Sopt.15 .. .. 
Sept. 29 ... . 
Sept.20 ... . 
Sept. 26 .. .. 
Sept. 3 .. .. 
Sept.16 .. . 
Sept. 9 .. .. 
Oct. 1 .. .. 
Oct. 1. .. . 
(lct. 11 .. .. 
Oct. 25 .. .. 

John Cooprider ...... .. 
Nathan Biggs ........ .. 
Nathan Farr .......... . 
George Keller ........ . 
Jacob McKinney .... .. 
John Dwyer .......... . 
CharI •• Lueas ........ . 
Edward Preston ..... .. 
Jas. E. Cheney ....... .. 
Allen Rain .......... .. 
David Bushnell ...... . 
Fr!Lnk N earspears .... . 
Henry Wilcox ........ . 
Frank Cunningham .. . 
Albert Holt ......... .. 
James Bennet ....... .. 
J. H. Littell .......... . 

~:3:teS~~~a~::: .. :::: : 
Walter Brown ....... .. 
P. Jones. .. ..... .. 
Roscoe White ........ .. 
John Wirt ............ . 
William Smith ....... . 

Oct. 27 .. .. 
Oct. 31.. .. 
Oct. 27 .. .. 
Oct. 1. .. . 
Oct. 21.. .. 

Peter Fine ............ . 
Peter Steber ......... .. 
Robert Pearce ........ . 
Andrew Rose ........ .. 
Albert Irwin .......... . 

Oct. 13 .. .. 
(lct. 24 .. .. 
(let. 22 .. .. 
Nov. 4 .. .. 
Nov. 6 .. .. 
Nov. S .. .. 
Nov. 11 .. .. 

Eaoran Ahle .......... . 
William Miers ....... .. 
Jerry Shoptaw ....... .. 
George Skokan ...... .. 
Enoch O·Brien ....... .. 
Roy Stevens ......... .. 
Claude McGarr ....... . 

SERIOUS ACCIDENTS TABLE-Continued. 

OCCUP ATION. CAUSE. INJURY. 

Driver ......... .. 
Car trimmer .... . 
Miner ........ .. 
Mach. runner .. .. 
Fireman ........ . 
Miner .......... .. 
Driver ......... ,. 
Driver. , ........ . 
Driver .......... . 
Miner ........... . 
Miner ........... . 
Miner .......... .. 
Miner .......... .. 
Miner .......... .. 
\'liner ........... . 
Miner ... : ....... . 
Miner .......... . 
Driver .... ' ..... . 
Machine runner. 
nriver ........... . 
Loader ......... .. 
Driver .... " ..... _ 
Cager .......... .. 
Miner ........... . 
Driver .......... .. 
Miner .......... . 
Driver ........... . 
Miner .......... .. 
Miner .......... .. 
Miner ........... . 
Driver .......... .. 
Miner .......... .. 
Driver ........... . 
Driver ........ " .. 
Miner .......... .. 
Miner .......... .. 
Miner .......... .. 
Driver ........... . 
Miner .......... .. 

Falling slate ....... .. 
R •. ilroad car ........ . 
Fan of slate ........ . 
Machine ........... .. 
Not given .......... .. 
Mine car ........... .. 
Mine car ............ . 
Fall of slate ....... .. 
Mine cars .. , ....... . 
Delayed shot ...... .. 
Dela.yed shot ...... .. 
Fall of coal ........ .. 
Fall of slate ........ . 
Fall of slate ........ . 
Fall of slate ....... .. 
Fall of slate ....... .. 
Fall of slate ....... .. 
Mine car ........... .. 
Machine ........... .. 
Mine cars ...... , .... . 
Fan of coal. ....... .. 
Car ................ .. 
Kicked by mnle ... .. 
Fan of coal ........ .. 
Mine car ........... .. 
Premature shot. .... . 
Mine.car ............ . 
Fall of slate ....... .. 
Went back on shot .. . 
Fan of coal. ........ . 
Mine car ........... .. 
Fall of slate ....... .. 
Mine car ............ . 
Mine c·ar ..... ", .... . 
Mine car ........... . 
Went back on shot .. . 
Fall of slate ....... .. 
Mine cars .......... . 
Fan of coal. ....... .. 

Arm fractured ..................... .. 
Hand mashed ..................... .. 
Leg fractured ...................... .. 
Fingers mashed ................... .. 
Finger mashed .................... .. 
Hand mashed ..................... .. 
Ribs and shonlders bruised ..... '" . 
Ear and head cuts .................. . 
Leg fractured ...................... .. 
Head and face cuts ................ .. 
Head and legs cut .................. . 
Leg fractured ...................... .. 
Head a.nd leg bruises .............. .. 
Body bruised ....................... . 
Back injured ....................... . 
Back and hips bruised ............ .. 
Back and hips bruised ............ .. 
Leg fracture<\. ...................... . 
Hand crushed ..................... .. 
Foot mashed ...................... .. 
Leg fractured ...................... .. 
Leg fractured ...................... . 
Teeth knocked out ................. . 
Feet mashed ........................ . 
Leg fr!Lctured ....................... . 
Head and face ..................... .. 
Finger amputated .................. . 
Leg and ribs fractured ............ .. 
Leg fractured. '" .................. .. 
Foot mashed ....................... .. 
Hips mashed ...................... .. 
Ankle fractured .................... . 
Shonlder tlislocated ................ . 
Finger cnt off ...................... .. 
Ribs fractured ...... , .............. .. 
Body badly brnised ................ . 
Back injured ...................... .. 
Leg cut ............................ .. 
Back fractured ..................... . 

MINE. 

Jackson Hill No.2 .. . 
Bicknell ........ ! .. .. 
M.ssey ............. .. 
Phomix ............ .. 
Phoenix No.5 ..... .. 
CoxNo.3 .......... .. 
Cox No.3 .......... .. 
Turner No.3 ........ . 
Crawford No.3 ...... . 
Blackburn ......... .. 
BIa.ckburn ......... .. 
Wild 0at ........... .. 
Dugger ............. .. 
Farnsworth ........ .. 
Union .............. .. 
Lawrence No.6 .... . 
McIntosh No.3 .... .. 
Etlwardsport ...... .. 
Gifford No.!. ...... .. 
Massey .............. . 
B. B. No. 12 ........ .. 
Island Valley No.3 .. 
WildCat ........... .. 
Bicknell ........... .. 
Caledonia ........... . 
Eagle .............. .. 
Crawford No.5 ..... . 
Princeton .......... .. 
Superior No.2 ..... .. 
Wild Cat ............ . 
Bon Ton ........... .. 
Dugger ............ .. 
Island Valley No.2 .. 
Island Valley No.2 .. 
Island Valley No.3 .. 
:';uperior No.1 ..... .. 
South Linton ...... .. 
Cloverland .......... . 
Phoenix No.1 ..... .. 

COUNTY. 

Sullivan. 
Knox. 
Pike. 
Sullivan. 
Sullivan. 
Parke. 
Parke. 
Clay. 
Clay. 
Pike. 
Pike. 
Greene. 
Sullivan. 
Sullivan. 
Vigo. 
Clay. 
Parke. 
Knox. 
Clay. 
Gibson. 
Parke. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Knox. 
8ullivan. 
Vigo. 
Clay. 
Gibson. 
Parke. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Sullivan. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Parke. 
Greene. 
Clay. 
Sullivan. 
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Nov. 12 .... Thomas Tho~as ....... Miner............ FaU of coal .......... Leg fractured ........................ Island No.2......... Greene. 
Nov. 18 .... Isaac Pride ............ Miner ............ FaU of slate ......... Back and hips bruised .............. Cabel No.9.......... Daviess. 
Nov.24 .... Nick. Leidenger ....... Miner ............ Premature shot ...... Burned face and arms .............. Gifford No.2 ......... Clay 
Dec. 10 .... Clements Hafley ....... Miner ............ :l<'oU of coal .......... Fingers cut off ....................... Pan-American. ..... Parke. 
Dec. 11 .... Frank Stevenson ...... Jerryman........ Mine car ............. Ankle bone fractured ............... Hymera.... .... ...... Sullivan. 
Dec. 11.... Frank Harmon.... .... Jerryman........ Mine car............. Leg fractured...... .... .......... .... Hymera.............. Sullivan. 
Dec. 10 .... Sim. Woolley .......... Mine boss ........ Mine car ............. Back injured ........................ Star ................... Sullivan. 
Dec. 19 .... David Bangham ....... Car trimmer ..... Coal from dump ..... Leg fractured ........................ B. B. No. 12 .......... Parke. 
Dec. 22 .... ,Jobn Scharf ........... Driver... ......... Mine car............. Hips crushed ........................ Clm·erland.......... Clay. 
Dec. 24 .... Thos. Brantlinger ..... Miner ............ Gas explosion ....... Body burned ........................ Buckeye............. Vermillion. 
Dec. 29.... John GaUoway .... .... Driver............ FeU under mine cltr. Body bruised.... .... .... .... .... .... Buckeye............. Vermillion. 
Dec. 29 .... Edward Matthennes ... Miner....... ..... Fall of eoal. ......... Breast and hips crushed ........... : Lawrence No.6...... Clay. 
Dec. 29.... Clarence Hagerpole ... Driver............ Fell under mine car. Brea.t and shoulder bruised.... .... Chicago No.6.... .... Vigo. 
Dec. 28 ... John Blond ........... Miner............ Fall of coal.... ...... Foot mashed....... .............. .... Minshall No.1....... Parke. 
Dec. 30.... John Belt...... .... .... Miner............ Fall of coal...... .... Back sprained....... ...... .... ...... MinshaU No. 1. ...... Parke. 
Dec. 30.... John Roberts ......... Driver .... :....... Mine car..... .... .... Finger cut off.... ................... Diamond No.5...... C1 •. y. 
Dec. 19 .... Edward Jones ......... Driver ............ Kicked hy mule ...... Head cut. ............................ South Linton........ Greene. 

,. Same accident. t Same accident. 1 Same accident. 
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TABLE 

Showing the Number of Casualties Arising From Different Cause8. 

CAUSE. Fatal. I Serio,.us. Total. 

Falling coal ............................................... . 

It!~~3 g~:~ie:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 
Mine carS ...........•....................................... 
Railroad car ............................................... . 
Smoke explosion ........................... : .............. . 
Shot through pillar ........................................ . 
Delayed shot.. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . ........................ . 
Windy shot ................................................ . 
Premature shot ............................................ . 

~:flr;:~o:~o,:'sh~ft: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ::: 

······iC· 
....... g .... 

1 
3 

...... ·2 .. ·· 

2 

25 
42 
7 

25 
53 

Machine ................................................... . 
Caught by cage ............................................ . 
Miscellaneous ............................................. . 

39 
I 
6 
2 
7 
4 
2 
2 
1 
5 ...... ·2·· .. 

.................. ·2·· .. 

7 
42 
2 
9 
2 
9 
4 
3 
2 
1 
5 
2 
2 

Totals ......... , ........................................ . 24 145 168 

COMPARATIVE TABLE 

Showing Number of Tons Mined in Each Year, the Number (If Persons Employed, and 
the Number of ~ons Produced per Each Death, Since January 1, 1879, to Janu
ary 1, 1908, Inclusive. 

YEAR. 

1879 .................................. . 
1880 ................................. .. 
1881. ................................ .. 
1882 .................................. .. 
1833 ................................. . 
1884 ................................. .. 
1885 ................................. .. 
1886 ................................ .. 
1887 ................................ .. 
1888 ................................. .. 
1889 .................................. . 
1890 ................................. .. 
1891 ................................. .. 
1892 ................................. .. 
1893 ................................. .. 
1894 ................................ .. 
1895 ................................. .. 
1896 ................................. .. 
1897 ................................. .. 
1~98 ................................. .. 
1899 .................................. . 
1900 ....... • .......................... .. 
19111. ................................. . 
1902 ................................. .. 

Tons 
Produced. 

1,196,490 
1,550.375 
1,771,536 
1,900,000 
2,560,000 
2,260,000 
2,375,000 
3,000,000 
3,217,711 
3,140,979 

No report. 
3,791,211 
3,819,600 

, 4,408,471 
4,358,897 

No report. 
4,202,1184 
4,068,124 
4,088.100 
5,146,920 
5,864,975 
6,283,063 
7,019,203 
8.763,197 

No.of 
Employes. 

8,459 
No report. 

4,567 
No report. 

5,403 
5,716 
6,502 
6,400 

No report. 
6.685 

...... "6',550' 
6,975 
7,600 
7,431 

...... "7',885' 
7,112 
7,984 

No report. 
7,366 
8,858 

12,096 
13.139 

Deaths. 
I 

Tons 
Per Death. 

No report. 

iiJ . ....... i'r7;i53' 

ii .. ...... 232:727' 
9 228,888 
7 339,285 
7 428,571 

i7 .. ...... i84;76g' 
·s . ....... 758:242' 
5 763,900 

19 232,024 
22 193,586 

23 · ...... ·iS2:lioo· 
28 170,290 
16 262,650 
22 233,\150 
15 390,997 
18 349,059 
24 292466 
24 365,133 
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ACCIDENTS TO MINE PROPERTY. 

PARKE No.8., 

A destructive fire occurred, on N ovemher 14th, last, at Rosedale 
in Parke County, at Mine No.8, owned by the Parke County Coal 
Company, causing a complete loss of that property to the company. 
The fire consumed the tipple and building, and burned so much of 
the curhing in the shaft, as to cause the same to cave in to such an 
extent that nothing could be removed from the mine. It was so 
nearly worked out. that it was deemed unwise to reopen it, and 
hence the pumps, mine cars, tracking and other property in· the 
mine was lost,. the miners also losing all their tools and other prop
erty in the mihe. 

WHITE ASH MINE. 

The buildings and structures about the mouth of the shaft of the 
White Ash Mine, owned by the White Ash Coal Company, located 
in Sullivan County, was burned last July. The machinery was saved, 
but the shaft was so badly damaged, as to require a new opening. 
This was equipped with the machinery from the old mine. 

JOHN INGLE MINE. 

A serious squeeze occurred, at Evansville, Vanderburgh County, 
in February last, at the John Ingle Mine, owned 'Qy the John Ingle 
CoaL Company. So extensive and serious was the squeeze that the 
company, taking into consideration the distance necessary to haul 
the coal, and the expenditure that would be necessary to repair the 
damage, decided to abandon the side of the mine closed hy the acci
dent. 'l'his company is now.preparing to mine a· tract of coal, owned 
oy it, lying under the Ohio River. This is prohably the first attempt 
in Indiana, to mine coal under any large stream of water. It is also 
interesting to note that this mine has been in operation since 1849, 
and is claimed by some to be the oldest mine in Indiana; but others 
claim that the first mine in this State was opened in Warrick Oounty, 
by John T. and William Hutchinson, some years earlier. 

FIRST AVENUE MINE. 

Another squeeze, more damaging than that at the Ingle Mine, 
occurred at Evansville in January, 1902, at the First Avenue, owned 
by the Lozier Ooal and Mining Company, closing nearly the en
tire mine. The company has been working fewer than ten men dur-
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ing the entire year, on account of this accident. The company has' 
opened out the mine again and will soon be able to increase the out
put thereof largely. 

The men working at this mine have commenced an action against 
the company for damages for the loss of their tools and for the coal 
they had to lose at the time of the squeeze. 

TABLE. 

Examinations of applicants for certificates of competency to serve as 
mine boss, fire boss and hoisting engineer have been held at two different 
times within the year at Terre Haute. The following are the llames and 
addresses of those who succeeded in passing such examina~ions: 

~[ine Boss Examination Held April 21. 

NAMES. ADDRESSES. 

William Hittle. .... .... We.t Terre Haute. 
John Spour •............ Coal Bluff. 
Theo. Thompson........ Hymera. 
~I'hos. Harris ............ Midland. 
J o.iah Pedlar... .... .... West Terre Haute. 
John E. Williams ....... Danville, lli. 
Wm. E.Baddus ......... Linton. 
O. P. Hendrickson.... .. )lugger. 
Wm. R. Martin ......... Rosedale. 
Walter Shiff ton ......... Linton. 
Howard Stoops •......... Jasonville. 
A. B. Zimmerman ...... Linton. 
James R Heeks ........ Fontanet. 
R. J. McKisec..... ...... Linton. 
F. E. Mitchell ........... Linton. 
J. H. McQuade.... ...... Linton. 
H. Klus.meier .......... Linton. 
Burch Lenning ......... Linton. 
Wm. Small .............. Wu.hington. 
Jacob Butler ............ Liuton. 
James Kain ............. Wa.hington. 
J. P. Juger .............. 1\1ontgomery. 
Frank Raymond ........ Linton. 
Arnold Brown.... ...... Montgomery. 
John Jennings .......... Dugger. 

NAMES. 

Charles L. Vaughn .... . 
W. D. Van Horn ...... . 
J'oh n H. Jones ....... . 
J. G. Applegath ....... . 
Edmund Archbold .... . 
N. E. Williams ........ . 
Philip Harris .......... . 
Herbert Sirden ....... . 
Albert Palmer ........ . 
R. H. Davi •............ 
Wm. Wright ........ . 
G. E. Urbain ...... . 
L. M. McDonald ..... . 
Wm. Epperson ....... . 
Matthew Baffie ....... . 
S. J. Britton .......... . 
E. P. Shirley ......... . 
Peter Donie .......... . 
James Donahey ....... . 
W. W. Robertson ..... . 
James C. Heeman .... . 
H. M. Robertson ...... . 
Claude Robertson ..... . 
J o.eph Stevenson .... . 
Richard Ladson ...... . 

Fire B083 Examination, Held April 21. 

ADDRESSES. 

Linton. 
Terre Haute. 
Linton. 
Littles. 
Newburg. 
Waterman. 
Silverwood. 
Diamond. 
Center Point. 
Perth. 
Bmzi!. 
Brazil. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Coal Bluff. 
Harmony. 
Seeleyville. 
Cloverland. 
Brazil. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 

Reuben Small ........ ··1 Linton ............ , ·11 Wm. T. James ..... ····1 Linton. • 
Arthur M .. Moreland ... Jackson Hill. ...... W. E. Evans ........... Jackson Hill. 

Hoisting Engineer Examination, Held April 21. 

W. E. Brookshire ....... Linton ............. . 
Chas. H. Schumel ...... Evansville ......... . 
Cha,.. Jackson .......... Linton .......... .. 
C. 1'. Bowers........ ... Evansville ........ . 
Roscoe Russell. .... .... Clinton ........... .. 
O.P. Walraven ......... Midland ........... . 
E. M. Hayes .... ........ Indianapolis ...... . 
EQbert Hoffman.... .... Brazil. ............ .. 
C. A. Dickey.... .... .... Dugger ............. . 
Geo. D. Rkelton ......... Diamond .......... . 
W m. Williams.... ...... Turner ............ .. 

Lafe Sharp ............ . 
Dana Littlejohn ...... . 
Seth Hattery ......... .. 
E. D. Gorgus .......... . 
Pleas Bledsoe ......... . 
Ipaac Bledsoe ........ .. 
Chas. F. Brandon .... .. 
J os. Fennell .......... . 
A. B. Patterson ....... . 
C. W. Robertson ...... . 

Linton. 
Terre Haute. 
Linton. 
J.ssup. 
Jasonville. 
Jasonville. 
qoverland. 
Linton. 
Coal Bluff. 
Linton. 
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Mine Erms Examination, Held November 11. 

NAMES. ADDRJilSSES. II Nums. ADDRRSSES. 

. William Dean ........ .. Sullivan ........... . Martin Robison •. ' .. .. 
Dugger ............ . 
Coal Bluff ........ .. 
Petersburg ........ . 
Montezumn ....... . 

Wm.T. Doidge ...... .. 
G. S. Klingersmith .. . 
C. E. Buck. .. .... .. 
Andrew Davidson ... .. 

J. L. Rhodes .......... .. 
Alvin Koch ........... .. 
J. B. Miley ............ .. 
Jas. Lamb ............ .. 

Coxville .......... .. 
W nshington ...... .. 
Linton ............ .. 

Cha •. Doi!'e .......... .. 
Henry Burkhardt ... .. 
O.C.Buck ............ . 

L. P. Kelly ............ .. 
Jacob Mandaback .... .. 
C. E. Daniels .. " ..... .. 
Matthew Leckie ....... . Linton ............. . Calviu Hunt ......... .. 
Ch.". Hunt ........... .. Linton ............ .. Marion Frazer ....... .. 

Linlon ............. . 
Linton .......... , .. _ 

Dick Potter ........... . 
W.C. Wood .......... .. 1aii.~ibb~~:::::::::::: : 

Walter Stunkard ..... .. Brnz;!. ............ .. A. J. Maxweli ...... .. 
Fontanet ......... .. 
Atherton ......... .. 
Clinton ........... .. 

Matthew Armstrong. 
Chas. Dowdell ........ . 
W. 8. Doige ........... . 

John Kain ............ .. 
A. D. Spears .......... .. 
Thos. B. Bull ......... .. 
Samuel Dolzel, ....... .. Brazil .............. . C. P. Roetzel. ........ .. 
Burrell Stiff .......... .. Linton ............ .. 

Ftre BOB .• Examinati()n, Held N· vember 11. 

Vincennes • 
Cardonia. 
Wa.hington. 
Len •. 
Coxville. 
COKville. 
Washington. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
Fontanet. 
Dugger. 
Diamond. 
Linton. 
Fontanet. 
WatermKll. 
Cnrdonia. 
BoonvillQ. 

T'-'n •. Pritchard ........ 1 Li~ton .............. II Thos. Lewis ............ I Clinton. 
RIChard Moore. .... .... ClIn ton ....... '.. .... . .................... '" • I 

Hoisting ElIgineer Examination, Held November 11. 

Walter Whitsett ....... . 
. John HoffmH,n ........ . 
Ezekiel Duncan ...... . 
H. G. Whitsett ... ' ..... .. 
Henry Pool. ........ .. 
Wm. T. Fergu.on ..... .. 
H. E. Morrill. .. ..... .. 

Dugger ............ . L. R. Calvert ........ .. 
Linton .......... : .. . ]i'in Ax .............. .. 
Dugger ........... .. 
Dugger ........... . 

Alonzo Pool ......... .. 
Robert Davidson .... .. 

Linton ............. . Wm. H. Hetzel. ...... .. 
Carlisle ........... .. Wm. Donham ....... .. 
Midland .......... .. 

SERVIOE OERTIFICATES. 

Linton. 
Linton. 
Linton. 
f'oxville. 
BOf1nville. 
Linton. 

Twenty-nine service certificates were granted within the year, as fol
lows: Mine Boss, 16; Fire Boss, 2; Hoisting Engineer, 11. Following 
will be found the names and addresses of those to whom such certificates 
were issued: 

NAMRS. 

Jas. M. Acree ......... .. 
Win. Atkins .......... .. 
A. R. Meuelee ........ .. 
• Jno. S. Evans .......... . 
John Willi .. ms ....... . 
Michael McGuirk ..... . 
Egbert Clegton ....... .. 
John Kain ............ .. 

]Jfine Boss. 

ADDRESSES. II NAMES. 

Shoals ........... .. Daniel Isft.ac ......... . 
Ehrmandale ....... . Albert Feller ......... . 
Ehrmandale ...... .. Jas. M. Arthur ...... .. 
Bra.iI ............. .. A.B.Andenon ...... . 
Perth ............. .. Geo. E. Burbank ...... . 
Fontanet ......... .. Geo. Ingle ........... .. 
Heckland· ......... .. 
Chandler ......... .. 

Peter Sterling ........ . 
H. Hollingsworth .... . 

ADnRESSES. 

Diamond. 
Raglesville. 
Alum Cave. 
Indian Springs . 
Oakland City. 
Terre Haute. 
Farmersburg. 
Bicknell. 
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SERVICE CERTIFICATES-Continued. 

Fire Boss. 

NAHES. ADDRESSES. II NAMES. ADDRESSES . 

.J:UO.M.LoWry··········1 Shelburn ........... 11 Robert Anderson ...... 1 Princeton .. 

Hoisting Engineer. 

Leu. Orr ................ Sullivan ........... . 
.las. H. Newman ........ Evansville ......... , 

Reed McGrew. .... .... Linton. 

Porter Loftou....... .... Shelburn ......... .. 
M. N. Lofton.... .... .... Shelburn ......... .. 

Daniel Templeton ..... Linton. 
Robert Ruckles.... .... Vincennes. 

Samuel Camdeu .... .... Clay City, ........ .. 
Jas . .I. Phillips ......... Newburg .......... .. 

So,muel Roman ........ Coal Creek. 
J. S. Ferris ............ Brazil. 

TABLE 

Giving Names and Addre,lses oj Mine Bosses at the VarioU8 Indiana Mines. 

NAME. ADDRESS. 

Brazil ............... . 
Brazil ............... . 
Coxville ........... .. 
Clay City ........... . 
Cloverland ........ .. 
Asherville ......... .. 
Cardonia ....... , .... . 
Asherville ......... .. 
Asherville ......... .. 
Ceuter Point ........ . 
Brazil .............. .. 
Brazil ............... . 
Brazil .............. .. 
Carbon ............. .. 
Carbon ............ .. 
Carbon ............. .. 
Turner ............. .. 
Cardonia ........... .. 
Diamond .......... .. 
Brazil .............. .. 
Coal Bluff .......... .. 
Staunton .......... .. 
Perth .............. .. 
Harmony .......... .. 
Brazil. ........... .. 
Cloverla,nd ......... .. 
Perth .............. .. 
Brazil .............. .. 
Turner ............. .. 
Jackson .Hill ...... .. 
Alum Cave ........ .. 
Alum Cave ........ .. 
Alum Cave ........ .. 
Shelburn ............ . 
Del Cardo .......... .. 
Hymera ............ .. 
Dugger ............. .. 
Dugl!er ............. .. 
Sullivau ........... .. 
Hymera ............ .. 
Evansville ......... .. 
Evansvill e ......... .. 
Evan.ville .......... . 
Evansville .......... . 
Evansville ...... , , .. , 

John Bolin ................ . 
Henry Payne ............. .. 
Samuel Ogden ............ .. 
Alexander Ferguson ...... . 
George Donie ............. .. 
Mike Hoffman ............ .. 
Moses Marks ............. .. 
Walter Knox .............. . 
William Penz ............ .. 
Griff Howell ............... . 
John Cox .................. . 
W. G. ellear ............... .. 
Joe C. Winn .............. .. 
Thomas G. Marshall ... , .. . 
John T. Summers ........ .. 
William McIntyre ....... .. 
H. B. Ehrlich ............ .. 
Andrew Gillmore ........ :. 
William Rooser ........... .. 
A. E. Norkus .............. . 
O. C. Long ................ .. 
Jacob Ehrlich ............ .. 
H. W. Jenkins ............ .. 
Fred GeorKe .... : ......... .. 
James A. Kiug ............ . 
M.D. West ............... .. 
John Barker .............. .. 
James Andrew ............ .. 
William Meyers .......... .. 
Ed Stewart ............... .. 
Asa Roberts .............. .. 
Asa Robert ............... .. 
Alex. Faulds .............. .. 
William Norton .......... .. 
Simeon Wolley ........... .. 
William Green ........... .. 
O. H. Henderson .......... .. 
Thomas Lehman ......... .. 
James Stewart ............. . 
Theodore Thompson ...... . 
Adolph Becker ........... .. 
Frank Guenther .......... .. 
John Odell ................ .. 

. John Mushett ............ .. 
Pius Schultheis ............ . 

MINE. 

Brazil Block Coal Company No. 1. 
Brazil Block Con.l Company No.8. 
Brazil Block Coal Compnny No. 11. 
Briar Hill. 
Cloverland. 
Columbia No.5. 
Cornwell. 
Crawford No.2. 
Crawford No.3. 
Crawford No.5. 
Dewey. 
Diamond No.3. 
Diamond No.5. 
Eureka No.2. 
Eureka N o. ~. 
Eureka No.4. 
Fortner. 
GartNo.5. 
Gart No. 10. 
Gifford No. 1. 
Gladstone. 
Klondyke. 
Glenn. 
Lawrence No.6. 
Monarch. 
Pearl. 
Pratt. 
Rob Roy. 
Silverwood No.3. 
Jackson Hill No.2. 
Phoonix No. 1. 
Phoonix No.5. 
Phoonix No.3. 
Shelburn .. 
Star City. 
White Ash. 
Freeman. 
Sun Flower. 
Glendora. 
Hymera No.2. 
Diamond. 
First Avenue. 
Ingleside . 
Sunnyside. 
Union. 
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Names and Addresses of Mine Bosses-Uontinued. 

NAME. ADDRESS. 

Fred Sutheimer ........... . Evansville ......... .. 
Richard Moore ............. . Clinton ............. . 
J. O. McInnes ............ .. Clinton ............ .. 
David James .............. . Olinton ............ .. 
William i)hesterfield ..... .. Olin ton ............. . 
R. M. Irwin ............... .. 
William F. Brown ......... .. 

Oayuga ............ .. 
Clinton ............. . 

William Hutchinson ..... . Clinton ............. . 
Ira C. Dalrymple ......... .. 
James Boskill ............ .. 

Clinton ............ .. 
Clinton ............ .. 

::~~e~~~[Je·~: :::: :::: :::: Atherton ........... .. 
Coal Bluff .......... .. 

Richard J ack~on ......... .. 
John P. Acree ............ .. 
James Luis ............... .. 

Burnett ............ .. 
Cedarville .......... . 
Burnett ............ .. 

Ed Jaench ................ .. 
Thomas Maxwell .......... . 
George Davis ............. .. 
James Baxter ............ .. 

Burnett ............ .. 
Seeleyville .......... . 
Burnett ............ .. 
Brazil .............. .. 

Samuel Lindsay ........... . 
Thomas Thompson ....... .. 
Walter Knox.. ..... .. .... .. 
Anthony Kocher ........... . 
Anthony Kocher ........... . 
Albert Feller ............. .. 
Arnold Brown.... .. ..... .. 
Ed Dant ................... .. 
Daniel Davis .............. .. 
Simeon Grill .............. .. 
A. W. Stuckey ............. . 
Phil Harris ................ . 
J ames Anderson .......... .. 

Hoosierville ......... . 
Ho()siervill~ ........ .. 
AsherviJIe .......... .. 
Washiugton ........ .. 
Washington ......... . 
RaglesviJIe ........ .. 
Monttlomery ....... .. 
Montgomery ....... .. 
Cannelburg ......... . 
Washington ........ . 
Raglesville ......... .. 
Silverwaod .......... . 
Princeton .......... .. 

William Jackson .......... . 
Reuben Small ............ .. 

Oakland City ...... .. 
Linton ............. .. 

Tobe Roberts ............. .. Linton ............. .. 
Richard Ladson .......... .. Jasonville ......... .. 
Mike King ................ .. 
S. C. Risher ............... .. 
John Eddy ................ .. 
Archie Zimmerman ....... . 

Linton ............. .. 
Linton ............. .. 
Linton ............. .. 
Linton ............. .. 

George Epperson ........... . 
Joe FenneL ................ . 
Henry Butler ............... . 
William T. James ........ .. 
Joe Gibson ................ .. 
William McQuade ........ .. 
John A. Templeton ....... .. 
W.Badders ............... .. 
John Kelley .............. .. 
Thomas Thomas ........... . 
Isaac Valentine .......... . 
Martin Navin ............. .. 
R. M. Freeman ............ .. 
H. G. Conrad .............. .. 
Charles Harding ........... . 

~~~{nLit~be~i~~;{ :::'.:::::: 

Linton ............. .. 
Linton ............. .. 
Midland ........... .. 
Linton ............. .. 
Linton ............. .. 
Linton .............. , 
Linton ............. .. 
Linton ............. .. 
Linton .............. . 
Midland ........... .. 
Jasonville ......... .. 
Jasonville ......... .. 
Bicknell ........... .. 
Edwardsport ....... .. 
Bicknell ............ . 
Bicknell ........... .. 
Vincennes .......... . 

,R. F. Jenkins ............ .. Diamond ........... .. 
George H. Doidge ....... .. 
Vic'or Allais, Sr .......... .. 
Jeff Ladson ............... .. 

COKville ............ .. 
Montezuma ......... . 
Liford .............. .. 

John Chesterfield, Jr ..... .. 
Morgan Roberts .......... .. 
John L. Suttie ............ .. 

Brazil .............. .. 
Mecca .............. .. 
Brazil .............. .. 

Ed Allias ................. .. Montezuma ........ .. 
George Meyers..... . ..... .. 
Nap Harri ................ .. 
Silas Jones ................ .. 

Brazil .............. .. 
Bra,zil .............. .. 
Mecca .............. .. 

Thomas Dalton ........... .. Carbon ............ .. 
James Donahey, .......... .. 
William Schmuck ........ .. 
James M. Coakley ........ .. 
George Briggs ............. .. 
John Jones ............... .. 
Bart, Stinson.... ..... .. .. .. 
William T. Smith ........ .. 
J. Johnson ................ .. 

Brazil .............. .. 
Troy ................ .. 
Brazil .............. .. 
Cable ............... . 
Ayrshire ........... .. 
Ayrshire ............ . 
Ayrshire ............ . 
Ayrshire ............ .. 

MINE. 

Unity. 
BruiIlett's Creek No.3. 
Bruillett's Creek No.3. 
Bruillett's Creek No.5. 
Buckeye. 
Cayuga. 
Crown Hill. 
Oak Hill. 
Prinee. 
Willow Grove. 
Atherton. 
ChicH.gO No.6. 
Diamond. 
Ehrlich. 
Grant No. 2. 
Glen Oak. 
Hector. 
KlondYke. 
Miami. 
Crawford No, 7. 
Crawford No.7. 
Crawford No.6. 
Cable No.4. 
Cable No.9. 
Hoosier No.4. 
Montgomery No.2. 
Montgomery No.3. 
Mutual. 
Lo~an Grove. 
Union. 
Silverwood No. i. 
Oswald. 
Massey. 
Black Creek. 
Island No.3. 
Gilmour. 
Hoosier. 
Island City No.1. 
Island City No.2. 
Island Valley No. {. 
hland VaJley No.2. 
Island Valley No.3. 
Midland. 
South Linton. 
Vnlcan. 
Summit No.2. 
'fempleton. 
Victoria. 
Glenburn. 
Tower Hill. 
Green V aJley. 
Lattas Creek No. 1. 
Bicknell. 
Ed wardsport. 
Knox. 
Lynn. 
Prospect Hill. 
Br.llIil Block Coal Company No. 12. 
CoxNo.3. 
Lucia. 
Liford No. I. 
Mary. 
Mecca No. 1. 
McIntosh. 
New Century. 
Superior No. 1. 
Superior No.2. 
Minshall No. 1. 
Pan-Americltn. 
Superior No.3. 
Troy. 
Brazil Block Coal Company No.9. 
Hartwell. 
Aberdeen. 
Ayrshire No.3. 
Ayrshire No.4. 
Ayrshire No.5. 

i63 
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Names and Addre88t8 oj Mine B088es-Contipued. 

NAME. 

John Willey ............... . 
Herman Rose .............. . 
H. T. Brewis ............... . 
John Willey .............. .. 
C. C.Hall ...... ~ ........... . 
James Jones ............... . 
Reese Griffith .............. . 
William Mason ............ . 
James McComb ............ . 
G. W. Lackey .............. .. 
C. E. Peck ................ .. 
'fhomas Bingham .......... . 
Charles N.18h ............. .. 
aeorge West .............. .. 
R. F. Bieler ............... .. 
J. D. Lewis ................ .. 
John Scott ................ .. 
J o.iah Hodgers ........... .. 
William F. Decker ....... .. 
James Johnson ........ : .. .. 
William L. Irwin ......... .. 
T.B. Hall .................. . 
John E. Kelley ............ .. 
John Wooley ............. .. 
Lewis Schultz ............. .. 
L. M. Gaisser ............... .. 
Win Huber ....... : ........ .. 
Mart WilBon ......... : .... .. 
George F. Archbold ....... . 
Jeff Rhodes ............... .. 
W. D. Vanhorn ........... .. 
John Quigley .............. .. 
Harry Conkle ............. .. 

ADDRESS. 

Petersburg. .... ..•... Blackburn. 
Littles.. .... ...... .... Littles. 
Petersburg ............ Petersburll. 
Petersburg. .... ...... Rogers. 
Farnsworth...... .... Bunker Hill. 
Farnsworth.. .... .... Calrleonia. 
Dugger..... .... ...... Dugger. 
Sullivan..... .... .... Green Hill. 
Hymera Hymera. 
Dugger .:::::: :::: :::: West Linton. 
Brazil...... .... ...... Nickelplate. 
Heckland .... .... .... Parke No. 10. 
Co.1 Bluff... .... .... Peerle>s. 
Seeleyville. . . . . . . .. . . Ray. 
West Tene Haute.... Vi~o. 
Seeleyville. .... ...... Rosebud No.2. 
Seeleyville. ......... Royal No.1. 
WestTerreHaute .... Larimer. 
Burnett.... ...... .... L •. wton. 
Fontanet....... ...... Union. 
West Terre Haute.... Eagle. 
Chandler. ........ .... Air Line. 
Boonville.... .... .... Big Four. 
Boonville...... ...... Big Vein No. 1. 

~g~~~m: :::: :::: :::: ~!feX~~ia~o. 2. 
Chandler. .... ........ Chandler. 
DeForrest.... .... .... DeForrest. 
Newburg ........... "1 Star No. 1. 
Linton. .... .... ...... Antioch. 
Jasonville.. ..... .... Frv. 
Linton..... ...... .... Atlas. 
Shelburn... ...... ... Wilfred . 

. . 

MINE. 
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LIST OF MINES. 

Table ShowinH the Name8 and Addre8ses of Perllons and Corporations OperatinH Coal 
Mines in the State of Ind'iana During the Year 1902, With Names of Mine8 in 
Each County. 

NAME. 

Brazil Block Coal Company ...... ' 
Brazil Block Coal Company ...... . 
Brazil Block Coal Company ...... . 
Brazil Block Coal Company ...... . 
Brazil Block Coal Company ...... . 
Brazil Block Coal Company ...... . 
Brazil Block Coal Company ..... .. 
Clay City Coal Company. ., ...... . 
Zeller-McClellan Coal Company .. , 
Zeller-McClellan Coal Company .. . 
lIeller-McClellan Coal Company .. . 
Zeller-McClellan Coal Company, .' 
Jackson Coal and Mining Company 
Jackson Coal and Mining Company 
Crawford Coal Com pany .......... ' 
Crawford Coal Company ...... ' ... . 
CrawflJrd Coal Company ......... .. 
Crawford Coal Company ......... .. 
Crawford Coal ComJLany ......... .. 
Enreka Blobk Coal Company ..... . 
Enreka Block Coal Company ..... . 
Eureka Block Coal Company .... .. 
C. Ebrlicb Coal Company ........ " 
C. Ebrlicb Coal Company ........ .. 
Collias Coal Company ............. ' 
Collin. Coal Company, ........... .. 
Brazil Mining Company .......... . 
Coal Blnff Mining Company, ..... , 
Coal Bluff Mining Company. ' .... . 
American Clay Manufacturing 

Compa,ny ........................ . 
Cloverland Coal and Mining Com-

pa,ny ................... , ........ .. 
Andrew Coal and Mining Com-

pany ............................ .. 
Indiana Bituminous Coal Com-

pany ............................ .. 

CLAY COUNTY. 

ADDRESS. MINE. 

Brazil .......... .. B. B. No.1 ......... .. 
Brazil .......... .. B.B.No.8 ..... " .. .. 
Brazil .......... .. R. B. No.ll ........ .. 
Brazil .......... .. Diamond No 3 ..... .. 
Brazil ......... '" Diamond No.5 ..... .. 
Brazil ...... " .. " Gart No.5 ......... .. 
Bra.il .......... .. Gart No. 10 .. " .... .. 
Clay City ....... " 
Bra.il ........... , 

Briar Hill ......... .. 
Cloverland, ......... . 

Brazil ......... '" Lawrence No.6 ..... . 
Bra.il .. " .. " .. " Lawrence No.7 .... . 
Bra.il .......... " Columbia No.5 .... .. 
Bra.il. ....... ' .. . Cornwall ........... .. 
Bra.il ........... . 
Bra.il ...... , ... " 

Dewey ............. .. 
Crawford No.2 .... .. 

Bra.il ........... ;' Crawford No.3 .... .. 
Bra.il " ........ ,,' Crawford No.5 .... .. 
Bra.il ...... " .. .. Orawford No.6 .... .. 
Bra.il " ......... . Orawford No.7 .... .. 
Terre Haute .... . Eureka No.2 ...... .. 
Terre Haute .... . Eureka No.3 ...... .. 
Terre Haute ... .. Eureka No.4 ...... .. 
Turner ......... . }'1ortner. _" ......... . 
Turner ..... ,_ ,_,. 
Bra.il ........ "" fflff~~l~eo'.'i'. :::: :::: 
Bra.il .. " " .... " Gifford No.2 ....... .. 
Cbica!<o, III , .... . 
Terre Haute .... . 

Gladstone ........... . 
Pratt ............... .. 

Terre Haute .. , .. Glen ............... .. 

Brazil .... .... .... Monarcb ........... .. 

Cloverland ...... , Pearl. ............... . 

Brazil.... .... .... Rob Roy ........... .. 

Terre Haute..... Silverwood No.3., .. 

DAVIESS COUNTY. 

Cabel & Co...... ...... ...... .... .... Wasbington..... Cabel No.4 .......... ' 
Ca,bel & Co, .......... ' ..... '..... .... Washington..... Cabel No.9 ......... .. 
Raglesville Coal ComRany. ....... Raglesville...... Hoosier No.4 ....... . 
Da,viess County Coal Compa,ny .... Montgomery ... " Montgomery No.2 ... 
Daviess Connty Coal Company .... Montgomery ..... Montgomery No.3 ... 
Mutua.! Mining Company ...... " .. C .. nnelburg ...... Mutual ............ .. 
Wilson Bros ........... : ............ Wasbington ..... Logan Grove ....... ;. 

FOUNTAIN COUNTY. 

Indiana Bituminous Coal com-i I I 
pany.................... ........ Terre Haute ..... Silverwood No.4 .... 

GIBSON COUNTY. 

P~~~;t~.~ .~~.~l .. ~~~ .~i.~~~~ .. ~~~.-.l princeton ........ 1 Oswald ............... j 

RE!!ARKS. 

Abandoned. 

Abandoned. 

Abandoned. 
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GREENE COUNTY. 

NAME. ADDRESS. MINE. REMARKS. 

Black Creek ......... I 
Island City No.1 .... , 
Island City No.2 .. .. 

Island Coal Company.... .... ...... Linton ......... .. 
B~~~p~~~e~ .. ~?~.I .. ~~~ .. ~i~i'~~'1 Linton .......... . 

Island Coal Company.... .... ...... Linton ......... .. 
Island Coal Company.... .... ...... Linton ......... .. Island No.3 ......... Buckeye. 

Gilmour ........... .. 
Hoosier ............. . 

Indiana Southern Coal Company.. Chicago, Ill ..... . 
Hoosier Coal Company. .... .... .... Bloomfield ...... . 
Island Valley Coal Company...... Linton ......... .. 
Island Valley Coal Company ...... Linton ........ " 
Island Valley Coal Company ...... Linton ......... .. 

Island Valley No. I. . Abandoned. 
Island Valley No.2 .. 
IsJ •. nd Valley No. 3 .. 
Midland ............ . 

Linton. .... ..... South Linton ...... .. 
Indianapolis ..... Vulcan No.1 ....... . 
Chicago, TIl..... Summit No.2 ...... .. 
Terre Haute..... Templeton ......... .. 
Chicago, Ill...... Victoria ............ .. 
Chicago, III ...... Glenbnrn ......... .. 
Bloomington .... Tower Hill ..... " ... . 
Linton ........... Green Valley ....... . 
Terre Hante ..... Lattas Creek No.1 .. . 

Midland Coal Company.... .... .... Midland ....... .. 
South Linton Coal and Mining 

Company ....................... .. 
VulMn Coal Company ........... .. 
Summit Coal Comj,any .......... .. 
Western Indiana Coal Company . 
L. T. Dicka.on Coal Company ... .. 
L. T. Dickas,on Coal Company ... .. 
Tower Hill Coal Company ....... .. 
Green Valley Coal Company .... .. 
Lattas Creek Coal Company ..... .. 

Columbus. O ..... , Atlas ............... .. 
Chicago, III ...... An1ioch .............. 1 
Terre Haute ..... Fry ................. .. 

Johnson Coal and Mining Com-
pany ............................ .. 

Antioch Coal Company .......... .. 
Fry Coal Company ............... .. 

KNOX COUNTY. 

Bicknell Coal Company ........... . 
Vulcan Coal Company .......... .. 
Lynn Coal Company .............. . 
Knox Coal Company .............. . 
Prospect Hill Coal Company ..... .. 

Bicknell ....... .. 
Indianapolis .. .. 
Bicknell ........ . 
Bicknell ....... .. 
Vincennes ...... . 

Bicknell ........... .. 
Ed wardsport ....... .. 
Lynn ............... .. 
Knox ............... .. 
Prospect Hill ....... . 

PARKE COUNTY. 

Brazil Block Coal Company ...... . 
Brazil Block Coal Company ...... . 
Brazil Block Coal Company ...... . 
Rock Rnn Coal COmpany ......... . 
Rock Run Coal Company ........ .. 
Wabash Valley Coal Company .. . 
Wabash Vallev Coal Company .. .. 
Otter Creek Coal Company ....... .. 
J. W. McIntosh Coal Compa,ny .. .. 
New Century Coal and Mining 

Company ....................... .. 
Park. County Coal Company ..... . 
Standard Block COllI Company ... . 
Zeller, McClellan & Co ........... .. 
Zeller, McClella.n & Co ........... .. 
Zeller, McCleHo.D & Co ........... .. 
Minshall Vein Coal Company ... .. 
Plymonth Block Coal Company .. . 

Brazil ............ B.B."No.12 ........ .. 
Brazil ............ CoxNo.3 .......... .. 
Brazil ............ B. B. No.9 .......... . 
Montezuma...... Lucia ............... . 
Monteznma...... Mecca No.1 ......... . 
Chicago. III...... Lyford No.1 ....... .. 

~~!~if~.'.~~~:: :::: !t!g~.~~: .~: ::'.: :::: 
Brazil ............ McIntosh No.3 .... .. 

Montezuma. ..... New Century ....... . 
Rosedale. .... .... Parke No.8 ........ .. 
Terre Haute..... Standard ............ . 
Brazil .. .. .... .... Superior No.1 ..... .. 
Brazil ...... ...... Superior No.2 ..... .. 
Bra.zil ........... ; Superior No.3 ..... .. 
Terre Haute. .... Minshall No.!. .... .. 
Carbon..... ...... Pan-American ..... . 

PERRY COUNTY . 

. Bergenroth Bros .................. ·1 Troy ..... ... ..;·1 '1'roy .................. I 

New mine. 
New mine. 
New mine. 

New mine. 
New mine. 
New-mine. 

Abandoned. 

Burneddown 
Abandoned. 
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PIKE COUNTY. 

NAME. I ADDRRSS. NAME. 

Aberdeen ConI Company..... ...... Littles .......... . 
D. Ingle Coal Company.... .... .... Ayrshire ........ . 
D. Ingle C.·al Company...... ...... Ayrshire ........ . 
D. Ingle Coal Company ............ Ayrshire .... : .. .. 
D. Ingle Coal Company ............ Ayrshire ....... .. 
S. W. Little Coal Company ......... Evltnsville .... .. 
S. W. Little Coal Company ......... Evansville ..... .. 
S. W. Little Coal Company ......... Evansville ..... .. 
S. H. Wnlfman Coal Company ..... Huntingburg .. .. 
J. Wolley Coal Company. .... ...... Evansville ..... .. 
Aberdeen Coal Company. .... ...... Littles ......... .. 
Massey Coal Company ............. i Oakland City ... 

Aberdeen .......... .. 
Aryshire No.3 .... .. 
AYrEhire No.4 ..... . 
Ayrshire N 0.1\ ..... .. 
Ayrshire No.6 ...... . 
Blackburn ........ .. 
Littles ............. . 
Rogers ............. .. 
Hartwell ........... .. 
Petersburg ......... .. 
Carbon ............. .. 
Massey ............. .. 

SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

Wa.shington Fuel Company ........ 
Rainbow Coal and Mining Com-

pany ............................ . 
Indiana-Chica!<'o Coal Company .. . 
Green Bill Coal and Mining Com-

pany ............................ . 

Chicago, Ill...... Bunker Hill ........ . 

Chicago, Ill...... Caledonia .......... .. 
Chicavo, Ill..... Dugger ............. .. 

Rullivan. ...... Green Hill ......... .. 
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REMARKS. 

Bymera Coal and Mining Company 
~'ymera Coal and Mining Company 
West Linton Coal and Mining Com-

Chicago, Ill...... Hymera No.1. 
Chicago, Ill. ..... Hymera No.2.. New mine. 

Linton. .... ...... Ingleside .......... .. 

Jackson Hill ..... ,Tackson Hill No.2 .. . 

pany ............................ .. 
Jackson Hill Coal and Coke Com-

pany ........................... .. 
,Jackson Bill Coa.\ and Coke Com-

Chicago, I11...... Glendora .......... .. 
Shelburn ......... Wilfred. 

Jackson Bill ..... Jackson Bill No.3 ... Abandoned. pany .' ..................... . 
New Pittsburg Coal and Coke Com-

pany ............................ .. 
Keystone Coal Company ......... .. 
Harder-Hafer Coal Company ..... . 
White Ash Coal Company ......... . 
Sulliva,n Coal Company .......... .. 
Snnflower Coal Company ........ . 
W. S. Bogle Coal and Mining Com-

w1lf~:dC~ai'b~'rr;pa~y: '.::::: .... :::: 

Chicago, Ill .... .. 
Shelburn ....... .. 
Chicago, Ill. ... .. 
Terre Baute ... . 
Dugger ......... .. 
Dugger ......... .. 

Phoonix Nos. 1,3, 5. 
Shelburn ........... .. 
Star City ........... .. 
White Ash ......... .. 
Freeman .......... ". 
Sunflower .......... .. 

VANDERBURGH COUNTY. 

Diamond Coal Company... .... .... Evansville....... Diamond ........... .. 
B. A. Lozier Coal Company ........ Eva.nsville...... First Avenue ...... .. 

~~~~!,;'t~o~r(}o~~~~~:.::::: :::: ~~:~~~m:::::::: b':t1l~':::::::::::::::: 
Evansville Coal and Mining Com-

pa.ny .... .... .... .... .... .... . ..... Evansville....... Union .............. .. 

VERMILLION COUNTY. 

Bruillett's Creek Coal Company ... Clinton .......... Bruillett'sNoS.3,4,5.! 
McClellan Sons & Company.... .... Clinton.......... Buckeye ............ . 
Cayuga Press Brick Company .... >. Cayuga ........... Cayuga ...... : ...... .. 
Clinton Coal Company. .... .... .... Clinton.......... Crown Hill. ........ .. 
Oak Hill Coal Mining Company ... Clip ton ......... Oak Hill . , ......... .. 
Keller Coal Company.... .... ...... ChICago, Ill. .... I Prince ............. .. 
Torrey Coal Company .............. Chicago, III ...... Torrey No.4 ......... Abandoned. 
Willow Grove Coal ComPA.ny ...... Clinton .......... Willow Grove ..... .. 
Charles Keeler Coal Company ..... Chicago, Ill ...... Atherton ............. I 
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YIGO COUNTY. 

ADDRESS. MIN~. RE'IARKS. 

Terre Haute Brick and Pipe Com-

Bi~aVei~' 'c~;':f '':nd . Mlni;{i' C~;,;: Terre Haute. .... llrick Works ....... .. 
pany ..................... : ...... . 

Coal Bluff Mining Company ...... . 
ConI Bluff Mining Company ...... . 
Coal Bluff Mining Company ..... . 
Coal Bluff Mining Company ..... . 
• J. Ehrlich Coal Company ......... . 
Grant "oal Company ............. . 
Glen Oak Coal and Mining Com-

pany ............................. . 
Loughner Coal Company.. . ...... . 
Bruillett's Creek Coal Company .. . 
Miami Coal Company.. ...... . .. . 
Brazil Mining Company ......... .. 
Parke County Coal Company ..... . 
Vigo Coal Oompany ............... . 
F.anvre Coal Company ........... .. 
Seeleyville Coal and Mining Com-

Chicn.go, Ill .... .. 
Terre Haute .... . 
Terre Haute ... . 
Terre Haute .... . 
Terre Haute ... .. 
Seeleyville ...... . 
Burnett ........ .. 

Chicago. Ill .... ;. 
~eeleyvilJe ..... .. 
Clinton ........ .. 
Brazil ........... . 
Chicago, Ill ..... . 
ROFedale ....... .. 
Seeleyville .... . 
Indianapolis .... . 

Chicn.go No.6 ...... . 
Diamond ........... :. 
Peerless .............. . 
Lawton ............ .. 
Union .............. . 
Ehrlich ............ .. 
Grant No.2 ........ .. 

Glen Oak .......... .. 
Hector .............. . 
I<\ond.yke ........... . 
MIami .............. . 
Nickelplate ........ .. 
Parke No. 10 ....... . 

~r:o'::::::::::::: :::: 
pany ........................... . 

Seeleyville Ooal and Mining Com- Seoleyville ....... Rosebud No.2 ..... .. 
IJRny . .... .... .... ...... . ...... . 

Harris-Lankford Mining Company 
Home Ooal Oompany ............... . 

SeeleyviJIe ....... Royn.l Xo.1 ........ .. 
W. Terre Haute .. Larimer ............ .. 
W. Torre Haute. Eagle .............. . 

W ARRICK COUNTY. 

Hall &'Marsh ....................... Evn.usville....... Air Line ........... .. 
Big_Four Ooal Oompany ............ Boonville ........ Big Four ........... .. 
J. Wolley Coal Company .......... Evn.nsvill<l ....... Big Vein No. I. ..... . 
On.ledonia Coal and Mining Com-

J.PA
an

. Byr·y·a·n .. · ...... " ........................................ Boonville ........ Cn.ledonia .......... .. 
Evansville... .... Chandler .......... .. 

Charles Menden........ .... .... .... Evansville....... DeForrest .......... .. 
John Archbold Coal Company ..... Evn.nsvilJe ....... Star No.1 .......... .. 

IN THE l!"'OLLOWING SUMMARY WILL BE FOUND MOST OF '.rHE 
IMPORTANT TOTALS If OR THE SlTATE' FOR '.rHE YEAR. 

SUMMARY, 1002. 

Number of counties having shipping mines ... '" . 
Number of mines working more than ten men. " " 
Number of new mines opened ........... " ...... . 

14 
166 
21 

Number of mines abandoned ...... < " •• •• •• •• •• • 11 
Number of miners employed .................... 9,606 
Number of inside day and monthly men employed. 2,287 
Number of outside day and monthly men employed 1,246 
Total number of all employes .......... , ...... " . 13,139 
Amount of wages paid to miners ................. $4,776.742 80 
Amount of wages paid to inside day and monthly 

men ........................................ 1,499,564 84 
Amount of wages paid to outside day and monthly 

men ....................................... . 
Total amount of wages paid to all employes ..... . 
Amount of money spent on improvements ....... . 
Number of mining machines used ............... . 

802,623 48 
7.078,913.12 

92,826 36 
261 
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Number of mules used ......................... . 
Number of days worked ....................... . 
Number of tons of hand mined lJlock coal produced 
Number of tons of machine mineel block coal pro-

duced ......................... : ............. . 
Number of tons of hand mined lJituminous coal 

produced ................................... . 
:"\umber of tons of machine mint'd lJitulllinolls ('oal 

produced ................................... . 
Number of tons of hand mined coni produced .... . 
Number of tons of IJ.lachinc mined coal produced .. 
Total tOIlR of coal produced ................... " . 
Number of tons of coal shipped outsille India nn .. 
]'Iulllber of tons of coal consumed in hldiana .... . 
:"\umher of fatalities ........................... . 
~umller of serious accidents .................... . 
Total number of accidents ..................... . 
:"\mulJer of acres of coal lands pure-hased ........ . 

66-Geol. 

1.147 
29.409 

816.938 

266,652 

4,636,587 

2,389,994 
6,100,551 
2,656,646 
8,763,197 
4.181,233 
4,581,964 

:!4 
145 
169 

34,066 
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ON THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY IN INDIANA IN .902. 

By W. S. BLATCHLEY. 

Once again we have to record a banner year in the history of the 
Indiana Petroleum Industry. Since 1898 the tendency has be,en up
ward and forward, and each year has shown a production greater than 
the one preceding. That the yearly output depends largely upon 
the price, and not upon the capacity of the field, is shown by the 
fact that the years 1897 and 1898 were the only ones, since the 
striking of oil in the State, in which the production fell off, and dur
ing those years the price was low, ranging only between 40 and 60 
cents per barrel. Since 1898, there has bee.n, for the most part, an 
upward tendency in price and as a result the output has been more 
than doubleq. 

The price of oil was more uniform during the year 1902 than in 
any year in the history of Indiana production. From January 1st 
until October 4th, there was a change of but four cents per barrel. 
Starting the year at 80 cents, it was raised to 83 cents on April 16th, 
and to 84 cents on June 26th. This price it held until October 4th, 
when it began to rise each week or ten days, reaching a maximum 
of $1.10 at the very close of the year. There was no fall in price 
during the year, and nothing to dishearten or lessen the hope of the 
operator for better conditions. As a result new work went on rapid
ly, the number of bores sunk was greater than in any preceding year, 
and the output far exceeded that for any other y.ear. The average 
price per barrel, taking both time and amount received into consid
eration, was 85.§ cents as against 83.4 in 1901." 

The total production of Trenton Rnck Oil iri Indiana in 1902 was 
7,535,561 barrels which, at the average price of 85.6 cents, amounted 
to $6,450,440. Compared with 1901, this was an increase in produc
tion of 1,810,087 barrels, or 31.6 per cent. as against a gain of 16"5 
per cent. in 190L The amount received by the producers was 
$1,675,395, or 35.1 per cent., more than in 1901. 

'The tables "which follow comprise the principal statistics of the 
Trenton Limestone Oil Producing fields af the State for the year' 
1902. '.Phe first table gives a complete record af the manthly prO'-
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duction of petroleum from these fields for the twelve years beginning 
January 1, 1890, and ending Decembm; 31, 1902. This does not 
include the amount used in the field for fuel and other purposes, 
but only that shipped or piped by the companies who purchase the 
oil from the operators. The second table shows the annual produc
tion, the average yearly price and the total value by years for the 
same period. 



.. 
1. TOTAL PRODUCTION OF TRENTON LIMESTONE PETROLEUM IN INDIANA FROM 1891 TO 1903, BY MONTHS. 

(Barrels.) 

MONTH. 11891. 11892. 1 1~93. 1894. 1895. 1896. 1897. 1898. 1899. 1900. 1901. 1902. 

i:~~:!~y:. :::::::::::::'.:::: 6,171 15,841 111,824 259,000 300,568 365,582 290,746 317,014 297,291 353,451 425,140 554,038 
5,981 18,946 96,025 2a2,107 230,559 241,743 309,92'2 272,780 220,440 302,493 384,735 460,073 

March ....................... 5,159 24,794 134,549 282,376 310,303 386,586 341,961 325,301 290,257 364,590 432,~22 573,412 

~~~l.::::::: .. ::::::::::: .. :::: 4,973 26,184 146,493 287,330 352,077 395,032 328,779 310,034 325,774 381,804 44.7,261 579,711 
5,757 31,033 186,939 321,502 397,001 417,963 340,023 311,208 344,831 426,363 482,118 635,762 

June ........................ 8,136 40,888 209,61!l 333,479 403,569 434,167 1 369,803 320,477 334,282 446,492 481,807 633,452 
July ......................... 10,809 49,203 221,666 327,349 434,376 422,968 375,249 314,861 329,086 437,087 506,065 696,911 
August ...................... 11,603 56,109 248,353 3'5,031 420,132 407,238 371,921 332,777 347,621 466,127 523,106 697.040 
September .................. 16,500 66,034 245,615 3111,588 409,169 

415'
675

1 
362,528 326,264 332,283 418.716 519,087 672,611 

October .•.................... 19.029 95,699 252,568 339,424 393.153 394,283 408,179 319,490 326,781 467,521 532,960 725,973 
November ................... 20,801 129,270 245,607 304.030 373.789 337,331 430,958 200,644 326,802 406,684 510,788 656,457 
December ................... 21,715 144,067 236,038 337,450 361,436 362,164 423,069 30(1,457 332,266 441,347 479,485 650,131 ---

Totals ................... 136,634 698,068/ 2.335,2931 3,688,6661 4,386,1321 4,680,7321 4,353,138 3,751,3071 3,807,714* 4,912,6751 5,725,4741 7,535,561 

II. PRODUCTION OF TRENTON ROCK PETROLEUM IN INDIANA FROM 1891 TO 1903, WITH VALUE. 

11891. 11892. I 1893. 1894. 1895. 1896. 1897. 1898. 1899. 1900. 1901. 1902. 

I 

5,725.47417,535,561 
Total production (barrels of I 

42 gallons) . .... . ......... 136,634 698,068 2,335,293 3,688,666 4,386,132 4,680,732 4,353,138 3,751,307 3,807,714 4,912,675 
Total value at wells of all} 

oils produced, exclud- $54,787 $260,620 $1,050,882 $1,774,260 $2.807,124 $2,954,411 $1,871,849 $2,228,276 $3,331,750 84,740,731 $4,775,0451 $6,450,440 
ing pipe age ............. 

$040 $0 37 $0 45 SO 48 $064 $0 63 $0 43· $0 591 $0 87i $0 96l $0 831 $0 85l Value I>er barrel.. .......... 

"Thi.s sum in the table on page 12, Report of this Department for 1899, wa.s 11,000 barrels greater, that being the amount of Corniferous rock petro
leum produced at Terre Haute in that year and included in the monthly production of Trenton rock oil. 
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From the first of the above tables it will be seen that the largest 
production of Trenton Rock Petroleum in Indiana in anyone month 
was in October, 1902, when 725,973 barrels were brought to the 
surface. ,The total production of Indiana Trenton Rock Oil for th~ 
twelve years reached the enormous total of 46,011,394 barrels, which 
sold for $32,300,175, or an average of $2,700,000 per year. In 1901 
Indiana ranked fifth among the oil-producing States of the Union, 
being exceeded by Ohio with 21,648,083 barrels; West Virginia with 
14,177,126 barrels; Pennsylvania with 12,625,378 barrels, and Cali
fornia with 8,786,330 barrels, produced. Unless California made de
cided gains in 1902, Indiana bids fair to soon rank fourth in output. 
The percentage of increase in Indiana was greater in 1902, than in 
any year since 1893. 

In the fhird table there is shown the number of wells completed in 
Indiana by months from June, 1891, to January, 1903 . 

• 
III. NUMBER OF WELLS COMPLETED IN THE INDIANA TREN1'ON LIMESTONE 

OIL FIELDS FROM 1891 TO 1003, BY MONTHS. 

YEAR. ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1£ 1 :3 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ! 
1891. ........ [ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 6 6 15 15 15 8 65 

1892 ........ 11 13 18 13 17 19 17 30 25 52 33 47 295 

1893 ........ 20 30 31 36 45 47 47 55 27 72 '56 76 542 

1894.. ...... 90 103 103 80 110 107 84 123 100 107 97 85 1,189 

1895 ........ 61 45 81 111 122 153 132 140 129 106 102 85 1,267 

1896 ........ 76 91) 86 136 148 150 113 121 70 58 66 66 1,180 

1897 ........ 41 35 40 47 49 52 60 45 55 89 119 54 686 

1898 ........ 41 23 29 43 3$ 55 
53[ 

80 72 82 92 86 694 

1899 ........ 75 48 68 64 87 99 77 104 106 11~ 106 105 1,057 

1900 ........ 113 67 98 148 165 163 158 155 1$5 152 118 108 1,580 

1901. ....... 111 72 81 121 167 171 1~7 169 184 207 220 132 1,802 

1902 ........ 176 113 169 182 247 297 288 279 323 295 320 243. 2,932 ---------------- --, ---- -- --" 
Total.. , ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... ...... ...... . ..... . ..... . ..... . ..... 13,289 

. From this table we learn that 1,130 more bores were sunk for oil 
in Indiana in 1902 than in any previous year. Of the 2,932 bores 
put down, all but three were in the Trenton limestone fields. The 
three excepted were in the Corniferous limestone field near Loogoo
tee, Martin County. The great increase in new work was due to 
several causes, chief among which was the fair price of oil which 
increased whenever a change was made. The great majority of bores 
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were sunk in already proven territory, by companies whose mem
bers are content to drill fair producing wel.ls and secure what oil 
they can find beneath their leases, rather than seeking far and wide 
for new territory which is apt to produce a "gusher" or two. 

From the table it may also be learned that up to January 1, 1903, 
13,289 bores had been sunk for oil in Indiana. On that date there 
were 8,963 producing wells in the State as against 6,765 on January 
1, 1902, a gain of 2,198 for the year. By subtraction, it may be 
learned that of the total number of bores sunk for oil in The State, 
4,326 have proven dry or have been abandoned as nonproductive. 
The number abandoned in 1902 was 291, or 53 more than in 1901, 
while the number of dry holes drilled during the year was 443, or 
152 more than in 1901. Of the total number of bores drilled in 1902, 
15.1 per cent., or one per cent. less than in 1901, were dry. 

'1'he following table shows the • 

NUMBER OF PRODUCING WELT,S, NUMBER OF DRY HOLES, TOTAL BORES AND 
AVERAGE INITIAL PRODUCTION OF WELLS DRILLED IN E \CH OF THE 

OIL-PRODUCING COUNTIES OF INDIANA IN 1901 AND 1902. 

gl '" I . I - I 

.... '"' '" 00 
0';; 0';; 

<:> 

"" "" .. ", ~ I OC/ W " e .. - .. -
.=~ 

... 
's:€ :,! ~ 0 0 dO dO 

COUNTY. "-
! ~§ 1 ~~ II 

p:;.: p:;.;:. -=:::C,::_, ~~.~. 

~~ 1 
=- _.--i _o-i ,,>.- <P >.~ 

""" .sa; I .s~ " ... 0 " ... :::> e;:: ~~ 
I A'-< IA- o~ o~ ~A~ ~~~ 

p., p., E-< E-< p., p., 

Adams ....... 157\ 256 18 35 

I 
175 291 I 10.2 12. 

mackford ... 211 283 47 75 258 358
1 

18.2 21. 

Delaware .... 23 27 19 50 42 77 45.2 65. 

Grant ........ 488 942 80 108 568 1.050 14.1 10.2 

Hami'uon .... 1 1 ...... ...... 1 1 . ....... . .... .. 

Huntington .. 69 141 6 23 75 164 8. 14. 

Jay .......... 50' 74 20 20 70 94 28.5 21.3 

Madison .... 59 41 45 51 104 95 43.2 56.8 

Marion ........ ..... J 2 
I .... ~· 

...... ....... 2 . ....... ........ 

Miami ....... 3 4 7 7 43. 57.1 

Randolph ... 13 26 5 33 

1: I 
59 27.7 55.9 

Wabash ...... 4 2 2 ...... 2 33.3 . ....... 

Wells ........ 430 689 40 40 470 I 729 8.5 1 5.5 

Martin ....... 2 2 .:.:.:.:..:..: ._1 ___ 2_1 __ 3_ ~:.:.:.:.-=-
Totals .... 1,511 2,489-1 291 I 443 I 1,80212,9321 tI6.1 I t15.1 

':'These columns include bores sunk for oil which yielded gas. 
t= average. 
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29.5 23. 

20.9 15.7 

16. 15.8 

21.6 18.5 

40. 12 . 

24.7 22. 

17.6 14.1 

21.7 13.6 

. ......... 3 . 

13.7 11.6 

44.2 23.1 

5. 7.5 

17.2 17.1 
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The two producing wells at Terre Haute yielded 9,214 barrels of 
Corniferous rock petroleum during the year 1902. The Phcenix Well, 
whieh is the oldest and best oil well in the State, was shut down two 
months for repairs. 

The output at Loogootee for the year was 3,763 barrels, making a 
total production of 12,977 barrels of Corniferous rock petroleum in 
the State, or a grand total of 7,5-18,538 barrell; of petroleum in Indi
ana for the ycar. 



ON SOME MOLLUSCA KNOWN TO· 

OCCUR IN INDIANA. 

A SUPPLEMENTARY PAPER TO CALL'S 
I 

CATALOGUE. 

By w. S. BLATCHLEY AND L. E. DANIELS. 
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INTRODUCTORY. 

In the Twenty-fourth (1899) Annual Report of this Department, 
Dr. R. E. Call published an.extensive paper entitled "A Descriptive, 
Illustrated Catalogue of the Mollusca of Indiana." In this paper he 
described, and for the most part figured, 184 species of land and fresh 
water shells from different parts of the State. During the past two 
years, Mr. L. E. Daniels, one of the authors of this paper, has spent 
the months from April to November in the field, collecting shells 
and other forms of life for the State Museum. As a result of his 
research, 91 species and varie'ties of mollusca not listed by Call have 
been taken. in the State. In the present paper we publish descrip
tions of each of these and note the localities in which they have been 
taken. The descriptions are, for the most part, copied from the 
works of Binney, Say, Pilsbry, Baker, Sterki, and other special stu
dents of mollusc'a. The nomeneiature and general arrangement of 
the land shells is that of Pilsbry's "Classical Catalogue with Locali
ties of the Land Shells of Amerira North of Mexico." 

Our thanks are due MesFrs, Bryant Walker, Detroit, Mich.; F. C. 
Baker, Chicago, Ill.; H. A. Pilsbry, Philadelphia, Pa.; Chas. T. Simp
son, Washington, D. C.; A. C. Billups, Lawrenceburg, Ind., and 
Dr. V. Sterki, N ew Philadl~lphia, Ohio, for aid in determining and 
verifying specimens. 



ON SOME MOLLUSCA KNOWN TO OCCUR IN 
INDIANA. 

A Supplementary Paper to Call's Catalogue. 

By W. iii. BLATCHLEY AND L. E. DANIELl!. 

Family HELICIDA!J. 

1. YALLONIA COSTATA Muller. 

"Small, depressed convex, rather solid, umbilicated; surface shin
ing, with regular membranous ribs of good size, the intercostate 
spaces being finely striate; color reddish horn; periphery a trifle an
gled; sutures deeply impressed; whorls three and one-half, rapidly 
increasing, the last expanding and descending, somewhat angular on 
the periphery; spire flat, apex finely striate; aperture nearly circular, 
a little oblique, flattened above, angular below; peristome reflected, 
white, terminations approaching and connected by a thin callus; Um
bilicus open, large, spreading, exhibiting all the volutions. Greater 
diameter, 2.70 mm.; lesser, 2.25 rum.; height, 1.30 mm."-Baker. 

Range.-Quebec to Washington, west to Colorado. 
Indiana Localities.-A few specimens were taken beneath thil bark 

of logs in a marsh at the south end of Lake Maxinkuckee,Marsllall 
County. A number labeled "Indiana" are in the State Museum col
lection. This species is distinguished from V. pulchella by its numer
ous heavy ribs and darker color. 

2. POLYGYRA LEPORINA (Gould). 

"Shell with a partially covered umbilicus, depressed, orbicular, 
thin, reddish horn-color, delicately striated, and, when fresh, having 
a delicate down on its surface; spire depressed, composed of five 
slightly convex whorls, the last of which is obtusely angular at its 

-579-
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upper portion; base convex, excavated at the umbilical region., with 
a minute, partially covered umbilicus; aperture oblique, lunate; 

peristome incumbent, rose-colored, reflexed, bearing on 
its dilated basal edge two expanded teeth, separatc'd 
by a deep, narrow fissure, its terminations joined by 
a quadrate, erect, oblique lamella, whose upper edge 
is joined to the upper angle of the aperture by a 

Fig. 1. Poly. thread-like callus; an internal, fulcrum-like tubercle, 
uyra leporina 
(Gould). with uneven outer edge on the base of the shell. 

Greater diameter, 6 mm.; lesser, 5.5 mm.; height, 3 
mm."-Binney. 

Range.-Southern Indiana through Kentucky and Tennessee to 
Georgia, Missouri and Texas. 

Indiana Localities.-In this State lepo1'ina was first taken in Henry 
Oounty by E. Pleas.* Mr. Daniels has taken it one-half mile east of 
New Harmony, Posey Oounty, and near North Vernon, Jennings 
Oounty. In both places it occurs in small numbers beneath logs, 
near the borders of woods. 

3. POLYGYRA PLICATA Say. 

"Shell rimately umbilicated, discoidal, depressed above, convex be
low, lis-ht horn-color, sparingly hirsute, with separated rib-like strioo; 
spire planulate; whorls five, gradually increasing, the upper ones 
rounded, smoother, the last convex, plane below, scrobiculated, and 
with an insulated, smooth, prominent bulge behind the peristome, 
deflected at the aperture; rimation level, at first grooved, showing 
one and a half whorls, and ending in a narrow umbilicus; aperture 
subreniform, very oblique, contracted; peristome white, thickened, 
not reflected, continuous, its terminations approached, joined by a 
prominent, excavated, heavy, somewhat flexuose, emarginate, tongue-

Fig. 2. Poly
(lyru. plicata 
Say. 

like callus, projecting almost across the aperture; 
within the columellar margin of the peristome is an 
erect, blunt, stout denticle (its inner end continued 
back within the aperture into an erect lamella joining 
the inner wall), somewhat overlapping and thus par
tially concealing from view a smaller, more deeply 
scated, erect, bbtmle, stout denticle on the right margin 
of the peristome; an internal transverse' tubercle on 
the base of the shell. Greater diameter, 7 mm.; lesser, 

6 mm.; height) 3 mm."-Binney. 

,:. The Nautillls, OctQQer, 1893, p. 68, 
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Range.-Alabama, Kentucky, Georgia and Tennessee. 
Indiana Localitics.-Beneath drift on the north bank of the Ohio 

Hiver, near Clarksville, Floyd County. 

4. POLYGYRA FRAUDULENTA Pilsbry. 

"Differs from P. tridentata in having a compact shell of a reddish 
brown color (varying to white in some localities); the spire is-Iow
convex, composed of six closely coiled whorls, the last being notably 
deflexed in front and shongly constricted behind the lip. The aper
ture is strongly 'dished' or basin shaped; the outer lip bears a broad 
tongue-shaped, inflected tooth, situated at the position of the 

a 

Fig. 3. Apertures of Po!ygyra. (After Pilsbryl. a, tridentata Say; b, fraudulent" Pilsbry. 

periphery of the shell. The middle part of the basal lip bears 
a small squarish tubercle, which is often laterally compressed. The 
parietal wall bears an elevated oblique blade which is typically almost 
straight and never much curved. Greater diameter, 15 mm.; lesser, 
13.50 mm.; height, 8.50 mm."-Pilsb1'Y. 

Range. - Ontario, Canada, to Michigan and Illinois, south to 
Georgia. 

Indiana Localities.-This is the species called P. fallax Say by 
Stein and Call. Fallax occurs only cast of the Alleghanies. P. 
fraudulenta probably occurs throughout the 8.tate, having been taken 
in Posey, Lawrence, Tippecanoe, Marion and Laporte counties. It 
occurs beneath logs and flat stones in rather moist situations. 

4a. POLYGYRA PALLIATA-OBSTRlCTA (Say). 

The following remarks regarding the relation existing between 
the nominal species P. palliata and P. obstl'icta (Say) were prepared 
by 1\1r. H. A. Pilsbry, to whom a series of ~peeil1lens collected in 
Posey County was submitted. 

"A series of 18 specimens from Grand Chain, Posey County, taken 
by Mr. Daniels in bottom land near the Wabash River, and in its 
flood plain shows a complete series of transitions from palliata to 
obstl'icta. These supposed species have been separated not only on 
Ilccount of the acute keel of obstl'icta, and its absence in palliata, 
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but more because of the rough epidermis of the latter. * This series, 
so far as I can see, shows intergradation in the development of the 
cuticular processes, as weJI as in the contour of the shell. 

a b 

Fig. 4. Po!yuyrapalliata-ob.trictd (Say). 

"A few .of the specimens agree almost exactly with Say's type 
specimen of palliata, tne periphery being moderately angular, the 
angle disappearing on the last third or fourth of the whorl; and the 
surface, besides having low, coarse strire, bears numerous cuticular 
asperities, as though a loose cuticle had been pinched up into many 
little points, and more or less wrinkled in consequence between them. 
(See a, Fig. 4.) 

"Most of the shells are decidedly more acutely angular at the 
periphery than typical palliata, but have essentially the .same sculp
ture (b, Fig. 4). A few of the specimens (c, Fig. 4) have the peripheral 
keel acute, anQ. reduced to an angle only on the latter part of th'e 
whorl, and there is a distinct tendency of the cuticle to pucker into 
spiral lines between the rib-shire; such ill-developed spirals being 
characteristic of P. obstricta. In some of these specimens the keel , 
projects a little above the sutures; as usual in P. obstricta. 'l'hey are 
similar to shells of the latter species found in the hills, about half 
a mile distant from the locality of the palliata-obstricta series. No 
sharp line, however, can be drawn between the bluntly angular, the 
sharply angular and the strongly carinate shells; all intergradations 
occur, even in the small series. 

"As only obstricta was found in the hills, the question naturally 
arises, whether obstricla is a form of palliata dependent upon station. 
This is apparently negatived by the wide distribution of palliata in 
the northern States, where it inhabits both lowland and mountains, in 
alluvial, limestone and sandstone tracts, and is not accompanied by 
obstricta, and indeed not varying toward strongly angular or carinate 
forms over most of its area. A simpler view seems to be that while 
P. palliata occupies an area generally north of that of P. obstricta 
there is a broad belt of territory common to the two, in some parts 
of which intergradation takes place, or, in other words, remnants of 
a variable, undifferentiated, parent race still exist. 

':' See Binney, Manual of American Land Shells, p. 285. 
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"None of the Indiana shells I have seen are strictly referable to 
the variety carolinensis of Lea. That, in my opinion, is probably 
another remnant of the race ancestral to obstricla, but a little 

diversely modified. 
"Further collections oJ the species under consideration should be 

made in as many localities as possible throughout the States where 
palliata and obstricta coexist, with full notes on the local conditions. 
It seems likely that more solid conclusions than those now attainable 
should result from the study of ample material." 

5. POLYGYRA. lI10NODON (Rackett). Plate I, Fig. 2. 

"Subglobose, solid, umbilicate or imperforate; surface covered with 
very fine, oblique growth lines which are so minute as to be scarcely 
visible even when viewed with a powerful glass; the surface is also 
set with short hairs Rcatterecl over the whorls; nuclear whorh 
smooth; periphery rounded; sutures well impresserl; color yellowish 
to reddish horn; whorls five to five and a half, closely coiled, flatly 
rounded, the last gibbous on th e last half, and constricted behind 
the peristome; spire somewhat elevated in some specimens, but flat 
in others, COllYeX; aperture narrowly lunate, no teeth or notches on 
the peristome; parietal wall with a long, narrow, more or less elevated 
tooth, which begins near the center of the parietal wall and extends 
generally to the umbilical region ina line parallel with the basal 
reflection of the peristome; peristome white, thick, reflected; um
bilicus widely open, or wholly imperforate; the region strongly de
pressed; base of shell rounded, with a transverse internal tubercle. 
Greater diameter, 9 mm.; lesser, 8.25 mm.; height, 5.25 mm."~· 
Baker. 

This is the shell formerly known as leaii Ward. It :vas originally 
described from Alpena County, Michigan. 'rhe larger, more hil'3ute 
form, with umbilicus frequently partly closed or wholly imperforate 
and described by Call and others as StenotTe1Jla monodon, has been 
shown by Pilshry to be ~ay's H. fraterna, and it is now known as 
P. monodon fmterna. (Plate I, Fig. 1.) 'rhe range of P. monodon is 
from Minnesota and l\1ichigan south and southwest to Tennessee and 
Kansas. . 

Indi.ana Localities.-Stein mentioned thc present species under 
the name leaii, from Posey County. Mr. Daniels has found it to 
be quite common about the swamps bordering the larger lakes of 
northern Indiana, notably those near lakes Wawasee and Tippecan'oe, 
Kosciusko County; Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; James, Steuben 
County, and Lake Manitou, Fulton County. It occurs beneath chips, 
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rubbish and fallen grasses and weeds, about the margins of the lakes. 
!thas also been taken in grassy swales near Hammond and Pine, 
Lake County. It occurs in a semi-fossil state in thick loess deposits 
near New Harmony, Posey County. 

Family PUPIDLE. 

6. STROBILOPS LABYRINTHIOA (Say). 

This species as described by Call (p. 382 of his Catalogue) included 
two others which had previoL1sly been separated by Pilsbry* chiefly 
by the number and length of the internal lamellal of the basal and 
outer walls of the ,body whorl. His table used in their separation is 
as follows: 

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF STROBILOPS. 

a. Internal lamella"! on fioor of body whorl two or three, short; color 
dark brown; one 'parietal fold conspicuously emerging from aper-
ture. Form elevated conoidal. ................. S. labyrinthica .Say. 

aa. Internal lamellm 011 floor and adjacent side walls of body whorl six 
or more. 
b. Six long lamellre; two pari.etal folds emerging; color white or 

pale brownish; form elevated ..... " .......... . S. virgo Pilsb. 
/)/). About eight short lamellre arranged in a curved radial series; 

color dark brown; form elevated. '" .. , ...... . S. affinis Pilsb. 

The description of S. labyrinthica as limited by Pilsbry is herewith 
included. 

"Shell umbilicated, elevated conoidal; brownish horn-color with 
strong ribs above, below nearly smooth; spire obtuse; whorls wider 
than high, regularly inc'reasing in size from apex to aperture; body 
whorl obtusely angulate at the periphery, flattened below, impressed 
around the narrow umbilicus; aperture rounded above, basal margin 
flattened; peristome narrowly reflected, thickened; parietal wall with 
three revolving, deeply entering parallel lamellal, the central further 
within the aperture and less developed, one c'onspicuously emerging 
from the aperture; two or three short internal lamellal on base of 
body whorl. Greater diameter, 2.25 mm.; height, 1.75 mm."
Walker. 

7. STROBILOPS VIRGO Pilsbry. 

"Shell umbilicated, globosely elevated; white or pale brownish in 
color; finely and closely ribbed above, ribs subobsolete on the base; 

':< The Nautilus, September, 1893, p. 57. 

67-Geol. 
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spire high, dome-shaped; whorls five and a half, narrow, almost as 
high as wide, body whorl somewhat angled at the periphery, rounded 
below, impressed around the umbilicus, which is a mere perforation; 
aperture lunately rounded; peristome narrow, thickened, reflected; 
two parietal folds conspicuously emerging; six long lamellre on the 
base and outer wall of body whorl. Greater diameter, 2.25 mm.; 
height, 2 mm."-}Yalker. 

S. virgo has been taken in small numbers from beneath logs and 
rubbish in ravines and moist places near Cannelton, Perry County; 
New Harmony, Posey County; Princeton, Gibson County; Wyan
dotte, Crawford Gounty, and Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall County. 

8. STROBILOPS AFFINIS Pilsbry. 

"Shell umbilicated, obtusely elevated; dark brown; finely and close
ly ribbed above, ribs lighter below; spire obtusely elevated; whorls 
five and a half, rather narrow, higher than wide, body whorl obtusely 
angled at the periphery, somewhat flattened, but rounded below, im
pressed around the umbilicus, which is rounded and deep; aperture 
Iunately rounded; peristome thickened, narrowly reflected; about 
eight short lamellre arranged in a forwardly curved radial series from 
the axis across the base and up the outer wall of the body whorl. 
Greater diameter, 2* mm.; height, 2.50 mm."-Wa17cer. 

In Indiana S. affinis has been found near Lake James, Steuben 
County; Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County, and Mitchell, Law
renceburg, Wyandotte and Huntingburg, in southern Indiana. It is 
said to be very abundant at many localities in New York and Ohio. 

9. BIFIDARIA PROCERA (Gould). Plate I, Fig. 3. • 

"Cylindrical, long, shining; surface covered with well marked, ob
lique lines of growth, the apex smooth; color brownish or chestnut 
horn; whorls six, convex, the last three about equal in size and the 
first three rapidly diminishing to the nucleus, making an obtuse 
apex; sutures deeply impressed; aperture ovate or semi-circular, 
higher than wide; there are generally five teeth placed as follows: 
One on the parietal wall, large and somewha,t compressed, long and 
bifid at the end; one on the columella, near the upper third, short, 
conical; a third on the upper third of the outer lip, thick, conical, 
short; a fourth on the base of the peristome, long, sharp; and a fifth 
placed behind the columella tooth, large and massive; peristome 
rather widely reflected, thickened, bluish white; terminations ap
proaching and joined by a callus; umbilicus small, open. Length, 
2.50 mm.; diameter, 1.00 mm.; aperture length, 0.50 mrp."-Ba7cer. 
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Range.-Eastem United States west to Minnesota and south to 
Texas and South Carolina. 

Indiana Localities.--This mollusk has been taken in this State 
only near Hamer's Cave, two miles east of Mitchell, Lawrence 
County, and near Connersville, Fa.yette County. At the former 
locality Mr. Daniels found a half dozen beneath flat stones, asso
ciated with B. arrnifel'a, contracta and pentodon. 

10. VERTIGO MORSEl Sterki. 

"Shell large (for the group), cylindrical-turriculate, with a rather 
acute apex, imperforate rimate, with few obsolete striffi of growth, 
shining, translucent; whorls six, rather slowly and regularly increas
ing, the last scarcely higher than the penultimate and rather nar
rower, somewhat sloping toward the base, slightly ascending at the 
aperture; suture deep; aperture lateral, scarcely oblique, compara
tively s~all; inferior and palatal well rounded, the latter with an 
angular impression and slightly protracted in about its middle, the 
upper half more strongly curved, peristome everted; on the palatal 
wall, at some distance from and parallel with the margin, a moderate 
crest, behind it a deep and large impression over the palatal folds, 
and. in front of it a groove correspond~ng with the impression at the 
auricle; inside the crest there is a ·distinct callus of the same color 
as the shell; aperturallamellffi and folds typically nine; three on the 
piuietal wall (the same as in V. ovata) the largest whitish; two on the 
columella, the superior strong, vertical above, then in an angle turn
ing hor{zontally, the inferior horizontal, lamelliform, thin, high and 
directed obliquely upward; basal small, sometimes double, rarely 0; 
palatals high, and rather long, curved and directed upward; supra
palatal small, nodule-like. Greater diamet,er, 1.3 mm.; lesser diam
eter, 0.8 1Il1Il.; height, 2.7 mm."*-8terki. 

Known heretofore only from Kent County, Michigan, and San
dusky, Ohio. 

This handsome little mollusk occurs in numbers about the margins 
of Lakes James, Tippecanoe and Maxinkuckee; where it lives be
neath rubbish, such as fallen weeds, grass stems, and pieces of wood. 
It is found associated with Vertigo orata, Polygym monodon and the 
two species of 8trobilops above mentioned. 

':. The Nautilu8, December, 1894, p. 89. 

• 
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Family ZONITID~. 

11. OMPHALINA LJEVIGATA (Pfeiffer). 

"Shell somewhat convex, oftener depressed; epidemris greenish 
horn-color, shining, thin; whorls five, rather flattened, rapidly en
larging, with beautiful and regular oblique strial and ·revolving micro
scopic lines, the last whorl expanding toward the aperture, not de
scending; aperture transverse, broadly lunar, ample, with a testa
ceons deposit within; peristome thin, acute, straight, extremities ap
proaching, its lower extremity inserted into the center of the base 
and somewhat reflected; baso smooth, perforate. Greater diameter, 
18 mm., lesser, 15 mm.; height, 9 mm."-Binney. 

Fig. 5. Omphalina lrevigata (Pfeiffer.) 

A southern species whose range is given by Pilsbry as "North Caro
lina to St. John's Valley, FlQrida, west to Arkansas and western 
Louisiana." 

In Indiana, Mr. Daniels found it in small numbers near Grand 
Chain, and Mt. Vernon, Posey County; Cannelton, Perry County, 
and Laurel, Franklin County. It occurs in dry upland woods beneath 
logs. 

12. VITREA CELLARIA (Mull.). 

"Shell very much depressed, thin, fragile, pellucid; epidermis 
light greenish-horn color, smooth, highly pol
ished; whorls five, slightly rounded, with mi-

I!J:!j '" nute and almost imperceptible oblique strial; W (JI aperture not dilated, its transverse diameter 
the greatest; umbilicus moderate, regularly 
rounded, deep; base rounded, thickened within 
by a testaceous deposit, bluish-white; peristome 

Fig. 6. Vitrea eellaria simple, acute. Greater diameter, .13 mm.; 
(Mull). lesser diameter, 11.5 mm.; height, 5 mm."

Binney. 
Introduced from Europe. Said to be quite common in the seaports 

of the Atlantic' and Pacific coasts, and occasionally found inland in 
greenhoufles. • 
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In Indiana it has been noted only at Laporte, where it occurs in 
numbers beneath boards on the floor of a greenhouse. It does not 
seem to be harmful to the growing plants. 

13. VITREA HAlI1MONIS (Strom.). Plate I, Fig. 4. 

"Small, depressed, thin, umbilicated; surface shining, the lines of 
growth well marked, impressed, more or less equidistant; color 
brownish-horn, transparent; periphery rounded; sutures well im
pressed; whorls four, rapidly enlarging, the last half of the last whorl 

Fig, 7. Comparative figures of Vitrea and Zonitoides. (After Morse.) Enlarged. 
a. Zonitoide. arboreus Say; b, Vitrea hammoni. Strom: c, Vitera 

indentata Say; d, Zonito·ides m'inu8culu8 Binney. 

very rapidly enlarging as it approaches the aperture; spire flat or a 
trifle convex; aperture large, transversely rounded, somewhat ex
panded; peristome simple, with thickened edge; umbilicus small, 
round, deep, showing several of the volutions, the umbilical region 
strongly concave; base of shell convex. Greater diameter, 4.25 mm:; 
lesser diameter, 3.75 mm.; height, 2.50 mm."-Baker. 

Range.-N orth Carolina to Colorado, northwest through the 
northern States and British America. 

Although not mentioned by Call, this is a rather common shell in 
Indiana, having been taken in a dozen or more localities. It occurs 
with Zonitoides arborens (Say) under dead leaves and rotten logs, in 
open, usually moist woods. Spec'imens labeled "Indiana" were in 
the State Museum collection 'under the name of Zonites viridulus 
Menke. It was also listed by Pleas from Henry County. 
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14. VITREA WHEATLEYI (Bland). 

"Shell umbilicated, depressed, thin, shining, pellucid, brownish 
horn-color, finely striated; spire subplanulate;suture slightly im
pressed; whorls little convex, the last more convex at the base, rapid

-~ 
tID 

Fig. 8. Vitrea 
wheatlqi 
(Bland). 

ly increasing, at the aperture scarcely descending; um
bilicus pervious; aperture depressed, obliquely lunate; 
peristome simple, acute, the margins approximating, 
joined by a thin callus. Greater diameter, 5 mm.; 
lesser, 3.5 mm.; height, 2 mm."-Binney. 

A southern species known chiefly from near Knox
ville, 'l'ennessee, and northern Alabama, though re
corded by Sterki from Pennsylvania, Indiana and Mich-
igan. 

In the State Mr. Daniels has found it in small numbers associated 
with Zoniioide.s arboreus, the preceding and the next species, near 
New Harmony, Huntingburg, Brookville and Indianapolis. 

15· VITREA INDENTATA (Say). Plate I, Fig. 5. 

"Shell subperforated, flattened, thin, pellucid; epidermis highly 
polished, corneous; whorls rather more than four, rapidly enlarging, 
with regular, sub-equidistant, radiating, impressed lines, which on 
the body whorl extend to the center of the base, outer whorl ex
panding toward the aperture; suture well impressed; aperture rather 
large, transverse; perisiome simple, acute, very thin, at its inferior 
extremity terminating at the center of the base of the shell; um
bilicus none, but the umbilical region is indented. Greater diameter, 
5 mm.; lesser diameter, 4.5 mm.; height, 2.5 mm."-Binney. 

This species may be distinguished from V. hammonis, which it 
most resembles, by its subperforate umbilicus and peculiar equidis
tant impressed strial. Its range as given by Pilsbry, is Dakota to 
New· Mexico and Ontario to Florida. 

It occurs in numbers throughout Indiana, in company with Z. 
arboreus and ilie two preceding species; ha,ving been taken at nearly 
every locality where collections were made. 

16. VITREA CAPSELLA (Gould). 

"Shell quite small, planorboid, pellucid, glistening, amber-colored; 
spire nearly plane, composed of about six and a half closely revolv
ing, flattened whorls; surface with distant, impressed, radiating 
strial; suture margined; aperture narrow, semilunar; peristome sim
ple, not thickened by callus within; base perforated by a deep, 
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rather small, funnel-shapeu umbilic'us. Greater diameter, 5 mm.; 
height, 2.5 mm."-Binney. 

This is another species of southern range 
which has been found near Hu~tingburg 
and New Harmony by Mr. Daniels, where it 
occurs sparingly under dead leaves in the 
edges of woods. It has not before been re-
corded north of the Ohio River, its range as Fig. 9. Vitrea cOP8ellfJ 

given by Pilsbry being Virginia and Ken- (Gould). 

tucky to Alabama. Dr. Sterki, who identi-
fied the species, states that the Indiana specimens "have a rather 
wide umbilicus." 

17. EUCONULUS CHERSINUS Say. 

"Shell subglobose-conic, pale yellowish white, pellucid, convex be
neath; volutions about six, wrinkles not distinct; spire convex
elevated; suture moderate; body whorl slightly carinated on the 
middle; mouth nearly transverse, unarmed, the two extremities 
nearly equal; labrum simple; umbilicus none."-Say. Pilsbry adds: 
"Outlines of spire quite convex; whorls six and a half, appearing 
very closely coiled, as seen from above, the last only 

,faintly angular, though in immature shells it is ~ 
carinated. The base is quite convex and the um- r. 

bilical perforation very narrowly open. Greatest 
diameter, 2.8 mm.; height, 3 mm." Baker says that 
E. chersinus "is a shell with a much more turreted G . 
spire and more closely coiled whorls -than E. fulvus 
(Mull.Y; The teeth of the two species are widely 
different, fulvus having the formula 21-1-28, while 
18-1-18." 

Fig. 10. Euconulu. 
cher8inu. Say. 

chersinus has 

Specimens of this little mollusk, identified by Sterki and verified 
by Pilsbry, were taken from benea,th bark and leaves in moist places 
near New Harmony, Huntingbu:i'g and North Vernon; also in a 
cypress swamp in Knox Oounty, and near Pine, Lake, Oounty. It has 
heretofore been known only from Georgia and Florida. 

18. ZONIrOIDES NITIDUS (Muller). Plate I, Fig. 6. 

"Orbicularly depressed, thin, umbilicated; surface shining, covered 
with rather strong lines of growth; color smoky-horn; periphery 
rounded; sutures impressed; whorls five, convex, regularly increas~ 
ing, exoept the last, which is very large in proportion, and obtusely 
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angled on the periphery as it approaches the aperture; spire rather 
elevated, convex; aperture lunate, oblique; peristome simple, acute, 
the basal margin bow-shaped; terminations of aperture not approach
ing; umbilicus round, broad, deep, exhibiting the volutions to the 
apex; base of shell concave about the umbilicus, convex on the last 
whorl. Greater diameter, 6 mm.; lesser diameter, 5 mm.; height, 
4 mm."-Ba7cer. 

This is a c'ommon mollusk in northern Indiana, where it oceurs 
about the margins of a number of the larger lakes, usually in com
pany with Polygyra monodon. Its general range includes the north
ern United States and southern British America. 

19. ZONITOIDES MINUSCULUS (Binney). -;: Plate I, Fig. 7. 

"Small, depressed, thin, umbilicated; surfac~. shining, lines of 
growth strong; color white, periphery rounded; sutures deeply im
pressed; whorls four, convex, slowly and regularly increasing in size; 
spire almost flat, a trifle convex; aperture very nearly circular, not 
expanded; peristome simple, acute, the basal margin rounded; ter
minations of aperture not approaching; umbilicus very large, deep, 
exhibiting all the volutions to the apex; columella with a thin, testa
ceous deposit; base of shell convex. Greater diameter, 1.50 mm.; 
lesser diameter, 1.30 mm.; height, 0.75 mm."-Baker. 

Occurs commonly in the State, having been taken in six widely 
separated localities. It is found in company with Z. arboreus and 
allied species beneath the hark of logs, and rubbish in damp woods. 

20. ZONITOIDES LJEVISCULUS (Sterki). 

"Of the size and general appearance of Z. minusculus but differs 
in being much depressed. The spire is entirely fiat or very little 
elevated. The whorls are markedly wider, from the nucleus; in speci
mep's of the same size one-half to one less in number, very grad
ually increasing, and fiatter above and below. The surface appears 
_smooth and polished, and only· with a strong magnifier radiating 
line's are seen. The umbilicus is rather wider in the adult, and the 
curvature of the whorl to the umbilicus is quite abrupt, appearing 
almost angular. The shell is colorless, glassy while fresh, and when 
weathered appears more milky white, while minusculus then is more 
chalky." -StM·7ci. 

Specimens from Dr. Sterki, collected by E. Pleas near Dunreith, 
Henry County, Indiana, are in the State Museum. It is known other
wise from two loc'alities in 'l:exas, and from northwestern Ohio. 
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21. ZONITOIDES MILIUM (Morse). 

"Shell widely umbilicated, depreEsed, transparent, sh'ining, white, 
with a greenish tinge, marked with distinct and regular strife of 
growth and microscopic revolving lines; the latter more conspicuous 
below; spire but slightly elevated; whorls three, rounded, rapidly 
increasing, the last planulate above, widely umbili
cated below; aperture very oblique, sub circular, re
mote from the axis; peristome simple; acute, its ter
minations somewhat approached, that of the colu
mella not reflected. Greater diameter, 1.5 mm.; 
height, 0.5 mm."-Binney. 

The range of this species is from Ontario to 
Florida and west to Kentucky and Indiana. In this 
State it has been taken only near Princeton, Gibson 
County, where a few ~pecimens were secured. 

Family LIMACID.iK 

22. AGR!OLIMAX AGRESTIS (L.). 

Fig.11. Zonitoid •• 
milium (Morse). 
Enlargeu. 

"Color varying from whitish through cveryslladc of cinrreous 
and gray to black, and through various shades of yellowish or amber
color to brownish, and sometimes irregularly spotted with small 
hlack points or dots; eye pcduncles and tentacles clarker than the 
general surface, som1:)tirnes black; mantle sometimes mottled with a 

Fig. 12 . .Agriolimax agre.ti. (L.). 

lighter color; base of foot sallow white; sheath of eye peduncles 
- indicated by black lines extending backward from their base under 

the edge of the mantle. Body when in motion cylindrical, elonga,ted, 
terminating acutely, the sides toward its posterior extremity com
pressea upwards, so as to form a short carina or keel; 'foot very nar
row. .Mantle oblong-oval, fleshy, convex, and prominent, rounded at 
both extremities, equaling in length one-third of the length of the 
boay, its surface marked. by prominent, irregularly waved, eoneen- . 
trical lines and furrows having their center on the posterior part, 
and its edges free throughout the whole circumference. Upper sur
face of the body marked with longitudinal lines or shallow furrows, 
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darker than the general surface, sometimes black, anastomosing with 
each other, and forming a sort of network; between the reticulated 
lines are narrow, irregular, oblong plates, or smooth, flattened tuber
cles, giving the surfac'e the appearance of a mosaic work, with lines 
of dark. cement; reticulations less distinct on the sides and disap
pearing toward the base; a prominent tubercular ridge extends from 
between the eye peduncles backward to the mantle, with a furrow on 
each side. Eye peduncles cylindrical, about one-eighth the length of 
the body, with small, black, ocular points on the superior part of the 
terminal bulb; tentacles immediately under, very short. Respira
tory foramen near the posterior lateral edge of the mantle, large, sur
rounded with a whitish border. Orifice of rectum immediately ad
jacent, but a little above and anterior to the respiratory foramen. 
]'oot narrow; locomotive band bounded by two distinct longitudinal 
furrows. Generally about. 25 mm. in length, but. when fully grown 
nearly 50 mm."-Binney. 

This slug has been taken in numbers about Laporte, Indiana, 
where it. occurs beneath logs, stones and rubbish in damp localities. 
It is an Old World species, introduced by commerce, and is common 
about Boston and other Atlantic seaports. 

Family ENDODONTIDLE. 

23. PUNCTUM PYGMlEUM Drap. Plate I, Fig. 8. 

"Subglobose, rather strong, umbilicated; surfac'e dull or shining, 
marked by numerous strong, rounded, elevated strife and very fine 
spiral lines, which are stronger on the base than elsewhere; color 
reddish or brownish; periphery rounded; sutures very deeply im
pressed, especially between the last two whorls; whorls four, convex, 
regularly and gradually increasing in size; spire elevated, convex; 
aperture somewhat oblique, crescentic, ample; peristome simple, 
rather solid; columella subreflected, the terminations of the aperture 
widely separated; umbilicus wide, deep, showing all the volutions to 
the apex. Greater diameter, 1 mm.; height, 0.50 mm."-Ba7cer. 

Range.-Northern United States and southern Canada, south to 
Texas and west to' California. Taken near Seymour, Jackson 
County, and Vawter Park, Kosciusko County, beneath chips and 
chunks in open woods. 
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24. SPHYRADIUM EDENTULUM (Drap.) 

"Shell minute, cylindrical, obtuse at apex, smooth, chestnut 
color; whorls five, well rounded, separated by a deep suture; 
aperture circular; the peristome nearly continuous, 
simple or scarcely everted, except at its columel
lar margin, where it partially conceals a small um
bilicus; no trace of a tooth has been detec.ted in any 
specImen. Length, 1.6 mm.; breadth, half as great." 
-Binney. 

This is a northern form whose range is given by 
Pilsbry as Ontario to Vancouver's Island. It was 
found in numbers on the leaves of the Ostrich 

e' . \ 

\ ': 
\ , 

Fill'. 13. Sph.
radium ~dent
ulum (Drap.). 

fern in a dense marsh on the border of Clear Lake, Steuben 
County; and in a tamarack swamp near Vawter Park, Kosciusko 
County. ~ 

Family SUCCINID1E. 

25. SUCCINEA CALUMETENSIS Calkins. 

"Shell oblong, ovate, thin, shining, finely striate; 
color golden; whorls three, the last broad, dilated; aper
ture below expanded, strial o>f growth marked. Length, 
12 to 13 mm."-CaZkins. 

This form was originally described from the banks 
of the Calumet River, Cook County, Illinois. Mr. Dan
iels found it common on aquatic grasses about the 
Half Moon Pond, Posey County, and the cypress 
swamp, Knox County, Indiana. 

Family AURICULIDlE. 

26. CARYOHIUM EXILE H. C. Lea. Plate I, Fig. 9. 

Fig. 14. Succi
nea calume
tenoio Calk
ins. 

"Similar to C. exiguurn (Say) but differing in the following par
ticulars: the shell is elongated instead of cylindrical; there are five 
and a half whorls; the aperture is just one-third the length of the 
shell, instead of over one-third, and the surface is regularly and v·ery 
distinctly striated. Length, 1.75 mm.; width, 0.75 mm.; aperture 
length, 0.50, width, 0.25 mm."-Baker. 

This shell is by many conchologists considered a synonym of C. 
exiguurn Say. Baker, however, regards them as probably distinct. 
In Indiana it has been taken near Vawter P;trk, Kosciusko County, 
and Berry Lake, Lake County. 
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J1~amily LIMN lEIDlE. 

27. LIMN.lEA STAGNALIS APPRESSA Say. Plate I, Fig. 10. 

"Elongated (or oval), ventricose at the anterior end, thin, color 
yellowish-horn to brownish-black; surfa.ce shining, growth lines nu
merous, crowded, more or less elevated, crossed by numerouB fine, 
impressed spiral lines; apex smooth, brownish horn-color; whorls ,six 
and a half, rapidly increasing; .all but the last two rather flat sided; 
last whorl very large, considerably dilated a.nd inflated; spire long, 
pointed, acute, oCCUpyiIlg about half the length of the entire shell 
(sometimes very short); sutures distinct, sometimes impressed; aper
ture large, broadly ovate, dilated, particularly at the upper part; 
peristome thin, acute, in some specimens thickened by an internal 
callus; lower part rounded; columella crossed in the middle by a 
heavy plait, which starts from the base of the aperture and runs 
obliquely into the aperture of the sheU about 10 mm. from the 
junction of the peristome to the body whorl; there is a spreading 
callus on the columellre and labrum, which completely co,vers the um
bilicus. Length, 57 mm.; width, 24 mm.; aperture length, 31 mm., 
width, 14.50 mm."-Baker. 

This large and handsome Lininreid ranges through North America 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It is found generally in stagnant 
ponds and rivers about decaying vegetation. In Indiana it has heen 
taken at Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; in the Kankakee River, 
Laporte County, and in a pond near Millers, Lake Cou~ty. 

28. LIMN.lEA REFLEXA KIRTLANDIANA Lea. Plate I, Fig. 11. 

"Turreted, thin, irregularly striate, pale horn-color, imperforate; 
spire attenuated; sutures impressed; whorls six, slightly Donve'x; aper
ture narrow-elliptical. Diameter, .26; length, .70 of an inch."-Lea. 

This variety of L. re;flexa has been taken by J!'. C. Baker near Roby, 
Lake Gounty, Indiana. 

29. LIMN.lEA PALUSTRIS MICHIGANENSIS Walker. Plate I, l!~ig. 12. 

"This form of L. palustris is characterized by the apert.ure being 
about one-half the total length, the outer lip is thickened within by 
a bluish whit.e callus edged with brownish black; this shows as a white 
longitudinal band on the outside of the shell; spire acute, sutures 
impressed. Length, 17 mm.; width, 7 mm.; aperture length, 8.50 
mm.; width, 4 mm."-Baker. 

Occurs in numbers near Calumet Lake, Lake County, and Tippe
canoe and Turkey lakes, Kosciusko County. Found in small streams 
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and rivers, pond~'and lakes, attached to floating sticks and submerged 
water plants; often in low ground after the water has receded. 

30. LIMNJEA CAPERATA UMBILICATA Adams. Plate I, Fig. 13. 

"Ovate, solid, translucent; color yellowish or brownish horn; sur
face shining, growth lines fine and numerous; shell encircled by 
raised spiral lines; whorls five, very convex, the last whorl inflated, 
(){)cupying from one-half to three-fifths of the total length of the 
shell; spire short, obtuse; conic, sutures much impressed; aperture 
roundly ovate, one-naIf to three-fifths the length of the sheIl, the 
terminations rounded; peristome thin, sharp, thickened inside by a 
reddish deposit; columella strong, reflected over the narrowly open 
umbilicus; c'olumella with a small fold. Length, 6 mm.; width, 4 
mm.; aperture length, 3.50 mm.; width 2 mm."-Baker. 

This variety has been taken by Baker in a swa:le near Liverpool, 
Lake County, Indiana. He states that "umbilicata is doubtless a 
form of caperata, but soeems distinct enough to constitute a separate 
variety characterized by a short spire and swollen whorls." 

31. LIMNJEA CATASCOPIUM Say. Plate I, Fig. 14. 

"Rather solid, ovate, inflated; color light horn to blackish; surface 
dull to shining, lines' of growth numerous, fine, crowded, wavy, 
crossed by numerous impressed spiral lines; apex small, rounded, 
chestnut colored; whorls five, rounded, subinflated, the last large and 
somewhat inflated; spire sharp to obtuse, conic; sutures impressed; 
aperture roundly ovate, large, from half to' three-fourths the length 
of the entire shell, rounded below; somewhat narrowed above; peris
tome thin, sharp, thickened by a'light, whitish callus just within the 
edge; columella oblique, with a hea,vy plait across the middle; the 
lower part of the columella has a flexure caused by the heavy plait; 
the lower part of the peristome and the whole of the columella is 
sometimes covered with a heavy coating of white, testaceous material, 
which is reflected over the umbilicus, completely closing it. Length, 
15 mm., width, 7.50 mm.; aperture length, 8 mm., width, 4.50 mm." 
-Baker. 

This species ranges from New England to Utah, and British 
America to Virginia. In Indiana it has been taken in Calumet Lake, 
Lake County, by Baker, who also separated specimens from a large 
lot named L. palustris belonging to the State Museum. It has also 
been taken in Henry County by Pleas, and is listed by Stein as "not 
common." 
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32. LIMNJEA COLUMELLA Say. Plate I, Fig. 15. 

"Ovate, somewhat pointed, thin, fragile, transparent; color light 
greenish or yellowish horn; surface shining, c:overed with rather 
coarse growth lines, and encircled by impressed spiral lines; whorls 
four, rounded, rapidly enlarging, the last one three times the size 
of the rest of the shell; spires sharply conic, rather short; a.pex small, 
very dark brown; sutures impressed; aperture oval, dila,ted, expanded 
at the lomer part; the aperture varies from long and narrow to wide 
and somewhat expanded; peristome thin, acute; columella narrow, 
twisted; terminations of peristome connected by a thin callus; um
bilicus generally closed but sometimes very narrowly perforate where 
the callus is not fully developed; the columella is so narrow that a 
view may be taken from the base nearly to the apex, as in Succinea 
retusa. Length, 16 mm.; width, 8.50 mm.; aperture length, 11.40 
mm., width, 6 mm."-Baker. 

Ranges from New England to Iowa and from Canada to Georgia. 
It occurs in small ponds and ba~'s of la.kes where the water is more 
or less stagnant and where water-lilies are abundant. In Indiana it 
has been taken at Bass Lake, Starke County, and in Grassy 'Creek, 
Kosciusko County. 

33. LIMN2EA WOODRUFFI Baker. Plate I, Fig. 16. 

"Ventricose, very much inflate'd, solid; color, greenish-horn or 
olivaceous; surface shining, growth lines distinct; rough in some 
specimens, crossed by numerous fine impressed spiral lines; apex 
small, rounded, light horn-colored; whorls three to four, rounded, in'
flated, the last occupying nearly the whole of the shell; spire de
pressed; sutures impresHed; aperture very large, roundly ovate, occu
pying about four-fifths of the length of the entire shell, roundly 
shouldered at the upper part; peristome thin, sharp; columella thick
ened, spreading, with a plait or fold in the middle; the lower part of 
the aperture is expanded, the c{)lumella callus, making a ridge which 
is reflected over the umbilical region; umbilicus open, deep: Length, 
11.50 mm" width, 8 mm.; aperture length, 8 mm., width, 4.75 mm." 
-Balcer. 

This mollusk occurs in abundance along the lower end of Lake 
Michigan, having been taken in numbers opposite Pine, Millers and 
Michigan City. It inhabits rather deep water. Its principal dis
tinguishing cha.raeters "are it.s very short spire, rapidIy increasing 
and swollen whorls, and its roundly oval aperture with its broa.d 
shoulder at the upper part." 
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34. PLANORBIS HIRS US Gould. 

"Shell small, some;Vl)at transparent, of a brownish yellow color; 
both sides concave, the teft rather more than the right, but the con
cavity is there more limited: h)' the presence of a sub-angular ridge on 
the outer whorl; whorls three, the outer one rapidly increasing; sur
face exhibiting traces of revolving lines when denuded, but usually 
covered with a dark pigment or epidermis, bristling with rigid hairs 
which are arranged in close revolving lines; lines of growth very 
faint; aperture sub-oval, oblique, its diameter from side to side 
shorter than in the opposite direction; its plane ve'ry oblique. Long 
diameter, one-fifth inch, short diameter, one-fifteenth inch."-W. G. 
Binney. 

This little fresh water univalve occurs in a number of the lakes of 
the northern third of the State 
and in their outlets; especially 
those which coutain much aqua
tic vegetation. n is found at
tached to immersed stems and Fig. 15. Phnorbi8 hir8utu8 Gould. 

leaves of pond-weed (Potamogeton), water-lilies, ('at-tails, etc. It is 
espec'ially common in GrasRY Creck, which connects 'fippecanoe and 
the Barbee lakes, Kosciusko County. 

35. PLANORBIS UMBILICATELLUS Cockerell. 

"Shell somewhat fiat above, but slightly sunk in the center, con
vex below, grayii'oh white, somewhat glossy, closely and distinctly 
striate in the line of growth, with stronger ridges at intervals, most 
visible on the under side. Periphery rounded, but slightly com
pressed at each side. Suture rather deep. Aperture obliqu,e and 
somewhat cardiform. Umbilicus deep and narrowly funnel-shaped. 
Whorls four and a half, compact, gradually increasing in size and 
faintly keeled or angulated on upper side. Diameter, 6.5 mm.; 
heigh t, 2 mm." -C ock·erell. 

This little mollusk oceurs with the above on a,qua,tic vegetation. 
In Indiana it has as yet been taken only in Tippecanoe Lake. T'he 
specimens were identified by Sterki. It will probably be fqund in 
most, if not all, of the lakes of the Stat,e, its small size having caused 
it to be overlooked in the past. 

36. SEGMENTINA ARMIGERA (Say). 

"Dextral, fiat, somewhat carinated above and below the periphery; 
color pearl white to readish brown, sometimes black; surfac'e smooth, 
shining, lines of growth very fine, ohlique; apex sunken below the 
leveI of the whorls, very small and rounded; whorls four, l'egularly and 
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slowly increasing, obtusely carinated above and below the rounded 
periphery; spire concave, exhibiting all the whorls; sutures im

Fig. 16. Segmentina armigera 
(Say). Aperture, $howing 
number and position of teeth. 
(After Baker.) 

pressed; base of shell rounded; umbilicus 
round, deep, rather wide, concave, show
ing nearly all the volutions; aperture sub
ovate, a trifle oblique, armed with five 
teeth, one' on the parietal wall long, thin, 
S-shaped, extending in an oblique direc
tion from a point near the upper carina
tio'n of the body-whorl to a point near the 
lower carination; three on the peripheraJ 
wall, the two upper ones being prominent, 

short, thick and triangular, and the lower one more or less lamelli
form and situated on the base of the aperture, and one small conic 
tooth near the superior junction of the peristome. with the body
wall; peristome thin, acute, slightly thickened inside, the, superior 
margin a trifle produced; interior of aperture pearly white, with a 
band of reddish just within the aperture extending parallel to the 
edge of the aperture. In some specimens there is a sixth tooth, 
small, acute, elevated, just below the large 'one on the parietal wall; 
this, however, is not always developed. Length, 2.75 mm., width, 
6 mm.; aperture length, 2.25 mm., width, 1.50 mm."-Baker. 

A common mollusk throughout the State; in the southern part 
occupying the smaller streams and swamps, especially those of the 
Wabash Valley; while in the northern pad it is found in the swamps 
bordering the lakes. It is usually found clinging to submerged sticks, 
stones and aquatic plants. In Carr's Slough, White Oounty, it. has 
been taken by thousands. 

Family ANCYLIDJE. 

37. ANCYLUS RIVULARIS Say. 

"Small, depressed conic, fragile, sides nearly parallel, a trifle round 
but narrowed posteriorly; anterior slope long, c'onvex, with a decided 
'hump' toward the apex; posterior shpe short, concave; sides con
vex; apex prominent, elevated, obtuse, directed posteriorly and a 

Fig. 17. AnclI
lUB rivulariB 
Say. 

. little to the right side; the apex divides the shell into 
about three equal parts, one posterior and two anterior; 
aperture as large as the shell, narrowed posteriorly; 
peristome entire, siJ;llple, acute; color light horn; in
terior of aperture whitish. Length, 3 mm., width, 2 
mm.; height, 1.25- mm."-Baker. 

"This small but distinct species may be known by its almost 
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straight lateral tline and it:> apex, whibh is directed posteriorly 
and to the right ~e. It is quite abundant, but is almost always 
overlooked owing to \ts peculiar shape and inconspicuous habitat. 
The animal is very sl~ in movement and progresses similarly to 
Planorbis,' it is able to turn its body half way around without mov
ing its shell. '1'he buccal organs can be plainly seen while the animal 

is reeding." . 
In Indiana rivvlaris has been taken in the sloughs near Millers, 

Lake County, by F. M. Woodruff, and in Bass Lake, Starke County, 
by L. E. Daniels. It is found on decaying aquatic vegetation. 

38. ANCYLUS PARALLELUS Haldeman. 

"Shell pale, thin, and delicate; lengthened, sides subrectilinear, 
diverging slightly forwards; apex rather sharp, con-

I spicuous, with two-fifths of the shell posterior to it. 
~ Dimensions--Length, 0.25, width, 0.15, height, 0.08 

}'ig.18. AnclI- inch."-Adams. 
Occurs in numbers in BaRs Lakc, Starke County, us

usually on submerge(! dccaying stems of thc water-lily. 
1118 parallelu8 
Haldeman 

39. ANCYLUS SHlMEKII Pilsbry. 

"Elevated, thin, transparent, horn-colored, with a yellowish brown 
epidermis; aperture ovate, conspicuously wider anteriorly, in many 
(especially young) specimens slightly reniform by 
a barely perceptible in curving of the right margin, 
the anterior, left and posterior margins regularly 
rounded, the right slightly incurved, straight, o,r 
but slightly c'onvex; apex somewhat acute, ele
vated, strongly deflected posteriorly and to the 
. ht d d d d' t . Fig. 19. Ancylu8 8ki-ng ,an curve own war , III mos speCImens mekii Pilsbry. 

quite overhanging the posterior right margin of 
the shell; the apical portion of the shell (one-half or more) is st.rong
ly laterally, or rather, obliquely, compressed, ,a character which makes 
the young appear proportionally much narrower than the adults; the 
anterior slope of the shell is long and strongly convex, the posterior 
being short and concave. The surface is marked by fine lines of 
growth. Lengt.h, 3.10 mm.; width, 1.'10 mm.; height, 1.10 mm."
Shimek. 

Known by its very oblique shell, the apex in some individuals, 
fairly overhanging the margin. ]'ound with the preceding in Bass 
Lake. Has also be,en taken at Rock Island and near Joliet, Illinois. 
It and other species of l1ncyltts were determined by Dr. Sterki. 

68-Geol. 
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40. ANCYLUS FUSCUS Adams. 

"Shell thin, transparent without the epidermis, not much elevated, 
elliptical moderately curved at the sides; epidermis brown, visible 
through the shell, giving it the appearance of having the same color, 
thick, rough, slightly extending beyond the margin' of the shell; 
apex obtuse, moderately prominent, scarce~y behind the middle, in
clining to the right so as to have only two-fifths of the width on that 
side. Length, .31 inch; width, .22 ineh; hcight, .05 inch."-W. G. 
Binney. 

Easily distinguished by its epidermis. Allicd t.o A. 
rivularis Say, but the latter is much more narrow, with 
its sides straight and i~s apex more acute. Taken only 
in Grassy Creek, between Barbee and 'rippecanoe lakes, 
Ko<sciusko County. Known heretofore from Massachu
setts and Ohio. 

41. ANCYLUS DIAPHANUS Haldeman. 

Fig. 20. 
A'lCliluI 

fUBcu. 
Adams. 

"Shell thin in texture, diaphanous, very wide, nearly circular, 

Fig.21. Ancy
IU8 diaphanu8 
Haldeman. 

depressed; apex obtuse, almost central! Slope scarcely 
convex. Color vcry pale olivaceous, tra,nslucent, aper
ture white. Distinguished by its circular and flat.t.ened 
form, and central inconspicuous apex. Length, 5.5 
mIll.; width, 4.5 mm.; height, 2 mm."-Haldeman. 

Specimens in the State Museum marked "Indiana." 
Recorded heretofore from Ohio and Wisconsin. 

Family PHYSIDJE. 

42. PHYSA SAYI Tappan. Plate I, Fig. 17. 

"Sinistral, polished, ovate, whorls five to five and one-half; spire 
elevated, very acute, the whorls moderately convex; color light horn 
to light chestnut; sculpture consisting of rather coarse growth lines, 
crossed by numerous fine, impressed spiral lines, giving the surface 
of the shell a wavy appearance, as figured for P. gyrina; sutures 
slightly impressed, bordered as in heterostropha>' protoconch consist
ing of one and one-half smooth, glossy whorls of a dark chestnut 
color; aperture very large, long oval, three-fourths to four-fifths the 
length of the whole shell; peristome thin, generally not very much 
thickened within, whitish, sometimes hordered with reddish; colu
mella slightly twisted and c'overed with a spreading callus; the lower 
part of the aperture is somewhat produced. Length, 19 mm.; width, 
12 mm.; aperture length, 14 mm.; width, 6 mm."-Baker. 
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Resembles P. (1~cillaria Say, but that form is more inflated, has 
the outer lip more ~l?reading and the body whorl more swollen; the 
spire being always mu~h shorter and the whorls more convex than 
in saY'i. '1'his mollusk occurs in ponds, slow-flowing streams and 
lakes, where it may be found adhering to immersed vegetation or 
crawling over the muddy bottoms. In Indiana it has been taken in 
Turkey and Tippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County, being rathar com
mon in the latter. It was originally described from Lake Pip in, 
Portage County, Ohio. 

43. PHYSA RHOMBOIDEA Crandall. 

"Shell rhomboid-ovate, large, heavy, robust, yellowish horn-color 
to pale yellowish brown, texture fine, surface undulating and shin
ing when not covered with a dark coating, spire elevated, acute with 
dark brown tip, whorls five convex, sutures much impressed, aperture 
ovate, lip simple, not expanded, sometimes 
a little compressed, thickened on inner mar
gin with reddish-brown callus, columella 
well covered with heavy deposit continuing 
and extending from the lip. On many of 
them the columella is folded so as to form 
a narrow umbilicus. 

"It is distinguished by its robust appear
ance, deep sutures, constricted aperture 
and umbilicus which will be found in a large 

Fig. 22. PhI/sa ,.hombo,id.a 
Crandall. 

part of them. It is more like P. solida Philippi than any other· 
species. Length, 16 mm.; diameter, 9 mm."-Crandall. 

A southern form, before recorded from Missouri, Arkansas and 
New Mexico. Taken in Indiana only in the cypress swamp, Knox 
County. 

44. PHYSA GYRINA ELLlPTICA Lea. Plate I, Fig. 18. 

"Differing from typical gyrina in being more elliptic'al, having a 
shorter, more rounded spire, and hence more convex whorls, the 
spire, as described by 'l'ryon, 'with the outline not elevated above a 
continuation of the general curve of the .body.' '1'he shell is also 
more solid and the outer lip thicker, with a very heavy, bluish-white 
callus. The surface sculpture is the same as in gyrina. Length, 12 
mm., width, 7.50 mm.; a,periure length, 9 mm., width, 3.75 mm."
Balcer. 

This form has been taken in Indiana only in the cypress swamp, 
Knox County. 
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45. PHYSA INTEGRA Haldeman. Plate I, Fig. 19. 

"Oval, whorls four and one-half to five; spire short, pointed, the 
whorls convex; sutures wen marked, sometimes bordered by a faint 
white line; color varying from light yellowish-horn to pale brown; 
sculpture as in gyrina, the lines being very deep and the wrinkled 
ridges very convex; protoconch consisting of one and 0ue-half 
smooth, rounded, wine-colored whorls; aperture oval, rather wide, 
produced at the anterior end, about two-thirds the length of the 
entire shell; peristome thin, thickened within the aperture by a 
heavy white or yellowish-white callus, which shows through the shell 
very plainly; it is never bordered by a: color stripe; the callus of two 
0'r three former peristomes may always be seen on the body whorl 
and sometimes one or two on the spire; columella broad, fiat, white, 
a callus spreading over the parietal wall. Length, 12,mm., width, 
'8 mm.; aperture length, 7.50 mm., width, 3 mm."-Baker. 

Quite common in Lake Michigan, near Michigan City; also in a 
large spring near Wyandotte, Crawford County. Baker says that in 
his experience "it is more common than sayi but less so than gyrina." 

Family PLEUROC~RIDlE. 

46. LITHASIA OBOVATA BICONICA Pilsbry MS. 

"The adult shell is more lengthened thim obovata, and more or less 
biconic~ rapidly tapering toward both ends from the middle, which, 
while not angular, is prominent; the penultimate whorl decidedly 
higher than in obovata, and the a,perture is distinctly shorter in shells 
of the same size. The last whorl slopes steeply below the suture, 
and is not swollen there. Length, 16; diameter, 10.5; length of 
aperture, 10 mm. (truncate adult). Length, 17.5; diameter, 12'; 
length of aperture, 11.2 mm. (truncate adult). Length, 19; diam
eter, 10; length of aperture, 10.2 mm. (truncate adult). Length, 
18.5; diameter, 9.5; length of aperture, 10 mm. (truncate adult). 

"Wabash River in Gibson County, Indiana, at the Southern Rail
road bridge abutment opposite Mt. Carmel, Illinois. 

"The adult of L. obo1!ata is bluntly oval in outline; the penulti
mate whorl is short, and the .last whorl is puffed out below the 
suture, as in Fig. 23, representing a shell from the Ohio River at 
Louisville. 

"None of the numerous synonyms of L. Ob01)ata seem to have been 
based upon this biconic form, which seems sufficiently distinct to 
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require a name to signalize its deviation from the type. I may men
tion that Mr. Bryant Walker has examined the specimens and regards 
them distinct Trom obovata, though related to that species."-Pilsbry. 

a b 

IFig. 23. Lithasia obovuta biconica Pilsbry MS. a, Litha.ia obovata biconica; 
b, Lithasia obo'nata. 

47. PLEUROCERA ALVEARE (Oonrad). 

"Shell short conical, ventricose; whorls flattened, with a line of 
wide compressed tubercles at the hase of the 
penultimate whorl; hody whorl angulated; angle 
armed with prominent tubercles; base hardly 
convex, with about five prominent lines; aper
ture obliquely elliptical; less than half the length 
of the shell. The spire is very regularly conical, 
and the base strongly ribbed."-Conrad. 

A number of specimens are in the State Mu

Fig. 24. Pleurocera 
alveare (Conrad). 

seum, labeled "Indiana." Mr. Daniels has taken it in the Wahash 
River, in Gibson County, opposite Mt. Carmel, Illinois. 

48. GONIOBASIS LOUISVILLENSIS Lea. 

"Shell smooth, fusiform, dark horn-color, without bands; spire 
short; sutures regularly impressed; whorls about five, somewhat 

convex; aperture, rather large, long elliptical, white with-

'

in; oute,r lip acute, slightly sinuous; columella white, 
thickened above and twisted. Operculum ovate, reddish-

, brown, rather thin, with the polar point on the left,near 
Fig. 25. the base. Diameter, .25; length, .56 of an inch. 

Goniobu.i. "This shell is somewhat like G. depygis Say, from the 
loui.villen- • 

• i. Lea. same locality; hut is much shorter in the spire and h'as 
a differently formed aperture."-Lea. 

G. louisvillensis is quite common at the Falls of the Ohio, just 
above New Albany, on the Indiana side, from which locality it was , 
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originally described. Specimens taken by Dr. .T. H. LemO'n and 
presented to' the State Museum, were identified by Bryant Walker. 

49. GONIOBASIS GRACILIOR (AnthO'ny). 

"Shell conical, smO'Dth and shining, color dark brO'wn, texture light; 
whDrls abDut eight, upper Dnes nearly fl-at, the last is usually slightly 

cDnstricted beneath' the suture, and beneath this stric-

~ 
• ture on the periphery Df the last whDrl revolve Dne Dr 

twO' broad bands of yellowish-green; sutures impressed, 
. and O'f a paler color than the rest Df the shell; aperture 

small, pyriform, and inwardly ornamented with aiternate 
bands of a dark ruby color and translucent white, which Fig. 26. . 

GoniobaBiB render this part of the shell peculiarly lively and beauti-
(~:~~!~;). ful; outer lip sinuate; cO'lumella dark brown, arcuate, and 

produced into a distinct sinus. Diameter, 7 mm., length, 
19 mm.; length of aperture, 6 mm., width, 5 mm. 

"This is a very distinct and beautiful species, remarkable for its 
long, slender form, its polished surface, and for a prO'found stric
ture on the body-whorl of many of the specimens, though this last 
charader is not always present; when it is present it furnishes a 
mark by which this species can be readily distinguished from any 
other."-Anthony. 

A common species in Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko County, and Lake 
Manitou, Fulton County, occurring on the bottom close to shore m 
water a foot or twO' in depth. Originally described from lakes m 
Starke County, Ohio. 

50. GONIOBASIS BREVI SPIRA Anthony. 

"Shell small, elongate, ovate, truncate, rather solid, 
ing, brownish-green, paler at. the sutures; whorls 4-5, 
convex, somewhat declining at the sutures; aperture 
ovate;·lip dilated before, sinuated behind. Length, 3 
mm.; width, 7.5 mm."-Anthony. 

Taken in numbers from a large spring near Wyan
dotte, Crawford County, and in the Tippecanoe River, 
in Carroll County. Occurs pro.bably in many of the 
clearer, rapid flowing streams of the State. 

51. GONIOBASIS INDIANENSIS Pilsbry, MS. 

plain, shin-

Fig. 27. Goni
abasi, brevi
spira 
Anthony. 

"Shell similar in form to G. semicarinata (Say), and of the light 
dirty horn-color and somewhat transparent texture prevalent in that 
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species. Sculpture consisting of one prominent keel above the 
suture, with two or three acute threads between it 
and the suture above. This sculpture bec'omes ob
solete on the later whorls, and in adult shells is 
very faint or not visible on the last whorl, which is 
well rounded. In immature shells the majOT keel 
is peripheral on the last whorl, and there are several 
minor ones below it. In some individuals the 
smooth stage supervenes at an earlier age than in 
others, and the sculpture of keel and threads may 
then be lost by erosion when thc full size of the 
shell is attained. Adults measure, length, 15 mIll.; 
diameter, G.a to '( mm. 

"Blue River, IVyandotte, Crawford County, In
diana. 

"This form is intermeoiate between G. semi
carinata (Say) and G. porrecta (Lea). It differs from 

Fig. 28. Gonio-
basis indianen8i, 
Pil.bry, Ms. 

the former in the plurality of spiral keels and their greater prom
inence and longer persistence, while in purrecta the spiral sculpture 
is m11ch better oeveloped and oroinarily persists to the adult stage." 
-Pilsbry. 

Mr. Daniels found this form quite common about the old mill 
dam near Wyanootte Cave. It was clinging to the stones in the 
swift running water below the oam. 

Family AMNICOLID.lE. 

52. BYTHINIA TENTAOULATA L. Plate I, Fig. 20. 

"Globose, rather thick, transparent to opaque; color ranging from 
yellowish t.o greenish, sometimes brownish; surface shining, smooth, 
lines of gro"ih yery fine; sutures very deeply impressed; whorls five, 

Fig. 29. Bythinia 
tentaculata L. 

conyex, the last mpidly enlarging and equaling 
all the others combined; spire elevated, broadly 
conic; apex small, round, reddish brown; aper
ture broadly rounded-ovat.e, narro·wed above; 
peristome thin, rounded, simple, continuous, 
thickened a little on the inside, bordered all 
around with yellowish; base of shell rounded, im
perforate. I.Jength, 9.50 -mm., width, 6 mm.; 

Operculum enlarged. 1 
tAfter Baker). aperture ength, 4.50 mm., width, 3 mm. 

"May be easily distinguished by the size of the 
last whorl, which more than equals in length that of all the rest. 
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The species was introduced into this country many years ago and 
is now found from Vermont and Now York to Wisconsin. It is 
particularly abundant in Lake Michigan. While in motion, the ani
mal of Bythinia is rather slow, the tentacles move about nervously 
and the rostrum is thrust out to its fullest extent. Thus far it has 
been collected only in Lake Michigan."-Baker. 

Taken in numbers oppo-site Michigan City, Millers and Pine. Oc
curs on the bottom of the lake attachcd to sticks, stoncs and other 
submerged objects. 

53. AMNICOLA LUST RICA Pilsbry. 

"Narrow (for the genus), thin, transluc'ent; color waxy, light 
brownish or greenish; surface smooth and shining, lines of growth 

Fig. 30. Amni
cola lust rica 
Pilsbry. 

very fine, but distind when viewed with a lens; su
tures very deeply impressed; spire elevated, conical; 
whorls five, rounded, regularly increasing in size; aper
ture roundly ovate, slightly angled above, waxy inside; 
perisiome continuous, thin, appressed to' the Dody 
whorl only for a short distance near the upper termina
tions; base broadly rounded, with a narrow and deep 
umbilicus. Operculum similar to that of A. limosa. 
Length, 4 lUm., width, 2 mm.; a.perture length, 1.50 
mm., width, 1.10 mm."-Baker. 

Ranges from New York to Illinois and Massachusetts. 'raken at 
Berry Lake, Lake County, by Baker, and Wawasee and Tippecanoe 
la'kes by Daniels. 

54. AMNICOLA WALKERI Pilsbry. 

"Thin, narrowly umbilicate, conic, shaped like Lyogyrus brolUnii 
Carpenter; slightly yellowish corneous; thin, smooth, with faint 
growth-lines. Whorls four, very convex, separated by deeply COil-

striding sutures, the last whorl rounded below; apex 
obtuse. Aperture oblique, rather small, mainly basal, 
a little longer than wide, but nearly cireular, the inner 
margin a trifle straightene~ above; perist'ome eontinu
ous, in contaet with the prece(1ing whorl for an ex
tremely short distance above. Opereulum amnieoloid. 
Height., 3 mm., diameter, 2 mm.; length of aperture, Fig.31. Amni

It mm., width, 1~ mm."-Baker. 
Originally described from High Island Harbor, Lake 

col", 'fIw}keri 
Pilsbry. 

Michigan. Since taken at Grand Rapids, Michigan, and Joliet, Illi
nois. A number were found in Gras~y Creek, Kosciusko County, by 
Daniels. . . 
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55. AMNICOLA EMARGINATA Kuster. 

"Small, globose, rather s·olid; color, different shades of greeR; sur
face smooth, polished, lines of growth very faint; sutures well 
marked; apex very obtuse; comprising one and one
hulf whorls; when viewed from the front the shell ap
pears to have a truncated spire; spire very broadly 
truncate-conic; whorls four to four and one-half, very 
convex; aperture nearly round~ appressed to the body 
whorl; peristome continuous, rather thick, simple; base 
rounded, with a small umbilicus. Length, 4 mm., 
widt'h, 2 mm.; aperture length. 1.50 mm., width, 1.10 ]'ig.32. Amni-

cola emargv-
mm. nata Kuster. 

"'rhis species at first sight might be taken for A. 
lustrica, but the spire is very obtuse, while that of lustrica is acute, and 
the last whorl is appressed to the body-whorl, at the aperture in 
obtusa, while in lustrica it is 'entirely free."-Baker. 

Range from New York west to Iowa and Winnipeg, Canada, south 
to Ken.tucky. T'aken in Indiana only in heach drift along Lake 
Michigan opposite Millers, Lake County, by Baker. 

56. PALUDESTRINA NICKLINIANA Lea. 

"Elongately ovate, turreted; color greenish-horn; surface shining, 
lines of growth numerous, crowded, raised .so as to 
roughen the surface of the shell; sutures deeply im
pressed; whorls four to four and one-half, very con
vex; spire ele\'ated, rather sharply conical; apex small, 
round, almost concealed in the volution of the second 
whorl; aperture roundly ovate; peristome sharp, a 
li!tle thickened on the inside, continuous, the colu

Fig .. il. rulu- mellar lip being covered with a raised callus which 
connects the terminations; base of shell rounded; um
bilical region rimate and indented. Length, 4.25 mm., 
width, 2 mm.; aperture length, 1.25 mm., width, 1 mm. 

dedrina 
nickliniana .. 
Lea. 

"Nickliniana is a common little species, easily recognized by its 
narrow, turreted shell and well rounded whorls. The animals are 
gregarious, congregating together by hundreds. :Frequently a piece 
of water-cress will be found literally black with the shells of this 

species." -Baker. 
Berry Lake, Lake County, by Baker. 
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Family VALVATIIUiJ. 

57. VALVATA SINO ERA Say. Plate I, Fig. 21. 

"Depressed, more or less discoidal, rather solid; color brownish, 
transparent to opaque; silrface shining, lines of growth numerous, 
regular, crowded, sometimes encircled by a few spiral lines; apex 
large, round, almost concealed in the succeeding whorls; spire very 
flat, almost discoidal; whorls three and one-half, rounded, rapidly in
creasing, the last considerably deflected; sutures impressed; aperture 
round, continuous, whitish or brownish inside; peristome rather 
thick, simple, continuous, the columellar portion being simply ap
pressed against the body whorl; base rounded, umbilicus round, deep, 
exhibiting all the yolutions. Length, 2.25 mm., width, 6 mm.; aper
ture length, 2.10 mm., width, 2.10 mm. 

"This is a very common ,species, easily distinguished by its dis
coidal form and rounded whorls. IJike the L1:rnnmids, it delights to 
float on the surface of the water, shell downwards. It is very active, 
and not at all timid in c·aptivity."-Balcer. 

Occurs in numbers in the beach drift along the south shore of 
Lake Michigan, opposite Michigan City, Millers and Pine. 

58. VALVATA BIOARINATA Lea. 

"Depressed, solid, orbicular; horn-colored above and whitish be
neath; surface shining, lines of growth distinct; apex large, horn
colored; spire much depressed, flattened; whorls three and one-half 
to four, rapidly increasing; the cariniE are normally two in number, 
but a third is frequently developed; one carina encircles the shoulders 
of the whorls and one the middle of the base, the periphery being 
sharply rounded; sutures pronounc'ed; aperture roun"ded, angled mOTe 
or less by the cariniE, continuous as in tricarinata " base keeled; um
bilicus widely opened. Length, 3.50 mm., width, 5 mm.; aperture 
length, Z mm., width, 2 mm. 

Bicarinata should be considered a distinct species from tricarinata, 
since the shells of the two forms are always distinguishable, tri
carinata being elevated, the width equaling the height, while bi
carinata is depressed and the height is four-fifths of the width. The 
former is normany tricarinate while the latter is bicaJ"inate, although 
both bi- and tricarinate forms occ"tlr in both species. In tricarinata 
the upper surface slopes upwards from the carina to the suture, 
while in bicarinata it slopes downwards, giving the upper surface a 
concave appearance." -Baker. 
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Occurs in Lake Michigan, along the borders of Lake, Porter and 
Laporte counties. The form normalis Baker has been taken oppo
site Millers, Lake COllilty. It "differs from bicarinata in being tri
carinate, the middle carina very strong and placed on the periphery." 

Family VI VIP ARID~JE. 

59. CAMPELOMA OBESA Lewis. 

"Obesely-ovatc, very ventricose; whorls five, convex, spire short
conic, sutures well impressed, aperture ovate. Dark olivac'eous, 
bluish-white within the aperture. Length, 32 mm.; 
diameter, 20 mm. 

"This species much resembles a half-grown pon
derosa, but is more regularly oval in its outline and 
of lighter texture. It is regularly distinguished by 
its very ventricose, rounded form and dark olive 
green color."-Lewis. 

This species occurs abundantly in the canal and 
White River, near Indiana,polis. Specimens identi- 'Fig. 34. Campel. 

oma obeBa Lewiio 

fied by Bryant Walker. 

Family SPHlERnniE. 

60. SPIVERIUM VERMONTANUM Prime. 

"Shell very 

Fig. 35. Sphre,ium 
vermontanum 
Prime. 

Collected by 
County. 

oblique, tumid, in equilateral, full; anterior margin 
abrupt, posterior drawn out to an angle, basal slight
ly curved; beaks large, full, prominent, placed very 
much toward the anterior, in which direction they 
are slightly inclined; sulcations coarse, moderately 
regular; epidermis light green; ligament conspicu
ous; valves s'olid, interior light blue; hinge-margin 
much curved, broad; cardinal teeth strong, repre
senting the letter V reversed; lateral teeth elon
gated, strong. Length .56; width, .37; diameter, 
.25 inches."-Prime. 
Baker in Lake Michigan, opposite Millers, Lake 

61. SPlliERIUM SIMILE Say. Plate II, Fig. 1. 

"Large, inflated, rather solid, almost equilateral, transversely oval; 
umbones depressed, inflated, placed a trifle anterior to the center of 
the shell, marked by heavy ridges, but not so coarse as in stamineum"' 
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dorsal margin very nearly straight, ventral border broadly curved; 
anterior and posterior margins almost equal, the posterior a little 
longer than the anterior, the two margins rounded; umbonal slopes 
rounded; surface shining, growth lines coarse; color dark brown, 
sometimes with a reddish tinge; ligament weak, very dark horn or 
black'; cardinal teeth small, a single, long, stout, elevated, arched 
tooth in the right valve, and two stout, elevated teeth in the left 
valve, the upper tooth being short and curved and the lower tooth 
long and almost straight; lateral teeth double in the right and single 
in the left valv.e, short, elevated, lamellar, nearly straight; muscle 
scars a.nd pallial line faintly impressed; nacre bluish; cavity of the 
beaks shallow. Length, 16.50 mm.; height, 11.75 mm.; breadth, 
9mm. 

"The hinge teeth are arranged very peculiarly in this species, the 
laterals being in a direct line with the cardinals, and not at right 
angles to them, as in the previous species. It is one of the largest 
of the genus and distinguished from the related species by its trans
verselyoval outline, its peculiarly placed teeth, and its umbonal 
marking, which is intermediate between solidulum and stamineum. 
The umbones are aIso placed very near the center of the shel1."
Balcer. 

Common in Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko County. Occurs also in 
Lake Maxinkuckee, and in the Wabash River near New Harmony, 
Posey County. 

62. SPHlERIUM FABALE Prime. Plate II, Fig. 2. 

"Of good size, transversely oval, somewhat compressed, almost 
equila~eral, thin and fragile to quite solid; anterior and posterior 
margins rounded; ventral margin curved; dorsal margin slightly 
curved; umbones depressed, almost flush with the hinge line, placed 
near the center of the shell and quite heavily marked and regular; 
umbonal slopes gently rounded; surface smooth and shining in young 
or half grown specimens but dull in old examples; lines of growth 
typically very coarse and distinct, but finer in some specimens; color 
light green, yellowish or blackish, the latter a marked character in 
old specimens; ligament weak, color varying with the shell; cardinal 
teeth small, those in the left valve unequal, one placed near the 
dorsal margin and extending from the latter to a point midway be
tween the dorsal and ventral margins of the hinge plate, and one 
placed near the ventral margin of the hinge plate; the dorsal tooth 
is nearly straight while ventral tooth is very arcuate; in the 
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right valve there is a single, large, arched tooth which extends from 
the center to the ventral border of' the hinge plate, it is large at 
either end and small in the middle; lateral teeth double in the right 
and single in the left valve, rather small, elevated, pyramidal, slight
ly curved; hinge line rather solid; muscle scars indistinct; cavity of 
the beaks shallow; anterior bluish. Length, 11 mm., height, 9 mm.; 
breadth, 5.50 mm."-Ba7cer. . 

Taken by Baker at Millers, Lake County, of which locality he 
writes: "This interesting region, at the exheme southern end of 
Lake Michigan, is said by Professor Garriott to be tha most wind
swept locality in the Chicago area. This fact accounts for the enor
mous quantity of sea wrack which lines the shore at this point and 
which is not to be" found in such profusion anywhere -else along the 
shore. This sea wrack has proven prolific collecting ground for 
molluscan life." 

Also taken by Daniels opposite Michigan City and in the Wabash 
River at New Harmony, Posey County. 

63. SPH.lERIUM OCCIDENTALE Prime. Plate II, Fig .. 3. 

"Small, inflated, fragile, equilateral; umbones prominent but not 
much elevated, inflated, pla.ced centrally, marked by very fine lines; 
dorsal and ventral margins rounded; anterior and posteTior margins 
rounded; umbonal slopes rounded; surface shining, marked by very 
fine lines 0.£ growth; color light horn, sometimes darker; ligament 
as usual; cardinal teeth small, a single, elevated, lamellar, curved 
tooth in the right valve, the posterior curve of which is longer than 
the anterior and is club shaped, and two teeth in the left valve, that 
near the ventral border of the hinge plate being elevated and pyra
midal, that on the dorsal border being long, lamellar, depressed, and 
curved, as in the preceding species; lateral teeth short,elevated, 
curved, single in the left and double in the right valve; muscle scars 
scarcely discernible: cavity of the beaks shallow; nacre light purplish 
or bluish. Length, 7.50 mm.; height, 7 mm.; breadth, 4.50 mm. 

"This species is distinguished by its oval outline, which is more 
regular than that of any other Sphmrium found in Indiana. It is 
very common, and when found at all is usually represented by ~un
dreds of individuals."-Baker. 

Taken by Mr. Daniels in the Kankakee River, at Shelby and River
side; in Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County, and in the cypress 
swamps of Knox County. 
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64. SPHlERIUM: FLA VUM: Prime. 

"Shell transversely rounded, compressed, equilateral, delicate, 
margm~ generally rounded, the posterior a little distended; beaks 

central, not full, more or less depressed; valves very 
slight, interior whitish; 'sulcations pretty deep, regular; 
epidermis light, of a greenish-yellow color; cardinal teeth 

Fig. 36. 
Sphl13rium 

flavum 
Prime. 

small, in the shape of the letter V i"eversed; lateral teeth 
elongated. Length, 0.43; height, 0.31; diameter, 0.18 
inches. 

"T.iJ.is is a very slight and delicate species, quite dis
tinct from any others."-Prime. 

Known heretofore from Lake SuperioT, near Sault Ste. Marie. 
Taken by Daniels in Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko County, and from 
the beach of Lake Michigan, near Pine and Millers, Lake County. 
Identified by Sterki. 

65. OALYOULINA TRUNOATA Linsley. Plate II, Fig. 4. 

"Very. fragile, small, inflated, almost equilateral, rhombic-ovate, 
transluc'ent; umbones prominent, elevated, full, calyculate, approxi· 
mating, placed centrally, smooth and shining; dorsal margin straight; 
ventral margin broadly rounded; anterior margin rounded; posterior 
margin sharply truncated, rounded on the ventral part; umbonal 
slopes rounded; surface smooth and shining, lines of growth very 
fine; color light yellowish green or greenish horn with a zone of 
yellow bordering the ventral margin of the valve; ligament weak, 
light horn-color; cardinal teeth small, a single, elevated, lamellar, 
arched tooth in the right valve, and two teeth in the left valve, the 
ventral tooth pyramidal, elevated, the dorsal tooth long, lamellar, 
curved and elevated; lateral teeth long, lamellar, elevated, straight, 
one in the left valve and two in the right valve; muscle scars scarcely 
visible; cavity of the beaks shallow; nacre light bluish with a yellow 
zone on the ventral border. Length, 9.25 mm., height, 7.50 mm., 
width, 5 mm. 

"This species is very like S. transversa, but is shorter in compari
SOIlj with its height, is rhombic in form and the beaks are plac'ed 
centrally. The two species belong to a natural group of which trans
versa is the leading form."-Baker. 

Ranges from New England west to Illinois and Wisconsin and 
south to Xentucky. 

Occurs in lakes Wawasee and Tippecanoe, Kosciusko County, and 
in the cypress swamps of Knox County. 
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66. OALYCULINA SEOQRIS Prime. Plate II, Fig. 5. 

"Small, fragile, but stouter than the two previous species, inflated, 
inequilateral, rhombic-orbicular; umbones elevated, full, much in
flated, calyculate, approximate, placed a trifle anteriorly; marked by 
very fine lines of growth; dorsal margin arc'hed; ventral margin 
rounded; anterior margin rounded, posterior truncated; umbonal 
slopes rounded, sub-angulate posteriorly; surface shining, lines of 
growth very faint; color varying from bright yellow to greenish horn, 
sometimes very dark horn; ligament as usual; cardinal teeth very 
small, a single, long, elevated, lamellar, arched tooth in the right 
valve, which has a large pyramidal projection near the anterior end 
giving the hinge the appearance of a double tooth, and two teeth 
in the left valve, one near the ventral margin of the hinge plate, 
elevated, pyramidal, and one near the dorsal border, lamellar, de
-pressed, curved, extending diagonally toward the ventral border; 
lateral teeth long, lamellar, elevated, slightly curved, one in the 
left valve and two in the right; muscle scars faint; cavity of the 
beaks deep; nacre bluish white, darker near the postere-ventral por
tion, lighter in yellowish specimens. Length, 6 mm.; height, 5 mm.; 
width, 3 mm. 

"A species at once distinguished by its rhombic-orbicular outline 
and inflated beaks and shell. It is the smallest Sph(J!rium found in 
Indiana, and is wider in proportion to its length than any -other 
species." -Baker. 

Range same as preceding. Common in Grassy Creek and in Lake 
Wawasee, Kosciusko County. 

67. OALYCULINA ROSACEA Prime. 

"Shell small, rounded-oval, fragile, translucent, subequilateral, 
somewhat compressed, margins generally rounded; beaks nearly cen
tral, slightly inclined toward the interior, calyculate, approximate at 
apex; valves-very slight, a little convex in the region 
of the uinbones; strire regular, hardly visible; epider
mis Hhiny, reddish-brown; hinge-margin nearly straight, 
delicate, narrow; cardinal teeth nearly obsolete, lateral 
teeth slight, elongated. Length, .25; width, .18; diam- Fig. 37. Culll-

culina rosacea 
etE»', .15 inC'hes~" -Prime. Prime. 

Common in Grassy Creek. A few specimens were also secured in 
Lake 'Vawasee. 
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68. PrsrDIUM COMPRESSUM Prime. 

"Shell solid, very oblique, trigonal, triangular, subequilateral, very 
much drawn up in the region of the beaks, inflated in adult; anterior 
side a little longer, narrower, produced at the end, posterior broader, 

Fig. 38. Pi.·idium comprf8,um 
Prime. 

sub-truncate; beaks placed a little poste
riorly, small, raised, with a wing-shaped 
appendage on the summits, distant; strire 
distinct, regular; epidermis very variable, 
yellow, gray or chestnut color; valves 
solid, varying in inflation, interior light 
blue; hinge thick; cardinal teeth small, 
robust, compressed, disposed in the shape 

of the letter V reversed; lateral teeth distinct, short, strong, placed 
at an obtuse angle with the hinge proper. Length, .Hi; width, .14; 
diameter, .09 inches." -Prime. 

Ranges across the continent. Oc"curs in Lake Wawasce and Grassy 
Creek, Kosciusko County; Bass Lake, Starke County, and Lake Max
inkuckee, Marshall County, from all of which localities it has been 
collected by Daniels. 

69. PrSIDIUM OBTUSALE (Lam.?) C. Pfr. 

"Mussel roundish-oval, very much inflated, under the lens ex
tremely finely striate, near the inferior margin with a few deeper 
stria' and generally with strong lines of "year-growth," with a strong 
sheIl, shining, yellowish to grayish horn-colored; superior and in
ferior margins rather strongly curved, but each one perceptibly less 
curved toward the anterior; posterior margin strongly curved, an
terior part not much longer, little attenuated, hroadly rounded, out
lines without any angles; beaks broad, prominent, near the middle 
of the mussel; the valves join at a right or somewhat obtuse angle 
at the inferior margin; hinge plate narrow, left valve with the ex
terior cardinal tooth very short, fine, covering half of the inner one, 
lateral teeth approximate to the cardinals; right valv~ with the car
dinal tooth little curved, thickened posteriorly; animal with syphon 
depressed-conic'al, wide at the base, anteriorly* narrow, truncate. 
Longitude, 3.5; altitude, 2.5; diameter, 2.3 mm. Europe, north of the 
Alps. (P. obtusale is rather variable' in size ).-Westerland. (Trans-
W~) I 

The present Indiana specimens measure: Longitude, 3.5 to '3.7; 
altitude, 3.2; diameter, 2.5 to 2.7 mm."-Sterki, 

Taken in numbers in a spring near Lake James, Steuben County, 

':' Evidently means "posteriorly." 
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70. PISIDIUM NOV-EBORAOENSE Prime. 
"Shell rounded-oval, very inequilateral, inflated, margins rounded; 

anterior side considerably produced, narrower; beaks 
situated posteriorly, large, full, prominent; valves com
'paratively slight, interior light blue; stri::e irregular; 
epidermis variable, generaHy greenish-yellow or brown; 
hinge-margin a little curved; hinge slight, narrow; car- Fig. 39. PiBid

dinal teeth double, very small; lateral teeth elon
gated. Length, .35; width, .18; diameter, .13 inches. 

-P1·ime. 

'ium nov-ebo-
racen8e 
Prime. 

Collected in Lake Wawasee, Grassy Creek and Bass Lake, by Mr. 
Daniels. This and other species -of Pisidium and Sph::erium identi

fied by Sterki. 

71. PrSIDIUM VARIABILE Prime. Plate II, Fig. 6 (enlarged). 

"Sman, solid, inflated, inequilateral, ohlique; umbones very much 
elevated; full, very prominent, placed posteriorly,smooth and 
polished to the naked eye but marked by fine lines when. viewed with 
a lens; an margins rounded, the anterior being somewhat pointed or 
triangular and quite long, while the posterior is short and very broadly 
rounded; umbonal'slopes rounded, the anterior subexcavated; sur
fllJce shining, marked by rather heavy, regular growth lines; color 
varying from light yellow or straw to greenish or brownish, with a 
zone of light or dark color near the ventral margin; in some speci
mens two zones are present, while in others the zone is hardly visible; 
ligament small and weak; cardinal teeth small, a single long, arched 
tooth in the right valve, and two more or less pyramidal teeth in the 
left valve; the right valve tooth is constricted in the center of the 
arch and gradually enlarges toward the distal end of the arch, the 
right arm of arch being the longer and reaching nearly to the base 
of the hinge plate; the upper left valve tooth is somewhat gourd
shaped, beginning small at the upper margin of the hinge plate 
and gradually enlarging to about the center of the plate; the lower 
left valve tooth is large, solid and pyramidal; lateral teeth elevated 
ahove. the valve edge, triangular; the entire hinge plate about the 
lateral teeth is enlarged, thick and heavy; cavity of the beaks .deep 
and full; nacre bluish-white, shining. Length, 4.50 mm.; height, 
4.50 mm.; breadth, 3.10 mm."-Bakc1". 

With the last two species in the lakes and streams mentioned. 

72. PrsIDIuM POLITUM Sterki. 
"Mussel of medium size, well inflated, rather high, be~ks slightly 

poeterior, rather high and prominent, not full but well rounded; 
scutum and scutellum slightly marked. Superior margin rather 

69--Geol. 
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short, rather strongly curved; inferior well curved, more so in front 

Fig. 40. Pi8idium politum 
Sterki. 

than behind; posterior margin distinctly 
tr'uncated, with a well marked angle where 
joining the superior, and a less marked, 
rounded angle where joining the inferior 
margin; anterior end forming a slight but 
distinct angle situated rather high up. Sur

face very finely, irregularly striated, poHshed; whitish or straw 
colored, often leaden-grayish on the beaks, or even all over. Shell 
moderately thick, nacre whitish; muscular insertions not very dis
tinct; hinge of essentially the same type as that in Pis. abditum. 
Length, 4.7 mm., height, 4 mm., diameter, 2.9 mm."-Stel'ki. 

Recorded from Ohio, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Minnesota and Illi
nois. T'aken in numbers in Grassy Creek, KOlsciusko County, by 
Daniels. 

73. PISIDIUM VESICULARE Sterki. 

"Mussel small, ovoid, very inequipartite, somewhat oblique, strong
ly inflated; beaks very posterior, moderately prominent; margins all 
well rounded, or the scutum forming a very slight angular projec
tion; color yellowish to brownish horn; surface slightly striated, 
polished, often with a few coarser lines of growth; shell thin, trans
lucent; nacre rath.er glassy, colorless; hinge rather small, markedly 
short; cardinal teeth lamellar, the right moderately curved with its 
anterior end thicker; anterior left distinctly directed upward, curved, 
often angular; posterior, oblique, moderately curved; groove between 
them narrow and deep; lateral teeth situated very close to the car
dinals, short, especially those in the left valve abrupt, high; liga
ment short. Length, 2.3 mm.; height, 1.9 mm.; diameter, 1.7 mm." 
-Stel'ki. 

One specimen taken from the stomach of a catfish (Ameiul'us 
nebulosus Rai.) from Bass Lake, Starke County. 

74. PJSIDJUM PAUPERCULUM Sterki. 

"Mussel of moderate size, rather oblique, moderately to rather 
strongly inflated; beak,s slightly posterior, moderately large and 
prominent, rounded; scutum and scutellum slightly marked; edges 
acute or acutish, not pinched; ~uperior and inferior ma·rgins moder
ately curved, posterior well rounded or slightly truncated, joining 
the inferior without any marked angle; antero-superior margin slop
ing, oblique, slightly curved, meeting the inferior at an angle situ
ated rather inferior, more distant in the adult than in younger ex
amples; surface very finely striated, polished; color pale or yellowish 
to greenish-horn, sometimes whitish or straw in old specimens; shell 
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thin, translucent; hinge moderately strong; cardinal teeth of the 
right valve moderately curved, its posterior end thickened, those of 
the right valve lamellar, almost equal, the superior rather short, 
slightly oblique and little curved; lateral teeth rather strong; liga
ment short, thin. Length, 0.2 mm.; height, 2.7 mm.; diameter, 1.9 
mm." -Sterki. 

A common species east of the Mississippi River. Occurs in num
bers in Lakes Wawasee and Maxinkuckee. 

75. PISIDIUM SCUTELLATUM Sterki. 
"Mussel of medium size, rather high, oblique, markedly protracted 

downward in its anterior part, well rounded, rather strongly inflated; 
beaks much posterior, rather large, prominent, rounded; superior 

margin short, little curved, or almost 
straight, scutum and scutellum well marked, 
forming projecting angles; the other mar
gins well curved, or the po'sterior very 

Fig.41. Pi8idium 8cutellatum slightly truncated, anterior end well 
Sterki. 

raunded, ar with a slight indication of an 
angle; surface polished, with irregular strire and same coarse lines 
af growth; shell thin, transparent, of a yellowish-horrn to amber 
color, often graytsh or brownish-horn in old specimens, and whitish 
on the beaks; nacre glassy, inner surface micrascopically rugulose; 
hinge fine, short, cardinal teeth lamenar, the one in the right valve 
moderately curved, its pa,sierior end thicker; the inferior in the 
left valve curved, the: superior little so or almost straight; lateral 
teeth very short, very abrupt, pointed, thin, little projecting into 
the cavity of the mussel; ligament small. Length, 4 mm.; height, 
3.6 mm., diameter, 2.8 mm." --Ster7~i. 

Recorded heretofore fram Michigan, Minnesota and Montana. 
Taken by Daniels in Lost Lake, Marshall County. 

76. PISIDIUM SPLENDIDULUM Sterki. 

"Mussel small, well inflated, rather ovoid in outline, scutum and 
scutellum rather well marked, the former often prominent; beaks 
slightly posteriar, somewhat prominent, moderately large, rounded; 

color pale to deep horn, surface polished, 

e with very fine, somewhat irregular strire; . @. shell thin, transparent; hinge rather fine 
'but well formed, plate narrow; c'ardinal 
teeth longitudinal, lamellar, the right one 

Fig. 42. Pi8idium 8plenrlidulum 
Sterki. rather long, slightly curved, most so at 

both ends, more or less thickened at the 
posterior end, and often with a groove; the two in the valve nearly 
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equal, parallel, little curved, the superior is anterior for about one
third o·f its length; lateral teeth comparatively strong, all projecting 
into the interior of the mussel, pointed; ligament rather long. 
Length, 2.8 mm.; height, 2.4 mm., diameter, 1.7 mm."-Sterki. 

Common in Grassy Creek and Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko County; 
also taken from the stomach of a catfish captured in Bass Lake, 
Starke County. 

77. PISIDIUM ROPERI Sterki. 

"Mussel rather large, strongly infbted when mature, very little so 
when young; oblong to ovoid in outline, margins regularly curved, 
with no projecting angles (in the adult); scutum and scutellum 
scarcely marked; beaks moderately posterior, very broad, suriMe 
somewhat glossy, with irregular, not sharp, striffi and some strongly 
marked lines of growth; color of the dry shell straw to yellowish
horn, often with one to several fine, concentric lines of purple; shell 
rather thin, nacre whitish, muscle insertions scarcely marked, hinge 
comparatively fine and short; cardinal teeth quite small; the right 
one moderately curved, slightly thickened at the posterior end; the 
left ones very short; the inferior slightly angular, truncated or 
pointed on top, the superior sometimes almost obsolete; lateral teeth 
short, smllll, scarcely projecting into the interior; ligament rather 
fine. Length, 5.5 mm., height, 4.4 InIn., diameter, 3.8 mm."-Sterki. 

Ranges from Maine to California. Taken in Grassy Creek and 
TippecaJtoe Lake, Kosciusko County; also recorded from Danville, 
Indiana, by Sterki. 

78. PISIDIUM MEDIANUM Sterki. 

"Mussel of rather small size, elliptical in outline, much inflated, 
often of somewhat irregular growth; superior and inferior ~argins 
moderately curved, post.erior well rounded, or with a s~ight angle 
above, anterior rounded or slightly truncated obliquely; beaks rather 
in the middle, slightly directed toward the posterior, rather high, 
prominent over the hinge margin; scutum and scutellum very 
slightly marked; surface with very fine, crowded striffi, somewhat 
shining, light horn to yellowish or straw colored; shell thin, nacre 
c'olorless,. musclc insertions barely perceptible; hinge fine, plate nar
row; cardinal teeth lamellar, slightly curved, the right one in its 
posterior part some)¥hat thicker, simple or with a fine, longitudinal 
groove; lateral teeth pointed, the outer ones of the right valve com
paratively large; ligament fine. Length, 3.5 mm.; height, 2.8 mm., 
diameter, 2.3 mm."-Sterki. 

Common in Michigan and Wisconsin. A number were taken from 
thc stomachs of catfish caught in Bass Lake, Starke County. 
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79. PISIDIUM TENUISSIMUM Sterki. 

"Ra,ther small, little to strongly oblique, moderately to rather well 
inflated, with the edges usually acutish, elongated or rather short, 
rhomboid to oblong-ovoid in outline; hinge mar'gin little inferior, 
moderately curved, posterior end rounded or sub-tr:uncate obliquely 
in a postero-anterior direction with a rounded angle above; anterior 
more or less curved, truncate obliquely with the rounded-angular 
end inferiorly, or the whole anterior part rather regularly parabolic, 
with the end in the longitudinal median line; beaks slightly pos
terior, somewhat broad, moderately elevated over the hinge line, 
somewhat mammillar; surfac'o very finely, almost regularly striated, 
highly polished; color horn to smoky, or to greenish, or to light 
grayish; shell very thin, translucent; hinge very fine, plate very nar
row, cardinal teeth very small, short, t.hin, scarcely or slightly curved; 
those of t.he left valve very close together, longit.udinal-parallel, the 
upper little posterior; lateral teeth rather long, markedly straight, 
slender, t.hin, with short cusps; also the outer ones in the right valve 
quite distinct; ligament fine. Length, 3.4 mm.; height, 2.8 mm.; 
diameter, 2.1. mm."-Ster7ci. 

Recorded hereto-fore from a number of lakes in Michigan. Taken 
by Daniels at Bass Lake and Lake Maxinkuckee. 

80. PISIinUM AFFINE Sterki. 
"Rather large, well-inflated, slightly oblique, beaks somewhat pos

terior" large and prominent in full-grown, broad and quite low in 
young specimens, rounded or slightly flatt.ened on top; superior and 
inferior margins moderately curved; posterior sub-truncate, with 
slightly marked angles above and below; supero-anterior forming one 
regular curve from the beaks to the anterior end, which is low situ
ated and well-rounded; surface distinctly and somewhat irregularly 
striated, with some coarser lines of growth, dull or somewhat shin
ing; color lighter or darker grayish horI1 to plumbeous or brownish 
with a few irregular darker zones corresponding with the lines' of 
growth, and often with fine darker mottlings, usually with a broad 
lighter zone along the margins; the young are pale horn or straw 
colored; shell moderately thick, nacre whitish, muscle insertions' 
little; hinge rather stout, plate rather broad; cardinal teeth long, not 
very strong, the right one curved, its free edge o.ften indented in 
the middle, its posterior end s.omewhat thicker, with a fine groove, 
the left anterior tooth curved, the posterior slightly s.o, oblique, rather 
behind the anterior, each covering tho other fo1' half their lengths; 
lateral teeth stout, rather long, their cusps short and somewhat 
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pointed, the outer ones 
rather long and stout. 
4 mm."-Sterlci. 

on the right valve, of good size; ligament 
Length, 6 mm.; height, 5 rum., diameter, 

New York to Michigan and Minnesota. Common in Lake Wawa
see, Kosciusko County. 

81. PISIDIUM SARGENTI Sterki. 

"Mussel of medium size,. somewhat oblique, well inflated; beaks 
not much posterior, rounded or slightly flattened on top, well prom
inent over the hinge margin; the latter slightly curved in the adult, 
almost straight in the young and half-grown, with projecting, not 
or hardly rounded angles at the scutum and scutellum, ·which are 
slightly to weIr marked, narrow; posterior margin sub~truncate above, 
passing into the well rounded inferior with an uninterrupted curve, 
or with a slightly marked, rounded angle, more so in the young; 
supero-anterior margin little to moderately curved, sloping from the 
projecting angle at the scutellum to the rounded anterior end; sur
face regularly and rather coarsely striated, dull, rarely somewhat shin
ing in older specimens; epiconch thin and often worn off, pale horn
colored in the young, lighter to darker grayish to brownish in older 
specimens, usually with a lighter zone along the margins; shell mod
erately thick, nacre glassy, colorless to white or bluish, muscle in
sertions distinct; hinge stout, plate rather broad, cardinal teeth well 
formed, short, the right one rather strongly curved, its posterior end 
thickened and grooved; the left anterior angular, stout, the posterior 
small, oblique; lateral teeth rather short, stout, their cusps short, 
pointed, the outer ones in the right valve well formed; ligament 
short, strong. Ilength, 5 mm.; height, 4.'1 mm.; diameter, 3.4 mm. 

"N ew York to Ohio, Michigan, Illinois and Minnesota, rather com
mon in creeks, rivers and smalllakes."_8Ierlci. 

Taken from the stomachs of catfish captured in Bass Lake. 

82. PISIDIUM STRENG! Sterki. 

"Mussel of moderate size, regularly inflated, rather shod; beaks 
slightly posterior, small, narrow, approximate, somewhat projecting 
over the hinge margin; superior and inferior margins, well curved, 
the supem-anterior slightly so and forming a steep slope to the some
what angled anterior end; the pOlsterior end sub-truncate; scutum 
and scutellum indistinct; angles in front of and behind the beaks· 
slight, rounded; shell rather thin, translucent; surface very finely 
striate, appearing smooth, with a few fine, irregular lines of growth, 
and with a slight, dull gloss; color of epiconch pale horn shading 
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into grayish, whitish or yellowish; nac're almost glassy, muscle scars 
very slight; hinge fine, plate narrow; cardinal teeth small, thin; the 
right one curved, its posterior end deeply cleft, the left anterior 
curved or almost straight, the posterior short, oblique; lateral teeth 
small, somewhat pointed, the outer ones of the right valve quite 
small but distinct; ligament small. Length, 4 mm.; height, 3.7 
mm.; diameter, 2.6 !llm."-Sterki. 

RangeB from Michigan to New York, Ohio and Indiana, a number 
of the type specimens having been taken by Daniels from the stom
achs of catfish caught in Bass Lake, Starke County. 

:Family UNIONIDlE. 

83. TRUNCILLA SAMPSONII (Lea). 

"Shell smooth, oblique, inflated, very much swollen at the um
bones, emarginate behind, round bef6re, ve'ry inequilateral; valves 
thick, slightly thicker before; beaks prominent, swollen, incurved, 
slightly undulate at the tips; epidermis yellowish, covered with green 
rays; cardinal teeth rather large, erect and corrugate; lateral teeth 
thick, short, corrugate and nearly straight; nacre silver white and 
slightly iridesc'ent." -Lea. 

Call regarded this species as a variety of perplex1ls,' but Simpson, 
in his "Synopsis of the N aiades,'~ lists it as distinct. Specimens are 
in the State Museum labeled "Wabash River," and Daniels has taken 
it in that river at Grand Chain, Posey County. 

84. LAMPSILUS OVATUS Say. 

"Shell su:bovate, convex, not remarkably thick, horn-color, not 
radiated; flattened and fuscous on the anterior margin; beaks decor
ticated, placed nearer central; umbo prominent; within parlaceous; 
cavity of the beaks capacious; primary teeth very oblique, almost 
parallel to the posterior margin and much compressed. Length, 
three inches; breadth, four inches."-Say. 
. Specimens in the State Museum marked "Ohio River" were prob
ably taken by Dr. Stein in that stream, near Mt. Vernon, Posey 
County. Say mentioned it as "inhabiting the Ohio River and its 
tributary streams." 

85. LAMPSILIS FALLACIOSUS Smith. Plate II, Fig. 7. 

"Shell elongate elliptical, subsolid, inflated, rounded in front, and 
ending in a rather sharp point behind, at two-thirds of the height 
of the shell, with a moderate, rounded posterior ridge; beaks not 
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prominent, their sculpture consisting of a few delicate parallel ridges, 
somewhat doubly looped, the hinder loops generally open behind; 
epidermis very smooth and shining, ashy straw color, often brownish 
on the back of the shell, generally feebly rayed with green; female 
shell decidedly swollen in the postbasal region, so that the baseline 
is often incurved in front, of the swelling; teeth rather delicate, 
there being one compressed pseudo-cardinal and one lateral in the 
right valve, and two pseudo-cardinals and two laterals in the left; 
beak cavities not deep; nacre brilliant, silvery. Length, 90 mm.; 
height, 40 mm.; diameter, 32 mm.· . 

"This species has generally been coniounded with its near ally, 
Lampsilis anodontoides Lea. It is smaller, more inflated, and in every 
way a mOore delicate form than the latter; it is not so high, the epi
dermis is brighter and more glossy, and generally rayed. The po'st
basal inflation of the female is usually more pronounced, and the 
posterior point is higher than in anorZonloides. '1'he latter is usually 
more yellow or tawny than fallac'iosus, and is, on the whole, a heavier 
shell." -8 impson. 

Occurs in the upper Mississippi drainage; south to the Cumber
land and Arkansas rivers. In Indiana it has been taken by Daniels 
only in the Tippecanoe River, Carroll County. Specimens in the 
State Museum are marked "\v abash River, Indiana." 

86. LAMPSILIS LIENOSUS Conrad. 

"Shell elliptical, inflated, slightly furrowed or contracted from~ 
beak to base; substance of the shell thickened toward the base; pos
terior dorsal and posterior basal margin rounded, extremity sub-an
gulated; beaks pointed, approximate, slightly prominent, with inter
rupted undulations; concentric lines prominent; epidermis dark olive, 
obscurely rayed, wrinkled on the margins; cardinal teeth double in 
both valves, slightly compressed, oblique, striated; nacre varying from 
bluish white to deep salmon or purple; cavity most capacious under 
the umbonal slope. The color of the interior is remarkably incon
stant, but a purple approaching to salmon is the most prevailing tint, 
and the margin is bluish-white."-Conrad. 

Measurements of Indiana spe'cimens: Length of male, 55 mm., 
female, 46 mm.; height, male, 31 mm., female, 26 mm.; diameter, 
male, 19 mm., female, 18 mm. 

Common in the canal and White River at Indianapolis. Dr. Stein 
probably had this species in mind when be lis'ted U. nasulus Say from 
the same locality, as the latter species occurs only in the St. Law
rence Drainage. Lienosus is a southern species, Marion County being 
the most northern point from whieh it has been recorded. 
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87. LAID'SILIS NIGERRIMUS Lea. 

"Shell smooth, elliptical, rather C'onvex, inequilateral, rounded be
hind; substance of the shell rather thin; beaks small, slightly prom
inent, undulated at the tip; ligament rather long and thin; .epidermis 
shining, black, striate, ill the young radiate all over the disk; marks 
of growth rather distant; posterior slope compressed into a small 
carina; umbonal slope slightly raised and rounded; cardinal t.eeth 
rather large, somewhat compressed, oblique, acuminate, crenulate 
and double in both valves; lateral teeth long, lamellar, somewhat 
curved and separated from the cardinal tooth; anterior cicatrices dis
tinct; post.erior cicatrices c'onfluent; dorsal cicatrices placed ncar the 
edge of the plate and on the cardinal tooth; cavity of the shell rather 
shanow; cavity of the beaks sha110w and subrotund; nacre white and 
very iridescent. Length, 1.3; height, 2.2; diameter, .7 inches. 

"All the adults, male and female, of which I have many specimens, 
are yery black and apparently without rays,' but when held up to 
a strong light, delicate obscure rays may be observe<l, particularly 
about the umbonal slope. In the individuals of gne-thinl growth 
amI Tess, the epidermis is dark-green amI covcred with rays. '1'he 
female differs much in outlinc from the malc, and is llluch inflated 
on that portion of the disk which tends to the postcrior basal mar
gm. This enlargement makes that margin obliquely truncate."-

Lea. 
A sout.hern form, whosc range is recorded as "Alexandria, Louis-

iana to Eastern 'l'exas." Listed by Stein from the ,Yhit.e River. 
Taken by Daniels in that stream, ncar Rockfon], Jackson County, 
where it is common. Identified by Simpson. 

88. LAMPSILIS BLATCHLEYI Daniels*. Plate III. 

"Shell long, elliptical or obovate, compressed, thin, inequilateral, 
slightly gaping behind; beaks low, but little inflated, pointed, with 
minute nodulous sculpture; dorsal and basal outlines lightly curved; 
anterior end Bomewhat narrowed, 'rounded; posterior end rounded 
and lightly and obliquely subtruncate above; surface with singula,r 
growth lines; epidermis somewhat cOincentrically wrinkled, project
ing beyond the border of the shell, yellow green with fa,int green 
rays; pseudo-cardinals rudimentary, smooth, subcompressed; latera.ls 
straight, single in the l'ight valve, partly double in the left; nacre 
brilliant, iridescent, having a somewhat coppery lustre in the cavi
ties, becoming very thin and greenish at the edges. Length, 45 mm., 
height, 21 mm., diameter, 10 mm. Ijength, 40 mm., height, 17 mm., 

diameter, 8.5 min."-Daniels. 

':' Nautilus. XVI. 1902. p. 13. 
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Wabash River, Section 32, Linn Township, Posey County, Indiana. 
Found only on gravel bars in swiftly running water. Fourteen speci
mens were collected in August, 1901. (For exact locality, see map. 
page 583.) 

Five or six additional specimens were taken at the same place in 
August, 1902, the largest of which had the following dimensions: 
Length, 56 mIn., height, 25 mm., diameter, 14 mm. 

89. ANODONTA CORPULENTA Cooper. 

"Shell large, inflated, thin to rather solid, slightly inequilateral, 
subrhomboid, rounded in front and on the base; hinge line slightly 
curved; dorsal wing somewhat prominent in young shells, ending 
in an angle behind at the obliquely truncate dorsal slope; posterior 
ridge rather low; umhonal region very full; beaks with coarse folds 
which are somewhat doubly looped; surface sub-shining, with strong, 
irregular growth lines, olive or greenish olive, sometimes having 
lighter or darker hands; dorsal slope usually having two 'or three 
faint dark rays; nacre bluish or reddish. Length, 170 mm.; height, 
115 mm.; diameter, 70 mm. Length, 158 mm., height, 116 mm.; 
diameter, 66 mm. 

"Generally less elongated and having the umbonal region more in
flated than the varieties of A. grandis, and as a rule it is more rhom
boid in outline. It is very close to A. stewartiana, but the latter is 
usually more elongated, is darker colored, and is normally covered 
with a somewhat dusky epidermis."-Simpson MS. 

Range.-Missquri Hiver; Upper Mississippi River Drainage, east 
to Indiana. Common in Clear Lake, Laporte County. Identified 
by Simpson. 

·90. AN'ODONTA KENNICOTTI Lea. 

"Shell smooth, elliptical, .somewhat inflated, inequilateral, ob
tusely angular behind and round before; substance of the shell rather 
thin; beaks prominent, pointed and granular at the tips; ligament 
long, thin and dark brown; epidermis varying from pale yellow to 
dark brown, without rays, with eight or ten rather close lines of 
growth; umbonal slope raised and fOunded; posterior slope rather 
narrow, elliptical, slightly carinate, with two indistinct lines in each 
valve from the tips to the margin; anterior cic'atrices confluent and 
very slightly impressed;' posterior cicatrices confluent, large and 
scarcely perceptible, dorsal cicatrices placed over the center of the 
cavity of the beaks; cavity of the shell rather deep and wide; cavity 
of the beaks shallow and very obtusely angular, nacre bluish white 
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and iridescent. Length, 1.2;. height, 1.9; diameter, .7 inches. 
-Lea. 

A northern spec'ies whose range, according to Simpson, is the 
"Upper and Middle St. Lawrence System; northwest into the Mc
Kenzie Drainage." Taken by Daniels in Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko 
Coun.:ty, whe7e it occurs in marly deposits in shallow water. 

91. QUADRULA PYRAMIDATA Lea. 

"Shell sub-pyramidal, longitudinal, inequilateral, anterior part 
swolleIlJ recuriely from the beaks to the basal margin, compressed 
at posterior margin, slightly depressed anterior to umbonal ,slope; 
substance of the shell very thick in the region of the teeth and beaks, 
thin at posterior margin; beaks very much elevated, recurved and 
incurved; epidermis very dark brown and finely wrinkled; cardinal 
teeth large, crenate and deeply impressed in the left valve, single 
and emerging from a pit in the right; lateral teeth long, slightly 
curved, distinct from the cardinal teeth and pointing' toward the 
basal margin; anterior cicatrices distinct, the great one forming a 
deep pit; posterior cicatrices distinct, the smaller one being placed 
at the end of the lateral tooth; dorsal cicatrices situated on the 
under part of the cardinal tooth; cavity of the beaks deep and angu
lated; nacre beautifully flesh-colored, very rarely white. Length, 
2.3; height, 2.1; diameter, 1.7 inches."-Lea. 

Ohio, Cumberland and Tennessee River Systems. Taken by Dan
iels in the Wabash at Terre Haute and La.fayette, and in the Tippe
canoe River, in Carroll County. 

92. QUADRULA SUBROTUNDA Lea. 

"Shell suborbicular, nearly equilateral, subventricose; substance of 
the shell thick, somewhat thinner behind; beaks thick and elevated; 
ligament rather short and thick; epidermis yellow and smooth in 
the region of the beaks; brown and finely wrinkled towards the 
margin; interrupted rays pass from the beaks and are very visible 
over the umbones, but are lost in the wrinkles before they reach the 
margin; cardinal teeth thick and crenate; lateral teeth short, thick 
and very slightly cur,}'ed; posterior and anterior' cicatrices both dis
tinct; dorsal cicatrices situated on the under side of the cardinal 
teeth; cavity of the beaks deep and angula,ted; nacre pearly white 
and iridescent. Length, 1.6; height, 1.6; diamete'r, 1.1 inches. 

"This is perfectly distinct from any described species and seems 
peculiar in its yellow beaks and brown margin; as well as in the 
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beautiful interrupted rays which pass over the umbones, leaving the 
anterior and posterior slopes usually of a yellow color. In form 
it approaches U. ebenus."-Lea. 

Ohio, Cumberland and Tennessee River Systems; west to Arkansas 
and north to Wisconsin. Occurs plentifully at many different sta
tions in the Wabash River and also in the Tippecanoe. 

EXPLA~ATION OF PLATES. 

PLATE I. 

Fig. 1. Polygym monodon fraterna Say. 
Polygym murlOdon Rackett. 
BifidrtJoia p1'()cem Gould. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
It. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 

Vitrea hammanis (Strom.) 
Vitrea indentata Say. 
Zonitoides niti,{/115 (Muller). 
Zanitoides minuscul'us Binney. 
PunctJum pyglllaeum Drap. 
Cwychiulll exile H. O. Lea (enlarged). 
Limncea 8tagnal~" appre.g"a Say. 
Limnaea reflexa kidlandiana Lea. 
Limncea painstris michi,qanen,'I:s Walker. 
Limnaea capetata umbilicata Adams. 
Limnaea catascopiurn Say. 
Limnaea columella Say. 
LI:mncea woodruffi Baker. 
Physa sayi Tappan. 
Physa gyrina elliptica Lea. 
Physa integra Haldeman. 
Bythinia lenlaC'ula/a L. 
Vall'rtta sincern Say. 

PLATE II. 

Sph(P'ri'Uln simile Say. 
Sp/uPl'ium .fe/bale Prime. 

Fig. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

• Sphaeriuln occidentale Prime. 
Cal(,!/cnlina trnncnlct Linsley. 
('alcyculinct securis Prime. 
Pisidium vct}'iabile Prime (enlarged). 
Lampsili>J fctllaciosus (Smith). 

PLATE III. 

Lampsilis blcttcltleyi Daniels. 
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Fig. 7. Lampsilis faUaciosus (Smith). 



PLATE III. 

Larnpsilis Iilatchlp!!i Dani('lR. 
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A CHECK LIST OF INDIANA MOLLUSCA, WITH 
LOCALITIES. 

By L. E. DANIELS. 

The following is a list of the Mollusca with localities which were 
known to occur in Indiana on January 1, 1903, 276 species in all. 
The nomenclature of the land shells is that of Pilsbry's catalogue, 
mentioned in the introduction to the preceding paper. That of the 
Unionidre is Simpson's "Synopsis of the Naiades, or Pearly Fresh 
Water Mussels," published in Vol. XXII of the Proceedings of the 
U. S. National Museum. Where. the name used in Call's "Catalogue 
of the Mollusca of Indiana" differs from that of the present list, 
Call's name follows in italics and in parenthesis. Representatives 
of all but a half dozen of the species are in the State Museum. 

Family HELICIDlE. 

Sub-family HELIOINlE. 

1. VALLONIA PULCHELLA (Mull.). 

Indianapolis, Mitchell and Arlington; common in southeast
ern Indiana. 

2. VALLONIA COSTATA (Mull.). 

Arlington, Marshall County. 

Sub-family POLYGYRINlE. 

3. POLYGYRA LEPORINA (Gld.). 

New Harmony, Posey County; North Vernon, Jennings 
County; DU'nreith, Henry County (Pleas.); Gibson County 
(Stein). 

4. POLYGYRA PLICATA Say. 

Clarksville, Floyd County. 

5. POLYGYRA TRIDENTATA (Say). ('l'riodopsis tri(lentata Say). 

Found all over the State. 
-629-
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6. POLYGYRA FRAUDULENTA Pils. (Triodopsis fallarc Say). 

Not Polygyrq fallax (Say), which is an eastern species, ac
cording to Pilsbry. 

Mt. Vernon, Lafayette, Laporte and Indianapolis. 

7. POLYGYRA INFLECTA Say. (Triodopsis inflecta Say) ~ 

Abundant in nearly all parts of the State. 

8. POLYGYRA PROFUNDA (Say). (Mesodon profundus Say). 

Indianapolis, Corydon, Lawrenceburg, Brookville, Lower 
Wabash Valley. 

9. POLYGYRA ALBOLABRIS (Say.) (Mes~don albolabris Say). 

All over the State. 

10. POLYGYRA EXOLETA (Binn). (Me8odon ercoletus Binn.) 

Common over the southern two-thirds of the State. 

11. POLYGYRA MULTILINEATA (Say). (Mcsodon multilineatus Say). 

All over the State in suitable localities. 

12. POLYGYRA l'ALLIATA (Say). (Triodopsis palliata Say). 

All over the State. 

13. POLYGYRA OBSTRICTA (Say). (Triodopsis obstricta Say). 

Grand Chain and New Harmony, Posey County. 

14. POLYGYRA APPRESSA (Say). (Triodopsis appl°essa Say). 

New Harmony, Mt. Vernon, Lawrenceburg, Cannelton and 
Wyandotte. 

15. POLYGYRA ELEVATA (Say). (Mcsodon elevatu8 Say). 

All over the State. 

16. POLYGYRA PENNSYLVANICA (Green). (M esodon pennsylvanicus Green). 

Brookville, Lafayette and Brookston. 

17. POLYGYRA THYROIDES (Say). (Mcsodon thyroideus Say). 

All over the State. 

18. POLYGYRA CLA USA (Say). (M esodon clau8us Say). 

Brookville, Lafayette, De Long. Over nearly ~ll of the 
State. 

19. POLYGYRA MITCHELLIANA (Lea). (Mesodon mitchellianus Lea). 

Brookville. 

20. POLYGYRA STENOTREMA (Fer.). (Stenotrema stenotremum Fer.). 

Madison, Lawrenceburg; common at Wyandotte. 

/ 
/ 
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21. POLYGYR~RSUTA (Say). (Stenotrema hir,mttlm Say). 

All over 'the State. 

'" ::!2. POLYGYRA MONOD~ (Fack.). (Stenotrema leaii Ward). 

Arlington, Marshall County; Pine and Hammond, Lake 
County; Roc'hester; near the lakes in Kosciusko and Steu

ben counties. 

22a. P. MONODON FRATERNA (Say). (Stenotrema monodon Rack.). 

All over the State. , 

Ffl.mily PUPID.LE. 

23. STROBILOPS LABYRINTHICA (Say). (Strobila labyrinthica Say). 

Brookville, North Ver.non, Princeton, Huntingburg, Cannel
ton; New Harmony, Posey County; cypress swamps, Knox 

County. 

24. STROBILOPS VIRGO (Pils.). 

Cannelton, New Harmony, Arlington, Princeton and Wyan-

dotte. 

25. STROBILOPS AFFlNIS Pils. 

Lawrenceburg, Mitchell, Wyandotte; New Harmony, Posey 
County; Cannelton, Perry County; -Huntingburg; near 
Lake James, Steuben County, and Tippecanoe Lake, Kos-

ciusko County. 

26. PUPOIDES MARGINATUS' (Say). (Leucochila fallax Say). 

Brookville, North Vernon, Mitchell, New Harmony, Arling
ton and Pine. Dunreith (Pleas). 

27. BIFIDARIA ARMIFERA Say. (Leucochila armifera Say). 

Brookville, Lawrenceburg, Mitchell, New Harmony, Arling
ton, Seymour and Indianapolis. 

28. BIFID ARIA CONTRACTA Say. (Leucochila contracta Say). 

Vawter Park, Arlington, Brookville, Huntingburg, Indian
apolis, N orih Vernon, Seymour, Mitchell and New Har-

mony. 

29. BIFID ARIA PROCERA Gld. 

Mitchell, Connersville (Walker). 

30. BIFDARIA CORTICARIA (Say). (Leucochila corticaria Say). 

Grand Chain, New Harmony; Morgan County. Dunreith 

(Pleas). 
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31. BIFIDARIA HOLZINGERI Sterki. 

Dunreith (Sterki). 

32. BIFIDARIA CURVIDENS G1d. 

Wolf Lake, Lake County (Baker); Henry County and Con
nersville (Sterki). Dunreith (Pleas). 

33. BIFIDAllIA PEN rODON Say. (Pupilla pentodon Say). 

Tippecanoe anrl 'l'urhy lakes, 'Kosciusko County. New Har

mony, Mitchell, Arlington, Seymour. Dunreith (Pleas). 

34. VERTIGO MILIUM Girl. 

Lake .James, Steuben C(ninty; Vawter Park, Brookville and 
Lawrenceburg (Call). Dunreith (Pleas). 

35. VERTIGO OVATA Say. 

'rippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake .James, Hteubcn 
County; Arlington. l)unreith(Plea~). Lawrenceburg and 
Indianapolis (Call). 

36. VERTIGO MORSEl Sterki. 

Near Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake .lHaxinkuc
kee, Marshall County, and Lake James, Steuben County. 

37. VERTIGO GOULDI Binn. 

Henry County and Connersville (Sterki); Dunreith (Pleas). 

38. VERTIGO TRIDENTATA "'olf. 

Danville (Walker); Dunreith (Pleas) . 

. Famir'y ACHA TINID}E. 

39. COCHLICOPA LUBRlCA (Mull.). (Feru88aeia 8ubcylindriea Linn.). 

New Harmony, Indianapolis, Wolf Lake, Lake County 
(Baker); northern half of the State (Call). 

l:<'amily CrHCIN ARIIDhJ Pilsbry. 

40. CIRCINARIA CONCAVA (Say). (Macrocyclis CQncava Say). 

All over the State. 
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Family ZOXITIDlE. 

~b-familY ZONITIN..iE Pilsbry. 
\ 

41. OMPHALIN A FlJLIGINQSA (Griff.). (Zonite8 fuligino8u8 Griff.). 
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Grand Chain, P(j~ey County; Mitchell and Wyandotte; Dun

reith (Pleas); Corydon, Madison and Bloomington (Gall). 

42. OMPHALINA FRIABILIS (W. G. B.). (Zonites frinbilis W. G. B.). 

Cypress swamps, Knox County. 

43. OlllPIIALINA LMYIGATA (Pf!".). 

Grand Chain amI Mt. VerJlon, l)oscy County; Cannelton and 
Laurel. 

44. OMPHALINA INORNArA (Say). (Zonitc8 inornntu8 Say). 

Laurel, Corydon, Madison and Lawrencehurg (Call). 

45. VITREA CELLARIA (Mull.) 

Laporte (in greenhouse). 

4G. VITREA HAMMONIS (Strom.). 

Laurel, Indianapolis. Arlington, De Long, Vawter Park; 
Lake James, Steuhen County, and cypress swamps, Knox 
County. 

47. VlrREA WHEATLEYI (Bland). 

New Harmony, Brookville, Huntinglmrg and Indianapolis. 

48. VITREA INDENTATA Say. 

Cannelton, New Harmony, i\fitchl'll, Indianapolis, Arlington, 
Brookville, North Vemon, Wyandotte, Seymour, Millers, 
Lawrencehurg and cypress swamps, Knox County. 

4\). YITREA CAPSELLA (Gld.). 

New Harmony, Posey County; and Huntingburg, Dubois 
County. 

50. EUCONULUS FULVUS (Mull.). (Zonitcs fulvu8 Drap.). 

Arlington, Brookville, North Webster; Lake .James, Steuben 
County, and Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County. 

51. EUCONULUS CHERSINUS Say. 

New Harmony, North Vernon, Huntingburg; Pine, Lake 
County; Morgan County, and cypress swamps, Knox 
County. 
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Sub-family ARIOPHANTINlE Pilsbry. 

52. ZONITOIDES NITIDUS (Mull.). 

Vawter Park, rl'ippecanoe Lake and North Webster, Kos
ciusko County; Arlington and De Long, Marshall County; 
Lake James, Steuben County. 

53. ZONITOIDES ARBOREUS (Say). (Zonites arboreus Say). 

All over the State. 

54. ZONITOIDES LIMATULUS (Ward). (Zvnites limatultM Ward). 

Seymour and Indianapolis. Wabash and Terre Haute (Call). 

55. ZONITOIDES MINUSCULUS (Binn.). 

Wolf Lake, Lake County (Baker); Mitchell, Huntingburg, 
Grand Chain, Seymour and Vawter Park. 

56. ZONITOIDES LAlVISCULUS (Sterki). 

Dunreith, Henry County. 

57. ZONITOIDES MILIUM (Morse). 

Princeton, Gibson County. • 

58. GASTRODONTA ·INTERTEXTA (Binn.). (Zonites intertextu8 Binn.). 

Grand Chain and Mt. Vernon, Posey County; Mitchell, Wy
andotte; southeastern Indiana (Call). 

59. GASTRODONTA DEMISSA (Binn.). 

Wolf Lake, Lake County (Baker). 

60. GASTRODONTA LIGERA (Say). (Zonites ligerus Say). 

Grand Chain and New Harmony, Posey County. 

61. GASTRODONTA INTERNA (Say). (Zonites internus Say). 

Cannelton and Wyandotte. 

Family LIMA'CIDlE. 

62. LIMAX FLAVUS L. 

Lawrenc'eburg (Call). 

63. AGRIOLIMAX AGRES'J!IS (L.). 

Laporte County. 

64. AGRIOLtMAX CAMPESTRlS (Binn.). 

Common. 
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Family PHILOMYCIDJE. 

" 65. PHlLOMYCUS CAR()j:.INENSIS (Bosc.). (Tebennophorus carolinensi8 Bosc.). 

Over nearly all the State. 

FamiLy ENDODONTIDJE. 

66. PYRAMIDULA ALTERNATA (Say). (Patula alternata Say). 

All over the State. 

67. PYRAMIDULA SOLITA RIA (Say). (Patula solitaria Say). 

Lafayette, Laporte, Terre Haute, New Harmony, Mt. Ver
non, Lawrenceburg, North Vernon, Vawter Park. 

68. PYRAMIDULA PERSPECTIVA (Say). (Patula perspectiva Say). 

All over the State. 

69. PYRAMIDULA STRIATELLA (Anth.). (Patula 8triatella Anth.). 

Indianapolis, Brookville, Lawrenceburg, Corydon, Lafayette. 

70. HELICODISCUS LINEATUS (Say) • 

. Seymour, Huntingburg, North Vernon, New Harmony, Vaw
ter Park, Lafayette and Indianapolis. 

Sub-family PUNCTINJE. 

71. PUNCTUM PYGMlEUM (Drap.). 

Seymour, Jackson County, and Vawter Park, Kosciusko 
County. 

72. SPHYRADIUM EDENTULUM (Drap.). 

Near Clear Lake, Steuben County, and Vawter Park, Kos
ciusko County. 

Family SUCCINIDJE. 

73. SUCCINEA RETUSA Lea. (Succinea ovali8 G ld. ) • 

Kosciusko, Marshall, Laporte, Steuben and Lake counties. 

74. SUCCINEA CALUMETENSIS Calkins. 

Half Moon Pond, Posey County, and cypress swamps, Knox 
County. 

75. SUCCINEA OV ALIS Say. (Succinea 0 bliqua Say). 

Arlington and De Long, Fulton County. 

76. SUCCINEA AVARA Say. 

Kosciusko, Laporte and Whitley counties. 
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Family A URICULIDJE. 

77. CARYCHIUM EXIGUUM Say. 

Tippecanoe Lake and Vawter Park, Kosciusko County; Law
renceburg, New Albany and Indianapolis (Call). 

78. CARYCHIUM EXILE H. C. Lea. 

Vawter Park, Kosciusko County; Berry Lake, Lake County 
(Baker). 

:Family LIMN lEIDL'E. 

Sub-family LIMNlEINlE. 

79. LIMNlEA STAGNALIS APPRESSA Say. 

Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake Michigan, Millers; 
Kankakee River, Laporte County. 

80. , LIMNlEA REFLEXA Say. (Limnophy.sa 1'efiexa Say). 

Hammond, Millers, near Lake Michigan;- Kankakee Hiver, 
Laporte County. Common in northern Indiana. 

80a. L. REFLEXA KIRTLANDIANA Lea. 

Roby, Lake County. 

81. LIMNlEA PALUSTRlS Mull. (Limnophy.sa palu.stris Mull.). 

Turkey and 'l'ippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Carr's 
Slough, White County, and cypress swamps, Knox County. 

81a. L. PALUSTRIS JlHCHlGANENSIS 'Yalker. 

Tippecanoe and Turkey lakes, Kosciusko County; Calumet 
Lake, Lake County (Baker). 

82. LIMN lEA CAPERATA Say. (Limnophysa caperata Say). 

Hammond, North Vernon, Calumet Lake and Roby (Baker). 

82a. L. CAPERATA UMBILICATA Adams. 

Liverpool, Lake County (Baker). 

83. LIMNlEA CATASCOPIUM Say. 

Calumet Lake, Lake County (Baker). 

84. LIMNlEA COLUMELLA Say. 

Bass Lake, Starke County; Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 

85. LIMNlEA WOODRUFFI Baker. 

Lake Michigan at l)ine, Millers and Michigan City. 
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8U. LIMNlEA HUMILIS Say. (Limnophysa humilis Say). 

Turkey and 'l'ippecanoe lakes, KosciusKo County; Bass Lake, 
Starke County; Round .Lake, Whitley County, and Lake 
lVlaxinkuckee, Marshall County. 

87. LIMN lEA DESIDIOSA Say. (LilmnophY8a desidiosa Say). 

Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. All over the State (Call). 

Sub-family PLANORBIN.LE. 

88. PLANORBIS TRIVOLVIS Say. (IIeli8oma trivolvis Say). 

All over the State. 

89. PLANORBIS TRUNCATUS Miles. 

George Lake, Lake County (T. Jenson). 

90. PLANORBIS BICARINATUS Say. (Helisoma bicarinata Say). 

Lake Michigan, Michigan City; Lake James, Steuben County; 
Bass Lake, Starke Coun;y; Clear Lake, Laporte County. 

91. PJ,ANORBIS CAMPANULATUS Say. (Planorbella campanulata Say). 

Common ove~ the northern part of the State. 

92. PLANORBIS EXACUTUS Say. (Menetus exacutus Say). 

Bass Lake, Starke County; 'l'urkey Lake and Grassy Creek, 
Kosciusko County; Cedar Lake, Lake County; Lawrence
burg and Ft. Wayne (Call). 

93. PLANORBIS PARVUS Say. «(jyraulus parVlts Say). 

Bass Lake, Starke County; Lake lVfaxinkuckee, Marshall 
County; Cedar Lake, Lake County; Lake James, Steuben 
County; Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County, and Pine Lake, 
Lake County. 

93a. P. PARVUS CIRCUMS'l'RIATUS Tyron. 

Lake Maxinkuckee, lVlarshall County. 

94. PLANORBIS HIRSUTUS Gld. 

Grassy Creek, Tippecanoe Lake and Turkey Lake, Kosciusko 
County; Cedar Lake, Lake County; Bass Lake, Starke 
County. 

95. PLANORBIS DEFLECTUS Say. (Gyraulus deflectu8 Say). 

Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 

96. PLANORBIS UMBILICATELLUS Cockerell. 

Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County. 
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97. SEGMENTINA ARMIGERA Say. 

Carr's Slough, White County; cypress swamps, Knox County; 
Turkey and Tippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Lake 
Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; Lake James, Steuben 
County. 

Family ANCYLIDlE. 

98. ANCYLUS RIVULARIS Say. 

Bass Lake, Starke County; Liverpool, Lake County (Baker). 

99. ANCYLUS PARALLELUS Hald. 

Bass Lake, Starke County. 

100. ANCYLUS SHIMEKII Pils. 

Bass Lake, ~tarke County. 

101. ANCYLUS FUSCUS Adams. 

Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 

102. ANCYLUS DIAPHANUS Hald. 

In State Museum, marked Indiana. 

103. ANCYLUS TARDUS Say. 

Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County; Ohio River, Lawrenceburg; 
Wabash and Maumee rivers (Call). 

Family PHYSIDJE. 

104. PHYSA HETEROSTROPHA Say. 

New Harmony, Posey County; T'ippecanoe and Turkey lakes, 
Kosciusko County. 

105. PHYSA ANCILLARIA Say. 

Logansport; Collection Indiana State University from Tur
key Lake, Kosciusko County (Call). 

106. PHYSA SAYI Toppan. 

Turkey and 'I'ippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County. 

107. PHYSA RHOMBOIDEA Crandall. 

Cypress swamps, Knox County. 

108. PHYSA GYRINA Say. 

New Harmony, Wyandotte, Indianapolis, cypress swamps, 
Knox County. 
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109. P. GYRINA ELLIPTICA Lea. 

Cypress swamps, Knox County. 

110. PHYSA INTEGRA RaId. 

Wyandotte; Lake Michigan at Michigan City. 

111. APLEXA HYPNORUM Linn. (Bulint!8 hypnortlm Linn.). 
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Tippecanoe Lake and Vawter Park, Kosciusko County; Ham
mond, Lake County; Brookston, White County. 

Family PLEUROCERIDlE. 

112. LITHASIA OBOVATA Say. 

Falls of the Ohio River; Lawrenceburg (Call). 

,112a. L. OBOVATA BICONICA Pilsbry. 

Wabash River, Gibson County. 

113. ANGITREMA ARMIGERA Say. 

Wabash River, Grand Chain, Posey County; Knox County. 
Common. 

114. ANGITREMA VERRUCOSA Raf. 

Wabash River, New Harmony, common; Ohio River, Law
renceburg (A. C. Billups). 

115. PLEUROCERA UNDULATUM Say. 

Wabash River, Gibson and Posey counties. Common. 

116. PLEUROCERA MONILlFERUM IJea. 

Wabash River, Gibson County. 

117. PLEUROCERA CANALlCULATUM Say. 

Wabash River, Gibson and ,Posey counties; Ohio River, New 
Albany. 

118. PLEUROCERA SUBULARE Lea. 

Manitou Lake, Rochester; Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko 
County; Wabash River, Terre Haute; Eel River, North 
Manchester. 

119. PLEUROCERA ELEVATUM Say. 

Ohio River at "The Falls" . and Lawrenceburg. 

120. PLEUROCERA ALVEARE Conrad. 

Wabash River, Gibson County. 
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121. GONIOBASIS cumeOIDES Anthony. 

Blue River, Wyandotte; Big IIH1ian C1'l'ek, Corydon; Wabash 
River, Huntington (Call). 

122. GONIOBASIS DEPYGIS Say. 

Falls of -the Ohio. SpecimenH III State Museulll marked 
Wabash River. 

123. GONIOBASIS LIVESCENS Menke. 

Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; Ba8R Lake, Starke 
County; St. Mary's and :Maumee and Ft. Wayne (Call). 

124. GONIOBASIS INFANTULA Lea. 

Falls of the Ohio ncar Shippingport (Call). 

125. G()NIOBASIS PULCHELLA Anthony .. 

Big Indian Creek, Corydon; Blue HiveI', Wyandotte; .White 
River, Indianapolis. 

126. GONIOBASIS INTERLINEATA Anthony. 

Christy Creek, type locality. 

127. GONIOBMHS INTERSl'fA Hald. 

Swan Creek, type locality (Mrs. Say). 

128. GONIOBASIS SEMICARI?<ATA Say. 

SmaIl streams flowing from Hamer's Cave at Mitchell; ~Iu~
eatatuck River, North Vernon. 

129. GONIOBASIS LOUISVILLENSIS Lea. 

Falls of the Ohio. 

130. GONIOBASIS GBAClLIOB Anthony. 

Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Manitou Lake, Roehcster . 

. 131. GONIOBASIS BREVlSPlRA Anthony. 

Tippecanoe Hiver, Carroll County; Sharp's Spring, Wyan
dotte. 

132. GONIOBASIS INDIANENSIS Pilsbry. 

Blue River, Wyandotte, Crawford County .. 

133. ANCULOSA eOSTATA Anthony. 

Ohio River, New Albany. 
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134. ANCUL?SA TRILINEATA Say. 

Ohio River, Lawrenceburg. Described from the Falls of the 
Ohio. 

l:lG. ANCULOSA PHJEROSA Say. 

Ohio Hi vcr, Lawnmrebnrg; FallR of the Ohio. Common. 

Family AMNICOLIDM. 

Sub-family BYTHINIINlE. 

1:36. TIYTlIINIA TENTACULATA Linne. 

Lake Michigan at Pine, Millers and Michigan City. 

Sub·family HYDROBIINlE. 

137. AlII NICOLA LIMOSA Say. 

Lake Mit;higan, Michigan City; Bass Lake, Starke County; 
Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Cedar Lake, Lake 
County. 

I37a. A. LIMOSA PARVA Lea. 

Turkey and Tippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Bass Lake, 
Starke County. 

137b. A. LIMOSA PORATA Say. (_1mnicola porMa Say). 

Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Bass Lake, Starke 
County. 

1:l~. AMNICOL.\ L(;STRICA Pils. 

Turkey and 'l'ippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Lake Max
inkuckee, Marshall County; Berry Lake, Lake County 
.(Baker). 

13fl. AM NICOLA WALKERI Pils. 

Grassy Creek, Koseiusko Connty. 

140. AM NICOLA CINCINNATIENSIS Anthony. 

Lake Michigan at Millers. 

141. AMNICOLA EMARGINATA Kuster. (Bytltinella ob/usa Lea). 

Lake Michigan at Millers. 

142. l'ALIJDESTRINA NICKLINIA:'<A Lea. 

Berry Lake, Lake County. 
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143 .• SOMATOGYRUS Sl:BGLOBOSUS Say. (Soma,tO,flYrus isogonus .Say). 

Ohio River, Lawrenceburg; George Lake, Lake 00unty 
(Baker). 

144. SOMATOGYRUS INTEGER Say. 

Ohio River near Madison; Ohio Ri~er, Charleston (Call). 

H5. POMATIOPSIS LAPIDARIA Say. 

Indianapolis, Seymour, Lawrenceburg, Calumet Lake, Lake' 
County. 

Family V ALV ATIDlE. 

146. VALVATA SIN CERA Say. 

):.Al.ke Michigan, Millers and Michigan City. 

147. VALVATA TRICARINATA Say. 

Lake Michigan at :lVlillers; Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County; 
Lake James, Steuben County; Lake Maxinkuckee, Mar
shall County; Cedar L,ake, Lake County. 

147a. V. TRICARINATA CONFUSA Walker. 

147b. V. TRICARINATA UNICARINATA De Kay. 

147c. V. TRICARINATA SIMPLEX· Gld. 

Cedar Lake, Lake County. 

148. VALVATA BICARINATA Lea. 

Lake Michigan. 

148a. V. BICARINATA NORMALIS ·Walker. 

Lake Michigan, Millers. 

Family VIVIPARIDlE. 

149. VIVIPARA SVBPURPUREA Say. , 
Wahash River, Grand Chain, Posey County; Big Creek and 

Hovey's Lake, Posey County; Wabash River, Knox County; 
Ohio River, Mt. Vernon. 

150. VIVIPARA CONTECTOIDES Binney. 

Bass Lake, Starke County; Foote's Pond, Gibson County; 
Dan's Pond, Knox County; Lake Michigan, Millers. 

151. VIVIPARA INTERTEXTA Say. 

Cypress ,swamps, Knox County; vVabash River, Kn,px and 
Gibson counties. 
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152. CAMPELOMA PONDEROSUM Say. 

Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, New Harmony; Ohio 
River, Mt. Vernon; Muscatatuck River, North Vernon. 

153. CAMPELOMA SUBSOLIDlTM Anthony. 

Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute; Kankakee River, 
Riverside; Eel River, North Manchester. 

154. CAMPF.LOMA DECISUM Say. 

Bass Lake, Starke County; Kankakee, St. Mary's, St. Joseph 
and Maumee rivers (Call). 

155. CAMPELOMA RUFUM Hald. 

Tippecanoe and Turkey.lakes, Kosciusko County; Pine and 
Stone lakes, Laporte County; Lake Michigan, Millers. 
Lafayette, Indianapolis, Huntington and Ft. Wayne (Call). 

156. CA:!fPELOMA INTEGRuM De Kay. 

Webster Lake, Kosciusko County; Clear Lake, Steuben 
County; Lake Michigan, Millers. 

157. CAMPELOMA OBESA Lewis. 

White River and Canal at Indianapolis. 

158. LIOPLAX SUBCARINATA Say. 

Wabash River, Grand Chain, Posey County; White, Ohio am1 
Blue rivers (Call). 

Family SPHlERIIDJE. 

159. SPHlERIUM VEBMONTANUM Prime. 

Lake Michigan, Millers. 

160. SPHlERIUM SOLIDULUM Prime. 

Muscatatuck River, North Vernon. 

161. SPHlERlUM STAMINEUM Con. 

White River, Indianapolis; Muscatatuck River, North Ver
non; Lake Michigan, Michigan City; Tippecanoe and Tur
key lakes, Kosciusko County. 

162. SPHlERIUM STRIATINUM Lam. 

Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Muscatatuck River, 
North Vernon; Corydon. 
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163. SPH.ERIl'M SIMILE Say. (Spha:rillm 8ulcatum T.lam.). 

Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake Maxinkuckee, Mar
shall County; Wahash River, New Harmony. 

164. SPH.ERIUM FABALE Prime. 

Lake Michigan, Michigan City; Wabash River, New Har
mony. 

165. SPH.ERIUM OCCIDENTALE Prime. 

Kankakee River, Laporte County; cypress swamps, Knox 
County; Tippe,canoe Lakc and pond at Vawter Park, Kos
ciusko County. 

166. SPH.ERIUM RHOMBOIDEUM Say. 

Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake Michigan at Millers. 

167. SPH.ERIUM FLAVUM Prime. 

Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; variety from Lake Michi
gan at Millers. 

168 CALYCULINA TRANSVERSA Say. (Sphf£rlurn transversurn Say.) 

Big Creek, Posey County; Wabash River, New Harmony. 

169. CALYCULINA TRUNCATA Linsley. 

Turkey and 'J'ippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County. 

170. CALYCULINA SEcums Prime. 

Grassy Creek, Tippecanoe and Turkey lakes, Kosciusko 
County. 

171. CALYCULINA PARTUMEIA Say. (Sphrnrium partllmci1tm Say). 

Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 

172. CALYCULINA ROSACEA Prime. 

Grassy Creek and Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County. 

173. PrSJDIUM ARDITUM Hald. 

Berry Lake and Millers (Baker); Ohio and Wabash riverR, 
Brookville (Call). 

174. PISIDIUl\[ VIRGINICUM Bourg. 

English Lake, Kankakee River. 

175. PrSIDIUM ROTUNDATUM Prime. ' 

Grassy Creek, Tippecanoe ana Turkey lakeH, Kosciusko 
County. 
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176. PISIDIUlI1 COll1PRESSUlII Prime . 

• Grassy Creek and Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Bass 
Lake, Starke County; Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall 
County; Kankakee River and Danville. 

177. PISIDIUlI1 DANIELSI Sterki (Ms.). 

Spring near Lake ,Tames, Steuben County. 

178. PISIDIUM OBTUSALE C. Pir. 

Spring near Lake James, Steuben County. 

179. PISIDIUM NOV-EBORACENSE Prime. 

Grassy Creek and Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Bass 
Lake, Starke County. 

180. PISIDIUlI1 v ARIABILE Prime. 

Bass Lake, Starke County; Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; 
Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; English Lake, Kan· 
kakee River. 

181. PrSIDIUM IDAHOENSE Roper. 

Lake Michigan, Millers. 

182. PISIDIUM POLITUM Sterki. 

Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 

183. PISIDITJM VESICULARE Stl'rki. 

Bass Lake, Starke County. 

184. PISIDIUM PAUPERCULGM Sterki. 

Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; Bass Lake, Stalke 
County; Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County. 

185. PrsIDluM SCUTELLA'I'UM Sterki. 

Lost Lake, Marshall County. 

186. PrsIDIulII SPLENDIDULUlI1 Sterki. 

Grassy Cre·ek and Turkey Lake, Ko,;ciusko County; Bass 
Lake, Starke County. 

187. PrsIDruM ROPER! Sterki. 

Grassy Creek and 'l'ippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Dan
ville (Sterki). 

188. PrsIDIuM MEDrANUlI1 Sterki. 

Bass Lake, Starke County. 
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189. PISIDIUM TENUISSIMUM Sterki. 

Bass Lake, Starke County; Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall 
County. 

190. PISIDIUM AFFINE Sterki. 

Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County. 

191. PISIDIUM SARGENTI Sterki. 

Bass Lake, Starke County. 

192. PISIDIUM STRENG! Sterki. 

Bass Lake, Starke County. 

193. P!SIDIUM KIRKLAND! Sterki. 

Berry Lake, Lake County (Baker). 

Family UNIONIDJE. 

194. TRUNCILLA TRIQUETRA Raf. (Unio triangularis Barnes). 

Tippecanoe, Wabash, Blue, White, Muscatatuck and Eel 
rivers. 

195. TRUNCILLA SULCATA.· Lea. (Unio 8ulcatus Lea). 

Wabash River, Lafayette; White River, Marion County, Ohio 
River (Stein). 

196. TRUNCILLA. FOLIA.TA Hild. (Unio foliatu8 Hild.). 

Ohio and Wabash rivers (Stein). 

197. TRUNCILLA. PERSONATA. Say. (Unio personatu8 Say). 

Wabash River, New Harmony. Authentic specimen in State 
Museum. 

198. TRUNCILLA. PERPLEXA Lea. (Unio perplelllu8 Lea). 

Wabash River, New Harmony; Ohio River (Stein). 

1981l. T. PERPLEXA. RANGIANA Lea. 

Wabash River, Lafayette; Tippecanoe River, Monticello; 
White River (Stein). 

199. TRUNCILLA SAMPSONII I,ea. 

Wabash River; Grand Chain, Posey County. 

200. MICROMYA FABALIS Lea. (Unio fabalis Lea). 

White, Wabash and Tippecanoe rivers; Tippecanoe Lake, 
Kosciusko County. 
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201. LAMPSILIS VENTRICOSVS Barnes. (Unio ventrlcosus Barnes; Unio subovatus 
Say). 

Common all over the State. 

202. LAMPSILIS CAPAX Green. (Unio cap am Green). 

Wabash River, New Harmony and Grand Chain; Ohio River. 

203. LAMPSILIS OVATUS Say. 

Wabash River, 'rene Haute, Lafayette; Ohio River. 

204. LAMPSILIS MULTIRADIATUS Lea. (Unio multiradiatu8 Lea). 

Wabash, Tippecanoe, Blue, White, E.el and Ohio rivers; Tip
pecanoe Lake. Common. 

205. LAMPSILIS LVTEOLUS Lam. (Unio luteD Ius Lam.). 

Common all over the State. 

206. LAMPSILIS LIGAMENTINUS Lam. (Uenio ligamentinu8 Lam.). 

Common all over the State. 

207. LAMPSILIS ORBICULATUS Hild. (Unio orbieulatu8 Hild.). 

Wabash River, Terre Haute; Ohio River. 

208. LAMPSILIS ANODONTOIDES Lea. (Unio tere8 Raf.). 

Kankakee, E.el, Tippecanoe, White, Wabash and Ohio rivers. 

209. LAMPSILIS FALLACIOSUS Simpson. 

Wabash River, Lafayette; Tippecanoe River, Carroll/County. 

210. LAMPSILIS RECTUS Lam. (Unio rectus Lam.). 

Common in all the rivers of the State. 

211. LAMPSILIS SUBROSTRATUS Say. (Unio 8ubro8tratu8 Say). 

Wabash, Eel and Ohio rivers; :Foote's Pond, Gibson County; 
Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake Maxinkuckee, 
Marshall County; Manitou Lake, Fulton County. 

212. LAMPSILIS LIENOSUS Con. 

White Hiver and canal at Indianapolis. Abundant. 

213. LAMPSILIS NIGERRIMUS Lea. 

White River, Rockford. 

214. LAMPSILIS IRIS Lea. (Unio iris Lea). 

All over the State. 

215. LAMPSILIS ELLIPSIFORMIS Con.' (Unio spatulatus Lea). 

Salt Creek, Porter County; Ohio, Wabash and Eel rivers 
(Call). 
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216. LAMPSILIS PARVUS Barnes. (Unio parvus Barnes). 

·Whit.e River, Indianapolis; Wabash River, New Harmony; 
Big Indian Creek, Corydon. 

217. LAMPSILIS GLANS Lea. (Unio glans Lpa). 

White River, Rocld'ord; Tippeean(w Lake, Koseiusko County; 
Wabash River, New Harmony. 

218. LAMPSILIS AL.-I.TUS Say. (Unio alatu8 Say). 

Wabash, Ohio, Kankakee and White rivers. Common. 

219. LAMPSILIS GRACILIS Barnes. (Unio gracilis Barnes). 

Ohio, Wabash, White and Tippeeanoe rivers. Common. 

220. LAMPSILIS LiEVISSIMUS Lea. (Ut/io 11l'vi8simuB Lea). 

Wabash River, 'rerre Haute, Lafayette and New Harmony; 
Ohio HiveI'. 

221. LAMPSILIS LEPl'OIlON Hnf. (UlI'io tClluixsil1!Us Lpa). 

Wabash River, New Harmony, Lafayette and 'rerre Haute. 

222. LAMPSILIS BLATCHLEYI Daniels. 

Wabash River, Grand Chain, Posey County. 

223. OBOYARIA RETUSA Lam. (Unio retu8u8 Lam.). 

White River, Indianapolis, Rockford; Wabash River, Lafay
ette, 'rerre Haute, New Harmony. 

224. OBOVARIA CIlWULL'S Lea. (Unio circulus r,ea). 

Ohio, Wabash, 'l'ippeeanoe, White and Eel rivers. 

225. OBOVARlA LENS Lea. 

Ohio, Wabash, 'rippeeanoe, ~\Yhite and Eel rivers. 

22(;. OBOVARIA ELLIPSIS r~ea. (Unio ellitJ8i,~ Lt'a). 

Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, ~ew Harmony; Ohio 
River, New Albany. 

227. PLAGIOLA SECURIS I,ea. (UlIio lineolatuB Raf.). 

Wabash River, Lafayette, 'rerre Haute, New Harmony, 
Grand Chain; Ohio niver, New Albany. 

228. PLAGIOLA ELEGANS Lea. (Unio degans Lea). 

Ohio, Wahash, TippecanGe, White and Kankakee rivers. 

229. PLAGIOLA 1l0NACIFORMIS Lea. (Unio dona~riformi8 Lea). 

Ohio, "\Yabash, White and Tippecanoe rivers. 
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230. TRITOGONIA TUBERCULATUS Barnes. (Unio tuberculatu8 Barnes). 

Common in the Ohio and lower Wabash rivers; White River, 
Rockford; Blue River, Crawford County. 

231. CYPROGENTA IRRORATA Lea. (Unio irroratu8 Lea). 

Ohio, Wabash and White rivers. Common. 

232. OBLIQUARIA REFLEXA Rat. (Unio cornutus Rat). 

Common in the Ohio, Wabash and White rivers. 

233. PTYCHOBRANCHUS PHASEOLUS Hild. (Unio pha8eoltt,~ Hild.). 

Ohio, Wabash, Tippecanoe and White rivers; Tippecanoe 
Lake, Kosciusko County. 

234. STROPHITUS EDENTULPS Say. (Anodonta edentula Say; .4 .. wardiana Lea). 

Gommon in all the larger streams in the State; Tippecanoe 
Lake, Kosciusko County. 

234a. S. EDENTULUS PAVONIUS Lea. 

Wabash, Tippecanoe and White riverR; Big Indian River, 
Corydon. 

235. ANODONTA UIBECILLIS Say. 

Ohio, Wabash and White rivers; Lily Lake, .Laporte. 

236. ANODONTA, SUBORBICULATA Say. 

Dan's Pond, Knox COlNlty; Foote's Pond, Gibson County, 
rare; Wier's Lake, Posey County, common; White River, 
Rockford. 

237. ANODONTA GRANDIS Say. (Anodonta salmonia Lea). 

Rivers and ponds throughout the State. 

237a, A. GRANDIS FOOTIANA Lea. 

Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Manitou Lake, Fulton 
County. 

238. ANODONTA CORPULENTA Cooper. 

Clear Lake, Laporte. 

239. ANODONTA KENNICO'l'TII Lea. 

Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County. 

240. LASTENA LATA Raf. (Anodonta dehiscens Say). 

Ohio, Wabash and'Tippecanoe rivers. 

241. ANODONTOIDES FERUSSACIANUS Lea. 

Lake Michigan, Millers. 

71-GeoI. 

• 
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241a. A. FERUSSACIANUS SUBCYLINDRACEUS Lea. (Anodonta 8ubcyZindracea Lea). 

Wabash River; Berry Lake, Lake CQunty (Baker). 

242. MCIDENS CONFRAGOSUS Say. (Margaritana confrago8a Say). 

Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute and New Harmony; 
ponds in Posey County. 

243. SYMPHYNOTA COMPRESSA Lea. (Unio pressus Lea). 

Wabash, White and 'l'ippecanoe rivers. 

244. SYMPHYNOTA COSTATA Raf. (Margaritana rugosa Barnes). 

Wabash, Ohio, "\Vnite, Tippecanoe, Blue, Kankakee and Eel 
rivers. 

245. SYMPHYNOTA COMPLANATA Barnes. (Margaritafta compianata Barnes). 

Common in all the rivers of the State. 

246. ALASMIDONTA CALCEOLA Lea. (Margaritana deltoidea Lea). 

Lake Maxink.Thckee, Marshall County; Moots Creek, White 
County; Big Indian River, Harrison County; Salt Creek, 
Porter County; Wolf Lake (Baker). 

247. ALASMIDONTA TRUNCATA B. H. Wright. (Margaritana ma,rginata Say). 

In nearly all of the rivers and several of the lak;es and ponds. 

248. HEMILASTENA AMBlGUA Say. (Margaritana hildrethiana Lea). 

Wabash River, Grand Chain, Posey County; White River, 
Rockford. 

249. MARGARITANA MONODONTA Say. 

Grand Chain, Posey County; :b'alls of the Ohio near New 
Albany (Call). 

250. UNIO GIBBOSUS Barnes. 

Common in the larger streams of the State; Turkey and 
Tippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Lake Maxinkuckee, 
Marshall Oounty. 

251. UNIO CRASSIDENS Lam. 

Ohio, Wabash and Tippecanoe rivers. 

252. UNIO TETRALASMUS Say. 

Ohio and Wabash rivers (Call). 

252a. U. TETRALASMUS SAY! Ward. 

Montour's Pond, Knox County. 
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253. PLEUROBEMA CLAVA Lam. (Unio clavu8 Lam.). 

Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, New Harmony; Tip
pecanoe River. 

2M. PLEUROBEMA .'ESOPUS Green. (Unio CyphYU8 Raf.). 

Tippecanoe River, Monticello; Wabash River, Lafayette, 
Terre Haute and New Harmony; Ohio River, New Albany. 

255. PLEUBOBEMA CICATBICOSA Say. (Unio varico8us Lea). 

Wabash River. 

255a. QUADRULA PLICATA Say.* (Unio plicatus Le Sueur). 

Common in the Ohio and lower Wabash rivers. 

256. QUADBULA lTNDULATA Barnes. 

Ohio, Wabash, White, Eel, Blue and Tippecanoe rivers. 

21'i7. QUADBULA HEROS Say. (Unio multiplicatu8 Say). 

Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, New Harmony; Ohio 
River, Mt. Vernon. 

258. QUAIlRULA CYLINDRICUS Say. (Unio cylindricu8 Say). 

C<lmmon in the Ohio, Wabash, White, Eel and Tippecanoe 
rivers. 

259. QUADRULA METANEVRA Raf. (Unio metanevrU8 Raf.). 

Ohio, Wabash, White and Blue rivers. 

260. Q. METANEVRA w ABDII Lea. 

Wabash River. 

261. QUADBULA LACHBYMOSA Lea. (Unio lachrymo8u8 Lea). 

Wabash River, 'ferre Haute and New Harmon~; Ohio River. 

262. QUADRULA FRAGOSA Conrad. (Unio frago8u8 Conrad). 

Wabash River, Gibs<ln County. 

263. QUADBULA PUSTULOSA Lea. (Unio pustulo8u8 Lea). 

Common in the Ohio, Wabash, White and Tippecanoe rivers. 

264. QUADBULA COOPEBIANA Lea. (Unio cooperianu8 Lea). 

Wabash River. 

265. QUADBULA PUSTULATA Lea. (Unio pustulatu8 Lea). 

Wabash River, Terre Haute and New Harmony; Ohio River, 
Mt. Vernon. 

"This is not a variety of Pleurobema cicatrico8a Say. The number was accidentally 
omitted in the text, and the number 255a has been given it for that reason. 
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266. QUADIttJLA RUBIGINOSA Lea. (Unio rubigino.9u8 Lea). 

Oommon in all o·f the streams and most of the lakes of the 
State. 

267. QUADRULA TRIGONA Lea. (Unio trigonu8 Lea). 

Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Ohio, Wabash, Blue, 
Tippecanoe and White rivers. 

268. QUADRULA OBLIQUA Lam. (Unio obliqUl18 Lam.). 

Wabash River, Terre Haute and New Harmony; Ohio River. 

269. QUADRULA COCCINEA Con. (Unio coccineu8 I~ea). 

Common in all of the larger streams of the State; Lake Max
inkuckee, Marshall County; Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko 
County. 

270. QUADRULA SOLIDA Lea. (Unio 80lida Lea). 

Wabash River, Terre Haute and Ncw Harmony; Op.io River, 
Mt. Vernon. 

271. QUADRULA PLENA Lea. 

Wabash River, Terre Haute, New Harmony and ~afayette; 
Tippecanoe River, Oarroll County. 

272. QUADRUI.A PYRAMIDATA Lea. 

Tippecanoe River, Oarroll County, common; Wabash River, 
Lafayette and Terre Haute. 

273. QUADRULA SUBROTUNDA Lea. 

Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, New Harmony; Tip
pecanoe River, Carroll County. 

274. QUADRULA EBENUS Lea. (Unto ebenu8 Lea). 

Wabash River, Terre Haute and Grand Ohain, Posey County; 
Knox County, White River. 

275. QUADRULA TUBERCULATA Raf.(Unio verrUC08U8 Barnes}. 

Common in all the streams of the State. 

276. QUADRULA GRANIFERA Lea. (Unio graniferulI" Lea). 

Ohio River. 
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